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PREFACE.

The poritnl wlik'h has olapaod Kinee the first nclition of tliis work aiipi^ared,

Iiiis hud a more imiiortaut inihicnco on the social and t onmiorcial progress of

Iho world than any rocordod in liistory, and in no part hns this change

been more evident than in the countr^'is around the North Tncifio Ocean.

Twenty years ago Califoniia was little more than the hunting ground

of the Indians ; its ports and chief places were only occupied by a few in-

dolent half-breed Spaniards. British Columbia and its primeval forests had

been untrodden by civilized man. Bohring Sea had not then been visited

by the whaling-iloot, which has since drawn such enormous treasures from

its waters. Kussian Tartary and its great river Amur, one of the largest in

the world, were unknown. Japan was a sealed empire, and the various

archipelagoes scattered over its sui-face, teeming with people, were only

visited on rare occasions for the pearl oyster or biche-do-mar they produced.

How all this is changed, the brief notices scattered throughout this book

will show.

The vast extension of steam navigation by the introduction of the screw

propeller ; the establishment of sub-oceanic telegraphy ; the development of

the gold fields (if Western America and Australia, and the consequent gi-owth

uf the State of California ; the opening of the vast empires of China and

Japan to the world's commerce ; the union of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts

by the railway aci-oss the isthmus of Tanama, and the Pacific Eaihvay

to San Francisco ; the transfer to the United States of the Eussian Ter-

ritory in America ; the more perfect organisation and development of the

commerce with the islands ; with innumerable other evidences of progress

in uU (quarters, have so altered our relations with the remote countries

I
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iv PEEFACE.

described in this vohimo, tliattlio cluiugo is astonishing when it is considered

in how sliort n period it liiis been ofrocted.

The present work then refers to a much more important subject tlian was

the case with the preceding edition ; and, Avith its increase of interest, the

improved knowledge of its liydrography will bo found to have kep< pace.

As is stated in the introducdion to tho South Pacific Directory, ^his edition

is differently arranged to tho first. Tn that, tho first' part referred to tho

coasts, the second to tho islands of tho Pacific Ocean. Tlioso later editions

separate tho oceans by tho equator, and each volume describes the aa-ea North

or South of it, and is thus complete in itself, although supplementary to

each other.

It is scarcely necessary to recount tlu! steps which have boon made in our

knowledge of the Pacific and its coasts. Up to a very recent time tho reci-

tal of each voyage was a tale of discovery and adventure. Many of them

are familiar household stories. Captain Cooli'H voyage is scarcely forgotten as

a narrative ;
yet not a contui-y since ho commenced tho real work of correctly

describing tho Pacific. Tho voyages and surveys of Vancouver, 1791 to 1794,

are still tho best authority for the coasts of Alaska and British Columbia.

At *'ii^ "'uno period the Spaniards had sent tho well known conmuinders

da nd Valdez, and also the unfortunate Malaspina, and liis companion

Bmtamente ; these are deserving of all good mention. They examined

much of the Western coast of America.

Admiral Eruscndern, the hydrographer of the Pacific, follows next in

order, and ho firsst gave a correct notion of Japan, Okhotsk, and the adjacent

parts of Asia (in 1803—1806) ; and, most important of all, has left an in-

valuable and noblo work on the Pacific (1824, 1827), to which very many

of the subsequent pages are indebted.

To another Eussian officer. Captain Frederic Lutke, we still are almost

solely indebted for what Ave know of the inclement Sea of Behring, and

of much of the Caroline Archipelago. A third, Otto Von Kotzehiw, was sent

by the Eussian Government to the North Pacific in 1815— 1818, and sur-

veyed tho Marshall Islands and other parts.

Of our own coimtrymen, in later times, the late Admiral Frederic William

Beechey, stands prominent. His voyage in the JJlvssvm, 1826— 1828, is in a

I •irthrtiVn'irrTi'i J.
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ficioutific point of view one of tlie most important. lie fixed many positions

on the American coast, surveyed Beliring Strait, the Sandwich Islands, tlie

Lu-chu Islands, &c. The same commander afterwards, in 183/5-G, again wont

to tlio Pacific, in the Sulphur, but being invalided, ho resigned his command to

Captain, afterwards Sir Edward Belcher. The Sulphur did excellent service

in reconciling many points in doubt, in surveying many otlier places of great

importance, and adding a groat fund of information to North Pacific hydro-

grapliy. While the Sulphur was thus employed, the Frendi frigate La

Venus, under Captain A. Du Petit Thouars, in 1837-8, collected a gi-eat

amount of valuable information on the wlmle fishery, besides surveying and

determining the positions of many places.

Omitting many minor authorities, the noble work by Von Siebold on Japan,

published by the Dutch Government, 1823-30, deserves every admiration,

and is worthy of a nation. Another truly national undertaking was the

United States Exploring Expedition, organized under Commodore Charles

IVilkes, 1838. The works of this important ourveying squadion need not to

bo further alluded to.

Later than this we may notice the voyage of the Tferald, under Captain

(now Admiral) Kellett, E.N., and his three voyages to the Arctic Sea, as

chronicled by Br. Berthold Seemann, 1845-51. Those and many other works

are duly acknowledged as our authorities.

Since the period when the foregoing voyages were undertaken, the great

changes before alluded to have come over the countries bordering on the

North Pacific. Commencing with Central America, we have made use of

the work of Captain Be Rosencoat of tho V Obligado, on the province of

Voraguas, in 1854, and of tho observations of J/. Be Lapelin, of the French

corvette La Brillante, 1852.

On the cession by treaty of the Californian territory to the United States,

that Government immediately took measures (1848) to acquire a better

knowledge of its coasts, and tho ultimate result was tho perfect directory

drawn up by Assistant Geo. Bavidson, U.8.N., from tho surveys and observa-

tions of the U.S. Coast Survey in 1863, chiefly under Commanders W. A.

Bartlelt, Mi-Arthur, and t/rt*. Aldm, U.S.N., 1848—1838. These directions,

iw....-' •.t4wikiW.i*«.'«i«iii.i*",t*X*-:i^'.-<^»h:^-^h:^S^i>>'--'^^.->r-T :r'-'ivr^.-r;



vl rUKKACK.

(ioinprisod in Chapter IV. aro iuvaluablo, and ombcMly all provioiw ob-

srvations.

Tho shores of Juan Jo Fuca Strait wero surveyed by Captain Kdktt in

1847. Vancouvor's work supplies tho basis of uur present knowledge of the

inlets to tho S.E. of it.

Vancouver's Island and tho adjacent shores of the continent wero admi-

rably and minutely ?urvoyod by tho present hydrographcr, Captain G. If.

Richards, R.N., C.13., 1859—18G5, assisted by several uieritorious officovH,

of whom Captain R. C. Mayne and Messrs. J. A. Bull and D. Pender may bo

mentioned. The Vancouver Island Tilot, drawn up from tho observations

thus collected, forms the basis of Chapters V. and VI. It will bo seen that

we have added many important details from the very interesting works of

Lord Milton, Captain Mayne, Mr. Whymper, and other adventurous and

recent travellers. To the North of this Vancouver's work still remains tho

chief authority.

Of Alaska, the older authorities aro still the chief, but of the Sitka Archi-

pelago the Russian oificers have made much better charts, published in

1848—1850, chiefly from tho suiveys of Capt. Yamlief. Of tho remainder

of the territory of Alaska it is gratifying to find that our first edition is still

considered to be useful, for the United States' Government have recently

(in the present year) reprinted that portion as a guide for their uowly

acquired territory.

Proceeding to tho north-west, the chief advances made in tho hydrography

arose out of the French and English Expeditions to China in 1 834-7, and,

for the new Russian possessions, their surveys of 1849—1854.

Our knowledge of Japan has greatly and rapidly improved. It may bo

said to have commenced with Commodore Ferry^s U.S. Expedition in 1853-4.

The singular circumstances related on page 598 as to a remarkable and

excellent native map, will be of great interest. It was drawn up by tho

astronomer Takapasi Zakmaimon, who destroyed himself when it was disco-

covered that he had furnished a copy to a European resident. This has

served in many parts as a basis of our knowledge, and this, with the surveys

of Commanders Ward and JJrooker, R.N., and especially of Commander

I .*:^'MA&jL<i\«^LlW4Uwfeltf L,;^ i^fiflffiW iiti 1 1 -X,
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CharleH Jiullod; It.N., will appear as exact and perfect rcproBontations of

the places of grnatost interest.

(»f tho islands and archipolagoos which are dispersed over the surface of

the North Pacific wo cannot speak hero in detail. Their positions aiul tho

descriptions of their cliaractoristics are derived in each case frocjuently from

many source's, whii.h aro duly staiod.

To tho authorities hero enumerated, and to many others whoso observa-

tions aro distributed throughout tho following pages, our especial thanks

and acknowledgements aro rendered.

This volume has been long delayed. Many avocations have prevented tho

author till now from devoting that time to it which tho importance of its

topics would command. However, in now offering it to the nautical world,

he trusts that no source of information has been overlooked, and that tho

book will be found to be deserving of their confidence. It is the last of a

series of six volumes bearing the Editor's name, which coinprehond n

description of tho whole ocean-world. And thus completing his labours, ho

would oxprodH the gratification it has boon through many years to collect

and arrange tho materials thus submitted.

A. 0. FINDLAY.

London, Septemler 1, 1870.
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I,at.

North.
Lonif.
West.

Liidrones Islands, South Idle
Blontuosa, 8.E. end -

Burica Point, Burica Island off it

Gulf of Dulce, Cape Matapalo -

„ Punta Aronitas -

Sal-si-puedes Point, S.W. extreme
Point Llorona, extreme
Cano Island, S.W. point
I'oint Mala - . . .

Port Herradura, lake on beach -
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„ Caldera, hot springs

,) Pan de Azuoar -
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Port Culehra, head of port
Point Santa Klena - . .

Salinas Bay, Salinas Island
San Juan del Sur, South bluff .

Capo Desolada . . .

Rkalejo, Cardon Island, North point
Fonseca, or Conchagua Gulf; Coseguina

Volcano • . . .

)i Port_ La Union,
Chicarene Point

Port Jiquilisco, or Triunfo de los Libres .

Kivor Lempa, Barra del Esp. Santo
Volcan de S. Miguel, 7,024 feet .

Port Libortad, flagstaff

City of San Salvador...
I'ort Acfijulla, or Sonsonate, Pt. Remedios
Isalco Volcano - . .

Port of Istapa or Iztapam
Volcan de Agua ...
Volcan de Fuego ...
San Jose de Guatemala, pier head

WEST COAST OF MEXICO.

Boca Barra, about
Lii Vcntosa Bay, Morro
Bay of Bambii," Punta de Zipogua
Morro of Ystapa, or Ayuca
Bay of Rosario, Morro de las Sulinas
Port Guatulco, islct.s off

Port Sacrihcios, Sacrificios Island
Puerto Angel or Port Angeks .

Alcalras Rock
Acapulco, Town of. Fort S. Diego
Paps of Coyuca
Point Jnquepa
Morro do Patatlan
Port Sihuiintanojo, head of port
Mangrove Bluff
Pap.n of Teiupan
Colima Volcano, 1 2,003 foct, summit
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I.nt.

Xorth.
Xmg.
West. Autlioritici.

rinya Miirirt Hay, Sta. Slaria I'orit

!St. (ioronimo Island - . -

I'ort San Uuentin, West pt. of ontranco -

I'oint Zuniga . . .

Ccniziw IsliiiiJ, N.W. point

Capo Culufitt, 8.\V. point

'I'odos Ins Santos Cay, I'oint Orajoro

Los CoronadoB Isluts, highest point 675 ft.

COAST OF CALIFORNIA.

San Diogo Bay. Initial point of boimdary

obelisk . . - -

„ Point Loma Lighthouse

San Luis Rey, anchorage off -

San Junn Capistrano, anchorap;o off

San Pedro Bay, bluff at landing

Point Huenemc . . -

Buenaventura Mission

Santa Barbara, lighthouse

Point Concopcion, lighthouse -

El Coxo, bluff

Cortes Shoal, Bishop Rock 15 foet

San Clemente Island, rocky islot at N.W.
anchorage . . .

Santa Catalina Island, rock at North cove

Santa Barbara Island, summit -

S«n Nicolas Island, 8.E. point -

John Bogg Rock, 49 feet high -

Anacapa Island, liast end
Santa Cruz Island, Prisoners' Harbour
Santa Rosa Island, W. point

Sna Miguel Island, Cuylers Harb., 8.W.
part . . - .

San Luis Obispo, bluff West of crook

San Simeon, beach at S.W. part

Point Pines, lighthouse - -

MoNTBiiEY, Custom-house wharf

Santa Cruz, bluff at ombarcadero

SAN FUANCISCO, Point Boneta lightho.

„ Telegraph Hill, near
Observatory

„ Presidio, astronomical

station -

Sir Francis Drake's Bay, astronomical sta-

tion East of head . - -

Point lloyes, lighthouse

South Fiirallon lighthouse

North Farallon . . -

Bodega Head, summit 1 mile from extreme

Bodega Bay, Fort Ross

Point Arena, extreme

Shelter Covo, S.E. part of bluff

^855
29 48
30 21

30 30
30 32

30 59
31 44
32 21 46

V 3' 59
32 40 13

33 «7 o

33 2<5 55
33 43 «9

34 8 o

34 «5 o

34 »3 35
34 26 47
34 26 56
3» »5 45

33 i

33 26

o

34
33 30 o

33 »4 "3

33 »* 30

34
34
33 58 30

3 o
'o 37

34
35

35 38 24
36 37 58
36 36 17

36 57 ^7

37 49 'o

37 47 53

37 47 »9

37 59 35

37 59 39
37 41 49
37 46 I

38 18 20

38 30 o

38 57 o

40 I 14

114 31 o

"5 47 o

"5 56 33
"5 58 o
116 2 o
116 15 o
I 16 46 o
117 13 21

17 6 II

17 12 22

17 29 O

n 43
18 6

19 9
«9 '5

19 42
20 27
^o 25 39
•950
18 34 o
18 28 4;
19 2 o
19 25 o

'9 39 30
19 19 c

19 40 o
20 12 30

20 10 27
20 43 31
21 10 22

»« 55 o
21 52 27
22 o 10

22 30 50

22 23 10

22 26 15

" 57 36

13 o 13

" 59
n 5
»3 »

^3 >3

n 45
*4 3

Capt. Kollett.

Sir E. Bolchpj.

Vancouver.

The Survey by
the U.S. officers

under Lieut. W.
A.Bartlott,1849;

Comm. J. Alden,
1853 ; and As-
sistant Geo. Da-
vidson, 1863.

Sir E. Belcher,

>t

)»

Commr. James
Wood, R.N.

U.S. Co. Survey.

By Electric Te-
legraph.

U.S. Co. Survey.

Pogo

148
149
149

160

160
160
160
161

166

167

168

168
169
160
161

162
163

164

164

166

168

168

168

169

169

169

170

171

172

174

176

177
179

184

184

184

196

19G

197

198
200
201
2113

2U6
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XVI TABLE OF OEOORAPniCAL POSITIONS.

VANCOUVER ISLAND, ETC.

Port San Juan, Pinnacle Rock, North side

oC bay . . . .

Sooko Inlet, Secretary Island -

Race Island, lightho. on Groat Race Rock
Esquimau Harbour, Duntze Head
Victoria Harhouh, Laurel point

Barclay Sound, Cape litalo, S,E. point

„ Observ. islet, Island harb.

„ Observ. Id., Albemi canal

Stamp harbour
Clayoquot Sound, Obsorv. I., Hecate Bay -

Rofugo Covo, villaKO on West side

Hosquiat Harbour, boat cove

Estevan Point, South extreme -

Nootka Sound, Friendly Cove -

Nuchatlitz Inlet, Port Langford, Colwood
Islet . . . .

Esperanza Inlet, rock. Queen's cove
Kyuquot Sound, Shingle point, ut entrance

of Narrowgut creek

Nasparti Inlet, Head beach
Cape Cook or Woody Point, Solander Id. -

Quatsino Sound, Observ, islet, Koprino
harbour - - - -

„ rock, North harbour

I,:it.

.North.
LniiGT.

Went.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Point Roberts, Parallel station, W. side -

Eraser River entrance, Garry point

New Westminster, Military barracks

Burrard Inlet, English Bay, Government
reserve . - - -

Nanaimo Harbour, Dr. Benson's house -

Howe Sound, Plumper Cove
Nanoose Harbour, Entrance Rock
Bayncs Sound, Henry Bay, Beak point -

Quathiasky Cove, Valdes Island, S. point -

Knox Bay, Thurlow island. Stream at head

of bay . - - -

Port Ne^•ille, Robber's nob
Port Harvey, Tide pole islet

Alert Bay, Cormorant island. Yellow bluflf-

Beaver Harbour, Fort Rupert, Shell islet -

Port Alexander, Goletas channel, islet in

centre of port - -
_

-

Bull Harbour, Hope island. North point,

Indian island ...
Triangle Island, Scott islands, W. point -

Cape Scott, summit of cape

Cape Caution ...

48 33 30
48 19 3i>

48 17 46
48 25 49
48 2.5 22
48 47 48
48 64 41

49 13 46
49 Id 22
49 20 50
49 27
49 22
49 35 31

49 47 20
49 52 45

49 50 55
60 11 21

50 6 31

60 30

50 29 25

31

49
49 7 4
49 13 1

49 16 18

49 10 15

49 24 39
49 15 43
49 36 29

50 2 42

60 24 16

60 31 9

60 33 68
50 35 2

60 42 36

60 60 49

50 54 47
60 51 53
60 46 41

61 12

124 27 37
123 42 40
123 32 16
123 26 45
123 23 2

125 12 52
125 16 54

124 60 7

125 66 17
126 16 40
126 26 27
126 32 32
126 37 32

126 67 6
126 69 55

127 9 30
127 37 58
127 67 20

127 62 16
128 3 39

123 6



379
380
383

385
389
391
393
398
411

414
415
416

419

421

422
424
425

426
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XVlll TABLE OF GEOGKArniCAL POSITIONS.

i.iii.

NlMlll.

!.iiii|f.

\Vi»t.
Autlioiitii'i. Vnyie

l-'nit Sliliiiic(II. 11. C". poM)
INiin! Ilown
I'ort rioUcliiiii, I'liiut Ii.iki i

I'mt ncimcliTc, Met nil

Voiiit St. Allians

(Jii))!,' Dcciaioii - - -

('ii]it> I'lili) . • - -

( 'iipo A(l(linnto)i ...
('.\\Ky Sail l!iiit()liiin(' - - -

Kiirtii InIiiikI, or Wolf K'mk
Siiii Ciiilo.s, Doiigliis, or loin sli r IhIuiuI,

South point - - -

CliriNliaii Soiiml, Port JfiilmoHlmry

I'oiiit Kllis

Princo Frcilorick Sound, Point Kiiiffunill

-

„ Pt. Ciniuli n, Pt. SIiKMrlncy

Adniirnlty iMliind, Point (^iirdncr

,', Point Ncpcan
C'lipe Fiuisliiiw - - -

St(']ilitiuu Phhs:ir;c, Port Tlnu^hton, X. pt.

,,
I'ort Siictti»liiini, 'I'lico,

H.U.C. istii^ lishnionl

,. Point Iiotroat

Chathani Sirail, llood Pay, Point Sanniul

„ Point Marcdi.n

Lynn Canal, Point Couvi'rdcn -

„ Seduction Point

The Sitka Aiichivelacio.

I'apo Ommancy, Woodon Island

Port Conclusion, Ship's Cove -

Point Aunustii
Point /.d(dphu8

Port Altliorp, ontrance

I'apc Cross . . .

Portlock llarhour - - -

Capo Edward . . .

Pay of Islan Is, Poin* Amelia
Krii/.ov I.sland. Cape EdK<'Uinl)0

Sitka or Norfolk Sound, Novo Ai khangcl,

Arsciml . . .

Point Wodi'houso . . -

Cross Sound, Pt. Wimbledon
Cape Sponcor . . .

Cajie Fuirweather . . .

Mount Fairweather . . -

Pehricg Pay, Capo Phipps

„ Port Mulgravi!, Pt. Tumor
„ Digges Bay, Pt. Latoudie

„ Point Manby
Point Kiou - - - -

Blount St. Elias, 1 4,987 feet

Pamplona Kock . . .

Capo Suckling . . .

Kaye Wand, Cape Haniond
Prince William Sound, Cape Witshod

„ Capo iiinchinbrook

„ Port Etches, Phipps Pt. -

„ I'ort tiravina, S.E. point -

„ Snug Corner Bay

m 40
.•)(! ;u
r,(; 'JO 30

.'lO 1.)

.)(! 7

.)0 2

.•);) .18

Jo •-'7

r,.; 12 ;!(i

."..'i 1

:,:< IS
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ix TABLE OF OEOORAPniCAL POSITIONS.

TiinnKa Island, N.VV. poak
Ooreloy or Durnt lalaiid

Amatignuk Inland

Semisopochnoi, or Sovon MountaiuH Id,

Amtschitka Island, WoHt point .

„ Kirilovskaia Day
Kryci or llat Islnnd

Kiska Island, North point

Bouldyr iNland, centre

JSemitsch Islnnii

Agaltou Island

Attoii Island, TschitHchatjoff Bay

l.at.

Ninth.
Limn.

51 6t;

61 r>

rA 59

51 -ta

51 27
51 45
52 22

52 11)

5a 6

52 4a
52 5(i

i;onir\\r

178 10 U
178 40

178 55
lionij;. K.

;17!) 45 67
178 45
:179 9 64

il79 20

177 50

[170 13

174

173 37
173 20

SEA OF BKlIIlINa

Point Krcnitzin

Izenbok (or Cto. lleidon) Bay, Capo Glaze

nap, or Mitkoff

Antak or Aamak Island, South extreme

Cape Koshnoff
MoUer Bay, Kritskoi Island, K. ))oint

Capo Scniavine

(i'apu Strognnofl'

( !ape Monchikoft'

Ougatchik, or Soiiliina Uivcr, Capo Groig

Bristol Hay, (^apu Tschitchngott'.

Jtiver Nanek, I'aougvif^umut villai{0

t^hramtsclumko Bay, Capo Constantino

Nouchagak River, Fort Aloxandroffsk

llagfiineistor Island, Calm Point
( 'apo Nowcnham
Bay of Good News, N. pt. of entrance

Kuskowino River, N \V. point .

Cape Avinnff

Nuniwak Island, N.E. extreme .

„ 8.E. point

Cape Vanco\iver
Cape RomanzoS
Yukon River, Aphoon Mouth
Cape Stephens
Chaktolimout Bay, Tebenkoff Cove
Fort Michaelooski
TJnalaclileot, trading port

Cape Denbigh, Foii St. Michael

Cape Darby....
Golovnine Bay, Stone Mole
Aziak or Sledge Island, 642 feut

Point Rodney, northern peak
Port Clarence, Point Spencer

Oukivok, or King'B Island, 766 feet

Cape York ....
Capb Puincb of Wales (West Cape of

America), bluff

Diomede Islands, Fairway Rock, centre

St. Lawrence Island, Schischmarcff point .

55 14

55 25

55 58

5(i

of) 23
56 52
57 30

67 4a

68 17

68 42
58 29

68 67

58 25

58 42
69 3

69 60
69 60
60 32

60
CO 44

61 61

63 10

03 35

63 28

6H 21

oa 53
64 19

04 21

64 26

64 31

H 42
65 16

64 58
65 24

65 83
65 38

8 162

163
161

100
160

158

157

157

157

157

15»

158

160

162
IGl

162

164

165

165

166

166

164

,162

30 161

161

33 160

161

163

42 163

1
166

10 il66

40 1166

49
10

30

40

63 46

167

167

60 7

1 5

41
2 7

61

68 6

47 2

34
6

46
18

55
24
63
10

30
3

28
5

19

52
51

30 10

10 U

8
9

17 50
47 .50

57 47
19 40

167 69 10

168 43 45

Long. W.
161 41

Chvamtschonko,
Cook, 1778.

Etolinii.

Chramtschoiiko.

i»

Wa8.siliutf,

II

Etoline.

Chramtschoiiko.
Zagoskin.
Cook.
Tebenkoff.
K(;llott.

/agoskin.
Cook.

II

Tebenkofl'.

Cook.
Buechey.

Cook.
Boechoy.

Schischmareff.

618
518
618
519
619
619
620
520
620
620
520
521
621
621
622
621
622
622
522
622
622
524
524
524
624
625
520
526
526
527
527
627
527
62J>-

629
630

631
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Aiithorltli'i.

irytiichuft'.

»t

ft

ighoslrom.

toliiiu.

I'agc

518

utko.
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XXIV TABLE or GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONS.

Lat.
North.

Lonn.
East.

Authorities.

Syliille Bay
Piqufi Bay -

Bullock Bay
Luke Point

JAPANESE ARCHIPELAGO.

KlUSIU AND SiKOK.

Cape ChichakofiF, Satano Misaki, extreme

Kagosiina, fortress

Okino Sima, South point

Nomi Harbowr
Kotsi Inlet - - - •

Inland Sba.

Simonoseki, Moze Saki, South part

Hime Simn, East end
Cape lyo, North end -

Tomo, harbour
Awadji Island, North point, light

Hiogo, Kobe Point •

Oosaka, Timposon fort

Kala, pier - - - •

Hino Misaki, extreme

Tanabe Bay, Cape Tanabe

S.E. Coast of Nipon.

Oosinia, Harbour of Kii, Pisayama Rock
Urakami Harbour, Village point

Gulf of Suruga (Simidsu harb.), Miosaki
£no-ura Bay, centre

Heda Bay, centre

Aran Bay, centre

Tugo Bay, centre

I*

H
n
n

Volcanic Islets, S.E. of Japan.

Oosima or Vries Island, S.E. point

Kosn sima, highest part

Miaki sima, highest part

Mikura Island, highest part

Kedfleld Rocks, southern

Broughton Rock, centre

Fatsizio Island, centre

Aoga sima, eastern summit
Koning WiUem III, Island, centre

La Bayonnaise Island

Smith Island

Ponafidin Island

St. Peter's or Black Rock

Cape Idsu, S.E. extreme

Rock island, light on centre

44 4.^ 45 I '36 " 3°

44 46 1,5 >36 27 15

45 * o 136 44 c

45 >9 30 '37 'o '5

30 59
3' 37

32 44
33 »3

33 30

33 58

33 45
34 10

34 23

34 37

34 40

34 40

34 >9

33 52

33 40

3'

30 *9

*9 47

o 130 44 30
o 1130 3S o

o 1132 37 o

o !i33 »9 °

o ;ii3 35 o

130 58 14
131 42 o

'3» 57

'33 ^4

•35 o

"35 '5

135 28

1'35 4
l'35 6

i'35 io

33 19 8

33 33 37

35 o 51

35 3 o

34 58 II

34 50 o

34 47 3

34 39 30

34 '3 15

34 5 o

31 5» o

33 56 50
33 39 o

33 6 o
3» 37 30
31 52 48

o
i"

'35 48 55
'35 55 "
!'38 3' 7

138 53 o
38 46 o

138 46 o

138 44 54

4'
o
o
o

'39 »8

'39 8

'39 3«

'39 34
138 48

'39 >7 45
139 48 o

'39 47 30

'39 58 46

'39 59 »o

139 50 o
140 6 o
140 21 30

Tionson, 1856.

Japanese chart.

Ward.
Japanese chart.

34 35 o |'38 5-1 o

34 34 »o i'38 57 'o

Ward, 1861.

RuRsian frigate

Diana, 1863-55,

Ward, 1860.

Page

La Gravi&rc
Houckgeest.

H.M.S. Tribune.

Ponatidin.

U.S. Expedition

An.c. !can chart,

1854.

691
692
692
592

598
699
600
600
601

604
606
608
608
610
612
Gil
614
617
618

619
6'20

623
624
624
624
624

626
626
627
627
627
628
628
628
629
629
630
630
630

633
633



noNS

Ward.
Japanese chart

Wiird, 1861.

RuBsian frigate

Diana, 1863-55.

Ward, 1860.

La (iravi^re

Houckgoest.
II.M.S. Tribune.

Ponnfldin.

U.S. Expedition

An.L. ican chart,

1854.

625
626
627
627
627
628
628
628
629
629
630
630
630

633
633

TABLE OF GEOGRAPHICAL TOSITIONS. XXV

Lat.
North.

Simoda Ilarhour, centre island -

Yoilo Bay (Capo Sagami), oxlronio

Yokohama, western pier

Sthait of Tsuoak, Etc.

Cape Greig, small rock off South side

TatHupi saki, North side

Toriwi saki, centre of low island off

lied Cliff Point, extreme
Cape Namhu, small islet on Wtst side

Cnpe Matsumae, islet off -

Ilakodadi Harbour, mtrancc to Kamida
Creek . . . .

Island of Yeso.

Cnpe Broughton, East point

Capo Spanborg . . .

PortAtkis . - . -

Buy of Good Hope, peaked hill

Cape Eroen or Evosn . . -

Volcano Bay, Endermo Harbour, entrance
Cape Nadiejeda . . .

Matsumae, or Matsmai, city

Cape Sineko . . .

Cape Oote Nizavou . . .

Cape Kutusoff . . .

Cape Novosilzov . . -

Cape Malaspina . . .

!Mount or Peak Pallas

Cape Schischkoff . . -

Risiri Island, or Pic do Langle -

Refunsiri Island, Cape Guibort -

Cape Romanzoff . . .

West Coast or Nipon.

Bittern Rocks, S.W. rock
Tabu sima. East extreme
Awa sima, N.E. extreme
Sado Island, Ya saki

Niegata, governor's house
Yutsi sima
Nanao, entrance
Astrolabe Rock
Capo Noto
Mikuni Boada
Tsuruga Bay, entrance
Oki Islands, North point

Mino sima, centre
Cape Louisa
Richards Island

Kiusiu.

Wiltion Island, summit

North Pacific.

34 39 49
35 8 o

35 26 II

4«

4«
5 39
i6 17

4' 33 34
41 28 7

4' »5 »4
4« 24 54

4' 47 8

I.oni;.

Ka»t.
Authorities.

43 38 30

i

44 35 o

! 43 10
o

59
33
»5

43
4«

41

4'

4»
42

o
o

9
1

1

10

41 29 o

41 39 30
18 10

38 o

43 «4 30

43 4» 5'

44 o o

44 20 o

45 »5 50

45 *7 45

45 »5 50

40 31 o

39 " 53
38 29 36

38 '9 55
37 58 5"

37 50 30
2

35
-,8

37

37

37
36 12

35 39
36 30

34 48

34 40

34 3»

'38 57 30

139 42 o

'39 39 »°

140 20 19
140 22 37
140 56 36

141 9 o
i4« »8 32
140 7 20

'4° 45 34

33 54 30

146 7

'45 c.

'45 30
'44 I*

'4» 55
140 50 32

141 9 30
140 28 o

'39 54 '5

139 46 o

139 46 o
140 25 30
141 18 30
141 54 o
141 37 o

141 30 20

141 o o

141 34 20

•39 3' °

'39 34 '7

'39 '6

'38 J7

9'39
'36 55
,36 58
'36 54
'37 »»

136 8

136 4
'33 »3
.31 9
'3' 36
131 18

130 24 30

American chart.

Ward, 18G1.

Itichards, 1855.

BroHj?hton.

Japanese chart.

Broughton.
Kikord.
Broughton.
Krusenstem.
Von Siebold.

Krusenstem.

i

Pngc

Richards, 1855.

Ward, 1869.

Richards, 1855.

Gotddsborough.
Richards, 1866.

Gouldsborough.
Richards, 1855.

»»

Gouldsborough.

Richards, 1855.

Ward, 1801.

634
640
6'tl

616
616
646
646
647
618

648

653
654
654
651
654
656
6r<6

656
656
656
656
656
656
656
657
657
657
057

653
658
653
658
660
661
661
661
661
662
663
664
664
664
664

665

d

i
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XXX TABLE OF GEOGRAPHICAL POSITIONS.

Dlioovcror.

St. Benodicto or Nublada Id.,

North end
Koca Partida
Sunta Itosa or Clarion Island,

Sulphur Bay
Johnston Islands, W. islet

Smyth Island, N.W. oxtreino -

AVukos Island

Mahiana or Laduonb Ins. :—
QuAM or OuAiiAN Island,
Umata Bay, church

Point Facpi
Port San Luis d'Apra, Fort

Santa Cruz
Port Tarofofo
Ahayan Point

Santa liosa Shoal (p. d.)

Kuta Island

Af^uijan Island, centre
Tiniau Island, Anson's Road,

village - - .

Siiipiin Island, Magicionne Bay
Farallon de Medinilla
Anataxan Island, centre
Sariguan I^lnnd

Farallon de Torres or Zelandia
Hocks ...

Guguan Island
Alamagan or Alnmaguan Id. •

Pagan Island, N.E. end
Agiigan Inland, S.£. pt.

Asuncion Island, crater
UiTacas Islands
Guy liock, or Farallon do Pa-

jaros . . .

Britomart Reef
liindsay Island, p. d.

Florence Shoal

SANDWICH ISLANDS,
ETC.

Hawaii, Kapoho Point
NanavaUo -

Hilo, Waiakea, or Byron's Bay
Cocoa Nut Island, li(/ht

Laupahoi .

]\[autia Kea Volcano
llpolu Point
Kawaihae Bay, liffht

Mauna Uuahali
Kailau or Kairua Bay, N.W. pt,

KealakekuaBay,Kainohamcha''
Tomb

„ Cook's monument
Illauna Loa Volcano, Pendulum
Peak

South Point

VilloIoLos, 1542

Johnston, 1807

Smyth, 1807
Wake, 1796

Foster, &c.

Douglas

Bartlett, 1869
Lindsay
Wttdsworth

Lilt.

Nurtb.

19 22 40
19 4 30

18 20 36
16 44 48

14 41 30
19 10 64

13 17 44
13 19 6U

13 25 45
13 18 9
13 14
12 30
14 9
14 53 44

15 59 20
15 8 30
15 59 20
18 20
16 41

16 51

17 16 50
17 34
18 7

18 46 20
19 45
20 6 35

20 30

19 18
19 20
18 6

19 34
19 38

19 43 61

19 54
19 54
20 19 30
20 2
19 44
19 39

19 28 30
19 28

19 28
18 51

l.iiiiir.

West. '.'.(loritlca.

. •
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xzxH TABLE OF OEOOBArniCAL POSITIONS.

PiMoverer.

Nautilut, 1801

Linda, 1851

Puuglaa
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THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN.

CIIArTER I.

THE COAST OF CENTRAL A^IERICA.

TiTE country -(vhoso Routhcrn coast is doscribod in this cliaiitcr, incluu.'j that

lonjr. narrow, and irroKular tract wliieli forms tlio junction between tlio

northern and soutliorn continents of America. Up to a recent period it was,

politically and socially, most Unimportant, and our knowledge of it was

almost inferior to that acquired hy the early Spanish possessors. But since

tho devolopment of the resources and colonization of North-west America,

couseriuont chiefly on tho gold discoveries, it has rapidly drawn tho attention

of all interested in shortening tho highways of commerce, to tho facility it

affords for an inter-ocoanic transit. Tho great success and surpassing utility

of tho Panama Railroad, completed January 27th, 1855, has increased tho

desire that a ship canal should bo cut through tho isthmus, and this gi-and

project is now receiving most earnest consideration.

Tho eastern portion of the groat isthmus, that of Panama and Darion,

belongs to tho republic of New Granada, which has tho cxehmce privilege of

this important transit. On tho western boundary of this state is tho re-

public or state of Costa Rico, one of tho former confederation of republics

of Central America.

In a political sense, tho divisions between tho states on either side of this

confederation arc, to the South, the River Escudo do Voragua, which falls

into tho Caribbean Sea, opposite tho island of tho samo name, separating it

from tho repubUc of New Granada, iat. 9^ N., long, ar 20' W. ; and on the

N.W. from that of Mexico by tho Rio Sintalapa, falling into tho Pacific in

long. 93° 20' W.
This territory, including an area of 105,054 squaro miles, is now divided

into the five republican states of Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, San

jS^orth Pacifie- "

nj>j « ii iiiiMwii i ijiiimiiiM i i HtiHimif



9 COAST OF CENTRAL AMERICA.

Salvador, and Custa Ricn. Tho Federal District, which up to 1839 was

common to them, was a circlo round tho capital, tian Salvador, 20 miles in

diameter, v/itli a furtlior oxtonHion of 10 miles to tho South, ao as to include

its port, tho roadstead of Libortad, on tho I'acifiL'.

Tho N.E. coast of tho isthmus, that in, tho West India part, was discovered

by Columbus in 150'.'. Tho greater portion of it wa.s usurped by tho

Spaniards by 1521, and it was eroutod into a captain-generalship by tho

Emperor Charles V. in 1527. From tho fact of its being only a minor state,

its expenditure was on a loss magnificent scale, and consequently compara-

tive benefit accrued to tho people. On tho overthrow of the Spanish power,

Guatemala became independent in 1821, and was subsequently incorporated

with Mexico ; but when Iturbido fell, it separated, and declared its inde-

pendence on July 1st, 1823, adopting a constitution drawn up for it by Mr.

Livingston, tho U. S. statesman. Affairs were, however, far from settled,

and much internal commotion continued ; but all Spanish influence was

thrown over at Omoa, September 12th, 1832. Notwithstanding its very great

geographical importance, tho resources of the country have hitherto been

very imperfectly developed.*

Mountains.—In describing tho general physical featui-es of tho country,

these naturally become tho first in order, influencing as they do the rest of

its surface.

The elevated range (a continuance of the Andes) in Central America has

no determined name, and is in many parts without a visible existence. It

commences in Costa Rica, at a distance from the Pacific of about one-fourth

of the whole breadth of the isthmus, and, at the beginning of this course.

• The principal iiuthoritiea for any description of Contriil America aro tlio woi'ks of

I'adrc Thomas Gago, an English friar, 1032, an excellent and interesting work ; that of Don

Domingo Juarros, a nativo of Guatemala, in 1780, which has been tranjlated by Lieutenant

Bailey, ll.M., 1823; Thomson's Visit to Qmitemala in 1825, gives an excellent account of

much of tho interior; Keise naar Guatemala, 1329, by J. Haefkons, and a work by tho

same author, Cenlraal Amcrika, 1832, both useful ; Narratives, &c., by Mr. Roberts, chiefly

on tho Atlantic side ; a paper in the Gcographic.il Journal, vol. vi., 1836, on Costarrica, by

Colonel Don Juan Galindo (an Englishm: n) ; Liiccionario do las Indias Occidentales, by Col.

Don A. do Alcedo; L'Isthmo do Panamiu &c., by M. Michel Chevallier ; tho important

works of Capt. Sir Edward Belcher, tno Voyage of tho Sulphur and tho Voyago of tho

Herald by Dr. Scemann ; tho Keeonnaissances Hydrographiques of Capts. do Lapelin and do

Eosencoat, 1854 and 1857. Upon its antiquities and general information, tho works of

Dupais, Waldcck, Kingsborough, Rouchaud, and Dumartray, may bo consulted. Ouo of

tho most interesting is that by Mr. Stephens, who describes the ruins in Yucatan, but who

passed through portions of the other republics. Tho most important work is that which

contains tho various papers by Mr. E. G. Squier, 1858. Tho work of Capt. Bedford Pirn,

R.N. ; tho Travels of Dr. Scherzer, and the numerous reports issued by tho engineers and

explorers of tho various iutcr-oceanic canals and railroads, which have been so industriously

brought before the world. These are all noticed in the Appendix.
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separates this state from Veragua ; in Nicaragua it; inclines close to the

borders of the Pacific, leaving tho Inkds on tho East ; in Honduras it returns

towards the Atlantic, leaving the whole state of Salvador on tho South;

traversing Guatemala, the now city and Chimaltenango stand on the top of

the ridge, which now becomes more elevated as it approaches Mexico, and,

branching into various groups, forms, in the western part of the state, that

region which is demonstrated tho highlands. Tho population on the Pacific

side of tho chain is much greater in proportion to .its extent than on the

Atlantic slope.

The chain is apparently interrupted in its course through Central America

by the transversal valleys containing tho Lake of Nicaragua and the plain of

Comayagua, but still tho elevation between the two oceans is considerable,

and will be more dwelt upon when we describe the proposed canals, which

would render Central America of very great importance in the commercial

world, should they over bo carried into execution.

The Lakes of Nicaragua and of Leon, or Managua, are among tho most

important features of tho country. On the Pacific side, the rivers which are

mot with rarely have their sources above 60 miles from the sea. The Lempa
is the principal, but is not navigable. The next in size is the Eio Choluteca,

falling into the Bay of Conohagua.

Although not possesssd of good harbours, yet it is still superior to Mexico

in this respect. The principal on the Pacific coast are, Eealejo, Calderasi

La Union, Libertad, Acajutla, and Istapa or San Jose.

t^olcanio phnomena are frequent, and their devastating effects have been,

at times, very severe. The principal volcanoes now, or recently, in activity,

are those of Coseguina, Isalco, de Agua, and de Fuogo, and many others

;

of these the Tolcan de Agua is the loftiest, being dlH'erently stated as 14,895

or 12,620 feet above the Pacific.

These volcanic cones, often separated from the general chain, and suffl*

ciently lofty to be visible 20 leagues off, are most magnificent land-marks, and

are thus most important aids to navigation. There are usually eight of these

volcanoes in activity—Isalco, las Pilas, At^tlan, Fuego, San Miguel, Momo-
tombo, Orosi, and Cartage. Of these the first, Isalco, is an excellent beacon

light, which overtops Sonsonate ; las Pilas is of recent formation, thrown up

in 1850, and although it has been in full eruption cannot be seen from the

offing. The rest of these volcanoes generally emit only smoke.

The productions of Central America are important. The Tisingal gold

mines, near the Chirique Lagoon, on the Atlantic side of Costa Eica, liavr

afforded as much riches as those of Potosi ; but the vegetable productions

are of greater importance than the mineral. Of cultivated articles, cocoa,

indigo, coffee, sugar, and cotton, are the most prominent. These crops

vary with the height of the country. At a lower elevation than 3,000

feet, indigo, cocoa, sugar, and cotton are grown. Cocoa is chiefly growu

2b
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4 G0A8T OP CENTBAL AMERICA.

along the shores of the Pacific, and that of Soconusco was esteemed by the

Spaniards to bo the best furnished by their American possessions. Indigo is

general throughout the country. Cochineal, or the nopal cn( tus, is cultivated

between the heights of 3,000 and 5,000 feet, particularly in the neighbour-

Hood of Guatemala. Of native woods, &c., abundance ia prof'aced, but

principally refer to West India trade.*

Ihe TRADE on the coast of Central America, which is almost exclusively

British, is increasing rapidly. At Puntas Arenas, in the Gulf of Nicoya,

excellent coffee is exported, and is the best coffee in the Pacific ; at Eealojo,

dye-wood (Brasil-wood), &c. ; at La Union (Gulf of Fonseca), indigo, &c. ; at

Sonsc late, indigo ; and at Istapa or San Jose, cochineal.

' Climate.—The whole of Central America is situated between the tropics

;

but the temperature and salubrity of its climate are as variable as are the

diversities of its abrupt elevations, mountains, plateaux, ravines, sands, low

districts, lakes, and forests.

The country is within the zone of the N.E. trades, which, sweeping across

the Atlantic, reach the continent almost saturated with vapour. The portion

of moisture which is deposited on the Caribbean Islands is probably quite

xestorud to them in passing over the Mexican Gulf, and is then precipitated

on tho eastern slope of the high mountain ranges of Guatemala, Honduras,

and Costa Bica, giving rise to a multitude of streams and rivers, and causing

all that face of the country to be a dense and almost impenotrablo forest of

rank vegetation, unfit for the home of civilized man, and still occupied by

the same wild tribes that were found at the discovery of the Now World.

On the Pacific side, however, the trade wind still blows, for the mountains-

dre not sufficiently high to intercept their entire violence, but it is deprived

of muoli of its moisture, anL thus the climate is very different to the Atlantie-

side. The climate is comparatively cooler, much drier, and oonsefiuently

very much more healthy.

It is rare to witness an entire day of rain, oven in tli') rainy season,'

although sometimes, but rarely, a rain of several days' dui-ation occurs,-

which ai'o called by the Spaniards Temporako.

On tho sea-coast of tho Pacific, the seasons correspond with those of the

table lands, but tho temperature is miich hotter. It is said that the Pacifio

shores are healthy, although they are almost entirely covered with M'oods.

This salubrity is, however, not without exceptional districts.

On the coast, during the fine season, which commences in November and

ends in May, the land and sea breezes blow alternately, with a clear feky and

but little rain ; strong winds rarely occur during this period, except at the

• "This cou '"y is so ploasins; to the cyo, and' abounding in all thinp^a necossaiy, that

the Spaniards call it Mahomet's Parndiso."—^ffo^e, ICflO, p.- 105. An intcrcstmg account of

tiho aut^ior's twolvo years' residence in it will bo found in his ciuious and voliiaViu book
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. COAST OF NEW GRANADA. o

lull a>"' cLaiigo of the moon, wlion occasionally a strong broozo from tho

north' urd may bo oxporionced.

Ill tho rainy soason, May to Novombor, hoavy rains, calms, light variable

breezes, with a close sultry atmosphere, heavy squalls, with thunder and

lightning, and not unfrcriuently strong gales from the S.W., are prevalent.

During tho lino soason, the laud and sea breezes set in regularly ; tho

former are called cl Terral, and tho latter la Virazon. The only winds to bo

guarded against at this soason are tho northers. Those violent gusts give

no warning but tho noise created by them a few moments before thoy burst

;

sometimes a thick fog sets in boforehand, which is dissipated at tho firet

gust. These gusts are more frequent near the Gulf of Tehuantepec or abreast

of tho Gulf of Papagayos.

In tho rainy season calms aro frequent, and the sea and land breezes

M'hich aro folt on line days, have no regularity. Tho prevalent winds then

are from S.E. to S.W., blowing strongly and in squalls, bringing bad wea-

ther and torrents of rain for twelve or fourteen days at a series. During

this soason nearly every afternoon about 3 or 4 o'clock, a violent gust seta

in from tho N.E. and lasts till daylight. These galea aro called chubmcas,

and resemble tho tornados of tho African coast.

On tho coast of Central America the currents aro variable, but almost

always setting to tho S.E., sometimes rather strong. Tho land wind never

blows far off shore, and, except in the harbours, is not certain ; tho sea breeze

is seldom felt, but there ai*e of course exceptions.

Population.—The inhabitants of Central America comprise three classes

:

whites, or Creoles of Spanish race ; mestizos, or tho offspring of whites and

Indians ; and aboriginal natives. There are but few negroes or Zamboes.

There is considerable difficulty in arriving at a true estimate of tho popu-

lation of the isthmus in the absence of any official data. Mr. Stiuier has

.carefully considered tho question, and from various authorities he assumes

that the total number of inhabitants of the five states as 2,108,000, distri-

biited thus :—Costa Eicu, 135,000 ; Nicaragua, 300,000 ; San Salvador,

433,000; Honduras, 350,000; and Guatemala, 890,000, San Salvador being

much the most densely populated. Of these 100,000 are whites, 800,000 of

mixed white and coloured races, Ladinos, Mulattoes, &c., 19,000 negroes,

and 1,189,000 Indians.

'
1. THE COAST OF NEW GRANADA; FANA^tA TO POINT '

BUEICA.

In OMi volume descriptive of the South Pacific Ocean, tho directions for

tlio coasts of South America terminate with tho Giilf of Panama. And this,

although it lies eight degrees North of tho Equator, will bo a fitting com-

mencement for our present work, as it ia really the first point touched on \>y^

'«
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COAST OF NEW GRANADA.

the transit trade from the Atlantic side. We therefore repeat from that

worlc tliose directions which refer to tins portion of the New Granadian

coast.

Garachino Point on the East, and Capo Mala on the West, may be taken

as the limits of what is called the Gulf of Panama. These points lie E.N.E.

and W.S.W., fru«, 103 miles apart. The depth of the gulf within this line

is about 80 miles, the city of Panama being at its head. Panama Bay is

the space between the main and the Pearl Archipelago.

Until the survey of 1849, by Captains Kellett and Wood, E.N , we were

dependent for our knowledge on the old but excellent Spanish charts, and on

the still singularly correct description given by Dampier, nearly two centu-

ries since.

The BAY OF SAN HIOXTEL, to the N.E. of Garachino Point, on tho

eastern side of Panama Gulf, was well known to tho Buccaneers, who used

it as the entrance to the Pacific in their overland journeys from the Gulf of

Darien, which thoy generally accomplished under 10 days. Since Dampier'a

time it has almost been forgotten until 1851, when the idea of a ship canal

was suggested to connect it with Caledonia Bay, in the Gulf of Darien.

This project, still under consideration, will be noticed in the Appendix.

The entrance to the Gulf is 6J miles wid^, between Lorenzo Point on tho

North, and Patino Point on the South.

Buey Bank, an extensive shoal, drying in patches at low water, on which

a heavy sea breaks, is 6 miles in circumference, its inner edge lying nearly

li mile from Lorenzo Point, but this passage should not be used, as there

is only 10 feet water in it, and generally a heavy swell. A spit with 12 feet

extends oflf its south-west end for 1^ mile, and 4i fathoms only are found

nearly 5 miles from it ; vessels should not stand within that depth.

San Jose Bank, a dangerous shoal, 1 mile long by three-quarters of a mile

broad, in the centre of which is the Trollope Pock with only 2 feet water, lies

in the fairway of ships bound to Panama from the southward, being 16 miles

from Garachine Point and 9 from Galera Island, the south-eastern of tho

Pearl Islands. It is easily avoided either by keeping on the main shore

until Garachine Point bears to the southward of East, or by passing nearer

to Galera Island, which may be approached as near as 2 miles, taking caro

of the shoal patch and rocks off its southern side.

The FERLAS or FEAB.L ISLANDS, also known by the names of Jslas

del Peij, Mas del Mmo, and Julna de Colombia, form an archipelago on the

eastern side of the Bay of Panama, consisting of 16 islands and several

rocks. Isla del Eey is the largest, San Jose, Gonzales, Casaya, Saboga, and

Pacheca are of secondary, and the rest of minor importance. There are from

30 to 40 fishing villages scattered about these islands, containing about 2,000

inhabitants, chiefly engagied in the Pearl fishery, which is said to produce

about two gallons of pearls a year ; the sheila also form a lucrative article of

commerce. These islands are low and wooded, the soil fertile, but not much

%.Su.
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cultivated; most of them belong to merchants at Panama, who employ

negroes to plant and cultivate them.

Paoheca, Saboga, and Contadora, with tho islets of Bartholomew and

Cliipro, are a group in the northern part of tlio areliipelugo, forming between

them a good and capacious harbour, well suited as a depot for steamors.

Pacheca and Contadora aro covered solely by palm trees, unmixed with any

others, which is singular. Sabogo, the largest island, on tho East side of

which is a considernlile village, has a reef extending IJ mile to the north-

ward, which, with Chipve to tho southward, forms the western sido of this

harbour. Pacheca and Bartholomew being on the northern, and Contadora

on the south-eastern side ; tho latter island has o lathoms close to its north-

east shore, which is low and well arlapted for wharves.

This harbour is about 2 miles long by nearly 1 broad, with nn averoge

depth of 9 fathoms ; it has three entrances, each possessinf,- a .O-fathoms

channel, which may be used as best suited to wind and tide. It is high

water, full and change, at Saboga Island at 4'', tho rise and fall being

14 feet.

Vessels using the Pacheca Channel should pass within half a milo of the

small island West of Pacheca, and stand to the southward until the centre of

Bartholomew Island bears E. by S. i S. ; steer for it on this bearing until

the northern islets off Saboga open westward of Saboga, bearing S. by W.

J W., when the vessel may haul to the southward for Contadora. If

entering by the Contadora Channel, a ship should pass half a milo to tho

eastward of Bartholomew Island and not stand to the westward before tho

nearest islets North of Saboga open northward of Saboga, bearing W. by

8. i" S., which leads through. Caro must be taken not to open them too

much, as there is a 2-fathom patch to the north-east of Contadora to bo

avoided.

Vessels from the eastward using tho Saboga Channel should pass half a

mile eastward of Contadora, and continue standing to tho southward until

the outer islet on the reef South of Saboga opens southward of tho same

island, bearing E. J 8. Steering on this course will clear tho vessel of the

sunk rock in this channel, which lies nearly 1 mile to the southward of

Contadora, and when Pacheca is shut in by Saboga, bearing N. i W., you

may stand to the northward, and run through the channel wliich is steep-to

on bcth sides. If this harbour wore used, a few buoys would greatly assist

the navigation.

Chapera and Fajaros lie next to the southward ; there is a 4 fathoms

channel between them, but the ground is foul and it should not be used. No

vessel should attempt the passages South of Chapera Island, between it and

Isla del Eey.

Casaya, Bayoneta, and Viveros, with several islets and rocks, are the

largest islands on what may be termed an extensive reef stretching off from

•i*«^W«*BW?i«'-.'W'W>Jl«'*»!»«Hi»vTa«3irf rt ctTi-'BMiJK-V'Ta*'^.?^-^
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tlio uoi-th-wi'st point of Islu dol IJuy, iibout 8 mik'a loiifj hy j broad, (ho

passiigos botwooii tliom being fonl with occiisioniil strong tiih'H. A bhoal Iji

mile long by thvuo-(iuivrtors of ii milo wide, linving only 'J Icot wjvtcr on it.s

Bhoidost part, \'w» nearly -1 niilos to tlio eastward of the North point of

C'asaya. 'i'ho whole of thc«u islands should bo avoided by vessels bound up

the bay.

ISLA DEL BEY, tho main island of the group, is about lo miles long by

7 broad, with several peaks on it, the highest being about GOO feet abovo tho

sea. Numerous islets, having deep water between tliom, lie oif its western

Hlioro, extending I) miles from tho coast, but they should not bo appi\yueliod

by strangers witliin tho depth of 10 ftithom.s. Cocos Poinl, its southern ex-

treme, is a remarkable promontory jutting into tho sea, 4 miles long by about

1 wide, its extreme cliff being crowned by nn umbrolla-liku tree, A\hieh makes

it conspicuous. East of this point is the fmo lJ<t>j of at. lilmo, with conve-

nient anchorage in all parts, and a good stream of water at Lemon Point, in

the bight of tho bay.

Tho eastern shore has also islands off it, but they aro steep-to, and may
bo appronclied within half a mile, with tho exception of Canas Island, at tho

eastern point, where there is a 3-fathom patch lying outside a sunk rock

nearly 1 i milo from tho shore.

San Miguel, the principal town of these islands, on the North side of Ishi

del Roy, is of some size, possessing a conspicuous church ; it is, however,

badly situated, landing boiny difficult at low water. Two hills—tho Cerro

Congo and Cen-o Vali—lie to tho southward of it, the former being 181 feet

high. Supplies are uncertain and dear, being generally all sent to Tanamu.
Care must bo taken in approaching it, as tho bottom is irregular and rocks

abundant.

GALERA, a small island, generally the first land made by vessels bound
to Panama, is 7i miles to tho south-oast of Cocos Point, like which it is re-

markable for its umbrella-tree. A cM" forms its southern side, sloping

down to a beach on tho North, and to tho southward a reef runs off for

nearly 1 milo. This island should not be approached within tho depth of

10 fathoms, but there is a good passago between it and Cocos Point, by using

which tho vessel will bo clear of the San Jose Bank.

GONZALES lies on tho AVest sido of Islu del Roy, with a broad deep
channel between it and the islets before mentioned. It is about VI miles in

circumference, and has on its northern sido two bays protected from tho

North by tho Islands of Seuora and Sei'orita. These bays, called Avvy and
Muyicicnne, are divided by the little peninsula of Trapiche, off the East point

of which is a rocky ledge, terminating in a shoal, with 14 feet water.

A largo stream of water runs into tho sea on tho western sido of Mugi-
cioune Bay. This bay, however, is small and shoal, without tho advantages
of Perry Bay, which is 1 milo wide, and runs back for tho sumo distance.
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(lonzalos was purchased in ] )i'ConibL'r, 1H:.7, by tho iJritish Govornimnt of

an American ciliztii f.)r f 1,000, tho New Granada (iovernnient lonsonling,

and retaining Iho sovereignty. No building was to bo erected on it, but ii

vessel was to bo moored. It was intended as a watering station for l[.M.

Hoot. iSowrit and Seiiorila, including tho shoal off their oastorn siilo, aro

about one inilo long, and li.' nearly tho same distance northward of Trapidio,

witli a 7 fatlioms channel between, stocp-to on both sides.

It is high Avater, full and change, in Perry Bay, at IV' oO'" ; the rise being
IC) feet. Tho tide stream is iiot felt iu tho anchorage, but llioro is a consi-

dorablo act off tho island, the flood sotting to tho northward, aud ebb to tho

southward, tlio latter being generally tho stronger.

San Jose Island lies 4 mihs directly South of Gunzahs; tho summit forms

a table land. Nearly 2 miles S.E. from the Iguana Point, tho nortlun-n ex-

treme of tlio island, is a large waterfall, running into tho sea, and forming

an excellent watering place.

Passage Rock is a dangerous sunk rock, with V2 and 9 fathoms alongside

of it, lying near the centre of tho channel, between San Jose and GonzaleSs,

which otherwise is doop and clear. It is IJ milo from Gonzales, and 2

J

miles from San Jose. Vessels should keep between tho San Jose shore aud
this rock.

The COAST.—7>/-rttY; Point forms with Lorenzo Point, from which it is dis-

tant 2 miles, the northern point of entrance to tho Gulf of San Miguel.

IJotli these points aro edged with roofs and outlying rocks.

Farallon Ingles is a small but high island, lying at tho cdgo of tho shoal

off tho river Buenaventura, about 5 miles to tho northward of Brava Point

;

12 aud l.'j feet water aro found on its western side. Gorda Point, bold and
woody with 4 fothoms closo to, lies 4 miles north\\ard of tho Farallon ; there

is less swell after passing this point. Tho Pajnros are two small rocky islets

4 miles from Gorda Point, with 4 and 6 fathoms to tho Avostward, but only

13 foot between fhem and tho shore. At these islets tho 5 fathoms shoal

commences, which continues in front of tho coast round tho Bay of Panama
as far as Point Chame, on its western shore. Tho Jiivcr Triuidud, 2J milos

from the northern islet, has a low rocky point forming its south-west point of

entrance. A 3 fathom channel was found into this river, extending IJ-

niilo from tho point. Shai/ Rod, a barren islet, frequented by birds, with

shoal water round it, lies 2 J milos from this entrance. JUani/itc and Jfujih

yuaij, 7 miles from tho Eiver Trinidad, aro high wooded islets at tido time.

There is a doi)th from 10 to 12 feet water to tho west«-ard of them. Jiivcr

Chimnn, to the northward of these islands, is wide at tho mouth, but shoal,

being nearly dry at low water. On tho eastern side, under a hill, is tho

small town of Vhimm. This was tho spot to which I'izarro retired in 1.52.5,

after beating about for 70 days with much danger and incessant fatigue,

^^ ---tK*-"jwaitar '
'»"=^«Bai'-^3^'^>an*°''' -

iCT-y^r -»-'7"rp'0»!jB^
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without being nblo to make any advance to the southward. He was lioro

joined by Almagro, and the following year thoy sailod again for Peru.

Pelado Islet, W. by N, 4 milos from Mung\io islet, directly off the mouth

of tlio Biver Chiman, is a flat level islot of biiuiU extent and about 60 foet

high ; it has no trees, but is covered with o coarse prickly shrub ; is steep-to

on oil sides, and forms a useful mark to vcisols bound up the bay for Panama,

who need not go inshore of it.

Chepillo Island. 31 miles from Pelado, is described by Dampier as the

most pleasant island in the Bay of Panama ; it lies off the mouth of the

Jliver Chcjm, about 2 miles from the coast, and is one mile long by one-half

broad, very fertile, being low on the North side, and rising by a gentle ascent

toward& the South, over which is a remarkable tree. This tree also forms an

excellent mark to vessels bound up the bay ; the southern point may be ap-

proached within a milo, but the other sides are shoal, a reef running off its

northern point in the direction of the river. The coast between this island

and Pelado is low river land with mangrove bushes.

The land North of these rivers is of some elevation. Column Peak and

Asses Ears, about 12 miles North of Chiman, and Thumb Peah, at the West

extreme of the range, are conspicuous.

Chepo River exteno.s some distance into the interior of the isthmus, having

its rise near the head of the Savannah river. The entrance is to the east-

ward of Chepillo Island, through a 10 feet channel, about 3 cables broad.

VesseL should stand no nearer thaa 6 fathoms between Chepillo and

Panama.

•

PANAMA.

PANAMA is one of the " Gates of the Pacific," and from the very earliest

times has held an important position in the connection between the Old

World and the Pacific. For within a year of the discovery of the great

ocean a town was established in its vicinity.* During the Spanish occupa-

tion of these regions, it was periodically the scene of much activity, as the

plate-fleet from Lama, with numerous merchant vessels with goods and

treasure, came every three years for their transport across the isthmus to

Porto Bello. This continued, more or less, to the downfall of the Spanish

power in America, but was also seriously affecterl by the establishment of a

regular commerce round Cape H<>n. With the growth of trans-oceanic

steam navigation it began again to revive, but the gold diggings in California

• "Nata, on tho West side of the Bay of Panama, was the first town built by tho Spa-

niards on tho coast of tho South Sea. It was founded in 1517. The following year they

established themselves at Panama."—/fwrwa, Iliatoria de las Indias OccidtntuUi, dec. 2,

lib. iv. chap. 1.
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suddenly brought it into prosperity, which was wonderfully enhanced by tlio

completion of the railroad in 1855.

Immediately about Panama, East along the coast, and N.W. from it, tho

land is low and flat, but West ami N.E. the mountains approach it closely;

and from a hill called Cerro Aucnn, about a mile West from tho city, and 540

feet high, an excellent bird's-oyo view is obtained of tho whole adjoining

country, including tho city, the island in the bay, the neighbouring planta-

tions, tho mountains of Vorngua, the Pearl Islands, tho flat country towards

Chogres, the elevated chain between Porto-Bollo and Panama, tho Rio

Grande, tho low land along the coast towards tlio Pncora and Chopo,

Panama Vieja, &c., all which come successively under review, and together

constitute a landscape beyond moasui'e beautiful.

The city consists of two parts, tho city proper of San Felipe, occupying

the peninsula, and the suburb of Santa Ana, on tho isthmus. It is at tho

latter that the railway terminus is, and therefore the city has not bcuefited

80 much by the traffic it brings, as the greatest part of the merchandize and
passengers do not enter the city. Panama suffers much from want of proper

drainage, which is inexcusable, as there are such facilitic^s in the great rise of

tide. Of late years it has somewhat improved in this respect, but in other

regards the same indolence and iimctivity are evident in tlio ruinous public

buildings, and want of enterprise that were so manifest of tild.*

Panama affords the usual supplies which are to be obtained in tropical re-

gions, but are generally dear
;
provisions of excellent quality may, however,

be obtained from tho United States by ships requiring them ; and, when time

will admit of it, getting such from tho States is far preferable to purchasing

in the markets of Colon or Panama.

Water can be obtained at Panama from the tank of the United States'

mail steamers ; but it is cheaper at Taboga, whore it may bo purchased at

two dollars a tun. Coal may be bought here at times from the mail compa-

nies, but it is generally dear. Consuls of all nations reside at Panama.

On board ship Panama is by far the most healthy place on the coast of

Central America. Vessels of war have remained hero many months at a

time, their crews continuing in a healthy stoto, excepting those men who had

the will and opportunity to indulge in tho vile spirit {aguardiente) of the

country, which is cheap and easily procured.

The BAILBOAD which connects the two shores of tho isthmus was origi-

nated by three American merchants. Mr. Stephens, well known by his

writings and researches in Central America, and Messrs Aspinwall and

n built by tho Spa-

following year thoy

Occidtntaks, dec. 2,

• See voyage of H.M.S. Herald, by Herthold Scomann, vol. i, pp. 84— 0, and 231—248;

also, "The Gate of tho Pacific," by Captain Bedford Pim, R.N„ 1863, p. 208, et seq., and

the Handbook to tho Panama Railroad, by Dr. F. N. Otis, 1867.
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Cliauiicoy. Tlio former gcntlomun inado a preliminary cxamiuatiuu in 1818,

and then tlio partners entered into a formal contract with tl.o Government of

Now Granada for the oxclusivo privilege of constructing a railway across

tlio isthmus, and tlio company was secured from competition for 'I'J years by

the Gfovernment guaranteeing that no otlicr iron railroad or maritime canal

sLould bo sanctioned.

The work was commenced in January, 18.50, and was finished on January

28, 1855, under the able suporintendonco. of Colonel G. M. Tottcn. Its total

length is 45 miles 3,020 feet; it runs on the right or easterly bank of tho

Chagres from tho Atlantic terminus, as far as Barbacoas, whouce it crosses

the river by a wrought-iron bridge, G25 feet long, in si.\ spans. Tliis is ex-

actly midway between tho two ends. Tho highest point is 37^ miles from

tho Atlantic, and 263 feet above tho moan sea level. There aro no leos than

134 culverts, drains, and bridges of 10 foot and luider, and 170 bridges uf

greater dimensions. Tho line is only a r'nglo one, Init there aro four sidings

at Gatun, Barbacoas, Matachin, and at t!?o summit. The line is altogether

constructed In a most masterly and perfect manner, and is niaintaii'.od in tn^-

greatest efficiency by stations four miles apart. A most substan'ial electric

telegraph is established between its termini. Tho total expendicuro on the

railway was 7,407,553 dollars—about £1,500,000 sterling. Thu fare across

tho isthmus is 25 dollars—£5 Is. 2d. sterling, or 2h. 2\(l. a mile ; only one

cUxss, one of the dearest travelling roads in tho world. Tho time ocLiipiod is

4.i hours, and the cost of fuel, exclusively wood, is 10 dollars for tho double

jou.'uoy. From these high rates it has been a most prolitablo investn.ont,

15 percent, being acknowledged, but probably much more, for in 1857 it

was 20 per cent, on tlio capital. Tho northern terminus, Aspinwall, or Co-

lon, as it is termed in England, is a busy, thriving Now England town, in

great contrast to the Spanish Pacific toi'minus. The Panama S<:ation is to

tho eastward of tho city, and is connected witli an iron pier 450 feet long, up

to which the smaller steamers come for the transport of passengers and mer-

chandise between tho shore and tho ocean steamers at Porico or Taboga. A
longer pier and docks are very much wanted at Panama.

Fetillo Point to the East of Panama, is a black rocky promontory with

two small hils over it ; rocky ledges extend from this point for I V cables,

and off their extreme a depth of 10 feet may bo found, A great portion of

this bay between this point and Panama is dry at low water springs, yet at

its entrance there is a depth of 8 feet. "iX is {.Qvmad El pucii(\ or jiort of

Panama, and it is here that most of tho minor tradi of the Gulf is carried

on by neans of bongos, large craioes made from trcet. of such dimensions

that somt' of them formed from a single trunk liavo measured 12 tons. Bufi/

l\int, only seen after half-ebb, forms the soulliern horn of this buy; tho long

rocky lodges oxtei.d 3i cables from tho N.E. bastion, 5 cables from thoS.E.

bastion in an easterly and 2^r iu u southerly direction, foi-ming u bay Douth-
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ward of Bucy Point, in which is easy landing after half-flood, on a sandy

beach in front of tho Monk's grac. Tlio general landing, liowovor, is round

Buey Point, at tho market place on tho northern sido of tho town. Theso

ledges around tho city, composed of rock with sand patches b-.Livoon, although

now irksome and often dangerous to boats, afF'n'd oviy facility for erecting

substantial piers and improving tho port. As yet there is no attempt at

works of this description.

Tlio S.W. part of tho Panama P^ad is cabarrassed by rocks and shoals.

Although theso dangers aro mostly abovo water, yet this part cf tho Bay of

Panama should bo avoided.

Perico and Flamenco, witli the outlyirig 1 :/J». of fia,t Jose, aro a group of

islands forming tho South sido of Pr .lama Poad. licnao and Culebra, tho

western and southern parts of Per'.j, aro connected with :t by ar isthmus of

beach and rocks ; but at high wa'.er these present the appearance of tliico

islands. These four islands a'.e tho joint property of tii"' Panama Kailroad

and Pacific ISlail Steam Slrip Companies. Perico is tho head quarters of

TTnited States mail 5toamer», tho bay on its northern side forming a conve-

nient anchorage, ffhilo on tJio isthmus, whidi is sandy on that sido, steamers

ot 1' 500 tons !iavo been easily beached. Vessels using this anchorage after

passing Flrmenco, should keep close round tho North end of Poric), and

anchor •<!>.. en the isthmus opens. Lar^TO vessels drawing over 20 feet may

CCJ.1 at Pel 'CO, by passing AVest of tho group at half tide, -with Aneon

Tlill (which on that bearing makes like a cone), just open of Ilonao, N.N.W.,

pass about a cible's length from Ilonao, and anchor oiT its north-west end

in -24 feet, when Perico opens. In both cases attention must be paid to tho

timo of tide.

Banaide Eocks, a patcli of conical rocks, on tho eastern ridgo of tho road,

wit1ioiilyl2 and 15 feet on them, suirounded by 3tV and 4 fathoms, lio E.

by S. 2] miles from the S.E. bastion. Tlioso rocks aro awkwardly placed,

lying in the track of vessels standing for tho anchorage, keeping tlieir luff

witli the land bree2c. It is a favourite fisliing place, and vessels sliould

avoid canoes seen in that vicinity, as they are probably fishing on tho rocks.

Sulphur Pioch, a dangerous reef, one milo to the north-west of tho Danaido,

liavo a rock awash in their centre. Knochr and Tahnja Roch aro two sunken

rocks, with only 6 feet water on them ; tho former has a red buoy, with stajf

and flag on i(, and lies nearly one mile E. ^ N. from tho S.E. bastion ; tho

latter lies a little more than 2 cables to tho S.W. of tiio buoy, witli IG foot

Avater between and 12 feet inshore of them, but no stranger s ;'Aild attempt

to pass "West of tho Knocker Buoy.

Tides.---It is high water, full and change, in Panama at 3'' 23'". The

spring.s range from 18 to 22 feet, and the neaps from G to 10 feet. Tho ebb

sots South from 1 to IJ milo an hour, and is stronger than tho flood, which-

runs to tho N.W. ..

mspaaf?
', ^*»;.t^-*i-W''.— --".-
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Directions.—Sailing vessels bound to Panama should endeavour to get

within 3 or 4 miles of Chepillo Island, especially between December and

June, and so have all the advantages of the prevailing northerly wind. From
this point Ancon Hill will be seen, and should be kept a little on the port

bow, as the wind hauls to the westward on approaching Panama. Vessels

drawing over 18 feet should pass South of the Danaide Eocks, by not bring-

ing San Jose on with the West point of Taboga (the largest of e group of

islands about 9 miles South of Panama), bearing S.S.W., until the cathedral

towers are open to the eastward of Ancon, Having passed the Danaide the

ship is fairly in the road and may anchor according to her draught ; if no more

than 18 feet she may have Tortola just shut in by Ileiiao, bearing S.S.W. i

W., and San Joso open East of Taboguilla, the eastern of the group above

mentioned. Larger vessels, drawing 24 feet, may come-to North of Perico,

with the peak of Urava, the centre of the Taboga Group, on with the East

point of Flamenco, bearing South, taking care not to open Changarmi north-

ward of Perico. If it is necessary to work up the road to an in-shore berth,

tack on the western side just before Perico and Flamenco touch, and in

standing to the eastward do not open San Jose of Taboga Island.

Vessels drawing 14 feet may pass North of the Danaide and South of the

Sulphur Bocks, with the Hermanos Eocks on with right side of the peak,

between the rivers Grande and Falfan, then San Joso on with the peak of

Taboguilla bearing S. ^ E., leads between Sulphur and Knocker Eocks, and

they may anchor North of the buoy in 16 feet, keeping it between .'^erico

and Flamenco, with Gabilan, a rocky peninsula West of the town, just shut

in by the S.E. bastion. During neap tides they may anchor still further to

the N.W.

Panama Eoad, although shoal, may bo considered secure; the ground

being muddy holds well. A sailor, resident in Panama for five years, re-

marks, that during that time there was no known case of a vessel being

driven from her anchors ; and with good ground tackle and common precau-

tion a vessel might lie there all the year round with one anchor down. At-

tention to the tides and soundings of the roadstead avIU enable a vessel to lie

close in at times for the discharge of cargo.

TABOGA ISLAND, with those of Urava and TahoguiUa, form a pleasant

group of islands, about 4 miles long by 2 broad, lying 9 miles to the south'

ward of Panama. Taboga, th^ highvist and largest, 930 feet above the sea,

is well cultivated, T/ith a corsiderablo village on its N.E. side. To the

northward of the village is the Morro of Taboga, a small hill, connected with

the main island by a low sandy isthmus, covered at high water. This place

is the head-quarters of the Pacific Mail Company who have here a steam fac-

tory and coal stores, also a gridiron, 300 feet long, on which H.M.S. Maffi'

cienne, a vessel of 1,255 tons, was repaired in 1858.

Vessels visit Taboga from Panama to procure water and supplies, both of
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which are more readily obtained than at the city. Water can be procured
from the Company's tank at 2 doUars per tun. The anchorage formed by
the Morro is convenient, being about 3 cables from the shore in 10 fathoms,
with the peak of Urava on with high cliff of Taboga and the church from
S.W. i S. to West. Vessels coaling at this island should avoid giving
liberty to their crews. There is a regular steam boat communication with
the city.

Urava is a small, lofty island, separated from Taboga by a narrow and
shoal channel

; off its southern extreme is the small islet of Terapa. Ta-
boguilla, 710 feet high, also well cultivated, with some islets off its S.W. ex-
treme, forms the N.E. island of the group, with a wide and deep channel
between it and Urava, in the centre of which is a sunk rock with 8 and 14
fathoms close to.

The coast from Bruja Point to Chamu Point, a distance of 4G miles, forms
a shoal bay, with several outlying banks and rocky islets, and vessels bound
to Panama should keep near the islands of Taboga, and not approach this

shore within the depth of 5 fathoms. About one mile to the N.E. of Viquo
Cove is a lofty treble-peaked hill, caUed t'erro de Cabra, forming a conspicu-
ous object to vessels bound to Panama, aud frequently mistaken for Taboga
by those coming from the eastward.

Ohame Bay, at the head of which is a small river of the same name, is

nearly filled up by large banks, of which the largest is the Cabra Spit,

lying in the middle, with Tabor Isle on it. On the souther i side is Chame
Point, a singular, low, woody promontory jutting into the sea, 3^ miles long
by half a mile broad. Between this aud Cabra Spit is a convenient
harbour, 2 miles in length by about throe-quarters of a mile in breadth,
with from 3 to 8 fathoms water in it, and from IG to 18 feet, close to the
beach of Chamo Point. To the iiPvth-west of the river f- n Iiigh range
called Sierra Capero, Pii'i '-.'^ the southward are the Cerro C ua.', a group of
wooded hills.

McloHcs Inland is a small rocky islet, 2J miles to the north-west of T(i1>o^,

with a rock above water, lying about half a mile to the northward of it.

Vhame Island, with the . eriqtie Rock, are of a similar nature, situated about
the same distance southward of Taboga. Valladolid is a large rock nearly

2 miles to the south-west of Chame Island, with 9 and 10 fathoms close

to it.

Otoque and Bona, with Estiva Island and the Redondo Rock, lying 6 miles
to the S.E. of Chamo Point, form a group similar but somewhat smaller than
Taboga and Taboguilla, being cultivated, and having a considerable village,

called La Golcta, in the bay on the western side of Otoque. Anchorage, in

from 10 to 14 fathoms, may be found in any part of this group, and all dan-
gers are above water.

PAKITA BAY, large and open to the eastward, is nearly 20 miles across,
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lyinf? 45 miles to tho south-west of Cham.' Toint. Tho coast lietwcen is a

continuous bench, failed I'lnya Grande, in front of a low wooded bank.

Vessels from Parita Bay should shapo a course to pas? about 2 miles to tho

southward of Bona. Tho mud-iluts aro found again on tho western sido of

Parita Bay.

Iguana Island, a little higlior than tho adjacent coast, and thus forming a

conspicuous object, l;es about 9 miles to tho northward of Capo :Mala. Tho

island is steep-to, except at its South and East points, with 15 fatlioms in

tho channel between it and the main. It is high water, full and change, at

Iguana Island, at 4'', tho rise arl fall being lo feet.

CAFE MALA, which forms tho western point of entrance in tlio Gulf of

Panama, is a low but cliffy point witli outlying rodcy ledges, having deep

water close to them. Tho hind from the north-west slopes gradually down

to tho sea at this point from a considerable distance, making tiio exact cupo

difficult to distinguish, unless the breakers aro soon. On opening tho gulf

round this a strong southerly sot is generally experienced, especially in tho

dry season.

The PROVINCE of VERAGUAS, the western extremity of New Granada,

was but little known till the surveys of Capt. Kellctt and Capt. Jas. Wood

in 1818—9, and Captain do Eosencoat in 185'l--7, made us acquainted with

its coasts. Of tho interior wo aro still almost as ignorant as woro tho early

historians of Columbus. Tbo relative poverty of tho region has never at-

tracted any attention, or raised any commercial products. Tho native popu-

lation, chiefly Indian, docs not exceed 50,000 in number. Somo of theso

nro occupied during part of the year in collecting pearls and pearl oyster

shells, and also tortoise-shells, for which ono or two vessels annually visit

tiio difforent islands and harbours, of which that of David is tho chief, tho

town being the capital of the province.

In front of tho coast is an archipelago, or rather range of islands, running

generally parallel with it, and leaving a elianiul, 10 or 12 miles broad,-

within iho four groups which they form. Tiio coast itself abounds in ox-

CAdlent and spacious harbours, and throughout landing is easy and saft'.

Thero aro no barred rivers nor outlying shonls, but then there is little moro

than tho vast primeval forest to visit.

Los Frailes are two roniarkablo rocks, tli ' southern ono of which is 12.

miles S.W. -J
S. from Cape Malay. They arc i-'] miles apart, in a N.N.W.

and 8.S.E. direction, and aro bold-to. They aro a good mark for approach-

ing Capo Mala. In leaving tho Bay of Panama, tho capo should not bo

approached too closely, as tho current shifts from its easterly direction to tho

S.W. outside it. Tho coast trends nearly duo West from Capo ^Mala, and

at 13^ miles is tho small island of 2ienado or Vcnado. Not far from this thero

is a commodious creek, according to native report, or river, acccs.siblo for

vessels of any draught, having 10 or 12 fathoms depth , a 'id affording a sup-
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ply of fresh water. Tho coast beyond this trends to S.W. for Ifi miles to

I'ueroos Point, and tlien 27 miles W. by S. \ S., and terminates in Point
Mariato, from which it bears to tlio nortliward.

Tho only outlying dangers aro a shoal of 18 foot, lying U mile olf shore,

at 2 miles E. by N. of Point Puercos ; and another reef, of some extent, a
mile off sJiore, and -t miles W.S.W. of Point Puercos. Tho rest of tho coast

is quite bold-to.

Mariato Point is in lat. 7-12' N., long. 80^ 51' 30" TV. It is bold and
bold-to. At r> miles N.W. Ijy W. from it is a small wooded island, Naranjas,
which has deep water close outside it.

The BAY of MONTIJO is 2;J miles northward of Point Mariato. It is au
extensive gulf, in front of which is tho long and narrow island of Ccbaco,

which nearly encIo.ses it to the .soutliward, and tho channel to the westward
of it is partly occupied by the island Gohernador. The bay is thus com-
plet'.ly sheltered, but imfortunately the depths inside are so irregular, that
it is useful only to vessels of small draught. There is a deep channel to
tho East of Cebaco, which shoals suddenly from 12 fathoms to 6, and then
to ^ fathoms, at 4 miles North of tlio East point of Cebaco. Keep along
tho East side of tho bay, taking care to avoid the rock San Juan, distant about
1

.]
mile from the land, and also some others farther to the North, and you

may thus reach Lcoiies Island, at the head of the bay. There is another
channel to the West of Cebaco, passing on either side of Gobernador, but
that between Gobernador and Jirava Point, on tho North shore, is preferable,

because the soutliern clumnel is narrower, and the tidal stream through it

much stronger. In this western entrance to the bay a vessel should not go
farther in than in 4 fathoms. Tliere is good shelter for vessels of light

draught under the West shore of tho bay, which is easily reached. It is

necessary to be very careful with the lead, on account of tho steep banks
which extend throughout the bay as far as Leones Island.

QTJIBO or COIBA was surveyed by Captain James Wood, E.N. It is

the largest of the islands olf this coast, and is GO miles in circumference.

The interior consists of fine plains covered with magnificent forests, as yet
untouched. In tho fine season tliere are abundant streams, and there aro
numerous anchorages around its shores, but it possesses no harbour, properly
so called.

It was a favourite resort in early times, as vessels coming to its bays
were free from molestation, and its fine timber was much prized. Its

western face is clear of danger, but there is a shoal nearly a mile in breadth
against its southern ex Jmity; and outside of this, 2 J miles off the shore,

is a dangerous 6-feet shoal, called the Ilill Rock, which bears nearly due
East 5^ miles from David I'oint, the N.E. end of Hicaron, and the same dis-

tance S.W. by W. from Negada Point, the S.E. end of Coiba. There are
several other rocks hereabout, but they are above water. ITermosa Point is

Mrih Pacific. d
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the N.W. extreme of the island, and luis deep water close outside tlio

rocks and islets off it. To the East of it is an open bay Jlmnom Bay, with

11 sandy beach. JJaftasar Jlcad is the North point of (-oiba, and is 11 miles

north-eastward of Hermosa Point.

Damas Bay, on the eastern side of Ooiba, and G miles N.W. from its S.E.

point, is the principal anchorage. It is about C.V miles wide, and ha« a

broad sandy flat at its head, th''ough which the waters of a small stream, tlio

Rio San Jmn, flow. There is good anchorage in any part of the bay, llio

depths gradually decreasing "rova 30 fathoms, between the two outer point:;

to 10 or 12 fathoms, within a quarter of a mile of the sandy flats, which, as

the tide rises and falls about (> feet, must bo guarded against. There is a

narrow inlet between the reefs on the South side of the bay, with 6 and 7

fathoms water, which might, Avith care, afford protection from the S.E.

The island, as above said, is covered with a dense and tangled tropical

vegetation, the undisturbed abode of birds, reptiles, and wild beasts. A
visit to the land should tliereforu lie conducted with caution.

In former times, when the system of reprisals against the Spaniards wa»

ao vigorously pursued by the buccaneers and ships of war sent by England,

as related by Dampier, Woodes Eogers, Lord Anson, and others, Quibo was

a point of very considerable importance, as affording means of shelter, and

also water, near to the principal field of action against the Spanish galleons.

In tho account of Commodore Anson's voyage, the whole island is described

to bo of a very moderate height, excepting one part of it (near tlie N.E.

end), and its surface covered with a continual wood, which preserves its ver-

dure all the year round. Tigers, deer, venomous snakes, monkeys, and

iguanas exist upon tho island, a statement repeated by Captain Colnett

(1794). In tho surrounding sea, alligators, sharks, sea-snakes, and the

gigantic ray abound. Pearl oysters, which attracted tho pearl fishers from

Panama, were also to bo gathered from tho surrounding rocks, and tho huts

of these men and the heaps of shells t>till existed at Colnett's visit. On the

N.E. part of the island, Anson describes a cascade of very groat natural

beauty, a river of clear water, about 40 yards wide, rolling down a rocky

declivity of near 150 in length.

Captain Colnett, who was here, as before stated, in February, 1794, an-

chored in Damas Bay (Port do Dames) in 19 fathoms, the Nortli point of

the bay in a line with the North point of Cebaco Isle, bearing N.N.E., the

watering place N."?,' ., and the South point of Quibo S.E. by S. He says :

—

" Quibo is the most commodious place for cruisers of any I had seen in these

seas, as all parts of it furnish plenty of wood and water. The rivulet from

whence we collected our stock was about 12 feet in l)readth, and we might

have got timber for any purpose for Avhich it could have been wanted. There

are trees of the cedar kind a sufficient size to form masts of a ship of the first

rate, and of the quality which the Spaniards, in their dockyards, use for
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every purpose of ship building, making masts, &c. A vessel may lay so

near tho shon^ as to haul ofl' its water ; but tho timo of anchoring must bo
considered, as tho ilats run oif a long way, and it is possible to bo deceived
in tho distance. Tho high water, by my calculation, is at half-^iast three

o'clock. At full and change tho flood comes from tho North, and returns tiie

same way, flowing 7 hours, and ebbing 5, and the perpendicular rise of tho
tide 2 fathoms.

Hicaron, which lies off tho S.W. side of Coiba, 4 miles distant, is of a
triangular form, and well wooded. Its highest point is on tho East side, and
is 830 feet higli, an eminence that commands a prospect all over tho adja-

cent islands, and tho coast beyond. Off its South point is Ilicarita, a small
islot, covered with cocoa-nut trees. The channel between Hicaron and
Coiba is of very irregular depth, but is safe and practicable.

llancheria, or (^«/A(Vo, is a small island 1^ milo long, and 1^ mile off tho

N.E. point of Co'.ba. To the S.S.E. of it is a sandy beach, where there is

good anchorage, sheltered by a round and high islet. Wood and water aro

easily procured. A Erenchman formed a small settlement here on tho South
side. The channel between Coiba and Quibito is rocky and uneven, but is

apparently safe.

Afuera, or Canal hknd, 4 miles E.N.E. of Eancheria, is about midway
between tho North point of Coiba and tho shore. It may bo passed on
either side, tho only danger around it being a reef against its S.E. side,

Avhich has a black rock, always uncovered at its outer edge, 2 cables' lengths

from tho shore. Tho islot Afuerita nearly touches Afuera on tho North.

BAHIA HONDA, "deep bay," is well named, and is an excellent natural

harbour. It is 2;3 miles N.W. from the West end of Ccbaco, and opposite
tlio North point of Coiba. Should that island over rise into importance,

Bahia Honda must be its port. It is easy of access, perfectly sheltered, wood
and Avater abundant, and easily procured, and is so safe that a vessel may be
hovo down, or any repairs done, without fear or hazard.

It was surveyed by Sir Edward Belcher in the Sulphur, in 1839, and it

Mas also examined in 1854 by Captain do Eosencoat, in tho OUigado. Sir

Edward Belcher says:—"On tho 4th of March, 1839, wo moved on to

Bahia Honda; another of our stations in 1837. Hero we fell in with a few
Chiriiiui Indians, sent to clear the land, but they were also very much afraid

of having any dealings with us.

" We foimd this to be a most capacious, safe, and convenient harbour,

completely landlocked, and perfectly adapted for refit, heaving out, &-c.,

thoro being no tide or current. Water was in abundance at the beach, and
nothing wanting but a town and civilization to render it a favourite resort

;

timber of every kind, and the best abundant. The islands at its entrance

are beautifully adapted for defence, with but trivial labour. At this port

we collected a large took of parasitic plants in full flower, which continued

2o
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to decoratd luy ciibin for somo time, until forwanlod to Euyluml, wliero thoy

arrived in 42 days in good order.

Senlineln Ishiml, whicli forma tho southern point of the entrance, is in lat.

7^ 13' 32" N., long. 89' 29' 1" W. It is small, and somo rocks lio around it

to tlio extent of about a cable. Captain do Rosencoat also shows a detached

reef, about 2 cables' lengths to tho N.E. of it, which is not marked on Sir

Edward Belcher's survey. A smaller islet, Conn, lies a short distance South

of it, and botli are separated by a narrow rocky channel from Cape Jalndi.

Guarida Point is tho North point of tho entrance, nearly a milo Nortli of

Sontinola, and the depth between is tolerably oven all across, about 20 to 23

fathoms. This depth gradually decreases within tho bay to 12 and 13 fa-

thoms 1] mile within the entrance up to Talon fa/and, the highest point of

Avhich is only about 120 feet high, and bears E.N.E. from tho entrance.

Talon is rather more than half a milo long ; off its N.W. point is a small

island, Pueril; and olf its South point is anotlior, Eipucla. Those separate

Bahia Honda into two anchorages, Chinche Ba\j to tho westward, and Lnjamo

Bay to tho eastward, tho former being more extensive. Talon has but a

shallow channel to tho North of it. Tho whole extent of the inner bay is

al)out 3 miles from West to East. At 2 miles westward of tho outriuice is

Medidov Maud, and off tho South end of this is Trucha, or Pacora, a smaller

island, bold-to on tho South side. Captain do Eosencoat gives tho following

instructions for entering :

—

In coming to this harbour, after having mado out .Aiuera in mid-channel

off it, the island Medidor will bo seen. It is of moderate height, and must
bo steered for until the small islet, Pacora or Trucha, is mado out, lying close

to tlie South point of Medidor. There is a passage on either side of this

islet, but it is best to leave it to port, as tho northern channel is narrc od

by the rocks off Medidor. Then steer for Guarida Toint, or rather more to

southward. Tho entrance to the bay is easy, although it does not make out

well at a distance. To tho right, close in-shore, is Scntinela Islet, which should

be avoided on account of tho rocks which surround it ; and to the left is

Point Guarida, which is quite clear, and may bo ranged close-to. When
past this point, bear up to port, and make for a round wooded islet, Chinche,

lying in the N.N,W. part of the bay, and anchor in 11 to H fathoms, muddy
bottom, sheltered from every wind.

The bay is separated into two parts by an island named Talon, to tho West
of the anchorage. The only population of the bay consists of a few Indian
families on this island, from whom eggs, fowls, cocoa-nuts, and bananas, may
be got at a cheap rate. They are also the most expert turtle catchers, and
will furnish a largo quantity daily. Fish also is abundant. To the eastward
of tho island the extensive mud-banks, which uncover at low water, leave

only a narrow space for anchorage in 5J fathoms, but this is unimportant,

as there is nothing to induce a vessel to come into this part of the bay. The

)>J<Hm$M\MWt» i »WW«^l^ir<^^W^^1^ *i
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only dangers to point out are a rocky roof a little above tho lino joining

Toint IVnot tind I'uoril Islet, at IJ cables length from tho last; and anotlier

reef at the same distance North of Ouarida Point, on which thoro are only 8

feet water. The Obligadu's anchorage was with Point Guarida S. 40>^ W.,
Sentinola Islet S. 11" W., Espuela Islet, S. 83- E., Chinclio Islet, AVest point

N. ITi^W. Captain do Kosoncoat made tho position of tliis anchorage of

tlie Obligado, opposite I'lieril, to bo lat. 7" 11' r>2' N., long. Hl^ 31' 0' W.
High water, full and change, at IV' 30'" ; tides rise 12 fe(^t.

AVater is abundant, and there is a stream, Iho Arroi/o t/el Cohre, which can

be ascended high enough in a boat to get good Mater ; but the most conve-

nient place is to tho E.S.E. oftlio above anchorage, MJiero thoro are two

streams, which, with a hoso, Avill iill tho casks rapidly. AVood is abundant

everywhere, tho forests are magnilicent.

Leaving Uahia Honda is as ea.sy as its access. Keep on tho side around

Point Ouarida, avoiding Sontinela Islet. Tho best time is in tho morning,

when the winds which precede tho sea broezo come from E. to N.E. Tiiese

are sometimes so light that you must tow out by your boats. Having

doubled Point Guarida, steer for Trucha, leaving it to starboard, the same

with Medidor, and not attempting to pass through tho narrow and rocky

channel which separates tho latter from tho land.

The COAST beyond l]ahia Honda is a succession of bays of different ex-

tent, among M'hich tho three principal are Monita, del Romrio, and ihl Pajttru.

Tho first is to the North of Point Ventaua, a projection of which tho extremity

opposite Medidor Island is called Punta liobk. The bay itself takes its name
from a woody islet on its northern part near tho land. It is clean, but affords

no shelter against westerly winds.

Jiahia del Itosario is separated from tho last by Point Gorda, tho name of

which is expressive of its massive character. It is recognisable by a small

round islet in tho middle of tho bay, about a mile from land, called the

Jfuela, or Caballo. Tho bay is included between Gorda Point and the Piiuta

del Mtterto, which terminates in an isolated pointed hill ; between these points

13 that of Bosario, which gives name to tho bay, and separating it into two

parts, the southern of which is called Pivay Pay. At tho head of each bay a

stream debouches, but tho anchorage is open to AV. and S.AA^., and can only

be used in tho fine season. The third, or Pajuro Uay, is 9 miles from Medi-

dor Island, and has IG to 18 fathoms water. In each of tho bays a few

Indian families are found, who live by fishing and hunting.

The navigation along the coast thus far is quite safe close in ; but to the

North of Pajaros Point, the North limit of the bay, a long sandy shelf com-

mences, the Plfiya Praia, which fronts the coast for 9 or 10 miles, and off" the

South end of which, at 2 miles from shore, is only C feet water, a bank ap-

parently formed by tho deposits brought down by the Rio Lavenia. At the
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North end of this bank is the mouth of tlio Rio Tuvatera, wliicli lins no bar.

Nfi/rifo Jlfitffia on tlie West side of tho entrnnco.

The Contreras are two islets, with numerous rocks and islets ly in f); 10 miles

off this coast. Tho northoin island is called Tirincaiico, and tlie southorn

I'djaron. They aro 31 miles apart, and tlio southorn island is 9 miles North

of Coiba. Tliero is no good anchorago around them. The Of)/ifi,ulo an-

chored on the North side of Urincanco, off a small bay rosorto(i to by tlio

fishermen for turtle and pearl oysters ; the bottom coarso gravel, and very

bad holding ground. Tho islands are uninhabited. They may be a^jproached

without fear, the depths being 30 to 10 fathoms near them. The only danger

is a moderately high rock, tho Famllun dc Prosper, which stands like a black

tower, about 2 miles South from the South point of tho Pajaros. It was so

named from the wreck of a French ship Lc I'roKper, which was drifted on to

it in a calm. Vessels should not pass between them, on account of several

rocky patches.

PUEBLO NUEVO was surveyed by Sir Edward Belcher, in tho Mphur.

In his book he says :
—" Our first halt was Tueblo Nuevo, in March, 1839,

at tho mouth of the Santiago, or aoblo Nuevo, at tho island called by us

Magnetic Island, in March, 1837. Hero we recommenced our survey of this

river, following its branches iip for some distance. The river takes its name

from a small village, situated on the river Santiago, where the Spaniards

probably first appointed the seat of government. Tho port is formed by a

neck or island about 3 miles in length, which affords good anchorage fin-

vessels of any class. Three larger streams discharge themselves into the*

main basin at the western end of this island, where tho apparent great en-

trance is situated, but so studded with rocks and shoals as to be unnavigablo

for anything larger than boats. It is, in fact, an extensive archipelago, as

most of the regions towards tho Chiriqui territory will be found to be on

future examination.

A plan was made, which will prove interesting to those who may visit this

port, for refuge or refit; but water cannot be procured in any quantity. It

may pro>)ably bo found by digging wells. The natives generally appeared

alarmed at our presence, nor could we induce them to bring off supplies.

Had our visit been prolonged, no doubt this would have been dispelled ; as,

after we fell in with a negro who understood English, they appeared anxious

to sell pigs, poultry, &c.

Their principal article of trade is the sarsaparilla, that of this neighbour-

hood being esteemed of superior quality. The stream runs fresh at some

miles up, but we did not either meet it or succeed in finding the town. Sugar

cane of good quality was offered ; and tortoise-shell, one of their articles of

trade, can be procured at tho season.

Sir Edward Belcher's survey was published 10 years later, and the place

was again surveyed in 1 S-0 1 by Captain de Rosencoat, who in his chart or

I I nil i»ll I »n»i ''Lf.l lll *.'l »B^aU I
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(iiroctions takes no notice wliatovi-r of his Englisli predecessor, as is indeed
tho case throughout the Frencli work. It would seem to have lieen scarcely

necessary for tho two nations lolmvK surveyed thisunconimorcial region twice
witliin 80 few years. What follows is derived from Captain do Eosencoat's
jiainpldot, adapting it to Sir Edw ard I3elchor'.s survey.

From wliutovor directicm I'lieLlo Nuevo is approached, it is easily madeouf
by tho two hills or Jlorros, tlio Cnjmh J/i/h, on the South sid(^ of tho en-

trance, which, at a distance, nmko like two islands. A conspicuous sugar-
loaf hill, about 5 miles Nortli of tho outraiicc, is also a good mark, as it

stands alono, and is 5.J0 foot high. The two Cayado Hills aro ;J00 and -HIO

foot higli. On a nearer view, two low and wooded islands come in aiglit,

Silrii dr Afiuni, tlie iluiitidic Idaiid of Sir Edward liclchor, and Silra di'

Tiemt, or Sillu Mtnd, wliicli lie nearly East and West, il miles apart, in a

line with the entrance of tho bay.

Tlio entrance of tho river is formed by a low mangrove island, as before

stated, which Captain do llosoncoat culls J'orcadu. It is about 1 miles long

N.W. and S.E., and has a former channel to tho river to tho N.W. of it, but

tliis is now only passable by boats. The southern entrance is close around
Cape Cayado, between tliat point and a spit projecting a mile to the W.S.W.
from /ielitre Point, the South extremtj of Porcada, and which, as it uncovers

at low water, acts as a breakwater to tlio channel. Capo Cayado is so named
from its supposed resemblance to the form of a bishop's pastoral staff, or a

shepherd's crook, and has 8 to 10 fathoms close up to its base. The channel
liere is not more than 21 cables wide, but tho channel ia straight, running
nearly East and West, with 6 to 10 fathoms throughout.

It is necessary to have a commanding sea breeze and the flood tide to

enter. Being a quarter of a mile due West of Cape Cayado, yoii will see a
small round islet or rock in the middle of the inner basin. It is the lutmm
of Belcher, or the Perdono of do Eosencoat. Keep close to tho South cape,

and steer for this islet, and proceed until it comes on with Belitro I'oint,

the South cape of Porcada, bearing N. 28 E., when you may anchor in 7 to

fathoms, fine sandy bottom. Perhaps it is best to enter with the first of

tho flood, as then the edges of the banks aro plainly seen, Avhich is not the

case so well near high water. You may pass quite close to Intrusa ; but
the l)ank8 to the eastward aro very irregular in depth, so that vessels drawing
more than 17 or 18 feet should bo cautious.

The resident Indians say that the M'ostorly winds which are frequent be-

tween June and October, send in a heavy sea to tho inner anchorage ; but
in this case shelter may be found in the river itself within Bolitre Point, and,

if necessary, as high up as Payo or Conejo Island, which is a mile N.N.E.
of Intrusa, to reach which, you must pass to tho North of that island.

The only dangers here, beside tlie bank at tlie entrance, are the mud
banks in the southern part of the inner bay ; another bank to the southward
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of Tayo, and somo rorks scattoroil on tho l)ank nl.ronst of tlio clmnnol Eii^t

of I'uyt'. f»" whicli lio^ tho small isl.t Ihrmi, otf tho month of tho vivcv, or

Arroi/o Tiiifo.

Sir Edward Bolchor places tli.« Obs.'rvatioii roc^k oil tho South side «>t

Ma' -ti.' Island, or Silva do Afucra, in lat. 8^ 4 Hfl N., long. 81
'

4.V lid .

Cai . do Ilosomont makoa I'ordono or IntruHU Island to bo in 8^ 1' r,\' N.,

long. 81^ 13' 0'. Tt in hi-h water, on fnll and thango, at .')'' 10'" or !)" 1 1"

;

rise from 'J to 12 foot.

(lood water may ho procured from a hrook which falls into tho small hay

on tho East side of Capo Cayado. Tho bay is inhabited by u few Indians in

ranchos or huts, scattered alout,' th(! beach. Some eggs, fowls, vegetables,

and tropical fruits may bo obtained. Thon^ are ii number of small villages

on tho numerous affluents which fall into tho river, but by far tho largest is

on tlio stream which gives it its name. At ono time it was on an ominenoe

only 2 miles from tho Boca Brava, and was then called Lou 11,'imlm,—^

name still applied to tho place, which is 15 miles from tho harbour. Tho

passage up to it is most intricate, and can only bo found by native guidance.

This " pueblo nuevo," or now town, Las not more than 400 inhabitants,

among which are a small number of Europeans, and in 1854 two Frenchmen,

who had erected a saw mill. On all tho islands and all visits to the shore,

1)0 exceedingly cautious against a most venomous species of serpent, which

is very numerous, and whoso bite is fatal.

Leaving Tueblo Nuevo is as easy as the entrance. It is best to have the

land-breeze, and start a little before the end of tho flood-tide. Having poL

beyond Capo Cayado, pass on to the southward of Silva do Tierra, and then

take any route at ideasure. It is not advisable to pass inside Silva de

Tierra, on account of a long spit of sand and rocks which extends from its

North side.

From the northern entrance beforo dostribed, on the north-western side

of which is tho low island Expitrtal, tho coast trends to W.N.W. for 23 miles,

for the iirst 18 of which it is composed of narrow sandy beach, behind which

is a lino of forest, intersected here and there by the mouth of a river, which

are recognisable afar ofl" by the whitened and bare trunks of the mangroves.

About a dozen miles inland is a range of hills, the last steps of tho Pacific

Cordillera, between which and the sea is a woodod plain. Beyond tho above

limits the hills approach the sea coast, which is otherwise quite safe to ap-

proach by the lead at a distance of 2 or 3 miles. Tho coast then turns ab-

ruptly to S.S.W. for 4 miles, forming a peninsula, off tho S.E. point of

which are tho Jienado Isles, which consist of one larger island near the point,

and three smaller on one bank farther to the eastward. Point Ojo of Do

Rosencoat (the £1 Jiico Point of Captain AVood) .'5 miles West of the

eastern Benado Islands, is the south-western extremity of a peninsula whi( h

forms tho eastern limit of Chiriqui Bay.]

v**"*<*1ir '*m .
'^'^' -'*^

l^mLM-'w i
, >^.*ia-"'^ff
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The 8ECAS ISLANDS lie on the meridian of H2 W. at II miles off tlio

coast. Tho ^;roiip consists of three principal i.xlands, witli numerous ruiks

and islets, one of which is .') miles northward of their soutlicrn ed^e. With

Olio exception tho islands are quite safe, and they will all'ord sholtor to a

small vessel, .ind several of thorn are accessible, but there is no fresh water,

as their name indicates. A vessel becalmed or at nightfall might seek

siieltor safely hero when approaching David Day in 12 fathoms, sandy bot-

tom. At 2] miles N.E. of tlio largest island is a rock iiir((.t/i at high water,

l>ut which is (juito uncovered at low water. It is called /m linijti. There is

a wide-spread tradition that at the iieriod of the .Spanish conquest, some

Indian refugees buried some treasures (m the northernmost of tho largest

island, and this is in some nioasuro borno out by the discovery of several

ancient iinploments and other objects.

Tho Chiricjui coast, as this part is called by Captain do Rosencoat,

is fronted by a largo group of islanils, and with tho numerous streams

ti' l)io North of thorn, forming an intricate archipelago, to tho North of

which, by a tortuous channel, tho approaches to tho town or city of David

are found. The various islands and channels aro so united by almost a con-

tinuous shoal, nearly 20 miles in extent from East to West, that, as abovo

said, the only safe access is from the eastern end of the labyrinth.*'—Captain

Wood.

CHIRIQUI or DAVID BAY lies between El Juco Point and Paknqw

In/(iH(l,
.'>l miles asunder East and West. Olf Juco or Ojo Point is an isolated

roc], known by a clump of trees on its summit, and the p(»int may also bo

'.Mowr by two small islands, St'llti or JuisilMti, which from tho South havo

tlio appearance of a saddle, as tho name indicates.

Tho rhula Sock (tho Widow) lies 3J miles to the southward of E! ,..vO,

and is a largo flat rock, with a reef extending half a mile to the E.S.E. It

is (juito s(,eep-to on all sides, having from 8 to l."5 fathoms all around it, and

may be 8?en at a distance hy day, as the sea breaks heavily upon it. At low

water four pinnacles aro uncovered, one only being visible at high water.

A sunken rock is said by the natives to lie rather to the We.st of tho line

joining tho West end of A'iuda Hock and the Secas, about midway between,

* Tlio charts ami directions for this pc/c ufTortl an example of what slioukl be fivoiut^J.

'V\w island was well and cjircfuUy suvvi'; I'd by Coniniandcv Wood in ISIS, but lliia liuo

iliart with all its details w;;m not piiblisht . till 'liirUcii ymfx later. In tho mean time tho

l-'rinch ollieers in tho ObUgado, commar !.d 1 y Capt. Rouxo do Uosencoat, also surveyed it,

in IS.JJ. Tho I-'reneh survey has n- • the .slightest allusion to its predoecs:ior, and theMc two

eharts differ entirely in their nomenclature, &c., so that Caiit. de Itoseneoat's direetions are

almc-it unintellisiblo when used witli ('apt. Wood's eliart, which is (piite suHieient of itself

as a Hiaide in this mos' nnfro(pienti'd re.'jion. Wo have followed, in .some dei,'roe, tho French

direetions, giving ('apt. Wood's names.
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which would place it about 5 miles S.E. from tI\o Viuda. It has bfieu \ir\-

successfuUy sought for, but it m as said to sliow but very rarely.

In coining from the East, do not pass to the uortlnvard of the Enailladii

or Monitas Islands, on account of the strong currents. Leave tliem on tlif

starboarr hand, ranging dose to tliom if desired. Coming licre from tlin

southward, take cai'e to avoid the Viuda, and when abreast of it to tlie W<>h',

steer for the Sun Jusc Man'h, a ciiistor of four wooded iaicts united by u reef.

These are also safe, except a spit whicli runs oif tlieir East point. Guarding

against this, also keep a good lookout for another insidioup danger, ihc

hwy Jtod: This rock is of small extent, lying in the middle of the bay, and

iineovers at half tide, and does not show at all at liigh water and in fine

weather : neither does the lead give tiny sign of its proximitj', for tlio usual

deptli of 7 and 8 fathoms, is foimd close up to it. It lies 1] nulo N. 5(! E.

from the summit of Han 7 )ki', and 3] miles N. 04'' W. from the Monilns or

Ensillada. There is good jiochorage to the N.E. of this in the lino season,

but during the period when the S.W. winds i)revail, it will be bettor to get

under tlie loe of the San Jose Islands.

At the head of the bay is a line of islands running generally E.S.E. and

W.N.W. According to Capt. do Eosencoat their names are, going from Kast

to West, JUonita (this mime is given by Captain Wood to th'- !)uternK).st

cluster) Jfonn, Care)/ (Carn' of Wood), Bajo Hojado, Sniuo, and Ventauo ; to

the North of .;He last is the East end of the larger island, Erava, extending 7

miles to the wostwdvd, and ulong the northern face of which is the channel

leading to David. The 1)ay within this line of islands is inaccessible 1o

ships. B>it it is probable that there is shelter T.otween the second and third

islands West of El Juco Point, \.\ ich is i;ulled the Plazu Grande. At the

head of this bay is another called the jF^wwrtf/^ri^f Chiiciiica'^ or Clntcliei/a/, on

tho plains around which are numerous herds of cattle, Avhich can bo pur-

chased direct from the owners.

The JJoca Vfiia, or entrance to the river, lies between Ventana and Sainn.

It lu.iy be known by some rocks on the extremity of the former, being

pierced through by the sea at its base, eo as to have tiie appearance of a

window or ventana. Tlio passage is very narrow, and in taking it keeji

close to Saino, and guard against the Larandcra Rock, which is quite covered

at higli Avater, lying l.V cable off Venta'^'a. Tlie ": xt?r is ver^ shi-.low within

tho po-nc, and is quite unadapted for seagoing vessels, and cannot be taken

withc'it a pilot. Within, the anchorage is culled I'JI I'ozo (the well), and

from tliis can be seen the outer houses of the village of Boca Chica (or the

Puerto lie San Lorenzo of Capts. Kellctt and Wood. It consists of about a

srore of r_ncho8 or 'i
'-

j in-ounded by oranges and bananas. Frcvh pro-

v'jions, as L'ltcher's meat, poultry, fruits, &c., can be bought hero cheaply.

The watering place is on the North shore of El Pozo, but it is not conve-

nient, though tlie water is g' "^d. Capt. de lioBonooat made the sandy liay on

j: a
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the Sontli side of ?5aino in lat. 8^ 11' .'j2' N., long. 82' 12' 8' W. Greenwich.

The tides were regular, the greatest rise was 1 1 feet, the least 6 feet ; high

water at 3'' l-'i".

David is the chief town of the province of Chiriqui, and lies about 2;j

miles from ihf sea by the eastern channel, or 10 miles by the 'nostern one,

and to gj thilhorin a boot, a pilot is indispensable on account of tht; in-

tricacy of the chiiniirl«. It stands in a ilnc liltiln, and is surrnunded by

«'altivit?"d lancLs, which extend as far as the extinct volcano of Chiriqui.

The population is 5,000, and it has a regular trade with Panama, sending

thither by soni <»mall vesssels pigs, poultry, eggs, •, ogetablos, &c. The cattle

are generally driven to the market.

The situation of David lias some importance from the fact that it stands

on the narrowest poi-tiem of the American isthmus, and on ascending the

Chiriqui volcano both (xeans can be ^^een at once. An ordinary' cart road

1ms heen proposed as the modest subftitute for a railway, which should lead

from Amiral's Bay on thi Antlauilo, a good h.irbour, to that just described.

Another feature of importance is the existence of a coal-Jidd, which extends

nearly across. A portion taken from Muertos Island, near the entrance of

the rivor, was analyzed by Profeswr Rogers, which gave good results.

Paleuque Island lies off the Soath side of Isla Brava, on the West side

of David Bay. The shoal water which limits the bay trends to the N.N.E.

and to W.S.W. from this island. Off its S.E. point is Beer Island, the S.W.

point was mad<' by Captain Wood to lie in lat. 8" 10' 13' N., long. 82'-'

i;v !.(' w.
The FARIDAS ISLANDS are a groop at the western extremity of those

described a^, lying parallel to the coast and the chain of mountains which

runs through the isthmus. They consist of one la<rge island, Parida, about

11 miles circu.nifori'nce at the Wfst tud ; another, much uraaller, TJolfno or

Vtihi (!, near the eastern par* nf tli. claster, and a »TOwd of islet.s and roi'ics

between the two. They are uninhabttftd, .'scept during the season of the

pearl iishery, when a few peo^rdo <oime to them,

I'arida is well wood.-d but not high, and is tije only one of the gi-oup that

affords wAw. According t'< Captain de Eesom-tjat, the only anchorage is in

the N.E. of tlie hugcst island, and is ahelterwi by that point, and by another

snmll long island {Tsla fhnni), which eheltena tliO r-»ad from tho iSouth, and

where thoro is a good sandy beach for landing, th*; depth 7 fathoms mud.

Tr< roach this anclmrago frmn the eastwanl, and bein^ South of the Benado

Islands, ;,im-\' westward for the North jKwnt oi Parida, taking ca.e not tn

go into less than •"> fathoms <m the port hand.

The iMlarids which run to the '.-astward for 4 miles from the 8outh end of

l\arida terminate in Boldoo (or Volano) and Baraco to the h.K. of i' ; these

aw the largwt, the others are tmimportant. At three-tjuai-ters of f. luile

South of Baraeo are some rocks, and there is also another at l^ mile E N.E.
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of it. Midway botwoon KolaHo and Sun Josi' Island aro a clustor called

I.entirtes Jnhoiih in Captain AVood's chart.

Chimmo Jhij is at tho S.W. end of Parida, and lia.s a lino of islands

stretching to tho N.W. from its southern point, tho outermost of which is

railed Sta. Cruz. The M'atering-placo in Cliimmo IJay is in its N.E. point.

Tiiere is a channel around tho North end of Parida, but off tho Nr.rtli cud

of the island it is very narrow, though deep.

From Santa Cruz Point, tho S.W. end of Parida, to tho Jioca San Pedro,

which is a more direct opening to tho river leading to David, is 1 1 niile.s, the

interval being occupied by banks over which tho sea brealcs heavily and the

water very shoal. On tho I'^ast side of tho Boca San Pedro is the In/a Scri/la,

separated froui Isla Brava before mentioned, by the Boca Brava. On Sevilln

abundance of game may bo procured, deer, goats, &c. Although the natives

say that tho Boca San Pedro is practicable for boats, yet the French sur-

veyors arrived at an opposite conclusion, and that tho Boca Chica was the

only ono advisable.

The Coast between Chiriqui and Burica Point forms an extensive bay 34

miles wide. The north-eastern part of tho bay is formed by a series of

islani^s formed like those of Chiriqui just described. Tlio island of San Pedro

is the westernmost of those which belong to the River of David and the coast

continues a regular curve, first to tho northward of West and then to the

southward, getting higher to tho southward till it terminates in Point

Burica.

There is no port or place of resort, although native report points out two

or three spots of local importance ; of these, Gaanarano, at the entrance of a

river about 15 miles North of tho point, is one ; another is Charco Azul, also

at the mouth of a rivor some miles to tho South of it. These places, and tiio

coast generally, are quite safe as open anchorages.

The Ladroues (or Zedzones of Colnctt) aro two islets or rocks, moderately

high and barren, lying 13 miles S.S.W. from tlie S.W. point of Parida.

They aro very steep-to, and 70 fathoms are foimd close to their southern

edge. They are quite safe in all directions, except to the North, A>hero

some rocks lie a milo off.

At 4 miles North of the ]jadroues is a dangerous reef, which does not oven

show at low water, when there is CA foot water over it. It lies with tho

West side of Parida bearing N. &" E., and the East side of the Ladrones

1 tearing South.

Montuosa is a lofty wooded island, completely isolated, 26 miles S.S.E. of

the Ladrones and 22 miles West of Coiba. It is safe, except some rocks to

tho East of it, and is a good mark for approaching the coast.

Colnett says :
—"It rises to a considerable height, and is 5 or G miles in

circumference, its summit covered with trees; tho greater part are those

which bear the cocoa-nut, which gives it a very pleasant appearance ; but
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islets and breakers extend off its East and West ends, to tlio distance of .J or

1 miles. Tlio bottom is rocky on tho South side, as is tho shore near tho

sea. There is a beach of sand behind some littlo creeks that run in between

tho rocks, which makes a safe landing for boats. Iloro wo wont on sliore,

and got a quantity of cocoa-nuts, vrith a few birds. Tho Spaniards or

Indians had lately been there to fish on tho r.ecf for pearls, and had loft

great heaps of oystor-shclls. There were a great plenty of parrots, doves,

and iguanas ; and it is probable that other refreshments might bo obtained,

of which wo are ignorant. At all ovc^nts, it may bo useful to whalers or

cruisers, by offering a place where tlio sick may be landed and cocoa-nuts

procured, whoso milk will supply tlio want of water."

POINT BURICA or Barrica is the western limit of tho state of Now

Granada. It makes afar off like an island Avith threo summits equally

elevated and distant from each other ; on noaring tho capo another low

point is made out which seems at first like an island, but is afterwards seen

to Ibrni part of tho point. To tho southward of tho point breakers extend

for a mile, and terminates in this direction by a large, high and isolated

rock, which forms an outer beacon. The capo may bo seen in clear weather

35 miles off, and is thus an oxcellont landfall for ships coming either from

eastward or westward.

The territory of Burka, "according to Mr. J. H. Smith (1851), does not

belong to tho general government of Now Granada, but is exempt from some

of the imposts. It extends from tho Gmnavano coast, on tho East side of the

Burica peninsula, to tho Eio Claro, which falls into the Golfo Dulce. Tho

coast between is an extensive region of cocoa-nut trees, 21 to 25 miles in

length. But this thinly populated and uncivifizcd region has but little claim

to exact political or social divisions, and its nomenclature and inland features

are alike vaguely known. Tho exclusive claim of New Granada to tho

transit route across tho isthmus has led to more attention being paid to its

boundaries than they otherwise deserve.

2. COSTA EICA.

Tho state of Costa Eica is ono of tho smallest in area and population of

the Central American Eepubllcs. It extends from Point Burica to a point

somewhere about Salinas Bay and the Lake of Nicaragua, but in this

northern part a territory is claimed which is disputed by Nicaragua. It

belonged to the latter state when the confederation was formed in 182f), and

was then conceded to Costa Eica to give it weight in the federal congress.

But when the confederation was dissolved, it is contended that it should

have reverted to the original state. This district of Giimacade, now called

Liberia, includes several of tho proposed termini of tho intev-oceanic canals

I
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and railways, and this gives it. an importanco it docs not othcrwiso possesK.

In 18o(i it was usually considered that Costa Eica termiuatod on tho I'atilii;

coast, on the North side of Salmas Bay.

The soil of Ccsta Eica is exceedingly productive. On tho " ticrras ( ali-

entes," or torrid lands, which run back from the Pacific up to an elovatioii

of y.OOO feet, almost all the tropical productions aliound. Above tli?so are

the " tierras tompladas," which are terraces making out from tho main
Cordilleras (following very nearly the longitudinal axis of tho state in i

north-west and south-east direction), and are from ;i,000 to r),00() foot abovo

the level of the sea, producing sugar-cane, potatoes, corn, coffee, oranges,

&e., in great perfection.

Still abovo the terras templadas are the tierras frias, or cool lands, which

are from 5,000 to 6,000 feet abovo the ocean level, among which several

volcanoes shoot up, varying from 8,000 to 1 1,000 feet in height. Tho forests

which extend over a large portion of tho republic, abound in timber suitable

for ship-building ; also mahogany, brazil, and various other valuable dye-

woods.

The cultivated portion of Costa Eica lies principally within tho valley of

tho Eio Grande, which floMs down tho western slope of the main moimtain

rango into the Gulf of Nicoya. Fully sovcn-eightlis of all tlio inhabitants

aro liere concentrated, in a district not exceeding fifty miles in length by an

average of twenty in breadth.

The Coast from Point Burica trends generally to tlio north-west, and is as

before stated low, and covered with cocoa-nut trees. Tliero aro no places of

interest, and only four Indian villaf^es on the spac(> of 25 miles between that

point and Point Platanal, near tho ei-'vanco of tho Golfo Dulce. At ."> or

miles from tho South point is a projection called Puuta Gorda. Tho inter-

mediate coast has not been surveyed, but is believed to bo safe. A running

survey of tho coast and harbours beyond Point Platanal, as far as Istapa,

was made by Capt. T. de Lapelin, in tho French corvette La JiriUunlc, in

1852, and from his pamphlet the following directions are ehielly taken.

The GULF of DULCE lies 30 miles to the N.W. of Pt. Burica. But very

littlo was known of it till in 1849 a concession was made to a French com-
pany, and in 1850 a plan of it was made by M. Louis Clieron, and again in

in 1852, when its .shores and capabilities were examined by the officers under
Capt. de Lapelin. From this it would appear to be one of the best points

of the old Spanish territory for European colonization, considering its fer-

tility, healthiness, and safety of ita navigation. The gulf is recognisable at

a great distance. Its outer points are well marked, and are 18 miles apart,

East and West.

Point Matapalo, on tlio West, is the South extremity of tho peninsula and
of the Cerro de Sal si Pucdes. It ia high, steep, and covered with trees,
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with .some reddish ttilouvi'd laud-.slip8. At ii mile E. by S. of it is an isolated

rock 10 or \'l feet high, easily soeu in all directions.

Ft. Flatanal, tho eastern point, is the Soutli end of a promontory formed

I)y t)u) chain of mountains which separates the low lands of Burica from tho

plain of the Ivio Coto. This ju-omontory is terminated to tho Nortli by u

round-topped peak, covered with trees, rather higher ('J,;i2!) feet) tluin thoao

near it. This hill will indicate the Panta del ISanvn. All tho shores of tho

entrance are clear and free from danger; but in coming liither it is well to

make Cape ^Matapalo, as the only habitations are on the West .side, at tho

Tuuta Arenitas, and on this side also are convenient, anchorages in case of

being becalmed during the ebb, m tliroughout the gulf, except in the llio

Coto IJay, the deptlss are 20 and 30 fathoms at 2 to 4 cables from the shore,

and then deepening to .'50 and 100 fathoms.

Tho outer portion of the gulf runs in a N. and S. direction 22 miles, with

a breadth of IG miles
; beyond this it runs to N.W. for 25 miles to tho foot

of the Cordillera, i.uero it is 10 miles wide. From Point Matapalo to the

Eio Rincon at its N.W. end, an ex1ensiv(> plain extends to the sloping foot

of tho Corro do t^al si Puedes. The shore is all low and wooded. To the

North of Pt. Matapalo is Pt. del Somhirro, and 3 miles further that of Tiiirilo.

Oil these two points are some rocks above water, those off .Sombrero extend-

ing Indf a mile, and off Tigrito thre(!-fourths ol' a mile, The.se are tho ouly

dangers in approaching Punta Arenitas.

PUNTA ARENITAS-' is 9 miles beyond 1 '..\ del Tigrito. It appears to

bo low and entirely covered with wood. It is not u'ltil cIoko to that tiio

houses covered with palmetto trees and the flagstaff on the bare sandy tongue

is seen. At a cable's lengtli East of the point is a coral bank, which par-

tially dries at low water. Its greatest breadth East and West is two cables,

and it is twice that length North and South. Its edges are very stcop-to,

and small vessels can pass between it and tho point. You may anchor to

tho N.W. or to the S.E. of the village. The latter is tho best for vessels

making but a short stay, and they will hero get the sea-breezes and avoid

the excessive heat occasioned by tho shelter of tho point. To tak j this an-

chorage, bring the flagstaff or tho last cluster of houses to bear W. ly N.,

and tho Pt. del Tigrito to South, at less than a mile from the shore in 10 to

1 1 fathoms, bottom greeu mud. To reach the anchorage North of tho vil-

lage, having passed the coral bank, bear to tho West, steering for an estero

(or creek), distinguishable from some large trees with Avhite trunks, with

foliage only on the tops. As soon as the flagstaff or the outer houses bear

E. of S.E. drop anchor in about 16^ fathoms, bottom of greeu mud. This

* runta Arenitas i,s ciillcil Punta Annua (Sundy point) on most charts, but tho distinc

tioii is hero made thiit it may not bo confused with tho more important I'uiita Arenas, the

chief port of tho republic, in tho Gulf of Nicoj-n.
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inner anehorago is very good, and any repairs may bo done in groat security,

but if it is nccossary to hoavo down to the kool it is better to go to El Goltito.

To couununitato with tho village, you can land to the North of the peninsula

at tho entrance of a creek ; this point is so stcop-to that you can lay along-

side as at a quay.

Fresh provisions, in small quantities, may bo got at Funta Arenitas.

Firewood is also cheap ; bullocks are to bo got at the hacienda del Tigre.

Tho neighbouring forests are rich in spars and timber, but you must cut it

yourself. Water is to be got at *ho Eiver del Tigre, o miles to the nortli-

ward between half-flood and half-ebb. The French company before alluded

to intended to establish themselves on the banks of the Eiver del Tigre. A
largo house built by them distinguishes the Point del Tirgre.

It is high water, full and change, at Punta Arenitas at 3'' lo"\ Tho
greatest rise is 10 feot 3 inches ; mean rise oj feet. Tho tides aro regular

throughout the gulf.

Tho NoKTii-EAsT siroiiE of tho gulf is formed by tho base of the Cordillera,

which ontends from the Eio Eincon to tho Golfito. Its rugged slopes aro

covered with an impenetrable forest, and leave but a very narrow beach
hero and there. At 9 miles N.E. by E. from tho Eiver Eincon aro tho Islotos,

a small group composed of rocks and coral ba:'l,-s, on mIucIi they fish for

pearls and mother-o'-pearl. Tho cordillera thou runs for 21 miles E.H.E.,

terminating at the Golfito. At 4A miles from las Islotos is tho moth of tho

Eio do las Esquinas, which traverses a largo and very marshy valley near

the sea. At 10 miles E. 18" S. from Pta. do las Esquinas there are some
rocks indicating Capo San Jose ; around these rocks thoy fish for mother-o'-

pearl.

The Golfito entrance is 800 yards wide, and tho passage in mid-channel

between the high and ^veil-marked point to tho North, and long narrow

sandy tongue to the S.W. has a depth of 5J to 6J fathoms. This sandy

neck divides tho Golfito into two parts, in either of which you may anchor,

but if in the eastern part it is not advisable to bring tho houses on the point

to North of W.N.AV. Tho Golfito is a landlocked basin, where you may
heave down and careen, but unfortunately in all seasons it rains nearly every

day, and storms are frequent. The watering-place is in the North part of

this small gulf, but the casks must be filled at low water, and floated off at

high water.

The Eio Goto, the largest stream which enters the Gulf of Dulce, is 7i
miles southward of the Golfito. It is not navigable. From its mouth a
bank extends to the northwards, which joins tho tongue which divides the

Golfito. Tho coast is low, sandy, with a violent surf, and covered with

cocoa-nut trees. To the southward of the river, the coast, though low, is

clean as far as the Pta. del Banco, the S.E. point of the Gulf of Dulce.

The Gulf of Dulce, during the tine season, is under the influence of the
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land and sea breezes (the virazon and terral), the former blowing from S.E.

to S.W. between 11 a.m. and sunset, when it is replaced by the terral blow-

ing from N. to AV. Notwithstanding its hot and humid ellnuito, the gulf is

considered healthy by the natives, but this can afford but little evidence of

its effects upon European colonists.

The Coast beyond Punta Matapalo extends for 20 miles to the "W-N-AV.

to the high and abrupt I'ta. Sal si Fticdes. It is a narrow and sandy beach,

forming a large cocoa-nut grove, behind which rises the Cerro. It is very

8tt'ei)-to, for at less tlian half a mile off shore, in the shoalest part, there ia

more than 40 fathoms, a strong surf usually beating on this shore.*

At the point Sal si Puedes the Cerro ai)proache8 the beach, and at less

than a mile off the point is a round bare rock, called the Choncha Pelona,

around which the water is very deep, but you cannot pass inside it.

From Pta. Sal si Puedes to Pta. Llorona the distance is 14 miles in a

N. 47° W. direction. Hetween these points is the Corcovado, a large rock 35

feet high, at the outer end of a reef composed of rocks above water. The

irregularity of the depth and the colour of the water, and the breakers off

sliore between the two paints, seem to indicate danger near the land.

Pta. Llorona is high, steep, wooded, and formed of cliffs partially covered

with a rich vegetation, and a cascade falls over one of its perpendicular pre-

cipices. Several islets lie within a few cables lengths of the point. Cape

San Pedro is 3 miles N. by E. from Pta. Llorona ; near it is a rocky islet

with a few shrubs on it, and joined to the land by a chain of rocks, which

also project a cable's length seaward from it. This group shelters a part of

the sandy beach called the Port de San Pedro, distinguished by a rock sur-

mounted by a single tree. On this beach also in a small indentation called

the Pufrtecito do S. Pedro, are some ranches of Indians who come hither to

find the purple dye. Cape San Jose is a spur of the chain of hills which

overhangs the coast ; it may be known by a, rastrado or a large green patch,

bare of trees.

CANO ISLAND is 10 miles to the West of Capo S. Pedro. It is mode-

rately high and is level. At its N.E. point are a few breakers, and off ita

West point some sunken rocks extend for half a mile. AVith this exception,

it may be approached on all sides, though it is not advisable to do so from

the eastward, as the current drifts towards these last-named rocks. On the

N.W. side is a spring and some banana trees, on a sandy beach, where the

landing is easy, and where the bongos come to collect the caoutchouc, which

is abundaut on this island.

* The name Sal si Puedes (got out if you can), applied to this beacli, is said to bo derived

from tho fact Ihnt tho bongos which nonio hero to load with cocoa-nuts, thougli ablo to

land easily at times, have great difficulty and detention in embarking through tlio formida-

ble surf.

Korf/i Pacific. D
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The Rio Ajuja duboutlies in the angle where the high land of Cnpo Snn

Pedro joins the beach running to the North. It is the host shelter that tlio

bongos find between the Gulf of Diilco and that of Nicoya, and is the only

place -wheni watering is easy. To the northward of this tho coast is high

and wooded ; its narrow beach is interrupted by tho mouths of tho Granado

and tho Idraque, and beyond these is the Boca Sierpe. To the North of

those again is Pla. Violin, off which is a small wooded islet of the same

name. At a mile North of this are the Sacnte hleh. The const here forms tlio

narrowest part of tho isthmus, which separates the ocean from the head of

tho Gulf of Dulce.

From hence the coast runs to the North for 22 miles, and is uniformly low

and wooded. Inland is an extensive marshy plain, on which it is said is a

large lake, iind is watered by tho Eio Burruca. Through this level coast

aro four bocas or mouths to tho river and tho lake, and it is said by tho

natives that these communicate Avith each other, so that a bongo entering at

Sierpe can come out at any of them, or at Punta Mala do los Indies. At tho

North end of the plain tlio coast is quite clear and tho depths diminish

gradually.

At Punta Mala is a perpendicular cliff, and tho high coast here turns to

tho westward and N.W. This coast is formed by a spur from the cordillera,

and extends for 11 miles to Point Dominical. At Point Uhita, midway, a reef

and some rocks shelter an anchorage, which is said to be deep enough for

any vessel, and that water may be procured easily at the Eio Ubita here.

It is constantly frequented by the Indians.

At 3i miles from Dbita is a largo reddish coloured rock called La liallena,

and at a mile East from this aro three small and pointed rocks called La

Balleniia. Point Nai-anjo is 9 miles from Point Dominical ; the coast be-

tween is a sandy beach, traversed by some inaccessible rivers and is quite

clear.

At 5 miles N.W. from this point is that of Lm Qiiepos, covered with trees.

Between these points are a number of islets and rocks, forming two distinct

groups, which are connected with the shore. The southernmost group are

called the Naranjos, the northern the Quepos. The largest of the latter group

is called Manuel Antonio, and shows a remarkable gap. It shelters a small

sandy bay, fit for the bongos which come fishing for turtle.

Point Mala is 22 miles West of the Quepos, the coast between being a

sandy beach, beaten by a continual surf, without landing place. Near Pta.

Mala there is a line of cocoa-nut trees a mile in length. The point is very

low, and covered with trees and mangroves. To the South of it extends a

reef of rocks and islets a mile and a half in extent. Tho depth is very irre-

gular on its edges, and the current drifts past it to the westward, frequently

at 2 miles, and never less than I mile an hour.

Point Gtiapilon is G miles from Pta. Mala ; the coast between is sandy and

PL
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rivers Umhrc and Tumhre. Off Point Guapilon are two rocks awash, on

which the sea breaks ; they are half a mile off tho point, and have a depth

of y and 10 fathoms between them and the point. At 4 miles W.N.W. is

Henadum hie, which shelters the harbour of that name.

Port Herradura is at the 8.E. entrance to the Gulf of Nicoya. It is a

horse-shoe bay, as its name indicates, facing the West, and is li mile wide

between the West point of Cano Island on its South side, and Herradura

Point to tho North. Cano Island is covered with trees, and has a reef all

around it, which connects it with the shore. The northern point of the bay

is also bold and rocky, and a reof skirts it on all sides for some distance, but

tlie edge of this reef is steep-to, as is the case all round tho bay, and there-

fore the sliores should bo carefully approached.

A mthn rock, nearly awash, has been found in the middle of tho bay since

the survey. It lies with a house on tho beach bearing N.E. l N. three-

quarters of a mile, and tho pinnacle of Cano S.W. by S. nine-tenths of a mile.

At tho head of the buy is a watering-place, where excellent water may bo

ohtaine'1 Sir Edward Belcher says that twenty casks at a time may be

obtained by rolling them into a small lake on the beach. This lake was made

to be iu lat. 9^ 38' 30" N., long. 84° 36' 7" AV. The anchorage is off this

watering-place in 5 to 8 fatlioms, but vessels may ride close to the shore by

veering the whole cable with a warp to the bench.

The GULF of NICOYA was surveyed by Sir Edw. Belcher in the JJhmoiu

in Jan., 1839. His fine chart has long been published. It was also exa-

mined by Captain do Lapelin in La lirillante, and we derive much of what

follows from that officer's remarks.

CAFE BLANCO is the south-westernmost point of the bay, and is thua

described by Dampier :—" Cape Blanco, is so called from two white rocks

lying off it. When we aro off at sea right against the cape, they appear as

part of t'i^o cape ; but being near the shore, either to the eastward or west-

ward of the cape, they appear like two ships under sail at first view, but

coming nearer, they are like two high towers, they being small, high, steep

on all sides ; and they are about half a mile from the cape. This cape is

about the height of Beachy Head in England, on the coast of Sussex It is

a full point, with steep rocks to the sea. The top of it is flat: and even for

about a mile ; then it gradually falls away on eac^h side with a gentle descent.

It appears very pleasant, being covered with great lofty trees.*

• To the westward of Capo Blanco a bank is marked on tho charts ;
Captain do Lapelin

doubts its existence, but was unablo to verify it. The coast thence trends to N.W. It is

steep and densely wooded : tho higher hills rarely exceed Cape Blanco in elevation. Tho

beach is of sand, separated by rocks into an infinity of bays, which will offer easy landing-

places,

2d
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TIio ontrauco to tho Gulf of Nicoya is distinctly markod by ( 'upo liliinco

on tho West, and Point Ilerrudura on the East, forming an oponiiip .'50 milia

wide. Capo Bhmeo is tho point that lias been generally mudd l»y keeping a

little to tho East of its meridian; but there is probably some advantage

gained by making the eastern side as tho currents shift to westward, and tho

distance would bo rather shorter.

Capo Blanco may bo seen ut 25 miles distance when to the N.N.W., ap-

pearing then like an island, tho top of which is flat, and having near its

centre a slight indentation. Several white patclies also serve to distinguish

the capo from the land at tho back of it. Tho largest and lowest white spot

is formed by an islet quite white, lying South of tho cape, from which it is

separated by a channel a milo wide ; but it does not appear to bo detached

until you are within 10 or 15 miles. It is only when Capo Blanco is seen

from tho West, or to tho North of West, that its true termination can be

seen ; being much lower than tho siu rounding land, it pi'ojects like an island

and falls abruptly towards tho sea. At the same time a small needle-shaped

rock will bo seen a little to tho Soutii of tho islet.

Tho Pta. de la Herradura, which forms the northern side of tho liarl)Our

of tlio same name, is a largo rounded hill on tho high land. A largo rocky

.slot, covered with trees of nearly equal height with the point, lies off tho S.

point, leaving a narrow impracticable passage.

As far as the anchorage of Punta Arcuii tho Gulf of Nicoya has no

danger that is not visible. All the points and tlio shores may ha approached

to within two miles. The islands are numerous, and some of them large

;

they are covered with trees, but are uninhabited, and at present possess no

interest whatever. Tho western part of tho gulf is nearly a desert, and tho

ports which as yet have not been frequented, lio on the East side ; these are

those of Herradura, Caldoras, and Punta Arenas. The bay of Tarcoles also

affords a good anchorage, where communication is easy with tho shore.

Tho harbour of Herradura is a good anchorage, is uninhabited, and with-

out any communication with the interior ; it has no other resources than an

excellent and abundant watering place.

C.vLDEEA was the port of entry for Costa Eica till 1840, at which time its

imhealthiness caused it to bo abandoned for Punta do Arenas, notwithstand-

ing its security, and its proximity to the capital. It is about 12 miles N.E.

of Cape Blanco.*

• Caldoras possesses a peculiar interest at tho present moment, as it is said to bo the ter-

minus of one of the inter-oceanic communications. According to a report, published in

18GG, by llr. F. Kurtze, C.E., director of the public works of Costa Rica, a waggon road
from sea to sea was just completed, starting from Port Limon, near Point Blanco, GO miles

South of GroytowD, on tho Atlantic side, crossing tho summit level neai- Cartago, 5,118 feet

above the sea, passing near San Jose the capital, terminates at Caldcras. It is a macadam-
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PUNTA ARENAS,—In 1840, Tunta Arenas was doclarod a frco port, and

lins become tho most important commercial place on all tho coast of Central

America. It is tlio only port of tho state of Costa Hicn, which is frecpientoil

on tho Pacific, and tlirough it almost all its exports and imports pass. Tho

windy peninsula on which tho village stands shelters an interior anchorage,

culled tho /'xii't-o, into which, at high water, vessels drawing l',\ fout can

enter; to tho South of it is a spacious roadstead, with an averag" depth of

5.1 fathoms, Mhich, although secure in tho fine season, rcniuires soiuo pvocan-

tions against the summer winds.

I'linta Arenas has a jiopulation of about 1,500. Its sfirots aro ptiaiglit

and regular, Imt disagrcoublo from tho sandy soil. They extend alo ig tho

Estero, by which all communications with tho outer road toko place.

In entering the Gulf of Nicoya tho only precaution necessary is to Inig

tho eastern eliore, for tho ebb tide, which runs to S.W. to the South i.i' tho

Negritos, is less felt, and* the depth, though groat, is less than on tho

wostorn side ; so that in case of a calm, or contrary current, an aucln.rage is

more readily found ; or you may be drifted out of the gulf, or else on to tho

Negritos, near to which tho depths aro great. You may readily know tiieiu

by a largo black rock in front of thom, having tho appearance of a sail.

Soon after passing tho lino East and West of tho Negritos, you will see be-

tween these islands and that of San Lucas, two remarkable islets.

Tho first of these is called CiKjavcH (the Aves of Sir Edward Belcher), is like

a circus open to the East formed by perpendii ular rocks, crowned with trees,

and surrounded by a beach of pebbles covered at high water. Tlie second

is a conical, lofty, and wooded rock, sufficiently designated by its name I'mi

f/fl^2Meffr (Sugar-loaf). Having made these islets, you will next discover

the lighthouse rising from the trees. It is on a yellow tower of several

stages, elevated G6 feet above tho sea, and showing a fixed light, visible 10

miles off. At tho same time you will see, but much more to the left, a largo

building, which serves as a custom-house. This is the most westerly build-

ing, ond nearest to the Puntilla do Puntu Arenas. It is painted white, and

covered with tiles, and near a cluster of cocoa-nut trees, the only ones on

the peninsula.

The custom-house or the lighthouse being well made out before being

East and West with the Pan do Azucar, steer so as to bring tho first not

more North than N.N.W., or the second to the North of North by West, so

ised road, 60 foct wide, with cut-stone bridges, and with ample width fur constructing a

railroad over much of its course.

Two eamls have also boon proposed to terminate in the Gulf of Nicoya, one from tho river

San Juan, by the Rio San Carlos, terminating near Punta Arenas; and a second from tho

Lake Nicaragua by tho Rio Nino, and the Rio Tempisque, which falls into tho head of tho

Gulf of Nicoya. Neither of these canal projects have been surveyed.
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as to avoid tho banks of Punta Aronas, which limit tho road to tho Novtli

and West.* It will hv nocosaary to koop doso to tlio honriiigs horo laid

down, for to the North of tho Negritos tho flood tido runs very htroiif:;ly to

tho "W.N.W., and tho ebb to E.S.E. These banks, formed by tlio rivorn

Aranjnoz and Baranca, aro separated from I'unta Aronas by tho cliannol of

tho Estoro, tlie doptli and direction of which change with every tid(>.

Having approachod the anchorage on the foregoing bearingf*, you must an-

chor wlion tho Pan de Azuear bears S.W. J \V., or the Cagavos S.W. Tliis

position is a milo from the Puntilla do Punta Arenas, iu a depth of 5A to GJ

fathoms, fine sandy mud, and easy of communication with the village at all

times of tide. A little farther to the East tho bottom is better for holding,

being more mud than sand ; tho lighthouse will then bear N. 28^ W., tho

custom-house N. 39' W., the Pan de Azuear S. 52^ W., and tho Cagavos S.

43'^ W. These anchorages may bo taken during the fine season, or from

November to June ; but during the summer they aro too near tho banks,

as the bottom is continually shifting from tho strong currents, and you mny
bo drifted on to the banks. The better position at this time will be with tho

custom-house to N.W. J N., the lighthouse N.N.W., and the Pan de Azuear

W.S.W. in 5i fathoms, muddy sand. It will be as well to moor S.E. and
N.W., to avoid the chances of fouling your anchor by the continual swing-

ing of tho ship.

The anchorage of tho Estoro cannot bo taken without a pilot. The charges

for this are 6 reals for each Spanish foot (10 9-10 English inches) draught.

The tidos aro regular at Punta Arenas; their maximum velocity is IJ

knots, and tho average 1 knot. Tho establishment of tho port at Punta
Aronas is 3'' 10"', and the range at springs 10 ft. 2 in.

Water is to be procured at the Eio Baranca, 7 miles to the East of tho

anchorage. The bar can only bo passed between half flood and half ebb.

The river must be ascended for a mile, until tho boat grounds, before which
the water is not fresh, and oven then is sometimes not very good. On account

of the tides, not more than two trips can be made in tho day. Fresh pro-

visions are abundant, but live bullocks cannot be easily procured. Sea
stock may frequently be procured, but not in large quantities. Eealejo

oflfers greater advantages on this score. The healthiness of Punta Aronas is

but comparative ; fever is prevalent throughout the year, attacking natives

and strangers alike, but milder during tho fiuo season than in tho oppo>

site one.

• If tho lighthouse nor tho town bo not made out before having passed the parallel of tho

Pan do Azuear, and thus bearing to N. of N.N.W. or N. by W., it will bo necessary to fall

back again to tho southward before bringing thsso marks on, for without doing this there

will bo a risk of getting on to tho banks which project to the S.E.
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Thero i.s no coiisting trade in Costa Kira, nn thoro is only one port opon on

tlio Paciiic. Tlii> carrying trade along the coast of Coiitrai America is eutircly

roonopoli/odliy tho stcamen of tho Panama liailroad Company, iind altliougli

tlio I'xpouso of f(U'warding merchandise by Panama is tliroo times as imuh

us by Capo Horn, still tho certainty and speed of tli(> oiio will ultimately

(juito Kupersodo tho other.

I'unta Arenas was a free port till January, ISfil ; since flion customs

duties havo been collected, but tho shipping dues havo not been altered.

Those aro 5 dollars (£1) for license, 1 dollar per man for hospital dues, J

veal (ad.) per ton lighthouse dues.

Owing to tho partial filling up of tho harbour, vessels aro obliged to lio

much farther off than formerly, and there is some trouble in landing, &c.,

at low water. With steamers, which arrive at all hours of the day and

night, much damage is done to tho goods in the launches by rain and spray.

Tho lighthouse is not in good order, and much reliance should not bo placed

on it. On account of tho deterioration of Punta Arenas, it was proposed to

rcmovo the port to Tarcolcn, a spot to tho eastward, and nearer to tho capital

;

but it was negatived by the congress in 1864. The restrictive policy of the

Government has much reduced the prosperity of tho port, which is now littlo

more than a depot.

The COAST to tho north-westward of Cape Blanco is almost unknown. A
very imperfect survey of it was made by Mr. Hull, P.N., in IsriO, and Capt.

do Lapelin also made u slight sketch of it, but the two do not agree. Tho

coast is high and wooded, and has a beach of white sand interrupted at inter-

vals by reddish <oloured clitl's. tV//;c Uuioim of De Lapelin is marked on

his chart at 18 miles from Cape Blanco, and oO miles farther is Murru ller-

moiio, but Mr. Hull did not observe anything prominent in these positions.

Beyond them is Capo Velas, in lat. 10° l.'V N., long. «j'' 48' W."- It ia so

culled from tho rock being somotimos mistaken for a sail.
|

* \Vc lay along a deep Lay, and passed some VLvy romarkablo rocks or rocky islands,

•white with green tops, tho Port of Matapala bearing tJ S.E. IJotwecn that and these rocky

islands a number of smiill, high, white rocks shot up, resembling vessels under sail :
bearing

K., E. by K., and E.N.E., a littlo bay extending landwards, and called, as I suppose, from

tlioso little rocks, "Puerto Velas."— G. U. S/ciinier, £sq.

t Captain do Lapelin says that he found neither point nor hillock iiotierublo in tho posi-

tion assigned to Capo Velas and tho Mono Ilermoso, and in his passage from the Korth it

was not until ho reached lat. 0» 63' N., long. 85" 52' W., that is 21 miles farthev South, and

12 miles West of that assigned to Cape Velas, that they saw a greyish cl.tl', slightly project-

ing from tho line of coast, perpendicular, and surmounted by some trees. The sea broke

on a reef at its foot, which extended a mile and a half. It also broke on tho numerous de-

tached rocks to tho South of a white sand islet, on whicih two rocka stood, appearing like
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Tlio BIGHT of PAFAGA-YO may bo Haid to cfdiimonco horo, oxtendiiig

to tliG nortliward to Eealfjo, I>eing but a slight curve in the general lino of

toast. It is scarcely worthy of the name, but becomos moro fumiliar from tlio

fact of the fuculiar winds experionccd off it cnllod by the nnrao, wliicli are

olsGwhoro described. .SulHco it here to state, that the jinpfif/aj/o is a stronp;

wind, blowing: from N.E. to E. by N., with a bright, clear sky ovorhc.id,

and a glaring suii, with a dense atmosphoi'o.

At Capo Yelas, Cajitaiu Sir Edward Belchei- lost the papngayo; "there-

fore," he saya, "the limits may be included in a lino drawn from Capo I)o-

Kolado to Point Yelas, and it is rather a curious piicnomenon that the

Mtroiigth of this breeze seldom ranges so far as this chord, but seems to prefer

a curve at a distance of 15 or 20 miles from the land."

In passing tlio Bight of I'apagayo it is considered best to keup at 5 < r G

miles oif fdiore rather than farther off; the squalls and calms are of shotter

duration, and less farce at this distance than in the oiling. Should this coursi

be impracticable, a distance of 10 or I j leagues should bo taken. In pro-

co "ding to the North the wind will be found to veer more to the East.

Qcrda Poir*..*" according to the chart, lies 18 miles northward of Capo

A^daii, in hit. 10-' 31' N., long. 8.j- •IS.V W. At this point the coast turns ab-

ruptly to tlie E.N.E., towards Port Culobra.

05 Point Gorda are several high rocks, the two largest, which are chjso

together, are about '2} or S miles from the land, tho others lay principally

more to tho Nortli and IV.E. ; thej' were all high, and the «nuillor ones have

very much the appearance o*' upright tombstones; others again, at iir.st

sight, appear like a ship under canvas.

PORT CULEBRA was surveyed by Captain Sir Edward Belcher in 183S.

spot at which he observed, at the head of tlie por(-, lie places i.: lat. 10'' 36'

55" N., long. &5
' 3G' 30" W. ; variation 7" 5' 51" E. Tho entrance to the

port is between tho Xurth and South Vintdores, some detached cliffy islands,

lii' miles apart. Betweou tho South Yiradores and Cncique Point, to tho

N.W. of which they lie, there is a channel of 5 to 10 fathoms ; but, as a

rocky roof runs olf a quartor of a mile to the West of the point, and some

detached rocks Ho South of tho Yiradorea, it sho\ild not bo used.

Cocos Bay lies to the southward of tho South Yiradores, and between Ca-

cique Point and Miga Foinf, bearing S.W. by S. frcmi the former : tho dis-

tance is about 1^ mile. These points are both rocky cliffs, surmounted by

hills. Cocos Bay may be about a mile in depth within tho line of opening.

siiils. Thid dirt", called Capo Guiojios (for tho local pilots know no point under ilic iiauic of

Liib Veins), is 30 miles AV.N.W. of Ciipo Blanco, and 20 miles West of tho const laid doAvn

on fhn ohails.

» Point C'atalina (of Bauza) : from tho disjointed portions or islands, it miyht havo caused

that of Miu'cicl'igos to lu mistaken for it.—Voyage of the Sii/pfim; vol. i, p. 185.
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TIio bottom is formed by a sandy beach, otf tho South part of which a lino

of rocks runs North about a quarter of a mile, and another small rock lies

in its eastern part. It lies entirely opon to the N.W. <S'm/rt Foint lies a

milo and a half S.W. from Miga Point, the West extreme of the bay, and

midway between is a cliffy islet. To the eastward of Cacicpio Point is a

similar bay to Coeos Bay, having about the sanio width to JJiima Foint,

which forms the South Point of Port Culebra, which extends nearly 4 miles

within the two entrance points, Buena and Mala, a mile asunder ; and is

about two miles wide, the depth oven, G to 18 fathoms, and anchorage

cverywl.ere.

Port Culebra is certainly ma<<niticent ; and from information by the na-

tives, it is connected with Salinas, and thenco to Nicaragua, flranada, &c.

If any. railroad is contemplated in this quarter, it ought to enter at tlio Bay

of Salinas, which would render these two ports important.

Water fit for consumption was not found at the beach, but may be obtained

a short distance up the creek, which a boat may entei ai high water. If

wells wore dug, doubtless it would be found at the N.W. side, as tho tsur-

rounding country ib mountainous. Another symptom in favour of this is tho

tiiickly-wooded sides and Gummits, as well as briglit green spots of vegeta-

tion throughout tho bay.

Brazil wood is very abundant ; mahogany and cedar were observed near

tlio beach, hut tis they have been (mployed catting tho Brazil, probably all

tho cedar and mahogany, easily attainable, has been taken. Timber, in

j/reat variety, abounded. In tho bay, whore H.M.S. t^tayliiifj was at anchor

there was a largo village, where tho natives were anxious to dispose of their

productions, consisting of fruit, stock, cattle, &c.

The Murcielagos lie to the southward of Capo St. Elena ; their number

is considerable. Two rocks lie to the West of the group more than a mile

ofi", according to Captain de Lapelin, but they aro net shown on tho I-'ngliwh

nor the lati'r French charts.

Sir Edward Belcher says tho Murcielagos or Bat Islands aro eight in num-

ber, and almost lorm two distinct harbours, the smaller islands making a

crescent by the South, one large island protecting tho East, and another of

similar size forming the line of separation, llo anchored in the inner or

eastern harbour, and completed his water at a very convenient position, in

Zl fathoms, with a hawser fast to the shore.

The springs are numerous, and there aro tolerable rivulets ; but only that

they watered at (between the centre point and the main) is safe to approach,

by reason of tho constant surf. Tho gulf s({ualls, oven in this sheltered

position, come down the gullies with great force, and impeded the work as

well as endangered tho boats. The geological character of the cape and

islands is a schistose serpentine, containing balls of noble serpentine.

CAFE ELENA (or Sta. Elena) is 23 miles North of (xorda Point, and is
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the western extremity of the peninsula which separates the Murcielagos from

Elena Bay. Lieutenant Boucarut, wlio examined this coast in the French

corvette La Constantino, in 1859, applies this name to the western point, and

calls another projection 4^ miles to the N.E. Point Elena. They are each

bold, but at one or two cables' lengths from the first point is a sunken rod;

and at a mile West of the second point is another, which require all caution

in approaching Elena Bay.

The i)enin8ula, of which these points are the West and north-west

extremes, is like a long prism, the shai'peet angle uppermost. The ridge is

much serrated, and on its North side is even and very steep. It is quite

barren.

ST. ELENA BAY (or Elena Bay) is 9 miles to the eastward of the inner

point, and is about 5 miles wide in the opening. Its northern point is Point

Des''arfen, at a mile duo West of which a sunken rock is marked on the

French chart ; and a second rock, at a quarter of a mile in the same dii'oc-

tion. In the S.E. angle of the bay is a smaller inlet, Tomas Bai/, open to

the N.W., throe-quarters of a mile wido at the entrance, in which the depth

is from 8 to 12 fathoms, and probably affords anchorage and shelter from

the S.W., particularly in a channel to the West of a peninsula which

separates its head into two inner bays. There are several islets in the Elena

Bay, of which Vagares, lying off the entrance of Tomas Bay, is tho

southernmost. At U- mile North of this is a higher island, Juanilla ; and at

a mile y.S.E. from Point Descartes is another, iJespema.

SALINAS BAY was more exactly surveyed by Lieutenant Boucarut, in

tho French vessel CWsiraf/w^, in 1859.* Between Point tiacate, which is 2

miles N.N.E. of Point Descartes and Point Araiica Barha on tho North side,

the entrance is 2 miles wide, and the depths 18 to 20 fathoms. From this

lino to a narrow sandy beach at its lioad the depth of the bay is 4 miles, and

the depth gradually shcalens to 7 and 4 fathoms. Salinas Island is placed

by Sir Edward Belcher in lat. 1 1^ 2' 50" N., long. 85° 40' 45" AV. It lies on

the South side of the bay, and is almost connected with tho South shore by

a shoal which has from 3 feet to 16 feet water on it, but 7 fathoms between

the shoal and the S.W. coast. On tho North side of the bay a rec^f of rocks

lies against the shore, called El Osteonal. To enter Salinas Bay, a good •

mark, according to Captain de Lapelin, is to bring tho sharp volcanic Peak

of Orosi, cleft on tho summit and 5,200 foot high, to bear S. 83" E., which

will lead up to the island, xmdor the sheltor of which there is good anchorage

in the season of tho West and S.W. winds.

* Salinas Bay is one of the Piititic ports proposed for an inter-oceanic canal. Tho lino

is from tho Nicaragua Lake by the Sapoa Valley to the Koulhern part of the bay on the

Paciiic Coast.
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Salinas Bay offers many facilities for cornmorcial purposes, and being

separated by only a narrow isthmus 20 miks wide from Lake Nicaragua, it

has attracted attention as an advantageous terminus for an inter-oceamc

canal It is in the disputed department of Guanacaste.
'

Cape Nathan is 4^ miles W.N.W. from the North point of Salinas Bay,

the coast between being much broken up into small bays, with bluff project-

in<^ points between them. Some islets lie to the West and N.W. of tho capo

at^a quarter of a mile distant, but the water is deep close outside them. The

same in-egular and bold coast continues for 7 miles farther to N.W. to the

southern entrance point of San Juan del Sur.
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3. NICAEAGUA.

The RopubUc of Nicaragua is commercially one of the most unimportant

States ill tho world. Its 300,000 inhabitants, of whom not one-tenth are

whites, produce or require but little for tho rest of the world. Were it

notfor itsmagnificfnt line of lakes, by which an accessory Transit Eouto

was once established under the auspices of Mr. Vanderbilt, it would not bo

worth notice. Since the state has thrown off the yoke of Spain, it has

gradually sunk in power and wealth, and the few respectable inhabitants

have small weight in state affairs. The northern part of tK republic is

muuntainouH, but tho southern part is a vast plain, in which he the famous

Inkes being about 200 miles long and 100 milQs broad, consisting for the

most part of fine savannahs. The great Sierra Madre range, bristling with

],i.^h volcanic peaks, passes through the western part, broken by the above

vaUey, and tho lakes leave but a narrow neck of land between them and

the Pacific coasts. This physical condition of this part of the American

isthmus has attracted much attention for the great question of the communi-

cation between the two oceans. Leon, a tine old Spanish city, aoout a day s

iournoy from Eealejo, the Pacific seaport, is usually (but no. always) the

capital of the republic. A good account of the State is greu in Captam

Bedford Pirn's work, "Tho Gate of the Pacific," 1863.*

. The positions of the various points hohvcon tho Gulf of N.coya and ^hat of 1- onse a,

.ero .olHCenuinod l,y Sir Edward Belcho. .hose --^^^ ^avo been c.o,>^^nu^d by^^^

oliicor. Tho longitudes of Captain do Lapcliu differ fron. them by from 6 to 8 farther to

weXard • but as the chvonometers of La BrUianie were not v.vif.ed for s.x months from the

::S;:, f Callao (««. from Panama), they cannot be preferred to ti.e ongi udes obta.ned

"the ,,apMr. In the table of positions, at tho commeneement of th.a volume, tho host

determinations are preferred.
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PORT SAN JUAN DEL SUR.-This portion of the coast is interesting,
on account of its proximity to the navignblo Lake of Nicaragua

; but it is for
this reason only, as with tho exception of tiio Port of San Juan, called del
Sur, to distinguish it from tho other San Junu in this state, at the mouth of
tho River San Juan do Nicaragua, in tlie Caribbean Sea, it scarcely possesses
any harbour or foreign trade, except in dye-wood.
The South bluff of Tort San Juan is in lat. IT 15' 12', long. 8o= 53'.

The proposed communication with tlio Atlantic, by Mr. Bail},* was to ter-
minate hero-a canal, 15J miles in length, cut across tlio narrow tract,
separating this port from the Lake of Nicaragua, which, with the Eio San
Juan, would form the navigable connexion.

Mr. Stephens says: " Our encampment was about the centre of the har-
bour, which was tho finest I saw in the Tacific. It is not large, but beauti-
fully protected, being almost in tlie form of tho letter U. The arms are high
an.^ ;>arallel, running nearly North and South, and terminating in high per-
pom. 'ar bluffs. As 1 afterwards learned from Mr. Baily, tho water is

deep, i 1 under either bluff, according to tho wind, vessels of the largest
class can ride witli perfect safety. Supposing this to be correct, there is but
ono objection to this harbour, which I derive from Capt. D'Yriaste, with
whom I made tho voyage from Zonzonato to Caldera. Ho told me that
during the summer months, from November to May, the strong North winds
which sweep over tho Lake of Nicaragua, pass with such violence through
the Gulf of I'apagayo, tliat during tho prevalence of these winds it is almost
impossible for a vessel to enter tho Tort of San Juan.

" The harbour was perfectly desolate, for years not a vessel had entered
it

;
primeval trees grew around it, for miles there was not a habitation

;

I have walked the shore alone. Since Mr. Baily left not a person had
visited it

;
and probably the only thing that keeps it alive, even in memory,

is the theorising of scientific men, or the occasional visit of some Nicaragul
fisherman, who, too lazy to work, seeks his food in the sea. It seemed pre-
posterous to consider it the focus cf a groat commercial enterprise ; to ima-
gine that a city was to rise up out of the forest, tiio desolate harbour to bo
filled with ships, and become a great portal hr the thoroughfare of nations.
But the scene was magniti;' nt. The sun was setting, and the high western
lioadland threw a deep sliade over the water. It was, perhaps, the last time
in my life that I should see the Pacific, and in spite of fever and ague ten-
dencies, I bathed once more in the groat ocean.

• Mr. Baily, a British officer, was employed by tli.) govornraont of Central America to
make a survey of this canal route, and Imd completed all except the survey of nn unimpor-
tant part of tho Rio San Juan (the outlet of tho lake into tho Caribbean Sea) when tho
revolution broke out. This not only put a stop to the survey, but annihilated the prospect
of remuneration for Mr. Baily'a arduous services.
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' At 7 o'clock we started, recrossed tho stream, at which wo had procured

water, and returned to tho first station of Mr. Baily. It wis on the river

San Juan, 1 i mile from tho sea. The river here had suflieient depth of water

for large vessels, and from this point Ur. Euily commenced his survey to the

Lake of Nicaragua."—Incidents of Travel, &c.

AVhen Central American transit route was established to assist the traffic

to California, this lonely harbour assumed a different aspect. It was made

+he Pacific steam packet port communicating Avith the line established from

Now York by tho way of the Lake of Nicaragua and tiio isthmus. The

government of the state decreed tho erection of a city
(
Concordia or Pineda)

on the shore of the bay which forms the harbour. In 1852 this city consisted

of a large encampment and a few wooden houses, pompously styled hotels,

but on the abandonment of the transit route it sank to its original solitude.

The shore in this neighbourhood is cut up into an infinity of bays or creeks.

It is very steep-to, as you nearly touch the shore when in 14 or IG fathoms.

From the groat similarity of these bays there is some difficulty in making

out the Port of San Juan del Sur, which is moat readily done b.V the bearings

of tho volcanos of Momobacho, Omotepcc, Madeira or Orosi, which rise above

the land like so many beacons.

Momobacho is like that of San Salvador in all particulars. Its height, 4265

feet, will not allow it to bo seen in every direction, except you are some

miles off shore. But the pointed summit of tho cone of Omotepcc (in tho

Lake of Nicaragua), 5000 feet high, and the well-marked saddle of the vol-

cano of Madeira, can always be seen, in clear weather, overtopping the hills

nearer the sea. In favouralde circumstances the volcano of Orosi, 8,065 feet

higii, with its two pointed summits, exactly resembling two turrets united by

an immense ridge can bo seen.

The prevailing winds, strong from the N.E., sliifc suddenly to E. or

N.N.W. They rarely allow a ship to roach tho port without beating up to

it. To gain all possible advantage, keep to the land, where the sea is

quiet.

The bearings of the volcanoes will point out, at a di tance, the position of

Ban Juan del Sur, and when near it Omotepcc will bear N.E. J N., or ^La-

deira N.E. i E., or Momobacho N. i E. These bearings pass over the

summit of a hill of a curved figure, and indented like tho teeth of a wheel.

When within about 12 miles of the laud, the points of tho bay may bo dis-

tinguished.

The hill on the North side of the harbour appears like a large greyish

patch on tl lands behind it. That on the South is like u round clump of

veddisli colour, and on the continuation of the coast ar(! tliree white marks,

son^e di' tance >part ; these are three islets freciuonted by ocean birds. Soon

P ' he entrance is made out tho ships at the anchorage will be soon, and

• lea some houses on tho beadi.

bMMWm
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Vessels generally anchor outside the hai'bour in from 9 to 11 fathoms,

keeping over to the South point, as a rocky patch narrows the entrance on

the North side. The bottom is of sand and broken shells, and is not very

good holding ground against the gusts from the N.E., and its great declivity

increases the risk of driving, but at the same time this renders it more safe

during the gales from AV. and S.W.

The harbour is shut in by a small bay open to seaward, and as the bottom

is the same as outside, but of indifferent quality, it is scarcely worth while

entering, as communication is easy behind the heads of the harbour. Water

is procured from wells, but it is bad, scarce, and difficult to get. Except a

few fresh provisions at high prices, there is nothing to bo procured here.

—

Be Lapelin.

Port Nacascolo, or Nagukcolo, or Plaija Ilenmsa, lies almost adjoining to,

and to the N.W. of. Port San Juan, which it somewhat resembles, and, like

it, is only the resort of a few natives occasionally. There is no village or

town near it, and it never has been resorted to for general European com-

merce. In its S.E. portion is a sort of canal, excavated for a short distance

to facilitate and shorten the transit of the local trado to the town and lake

of Nicaragua, to which there is a road or pathwa)' through the forest.

What is called from custom the Port of Nacascolo, is a little mud creek in

a small stream thickly bordered with mangroves ; there is no village. Old

Chinendega is about 4 leagues from the " port," the road to it a narrow

track through the forest, and is a neat little town for Central America.

Chinendega is rather a pretty town, with from 8,000 to 10,000 inhabitants,

finely situated in a rich imdulating plain. It is one of tho few towns in

Central America which had increased since tho independence, and is only 3

leagues from the Port of Eealojo, all the trado of which passes through it.

—

R. O. Dunloj), 1844.

Northward of San Juan del Sur tlio coast trends nearly straight in a dtio

N.W. direction. As was stated in a former page, tho district on tho coast

produces dye-wood, or brazil-wood, for which its ports arc much frequented.

From information received by Captain Eden, H.M.S. Vonway, in 1835, the

coast between Brito and San Andres was then much resorted to by vessels

to load that article. The landing at some of tho places is rather difficult

;

but the anchorage is perfectly safe, particularly from November till May.

The winds are then constantly from the N.E., though they sometimes blow

very strong ; but the sea-breezes during those months never reach the coast.

Brito is the first point of interest North of San Juan. It is 1\ miles North

of Nacascolo, and is a small bay open to the S.W. It is tho torminus of a

canal proposed by Colonel Orville W. Childs and Mr. Fay, civil engineers,

in 18.50-1. Tho narrow neck of land was well surveyed, and the canal was

to leave the lake of Nicaragua by the Eiver Lujas, opposite tho island and

volcano of Omotepec, and Avould require twelve locks to cross the s*.^paration
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into the Pacific. But tlie costly works rotiuircd in the Atlantic at San Juan

do Nicaragua and at Brito, besides all the intermediate engineering diffi-

culties, place tlio scheme beyond controversy. Brito was pronounced l)y

competent autliority to bo in si/e and shape unworthy of this great ship

navigation.

The coast to the northward of Brito was surveyed by Malaspina, but we

have no particulars of it beyond those given on Banza's chart. But as there

really is no point of maritime interest on it, tliis is of the less importance.

Mr. G. U. Skinner says that after Brito folio ,v.s Jro;/ofi; an ..pen ancliorage ;

next Casai-n, oil' the mouth of a river between some reefs. This, by the road,

is 7 leagues from tho town of Ximotcpe, and which is 12 leagues from

Managua on the lake. Three leagues furtlier along the coast is the road

of Mampa, and oj leagues furtlier is tlie anchnrage of Masachajxt, to the

southward of roint Stm Andm. Hero the Brazil-wood district terminates.

Sir Edward Belcher, in passing along to tho North, begnii to experience

gusts from tho Lake of Managua (no liigli land intervening in its course),

causing him to go under treble-reefed topsails, (.^c.
,

The coast trends, [generally, to N.W. by W., and the position of theso

places is not marked on the charts. They are generally sandy buaclies,

separated by cliffs, against which the sea breaks with groat violence. In

about lat. IP 55' the volcano of Mumobacho, 4,2C5 feet high, will bo seen

inland Avhen at some distance off shore, as it is not high enough to bo soon

over the land when close in. It much resembles the volcano of San Salvador

ill appearance, and seems to be of the same outline in all directions. Tho

land within is very even on the summit, though not very lofty.

Cape Dcsolttda, an appropriate name, lies in about lat. 11^ 58', and it seems

almost in mockery that one or two stunted shrubs are allowed to stand on its

summit. Mahogany and cedar grow in tho vicinity of the cape, and to the

North of it is Tamarinda.

Tamnrinda is only an open beach, where the coast becomes somewhat

lower ; beyond it, it rises again, and is called the Costa Tasca, forming a

long sterile ridge. Off the coast the depths appear to be regular, 10 to 17

fathoms, falling rapidly to 25 fathoms a short distance off.

Behind the coast just described are the great lakes so often mentioned,

and of euch great interest in the project of connecting the two oceans, a

a question now (1869) probably about to bo solved by the intended canal by

the gulf and isthmus of I/arien.

The liAKE of NICARAGUA (or Granada) is a fine sheet of water, and,

according to Mr. Baily'a account of it, is 90 miles long, its greatest breadth

is 40, and the mean 20 miles. Tho depth of water is variable, being in some

places close to tho shore, and in others half a mile from it, 2 fathoms, in-

creasing gradually to 8, 10, 12, and 15 fathoms, tho bottom usually mud.
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Avitli 11 depth of i'> I'utlioma in tlie coutro. Tho level of tlio luko is 128 fut!t

3 inches above that of the I'aciilc Ocean nt lo'v water, spring tides.

This basin is tho receptacle of tho waters fi'om a tract of country G to 10

longuGs in brttiidth on onch side of it, tlirown in by numerous streams and

rivers, none of them nuvipnblo except tho Eiver Frio, having its source far

away in tho mountains of Costa llica, m liich discharges into the lako a largo

*junutity of water near the spot where the Eiver San Juan flows out of it.

The embouchure is 200 yards wide, and nearly 2 fathoms deep. There are

several islands and groups of islets in dilfciont parts of the lake, but none

of them embarrass tlie navigation, nor is this anywhere incommoded by

shoals or banks, other than tlio shallow water in shore ; and even this is but

very trifling, or rather it is no impediment at all to the craft at present in

use, tho practice being to keep tlie shore close aboard, for tho purj)ose of

choosing convenient stopping places at tho dose of day, as they scarcelj- over

continue their voyage during the night.

Tlie largest islands on the lake are Omotepe, Madera, and Zapatera.

Taken together, tlie fir8t two of these islands are 12 miles long, and have

gigantic volcanoes on them. Zapatern is almost triangular, and 5 miles

long. Sonate, Solentinamo, and Zapotc, are smaller, and uninhabited, but

some of tliem, and the last in particular, ai'o capable of cultivation.

N"ar the town of Granada there is tho best anchorage for ships of tho

largest dimenwions.

The Lake of Nicaragua is connected with that of Leon by means of tho

River Panalo3"a (or Tipitapa), navigable for the bongos employed in that

country for 12 miles, as far as the place called Pasquiel, where tlin inha-

bitants go to cut and bring away Brazilian timber. The 4 miles which

remain between tiuit place and tlie Lako of Leon are not navigable by any

kind of boat, whatever may bo its construction, because, beyond Pasquiel,

tho channel is obstructed bv a vein of rocks, which, when the river is

swollen, are cnvered with water; but in tho dry season, the water sinks so

low that it can only escape through gradually diminishing fissures in the

rocks. At a distance of a mile beyond this first vein of rocks, we finti

another more solid, which, crossing tho river at right angles, forms a cascade

of 13 feet descent.

The Eiver Tipitajia, which discharges itself into the Lake of Nicaragua,

is the only outlet for the Lako Leon. The lands bordering this river are

somewhat low, but fertile, having excellent pasturage ; as at Chontales,

they aio divided into grazing and breeding farms. All this country, covered

with Brazilian timber, is scantily inhabited. The only village is that of

Tipitapa, situated near the above-mentioned waterfall.

The Laee of Leox or MAXAorA is from 32 to 3(5 miles long, and IG miles

St its greatest width. It receives from tho circumjacent lands, chiefly from
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the eastern coast, a number of small streams. According to Mr. Lawrence,

J ^.M.S. Thunderer, it is not so deep as that of Nicaragua.

The Lako of Managua is 28 foot 3 inches abovo that of Nicaragua ; and,

nooording to M. Garella, the difference between high water in the Facifio and

low water in the Atlantic is 19] foot. In tho proposition for making use of

these lakes, it is stated thot tho ground is perfectly level between tho head

and Eealejo, ono of the best ports on the coast ; but the distance is 60

miles, and to Mr. Stephens the difficulties seemed to be insuperable. Sir

Edward Belcher is of opinion that there is no insurmountable obstacle to

connecting the Lako of Managua with tho navigable stream, the Estero Real,

fulling into the Gulf of Fonsoca.

The principal noticeable points on the shores of the Lake of Nicaragua

are the city of Nicaragua and the Omotepeque Volcano, .'i,0'10 feet above the

sea. Mr. Stephens says it reminded him of Mount Etna, rising, like the

pride of Sicily, from the water's edge, a smooth unbroken cone to the above

Iieight.

Leox is the capital of the state of Nicaragua ; it was formerly a place of

importance, with a population of 32,000 souls, but has been since greatly

reduced by anarchy and other distracting circumstances. It is situated on a

plain about 40 miles from Realejo, 10 from tho sea, and 15 from the Lake of

Managua. It carries on some trade through Realejo. The houses are de-

scribed by Mr. Roberts as yery similar to those of Guatemala, none being

abovo two stories high.*

The Plain of Leon is bounded on the Pacific side by a low ridge, and on

the right by high mountains, part of the chain of the Cordilleras.

REALEJO is the next place in proceeding north-westward, and is one of

the most important ports on the coast, and has in conseqiience been more
frequently visited and described. It was, moreover, minu+ely surveyed by
Sir Edward Belcher, in the Sulphur, in 1838, and was visited by Captain

(le Lapelin, in La Brillante, in 1852.

Behind Realejo, in the midst of the plain of Leon is the volcanic chain of

Maralios, which commences at Momotombo, near Lake Managua, and ter-

minates in the North at Coseguina. These two volcanic cones serve as the

* Tho city of Leon is landed by Father Gage as the pleasantest place in all America, and
calls it the " Paradise of the Indies." Dampier was hero in 1685, and his men marched up
to it to take it, and they set it on fire, hut did not procure much plunder. The way to it,

ho says, ia plain and oven, through a champion (champagne) country, of long grassy savan-

niihs, and spots of high woods. About 5 miles from the landing-place there is a uugar
work, 3 miles further there is another, and 2 miles beyond that there is a fine river to ford,

which is not very deep, besides which there is no water all the way till you come to an
Indian town, which is 2 miles before you come to tho city, and from thence it is a pleasant

strnight sandy way to Loon.—Bampio; vol. i. p. 218.

Iforth Pacific. H
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extremo landmarks for a line of volcanic peaks which aro so numerous as to

bo embarrassing. No loss than eight are visible at tlio same moment from

the offing of Roalejo. But about El Viojo and Momotombo there can bo no

doubt. The latter is known by the whitish Hmoke enveloping its summit,

and is a steep cono of regular figure, so regular as to resemble one ot the

pyramids. Besides this there is the peak of Momotombita, similar in form to

Momotombo, but much lower. This is on Lake Managua, and cannot bo

seen from Cardon. In going from S. to N. aro the volcanoes of Antm, Las

niaa, Telioa, and Santa Clara. Telica is the most remarkable of these after

El Viejo or Momotombo. It is in lat. 12° 34' 4G" N. It is a regular and

very steep cone of 2,950 feet.

The port is formed by the throe islands of Castanon, Beparating tho Estoro

Dofia Paula * from the Pacific on the South, Cardon Inland in frout of it, and

forming two entrances, and the larger island of Amadores (Sawyers) to tho

northward.

Sir Edward Belcher thus concisely describes the harbour :—" Cardon, at

the mouth of the Port of Eealejo, is situated in lat. 12° 27' 55" N., and long.

87° 9' 30" W. It has two entrances, both of which aro safe, under proper

precaution, in all weather. The depth varies from 2 to 7 fathoms, and safe

anchorage extends for several miles; the rise and fall of tide 11 feet; full

and change 3'' 6'". Docks or slips, therefore, may easily bo constructed, and

timber is easily to be procured of any dimensions ; wood, water, and imme-

diate necessaries and luxuries, are plen iful and cheap. The village of

Eealejo (the name signifies a barrel or chamber organ) is about 9 miles from

the sea, and its population is about 1,000 or 1,200 souls. The principal

occupation of the working men is on tho water, loading and unloading

vessels. It has a custom-house and officers under a collector, comptroller,

and captain of the port."

Captain de Lapelin says that it is the only place hereabout where coal

can always bo
|
procured, but it is also very dear. Wood may be cut on

Aseradorea Island, but care is required against snakes. There are also

numerous sharks in the Estero. The anchorage here is very unhealthy and

hot in the rainy season.

The Island of Cardon is of volcanic origin, and the beach contains so much

iron that the sand, which probably is washed up, caused the magnetic needle

• Sir E. Bolcher states, in hia appendix, that the Estero (or creek) of Dona Taula takes

a course toward the city of Leon, and is navigable to within 3 leagues of that eity. It has

hccn suggested to carry a railroad from Leon to tho Lake of Nicaragua. As to any canal

into the Pacific, unless behind tho Monotombo, Telica, and Viojo Kango into the Estero

Keal, Sir Edward Belcher saw little feasibility in tho scheme.

.T'S^AititiM''^ '..-^^4!.fX^tf^ 'lt.jlll.U4!MU '^WWJnM)MMt.-jtiii|i^ l^'^iij'.ip' -v'.^'-w.-^-r^'t|j^'^H
' ^^-M-rtw^VVMi^i*'*»^l^gv^^uWt-u^^
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to vibrato 21° IVom zero. On the West end they found a mark, probably
left by the Conway a few years back.* '

The present viUago of Eealejo (for tho name of town cannot bo applied to
such a collection of hovels) contains one main street about 200 yards in
length, with throe or four openings loading to the isolated cottages in the
back lanes of huts.f

The inhabitants generally present a most unhealthy appearance, and there
is scarcely a cottage without somo diseased or sickly-hued person to be soen.|
About a milo bolow the town tho ruins of an old but well-built fort are yet
to be traced. Vessels of 100 tons have grounded at the pier of Eealojo
custom-houso, but above that they would be loft dry at low water.
Eealejo is tho only port after quitting Panama where British residents can

bo found, or supplies conveniently obtained. Water of the finest quality is
to bo had from a powerful stream, into which the boat can bo brought, and
the casks filled, by baUng, alongside of a small wall raised to cause a higher
level. Here tho women resort to wash, but, by a due notice to the alcalde,
this IS prevented. A guide is necessary on the first visit, after entering the
creek which leads to it, and which should only be entered at half.flood. It
is necessary to pole tho remainder, the channel not having sufficient width
for oars.

The water from tho well on tho Islond of Aseradores is good
; § but Sir E.

Belcher says, " I have a great objection to water infiltrated through marine
sand and decayed vegetable matter, and consider the chances of sickness one
step removed by obtaining it from a running stream."
The northern channel, or entrance to the port, lying around the N.W. end

of Cardon Island, has a depth of 6 to 10 fathoms. The N.W. point of the
island is called Poncnte Point, and is a detached rock. The N.E. point is

• Pearl oysters aro found near tho South of Cardon ; but fow pearls, howover. are found
in them, and tho search has been found very unprofitable.— ff. U. Skinner, Esq.
t This port, if a settlement wero established on the Islands of Aseradores, Cardon or

Castanon, would probably be more frequented; but the position where vessels usudly
anchor (within Cardon) to Eealojo, is a sad drawback to vessels touching merely for sup.
phes. Rum is also too cheap, and too great a temptation to seamen. Supplies of poultry,
fruit, bullocks, grain, &c., are, however, vorj' reasonable, and of very superior quality-
turkeys are said to attnin an incredible weight; they still, however, justly maintain a very
high reputation.—^SiV Edward Belcher, 1838.

J " This is a verj' sickly place, and I believe hath need enough of an hospital ; for it is
seated so nigh tho creeks and swamps that it is never free from a noisomo smell. Tho land
about it is a strong yellow clay, yot where tho town stands seems to be smA."-J)ampier
vol. i. p. 221. ^ '

i "We established our tide-gaug o on tho island of Aseradores, although directly open
to seaward through Barra Falsa, an., we wcr„ fortunate to find a good well of water close
to tho beach."—,SiV E. Beleher, vol. i. p. 28.

e2
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CardoH Head, and is 30 feot high. Tho channel passes roimtl close against

{his point, and all over towards tlio South end of Asoradores Island tlio water

is very shallow, and a largo patch, tho Sau-ycr Bank, is nearly awash.

A roof extends from tho "West point of Cardon to two cables' lengths, and

a rock of 11 foot water was discovered by Coranandor Paynttr, R.N,, in

II.M.S. Gorgon, in 1849, lying to tho northward of tho island. From it

Icacos Toint, tho South end of Aseradores Island, boro E. by N., Cardon

Head, E, \ S., and Point Tonente, tho N."NV. point of Curdon S. by

W. \ W.
The Cardon Ciianmx, that North of tho island is the host, porhaps the

only one advisable, since tho ro-examination of tho entrance in 1805.

The mark given for taking this channel, railed tho Cardon Channel, is—

run toward tho entrance, with Cardon Iload tho N.E. point of Cordon, and

Icacos Point tho South point of Aserndoroa touching, when thoy will bear

East (by compass), and when at more than a cable's length from Point

Ponente stand off N.E. by N. until Castanon Bluff opens out from Cardon

Head, and then haul close round Cardon Head, as tho current sots direct on

Sawyer Bank.

Cardon Island is three-quarters of a mile in length, N.W. and S.E. Shoal

water extends some distance off its seaward faco. Its southern point is Cape

Austro, surrounded by a shoal. S.S.E. of this is Castanon Bluff, tho western

point of Castanon Island. These two points are a quarter of a mile apart,

and tho channel between, which has a depth of 15 feet, is .le liarra

Falsa.

Tho mark for entering it is a vigia on a hill inland, or about 5 miles within

the entrance, kept between the two points (Capo Austro and Castanon Bluff),

and bearing about N.N.E. This mark kept on leads into the port, but aa

the depth had decreased from 5 or 6 fathoms in 1838 to 2i fathoms in 1865,

it should not be attempted without local and recent knowledge.

The town of Eealejo is up the channel which runs at the back of Asera-

dores Island ,iwhich is 8 or 9 feet deep.

It is high water at Eealejo, on full and change, at 3'' 6™
;
springs rise 11

feet.

The following are the remarks made by Mr. P. C. Allan, E.N., which

-will prove very serviceable :—" Vessels bound to Eealejo from the southward

should (passing about 20 miles to the eastward of Isle Cocos) steer to make

the land to the eastward of the port during the period between November

and May, as the winds prevail from the N.E., and sometimes blow with

great violence out of the Gulf of Papagayo, causing a current to set along

shore to the N.W.
" A range of mountains in the interior may be seen at the distance of 60

miles ; the most remarkable of them is the Volcan de Viejo, the highest part

of which, bearing N.E. by N., is the leading mark to the anchorage. The

•-a»y'fe.«>»«a)iM,»AVBi^'MwaBw<>,^'TwiawJi^
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shore, for some distance on each side of the entrance, is low and woody.
Cardon Island, which is on the right side of the entrance, is rather higher,
and Its western end is a brown rocky cliflF. The wooden tower, or look-out
house, which IS situated 5 or 6 miles inland, may be seen rising above the
trees.

"In coming from the southward, and running along the land, ships must
avoid a rocky reef, which iies about 7 miles E.S.E. of the anchorage o£f
Eealejo, on which H.M.S. Conway struck. This reef was examined by the
boats of that ship.

" The two rocks that are above water (the one 8, and the other 5 ft. high)
are distant from the beach rather more than three-quarters of a mile. The
ground between these rocks, and IJ mile to seaward of them, and probably
more, is very uneven. The rock on which the Conway struck Hes S.S.W. iW. three-eighths of a mile from the N.W. or highest of the two rocks. In
passing this reef give the rocks above water a berth of 2 miles.
"The flood tide comes from the N.W. The tides are irregular ; one day

during our stay hero it was low water 16 hours."
Mr. E. P. Brumell also says: -"In steering for Port Eealejo from the

southward, f ^ter passing the parallel of Port Culebra, keep the land weU
aboard (during the papagayos) as there is generally a strong offset. The
land is low in front, without anything to make it remarkable at 8 or 10
miles off; however, there are most excellent marks inland, in the event of
not getting observations. A very high peak inland, rising evenly and gra-
dually to a fine point, bearing E.N.E., will place you to the southward of
the port, and another high mountain, El Viejo, bearing N.E. J N. by com-
pass, will place y:.u right off the port. This [mountain is yery remarkable,
there being none other bearing the least resemblance to it, and in fact nonem the immediate vicinity."

Captain Worth, of H.M.S. Calypso, visited Eealejo in 1847, and the fol-
lowmg are the remarks made from observation during his stay :—

" The breeze of Papaga-o is always strong, and is felt 40 or 50 miles off
shore, strongest nearest the land. Coming from Puntas Arenas to Eealejo,
although this breeze does not usually allow a ship to lay up for it at first, it
will, as you proceed northward, draw more off shore, and lead directly up
for the El Viejo mountain, the leading mark for Eealejo.

" El Viejo is an extinct volcano, and a remarkable landmark, being the
westernmost of a number of conical mountains; one of which, Homotombo,
IS an active volcano, and almost constantly smoking, and having the ap-
pearance of a slice cut off its top, slanting to the eastward. Westward of
El Viejo the land is low, with a sandy beach, thickly covered with wood

;

With very clear weather, and approaching El Viejo from the southward, you
Will see the volcano of San Miguel (extinct), making like a round island to
the westward.
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" Having made out El Viejo, a N.E. by N. course leads directly up to the

anchorage of the entrance of Eealejo Harbour ; 7 or 8 miles from the beach

is 19 fathoms, shallowing quickly, but regularly, to 12 fathoms, at about 4

or 5 miles from the shore. The land to the westward is a continuois low

boach, [wooded close down ; carrying the eye along this beach to the east-

ward will be observed a break, the land protruding further into the sea
:
the

beach white, and the surf heavier, having detached trees upon it, with low

abrupt cliffs, also an opening, which is the South entrance into Eealejo.

The island to the westward of tliis opening (Castanon Island) has few trees

upon it, and is abrupt at the West end ; to the westward of it is Cardon

Island, which has many detached trees upon its West end, of larger size

than upon the apparent main land (Aseradores, or Sawyer's Island), and is

higher and more abrupt at this end than Castanon ; there is also a largo

green tree jutting out from it to the westward, and a higher rock close to it,

which can be seen as soon as the island itself.

" The face of Cardon Island is of a reddish-brown colour, occasioned by

burning the bamboo, which grows thickly upon it. Having made out Car-

don Island, the best anchorage is with its N.W. end bearing East U "liles

off El Viejo, N.E. by N., in 6J and 7 fathoms sand and mud.

" No ship should anchor to the northward of the West end of Cardon

bearing E. by S., as the soundings shoal very quickly from 6 to 5 and 4i

fathoms, the rise being about 11 feet, and always a swell, sometimes very

heavy, the ship rolling deeply ; nor is the bottom so good when nearer the

beach.

" At the commencement of the dry season, the land-winds frequently last

for several days together, blowing very fresh and preventing ships from

entering the harbour ; but as the season advances, the land and sea-breezes

become more regular, but never strictly so. Sir E. Belcher's plan of Eealejo

is very correct, though there did not appear to me quite so much water near

the East end of the North side of Cardon as laid down on it. The entrance

is narrow, making it necessary to pass close to the tree on the West end of

Cardon Island. A pilot takes vessels in and out, but requires to be watched,

as he is not a sailor, and is old and incapable. When leaving the harbour,

you should have a commanding land-wind, as the ebb sets directly across the

South entrance, and very strong.

" The Cahjpso was awkwardly situated ; the land-winds falling us, we

drifted down towards Cardon Island, and were obliged to anchor and warp

against the tide into deeper water ; the anchor was let go in 3J fathoms, but

it soon shoaled to less than 3 fathoms.

•' The proper anchorage, which is nearer the Island of Aseradofes than the

opposite shore, is confined ; the bottom soft mud : consequently, should a

vessel take the ground, no damage would occur. A large frigate would find

considerable difficulty in swinging here>
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"Eealejo is healthy during tho dry season (November to April), but sub-

ject to fever and ague during the rainy season, which commences in May.

Water can be had, but not yery good, and is very dear ; the natives fill the

casks out of the riyer at low water, a little above Eealejo. Wood is cheap,

4 dollars p(>r thousand pieces ; fresh beef is cheap, purchased by the bullock;

the stock cheap and very good; fowls, Ik real; sucking pigs, 2 reals;

ducks, 3 reals ; lard, 1 real per pound ; rice, 2 dollars a quintal ; and vege-

tables scarce.

" This is the best place for stock on the whole coast. Washing is also

comparatively very cheap—1 dollar the dozen. Fire-wood may be cut in

any quantity, and good."

Dampier, who was on this coast in September, 1685, says :—" We had

very bad weather as we sailed along this coast ; seldom a day passed but we

had one or two violent tornadoes, and with them very frightful flashes of

lightning and claps of thunder. I never did meet with the like before nor

since. These tornadoes commonly come out of the N.E. The wind did not

last long, but blew very fierce for the time. When the tornadoes were over

we had the wind at West, sometimes at W.S.W. and S.W., and sometimes

to the North and West, as far as N.W."
Manzana Island, or False Cardon, is at the N.W. end of Aseradores Island,

which does not appear to be an island as you sail past it in 11 fathoms.

Manzana is only about 18 feet high, covered with trees, whose level tops

can be seen at 8 miles ofiP, and the island has a white beach. It is nearly

joined to Aseradores Island at the South end by a shallow channel. Several

wrecks have occurred from mistaking this island for the true Cardon, but

this error should not occur if the mountains are visible. El Viejo bears

E.N.E. from Manzana and N.E. by N. from the latter. Should El Viejo be

hidden by clouds, which sometimes occurs, the regular cone of the Telica

volcano to the South of it, which is rarely obscured, will equally serve, for

it bears East from Manzana and E.N.E. from Cardon.

The coast pursues a straight line to the Mesa do lioldan (Eoland's or tho

Eound Table), the seaward extremity of a small chain of hills, which is

easily known by its level summit, and by the large reddish patches on its

slopes, where they are not covered by trees. Between Cardon and this the

bottom is very even, with a depth of 11 or 12 fathoms at 6 miles from the

beachi

Speck Iteef, of which we have no particulars beyond the chart, is marked

at about 7 miles from False Cardon, and as stretching 2 miles from shore,

tpith 15 feet on its outer edge. ThiS) of course, must be considered in sail-

ing north-westward.

Northward of the Mesa de Eoldan the coast is a sBndy beach, so low that

it cannot be seen from the deck when in 4^^ or 6 fathoms. It curves around

" '^TV:iS5f3STBfiSp'^
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to the N.W., and then it rises into perpendicular cliffs, which continue to

the famous and terrible volcano of Coseguina, at the entrance of the Gulf of

Fonseca. In sailing between Bealejo and Fonseca there is no danger, if

you do not come into less than 5 or 6 fathoms. Near to the Coseguina it

may be approached within a mile, but with the flood tide it is better to keep

further off, on account of the inset into the Estero Beal.

The OULF of FONSECA, or Conohagna, is about 40 miles N W. of

Bealejo. It ie an extensive and fine bay in the Pacific, almost unrivalled

for its extent, its beauty, or its security. Though generally known by the

name of the Gulf of Fonseca, it is also known by the names of Conchagua,

of San Carlos, of Amapala, of Coseguina, and of Amatapa. Its shores are

divided among the States of Nicaragua, Honduras, and San Salvador ; its

beautiful volcanic islands belong ouly to the two latter. Honduras possesses

Amapala or Tigre, Sacate-grande or Velasquez and Disposicion, while

Conchaguita, Manguiera, Martin Perez, and Punta-Sacate belong to San

Salvador.

Each of the States claiming part of its shores have opened a port to com-

merce. That of San Carlos de la Union, belonging to San Salvador is the

most important, not on its own accourt, but because of its proximity to the

city of San Miguel, which at the time of its fairs (in February and Novem-
ber) is the most commercial place in Central America.

The port for Hoalurae, called San Lorenzo, is on the river Nacaome ; it

will only receive vessels of very light draught, and is seldom visited except

by bongos. But the Honduras Government, at the instance of M. Dardano,

the Sardinian Consul, has declared the anchorage at Amapala on Tigre

Island to be a free port, with the hope of attracting hither, from its central

position and capabilities, an entrepot of the commerce of the gulf, and per-

haps hereafter of that of the whole of Central America.

Nicaragua has its port of entry on the left bank of the Estero Beal to the

S.W. It is merely a post occupied by a few soldiers at Playa Grande. It

is rarely visited, and quite unimportant.

The inter-oceauic railway across the State of Honduras was proposed to

terminate on the northern shore of the gulf. It starts from Puerto Caballos

or Oortez, in the Bay of Honduras to the northward, running nearly due
South to Punta Bemolina on Sacate Grande, or some other point in the

Gulf of Fonseca. The total length between the anchorage in each port

would be 148 geographical miles. It was surveyed in 1858 by Colonel

Trautwine, and verified by Colonel Stanton, B.E. It was proposed also

to extend the southern terminus to Tigre Island by a pile bridge IJ mile
long. Either this or the main land fronting the Bay of Ohismuyo, or else the
Island of Gaxova or La Union might bo a terminus.

%,
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Mr. E. G. Squier says : —The entrance to the bay, from the sea, is about

19 miles wide between the great volcanoes of Conchagua (5,720 feet in

height) and Coseguina (3,000 feet in height), which stand like giant warders

upon either hand, and constitute unmistakcable landmarks for the mariner.

On a line across this entrance, and about equi-distant from each other, lie

I the two considerable islands of Conchaguita and Manguera, and a collection

of high rocks, called loa Faralloncs, which, while they servo to protect the

bay from the swell of the sea, divide the entrance into four distinct channels,

each of sufficient depth of water to admit the pnf?sage of the largest vessels.

These islands are high, Conchaguita being not less than 500, and Man-
guera about 600 feet in height. They were formerly inhabited by Indians,

who withdrew to the main land to avoid the oppressions of the freebooters

during the period of their ascendancy in the South Sea. Both of these

islands belong to San Salvador.

The principal islands in the Bay of Fonseca are Sacate-Grande, or Ve-

lasquez, Tigre, Gueguensi, and Esposescion, belonging to Honduras ; and

Funta Sacate, Martin-Perez, Conchaguita, and Manguera, belonging to San

Salvador.

Velasquez, or Sacate-grando, is considerably the largest, and in common
with the others, is of volcanic origin. It is 5 miles long, by about 4 in breadth.

The southern half is elevated, rising in a number of peaks to the height of

2,200 feet. These elevations slope off gently to the northward, and subside

linaUy in level alluvial grounds of exceeding fertility. These, as well as the

slopes descending toward them, are densely wooded with cedar, mahogany,

willowisti, and other valuable trees. The peaks themselves, as well as their

more abrupt southern slopes, are covered with grass called by the Indians

sttvate, whence this island derives its name. These grassy slopes afford pas-

turage for great numbers of cattle, and it is said that as many as 4,000 have

been pastured upon the island at a single time. For most df the year, and

except in very dry seasons, there are running streams of water on the northern

slopes of the island. Abundance of water, however, may be obtained by

digging through the upper lava crusts, beneath which, as is frequently the

case in volcanic countries, flow constant streams. The glassy peaks of Sa-

cate Grande, as well as of the other islands, afford a source of evel'-varying

and etetnal beauty. With the commencement of the rainy season, they are

clothed with the delicate translucent green of the springing grass, which

deepens as the season advances, both in colour and thickness, until all the

asperities of the ground are matted over with an emerald robe of luxuriance.

Then, when the rains cease, and the di'oughts commence, the grass becomes

sere, and finally of a brilliant yellow ; and the islands appear as if swathed

in a mantle of golden grain, which Ceres herself might envy. T?hen comes
the tolrch of the Wj-M^o, which clears the ground fot the futuHB fresh and
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tender blado, but loaves it browned and purpled, in -jober contrast with its

previous gayer garniture of gold and green.

The island of Gueguensi may be regarded as a dopendancy of Sacatc-

Grando, from which it is separated only by a narrow and shallow strait. It

has a single eminence of great beauty and regularity. The rest of the island

is level, chiefly savanna, fertile, and well adapted to the cultivation of rice,

cotton, and sugar. It is fringed by a narrow belt of mangroves.

The Island of Tigre, ttom its position, is tho most important island of the

bay. It is about 10 miles in circumference, rising in tho form of a perfect

cone, to tho height of 2,590 feet. Tho slope from the water, for some dis-

tance inward, is very gentle, and admits of cultivation. Upon the southern

and eastern shores, the lava forms black, rocky barriers to the waves, vary-

ing in height from 10 to 80 feet ; but upon tho northward and eastward there

are a number of "playas," or coves, with smooth sandy beaches. It is

facing one of the most considerable of these that the port of Amapala is

situated. The water in front is deep, with clear anchorage, where vessels of

ordinary size may lay within a cable's length of the shore,

Oosegnina Point is the S.E. point of Fonseca Bay, upon which stands

the celebrated volcano of Coseguina. It is 8,800 feet high, and is in lat.

12^ 58' N., long. 87° 37' "W. It was anciently called Quisiguina, and stands

as before stated, on the S.E. point of the entrance. The verge of the crater

v.i-:«v. .',
jjjjif a^ mjjg j^ (jjameter, is elevated about 3,800 feet above the mean

k hence the interior walls fall perpendicularly to a depth of 200 feet,

1 ue-. vhe bottom of the crater becomes flattish, with a small transparent

lake in its centre. One of the most remarkable volcanic eruptions on record

occurred from it. It commenced on the 20th of January, 1835, and its first

evidence was, as seen at 60 miles' distance, an immense <3blumn of smoke

and flame emitted from the crater. At 9 a.m. a very heavy shock of an

earthquake was felt; the night following five shocks; and during the 21st

Bevetal shocks, accompanied with the noise resembling distant thunder,

or "retumho," as the Spaniards call it. On the 22nd the ground was

covered with fire, ashes, or sand, darkness and the roar of the volcano pre-

vailing. On the 23rd, the fall of ashes and noise increased till it became

darker than the darkest night, and continued so till 3 p.m., when it cleared

a little ; everything covered, thickly with the volcanic dust, tho noise, and

odour of sulphur, beiug overpowering. Its devastating effects were conti-

nued for many weeks after.

In proof of its tremendous effects, tho eruption shook all the windows and

doors in the city of Guatemala, which is between 240 and 250 statute miles

distant, most forcibly. This was occasioned, not by the earthquake, but by

the explosions transmitted through the ail"; this was on January 23rdj

1835. But this distance to which the thunder of the volcano was heardj

and the dust fbltj was very much greater than this. According to the

Hft>WW 'fK* .H^i ' "».,
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PORT LA UNION. 69

official account, these were both felt and heard at Ciudad Boal de Chia-

pas, a distance of 420 geographic miles. It occasioned very groat alarm

at Tonala and other parts in Soconusco, 450 miles to tho N.W. ; and on

the coast about Morida, in Yucatan, 800 miles off. Those to the south-

ward were not slight evidences, but the air was darkened, and tho noises

terrific, and the sulphureous vapours most sufifocatiog. The fiocks pe-

rished from the pastures being destroyed by tho dust, and great sickness

ensued among all from tho water becoming tainted from the samo cause.

In tho " Jamaica Watchman " (January 29, 1835), too, it is announced

that all tho ships about that island were covered with tho fine volcanic dust,

which continued to fall for some days, covering everything.

G. U. Skinner, Esq., left tho city of Guatemala and Istapa in the middle

of March, passing large banks of floating pumice during the passage to

Conchagua. When at many leagues' distance, they wero almost suffocated

by the sulphureous vapour and the volcanic dust, which obscured tho sky,

and settled on everything, causing most violent burning pains in the eyes.

FORT LA UNION is an inner harbour or bay of the Gulf of Fonseca ; it

lies on the North side, around Chiriquin or Chicarene Point, extending 8 or

9 miles inland, but the upper and N.E. sides are shallow and uncovered nt

hv, water. This contracts the limits of the port within much smaller dimen-

sions. On these flats oysters are very abundant.

San Carlos, better known by the name of Conciiaoua, is situated on tho

South side of the port. The site is badly chosen, as the difficulty in landing

is at all times great, and at low water nearly impossible ; during strong

northerly winds the communication is frequently cut off for days, independent

of unsafe holding ground for shipping. Near Ghiriquin this might haye

been entirely avoided. The port is entirely landlocked ; in fact, a complete

inland sea.

The actual town or village of Conchagua, from which this port derives its

name, is situated about 3 miles up tho Amapala Mountain, or extinct volcano,

immediately over San Carlos.

If proceeding to La Union, and having made out the entrance and the

islands, steer direct for the Island Conchaguita, which may be ranged close*

to, 80 as to avoid the shoal water near the mouth of the San Miguel Eiver,

and over which the flood runs strongly. If obliged to beat in, there will be

no difficulty in doing so, guided by Sir Edward Belcher's plan, or without it

by the lead. You should not come into less than 6^ or 7 fathoms near tho

hill forming the second point, on the port hand, in entering, called Point

Amapata, to the North of which is the mouth of the San Miguel, and which

ought to be kept at a mile and a half distant. Before arriving abreast of the

North point of Conchaguita, steer rather within Point Chicarene (or Chiri-

quin), so as to range the shore formed by the slopes of the Amatapa volcano.

The depth is greater than nearer the islands, and you will have the advan*
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tage of the flood stream, which separates into two branches to the North of

Oonchaguita, one following the channel, the other diverging to the N.E.

A Sardinian vessel was driven on to the Negritos from want of knowing

this fact.

Ilaving doubled Point Chiriqiiin nearly in mid-channel, an extensive bay

opens, the North point of which is filled with mud banks, which uncover at

low water. A large ship should anchor before having the North point of

Punta Sacate bearing East, in 5^ to 6J fathoms, mocilng to the flood and

ebb. Vessels of less draught may get nearer to the village, which is 4 miles

ft-om the above anchorage, by k aping to the shore on the port hand, after

rounding Point Chiriquin, and anchor at a mile or 1 J mile N.E. of the vil-

lage in 3J to 5J fathoms, bottom of mud, and excellent tiolding ground,

allowing room to drive in case of the North winds, which sometimes blow

with great force. Vessels of 400 tons usually anchor at 2 miles S.E. of the

village.

If it is not intended to stay long here, or only to procure water or provi-

sions, you may stay in the channel between Point Amatapa and the islands

Conchaguita and Punta Sacate, a little to tho South of the watering place of

Chiriquin, keeping as much as possible within the direction of the point, to

avoid the strength of the current, and the cross sea, occasioned by the

ooa breeze opposing tho ebb tide. You should moor N. and S.

The tides are regular, their velocity rarely attaining to 2 knots, except

between Point Chiriquin and the Negritos. It is high water, full and
change, at 3" 15™; range at springs 12 feet 2 inches; at neaps 8 feet 10

inches.

The mud bank in firont of the landing place dries out more than a cable's

length at low water; it is better then to use the native canoes to pass through

this liquid mud. In 1852 thoy were lengthening a jetty to avoid this incon-

venience.

If proceeding to Amapak (or T!ifre Island) steer for the steep sided channel,

between Manguiera and Conchaguita, closing in with the N.W. point of the

first of these islands to within 3 or 4 cables' lengths, so as to bring the second

hummock of the summit of Tigre Island, or rather the part where the "sa-

cate"* joins the trees, to bear N.E. i E., the depth being from 11 to 13 fa^

thorns. As soon as that beai-ing comes on, steer for it, and the lead will show
a bank of sand and mud, the depth on which gradually decreases from 13 to

* Sacato 18 the term applied to those rare spaces, bare of trees, but covered with a siiocies

of long grass, called sacate, which, duiing the dry aeason, is of tho colour of the ripo com
fields of Eurbpe. This grass is burned just before the rainy seasoii commences, and theil

has a red and sterile appearance. Soon after the first rains, it assuthes a pale gtoeh, whifch

looks like a plantation of sugar-ciinos.
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4 or 4J fathoms, w hich is tho ahoalest part of the channel. As soon as Cara-
colito, a low islet, covered with bushes and scattered trees, boars N.N.E.,
and clears well from Tigro Island, though it is connected with it at low
water, steer N.N.E. } E. towards a small cabin, or ranelio, on the sandy
beach to the right of Caracolito, aiiproaohing it till it bears N. by E., and
tliea pass around it at tho distance of 2 cables' lengths of tho white house,

and then the harbour will como in view, when you may anchor at 4 cables'

Iengths>fftUe sandy beach, tho flagstaff bearing S. 32" E., or a white house

with three doorways to S. 39" E., being then in 8 fathoms, green mud, and of

excellent quality for holding.

Water is procured from the well ;, which are private property ; that belong-

ing to Mr. Dardouo is the best and most abundant.

The Listero Real, in the southern part of the gulf, appears to be of con-

siderable importance, as Sir E. Belcher took the Starling up it for 3l» 'liles

from its mouth, and might easily have gone further, but the prevailing strong

winds rendered it too toilsome a journey at this period ; he considered that it

might be ascended much higher—the natives say 60 miles—by vessels draw-

ing 10 feet, but steamors would bo absolutely necessary to tow against the

prevalent breezes.

According to Sir Edward Belcher's opinion, this unquestionably is the most

advantageous line for a canal ; for, by its approaohing thus the Lake of Ma-
naguo, the entire lake communication might readily be effected.*

Mr. G. U. Skinner says that there is considerable traffic carried on by means
of bongoes, or largo canoes, and that the distance from the embarcadera to

the CoQchagua is 65 miles.

Captain Worth says :—Leaving Realejo for Conchagua, with the land-

wind, it is advisable to steer obliquely off shore to meet the sea-breeze, which
takes a ship to Coseguina Point, on the East side of the Gulf of Conchagua.

• The Sirano, Siriano, or San Miguel Kiver, has been one of tho sites thought of for

forming the communication between the two oceans, to bo connected with the Bay of

Honduras, through the transverse valley, the Llanura de Comayagua, watered on the

Atlantic side by the Jagua, and on tho Pacific by tho Sirano, as before mentioned,

and both of which arc navigable, but how far, or how long, our knowledge will not

determine. This scheme, therefore, is very desultory.—Z'/s^/jhw de raiiama, ^lar 3r Clie-

vallier, p. 72.

Tho town of San Miguel is situated on a plain at tho base of the volcano, which xs 7,024

feet high, and suddenly springs on this side to its apex, and is surrounded on its other sides

by ranges of ?00 to 600 feet above its level, entirely excluding it from any prospect beyond

their outlines. There is nothing in tho city itself which calls lor remark, and its conse-

quence arises principally from tho fairs held hero for tho purpose of transacting the indigo

trade. The fair at the period of Sir Edward Belcher's visit is tho principal (November 23,

1838), and had a large quantity of cattle, horses, sheep, &c.

-%
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Sailing in the morning, you will generally reach this point late in the eyen-

ing, or the next day after noon.

The Gulf of Cor (<hagua will be well understood by reference to Sir E.

Belcher's plan ; there appears to be no dangers. The Calypso worked in and

out twice, tacking at less than 2 cables' lengths from the shore and islands.*

The tides are very strong : full 2 knots at full and change, which takes pluce

at 3 p.m. About the change of the moon the land-wind blows strongly

during the night and a greater part of the day
;
you can, however, see it

coming by the foam on the water.

As in coming from Bealejo you generally arrive here in the evening, it

is advisable to anchor when the land wind comes off; for, should you be

driven off the coast, it will take all the next day to reach the islands, and

to arrive at the proper anchorage, the sea breeze being weak after such

strong land winds.

In the Calypso, on our first going to Conchagua, the land wind came down

with such force that the gulf appeared to break across ; and we anchored in

18 fathoms, and worked up the next day to Chiquirin Bay.

This gulf contains the best and most easily obtained water on the coast ; it

is a stream running down the mountains, clear and sweet, into the bay called

La Playeta de Chiquirin, which is just to the southward of the Chiquirin Point*

You can anchor close in. The best way to water is by rafting, the water in

the bay being quite smooth, you can pull well to windward, and alongside

to the eddy, and then across the tides to the ship. We filled 26 times a day,

although badly off for boats, haying only a 28-foot pinnace. There is a surf

on this beach, sometimes heavy, but seldom enough to prevent landing.

Merchant vessels anchor so close, as to be able to hand their casks off with

long lines. When we fvst anchored in this point we tried, through ignorance,

to water in the Playa de Chicarene, but we found the surf so heavy, the

water so bad, and such great difficulty from the tides, that we could not get

more than 18 tons a day, and that after great labour to the men, and much

damage to the casks and boats.

Wood is not so cheap here as at Bealejo ; beef about the same price, also

washing ; but stock is dearer, and difficult to get in any quantity ; turtle is

plentiful, about 2 reals for one weighing 50 lb. Sir Edward Belcher's plan

dearly shows the only dangers in entering Fort La Union ; they are visible

* In entering tho Conchagua from the -westward, bring the Island of Tigre to bear ex-

actly between tho Islands of Conchaguita and Mangueru, to avoid the rocks off Point Can-

dadillo. Tigre is a high conical hill. It is thus quite safe entering to an anchorage,

even at night, if this island be seen, which is seldom not the case at all seasons.— G'. U.

Skinner, Esq.
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at low water, the only difficulty is the very great strength of tide; it is quite

a sluice round Chicarene Point.

4. SAN SALVADOE.

San Salvador is tho smallest of the Central American Eepublics, but re-

latively to its extent, it is the most densely populated, and has the most in-

dustry and commerce. It extends from the North side of the Gulf of Fon-

seca to the Eio Faza or Pazaca, about 160 miles to the westward, which

separates it from the Eepublio of Guatemala. It has a population, according

to Mr. Squier, of 294,000. It is an agricultural state, and the principal pro-

ducts are indigo, the chief article, sugar and maize. Indigo, produced from

an indigenous plant, the jiquilite, is easily raised and manufactured. The

coMt presents, generally, a belt of low, rich alluvial land, varying in width

bjm 10 to 20 miles. Behind this, and presenting an abrupt face seaward,

is a range of mountains, or rather a broad plateau, having an average eleva-

tion of about 2,000 feet. Along this plateau there are not less than eleven

great volcanoes, running in nearly a direct line from S.E. to N.W., coincident

with the great line of volcanic action, which is traceable from Mexico to

Chile. Its principal stream is the Lempa, which would be navigable for

small steamers for probably 100 miles, but it is hopelessly barred from sea-

ward. The chief ports, if such they can be calledi with the exception of the

fine harbour of La Union, ai-e Acagutla and Libertad, mere open roadsteads,

only deriving their existence and importance from their proximity to the re-

spective cities of San Salvador and Sonsonate. Another place, Concordia, has

been formed to the westward as a port to the town of San Vicente.

We have no proper survey of the coast ; but as it has only to be knowii to

be avoided, this want is of the less importance. The "ports," or an-

chorages, are only of interest.

In general, the inhabitants of Salvador have more intelligence and industry

than those of the previously described States of Central America. Their

government is more liberal, and the rights of person and property are more

respected, and the privileges extended to foreigners are greater than those

above mentioned, under a treaty negociated by Mr. Squier, United States

Minister to Salvador, in 1850.

The commerce of San Salvador is chiefly carried on through means of

fairs established by the government in the districts best suited for the exhi-

bition of the products of the State. The principal fairs are held at Chalalte-

nango, San Vincente, and San Miguel. The two former take place on the

Ist of November in each year; the latter, called "Fair of La Paz," on the

21st of the same month. It lasts about two weeks, and is far the most im-

portant of any held in the country. It attracts buyers and sellers, not only

from all parts of Central America, but from nearly every part of the Pacific

^aw^^^^»*^lM^M.w Lr.<«i»*w»»«wiiiaMfWM'Jw ''ww^ n rtujwww.
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coast, as well as from England, Germany, France, and the United States.

About the only product given for the goods sent in by foreigners is the staple

of the state, indigo. A second fair, called " Ceniza," takes place in San

Miguel about the beginning of February. To both of these fairs large num-
bers of cattle are brought from Honduras and Nicaragua.

The Coast, as delineated on the chart, is taken from the survey of Don
Alexandro Malaspina, in 1794, as drawn up subsequently fqr the Spanish

Government by Don Felipe Bauza, F.E.S. In the introduction to the next

chapter we have noticed the unfortunate voyage of this commander, and

have there stated the reasons why we have not a more complete descrip*

tion of the tract he explored.

From CandadiUo Point, the western limit of the Gulf of Fonseca, the coast

is low and sandy for some distance, till we arrive at a part where it becomes

higher, and in some places cliffy, for about 10 miles to where San Miguel

volcano bears N. 18° E., when it becomes again low and sandy to Jiquilisco

and Libertad. These low beaches, particularly at sun rise and sunset, occa-

sion such a strong mirage, that it appears as if the surf breaks much far-

ther ofiF than it does in reality. The soundings off this shore are regular, and

increase gradually toward the offing, contrary to the opinion that the bottom

is very uneven and dangerous to navigate by the lead ; but it may be affirmed

that a vessel will be in safety anywhere between Fonseca and Point Reme-
dies, so long as she is in more than 8 or 10 fathoms. A more general re-

mark may also be made, that on the whole coast of Central America, the lead

will be a good guide, and that the depth above stated is generally safe, ex-

cept in some places, where it would be too near the land, and 13 to 18 fathoms

is a better depth to maintain.

PORT JIQUILISCO, (or Giquilisco), or del Trimfo de los Lihres, according

to Colonel Don Juan Galindo (an Englishman in the service of the republic),

is about 24 miles beyond Candadillo, the N.W. entrance point of Con-

chagua.

In 1798, the Royal Consulate of Guatemala ordered Don Vincente Ro-

driguez del Camino to survey it. He states that it was then named the Bay

of San Salvador de Jiquiliaco (a species of plant, the indigofera disperma), an-

ciently called the Bay of Fonseca. May this account for the double name
applied to Conchagua to the S.E. ? The name given to it by Colonel

Galindi ividently has reference to one of those " triumphs," so common and

so ephemeral in these distracted countries. We have therefore preferred the

old name.

According to the oldplan of Don V. del Camino, the anchorage is good and
well sheltered. Like Tehuantepec, the coast of the main land appears to be
fronted by a long narrow island, perhaps formed by the tremendous surf

raised by the prevalent winds.
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The port, or rather the creek or " Estero " of Jiquilisco, has not the same
appearance as the rivers, &c., to the West ; instead of mangroves, the shore is

marked by bushes of a pale green or muddy colour, or else without leayes.

The volcano of San Miguel, kept on the bearing of N. 27° E., will lead on
to the horse-shoe breakers. At a mile and a half off the water is mucV dis-

coloured, but the depth is 7^ and 8^ fathoms, fine grey sand, which would
not hold well ; a better anchorage would be IJ mile West of the bar, where
there is an adhesive mud, and black sandy bottom. We were not fortunate

enough to find the channel across the bar, described by the officers of Le
Genie, as stated below.

The bar of Jiquilisco forms a sort of horse-shoe, which must be crossed to

enter the estero. The sea frequently breaks heavily on it, but there are

places where it does not do so, and where it may easily be attempted in

boats. There is 14| feet least water on one part, and the tide rises 8f feet

;

it is therefore possible even for ships of considerable burden to clear this line

of breakers, which is but narrow, and find plenty of water within, except on

three or four small shoals, which are not difficult to avoid. One feature of

the place, which will point out the channel, is that the ebb tide from the

estero forms a line of eddiec. or ripplings in which there is always deep water,

and which crosses the banks in the deepest part. This current turns with the

tide, and sometimes runs at the rate of 3 miles an hour, and with the flood

tide makes a very heavy sea on the bar, except at the time of high water.

(Captain Jamin, of the brig Le Genie). At the entrance of the estero is

Pajaroa Island, which separates it into two channels, in which it is said there

is a depth of 8 fathoms.

The BIVER LEMPA, or lAMPA, runs within a league of one of the

arms of the estero of Jiquilisco, and the inhabitants state that another

branch joins the River San Miguel, which falls into tha Gulf of Fonseca.

In passing along the coast of this river the navigator should be very cau-

tious of his distance, for it is stated that a long bar or flat runs off, as

indeed might be anticipated, from the magnitude and character of the river.

This flat, which reaches the greater part of a mile, is called the Barra delEa-

piritu Santo, and on it the Ziientia, a brig drawing 12 feet, was wrecked,

February 18, 1847. This was in consequence of the ignorance of the ex-

istence of such a projection.

In Father Gage's work, before quoted, he mentions the Lempa :—" This

river is privileged in this manner, that if a man commit any heinous crime,

or murther, on this side of Guatemala and San Salvador, or on the other side

of St. Miguel or Nicaragua, if he can flie to get over this river, he is free as

long as he liveth on the other side, and no justice on that side whither he is

escaped, can question or trouble him for the murther committed. So likewise

for debts, he cannot be arrested."

Among the many undeveloped resources of San Salvador, coal may come

North Pacific. F
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to have a first value. Mr. Squier says that there is reason to believe that

vast beds exist throughout the valley of the Eio Lempa, and in the valleys of

some of its principal tributaries, over a region 100 miles long by not far from

20 miles broad. It had long been reported to exist, but he set the question

at rest after his visit in 1863, by proper investigations. Coal was found in

the valley of the Eio Titiguapa, flowing into the Lempa from the coast, ulso

in the valley of the Eio Tordla, and large beds are reported to exist near the

town of Itobasco. The coal is all of the variety called hrmcn coal, and is a
later formation than what is known as pit coal ; similar coal is extensively

used in Germany for various mineral purposes.

The entrance to tho Lrmpa Eiver is similar in character to the others "West

of it. It is known by some large trees with white trunks, with the tops al-

most bare, rising above the lighter coloured and lower wood, similar to the

oopsewood of northern countries. It is found when coming from the East or

South, by bringing San Salvador to bear N. 50° W., or San Vicente N. 16°

"W., and then running on either of these bearings will bring up to the bar.

Coming from the westward, San Miguel bearing N. 60° E., will bring you up
to it. The entrance is about half a mile broad, barred by breakers, which
reach a mile ofl', and which the natives say cannot be taken. It is quite

unimportant, and there are only a few fishing huts on its left bank.

Above this port and the mouth of the river the Folcan de San Miguel rises.

It is 7,024 feet high, and is a very conspicuous object in the offing, and will

serve well to point out the locality.

La Ooncordlv, a " port " of late growth, is at the mouth of the Itiver

Jihoa, 11 miles W.N.W. of that of the Lempa. This river drains the Lake
of Itopango, but we have no particulars of the anchorage.

PORT IIBEETAD is about 50 miles to the westward of the Lempa.
It was visited by H.M.S. Sulphur, and we copy her commander's observa-

tions on it.

One would naturally expect from this title that something pretending to a
bay, or deep indentation at least, would have warranted the appellation. But
a straight sandy beach, between two slightly projecting ledges of rock about
a mile asunder, forms the plaza of Libertad. It is lau> and interest only that

have made it a port.

At times the bay is smooth, but the substratum at the beach being of
large smooth boulders of compact basalt, the instant the surf rises they
are freed from their sandy covering, and a dangerous moving strong bottom
left, on which the boat grounled. We were informed that it is generally

violent for three or four days, at full and change, which corresponded to the
time of our visits.

The rollers which set in on this beach curl and break at times in 4 or 5 fa-

thoms, at least a quarter of a mile off. Those within, which are the most
dangerous, are caused by the offset or efflux.

:l
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The sand beach is composed chiefly of magnetic iron sand, the dried

superstratum, about one inch in thickness, caking in flakes free from ad-
mixture.

The anchorage is uneasy, and I should think unsafe, and should be avoided
near the full moon. Sudden rollers come in, which are apt to snap chain ca-

bles, unless witli a long range.

Poultry, bullocks, &c., are to be obtained, but compared with those of San
Salvador or Roalejo, the prices are exorbitant. Bullocks can only be eubarked
in one of their bungoes.

The port, after this, was for a long time deserted, but when Captain de
Lapelin came here in 1852, it had been reinstated, and the custom-house

stores re-built. A launch was also maintained, going out and returning by
means of the andariyel. The mark for approaching it is to bring the volcano

of San Salvador to bear N. i E., which bearing will lead up to it.

When at 8 miles off the depth will be about 25 or 27 fathoms, muddy
bottom, which depth will gradually decrease toward the shore. At about 6

miles oflf you will begin to- make out the large storehouse covered with trees,

and with whitewashed walls, having a flagstaff to the East, and a white

house to the West; when nearer you will see the tops of the palmetto trees

and some huts. When a mile off the place the depth will be about 8i fa-

thoms. Water may be got though with difiiculty, from the little Pher Que-

lama, which falls into the sea at less than half a mile West of the village

Capt. De Lapelin adds his opinion that this place should not be frequented

between July and October.

Saw Salvadok, the capital of the redublic, is to the N.E. of Libertad. They
are connected by a cart road 26 miles long.

Sir Edward Belcher visited this city in April, 1837, going' thither from
Eealejo, the road being thi-ough a very mountainous tract. The townis very

prettily situated on a level plain, or amphitheatre, from which several lofty

mountains rise, that of the Volcan de San Salvador being '.he most con-

spicuous.* San Salvador was the capital city of the confedf ration of the

• When we first saw the mountain of Guatemala, we wore, by judgment, 25 Icngucs' dis-

tance from it. As we came nearer the land it appeared higher and plainer, yet we saw no
fire, but a little smoke proceeding from it. The land by the sea was of a good height, yet

but low in comparison with that in the country. The sea, for about 8 or 10 leagues from the

shore, was full of floating trees or driftwood, as it is called (of which I have seen a great

deal, but nowhere so much as here), and pumice stones floating, which probably are thrown
out of the burning mountains, and washed down to the shore by the rains, which aro very

violent and frequent in this country.

The Volcan of Guatemala is a very high mountain, with two peaks or heads, appearing

like two sugar-loaves. It often belches forth flames of fire and smoke from botwooQ tho two

heads, and this, as the Spaniards do report, happens chiefly in tempestuous weather.—

Dumpier, vol. i, pp. 225—230.
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States of Central America, and in imitation of tho Washington in the Unite.!

States, it had a Federal district assigned to it, ^vhich included tho Fort of

Libertad, hut this confederation was dissolved in 1839. It was a very hand-

some city, of 25,000 inhabitants, with line churches and public buildings:

but on April IGth, 18.54, at 10 minutes to eleven, such a terrific earthquake

occurred almost without the slightest warning, that in ten seconds tho entire

city was thrown into heaps of ruins. It was then nearly deserted, and tho

seat of government was removed to Cojutopeque, about 12 leagues distant.

But it is now in course of being rebuilt, the people having generally returned,

and it may soon regain its former position.

Under the auspices of a late President, Diier.as, the cart road was nearly

completed to Libertad, a distance of about 22 miles.

The COAST between Libertad and Acajutla is very uneven, covered with

trees, or with reddish- coloured barren patches. On the sea it forms cliffs,

bordered by a beach of shingle. It is known as the Coda del Bahamo, as tho

Indians here collect the " Balsam of Peru." It is, however, quite clean,

and may be approached within view of the breakers.

A district along tho coast, between the Ports of Libertad and Acajutla, is

called, as above said, the Coda del Bahamo
-,

it produces an article known

commercially as the Balsam of Peru, from its having been sent to Lima for

export to Europe. It is collected solely by the aboriginal Indians who in-

habit that district. About 20,000 lbs. (valued at two shillings, or 50 cents.)

are obtained for annual export.

Indigo is the chief article of export. Under the Spanish rule, the value

of this article amounted to 3,000,000 dollars per annum ;
but since the inde-

pendence of the state, it has sunk to little more than 1,000,000 dollars.-

\j)r. Otis.)

POET ACAJUTLA, or Sonsonate Eoads, is the next attainable point be-

yond Libertad.

The principal town of this port is Sonsonate,* which is situated about 15

miles inland. There is also a small village on the coast which gives its name

to the port; it consists of about thirty habitations of various descriptions,

• Sonsonate, or Zonzbnate, dorives its name from tho Rio Grande, formed by almost in-

numerable springs of water, to which the rvxmQ oiZe:o>itlatl is given, a Mexican word moan-

ing 400 springs, conupted to Zonzonate.

" Santissiraa Trinidad de Zonzonate is situated on the Eio Grande. It is a pleasant town,

although the climate is very hot. Each of three monastic orders have (had) a convent here.

The church is very spacious, besides which there are three oratories. On tho opposite side

of tho river it has a suburb called the Barrio del Angel, on which there is a chapel. Tho

communication between tho town and the suburb is by means of a stone bridge. In tho

vicinity are three small Indian villages, &c."-Do« Dom. Jmrros :
TramMion by Mr.

Jiaili/, ^. iB,

tl
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most of thorn of tho meanest order; thoy are constnutod of bamboo open
work at tho sides, and tho top is rudely thatched of palm loaves, M-hieh latter
is, however, made impervious to the heavy rains that fall alir.o.st perpendi-
cularly in tho wet season. Tho tilo-roofed custom-houso stores is one of tlio

most conspicuous buildings, and thero is also still remaining tho ruins of an
old Spanish fort, in which is situated the dwelling-house of tho governor.
This officer performs all tho official duties of captain of tho port, adminis-
trator, &c. The business of tho port had increased considerablj in conse-
quence of the duties being lower than in Guatemala.

Vessels leaving Europe in August, September, October, November, and
December, are sure to arrive during tho best season for disembarking on tho
coast. No vessel should arrive later than the middle of April, as after that
date the rains set in, and a heavy sea rolls in upon the coast, which prevents
the launches from venturing out.

The port consists of an open bay, of which Point Eomedios is the eastern
boundary. There is anchorage all over it at a prudent distance from the
shore iu from 7 to 15 fathoms water ; the bottom appears to be of sand, with
here and there a patch of mud. Large vessels should not anchor in less than
12 fathomsi.

The Burf breaks heavily on the beach, which renders landing in ships'
boats almost impracticable. The usual mode of effecting this object was in
large canoes or bongoes, which are kept for the purpose of discharging car-
goes.^ There is generally one of these kept afloat, moored just withd it the
surf in the N.E. corner of the bay, near where tho village is situated: per-
sons desirous oflanding usually pull in in their own boats, transfer them-
selves, with a portion of their crew, into the bongo, and haul in through the
surf to tho beach by a line fast to the shore for that purpose. To get on
shore dry, they will then require to bo carried out through tho receding surf,

which is about 1 foot or 18 inches deep. This contrivance, called at Istapa
tho anda-rml, is described more fully on page 73.

Ponncrly this mode of landing and embarking Avas tho only ono practica-
ble, but the increasing commerce of the place, and the fact of a steep flat

rock projecting from the shore about 70 feet at three- quarters of a milo
from tho original landing place, and being deep water close up to this

rock suggested to Dr. Driven, a rich proprietor, the formation of a pier.

The rock had long been calledM IfueUel The i)ier was completed in 1854,

and consists of a substantial timber construction loading on to this rock, and
has a crane by which the ships' cargo is discharged or embarked. In front

of the rock is a channel of 11 or 12 fathoms depth, audit is said that no sea
is sent into it sufficiently heavy to affect a vessel made fast to the four

moorings placed thero for the purpose. This immunity from danger may be
doubted in some degree, but its safety is well understood by the local pilots.

Water is conducted to the pier-head, so that it may be taken on board by a

/
**i»^"
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hose. By giving two days' notice, fresh provisions may bo obtained in largo

(jiiantities from Sonsonatc.

Point Eemedios has ii reef off it extending in a south-westerly direction

noai-ly 3 miles in fine weather. This reef scarcely shows itself, therefore more

caution is necessary in rounding it. Vessels of a light draught have fro-

(luontly passed safely over tho outer part of it unknowingly, whereas several

others, less fortunate, have been brought up by detached rocks, and a total

wreck has ensued. The point is long and low, thickly woodod, and from tho

eastward easily recognized.

Beef, poultry, vegetables, and fruit, are plentiful and cheap. Water is

plentiful on shore, but the difficulty of getting it off through the surf is

very great ; however, if much wanted, it may be had with a little extra la-

bour and perseverance.

The mark for anchoring was, in 1852, tho flagstaff on with the large door

of the custom-house store, in 7 to 14 fathoms, according to tho season. The

flagstaff should not be brought N. ofN. 61° E., ijarticularly when near tho

land, as the bottom will then be rocky, and there is the chance of breaking

or losing the anchor. The bottom is not good holding ground, and vessels

sometimes drive. In tho fine season the current generally runs to the E.S.E.

at the rate of eight-tenths of a mile per hour. It is high water, at full and

change, at 2'' 35"'
;
greatest range 1 1 feet.

H.M.S. Ifavcma anchored here in May, 1859, in 12 fathoms, with the land-

ing place N. 55' E., and Point Eemedios N. 81° 25' E., the shoal off the latter

sheltering her from the S.E.

Captain Harvey says:—Here we found a substantially built wharf, at

which there is "generally fair landing, although at times the surf is such as to

prevent any approach. Merchant vessels discharge and receive cargo by

their own boats. Beef, stock, -egetables, and fruits may be obtained in any

ijuantityfromSonsonate ; but two days' notice must be given to secure having

any considerable amount. The pier, happily, is provided with cranes, which

were useful in getting off bullocks. A vessel should stand no nearer to the

Eemedios Bank than to 20 fathoms without a good breeze and clear weather

The volcano Isalco was burning the whole of the stay. No lighthouse gives

a better light ; the bearing, N.E. by N. is a good mark for the port.

The following observations on this port, and on approaching it, are by

Captain Worth, of H.M.S. Calypso, in 1847

;

Acajutla, or Sonsonate Eoads, although not much known, is safe, tho

oldest inhabitant remembering only one wreck : the reef off Eemedios Point

breaks, the sea setting directly into the anchorage. Here the salt water

is very injurious to the cables and copper; although at anchor not more

than a fortnight, the cable and anchor were completely covered with small

shell-fish, as also the boom boats ; this remark is applicable to all the ports

we visited on this coast, though not so much as at this place.

t£L
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PORT ACAJUTLA. n
Tho passages to the westward are uncertain as to time, tho laud and sea

breezes being so very unsettled.

The lund-brooze always blows (if ever interrupted, only for a short

period) ut all tho ports we visited, except Conchugua, and is nearly al-

ways sufficient to take u ship to soa. As a rule, I should recommend,
on leaving any port, that you stand off shore, ahvays boaring in mind that

tho sea-brcozo is from South to S.W. There is u current always setting to

tho S.E.

Between Couchagua and Acajutla tho passage is very tedious, being never
loss thon two days, and sometimes five, oud oven longer, tho land-breozo

being not io ha depended on, and tho sea-breeze often very light, although
at times tho sea-breeze will blow very fresh indeed. Tho host plan, after

ioaving Conchugua, is to stand rathor ofl" shore, so as to make a long leg off

with tho sea-breeze.

The coast is (^uite clear, there being anchorage nearly all along it.'

We found the sea-breezo seldom set in before noon, and often later, and a
continual set to tho S.E. Tho leading mark for Acajutlu is the Isalco Vol-
cano, which smokes, and frequently sends up largo jets of fire. On u N.E.
by N. bearing it leads to the anchorage off Acajutla. Point Eemodios, long,

low, and thickly wooded, may easily bo recognised.

This anchorage is difficult for a stranger to find ; the best plan is to tako

notice of the several volcanoes on the coast, after leaving Conchagua; viz.,

Ban Miguel, San Vincent, and San Salvador. The land is a low beach, the

soundings decreasing gradually to 10 fathoms, at .'5 or 4 miles off shore, until

the volcanoes are past, when it becomes tolerably high, and has 25 fathoms
at a little distance from the beach, particularly in the bight to the S.E. of
Point Eemedios, where in that depth the surf can be heard quite distinctly.

Point Eemedios, which runs out from this moderately high land, is low, and
thickly v'ooded, appears to stretch u long way into the sea, and has several

black rocks, one nearly a solid square, lying just off' it ; these rocks are tho

inside part of a reef extending a miles in a S.W. direction, on which the sea

breaks heavily at times. On the S.E. side of this point tho beach is clear,

having no rocks upon it ; but on the N.E. side it is broken by rocks and
cliuups of trees, dividing it into a number of small sandy buys. Should j'ou

not be close in, you cannot make the point out, as it appears part of the Ioav,

thic''ly-woodcd laud that stretches from the boforc-mentioned moderately

high coast to the M'estward of Istapa.

The Volcano of Isalco, 5,000 feet high, is decidedly tho surest mark, bear-

ing N.E. -J N., if It can be mede out ; but, as it does not smoke constantly,

and is situated on the side of, and is lower than, the mountains behind (Sierra

Madre), it is very difficult to find.

The Madre, and mountains to the westward of Isalco, are very high ; it

may be known by the table^land top, in which it differs from tho others, they
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being conical, or approoching that form. The Isalco in a conical volcano,

apparently on the East side of the Madre, and the crater ia about one-

fourth down from the table land.

The coast between Acajutla and San Joh/; or Istapn, a distance of 56 miles

runs W.N.W. an»\ E.8.E., with scarcely any inflexion; it is throughout of

gray sand, wooded to the shore, and beaten by a continual surf. Hero and there

the vegetation is of a paler green, and tho whitened stems cf the mangroves

indicate the impassable entrances of tho Rios dos Esclavos,* Pazaa (the state

boundary), Santiago, and C'aoba. There is no danger off shore, and tho depths

are regular, of sandy mud. The current runs from West to East, at half a

mile to one ntilo per hour.

Tho best course to pursue in coming from Acajutla to Istapa, or rather San

Jos^, is to keep 2 or 3 miles off the land, in 16 or 25 fathoms, so as to take

advantage of the lard broozos, which aro generally light. The sea breeze

often sets in from S.W. to "W.S.W., and then you can beat in shore into 12

fathoms. The lead is an excellent guide, and there is nothing to fear, as the

depths diminish regularly. But when the sea breeze sinks about 6 p.m., and

the land breeze will not give you a way of 3 knots, it is better to anchor at

once, or you may lose ground.

6. GUATEMALA.

The Republic of Guatemala is the principal state of Central America, in

respect of population and wealth. It is generally mountainous, but a large

part of the interior consists of elevated lands of unsurpassed b'^auty of

scenery, of vast fertility, and unquestionable, salubrity. Its great deficiency

is the want of ports on either ocean, and this fact will act as a great check

on its commercial progress. On the Pacific it extends from the Biver Fazas to

the cc '\fines of Mexico. This last boundary has been the subject of long dis-

pute, but it was settled in 1854 by Guatemala ceding all right to the rich dis-

trict of Soconusco, extending for nearly one hundred miles along the Pacific,

on the payment by Mexico of a considerable sum. The rivers falling into the

• "Tho Itio de lo» Esclavos, which falls into the sea West of Acajutlii, is dcscrlhed b)

Stephens OS a wild mojostic river. Uo crossed the bridge over it, erected under the Sptinish

dominion, und the greatest structure of that period. The village beyond was a mere col-

lection of huts, stiinding in a mugnificunt situation near tho river, and above which moun-

tains rise covered to their summits with pines. Every predatory or fighting expedition be-

tween Guatemala and San Salvadoi passed through this miserable village. Twico within

his route Horazan's uimy was so straitened for provisions, and pressed by fear of pursuit,

that huts were torti down for firewood, and bullocks slain and eaten half raw in the street,

without bread or tortillas. After leaving this village, the country was covered with lava."

—Incidents of Travel.

MMiii
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PaciHc nro few and small, the largost in the Mkhitoyal, which pusses the
capital, but none of them can ever bo of uso to navigation
Tho famous volcanoes wh' h are such a distinguishing feature of this groat

isthmus are here seen in th .ir greatest majesty, and tho Volcnns do Aguu,
14,500 feet, and Fuego, 13,900 foet (near Old Guatemala), and Atitlan 11,600
feet, have been very frequently described. The present capital is Nunvu
Guatemala, tho third city of its name, and was founded in 1770. It stands
at an elevation of 4,400 foot, in a vast and beautiful plain inland of its now
port, San Jo86. Cochineal, colfoo, cotton, and indigo, are tho chief products
for export, but the first is tho great staple of tho countrj-. Like its neigh-
hour, tho commerce of tho republic is largely indebted to tho various fairs
which are held in different parts and in different seasons.
ISTAPA, or Iztapam, at the mouth of the Eiver Michutoyat (or Miclii-

toya), is the outlet of tho Lake of Amatitlan, and is said to bo navigable
from the Falls of San Fodro Martyr, 70 miles from its mouth. It was from
the first the port of Guatemala, but it was closed on January Ist, 1853, when
the port of San Jo86, 8 miles to tho westward,, was declared to be tho
new port. This change was nautically unimportant, for both places were
alike, wild open roadsteads, without u single attribute to give it the name of
port. Tho village now consists of a few grass huts.
Istapa was an open roadstead, without bay, headland, rock, or reof, or

any mark whatever to distinguish it from the adjacent shores. " There is
no hght at night, and vessels at sea take their bearings from the grout
volcanoes of the Antigua, more than 60 miles inland. A buoy was anchored
ouu'ide of the breakers, with a cable attached, and under tho sheds were
three large launches for embarking and disembarking the cargoes of the few
vessels which resort to this place. Behind the sand-bar were a i^y, Indian
huts, and Indmns nearly naked. Generally the sea is, us its name imports,
pacific, and the waves roll calmly to the shore j but in tho smoothest times
there is a breaker, and to pass this, as u part of tho fixtures of the port, an
anchor IS dropped outside with a buoy attached, and a long cable passing
from the buoy is secured on the shore.* It was from this place that Alva-

The discharge and loading of vessels lying off Istapa, and other places on this coast,which .snot effected m the easiest manner through such a tremendous surf lashinjr tho« tt""
'"'""" '^'''"'' " '""'"^ ^''" *^' '^«uda.rivet," Anglicc, « guess-wan," Ive

This contrivance consists of a cable made fast to a strong post on tho shore, the outer end
of whieh « secured by an anchor some distance outside the surf. Within this .tnchor,
which ,8 marked by a buoy, but still sufficiently clear of the broken water, is another buoy

lit off 'thT' "^r"""
°' "'''^ *'° ^*'°"» '''""^^ ^'"p'^y'^'^ '« --d t»". orust It off. Iho launch hav.ng been brought to the waq) buoy, the warp is thiown into

^wloeks. one on the bow, the other on the stern of the kunch. These are then bolted inwith a pm to ptetent their slipping off, and seemed by a stopper, wonned round it near
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I

I "^

rado fitted out his nrmamont, and embarked with liis followers to dispute

with Pizarro the riches of Peru.

—

{Stejj/tens.)

The U8u; anchorage was with the flagstafi' bearing between N. by E. and

N. I E. at half a mile off shore in 14 to 16 fathoms. It is best to anchor to

the East of these bearings, as there the boats in landing have the advantage

of the cun-ent which runs to the eastward at from 8-10 to 1 J mile per hour.

Mountains.—The following remarks aro by Mr. H. Thompson, master of

H.M.S. Talbot

:

—The whole of this country is remarkable for its mountainous

ranges, which may be seen in clear weather from a great distance seaward,

many of their lofty peaks and volcanoes serving admirably as beacons to

guide strangers to the various little ports and roadsteads situated on its

coast, which otherwise would not be easily found. Such is the case when

bound to the roadstead off the village of Istapa. There are visible from the

vicinity of this roadstead to many miles seaward, four conspicuous moun-

tains, which are situated us follows : commencing with the easternmost one,

which is the volcano of Pacayo ; next West of this is the water volcano (Vol-

can de Agua) of Guatemala ; then the fire volcano (Volcan de Fuego) of

Guatemala, and the last and westernmost is tho volcano of Tajumulco. The

first and last of these volcanoes are of a moderate height, and flattened or

scooped out at tho top ; but the two middle ones, which are tho volcanoes of

Guatemala, are considerably higher, and much more peaked at their tops.

The easternmost one of the two last-mentioned is the water volcano ; it has

but one peak, which at some periods of the year, is slightly snow-capped,

and ftom the holes and crevices near its summit ice is procured the whole

year round for the luxurious inhabitants of Guatemala. Tho fire volcano is

to the westward of the last-mentioned, and appears to have two peaked

summits, which open and close according to their bearing. From the road-

stead it has the appearance of one mountain with a deep notch in its summit.

Tho upper part of this mountain has a whitish appearance, which might be

mistaken for snow ; but I am informed that it is caused by the action of fire.

Smoke is constantly emitted from it, and may be seen from the sea in clear

Aveather. From the anchorage at Istapa the true beatings of these four

mountains are as follow : viz., volcano of Pacayo, N. 22" E. ; water volcano

the bolts. 'J'hc hoffan, ov wntormcii, wiitch the heiivcs of tho sea, which, singuliirly onougli.

iiru always licuviist in tlirct'i*, iinJ whon the hu.ivicsl mwc approaches, the pilot gives the

signal, tho liishiiiys which secure tho bow and stern aro slipped, und at tho same moinont all

hands haul in tho wall) ; while running on the tremendous wave she is propelled with ini-

monso iiipidity, and is usually di'iven on to tho bcuch with tho succeeding wave, when

generally forty or fifty Indians, with tho fall of un " aparejo,'' or troble>'purchuao line, which

is hooked to a ring on the launch's stem-post, and secured to the post, haul her high and

dry with the next wave. It sometimes happens that the practico, or bowman, does not taku

tho right sea, and then a larger breaks over her, swamping tho launch, or dumugiug the

cargo, or perhaps losing it.

—

G. U, Skinner, E»q,
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of Guatemala, N. 5" E. ; lire volcano of Guatemala, N. 8^ W. ; and tlio
volcano of Tajumulco, N. 28^ W. Tho thatched roof of a large hut, in the
village of Istapa, which was just visible over the high white beach, then bore
N. 17"E., distant about 2^ miles, and tho depth of water was about 17^
fathoms. The above bearings of either of tho volcanoes of Guatemala nearly
on will guide a vessel to within a few miles of tho anchorage, and sufficiently
near to make out the thatched roof of the above-mentioned hut, which is tho
only object that marks tho spot, the remaining small huts, which constitute
the village, being hidden behind the beach. There is also a small flagstaff
close to the largest hut

; but, unless the flag be flying, it is difficult to dis-
tinguish It, in consequence of its being mixed up with the trunks of trees
that stand behind it. The entrance to the river is choked up by the sea-
beach, through which it has not strength encagh to force itself. Tho village
of Istapa consisted of about fifteen huts, which afford shelter to about forty
or fifty inhabitants, who occasionally find employment in discharging mer-
chandise from the very few vessels that call here.
In the bad season I should imagine this a very unsafe place to anchor at,

owing to its being entirely exposed to the ocean swell, Avhich. with the
southerly winds, is exceedingly heavy. Landing is only practicable in tho
finest weather.

SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, tho new port of Guatemala, estaUished
January 1, KSo3, is at a place previously called Capote. There is not tho
shghtest shelter, and there is frlways a very heavy swell, and rollers occa-
sionally.

Tho coast is veiy clear, running East and West. The anchorage is about
three-quartersof amile from shore, in 11 to 15 fathoms of water. Tho
swell breaks heavily upon the shore, and out as far as 40 or 50 fathoms
from the beach, making it necessary to use the girt line ( auda-rivel) for
landing and leaving, l^.c currents are veiy strong, and vary with each
change of the moon, the variations sometimes taking place within the short
period of six houi-s. From November to February the landing is easy. In
March the ebb and flow uf tho tide extends from 90 to 100 yards over tho
shore, and at the flood-tide the surf is so heavy as to dash up the beach a
distance of 100 to 120 yards. After March the sea is again calm till July,
and from July to December it is again rough, and the lauding difficult.
An iron scrcw-pikd pier is in course of construction by the goveramout 01

Ixuatemala, extending from the shore to a point beyond the breakers, thus
enabling the trarsportation between ship and shore to be perfoiiuod at every
season of the year with facihty and safety.

The town of San Joso has a population of between two and three hundi-ed.
supplies for vessels are, however, procured witJi much difficulty here, unless
provision be previously made to obtain them from Escuiatla, a town -10 miles
distant, on tho road to the capital. There are no means of refitting or re-
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pairing vessels at present. The modes of conveyance to the interior aro by

mules and stages, and are sufficient. Diligences await the arrival of the

Panama raihroad company's steamers, for conveying passengers to the capi-

tal, 90 miles distant, and the roads in the dry season are excellent. In the

wet season the roads are bad as far as Escuiatla.

Captain T. Harvey, K.N., who came here in H.M.S. ffavar.u, in May,

1859, says that the place is utterly undeserving the name of a port,

although it is the only landing-place for goods for Guatemala. The an-

chorage affords no shelter whatever ; the surf has its full force. The only

way a landing can be effected is by means of a surf-boat, and even this was

capsized four times during our stay. The town of San Jose consists of some

half-dozen grass huts and a flagstaff, which cannot be distinguished beyond

five miles from the shore. The current generally sets to the westward, and

yet a continuation of westerly winds will alter it.

Capt. G. F. Emmons, U.S.S. Ossipee, who came here, in 1368, says—San

Jos6 is becoming a port of some importance as the only landing-place for

goods on the coast of Guatemala, with this exception, it has no claim to the

name of a port, being merely an open roadstead. The few grass houses

composing the town are built among the trees on a high dark sandy beach,

a large white storehouse which can be seen at a distance of 6 miles forms the

only mark on the coast for the port.

The anchorage is opposite this house in from 8 to 13 fathoms sand, distant

about 1 or 1J mile from the land. A heavy surf breaks on the shore, and

the communication is carried on by means of hawsers attached to buoys

moored off the beach, but the iron pier, in the course of construction, will

facilitate commerce. A steamer from Panama calls hero once a fortnight.

There is some difficulty in finding the anchorage of San Job6, the coast

line in the neighbourhood being one imbroken line of beach and trees ;
the

best marks, however, on coming from seaward, are the remarkable volcanic

peaks of Guatemala, generally visible at dawn. Four of these peaks can be.

seen from the anchorage on the following bearings :—Tajamulco N.W. 2 N-,

El Fuego N. by W. i W., La Agua North, and Pacaya N. by E. i E.

El Fuego and La Agua being the nearest and most conspicuous, the former

may be known by a deep notch in its summit, while the latter being brought

to bear North, forms the best guide till the white storehouse can be dis-

uaguished.

The position of this anchorage >.a8 been determined from several autho-

ritie? to be in lat. 13° 55' N., and long. 90° 45' W.

Of the coast of Guatemala to the W.N.W. of Istai re have no particular

account. From Malaspina's survey there does not appear to be any port,

and the ocean swell must set on it with more than ordinary force. To the

sailor, then, it is unimportant. The republic extends to the boundary of

that of Mexico, once fixed at the Eiver Sintalapa (or Tilapa), a distance of

mms
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CHAPTER II.

THE WEST COAST OF MEXICO, BETWEEN TEHUAN-

TEPEO AND MAZATLAN.

The coast described in the present chapter may be said to be that of the

South extreme of the North American continent, and is the southern sea-

board of the provinces of Chiapa, Oaxaca, Puebla, Mexico, Valladolid, and

Guadalajara, portions of the Mexican republic.

Our geographical knowledge of the republic, generally, is very incomplete

and unsatisfactory. On the Pacific shores, if the commercial importance of

its few ports were at all commensurate with the natural riches of the dis-

tricts of which they might be the outlets, navigators would be much embar-

rassed by the deficiency of our charts and descriptions. But as few points

are visited for any purposes of trade, we have tolerably accurate and recent

descriptions of those ports ; and in the ensuing pages it is hoped that there

will be found ample notices to allow the ship-master to approach them with

confidence and safety.

Mexico, as is well known, has been the scene of constant intestine warfare

and change for many years past ; and to this evil must be added the very

great ignorance of the great mass of the people—a startling fact in a republic,

the basis of whose safety is the capacity of the people for an intellectual self-

government.

When Nunez de Balboa tii'st landed on its shores (in the Mexican Gulf),

Montezuma I. was emperor, and had extended the Aztec dominions to the

Pacific. The conquest of his kingdom by Cortes is well known, and Mexico

became a vice-royalty to Spain ; and, with powers almost as absolute as that

of the parent monarchy, Mexico was scarcely known to Europe, except by

its issue of the precious metals. When Charles VI. of Spain abdicated in

1808, the royal authority here received a shock from which it never recovered;

for an open insurrection broke out in 1810, and a national congress assem-

bled in 1813, one of the earliest acts of which was a declaration of the in-

< -Ml
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dependence of Mexico. Subsequently, the history is one of a sanguinary

guerilla warfare, until, in 1821, Iturbide was made emperor, under the

title of Augustine I. He soon abdicated and retired, but returning, he was

apprehended and executed. The government was then modelled on a similar

constitution to that of the United States ; but the original party divisions

remained, though under different names. The campaign which led to the

annexation of Upper California to the United States in 1847 led to no in-

ternal amelioration, and the first hopes of the world were defeated, when

the state was destroyed as an empire by the death of the heroic Maximilian.

To these disturbances, and consequent insecurity of property, must be attri-

buted the embarrassments of commercial enterprise, the enactments of the

law, and the long train of evils which lie so heavy on this fine country, and

its otherwise, in many respects, good population.

The country of Mexico, especially that part on the Pacific, is divided by

the natives into tierras ealientes, or hot regions ; the tierras templadas, or tem-

perate regions ; and the tierraa frias, or cold regions ; the first including

those beneath the elevation of 2,000 feet ; the latter tract occupies the most

important part of Mexico, and, in fact, is that vast plateau on which Mexico

stands. On the low lands of the coasts the heat, during part of the year, is

insupportable, even by the natives, and thus the town of San Bias becomes

annually depopulated for a season.

The Cordillera or mountain chain, which, in the southern Andes, is a well-

marked line of lofty ranges, and less distinctly so in the North and through-

out Guatemala, in Mexico divides to two somewhat indistinct branches, fol-

lowing either coast. That vo the South is irregular, and in some parts but

little Icnown. At the head of the Gulf of Tehuantepee it is about 60 miles

off the coast, on an average, but leaves many valleys of slight elevation be-

tween the detached portions of it. To the mariner most of them are unim-

portant, unless wo mention the volcano of Colima, which becomes an excel-

lent landmark for that portion of the coaat. Most of the peaks are volcanic,

some in activity ; and the usual volcanic phenomena of eruptions and earth-

•piakes are frequent, the latter particularly so ; and many severe visitations

of this sort are upon record. At Acapulco this becomes a serious bar to its

permanent prosperity.

Of our hydrographical knowledge of the Pacific coast a word may be

said. With some detached portions we are intimately acquainted, through

the excellent surveys made in 1837-8, by Sir Edward Belcher, of the English

navy, when on this coast in H.M.S. Sulphur. These points of Guatulco,

Acapulco, San Bias, Chamatla, and Mazatlan, will be found described here-

after. In the voyage of the French frigate VennK, commanded by Du Petit

Thouars, who was on the coast at the same time with Sir Edward Belcher,

we find some information ; and to M. Tessan, his hydrographical engineer,

wo owe some of the graphic information we possess. By Captain (afterwards ft
'J
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Eear-Admiral) Beechey, who was hore in H.M.S. Blossom, the nautical world

is informed of the exact nature of some of the islands and porta near the

Gulf of California.

For the remainder of the coast, the Spanish charts of the Madrid Hydro-

graphic Office furnish the details. In 1790 the Spanish Government do-

spatched an expedition, under Don Alexandro Malespina, for the exploration

of these shores, a task which wo must suppose was completely performed

;

hut the puhlication of his journal, which was looked for by the learned of

Europe at that period, was frustrated hy Malespina, a little time after his

return to Cadiz, being arrested by order of government, and thrown into the

prison of Buen Eetiro, and afterwards transferred to one of the strong castles

of Coruna. In this captivity El Padro Gil, a man of great learning and

merit, also shared, and all papers and drawings belonging to, and collected

by, the expedition, were seized and suppressed by the government. Of the

cause of this little is known. The disturbed state of Spain, in reference to

her overgrown and ill-attached colonies, might have led to suspicions against

Malespina when in the country. Suffice it to say, that the charts, resulting

from the survey, were subsequently published, as drawn up by Don Felipe

Bauzii, F.E.S., from his observations while accompanying the expedition.

Climate.—The following outline" of the climate, weather, &c., by Commo-

dore C. B. Hamilton, will be found useful.

The West Coast of Mexico is considered highly dangerous in the bad

season, namely, from June to 5th of November, and all the vessels obliged

to remain in the neighbourhood lie up either in the secure harbour of

Guaymas or at PichiUque, in the bay of La Paz, both in the Gulf of

California.

The hurricanes that occasionally visit this coast are so much dreaded, thai

in the months of July, August, September, and October, the ports are

deserted, and trade ceases.

I believe the Frolic is the first vessel of any nation, whether man-of-war

f^-, merchant ship, that ever remained the whole bad season on the coast, and

that off the two most dangerous ports, namely, San Bias and Mazatlan. I

shall, therefore, give all the information I can relative to the bad season.

The hurricane so much dreaded on this coast is called the Cordonazo de

San Francisco, a name given by the Spaniards, on account of the hurricane

prevailing about the time of San Francisco's day, the 4th of Octobe: ;
the

word cordonazo signifying a heavy lash with a rope or whip ; but, from my

own experience, and all I can learn, these cordonazos may be expected any

time from the middle of June to the 5th of November. The worst ones that

have been experienced of late years have occurred on the 1st of November,

although the weather usually clears up about the 20th of October, and some-

times even sooner ; and as soon as the weather does begin to clear up, a

ship may, with common precautions, venture into the anchorages again, for

mlmimtui
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;

whereas, in the previous four months, before the weather has cleared up, the

circumstance that adds to the dangers of this coast is, that ov^ing to tho

threatening appearance of the sky every evening, and the violent thunder

storms and squalls at night, accompanied by heavy rain and lightning, tlio

wind veering about, you are at first led to believe that the hiurioane is

coming every night, and latterly you see it is utterly hopeless to foresee

the coming of it, as every night appearances were az bad as they could be

;

the barometer here being of little or no use, and a tremendous sea occasion-

ally setting in. Thus the remaining off this coast during tho hurricane

season will cause great anxiety.

The squalls and gales usually commence about S.E., and quickly fiy

round to the southward and S.W. ; you have generally time to get to sea

when it commences at S.E. ; but, as I have before shown, you must go to sea

every night, if you can, if you would be free from the dangers of the cordo-

nazos coming on. But a tremendous swell frequently sets in whilst the

weather is in this threatening state, and the wind still light, which makes it

impossible to get out. Moreover, if our boats happened to be out, and on

shore when the swell came, it was impossible to hoist them in, and for this

reason we have frequently been obligelRo send our boats from the ship,

with their crews, to be hauled up on shore, and remain there until the swell

went down, that I might be ready to slip and go to sea.

It appears that the cordonazos come on an average once in 6 or 8 years,

and we experienced none dming our stay, although we had a gale on the

night of the 21st of September. I was fortunately under weigh, and had

plenty of room when it came on, having stood out to sea on the evening of

the 19th, on account of the weather being bad, and fearing the full of the

moon on the 20th.

It commenced about 9'' 20" p.m. from the S.E., flying round to S.W.,

hoavy rain, thunder, and lightning, with a very heavy sea, reducing us to

close-reefed main-topsail, and fore-staysail, washing away a boat, and oblig-

ing us to batten down. The squalls come on very suddenly, the prevailing

winds being in the bad season S.E. to S. and S.W., and the heavy swell

usually before and after the full and change of the moon. The swell is such

as is seen in the Bay of Biscay in a heavy gale, and, unfortimately, usually

sets into the bays before the wind comes.

I therefore think, that a ship caught at anchor off San Bias, or Mazatlan,

by a cordonazo, would have small chance of escape, especially off the former,

as she would either go on shore or go down at her anchors ; to slip and stand

out the instant it commences from S.E. is her best course.

The range of the thermometer for June was 77" to 86° ; July, 80" to 87"

;

August, 81° to 89" : September, 83° to 92° ; October, 83° to 90°. Tho
barometer appeared to be of little service, usually remaining 30 inches

;

North Pacific. a
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seldom varying above a tenth, except during a hea dquall, yth'^n it rose

considerably.

After the 4th of November the coasting and other vossela again make their

appearance on the West coast of Mexico.

San Bias is very sickly during the bad season. Guaymas is healthy,

although the thermometer stands there at the astonishing height of 106° in

July, August, [and September; and, owing to the extreme dryness of the

atmosphere, ships receive much injury by the wood opening. Furniture,

apparently well seasoned, there cracks and falls to pieces.

On this coast there are some immense fish, of the ray species. I caught

two of them, and with difficulty hoisted one on board; it measured 19 feet

in breadth across the back, the mouth was 3 feet 6 inches wide, and the

flesh was 3 feot 6 inches in depth in the centre. I had no means of ascer-

taining the weight, but found I could not lift it with the yard tackles and 60

men, it requiring 130 men with the heaviest purchases in the ship to hoist it

in. These fish are common on the West coast of Mexico and Gulf of Cali-

fornia, where they are more dreaded by the pearl divers than sharks or any

other fish.

Of the eastern part of the Gulf of Tehmntepec we know very little more than

is shown in the chart from Malaspina's survey. The country is all volcanic

inland, and, from the proximity of the mountains to the sea, there is no

stream of sufficient strength to penetrate across the beach.

The GUIF of TEHUANTEFEC, an inexpressive term, is given to the

slender bay which extends for about 180 miles westward from the frontier of

Guatemala, and is derived from the unimportant town which stands a few
miles inland at its head.

The American Isthmus is about 120 miles in breadth from the Gulf of

Campeche on the Atlantic side, and has received much attention from its

supposed fitness for an inter-oceanic canal, as the country seems to be a

remarkable depression of the Mexican plain.

Surveys were made of the Isthmus by General Don Juan de Orbegoso and
Don Tadeo Ortiz in 1825, and Don Jose Garay and Signer Gaetano More in

1842-43, for the same purpose, of forming a communication between the

Pacific and the Bay of Campeche, by moans of a canal and the rivers falling

into the lagoon of Tehuautepec, and the Eiver Goazacoalcos, which runs into

the Gulf of Campecho.

These surveys were not satisfactory, and it was accurately measured with
the view of establishing a railway, by a scientific commission xmder General
J. G. Barnard, U.S. Engineers, in 1850-1, by which its unfitness for a canal

was demonstrated. ,

.

The whole shore of Tehuantepec is subject to the visitation of terrific hur-

ricanes (which take their name from the isthmus), sweeping with resistless

•mtmm
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fury along this inhospitable coast, which doos not afford a harbour of refuge
evon for the smallest class of seagoing vossols.

Since the end of the sLxtoenth century Teh,; ;intopoc has 1)ocui but vory
httlo frequented; the sea retires daily from its shores, and the anchonigo
(letenoratos every year. The sand brought by the Chimalapa increases tlio
height and extent of the sandy bars lying at the exit of the channel from the
iirst lagoon into the second, and from this into the sea.

Between the base of the CordiUora and the ocean is a place wliicli sepa-
rates them from the lagoons, which, like an immense bay, communicates
with the Pacific.

This llano, or plain, consists of a shifting soil, formed by the detritus of
the slate composing the adjacent hills, a species of rock, which appears from
time to time in crossing it towards the lakes, and oven on the coasts, where
it forms the islands and capes.

Prom the Cordillera to the lagoons the plain occupies a space of about G
leagues. Those of the lagoons most inland may be about 4 leagues broad

;

and from its mouth, called the Harra de Santa Teresa, to the point where the
two discharge themselves into the ocean, called the Boca Barra, may bo 3
leagues. This second bay, or inner lagoon, extends to the we-^ward in tho
form of a marshy lake, to the extent of 9 leagues, undei- tho name of Tilcma;
and to the East, to the Barra de Tenola {Tomla), to about 30 leagues.
There is but Kttle depth in either of these ; that outside has not more

than 14 feet in the centre, in tho Une of the canoe navigation. The sandy
tongue of land dividing tho interior lagoon of the Tilema Marsh and that
dividing this from the ocean, is formed by the waters brought down by the
rivers coming from the Sierra Madre, particularly the Chicapa and tho
Juchitan.

Boca Barra, as above said, is the outlet of the extensive lakes which lie
just within the line of sandy beach at the head of the Gulf of Tehuantopec,
lat. about 16° 12', long. 94° 46', and, according to Mr. Trastour's survey, ex-
tend for 12 miles to the eastward, and for 22 miles to the westward of this
entrance, varying from 3 to 11 miles in breadth. The Boca Barra is 500 ft.

wide, with a least depth of 7 to 10 feet, but the current sets out of it with
great velocity. Mr. Trastour, on Nov. 9th, 1860, at 11|^ found it to run
out at the rate of 7J miles an hour.

VENTOSA BAY.-TheBayofLaVentosa, the harbour of Tehuantopec,
18 in lat. 16° 11' N. and long. 95° 8' W.

Its S.W. Kmit is formed by the Cerro Morro, an isolated rock of an oblong
shape, rounded at the summit, about 160 feet high and 2,600 in circum-
ference

;
and a little more to the South by a pointed rock, separated from

the former by an interval fiUed in with sand, and forming an angular pro-
jection into the sea called the Morro Point. This point is the eastern cxtre-

o2
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iPity of a line of rocky hiUs which forms the coast for a mile to the west-

ward, and is the termination of a spur from the Cordillera of Oaxaca.

Totho north .rard of the Cerro Monro is the sandy beach, which trends

first to the northward and then eastward, the seaward limits of an extensive

plain, scarcely broken by the isolated hiUocks of Huazoatlan. This beach is

cut by sandy and shallow lagoons, having several outlets into the soa, and

by the bed of the Tehuantepec Biver. At the time of the periodical over-

flowing this current flows over a low country before reaching the ocean,

which it does by its mouth, a mile to the N.N.E. of the Mono.

It appears to have good holding ground, the depth being 6 to 9 fathoms,

sandy clay bottom. The greatest difference in the level of the water ob-

served was 6i feet. Ships ride sheltered under the Morro.

Tlio N.N.E. wind commences in the middle of October, and ceases early in

April. It is at its height, and blows without interruption in November, but

after this it is not so regular, and gradually ceases altogether.

If the summits of the mountains of Quichicjvi and San Miguel Chimalapa,

about 45 miles distant to the North and N.E., but visible from sea, are

hidden by slate-coloured vapour at sundown, the northers will blow next

day. If these mists are seen at the former hour on the southern horizon,

the S.S.W. wind will blow on the following day.

The environs were carefully surveyed, under the direction of Major Bar-

nard, in December, 1850, by Mr. P. E. Trastour, C.E., as a tenninus for the

Tehuantepec Eailway, which was proposed to cross the isthmus from the

upper course of the Goatzacoalcos Eiver at Minatitlan. This river faUs into

the Gulf of Mexico, and the railway was proposed to terminate on the Pacific

to the north-eastward of the Mowo, from which a pier was proposed to be

run out for one-sixth of a mile into 6i fathoms.

Salina Cruz Bay lies to the westward of the hills extending firom the

Morro of La Ventosa. From the termination of that group of high lands

the sandy beach of Salina Cruz trends to W. by N. for about 1* mile, and

bending to the southward tenninates at Salina Cruz Point, a rocky projection

off which are several clusters of rocks, above and under water, to the extent

of a cable's length, but the water is deep, 8 and 9 fathoms, just outside of

them. In the bay the depth increases from 4 fathoms near the shore to 8

and 10 fathoms at 3 cables' lengths from the sandy beach. At a quarter of

a mile North of the point, at the foot of the high ground, is a spring.

Salina del Marques lies to the westward of Salina Cruz, and is similarly

formed, about 2i miles in extent, with lagoons at the back of the strand.

The town of TEnr^vuTEPEC is about 11 miles in direct distance northward

from the beach of these bays. It has a population of about 13,000, and has

several churches and a modem college.

The coast beyond this is very imperfectly represented, and the names of

places are not recognizable on Bauza's chart. We have the following
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THE MORRO AYUCA. h.5

accounts of two landing-places between Salinas and Ouotulco, from the
Nautical Magazine, as related by Captain Peter Masters.

The Bay of Bamba does not appear on the chart. Tho following descrip-

tion is by Captain Masters :

—

Punta de Zipgem is in lat. 16° 1' N., long. OS"
28' 30"W. (?) From this point to the Morro de Ystapa the coast runs about
W.N.W. by compass. Between these points are several bluflf headlands.
They do not project far out from the general lino of coast, and afford no
shelter. Punta de Zipegua forms the eastern part of what is called tho Bay
of Bamba, and is a very remarkable headland. From the westward it

shows itself with a bold dark cliflf to the sea, about 400 feet high. It pro-
jects out from the western line of coast nearly a mile, and forms a kind of
double head. A short distance within the outer bluff is a peaked hill, with
the appearance of a light-coloured sandstone. It is quite bare of vegetation.

Further inland, between 1 and 2 miles, tho ground rises higher in small
hummocks. A few of them are quite bare, and others have a small quantity
of stunted trees and bushes scattered over them. The head which forms tho
West side of the Bay of Bamba is not so high, nor does it rise so suddenly
from the sea as Punta de Zipegua. It is also covered with bushes. The
eastern side of Punta de Zipegua is covered with bushes and stunted trees

;

the sand only showing through the soil in very few places. When abreast
of it, and off shore from 2 to 8 miles, the current was running to windward,
W.S.W., from 2i to 3 miles per hour. About N.E., by compass, from the
Punta de Zipegua, and distant from 4 to 6 miles, is a high reef of rocks,

called Pie^a de Zipegua, or Machaguista, in the chart, Island of Eschevau.
Its greatest elevation is from 60 to 70 feet ; its length is about a third of a
mile, running in an E.S.E. and W.N.W. direction. It is said there are no
dangers near it but what can be seer. Between it and the main, from
which it is about 4 miles distant, in a N.W. direction, is good anchorage

;

the best is close to the reef. The pearl oysters are plentiful near this reef;
they are caught by the divers in the rainy season. The general line of
coast from Punta de Zipegua toward Tehuantepeo runs about N.E. by N.,
easterly.

The beach, or Playu de Bamha, is about 5 miles long, and must bo very
bad to land on with a fresh sea-breeze. There was more surf on it when wo
landed than was very agreeable. The boat was half filled, although tho
wind was blowing along the coast.

The Morro Aynoa, or Ayuta, de Santiago de Ystapa, according to Masters.
Sir Edward Belcher places it in lat. 15° 61' 56' N., long. 95° 43' 56" W.,
considerably to the southward of the Spanish chart. It is a bold cliflFjr point,

surrounded by a reef, which has 3 and 4 fathoms close to it, and extending
on the northern side to about IJ cable's length, some of the rocks being
always visible. The bay, about li mile in extent, has a low sandy shore,

^vl^̂ <^!JJ lM^.l^Wl^mJ^lWig '8^w^^l^lJ»J' ^lll.l^^ 'iJ l|iw^L^^l^l^UJ|4.-|^MJlft^^
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mill voRfiolrt niny anchor in ft or 7 fathoma, fino sand, ftt thrco-quartorH of n

nillo oil', l)ut only with nortliorly winds.

Nour tho Morro ia tho entrance of tho small rivor of Ayutn, the Btronm

that riuifl by Hauniilulu (hereafter alluded to) and Ystapa. There is a bar

ruuH across tho entrance to it. The canoes land on tho beach in preforonco

to going ovor it, as this is attended with danger.

A fow miles to tho westward is the 3forro de la Laguna, near which is a

largo lake, from which tho headland takes its name.

Tho Bay of Rosario.—This name is not on the chart, but tlio following

dcHcription, and directions for it are by Captain Masters :

—

Tlio West HJdn of tho Boy of liusario is formed by the Morro do las Salinas

do llo.snrio, and is in lat. Ifi" 60' 25" N., long. 9G° 2' W., by four sets of

lunars tnkon East and West of tho moon. It projects about a mile beyond

tlio lino of coast. On the western side is a beach 4 or 5 miles in length to

tho noxt head. When abreast of Morro dc las Salinas it appears likr en

ialund witli two largo rocks abreast of its eastern and western part ; but tho

whole is connected to tho main. What appears to bo tho eastern rock, is a

broken rocky head, about 160 feet high. Tiie western is about half tho

elevation. Doth those heads terminate with a broken cliff; tho tops of them

nro bnro, and of greyish colour ; tho lower part is quite black, caused by tho

sea washing against them. Between those heads is a small sandy bay, which

is at tho foot of tho Morro, and rises gradually from the beach to tho top of

tho hill, and is about 180 to 200 foot high. It has a few straggling bushes

on it, but its general appeoranco is very barren. The beach of Eosario is

10 miles long from Morro de las Salinas to Morro do la Laguna Grande,

which is its eastern extremity. About half the distance between the Morros

is a rock on the beach, about 40 feet high, and nearly the samo diameter ; at

spring tides the water flows round it.

During the time of our lying in the Bay of Eosario, which was from tho

12th of Februarj' to tho 1st of April, we had three smart northers. These

camo on at the full and change of the moon. At this time the surf runs very

heavy on the boach. Our b(>;it was capsized several times whilst we lay

here, in landing and coming oii". At times the sea broke very heavily in all

parts of the bay, that is, on tho beach. I was caught on shore, a few days

after arriving hore, during tho first norther, which came on suddenly with a

parching hot wind. A cross, confused sea hove in from the South and N.E.

Tho wind must Iiave blown strong out in the gulf, from the same direction,

and though it blow very heavily for three days, with the wind at times to

tho westward of North, tho sea kept up until some time after the norther

had ceased blowing. This is not generally the case, for a strong norther

(and in particular if it veers to N.N.W.) beats the sea down, at which time

landing is attended with little or no risk, which was the case when wo had

the last two northers. I was informed (and judging from appearancs I think
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corroptly) that very often wlion tlio wind is North, or N.N.W., dosn in

shore, it is N.E. in tho oinng, which makes it impossililo to land on the coast.

I remarked whilst lying hero, at tho full and change of tho moon, when no

norther was blowing, that although tiio surf ran so high that no boat eould

la'd, tho vosHol lay without any motion. Wo worn moored loss tlian 300

fathoms from tho shore. Tho surf appeared not tc bo caused by a swell

rolling in, and agitating tho sea at tho surface, but to rino from belf)W, and

without any apparent cause, ns wo had light winds and lino woathor tho

most of tho time wo lay hero. On another occasion I was caught on shore

with a boat's crow for throe days. In attempting to got olf to tho ship, tho

boat was capsized and stovo. It was then, and had boon for a week pre-

vious, nearly a calm. Tho heavy ground swell invariably hove in from tho

8.S.W. Wo fortnnatoly escaped from this beach without losing any of our

iwoplo, which was more than I expected, having had throo laid up at dif-

ferent times, who were saved from being drowned by a mere chanco.

In addition to what has already been said about this part of tho coast, it

con bo known by tho low land at tho back of tho beach of Eosario. This

runs in from 1 to 2} leagues before there is much rise in it, and is thickly

covered with trees. From North to N.W. of Morro do las Salinas, nearly 2

leagues from tho shoro, the rising ground is formed by a number of small

barren hillocks. From our anchorage where wo loaded at, tho following

bearings wore taken, lying in 2J fathoms water, sandy bottom. There are

two larger patches of a whitish appoaranco, tho farthfiit rango of tho Cor-

dilleras, tho eastern is also tho lowest, and boro N. -'A).^ W. The appear-

ance cannot bo seen, .unless from a little to the westward of Morro do las

Salinas. This has every appearance of boing a waterfall, and rises from th

other po*ch in a N.W direction at about an anglo of 45°. It issues from a

small valley in the Cerro dol Chonga. Tho highest point of this range has

but a small elevation above it, and is covered with trees. The waterfall in-

clines towards the South, and can be seen for several hundred feet descend-

ing before it is lost sight of amidst the forest below. Corro do Zadau boro

N. 89° W., and tho extreme bluff of Morro do las Salinas, S. 36° W., SJ

miles. The eastern point well within tho bearings, and Funta de la Laguna

Grande, N. 71° E. 6 to 7 miles, and rock on tho beach (already mentioned as

40 feet high), N. 65° E., and the galena or shed, under which the cargo was

piled, N. 26° W. half a mile ; bearings by compass.

At the western part of the bay are four palm trees dose to tho beach. The

distance from the Morro de las Salinas is about half a mile, and between

these trees and the Morro is a larger cluster of palms. Between those two

clusters is at all times the best placo to land, as a boat can beach here with

comparative safety, when at every other part of the bay tho sea runs very

iieavy. At tho neaps wo found the place quite smooth, with tho exception
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of a sea heaving in at about every 10 or 15 minutes ; biU it causes no risk to

a boat provided she is kept end on.

At the south-western part of the beach, and where a small rathway loads

to cross tho Morro de Salinas, close to the sea-side, in the cV^i of a rock, is a

small spring of excellent water. Wo always found it cleav and cool, even at

noon ; my consignee said we could fill the ship's stock of water from it with

dispatch, but I soon found out that he knew nothing about it. The quantity

that could be filled in a day did not exceed 30 gallons, and after having

l..nded all our water-casks we had to re-ship them, through a great deal of

surf, and land them at the galena abreast the ship. We filled our water at

a well about a mile from the beach, but the supply was very limited ; it being

tho only well that had water is it i:p to the day of our sailing, we did not

complete our stock.

A captain of a ship should trust to no promises when he comes here, either

with regard to supplies or anything else, no matter by whom made ; and, as

Avater and fuel are indispensable articles, the filling the one, and cutting the

Other, should be immediately commenced on their arrival by some of the

crew. It is useless to employ Indians to work for the ship (that is, on shore),

the greatest part of them will neither be led nor driven. On board they

answer better (that is, a few of them) to haul the wood about in the hold.

I found tho promises of Indians, and, as they called themselves, ^'gente de-

cente y cmlizado," on a par.

From the Bay of Bosario to the Island of Tangolatangola there are several

small headlands, which do not project much beyond the general line of coast,

with the exception of Morro de las Salinas de Bosario. Most of them have

a steep cliff facing the sea, with fine sandy beaches between them ; at the

back of which are scattered a few small trees and bushes, the laiid rising in

vory irregular shaped hills toward the Cordilleras. Abreast of the beaches,

between the heads, the a'schorage is quite clear, and when in from 9 to 12

fathoms water the distance off shore is about a mile, with sandy bottom.

The Island of Tangolatangola is not r.!iown on the charts. It is, however,

thus mentioned by Dampier.

" At the small high island of Tangola there is good anchorage. The island

is indifferently well furnished with wood and water, and lies about r league

from thu shore. The main against the island is pretty high champion sa-

vannah land, by the sea ; but 2 or 3 leagues within the land it is higher, and

very woody."

Capt. Masters describes it thus :—" The Island Tangolatangola is E.N.E.

3 miles from Guatulco, and is separated from the main by a channel a

quarter of a mile wide. This makes from the westward as a part of the

main land ; the outer part of it is quite bluff, or rather a cliff of a brownish

stone, the strata of which is horizontal, and has the same geological appear-

ance as the land on the main nearest it to the N.E., and of the same height,
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namely, about 150 feet. Within the island, and round the western side, is
the entrance of the Bay of Tangolatangola ; it runs in about N.E. 2 miles.
At the bottom of the bay is a fine sandy beach ; the anchorage is said to be
veiy good in it, but not equal to Guatulco ; its entrance is more than a mUe
across, and continues nearly the same to the bottom."

The River Capalita, both according to Dampier and Malaspina's chart,
must fall into the sea hereabouts. Dampier says that it is rapid and deep
near its mouth.

PORT GUATULCO lies next along the coast, and is a very secure har-
bour. According to Sir Edward Belcher's survey of it in 1838, some islets
that lie off its mouth are in 1; t. 15° 44' 25", and long. 96° 10' W. Dampier's
clear and graphic account of it is as follows :

-«' Guatulco is one of the best
ports in all this kingdom of Mexico. Near a mile from the mouth of the
harbour, on the East side, there is a little island close by the shore ; and on
the West side, half a mile from the mouth of the harbour, there is a great
hollow rock, which, by the continual working of the sea in und out, makes a
great noise, which may be heard a great way. Every surge that comes in
forceth the water out of a little hole on its top, aa out of a pipe, from whence
It flies out just like the blowing of a whale; to which the Spaniards also
hken It. They call this rock and spout ' the buffadore ' {hufadero, Spanish, a
roarer), upon what account I know not. Even in the calmest seasons tho
sea beats in them, making the water spout at the hole, so that this is
always a good mark to find the harbour by.* This is also described by Mr.
Masters.

" The harbour runs ia N.W., but tho West side of the harbour is best to
ride in for small ships, for there you may ride land-locked, whereas any-
whore else you are open to the S.W. winds, which often blow here. There
is good clean ground anywhere, and good gradual soundings from 16 to 6
fathoms

;
it is bounded by a sm-oth, sandy shore, very good to land at, and

at the bottom of the harbour there is a fine brook of fresh water running
into the sea. Here formerly stood a small Spanisli town, or village, which
was taken by Sir Francis Drake ; but now there is nothing remaining of it

This description will also exactly apply to another of these singular phonomona, the
SoHffleur ^Fnnch, blower), at the South point of the Jlauritius. Here tho water is driven
up with cno'.aous force to the height of 120 to 140 feet above the waves, and may bo hrard
u long distance. They arc also seen too, at times, around the bases of icebergi, and there
was one, tho Devil's Trumpet, on the coast of Cornwall. Other instances, less striking,
might bo adduced of these singulariUes, which are well worthy of a seaman's attention,
showing, as thoy do, the power tho waves exert, which, to raise such a column of water as
above mentioned, must bo from 3 to 5 tons per square foot.
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bosidos a little chapel standing among the trees, about 200 paces from the

Boa.*

The following remarks, by Captain Masters, will complete the doscripti n

;

—Santa Cruz, Port of Aguatulco ( Guatuko), is very difficult to make ; it is

situated in a small bay about half a mile wide at its entrance, and runs in to

the northward upwards of one mile and a half. At the bottom of the bay is

a sandy beach ; on its eastern part two huts are built, which cannot bo seen

unless close in-shore. E.S.E. three-quarters of a mile from the eastern point

which forms the bay, is the Piedra Blanca. This is a reef of rocks extending

East and West about a quarter of a mile. The western part of the reef is

nearly 40 feet high ; for about one-third of its length it is of the same eleva-

tion ; the remaining two-thirds to the eastward is low, in places level with

the water. When abreast of it and off shore a few miles, it appears to bo

a part of the coast. Although it is called Piedra Blanca, it is a dark irre-

gular shaped reef of rocks.

The anchorage in Guatulco is said to bs good. It is well sheltered from all

winds, except between East and S.E. by S. ; but, as the strongest winus ! w
from the northward, except in the rainy season, it may be considered a . y

safe port. It is the only place that can be considered a harbour to the east-

ward of Acapulco, and even in the rainy season, I was informed that a vessel

might lay there in perfect safe*;y. The depth of water in the bay is from 7

to 9 fathoms, with a clear bottom.

When about 5 miles off the shore from the Bufadero, the western extreme

point of land has a broken rocky appearance, and is not so high as the land

adjoining. When about two leagues off shore from the Bufadero, another

capo further to the westward can be seen. Its extreme point is rather low,

but rises gradually inland to a moderate elevation.

To the westward of Santa Cruz are two blu.ff heads, which, when abreast

of them, might be taken for islands. The fir^t is L,bout 3 miles from the

por' , the other is 2 miles further to the west>> trd, and has a white sandy

Loach, from which to the Bufadero the coast js rocky. The land which

crowns this part of the coast is covered with stunted trees and brushwood.

N. 8 J° W. (by compass) between 4 and 5 leagues, is the Cerro Zadan. Its

top is boll-shaped, and it has a ridge on its N.E. side, connecting it with

tlio higher range of the Cor'^illeras. The Cerro Zadan is elevated above

the sea rather more than 6,000 feet. The mountains further inland a few

leagues cannot bo much short of 10,000 feet high, as they can be seen over

the Cerro Zadan.

* Guatulco Boems to havo been an unfortunate placo during tho buccanoering expeditions

against tho .Spaniards, for Sir Francis Drako sacked the place iu 1574, and it was burnt in

1587 by Sir Thomas Cavendish, among other places. The reader will find many notices of

those and similar incidents in Admiral Dumey's collection.
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'^UERTO ANGEL. gj

The Port of Ouatulco is so bad to mako that vessels fap.vo been upwards of
a fortn,ght in searching for it. It was by tho greatest chance possible wo
had not passed it, although we were not a milo ard a half from the shore.
Ihe two huts wliich were on the beach can scarcely bo distinguishod from tho
trees near which they are built.

The coast beyond Guatulco trends a little to the South of West, for 20 or
30 leagues. At about a league West of GuatuI •> is a small green island
called Samficws, about half a mile long, and half a mile off the land. There
appears to be a fine bay to the West of the island, but it is fuU of rocks
fho best ancliorage is between the island and the main, where the depth is
about 5 or 6 fathoms, sheltered from easterly winds. High water at a" 15-.
J. he tide ru:is strongly, rising and falling 5 or G feet.

The land winds are here at North, and tho sea breezes generaUy W SW
sometimes at S.W., with an easterly current.

" " "'

Westward of Sacrificios tho shore is all formed of sandy bays, tho
country tolerably high and wooded, with an enormous swell tumbling in
^n the shoro. °

PUEETO ANGEI, or Port Angeles, a new port, open to the foreign and
coastmg trade, ou February 1st, 18G8, is 20 miles West of Sacrificios Island
according to Bauza's chart. We have no recent particulars of it, but the foil
lowing from old Dampier may bo useful. It is a broad, open bay, with two

n 30, 20 or 12 fathoms water, but you must lie open to all winds, except the

tl r w^x! '". ?f
"'" '' "' '' ''*^"™«' 5'"" ^'^^ *^«« t° ^1-lteredrom the WS.W., which are the common trade winds. The tide rises about

5 feet
;
the flood setting to the N.E., and the ebb to the S.W. The landingm the bay IS bad, behind a few rocks ; the swell is always very great. Tho

land bounding the harbour is tolerably high, the earth sandy and yellow, insome placos red. It is partly wooded, partly savannahs. ^ ^
'

°
Eigl, .-. .iles westward of Port Angel is a small rocky island, half amile

. ^ :., The coast 13 all small hills and valleys, and a great sea falls

Ne,r thu ^ .aUac Rock (in long. 97= 30' W., Malaspina), the laud is mode-
ra oly h h and wooded

; farther within land it is mountainous. Five or sixm los to tlie West of tho Alcatras are seven or eight white cliffs by the sea'
V oh are veiy rem.uV.ble, because there are none so white nor so close
mother on all the coast. There is a dangerous shoal lying S. by W from
ese ehfls, 4 or 5 miles off atsea. Two leagues to theVest of 'thel;Zthere is a tolerably largo river, wliich form, a small island at its mouth. Thooas. ™ channel IS shallow and sandy, but the western channel is deep enough

io;'vr..:.,ie8 to enter. * """»"

J^2.A
""«''

''V^''
"^*"'^'' '"' ^'^"^ "'^ information of the coast to thewestward. Several lagoons aro marked.

*"^'""'~Trifi i iif»p(iiWMMii>iitm
'^m ':^-:mM}XX\

.
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Ctiacaul Point is ahout 62 miles beyond Alcatraz Island, and is higher than

the sandy coast on either side of it. A shoal extends for 4 miles seaward of

it, having as little as 10 foet on it. H.M.S. Tartar struck on this shoal,

March 4th, 1863, and places it in lat. 16° 11' N., long. 98° 32' W. The ves-

sel's draught was 18 feet, but the least water obtained was 3^ fathoms—
(Copt. G.JT. Richards.)

Off Cuacaul Point, from 2 to 3 miles distant, there is anchorage in 8 or 10

fathoms, sheltered from the S.W. by the shoal.

Th.Q River Dulce is 12 miles N.W. of Cuacaul Point; the Clio Rock lies 3

miles off it, 3 miles from shore, with 6 fathoms around it.

ACAPULCO.
•

This celt '
.-

l ->aport has sadly fallen from the high position it once held

among the pk commercial importance in the world. It owed all its

prosperity to the o^dtem pursued by the Spanish colonial policy, and, when

that power became annihilated in the new world, Acapuloo descended, not to

its level as a harbour, for it is one of the finest in the world, but to that of the

capability of the surrounding country in supporting it. This, as is well known,

is very limited, and the foreign trade that it has across the Pacific is of very

minor impoi-tance.

In addition to the changes in its external relations, it has some very serious

drawbacks to any permanent prosperity. The climate is extremely hot, and

pernicious to European constitutions. This is increased by the proximity of

a marshy tract to the East of the town. During the dry season this marsh

dries up, and occasions the death of great quantities of small fish, whose

decay under a tropical sun produces no ordinary amount of pestilential va-

pours to be diffused, a fruitful source of the putrid bilious fevers so prevalent

here and in the vicinity.

Being ent'-^ly surrounded with high mountains, the sun has intense power

and the usual breezes are in a measure intercepted. To remedy this, an arti-

ficial cut was made through the chain of rocks which surrounded the town

;

this has caused a freer circulation of air.

It has been well surveyed, and the plan from the united observations of Sir

Edward Belcher and M. de Tessan, the Hydrographioal Engineer to the ex-

pedition of Admiral Du Petit Thouars, in the Venus, with later, will give a

perfect idea of the port.

It consists principally of one extensive basin, in an angle of which, oa

the N.W. side, stands the town. At its head are some whitish rocks, the

Fiedras Rrancas, useful as marks in entering. There are two entrances,

formed by Roqueta or Grifo Island. That to the North uf it is called the Rocc

Chica or Little Entrance, and is narrow. The principal entrance is between
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tthlT'""?''?^^"'''''^'''''"^^^"^*^^
S-E- P-°* (^-> Point) ofthe harbour, and ,s above IJ miles in width. It is quite clear.

Eastward from Bruja Point is Port Marines, extending 2^ miles E.S.E.

/.;!*T " """''^ ^™"'' ^'''''- '^^' W' *««' " quite clear.
Earthquakes .0 a great scourge to Acapuico, and must prevent its ever

earthquakes, the heaviest of which occur between March and June, the rainvseason, also another great drawback, and is felt here severely I Zmenees about the middle or end of July, and continues until the 'nd of
Oc-

tober Owmg to the immediate vicinity of a very lofty chain overlooking, tho

IX^tl'Tsari*'^
''^" ' '^^^ '''' almostLssant. Ittie.asserted that, m 1837, the ram gauge frequently indicated 28 inches in 24hours. Dunng this period the inhabitants are compeUed to use every pre-caution to keep their houses dry, particularly under foot; a ne^ct ofThisapposed to produce fever. The heat during tnis period is excessiverop

Wator then becomes scarce, and. towards the end of the dry season, the pondsrun dry, and wells are their only resource.-(Sir E. Belcher.)
The entrance into Acapuico lies about midway between the East and Westextremes ofa high portion of the coast, which stands forward in a very^o

highest, probably about 3,000 feet above the sea.
Both ends run off to bluff points; the eastern one is called Point Bruiaand is distinguishable by its presenting a set of steep white cliffsrit is si !

^eded on the eastern side by a long line of white sandy beach, backed b; alower range of country, which reaches to the foot of the hills

East'Td''""' T"""
''"'°"''' "''^"^^^""^ North, has Point Bruja on the

The entrance may also be distinguished by a remarkable white rock tho

the white beach at the bottom of the Bay of Acapuico; this may be seen|nth ease at the distance of 3or 4 leagues, when it bea;s on any point of

isZr T^: VT"- '''' ''•''^- * ^- ^^ ''-P-' - o'l^- cases

Ithe el:;^^^^^^^
'' *'^ ^^°'"^«'^°^ ^-^-' - 'y *^« I«^-^ of Orifo,

Port Marques, an inlet If mile in depth, lies to the S.E. of Point Bruia •

entrance between that and Diamante Point to S.E. of it, is nearly a mile

ta the depths are 18 to 20 fathoms, the shores quite bold-to, and in themner basm from 10 to 15 fathoms, but near its head, within the depth o 5fathoms, is a sunken rock.
^

onto, or Eoquetft Idand, is nearly l* mile West of Point Bruja, that
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being the width of the Boca Grande, kfixed light is said to bo shown from

this island, which may bo seen 5 miles off. At its N.E. end is a smallor

island, 50 feet in height, called El Mono ; and at a quarter of a mile East of

this is a small rock, which is only 4 feet above high water. This should be

looked after if you enter either by the Boca Chica or the Groat Entrance.

roint Grifo, which is three-quarters of a mile N. by E. from the Morro

Eock, is the S.E. point of an inner bay, called Santa Zucia Bay, on the North

side of which is the town of Acapulco. A liyht is said to be shown from the

point when the steamers, in connection with the Panama Eailway service,

are due.

There are no dangers in Acapulco Harbour, except the Serieme Shoal, of 21

fathoms, close to the North side of the harbour, half a mile E.N.E. from tho

Castle of San Diego, and nearer the shore than any ship would think of going.

There can be no difficulty in making out the situation of this harbour, when

it is understood that its latitude is 16° 50' N., and that it is pointed out by a

lofty promontory, which maintains its height and abruptness to the very sea,

without any low land; this high land is covered with trees or shrubs, and

everywhere presents a green surface, except where it meets the sea, and then

its face is laid bare, and shows only naked white or gray cliffs of granite, not

of a massy character, but splintered in all directions.

The anchorage is abreast of the town in the western corner of the bay,

near two white rocks, to one of which a hawser may be made fast, and the

ship canted to the sea breeze. There is a remarkable high land considerably

to the eastward, and much further inland than the promontory of Acapulco,

having a long tabular top, which rises considerably above the neighbouring

peaks. But Ihere is no difficulty in distinguishing this promontory, when

coming along shore from the eastward, as it is the first high coast land

which reaches to the sea, and terminating a line of low white beach. On

the western side, the coast line is high, and offers such a variety of forms

and heights, that it may not be easy to distinguish the high land of Aca-

pulco, or rather a stranger might perhaps mistake some other part of the

coast for it.

The paps of Coyuca are the marks generally pointed out as affording the

means of distinguishing the land ; they lie some leagues to the westward or

W.N.W. of the promontory of Acapulco, and might be better described, I

think, as a castle or fort-like mountain, than as paps. There is first a very

abrupt precipice facing the West, with a surface somewhat tabular, but not

quite level ; the top being nearly equal, in horizontal length, to what the

cliff is in abrupt height ; then there is a nick or gully which is succeeded

by a flat peak, not very unlike a pap. After this there is a long hog-backed

ridge, with an irregular peaked termination at the eastern end. The land

between this and Acapulco sinks considerably, and though it stUl remains a

tolerable height, tho promontory is always sufficiently conapicuous.
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When its extreme South point bears about East, and indeed when it boars
considerably to the northward of East, there is no high land to be seen beyond
it to the eastward.

At the distance of 7 or 8 leagues the land about Point Bnija makes like
an island.

—

{Jiasil Hall.)

Sir Edward Belcher says (January 12, 1838) :—"We made the high paps
of Coyuca, to the westward of Acapulco ; but I cannot persuade myself that
they are good landmarks for making the port. In the offing they may be
useful if not obscured.

Acapulco may be approached from the southward or westward, by keeping
the western cone open of the land, which will lead up to the Boca Chica en-
trance, or until Acapulco port is so close under the lee, that no further marks
are necessary. There is not any hidden danger in the entrance to Acapulco.
Keep a moderate distance from either shore ; 5 fathoms will be found along-
side all the rocks, and 25 to 30 in mid-channel. Bound Point Grifo shaqi,
rather than stand over to San Lorenzo, as the wind, generaUy westerly, heads
on that shore. If working, tack when the rocks on the South point of Tower
Bay show in the gap.

The two best berths are off the rocks alluded to; that outside is prefer-
able; but in either case let the outer rock bear W.8.W. or W.N.W., so that
a hawser fast to the rock may keep your broadside to land or sea breezes, and
prevent a foul anchor.

The Harbour of Acapulco has long been reckoned, for its size, ono of the
most complete in the world. It affords sheltered, land-locked anchorage of
16 fathoms and under, in a surface of one mile square; which, aUowing for
moorings, would, at half a cable's range, or one cable asunder, accommodate
100 saU of vessels, even of the line. The bottom is sandy at its surface, but
clayey beneath, and holds well.

It would naturally be inferred that, surrounded on its North and East
sides by mountains ranging from 2,000 to 2,700 feet, and by others of 300
to 500 feet on the West, the breeze would scarcely be felt, and the heat
be intolerable. This is confined to the town limits, At our observatoiy
(Captain Belcher's), and the port, San Carlos, we enjoyed a constant
breeze.

In all harbours there may be objectionable berths, but in that of Acapulco,
if care be taken to keep in the line of what I have designated «' West Gap,"
or neck of the peninsula open of the South point of the town bay, both land
and sea breezes will be felt in their full strength, and free from causes which
would heat them before entering the port, the neck being but a few feet
above the sea level.

Water of good quality was found at several points between the fort
and Obispo Eock; but the two best streams are between the fort and San
Lorenzo.

'•
I inittM'tlL
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Captain G. H. Richards, E.N., the present hydrographer, surveyed a part

of the coast to the westward, in H.M.S. Hecate, in 1863, and ho has given the

following :-In approaching from the westward the Paps of Ooyuca are a

good guide ; they are two distinct conical summits, and the mountain is about

4,000 feet high ; it Ues N.W. by N. nearly 30 miles from Acapuico, and 20

from the coast. The land westward of Acapuico is high. At the distance of

10 or 12 miles from the coast two distinct ranges are seen ;
the nearer one

about 2,500 feet high ; and the more distant one, of which the Paps form a

portion, over 4,000 feet. When the Paps of Coyuca bear N. by E. J E., a

red stripe, or land-slip will be seen on the coast right under them. A square

table-topped mountain rises just westward of Acapuico, to between 2,000 and

3,000 feet. When within 8 or 10 miles of the port, Eoqueta Island is seen,

which has a high, yellow, clifiFy coast, as also the point of the mam land

northward, forming the entrance of the Boca Chica.

Diamante Point, which appears as the eastern extreme of the land, shows

as an island at the distance of 7 or 8 miles ; the head of Port Marques, of

which it forms the South point of entrance, being low. Making Acapuico,

from the S.W. or southward, the entrance is remarkable, from the yellowish

cliflfs of Diamante Point, and Eoqueta Island which may be seen at a consi-

derable distance. The Paps of Coyuca are also seen, but the eastern peak

appears cut ofif. There is also a white wooden tower on the summit of Eo-

queta Island, which is used for a lighthouse, and seen 6 or 7 miles off. The

light is only exhibited when the Pacific Mail Steam Company's vessels are

expected.

The coast to the West ofAcapuico is low, and formed by what is called the

beaches of Coyuca. The swell sets so strongly upon this long, shallow, sandy

bay to the West, that it is impossible to get near it in a boat or canoe

;

yet it is good dean ground, and good anchorage a mUe or two from the

shore. The land near the sea is low, and moderately fertile, producing

spreading palms and other trees, which grow in clumps all along this

bay. The land-wind here is generally from the N.E., and the sea-brtezes

from S.W.

The Paps of Coyuca, serviceable as a mark for approaching Acapuico,

have been before noticed. They are remarkable, and may be readUy distin-

guished, as Capt. Belcher says, "when not obscured." According to the

Spanish chart, they are in lat. 17° 6' N., long. 100° W.

Having arrived at Point Jequepa (or Tequepa), the coast trends rather more

northerly, and at about 20 leagues is tha Morro de Fetatlan, a high mountain,

which may be known by the islands which surround it.

" The hill of Petaplan (Petatlan) is a round point stretching out into the

Bea, appearing at a distance Uke an island. A little to the West of this

hiU are several round rocks." Dampier anchored on the N.W. side of the

««ililMIHIIilMMI
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hill, passing inside of thoso rocks, between them and the round point, where
he had 1 1 fathoms water.

Between this point and several white islands, is tho small port of Siguanta-
nojo, or SihuantaneJQ.

PORT SIHUANTANEJO has been surveyed by Captain Kollott, E.N.,
1847, and from his plan it would appear to be an excellent harbour, but open
to the S.W. There is no hidden danger going in, and tho entrance is suffi-

ciently marked by the bold coast to require no directions. The position of
the observations at the head of the port, Captain KeUett places in lat.

17° 38' 3" N., bng. 101° 30' 52" W.
Dampier passed along this coast, and says—" About ^ leagues West from

Petaplan is Chequetan (Sihuantanejo ?). At 1 J milos from the shore is a
small bay, and within it is a very good harbour, where ships may careen

;

there is also a small river of fresh water, and sufficient wood."
He landed at a place he calls Estapa, a league to tho West of Sihuantanejo

and taking a mulatto woman for his guide, his companions plundered the
unfortunate Acapuico carrier.

To the West of Estapa, Dampier says the land is high, and full of ragged
hills

;
and West from these ragged hills the land makes many pleasant and

fertile valleys among the mountains.

All this coast is lined with villages and salt-works (salines), worked by the
inhabitants. The approach to the coast is clear, but there is no safe anchor-
age, and there is not a single important river. That of Sacatuh or ^ac(t-

tula, which comes from the Volcau de JoruUo, as also the liios Camuia and
Coakaman, are not navigable. Captain G. H. Eichards says that it must be
a very small one, for nothing of the kind could be made out from tho mast-
head at the distance of 1J mile.

Mangrove Bluff, a low, but well-defined point, in lat. IT'' 54' 5" N., long.

102" 12' 41" W., is the western extreme of a deep bay, at tho liead of which
the Canuta or Salt-pits are marked in the old chart, and is near where tho
Sacatula Eiver is said to be.

From Mangrove Bluff the coast trends W. by N. -\ N., nearly straight,

ffith no remarkable feature for a distance of 60 miles to Lizard Point, which
is low and cliffy.

Sonndingg.—At the distance of 8 miles eastward of Lizard Point there are
from 35 to 40 fathoms, at 3 miles from the shore, which continue until ap-
proaching Mangrove Bluff; and, singularly enough, at the distance of 3
miles to the westward of it, and scarcely 2 from the beach, there are 132
fathoms, mud bottom.

Immediately South of the bluff, and nearly 2 miles from it, there are only
14 fathoms, shingle bottom ; and the same depth, or less, continues for 3 or
i miles to the eastward, parallel with and av the same distance from the coast,

when the water suddenly deepens.

North Pacific. g
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A liigli and very remarkable mountain rises over the East side of the Salt

Pit Bay, and tho islos BUmeoH shown on tlio chart are very conspicuous ob-

jects. Thoy are three white inlets or rocks, the easternmost being the largest,

square, and something liko a haystack in shape.

Tejupan Bluff is 26 miles W. by N. i N. from Lizard Point, the coast bo-

tween being generally steep, and rising somewhat abruptly to 2,000 feet.

At 10 miles eastward ofTejupan is the only remarkable intermediate point.

Three white rocks lie off it, in an E.S.E. direction, and a sandy bight is

formed to the westward. Inside them, there is a fertile-looking spot, with a

village, and probably landing, and shelter for boats.

The bluff is bold and cliffy, with two small rocky islets off it. Anchorago

in 16 fathoms was found 7 mUes south-eastward of the head, a mile from the

shore. The hills rise in successive ranges parallel with the coast to the

westward, tho nearer ones from 1,500 to 2,000 feet high, the mere distant

much higher. , ,

The PapB of Tejupan, a mountain 5,860 feet high, with a double nipple

summit, Ho 21 miles E.N.E. from the bluff of the same name, and although

remarkable in passing up or down the coast, would scarcely be so from sea-

ward, in consequence of the back ranges rising to a greater elevation.

Colima Mountain, 12,000 feet high, and 15 milesinland, is visible from this

part of the coast, and very remarkable when seen distinctly ;
but the haze,

which generally hangs over the distant land, renders this seldom the case,

and it therefore cannot be counted upon as a land mark. It is a saddle-

shaped mountain. The two sharp conical summits, apparently near the same

height, and the horizontal measurement between them from off Tejupan

Bluff is 45 miles.

Black Head is 18 miles N.N.W. from Tejupan Bluff, the coast between

being composed alternately of sandy beach and high cliff Black Head is

a cliffy peninsula, lat. 18" 36' 18" N., long. 103° 41' 51" W., which is con-

nected to the shore by a sandy neck. A small white rock lies half a mile

N.W. of the northern extreme of the peninsula, and a bay is formed to the

northward of the rock, where there is anchorage in fine weather in 14 fa-

thoms water, IJ mile off shore.
j u n t

MANZANILLA was visited by Sir Edward Belcher in 1838, and by Lapt.

G. H. Eichards in 1863. The bay (or harbour) is about 5 mUes wide, and

is divided into two bays on the North side by a Pmta de la Audiemia. The

bay to the East is ManzaniUa, and that to the West Santiago, and in this is

the best watering place.

The bay is small but safe, the anchorage is good, the water brackisli.

There are no houses ; men and families Uving exposed under the trees
;

and

had not the Leonora (an English bark, then at anchor) been there, it is pro-

bable that we should not have seen a aovl.—Sir E. Belcher, 1838.

The port io weU protected against the southerly winds prevalent during
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the rainy season; but, on account of a very considerable lake of stagnant
water in its immediate neighbourhood, it is very unhealthy during the sum-
mer. Infested by myriads of mosquitoes and sand flies, even in the dry
season, it is nearly impossible to reside there. It has been open to foreign
countries for several years, but has not been able to make much progress.
The port itself has not a single house, and the first adjacent town is Colima,
formerly the capital of the territory bearing the same name, now embodied
with the department of Michoacan.

Captain G. H. Eichards gives the foUowing account of it :—
The White Met, or Piedra lilanva of ManzaniUa, lies off the eastern extreme

of the sandy beach which runs in almost a straight lino for 13 miles from
Cape Graham, at a mile from the shore. It is a quarter of a mile long and
300 feet high, wedgo-shaped when seen from the westward, and remarkably
white, being the resort of numerous sea birds. This islet is the mark for
ManzaniUa Bay, and may be seen from the westward immediately on round-
mg Navidad Head, a distance of nearly 20 miles; it then appears just
mside the extreme of the land. It can be seen easily from a vessel's deck
at a distance of 15 miles, when bearing from E. i 8., round by North to
W.N.W.

Manzam-lla Bay is known by this white islet 2^ miles westward of its West
pomt of entrance. A high rock lies close off this point ; and another white
rock, resembling a saU, at a quarter of a mile off the eastern point. From
the westward they are both remarkable. Approaching ManzaniUa from the
westwtffd, the Vigia Grande, a remarkable cone-shaped hill, will also be seen
just inside the sail rock. It is 740 feet high, and rises immediately over the
anchorage. As neither the houses nor shipping can be seen from sea-
ward, this is a good mark to steer for, passing from IJ to 2 mUes out-
side the White Islet, and the same distance from the West point of
entrance, when the Vigia Grande wiU bear E. i N., and may be steered
for.

This course will lead more than a mile southward of or outside the Sisters,
a group of five rocks, the largest of which is 10 feet high. They lie in a di-
rect line between the West point of entrance and the Vigia Grande, distant
from the former 2f miles. A very remarkable table-topped mountain, 2,600
feet high, rises oyer the western point of the bay, and is an excellent guide
for the port. The anchorage is immediately under the Vigia Grande, about
one-third of a mile from the village, in 9 or 10 fathoms water ; over mud and
good holding ground. ManzaniUa (West end of viUage), lat. 19° 3' 13" N ,

long. 104° 17' 41" W.
The bay is safe with all winds except gales from West or S.W., which do

not occur between the months of November and June—the dry season, and
singularly enough, the least healthy; fevers and ague prevaU, more or less,

at all times, but are moro fatal during the dry aeaaon. It is not recom-

u2
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mended to lie hero luoro thau four or live days at a time, and to take an off-

Blioro berth, whore the sea brcozo will roach.

Suppliex.-Yvi^sh beef and vogotablos, as well as other necessaries, can be

obtained here. Fresh water «hould on no account bo received on board, and

it is desirable that the crows of vessels should land as seldom as possible, nor

be exposed in boats wlieu avoidable.

Water of tolerable quality may bo got from a small brook across the bay,

about N.W. from the anchorage. For the purpose of procuring it choose, if

possible, a very calm day. Htow the casks to bo filled in the long boat, or

launch and anchor it near the brook at the back of the surf. Hire a canoe

to land the cosks, with some iron-bound hogsheads, which are to be rolled

across the strand to the brook, and then filled, which done, haul them with

a running line to the boat, and fill the casks.

The tide occurs every twenty-four hours, the flood in the morning and the

obb in tho evening. It rises about 7 feet, and the current runs to tlie

South. Good pearls, &c., may bo had.

Manzanilla is about 20 or 150 leagues' distance from tho city of Colima, the

capital of the territory of that name. Except frequent earthquakes and

goitres, with which the inhabitants are affected, there is nothing remarkable

in the city, which contains about 30,000 inhabitants, wholly ipied m

agriculture and commerce.—i>«/o< de Mofras.

At 8 leagues to the E.N.E. is the Volcan de Colima, before mentioned, tho

westernmost of the Mexican group. Its entire height is 12,003 feet
;

it is in

activity, and sulphureous vapours, cinders, and stones are emitted
;
but it has

not discharged any lava for a long period. The diameter of its crater is 600

feet, and its mouth is perpendicular. The flanks of the mountains are barren

and cliffy. The sulphur on it is of a bad quality. At a league North of the

volcano there is an extinct crater, which exceeds the former in elevation by

710 feet, and the height of which above the port is 12,713 feet. Its summit

is covered with snow, and it may be seen at very great distances at sea, and

offers, when the sky is clear, an excellent point of recotnition for navigators

approaching Manzanilla.

The valley in which Colima is situated seems to be formed of volcanic pro-

ducts and decomposed lava. The vegetation consists of palms, aloes, and

superb orange trees. Above the usual level these tropical plants are replaced

by forests of sombre pines.
.

From 2 miles beyond the West point of ManaaniUa Bay to Cape Graham,

an almost straight sandy beach extends in a W. by N. direction for 13 miles,

the coast being from 15 to 20 feet high; the long lagoon Ues immediately

behind, and beyond again the land rises in distinct ranges to between 3,00C

and 4,000 feet.

Between Navidad and Manaanilla, during the fine season, boats may gene
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NAVIDAD BAY. •i'Ol

rally land on the beach, and there is safe anchorngo half a milo from the

shore in 18 fathoms.

NAVIDAD BAY.—After rounding Navidad Head from the northward, at

the distance of 2 miles, the white sandy beach of Navidad Bay will bo seen,

bearing E. by N., distant 7 milos. Capo Graham, the East point of the bay,

700 feot high, has a high peaked rock close off it, as well as a smaller one,

which, however, do not show as detached from ony position a vessel would bo
in. There is also a small rock, 6 feet above high water, which bears from

the oape 8.W., distant halfa mile. At 2 miles off tho white rock of Navidad
there are 60 fathoms water, and steering for tho anchorage it gradually

shoals to 40 and 30 fathoms. Navidad Bay, North Beach, lat. 19° 13' N.,

long. 104° 41' 25" W.
As the bay is approached. Harbour Point, a very remarkable high white

point, will be seen on tho northern shore ; immediately rourid and inside it

is tho anchorage, a very fair stopping place during the fino season, but it is

not recommended for a sailing vessel at other times, as there is a difHoulty

in getting out with a S.W. wind. The best berth is in 7 fathoms water,

sandy bottom, with Harbour Point bearing b.S.W. a quarter of a mile, and
the same distance from the eastern shore of the bay. bailing vessels may
anchor farther out, with the point bearing West, in 10 and 11 fathoms, but

thero will be more swell.

A single house stands in the North hook of the bay, and a lagoon within

a few yards of the beach, where tho wator is fresh, and tho natives say good,

but it is not recommended to use it unless a vessel is in distress. At the S.E.

end of the bay is the N.W. end of a long lagoon which hero opens into tho

sea ; a strong stream runs out of it, and there is sufficient depth for boats at

half tide. There is a small village here, and some supplies of fresh pro-

yisions may be obtained. The anchorage off this end of the bay is not re-

commended.

Navidad Head is 7 miles westward of Navidad Bay. It is a wedge-

shaped summit, about 400 feet high, falling in shore to a low neck, and is

remarkable when seen ^rom any direction. On approaching it, within 3 or

4 miles, it is seen to be an island, separated from the main by a low rocky

ledge, which the water rises over. Off the head are three remarkable rocks,

extending in a S.W. direction ; the centre one being white, with a smooth

round top, covered with vegetation, and about 70 feet high. These rocks

give the head some slight resemblance to Farralone Point, with the

Frailes Rocks, when seen from the N.W. ; but the peculiar shape of the

Wedge Island would prevent the possibility of a mistake after the first glance.

The white rock of Navidad has been mistaken for the white islet of Man-
zanilla by strangers, and accidents have occurred in consequence, but this

mistake could only have arisen in the absence of any chart. The Navidad

Bock is small, the centre of three, and stands off a prominent headland.
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1

The white islet of Manzanilla, 20 miles to the south-eastward, ir. very i

larger, remarkably white, and stands alono, a mile from shore, but, 1

rather in a bight, cannot be seen projecting from any position a vessel v

be in. Besides the three high rocks off Navidad Head, there is a su

one, which occasionally breaks, and lies S.E. J E. from the white rock

tant a short mile.

Tenacatita Bay is 5 miles wide from Navidad Head, its S.E. poii

Brothers Point, its N.W. extreme. The latter has a rather remai-l

double hill rising immediately over it, which from the northward ap

like an island. Off the point is a high, square, perpendicular rock, and

smaller ones about it above water ; there are also some off-lying dange

be avoided.

Porpoise Bock, 7 feet high, lies IJ miles W. by S. from Brothers I

and a breaking ro^k lies S.E. by S. 3J cables from the same point. Th(

is spacious, and is more than 2 miles dcdp, and therp, is saivl *^ be goo<

chorago in its N.W. corner, well protected, with tl.e wind from thai qu<

It should, however, be entered with caution, as 't has not been exam

A berth of 2 miles should be given to Brothers Point. One or two

were observed in the N.W. part of the bay.

The F)-ailes, two needle-shaped rocks, from 80 to !00 feet high, lie 6

north-westward of Brothers Point, and the same distance soath-^^ctrtu

Farralone Point, which is low and projecting. They are at half a mile

the shore.

Flat Top Point is 8 miles north-westward of Farallone Port. Ove

point, the South extreme of Perula Bay, rises a remarkable flat-tc

mountain, 1,100 feet high, which is very conspicuous from the northwari

westward.

PEBTJLA BAY, a spacious and convenient anchorage, is 60 miles s

eastward of Cape Oorrientes. It is easily recognised from any direeti(

two islands, which lie in the centre of it ; the northernmost of which,

sarera, 130 feet high, is remarkable from its perpendicular white cliffs "(

are seen from a long distance. Perula Bay (Observation Cove), lat. 1(

31" N., long. 105° 6' 33" W.
Colorado, the southern island, is rather low, and has a slightly re

appearance. The best anchorage is in the northern part of the

The entrance is between Eivas Point, the north-west extreme, and

sarera Island, and is a mile in breadth. The depth of water from

18 fathoms.

Rivas Point is bold and cliffy, with somo detached rocks a cable and (

off it, the outer one 30 feet high. From this rock a reef, 2 feet above

water, and on which the sea always breaks, lies East, distant 1 J cable,

deep water close to it. There is anchorage anywhere within a line bet

Bivas Point and Passarera Island, in from 10 to 14 fathoms water, bi

wmnmm
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most sheltered is with the high rock off Eivas Point, bearing S.W. by S.,
distaut about halt a mile, or midway between it and thP ; .uuy beach on the
eastern side of the bay, where there are 4 and 5 fathoms at a cable and a
half from the beach. SmaU vessels may ancho: in the northern bight of the
bay, and be more out of the swell.

At the south-east end of the bay, nearly 4 miles from Eivas Point, is the
viHage of Chamela. Vessels wishing Co anchor near it shoulr! eater between
Colorado Island and the smaU island^ to thf, south-east of it. This channel
is two-thirds of a mile wide, and froe from a_zzq.,. Large vessels may an-
chor in 8 fathoms, with the South ;joint of Colorado lb?and bearing S.W. by
W., and the village of Chamela .ust open of San Pedio Isiurd. midway be-
tween the island and the shoro jf the bay. Small vessels may ancno. :r. 4
fathomb inside Cocino Islan'i where they will bo two-thirds of a mile from
the village. Inside this ii shoals rapidly, and off the village there is only a
fathom of water.

From Passarcra Island a bar extends to the opposite sandy point of the
bay, distant two-thirds of a mile. The least depth of water on it is 3
laiboms, f.o that vesselt of greater draught cannot pass from the norihern
ancho/ave to the souihern part of the bay, but must go outside the
islancla. The bottoru is sandy, but good holding ground. During the
fine season, ^r^xn November tiU June, the sea breeze from N.W. is regular
during the day, and the land wind at night, and the anchorage is perfectly
8afe; but with S.W. or S.E. winds a lieavy sweU sets in every part of
the bay.

8ui,plies of fresh beef, pumpkins, and water-melons, may be had at the
viUage, by giving a day's notice ; there is also good water from a stream
close to it. Dye-^ood is exported, but of an inferior quality.
Immediately southward of the cape a sandy beach commences, the general

features inland being conical peaks. Soundings are obtained 4 miles South
of the cope, and at the distance of 3 miles from the shore, in from 4.5 to 55
fathoms, and whenever a sandy beach line is observed, 19 or 20 fathoms
water will generally be found within a mile of it, where vessels may anchor
if necessary

;
but the coast is not considered safe between June and the end

of November, during which time S.E. and S.W. gales are prevalent, bring-
ing in a heavy sea.

CAPE COEEIENTES, a bold and lofty headland, with ratL.-r a flat sum-
mit, rises to between 2,000 and 3,000 feet. From the north -vard and west-
ward it is not remarkable, but from the southward it is bol.i and projecting
There are no dangers off it, and soundings were not obtained with 106 fa-
thoms, at 4 miles West of it. Cape Corrientes, extreme, lat. 20<^' 25' N
long. 105° 39' 21" W.*

"'

* KiCHMOND Rocks, laid down in tho charts at 8 miles W.8.W., or 13 miles W. f S.
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Between Cape Corrientcs and Manzanilla there are the three littl

frequented anchorages of Guatlan, Navidad, and Tamatlan.

The cape is a bold and well-characterised promontory, jutting far into tl

sea. with a tolerably straight sky line, broken here and there by ravines ai

small peaks. It is everywhere clad with underwood to the top, and has tl

appearance of being a safe, bold shore. Sandy beaches were noticed

diflFerent places, but in general the cliffs appear to be washed by the se

Beyond Cape Corrientes, which all ships from the South should make

going to San Bias, is the great Bay of Ameca and the Valk de Banderas,

or 15 leagues in extent, where foreign ships sometimes take in the Braz

wood, with which the country abounds.

Foint Ilita, a narrow projecting point, is the N.W. point of Valle de Ba

deras Bay, and is 24 miles N.N.E. There are some rocks off Point Mita,

the eastward of which there is anchorage in the northern part of the bay

8 fathoms.

In front, and at 4 miles S.S.W. of Point Mita lie, nearly on tba sai

parallel, the three small islands Las Marietas, and a fourth, to the We
called La Corvetana. This group being only a degree distant from that

the Tres Marias, presently described, should be carefully made, in order

prevent nn v error.

The Marietas are surrounded by numerous rorks, the westernmost h

miles distant, and is rocky on the western side.

Za Corvetana is a bare rock, 25 feet high, in lat. 20° 44' N., long. 105" 46

It is of small extent, not larger than a ship's hull, and when sooe fr(

southward appears in three summits. The water seems to be deep arou

it, and it lies 20 miles N.W. i N. from Cape Corrientes.

The coast beyond Point Mita retires a little, trending first 8 miles to 1

eastward, and then N. i E. for 34 miles to the entrance of the river Cus

dies. In the interval are met with, after Point Tecusitan, the anchorages

Chacala and Maianchel, to the South of the small Cape Zoa Custodios, wh

marks the South entrance to San Bias.

The TBES MARIAS lie 70 miles to the north-westward of Cape Coi

entes. They were discovered by Mendoza in 1532, and often served in af

years, as a refuge to pirates and the buccaneers who scoured these coai

Dampier yas here in 1686, and he says,—" I had been for a long time s

of a dropsy, a distemper whereof, as I said before, many of our men di«

so here I was laid and covered all but my head in the hot sand. I endu:

it near half an hour, and then was taken out and laid to sweat in a tt

I did sweat exceedingly while I was in the sand, and I do believe it did

from tho capo, from the report of Captain S. Rictmond, 1865, aro believed noi

exist. The natives and others employed in tho coasting trade for many years assert <

thure is no such rock.

I.HMI I JJJ IWWJ II
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cbmond, 1865, arc believed not to

Dg trade for many years amert that

much good, for I grew well soon after."—Vol. i. p. 276. A very singular

sand bath.

The group properly consists oifour islands. The southernmost is Cleopha ;

it is 3 miles long E. and W., and 2 miles brond. It has some rocks off its

N.E. point, and some islets off its West end.

Magdalena is 8^ miles long, and to the S.W. it has several detached islets

and rocks. In the middle of the North shove the land slopes from the sum-

mit to a level sandy beach. It is thickly wooded, and about tho same height

as the chief island, to tho northward of it.

Maria Madre or jS^ Georffe is 11^ miles long N.W. and S.E. Its highest

point is toward the South, and may be seen 50 miles off. From this point

it gradually declines in elevation to its low N.W. extremity.

San Jmnito, the northernmost of the group, is a low island, about 2i miles

long, and has off its N.W. point a remarkable steep white cliffy rock, re-

sembling the S.W. side of the island of Maria Madre. This side only has

been surveyed, and it terminates on the S.W. in a low projecting point.

On either side of the point is a small bay, which afford shelter against the

prevailing wind, protected by a sandy and rocky beach, which projects from

the South point of Maria Madre.

They were surveyed by Captain Beechey, whose directions, in connexion

with those for San Bias, are given below. Sir Edward Belcher also visited

them in 1838, and he says :

—

There is nothing inviting in either of the Marias. In the rainy season

water may flow, but from what I witnessed of the channels through which it

must pass, they should be well cleansed by floods before it would be fit for

consumption. What remained in the natural tanks was sulphureous and

brackish, although far above tlit. influence of the sea, av ' ibrmed by a strong

infusion of decayed leaves. By tracks observed, turn appeared to have

visited the island lately, but none were seen or taken. \Vo<i(l is plentiful,

particularly a species of lignum vita). Cedar, of the coarse specien udod for

canoes, we met with but none of the fine grain.

Fish appear to De numerous, particularly sharks. The capricious character

of the ocean about these islands renders visits at any time hazardous, as a

[few moments may imprison the naturalist for weeks. Ten years since, nearly

to a day, I found landing on any part of these shores impracticable, although

the weather previously had been fine.

Here Vancouver tried ineffectually for water, and I was induced, by the

lassertion of a master of a vessel belonging to San Bias, that wells were sunk

and good water conveniently to be had, to make this examination. It is

improbable that if wells were sunk water could be obtained ; but is the

esult worth the trouble or risk ?
*

The channel between the two North islands (Magdalena and Maria Madre (Tres
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There is nothing to make it desirable for a vessel to anchor at thes

islands. Upon Trinco George's Island there is said to be water of a ba

description ; but the landing is in general very hazardous. There ai

passages between each of these islands. The northern channel requires i

particular directions ;* that to the southward of Prince George's Island

the widest and best ; btit caro must be taken of a reef lying one-third of

mile olT its S.W. point, and of a shoal extending H mile off its S.E. e:

tremity.

From the South channel Piedra de Mar bears N. 76° E., true, about '.

miles. It is advisable to steor to windward of this course, in order that, i

the winds during tlio period at which it is proper to frequent this coast bio

from the northward, the ship may be well to windward.

The Piedra de Mar is a white rock, about 130 feet high, and 140 yar

in length, with 12 fathoms a;l round it, and bears from Mount San Juan ]

77= W., 30 miles.

Having made Piedra de Mar, pass close to the southward of it, and unit

the weather is thick, you will see a similarly shaped rock, named Piedra i

Tierra, for which you should steer, taking care not to go to the northwa

of a line of bearing between the two, as there is a shoal which stretches

the southward from the main land. The course will be S. 79° E., true, a

the distance between these two rocks is very nearly 10 miles.

SAN BIAS.—To bring up in the road of San Bias, round the Piedra

Tierra at a cable's length distance, and anchor in 5 fathoms, with the I

rocky point of the harbour bearing N. ^ E., and the two Piedras in oi

This road is very much exposed to winds from S.S.W. to N.N.W., and sh

should always be prepared for sea, unless it be in those months in which 1

northerly winds are settled. Should the wind veer to the westward, anc

gale from that quarter be apprehended, no time should be lost in slipping a

endeavouring to get an offing, as a vessel at anchor is deeply embayed, a

the holding ground is very bad. In case of necessity a vessel may cast

westward, and stand between the Piedra da Tierra and the Fort Bluff,

Marias) appears to bo quite safe, and in the narrowest part has from 16 to 24 fathoms wa

but the ground in other places is very steep, and at 2 miles distance from the shore tl

is no bottom with 100 fathoms. When the wind is from the northward it is calm in

channel, and a current 8ometim(;s sots to tho southward, which renders it advisable

leaving the chiinnel, to take advantage of tho oddy winds which intervene between the c

and the true breezo to keep to the northward, to avoid being set down upon St. Gooi

Island.

—

Beecliey, vol. ii. p. 684.

* The mountains above San Bias may be seen towering above tho vapour which hi

over every habitable part of the land near it. The highest of these, St. Juan, 6,230

above the sea, by trigonometrical measurement, ia the best guide to the road of San 1

as it may be seen at a great distance, and is seldom obscured by the fogs, while the

lands are almost always m.—Bmhey, vol. ii. p. "84.

M am
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voring above the A-apour which hangs

highest of these, St. Juan, 6,230 feet

le best guide to the road of San Bias,

obscured by the fogs, while the low

jrder to make a tack to the westward of the rock, after which it will not be

necessary again to stand to the northward of a line connecting the two Piedras.

The road of San Bias should not be frequented between the months of

May and December, as during that period the coast is visited by storms from

the southward and westward, attended by heavy rains and thunder and

lightning. It is besides the sickly season, and the inhabitants having all

migrated to Tepic, no business whatever is transacted at the port.

It is high water at San Bias at 9" 41"' fuU and change; rise, between 6

and 7 feet, spring tides.

Captain Basil Hall says :

—

Having passed about 8 or 10 leagues to tho southward of the group called

the Tres Marias Islands (the westernmost of which lies 54 miles West of San

Bias by chronometers), steer a N.N.E. course, until Piedra Blanoa comes in

sif^ht, when it would be advisable to steer directly for it, and pass about a

league or two to the southward of it ; from thence you will see Piedra Blanca

de Tierra, which points out the harbour ; for this you may steer direct,

taking care not to go in-shore of the line of bearing of the two rocks, as a

sand-bank lies off the coast about halfway between them, to a considerable

distance, on tho pitch of which there is only 2i fathoms.

The watering-place is at a well dug near the end or commencement of a

rope-walk, on tho beach. The water is sometimes brackish, but improves

by keeping.

Plenty of fish are to be caught at the anchorage, and oysters are found

clustered to the roots of the trees on the banks of the river.

Early in June the rainy season commences with great violence, like the

monsoons of the East Indies, and continues for six months, during which

period there prevail violent squalls, a heavy rolling sea at the anchorage,

thunder and dangerous lightning, and almost constant rain. The inhabit-

ants, at this season, retire to the neighbouring town of Topic, and to other

parts of the country, not only to avoid the bad weather, but the ardent

fevers which are prevalent.

In the evenings and mornings the air is so fiUed with mosquitoes and sand

flies, that those periods, which otherwise would be the best to work in, are

not the most suitable for communicating with the shore. There is always

reason, too, to apprehend the effect of marsh miasma, in the mornings and

evenings, at a spot so surrounded with swamps. There is no doubt, how-

over, that this place is extremely unhealthy at times, and every precaution,

especially agains^ xposuro at night, would be at all times of importance.

The following is by Captain Masters :—" In the rainy season, when the

ffind blows strong from the southward, a heavy swell sets in at San Bias,

and as there is nothing to protect the anchorage, it must be felt very se-

verely ; but I never heard of any damage having been done to the shipping

in consequence.
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" There is some advantage in a vessel lying outside in the roads during

the rainy season, for there the crews have purer air to breathe ;
and proba-

bly it might be more healthy than that of the port, besides being partially

clear of mosquitoes and other tormentors of the same cast, which are very

numerous. The crew also are oasier kept on board. But if the ship has to

discharge her own cargo, the expenses of doing it will be considered
;
pnd if

her long boat is too small for that purpose, the launch, which must be hired,

will most likely be manned by the crew ; so that they are more liable to be-

come ill, and being more exposed to the rain and sun, than if a vessel was in

the port ; and in the next place, their meals would not be very regular
;
they

would also get spirits by some means, whoever was in charge of the boat or

launch (providing that he should be even disposed to prevent it), whenever

she went on shore.

" There are 13 feet water on tho bar of San Bias, in the shallowest part

of the entrance, and very seldom loss even in the neaps. By giving the

point which forms the harbour a berth of 15 or 20 fathoms, you will avoi<i ^

a large stone, which is awash at low water, and is about 8 fathoms from the

dry part of tho rocks or breakwater. As soon as you are so far in that the

innermost or eastern part of the breakwater is in a Hno with the other part

of it inside, which runs to the N.N.E., it may be approached to within 10 or

15 fathoms, and by keeping well off from the low sandy point on the

starboard hand as you warp up the harbour, you will have tho deepest water.

But as the sea sometimes in the rainy season (although but seldom) breaks

over the breakwater which forms the harbour, it would be best to moor close

under the high part of the land on which the old ruins of a fort stand, with

the ship's head up the river, and a bower laid off to the eastward, and an

anchor from the starboard quarter, from the larboard side to the shore,

oiiher by taking an anchor out or making fast to the rocks. It would be

next to impossible that any accident could happen to the ship
;
the cargo

can also be discharged with dispatch, and immediately under the eye of the

master or mate, as the place where the cargo is landed would be about 100

fathoms from the ship. The ship's long-boat would do more inside than two

launches if she was outside ; and besides, when the sea is heavy in the

roads, the discharging of the cargo could go on. As there are no established

pilots here, it would be advisable to engage a person to point out where the

stone lays. The captain of the port is the best to apply to, and if he does

not come off himself, would most likely recommend a person.

Care must be taken in standing in for the land not to go to leeward of

San Bias, as there is a strong southerly current along the coast, especially

off Cape Corrientes.* If possible, keep San Bias on an E.N.E. bearing. The

• Captain Bcechoy came to San Bias from tho northward, and on approaching it found

himself more to leeward than he was aware, in consequence of the current setting out of
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Tres Marias Islands, off tlio port of San Bias, are couvouiont points for
making; and her() a niastwrould Joave his vessel in perfect safety to water
while he communicatod with his consignees, or got his ovorland letters from
his owners at homo. There is a safo mid-channel course between the middle
and southern islands. Wo brought a saddle-sliaped hill on tho main a little

South of San Bias, one point open of the Soutli island, and steered by com-
pass N.E. by Fi.

The two Piedra Brancas, that of De Mar and De la Tierra, are exceUent
marks for the roadstead. A good anchorage for vessels awaiting orders (for
which purpose San Bias is now almost alone visited, except by English
men-of-war, and Yankee clippers for smuggling purposes) will be found
with Piedra Branca de Mar, N. 70° W., De la Tierra, N. 43» W., and viUage
in the Estero, N. 26° W.

Since the days of Hall and Beechey, the town of San Bias has veiy much
changed. Its population of 20,000 have dwindled to 3,000, and their un-
wholesome appearance fully accounts for tho decrease of residents; and
nearly all its trade has been transferred to its rival, Mazatlan.
The large town of Tepic, in the interior, with a small factory, owned by

an English merchant, causes a small demand for European luxuries, and a
cargo or two of cotton

; which petty trade is carried on during the six healthy
months in tho year.

The town is built on the landward slope of a steep hill, almost perpendi-
cular to seaward, and its crest crowned by the ruins of a cusiom-house ; but
this being about three-quarters of a mile distant from tho beach, a large
assemblage of huts has been formed at the landing-place in the Estero del
Arsenal, for the convenience of supplying the shipping.
In the Estero del Arsenal, small craft of less than 10 ft. draught will find

convenient anchorage, means of heaving down, &c. The watering-place is

at least 3 miles distant from the above anchorage, and to assist tlie boats in
this heavy work, it would always be advisable to shift the vessel into such a
position that they miglit make a fair wind off and on whilst tho daily sea-
breezo blows.

The watering-place is at the northern extremity of a large open bay South
of San Bias. The beach is shoal, and the casks have to be rolled three or
four hundred yards through the jungle to a stream of water. The stream
during the spring tides is liable to be found brackish, but even then we suc-
ceeded in obtaining supplies, by immersing the empty cask with the bung in
such a position that only the fresh water (which of course would be on the
surface) could eatsr.

m

the gulf. To save time ho passed between the two northernmost islands, and in doing so
was becalmed for several hours, fully verifying the old proveil that the longest way round
18 often tho shortest way home.—5wA«y, vol. ii. p. 584.

*
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• By rigging triangles with Bpars in Buch a position that the boats could go

under them to load, we succeeded in embarking daily 32 tons of water.

Many useful and ornamental woods are to be
P'^^J^'-f

«" ;^°'"' ,*"!

the mere trouble of cutting, especially lignum vit«. Iresh beef we found

good in quaHty. Game moderately plentiful ; oysters good and abundant

vegetables scarce and expensive. The climate may be summed up by the

word execrable. , , . „„„ maa
Mr. Jeffery, E.N., thus describes his passage from Acapulco to San Bias

which will form a fitting supplement to the preceding :-

On the 8th of December, 1833, we weighed with a hght sea-breeze wh ch

enabled us to work out of the harbour. Towards the

'^^^^-^^hX^
increased from the westward, and continued to blow f^sh for th^'^y hour«,

which is considered unusual on this part of the coast. We were -«-ly

and
70 mUes off the land, and for the next ten days had -^^^^^^^'^^^^^

Ught variable airs alternately, and the weather excessively hot and su try

AUast we got in with the land, about 100 miles West of Acapulco. and o"

L 21st were off Point Tejupan. The only remarkable objects on t^s
p^^

of the c^ast are the Paps of Tejupan ; they are two sharp hUls - v«ry^
land. We now found the good effects of being close m shore, ^-^ I think

it advisable for vessels making this passage to keep as near the land as

possible, for in the daytime we had a regular breeze from
^^^J-^J

J'^'J
Jell light about sunset, and then about 10 or 11 o'clock the land-breeze

Wd come from the N.E. The advantage of keeping -«1^-;;- ^^^^""^

be doubted when we consider that vessels are frequently 40 or 50, and some-

times 60 days making this passage, through not keepmg near the land^

Between Tejupan and Cape Corrientes we found a current settmg long the

frrtheVstward from' 12 U> 15 miles a day. On the 28th. when within

30 miles of the harbour, we had very heavy rain and thxck weather .we

arrived on the 29th. and made the passage in 21 day. After rounding Cor^

rientes. if the weather is clear, you will see the saddle mountain near San

Bias; and to the N.W. of it another high mountain, -^h a rem^kab

peak at its N.W. extremity. If you look at it with a glass it will appear

BpUt in two, but to the eye it appears as one. This is so very remarkable

L it ough never to be mistaken, as there is nothing like it on this part of

Tcoast When the above peaked mountain bears N.E. the anchorage at

San Bias will bear N.E. also.
, a ^t +v,« mads •

The watering-place at San Bias is in a bay to the eastward of the roads

you have to land'the casks and roll them about 300 yards through the wo d

La river. At high water it is rather brackish, but at all other times the

water is exceUent. Wood is very plentiful.
+u„t ,•„

The fine season lasts from December to May inclusive. Durmg that in-

terval the sky is always clear, no rain falls, land
^-^'fvri/'^m

and. as there is no sickness, the town is crowded with inhabitants. Erom

TIII't i I i

"" -'—-""'-—
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June to November a very diiferent order of things takes place ; the heat is

greatly increased, the sky becomes overcast, the soa and land-breozes no

longer blow, but in their stead hard storms sweep along the coast, and ex-

cessive rains deluge the country, with occasional violent squalls of wind,

accompanied by thunder and lightning. During this period San Bias is

rendered uninhabitable, in consequence of the sickness and of the violence of

the rain, which not only drenches the whole town, but by flooding the sur-

rounding country, renders the rock on which the town is built literally au

island. The whole rainy season, indeed, is sickly, but more especially so

towards the end, when the rain becomes less violent and less frequent, while

the intense heat acts with mischievous effect on the saturated soil, and raises

an atmosphere of malaria such as the most seasoned native cannot breathe

with impunity.

This being ivaiiably ,the state of the climate, nearly all the inhabitants

abandon the town as soon as the rainy season approaches, that is, by the end

of May.

The whole of the coast abouc San Bias, Mazatlan, and Guaymas, is per-

fectly clear, and may be approached to within a short distance.

The year is divided into the two seasons doscribod above. It must be

remarked that the change occurs gradually, and its period varies. During

the dry season the weather is constantly fine. The winds blow regularly

during the day from N.W. and W., following the direction of the coast, and

then give place during the night to a slight land-breeze or calms. The

r^iny season, whitih commences in June, is then indicated by calms and slight

showers of rain. As the season advances the showers become heavier, and

instead of beginning at night, the^ do so in the afternoon, and terminate by

violent storms, accompanied with very dangerous lightning and thunder, the

fierce winds blowing from all points of the compass. The weather keeps of

this nature until the end of September, and it sometimes occurs that the

season terminates by a terrible hunJcane, which generally occurs from the

1st to the 5th of October, the festivil of St. Francis. These hurricanes,

which always blow from S.E. to S.W. , are of short duration, but they are

so violent, and raise such a heavy sea, that nothing can resist them. They

are called in the country the Cordonazo de San Francisco (the lash with St.

Francis's cord or belt). A vessel surprised when at anchor ought to slip her

cables, or out the moorings, and make sail. At the approach of the cordo-

nazo she ought to gain an ofiSng, or if obliged to keep in the road, to moor

at such a distance off shore that she can easily get under sail on the first in-

timations of its approach. These observations are not applicable to road-

steads entirely open, but such ought tu be avoided during the months of

September and October. Sometimes the cordonazo occurs later than St.

Francis's day; thus, on the 1st of November, 1839, twelve ships, who

thought it had passed, were surprised in the Fort of Mazatlac, and the
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prcator part wcro lost, and all iwrishod. On tho 1st of Novombor, 1810,

throe vesfsoltj were lost iu tho road of Saa UIuh, and sovoral peoplo Moro

drowned, without it being possible to render them any aHsistnnco.

A monsoon has boon observed on the N.W. coast of Mexico, and in the

Gulf of California, arising from tho invermn of the trade wiiuU. In reality,

this wind, almost constuutly blowing from the N.E, in tho Atlantic, in the

parts North of tho equator, is hero supplanted by one from tho S.W., and

oven by winds directly from the "NVost. This inversion, which only prevails

in the Vermilion Sea, is not experienced on the Californian coast, washed by

the Pacific beyond tho latitude of 23° North.

At 20 leagues N.W. of San Bias, in front of the mouth of tho Rio San

Pedro, lies the little isle hah I or Imhella.

Isabel Island is of moderate height, and nearly barren ; the herbage and

grasses are scorcely to be distinguished. Neither water nor wood aro to bo

got from it. Tho beach is lined with rocks, with the exception of a small

sandy cove, ojien to the West, where boats may be hauled up on tho shore.

This island is only frequented by sealers. It is about a mile in length, and

has two conspicuous needle i.jks near its eastern end, in lat. 21" 16' 10" N.,

long. 103° 51' 35".

In lat. 22" 25' N. the small hills of Bagona ore seen ; and onchorage

may be found in 8 fathoms near tho N.W. point, sheltered from the N.E.

winds. The month of tho Rio Bagona is designated under tho name of the

Boca de Teacapan or Tecapan. At 8 leagues further North, the hillocks of

Chametla are seen. The West point of the Bio Chameila, or Bel Bosan'o, is in

lat. 22® 50' N. It was in the small port formed by its continuation that

Hernan de Cortes embarked, April 15th, 1535, on his voyage to discover

California. A mile outside the depth is 8 and fathoms.

On the coast several large farms are seen after leaving San Bias. These

aro tho haciendas, Bel J/ar, San Andres, Santa Cruz, Teacapan, and Bel PaU

mito. Bullocks may be bought at them for 8 piastres, and some vegetables.

The water of all tho rivers is good, and fine wood very abundant.

HAZATLAN lies 40 leagues from San Bias, and has supplanted tho latter

in its commerce, and consequent importance. It was surveyed in 1827 by

Captain Boechey, who places the extreme bluff of Creston Island, lying oflf

it, in lat. 23° 11' 40" N., long. 106° 23' 45" W., variation 10° 18' E.

The harbour of Mazatlan is entirely open to the winds which are most

dangerous in the rainy season. It is formed by a bay, in the centre of which

stands the town, but small vessels only can approach it. Larger ships an-

chor to the southward, under the lee of the Island of Creston, a small but very

high island, forming the North side of the road. It is of a roundish form,

and green at the top, but is perpendicular seaward, so that it appears only

as a white clifiF. Creston is separated from another island by a narrow

rocky channel, and this last from the main land by a cable's length. Iu

*L.
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approaching Mazatlan, Croston will bo the first made out, fioomingly de-

tached from the coast. At 4 and 5 miles N.W. of it are two islets, culled

Islm de los Pajaros and De los Venatlos, which at a distance will appear liko

two patches on tho coast, and will also servo to make out tho anchorage, for

it is the only poin*. on this part of tho coast where there is a group of

islands. The anchorage used is that to the South of Croston, but tho islota

form between them and the main land another road, formerly used by tho

Spaniards, which is much to be preferred in the rainy season. It is shel-

tered from the South and S.W. winds, which prevail from tho middle of Juno

till tho end of October, and blow heavily at times, and gives it tho advan-

tasfo of getting away between tho islets, or between them and the coast ; but

as the prevalent N.W. winds of tho dry season blow right into it, and raise

such a heavy sea on tho be>;ch, that landing goods, &c., is a very difficult

task, the anchorage South of Crestou, where these inconveniences aro not

felt, is preferred.

The port of Mazatlan has been opened to foreign commerce for many
years. Under the Spanish dominion it was unknown, but ou the proclama-

tion of the Mexican independence it was placed on a dilFereut footing ; and

Captain Sir E. Belcher says, that between his former visit iu 1827 and that

in 1839, it had increased from a village to a town.

The official name which was applied to it by the Mexican government is

Za Villa de los Castillos. Its population is less during the rainy season, but

rises to 14,000 or 15,000 at the dry season, or when the vessels arrive. It

has a very picturesque appearance both from land and sea, the houses being

all light coloured, and in the better parts of the town handsome and

commodious, tho stylo being that of the old Castilian, suitable to the hot

climate.

Ships ought to get their water in tho peninsula which forms tho South

side of the road ; everjrwhere else it is brackish. Although Mazatlan is less

unhealthy than San Bias, severe fevers are common during tho rainy season.

Commanders sliould be strict in not allowing their men to run into any ex-

cesses, which are highly dangerous.

At 10 leagues to eastward of the port, on the road leading to San Bias and

Topic, and 3 leagues from the sea, is the old Presidio of Mazatlan. There

are no vestiges of the fortification, and the fine barracks built by tho

Spaniards only serve now to shelter a few cavalry soldiers. The Rio de Ma-

zatlan, which runs near the Presidio, falls into the harbour.

Captain Sherard Osborn, R.N., speaks rather moro favourably of tho

climate. Ha says (1840) :—Tho coasters run up the river to tho new town

of Mazatlan, which has risen to considerable importance within a very recent

period, notwithstanding the disadvantages it labours under from tho paucity

North Pacific. I

I
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of fluppHes, both nninial nnd vogetaMo, and from tlio water being both had

and Htarc'i". :Mn/ntlan is now tho oiitU't for tlio products of tlio valuable

mining district of San Sohastinn, and iniports directly largo cargoos of

Fnglish goods. Tho gonornl hoalthinoss of tho climate, as compared with

J noiglihour San IMaw, Ims materially tended to an increase of its popula-

inn. The town, from being built on tho crest of some heights, clear of

mangrove and swamp, had an air of cleanliness and pure ventilation rare in

this part of America. Vessels invariably moor in tho roadstead, open hawso

to W.S.W., and too close a berth to Creston Island is not advisable, as the

Bf^ualla sweep over it with groat strength.

Capt. Bocchoy's directions nro as follow :

—

Tho anchorage at Mazatlan, at tlio mouth of tho Gulf of California, in the

event of a gale from tho south-westward, is raoro unsafe than that at San

Bias, as it is necessary to anchor so close to the shore, that there is not

room to cast and make a tack. Merchant vessels moor here with the deter-

mination of riding out tho weather, and for this purpose go well into tho

bay. Very few accidents, however, have occurred, eitlier here or at San

Bias, as it scarcely ever blows from the (luartor to which theso roads are

open, between May and December.

There is no danger whatever on the coast between Piedro de Mar and

Mazatlan ; the land is a sure guide. The Island of Isabel is steep, and has

no danger at tho distance of a quarter of a mile. It is a small island, abou1

a mile in length, with two remarkable needle rocks near the shore, to the

eastward of it.

Boating up along the coast of Sonoro, some low hills, of which two or

three aro shaped like cones, will be seen upon the seo-shore. The first of

these is about 9 leagues South of MazatU n, and within view of the island of

Creston, whioh forms the Port of Mazatlan. A current sots to the southward

along this coast, at the rate of 18 or 20 miles a day.

Having approached tho coast about the lat. of 23° 11' N., Creston and

some other steep rocky islands will be seen. Creston is the highest of these,

and may be further known by two small islands, Venado and Pajaros, to the

northward of it, having a white, chalky appearance. Steer for Creston, ar

'

pass between it and a small rock to the southward, and when inside t'i:e

bluff, luff up and anchor immediately, in about 7^ fathoms, the small rock

about S. 17= E., and the bluff W. by S. Both this bluff and the rock may

be passed within a quarter of a cable's length. The rock has from 12 to 15

fathoms within 30 yards of it in every direction. It is, however, advisable

to keep at a little distance from the bluff, to escape the eddy winds. After

having passed it, be careful not to shoot much to the northward of the

before-mentioned bearing (W. by S.), as the water shoals suddenly, or to
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reach bo far to the eastward as to open the IfeDf tangont of tho penitrnda,

with tho fiistern point of a low rocky island S.W. of it, as tliat will ho noar it

dangerous rock (tho Jilonmn Rock), nearly in the centre of tlio anchorage,

with f \y 11 feot water upon it at low spring tides, and with deep water all

round it. There may be a buoy upon it ; but sliould this be washed away,

its situation may bo known by tho eastern extreme of the before-mentioned

low rooky island (between which and Battery Peak there in a, channel for

small vessels) being in one with a wedge-shaped protuberance on the western

hillock of the northern island (about 3 milcf j\''orth of Creston), and tho

N.W. extremity of the high rocky island to tho eastward of tho anchorage

being a little open with a rock off tho mouth of tho river in the N.E. The

South tangent of this island will also be open a little (4"), with a dark table

hill on the second range of mountains in the East. These directions will, I

think, be quite intelligible on tho spot.

The winds at Mazatlan generally blow fresh from the N.W. in the even-

ing ; the sea-breeze springs up about 10 in tho foronoon, and lasts until two

o'clock in the morning.

It is high water at this place at 9" 50"', full and change ; rise, 7 feet,

spring tides.

To these may be added the following extract from the remarks by the

French Admiral Du Petit Thouars :—

In approaching Mazatlan there is no difficulty. The latitude of tho port

must be gained, or rather a few minutes to tho North of it, on account of

the currents which generally run strong out of the Gulf of California, and

which would thus send a ship to leeward of the port. In clear weather the

land may be seen at 40 or 50 miles off, and, if you are on th j parallel of

Mbzatlan, the first which will be seen will appear in tho N.E., the N.E. J E.,

or E.N.E., according to the distance. Nearing the land it will be seen

successively extending towards the South as far as E., and oven as E.S.E.

From the offing nothiug can bo made out. The land on the shores is gene-

rally very low, and, in the first instance, only the interior high land will be

seen ; and it is only when you are within 18 or 20 miles of the coast, for

example, that its different points can be distinguished. The islands of

Creston, Venado, and Fajaros •^iU. be made out ; the first seen is Creston. As

soon as all uncertainties of tb< position of Mazatlan cease, steer either for the

anchorage of Yenado or that . f Creston.

In proceeding for Venado^ vilh the ordintiry winds of the season, steer for

the S.W. point of Venrlo Island, carefully looking out for and avoiding a

small rock awash, called the Zaxa, which lies about 200 yards from this

point, and does not always break : after having passed this rock, which may

be done wi^-hin a hundred yards, bear more to the northward to enter the

i2
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bay, and bring ,tho S.W. point of Venado to boar West, or even W.S.W.,

according as you intend to ancjjior more or less within the bay.*

The subsequent description and directions aro by Captain Mastorn, who

we have before quoted. It must bo premised, liowever, that hia names

differ la some few points from those of the Admiralty chart. We have

therefore altered them to agree with that, leaving the originals wi-hin

parentheses.

Mazatlan is a port vci*y easily made. It is formed by a cluster of islands

;

to the southward of them is a long lino of beach, with low land, thickly

covered with trees, running several miles in before it roaches the foot of the

mountains, and continues the same as far to the southward as tho North side

of the bar of Teoapan, where the land is high.

The port of Mazatlan, at its entrance, is formed by the island of Creston

on its western, and Cij'vo Island on the eastern side. From the sea the

former has nearly a regular ascent, the length of the island lying from East

to West, where it terminates in an abrupt precipice, and is covered with

email trees. It has from 8 to 10 fathoms water to within a few fathoms of

it. The Island of Ciervo has a very similar appearance, and is about half

the height of Creston, being partially covered with trees. These islands can

be seen sevei'al miles before the land at the bauk of the town makes its ap-

pearance. The outer rock '"i situated well outside the roadstead, and forms

nearly an bqnilateral triangle with tho islands of El Crestoa and Ciervo

;

it is about 3 feet high, and nearly the samo in breadth, and from 7 to

8 fathoms long from North to South. There are 5 fathoms water close

to it.

At two-thirds of a mile N.W. of Creston are two islets called the North

and South Jlermanos, lying SW. and N.E. of each otbev, and a quarter of a

mile apart. There is a smal' reef off the East point of the former. At a

quarter of a milo W.N.W. of tno latter is the Tortugas Kock, about 2 feet

above water, md apparently not more than 20 or 30 feet long.

La tho excellenl plan of the harbour of Mazatlan the soundings in gene-

ral are very correct ; but tho stranger, in coming to an anchor in tho night

time, should not "ttempt to pass within tho lino from the outer part of El

Creston to El Ciervu, but anchor outside in from 9 to 12 fathoms, whoro he

will find sand and mud. Within thb port is a J y»g sand, whicii extends out

frora tho bottom of it, a great part of which is dry at low water, and is shoal

foi sjme distance t(> tho '6.E., extending nearly as far as the Island of

Ciervo, with a boat channel between it and the island. The inner anchorage

is to the westward of this sand. It is said that tho bank is increflsing, and

that tho port has '. 1 very much within a few years past.

* Du Petit Thoutirs, Voyage du Vmw, vol. "u pp. 17u"6.
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In the summer season large vessels anchor between the two islands at

about a third the distance from Creston to Ciervo, and moor East and West.

The depth of water is from 7 to 9 fathoms, sand and muddy bottom. A
vessel drawing 12 feet water might go inaido to the minor anchorage without

the leairt risk ; but, as the pilot has launches to get employed, he cannot be

persuaded to take a vessel iu oven drawing 9 feet.

NortJi (if th«j island of Creston, and between it and the main land, is the

island of Azada. (Gromez), wliich is low, and is separated fi'om Creston by a

narrow '>oat channel. From about the middle of Azada a bar extends to the

easf.wari). across the port nearly to the sand-bank already mentioned. The

pilot informed mo that there were patches of shoal water on it when the

svater was low, not having more than 6 feet on them, which might be the

case ; but where I sounded there was not loss than 12 feet. Inside the bar

it deepens to 4 or 5 fathomp, and close up to the town, abreast of the

custom-house, f t lov.' water, there are from 2^ to 3 fathoms, with a sandy

bottom.

When the wind blows strong from the N.AV. there is a short chop of a

sea heaves in between rhe island of Gomez and Point Pala (Calandare),

although the distance they are apart is short, but by anchoring, as already

mentioned, opposite Oeston, most of it is avoided.

In the rainy season it is very unsafe to lay inside, as gales come on from

the southward, which bring in a hewpy sea. Vessels of all sizes anchor in

this sewton in the outer roads, between the islands and the outer rocks, from

which they can be got under way, and stand clear of the coast.

To the northward of the pi-esent port of Mazatlan, about 5 miles, is the

N.W. Port of Mazatlan. It is a very fine bay, and well sheltered from the

N.W- winds by Venado and Pajaros Islands. It was in the southern part

of this bay that vessels .'"ormerly discharged, their (cargoes, but the present

port being more secure, it was efstabiished in its stead.

Watering is attended with great nwk at all times in tliis place, especially

at full and < hange, the boata iiaving- to cross the heavy surf of the bar

formed between a long spit which runs down the centre of the river, and a

bank joining it from the South shore, feveral boatK and lives are annually

lost here. In pulling in care ahouid be taken to cross the aui'f pretty close

to the middle ground, and, when through tb* first rollers, to pull over to the

South sJiore, and keep it onboard up to the watering place. .In coming out

nc >'Mka ought to be allowed in the head sbeete, everything depending upon

the buoyancy of the boat.

The water is procured from a number of wells dug by seamen, on a low

alluvial island, formed on a quickpand in the bed of tlie river ; none of th» ja

are consequently more than 10 feet deep. The water is by no ireans sweet,

•!!
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m WEST COAST OF MEXICO.

being merely sea-water, which undergoes a partial purification in filtering

through the soil.

A pilot is always in attendance ;
pilotage 1 J dollar per foot, and 6 dollars

for the assistance of a boat. There are 12 feet on the bar, but 18 feet inside.

Discharging costs about 1 dollar 50 cents per ton, and is always at the mer-

chant's expense. Tonnage dues 1 dollar per ton when loaded, in ballast,

free. Labour 2 dollars per day. Sand ballast 1^ dollar per ton ; stone ditto

2i dollars. Water 3d. per gallon. Beef 12 cents per lb. Weights and

measures are the same as those of Spain.

i
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CHAPTER III.

THE GULF AND PENINSULA OF LOWER CAUFOENIA.

When Cortes had conquered Mexico, the Spanish emperor (Charles V.)

granted him great titles of honour, but limited his authority to the idle com-

mand of troops reduced to inaction. Thus confined, his ardent spirit entered

into new projects of extending the knowledge of the hitherto all but unknown

countries in the West. In one of these expeditions California was first dis-

covered by Fortun Ximenes, the pilot of the La Concepcion, a vessel sent by

Cortes to explore the coast to the N.W. of Acapulco. Ximenes having mur-

dered the captain (Diego Bezerro), in November, 1533, to avoid the conse-

quences sailed to the N.W., and anchored in a port which is probably on the

Gulf of California, and was attacked and slain by the Indians on shore.

This appears to have been the first discovery of California.

The Gulf of California was first formally explored by Francisco de Ulloa,

by direction of Cortes. He had under him three vessels, which sailed from

Acapulco in July, 1539. This was the last expedition of discovery in which

Cortes was concerned.

The name of California is of uncertain origin. It is not known to have

been used by the natives in any part of the country. It has been conjectured

that it is derived from the heat of the weather experienced here by Cortes,

but of this we are not told. By some it is thought that it is derived from a

custom prevalent throughout California, of the Indians shutting themselves

in ovens until they perspire profusely. It is not improbable that the custom

appeared so singular to Cortes, that he gave it the name in consequence. It

has also been considered as a corruption of colofon, the Spanish term for

resin ; the pine trees yielding it being in such profusion here.

The peninsula is sometimes called Old or Vieja California, in contradis-

tinction to Nueva or New California, the later discovery, hence the appella-

tion. California Baja, or Lower, is also a term of some antiquity ; and the

distinction of Baja and Alta, Lower and Upper, seems to be that now more

as '

i^.i
'pa^ '
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X20 LOWER CALIFORNIA.

generally recognised, since the United States have denominated their portion

of the territory from its higher latitude.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, large quantities of pearls

were procured by the Spanish adventurers, and these pearl fisheries in the

Gulf of California increased in fame.

At the period of its greatest prosperity, about 600 to 800 divers were em-

ployed ; the fishery being carried on in small vessels of 15 to 30 tons burden.

In 1831 four tolerably large vessels, from Mexico, with 180 divers, together

obtained pearls to the value of £2,660.*

The PENINSULA has remained, until quite recently, almost unknown to

the c-vilised world, and its Spanish possessors have done nothing to explore

its capabilities, in all the centuries it has been in their possession. The

maps, therefore, have been strangely defective. But since Upper Cali-

fornia has been developed into one of the most prosperous countries in the

world, a new interest in it has been created. This led to the purchase of the

central portion of the' peninsula by a New York Trading Company of the

Mexican RepubUcan chief, Juarez, in 1866. An exploring expedition,

consisting of Mr. J. Ross Brown, Mr. W. M. Gabb, and Dr. Ferdinand

Lochr, was organised in 1867, and wo now know from their report much

more of the peninsula.!

The inhabitants are not more than 6,000 in number, chiefly half-castes, in

whom Indian blood predominates, and this is the entire population of an

area 540 miles long by 50 in average breadth. The land of the peninsula

gradually slopes, or forms a succession of plateaux, from the shores of the

Pacific to within a few milei of the eastern coast, where it terminates in

abrupt precipices, from 3,000 to 4,000 feet in height, facing the Gulf of

California. This singular conformation suggests the idea that the peninsula

forms only one-half of a mountain range, divided longitudinally, of which

the corresponding or eastern half has disappeai-ed along the depression of

the gulf. The narrow tract between the foot of the high escarpment and the

gulf shores is broken into ridges and valleys, forming a sort of underoliff,

and clothed with a luxuriant semi-tropical vegetation.

• The most valuable pearls in the poBBessioR of the court of Spain were found in the

gulf in 1615 and 1666, in the expeditions of Joan Yturbi and Bemal de Pinadero. During

the stay of the Visitador Galvez in CaUfomia, in 1768 and 1769, a private soldier in the

presidio of Loreto, Juan Ocio, was made rich in a short time by pearl fishing on the coast

of Ceralvo. Since that period the numbers of pearls of California brought annually to

market wore almost reduced to nothing. The Indians and negroes who foUowed the severe

occupation of divers have been frequently drowned, and often devoured by sharks. The

divers have always been poorly paid by the whites.—^/cerfo, 1768—69.

t Officisl Report on the mineral resources of the United States for 1868, by Mr, Ross

Drown, page 630. The work contains much valuable geographical information.

* uinnimi' HI Itiw—I—c. - wn4=«M«.MMIiMMii
..lumiiiia'i I
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The rocks of this long mountain range are of modern geological date, or

the tertiary period, but the southern and northern portions are difiereatly

constituted. Here the slope and escarpment are replaced by a chain of

granitic mountains. In the South, the peak of St. Lazaro rises to a height

of 6,000 feet, being the highest point. Most of the central part is bare of

trees. One half the population is concentrated in the picturesque valleys of

the granite range in the South, where the flourishing silver mines of Triumfo

are situated. There are here three or four small towns, but in the rest of

the territory only small scattered villages and mission stations are to bo vnz

with.

There are some tolerable harbours, but, fi-om the foregoing reasons, they are

ineligible for the site of large towns. It is said to be rich in minerals, and

near its South extremity there are said to be some rich argentiferous lead mines,

but these and others have been comparatively little worked. Timber, and

indeed vegetation itself, is very scarce, by far tho largest portion of the sur-

face being incapable of producing a single blade of corn. In some of the

sheltered valleys fruits suitable to a warm climate have been successfully

cultivated, and wine has been made and exported. Cattle are rather more

numerous than would have been supposed, as they feed on the leaves of the

musquito tree, a species of acacia. Some observations of the climate of the

gulf are given presently; but for tho land it may bo said to be exces-

sively hot and dry. Unlike Mexico, the rains, except in the most south-

erly parts of the peninsula, occur during the winter months ; summer rains

scarcely occur North of Loreto. Near lat. 26° violent earthquakes are not

uncommon.

In the subsequent descriptions the works of Capt. Sir Edward Belcher, of

H.M.S. Blossom, who surveyed several of its ports ; that ofDu Petit Thouars

;

of M. Dufiot de Mofras ; the voyage of Captain George Vancouver, in 1793,

and the interesting volumes by Dr. Wm. Bell, 1869, &c., have been

consulved.

The GULF OF CALIi'OENIA may be considered to terminate on the

South at Mazatlan and Cape St. Lucas. These points have been geographi-

cally fixed by modern science, and Guaymas also, farther North, has been

determined. Dr. Coulter, and Lieutenant -Colonel Emory, U.S.E., made

some observations on the Bio Colorado at its head, and the result of these

determinations has been to remove the Gulf further to the East than had been

previously exhibited on the charts, thus giving the peninsula a greater

breadth than it had been supposed to have ; but this cannot be considered as

finally determined.

This gulf was designated by the first Spanish navigators under the name
of the Red or Vermilion Sea {Mar Mojo, Mar Vermejo), on account of the

colour of its waters, and for its resemblance to the Eed Sea of Arabia.

The learned Jesuit missionaries traversed it entirely, calling it Seno or Mar

Af?



122 THE GULF OF CALIFOENIA.

Zauretaneo, Gulf or Sea of Loreto, in honour of the Virgin, their protector

and patroness, and it has been caUed the Sea of Cortes, from the great

general.

The length of the gulf is about three hundred leagues ; its greatest breadth

is 60 leagues at its entrance ; but throughout its extent the distance from one

Bide to the other does not vary but from 25 to 40 leagues. Beyond the

thirty-first parallel, its breadth rapidly diminishes to the Eio Colorado, which

falls into it at its head.

It has been often remarked, that a singular phenomenon orcurs here,

which science does not explain, and of which we possess but few exam-

ples. It is that of rain falling when the atmosphere is quite clear, and

the sky perfectly serene. The savant Humboldt and Capt. Beechey have

related the fact; the first having testified as to its occurring inland, the

second in the open sea.

The tides are felt throughout the Gulf of Cortes ;
their height varies with

the direction and force of tho wind, and the configuration of the coasts
:
thus

it is 7 feet at Mazatlan, the road of which is open, and at Guaymas, the

port of which is full of islets, and sheltered from the wind, it does not ex-

ceed 5J feet.

Independently of a groat number of fish, of a variety of species, there are

two species of immense shark found in tho gulf {el tihuron and la ttntorera),

which often seize the pearl fishers. Whales are also met with in considerable

numbers, but, up to the present time, no whaler has pursued them. On the

islands are numerous seals and sea-calves. The pearl fishery is, or rather

was, also followed, as stated in the introductory remarks.

The two shores of the Vermilion Sea run parallel with each other toward

the N.W. ; they are very low and full of salt marshes, tenanted by alligators,

reptiles, and insects. The general aspect of the country is horrible; the

imagination cannot conceive anything more naked, more desolate. There is

an entire want of water and vegetation ; there are only mangroves, and some

thorny plants, such as the cactus, magueys (aloes), or acacias, to be seen.

Orange trees or palms are rarely met with, and one must proceed some

leagues into the country to find vegetable mould. The shore is formed by

sand and lands quite unfit for cultivation.

At the entrance of the gulf, on the eastern side, the summits of the Sierra

Madre may be seen in tho distance ; these separate the provinces of JaUsco,

Sinaloa, and Sonera, and those of Nuevo Mexico, Chihuahua, and Durango.

The coast of Lower California presents, without interruption, a series of

rugged peaks of volcanic origin, and without any vegetation. This moun-

tain chain, which comes down from the North, and extends throughout

the whole peninsula, gradually decreases in elevation as it approaches Cape

San Lucas.

The eastern side of the gulf is comprised in the Mexican provinces of Si-
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naloa and Sonora, separated by the Eio del Fuerte. Their principal riches

consisted in their gold and silver mines, of course now eclipsed by Upper
California. There are some considerable cities in the two departments. The
chief arc in Sinaloa, Culiacan, the residence of the governor, &c. Bosario,

above Mazatlan, has, or had, the quarters of the troops. Up to 1839 Arispo

was the capital of Sonora, in which year it was carried 40 leagues to the

South, on account of the incursions of the Apache Indians, It is now at the

ancient miasion of S. Joso do los Ures. Tho port of Guaymas concentrates

all the maritime affairs of Sonora, and HermosiUo is the centre of its com-
merce and riches. In the North pai-t of the state large quantities of gold

have been found.

Mr. JeflPery, E.N., who was here in January, 1834, makes the following

observations in his journal :—In the Gulf of California two winds are pre-

valent during the year. The N.W. from October until May, and the S.E.

from May until October. During this former wind fresh breezes and fine

weather will prevail, and a vessel making a passage up the gulf should keep
the western shore on board, and she wiU find a little current in her favour,

while on the eastern shore it will be against her When the latter wind pre-

vails you get nothing but heavy rains, oppressive heat, and sultry weather,

and the reverse must bo observed with respect to the currents.

N.B.—The above is a copy from an old Spanish manuscript, and we proved
it correct when we made the passage in 1834."

The COAST between Mazatlan and Guaymas is but little known or fre-

quented. Tho interior country is an important mining district, which has
been worked from tho earliest times, and still afibrds, with due prudence and
skill, an almost inexhaustible supply of silver, copper, and gold. The
latter is thought to be too capricious to be profitable, and many of the copper
and silver mines have brought ruin on their proprietors through extravagance

and mismanagement. Another article of export is dye-wood, which is

shipped from the river entrances.

The coast northward of Mazatlan is low and swampy, the first place worth
notice is the Eiver Elota, 43 miles from Mazatlan, nearly dry in the hot sea-

son, but a turbid torrent in the wet one. Up the river a few miles is the

pueblo of Elota, standing in a thinly populated and partially cultivated

country, of no interest to commerce. The village is near the foot of the

Sierra Madre range of mountains, which runs generally parallel with the

coast.

The Rio San Lorenzo, or Great Taeala River, is 34 miles beyond the Elota,

and is of similar character. At 20 miles from its mouth is the pueblo of

Cosala, a well known mining place of about 4,000 inhabitants, with many
gold and silver amalgamation works. Large numbers of cattle are reared,

and the climate, though very hot, is considered to be healthy.

The Biver Guliaoan is about 46 miles beyond tho San Lorenzo, and is

'SsfSBrsa^s"
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124 THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA.

used to float down the large quantities of Lima or Nicaragua wood cut from

all parts of the mountains in this vicinity. Culiacan, the cpital of the pro-

vinceofCinaloa, is on the river 23 miles from its mouth. It has been a

handsome Spanish town, and still contains some wealthy inhabitants, occu-

pied with the numberless silver mines in the adjoining Sierra. The largest

building is the Oasa de Moneda, a mint, built by English engineers.

ALTATA is the port of CuUacan, on the North side of the entrance of the

river. It is thus described by Captain G. H. E. Horn, of the Hamburg

barque Colima. On leaving Manzanillo in the rainy season, a passage to

Altata is very easily made, carrying a fair wind all the way ;
but in the dry

season when the N.W. wind is blowing, much difficulty is then found, as

strong winds and currents are against you at that time. It is advisable to

hug the Mexican coast, in order to anchor, in case it should fall calm, as it

generally does at night ; by standing out of anchoring ground you will drift

back in the calm, nearly as much as you have gained by beating up. On

the passage you will sight the Cerro of St. Sebastian, the position of which

assigned to it on the charts from the Spanish survey, may be depended on.

Having approached aboutlat. 24- 39' or 24M0'N., long. 108° 10' W., the

saddle-shaped hill of Tamasula will bear N.N.E. i E., you are then W. by

8. from the anchorage, distant 7 miles. Steer E. by N., and anchor as soon

as you are in 8 fathoms water, muddy bottom. On steering for the anchor-

age of Altata, if the lat of 24° 35' N. is passed, take care not to near the

shore too much, as there are reefs, stretching out several miles to the south-

ward. It is by no means safe to anchor too near the shore. In case it should

come on to blow, you have to slip your anchor and stand out to sea until the

weather moderates. The filling and procuring water at Altata is difficult

and expensive: it cannot be done with the ship's boats and crew, but you

have to employ men from shore, who fetch it in small kegs on mules from a

plain inland where it is dug for. Thirty hogsheads cost me whUe I was

there 20 dollars, and 30 dollars more for bringing on board.

Position of Altata, lat. 24° 40' 12" N., long. 107° 57' 41" W.

By attending to the foUowing directions, the mariner not acquamted with

the plaxje will be enabled from the roadstead to find the boat channel leadmg

to Altata. From the anchorage, a conspicuous white house m Altata will

bear E f S., this is also the bearing of the bar from the boat channel, which

lies beyond a low lagoon island, the N.W. extreme ofwhich has to be rounded

to gain the entrance. From the anchorage steer for a white sandy height,

to the westward of Altata; as you approach the surf you will perceive, a

Uttteto the westward of several small hillocks forming a part of the above

mentioned height, the trunk of a broken tree, which you must bring on the

starboard bow, and standing on it in that direction you will see smooth water

through the surf; running in till within a boat's length of the beach, you

will have passed the rollers, and you must then turn along the beach towards

'^Wmiiiutww
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Altnta E'vor, whore further directions are uunoccBsary, the eye being the

best guide. Should the broken tree be sanded over, or be taken away, it

will be difficult for a stranger to find the boat cliannol, and it is then recom-

mended to steer direct for the wliito sandy height, and wait at the back of

the surf until, as is commonly the case on tho arrival of strange vessels, some

person on slioro by motions points out the entrance.

The coast hereabout is badly represented on the charts, and, being very

low, this is the more important, as an extensive shoal skirts it for somemiloa.

It was more particularly described by Capt. S. Eichmond. He found (July

8th, 1854), shoal water, 4J fathoms, with Altata bearing N.E., distant 9 to

12 miles (which is more than probably in excess), and just inside of this

depth, tho sand rose above the surface). It extends from the S.W. of

Altata to the Macapule Eiver, lat. 25" 27' N., a distance of 60 miles, the

western edge trending to N.W. by N. It was stated to him that there was

a narrow channel close in shore, used by coasting and also by other vessels,

especially contrabandistas.

San Ignaoio Island is in lat. 25'' 39' 30", according to Lieut. G. H. Derby,

U.S. Top. Eng. It is a barren rock, called a Farallon by the Spaniards,

which he says is about 5 miles long, and 2 or 3 broad. Other authorities

make it very much smaller, and about 200 feet high, entirely uninhabited,

and only resorted to by seals and sea-birds. It is a good land mark for those

passing up or down the gulf.

Nova Chista, a small coasting port, stands on the North side of the entrance

to the Rio de Sinaloa or Cinaloa, The river is useless for navigation. At

about 6 leagues up the river is Cinaloa, a Spanish town, built on a hill, and

formerly of some importance, but since decayed and now almost desolate.

San Ignacio Point, to the N.W. of Nova Chista, is about 00 miles from Al-

tata. It forms a projection to the southward, and having to the East of it

San Ignacio Bay. The point, according to the charts, is surrounded by reefs

and from 3 to G miles to the South of it, is tho San Ignacio Rock, before

mentioned.

We have only very vaguo accounts of this coast, but it is said to be shoal

and difficult to approach. To the North of the point is tho Ricer Joroaco,

quite unimportant ; and at 40 miles beyond is the River Maria de Aome, fall-

ing into the head of a bay. The road from Nova Chista to the mining dis-

tricts of Chihuahua, which crosses the upper course of the Eiver Mftria, is

described by Atr. Sevin as being over undulating ground, and fit for wag-

gons or carts, goods being conveyed a distance of 60 travelling leagues for

three dollars per cargo of 300 lbs.

The Bio del Fuerte is of more importance than many hereabout, and de-

bouches at 80 miles northward of Point Ignacio. A considerable body of

water comes down it in the rainy season, and by it are floated in rafts

and flat boats large quantities of the Lima or Brazil dye-wood.

7Ssmai&-Tm?!^jmm^i'^!^^i«^^'^
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El Fuerte, a town at 70 miles up the river, has declined, though it is near

•n important mining region. An Indian town, ArlwMa, Htands on tho South

Bide of the entrance. Tho river divides tho States of Sinaloa and Sonora.

At 25 miles beyond tlie Eio del Fuerto is tho entrance of the Jiio del Mayo,

which is fronted by a bar, and Hows tlirough very low land. An Indian town,

Santa Cruz de Mayo, stands at its mouth. Loho>i Point, in lat. 'IT 17', accord-

ing to Mr. Boxer, E.N., is very low and dangorous, and requires great

caution when approaching Guaymas, as tho bouth-easterly current out of the

gulf sets past it with great strength. From this to Guaymas tho distance is

40 miles. There is anchorage in G fathoms at 5 leagues N.W. of the Eio

Mayo. At 4 leagues from Guaymas is tho Rio Yaqui, the banks of which

are inhabited by some Indians of that tribe.*

The waters of the river are much usrd for irrigation, and excellent oysters

are found in the entrance, and are carried to Guaymas.

Though none of these rivers are navigable, the entrances of some of them

will admit coasters.

OITATMAS is the principal harbour of tho Mexican state of Sonora, but

it is of much less importance than Mazatlan, which has at least six tunes the

amount of trade, because tho back country is well peopled, whereas northern

Sonora is almost uninhabited. Dr. Bell says the true harbour of Guay-

mas covers an area of a little less than four bciuare miles, in which three

small islands, tho rocky peaks of submarine hills, rise perpendicularly from

a depth of from 3 to 4 fathoms, and form a little inner harbour. From the

bare volcanic mountains which enclose the harbour several irregular Uttle

promontories project into the water, and occupy much valuable space. The

total area, in fact, of water, more than 4 fathoms in depth, does not exceed

half a square mile. The entrance is not quite a mile wide, and is guarded

by a long rocky island, called Pajaros, 212 feet high, lying exactly in

front and outside of it, which makes tho harbour doubly secure.

It is thus described by Lieut. Derby in December, 1851 :—The harbour

of Guaymas is one of the best upon tho coast ; it is perfectly land-locked

and protected by its numerous islands from every quart, r. It has been so

often and so well surveyed, that it is unnecessary for me to enter into a

minute description of its merits. It is to be regretted, however, that it has

not more water, from 4 to 5 fathoms being tho average depth, which is in-

sufficient for a ship of the line, or even a first-class frigate. We found

• This rivermay become of some importance hereafter, for Dr. WiUiam A. Bell states,

18G9, that there are extensive coal fielih on both sides of the Upper Yaqui Eiver, of a

quaUty equal in every respect to the finest coal of Newcastle or Pennsylvania. Tho nearest

coal to Guaymas is found at San Marcial, 60 miles distant: although this important fact

will have great weight with the future of Sonora, theminss are at too great a distance from

the shore to bo available now.
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Guoymas a dirty place, with u dirty iK)pulatioii ui' uLuut 1,.>(J0 or 2,000.

Tho houses being built of ailohi; with tho roofs sloping towards tJio interior,

have a very uiifinisliod uppoaranco, and from tlio luirbour tho town presents

the appoaranc'o of having beon abandoned wlion half built. Thon^ are two
small piers in a ruined condition ; and near the lauding a largo pile of earth,

surmounted by two or three crumbling walls, ovor wliich lloats from a lofty

staff tho flag of Mexico, marks the site of tho wlubc fort, knocked down by
tho guns oi tho Dul: during tho late war. Thoro aro several wc althy indi-

iduals in Ouaymas, who monopolize the whole of tho busiiu -s with tho

interior of Sonora, but tho mass of the population aro in a state of wretched

poverty. One or two small vessels from San Francisc.'o were lying in tho

harbour, the proprietors of which had purchased everything in the shape of

fresh provisions to bo obtained. Sheep in largo numbers they liud purchased
from tho interior of Sonora with the intention of landing them at Moloxe,
on the Californian coast, thenco driving thorn overland to Sau Francisco.

Fowls, turkeys, ducks, goats, everything that could be purchased for one
real and sold for twenty had disappeared, causing us no little difficulty in

obtaining fresh provisions, even at comparatively liigh prices. The water
at Guaymas is obtained from wells, and is slightly brackish. Excellent

oysters are brought from the river Yaqui, which empties into tho bay about
20 miles South of tho town, and sold to tho shipping at a dollar a bushel

;

tho Mexicans, however, make no use of them.

The time of high water at full and change of tho moon at Ouaymas is not

very accurately determined; it is, however, between 8 and 9 a.m Tho
ordinary rise of spring tides is 6 foct, neap tides 4 feet. The phenomouon of
four tides in twenty-four hours has repeatedly occun-ed hero, as I am credibly

informed. The prevailing winds in May, June, and July, are from the S.E.
and S.W. The thermometer during the summer months ranges from 92" to

98° Fahrenheit, the maximum 110°; during winter from 36° to CO-, minimum
45°. Guaymas is in lat. 27° 51' N., long. 110" 49' 10" AY.

Captain Henry TroUope, E.N., gives ilie following directions :—Guaymas
once having been seen cannot, with ordinary attention, be mistaken ; tho
whole coast is so remarkable that one is only at a loss to say which is tho
most prominent land-mark

; nevertheless, as Pajaros Island lies right before
the entrance when 10 or 12 miles to the eastward, it is a blind harbour; a
stranger without a chart might well be in doubt as to tho entrance. Capo
Haro, a bold, bluff headland, jutting out due South to seaward, and rising

with a wall-like cliff 200 feet from the water, is the best mark for the har-
bour

;
it has 14 or 15 fathoms touching the rocks, and the entrance between

Trinidad (an island so called from the distinct manner in which it is formed
in three divisions united at their base) and Pajaros is clear and free from
danger, only taking care to give the points, particularly Punta Baja, a berth
of half a cable's length ; the lead is quite sufficient guide for going in.
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Secondly, tlio whito smooth boach of Cofhore, oxtondintj nnlnti.nnirtudly

from tho Morro IngluHo at tlio ontrancu of tho harbour, 12 miles to tho

eastward, and torminatcd suddenly by a still more romarkablo liill, called

Corro Tordillo, or, aa wo termed it, Morro Afulvii, lies in such contradistinc-

tion to tlio extraordinary mass of hills forming the peninsula, out of which

tJio harbour of Guaymas is hollowed like tho crater of a volcano, that it is

from the contrast almost equally remarkable. Further to tho northward aro

the remarkable peaks called Tetas do Cabra (Goat's Teats). Home have

recommended thoso to bo made, as tho prevalent wind is from N.VV., and

there is certainly no advantage to be gained by getting over on tho Cochore

shore, while by making the land to the windward of Cape Haro a ship will

have tho prevalent bree/o and current in her favour. The Tetas de Cabra

are about 10 miles N.W. by W. of Capo Haro; thoy stand on tho West

shore of a large deep bay, which has several patches of rocks and islets in it.

Pajaros Islo forms of itself an oxcollent harbour ;
in fact, the space betwoou

Trinidad, Pajaros, and Morro Ingleso is equal as far as security, and supe-

rior as to depth of water, to the harbour itself; the advantage tho latter

has, is in there being a bettor access into the interior. Tho tides are very

irregular, except at full a^d change; there appears to bo only one tide in

the twelve hours, but then the usual interval occurs between high and low

water. The greatest rise and fall we observed during our stay was 4 feet.

High water 8" a.m.

Tho harbour of Guaymas is recognised from the offing by a mountain

surmounted by two peaks, which are called Las Tetas de Cabra, from their

Bupvosed resemblance to the teats of a goat. When this is made out, run

along the coast, leaving it a little to port, and the island of Pajaros, which

forms tho East side of tho entrance, will soon be seen. Then steer so as to

leave it to starboard, entering the channel between it and the land, and the

town and harbour will soon bo discovered. The entrance of tho harbour

once doubled, two islands ore seen in the inner part of the bay, and you

pass between tlieso to reach the anchorage, near or off tho land, according

to the draught of water. Vessels under 100 tons make fust to tho landing-

place, and those drawing 12 to 15 feet anchor a quarter of a mile ofl", in 3 or

4 fathoms. Large ships ought to cast anchor outside these islands in 6 or 7

fathoms. This harbour, which would hold a considerable number of vessels,

is very safe in all seasons ; the bottom is good holding ground, and it is

sheltered from all winds, and forms a large basin, surrounded with islands,

which prevent any heavy swell reaching it. The bank lying in front of the

entrance is the only danger to shipping, but it is easily avoided in leading

winds, by keeping along the land. Should a vessel bo obliged to beat in,

she should be careful not to touch this rock.

Guaymas is surrounded by high mountains, which make it extremely hot

MiiMMllii
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ill tho rninv HonHon. Tht« Manic frver* am prevalent h(>re as at Nan lUas

and ^la/alliiii.

The fdllowiiig remarks fni (iiniyiiias are liy Lieut. -runi. S. ( t. Wonlridp'.
H.M.S. Sjt;,:-" I arrived at (iuaymaH (Ml July 2 iHt, lHI7, in fmirdays I'npni

Ma/atlan. Daring thiw pansap' we experionced nfnnii/ runnifH ntiniim/ to

Ihv N. ir.* f'loni a mile to a mile and a hail' an hour. They were imicli iii-

llueueed by tiio wind, whieh, from the I'Jtli to tlie '-Mst, was Houth-r!i.sterIy

and southerly. Current uIho runs with nioro I'oirv on tlie oustoru »\um>,

which side wo kept.

" Cape Ilaro «!an bo easily distinguished by the Tetas or I*a|.s, wliich

r(>seml)Ie the teats of a goat ; they are to the iiortlnvard. Thi- islaml of St.

Todro Noiasco is just visible from the (h>ek to tlio N.W. Tho land on tlio

Ya(iui shor.' is high and peaked ; kopping tliLs broad on your starboard
bow, steor to thr northward of a deep bay, wliere tho land breaks olf, and
you will 8001. p(>rceive tlu- island of I'ajaius, which is at tlu. entianc.*, or
facing (iuaymas. Tho water is deep all along llie island of I'ajaros

; tlmt is

to sny, I futhoras, so closo as to tlirow a hWcnit on shores.

"A largo ship will huvo to anchor soon uftor passing Pajaros; that is,

abreast tho ISbjrro, in .5 fathoms. A small sliip, and those „(' Caryxforfs
das-s, can anchor inside the isles of Ardilia and Almagro, in 4 and .'Ji

fathoms, just insido them ; and in 3 fathoms, as far in as tlie jxiint olf tho
town. You nioy go closo to oithor of tho Islos Ardilia or Almagro, in 3 and
3J fathoms.

Water is very difficult to be got ; it is to bo obtained by Honding about 4
m-.los for it, or it can bo imrchasod ; but, owing to it.s having t(i l>e la-ought
n on mulos or in carts, the price is very high. I wanted 12 tons, which I
found could not be obtained for less than 30 dollars, which would bo nearly
iOs. a ton.f

Of tho shores of the gulf northward of Guaymas, our knowledge is still

imperfect, but its nautical intorost is of tho most unimportant character.
Besides tho old Spanish charts, wo ha\'o tho later U.S. Senate report (18;V2)

of the exploration made in tho U.S. tiansport Invinvibk, Capt. Wilcox, as

• This will demonstrate that those currents are giDatly, if not nntirely, dp])ondent on fho
wind, for wo are told by other commimdors that there is a great outnel from tho gulf, which
must be guarded against in crossing the ontranco.

t IhrmoHilto, which is the chief town of this part of Sonora, is 84 mQes by tho road
North of Guaymas, which may be considerod as its j)ort. But tho trade of ouch is not con-
siderable, for Dr. Boll says that three morrhant vessels in 1807 glutted tho muikcts of both
places. Ilormosillo is a most curious and interesting old town, resembling what a liirge

Moorish town in Spain was in the sev<;nto?nth century. Its situation is singular : it is

built in the gap which tho Rio Simoia has cut through the western range, and which rises
high aU around it. It is the focus of an importiuU silver mining region, iiud possesses a
mint for coining dollars.

North Pacific.
jj
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rcaaio,! by T.iout. George H. Dorhy. Wo Ivm, mclii.Icd aU of nautical ir,-

toropt in this report in tlio subsequent doscriptioi.a.

Proceeding nortbwards along tho coast of Son.n-a, at 4 leaguo8 from Guay-

mas, is an excellent liarbour, called Puerto Es.vndi<lo, the .mall islands of

San Pedro Nol^sco, Toriu;ia, San JMro, and in 1 tt. 29" tho Mr del T,huron.

Tortuga is about miles in length, and, li'co most others in tho gui:, ap-

pears rocky, barren, and miinhabited by aninals.

Tiburon has a rugged outline. It has long been know i as tho abode of

tho Ceres Indians, a small tribo of about 500, who are represented a^ ex-

tremely hostile, and invariably opposing any attenvpt at landing; thev aro

said to be aimed with poisoned arrows. A rich bed of pearl oysters i. said

to exist between this island and the coast of Sonora, and there are accounts

of rich gold mines upon the island; but as no one is ever known to We
landed there, it is difficult to understand hovr the fact was asceiiained.

San Edt-van or Bruja, hhnd, to the S.W. of Tiburon, presents an oxceed-

irgly wild and sterile appearance, resembling the generality of tho gulf

toast on tl-.. California side. The appearance of the water between this

isbrnd and that of St. Soronto led us io suppose that we wore on soundings,

but ou tr^'ing tho deep-sea lead we found no bottom at one hundred fathoms.

{ihrujj )

Tihur(m fonns with tho coast a narrow and dangerous chfmnel {el Canal

rellgromX which is terminated by the islet De hx Faios. AU this part, of

tho "province is barren, and only a few T6pocas Indians are to be met

Tho rivers do not reach the coast at all times, for a large portion of their

waters is diverted for irrigation. At 3o miles North of Tibr.ron is the place

called La Lihertad or the Puertecitos, from whi-jh there is a. road to Altar.

To the North of the Rio de la Concepcion de C'li'orea is tho small bay of

Santa Sabina and the island of Santa Inez, the Eio da Santa Clara, and the

watering-place, Z<.« 'Pros OjUos. As far as tho Rio Colorado, at the head of

the gulf, the coast is barren, and very low. Tho wind perpetually raises

clouds of tho tine sand which composes it.

The head of tho Gulf of California has evidently been formed by the de-

tritus brought do^iiby thosigular but almost useless river, the Eio Colorado.

There is no doubt but that it is subject to veiy great changes,* and thero-

• The head of the Rulf probably was much further northward in earlier ages of tho

world's history. For at from SO to 150 inilos N.N.W. from tho present jnoufli of the

Colorado is au ,'.rca calJed tho f^alt Lake. This is shown by barometrical observations to

be htloiv the sor.-levt:. It is now a dry plain of alluvid formation, with a beach Uno

distinctly traconbl.:. Mr. W. V. Blaise, of Washington, explains its fomation by inferring

that the silt or matter brought do\vn by tho river has filled up tho interval, and shut it off

',
ii.jM -j<ii.^wj iwB»'»Ma t'W^>MiJMit;WlvMMt*»'Ji'Wtf*'»W-^^ tawa-iw»<WllWi i
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fore no directions can be useful for any period. Lieutenant iJojby tinis

doacribes it :

—

A largo island close to tho Calif(n'nia shore, in kt. 29' 3', long. 112° •'Jl',

was named Smith's Island. This island is ftbout ii mile Nortli of Angeles

Bay, a small indentation of the coast about 4 miles in width, slightly open

to the eastward, with a sandy bottom in about 10 fathoms water. The

adjacent country is extremely wild and rugged. The hills are ooverid with

huge bonlders. There aro three springs of sligJitiy brackish water at the

foot of the higheat luli, and a bed of most excellent oysters is exposcul at low

tide. Tho water may be found by noticing the reod.« vliich gi-ow about it,

and whidi are the only green things in the vicinity. Tlie bay is apparently

well known to the people inhabiting the interior, as ther(> were many triw-es

of old encampments, &c. There are plenty of turtle, and in ceiiain seascms

of tho year there must be great qaantitles of water, but in December, 1 H.W,

aU was diy and parched. There axe several sraiken rocks in tho entrance.

Tides rise and full about 16 feet.

Clarence Island or tho Ship Roch is a remarkable rock, wliich at a distance

has the appearance of a ship with all sail set. It is about a mile in circum-

ference, about 200 foet high, ami perfectly white with guano. It is probably

tho same as Hardy's Clarence I.sland, but is 20 miles West of the position

he gives to it.

Montague and Gore Hands are to be readily recognized from Hardy's

description. They are low, flat, and sandy, and aro separatod by a very

shallow channel a mile wide. The country here is covered with dwarf reed

and coarse grass. Tljousands of trunks of trees lie scattered over its surface

as far as the eye can reach, showing that it must bo entirely overflowed in

the season of tho freshets.

The EIO COLOEADO is the most important river of this region, and is

one of tho most singular in the world. The real diaracter of its iipper

course has only been known within a recent period. It divides the State of

California from tlie territory of Arizona ; and at 70 miles in direct distance

from its mouth is the junction of tho Gila River, a most important stream

which drains the lich mining districts of S.E. Arizona. On the South pido

of the junction is ^/-i'zowrt City, "a small place with a big name," and on

the North side is Fort Yuma, tho fii-st station of the Colorado Steam Naviga-

tion Company, '''his company has tlireo steamers and three barges of 70

and 100 tons burthen. Tho conditicm of the river may be judged of when

it is stated that those craft draw one foot when light, and two feet avIu^ii

loaded, and never travel by night. The river is nav-igable to Cakille, in hit.

from .he gulf. 'n>e water was then evaporated by tho di-y winds of that desert region
,

and again, the water of the Colorado, at tho time of freshets, overflow and run back i.ito th«

desert for many miles.

K 2
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M' 13' N., a distance 612 miles hy tlie river from its moutli, and 400 milos

K.S.W. from the Salt Lake City. Tlio sumniers hero are intensely hot

(rising to 126'' in the shade), but tlie winters are mild, the lower extienio

being 34". The average amount of rain in 4 years at Fort Ymna, between

18,57—1867, is only 4.01 inches per annum.

Above Calville the Colorado runs through that most wonderful natural

phonomouon—the Grand Canon, a gorge liimdreds of miles long, evidently

cut by the river through the strata to a depth of 6,000 and 7,000 feet, being

scarcely broader at the level of the river than it is on tlie upper surface of

the plain. It is tliis unexampled singularity which renders it quite useless

to man, cither for means of transport, or for fertilizing the country through

wliich it Hows.*

Lieut. Derby says of it (1851) :

—

The bar at the mouth of tlie Colorado is about 10, possibly 15 miles in

width ; the soundings upon it are from 10 feet to 4 fathoms ; it is a very

loose, muddy bottom, and with a stiff breeze a vessel could force her way

ov(3r it, even if drawing a fuot or more than the lead would indicate. The

distance from the junction of the Gila and Colorado to the moutli of the

latter, by water, is about 10 1 miles, owing to tlio many bends of the river,

thou'>-h tlic difference of latitude is but little uKU-e than lialf that distance.

Tlie navigation of the Gulf of Carifornia presents none of those difficulties

which we had been led to anticipate. The wind wo found invariably from

the N.W., which, at this season of the year, is its prevailing direction
;

it is

only during the months of June, July, and August that the gales from the

S.E. are prevalent ; except in Whale Channel we noticed none of the strong

currents so frequently mentioned as existing in the Gulf.

It w(tuld be difficult to mistake the entrance to the river, it being in fact

the head of the gulf, which gradually narrows from 40 to 3 miles when it

is joined by the rivei-, whosci turbidstream discolours the gulf for many

miles to the southward, in soundings of 12 and 14 fathoms. On the Sonora

coast, however, exists an indentation some 15 or 20 miles in depth, called

l)y Hardy Adair Bay ; the shoals of this can be seen from the mast-head, a

view from which would prevent one falling into the error which he did of

supposing it a mouth of the Colorado. The angle at the junction of the

slough and the main river is called Arnold's Point, and fi-om the mouth of

the rivei' (after crossing the bar) to this point, the channel varies in depth

* III Dr. lu'll's " NfW 'J'lai'k-s in Koith Amrrica," 1869, an account is given of tho

iiiiHsagi! down this gorgi) by Jauios White, a miner. Fleeing from the Indians, his party

(who were all lost but himself), in August, 1807, entered the canon on a raft, and after a

friphtful journey of fourteen days (of which six consecutively were without food), ho

reached CalviUo in a dreadful state. This thrilling narrative is found in Chapter XIII of

the above work, and it is probably the only exploration that has been, or will be, made of

this ravine.
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THE 1110 COLOH.VDO. i;5.'?

from 15 to 30 foot, at ordinary high tide, and may, as wo have practically

demonstrated, bo ascended by a vessel havini>: « draught of 8 or 9 fi.'ct, by
taking advantage of tho flcjod, Avhich has a velocity of from 3 to ') mihjs per

hour. It is impossible to sail up, ho\\-ever, for although the river vnries in

\^adth from 3 miles to GOO yards, tho channel is narrow and the navi'^ation

elsewhere obstructed by the numerous sand bars. Tho proper method, after

passing Gore and Montague Islands through the western channel of tho

river, is tliat which we adopted, to drift with tho flood tide, keeping close to

tho highest bank, sounding (iontinuaUy, and anchoring before the time of

high water: in this way wo progressed slowly but steadily, making, per-

haps, 4 or 5 miles per day, until we arrived at the point where we finally

landed the stores, which I have named, " Invincible Point."

Tho mouth of the Colorado has evidently greatly changed since Hardy's

visit in 182G. The ebb tide was observed to run at 5.} miles an hour, and

the flood comes in with a "bore," a bank of water 4 feet high extending

clear across the river, and occurs daily till near neap tides, proving tlin

assertion of TIardy, that " there is no such thing m xlavk water in the River

Colorado.^^

There is but little water now in the entrance of tho Colorado from 2^ feet

to \\ fathoms, in January 1K51.

Tho time of high water at Arnold's Point, at the junction of the Colorado

with the Gulf, is 3'' 20'" p.m., and tho ordinary rise about 1" feet, but during

the freshets is apparently at least 15 feet higher. The tidal motion ceases at

about 40 miles from tho mouth. Near the mouth there is no vegetation, but

higher up the shores are thickly lined with cane, rushes, small willows, &c.,

and the intei'ior countiy with a coarse sharp grass. Invincible Point, tho

S.E. point of the Colorado Mouth, is in lat. 31" 50' 2G", h)ng. \\{^ 4G' 43'.

The Western Shore of the Gulf is as yet but little known. As was above

stated, it is now entering on a new phase, as it has recently become tho

property of a Land Company, which may develoj)!! it.< resourci's, but this is in

the future.

Tho northern limit of tlie purchase above alluded to is a line on tho pa-

rallel of lat. 31" N., Avliich strikes the wi^stern coast to the northward, tho

^^ atering place of Smi PVlipc de Jemn. At 25 miles southward of tills is Snii

Fcniiin. Then follow Smda Yxtiltcl, La J'initacion, Saii A'.ifniii.s/itn. the />'ai/ of

ISaii Luiz de Gonzaija. San Juan y San Pablo, Lou Remediox, and tho Bay de Iok

Anijeles.

Angeles Island, or /. del Anyel de la (fuardia. lies off this part of the coast.

It is 30 )iiil(>s long, but narrow. It is mountainous, rocky, and uninhabited.

To the iSouth of it are tlu-ee small islands, imder tlie nsune of L/m Arrinas

(or Animaii). Tlaey are composed of coarse clay slate, coloured trap, and

trap tuffa, and covered with cacti. Immense quantities of seals are found

u[)oii these, as well as most of the otlu^r islands of tlie gulf. I named these

- <«AJi!4j ',.a.
'
r-',
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AUen'8 Islands. They are in about lat. 28" 55' N., and the soundings in the

vicinity from 4 to 17 fathoms.
_

Angeles Bay is abreast of the South end of the island. It was visited by

Capt. Wilcox, U.S.N., in 1851, as stated on page 131. At low tide

Lieutenant Derby noticed several sunken rocks at the entrance, which they

had not perceived in coming in. The rise and faU at Angeles Bay is about 15

feet. Itslat.is29'>5'N.,long. 113=25'30"W.
, . . .

Abreast of Angeles Island, at 9 leagues from the shore, was the mission of

8nn Francisco de Borja. To the South the islands of Sal si Puedcs (get out if

you can), Las Animas, and San Lorenzo, present a very dangerous passage.

To the South of the Cape de las Virgenes are seen the Bay of Santa Agmda

Galapagos Island, the Cape and Island of San Marcos, which, with the islands

llr'uguitas and Capo San Miguel, form the Bay of Moleje.

0>.i,08ite the Island of San Marcos, but 6 leagues inland, there was the

missi . of San Ignacio. That of Santa Eosalia Ues half a league from the

sea, on the banks of the Rio Moleje. This pomt is easy to be found. In

approaching it a small hiU will be seen, called the Somlrento, havmg the

form of a hat. The bay is shaUow, and boats of 1 5 or 20 tons can only enter

it. Some pearls are found, and on the banks of the river some fruits and

grain are, or have been, produced.

MOLEJE.—This is an extensive bay, which runs to the S.S.W., between

the above river and Point Concepcion on the East. The foUowing observa-

tions on it are by Lieut.-Com. S. 0. Woob-ldge :-" Point Concepcion is diffi-

cult to make out, when you have about a dozen of the same kind withm a few

miles of each other. However, the best marks I can give are some table

land, which is very remarkable, and is rather to the right of Molej6 viUage.

Keep this about two points on your starboard bow, and you may stand ui

untU you discover some sandy islets, which are off a point called Punta

Ynes. When you are East and West with them, you will bo distant from

them about 3 miles. After passing these islets, then steer South and S.S.W.

untU you make out the Pyramid Eock, spoken of by Captain Hamilton.

This rock is caUed Sombrerito, or Little Hat. I think it bad to caU it

Pyramid Eock, as tlxore is a point which, in standing in, may be easUy

mistaken for it, resembling also a pyramid ; but the rock is a pyramid fixed

on a round pedestal like a fort. Another good way of making out this place

is, when tiio wind is fair, to keep Tortuga Island, about 20 miles distant,

bearing about N.W., and steer in S.E. till you make out the sandy islets, and

proceed as above. There is a passage between the islets and the main land

for smaU vessels, but, thougli very inviting, should not be attempted. I tried

it but getting into, 21 fathoms, I put a^'jout as quick as possible. My anchor-

age marks in Moloj6 Bay were as foll..vv, in 5 fathoms :~Point Conncp-ion,

N. 81° E. ; Tortuga Isle, N. 4^^ W. ; Lobos I«lu, N. 2'' E. ;
Sombrerito,

S. 07" W. (Pyramid Eock of Captain Hamilton) ;
Ecpiipalito, S. 22° W.

'!'
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" This is very close in, but I wished to facilitate the watering ; about half

a mile further to tho northwfml, in 8 fathoms, is a very good bortli. In going

into tho bay after making out tho Sombrerito, if you wish to go close in,

take caro not to bring the Sombrerito at all on your starboard bow ;
that in

do not open the mouth of the river, as by sounding I discovered a rock with

only one fathom on it ; it is on a sandbank with 15 fathoms all round it, about

tlireo-quai-ters of a mile from the sliore ; but the rock itself lias only one

fathom. It lies with the entrance of tlie river open, directly between the

Sombrerito and Eciuii)alito llocks, distant from one half to one mile off shore.

Tho report of the facility of watering is very delusive and uncertain.

" In the first place I cannot think it possible to water out of the river, as

it is Silt for at least 2 or 2^ miles, and ii great portion of the time boats could

not possibly get up so far. I was there, fortunately, when tho moon was

nearly full, and the Water was only low between eleven at night and four in

the morning, so that I was enabled to water about eigliteen hours out of

twenty-four, and though I had but one small boat (2;5-feet cutter), I managed

to g(tt 12 tons in two days. She liad to go li mile up tho river, to Tadras.

Tho water is delicious to drink at the stream, but it is so very low, and oui-

water, after being a day or two on board, became so black, and smelt so

strong of decayed vegetable matter, that though it improved by keeping, it

sei-ved chiefly for cooking and washing."

From Moleje Bay to Loreto there is always, near tho land, from 20 to 30

fathoms, and the coast offers good anchorages : tlie I'oiuts of Santa Teresa,

Punta Colorada, those of Pulpito do San Juan, tho bay of that name, that of

Mercenarios, Point Maglarcs, and San Bruno Cove.

Mangles Road is 3 miles to the northward of San Bruno Cove, the landing

place is in lat. 26° lOJ' N., long. 111° 22^' W., under tlio shelter of Mangles

] V)irt. It is open to the East, and at its South side is a rock awash, 2 miles

S.S.E. from Mangles Toint, and 1 mile off shore. The bay is famous on the

coasi for its valleys, well supplied with wood of a superior quality.

At 3 leagues to the North of Loreto the little island of Coronados offers

shelter from the N.E. Near the mission there is a depth of 4 fathoms, and

under the lee of the Island del Carmen 13 to 16 fathoms.

Lloretto or Loreto.—The anchorage at Loreto is pointed out by tho church

mid . clump of palm trees, and it may be distinguished at a distance by a

very iofty peak, surrounded by smaller hiUs.

This mountain, ('ailed £1 Cerro de la Giganta, is tho liighest in Lower Cali-

lornia. Its height above the soa level is 4,560 feet, according to trigouomo-

tvical measurement ; it is of volcanic formation, as is all the rest of tho chain

wliich runs through thi! peninsula. The anchorag*) of lioreto is open to tho

wii-ls from North. N.W., and S.W. When they blow very strongly, the

%
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fillip must got under way to escape boinp drivon on slioro. If sho is of small

draught, she may make for Puerto Escoudido, 14 leagues to the South.

The mission of Real de Loreto, opposite Carmen Island, was the capital of

Lower California ; but it is so much decayed that the authorities were trans-

ferred to the Real de San Antonio. The presidio, the mission, and the church,

are fallen to ruins. These buildings, very substantially built by the Josuits,

were intended to serve, in case of attack, as an asylum to the inhabitants.

They are surrounded by a thick wall, which turns the waters of a toixent

which comes from the mountains ; and which, several times, washed away

the houses and the vegetable earth. The church, for a long time after its

decay, contained many pictures, silver vessels, and jewels of considerable

value, which, though left quite open, was considered safe from spoliation.

At Loreto water is generally scarce ; and that from the wells is brackish and

unwholesome.

Carmen Island lies in lat. 26° 10' N. Dr. Bell says it is worth a visit. It

belongs to the American Land Company, and of its huge estate, this is its

richest prize. Close to the shore, but partitioned off from the sea by a

narrow strip of shingly beach, over which the water never flows, is a lake

covering an area of about six square miles, the bottom of which is covered

with pTire white crystals of salt—chloride of sodium—without any admixtiire

or adulteration in the shape of sand, algae, or other salts. Usually no water

covers this area, and the salt has only to be raked up, packed in large

sacks, and shipped to San Francisco. Here it is ground and sold, without

any purification, as the finest table salt. Holes have been dug 10 feet deep

through pure crystals of salt. Fine volcanic mountains form a semi-circle

around this lake, and when it rains the drainage from them flows into this

basin, and covers it to the depth of a few inches. It is supposed that the

salt is thus washed down from some large natural deposits. There are,

also, some fine beds of thy long shelled oyster hereabouts which are shipped

to San Francisco.

Salinas Bay was surveyed February 4th, 1849, in the Herald, by Captain

Kellett, E.N. Ho places the head of it in lat. 25" 59' 34" N., long. Ill" 5'

45" W. It is about 3J miles wide between More and White Points, and

2 miles deep. Fish and turtle are to be got at its head.

To the South of the Isle Carmen are the Islands Catalana, three leagues in

length, Monserrate, Los Banzantes, the Pearl Banks, &c., of which the chart

gives the best guide. They were partially examined in February, 1849, by

Captain Kellett, E.N., in the Herald. The only points visited by shipping

are the harbour of La Paz and San Jose del Caho.

Catalana Islaibd is about 7 miles long. Its North end is in lat. 25° 42
,

long. 110° 47. It is very abrupt, narrow, and has deep water dose-to.

Midway between it and the coast is Montserratc, of small extent ; and at 2

fa 'agfe*iSW!!8WiWSt gj'HWIiWtiSBAa»W»W^^
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I -A PAZ PAY. l.'i?

miles Nortli of it are some rocky islets outside, or to th(! Nortli of \\iiich k a
danffcroux rock onlj' 2 feet rbovn liigl) Miitcr.

San Josef Island is 40 miles South of Cutulana. It is 3 leagues long, and
separated from the coast by a dgop channel 4 miles wide. Amortajada Jiay

is on its S.W. side, and is the pr.'ncipnl aiiclioi'agc. It is an anchorage oi)eu

to the S.W. Its N.W. point, according to Captain Kellett, is in lat. 21" 54^
. N., long. 11 0'" 35' 23" W. Fresh water is to bo got, in the season, from a

rivulet at its S.E. end. The anchorage is sheltered. San Francisco Island

lies off tlu) South cud of San Josef.

Espiritu Santo Island is about 20 miles S.E. of San Josef. It projct^ts

northward fnmi Ihe peninsula which forms ihv bay of La Paz, being sepa-

rated by a channel 3 miles wide, which has a sKnkvn rock in the centre.

There are some islets oif its North end, but they are not well known. At
the S.AV. end of the island is San Galricl Hay, sheltered from nortliwurd and
eastward, lat. 24" 25' N., long. 110" 19' W. There is anchorage in 10 fa-

thoms, but it suddenly slioals from this. Port Balkna is a mile to the Nortli

of San Gabriel. In its entrance are Gallo and Gallina, two islets, between
which is good anchorage.

LA PAZ BAY is an extensive indentation, running southward for 20

mUes, and about 12 miles wide at the entrance. At its head is the town of

La Paz, and on its eastern side, about 5 miles from Point San Lorenzo, the

N.E. entrance point, is the island of San Juan Nepomuceno, U mile long, but
narrow. It is connected with the land at its Noi-th eiul by a shallow flat,

but it forms a bay, opening southwards, called Pichilingue Bay. This har-

bour is about one-third of a mile broad, and has a depth of 4J to 6 fathoms,

aflfording excellent shelter. Very fine pearls used to be found hero. The
S.E. point of Nepomuceno Island is in lat. 24° lo' N., long. 110~^ 16' W.
according to Capt. Kellett.

La Paz, where Cortes landed. May 3rd, 1535, is in lat. 21" 10', long.

109° 4.7. Incoming here vessels anchor in Pichilingm Pay, above men-
tioned, to the East of the Island of San Juan Nepomuceno, in from 5 to 9

fathoms, and at 2 leagues' distance from the houses. The population of La
Paz consists of about 400 people, the greater part descended from fore '>n
seamen. This is the only town of Lower California.* It is a beautiful

little place, nestled amongst palm trees at the extremity of the inlet sur-

rounded by bold mountains of variegated volcanic rock, so common along the

* Tho I'di-t of La I'az was named at the time of its discovery n.iliia dc Santa Cruz,
afterwards it was called under tliG name of Porto del M.irquez; del V^.lle (Cortts), and lastly

lliiit by which it is now known. It was durin- his stay in this bay that Cortos received the
unpleasant news of his disgrace, brought on by tho jealousies which his groat services

raised, and that, not less painful, tho news of tho arrival of tho firot MLxican viteroj-, sent
to replace him in the eomuiHud,

I
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const of Lower CaUfomin. Outside is a pearl fishery, at wliicli numerous

Ymiui IiidimiH ani omployocl ; thoy bring up the shells from a depth of 8

fathoms. Vessels ft-om San Bias, Mazatlan, and Guaymas, often come to

purchase shell.

A vosHol anxious to keep on the coast of Mexico, or in its neighbourhood,

during the bud season, cannot do better tliun run over to the Bay of La I'az

on thi! West shore of the Oulf of Ciilifoniia, and but little to tlie North of

Mazatlun. This splendid Inu-bouv is ftmued by the main land of Lower Ca-

Ufomia on the starboard hand going in, and a long chain of islands with

shallow passages between on the port hand. The most eastern island is Es-

jiiritu Santo.

North end of Espiritu Santo, lat. 24"^ 3G' N., and long. 110' 22' W., with a

largo rock due North of it 5 miles.

In approaching this bay from Mazatlan the Island of Cerralbo will bo first

made, high and mountainous ; North end lat. 24° 23' N., long, of South end

109"^ 45' W. From it Espiritu Santo will bo seen bearing about W. by N.

The bay is at least 30 miles deep, and for the first 20 miles a deep bold shore

on either hand, no bottom with 20 fathoms close to the islands. Largo ves-

sels anchor under the Island of San Juan de Nepomuceno ;
but small ones

anchor within half a mile of the village of La Paz. Fish, water, turtle,

cheese, and fruits are to be obtained here ; and cattle also in the wet season

Avheu pasturage is to bo found on the coast. Snakes are very numerous and

venomous.

Capt. Hichmond says (1854) that the lead is not to be trusted in La Paz

Bay, as the water shoals very suddenly from 20 fathoms into danger on its

western shore, as weU as against tho islands to the Ea«t. The channel be-

tween Espiritu Santo Island and Pt. S. Lorenzo is very narrow, not more

than two or throe ships lengths' wide, and there is but one channel, not two,

as marked on the chart.

At La Paz, tho Eio Yaqui, and Guaymas, eight or ten small vessels, of 20

to 40 tons, are fitted out for the pearl fishing. The divers are all Yaquis

Indians. The fishing begins in May, and ends in October. The principal

pearl banks in the guK arc in the Bay of La Paz and near Loreto, the S.W.

point of the Isle Carmen, Puerto Escondido, Los Coronados, Los Danzantes,

San Bruno, and S. Marcos Islands.

OerraUm Island lies to the S.E. of La Paz Bay, as above stated. Captain

Eif hmonit says that there is a rock ubout 6 miles N.W. of the North end of

it. According to the charts there is a rock, 10 or 12 feet high, at 9 miles

N-W. of the island, and another sunken rock about midway between, called

the Qaeen Roik. Besides this another breaker is shown, so that with all

these reports, which have not been properly verified, groat caution is

necessary.
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BAY OF SAN JOSE del Cabo* is open from tho Sontli to N.N.E., and

is very dangerous, when, in bad weather, tho winds prevail from this

quarter ; tho bottom being bad liolding ground, and tho anchorage so near

tho shore, tliat there is no chance of getting off with tho wind on shore. It

follows, therefore, that this bay ought not to bo frequented, except from tho

end of November until May, tho season when winds from West and N.W.,

and fine weather, prevail throughout the gulf, as well as on all the Mexican

coast. It is at this period that it is visited by the whalers and merchantmen

trading to Lower California ; but these latter prefer the port of La Paz,

before described, which is more secure.

It was visited by II.M.S. Herald, in June, 1848, and Capt. Ilonry TroUope,

E.N., thus describes it.

The Bay of San Jose is an indifiorent roadstead at the extreme of tho

CaUfomian Peninsula. It is entirely exposed fromN.E. by the E. toS.S.W.
;

the water is deep even close to tho shore, and a hole having 40 or 30 fatlioms

exists in the best part. It is, however, a convenient place for obtaining

water, as well as for fresh beef and vegetables. Fruit, such as figs and

oranges, milk, Mexican cheese, and one or two other articles may bo pro-

cured from the village, which is about three-quarters of a mile from tho

stream. One of the marks for the bay will be the high range of hiUs run-

ning to the N.E. ; the remarkable thumb peak of San Lazaro standing up

like a pinnacle is tho highest of the range, while the valley of tho river is

clearly defined between this range on the left and a much lower range of

pinnacles, craters, and flat table-lands on the right. Tho coast for 5 or 6

leagues to tho N.E. is free from danger. Eimning along tho coast from tho

eastward, Punta Gorda (the northernmost point of tho bay) is too remark-

able to escape notice—a flat white liill of moderate height, perhaps 150 or

180 feet high, with several pyramidal hills to the left, particularly a group

of three in one with a flat-topped crater-like hill or truncated cone near it,

and a flat level plain with a single conical hill in it to the right ; the long

playa, or sandy beach, will then be seen, running along which you wiU soon

distinguish the stream and a flagstaff on a slightly elevated mound. The

coast may in any part be approached without danger, having 5 or 6 fathoms

close-to, but deepening very rapidly. To avoid letting go your anchor in tho

50-fathom hole, keep the flagstaff open to the westward of the high peak of

San Lazaro, or thumb, as we call it, tho latter bearing N.W. by W., when

a vessel may anchor in 13 to 15 fathoms, soft mud, three-quarters of a milo

• At the mission of San Jose in the southern part of tho poninsula, the learned Ahbo

Chappe d'Awteroche died, whom the Royal Academy of Sciences sent to observe tho transit

of Venus in 1769. Ho accurately determined tho position of Capo San Lucas, which

served as a landfall and departure fur the ships for China and Europe.
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from thn Hlinro. Tho rivor is 50 yards to tho loft of tlio fliigstiifT, mid at low

wator, wlion thoro is but littlo siirf on tlm hi'acli, affords uii t>x( ollont supply.

It ia, however, liable to intorruptions ; fitron|jf N.W. bri'e/cs raiso a licMvy

surf on tho boacli, renderiiifj: landiug somewhat dilUcuIt. Ilowovcr, wirli a

party on shore fdling and a hauling-lino for tlie casks, wo completed very

oxpeditiously, getting forty tons on board in tliirty hours. Tlui sea at liigh

water percolates tlirough the sand, romhn-ing tho water brackish and unfit

for use. This can be remedied by going higher up the stream, but tho labour

is of course more. Horses oi-e good and easily obtained. There are no re-

mains of the Franciscan Mission of San Jose, the origin of tlie place : and

thovillageisbut a poor straggling place, wliich, I believe, almost gr .,' up

during the war with America. Tho flagstatl' is in lut. 2'.i° ;i' 15' N., long.

109° 37' 53' ^V., variaticm 2" 28' 53" easterly. Oif a rocky cliff between

(.^apos Pahna and Talia, there is a shoal about one mile off tho slior(>,

wliich we did not examine. The clilf is in lat. 23° 26' 53" N., long. 109^

23' 30" W.
The Bay of San Lucas offers safe anchorage and sliolter from westerly

winds, but is exposed to a very heaAy and most dangerous sea from the

S.W. The soundings are very irregular, and the aiuhorage, by reason of

its groat depth in the centre, is comi)lotely a lee shore.

The village consisted of four houses at the time of Captain Sir Edward

IJolcher's visit, and water, wood, cattlo, checsso, oranges, and pumpkins werii

obtained. The water, which is procured from wells, is sweet when drawn,

and very bright, but is impregnated witli muriate of soda and nitre, which

pervade the soil. It consociuently soon putrefies on board. Tho country

al)out Cape San Lucas is mountainous, and probably granitic. Tho plains,

as well as the hills, are very abundant in cacti.

The navigator has no hidden dangers to fear ; all are above water. After

roundin"- tho Fraylos from the westward, he may safely stand for the houses,

dropping his anchor in 15 fathoms. The bad season is supposed to commence

in June, and terminates on the Ist of November.

A \vord of caution in anchoring hero may be given. The Sulphir, on

shortening sail in coming to, had 10 fathoms, and immediately after they

had no bottom with 88 fathoms, just as they were about letting go tho an-

chor. This shows tho necessity of keeping the lead on tho bottom before

letting go an anchor, or you may lose it.

CAFE SAN LUCAS, the southern extremity of the peninsula, is in lat.

22° 52' N., long. 109° 53' AV. It gradually, tliough not very regularly,

descends from the very broken and uneven rnnge of mountains which extend

jfrom the N.W., and terminates in its South extremity in a hummock of low,

or very moderately elevated, land, of a rocky, sterile appearance.

Tho coast between Cape San Lucas and the Island of Santa Margarita, a

distance of 130 miles, is in many parts composed of steep, white, rocky

''^vi^m^^sst?
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din's
;

tlic country rising witli a v<'ry broken and uneven siirl'ace to the

ridge of stupendous numntains previously numtioned, and wliidi are visible

at a great distance into the ocean. Tlu> sliores jut out into small projecting

points that terminate in abrupt cliffs, and luiving less elevated land be-

hind th(>m, gives them at first tlu* appenran(^e of being detached islands

;

but on n nearer approach this does not seem to be the case. Tho general

face of the country is not very inviting, being destitute of trees and other

vegetabh i productions.

After having doubled Capo San Liuas, and i)roceeding along the coast, at

a short league from it, you find the mission of Todm Ion UtiiitoH, whi(.'Ji a

few years ago still contained a few Indians. There is an aiuhorage,

with a snuiU rivulet where water can bo procured, and also provisions could

bo had.

At tho parallel of 24° tho mountains form a promontory, surmounted by
three peaks, tho truncated summits of which resemble tables, and which are,

from this reason, eaUed.Z<w Mmts de Narvtuz.

From this point the coast runs nearly N.W. to the liirge island oi Santa
Margarita, forming tho Houth entrance of the immense bay of La Mag-
daleim.

The GTILF of MAODAIENA is an extensive inland sea, whose oxisteiuie

was scarcely suspected in Europe prior to tho viait of Capt. Sir E. Belcher,

in 1839, when he minutely sun-eyed it, and tlio fine chart recently published
is the result of that survey. Nearly at the same time tho Frtmch frigate

La Venm, under Du Petit Thenars, also surveyed its shores, and his plan,

much less elaborate than that of our Engli.sh hydrographers, fonus a portion

of the atlas accompanying the voyage.

It may properly be said to consist of two extensive bays : Almejas Bay to

the S.E., and Magdalona Bay, the principal, to the N.W.
SANTA MAEGAEITA ISLAND, which forms tho seaward face of tho

greater part of these two bays, is about 22 miles in length, by 2J in

average breadth. In its centre it is so low, that at a distance it might bo
taken for two separate islands, the northern and southern portions being
high land.

Cape Tom> is its S.E. point, and is bold-to. Four miles N.N.W. from it

is Mount Santa Margarita, about 2,000 feet in height. To tho East of it is

the southern and intricate entrance to tho two bays, through the Mchma
Vhamel, formed by the low sandy extremity of Crescimtc Island, called Sta.

Marina Point. The tide runs very strongly thi-ough this narrow channel,

which is much embarrassed by sandy patches nearly and quite awash.
No instructions can fl^. rciforo be given for this, and will be scarcely ever
required.

ALMEJAS BAY k about 12 miles in extent to the N.W., and is divided

from the principal bay by a narrow but clear and deep channel, formed by
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a Bandy projection from tho main land on tho N.E. Tho oxtromity of this

is caUod Lengua (Tongue) Point, and louncctod witli it is an oxtonhivo low

island, named Mangrove Island.

Southward of this sandy tract, tho island of Santa Margarita is divided

into two Boparato tracts of mountainous land by a low Bandy nock. From

the chart these points would seem to bo tho effect of (currents, probably in

combination with the geological changes hereafter noticed.

Tho North side of Santa Margarita Island, from this strait, trends nearly

West, true, to its N.W. point, Cape Redondo, off which, to tho distance of a

quarter of a mile, some sunken rocks extend. About midway between its

extremities, on the seaward face, is Peqnena Bay, Ij-ing against the low tract

previously mentioned; Cape Judas forms its N.W. extremity. Two species

of tortoises are found on the island, one of which is very good eating, but

the shell is worthless ; tho other, on tho contrary, is unfit for food, but tho

shell is excellent and valuable.

The entrance to Magdalena Bay lies between Cape Redondo and Fntrada

Point, the southern point of the Snn Lazaro peninsula ;
like the opposite

Hide, some sunken rocks lie off it. MowU Isabel, 1,270 ft. high, Uos 3J miles

N.W. of it. The width of the entrance is 2* miles, and the depth between

the head 15 to 20 fathoms. At the foot of Mount Isabel, within the bay, a

fresh-water marsh is marked on tho chart. This is 3 miles withi- the

entrance point. Five mUes further on, on the N.E. face of the peninsula,

and near to where the high land sinks to the long sandy neck connected

with it northward, is tho anchorage under Delgada Point ;
here Captain

Belcher estabUshed his observatory. This is in lat. 38° 24' 18" N., long.

112° 6' 21" N. This was at the foot of a hill 600 feet in height, according

to M. de Tessan's chart.

Northward of this the bay becomes very shallow, but has some deeper

channels extending northward, separated by extensive shoals, which have

received the names of Bu Petit Thomrs, Tessan, and La Venus, the Fiench

surveyors and their ship. As there can be no inducement whatever for

entering them, no fui-ther notice here is necessary.

In the account of his exploration, Captain Sir Edward Belcher gives tho

following description of his progress :—

I was fully prepared to have found, as the name imported, an extensive

bay, but on entering the heads, which are about 2 miles asunder, no land

could be discerned from the deck, from N.W. to N.E. or East
;
and even

after entering, it was quite a problem, in this new sea, whore to seek for

anchorage, our depths at first, even near the shore, ranging from 17 to 30

fathoms. However, as the prevaiUng winds appeared to bo westerly, I

determined on beating to windward, in which it eventuaUy proved I was

correct. About 4 p.m. we reached a very convenient berth in 10 fathoms,

with a very sheltered position for our observatory. Preparations wore im-
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modiatoly made for the examination of tliis extensive soa, or what I shall in

future term the Gulf of Magdalena.

It is iirobablo that this pai-t of the coast formerly presented three detached

islands, viz., St. Lazarus range, Magdalena range, and Margarita range,

•with one unnamed sand island, and numerous sand islets. It is not impro-

bable that its estTiar^ vneets those from La Paz, forming this portion of

Southern California into orio immense archipelago.

The first part of our ejpedition led us up the nortliem branch of what

held out some prospect of a fresli-water river, particularly as frequent marks

of cattle were noticed. In the prosecution of this part of our survey, wo

noticed tha*^^ the St. Lazarus range is only connected by a very narrow belt

of sand between the two bays, and that the summits of some of these sand

hills were covered in a most extraordinary manner by piles of fragile shells,

which resembled those found recently in the gulf. At elevations of 50 and

60 ft. these minute and fragile shells wore found perfect ; but on the beaches,

either seaward or within, not a shell was visible. This is the more extraor-

dinary, as these sandy wastes are constantly in motion, and drowning every-

thing else, and yet these shells are always exposed. On digging beneath

them to erect marks no beds of shells occurred, nothing but plain sand. It

was further remarkable, that they appeared to be collected in families,

principally area, venus, cardium, and murex ; when ostrea appeared they

were by themselves.

The cliifs throughout the guK abound in organic remains, and I cannot

but believe that the same cause has produced the above unaccountable phe-

nomena> which I witnessed throughout a range of at least 90 miles.

Having explored the westernmost estuary, about 17 miles North of our

observatorj-, until no end appeared of its intricacies, I resolved on attempt-

ing a second, which afforded a wider entrance, about 4 miles beyond tho

last, and it still offered ample scope for employment, the advance boats

being at that moment in 4 fathoms, and distant heads in view ; but finding

no hope of reaching fresh water, I determined on adhering to its main

outlines.

By November 9th (1S39), wo had reached tho East end of the first gulf,

and found the channel or strait connecting them not more than a quarter of

a mile wide. I was sanguine in expecting that we should discover a safe

channel out by tho East end of Margarita, but I found that our boats, and,

upon emergency, the Starling, might have passed out, but it was far too

difficult and doubtful for the ship.

We had frequently seen, indistinctly, the outlines of veiy high mountains

to the eastward, distant 50 or GO milos ; but on this day I could detect

breaks which indicated water-courses between them, and could plainly

follow out yellow breaks of cliffs as far as the eye could trace inland. I

have not tho sliglitest doubt that taeso estuaries flow past them, and pro-

i 8|'
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l)iil)ly to tlio very 1)noo of llio most distant mountain, nvon into the Gulf of

California. As I ran infornuul that thoro are no fresh streams in the distric^t

of La Paz, and Lhat similar esteros run westerly fr(jm that neighbourhood, it

is not improbable that they meet. Although the solution of this <iuostion

nmy not bo commercially impoi-tant, it is highly interesting in i geogra-

phical point of view.

After all tho time expended (18 days) on this immense sheet of wati^r, it

will natimlly be enquired, what advantages does the port offer ? The reply

is, at the present monu-nt, shelter ; and from s(5voral water-courses, which

were nearly diy at tho time of our visit, it is evident that very powerful

streams scour the valleys in the winter season, which, in this region, i»

reckoned between May and Octoljer.

Fuel can bo easily obtained in the estuai-y (mangrove).

As a port for refit after any disaster it is also very convenient
;
and for

this purpose either our noi-thorn or southern observatory bays may be

selecced. Tho latter would afford better shelter ;
but tho foi-mer is certainly

more convenient, the access to it being entirely free from shoals.

In war it would bo a most eligible reudesivous, particularly if watching the

coasts of Mexico or California, as no one could prevent the fomaation of an

Gstablishment without adequate naval force, and the nature of the coimtry

itself woidd not maintain an opposing party.

Tho island of Margarita would afford an excellent site for a deposit for

naval stores. Martello towers on the heads of entrance would completely

command it, and, excepting on the outside, no force could be landed.

Water would doubtless flow into wells, of which we had proof in spots

where the wild beasts had scraped holes ; but from some (no doubt remov-

able) causes, it was intensely bitter. There is nothing in the geological

constitution of tho hill to render it so.

Tho ranges of hills composing the three suites of moimtains vary from

1,.500 to 2,000 feet.

It is high water, full and change, in :Magdalona Bay, at 7'' 35"'
; rise 6 ft.

3 inches; variation 0" 15' E.—(1838).

From Entrada Point, the entrance to Magdalena Bay, to Cape Corso,

which is at the North end of tho elevated part of the peninsula, the distance

is 9 miles, tho breadth of tho peniusida being here, on an average, about

2 miles.

From Cape Corso to tho S.E. point of Cape Lazaro, the distance is 7^

miles, and the outer coast is fonned by the long, narrow, sandy neck whicli

separates tho ocean from the entrance channels in tho North part of Mag-

dalena Bay, before noticed. This recedes 4 or 5 niiles from the general line

of the coast, and forms under Cape Lazaro, that is, to the southwai-d of it,

tho Baij of Santa Maria.

Cape San Lazaro is in lat. 24° 44' 50", and is 1,300 feet iu height;
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BALLE.VAS BAY. Ito

hence the coast trends to the East and northward, and is steep-to as far

as the small bay {Pequena Bay) formed by Point Santo Domingo, in about

lat. 26°.

The ALIJOS ROCKS, or Farallones Mocks, a cluster of four high, de-

tached, and remarkable rocks, lie off 1 40 miles from this part of the coast.

They are in lat. 24° 51', and long. 115° 47'. This position was accurately

determined by Admiral Du Petit Thouars, who saw them for the second time.

They will be again noticed hereafter, but, from their dangerous character,

they must be alluded to hero.

The coast beyond Point Santo Domingo trends to the N.W. for nearly 20

leagues, and then turns abruptly for 10 leagues to the 8.E. to Point Ahrcojos,

forming Ballenas Bay, in lat. 26° 42' N., long. 113'^ 34' W.
BALLENAS BAY is entirely open to the South. The soundings in the

bay are quite regular, and extend a long way off shore, gradually decreasing

to 3 fathoms, within a mile of the beach. With the strong coast winds a

heavy swell sets in which causes a high surf along its shores. Whales of the

"humpback" species make this r favourite feeding- ground, on account of

the myriads of small fish found here. In the fine season, countless flocks of

pelicans are seen making awkward plunges to catch their swimming food.

At 15 miles eastward of Point Abreojos is a small estero.

The shores of the main land form the eastern boundary of the bay of

Ballenas, where in lat. 26° 45', is found the entrance to a lagoon. It was

first seen in 1857 by Capt. Pool, of the whaling barque Sarah Warren. In

1859 a whaling fle«t first entered it.

The main branch of the lagoon is 2 miles wide, from shore to shore, at its

mouth ; running North for 3 miles, it then turns a little to tho West, and

doubles its width 6 miles from the bar ; then gradually contracting, it comes

to an end 8 miles further up, making the whole length 14 miles. A small

branch, making from the South part of the entrance, and taking a more

easterly course, runs through a low flat country, a distance of 12 or 15

miles, where it reaches a high table land. Another small estero, 15 miles

further South, emptying into the sea, joins the southern branch of the main

lagoon.

Near the head of this sheet of water are two islands, not over 4 miles in

length and 1 in width. Both are very low. The upper island, on its highest

part, has a growth of trees and low bushes, which gives it a pleasant con-

trast with the surrounding country. The southern island is quite barren ;

flocks of grey gulls, pelicans and cormorants, literally covered its shell

beaches. Around the shores largo numbers of huge turtle lay sleeping, and

shoals of cowfish and porpc'ses played.

The face of the country, immediately in the vicinity of this inland water,

on either hand, is low, quite level, and extremely barren. To the south-

eastward rises a long table-land, to the height of a thousand feet or more,

North Pacific. l

i
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and then comes a wild mountain country as far as tlio eyo can see. To tho

N.E. there is a bolt of level land, that appears to extend through the ponin-

aula to tho Gulf of California.

Tho native name of this lagoon is Sim Maria. In a northerly direction

from its head, distant 35 miles, rises a mountain, showing three swells of

land at its summit ; it is called San Ignacio, and at its foot is a mission bear-

ing the same name. As you view this mountain from the coast, a etill

higher elevation is seen, standing alone, with rounded peak.

The entrance to this tine body of water is shoal, narrow, and extremely

dangerous, on account of the strong currents running in different directions

at different stages of tho tide. Seven feet of water only is found at lov

tide, the riso and fall being about 6 feet. A heavy swell usually rolls on the

bar at full and change of the moon, and it is only practicable for smaU

vessels of light draught.

Point Abreojos, the N.W. point of BaUenas Bay, is quite low, and a small

creek lies immediately North of it. An outlying reef of rocks extends 6

miles from the low land of the point. Abreojos v" Open-your-eyes ") seems

a fitting name for it. There is a good passage between it and the main,

which may be used in case of necessity, although it is not generaUy kuown.

The coast northward of Point Abreojos is low near the shore Une ;
but the

beach fronting it, being composed of white sand, is seen a considerable dis-

tance at sea, contraating with the brown clay cliffs and banks.

At 48 miles beyond Point Abreojos is Asuncion Island, lat. 27° 8' N., long.

114° 18' W., a small isolated spot, once the resort of vast herds of sea

animals, and therefore was covered with inferior guano. At 8 miles further

is another and similar island, San Eoque, which is somewhat lower, but

now unfrequented. The coast is thence clear for 40 miles to tho north-

westward.

SAN BAETOLOME' BAY, or Turtle Bay, as it also called by the whalers,

lies to the South of Point San Eugenio. The bay is formed by a hi^jh range

of loose cUffs on the North and a fine gravelly bay on the East, and a

coarse sandy tongue connects a high peninsula, or island at high water, in

its centre, forming a third southern bay. From this peninsula rocks extend

northerly, partly under water, jutting into the heart of the bay, and forming

a safe land-locked position, having 5 fathoms within.

The sheltered position where the whalers resort to cooper their oil is within

a range of reefs which divides the bay, from seaward, into two parts. The

anchorage taken by H.M.S. Sulphur was in 7 fathoms, sheltered from all

but S.W. winds, but bad holding-ground. The surrounding land is high

and mountainous.

The place of observation on the northern head of the bay is in lat. 27° 40

N., long. 114° 61' 20" W. Wood may bo procured here—in case of extreme

necessity—by searching for low green bushes in tho level land about tho
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CEER08 OR CIEDROS ISLAND. M7

shores
;
tho roots ar lonnd running near tho top of tho ground 8 or 10 foot

long and often six inches through ; they burn roadily, and produco tlio re-

quired heat.

In proceeding along the coast, tho Point San Eugcnio, which appears to

form but ono promontory with Natividad Island, lying off its wobtorn ex-
tremity, should bo avoided.

The Island of Natividad lies S. J E., distant H miles from tho peaked
mountain on Cerros Island. Its liighost point is 700 foot above tho sea ; its

length 5 milos, and not over 1 milo at its broadest part. It fs extremely
barren

; neither shrub nor troo is found here ; and it is only resorted to by
large numbers of sea-fowl, as a breeding-placo. From an islet off the N.W.
end, there lias been several cargoes of guano taken. Between Natividad and
Point Eugonio (the S.W. point of tho bay of San Sebastian Vizcaino), a roof,

on which in bad weather there aro heavy breakers, lies 1 milo to tho oast-

ward of Seal Ecck ; the channel between Natividad and the main, is not,

tliorefore, so safe as is generally supposed, as in fino weather it breaks only
at intervals.

Here, e'» at Capo San Lazaro, tho whalers come, passing by night between
the island and the Liain land, and anchoring against tho point, which is

very low. The passage between the island and this point is 7 or 8 miles wido.
In approu 'ling from the South, a tolerably high mountain called Mono
Ilermoso, shews itself to the south-eastward of the point. In coming from
the North the islands of Cerros and San Benito will be a sufficient guide.
To the East of Point San Eugonio, the coast recedes considerably for tho

space of a degree of latitude, forming the great bay of Sebastian Vizcaino,
in which, in lat. 28° 66', is the small bay of Pemido Blanco, formed by a
point 5 or 6 miles in extent, which projects to the southward.

CEEROS or CEDEOS ISLAND forms tho most western side of the bay
of San Sebastian Vizcaino. It is from 25 to 30 miles long, and its South
point is in lat. 28° 3' N., long. 115° 11' W. It is an island of mountains
throughout its whole extent, being a mass of high, abrupt peaks, the highest
of which is 2,500 feet above the level of the sea, and may be distinctly seen,
in clear weather, 60 miles. On a near approach, the sombre, barren appear-
ance of all brought to view is anything but inviting. Many of tho southern
slopes present a dark red hue, interspersed with high variegated cliffs, that
give a little change to the otherwise dull scene. On landing, one is at onco
fully sensible of tho extreme dry atmosphere prevailing ; still there must bo,
occasionally, heavy rains, producing mountain torrents.

On the N.E. side, about 3 miles from the extreme North end, a low sandy
point makes out; to tho southward of this is good anchorage during the
prevailing coast winds. In a ravine near it is a small stream of fresh water

;

and likewise in several of the valleys leading from the shore line to the
southward, water may bo found within a mile of tho beach. At one of these

l2
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])laces it is of excellent quality. The only practicable place, however, for a

ship to obtain a largo supply, is on ;he S.E. side, where there is a spring

running among ruo'.ies at the foot of n high peak close to the shore.

Anchorage may be had off this spring, within 2 cables' lengthe of the

shore, in 20 fathome of water ; but a much better place for a ship to lie is 2

miles further South, off a low shinglo beach.

A vessel can always find shelter from the N.W. winds on the South side

of the island, in depths varying from 6 to 25 fathoms ; theso winds blow

with the regularity of a "trade," from May to October, and the only pre-

caution to be kept in mind in choosing an anchorage ib to avoid fixed kelp.

From 0^ oer to May the winds are generally light and the weather de-

lightful. Occasionally a strong " norther," or a light S.E. gale, blows the

first part of the winter, and strong gales from the N.W. again set in about

the Ist of May.

The San Benito Islands are three in number ; the westerly one in lat.

28" 12' N., long. 115" 46' W. Two of these axe moderately high, the middle

one is quite low. They lay 15 miles to the westward of Cerros, and are only

separated from each other by narrow passages of water, where boats may

pass in safety, but not practicable for large vessels. The whole length of

the three islands is not more than 10 miles. The western one is the largest.

It is about 3 miles wide by 5 in length ; the other two being less than half

that extent. They are all very barren, afibrding neither wood nor water.

The seal and sea elephant are the only animals found upon them.

Anchorage may be had on the S.E. side of the middle island, in from 10

to 20 fathoms water, but it is rough, rocky bottom, and aflfords poor holding

ground.

In 1853 there was found on the S.W. end of the largest of this group, the

remains of what was supposed to be a Japanese jnnk.

SAN SEBASTIAN VIZCAINO BAY,* an extensive indentation of the

coast, lies within Cerros Island ; but wo have no nautical particulars of it,

nor does it appear to possess any point of special interest.

Playa Maria Bay.—Northward of Pescado Blanco Bay, in lat. 28" 55' N.,

long. 114° 31' W., is Santa Maria Point, to the East of which is Playa

Maria Bay, the limits of which may be taken as Black Point, about 6

miles S.E. by compass from Santa Maria Poiul. The bay ia open, but

clear ; and inland, 2 miles from the head of it, is a hill called the Nipple,

1,132 feet high; and in the North part of the bay, on the coast, is what

* Sebastian Vizcaino, from wliom this name is derived, was chiirged by the Spanish vice;

roy of Mexico, Don Caspar de Zuniga, C!ount de Monterey, to survey these coasts. lie set

sail on this commission from Acapulco, May 5th, 1602, with four vessels, and among others

discovered and named the Port of Monterey, which has remained the capital of this

countiy up to recent times.
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Captain KoUet calls Station Peak, 25G feet high. The variation lino in 18^7
was 8' 44' E.

Wo have no particulars of the const northward of this, further than what
the Spanish charts afford us, until we como to Sm Gcronimo Mand, whoso
position is determined as lat. 2^ 48', long. 115" 47'. Tho next placo is Port
San Quontin.

PORT SAN aUENTIN is the name applied or chosen by Sir E.lwnrd
Belcher for tho harbour, which, under several Spanish and English
charts, is called the Bay of San Francisco. This is much proforahio, as
tho triple repetition of this name on tliis coast, applied by the Spaniards
m honour of their patron saint, pecul irly 80 regarded by tho navigators in
the Pacific, has led to confusion. Captain Sir Edward Belcher's plan does
not notice former synonymes, but we take the following extracts as applying
to this spot :

—

Cape San Qimitin (or Virgenes), tlie western point of the Port San Quen-
tin, is a long, low, projecting point of land. From this it takes a course of
about N.N.W. for 8 miles, to Point Zuniga of Captain Vancouver. Tliis
portion of the coast consists of five remarkable hummocks, nearly of equal
height and size, moderately elevated, with two smaller ones close to tho
water side, the whole rising from a tract of vory low and nearly level land,
foi-ming a very projecting promontory. This was named by Vancouver,
Point Five Hummocks, who says that it is as conspicuous and remarkable
as any projecting point the land affords.

In coming down tho coast from the northward, he had taken it for a series
of detached islands.

The following are Sir Edward Belcher's observations on the port :—
" Port San Quentin does not afford anything equal to San Diego, but it is

more secure when within, and might afford fresh water.

The sandy point on the West side of tho entrance is situated in lat. 30° 22'

N., long. 1 15" 56' 33" W. High water, fuU and change, 9" 5'", rise 9 feet.
The whole coast is dreary, being either sand hills or volcanic mountains,

five of which, very remai-kably placed, caused one of the early navigators to
call it tho Bay of Five Hills. It is the Bay of the Virgins of tho former, and
I'ort San Quentin of the later Spanish surveyors.* As it appears engraved
under tho latter, on an extensive scale (which misled us and caused our
touching), I have preferred that name for it.

The Island and Paps of Las Virgenes (Conizas?) are situated to sea-
ward, about 2 miles from what has been termed Observatory Peak in our
{>lan.

* The North promontory is called, by Vancouver, Point Five Hummocks, as before men-
tioned. In his chart, the bay to tho North of Point Zuniga, tho North end of the pro-
montory, is called the Buy de los Virgenes.
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Point Zunlga, according to Vancouver's chart (lio rassod near to it), is tho

North extreme of what he caUed Five lliuumocL Point, and is 6 or 7 miles

N \V. by N. of Capo San Qucntin.

Cenizas Island, or S. Ililario Island or Virgenes, of Sir E. Belcher, lies

off Point Zuniga about 3 miles. It is 4 miles in circuit, of a triangular

form. Its western aide is formed of steep high cliUs, but its N.E. aud 8.L.

«ides terminate in low sandy land, extending toward the continon t.

CAPE COLNETT is about 30 miles northward of Cenizas Island. Tho

interval forms the large bay of -San Ramon, or De los Virgencs. Cape Col-

nott is very remarkable from its shape and appearance, as likewise by ite

forming a bay on its N.W. and another on its S.E. side. It was thus caUed

by Vancouver, who says :-"This promontory bore a very singular character

us wo passed. Tho cliCPs already described as composing it are, about

tlio middle, between their summit and the water side, divided horizontally

nearly into two equal parts, and formed of different materials; tho lower

part seemed to consist of sand or clay, of a very smooth surface, and

light colour. The upper part was evidently of a rocky substance, with

a very uneven surface, and of a dark colour. This seemed to be again

divided into narrow columns by vortical strata. Those apparent divisions,

as well horizontally as vertically, existed with great uniformity aU round

the promontory."

From Capo Colnett to Point Grajero, the distance is about 50 mdes. At 3

agues S. by E. of Point Grajero, lie a cluster of detached rocks {Solitanoa

land), about half a league from a smaU projecting point, that forms a bay

or cove on each side of it.

At Point Grajero the coast takes a sharp turn to S.E., forming the Bay of

Todos los Santos. Off the cape some rocky islets and rocks extend N.W. i

W., a league distant. - , • i.

The coast northward of Todos los Santos Bay consists of high, steep,

rocky cliffs, rising abruptly from the sea, and composing a craggy, moun-

tainous country, extending in a N.W. by N. direction for about 10 leagues

to Point San Miguel, when it assumes a more northerly direction, or N. by

W 2 W., for 6 leecrues. The shores still continue to be of steep rocky

cliffs which in general rise, though not very abruptly, to a very hilly

country, remarkable for throe conspicuous mountains, entirely detached from

one another, rising in quick ascent at a Uttle cUstance from tho shore, on a

uearly plain and oven surface. Tho northornmost of these presoutod the ap-

pearauce of a table in all directions from the ocean ;
the midcUo one termi-

lutted in a shaq> peak ; and tho southernmost in an irregular form. The

centre one of these remarkable mountains lies from Port San Diego, S.E. by

S., distant 9 leagues, and, at a distance, may servo to point out that port.

Tlioy Avcro called tho Tables, or Mesas de Juan Gomez.

At the South cud of San Diego Bay is the boundary mark placed between

tit'ulmh.aiia
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tho Moxionn and United States territories ; and to the sontliward, about 8

miles oil', is tho small cluster called Los Uoronados by Vizcaino, in 1()02, but

they were discovered by Cabrillo in 1542, They were named after ono of

tho governors under Cortes.

The CORONADOS, belonging to Mexico, lio about 7 miles off tho coast,

and are a group of high, bold, and abrupt rocks and irilets, of which tho

largest is 15 miles S. by E. from Point Lomn, about If milu iu length, by
one third of a milo in breadth. It is a wodge-sliaped mass, 575 feet high,

entirely destitute of trees, though in tho rainy season it has abuudauco of

gaudily-coloured wild flowors. There is ancliorago about ono quarter of u

milo to tho eastward of tho islet, and but one dilEcult landing place. Accord-

ing to George Davidson, Esq., it is in lat. 33" 23' 4G" N., long. 117° 13'

21
' W.
On the West and N.W. sides of tho islet, and about half a mile distant,

lie two smaller ones, or rather two masses of bare rock, 50 foot high, tho

favourite resort of enormous sea-elephants. Excellent anchorage is said to

be found in tho vicinity. The smaller of the two prominent islets is 2f miles

N. 58° \V. from tho larger. It is a huge barren rock, with a very sharj)

siunmit.

In coming from tho South this group affords a good mark for making

San Diego, although before being up with them. Point Loma shows dis-

tinctly.
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CnArTER IV.

THE COAST OP CALIFORNIA.

In tho eonmienooment of the preceding chapter, some remarks are given

whicli miiy bo taken in connection with tho present subject. Until May 30,

1848, tho countries respectively dtuiominated Upper and Lower, or New and

Old, California, were under one dominion, subject to the same laws, and

under the influence of the sai. social system ; intimately connected with

each other morally, and having tho same origin in a poUtical sense, their

liistories may be considered as identical. When, however, a new order of

things became established, and Upper California was ceded to the dominion

of the United States, while the Lower Peninsula remained an appendage to

Mexico, a wonderful change took place in the importance of these two terri-

tories, not so much arising from the change of masters as from the great

event of the present ceutury-the di'scovery of the gold produce of the basms

of tho rivers falling into the Bay of San Francisco.

Tlio first discovery or exploration of this part of the American coast was

made in 1540, under the orders of Don Antonio do Mendoga, the viceroy of

Mexico, who despatched Francisco Vasquez Coronado by land, and Francisco

Alargon by sea, in search of the supposed Strait of Anian, which, it was

said, communicated with the Atlantic Ocean. Alargon reached the 36th

paraUel (South of Monterey), but was then forced to return. Tho same

project was resumed in 1542 by Rodrigues de CabriUo, a Portuguese in the

Spanish service. He reached the latitude of 44^ His principal discovery

was a projecting pomt in lat. 40^, to which he gave the name Cape Mendo-

gino, by which it is still known.

The Spaniards seem to have forgotton these discoveries, till, in 1578, Sir

Francis Drake passed the Strait of Magalhaens, then scarcely known, and

traversed the great ocean from South to North, reaching the N.W. coast of

America in lat. 48" North. He then coasted the shore downwards, and dis-

covered tho harbour now bearing his name to the N.W. of San Francisco,
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whore ho mado somo stay. lie hero formally took poHs.iHsion of tho country

in tho nanio of FJi/aheth, Queen of England, imposing tho name of New
Albion on it.

Tho expeditions of Drako, of Cavendish in 1587, and of Van Noort in

1598, gave riso to considerable jealousy with the Spaniards. Thoy dotor-

minod to colonize those coasts. Accordingly, Don Oaspar do Zuniga, Count

do Monterey, tho viceroy of Mexicio, despatched Sebastian Vizcaino, in ir)02,

whoso most northern important discovery was tho harbour, wliich, in honour

of tlio viceroy, ho named tho Puoj'<^(j de jyontoroy. Tho Sx)aniardB had found

several missions on tho Californian Peninsula, as has been before mentioned,

jind tho ruins of those great establishments still remain to testify as to their

magnitude and importance. On June 25th, 1767, tho Emperor Charles III.

uboUshed tho Society of Josus (Jesuits) in Lower CiUifornia, and gave their

property to the Franciscan order. Sixteen of tho monies of this latter fra-

ternity landed at Loreto, in Lower California, in 1 768, under the Visitador,

Don Josef do GaJvez ; and soon after they (istablished pr, sidios and missions

of San Carlos de Monterey, and tho same at Son Diego, in such a way as to

protect all tho country, adding, as an intermediate po>-t, ihe mission of San

Buenaventura. In the fbimding those missions, for whii]i Don Vincente

Vila set sail in January, 1 769, the vessels mot with the greatest diilicidties

from adverse winds; but thoy were overcome. All this, liowever, did not

make known to tho explorers the existence of tho finest harbour of all, that

of San Francisco, which was subsequently discovered by a land expedition, in

1770.

When the revolution in 1823 occurred, which separated California from

Old Spain, a fresh order of things was established, and the country was de-

prived of their religious establishments ; tho consequent ruin of these once

nourishing conmiunities naturally followed, and nothing can bo more de-

plorable than the subsequent accounts of their downward progress.

The result of the warfare between the United States and tho republic of

Mexico was the cession by the latter of the territories of California and Now
Mexico to the United States Government. Tho exchange of ratification

of tliis treaty took place on May 30th, 1 848.

Among the settlers who had introduced themselves into Upper California,

after the revolution, was Captain Suter, by birth a Swiss, and who had been

a lieutenant in the Swiss guards during the time of Charles X. of Franco.

He had obtained a large grant on the Sacramento Eiver. Ho fixed his

abode and fortification at the head of the tide on the So .i amento, calling it

Now Helvetia. He constructed a water-mill here, and after one of tho

freshets to which the stream is liable, on examining the ourth brought down

by the waters, some particles of gold were picked up, the discovery being

almost purely accidental. Further search was made, and an immense quaa-
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tity of tho precious iiiotal, no doubt, waa coUectod * Ero long tliis fact

acquired vublicity, and iramodiatoly alnwst tho entire male population of

CaUfornia nocked to tho gold region, being the pioneers for tho vast influx

from evoiy part of tho Tacific and neighbouring countries, increasing the

population one hundredfold in tho course of a very few months. Wo cannot

trace out here tho progress of tho gold movement, which received its fu-st

impetus in 1848. This very singular chapter in the world's history has many

illustrations in other places.

Tho population of California, a very mixed one, is now probably not loss

than half a million. In 1800 it was 379,994, being an increase of 310i per

cent from 1850. Its area, according to tho Report of the U.S. Government

Land Office in 1866, was 188,981 square English miles.

Immediately after its accession to tho United States measures were taken

by tho Government to conunence a complete survey of tho coast. Accord-

ingly, in tho autumn of 1848 a surveying party was organised for field work,

and tho schooner Ewing, under Lieutenant W. A. Bartlett, U.S.N., was

despatched in 1849, and subsequently a general reconaissanco of tho whole

coast was completed. Commander Jas. Aldon published, in 1853, the re-

sults of this preliminary examination, and in 1858 Assistant Geo. Davidson

drew up a Directory for this Pacific Coast of the United States, and this

useful work was revised and republished by the same zealous officer in 1863.

This latter work has been followed hereafter, as it gives a complete hy-

drographical picture of the coast.

The Winds. The following remarks are extracted from Mr. Davidson's

work :—It haa been advised to work close along shore to tho northern

ports during the summer north-west winds, and take the chances of land

breezes to make latitude, but the attempt wiU double tho length of any

voyage. Baffiuig light airs and cahns frequently exist along the coast,

while vessels several hundred miles off have strong N.W. winds. Moreover,

along tho coast w(! know that the current frequently sets 2 miles per hour

from the northward, except very close under tho shores. In our experience

we never yet have met a wind off tho land North of San Francisco, and very

rarely, indeed, South of it, except in tho region of the Santa Barbara chan-

nel. As a general rule, it may bo safely stated that tho summer winds

follow tho lino of the coast, nearly, and graduaUy draw towards and over

the land. In winter, with winds from the southward, this is not so marked.

From April to October inclusive, tho prevailing wind is from the N.W.,

changing to West in vaUeys opening upon the ct)rst, but in no case so

• It is singular that tho existence of gold was ascertained by Sir Francis Drake, for

llakluyt, who was with him, said, in 1689, " There is no part of the earth here to ho taken

up wherJin there is not a reasonahle quantity of gold and silver.'
'

Yet this traveller'g tale

remained unheeded for ntav'.y two and half centuries, till Juno, 1848.

I
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strongly as tlirough tho Golden Gate. During the summer tho wind sots
in strong about 10 a.m., increasing until nearly sunset, when it begins to
cUo away. During its height it almost regularly brings in a dense fog,
which, working its way over tho peninsula, meets that akeady advanced
through tho Golden Gate, and envelopes San Francisco and tho bay by
sunset. As a rulo, tho breeze does not dispel tho fog. If a fog exists
outside, the wind is sure to bring it in, but tho heated earth dissipates it

for a time.

From November to March tlio wind is froque-^tly from tho S.E., blowing
heavily, working round to tho S.W., with a largo and broken swell from tho
S.W., weather thick, rainy, and squally; tho wind not uuiivquoutly ending
at N.W., with an ugly ero.ss sea. Dui-iug heavy soutli-easters the sea
breaks upon tho San Francisco liar, clean across tho entrance, presenting a
fearful siirht. Vhe sound can be heard at the auchorago in front of tho
city.

During some winters a hard " norther" wiU spring up and blow steadily
and strongly from one to five day.., with a clear blue sky, and cold bracing
weather. Winds rarely blow from points between North, round by the
East, to S.E.

The further North wo advance, the heavier blow tho gales in the winter.
Tho N.W. winds are not predicted by the barometer, but, from tho S.E.,
almost invariably

;
tho mercury falling ono inch from its usu.<a height of

about 30 inches. When it begins to rise, tho wind may bo looked upon as
soon to shift roimd by tho West, and to decrease. Only in ono instance
during our o.xperience has this failed, and that was ofl" the Strait of Juan
do Fuca.

On the tops of tho mountains bordering the coast, light variable and
easterly airs are frequently experienced whilst tho N.W. wmds are blowing
freshly along tho seaboard. Upon Sulphur Teak, in lat. 38° 4G', and 26
miles from tho coast, wo have had fresh breezes from the E.N.E., whilst tho
tisual N.W. ^\4nds were prevailing off shore. On Boss Mountain, only 3
miles from the sea, and rising 2,197 feet from the right bank of tho Slavi-
anska river, we found variable airs when strong summer winds woro blowing
below.

The COAST.—The monument marking the western initial point of the
boundary between Mexico and the United States, is on tho table bluff rising
from the low land South of San Diego Bay. It is an obolisk of white marble,
about 20 feet in height, and resting on a pedestal. It stands near tho edge
of the bluLF, about 200 yards from the sea shore, and is plainly visible from
tho water. Its geographical position, as determined by tho coast survey, is
lat. 32-^ 31' 58.46" N., long. 117^ G' 11.12" W., or in time, 7'- 48"'24.74».

From the boundary tho coast is low and flat, running N. by W. for about
7 miles, thence curving gradually westward, until it is nearly East and

h
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The interior of the country is
West at the entrance of San Diego Bay.

marked by high mountains.

POINT LOMA.—This is the southern part of the western boundary of

San Diego Bay, and tbe termination of a remarkable narrow spur of coarse,

crumbling sandstone, which rises South of Puerto Falso, or False Bay, and

West of the town of San Diego, to the height of 300 feet ;
and after stretch-

ing South for about 5i miles, gradually increasing in height to 42? feet, ter-

minates very abruptly. A lighthouse, presently described, stands on this

highest part. The peninsula is covered with coarse grass, cacti, wild sago,

and low bushes.

SAN DIEGO BAY.—Next to that of San Francisco, to harbour on the

Pacific coast of the United States approximates in excollonco that of the Bay

of San Diego. It is readily distinguished and easily approached, and a

depth of 22 feet can be carried over the bar, which is three-quarters of a

mile East of the southern extremity of Point Loma, and between it and

the tail of the Zuniga shoal. The bar is about 650 yards across from the

outer to the inner 5-fathom8 lines.

Vessels coming from the N.W. make the ridge of Point Loma as a long

flat-topped island when about 25 miles distant. This appearance is occasioned

by the bay to the S.W., by the low land to the N.E., and by the Puerto

Falso at the North. By night the cape is shown by the lighthouse presently

described.

A thick field of kelp lies along the western shore of Point Loma, the inner

edge being about 1 mile off shore, and having a breadth of half a mile.

The outer edge marks the line where the depth of water suddenly changes

from 20 to 10 fathoms. The field commences off the bar at the entrance to

False Bay, and stretches southward 2J miles South of Point Loma. Approach-

ing the South end of Loma, along the outer edge of the kelp, pass through

a partial break in it, and whon the point bears N.E. by E., distant H mile,

keep along the northern edge of the kelp in 4i fathoms, and about half a

mile from the point. As soon as the point is passed, a long> low beach of

shingle is opened, making out from the East side of the point, and forming

a natural break-water, formeriy called Punta de Guiranas, or Pmta de los

Guijarros, by the Spaniards, but now designated as Ballast Point.

Eound up gradually until Ballast Point is brought in range with the

-easternmost house of La Playa (distant 1 mile from Ballast Point, and on the

same side of the bay), and be careful not to open more of the village, as the

shoal caUed Parros de Zmiga stretches South from the East side of the

entrance, parallel to the ridge of Point Loma, and distant only three-

quarters of a mile from it. Between Point Loma and this shoal runs the

channel, which is less than half a mile wide within the 3-fathom8 lines.

With the least swell the breakers show the position and extent of the shoal

;

and at low tides part of it is baie. It has been said that a rock, having

g»
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POINT LOMA LTOITTTIOUSE. i.",?

but 5 or 6 feet of water upon it, lios in the channel, its position being marked
by a patch of kelp, which is, however, »orn away in heavy weather ; but the
examinations of the coast survey have developed no such danger.
During the summer keep as close to Point Loma as the draught of tho

vessel will permit, and lay on the wind up to Ballai> I'oint, off which 4

fathoms can be carried within a ship's length, with 10 fathoms in mid-
channol, and a very strong current on the ebb and flood tides ; the former
setting over the Zuniga shoal. After passing Ballast Point, steer for La
Playa, and anchor anywhere in from 4 to 10 fathoms, with good holding-
ground. Inside the point, and about 250 yards N. by W. from it, is a slioal

having only 12 feet water upon it, in a line from Ballast Point to the western-
most house at La Playa. It is a quarter of a mile long. Tho shoals on the
starboard hand, after entering, are plainly in sight, except at very high
water. The channel, however, is buoyed, and cannot be missed. From La
Playa to New San Diego, 4 miles distant, the channel curves to the right und
contracts, but about 6 fathoms water may be carried that far. A mile or
two beyond tho town the bay becomes shoal, and filled with flats, yet a very
narrow 3-fathoms channel runs close along the eastern shore, nearly to tho
head of ^lie bay.

Cominj' from the South, run for the extreme end of Point Loma, until
Ballast Paint and La Playa are in range, as before, and follow the foregoing
directions.

When iLsidetheharbour the vessels are perfectly safe, but during -very
heavy southorly weather, the kelp is said to drive in such masses as to make
vessels drag their anchors. We have never known such a case, and doubt
if a vessel, with good ground tackle and proper attention, would suffer from
this cause

;
and the holding-ground is excellent. In heavy S.E. weather tho

sea breaks over Ballast Point.

Point loma lighthouse.—This primary sea-coast light is less than half a
mile from the southern end, and situated upon the highest part of the point,
422 feet above high water. The building consists of a stone dwelling, with
a low tower of plastered brick rising from the centre. The light is 450 feet
above the sea, and is ajlxed whits light, wh'jh illuminates the entire hori?!on,
and in clear weather should be visible 28 to 30 miles off.

It is high water (corrected establishment at La Playa) at 9*> SS"- ; springs
rise 5-0 feet, and neaps 2 feet 4 inches.

The eastern side of the entrance to San Diego Bay is low and flat, covered
with thick bushes and grass. It is called The Island, although a peninsula,
being very low and narrow towards the head of the bay. On Ballast Point,'
at the base of the Point Loma ridge, are visible the ruins of the old Spanish
fortifications, &c.

From BaUast Point tho bay runs about North for a mile and a half,
thence curves gradually to the eastward for 3 miles, U> New San I>iego]
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thonco to tlio head of the bay south-east 7 miles. The averago width of tlio

bay, after passing Tia Playa, is a milo and a half, but at Now San Diogo it

again expands to about a milo and a half, with low shores and extensive

marshes and flats.

The great drawback in San Diogo Bay is tho want of fresh water, which

has to bo brought from tho river. Fresh provisions are readily procured

here. Wood is scarce and not good.

A vein of coal (lignite) has been discovered near San Diego, and was re-

ported of excellent quality ; but no genuine coal is to bo found upon tho

coast, and in 1851 a report was made against this very deposit. When

fishery assumes a practical shape upon this coast, the harbour of San Diogo

will become a position of importance. Already several small companies aro

engaged in tho whaling business. Tlio waters in this vicinity abound with

the " California greys," which are very troublesome to deal with, unless tlio

bomb-lance is used in killing them.*

False Bay.—At the North end of tho ridge of Point Loma is an extensive

shoal bay called Fuerto Falso, or False Bay. The bar at its entrance liea

N. by W. i W., distant 6J miles from the southern extremity of Point

Loma ; and having but 3 ft. of water, it can bo crossed only in the smoothest

weather. The northern point of this bay is about 2 miloa in length, very

narrow, and covered with low sand dunes.

To the North and West of this the shore becomes compact and unbroken,

except by the valleys of San Luis Eey and San Juan Capistrano. Tho

waters off this Btretch of the coast Vizcaino is called the bay of Santa

Catalina.

From the southern extremity of Point Loma tho coast runs N. by W. for

22 miles, thence to Point Lausen (of Vancouver, 1793), forming the East

point of San Pedro Bay, N.W. by W. i W. nearly 60 miles.

San Luis Key.—The mission of San Luis Eey is the largest in California,

and the number of domesticated Indians formerly iu its neighbourhood gave

it the appearance of a large and thriving settlement. It was founded June

13th, 1798, stands in a rich valley from 1 to 2 miles wide, and is about 3

miles from the ocean, being separated therefrom by a range of hills. It is

nearly in the centre of a section of country unequalled for salubrity and

productiveness, but the scarcity of rain is an insuperable drawback. The

mission is now a military post, but very few men are stationed there.

The anchorage is very much restricted and unprotected, and now never

visited. Latitude 33° 1 r N., long. 117° 29' W.

San Juan Capi strani).—Now a place of no importance, with an unpro-

• 8an Diego Bay was discovered by Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, a Portuguese in tho

TCTvice of Spain, in September, 1542, called Port San Miguel. It received its present naire

from Sebastian Vizcaino, who surveyed it in November, 1602.
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SAN PEDRO BAY. j.,,,

tooted anehorago, rocky bottom, and !.ad landing. This mission, like all
the ot:iers, is rapidly going to decay. Tho anchorage is in lat. 33 ' 27' N
long. 117° 43' W. '

_

Tliis mission is very pleasantly situated in a grovo .f trees, whoso luxu-
riant and diversified folingo, when contrasted with tlio adjacent sliores, give
it a most romantic appearance.

The bay, or rather tho outer half-tido ronk, on which Sir E. Belcher ob-
served, is in lat. 33° 26' 55" N., long. 117> 42' W. It has a liigh clifTy
headtothoN.W., but terminates in low sandy beaclios to tho southward
The anchorage is foul under 5 fathoms, is unprotected, and the laudin-
bad.* "

SAN PEDRO BAY.-This bav is well protected in every direction, except
agamst tho .:nter gales from the S.E. round to tho S.W. During tho
spring, summer, and autumn, it is an exceUent roadstead. From Point
Fermm, which is the S.E. portion of high land West of the bay, the lino of
bluff runs exactly North and South for about 2 miles, being bold, and aver-
aging 60 feet in height.

Vessels coming from the westward through the Santa Barbara channel
make San Pedro hill (1,600 feet in height), forming tho West side of tho
bay, OS an island projected against the mountains to the southward and
eastward. Approaching Point Vicente, which is the S.W. point of tho hill
vessels can keep it close aboard, there being from 50 to 80 fathoms within a
mile of the shore

;
round Point Fermin within half a mile, in from 6 to 10

fathoms, and open tho smaU island called El Mora, run for that island and
when abreast of the landing (readily recognised by the houses on I. oluff

)

about 1 mile North of Point Fermin, anchor in 3 fathoms, hard bottom
and half a mile off shore. Vessels must anchor a mUe off to get in 5
fathoms.

Coming from the South with N.W. winds, beat in boldly until abreast of
the landing

;
keep the lead going, and anchor anywhere in its vicinity Do

not approach the low shore, to the North and East of El Moro, closer than
1 mile, at which limit four fathoms water will bo found.
In winter anchor further out, and more to the southward, in order to

bo able to slip the cable and go to sea, should a heavy south-easter
spring up,

ie waters of the lagoon, inside of the low sandy beach, and a mile or

Tho mission is situated in a fruitful-looking sheltered vaUey, said to abound in garden
luxuries, country wines, and very pretty damsels, whenee tho favourite appellation Juanitas.
I suppose, therefore, that they all assume this name. A, many cull hero apparently, tomy view, at nsk of anchor and cable, I was induced to ask the master of a vessel who
called upon mo what brought him here P " It is only visited for .tock, fruit, or vogeta-
hies, was hia dry reply— (Sir Edward Belcher.)

n
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more northward of El Moro, find thoir principal outkit between that island

and the bluff pomt half a milo West of it. The entrance is very narrow

and crooked, and has two buoys, about 200 yards apart, to mark it. It is

stated that the bar at the entrance to the creek remains about the same (ns

it did in 1852). At mean low water, only 2 feet of water can be carried over

it. A small tow-boat is now used for taking vessels to New San Pedro,

situated about 3 miles inside the bar.

Wood and water are not readily obtained, and charges are high. The

beef raised here is remarkably tough.*

The astronomical station of the U.S. survey at the bluff on the landing

is, let. 33° 43' 19.6" N., long. 118° 16' 3.0" W., or in time, T*- 53"" 4.2".

The town of Lo» Angeles or Pueblo de hs Angeles (the country town of the

Angels) is 22 miles North by the road from San Pedro, and is the centre

of an extensive grazing, agricultural, and grape-growing country. The

quantity of grapes and fruit generally shipped to San Francisco during the

proper season is already enormous, and it promises to be an important wine-

growing country. Eogular communication is maintained with San Francisco

and other ports by steamers and sailing vessels. In summer the Santa

Anna is said to frequently dry up before reaching the lagoon.

From Port Vicente the coast trends N. by W. J W. for 1 7 miles ; thence

W. by S. to Point Dume in lat. 34° 0' N., and long. 118° 41' W. ; thence

to Point Mugu W. i N. for 17 miles. The last point lies N.E. by E. ^ E.,

distant 14 miles from the eastern end of Anacapa. This long curve in the

coast is known as the Baliia Ona.

Point Dame rises into a dome-like form 2 or 3 feet high. The land im-

mediately behind it falls away, so that in making it from the West, it rises

into view as an island close under the high mountains. Eastward of Dume

the moiintains spring directly from the water,f

• Sir George Simpsou, who visited it in hi3 overland journey round tLe world in 1811-2,

gavB,—" San Pedro is an open bay, which has no hotter claim to the character of a harbour

than almost any other point on the coast, being exposed to both the prevailing winds, and

being destitute of everything in the shape of a house, or even of a shed. Its only recom-

mendation is, that it affords access to the Pueblo of Nuestra Senora, about 18 miles distant,

which contains a population of 1,500 souls, and is the noted abode of the lowest drunkards

and gamblers of the country. This den of thieves is situated, as one may expect from its

being almost twice as populous as the two other pueblos taken together, in one of tho

loveliest and most fertile districts of California ; and being, therefore, one of the best marts

in tho province for hides and tallow, it induces vessels to brave all the inconveniences and

dangers of the open and exposed Bay of San Pedro.—(Sir Edward Belcher

t At the bottom of the bay, between Point Dume and Point Vicente is a bitumen

spring. In reference to this, when Vancouver anchored in a small bay 60 miles to tho

north-westward, he says:—"Tho surface of tho sea, which was perfectly smooth and

tranquil, was covered with a thick slimy substance, which, when separated or distributed

by any little agitation, became very luminous, whilst tho light breeze that came principally
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nUENAVENTUR.V. un

Prom Point Mngu to San Buonavontura, distant 17 miles, tho coast has a
general trend N.W. by W. ; but about midway it curves south-wontward of
this course 2 J miles towards Anacapa, thus contracting the eastern entrance
to the Santa Barbara channel. Two miles West of Point Mugu is Laffum
Point, close under which is very deep water, the 10-fathom lino running
withm 250 yards of tho shore. Between Mugu and Buenaventura tho coast
19 low, flat, and sandy, being the opening of tho valloy of Santa Clara,
through which flows the Santa Clara river. This stream is nearly dry
during the summer, and terminates in lagoons and marshes.
The eastern entrance to the Santa Barbara channel lies between the

eastern end of Anacapa Island and Point Uuonemo, which is about halfway
between Mugu and Buenaventura. From Aaacapa, Point Huenemo bears
N.E. by N. J N., distant 9J miles. Directly off this point is found a re-
markable example of a submarine valley, commencing with a depth of 10
fathoms. 400 yards from the beach, increasmg to 50 fathoms in five-eighths
of a mile, and to 113 in less than 2 miles. Its general direction is South,
with a width of a mile, and bounded on either side by depths of 12 and 15
fathoms. The best landing is directly on the point. Landing in the bight
to the eastward and leeward is impracticable. Vancouver says this was
caUed Point Conversion on old Spanish maps ; he placed it in lat. 34" 9', and
retained the name.

There is excellent holding ground off Buenaventura in 10 fathoms, but
the landing is not good

; the 3-fathom line lies about a quarter of a mile otf
ehore.

Buenaventura.—The mismn of Buenaventura, situated at the foot of the
dividing ridge of the vaUeys of San Bueoaveniura and Santa Clara, about
half a mile from the shore, was founded March 31, 17;i2. Lat. 34° 15' N.,
long. 119° 15' W. Fifteen miles westward of Buenavmtura, on the coasi
there is a rich deposit of sulphur, surface specimens of which have yielded
sixty per cent. Around the locality are found ashes and scoria. Tho ground
is hot, and the gas emitted is almost suffocating.

SANTA BARBAEA.—From San Buenaventura to Santa Barbara tho

from tho shore brought with it a very strong smell of burning tar, or of 8omo such resinous
subetance. The next morning the sea had the appearance of dissolved tar floating upon its
surface, which covered the ocean in all directions within tho limits of our view and indi
cated that iu this neighbourhood it was not subject to much agitation." This singular fact
which might be turned to profitable account, has also been noticed by others :-" Off this
part of the coast (near Santa Barbara) to the westward, Capt. Sir Edward Belcher says
we expsrienced a very extraordinary sensation, as if the ship was on fire, and after very
close investigation attributed it to a scent from the shore, it being much more sensible on
deck than below, and the land breeze confirming this, it occurred to mo that it might arise
from naptha on the sur/ace.-Voyago of the Sulphur, vol. i. p. 320, This was before potro-
leum was thought of It ia mentioned again presently.

North Pacific.
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ilistance is 2;J milos, and tho bearing nearly W. by N. Santa Barbara is

an open roadstead for all except northerly winds, which are un*'''eqiient. On
the West of the long low sandy beach in a bold blufi' called Point Filipe.

The hill rising behind it is called La Vigia.

Tho landing is on tho beach about half a mile East of Point Fib'^ie ; tho

shore is very low and flat as far as tho town, three-quarters of a mile distant,

but gradually rises to the mission, which is a prominent object about 2 miles

inland.

Vessels coming from the westward first sight La Vigia, and, upon ap-

proaching the anchorage, keep outside tho line of kelp (here nearly half a

mile wide), gradually round the point upon which is situated the lighthouse,

2 miles south-westerly of the landing, keep along the kelp until abreast of

tho town, and anchor in 7 fathoms ; or pass through tho kelp, and anchor

in the inside in .3^ fathoms hard bottom. In anchoring lar enough off to

get 9 or 10 fathoms, tho bottom will be found sticky.

No dangers havo been discovered in tho kelp off this beach. AVith tho

least swell, the surf on the beach is a bad one, not falling square on, but

cutting it at a sharp angle. In winter, vessels must anchor outside of the

kelp, as the gales detach and drive it shoreward in such vast quantities,

that, coming across a vessel's hawse, it helps to bring homo her anchors.

The Lighthouse at Santa Barbara consists of a plastered dwelling, with

a low grey towor rising through the roof. It shows a. fixed white light. It

is situated at an elevation of 1 80 ft. above the sea, 2 miles south-westwardly

from the landing on tho beach, lat. 34^ 23' 35" N., long. 119° 42' 5" W. The

light, as seen from the sea, will be projected against the hill rising behind

it. It can be seen at a distance of 1 9 to 20 miles.

Santa Barbara is a town of considerable size, lying in the middle of an

agricultural tract, running East and West, at the southern base of the Sierra

Concepcion, but of limited breadth. The trade with San Francisco is not

extensive ; but this being one of the greatest stock-raising districts on the

coast, vast droves of cattle pass through and are sent to San Francisco, and

the mining districts.*

The mission, founded December 4th, 1786, is one of the largest and best

establishments of the kind in California, and in the gardens attached to it

the gi'ape and olivo were cultivated with success.

Sulphur, in large beds and of superior quality, exists along the seaboard,

and manifests itself in all the warm springs. Wood and provisions in abun-

• A large bitumen pit, about 8 miles West of Santa Barbara, onipties directly into tho

ocean, and tho bitumun floating on tho water works against the summer or north-west

winds, even l)oj'ond Point Concepcion. Very fre<]upntly, in calm weather, a great extent

of the surface of the channel becomes iridescent from tho thin film of bitumen si)rcad over

it. The rocks along tho shore, even to tho westward of i'oint Cdncepcion, are covered

with it.
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A very short distance back from the coast-lino is a rnngo of niprrod hills
over 2,000 feet high, forming part of the Sierra Conccpcion (sonietiinos c,.ll,.,i
the Sierra San Inez), whose sides are sparsely covered with timber The
coast trail to San Francisco passes along the shore for a distance of 15 or 20
miles to the Gaviota Pass; thence inland to the Santa Inez valley, which
runs nearly parallel with the coast.

The coast-lino from Senta Barbara light to Point Conccpcion light rurs
W. by 8., distance 37 miles. The rugged hills westward of the Gaviota
Pass come close to the shore, forcing the traveUer to leave the bnach for
their sea slope, the trail passing over steep ridges and down vallevs
POINT CONCEPCION.-This characteristic and remarkable headland

about 220 feet in height, lies at the western entrance to tho Saata Barbara
channel. Once seen, it will never be forgotten. When made from the
northward, or from the eastward, it rises as an island, but upon approach is
found to be a high promontory, stretching boldly into the ocean, and termi-
nating abruptly. The land behii J it sinlcs comparatively low, and at first
gradually, but soon rapidly rises to tho mountains, which attain an elevation
of 2,500 feet. Between three and four hundred yards South of the face of
the cape is a large rock nearly awash, upon which some of the California
steamers have struck in very foggy weather.

The LIGHTHOUSE on Point Concepcion stands on the extr mity of the
cape, and upon the highest part, which is 220 feet above the sea. Seen
from the southward, it will be projected against tho Sierra de la Concepcion,
and appear about one-third of their height from the water. It is a primary
sea-coast light, consisting of an illuminating apparatus of the first-order
lens, and exhibits a revolving white light, showing a flash every half minute,
throughout the entire sea horizon. It is elevated about 250 feet above tlie
sea, and should be visible at from 22 to 27 miles off. Its latitude is 34' 26'

47" N., long. 120° 27' 0" W., or in time 8" 1- 48.0'.

kfog hell, weighing 3,136 pounds, is placed on the edge of the bluff, sea-
ward of the lighthouse, which is sounded during foggy or other thick
weather, night and day, every \^ seconds.

Next to the islands of the Santa Barbara Channel, Point Concepcion is
the most prominent and interesting feature between San Francisco and tho
peninsula of Lower California. It has very justly and appropriately been
termed the " Cape Horn" and the " Hatteras " of the Pacific, on account
of tho heavy north-westers that are here met with on coming through the
channel, with a great change of climate and meteorological conditions ; tho
transition being remarkably sudden and well defined.

During some summer seasons the fog is almost interminable, but more
particularly among tlie islands. For the space of six weeks, with clear days
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and nip;hts nt tho cape, the islands have been invisible ; rising, however, to

an olovation of 1,000 or 1,500 foet, the observer plainly sees tho summits of

the islands over the soa of fog which envelopes them.

When the fogs prevail, they gonorally roll in from seaward at Bunret, and

clear away about ten o'clock next morning.*

EL COXO.—Two miles East of Point Concepcion is the ancLorago of El

Coxo, oflf the entrance to the valley of that name. Tliis anchorage is a

better one than that of Santa Barbara, and the kolp is not so compact.

After passing the point from the wostward, at a distance of about three-

quarters of a mile, wh on the valley will open with a sand-beatli off it, anchor

outside or inside the kelp, according to the choice of depth, 5 fathoms being

obtained within a quarter of a mile of tho shore, with hard, sandy bottom.

Ton fathoms water will be found half a mile from the shore.

There is a large rancho at El Coxo, and it is one of the very best tracts

for grazing. The boof has a finer flavour and more delicacy than any we
have met with on the coast. The water is disagreeable to the taste. The
primary astronomical station of the coast survey was on the top of the

bluff, and between 250 and 300 yards W. i 8. from the mouth of the creek.

Its geographical position is lat. 34° 26' 56.5" N., long. 120° 25' 39' W., or in

time, 8'' 1" 42.6".

ISLANDS OF THE SANTA BABBABA CHANNEL.

The name of El Canal de Santa Barbara was given by Vizcaino, in De-

cember, 1602, to the narrowest part of the channel lying East and West,

and about 24 leagues in length. Until the U.S. coast survey first examined

in detail the islands lying off the main between San Diego and Point Con-

cepcion, nothing accurate was known of their number, peculiarities, extent,

or position.

It may not be here amiss to call attention to the abundance of mackerel

found in the channel. We have seen the water fairly alive with them, and

have caught thorn by hundreds. Crayfish of a very large size are found in

great number3 along the shores. The rainy season commences in the early

part of November, and continues until the middle of March. The quantity

of rain that falls does not average over 15 inches, but some seasons are

n\arked by excessive drought. During the winter S.E. gales prevail, and

sometimes during the summer months southerly weather will bring up
heavy rain.

CORTES SHOAL.

Commencing at the southward, the first object that claims our attention

is the dangerous bank and rock called the Cortes Shoal, bearing S.W. i W.

"

• Point Concepcion was discovered by Cabrillo in 1642, and called Cape Galera. It was
afterwards numed Punta de la Linipia Concepcion.

*« '«JgU;Jiai«i,M»|t> !l.MlIi].tj'fJ«JJ»l>a|IMl '
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rOirrKS SIIOAI,. 1,,.-

IVom the S.E. end of the island of San OlBuumto, a„,l .listai.t •(.; milos Tho
.extent of th.8 bank has beou h.,u,u1...1 o.it cumluHy, an.l C.un.l much gr.uitor
than the early examinations led uh to suppose. Wi.l.iu tho limits ,.f tlu,
50-fathom curve tho general trend is parallel with tho islands of Santa
Catahna, San Clomente, and San Nicolas, and it strotch.-s uL.M.t 17 miles
from lat. 32° 24' N., long. 118^ 59i' W., to lat. 32^ 32' N., lon^. 11'..^

17i'W but curves slightly to the 8.W. It has an average and nourlv uniform
width of 3J miles. The nature of the bottom is hard, composed ..f whito
sand, broken shells, and tine coral at tho S.E. portion, and sand with l.rok.n
shells at the N.W. The shoalest and most dangerous part is that known as
the n,,hop Rock, lying 5 miles from the S.E. tail of the bank, and having
but 2i fathom, of water upon it. Around this dang.r tho depth increases
gradually, and in an extent of 2J miles in the general direction of the bank
reaches but 15 fathoms. The geographical position of those rocks is lat 32^
25J' N., long. 119-5' W. From the N.W. end of tho island of San Nicoh.s
the rocks boar S.E. i S., distant r,l miles; and from the S.E. end of San
Clemonte they bear S.W. \ S., distant 46 miles. The next shoal spot is ono
of 10 fathoms, about tho middle of the bank, and of limited extent, being
only half a mile square within the 15 fathom curve. Vtom the N.W. end of
San Nicolas the spot last mentioned bears S.E. by S. distant 54 miles • and
from the S.E. end of San Clemente it bears S.W. \ W., distant 50 mile«
From the Bishop Eock it bears W. i N., distant 5 miles.
To the north-westward of this latter shoal spot tho depth is nearly uniform

at 49 fathoms for 7* miles, and between it and the Bishop Eock tho depth
is uniform at about 43 fathoms.

Upon this bank the current is variable, frequently setting again.st the
strong N.W. winds with a velocity of nearly 2 miles por hour, and producing
at aU times a heavy swell, and even in moderate weather breaking lieavily
upon the rocks. In passing over the bank at night we have been sensible
of our proximity to it by the increased swell. In the detailed examination
of IS/^e it was found that the general set of the current was to the southward
and eastward, and the greatest velocity a mUe and a half per hour

; but no
statement is made concerning the prevailing wind.

It lies in the direct route now followed by the Panama and San Francisro
steam-ships, and was discovered by Capt. Cropper, of the steam-ship Corte>>,m March, 1853. His position was determined by bearings upon Saii
Nicolas and San Clemente, and was very close, being within a milo of the
latest and best assigned place. He says that the water around it was in
violent commotion, and thrown up suddenly in columns at regular intervals
of four or five minute.. At first he thought he saw breakers, and occa-
sionally the water broke as on a reef, but he became confident that tho dis-
turbance was owing to submarine volcanic agency. The specimens of the
bottom negative this idea. He found his depth of water reduced from 42
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lathoms to 9, which convinces us thut he was on the nlioal spot, iiboiit the

middle of the hank, and hiiw the water breakin(^ upon the Hiwhop Koik, the

name appourance tiiat ho witnessed, liaving been soon many times since by

by others, and tlm nature of the rocky bottom and depth of water support-

ing the assumption.

ISLAND OF SAN CLEMENTE.

This, like all the islands of the Santa Barbara Channol is high and bold,

the southern end bi'ing the higher, and gradually falling to the northward.

The goiural trend of tho island is N.W. by W., its length 22 miles, with an

avwago breadth of 2 miles, and 50 miles in circuit. Tho S.W. point of tho

island bears W. i 8. from Toint Loma, distant GO miles. At the N.W. end

is a small indentation of the shore-line, forming an anchorago, having a

width of threo-quarters of a mile, by half a mile in depth, with soundings

decreasing from 12 fathoms, on the line of a large rocky islet at the side to

a point E. by S., to 4 and 5 fathoms close in shore. Kolp will bo found iu

10 fathoms, but the bottom is tolerably regular and hard. It is anything

but a pleasant or safe anchorage in bad N.W. weather, and oven in heavy

Boutherly weather the sweU must roll in disagreeably.

Under the S.E. end of the island anchorage may be had in the deepest

part of the indentation, but the bottom is rocky and irregular. The S.E.

point is a vast sandstone pyramid ; and when it is brought to bear Nortli,

and the shore three-quarters of a mile distant, the anchorage will be W. by

N. i N., 1 J mile inside the kelp, in 10 to 15 fathoms, and one-third of a milo

from the narrow sand-beach at the foot of the cliffs. Outside of the kolp

the depth ranges from 10 to 30 fathoms.

This anchorage will aflford protection in heavy N.W. weather. The

soundings around the island show a depth of from 36 to 130 fathoms close

in shore, except otf the N.W. point, from which a reef makes out about a

mile. Neither wood nor water can be had here. The whole island appears

unfit for raising stock, on account of the want of water. Very few trees are

found, and the aspect is sterile. This island was discovered by Cabrillo in

1542, and called by him San Salvador, after one of his two vessels. Tho

present name was given by Vizcaino in 1602.

ISLAND OF SANTA CATALINA.

This island rises to a height of about 3,000 feet, and is remarkable for

the great transverse break or depression, 5 miles from the northern end,

running partly through it, and forming an anchorage or cove on each side.

The land connecting those is , <jij low, say not ever 30 feet ; but the hills

rise up on each side two or three thousand feet, and when sighted from tlie

North or South the whole appears like two very high islands. The general

trend of the island is W. by N. :J N. ; its length 17 J miles, with an average

'«?l!W<KMt!l!.i»aJW.l-'JMWWJjW4M^ii»il<3BBBP^'
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^roadth of 4 milos to th«t southern part, and 2 milon to tlio northern, wliilo
the Mhoro-iino amounts to about 12 miles.

The depresHion in the island boars H.S.W. from I'oint Formiu, and is

distant IH.J milos.

The harbour or oovo in the southern side, 5 milos from the northern end,
is only about one-third of a mile in width, but its approaches aro bold, and
so far as known, froo from hidden dangers; to find it, run along the H.VV.
side of the island, and make the depression ; then stand in for the opening,
keeping a little left of mid-channel, until a third of a mile inside of the
heads. From thence keep in mid-ohannel, until abreast of the long, low
point on the right, and anchor in 5 fathoms, soft bottom. Tliore is a depth
of 3 fathoms inside of the low point, witli hard bottom, but not room
enough for a vessel to swing. If the wind is blowing from the N.W.,
vessels will lose it at the heads, and perhaps require to bo towed in.

The aucliorago on the North side of tho depression is also smaU, with a
reef in tho centre, and two large outlying rocks. A steamer could run in on
the West side of tho rocks, and anchor off the low beach in 10 fathoms,
when the reef would lie N. by E. from her, distant an oiglith of a mile.
«mall craft wiU hero find protection from the prevailing winds, but expe-
rience ditUculty in getting out, as there is always a swell setting in, and tho
wind blows in flaws and eddie.N on account of the hijrh hills. IJetwoon tho
two points forming tho anchorage the distance is half a mile, and tho depth
one-third.

The soundings around the island show bold water from 19 to 7.5 fathoms,
close in shore, with no outlying rocks except off tho North cove. The shores
aro rocky, and on the southern side fearfully abrupt, but on tho northern
shore there are several indentations, where boats may land at almost any
season. Deep and precipitous gulches aro formed by the ridges of rock
running diagonally across the island from N.E. to 8.W., and occasionally a
small valley varies tho scene. Four or five settlors cultivate these spots, but
their inconsiderable extent precludes the realizing of anything b(^yond a
sustenance. About midway between the N.W. extremity of the islaud and
the great break there is a spring of good water, and at tho S.E. point good
water has been obtained by sinking wells to a depth of 50 foot or moro, but
in the intermediate places water found at the same depth is brackish.

This island waa discovered by CabriUo in 1.542, and called by him La
Victoria, after one of his two vessels. It received its present name from
Vizcaino in December, 1602, when it was thickly inhabited by a people
reported to be very ingenious, particularly in pilfering and concealing, some
examples of which accompMshciont they gave tho Spaniards. Padre du la

Ascension, who accompanied this expedition, gives vory particular descrip-
tions of a kind of temple to tho sun, with images and idols found near the
two coves.

^
J
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ISLAND OF SANTA BARBAHA.

Tlii.s is ono of tlio only two small islands of the Sauta Barbara group. It

lies on the lino between the North end of San Clemonte and the East end of

Santa Cruz, and almost exactly half way between them. From tho North

end of Santa Catalina it bears W. by S. distant 23 miles. The e: tent of the

island would not exceed 2 miles v( shore line ; its elevation at the highest

part is about 500 feet, and the top has an area of about 30 acres, coTerod

with soil, but no water is found, aud not a vestige of wood. The shores are

rocky and abrupt, presenting on the N.E. and South sides perpendicular

cliflFs, exposed to the full force of the ocean swell. Landing is at all times

difficult and dangerous, the water around it is deep, and there are no out-

lying rocks. It is said to be much more enveloped in fogs than the

neighbouring islands. Its approximate position is lat. 33° 30' N., long.

119° 2' W.

ISLAND OF SAN NICOLAS.

Of the Channel Islands this is the most distant from the coast, as woU as

the driest and most sterile. It is about 600 feet high, abrupt, and, like San

Clemente, comparatively flat-topped, but falling to the southern end. The

sides are bold and precipitous, and composed of coarse sandstone.

Its general direction is W.N.W. ; its length is 8 miles, with an average

and nearly uniform width of 3^ miles, whilst the extent of ehore-line is

about 22 miles. The North point of the island bears S.E. by E. from Point

Fermin, distant 67 miles ; the line passing 1 mile South of the island of

Santa Barbara.

At the North end of San Nicolas heavy breakers make out 2^ miles, and

the soundings towards the Begg Eock show irregular and rocky bottom.

Breakers aloo extend from the southern point, to the distance of a mile and

three-quarters according to Kellet. This is doubtless the case in heavy

weather. The soundings around the island show depths varying from 10 to

48 fathoms. Off the S.E. point, which is low and sandy, vessels may an-

chor in 10 fathoms, hard bottom, with a current running steadily to the

southward, which makes the landing bad, as the surf cuts the beach at an

acute angle. The sandy point just referred to is in lat. 33° 14' 12.9" N.,

long. 119° 13i' W., or in time 7'' 57" 40". This island was not seen by Van-

couver in 1793.

The John Begg Bock is situated on the prolongation of the longer axis of

the island of San Nicolas, bearing N.W. by W. JW. from its nearest (N.W.)

point, and distant 7 miles. The rock is about 40 feet high, bold, and well

defined, and can bo easily seen at a distance of 10 miles. The soundings

between it and the island indicate the existence of a submarine ledge cou-

^^
i'Mtn .iimK ; -;
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It was named after the ship John Begg, which struck upon a reef near it,

September 20th, 1824, and was nearly lost. The foul bottom is covered

with kelp.

ISLAND OF ANACAFA.

Thi.s is in fact a curiously formed group of three islands, extending in a

nearly E.N.E. direction, tlieir entire length being 5 miles. The West end

of Anacapa is r peak 930 feet in height, with a base of over 2 miles by

three-quarters of a mile. This is serjarated from the middle island by a gap

10 feet wide, through which boats cuu pass. The middle island is nearly 2

miles long by 500 yards wide, whilst the eastern island is little over a mile

long, by 500 yards wide. The gap separating tho middle and eastern

islands is over 200 yards wide, but so completely filled with rocks as to bo

impassable fo] boats, which can, however, land on the North side of tho

island.

The West end of Anacapa is A\ miles from the eastom point of the island

of Santa Cruz, and bears E. i N. from it. The dept' . of water between those

islands is 30 fathoms, with a very regular bottom, composed of grey sand,

coral, and shells. The eastern end of the island bears S.E. ^ E. from tho

Santa Barbara light, distant 28 miles, and from Point Hueneme or Conver-

sion, the nearest .point of the mamland S.W. by S. I S., distant 9^ miles.

Anacapa is in lat. 31° 1' N., and between longitudes 119° 19' and 119° 24'

West. Upon it the site for a lighthouse has been recommended.

The island is composed of coarse, dark grey sandstone, very rotten and

crumbling. The sides are perpendicular, and from 250 to 300 feet high.

The main peak io marked on the North side by several deep gulches, with

almost vertical sides running from the summit to the bluff The whole

formation is filled with innumerable cavities, giving it the appe&rance of an

enormous blackened honeycomb. At the eastern extremity is fouud a very

beautiful arch in one of the outlying rocks. The soil is loose and thin, pro-

ducing only a few dwarfed species of cactus, and a thick-leaved succulent

plant. Not a drop of water is to be found on the island.

Anacapa is a place of great resort for the seal, sea-lion, and formerly of

the otter, but the latter have been nearly all killed off. It was on this

island that the steam-ship Winfield Scott ran ashore during a dense fog at

midnight, December 2ud, 1853, in calm weather.

ISLAND OF SANTA CRUZ.

This island is the largest of the channel group, and lies broad off the coast

uppouito tho town of Santa Barbara, at a distance of 20 miles. Its general

-s^;5snri^fwww*'=«'"
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direction is East and West, with a length of 21 miles, and an avorago width

o Tml while the extent of its Bhore-lino is not le«s than 63 miles. On

Inr^h1 Bide of the island and near the middle, the shore makes a

^Illy deep curve, forming a roadstead caUed Pmo».A ^^<^rtoun^i^e

nf a vallev where plenty of wood and water can be obtamrd.

IcZge lytLdCarL oL mile off the middle of the beach in 15

^loms sandy bottom; but there is no protection f^om the heavy sweU

t^ng in with a north-wester ; it must, however, afford exceUent refuge m

'•ThirvLdings around the island show deep water close to the shore, but

there are rocks showing quite plainly 1 mUo from the S.W point

ZLlo^^ishold, and about 1,700 feet in height. Its east rn part is

oxlemdy"tegular barren, and destitute of water, and the surface o the

roreastern ^rtion is thickly strewn with large angular pieces of s one

aslTbroken with a hammer. Several species of cactus and some of the

"arse grasses flourish. Santa Cru. Island is composed of coarse, dark grey

sandstone crumbUng and rotten, like that of Anacapa.

Th^Tslandwas called Juan Rodriguez by Ferrelo, who commanded the

Jps of cliUo after his death, which took place either in Prisoner's Har-

a ^. ^,. Piivler's Harbour (Island of San Miguel).

Xe ;:uptmpn^^^^ Santa Cru.. Santa Rosa, and San Miguel, was dis-

covered and caUod San Lucas by Cabrillo m 1542.

ISLAND OF SANTA EOSA.

This is the middle island of the group off the coast between Santa Bar-

bara Id Point Concepcion. Its general shape is that of a parallelogram

tih the direction of the longer axis abnost exactly East and West and

U miles in length; and the shorter North and South, giving it a width of

lOmUes The extent of shore-line is about 42 miles.
, ^, ,. ,

o" the N W. side of the island, and midway between the North and

Wes" po n^ a reef extends out for a distance of a mile and a quarter.

Thet fsa sood passage between Santa Cruz and Santa Kosa with a width

^fTlue:, and o'ne between it and San Miguel of 4 mile. Both passages

are frequently used by the California and Panama steam-ships.

O^IoToundings around the island do not show as deep water as round the

others on the N.E. and N.W. sides from 15 to 20 fathoms are found, 2

XiZ the shore, but in tHe S.L. and S.W. sides the wa er is much

Teeper The outline of the island is bold, but not so high as Santa Cm .

Z^ are rolling, and covered with coarse grass ai ^-^-
f^^^

hours exist round its shores, which are steep and l^oken. The South point

of the island is in lat. 33" 63' N., long. 120°^ W^*

"".

on"some caily Spuni^h cha.tUhc't.^'.c.c.n of Ih. Saut. Barbara M.M. arc call.d
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ISLAND OF SAN MIGUEL.

This is the western of the Santa Barbara Channel Islands its longer axis

lying E. i N. and 7i miles in length, with an average broadtli of 2i miles.

The extent of shore-line is 21 miles. Its western extremity is bold and

narrow, gradually increasing in breadth until it attains 3J miles. As seen

from the south-westward, this end of the island appears to be several hun-

dred feet in height, and composed of sand dunes, therein differing from all

the other islands. The eastern face is nearly straight for 2 miles
;
the

southern face ia nearly straight along its whole length, with high abrupt

shores ; and from 30 to 37 fathoms water are found close inshc e. On the

N.E. side of the island is the small bay called Cuyler's Harbour, off which

lies a rock or islet, more than a fourth of a mile long, and several hundred

feet high. From this islet to the deepest part of the ha -hour the distance

is U mile, and the course S.W. Close under the western side of the har-

bour is anchorage in 6 fathoms, secure from every wind except the North,

which rarely blows here. The eastern part of the bay is full of rocks and

reefs, and ought to be avoided. The reef in the middle of the bay bears

S.W. from the West end of the islet, and is distant half a mile. It is the

same distance from the West point of the bay, near the anchorage, and

bears E. by S.

S.W. by S. i S. from the West end of the islet is a rock, and rocky bottom,

distant a third of a mile, and on the same lino another, half a mile distant.

The southern part of the islet is about half a mile from the East shore of the

bay. The bay shores are high, steep, and rolling, and covered with coarse

grass and bushes. There is no water here in summer, but during the

winter water drains down the gully at the beach in the middle and southern

part of the harbour.

The western point of the island bears S. by E. i E., distant 25 miles from

Point Concepcion, and S.E. by 8. i S., distant 35 mUes from Point Ar-

guello.

Sheep and some stock have been placed upon San Miguel, but the success

of the experiment has been doubtful, certainly unremunerative.

The S.W. part of Cuyler's Harbour is in lat. 34° 3' N., long. 120° 20'

27' W. It is high water here, on full and change (corrected establishment),

at IX"" 25"". Spring tides rise 5 feet 1 inch, neaps 2 feet 9 inches.

San Miguel was discovered by Cabrillo in 1542, and Cuyler's Harbour is

supposed by some to be the bay in which he wintered. He died January

5th, 1543, having directed Bartolome Ferrelo, his pilot, to aasume the com-

mand of the expedition. He called the island Juan Rodriguez. It is some-

San Mij^ucl and Santa Rosa (naming the western first), and upon the others 8anta Barbara

and Miguel. The present names and order arc those adopted by Vancouver in 1703.

:!ss:n%' ii'-a»B»«'''="^
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times called San Bernardo. Cuyler's Harbour was named by the U.S. Coast

Survey in 1852.

Two rocks, showing themselves well above water, lie N.W. by W. from

the western extremity of San Miguel, the larger being distant 6 miles. It

bears 8. i E., distant 22 miles, from Point Concepcion, and 8.S.E., distant

30 miles from Point Arguello. OS the inner and smaUer rock a reef extends

a short distance to the southward and westward. Deep water is found

around the rocks, and vessels may pass between them. The total extent of

Bhore-lino of the Santa Barbara Islands is about 232 miles.

The COAST, from Point Concepcion northward.—The first headland to

the northward of Point Concepcion is Point Arguello, distant 12 miles, and

bearing N.W. by W. i W. The shore is bold and compact, curving slightly

to the eastward between the two points, and the mountains immediately be-

hind are not less than 3,000 feet in height.

Point Arguello.—Two or three hundred yards ofiP Point Arguello are

some detached rocks, upon which the steam-ship Yankee Blade struck and

was lost on the Ist of October, 1854, and 415 persons perished.

Eight miles North of Point Arguello a small stream empties into the

ocean. It is insignificant and unimportant. On former charts it is called

the Rio de San Balardo or the San Geraldo, the Bernardo or Santa Inez.

On the U.S. Coast Survey charts it is designated La Purmima, from the

mission La Purissima Concepcion, situated a few miles inland.

The first point northward of Point Arguello is Point Purissima, oflF which

makes a reef about a fourth of a mile to the S.S.W. This is known on the

coast as Point Pedernales, signifying Point of Flints, but now generally and

erroneously printed " Pedro Nales." Formerly it was caUed San Pedro No-

lasco. Near this point the steam-ship Edith was lost in 1849. Between

(Points Sal and Purissima a smaU stream caUed the Guyamas opens.

Point Sal.—From Point ArgueUo N. by W. | W., and distant 19 miles,

is Point Sal, which is marked by streaks of yellow sand, except at the ex-

treme point. The extremity is formed by high, round, black rocks, otf

which are several sunken rocks, extending half a mile to the southward and

westward. This stretch of the coast is very similar to that behind Concep-

cion and Arguello, but after passing Point Sal, the mountains fall back, and

the shore is formed of sand-hills. The general trend hence is North, until

the shore commences sweeping westward to form the bay of San Luis Obispo,

and the shores become high and abrupt.

SAN LUIS OBISPO.—This bay is an open roadstead, exposed to the

Bouthwatd, and even during heavy N.W. weather a bad swell roUs in, ren-

dering it an uncomfortable anchorage. The landing is fre«iuently very bad,

and often impracticable, but the best pla«e is in the mouth of the creek,

keeping the rocks at its mouth on the starboard hand. Fresh water may be
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obtained at a small stream opening on the beach, half a mile West of the

creek. In the coarse sandstone bluff between these two places are found

gigantic fossil remains.

Off Point San Luis, which forms the S.W. part of the bay, are some rooks,

and in making the anchorage vessels should give this point a berth of half

a mile, passing in 6 or 8 fathoms. Run on a N. by E. course, and anchor

three-fourths of a mile from shore in 6 fathoms, sticky bottom ; 4 fathoms

can be got about a fourth of a mile from the beach. In winter anchor far

enough out to clear Point San Luis, if a south-easter should come up.

During southerly weather landing is frequently effected at the watering-

place when impracticable at the creek.

The distance of the rock off Point San Luis to the mouth of the creek

is 1 J mile ; from the same rock to a white rock bearing N. TO'' E. the dis-

tance is 2^ miles ; and a black rock lies halfway between the white rock and

the mouth of the creek. The bluff on the East side of the small fresh-water

stream West of the creek is in lat. 35° 10' 37" N., long. 120° 43' 31" W. It

is high water (corrected establishment) at X'' 8"" ; springs rise 4 ft. 10 inches

;

neaps 2 feet 5 inches.

The town of San Luis Obispo, which takes its name from the mission of

that name, founded September 1st, 1772, is not on the bay, but is situated

about 10 miles in the interior, in the middle of an extensive and excellent

grazing country. Communication is maintained with San Francisco and

other ports by regular steamers and lines of sailing packets.

The bay was discovered by Cabrillo in 1542, and called by him Todos

Santos.

To the northward of the bay of San Luis Obispo the Monte de Buchon

rises to a great height, which is readily distinguished in coming from the

northward or southward.

The U.S. Surveyors were informed by old otter hunters on this coast, that

there exists a sunken rock about 8 miles S.S.W. from Point San Luis, and

furthermore that they had found kelp upon in 4 fathoms. On the old

Spanish charts an island appears laid down in that direction, but distant

about 8 leagues. One of the Pacific mail steam-ships laid-to in a S.E.

gale, and thick fog off Point Concepcion, and, drifting to the northward,

came unexpectedly upon a sunken rock, upon which the sea was breaking

heavily. The commander supposed the vessel to be then off Point Sal, and

had so plotted the rock upon his chart ; but upon being informed of the

alleged existence of a rock off San Luis Obispo, he was satisfied that he had

been near it, but unfortunately had no opportunity of determining his posi-

tion. This locality demands a thorough examination, as it is in the direct

track of the whole California trade from San Francisco.

From Point San Luis the coast trends in a straight line W.N.W. for a

distance of 8 miles, and close along the shore of this stretch are several

i
t
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lar«e rocks. Thenco the coast trends abruptly to the North, running to the

uTgh conical rock called El Moro, distant 8 miloB.-those two shores formmg

the seaward base of Mount Buchon.

F 1 El More the shore-line gradually trends to the westward, thus

fomng a deep indentation or bay, called Los Esteros on the old Span.sl.

cZ s but now designated as the Estero Bay. It was discovered by Cabnllo

nT 2. and here he obtained wood and water. Behind El Moro are solera

agoons or streams, and the high land retreats for some <i77]--fJ;
Bhore low and sandy, while the North shore is rugged and guarded by

rZ The N.W. point of the bay is called Punta * Us Esteros and bears

NW 4 N. from the West point of Mount Buchon, distant 13 miles.

From roint Los Estoros to the western point of ^^e -chorage of San

Sinieon the coast runs nearly straight N.W. byW. for a distance of 15 mi es^

The shores are not so bold as to the southward and northward, and the

mountains fall weU back, leaving a fine rolling country of no great elevation,

^Ir^Ts^^^SlS"^^^^^ i« a smaU exposed roadstead, but am,nls

tolltbly good anchorage during N.W. winds. The S.W. point of the bay

bears N^^. by W. from Point Esteros. and is dis^nt 15 miles. The inden-

tation of the shore-line forming the bay trends between N.N.W. to N. for

LTa mile, and then sweeps away i. the westward about U mile gradualy

taking a 8.E. direction. The land behind the bay is comparatively low and

gently rolling, the high hills retiring weU inland.
^ *u„ r w

Vessels coming from the northward may run boldly round the 8 W.

Polt wHhin a few hundred yards of the shore, in 8 or 9 fathoms, round up

rNortCand anchor anywhere off the sand beach in 5 fathoms hard

Lfom and a Uttle more than a quarter of a mile from slioi. The beach

•s hJa mUe long, stretching well out, and rendering the landing disagreea-

ble wth any swJl ; but in such cases it is usual to land at the wester pai.

of t^e beach. Eastward of the sand beach the shore-hne is bluff and

'aXd witti rocks. Vessels from the southward must -ake «h«rt acl

Ze inshore, or they wiU assuredly miss it. The only sure marks for it are

^Piedras Blancas, as will be bereafter shown. It was m this bay that

^e sLm-ship Pioneer put in. leaking badly. The bay affords not the

TX^tAltrJottL northward, vessels must sight the

P^m (White Eoeks) 4 milesW , N. of tbe S.W^omt o an

Simeon. They are two large white-topped rocks, and nothing else bke

iTr^found on this part of the coast. The geographical position of tho

^I andTarger rock is. lat. 36^ 39' N., long.
121o 15' West. This bay is

::^osJ^ by some to be tho " Bay of Sardines" of Cabrillo. where he an-

chored and landed in 1542. ^
Frm Piedras Blancas the coast trends N.W. i W- for a distance of 57

i
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BAY OF SAN SIMEON 17o

miles, in an almost perfectly straight line. At a distance of 18 miles from

these rocks the above-mentioned bearing cuts a bold bluff and rounded

point called Punta Gorda, off which, and for 2 or 3 miles along the shoro

northward, there are many rocks. This point is tho Cape San Martin of

Cabrillo. As there is one point under Capo Mendoc'no, more generally

known as Punta Gorda, it is recommended that this point retain tho name

given to it by Cabrillo, especially as all his names havo been cast aside.

Continuing on the same bearing, and at a distance of 49 miles from

Piedras Blancas, is Point Sur, sometimes called Lobos, making out nearly

half a mile. As seen from the North or South, at a distance of 11 miles. Point

Sur appears as a largo, high, round-topped island ; but upon approaching it

a low neck of land is seen, connecting it with tho main. It is in lat. 36° 19'

North, long. 121" 52' West.

The highest peak of the rango bordering tho coast lies 6 miles square in

from Point Sur, and attains an elevation of 4,414 foot. Still continuing on

the same bearing, 57 miles from Piedras Blancas, and 7j miles from Point

Sur, another slightly projecting point is passed, about a mile to the eastward

of the course. Thence the course trends more to the eastward, running

N.N.W. for 8 miles to Point Cypress, and passing Point Carmel, the South

point of Carmel Bay.

The mountains, which had fallen back behind Los Estero?, gradually ap-

proach the shore-line North of San Simeon, and about 10 miles North of

Piedras Blancas ; they came down abruptly to the coast, and run parallel

with it to Point Carmel, forming the boldest and most compact shore that

we have yet passed, and attaining a imiform elevation of nearly 4,000 feet.

These mountains were called by Cabrillo the Sierras Altos, but at present

the range is known as the Sierra de Santa Lucia. From their abrupt faces

we have seen cascades falling from a height of 40 or 50 feet, directly into

the sea.*

* On the opposite or eastern slope of tho ridge is tho valley of Salinas, through which

the Uio Buenaventura flows. Tho hills are rendered much more fertile by their exposure

to the fogs and mists of the coast, which supply them plentifully with moisture, and this is

seen running in many rills down the hill sides.

The valley of iSalinas ia 60 miles in length, and has an average width of 6 or 7 miles

;

the valley deseends to the N.W., and at its lower end is contracted by tho hills through

which the river passes, a low and well-wooded bottom being formed on each side. The

whole of it is well drained, and admirably adapted for stock farms. It may bo called an

open country covered with grass ; the tops of the hills are covered with oaks, pines, and

cedars.

The river having passed through a narrow range of hills, the valley again opens and now

receives the name of La Solodad, which is 20 miles wide, and extends to the Bay of Mon-

terey. The laud on either side rises into undulating hills, and from these into mountains.

i
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rAKKEL BAT -Between Point Carmel nnd Mn. Cvrr.-. «lii* ""

Bmall vesselB. In the vicinuy luo
transoortation to San

•«,« with in oomine from the Houthwartl. xdo upi"^

Z, ;:::;;J oTb/the inaucne, of .ho «.„. P-Umg ..no,, and

wesent a flat umbrella-like appearance.

the h.y. nud can be »e„ f„n. «»;;«•'
"J^- ^;::;:- j^-ldt

Cyp,e,e to Poinl rino. the general diroelmn of the .horo .. ». 5

rockv coast-line to San Luis Obispo.
„ +i,„ NW

4«TeMhoMC is a secondaiy sea-coast light, situated upon the N.W

.

,!':f&..tt.^e„,«^^^^^^^^

fn^rerrH .r.rt^^l « U ^ .a. ». 3, ,..^ N., ion. ..."

55' W., or in time 8" T" 40.0'.

BAY OF MONTEREY.

Peint Pino. for., the S.W. point of thi. -"J.
-^J^^,";;:^f

C.„ (fnr^g the «..ten. .here of
^^^^l^^^tt'Xt^llu.^.

nt:^P<:*Ctra„*»'^eoffthe.o™ofMon^^

TTTT^i^ir^ev of La Soledad is considered verj- fertile, the plai.ts

oak, and the mountains with trees of higher growth.

iliili nriiiiii"i'nirba'"ii''^rf'r^-^'-
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E. byS. 1 S., and tho diNtance 3 niil.'H. Thn sIk.iv tnwanls lli.< t.iwn is

rugged, composod of granite, iiud nivt'n'd witli a licavy ^rrowtli of lir
;

l>ut

to the eastward of the town is a long sandy hciuli, biukiMl l)y sand <lunes .4'

slight elevation. For a distance of 10 miles along this beaih the line (.f :)

fathoms lies at a distance of 150 yards offshor(«, tho water deepening rapidly

beytmd that, and the bottom ahnost evrvywhere hard.

Vessels (•(tming from tho northward hound to Monterey, follow the eoast

from Point Ai'io Nuevo to Point Santa Cruz, tlnn run well into the bay, but

not too far, for fear of losing th(» wind, and to avoid the set of the heavy

swell rolling towards tho beaeh. licaving P.ant Suuta Cm/, and keeping

on a S.E. by E. course about IT) miles, will bring vessels into 2.') fathoms,

and nearly 2 miles from the ])iMieli ; tlunice a South course for H miles will

bring them to tho autaiorage in 10 fathoms, and half a mllo from the land-

ing. These precautions are necessary, because Point I'inos, with tlie whole

bay, is ahnost coutinually enviaoped in a dense fog. Very freciuently the

coasting steamers have to run for the beacli, and then be guidi;d by the

route to the anchorage.

A direct course from Point Ano Nuevo to the anchorage is R.E. i E., and

the distance SGJ miles. From Point Pinos to Point Alio Nuevo the bearin-

is N. 47° W. and tho distance ;3-l miles.

By anchoring well in at the western side of the anchorage, vessels will

avoid much of the swell that comes in with tho heavy N.W. winds, l>iit

never sufficient to make any berth there dangerous. In heavy southerly

weather Point Pinos breaks the sweU, but tho wind draws very strong over

the anchorage. Tho water shoals from lo to 3 fathoms in a distance of 300

yards, and the lead should be used to avoid running in too far.

When the California mad steam-ships stopped at Monterey they fi-e-

quently ran cmtside of Point I'inos, or in very dangerous proximity to it.

The end of the wharf abreast of the custom-house at Monterey is (appro.d-

mate) lat. 36^ 36' 17' N., long. 121° 52' 27' W.

The town of Monterey presents a very pretty appearance as seen from the

water. Immediately behind it tho country rises in plateaus, divorslhed with

hill and vaUey, and beautifully dotted by oak groves. It was tho capital of

California while under the rule of Mexico, and for some years after it be-

came a state. The whale iishoiy * has been vigorously pursu(>d at Monterey,

during tho season, which usually lusts nine months, from Mar(;h to Novi>m-

• La Perouae Bays, " I cannot express tho number of whales with which we were sur-

rounded, nor yet their familiarity ; they blew every half minute within half pistol shot of

our frigate, and occasiouod a very strong smell in tho air. We had not known of this

effect from whalen, but the inhabit.ints told us that the water they spouted was impreg-

nated with this unpleasant odour, and that it oxten.led to a considerable distance."

Many whales were also seen by Sir George Simpson, in 1842, the bay being a favounto

North Pacific.
^

'
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l...r. K.'Sular r..,u.,>..i.i(iiti..i. is U^pt u]. with all parts ..f tlu" .onHt by

.tramors ami .ailing vhsoIh. Sta-os (omnuiui.uti- with Santa Cruz, and all

the towns to San Francisco.

FoUowinf? tho shore from Uio town of Montoroy, northward, it posonts a

,initbnn sand l„.a.h. running nearly North, ha.kod by low dreary Hand

dun.'s, i.ro.l.uin}X nparsely the .oarsest prasses and h.ishes, and entin>ly

dostituto ..f fresh water. This waste extends to the SaliuaB Rivor, of which

wo reach the Rreat bend at about n miles from Montoroy, and only 100

yards from the beach. Fn.m Point I'iuos it boars N. iUf E.. and is distant

8i miles. From this bond tho river follows tho lino of the beach, just msido

of the low sand dunes, for a distance of -li miles, and thoro (Usomboguos.

From Point I'inos it bears N. 18^ E., and is distant 123 miles. This rivor

Ims been designated by a variety of names, as Buenaventura, Montoroy, and

Salinas, but it is now jrenerally known by tho latter. From its mouth,

which is only <iO yards wide at low water, to tho entrance to tho Rto del

Pajaro, or San Antonio, the distance is 2^ miles, tho shore trending to the

N.N.W. Tho ontranc^o of that river boars N. W E., 14 miles from Pomt

Pinos. From hero the coast runs N.W. ncirly straight to Ato» Creek, a

distance of 7 or 8 miles, and about 6 miles E. by N. of Santa Cruz, with the

slioro rocky and abrupt.

North of tho Salinas Eivcr commence rich meadow and table lands, afford-

ing to the settlor spots unsurpassed for productiveness, even in the prolific

state of California. A remarkable submarine valley, similar to that off

T>oint nuonemo, has boon disc^overed, and to some extent traced out in this

bay. The head of tho valley is live-eighths of a mile South of tho mouth of

the Salinas Eivor, and the 20-fathom9 line is only a quarter of a mile off the

beach, the depth increasing to 50 fathoms in tho next quarter of a milo. At

this distance from shore tho 20-fathom8 lines are threo-oighths of a mile

apart. The gouoral direction of the valley for the next 2 miles is S.W. i

W., where we lind a depth of 117 fathoms, and the .-JO-fathoms lines lie

about five-eighths of a mile apart; thence the valley runs about West,

reaching a depth of 170 fathoms in a milo, and 240 fathoms' in 3J miles

with 42 fathoms loss than a mile to the North of this. Tho soundings are

not numerous enough to trace its outlines in deep water, but tho indications

are, that for 10 miles of its length it runs S. 60' W., with noibottom at 315

fathoms. The only available boat landing upon tho beach of the bay shores

is at the head of this submarine valley. There are no indications on the

refoit of that aniuml ; tho shark, tlio cod, and th. sardino also abound : the last is aome-

times thrown in millions on to tho bench by westerly galea.

Tho whale has been known to burst among his human persecutors with the report of ii

cannon, and almost to suffocate them with the steu<.h.

vHM«|K»ii^gi^
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land of this peculiar fdrmiition, cxcciit tlmtiit it.shiad tlio bay very yrttdualiy

reaches its greatest easting.

Tho extensive valley, called the Sulinas Plainn, through whirli eomos tho

Salinas Kivor, extonds inland from tho eaHtorn part of Muntoroy liay.

It has beon before alluded to on page 17.5 {note).

SANTA CRUZ HAEBOUR.—This harbour or auchorago is at tho N.W.
part of tho liay of Monterey, and is of very limited extent. It is protected

from all tho winds from tho northward, but exposed to tho full swoop of tho

southerly gales, and many coasters have boon driven ashore during tlio

winter season. It is about three-quarters of a milo in doptJi northward, by
limileE. and W.
Vessels coming from the northward, after leaving I'oint Aiio Nuevo, follow

the coast line on a general course E.S.E. for about 18 miles. The shore for

this distance is abrupt, jagged, and moderately elevated, with a range of

high hills, or mountains, whoso summits in summer uU alnioHt continually

enveloped in fog. Skirting tho shore ut a distance of half a milo, a depth

of from 6 to 10 fathoms can bo earried; and upon making I'oiut Sunta

Cruz, tho top of which is niodoratoly level lor sumo distance back, 1 fathoms

are obtained witliin a quarter of a milo of it ; round up and run along in 5

fathoms until abreast of tho beach, whore good anchorage will bo found half

a milo from tho shore. Vessels from tho South in summer keep well into

Monterey liay, to escape tho full forca of tho north-westers and the heavy

head sea.

During the winter months anchor well out, so as to be able to clear thv

shore westward of Point Santa Cruz, in case a south-easter springs up.

Landing on the beach is generally disagreeable, as it extends out some
distance, but boats usually land ut tho embarcadero, at tlio foot of tho blufl',

in the N.W. part of tho harbour. Tho beach is over half a milo in length,

and botwoou its eastern extremity and tho bluff point empties the San Lo-

renzo Eiver, a small stream running past the town and mission, which is

situated a milo inland.

The country about Santa Cruz is exceedingly productive, and now thickly

settled. A steamer runs regularly in the trade between this place and San
Francisco, and numerous coasters find abundant freight from here and tho

Pajaro country to San Francisco.

The high mountain, N. 23° E., 12^ miles from Santa Cruz, is named
Mount Jiache, and is 3,791 feot high.

It is high water here at 10'' 18""; springs rise 5J feet; neaps, 2 feet 10

inches.

From Point Santa Cruz to Point Aiio Nuevo tho distance is 18 miles, and
the general direction VV. by N. J N., at first curving to tho south-westward

of that course, and then to the northward, until within three miles of the

rock of Point Ano Nuevo, when the shore curves well to westward (for the

N 2
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laHt mile to the 8.W.), fcrmi.ig .in anrliora^'o pr-.tectn.! «omowliat af^mmt

tlio heavy hwoII from tho N. W., and having a .hi.tli of ', fathoms ^ith.n hm

th,.n httlf a mile from tho shoro, and from 10 to 15 futhomH at tho d.stanco

of a milo.
. , ,

Point Ano Nuevo.-At o quarter of a milo from tho point l.os a black

jnL-od islet, cmHistiuB of a sloping lodge of rocks covered with a stratum of

yellow clay about 4 feot thick, and this again covered with a mound of sand

about :J0 foot high. Upon this a InMouxr. is to bo built. The pomt its.lf

is composed of rolling hills of shifting sand, varying from 20 to 100 feet in

height, while behind them rises the Hanta Cruz range of mountams. The

coast trail which followed tho bea.ai from tho southward hero strikes up tho

hills behind tho Hand dunes. Steamers coming upon tho coast from tho

southward in thick weather, always endeavour to mako the land near roint

Ano Nuevo, and then follow tho coast to tho San Francisco bar.

From roint Ano Nuevo, the cast runs N.W. 2 N. for about 10 miles to

the rocky point called tho J'mta de la liaha, but designated I'omt Mira-

montes, on the coast survey reconnaissance sheet, in ISr.JJ. The high moun-

tain square, in from La Bolsa, bearing N. -iS^ E.. and distant 13 milt..

named lilack Mountain, attains an elevation of '2,809 feet. Two mih>9 North

of La Bolsa empties tho Pimidor, a small stream running through a valley

of inconsiderable extent. For the foregoing 12 miles, the general formation

of tho immediate seaboard is that of a table land of three terraces, the

lowest gradually sloping from tho base of the second to the coast which

is exceediagly rocky and forbidding. Tho underlying stratum is sand-

stone.

From Point Ano Nuevo to Pillar Point or Pmta de Corral Tierra, forming

the southern and western point of Half-moon Bay, the general direction is

N.W. by N. i N., and tho distance 25 miles. Three miles and a quarter

above the I'iscudor, opens the San Gregorio, another small stream, and 2i

miles stiU further, opens the TunitaH. The seaboard between the valley of

the riscador and that of the San Gregorio undergo a striking change

both in the character of its topography and its geology. Instead of the

table-land we meet with a spur of the coast mountains running into the sea,

and having an elevation of 60f; f«et within a mile of it. Tho shore line and

the coast generally present a ve:y rugged and broken appearance, occasioned

by the deep gulches cut through to the ocean.

HALF-MOON BAY.—This anchorage is S.8.E. from Point San Pedro, and

18 miles S. by E. from the Golden Gate. Tho south-western point of the

bay is formed by a blufif table-land, about 160 feet in height, called the

Corral de Tierra, 325 yards South of which stretches a number of black

rocks, which show as one when seen coming up the coast ;
but as three or

four when approached from the N.W. The largest is nearly as high as the

bluff, and locally known as Sail Rock, or Pillar Rod: The point is known as

il
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Pillar Point, and from its Houth-onMtorn extremity rocky and foul bott«m,

marked by lu'lp, extends S.];.
J
E., Hoven-oigliths of a iiiili', dropping sud-

denly from U fiM't to r> fathoms. This is tlin inner reel', and nmkes tho hay
uvailahio an a summer niichorngn One mile and tliroo-cninrterH S.H. from
tho somo part of tho point, a narrow ledge of rocky bottom, ono-third of a

mile long, and marked by kelp, strotciies in tho same general direction. Tiio

pasflogo between this outer and tho inner reef is tliree-(iuartorH of a mile

Avido, with rocky and uneven bottom, from .1^ to 1().[ fathoms. Those hvlges

lie parallel with the coast mountains, and with tlio shoro lino, from which
the outer one is distant 13 mile. From tho eastern extremity of tho point

the sliore runs N.W. by N. for a quarter of a mile; tlien N.E. for threo-

quartnrs of a mi'.o, curving to tho eastward and south-eastward in a long

bend for 2,J miles to tho mouth of the .Irnii/ndfi hs Pillmritox, down which

comes the only road crossing the p(>ninsula of San Francisco, between the

Laguna dt) Mercedes and 8anta Cruz. Tho highest part of this road, which

crosses a depression of tho peninsula, is near the coast survey station ridge,

which is 1,0!)3 feet above tho ocean, and but a few foot higher than the

road. The outer reef is nearly abreast of the Pillarcitos, from which tho

coast runs South 4 miles to Miramonten Point, vhich is S. 48° E., 5 miles

from Pillar Point, thence to tho mouth of tho Trinitas the distanco is 4 miles

S.E. The greatest extent of the bay may be said to bo betweou Pillar and
Mlramontes Points ; but the part near the former only is available.

Tho soundings between tho rocky ledges and the shoro aro quite regular,

decreasing from 9 to 3 fathoms, at less than a (juarter of a milo from tho

beach, with sandy bottom. The passage to the anchorage is between tho

inner and outer reef, with the high, bare-topped mountain bearing a little

North of East, and Pillar I'oint open to tho westward. This mountain is

steep, with straggling redwoods on its flanks, and the summit bare. It is

locally known as Jiald Pate ; but on the Spanish grants as Cumhra (/e la$

Auras. When inside the reefs, beat up until Pillar Point bears about S.W.,

distant half a mile, and anchor in 41 fathoms, hard sand. "With southerly

light winds a heavy swell sets in ; but upon the approach of heavy S.E.

weather, it is necessary to go to sea.

Tne mass of redwoods cresting the mountains of tho peninsula cease ab-

ruptly abreast of Miramontes, and only stragglers are seen to the northward.

They are a good mark for recognising this part of the coast when coming in

from sea.

Around Half-moon Bay is a limited extent of agricultural country at tho

seaward base of the mountains, and small coasters carry tho produce to Sun

Francisco.

About one mile along the coast to the north-westward is a small boat har-

bour, 100 yards wide, formed and protected by outlying rocks, and having ;i.J

fathoms in it. In the autumn months it is usel as a whaling stntion

\.-¥.})?}A~>fP^
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About a thousand gallons of humpback oil were obtained in the fall of

1863.

Point San Pedro lies N.W. by N. J N., 30 miles from Poin'. Ano Nuevo,

and S. 12° E. &om Point Lobos, at the entrance to the Gold jU Gate. It is

a black, bold, rocky promontory, over 500 feet high, hav'ug a high, large,

jagged rock at the northern part, and is a prominent and excellent '.uark for

making the entrance to San Francisco. The principal rock is nearly 100

feet high. Its South face is white, and shows the line of stratification plainly.

From the West the dip of the strata shows about 60 degrees to the north-

ward. It is connected with the main by some low rocks. Half a mile to

the N.E. of the point is the valley of San Pedro, from which the point takes

its name. From Point San Pedro the bell-boat ofiF the bar of San Fran-

cisco is distant 12 miles, and from Point Aiio Nuevo it is 40 miles upon a

N.W. by N. course.

The range of mountains forming the north-eastern shore of Monterey

Bay, and extending to Santa Cruz and Point Ano Nuevo, is called Santa Cruz.

Thence northward to the Golden Gate, and forming the peninsula of San

Francisco, by bounding the bay on the West, the mountains are known

as the San Francisco or San Bruno range.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The port of San Francisco was discovered as late as the year 1769, and
that, too, not by the obvious mode of such au expedition, but by one over-

land. Perhaps one reason why it had been so overlooked by other navigators

is, that its narrow entrance is so frequently hidden by fog. In 1767, when the

Jesuits were replaced by the Franciscans, the Viceroy of Mexico, the Marquis

de Croix, finding that England and France were taking an interest in these

countries, as evidenced by the expeditions of Cook and Bougainville, and
that Russia, too, was steadily progressing from the North, proposed to the

ecclesiastics the colonization of this territory. Accordingly it was divided

into districts, and missions were planned for San Diego and Monterey, the

only two ports then known to exist in the upper province. Tb . ^e vessels

were de,?patched from San Diego, but were eminently unfortunate, from the

fact that the N.W. or opposing winds blow during three-fourths of the

year. Under these circumstances the remainder of the distance was under-

taken by land, and though the explorers did not recognise what is now
Moi^.jrey, they made the far more valuable discovery of the inland sea to

which the name of the patron saint of their order, and of sailors in general,

was given.

The mission was founded, and its progress had but comparatively little to
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SAN FRANCI8C0. Ih3

do with tho oxtomal worlil, and tliia littlo comniorcial importance was ull

but annihilated by tlie rovohition in 1836.

Whon Captain (aftorwardw TJear-Adniiral) F. W. IJoodicy surveyed the

liarbour in 1828, tho place liad but a, fow wretched adobe liousos at iorba

Buena, occupied by indolent half-broods, witli not tho slightest iuditation

of the wonderful capabiliti('« which were soon after to bo developed. History

afford no example of such a sudden rise in importance as (California.

Scarcely a month had elapsed sinco its ann(>xatii)ii to tiio United Statc^i

before tho gold discovery by Captain Sutcr and others was made, and very

soon after the desolate harbour of San Francisco became crowded witii

shippinj^, bringing an immense intlux of gold seekers, and tiie ships, three

or four hundred in number, laid there, deserted by their crews, and in some

cases by their captains also. But this influx of people has left behind it tlm

permanent advantages of a settled population, and there lan be no doubt

but that San Francisco, tho Uueen of tho I'acilic, is destined to be one of

the most important centres of civilization and commerce that the world

possesses.

Besides the immense territory of ,phich it is the commercial and political

capital, and its vast ijowors of production, it will command the commerce of

tho North-east I'acific, and with it also that between tho United States and

China, Japan, &c., and the numerous lines of immense ^steamor3 which now

sail to and from this port as a centre is one of the wouder.s of tho present

century. This commercial importance will be enormously increased by the

Facific railroad, completed in an unparalleled brief period at the end of

186!) ;* so that but a very few days will suffice to connect this mo^^t remote

part of the world with European trade and travel. In 1867 its population

amounted to 131,000, and it was the tenth in order of amount of population

in the cities of the Union.

San Francisco is ill placed, as far as mere building facilities are concerned.

When the first houses were built in 1848 and 1849 they stood on a strip of

beach around tho Cove of Yerba liicena, and at the foot of the steep and lofty

sand-hills. Dunes and cove have disappeared together ; the hills have been

shot bodily into the bay, and tho former harbour is now the business quarter

of the city. One great danger on this coast all its cities share in common :

three times within the present century the spot on which San Francisco

stands has been violently disturbed by subterranean forces.

The Contra Costa range is unbroken but by the single gap of the Golden

:

:

* The net crcatin},' the Piicitic Kiiilroad Compniiy passed in 18G2; tho roinpiiny wcro

bound to compUao thuir lino at tho rate of 100 niikB a year. 'I'hoy coaiiikt.d it at more

than three lim<>s that rate, at 2 miles per day at one end and 1
1 mile at tho other. A s"'"!

account of the progress o{ this niarvoUoua undortiking is given in Dr. Bell's "N.-w

Tracks iu North Ainorita," IHtiO.
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(l.k. un.l thn.ugl. tlds opm.intr tho c.ld winds rush in .i novor-consing galo,

Bpren.linK fan-liko as roc.u ns thc-y l.av. passed the Nan-ows. lU'Uco it is

that tho (M.ldeu Gato is .allod tl.n " K.yholo," and tho wind the " Keyhole

15roozc
" ITp country they make it raise the water for irrigation. In

winter there is a cabn, and tlien tlie city is as sunny as tho rest of Cah-

fornia.—(Sir) C. WentworthDilke, M.P., 1868.

Although tlie entrance is easy, facilitated as it is by tho excellent lights

and LuoyH which delino its prominent points, or point out its few dangers,

we give unabridged the directions drawn by the U.S. coast survey officers ui

18G2, n jdif.ed, of course, by tho changes which have since been made.

The GOLDEN GATE is the entrance to tho bay, and presents the cha-

racter of a great clrft or fissure in tho sea-coast range of mountains, thereby

connecting the Hay of San Francisco with the Pacific Ocean. In approach-

in- it is difficult to imagine that a deep channel lies ahead, so clear is the

utmosphero and so well defined the Contra Costa mountams behind tho bay.

Both shores are bold, broken into points, and rocky; but the northern is

ni.-h the bolder, rising almost perpendicularly from the water, attaining an

elevation of about 1,000 feet, but a short distance back, and in 7 miles rising

to " GOO f.u^t. On the South side, between tho points, are stretches of low

beach; tho hills are undulating and of moderate elevation, increasing very

gradually in altitude to the southward, and reaching a height of 1,250 feet

in about 6 or » miles. The chart of San Francisco entrance, which accom-

panies the annual coast survey report for 1856, shows the bold and charac-

teristic topography of tho vicinity of the Golden Gate.

Point Boneta.—The North head of the entrance is formed by this Point

;

a narrow, precipitous, rocky cape, nearly 300 feet high, and stretching from

the lighthouse u'.out half an.ile to the S.E. Behind it the mountams rise

rapidly to an elevation of 1,500 feet. During the dry season tho deposit of

soa birds accumulates in such quantities on the ridge outside of Boneta

li.^lithouse, as to make the bluff show white, but *he first heavy rain carries

itToff and then throughout the rainy season the point exhibits its natural

appearance. There are no dangers off the point, tho lino of three fathoms

rarely extending 300 yards from any portion of it. Wlien tho clipper ship

San Fi-aumco was lost on this head, we are told that she first struck tho

bluffinside the heads; was carried by the currents around the point, and

then cast ashore on the outside. From 5 to 6 fathoms can be found on every

side within a fifth of a mile of the point.

The Lighthouse is situated nearly half a mile from the extremity of the

point, and consists of a brick tower painted white, and surmounted by a

lantern painted black. From seaward it is seen projected against the dark,

high hills behind it, and in clear weather is a very plain object. Lat. 37°

49' 10 0" N., long. 122° 30' 50.3' AV., or, in time, 8" 10"' 3.4\ From the light
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at Point 'Ronotn to that on Fort Point, the distance is 23 miles, and bearing

E. i N.

The fog bell on Point Boneta is in a frame building, just in advance of tho

lightliouso, at an elevation of 270 feet. Tlie bell weighs 1,500 pounds, and

during foggy and thick weather is struck six blows, at intervals of 10

seconds eacli, followed by a pause of 14 seconds.

POINT LOBOS.—The South head of the entrance to San Francisco Bay is

formed by this point, ;$75 feet high.

h.foij hell is (or was) kept in operation by private enterprise. Upon tho

round-topped hill behind the point is erected a largo frame building for a

telegraph station, whence the electric wires run to tho City of San Fran-

cisco. The first telegraphic message transmitted on tho I'acific coast was

over these wires. Soutliward of tho head the sand dunes are conspicuous,

and easily recognised features in approaching tho entrance. Tho strong

N.W. summer winds, drawing in over the land, raise the white sand from

tho three miles of broad beach, and carrying it inland over the hill-tops,

bury grass, bushes, and scrub oak. The quantity of sand driven in from this

beach is enormous, and its accumulation has greatly modified the topography

of the peninsula.

Off the western face of Point Lobos lie a number of black, jagged rocks,

about 50 feet high, but all within the S-fathoms line, and close in-shore.

They are called Seal lioeks, .and one of them shows a largo arch from par-

ticular directions. The outer one boars from Point Boneta S.E. by S. J S.,

and is distant 2^ miles. From it the general trend of the shore runs in a

line to Fort Point for nearly a mile, to a short jutting high point, off which

lio the Mile Eocks. From this point tho shore runs well to the eastward for

a mile, gradually trending to the North for a mile and a half to Fort Point.

In the deepest part of this bend the shore is low, with small hillocks rising

from the general surface and slope of the hills, and fronted by a long sand

beach.

Mile Roclcs.—These two rocks lie off Point Lobos, a short distance within

the limit of the entrance of the Golden Gate. They are small, near each

other, and have a height of 15 feet above water, with a good depth of water

all around and close to them ; but the current twirls and eddies them about

in such a manner as to render a near approach anything but agreeable or

safe with a light wind. The inner and smaller rock is one-third of a mile

to the northward of the small jutting point inside of Point Lobos, and very

nearly 2 miles S.W. J S. from Fort Point. Vessels running in on the line

of Fort Point and Alcatraz Island, pass less than half a mile from the outer

and larger rock. The rocks bear almost S.E. from Boneta light, and distant

1 J mile. They were called " One Mile Eocks " by Beechey, in November,

1826.

Fort Point.—This was formerly a bold, narrow, jutting promontory of

•,J.3*fc-i

-L''^::mi^M.':hy
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hard serpentine rock, 107 foot above high water, and sunnountod by a small

Mexican fortification, called Fort Blan.o. The view from the pomt was

one of the finest in the harbour ; bnt the whole headland has boon cut down

to within u fow feet of higli water, and increased m area to form a largo lor-

tification. Upon tho hill side rising behind it are houses for the accomnioda-

tion of tho commandant, oillcors, soldiers, and workmon. Eastward oi tho

point is a long substantial wharf, constructed for rocoiving stores, ordnance,

&c. Soverallargo vessels have boon lost on Fort Point, by venturing too

close during light airs and strong irregular currents.

The Lighthouse on Fort I'oint is a wooden building, painted wh.to, and

situated outside of tho fortifications, showing a Ji.nd light at 62 foot, wh.ch

can be seen 12.i miles oflf. The South Farallon light is visible from a vos-

«el's deck when abreast of Fort Point. Tlie/o/, hll at F.n-t Point is on tho

eastern side of the lighthouse, and alnu.st tombing it. The bell weighs

1,092 pounds, and during foggy ..r thick weather is struck by machinery

live blows at intervals of 10 seconds, followed by a pause of .'54 seconds.
^

The Bar off the entrance to the Bay of San Francisco, has a depth of ..

fathoms at the lowest tides. Its general form is that of a horseshoe, com-

mencing 4 miles southward, stretching out gradually to 6 miles abreast ot

Point Lobos: and when nearly up to the parallel of Point ]^.iota, running

in shore towards that point, and forming tho " Four-fathoms Bank, from

a distance of 4 miles down to I. The average breadth of tlu, bar within the

limits of the f.-fathoms curve is about one mile. It falls off outs.de to 10

fathoms in half a mile, and deepens gradually inside Not less than 5 a-

thoms exist over tho bar, when Point Boneta light bears between N.L. by

E. i E., and N. by W. i W.

No vessel should anchor on the bar if she can possibly avoid it
;
frequently

a heavy swell sets in without wind, and if the current is running strong

ebb it allows little chance of escaping from an uncomfortable berth.

The flood-tido makes on the bar about 61 minutes earlier than at San

ThaTbeon given as a rule for steamers approaching in thick weather, to

run for the bar as nearly as they can estimate, keeping the lead going uitil

they strike 5 fathoms, and run on until the depth is increased, when tl e

armed lead should bring up gray sand with red specks, and they may con-

elude themselves within the bar. Recently it has been intimated that these

peculiarities of bottom exist also outside of tho bar.
^ _, ,. •

*

The fo" sometimes stands like a wall, outside of a lino from Fort loint

across the entrance, while the bay inside is beautifully clear. After the

greatest heat of tho day is past, this fog creeps in and envelopes land and

'"8^07 on ihe- Four-fathoms liank.-\ first-class can buoy, with red and

black horizontal stripes, is placed at 4 fathoms at mean low water, near the
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western and seaward end of the " Four-fathoms Bank " lying off Toint Bo-

neta. Tho following bearings and diHtauces will give its position. It is on

tho prolongation of the lino from Fort I'oint light to tho oxtromo point of

Bonota. Foint Bonota light bears E. l.'l" N , distant 3.J milos. Outer tolo-

graph station on Point Lobos boars E. l.'i° H., distant .5J miles. Tlio highest

part of tlio wpstorn ridgo of Table Mountain bears N. 13° W. Tluro is a

spot having but !!.^' fatlioms upon it outside this buoy, bearing S. 3 1" \V.,*and

distant seven-eighths of a milo.

T/ie s/iori'ii of (he Golden Gate.—On tho North side of tlio Ooldon (rate tho

shores are very precipitous, with an occasional nhort stretch of sand boach ut

tho base of the bluffs, affording a boat landing. Paint Diablo is tho first

point insido Bonota, and boiirs N.E. by E. 3 E., distant 1.' niilo from it ; b<;-

tweon thosii tho shoro is indented about thre()-(|uartors of a mile, affording

a boat landing during smooth weatlier for tlio lighthouse people. Jn tii(!

vicinity of Point Diablo tho faces of tho cliffs show of a reddish purplo colour.

Tho red specks found on tho bar aro doubtless derived from tho disintegra-

tion of these reddish eliU's.

From Point Diablo tho shore is jaggod and irregular to Lime Point Plujf,

495 foot high, distant one milo, and bearing N.E. 2 E. 0£f this point aro

several high rocks, but they are so closo to tho bluff us to be distinguishable

only from certain diroclions. From Liiuo Point Bluff to Fort Point the dis-

tance is bai'oly a milo, and the bearing S. by E. 2 E. Tliis is tho narrowest

part of the Golden Gate. Thence the bay begins to open well to the N.E.

On the South side, eastward from Fort Point, the shore is low, flat, and

marshy, to Point San Jose, distant 2J miles, and bearing E. by N. This

point is moderately high, with a few houses clustering upon it, and is locally

known as Black Point. Off this reach was the " outer anchorage " of former

navigators, and the Presidio of San Francisco is seen a short distance

behind it.

From Point San Jose to North Point, at the base of Telegraph Hill, tho

distance is one mile, and the bearing E. f N. AU this space forms part of

the city of San Francisco, and is covered with houses. The shore here is de-

nominated the North Peach, and from about the middle of tho lowest part

projects a long wharf over the flats to 3 fathoms water. This has naturally

caused a great deposit around it, and now only 4^ feet of water can be obtained

at the N.W. part of the wharf at mean low water.

Telegraph Hill rises to a height of 301 feet above the mean level of tho

bay, and is covered with houses to its summit wherever building room can

be obtained. The present plan of the city grades contemplates tho entire

removal of this hill.

ALCATBAZ ISLAND and Light.—This is the first island that is opened

in entering the Golden Gate, and upon it is erected a lighthouse. The island

is nearly 600 yards long, in a W.N.W. direction, by about 260 in width,
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a,.d ri«08 to an olovution of VX, feet above high wutor. Tho Bummit ih flat,

falling away ,'ontly on all sides for Bomo di^tanc, and tlu.n at tho B;de«

droni.ing porpondicularly. Doop water marks exist all round tho island, and,

with tho exception of ono or two plncoH, tho Hides aro so stoop that a landing

iB ofloctod with diificulty. l':xtonsivo fortifications .no constructed upon it^

At the S.E. side a small pier has been built to receive stores, ordnance, and

materials. Off the N.W. part foul bottom makes out about 3('0 or 40()

yards.
, , ^.^ ,.. „

Tho lighthouse is built on tho summit of tho island, and boars N.W. from

Telegraph Hill, distant 1
J mile ; from l-ort I'oint N.E. i E., distant n miles.

The light is ajixnl harbour liyld, illuminating the entire hor./on. It is IbO

feet above the level of the sea, and should he seen from tho sea at a distance

of 14 miles.

The frame-work supporting tho A'/ i'-// i« ^uilt on tho Bouth-oastern ex-

tremity of tho island, dose to the water's edge, and is struck by machinery

four blows at in^.rvals of eight seconds, foUowed by a pause of hlteen

'' No hidden dangers have been discovered in the entrance outside of tho line

from Fort Point to Lime Point Bluff, but there are several inside.

Presidio Shoal, having 3J fathoms upon it, lies H mile inside of Fort

Point, and bears N.E. by E. J E. from it, or three-quarters of a point east-

ward of the line between the lights on F(,rt Point and Alcatraz Island. Tho

Bhoal is about 700 yards long within the 4-fathom8 curve. It is very narrow,

shows sandy bottom, and has deep water all around it. Its general directum

is on the above mentioned bearing. From the shoalest part tho Iresidio

flagstaff bears S. i E. ,,,.,.• i

Anita Rock shows above water at low tides, and is situated \\ mile inside

of Fort Point, and bears E. by N. from it. It is only 300 yards from tho

low beach, and has deep water close around it.

A spar buoy, painted red, with even numbers, has been placed m 3 fa-

thoms water, about half a cable's length due West from the shoalest part of

Anita rock. Vessels should not approach this buoy within a cable's length,

as a strong current sets across the rock. It was named after the United

States quartermaster's barque Anita that struck upon it.

Bird or Arch Rock is a small pyramidal rock, about 45 feet in diameter, SO

feet high, and bearing W. f S., distant seven-eighths of a mile from the

lighthouse on Alcatraz Island. When seen in the direction from or towards

the Presidio Shoal, it presents a perforation at low tides.

mg Rock is a low white-topped rock, about half a mile N.N.E. from Bird

Bock From Alcatraz light it bears W. by N., distant 1 mile. For about

300 yards towards Alcatraz Island the bottom is foul and irregular, but out-

side that limit 10 fathoms are found. The rock shows about 4 feet above

the highest tides, being then not more than 8 or 10 feet in extent.
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YKRIU nUENA AND ANCiKL TSF.ANaS. js;.

mmnm liock is a iodgo having 5 feet wntor upon it at tho h.west tid«>«, and
within llio .i-fathoms curvo is about IlOO by UOO yards in extent, witli doop
watiT outsid.' tlioso limits. A spar buoy, paintod with rod and black hori-
zontal Htiipos, huH been phiced in 4 fatlioms water, about half a cabio'M
length duo South from the shoalest part of tho ledge. \\..s8fl.4 should not
approach tliis buoy from any direction nearer than a cable's length. This
ledge bears E. by S. fr..ni Alcatraz light, and 1 \ mile distant, being almost
on tho lino joining tho South points of Alcatraz and Verba Buena Islands.
From the summit of Telograpli Hill it boars N. « W., distant one mile.
It was discovered, and named by Capt. Buechoy, K.N., after his ship, in
November, IH'iCi.

YERBA BUENA ISLAND is the large higli island opened to tho East
and Soutii of Alcatraz, after entering the Golden (iato. The western point
of this island is li' mile from Telegraph Hill, and tho bearing N.H by E.
Its peak is 343 feet high; tho sides steep and irregular, and rising to a ridgo
running nearly East and West. On the western or Sun Francisco side the
water is very deep close in shore, but from the N.W. point a :5-fathoms bajik
extends \\ mile N.W. by N., spreading to tJio eastward lor half a milo, and
thenco running to tho N.E. p.jint. The wreck of tho ship Crown PrimeHH lies

in 5 fathoms on tlie wostorn edge of this bunt, and a day mark painted red
has been attached to her, consisting of a plank 7 inches by 3 inches, 30 foet

long, showing 15 feet above high water, with a board 5 feet long nailed
across just below tho top. In early times this island is said to have
been densely covered with wood, and was known to navigators and whalers
as Wood Island. Now it has but u few scrubby trees.

ANOEL ISLAND.—When passing through tho narrowest part of tho
Golden Gate, this large island bears about N.N.E., and is seen as an island
for a very short time when in the narrowest part of the Golden Gate. It has
an irregular and bold shore-line of about o miles, and an area of one square
mile. It rises to a height of 771 feet, is covered with grass and bushes, and
cut in every direction by deep gulleys. As seen from the south-eastward it

appears part of the northern peninsula, but is divided from that on its N.W.
face by liaccuon Straits, three-quarters of a mile in width, having a depth of
water ranging from 10 to 30 fathoms, and a very strong current. A narrow,
high jutting point makes out from the S.E. portion of the island, bearing N.

2 W. from Alcatraz Island light, and distant 1 % mile. From this head the
general trend of tho southern face for over a mile is W. by S. toward Sauce-
lito Point.

Puntade los Cavallos is half a mile N.N.W. from Lime Point Bluff. The
shore lino between them falls slightly back, and a very small valley makes
down from the hills behind.

Point Snucclito.—Frum Point Cavallos the general trend of the shore is

N.W. by N. for 1,J mile to Point Sancelito, with nearly a straight shore-line.
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Ono milo from Point Cavallon \h .ho anchorage of Sancelito, where men-of-

,.ur and .halors formerly anel^ored. It lic« ubrea«t of a fen. houses ionmng

the town of Suucolito, whence much of the water UHed m San I ranc.sco was

formerly taken in Bteam water-boata. North of this anchorage .« a large

bay, with but a few leet of water. From Saucelito romt to the western

point of Angel Island, the distance is IJ mile, and the ^'^''""B Nf^^^J^

I E. To Peninsula roi..t, forming the south-western part of Raccoon

Strait, the distance is one mile, and bearing N.E. J E.
, ^ ,, ., ,

TIDES. -As a general rule, there are upon thel'aciHc Coast of the Umted

States one largo and one small tide during each day the ^-^S^^/>'
'^^

.uccssive high waters-occurring one, a.m.. and the other p.n3. of the am

twenty-four hours-and the intervals from the next precedmg transit of tho

.noon are very different, so much so that at certain periods a rock wluch has

3i feet upon it at low tide may be awash on the next succeedmg low

''These inequalities depend upon the moon's declination They disappear

near the time of the moon's decUuation being nothing, a^d are greatest about

the time of its being greatest. The inequalities for low water are not the

same as for high, though they disappear and have the greatest value at

nearly tho <amo times.
, . , . • i e

When the moon's declination is North, the higher of the two h>gh tides of

the twenty-four hours occurs at Han Francisco about olevou and a half hours

after the moon's transit ; and when the declination is South, the lo- .f

the two high tides occurs at about that interval. The lower of tho t

waters of the day is the one which follows next the higher high water

The corrected establishment, or mean interval between tlv. moon s transi

.nd the time of hi,h water at San Francisco, is 12^ 6^.
The mean rise and

fall of tides is 3.6 feet ; of spring tides, 4.3 feet ;
and of leap tides 2.8 feet.

The mean duration of the (iood is 6'' 30-
;
of the ebb, 5"

51J
;
and of the

stand, 34"'. The average difference between the corrected estabhshment of

the a.m. and p.m. tides of the same day is 1- 2«- for high water, and 38

for low water. The differences when the moon's declination is greatest are

'>^ 30- and 0" 48-. The average difference in height of these two tides is 1.1

foot for the high waters, and 2.2 feet for the low waters. When tho rnoon s

declination is greatest those differences are 1.5 foot and 3.7 feet respectively.

The average difference of the higher high and lower low waters of the same

dav is 5.2 feet, and when the moon's declination is greatest, G.l feet. The

hiLr high tide in the t.anty-four hours occurs about 11^ 22- after the

moon's upper transit (southing), when the moon's declination is North, and

about P 2- before, when South. The lower of the low waters, about 7" after

the higher high tide. The greatest observed difference between the two low

waters of one day was 5.3 feet, and the greatest difference between the higher

high and lower low waters of ono day was 8,5 feet.
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SAILING DIRECTIONS.

For approarhimj and nifm,!;/ Sav. Franmcn /%.—In approaching the coast
every opportunity «liould be seized for determining the vessel's position, us
fogs and thick weather prevail near the land. Vessels coming from the
soutliward make the coast about Point Amo Nuovo (lat. 37^ 7' N.), and follow
it at a distance of 4 or 6 miles up to the bar. Steamers keep ..loso under the
land for fear of losing it in foggy weather. Coming from the westward,
they first sight the Houth Farallon Island (lat. 37"^ 42' N.), haying the light-
house upon it, and keep upon either side of it ; but it is preferable to go to
the southward, especially in thick weather, and at night, as the vicinity of
the island has not yet been surveyed in detail. From tho South Farallon
Ughthouse the Point Boneta light bears N.E. by E. 23J miles. Coming
from the north-westward they make Punta de los Reyes, 597 feet high, in
lat. 38° 0' N., long. 123° 0' W., and pass within 2 or 3 miles of it, 15 fa-
thorns being found within a quarter of a mile from it, but vessels are apt
to lose the wind by getting too close under it. From the western extremity
of this point, the Point Boneta light boars E. 2 S., distant 25£ miles, the
lino passing over the tail of Duxbury Reef, at u distance of 17i miles from
Los Reyes.

The prolongation of the range from Alcatraz Island to Fort Point,
giving a course N.E. { E. for vessels entering the Golden Gate, is desig-
nated by Sir Edward Belcher "the fair-way line; and ho calls the
island and fort the "fairway marks." But with a heavy swell on tlio

bar this range should be used merely as a lino of reference, because on
the bar it passes over a smaU 5-fathom8 spot, while half a fathom more
can be obtained for a distance of 2 miles, both North and South of it.

In clear weather, and with a favourable wind, a vessel can cross tho bar
iu not loss than 5 fathoms from tho line, having tho Nortli en.l of Alca-
traz Island just open by Point Boneta (N.E. by E. f E.) roxmd to the
shore South of Point Lobos (N.W. by W. J W.). Northward of the
former lino tho 4 -fathoms bank (having ^ fathoms upon it), commences
one mile West of Boneta, and stretches out over 3 miles, w.th a breadth
of one mile. Upon this bank the clipper Golden Fleece struck in 1857,
and came into port with 7 or 8 feet of water in her hold. She was the
second of that name that was unfortunate in entering the harbour, the first

having been totally lost on Fort Point.

Between tho eastern extremity of the " 4-fathom8 bank " and the shore,
tho distance is seven-eighths of a mile, and within this space can be found the
deepest water for entering tho harbour, but it would bo dangerous for a sail-

ing vessel to attempt it with a flood tide and light winds. While it is break-
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in, on the bank, only a hoavy swell is found through this 8J-fathoms .nan-

Z Tnd snlu sail boats have passed in safety when they dared not try the

bar. We^lred it in the brig Wyandot, in June, 18M, and the stea.n sh,p

cLnlia frequently used it in leaving the harbour for t^e ^PP- -s >

when

f>.« heavy weather on the bar would otherwise have delayed her .n port.

alerLr the Iffs, 2 or 3 .iles above Boneta. we anchored in 8 fatho.s

"tL'gX, moderate weather, any vessel can cross the bar, within the

limits we have mentioned, without running until she has go on th. ia.r-

ryile'' whereby she might lose her .lant of wind. Should the ..nd fa.l.

The light and the current adverse, anchor outside the bar xn lo fathon,«,

Id a^ fine sand; or after crossing the bar in 6 to 10 fathoms, fine gray

Tand w th red specks in some places. Run in mid-channel between the heu.U

To^ro close proximity to th. northern shore, not only in entenng, but m

leaving; the high, bold bluffs causiag ealn.3 and bafflm, „.c, ;ven w.th a

oXe ste. bWg out. On the last of January 1.64. dunng a ..ch-

aster, three vessels were at one time becalmed unde. the northern sh^e,

and baffled with variable airs and strong current edd.3 for -e-1 hou-

Between Fort Point and the opposite shore, take s.ecml care not to a^

proach Fort Toint too close, because the currents set rou.d .t

-J-'fyj^^
Sth sreat rapidity, and the bottom is uneven and rocky. ^ d.pth of .>

;Ioms gi en il the centre of the channel. In the GoMen Gate we have

Measured an ebb current running about 6 miles per hour. As a genenU ru e

the winds increase within the heads, drawin, in very strongly abreast of Fox

roint. When off this point steer for Alcatra. lighthouse untd the No th

point of Telegrui.h Hill bears E. by S. Then sieer to give it a berth ot a

quarter of a mile, running through among the sh.pp.ng.
.^, _ ^ ., . ,

In .making the port at nujU, it is customary to cross the bar with Fort Fomt

light on with Alcatraz Island light ; or better, the latter a little open to the

northward. But this practice frequently involves much delay and annoyance,

when the wind will not permit a vessel to attain this position without a tack.

With Boneta light bearing from N. by W. to N.E. by E., a vessel may bolly

run on within those limits, and unless there be a heavy swell safely cross the

4 fathoms bank. Give Boneta a berth of a mile, and when withm the heads

and Boneta abeam, gradually open Alcatra. Hght North of Fort Point, unt.l

abeam of the latter ; then run for Alcatraz, until tho hgnts of tl^e shipping

hoTthe vessel's position. Hauling up for them, anchor ofl he North

beach in 10 fathoms., or off the N.E. front of the city m 10 fathoms, sott

"^"incomng upon the coast in thid foggy weather, sailing vessels should not run

into less than 50 fathoms, because the water around the ^-th gallon, a.ul

off Point San Pedro and Punta de los Reyes, is very bold. It is beheved,

however, that a 30-fathoms bank exists at a considerable distance to th«

"WBSWKSSWaHWW mrt*mma^ Yn*»W!Jd*»*«w*
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SAILING DTRErTIDNS. ,,).j

westward of the last. S.W. of the lino passing tlirwugh the Parallones and
Noon-day P-k, the 100-fathoms curve is only 4 -. :.s u.staut, and the r.O-
fathoms curve only 2 milt.s, with a very irre^alar bottom. If tho Farallono.s
be made, a course can be easily laid for ^Iie bar, but it would bo unadvisabie
to run into less than 10 fathoms, sofr mud, if the bell-boat bo not hoard, as
the set and strength of the current-, off the bay are yet undetermined. Sir
Edward Belcher says, that beinr, caught in a fog, he anchor.! in 15 fathom.
to the southward of the bar, ar.d determined "that southerly of the fair-way
line the ebb tide set N.N.E., Jood S.R.W." We suppose he means from th'o
N.N.E. and the S.S.W. Daring liie season of freshets in the Sacrament,,
and tributaries, the discolrrred water outside the bar will frequently point
out tho position of the eutvance.

Steamers in thick wer.th r were accustomed to .'un close along tlio coast, and
endeavoured to make ^.ne land North of Poiut San Pedro, running in until
they got about l.-- fechoms, and then laying a course for tho bar, shoaling
upon it to obout 5 fathoms, and then gradually deepening, wliilo the fog-gun
gave tb . direction of Boneta light. Before the establishment of the fog° gun,
the s'.eam-ship Te.mcssee was wrecked 2 miles North of Boneta, when seeking
for the entrance ii a dense fog; tho steam-ship S. S. Lewis, just North of
Duxbury Beef; and tho U.S. revenue brig Lawrence, between Points Lobos
a.'d San Pedro. Steamers and clippers are afraid to approach the bar in
thick weather. We have entered in a dense fog without hearing the bell,
and the general opinion is that it is ineffective.

In beating out, vessels start on tho last quarter of the flood, make the first

tack to the northward of the Blossom Rock, and weather it on the second
;

thence they keep between Alcatraz and the South shore, avoiding Bird Rock,'
one mile West of the South end of the island, and giving a good berth to
Fort Point, past which the ebb current will carry them rapidly (with a strong
tendency towards the South shore), and a couple more tacks carry them clear
of the heads. If the vessel be bound to the northward, and the weather shut
in thick, with the wind to the N.W., she makes a tack off shore to the
southward of the Farallones; if tho weather be clear, short tacks are made
off shore until she works off to Los Reyes, because the sea to the leeward of
that headland is much smoother, and the current less ; then stands off until
a course can be made for her port.

The Wiiid8.—It has been advised to work close along shore to northern
ports during the summer N.W. winds, and tak.j the clu..,.«es of land breezes
to make latitude, but the attempt will double the I.ugth of any voyage.
Bafiliug light airs and calms frequently exist along the coast, while vessels
several hundred mUos off have strong N.W. winds. Moreover, along the
coast we know that the current frequently sets 2 miles per hour from the
northward, except very close under the shores. In our experience we never
yet have met a wind off the land North of San Francisco, and very rarely

North Pacijic. '^

MMMk-'^''
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winter, ..ith winds from the southward, th.s is not «» m-1^- "

From April to October, inclusive, the prevailing wmd ^s from th. NW

•

..h!nlg t West in valleys opening upon the coast, but .n no case

S W., weather thick, rainy, and squally ,
the wina nox, h j

1 o„o r»iirinD- heavy south-easters, tne sen

„* IVW with an ugly cross sea. iJurmg ut.iivjr

•"ti;^ fu^er No* we advance the heavier Mow the gale, ^^^ f*^
The N.W. wi.A are not predicted by the barometer but t«,m the Mjl
inen.w

„,._.„„ Ming one inch from it. iiBunl height of about

:t„z w e .:Sn7.o H--" "'-a »'=^''« '-"'^
»f°°r •"°°:

vr„!nd bv the Wort, and to docroaee. Only in one inalanco dumg ouv

shift '™°'*

''J

™
m\^ ^„j j^,, ^„ „ff t,,e Strait of Juan de Fuca. On

ZZrfth t^^Shorderingthe coast, hght, variable and eaateriy

rr fi^uenfy experienced .bile *, NAV ^^^^ ^^^..^^
rC'::t:idrr:r;re^^'iUi,.ttheu.u.Ko.b
the coast,

Mountain, only 3 miles from the

Z^i:^^^^^^'-" ^' ''- SlavianskaKiver, we

fid varil' airs, when strong summer winds were blowing below.

DTJXBTOY POINT and Eeef.-From Point ««-^'^^\^"^^7/7;;
formiuE the West side of Ballenas Bay, the course is W. by N. i ^., and

he disC 9i miles. The point, son.etimes called BaUena., is a table land

lu 00 feet high, which stretches along the coast for a mile or more, and

;!duaUy rises to a narrow, nearly treelo.ss ridge, 1,=389 feet high at its

wi«-«injjmii'- '"'.' -'-t ' ""t'wiHi »i*'«w "<
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greatest elevation, and running in a straight line USi miles N W ^W t..

Tomales Point. The old Californians expressively call it the Cuehilla (Jraa.l...
laraUel to this ridge on the East, and starting from the West end of the
great cross ridge of Table Mountain, runs another to the north-westward,
and the depression between them, abreast of Duxbury Point, forms the Bal-
lonaB Bay, as it does the Tomales Bay farther up the coast. This depression
forms a long narrow valley, well watered and timbered, and in many places
cultivated. Two strean^s running into each bay have their sources nearer
the bay from which each runs. Duxbury Reef makes out 1 \ mile S E J S
from the southern extremity of the point, and stretching towards Point Bo-
neta fonns a safe anchorage in northerly weather. From the tail of the reef
to the rocky point E.N.E. from it, the distance is 3 milef... and from this lino
to the greatest bend of the bay the distance is It mile.

BAILENAS BAY.-In this bay the S-fathoms line makes oflf three-quarters
of a mile from the S.E. face of Duxbury Point, but approaching the low sand
beach East of the narrow entrance to the lagoon. From 4 to 8 fathoms of
water, with a regular bottom of sand and mud, are found in the bay, and 6
fathoms quite close to the reet From Duxbury Point to the bluff, at the
entrance to the lagoon, the distance is Ij mile N.E. by N.

The lagoon North of the bay is at the foot of the mountains, and except
small crooked channels, is bare at low tides, and fUled with small islets. The
South side of this lagoon is bounded by a long, narrow, sand spit, stretching
so nearly across it as to leave an enfc-ance of but 100 yards wide at the
S.W. part. Only a few small vessels run between this place and San
Francisco.

The shore North of Boneta Point is bold and high, presenting a marked
and peculiar undulating .surface at right angles '

lie sou front.

North of Duxbury the hard rocky shore continu. bold and high, but gra-
dually merges into cliffs, consisting chiefly of yellowish day nn,l sand rest-
ing upon granite; and as the surface is regularly undulating, «,th the direc-
tion of the »1>->mate ridgea and vaUeys at right angles to the «iiore, the
wearing action of the surf forms a continuous series of round-topped, bright
vertical bluffs, averaging 100 feet high, and presenting a very noticeable
feature from the sea. Its resemblance to portions of the coast of Englar l

was one of the reasons which induced Drake to apply the name New Albion
to the ooimtty in June, 1579.

The mountains in the back ground rise over 2,000 feet, and the " Table
Mountain," of Beechey, attains an elevation of 2,604 feet, stretches nearlj
2 miles inland at right angles to the coast, and forms a prominent mark from
seaward, and from the Bay of San Francisco. A few large tr es are seen
along the top of the main ridge, running parallel with the coast and behind
the valley, connecting Ballenas and Tomales Bays.

02
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SIR FRANCIS DRAKE'S BAY—From tlio tail of Puxhury Reef to the

West end of Los Eeyos, the course is W. J N., and distance 17^ miles, To

the East end the course is W. by N., distance HJ miles. From Duxbury

the shore is bold and compact, running nearly N.W. by W. for about 10

miles, then curving regularly to the westward, changing to a low shore, until

it reaches its greatest latitude at the Estero do Limantour, wh'U bears N.

by E. J E. from the East end of Los Reyes, distant 3 miles, tlience the line

curves to the southward and S.W., one mile West of the point, leaving a

long, high, narrow point stretching to the East, and off which the breakers

extend half a mile. This curving shore line forma Sir Francis Drake's bay,

which affords a large and admirable anchorage in north-west weather : and

by anchoring close in under the North side of the point in 4 or 6 fathoms,

hard bottom, good but contracted a ichorage is obtained in S.E. gales, as the

swell rolling in from the S.W. is broken by the reef.

Several osteros or lagoons open into the North side of the bay, but their

entrances are very nan-ow and shoal. The largest is the Estero de Liman-

tour, which stretches to the northward over 3 miles, and one of its numerous

arms approaches within a mile of the ocean beach, 5 miles North of Point

Reyes Head. The entrance to this lagoon has 8 feet water, and is gene-

rally marked by breakers on either hand. Coasters can enter with the pre-

vailing N.W. wind. It was named after Limantour, notorious for his at-

tempted great land claim fraud in California. He was a Frenchman, but a

citizen of Mexico, and u.sserted that in trading upon this coast in 1841, he

lost the Mexican vessel Ayaehnco at the entrance to this estero.

POINT REYES.—This is the most prominent and remarkable headland

North of Point Coucopcion. It is distinctly visible from the entrance to San

Francisco Bay, and the summit of the ridge presents an irregular jagged out-

line, with the highest part about one-fourth of its length from the western

extremity. Its southern face is a precipitous wall of hard sienitic granite,

rising boldly from the ocean, attaining an elevation of 697 feet in 300

jards, and stretching away nately in a straight line £. by N. and W. by

S. for 3 miles. This direction is peculiar on the coast, and would not be ex-

pected from a consideration of the trend of the coast mountains, and of the

Farallones, which are In line N W^ and S.E. On tho North side the cape

falls away regularly to a ' -w uucliilating neck of land, cut up by esteros

making in from Drake's Bay. When made from the southward it is raised

as a long, high island ; but on approaching it from the westward it is pro-

jegied upon the mountains running North from Table Mountain, and its

characteristics are not so readily recognised. Its base is very broken and

rocky, and bordered by crags and hundreds of rocks, but they may be boldly

approached, and 8 fathoms, hard bottom, obtained within less than a

quarter of a mile. Off the eastern extremity a reef makes out half a mile

in continuation of the point. Upon this reef it breaks heavily in bad
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southerly weather, but 9 fathoms can be had oIom to the breakers. Oflf the
western head a depth of 12 fathoms is found quite near to the rocks*

Vessels bound to San Francisco from the northward always make Los
Reyes, and, when up to it, sight two mountains on the southern ] ninsula
of San Francisco as islands. One of these is Blue Mountain, 1, 100 feet high,
the othor Jbhei/ Ilill, l,2o0 feot.

The lighthouse of Punta de los Reyes wiU be jjluccd about a quarter of
a milo from the wosteru jjoint. The ocean flw>e is precipitous, and tlie light
will be at an elevation of about 500 feet above the water.

THE FARAILONES.

SOUTH FASALION.—The southern and principal one of the six rocky
islets known as the Faralhmt de los Frai/ks, lies off the Goldou Gate at a dis-

tance of 23i miles
; the whole group is disposed in a nearly straight line,

running N.W. frjm tlie southern one. This is the largest and highest, ex-
tending nearly a mile East and West, attaining an elevation of about 340
feet above the sea, and presenting to the eye a mass of broken jagged rocks,
upon which no vegetation exists, except a few stunted weeds. The rocks are
sharp angular masses, which, becoming detached by the operation of natural
causes, roll down upon the more level parts of the island, and cover it with
irregular boulders. Notwithstanding that it is the outcrop of an immense
dyke of granite, the condition of the 8ui)erficial portion is such that it could
bo separated into small fragments by a pick or crowbar. A more desolate

and barren place can hardly be imagined. From the hills about the Golden
Gate the South Farallon is plainly visible, rising in regular pyramidal form.

Vessels from the westward, running for the Golden Gate, should keep to

the southward of the South Farallon, especially in thick weather and at

night. To the westward of it a depth of 50 fal ^l^ms is obtained at a dis-

tance of 3 miles, shoaling to 20 fathoms in 2 miles ; whereas inside of it the

bottom is veiy regular at 30 fathoms for 10 miles, and then decreases regu-

larly to the bar. On the S.E. side of the island there is said to be good
holding-ground in 15 fathoms. The 8au Francisco pilot boats cruise off tlie

island.

South Farallon Light.—The tower stands on the liigliest peak of the

principal island. It is built of brick, 17 feet in height, and is surmounted
hy a lanter? .nd illuminating apparatus of the first order of Fresnel. It is

a revolving white light, showing a prolonged flash of 10 secoiids every

minute throughout the horizon. It is elevated about 300 feet above the mean
level of the sea.

* The headland of Punta do los Reyes was discovered by C'abrillo iu lOJ'J,Lutthe presenl

nume wan given liy Vijsciiiiio, in lliDo.
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Noon-Day Rock.—This danger lies nearly on the prolongation of tlio lino

from tlio kSouth Farallon, through tlio North Farallotios. It is of very

limited extent, and is doubtless a sliai-p, isolated point of a small lodge,

having from 20 to 30 fathoms immediately around it. It is plainly visible

when directly over it, and has 3^ .fathoms of water upon it at nu-an low

water ; but at the extreme low water of spring tides there will be hardly

more than 4 fathoms. In very heavy weather and low water the sea breaks

upon it, but this indication seldom exists, and must not be depended upon
for ascertaining its position.

Boneta light will not bo visible from a sliip's deck, but may bo seen from

aloft under very favourable atmospheric (;ircumstances.

In the description of the South Farallon, and in the directions for approach-

ing San Francisco, wo have heretofore advised vessels ap])roaching tlit^

Golden Gate at night and in thick weather to keep to the southward of the

iSouth Farallon light. This advice has now more signiticance, and should be

followed. With Tunta do los Eeyes and the Farallones in sight, vt^ssels

bound in and ruiming between them should keep the western head of Los

Reyes open on a N.N.E. course, coming, nothing to the eastward, until the

North and South Faralloiits are in range, then bear away for tho Golden

Gate. In that jiosition the rock will bear S.E., distant 2^ miles. Coming
from the north-westward at night, vessels should not bring tho South Faral-

lon light to bear anything East of S.E. by E., which will clear tho rock by 2

miles, and the North Farallones by one mile.

South-west of the line passing through tho Farallones and Noon-day Eock,

the 100-fathom curve is only 4 miles distant and the 50-fathom curve only

2 miles, with very irregular bottom.*

POINT TOMALES and Tomales Bay.—Northward of Punta de los Eeyes

we find a long reach of broad white sand beach, backed by sand dunes, and

extending in a N. J E. direction about 12 miles, curving to tho N.W., and

changing to a high precipitous coast, nmning to Point Tomabjs, which

bears N. by W. 15 miles from Los Eeyes. Tliree-quartors of a mile before

reaching the point a rocky islet 80 feet in height is seen close inshore.

Eight miles above Point Eeyes is the opening to an estero, the North point

of which is low and sandy. The wider arm runs 1 mQe towards tho head of

the western branch of the Estero de Limantour, and little more than that

• 2i'ew Shoal off San Francisco etttrancc—It was rt'iwrted, January, 1863, that a shoal had

been discovered about 80 miles 8.W. from the S.E. Farallon. It is said to have Imt from ')

to 7 fathoms of water on it, and lies directly in the track of vessels bound into Sau

Francisco.

S/ioal off the California Coast.—Jn latitude 37° 25' N., and long. 137° 30' W., rocks are

reported Living but from 3 to 5 fathoms water ii|ion them. This information was obtained

in 1855, and failingito ascertain anything more eonceniing it, it is_^now published to call

attention and invite lurth' v exaiiiin:iliou.

i

J
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ai.tan..o from it. Tl. ..th.r arm runs nearly 1 J
milo t„ the n-^^;^--";;;^.

Tho ridBo forming Tonmlos Point and tho western Bl.oro of Toma. h «a>

is tho northern extremity of that startin,^ from Duxbury Pomt. About 1

:L from the point the ridge i« 673 feet high, with .lightly ^o^^r
^^^^

a few nuloH South. It is where tho Hand dunes .tnko h.s ndgo hat rt^e

.oast changes its character; theme to the point it >s bold and rocky Mith

b alcers about one-thini of a mile off the point, and on tho p.-long^-n

the ridge, which averages less than three-quarters of a nule m breadth for

the last 4 miles.

The BAY of TOMALES extends from Toniales Point S.E. J E. for 12i

nnlos, with an average width of seven-eighths of a mile The entrance .s

narrow, and obstnxcted by a bar having a depth of 10 feet, be ween sandy

humps of 7 feet. The bar lies nearly half a mile East of the extreme pon^,

and 400 yards from the bluffs. It is exposed to the full force of the N.W.

Hwell, and with the least swell from seaward it breaks across the whole en-

trance. For 2 or 3 miles this bay is contracted, but has a narrow deep

channel close under the western shore. Four miles -^hm the pomt hes

a smaU island near the naddle of the bay ;
beyond :t the depth of water

becomes more regular.

BODEGA HEAD-This point lies N.N.W. 18 miles from Los Reyes, and

foms the northern point of liodoga Bay, considering Tomales I'omt the

southern. The head is 200 or 300 feet high, with a nUghtly rounding summit

and continues of nearly tho same height for a mile or two northward where it

changes to a broad sand beach, with low country near, but high hills in the

back ground. The face oftho land about here begins to change from its uniform

want of trees, to hills partiaUy covered. It has been frequen he d out as a

warning not to mistake Bodega Head for Punta de los Reyes, but there exists

no reasonable ground for raising a question on this subject, although navi-

gators who have lost or jeopardised vessels offer as an excuse the great

similarity of the coast and headlands to those near the Golden Gate. Wo

have never been able to detect it. The highest part of the head is about 26o

feet above the ocean. From an examination of this section, it is believed

that it is the continuation of the Tomales ridge.

BODEOA BAY.-Ftom Tomales Point to Bodega Head the course is

NW iW, and the distance 4! mUes. The average width of the bay to

the eastward of the above Hne is 1| mile, with the shove running nearly a

parallel course. It is bordered by numerous rocks, is abrupt, and reax^hes

a height of 594 feet less than a mile inland. The anchorage lies between

the head and the mouth of the Edero Americano (caUed Avatchahy the

Russians), which lies E. 16= N., 2^ miles from the head. One mile West ot

theesteroalow nai-row sand-spit U mile long, and covered with bushes,

stretches towards the head, within 100 yards of it, where a passage exists
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for the waters of the extensive lagooji Nortli of the snnd spit, having small

and intricate chanmds, but almost destitute of water at low tidos. The an-

chorage is half a mile outsidcs of this passage, and about N. J K. of tlio

rocky islet, in 5 or <> fathoms, hard bottom of coarse sand and small patches

of clay. It is protectiid by the head and the low ro«;ky islet and reef, about

three-quarters of a mile off the S.E. face, from the full force of the N.W.

swell, which generally rolls in disagreeably in the open part of the bay, if

the weather is heavy. The reef is densely covered with kelp, and the

breakers usually indicate its position. Between the islet and the head there

is a narrow 4}-fathom passage, opening directly upon the anchorage. In

coming from the N.W. in summer this channel is available, but in beating

out it is too contracted to be safe. During the winter season it is necessary

to anchor well out, to be ready to slip and run, as the sea-room is very con-

tracted and the swell heavy. Some vessels have ridden out heavy south-

easters, but several have been lost. In beating out, the only danger is the

reef off the head.

On account of the general depression of the coast hills behind Bodega Bay

to about 500 or 600 feet elevation, and the valley in which the Estero Ameri-

cano lies, being perpendicular to the coast line, the summer winds draw in

towards the Petaluma valley with great force. The trunks of the oak trees

rise straight for about 10 feet, then bend almost at right angles, without a

branch for 10 or 15 feet, and tenninate in a clump of branches all dragged

out by the force of the wind. Fogs are found drawing in sooner and more

frequently than upon any other part of the coast.

The country in the vicinity of the bay is very productive, both in the

valleys and upon the hills. Tuo produce is placed in lighters at the " Port
"

or embarcadero, about 1 mile within the lagoon, and carried by the current

to the anchorage.

A fine tract of agricultural country stretches behind the coast hills, ex-

tending from Eussian Eiver valley to Petaluma creek, by which channel the

produce of this region finds its way to San Francisco.

Fort BOSB.—The rocky, contracted, and unsafe anchorage off this place is

N.W. f N. from Los Reyes, distant 32 miles, and 15 miles from Bodega

Head. The large white buildings of the Russians on the rising ground, and

about 100 feet above the sea, are the only marks for making it, and the

shore is so steep and guarded by rocks and reefs as to render approach

dangerous. No trade is now carried on here.* The shore between Bodega

* The property of the Russian establishment at Ross and Bodega had (August, 1841)

.i>isl been transferred to Captain Sulcr, of New Helvetia, at t>Hn Francisco, for the eonsi-

dciation oJ aO.OOO dollars. In the purehasn was included all the Btock, houses, arms,

S
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I'OINT ARENA. UOU

to Fort Ro88. The Eussian vessels used this as a distinctive mark for

making that anchorage. Where tho timber oommonties to skirt the coast a
bold spur of the mountains comes direc tly upon the sea. At Fort Robs there
is a small extent of open, cultivated ground, moderatoly low, but backed by
the high wooded country. Tho coast and coast hills to the northward are
mostly covered with dense forests of immense redwood, pine, and a thick
undergrowth. At one of the coast survey mountiiin stations ovor forty trees

were cut down that measured from 5J feet in diameter (spruce) to 8^ feet

(redwood).

Two miles above Fort Ross is a small contracted anchorage, called Timber
C'uve, where a great deal of lumber is sawed, and carried by coasters to San
Francisco. Eight miles above Ross is another contracted anehorago under
Salt Point, where coasters load lumber.

From Fort Ross to Punta de Arena the coast is almost straight, running
N.W. by W. i W. for 37 miles. It is compact and abrupt the whole dis-

tance, covered with treec to the water's edge, and backed by an unbroken
ridge of hills about 2,000 feet high, and wooded to their summits.

Haven's Anchorage.—About 24 miles north-westward along tho coast

from Fort Ross is a contracted anchorage, under high precipitous rocky
islets, with a short stretch of beach on the main, affording a boat landing.

There is a protection, when anchored close in, against heavy N.W. weather •

but it would be very difficult to recognize the locality unless tJio position of

a vessel approaching it were accurately determined. Northward of this an-

chorage high, bold rocks line tho coast for 4 or 5 miles. They are generally

known as Fishing Rocks.

A few miles South of this anchorage is the mouth of the Walalla River

open in the rainy season, but having a dry bar in summer. It rises South
of Fort Ross, behind the first range of coast hills. One of the coast survey
stations on the North side of the river, and 3 or 4 miles from the coast has
an elevation of 2,192 feet, and this may be taken as the general height of

this coast range.

POINT ARENA.—This is tho first prominent headland North of Los
Eeyos, from which it bears N.W. \ W., distant 67 miles. Lat. 38° 57' N.,

long. 123° 46' W. Approached either from the northward or southward, it

presents a long level plateau, stretching out about 2 miles West of the

highlands, and terminating in a perpendicular blufi", that averages about 200
feet in height, except the extreme N.W. part, which is comparatively low,

partially covered with sand, and destitute of trees for some distance inland.

When seen from the southward, with the sun shining upon the face of the

bluff, it shows remarkably white for tho length of 2 miles. In fact no
point upon the coast presents such a bright appoarance, or such uniform

vortical bluffs, composed of hard rocks, twisted and distorted into many
plicatione. Bold water is found close off tho point, outside tho kelp, which,
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ttl)outtiO foot hiph, nnd doxtitufo of frees to tho nurtliward (ind some iliNtnnrn

in shore. The South bU "i w likewise destitute of trees, but more irreguhir

in outline than tlie other. Vesiols bound for it in Humiiier work a little to

windward
;
then run boldly in towards tho N. point, upon whiili the hounes

become recognized, keep us close as possiblo along the Mhoro, gradually

decreasing the dintance to 100 yards just olf tlie South end of the point in C

fr •'•oms, run on about 1.50 yards past tho point, head up handsomely, a'ld

anchor in .5 or fathoms hard bottom. It is a bud berth in summer, and in

winter a vowsel must anchor far enouga out to bo able to slip lier cable and
go to sea upon tho first appearance of a south-easter. Several vessels have
been driven ashore hero.

An extensive saw-mill is located on the Ni rtli side of the river some dis-

tance up
; formerly (1853) it was on the North head, and a stationary engine

was placed near the mouth of the river to draw loaded cars up the inclined

plane, whence they were drawn to tho mill. The lumber was slid down
chutes into large scows and carried to tho anchorage. Tho place is now
sometimes called 3[eiggsville ; formerly it was Mendocino City.

From tho point just North of Mendocino Bay (tho first one made from
Arena), the shore runs nearly straight for 28 miles N. by "W. i W., being
low and bounded by rocks for 12 miles, when the black hills roach the
water, and present an almost vertical front 2,000 feet in height.

From tho deepest part of tho bight the general trend of tho coast to Capo
Mendocino is N.W. 2 W., and distant 45 miles, and for the whole of this

distance it is particularly bold and forbidding, tho range of hills running
parallel to the shore and rising directly from it. It has been found impossi-

ble to travel along this stretch of seaboard ; and the trail turns well into the

interior valleys.

Shelter Cove.—From the compact shore above described a plateau, desti-

tute of wood, and being from 60 to 300 feet in height, ma'' quare out

just above latitude 40° N. for a distance of half a mile, atfording an an-

chorage from N.W. winds, and may perhaps be regarded as a harbour of

refuge for small coasters which have experienced heavy weather oflf Cape
Mendocino, and are short of wood and water, both of which may be obtained

here from one or two gulches opening on the sea.

From Point Arena it bears N.W. by N. | N., distant 65 miles. The
whole sea-face of the bluff is bounded by thousands of rocks above and
below water, and vessels coming from the North for shelter must give it a
wide berth, rounding it ithin one-third of a mile, and anchoring in 5

fathoms, hard bottom, abo.'.t one-third of a mile from shore. In this position

fresh water comes down /, ra/ine bearing about North, and an Indian

village existed in 1853 a* L\f bottom of the wooded ravine, a little further

to the eastward. T'^re is always a swell here, and boat landing may not

be very easy.

i;

li

i
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PUNTA OORDA is 17 miles ^.W. by W. A W. from Sheltor Corf, and

as its name implies, is ii Lirq;o bold rounding point. Half a mile otf it lies

a large rocky islot, witli roclfs close inshoro, North of the point. From

Punta de Arena it bears N.W.
i'
N., distant 81 miles, and the line passing

tai'gent to Funta Gorda runs 1 mile outside of Cape Mendocino. La Ferouse

calls Cape Fortunas Punta Gorda.

CAPE MENDOCINO is 93 miles N.W. ? N. from Punta de Arena. Ilore

the range of coast hilla from the southward appears to meet a range coming

from the eastward, forming a mountainous headland of about 3,000 fcoi

high, which is the western limit of the N.W. trend of this section of the

coast. The cape is in lat. 40=^ 25' N., long. 124^ 22' W.
Blont'l Rocka.—About 3 miles broad, otf the cape, lie.s fi reef, just under

water, known as Blunt's Rocks or Reef, upon which ihe sea generally

breaks. This reef was noticed by Vancouver as being about I league otf

shore. Halfway he'weeu it and the cape, and a little to the southward, is

a sunken rock, which has been discovered within the last two or three years,

but not yet accurately located. It is called FaunlUroy'i Rock, fteamers

have passed dangerously near it, and, in 1857 it was distinctly seen almost

under the wheel of the steamship Commodore. Vessels 'lan perhaps passi

over it in smooth Wfiather, but with a heavy sea the water mist break.

To the southward, and immediately off the pitch of the cape, lie nTimcrous

rocks pnd rocky islets, the latter being largo and high, with a peculiar pyra-

midal or sugur-loaf appearance. None of them seem to be more than half a

mile from the shore, which is almost perpendicular, and destitute of a

beach.

The face of the cape i" ^'ery steep, rocky, and worn. Above this the

general appearance is roiling, and the surfuct covered with timber. The

pyramidal islets otf it ave very readily distinguished in approaching from the

North or South.

The LIGHTHOUSE on the W. extreme of Cape Mendocino, completed in

1868, is an iron polygonal tower painted white, and 20 feet high, eurmounted

by a red doaae to the lantern. It shows a lens light of the first order, revol-

ving in every 25 soconds, showing a bright flash of 5 seconds duration. It is

elevated 380 feet above the sea, and may be seen 27 miles off.

Seven miles Souh of Mendocino a small stream, called i)c '^ Mattole, empties.

Upon the sides of the hilla in Lower Mateo .e, and not alxive a mile from the

Pacific, coal oil springs were discovered in 1861. ..\long the course of th^.i

stream are numerDua bottom lands undti cultivation.

CAFE FOBTUKAS, or Falae Mendooino, lies northward of Cape Mendo-

ci->o, distant s '''• r miles, and is another bold spur of mountainous headland,

;;:'^ilar, and i. -lost as high as tiiat cape. Between the two the shore recedes

slightly . is depressed, and formet a beach, receiving a small stream oailed

Bear or .i.'b Donald^s Creek, coming down throu^jh a narrow valley or gulch.
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HIV tliifj capo lie several rocky inleta, presenting the same pecnliaritios as
tiiose olF Mendocino. There is no beach at the fii«.'0 of the almost perpen-
dicular sea face.

The vicinity of these headlands certainly deserves a dotailod hydrographic
aod topogrupiiical survey. It is reported that tho soundings have been ob-
tainod well to the westward of tho cape ; should siu'h prove correct, tlie fact

will be of Jtiiportance to vo9soi«, especially steamers, bound North or South,
whtn near the ooa«t and enveloped in fog, as it would enable them to judge
of their position, and change their course. After passing it tho shore
chui ^','8 to u straight, low, sandy beach, with valleys running some distance

inland. W- have ventured to call this Cape Fortunas, to avoid the repeti-

tion of Men<!iocino, ami to commetnorato Ferrelo's (the pilot, and successor

of Cabrillo) discovories.

Eel Biver ta a small stre'im, with a bar at its mouth, and distant 14 miles
from Cape Mendocino. It is very contracted and crooked, receiving the
waters of a great many sloughs rear its mouth, and draining a most fertile

valley, which is rapidly tilling up with settlers.

HUMBOLDT BAY,—The entrance to this bay lies 21 miles from Sugar-loaf
Islet, off Cape Mendocino ; and the bar N. by E., 22J miles from Blunt's
Rocks. Tiie bar is

1 J mile from tho entrance between the sand points, or 2

miles from the 8.W,, and higliost ]>oint of Jied JJliiff, which is the second
Lluff abovt- Eel liiver Like all the bar rivers on this coast, it undergoes
irregular changes, dfjpending miub upon tho prevalence, direction, and
strength of the wind. Early in 1851 it bore N.W., distant 2 miles from Eed
Blufl", and about half a mile from the beach of tho North Spit. Three and a
hi^'f fathoms were found upon it, with a width of 2.')0 yards between the 3-

fathoms curves, retaining nearly the same width, and tunning on a S.W.
course towards the blrff, but approaching closer to the North than to the

South Spit. When between the two the depth of water was increased to 1

1

fathoms, suddf^nly shoaling to i faithoms inside. Vessels kept the North
Spit within 150 to 2'-0 yards on the j^jrt hand for 2 or 3 miles after entering.

In tho fall of 1 852 the bar was reported to have moved to the northward
itK entire width, and the ranges for goiBf in, as laid down by tho survey of

the previous year, were entirely useless.

In 1857 less than 1.1 feet at high tide conM bo found upon it, and its ex-

tent was v -ry much increased. Eventually » deep and narrow channel will

be fut through. About 1852 a steam-tug wa« placed upon tho bay, and has
rendered the most effective service ii determining tho changes of ^' e bar.

When vessels are feen approacliing tho bar, a flag is hoisted on Eed Bluff,

and a tug goes out to tako them in. If it is breaking so h-^avily on tho ^ ar

that she cannot^get through it, and it is yet practicable for tho vessel to run

in, the takes up a position and hoists her flag as a signal for the vtssel to

,)

g lJMM 'W^"'-'
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Bteer for her. Sho is invaluable in towing out the deerly

veBsels, as the summer winds blow directly in the channel.

The LIGHTHOUSE is erected on the North Spit, three-quarters of a rn.le

abovo high water spring tide., vi»iM« 12 ioil« "«•

The bay i, situated immediately behind the low .and spit, and dune. -

r^irjr':--dr:tr.tr^^^^^^^

L«e:nnel.t^.hi.,b..^..^^^^^^^^

tr^h^ray al.t.^ Lth Spit^tL than 3 ^->^-
"J^^:

r^Xireaeia/fcr three .ilea te H fathom.. One »^« «°^
°;f;

rr;:i^h^"^:='---":Hr^^^

to load; at low tides they rest upon the muddy bottom.

The mUitary station of Fort Humboldt is on a reservation on the blutl.

Jut l"? felt hgh. and immediately behind the town. On the same sxde,

:'d4lll^hot,e entrance, is the town of Mreka, off which .s a por-

Xn oftrchannel. having nearly 3 fathoms in it but no ^^^^^^
it having more than H fathom. The town was laxd out before this a er

fit 3iscovered. Vessels Ue at the whaxves, resting on the mud at low

S lb ra^Iof Eureka lie several low marshy islands cut up by sloughs

rert:::Swe^ClCl- wretched mdlan hut. The emal^.

•.l.„J. lie between thi. and the eaatem Aore, and p«i«llol w.th .1. ArmU,

1^:^V^Z1. i, Mtuated on the N.E. .here ot the bay and can oa^y

bTIehed by boat, .t high tide. It i. the .tarting pom. for the Truuty aad
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The southern spit from the entrance to Table Bluff does not average one
quarter of a mile in width, is formed of low sand dunes and gras.sy hillock.'*,

and bordered on the bay side by marsh. At the southern extremity rises

Table Bluff, which the name well describes, to a height of about 200 feet,

its western point nearly reaching the sea beach, and forming a good land-

mark for making the bay. Five miles East of it the hills commence rising.

Abreast of the North end of the South spit rises Eed Bluff, presenting to the

entrance a perpendicular face, composed of sand and gravel, coloured by the

decomposition of iron ore near its surface, which is 96 feet above high water,

and destitute of tree or bush. The bay front of the bluff is about one- third

of a mUe long, gradually declining to the low, flat land to the North, anil

also falling away to the South and East. On this bluff the pilots have a flag-

staff to range with known points of trees beyond, by which they cross the

bar, and keep the run of its changes. The low land on the eastern shore,

above Eed Bluff, averages half a mile in width, and runs as far as Eureka,

gradually changing to marsh, and bounded by plateaus and hills covered with

wood. The North Spit averages half a mile in width, and its southern ex-

tremity is composed of sand dunes and grassy hillocks, disposed in a marked
manner with the direction of the N. W. winds. Two miles from the entrance

trees cover the hillocks, and run northward one mile, when a space of a mile

occurs without them. After that they continue along the shore.

Mad River is said to empty into the sea about a mile North of Humboldt
Bay. It averages about 100 yards in width, with a bar at its entrance that

prevents egress ; but the vast amount of timber in the valley must eventually

find a passage through a canal to the N.W. point of Humboldt Bay. A
deep slough from the latter is said to approach quite close to Mad Eiver, thus

favouring the execution of such a project. This river is the Eio de los Tor-

tolas of Heceta and Bodega, 1775.

TRINIDAD HEAD lies N. J W., 17i miles from the bar of Humboldt
Bay, and North 39 miles from Cape Mendocino. The low sand beach off

Humboldt continues past Mad Eiver to within a couple of miles of Trinidad

Bay, when it changes to a bluff, guarded by innumerable rocks. For tho

entire distance of the low beach a depth of from 10 to 15 fathoms may be
found one mile from the shore.

TBINIDAD BAY.—The bay or roadstead of Trinidad is very contracted,

but having deep water, and all dangers visible, forms a moderately good
summer anchorage. The " head " forming the western shore of the road-

stead, and a prominent mark when seen from close in, is about 375 feet high,

covered with a low, thick undergrowth of scrub bushes, has very steep sides,

and 8 fathoms close to its southern base. Off the western face, for nearly

half a mile out, lie several high rocky islets, with one half a mile South of it,

North Pacific. p

^3
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KLAMATH RIVER. 2 11

41° 27' N., and long. 124= 3' W.. and then trending westward to Crescent
City. Gold Bluff has an extent of 10 miles, and is very bold and high.
Between Rocky Point and Gihon's Bluff, which is the first one to the north-

ward, there is a stretch of low sand beach, immediately behind which is an
extensive lagoon several miles in length, and from a quarter to one mile in
width. It hes parallel with the beach, and at some seasons is not connected
with the ocean, but at others an opening exists at the northern extremity.
The Indian name of this lagoon is .^-shro-sho-ran.

Bedding's Rock lies 5 miles broad off Gold Bluff, in lat. 41° £!'. and
long. 124° 10'. It is a single, large, rocky islet, about 200 feet high, and
reported to have deep water all around it, with no outlying dangers, but its
vicinity nas not been surveyed. Vancouver places it in lat. 41° 25' on his
chart, and 4 miles off shore

; but in the narrative states the distance at half
a league, and that it is half a mile in circuit. His track lies inside of itWe have been informed that a reef, commencing at the shore 2 miles above
the rock, stretches out towards it. The rock received its present name in
1849 or 1850.

KLAMATH EIVEE.-The mouth of this river is in lat. 41° 33' N long
124° 5' W. It is perhaps 200 yards wide, having a long sand spit on the
South side, running N.W. and paraUel to the high hills that form the North
shore. South of the entrance for a mile and a half are outlying rocks, and
at the North side of the entrance lie several others. It is reported to have
2i fathoms upon the bar. Upon passing it in 1853, within less than a milo,
the sea was breaking across it, and no appearance of a safe channel was pre-
sented. SmaU schooners enter it ; but we have been assured that the mouth
was completely closed in the winters of 1861 and 1860, and that the bar
changes with every change of heavy weather.

Three or four miles northward of the Klamath is a small sharp indentation
at the mouth of a gulch, off which lie one large and several smaU rocks •

but from a distance of a mile and a half, we were unable to determine
whether any stream opened here. It has, however, received the name of
False Klamath, because it has misled small coasters seeking for the Klamath,
although there is no r-and point on either side, as exists at che latter. The
State map of California has a creek, called Ahmen, opening here. The coast
continues bold for several miles, when the hills begin to recede, and the
shores present many pleasant slopes, unincumbered with forests, and
now under cultivation. The shore is low, and regularly sweeps to the
westward for a couple of miles, forming the roadstead which will next be
described.

CRESCENT CITY BAY.-This the most dangerous of the roadsteads,
usually resorted to on the const, had acquired much importance, on account
of the town (Crescent City) being the depot for the supplies of miners work-
ing the gold diggings on the Klamath, Trinity, and Salmon Rivers. It is

'^mtrntfj. '
-^^̂ fvmtr^fmm Iwftd
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from tlio centre, and surmounted by an iron lantern painted red. It is

situated at the S.W. part of the roadstead, on the seaward extremity of the

island point, which is here about 45 feet above high water.

The light is a fixed white light, varied by faslieg, of the fourth order of

Fresnel. The interval of flash is 1"" 30". It illuminates 316-' of the horizon,

was first exhibited on December 10th, 1856, and shows from sunset to sun-

rise. It is 80 feet above high sea level, and may bo seen 14 miles ofl*. It

is in lat. 4r 44' 34' N., long. 124° 11' 22" \V., and is N. by W., 79i miles

from Cape Mendocino.

POINT ST. GEOEGE.—This point lies 2 miles W. by N. from Crescent

Citj' light. It is from 50 to 100 feet high, with table-land some distance

back. It is bounded by hundreds of rocks, some of which rise perpendicu-

larly 200 foet from the water. Three or four of the largest present a re-

markably white appearance, which serves to distinguish this point. The ex-

tensive reef in its vicinity may have led to confusion among the old dis-

coverers by their confounding it with Cape Orford. The present name was

given to it by Vancouver, in 1792.

DRAGON BOCKS.—This name is applied to the rocks and reef extending

W.N.W. from Point St. George for a distance of six miles. The locality Las

never been surveyed in detail, but a wide passage exists insido of the reef,

and is invariably used by the mail and coasting steamers, when entering or

leaving Crescent City Bay. There are ten or twelve outlying rocks, and

many sunken ones, with the passage running between them and those dose

to the shore. This passage is about a mile in width, has 10 fathoms in it,

and the general course through is nearly N.W. and S.E., but not straight.

Among the multitude of rocks on the land side of the passage, are three very

large and prominent ones, about 200 feet high. It has already been stated

that several of the largest rocky islets have a well marked white aiipearanco,

occasioned in part by the deposits of sea birds. The name of Dragon Rocks

was given to them by Vancouver, but the general name now used is

Crescent City Rocks.

PELICAN BAY.—From Point St. George the coast runs straight for 12

miles N. i W., thence W.N.W. for 9 miles, forming a deep indentation,

called by La Perouse, in 1787, Pelican Bay, and by Vancouver, St. George's

Bay. For 8 miles from Point St. George the shore is low for some distance

back, and fronted by a sand beach to the mouth of a small stream culled

Smithes River. The entrance to this river we looked for in vain from tlio

deck of the steamer, although scarcely 2 miles off shore, but we were able

to form a good estimate as to where it should open by the peculiarities of the

northern bank, which was a low perpendicular bluff. Lat. 41° 54' N., long.

124° ir W.

Half-way between Crescent City and the mouth of Smith's River, there is

- .»). ii i.j.'!iiniij i
iii >i»)Himii.t.im i>i"w'

'
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a smaU sheet of water caUed Lake Tola.. North of ^1^--";*-;;^^^
coast acquires an elevation of about 100 or 200 feet for a short distance

land, and is bounded by high mountains.

which is destitute of timber.
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ClIArTER V.

THE COAST OF OREGON, FROM CAPE BLANCO TO

ADMIRALTY INLET.

TiiK Oregon Territory forma an integral portion of tho United States of

America, the sovereignty having been acknowledged by the treaty of July

15th, 1846, between that power and Great Britain, and is that country

described in the present chapter, lying between tho parallels of 42° and 49°

North latitude, the former separating it from the State of California, de-

scribed in the preceding pages.

The actual right of possession of the Oregon Territory was tho theme of

long and angry discussion, and notwithstanding the cession of the claim by

Britain to its present owners, it must ever be acknowledged that their right

by the usual laws of sovereignty was indefeasible.

Tho N.W. coast of America, in this part, was first made known to Europe

by Sir Francis Drake, in his voyage in 1578, before mentioned. He reached

the lat. of 48° N., and coasted southward to the harbour now bearing his

name. It was next seen by the Spaniards.

We shall not dwoU here upon tho much-disputed accounts of Do Fuca's

voyage in 1592, which will be mentioned elsewhere, nor of Martin de Aguilla

in 1603, nor of Admiral Bartolomeo de Fueute, or de Fonte, in 1640. All

these have been denied the merit of t.'itli, but tliero certalmy would appear

some reason for believing a portion of the first-named narrative. The next

or really authentic account of any voyage to this part of tlio coast is from tlie

Spanish authorities. Ensign Juan Teroz sailed from San Bias in the year

1774, and after encountering storms, made tho land <m July IGth, in lat .54°,

the South point of which was named Capo Santa Margarita, the land boiiig

what is now called Quoon Cliarlotte's Island, and tlio capo. Capo North.

He then made Nootka Sound, which ho called Port San Lorenzo.

The next, in March, 1775f was under Captain Bruno Heceta, under whom

was rerez. Don J. do Ayala haa boon IrocpioutJy njmod as chief of the

HM H*iiiliiuwO«M ili iiiiitf ii
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Tlio Cohnultia River and ilH valley is by far the most interesting and im-

portant part of Oregon, not only on account of tlie variety of soil, produc-

tions, and climato, but also from itH being the great and only line of com-

mimication between the flea-coast and tlio intiirior. The river is 7."i() miles

long ; tliat portion in the western section is 120 miles in length, and from ;J

to 5 miles in width ; it is navigable as far as the Cascades, during its luwost

stages, for vessels not drawing raoro than 1 2 feet water. Tiio tides ri.«o and

fall above Vancouver 80 niiles from its mouth, but they cause no change of

current beyoi.l Oak Point; during the freshets the C<ilumbia rises at

Vancouvt>r 11) feet above the low-water mark.

The valley of the (^lumbia, as high as the Cascades, i^ divided into higli

and low prairies ; the latter are not suitable for cultivation, on account of

being overflown by the annual freshets, but they are admirably adapted for

grazing-lands. The soil of the upper or higher prairio is light and gravelly

;

it is well covered with pines, arbutus, oaks, ash, and mantles ; and the hills

that border it are generally volcanic.

That portion of the western section of Oregon North of the Columbia

which lies between it and Puget's Sound is watered by several streams,

some of which flow into the-- Columbia on ihe South, others into the Pacific

on the West, a7id others into Puget's Sound on the North. These all rise

in the spurs of the Cascade Range, and drain this part of the country. Tho

land between the Cowlitz and the Chicaylis or Chickoeles Riveris an ex-

tensive prairie, known as tho Cammas Plains.

The c(juntry from the seaboard to the Cowlitz is covered with a dense

forest of spruce pine and hemlock. The soil is a brown or bin fk vegetable

earth, with a substratum of clay. The patches of alluvial lanii bordering

tlie Chickoeles River are fertile, and of some extent, studded with white

oaks, and would yield good crops of wheat ; they are excellent sites for

farms, having an abundance of fine water, and but a short distauco from

water communication.

The coimtry in the neighbourhood of Puget's Sound presents an inviting

aspect, and, with the exception of some bluffs, is undulating, and covered

found in come travels in the interior of North America, in 1766-68, by Jonathan Carver,

published in London in 1778. Ho does not state his authority for cnlling tho river by tho

name of Origan, or Oregon ; and it has been supposed by 8omn that it was an invention of

his own. It has also been stated that it is from the Spaniards, from tho " orcgano," or

wild marjoram {oritjanum, Lat.) said to grow on its banks.

Tho native names appear to be very incapable of being rendered into European ortho-

graphy. Their pronunciation is so very imperfect, that it is almost impossible to arrive at

any satisfactory conclusion as to tho real names, and each voyager has represented tho

Slime word in very different forms, so that an absolute standard must not be expected.

iSir (jeorgc Simpson gives some amusing instances of the imperfection of their powers of

kJKH.'l.h.

' •^y^c.ii(p %r'WilMKir: i*wjafVtgAy*g>tr^^«*<WtftBmi
n-^tumrixj : ••*r"-T-:-^ifitt«'^^'^*'-^ *H«f**9*»Vi--'W3iWI
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with trtioa of tho Hpocios spokon of abovo. Tho soil nf this forost-Iund is a

tliiu brown stratum of sandy vogt^.ublo oarth, tho Hubsoil of clay and gravol

;

tho latter having tho appoaranco of buing wator-worn. Thoso are succoedod

by tho tract of prairio lands in tho vicinity of Ninqually, which are voluablo

as pasture lands for flocks of shoep and dairy cows. Thoso prairies have u

very oxtonsiTO range in a S.E. direction, and connoct with tho valley of tho

Cowlitz on tho South towards tho Cascade Mountains, intorsoctod by strips

of forests. Withio this district are numerous ponds or lukus, surrounded by

rich meadow land, f\irniHhing luxuriant crops of nourishing herbage. No
part of Oregon is better adapted for dairy purposes than this ; and wheat,

rye, barloy, oats, Ac, come to perfection.

The peninsula of Cape Flattery, North of the Chickeelos, between Fuget's

Sound and the Pacific, is rough and mountainous, and covered with a dense

forest. The principal trees are hemlock, spruce, and arbor vitro. Tho high

ridges which jut in all directions from Mount Olympus leave but little space

for tillage, except along the western side of Uood's Canal.

The Indian inhabitants, who are scattered in numerous tribes throughout

tho territory, aro, it is supposed, rapidly decreasing in numbors, from their

dissipated lives and their rude treatment of diseases. They acted in many

instances as the allies and hunters for tho white men settled among them,

but on more than one occasion have proved the treachery of the wild man's

character.

On the coast between Cape Flattery and Cape Lookout, and up the

Columbia to the first rapids, the singular custom prevails among the Indians

of compressing the skulls of the infants. Thus the heads of all acquire a

rumarkable deformity, but which does not appear to affect their intellectual

capacity.

Fish is very abundant in these regions, especially salmon ; and in the

subsequent pages some accounts are given of enormous quantities being

found in the fresher water at tho heads of tho extensive and singular inlets

which penetrate the coast to the northward. The salmon is of several

varieties, and in the spawning season they ascend tho Columbia and other

rivers for 600 or ROO miles abovo the mouth. A singular fact occurH in this

migration : one variety ascends the Cowlitz, another tho Columbia, another

the Williamette, &c., &c., that which is peculiar in one stream never being

found in the other. When they are taken in the upper parts of tho rivers

they have their tails and fins nearly worn off with the effect of their long and

difficult ascont of these rapid streams, and are almost unfit for food.

The climate of western Oregon is mild, having neither the extremes of

heat during the summer, nor of cold during winter ; this is probably owing

to the prevalence of the south-west winds, and the mists which they bring

with them from the ocean. The winters are short, lasting from Doconiber

to February, and may be termed open. Snow seldom falls, and when it

i.
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falls, and when it

does, lasts but n few doys. Frosts arc, however, early, occurring in the

liittur part of August, wliich is accounted for by the proximity of the snowy

peaks of the Casiiado Range, a mountain or oaistorly wind invariably cauaing

a great full ia the temperature. TIioho winds are not frequent ; and during

the summer of 1811 they were noted but a few times. The wet season

lasts from November till March ; but the rains are not heavy, though

frequent. The climate during winter is not unlike that of England ; and

as to temperature, is equally mild with that of 10'' lower latitude on our

eastern coast.

Chet-ko River—Five miles from tho deepest part of Pelican Bay, and in

lat. 42" r N., long. 124'' 15' W. (both approximate), empties a steam, wliich

is from 60 to 60 yards wide at its mouth, with banks about 100 feet high,

and bounded half a mile in shore with very high hills. It appears deep and

sluggish, :;ad in August, 1853, was completely closed at its mouth by a heavy

gravel beach. The anchorage off it is open and exposed from West to

South, with several reefs in and tiround it. No survey or reconnaissance has

been made. Wo found Indian huts in great numbers upon both banks,

but most of the Indians were engaged higher up the stream in taking

salmon.

From Point St. George to an arched rock about 40 feet high, in lat. 42°

11
', the course is N.W. by N. 27 miles. The coast between the Chet-ko and

the point within a mile of the arch is high, bold, compact, and bordered by
vast numbers of rocks, with very deep water close in shore. From taia

the shore runs nearly N.W. by N. J N. for 40 miles to Capo Orford, making

a long gentle curve of 4 miles to the eastward, and being in general high,

abrupt, and rocky.

Rogue's River.—Within the long stretch just referred to is found tho en-

trance to Rogue's River, in lat. 42" 25' N., and long. 124" 22' W. (both ap-

proximate), having a long, low, sandy point on the South side, and a high

steep hill, with two large rocks off its base, on the North side. It comes from

the interior between high mountains, and it is next to impossible to travel

along its course. Just within the entrance, and on the North side, were

large Indian villages in 1853.* V'^hen passing it in moderate N.W. weather,

the sea was breaking heavily across the bar, and this is reported to be gene-

rally the case. It has not been examined or surveyed, and the depth of

water on the bar is variously reported from 10 to 18 feet ; the former doubt-

less nearer the truth. Mc Arthur reports 10 feet on the bar, but that tho

channel is too narrow for sailing vessels to turn in.

Rogue's River Reef.—The rocky islets composing this roof are not so large

as the Dragon's Rocks, and run more nearly parallel with the coast line.

* Tho name Rogue's River was given to it from tho charucter of tho natives,

maps it is culled the Tuuluuiw or Too-too-tnlnu or Klamet.

On the

?SfflgK^a^J^^*KS5®»«wr»«»rHi3«aB?s
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The eoutliern group of rocks lioB W i N., ibout 4 miles from tho North

lioad of tbo ontranco to Eogue's llivor, and stretches northward 3 milos,

whorp a gap occurs between them, and aaother cluster lying a mile and a

hall' off fihoro. Off this inner group lio several dangerous sunken rocks,

wliicb must be sharply watched fromalof*, when the soa is not hjavy oufngh

to brealc upon tliem. As seen from the southward, the inside rock of the

outer group shows a perpendicular face eastward, and sloping Laok to the

West. The channel throxigh this reef it perhaps a mile wide, bu+ more dan-

gerous than any other on the const. No hydrographic survey has been made

of it, and it is never used by the coasting steamer.s.

Abreast of the northern part of this reef is a five mile stretch oi low sand

beach, backed by high, rugged, wooded hills, when the shore changes to an

abrupt and precipitous face to Port Orford. Many rocks closely border the

shore, and o miles South of Port Orford a high, rocky islet lies nearly a mile

off the base of the hill, about 1,000 feet high.

PORT ORFORD,—This is by far the best summer roadstead on the loast

betwf.^n. Los Reyes and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. From the extremity of

the S. W. point eastward to the main shore the distance is 2 milos, and from

this line the gTeatost bend of the shoi a northward is one mile. The souud-

ingb AVI thin this space range from 16 fathoms close to Tuhmor''s Rock, form-

ing the S.W. point of the bay, to 3 fathoms within one-quarter of a mile of

the beach on the N.E. side, with 5 fathoms at the base of the rocky points on

the N.W. side towards Tichonor's Rock. One mile off tJhe shores of the bay

the average depth is about 14 fathoms, regidarly decreasing inehore.

The point forming the western part of the bay presents a very rugged,

precipitous outline, B,nd attains an elevation of 350 feot. Its sui'face is

covered with esoelleut soil, and with a sparL-e growth of fir. From this point

the fjhore becomes depressed to about 60 feet at the northern or middle part

of the shore of the bay, %vhere the town it' located. The hills behind are

covered with a thick growth of fir and cedar.

The anohorago is usually made wHh the eastern end of the town bearing

North, being just open to the East of a high rock on the beach, in 6 fathoms

water, hard bottom, having a sharp, high point bearing N.W. by W., one

quarter of a mile distant, the beach in front of the town distant a quarter of

a mile, and throe rocks just in the 3-fathom line E. by N., distant half a

mile. Steamers anchor a little to the eastward of this position, and closer to

the town in 4 fathoms. Coasters fro^n the South in Hummer beat up close

inshore, stretching inside of the outlying islets to avoid the heavy swell out-

side. Coming from the northward they keep just outside of a high rock one-

third of a mile otV tlio western head, and round Tichonor's Rock within half

a mile. In winter, anchor far enough out to be ready to put to soa when a

south-easter comes up. During a protracted gale in December, 1851, a ter-

rible sea rolled in that no vessel could have ridden out. The old btoauior
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Sea Gull ^as driven northward, and lost two weeks in regaining her position.ancUhe ma,l steamer CohmMa held her own for many J.ours off the Orford

The usual landing is between tho rock called Battle Hock, North of tho an-
chorage, and tho point of rock close on its West side. A road is cat from
here up to the town, which consists of but a few houses. Sometimes a landmg ,s made on the rocky beach a quarter of a mile westward of Battle
Rook, in the b,ght, where a sloping grassy bluff comes to the water; bnt
thi. landmg >s over a rocky bottom. A road is out up the slope to the siteof the military post of Port Orford, which is now abandoned
From Battle Rock the shore eastward is skirted by sand boach for T'mile to a rough, rocky point, called Coal Point. About midway m this

distance empties a small creek, whose banks are composed of a deposit ofau ferous sand and gravel, the same as found in front of the town abreast
of Battle Rock, and which has yielded as h--,h as 30 to 40 dollars per diem
to each njiner. Battle Rock was so named because the first adventurersmade a stand agamst the Indians on this rock in June, 1851. Coal Fointwas so named from the reported existence of coal in this vicinity

Several attempts have bean made to open a road from this place to themines about 60 or 70 miles eastward, but thus far without success. Several
parties have gone through, but could find no direct available route for packanimals Lpon the opening of such a road it would become a large depotof supply for the interior. In the neighbourhood of Port Orford are foundimmense quantities of the largest and finest white cedar on the coast andfor some years a saw mill has been in operation, affording a small supply ofthis lumber for the San Francisco market, unapproachable in quafiJ^'byany on the Atlan.c coast. The high mountain about 12 miles East of VolOrford IS called P^ot KnoK This bay was called J,.in, HaHe.r i„ i«^obyM'Ai.hur, biit IS now known by no other name than P^t Orford from
Its proximity to Cape Orford.

"^

It is high water in Port Orford (corrected establishment) at 11^ <?i^~

.

mean rise and fall 5-1 feet
,
of spring tides 6 feet 10 inches

; neaps ; fee^ 8inches. The top of the ridge West of tho town is in lat. 42^ ^4' 2I N Ll
124° 28' 47" W. ' ^°"S-

From the western extremity of Port Orford Cape Orford or Blanco bea-sN.W ^ N distant 6 miles, the shore line between them curving east.'rdabout a mile luimediately North of Port Orford; it is composed of Ivr'broad loose sand beach, backed by a long uniform sand ridge of 10 Lt nheight, covered with grass, fern, sallal buslies, and a few firs • wh le h!v A
this the ground falls and forms lagoons and marshe: ^L'

r^ox^dnearly to the mouth of astream called Elk lU.er, Similes from TicW
miTeth ?rT ^'"'"^' ^-^'^ble at its mouth at low tides, comes Lmiles through broad marshes covered with fir and white cedar, and an1 «
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impenetrable undergrowth. The South side at the mouth is low, aandy,

and flat ; the North sido, a slope rising from the marsh inshore, and termi-

nating on the beach in a perpendicular bluff, averaging 100 feet high,

covered ^'ith timber to its very edge for a couple of miles, when the timber

retreats some distance inland. The face of this bluff exhibits vast numbers

of fossil shells in the sandstone. At its base a sand beach exists which may

be travelled at low water.

CAFE OBFOBD or BLANCO.—In making this cape from the northward

or southward, it presents a great similarity to Point Concepcion, appearing

first as an island, because the neck connecting it with the main is compara-

tively low, flat, and destitute of trees, with which the cape is heavily covered

to the edge of the cliff. It is perhaps over 200 feet high, but the trees upon

it make it appear at least 100 feet more. The sides are very steep, and worn

away by the action of the sea, showing a dull whitish appearance usually,

but bright when the suu is shining upon them.* At the base are many

black rocks and ledges stretching out to form the inner part of Orford Eeef.

In the bend south-east of the cape rises a high, large, single rock, about

100 yards from the beach. The approximate geographical position of the

cape is, lat. 42° 50' N., long. 124° 30' W., being thus tho most western part

of the main land until wo reach lat. 47° 50'.

OBFOBJ) BEEF.—About 4 miles off the coast, between Port and Capo

Orford lies a group of rocky islets and sunken rocks. There are seven large

high ones within an area of 1 square mile, with small ones that are just

awash, and others upon which the sea only breaks in very heavy weather.

The south-eastern rock is called the Fin Rock, and has a perpendicular

face to the S.W., with a sloping surface to the N.E. Near it are several

low black rocks. Tho Fin Bock lies W. f N. distant 4| miles horn, tho

western point of Port Orford, and tho general direction of the six others is

N.N.W. from Fin Epck. West from Port Orford, and distant 4^ miles, is

a small black rock, and near it a smaller one, upon which the sea breaks

only occasionally. W. by N. i^ N., distant 4^ miles from Port Orford, lies

the largest of the seven islets, rising up with high and nearly perpendicular

sides. On tho same course, and a mile and a quarter further out, is a small

rock, and halfway between them a rock awash. This is tho northern limit

of the group.

Stretching S.S.W. for a mile and a third from Cape Orford are numerous

rocky islets and sunken rocks, with largo fields of kelp ; hut ceasing at that

distance a passage is loft I J mile wide between them and the northern islets

of the other group. Tho course through the middle of the passage, clearing

• It was named Capp Blanco on tho old Spanish maps, from the assertion of Antonio

Floroa in 1003, but tho namo Capo Orford was given by Vanoouvor in 17'J2, in honour of

his much rcspoctcd friond tho noblo Earl (Gcorgo) of that title.
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tho rock called Klooqueh, off tho western point of Port Orford, is N.W. by

W., with 10 fatlioms rocky bottom on tlie slioalest part of that line.

This passage is in constant use by mail and coasting steamers, but the

hydrography of tho reef has not yet boon executed, and only a preliminary

examination of tho position of the outer rocks. Although the general trend

of the southern group is N.N.W., it is vory probable tlmt they aro a con-

tinuation of the reef making out from the cape.

One mile North of Cape Orford empties a small stream having a great

number of rocks off its mouth. In 1851 it was usually called Sikhs River,

the Chinook "jargon" name for friend. On some maps we find a stream

near this locality called Sequalchin River. The village upon the Sikhs is

called Te-cheh-quut.

Ten miles North of Capo Orford La Peronse places a cape called Toledo,

but no headland exists between Orford and the South head of the Coquillo,

although a small stream called Florals Creek empties iipon the coast about

hclfway between them.

Oeaeral Features.—From Capo Mendocino the hills upon the seaboard

range from 2,000 to 3,000 feet high, running parallel with the coast at a

distance of from 3 to 5 miles, receding somewhat at tho Eel River Valley

and Point St. George, and at other points coming abruptly to the ocean.

The whole face of the country is covered with dense forests, and offers

almost insuperable obstacles to the opening of roads intended to strike the

trail leading along the valleys of tho Sacramento and Wallamut.

Northward of Capo Orford the appearance and nature of the coast assumes

a marked change. Long reaches of low white sand beach occur, with sand

dunes, broken by bold rocky headlands, and backed by high irregular ridges

of mountains. On the sea-face and southern sides of many of those promi-

nent points no timber grows, and they present a bright lively green of fern,

grass, and bushes. The general altitude of the moimtains appears the same

as to the southward.

COQUILLE BIYEB. I'rom Cape Orford to the moutli of the Coquillo, in

lat. 43° 7', the coast runs exactly North for 17 miles, with a slight curve of

a mile and a half eastward, and a short distance North of Orford, consists of

a low sand beach, immediately behind which are long shallow lagoons,

receiving the water from tho mountains, but having no visible outlet to thr

sea. Along this shore the soundings range from 7 to 1 5 fathoms at a dis-

tance of a mile.

The South point of the entrance to this river is a high bluff hoadland,

whilst the North point is a long, low, narrow spit of sand, ovorlapping as it

were the southern hoad, so that the channel runs parallel with and close

under it (1851). A short distance off it lio several rocks, but not of

sufficient size to lessen the western swell which breaks continually across

the bar.
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It drains a very fertile region, densely covered with many varieties of

wood. Numerous Indian encampments were found along its banks from

the mouth, and quite extensive fish weirs were discovered and destroyed.

About 15 miles from its mouth there is a portage of 1^ mile to Koos Biver.

The hydrographic reconnaissance of this river in 1859 by the Coast Sur-

vey shows only 3 feet of water on the bar, and it is reported inacce3sible

for vessels of ordinary draught. The North point is a long stretch of dreaiy

sand dunes, and has a single bold rock at its southern extremity. The

channel makes out straight from the southern head, and North of the rocks

(1859).

The approximate position of its entrance is, lat. 43° 7' N., long. 124°

24' W.
CAPE OREOORT or Arago.—Between the Coquille River and this head-

land we find another low sand beach for ten miles to the southern part of

Iregory, which rises up very precipitously, the hill attaining perhaps 2,000

feet elevation 2 miles back, runs in a straight line northward for 3 or 4 miles,

and bounded by many rocks, slopes to the northward to a sharp perpendicular

point, about 6C feet high, and peculiarly cut and worn by the action of the

sea. Thence it takes a sharp turn to the E.N.E. for 2 miles, to the entrance

of Koos Bay. The cape, as seen from the southward, shows a couple of

rocks a short distance irom its western point. Along the low shore, sound-

ings in 10 fathoms are found I mile o£P. We have been informed that

vessels anchoring under the North face of the cape may ride out heavy

S.E. gales.

If so, it is very important, no other place between Sir Francis Drake's

and Nee-ah Bay, except, perhaps, under Destruction Island, affording that

protection. If a south-easter should haul to the S.W., and then N.W., as

they usually do, the chances of getting out would be very few.

It was named by Captain Cook, who placed it by bearings in lat. 43° 30',

and is described by him as follows :
" This point is rendered remarkable by

the land of it rising immediately from the sea to a tolerable height, and

that on each s-ide of it is very low." Vancouver placed it in 43° 23'.

The LIGFT'KOITSE on Cape Gregory (or Point Arago) was first illumi-

nated on November 1st, 1866. It stands on a small island at the western

extremity of the cape, the keeper's white house being near it, at the South

end of the island. The tower is of iron, painted white, and showing a fixed

white light, varied by a flash and eclipse, each of 3 seconds duration, every

2 minutes; elevated 75 feet, visible 15 miles off; lat. 43° 20' 38", long. 124"

22' 20" W.
It is sometimes called by the recent appellation of Arago, which has been

adopted on the coast survey charts. It is known by both on the western

coast.

KOOS BAY.—Nearly 2 miles E.N.E. of the northern extremity of Cape
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Gregory is the wide and well-marked entrance to Koos Bay. Tho South
point, named Koos Head, is high and bold, being the base of tho hills
forming the cape, whilst the North point is low and sandy, with shifting
eand dunes that reach 100 feet in height. In 1861 a narrow channel cut
across tho North point, forming a tolerably large island, which was washed
away before the close of the season. Such changes are constantly taking
place, and involve changes in the bar and channel. The points lie nearly
North and South of each other, and about three-quarters of a mile apart.
The bar (1861) lies N. 62° W. 1 mile from Koos Head ; N. .'(5° E. 1^ milo
from Cape Gregory; and its width between the 12-feet lines on the North
and South sides is only 150 yards, with a maximum depth of 13 feet.
Thence tho channel, increasing in width, runs straight to tho North tangent
of the head, with 10 fathoms of water at that point. In 1853 and 1854 a
depth of only 9 to 9J feet could be found on the bar. During the working
season of 1861 the barmoved to northward, thus indicating great changes in
this as in all other river bars on the coast. Vessels enter and leave on the
flood-tide, because the bar is smoother ; with the ebb there is a heavy
break, unless the sea be remarkably smooth. The currents run very
strongly, as might be supposed from the extent of the bay and size of the
channel.

Traffic is drawn hither by the mining of lignite, which is carried to the
San Francisco market

; it has been found unfit for steampship consumption,
but is used for small stationary engines and domestic purposes. The
geology of the country does not give promise of coal. A tug-boat is em-
ployed at the entrance for towing vessels over the bar. The saw-mills on
the bay turn out about 15,000 feet of lumber daily. Koos Head is in lat
43° 21' 4" N., long. 124° 18' W. High water at ll^ 26-; springs rise 6.8
feet, neaps 3.7 feet.

The bay is very irregular in outline, and its general shape is like the
letter U, with the convexity to the North. One small branch stretches
southward behind Koos Head

; it is called the South Slough, and has but 2
or 3 foet of water in it. North of the entrance the bay proper begins, and
has a good depth of water. Abreast of the North point the width is 600
yards, and the depth from 3 to 7 fathoms ; thence northward it increases in
width to nearly a mile, and runs very straight on a N. by E. J E. course.
The channel runs on the eastern side of this part, the went, m half being
filled with sand flats and shallows. A sunken rock called tho Fearless Eock,
is I , fhe eastern side of the channel, abreast of the upper pnrt of the rocky
shore. The whole length of the bay is believed to be about 25 milos, the
Head f it being a little further South than tho nntrance. Koos Eiver
emptier into the head of the bay, and will give passa,r„ n, boats for 20 miles
from its mouth, where a small slough that emptie. into the CoquiUe Eiver

North Panik.

'—^ ,-7—l^*'ftWri i\S
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is so near as to loavo a portage of only a mile and a half between the two

wat-n-K, and about 15 miles from the mouth of the Coquille.

I'kcoptin- the peninsula, which forma the western shore of the bay North

„f the entrance, the entire country is an immense forest of various kinds of

pines No land for cultivation is found without clearing, and even on the

Koos River the bottom lands, which afford excellent soil, havo to be cicaved

of the thick growth of laurel, maple, and myrtle. The coal mines are beyond

the great bend, near the head of the bay, and on the western side.

The name Koos is that approaching nearest the Indian pronunciation of

the word. On some maps we find a small stream called Cahoos or Kowes,

emptying just South of Cape Gregory.*

UMPaUAH RIVER.—North of Koos Bay to the Umpquah Eiver is

another straight low sand beaoh, with sand dunes, backed by a high ridgo

„f hills densely timbered. The shore runs nearly North, presenting a very

white appearance when the sun shines upon it, and having from 10 to 15

fathoms of water 1 mUe off the beach. The southern point of the entrance

to the river is a marked spur of the mountains from the S.E., and is bor-

dorod by sand dunes. The North side of the entrance is a long range of

T^ hte shifting sand hills, running with the coast for two miles, and suddenly

changing to high rocky hills, covered with wood. The river is the largest

etream entering the Pacific between the Sacramento and Columbia rivers.

It is 51 miles N. \ W. from Cape Orford, and 21 miles North of Cape

Gregory. The lower reach of the river is long and narrow, running nearly

North for 6 miles ; bordered on the South side by a rocky wooded shore,

on the North, for 2 miles, by loose sand-hills, changing, after the first mile,

to sand sparsely covered with coarse grass, bushes, and fir, and in 4 miles to

steep, high, rocky banks, covered witli largo trees. An immense fiat, mostly

bare at low water, stretches South from the North point to within 300 yards

of the South side of tho entrance, through which narrow space runs the

channel, having (1853) a bar with only 13 feet upon it, and less than 100

yards wide. From tho bar the point of bluff just inside the entrance bears

N.E. by E., and is distant U raile. About 1851 or 1852 two range marks

were placed on the South shore for running in by, and they are frequently

referred to as data by which to trace the changes of the bar, but the captain

who erocti^d them has assured us that the bar was not on their range, but to

tho soutliM'iird of it.

Jluous fnr crossing the bar.—In January, 1858, it was announced that the

bir had been marked by buoys. Two third-class nun buoys, painted white,

with white and black perpendicular stripes, are placed in lino with tho light-

house, which bears from them E. by N. k N. The inner buoy is just within

• The word Koos *^i-nilics in tho Too-ton-tan languflfro r lalto, lagoon, or landlocked

hav, Dullut dc Molnis very am.iMiigly Iranblatcs it K. Ul Vachc.s (cows river).
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the bar, and in 3.} fathoms at mean low water, and can bo passed on oltlior

hand, but only close to it. The outer buoy is just outside the bar, in 10

fathoms at the sniiu stage of the tide, and can also bo passed on eillior

hand. Kopping the two buoys in range with the b'ghthouse, 11 feet may bo

carried over the bar at mean low water.

A lighlliomc was erected on tlie Sontli side of the eiitranco closo to the

beach, wliich is of shifting snnd. It first showed a fixed lipfht in 18.57, but

in 18b6 it was extinguished. It was not stated whether tlio tower, &e., was

removed.

From the bar the lighthouse bears E. by N. \ N., distant about a mile (1858).

After crossing the bar the channel, when approaching the lighthouse, runs

close to the South shor(>, and increases in depth from 3,J fatliouis to 1.'5 off

the point of bluff. Abreast of the meeting of the sand beach and bluff on

the South side lies a rock, visible at extreme low tide, upon the 3-fathom

line. It is not laid down on any chart, nor has its position been accurately

determined. It has deep water around it. From the point of bluff vessels

steer across the river to strike the East side of the North point about one-

third of a mile from its extremity, then haul across E.N.E. to the other

shore, close along which the channel runs. This course takes them clear of

a flat and rocks in mid-river, and bearing E.N.E. from the South end of

the North point, and North five-eighths of a mile from the point of bluff on

the South side. The small indentation of the shore-line on the right, after

making the first stretch from the point of bluff, is called Winchester Bay,

having no water, and being but an extensive mud-flat. Three miles inside

the lighthouse the river continues half a mile wide, then expands to a mile,

and is filled with numerous extensive sand and mud flats. Five miles from

the lighthouse it bends sharply to the eastward. -

This river is said to drain an extremely fertile region, abounding in

prairie land, well adapted to agriculture and grazing. Koss Cox mentions

a pine tree discovered in the Umpquah valley measuring 216 feet to its

lowest branches, and being 57 feet in circumference. The Indian name foi^

the river below the rapids is Kah-la-wat-set, and to the upper part they

apply the name Umpt'quah.

From the Umpquah the coast runs in a remarkably straight line N. by

W. i W. to the South point of tlio entrance to the Columbia River, in no

case varying mere than 3 miles eastward of the line joining these two

places.

HECETA BANK.—N.W. by N., distant 60 miles from Cape Orford, is

the southern end of a bank extending parallel with the coast for 30 miles,

and about the same distance from it. The least depth yet discovered upon

it is 43 fatlioms, and the nature of the bottom very variable, tlioro being

blue mud, coarse blue sand, coral, pebbles, gravel, m«d, and shells. Coast-

ing vessels have often reported passing over localities haying a heavy swell

<i 2
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upon them, and one frequently 80 reported near the Umpquah led to the

examination which discovered this bank. When Heceta was upon this

coast, and in thi« vicinity, he said, " On Sunday I found great differences

(of depth) at 7 leaRues. I got bottom at 80 fathoms, and nearer the coast I

somotinios found no bottom." Should a thorough examination of his disco-

Torios here satisfactorily show that ho did really cross this or any yet undis-

covered adjacent bank, it would be a tribute to his explorations on this coast

to apply his name to it.

CAPE PEEPETUA. -After leaving the Umpquah 2 or Smiles, a bold

rocky coast, .. ith high ateep hills covered with timber, runs straight for

about 8 miles, changing to low sandy beach with sand dunes, backed by a

high ridge of hills. This continues for 15 miles, when the hills stretch out

to the shore and crowd upon it for 13 miles, to end abruptly in steep blufiFs

forming Cape Perpetua, which is 39 miles N. by W. i W. from Umpquah

lirht, with an approximate geographical position of lat. 44° 19', longitude

124= 6' The face of the cape is nearly 5 miles long, with very slight

proiection from the straight trend of the shore. It is very high, and

has' a regular though steep descent to the shore, bringing the trees to its

very edge.

From the Umpquah to Cape Perpetua, at a distance of a mile from the

shore, soundings are laid down from 8 to 14 fathoms.

This cape was named by Cook in 1778, and by bearings placed in latitude

44° 6'. Vancouver, in 1792, gave its position in latitude 44° 12'.

To the northward of Perpetua the coast range of hills is cut by numerous

valleys, through which flow many smaU streams to the ocean.

Yaquinnah Eiver.—Nine miles North of Perpetua is the mouth of a

stream believed to be the Yaquinnah. It is said to expand into a bay, 3

miles long by 1* wide, running nearly East, and very much contracted at

the middle, where a small islet exists. The South head to the entrance is

formed by a spur of the hiUs from Perpetua. The North point has likewise

a bold head, with a low sand-spit stretching South half a mile. The en-

trance is in lat. 44° 27' N. (approximate). The names of the streams hence

to the northward are very conflicting, and will continue so until a land ex-

ploration is made along the seaboard for determining their peculiarities and

the latitudes of their mouths.

Celetse Eiver.—North of Perpetua the shore continues straight, high, and

bold, for 5 miles, when a cluster of rocks occur, and the blutf changes to

law land beach, running nearly to the mouth of a small stream, about 5

lUileB South of Cape FoiUweather, called the Alseya on the coast survey

recouDaissance of 1850, and the Celetse on the original sheets of 1853.

This name is the proper one. The North head, which is bold, has a rock

close under it. Thence the shore is low and sandy to Foulweather. The
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country in the interior is very broken and mountainous, and cuver.ul with
wood.

CAPE POUIWEATHER.-From Perpetua to this cape tho soundings

^yJTV '' '"''""' '^"'^
"" '"''^ ^^«°^ «h°'°- Tho cape is in lat.

1 , u \
""'^ '"'''•'"^' '''"'' ^^^'^«*' ^'^^ ^''""^ '^ ^'g^ l^^'ld head.

1 1 V w r^\ '
""""'"^ ""' ''^"'^* half a mile from tho low boach,and backed by Ingh mountains. It is covered with wood, and has sovoral

small rocks on its S,W. face, with one rocky islet a mile from it. To tho
northward of the cape are three rocky islets standing a short distance frou.
the low beach, and readily distinguished by being projected agai.st it.

This cape was named by Cook on the day he made tho coast, March 6th
1778, but tho point of the lieadland is not that referred to by him At noon
he was in latitude 44° 33', and the land extended from N.E

i N to S Fby 8 about 8 leagues distant. In this situation he had 73 fathoms over a"muddy bottom, and 90 fathoms a league further off nhore. The land ho
describes of moderate height, diversified by hiUs and valleys, and principally
covered with wood. No striking object presented itself, except a high hill
with a flat summit, which bore East from him at noon. This may have
been what he subsequently called Cape Perpetua. At the northern extren.e
the land formed a point, which he named Cape Foulweather, from the ex
ceeding bad weather he met with soon after. The expression "northern
extreme" has led some geographers to place the cape as high as lat 45^
but he judged the Foulweather he named to be in 44° 55'. Being here
driven off the coast by continued bad weather, be had no opportunity to
verify his position, and did not sight the land again till in lat 47° 5' thus
passing by the entrance to the Columbia. Vancouver places it in lat. 44- i'V
Both of these determinations evidently refer to the northern part of the
high land.

Nekas River.-Soon after passing Foulweather the shore becomes ab-
rupt and moderately high, with an increased depth of water immediately off
It. Four miles South of the Nekas, which is in lat. 44° 56', it changes to
low sand dunes, stretching into a narrow point, forming the South point of
the stream, while the North point is a low bluff The entrance is very
narrow and shoal, and inside the river is reported to spread out into a bay
of about a mile in extent, and to receive the waters of a stream draining a
valley coming from the eastward.

From the Nokas to Cape Lookout tho distance is 24 miles, and courseN by W. i W., with a shore-line broken by several small streams, amongst
which are the lYeckesue, in lat. 45° 2', with rocks in the entrance • the M,
taggah, in lat. 45° 6', called Yaquinnah in reconnaissance of 1850 and
having a large rock off its mouth

; the Nawuggah in lat. 4o° 14', and on the
South Bide of whose entrance is a single rocky islet, hereafter referred to

i

"•^^-JS^gasairR.- "•'
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De Mofras has 0. Lucuut in this latitude, and a small stream. Eiver Kaouai,

^"ctpE LOOKOTIT.-Tho sounding, fron. Foulweather to this cape show

flL to 3 Wathon^s of water at a distance of a mile from the shore, xn-

ereasing from 18 fathoms N-th oflat.

46J

N
^^^^^^^^

This cape is situated in lat. 45 20, long, l^i u- " ^ J

«harply into the sea for half a mile, and, as seen from the South the top ,s

tlerably flat and reg,Uar, and at the highest part we judge U to attam au

tin of 3.000 fe'et. The face directly t^.rd
^^^^^Jl^^^^^

culur. high, and towards the South destitute of trees. About 8
"^^1««J^^t

Id of ft L a large single rock oil" the Nawuggah,
^^^Vit No rot.

high and standing well out from the low sand beach belund it. No rocks

Wff this cape, but one appears very close inshore, about a mile to the

"tS M^RES.-Two or three miles after leaving Cape Lookout the

land falls to a low sand beach, behind which is a long I'^S^^l
South

Nat a-hats stretching northwards, and having an opeumg under the South

head of th well-marked point to the northward, which is the termination o

a spur or ridge, running from the south-eastward, presenting an abrupt

fv n to h oLn for about 2 miles, and being part of the western boundary

of Tiiam ok Bay. In coming down this coast in the fall of 185 we made

a fJ: nTs upo/some objects, and find the following memorandum mad

lilst near tlds point : " Three high rocks (one arch) off point 8. of False

;ml:k; onemoreon the North side." Not being then aware of any

doubt as to the name of the cape, no other particulars were noted. Four

rocks were laid down off the S.W. face ou the coast survey reconnaissance of

stolnd one on the North. Three large rocks and one small one axe aid

A.J. off the S W. face in the original sheets of the reconnaissance of 1863,"
^:t!;rbeing I mile from shore, with several small ones between

them and the shore, and two or three others off the N.W. face^

TILLAMOOK BAY.-On the coast survey reconnaissance of 1853 the

entrance to this bay is placed in latitude 45° 34', 4 mUes North of Cape

Meares The southern point is low. and the termination of a spur from

TZ of the cape, whilst the North head is high and bluff. The entr^ce

8 very narrow, and reported to have very little water upon the bar
;

inside

expanrinlo a long wide bay, stretching to the S.S.E. behind Cape

Mea?es. No survey has yet been made of it. and some doubts axe expressed

7w the enlarging of the river to form a bay. Two miles northward of the

folf:::!: stands a couple of large rocks ;
thence the coast runs^neai^

straight to False Tillamook, receiving a considerable stream, caUed the

Cl t lat. 45° 41'. Claxke. when about 5 miles South of Tillamook

S ays thl " the principal town of the Killamucks is situated 20 mdes

kwer (South) at the entrance to a creek caUed Nielee, expanding into a bay
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which he named Kiilumucks I'liy. rpoii this buy wore scvoral Ivilluniiioli

towns. Killamuck ]{iver is at tlio hoad of tho bay,* 1(10 yards wide, uuil

very rapid ; but having no porpouditular fall, is a groat avenue for trade.

There aro two small villages of Killamucks nettled above its mouth, and the

whole trading portion of tho tribe ascend it, till by u short iiortaj,'u thiy

carry their eanoos to the Columbia valloy, and doscond tho MuUiiumah tu

Wappatoo Island. This information ho obtained from Indians and tradi^rs.

On this short expedition ho made all liis distances from Cape Disappoint-

ment and I'oint Adams too great, and reducing the foromontioned 20 njilus

by tho proper proportion, it would give us 13 miles ns about the position of

the Nolialem. His name seems to agree with this, but tho doscriptioii

applies to what is generally known as Tillamook Bay.

The sliore about the Nehalem is low and sandy, with sand dunes backed

by high wooded hills, and cut up by many valleys. It was hero that Means
stood in for an anchorage (July, 1788) until ho found bottom in 10 fathoms,

but hauled out again, and named the place Quicksand Bay, and the adjoin-

ing headland North, Capo Grenville

CAPE FALCON, or False Tillamook.—The northern part of this head-

land lies in lat. 45" 47', long. 127° 58'. Upon passing close by it in 18o7

we judged it to bo not less than 3,000 feet high, with the sea face coming

precipitously to the ocoan, and ofif it lie two prominent rocky islets. As scon

from the southward tho top is irregular, while tho hills inshore I'all away.

Like some other points in this latitude, the southern face of tho cape is

destitute of trees, but covered with a thick growth of gi-ass, bushes, and

fei n. Two miles South of it is a stretch of sand beach and sand dunes.

From Cape Lookout to this headland a depth of 20 fathoms may geiierally

be found a mile from shore ; but, as upon the whole coast, a heavy rt guhir

swell always rolls in from the West.

TILLAMOOK HEAD.—This prominent Capo, in lat. 45° 58', is 12 miles

N.N.W. from Cape Falcon, and 19 miles S.E. by IS. i S. from Cape Disap-

pointment. The coast from Cape Falcon curves 2 milos eastwanl ; is bold

and rugged, guarded by many high rocky islets and reefs, and iu sovera I

places bordered by a low sand beach at the base of tho elilTs. Two miles

South of the head, Clarke (1805-6) locates a creok 80 yards wide at its

mouth, which he calls Ecola, or Whalo Creek. From tho 8outli bar of tho

Columbia Eiver the summit of Tillamook appears flat for some distance

back, and has an estimated height of 2,500 foot. Off tho face of t)ie cape,

which is very steep, lie several rocky islets ; one of them is high and ruggod,

and stands out about a mile from the S.W. face. Around it the water is

believed to be deep, as we have seen a steamer come almost upon it in a

thick fog, bi t iu.iiclt> of it lie several high rocks. From tho bar two rocks

can bo distin'itly sei n, the inner being tho larger, and its apparent distance

from the head about half the apparent height of tho capo. Whether tho

1

I

"-;j>g|'HljM' llM.' k'

-ji 'l*"
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.m.llnr i« the one off Capo Falcon, we did not determine. Afi neon from

r :ut:i:i l^r^o^o.. H. a perpendicular face to the .e.^arU.

and slopoB to the East. It i« the report of thousand-s of eeals^

TluB cape iB a good land-umrk for making the mouth o the Co umbm

Riv rnoTuch high headland occurring on the coast northward of >t for

over 70 -ilos. and before being up with it the moderately high land of Cape

Disamioiutm' at is aeon, and made as two islands.

The face of the cape is much broken, and formed principally of yellow

J X^L, a bright appearance in the sunlight. Clar -ays^^^

1 200 foot above the ocean occurs a stratum of white earth, then (I8O0-6)

u'sed by the Indians as paint; and that the hiU-sides sl.p away m masses of

50 to 100 acres at a time.
, tj ^

'upon the top of the cape Clarke s.ys he found goo
. ™^.

;f^r
growing to a height of 210 feet, and acqumng a diameter from 8 o 12 feet

^
From Tillamook Head southward many miles was the country of the

KiUamuck Indians, then estimated to number 1,000 people, and havmg oO

Wes. The coast from Toint Orford to Tillamook Head is well diversified

by high hills and valleys, presenting a country well watered by numerous

sLll streams emptying into the ocean. It is densely covered with various

Toods, and for a few miles inland looks favourably from the deckof a vessel.

Some distance in the interior ranges of mountains occur, the ge-ral direc-

tion of which appears to be parallel with the coast line whidi attained its

latest elevation and compactness between Cape Falcon and Tillamook

Lad, after which a sudden and marked change takes place, and a stretch of

low sindy coast commences, and runs for nearly 100 miles northward, only

broken by Cape Disappointment.

COLUMBIA EIVEB.

This river by far the most considerable of any that enter the sea on this

side of the Pacific, is the principal feature of the territory it waters If its

.„««blliti 6 were at all commensurate with its mP-gsuude, it would reaby

ZT::iZri^n. point in the commercial histor, of the Pacific. It has

«ome almost insuperable obstacles to its becoming of any great service to the

'"
ThTentrtrrto the Columbia is impracticable for sailing vessels for two-

thirds of the year. It cannot be safely entered at night, and in the day only

at particular times of the tide and direction of the wind. Unlike all known

ports, it requires both the tide and wind to be contrary to ensure any degree

""^Ws frequently lie for several weeks in Baker's Bay, inside the

entrance during the winter, for fine weather to get out, for which a fair

^ind and smooth water are indispensable. The difficulties of ingi-ess must

^ niifei iiiji ummmml0t0't*''
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COLUMBIA RIVER. 233

also bo greater, inasmucli as a vessel ia the open ocean cannot watch her
opportunity so conveniently as when at anchor in Baker's Bay ; and the
hazard would be still greater wore it not that the openness of the coasts, and
the prevalent gales, lessen the hazard of a lee-shore.

"But these obstructi-'o, in proportion as they lessen the value of the
river, enhanced at the same titie the merit of the man who first surmounted
them-a merit which cannot be denied to the judgment, and perseverance,
and courage cf Captain Gray, of Boston. Whether or not Captain Gray's
achievement is entitled to rank as a discovery, the question is one which a
bare sense of jastico, without regard to political consequences, requires to
be decided by facts alone. First, in 1775, Heceta, a Spaniard, discovered
the opening between Cape Disappointment on the North, and Point Adams
on the South,-a discovery the more worthy of notice, inasmuch as such an
opening can hardly be observed excepting when approached from the west-
ward

;
and being induced partly by the appearance of the land, and partly

by native traditions as to a great river of the West, he filled the gap by a
guess with his Rio de San Roque. Secondly, in 1788, Meares, an English-
man, sailing under Portuguese colours, approached the opening in question
into 7 fathoms water, but pronounced the Rio de San Roque to be a fable,
being neither able to enter it nor discover any symptoms of its existence!
Thirdly, Gray, though after an effort of nine days he failed to effect an
entrance, was yet convinced of the existence of a great river by the colour
and current of the water. Fourthly, in April, 1792, Vancouver, while he
fell short of Gray's conviction, then unknown to him, correctly decided that
the river, if it existed, was a very intricate one, and not a safe navigable
harbour for vessels of the burden of his ship. Fifthly, in May, 1792, Gray,
returning expressly to complete his discovery of the previous year, entered
the river, finding the channel very narrow, and not navigable more than 15
miles upwards, even for his Columbia, of 220 tons. According to this summary
statement of incontrovertible facts, the inquiry resolves itself into throe
points—the discovery of the opening by Heceta, the discovery of the river
by Gray on his first visit, and the discovery of a practicable entrance by the
same individual revisiting the spot for the avowed purpose of confirming and
maintaining his previous belief. Gray thus discovered one point in a country,
which, as a whole, other nations had discovered, so that the pretensions of
America had been already forestalled by Spain and England."—«,> George
Simpson.

The Columbia River possesses but iey^ advantages as a port ; the difficul-
ties and dangers of its entrance, which have been manifest to all who have
come hither since its first discovery, have not been exaggerated, and without
very efficient means be at command for towing ships over the bar into the
quieter water within, it will be almost impossible for a ship to enter in
safety. One feature which renders it still more difficult for a sailing vessel

•9mt»y»mvm^tm imv.
*'. ' yi-

'mm^n ^m^ 'rmiMacim.- t^^H 'M^^JW^ t'
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to cross the bars is, that a good and coxnn.anding ^-- -^^^^ ^^
the mouth often falls to a calm when the breakers are reached. The shittmg

of them forming the bars and entrances, which they do apparently very

llrabTy at short intervals, increases the difficxUty, from the .mposs.

bi; Shaving any established marks for the guidance of the commander

that will be good for a lengthened period.
, ., „„ .u„

In addition to this, the cross-tides, and their great velocity, mcreas th

difficulties. The heavy swell of the Pacific, and the influence of an under

cuTrent add their embarrassments, and all these become greater from the

d^Intof the leading marks of the channel, and their in^stinctness when

r weather will permit entrance. It is necessary to use them, because tl.

Xss bearings'are of little or no use. The land near it is well marked,

and this is some little advantage.

The first complete survey that was made of the river was that by Sir Edw

Belcher, in HM.8. SulpMr, in 1839, which showed some remarkable

1 nge from the charts of 1792. The northern channel up to Cape D.sap-

;oLtment was then the only known good entrance ^^^^^^
Fxnedition in 1841, also examined it, and found but one channel, but that

Se cCged The next advance in its hydrography was the discovery

Iftfrutnine. in January or February. ^^^^^<^^^^^^
.-ho found not less than 4 fathoms on the bar. In 1851 the U.S. Coast

Survey officers under Lieut. W. P. M'Arthur, completed a preliminary sur-

, yoTthe outer entrance, since which period no complete e--na -^las

been published; but in 1869 a survey was made by Mr. E. Cordell U.S^

Ooa^t sLy. w'hich showed that the North channel had very much a^^ered

and was unsafe, except for smaU vessels. To these authonties. and to the

lelns drawn up by Mr. Geo. Davidson, combined witn our former ob-

servations, we owe the following remarks :—

POINT ADAMS.-TW miles northward of Tillamook Head commences

a plliar line of low sandy ridges, running paraUel to the beach towards

Xt Adams, and appearing like huge sand-waves covered with grass and

fern Between some of them run small creeks, whilst the country behind is

low 'swampy, and covered with wood, and an almost impenetrable undev-

Z;^h About 3 miles North of the head. Clarke says a beautiful stream

f:;L, wt'h a strong rapid current. It is 85 yards wide, and has 3 feet at

""'^1^:^:^:^^^. sandy, covered with bushes and trees to the line

of sand beach and low dunes ; and although it is reported to have washed

away over half a mile since 1841, we find comparatively small changes since

thesurvevof Broughtonin 1792.

No lighthouse exists here, but the necessity for one has been so repeatedly

uv,ed that we cannot refrain from calling attention to a few facts bearmg

:ponthe<l-tion. Otf this point S.W. by S. 3i miles lies (18o2) the bar
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CAPE DISAPPOINTMENT. 235

of the South channel, through which the far greater portion of the trade has
passed

;
and all vessels use this point as a standard point for their ranges.

During the early part of the evening dense fogs, formed over the waters of
Gray's and Shoalwater bays, are brought southward by the summer winds,
and roll over Cape Disappointment, which thoy completely shut in before
reaching across the river, so that a vessel might make a light on Point
Adams, when the other cape was invisible ; but by seeing botli lights a
vessel could hold any required position at night near either bar, and run in
and take a pilot upon tlie first opportunity ; for it would be assuming too
great a risk to enter tlie river at night or without a pilot.

The beach around Point Adams, and io the southward some distance, is

UGually called Clatsop Beach*

On Point Adams some missionaries were established in 1841. Captain
Wilkes visited these pioneers in the wilderness. In walking on the sand-
hills, and about Point Adams, he says that he had never in aU his life seen
so many snakes as were on the beach, where they were apparently feeding
at low water.

Claisop village, near the mission, consists of a few rough Indian lodges,
constructed of boards, or rather large hewn planks. On the Clatsop be°ach
he saw a great number of dead fish. Mr. Birnio informed him that thoy
were thrown up in great numbers during the autumn, and were supposed to
be killed by a kind of worm generated in their stomachs.

_
CAPE DISAPPOINTMENT.t-The North side of the Columbia Eivor

forms part of Washington Territory ; it was the southern boundary of the
"New Georgia," of Vancouver, 1792.

This cape is the only headland from Tillamook to latitude 47° 20' that
breaks the low line of shore. It presents a geological formation not before
met with on the sea board, being composed of horizontal columnar basalt,
rising to an elevation of 287 ft., disposed in a succession of huge round hiUs^
broken on the sea front by short strips of sand beach, and covering an irre'

gular area of about 3 miles by one. Inland of their crests the trees com-

• Upon Clatsop Beach, many years ago, before the whites occupied the country, a
Chinese or Japanese junk, with many hands, and a cargo of beesc-.vax, was cast ashore,
!ind went to pieces, but the crew wore saved. In support of this Indian tradition, there
are occasionally, after great storms, pieces of this wax thrown ashore, coated with sand,
and bleached nearly white. Formerly a great deal was found, but now it is rarely met
with.

t This cape was seen by Do Ileceta, in August, 1775, and again by Captain Mears, in
July, 1788, when he called it Cape Di appointment, by which name it is still known. In
1702, Gray, the real discoverer of the river, called it Vnpc Hancucl; afterward, but relin-
'luished this term. It is still, however, applied to it in some works. The Indian name is

Kah-cesc-

»*ii«iift»«p*«rtfr»
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„.ence, and their top« reaching above the summits of the hills in-ase their

f ^«icrht The in-Bhore slope of the hills is more gentle, so that

;^r:lttsilyI';: . .... :.. when the evening fogs which a^^

very regular from the northern bays, do not cover the cape, we have some

Zes experienced a dense fog rolling down the river about sunnse. envelop-

^"-rtr^n^^rrrTTiiiamoo. -. c., . p..

„.ent is made as two round-topped islands. Approached from the I .W., it

ri es nTsimilar manner; from the West and S.W. it appears .vojected

upon the-ountains, but the slightest haziness in the atmosphere bnngsU

out in sharp relief. This cape being basaltic, and showmg an almost xron

front to the iler and sea, it is impossible that in the memory o. many, Cape

Cpointr:\as bee; worn away some hundred feet by the sea. and

^ThrilGHin'^^^^^^^^^^^
the top of the cape, but upon a spu.a

little to the Westof the S.E. point, and about 95 ft. below the h.ghes part.

The t w r is whitewashed, placed 192 ft. above the level of the sea, and be.ng

loaTn height, and projected against a dark g-n ^ac^g^und, shows well

in daylight. It is in lat. 46= 16' 32" N., long. 124 2 13' W.

T^e fght is .ped Me light, of the first order of Fresnel. was first x^

hiWted October 15, 1856. and shows from sunset to sunnse. It is elevated

230 ft above the sea, and may be seen 22 miles off.

TfogZoi 1,600 pounds has been placed on the bluff in advance of the

ligtMower, and will be sounded during foggy or other thick weather, mght

"^'Entrance to this the great river of the Pacific coast is 5 miles wide

be^lnTe^earest parts of Cape Disappointment and Point Adams, beanug

S SsTw. from each other ; but the passage is badly obstruc ed by sh.ft.ng

lal that lie 2 or 3 miles outside of the line Joining the points. The nu-

merous surveys that have been made of this river prove so concWe y h

Teat changes which the channels through the shoa s undergo, that ha

rbluent remarks on the North and South channels must be used with

subsequem
^^^^

. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ,,„,<

r:rThriirand coasting steamers, in 1857. entered the South

^l:X.2l:L^o.. to the beach South of Point Adams
;
but with a

heavy weU from the westward they roll very much after roundmg the pomt^

in heav^ weather some of them preferred entering the N. channel, although

n::8r;::roltrthatthe North channel had changed so m.h

that it was considered unsafe, and only to be used by vessels of very hght

""TaSig vessels cannot beat into the South channel against the summer

winds blowing from the N.W., but almost invariably come out through xt.
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The heavily laden vessels of the Hudson's Bay Company have . .ways used
the North channel.

During heavy weather, and especially in winter, the sea breaks with ter-

rific fury from N.W. of Cape Disappointment well to the southward of
Point Adams, and we remember the mail steamer trying for 60 hours to find
the smallest show of an opening to get in. Sailing vessels have laid off the
entrance six weeks, waiting for a fair opportunity to enter, and many lie in-

side for wooks trying to got out. The mail steamer meanwhile, exerting all

her power, would drive through the combers, having lier deck swept fore and
aft by every sea. Few places present a scene of more wildness than this bar
during a S.E. gale, contrasting strongly with many times during tho summer,
when not a breaker is seen to mark the outline of the shoalest spot. In bad
weather the rilot boats cannot venture out, but a steamer might ; and the
mail steamers, to avoid delay, now regularly carry a bar pilot with
them.*

During the season of freshets, about June, the pilots say that the river
brings down such a vast body of water, that they can frequently take up for
use fresh water upon the bar.

Wheji off th« entrance in fine clear weather, the beautiful snowy peak of
Mount St. If km shows over the lowest part of the land inside, and apparently
in the middle f the river valley. It is very regular in outline, and presents
a pyramidal api earance, having a base equal to either side. It is over 75
miles eastward from the entrance to the river, and attains an estimated ele-

vation of 13,500 ft. It is volcanic, and occasionally discharges volumes of
smoke,f

The South Channel, which passes between the outer Middle Sand and the
bank abutting on Point Adams, has nowhere less than 24 feet water at any
time of tide. It is now the only practicable entrance, and passes between
the Bouth-westcrn extension of the Middle Sand, and the bank against Point
Adams. The Middle Bank is extensive, and stretches for 4^ miles southward
of Cape Disappointment, its eastern edge being 2^ miles off from the low
land of Point Adams, leaving a channel three-quarters of a mile wide be-
tween it and the bank against the latter point. Its general course is N.N.E.
and S.S.W., the depth varying from 3^ to 9J fathoms.

Two buoys were laid down in 1868, to show its direction. Tho outer, or
No. 1 buoy. Fairway, a mammoth buoy of the first class, striped vertically

• An evidence of the danger of the entrance was afforded by the wreck of tho barque
Orto^o, which sunk in the endeavour to enter, on September 19th, 1853. The vessel and
cargo were totally lost, but thu crow saved. She had on board the materials fur tho light-

home, since erected on Cape Disappointment.

t On November 23rd, 1842, during an eruption, the ashes fell from it over the Dalles of
the Columbia like a fnll of snow. Rt. Helen's and Rainier were both in action.

« -WWiti j|,u i >i?caaWMgt.W»J» iH* .!i^WMU ii. >. BL̂ i^wrrwr—
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house bearing N. by W. 4 W.,
-\^;f ^^^^^^^ North 21 mile, from the

2 buoy, also a first class mammoth ^^^y-^^^'

'

Disappointment Light-

outer buoy No. 1. in 5i fathoms water, w.h Cape H>^^^
^^^^ ^^ ^^^

,

house N.N.W. i W., Poxnt Adams E. \
N.,

Island N. by E.
. ^ , Lieutenant McArthur, and

The following directions were
g--^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^.^ ,„, ,l,,y

,ange with Elat or Table H^w^chw^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^,

of PiUax HUl Tree (remaxkable ^«
^a

J ^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^r for

and keep on this

^^^fl^^^^Z^j::^ beacon on Sand Island bears

light draughts) unta the bar is^cros

^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^ ,^ ^„

N 40° E., true (N.E. by li. i i^. oy *-" F

the South Channel in the best water
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^

Steer for the beacon takmg care no to sag

J ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^

keep close to the breakers on
^^t \^^^^^^^^^^ Keep on with

Island,
-^f^Hntotheran^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ J^^_,_ ,, .i^K

this range astern xn the Cla^soP C^
^^^^.^^ ^^ .^ ^^^.^ ,,,,1^

ri'-rgTrS -'' --- "^^^ ""' '""

hy the lead to the
-^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^io thenorthward, and therefore scant

5efl<»»i7»«--^h""i'^."'^/, ^.^ ,. before the beacon is in range with

for parsing Clatsop Sp.t, tack «^«;^^P^^^^^^^^^^
g^,,^, ,,a tack again.

Hall's Houses,
-^'^TofIt p Sp^^^^^^^^ AdLms is in range with

When up with the pomt of Oatsop ^P
^

Ewing Peak (the high oval peak^^^^^^^^^^

The South Channel xs a safe beatogc
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^

Sand iBlaud. above alluded to,

^«^j^y;? ^^^ timber which have

the Middle Bank. Tins

^l^^^^J^^^^^ ,ere. forming a nuclev.s,

floated down the river, and ^^^^^^
f^^^Jf the stream increases. The island

a^ound which the debri^tdow^^^^^^^^^^^

is about one4h.d of a -a^^^^^^^^^

^^^ .^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

A large beacon on ^t.^^^^
^^^^ ^^.^ern part of Baker's Bay, .s (or was)

houses, called Hall s Housos, on
^.^^ ^^^^^

the mark for clearing the A est ?«-*
"^^^fJ^J^ ,i,,,tion around Point

The Clatsop Channel -hxchpajsnanea^^ y
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

Adams andtheClatsop Beach IS ab ut h.K a m^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^

Spit, which stretches off or urn y
^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ ,, ,,.

outer edge -t more than
^^^^^^^^^^ ^he inner red buoy olT Clatsop

thorns deep at the bend, uaviub
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ide between Clatsop
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is from 6 to 14 fa-

rod buoy off Clatsop

Spit, bear off to north-oastwai-d to tho lower or Sand Island anchorage in 7.1

fatlioma, with the Sand Island beacon bearing West, about a mile distant.

In leaving the river by the South entrance from the anchorngo, keep Pillar

Ilill Tree shut in to the northward of Point EUice (on tho North side of the

river), until Point Adams and Ewlng Peak are in lino, when keep off, gra-

dually running down the channel near the line of breakers of tho Middio

Sand, until Point Adams comos on with Flat Uill North of tho Pillar Hill

Tree bearing about N.E. J E., when bear out over the bar marked by tlie

Fairway striped buoy.

Tho Clatsop Channel further up is bounded on the North side by tho

Middle Ground off Young's Bay. The West end of this Middle Ground in

marked by a black iron htoy, lying in 5 fathoms, with Sand Island bearing

W.N.W., and Point Adams 8.W, J S., one mile distant.

The southern side of this bank is marked by two more black iron buoys,

and by a black spar buoy, marking the North side of the channel abreast As-

toria. In beating up or down this part of the channel, bring the beacon on

Sand Island and the Broom Tree on Cape Disappointment in one, and tack

on the North side when in 7 fathoms, and on the South side in 6 fathoms.

The tide sets fairly through the channel from Astoria to Sand Island.

At about 4 miles East by South of the land of Point Adams is Poinf'

George (or "Xuung), forming the East limit of Young''s Bay. It is the first

point made after passing eastward of Clatsop Beach ; immediately behind it

the land ia high and densely wooded. The entrance of Young^s River, so

named by Vancouver after Sir George Young, is about IJ miles E.S.E. of

the point. From its banks a low meadow, interspersed with scattered trees

and shrubs, extends to the moro elevated land. From a sort of bar

across its entrance it is not easily navigable, though tho depth is above 2^

fathoms.

Astor Point lies E. J N. from Point Adams. It is low at the river bank
;

the southern channel passes close to it. The United States Coast Survey

Station, about one quarter of a mile westward of the bay, is in lat. 46° 1
1'

27.6" N., long. 123'^ 49' 32" W.
ASTORIA, which lies to the eastward of Point George, on the southern

shore of the river, has been much celebrated; but its fame depends mainly

upon its historian, that delightful writer, Washington Irving, who has told

all the world of its progress and fortunes. It has sunk from the scene of

revelry and hospitality to a neglected collection of hovels. Though tho

site is still known by its original appellation, yet that was superseded for

Fort George, when it was taken possession of by the British.*

• In 1809 Mr. John Jacob Astor, a German, who had emigraluJ from liis luUivo country

in 1783, engaged in tho fur trade, and in that year obtained a charter from the New York

legislature for organising a I'acifie Fur Company, all the caiiital of which belonged to him-
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"Lo. con.. . .0 -- rr^;::r:::i Tst^-
station being the lower one. ^^ ha loBBthan y

.^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^

AtUppor Astoria, throe-ciuartors of a mUeto^^^^^^^
^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^^^

StatoB custom-houBO, and a

^^f'"^^Jg^
"

., «„ the Willamette,

and a government military road loads to balon. &
^ ^.^^^^^.^^_

Astoria is very beaut.fully -t-^ed- It - 11 ""

^ ,^^ promontory

«.ent in a direct lino. From
^)^'^^^;^'^;^^Z.^^ niUs and PointEUice.

and the ocean bounding xt on the West Jh.C^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

withitsruggedveak,onthe North; Tongue ro.
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^

elevation.
, . ^ . . •„ atnn<ls forms a bay with Young's River,

northern side.
, , , xv« v«<.+ nnsition for a fortification to do-

here be given. . ^t available for largo

the post of Astoria.
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towards Sand Island,
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one by sea and one by

in March, 18il, founded

passing the South end of tlie North breaker. When Capo Bh.H' and Load-
iug-in Cliff come in range, haul up for tho cape (quickly) on this range,
which crosses Peacock Spit in 3i fathoms. On approaching Peacock Spit,

drop a little to the eastward, and take the range of Capo JUufV and Snag
or Green Point, which gives the best water between Peacock and Sulphur
Spits, and leads all clear up to the bluff. Light draught vessels may koop
on range of Cape Bluff and Leading-in Cliff till nearly up to Cape Blulf.
Give the bluff a small berth, and keep on towards Baker's Bay until the
second islet in the cove can bo seen, when the vessel will bo all clear of
Sulphur Spit. This range clears the North sid*^ of tho Middle Sands.
Having passed Cape Bluff, anchor in 4^ to 6 fathoms.

Ranges cannot be given for the channel from Baker's Bay to Sand
Island, owing to the influence the current exerts at different stages of tho
tide. The cross tides in the North Channel, and the baffling wind near
Capo Bluff, make this channel very difficult for sailing vessels.

The prevailing wind is N.W. by W., and in the narrowest part of the
channel vessels must generally beat in a cross tide.

BAKER'S BAY is to the eastward of Capo Disappointment. It was
named by Broughton. There is good anchorage in it under the cape. The
bay runs 2J miles northward of tho cape, and into its head some small
streams run. Two or three houses and a saw mill a mile North of the cape
are all that remains of the settlement designated as " Pacific City."

Chinook Point, the eastern limit of Baker's Bay, is N. by E. 2J miles from
Point Adams. It is a low strip of land at the base of high wooded hills, one
of which, called Scarborough Hill, is remarkable for being bare of trees.
This eastern point is not good for anchoring, as a heavy sea sometimes sets
in on it over the bar.

There are many fishing and Indian huts on Chinook Beach, occupied by
salmon fishers. The fish commence running up about the end of May, and
are remarkably plentiful by the ond of June.

Point Ellit, or EUice, is 2f miles nearly East, true, from Chinook Point.
Behind it rise two peaked hills, one of which is (or was) used as a mark,
with Point Adams as a leading mark for the bouthern bar.

The COLUMBIA EIVER above this may be briefly described. From
Cape Disappointment to the mouth of the Cowlitz River the courae and dis-

tance are 46 miles in a straight line ; along the course of the river it is 52
miles. The Cowlitz runs N.N.W. for 24 mUes; thence N.E. to its head
quarters in the cascades. It is navigated by canoes about 28 miles to tho
Cowlitz landing. At. the Cowlitz landing, travellers take mules or horses
through to Puget's Sound a trip of 52 miles.

From the Cowlitz the next course of the Columbia is S. 32° E. for 29
miles to the mouth of the Willamette River. The WiUamotte continues the
same general course of the Columbia for 16 mUes to the falls, where is

North Pacific.
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1 ,u i.^n .,r "Oroffcn City." dcHtined to become a place of im-

stuated Ihn town ot »;rog(.n kai),

tion, with a p..pulation of nearly 5,000. Iho valley

ICOOD f«.t Uigh. Am.rJmg to other authont,.., it „ l»,al6 f.»t^

0„th«low..l.artofth.ColumW. anJ WiUametto many «.w.m.lU l..v»

,.„„i«l .» ia lambor. Uetwoen San Fra«o,«. and Portland a very la,g«

and in»;reusing gonoral trade exists.

WASHINGTON TERRITOEY.

The Columbia Eiver divides Oregon from th^^ashington Territo^

which extends between the parallel of 4G^ and 49° eastward to the Rocky

^^SHO^WATEE BAY-The bold cliffs of Cape Disappoh.tment, after

Jend^Tw L.ile« northward, change suddenly to a low, broad, san^

T running N by W 4 W. 18 miles, in nearly a straight Ime to the

: h. p^;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^y
f

-': -^ \^:r
behind tWs bea..h Uea the southern arm of the bay. Its waters reach with n

a m^ o lo of the North side of the capo, and the portage from thence to

ho Waipalooche emptying into Baker's Bay, i. said to be about a mde

o:g, ami always used by the Indians and settlors. The V^^-^^^J^

fomed is covered with trees and a dense undergrowth of bushes. AVxU.m

^a mile of its extremity it becomes very low and sandy, a-d has^^^^^^^^^

ing of coarse grass, but no trees. This point was called

^-//"^irrr
in July, 1788 On the recent coast survey charts it is n^e^LeadbetterFotnt.

The Indian designation is Chik-lis-ilk.
,-, . , .i. xr *i

CAPE SHOALWATER. or Take Point.-From Leadbetter 1 omt the INortU

cape bears N.W. by N. | N.. 5.i miles distant. Half a mile of t^^^^P; «
^^^

sandy, and destituteof trees, butsometolerablyhigh land, coveredw^thwoo^^^

rises Immediately behind it. being the only elevated g--^^^*--
""^^^

Disappointment and Point GrenviUe that approaches the shore h^. The

isolated position of Cape Disappointment and
^^^--f

/^^
^fj;.^ ^

'

cUffs wlLut trees foion a peculiar feature. This with ^car<>ro«,A^.«,

partly bare, lying 5 or 6 miles East of it, the high mountains inland, and m

'I'weather'the beautiful snow-peak of Mo.int St. Helen's have no coun-

terparts at Cape Shoalwater. and should remove aU doubt m regard to the

.supposed general resemblance between them.
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SHOALWATER RAY. 2l;5

The LIOHTHOUrE at the North point of the entrance to Slionlwufc.r

Hay. Homotimos called Toh Point, is a «tructuro consisting of a keeper's

dwelling, with a tower rising through it. Its height is i]\ feet above tho

ground, and about 87 feet al)ovi» tlio sea. It is about a mile from tho o.'t-

tromity of the capo. Tlie illuminating apparatus is of tho fourth order of

Fresnel, jmd shows a Jixfid white light, varied by flashen every 1
.J
mimite. It

is visible 16 miles off, and is i : lat. 46'' 44' 11" N., long. 124" 2' 24' W.
The buy was surveyed in 18o2 and IH^S by the U.S. survey party under

Lieut. Jas. Aldon, and it then had two entrances, separated Jty a middle

ground, on which was an island, in a similar way to the entrance of tho

Columbia River. But in 1868 this arrangement was clianged, tho South
channel had much filled up, and was said to be of no use, wliilo the North
channel liad increased in depth to .'» fatlioins, and was much wider and
deeper, besides being broad and straight. The island had disappearod, and
vessels sailed over its position.

As tho bay is much frequented for oysters, transported to t-an Francisco,

&c., it is of some importance, and is considered to bo tho best harbour on
the coast North of San Francisco, being much more easy of access than the

Columbia River.

The directions which follow are those issued by Lieut, Alden, but they

r'ust be taken with the qualihcations above alluded to, and with all neces-

sary caution if it is imperative that a vessel should enter without a pilot.

Four miles off tho entrance to Shoalwater Bay a depth of 10 fathoms ia

found, and when well off shore a high double-peaked mountain shows to

the eastward, well inland. The bar at the South channel has 4 fathoms of

water upon it, in 1855 was a mile wide, and was 2 miles off tho beech

South of Leadbetter Point, with tho northermnost trees bearing N.E. by E.

Running in on this line, a vessel shoals her water from 10 fathoms 3 miles

off shore, to 4 fathoms 2 miles off ; then gradually deepens it to 5 fathoms,

when she should haid close up under tho point of breakers northward of

her, and about half a mile distant ; run along in from 6 to 7 fathoms, until

abreast of the low grassy point, when the course of the channel will be N.

by W. I W. for H mile, with from 8 to 10 fathoms hard bottom, its outline

being well marked by the breakers outside. From thence a course N.E. by
N. for 2 miles will lead to 18 fathoms, and over a mile inside the line join-

ing Leadbetter Point and Cape Shoalwater, the western trees on Leadbetter

Point bearing S. i E., 3f miles distant. If the tide is low, sand bars and

flats will show on both hands, one directly ahead ; the broad deep channel

to the S.E. distinctly marked ly bare patches on either sida, and a narrow

deep channel to the N.W. running into the North channel. From the last

position the western trees on Leadbetter Point bear South, distant 4 miles.

The current runs very strong through this channel. In summer, with a

north-wester blowing, it is a dead beat after passing tho bar, and in some
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places the channel is less than half a mile wide between the 3-fathom lines.

Coasters do not enter it ex(!ept with a southerly wind, and always pick out

the channel froi.i aloft. In summer they have a leading wind out, and start

on the first of the obb.

The bar at the North channel has about 3i fathoms upon it, and bears

S.W. by S. i S., 3 miles from the southern extremity of Cape Shoal\fater,

or Toko Point. It is about a mile in extent within the 3-fathom line. In

making the bay from the southward in summer, work to the northward of

Cape Shoalwater, then run in and follow the shore outside of the breakers

in 6 or 7 fathoms, gradually approaching them, and decreasing the depth

to 4J and 4 fathoms, when the southern side of the elevated ground of the

cape bears N.E. by N. J N. Then head up as near that course as possible,

crossing the bar in 3J fathoms, and continuing in that depth for at least a

mile and a quarter, taking care not to decrease it on either hand. Keep

under the breakers on the North side in from 5 to 7 fathoms, hard bottom,

and increase the depth to 12 well inside the point, when its southern ex-

tremity should bear N.W. J W., distant li mile. If it is low water, sand-

banks will show in different directions, and the channels will be tolerably

well marked.

The present invariable practice of vessels entering is to steer out the

channel from the mast-head. In calm weather the channels must be known,

or a pilot employed, if one is to be found.

The middle sands lie between the two channels. The southern tail is

S.W. IJ mile fi-om Leadbetter Point, runs N.W. by N. | N. for 2^ miles,

then N.N.E. 2J miles, and E.N.E. 1^ mile, with an average width of IJ

mile. One mile outside of it soundings are found in 7 fathoms. This bay,

as its name implies, is so full of shoals that at low tides about one-half of

its area is laid bare. Good but narrow channels are found throughout its

extent, but no direction can be given for running them. Without a know-

ledge of them, or without a pilot, follow them only at low water. The cur-

rents then run with great velocity, and it is very difficidt and frequently

impossible to keep a course against them. The arm stretching southward

toward Baker's Bay is 15 miles long from Leadbetter Point, with an

average width of not less than 3| miles, whilst the upper portion stretches

to the N.E. for 9 mileo to the North of the Whil-a-pah river, reckoning

from the middle of the line joining Cape Shoalwater and Leadbetter

Point.

Tlio ptincipal stream emptying into the bay is the Whil-a-pah, at its

N.E. part. At about 9 miles from Cape Shoalwater it is less than a quarter

of a mile wide, with low swampy banks, and steep bluffs on each side about

a mile and a half apart.

The mouth of the Palux or Copalux River lies 5 miles N.E. i E. from

Ijeadbetter Point. It is IipIT a mile wide at its mouth, and contracts very
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much in 2 miles. The Nasal enters about 1 1 miles South from the Palux,

and abronat of the middle of Long Island. It has over 20 feet water at its

mouth, with bluff banks for some distance, until it begins to expand, when
it is bordered by flats.

Several streams open from the North side of the bay. One of these, the

Necomanche, near the Whil-a-pah, has 6 feet in the main channel, and show s

IJ mile wide at high tide.

There are three islands in the bay. Pine Hand, about 1^ mile N.W. by
N. off the mouth of the Palux, is a small sand islet of only 4 or 5 acres in

extent, and occupied by oystermen. It is near the chmmol and oyster beds,

which stretch for a couple of miles to the N.N.E. of it. The Indian name
of this island is Nass-too. The North end of Long Island, is 8 uules from

licadbetter Point. This island runs irregularly about 8.E. for 6 miles, and

has an average widtl of 1^ mile. It is covered with a dense forest of fii'

and undergrowth. One mile S.S.E. of Long Island is a very small islet

called Round Island, of only a few acres in extent, covered with wood and

bushes. The shores of ihe bay, except on the peninsula, are mostly com-

posed of low perpendicular cliffs of a sandy clay, in which are strata of

recent fossil shells and the remains of trees.

N.E. J N., distant 6 miles from Leadbetter Point, is a 8hari> narrow chff,

60 feet h:gh, making out into the bay, which is wearing it away, and has

exposed many large basaltic boulders. No other place on the bay presents

this geological feature.*

The peninsula is a long flat marshy and sandy plain, elevated but a few

feet above the level of the spa, and covered, like the entire surface of this

country, with a dense growth of gigantic forest trees, principally spruce,

fir, and cedar, with a few specimens of maple, ash, and black alder. The
spruce frequently attains a diameter of 8 feet. The Indian name of the

peninsida is Tee-choots.

It is asserted by settlers here that boats, canoes, &c., which have broken

adrift and gone out of the bay, have in eveiy instance been found on

the beach North of the entrance, and generally between it and Gray'.s

Harbour.

From Cape Shoalwater to Point Hanson, the southern side of the entrance

to Gray's Harbour, the distance is 13J jailes, and the hard ocean sand-

• The shoals wo covered with shell-fish, amongst which the oyiter is most abundant,

and the principal article of export. They are small, and have a coppery taste. Codlish

and halibut, abound ; sturgeon, sa-'d to be of good quality, are plentiful ; and salmon, of

several varieties and excellent flavour, exist in infinite numbers. In spring, vast shoals of

small herring enter the bay. In winter, wild fowl are innumerable, but these have beeu
made shy by the bad shooting of the Indians. Black and white swan, geese, mallards)

canvas-backs, &c., always reward the experienced sportsman.

!W»PBPi^7WS»SW!!»PWr%«
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Hanson on the South, and the ^^^^^^^^^^ paH of Point

The northern end of this island -;«wh ^aL one-Ar of a n.ile

Brown at low water, but at high tide the beaches^ a

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

apart. The South end of the -l«^f
^^^

^^ Jf ^,. "^.^^ith a breadth of

Hanson ; its length is H xnHe and
^2:i''^2i Hanson and the island

two to four hundred yards, ^alf way b tw..u Pom^^^^^
,t low water, and

Ues the N.E. end of a shoa or ..d^e ground bar

^^ ^^^^,^.g,,,,

stretching S. 15° W. for If mxle, -^^ ^/JJ^^, ,^, gouth end of Eld

of a mile. Between the N.E end oi^^J^^
than five-eighths of a mile,

and a depth of 16 fathoms. 1
^hree-quarters of a

The peninsula tenmnated by
^-^'J^^^erei with fir to within half a

xnile in breadth, and 3i mdes long, -^ ^^^^^^^^^^^ , ,^^i ^arsh. The

..ile of the point, which is a low sand-s^.t embra^ng
^^ _^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

general direction of the penmsula^KW. an
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

^ith a width of ha.f a mile, afl^ording the on y
^^ ^^^^^^

entrance. More than half of thxs bay is occupied by m
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

the best position here, bring the
-f^^T'^^^'l^oX the channel in 3*

S. 71= W., distant three-quarters of a
-J^^^^/^^.^^.^ee of the South

fathoms. This position pla.es the vessel out of

channel running to the Chehalis.

The anchorage under Point B^nj not on
^^^^^^^^

to a vessel without heavy ground t-^^ ^* f/^^^ ^^,^, blowing at

tion against the full sweep of the heavy summer w^nds
^ ^,,,

ti.es counter to the strong -re'.t-n t^o bay a^^
^J^^^^^ ^^^^^^

short sea. Another-—^^^ J^ n^iddle shoal, which, being

Between Point Hanson and Eld Island lies
^^^^ ^^^

bare at low water, confines the waters
*;^ ^;"?^J^^^^,ting currents

.hen the tide rises sufficiently to cover his sW ^^^^J ,^ ,,„ ,

cause a heavy overfaU especiedly on^J^^^^^-^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ,

vessel from her anchors.
J^;

P^";;;^^^
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From Point Hanson the mouth of the Chehalin River boars N. h'l" E.,

distant 12 miles, and this course is the general direction of the 8.E. side of

the bay, except the indentation forming South Bay. The first bluff inside

the point is named Stearns, bearing N. 57° E., and distant 5J miles. Around

the south-west side of this bluflf comes John^s River. Within a mile and ii

half of the mouth of the Chehalis the Neuskah'l enters, coming from i\w

south-east.

From Point Brown, Point New lies N. 39
' E., distant 4J miles, and hav-

ing off it two rocks, now called Ned's Rocks. Jirackenridge liluff loinnirfncos

about three-quarters of a mile East of Point New, and t^xtentls three niilos

eastward to the low land bordering the Jloquiamls River. From Point New

the shore-line runs nearly straight to the Chehalis, distant 8 miles, and the

point of Steam's Bluff lies S. 43° E., distant 4i miles. To the N.N.W. of

the line joining points New and Brown, lies North Ray, consisting of uu

immense mud-flat, bare at low water, and having an area of 22 square

miles. At the head of it lies Saddle Hill. In the stretch of 4 miles N.W.

of Point Nev are three small streams, called the Typso, Chinois, and Eumto-

lapy, emptying into North Bay. They work narrow, crooked channels

through the mud flats, but at low water there is not sufficient depth to carry

a whale-boat tlirough them.

By measuiement, we find thai, more than nine-tenths of Gray's Harbour

is bare at low water. Inside the entrance the area of the surface of the

water, bounded by the flats bare at low tide, is only 4* square miles. This

will give a fair idea of the limited extent of the harbour. Through the flats

lying between this available space and the Chehalis, run two contracted

channels. The northern commences at a point 2 miles N. 67° E. from Point

Brown, is the only available one, and would require buoying out for its

entire length. For about 6 miles it is three-eighths of a mile wide, with a

depth of 4 fathom,^. The South channel commences just inside Point Hanson,

and is very contracted and shallow. The flats are so extensive, and the mud

so soft in places, thtt it is impossible to reach *he shore except at high tides.

This fact has retarded the development of the trade in lumber, although the

shores are heavily timbered.

The trade of the bay amounts to carrying the supplies needed by a few

settlers, and by the small military post on the Chehalis.

The Chehalis Eiver has been navigated by a small steamboat for 20

miles, to the mouth of the Latsop, which comes from the northward. The

country behind the bay appears low and flat, and well watered by the

Chehalis and tributaries, which drain a section well timbered, and dotted

with many small prairies and bottom lands.

Copalis River is little known. From Point Browu the shore-line treud.«

'*.
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about N.N.W. for 10 miles to tho month of the Copalis. The barren waste

of I'oint Brown continues along this shore, commencing with a breadth of

over 1 mile, stretching from the ocean to a dense forest of fir, and growing

narrower as it approaches the (lopalis, where the timber comes to the

water's edgft.

This stream is about 100 yards wide, but the mouth is almost closed by a

]jar. Upon its banks reside the Copalis tribe of Indians, from whom the

river derives its name. Like all the streams on this coast, it abounds in

salmon, but those caught hero are celebrated for their richness of flavour.

From the Copalis to Point GrenviUe the shore runs N.W. J N., about 16

miles, and continues low, nearly straight, and bordered by sand beach,

which changes to shingle, disposed in long rows parallel to the coast. These

ridges of shingle dam the mouths of many small streams and form ponds,

abounding in trout, and well stocked with beaver and otter, according to

the accounts of the Indians. The high land also approaches much nearer

the beach, and forms sandstone clilTs, with rocky ledges projecting into

the ocean.

POINT OBENVILLE is a bluff rocky promontory, stretching westward

about a mile, and then southward about a quarter, forming a very contracted

and exposed roadstead ; with the 3-fathom curve extending half a mile from

the beach, compelling vessels, except of very light draught, to anchor so far

out, that the point and the rocks off it afford but little protection from the

N.W. winds. It is useless during the winter months. The point has high

liills lying behind it, and many rocks immediately off it. Two of these,

about 75 feet high, lie E. by S., 400 yards distant ; another lies S.W. f S.,

half a mile distant. This, we believe, is the one that shows a large perfo-

ration through it, when viewed from the S.E. or N.W. It has 5 and 6

fathoms aU round it. Others stretch along the coast to the N.W., one of

them showing from the South as a leg-of-mutton sail. The bluff itself is

composed of fine sandstone, is very steep, and may be ascended by a difficult

trail, which is used by the Indians. It is said to be a great resort for sea

otters, which are hunted by the natives.

North of Point Grenville to Cape Flattery the shore is bold and rocky,

with occasional short reaches of sand-beach. The timber comes down to

the water ; moderately high hills approach the coast, through which empty

numerous small streams, whilst the irregular Olympus range looms up far

in the interior. In winter these mountains are covered with snow, which

lies in the gorges and valeys nearly the whole summer. Mount Olympm is

the highest peak of the range. It attains an elevation of 8,138 feet, accord-

ing to determinations made iu 1841 ; lat. 47° 45' N., long. 122° 37' W.
Qui-ni-utl Eiver.—Tho mouth of this small stream is between 3 and 4

miles N.W. by W. from Point Grenville, and is almost closed by the

sliiiigle and gravel thrown up by the surf. There is, however, a contracted

:lTTii-Tii
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opening f-r the passage of canoes in calm weather. The closing of the
entrance has so dammed the river as to form a small lake inside, upon the
banks of which is situated a village of the Queniutls, a race of Indians
hostile to all other tribes. Combined with others to the northward, they
have ever been notorious for their hostility and vindictiveness to the whites.
Several Spanish, English, and Russian vessels and their crews were in
former times taken and destroyed. Hence we meet with the name Destruc-
tion Island, Isla de Dolores, Punta de Martires, &c., in this immediate
vicinity. The river is said to rise in a lake at the foot of the mountains.
For 4 mUes above the Queniutl the coast trends in the same direction,

N.W. by W., is composed of sandstone cliffs, and bounded by many pre-
cipitous rooks, ^'

1 height and dirf ;tion of which are generally that of the
cliff. In the coast survey reconn. issance of 1852 one is placed 2| miles off
shore, in lat. 47° 27', and the vessel's track is laid down inside of it. A
great many large rocky islets lie close inshore in this vicinity, but north-
ward the coast is nearly clear to Destruction Island. It maks a slight curve
eastward, and alternates with bold yellow cliffs and low shores.

DESTRUCTION ISIAND.-This island is the only one found deserving
the appeUation after leaving the Farallones. It is about 150 high, quite
flat on the top, covered with grass, but destitute of trees, and has high per-
pendicular sides of the same height as the cliffs on the main. It is said that
there are some remarkable perforations through a rock near it, but these are
doubtless only seen in particular directions, for in passing close to it we
have never noticed them. On the eastern end were formerly son- -ude
Indian huts. In Vancouver's time he found two or three dwarf trees at
either end.

In running along the coast 10 mUes off, it is very difficult to make out
this island, because, being between IJ mile of the main, it is projected
against the coast cUffs, and cannot be distinguished from them untU close
upon it. It is narrow, but about 1 J mile long in a N.N.W. direction, run-
ning parallel with the coast, and has rocks for a mile off its southern end.
A reef and sand-bank is represented as stretching thence W.N.W. 3 miles
to broken water, and from there running nearly straight to the northern
end. A detaUed examination of this locality might prove that good refuge
CO ' ije had under the island during heavy S.E. and S.W. weather. No
winter harbour of refuge exists between Point Eeyes and Nee-ah Bay,
unless this be such, in which case it is of very great importance. This
island is called Isla de Dolores upon old Spanish maps.*

• It received its present name, by which it is only known on the coast, in 1787, from
Captain Berkely, who sent a long-boat from King George's Sound to explore as far'south
as lat. 47°. The crew of a smaller boat entered a shallow river, and rowed up lome die-
tanoe, where they were attacked and murdered by the Indiang.
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From Destruction Island northward the shore is composed of cliffs which

form a regidar curve to a point bearing N.W. | W. from the North end of

the island, and 11 miles distant ; thence the shore runs nearly straight on

that course for 10 to 2 miles, high, abrupt, and well-marked rocks standing

a mile ftom shore The outer one is bold, and covered with tall troen, but

the inner one is bare. They are in lat. 47° 58', long. 124° 41'. Many
others, but smaller, lie inside of them, and 19 fathoms are, found close out-

side. Along this stretch the shore is irregular and bluff, with many high

rocky islets off it. A stream opens about midway in the stretch.

In the indentation northward of Destruction Island, and about 4 miles

from it, empties a small stream called Hooch by the Indians.

FLA'flERT BOCKS.—From the two rooks just mentioned to Cape

Flattery in 48° 23', the course is almost N.N.W., passing through a group

of high, well-marked roc^y islets, in lat. 48° 12' N., named the Flattery

Bocks. Before reaching these the coast-line curves about a mile eastward,

with a bluff shore nearly free from rocks for about 8 miles, when a large

white rock, half a mile out, looms up prominently, and is distinctly seen

against the main land.

Flattery Books extend between 2 and 3 miles from shore ; the outer ledge

is awash, with one islet in it, and the track of the coast surveying steamer

is laid down inside of it, with soundings in 9 to 20 fathoms. High, abrupt,

timbered islets lie inside, with their ocean faces nearly perpendicular, about

150 feet high, and sloping landward. Where destitute of trees, these are

covered with grass, bushes, &o. The latitude of the rooks is 48° 12' N.

From Flattery Bocks we find a high rocky coast, bordered by outiying

rocks for 8 miles, when a low sand beach occurs, receiving a small stream

which nms E.N.E. and finally North, behind the mountain constituting

Gape Flattery, to within 200 yards of the beach in Ne4-ah Bay. A rise of

20 or 30 feet of the sea would make Cape Flattery an island extending 5

miles (WJ7.W.) by 3 miles in breadth. This creek is used by the outer

coast Indians during the prevalence of heavy winter gales, when the passage

outside the cape would be impracticable.

From Point Qrenville to Gape Flattery the hills rising firom the coast are

about 2,000 ft. high, densely covered with trees, and cut up by innumerable

valleys. The shore is inhabited by numerous tribes of Indians aooustomed

to war, and bitterly hostile to the whites. They are far superior to the

Indians foftnd along the southern coast. These villages are heavily stock-

aded, and the houses made of cedar boards, which they have cut with great

industry ftom the tree. Their houses are very larg^, and partitioned off

into stalb for each family. The numerous streams emptying upon the coast

afford them a never-failing supply of the finest salmon ; and to obtain means

of barter with white traders, they fearlessly attack and capture the different
^

species of whal .' on the coast.
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THE STBAIT OF JUAN DE FUCA.

The discovery of this important strait was tho sulijoct of much contrororHy.

It was attributed, in a narrative published in Furchas's Pilgrims, to a Greek

pilot, known as Juan de Fuca, but whoso real name was Apostolos Yalori-

anoF. Ho related that he found, in 1<502, a channel here leading from tlio

Pacific into the Atlantic, which was then named the Strait of Anian. Much

doubt was thrown on thin statement, and, by a singular fatality, its entrance

was passed unporceivod by Cook and others, so that these uncertainties

seemed to bo confirmed, and the strait was not re-discovered till Capt. Kon-

drick entered it in the American sloop Wa»hington in 1789. It was well

surveyed by Captain George Vancouver in 1792, and the very singiilar

character of the inlets diverging from it to the S.E. wore then first ascer-

tained. The shores of the strait were surveyed by Captain (afterwards

Admiral) 11. Kellett, in the Herald, in 1847, and to tho south-east of tho

etrait, Vancouver's work was re-exapiined Jby Commodore Wilkes, U.S.N.

,

but ho found but little to correct. More complete surveys of snme of the

ports, &c., have been since made by the officers of tho U.S. coast survey,

since their occupation of the Washington territory, and it is to tho last-

named authorities that we owe most of the subsequent description of the

South side of the channel, leaving that of the opposite shore of Vanvouver's

Island for the ensuing chapter. We have also derived some of the following

from the accounts given by Captain G. H. Biohards, E.N.

From its geographical position, the strait is liable to all those sudden

vicissitudes of weather oommoi. to high northern latitudes ; and in few parts

of the world is the caution and vigilance of the navigator more called into

action than in entering it.

The breadth of the strait between Cape Flattery, its southern point, and

Bonilla Point, Vancouver Island, its noi-them, is 1 3 miles ; within these

points it soon narrows to 11 miles, and carries this breadth on an East

course for 40 miles, or until Eace Islands bear N.E. by E., distant, 10 miles

;

it then takes an E.N.E. direction for a further distance of 14 miles to the

shore of the continent, or more properly Whidbey Island.

Between Eace Islands and the southern shore the breadth of the strait is

8 miles, alter which it immediately expands to 17 miles, leading northwards

to the British possessions by various channels among the labyrinth of

islands known as the Haro Archipelago, and southward to those of the

United States, by Admiralty Inlet and Puget Sound.

The coasts of Fuca Strait are remarkably fi:ee from danger, and may be

approached safely within half a mile. There is one breaking' rock which

'1
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lioiji nearly that distance off the West point of Crescent Bay on the southern

shore. The soundings in the centre are of great depth, but within 1^ mile

of either shore there is generally under 40 fathoms. On both sides of the

strait there are sc <ral anchorages or stopping places which may be taken

advantage of by vessels, either inward or outward bound when meeting

with adverse winds.

On the northern or Vancouver Island shore of the strait the hil^s rise

gradually, and are densely wooded, but near the coast attain to no great

elevation ; on the southern side the almost perpetually snow-clad mountains

known as the Olympian range, rise more abruptly, and vary in elevation

from 4,000 to more than 7,000 feet ; but though exceedingly grand in theii

rugged outline, present no very marked summits as seen from the strait, nor

any great variety in their features.

In the outer part of Juan de Fuca Strait there is no very great strength

of tide ; it varies from 1 to 4 knots, seldom so much as the latter, unless

near Cape Flattery ; but when ajtproaching the more contracted part in the

neighbourhood of the Eace Islands, which receives the first rush of the

pent-up waters of the Strait of Georgia, strengthened and diverted by the

labyrinth of islands which choke up its southern entrance, it is not sur-

prising that eddies, races, and irregularities occur which almost baffle any

attempt at framing laws which may not rather embarrass than assist the

seaman.

CAPE FLATTEBT or Classet is a remarkable point of land, and dis-

tinctly seen at a distance of 35 miles, rising gradually from the sea to a

thickly-wooded mountain nearly 2,000 feet high, with an irregular shaped

summit, and falling again at the distance of 3 or 4 miles to the eastward.

When seen from the southward or S.W. it has the appearance of an island,

being separated by a stretch of low land from hxils of the same or gi-eater

elevation, which rise again immediately southward of it.

On a nearer view, the headland itself, with its wild off-lying rocks, over

which the sea is almost constantly breaking, presents no inviting appearance.

It is a rugged sea-worn cliff, of no great elevation, and rising gradually to

its more prominent feature, a densely wooded mountain. From the cape

the coast trends E.N.E. for 4 miles to Nee-ah Bay, and though no positive

dangers exist half-a-mile from the shore eastward of the cape, there is

generally a heavy swell with irregular tides, and vessels are by no means

recommended to approach it within a mile.

Tatouch or Tatoosh Island, lying W.N.W. half a mile from Cape Flat-

tery, is a steep, almost perpendicular rocky islet, bare of trees, and 100

feet high, with some reefs extending a short distance off its western side.

The lighthouse, known among seamen as Cape Flattery light, stands on the

summit of the island, which, with its outlying reef, is the most western

portion of the United States. A leaning rocky column, 75 feet high, and 25
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It is sometimes
feet diameter, is seen to the S.E. close under the cape,

called De Fuca's Pillar or Pinuiicle Rock.

The LIOHTHOUSE consists of a keeper's dwelling of stono, with a tower
of brick, whitewashed, its height being 66 feet above the summit of tho
island. It shows &fixed white light of the first order, elevated 162 feet, and
in clear weather should be seen from a distance of 18 miles, so that a vessel
from the southward will make it before being up with the Flattery Eocks.
Its position is in lat. 48" 23' 15" N., and long. 124° 43' 50" W.
Duncan Rock lies N.W. by N. a mile from Tatouch Island ; it is a small

low black rock, a few feet above water, but the sea always breaks over it.

There is deep water between it and the island, but vessels are recom-
mended not to take the passage unless compelled to do so.

Duntze Eock, with 3 fathoms water on it, lies about a quarter of a mile
N.W. by N. from Duncan rock, and frequ tly breaks. Sailing vessels are
recommended not to approach the lighthouse on Tatouch Island nearer than
3 miles. In the immediate neighbourhood of Cape Flattery, and among
these rocks, the tides are strong and irregular.

NEEAH BAY is between Koikla Foint and Wyadda Island ; the latter
half a mile long in a K.W. and S.E. direction, is naiTow, and covered with
pine trees. Eoikla or Koitlah Point, is 4 miles E.N.E. from the lighthouse
on Tatouch Island. Tho bay offers a safe and conveniert anchorage to
vessels meeting S.W. or S.E. gales at the entrance of the strait. The
western shore is steep and cliffy ; a reef extends for more than a cable off
Koikla Point, and within the point a sand-bank, which dries, extends off a
quarter of a mile at low water. The head of the bay is a low sandy beach,
on which there is generally some surf rolling. On the eastern side of the
bay off the S.W. side of the Wyadda (or Woaddah) Island, a rocky ledge
and shoal water extend for 3 cables, and the holding ground is not so good
on the island side.

A good berth will b« found in Neeah Bay, in 6 fathoms sandy bottom,
with the outer point ol Wyadda Island N.E. by N., and Koikla Point
W. by N. A short distance within this position kelp grows in large
patches all over the bay, aad some care is necessary in selecting a berth.
Large sailing vessels may anchor in 7 or 8 fathoms a litUe outside the above
bearings, in the centre of the bay, with the outer point of the island N.E.
by E. It is high water in the bay at 12" 33™

; springs rise 7^ feet : neaps,

4J feet*

• Commander R C. Mayne, E.N., who was engaged on the survey under Captain G. H.
Richards, says in his interesting book that the Indians muster here in large numbers,
owing to tho quantity of cod, halibut, and other fish, on the bank running out from the
shore of the island. The fishery will, no doubt, at some future time, prove a source of
considerable profit to the colony.

III
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i. merely «. iudeul...o,.. "»• ' ""^
^^J.^, „, u,, .tr.i.. W»tw.rd of

„.,y d,mgerwMcb occur. ou.he«utheru
^^^^ ^__ ^^^ ^_^^^^^^

thie, «.m. kelp 8""' '•'^'^ ptk,l°jpiU.r Point, .od her. the depth of

C Joint it deepen, to 40 fathom, .t« ^'^^g^ , p,.,, ,,t,een

rBESHWATEB BAT,
-\l^^^^XlJ^i4- "^ »»" *"" '

Ob^rvatory .ud A^lo^pom^, «-'^;
the two entrance point, .r,

miles wide in an East ana v»e»
^ j^ ^^^^^

E. by N, «.d W. by 8.
"^^^^-'J-^ l^J"^ ^k. lying . .hort

from 6 to 12 fathoms. Observatory ro
^_^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

distance off itiTw-ern ::ew;^^bigh^»'* -j:::_^
" ^

. c i:.,r,ifo n roal not fit for steam-

ship «.f. but it contained 68 per cent, of carbon,

but the bottom is very irregular.
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Point, tlie eastern entrance point, is low ; the rivor Elwlia emptying itself
through it, forms a delta. Vessels may anchor witum the line of the points
in from 6 tc 9 fathoms.

POET ANGEL08 or False Dungenass is 7 miles eastward of the East
point of Freshwater Bay, the intervening coast forming rather a deep indenta-
tion to tlie southward, off which as little as 3 fathoms water is found nearly
a mile from the shore. The North side of the port is bounded by one of
those low narrow sand or shingle spits which are a characteristic feature of
the country. This spit, which is named Edh Hook, curves from a high bluff
in an E.N.E. direction for nearly 3 miles, and forms a large and good bar-
hour. On the North or spit side the water is deep, varying from 15 to 30
fathoms

;
but southward of a line drawn through the centre there '. excel-

lent anchorage in from 7 to 10 fathoms in any part of the port. The outer
part of the spit is steep-to, and may be rounded close-to, after which the
port extends for 2* miles in a westerly direction, by more than a mile iu
breadth. Although open to easterly winds, they do nut blow home. A
large spar beacon painted white has recently been erected on Ediz Hook,
which is a good guide to the entrance during daytime. Fresh water is to be
obtained from streams on the South side of the port.

The spit is so low that at times the sea washes over it, and as it is impos-
sible to see it at any distance, vessels would be apt at night to run on it if
passing close to the southern shore of the strait. Dungeness light, therefore,
should not be brought to bear to the northward of E. by N. i N., which
will lead more than 2 mUes off, but as the spit is nearly 13 miles fr!)m the
light, the latter would not in aU states of the weather be visible ; and at
night vessels should not go within the depth of 14 fathoms
NEW DUNGENESS BAY.-The sWe from False Dungeness gradually

curves to the N.E., and about 8 or 9 miles from Ediz Hook, another long,
low, narrow sand-spit, covered with grass, stretches from the bluff shore in
a general N.N.E. direction for 3J miles, forming the north-western side of
the roadstead of New Dungeness. A shoal with 2* fathoms extends N.N.E
for half a mile from the end of the point, and a heavy tide-rip runs over it
at the change of the currents. On the inside, 1 mUe from the eastern ex-
tremity, another narrow sand-spit stretches H mile southward towards the
main shore, forming a large inner shoal bay with a narrow opening, through
which the water passes as over a rapid ; at low tide, abreast this point, is a
small stream, on the western side of which is a bluff 60 foet high, and
upon it is a large village of the ClaUums. The shore eastward of the stream
18 low, swampy, and covered with trees and brush ; it forms the southern
or main shore of the roadstead, and off it are extensive mud-flats, which
are bare at low water for five-eighths of a mile, and run as far as Washing-
ton or Budds harbour

; shoal water exists for some distance outside these
flats. About 20 fathoms are found a quarter of a mile South of the light-

S3S??:B«««est^w*s J

I
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house point, the depth regularly decreasing across the bay with a soft tena-

cious muddy bottom.
v v +

Fresh water may be obtained in abundance at the above irtream, but boats

must obtain their supply at low tide, and come out when the tide has suffi-

ciently risen.
, - xi. • * •

LIGHT.-At about a sixth of a mile within the outer end of the pomt is

a structure consisting of a keeper's dweUing, of stone, with a tower of brick

;

the upper half being a dark lead colour, the lower half white. The tower

is 92 feet high, and its elevation above the sea 100 feet. It exhibits ^ fixed

white light of the third order, which should be seen from a distance of 15

ndles. Lat. 48° 10' 59" N., long. 123° 6' 7" W.

kfog hell, of 1,100 pounds weight, has been placed upon the outer ex-

tremity of the lighthouse point at New Dungeness, and it will be sounded

every ten seconds during foggy or thick weather day or night.

The usual and best anchorage in New Dungeness Bay, is to bring the

lighthouse to bear about N. by E. i E. half a mile distant, where 10 fathoms

are found a third of a mUe off the bea^h. With the lighthouse beanng

N W by N. three-quarters of a mUe distant, the same depth and bottom

are found, the nearest shore will bear South H mile, and the mud flat three-

quarters of a mile in the same direction ; from this position a vessel can

readily get under weigh and clear the point.

It is high water, full and change, at New Dungeness, at 3^ and the nse

is 5 feet

The Coast from New Dungeness trends to the S.S.E. for nearly 7 miles,

and forms a deep indentation, in the western comer of which is Washington

(or Budds) harbour, and in the eastern Port Discovery. The entrance of

the former is almost closed by a long sand-spit extending from the eastern

side, leaving a narrow channel with only 2 fathoms water, which deepens

within to 13 fathoms.

POET DISCOVEEY, the harbour where Vancouver anchored and retitted

his ships, and from whence he commenced his exploration of these regions

in May 1792, is an extensive inlet running in a southerly and south-east

direction for 6 miles, with an average breadth of H mUe
;
the general depth

of water is from 20 to 30 fathoms, but an anchorage may be had on the West

side H mile within the entrance in 15 fathoms, close to the shore. At the

head of the port there are 10 fathoms, but a mud flat extends for a mile

from the shore. _. a

Protection Island lies immediately off the entrance of the port, and

shelters it from N.W. winds. The North side of the island is shoal for half

a mile off, and there is a 3-fathom patch bearing N.W. 2 miles from its

North point ; reefs extend also off the East and West points for half a mile,

but there is a clear deep channel in on either side. A spit extends a short

distance off Clallum Point, the western point of entrance.
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is^^'f^^ ^^^-''' '' ""'''' ^-N-^- ^-- Now Dungonoss light

Patid^r ft"'°^^*'
^«*-- W"- I^-ton tfoWe/and

inW nav .• .T
fences that extensive and singular neriea ofinland navigation, which penetrates the continent in a general southerlydirection for nearly 90 miles.

soumoriy

vofn^^C'^^ J^'^'^T^
1'''^' ''^"^ '"^™« *^« '-- -«tern entranceZ V rt '/; ^""^ ^•^- ^y ^- '^ "''^^« ''^-^ WUson Point, is a>.^rf white light of the fourth order, elevated 119 feet above the mean 1 vdof the sea, and visible in clear weather at a distance of 1 7 miles. This Lh

Td tti^er
'^^^'**" ''' °^^'°"^ '--'' -'---^ ^- ^-nltd

POET TOWNSHEND lies at the threshold of Admiralty Inlet, and i« the

a„r t^^l
t"' ^^ " ""'"'''^^ ^^^'' ^''^ '^^^Velled to bear up

subiecttotr"\.'''^"^'*"'^'"'^^^^
fromits'great extent it ^subject to a disagreeable sea during strong winds.

The entrance is between Wilson and Marrowstone Points, the latter bear-ng from theWr E.S.e. 3, miles. At I| mile inside Wilson Point, andon the same side is Hudson Point, the distance between which and Marrow-stone Point IS also ^ mile
; .nd between these t.o points is more proiLrfythe true entrance of the port, which now runs in a S.S.W. direction L 2

Teari;r'f" f."^-
'"

'^'r*
*'° ^^"^ ''^*'^'^^^' *^« --"^« ^'-'^^'^ beingnearly2mile8; the general depth of water is from 9 to 15 fathoms goodholding ground, soft mud when within Hudson Point. Wilson Point i«low, with sand hiUocks on its extreme ; a shoal spit extends for nearly halfa mile off it. Hudson Point should be rounded within half a mUe or

At half a mile within Hudson Point there is good anchorage in thewestern side of the port, off the houses, in 10 fathoms, half a mile from the

The town of Port Townshend has increased very much since the discovery
of gold on Eraser Eiver. No Iresh water (1862) is to be had, but vesselscan obtain a small supply near the mUitary post. Some fine farms lie nearthe town, and vegetables are plentiful at reasonable prices. The place wasnoted for the rough character of its " beach combers."
A military post has been established on the bluff, 2^ miles S. by W from

the town, and on a site which commands one of the most beautiful views

Tand
'"'''"' ^^^'"^ '^' ^^"^ *"*^ '""''^ '^"''" "^ '^^ ^^y •^'^ ^^^J^^r

Marrowstone Point is a low sandy point stretching 300 yards eastward
from the base of the bluff, and forming an indentation ou its southern face

^"o^•th Paeijk.
'

"a«e«5s»-»w««59i!K»SBar«BS»ns!r^-•—rr^iara
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1. anchorage ,nay .e Uad iu 1. fat.o.s, with a current or eddy inva-

"'i'iirlS? HEAD -Abreast of the entrance to Port Townshend, « a

. • 1 i 48° o' <11" lonff. 122° 40' 8".

ADMIMLTJ '"^ g^^„j„ai„,„io«»br«iicbe., which teach

The whole ol these imeiB
and most of the names

,,., ,
.he ««u-

vj^cii.-'riL::.:" :«».^ h«.
,,cre applied by

^"^.'^l .^^ ^^^^r Captain Wilkes, also sm^eyed

chieSy those of the oflicei. of the «»P«*f™;^
„„„k.My hold ; «, muoh «.,

miralty Inlet runs S.E. by b- J &^
to

^^^^ ^^^^.^^

avo bluffs of apparently ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ 1,,,, ....e, a low point,

thus about 5 miles there Will be passed, on t

^^^

... one or two clumps

ll^ZZ^^:^::::^^:,,^ poiS 1 .ile

„ame « Po'»<-
^!^/,^^^'; .j,, jj.E. part of Oak Bay ; off this point is

Nort'uofthepoin wh.h fo axsthe^N^^ p
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

r' rtr aU'^ t i i^«^^ ^?«^ -d tha't to the E.S.E. destitute of

nules directly ahead is

^ .^ conspicuously from this direc-

tion, IS Double IIUJJ. xnu v ^ ^^ Q^y. ^^y

!:;::!it..t:::.:;r:.r^^^^

".n"™emn.Wostof Foul.eathev Bluff is Hood'. Canal; ««!. Wd
JXS lo to the weete™ shore of the bluff, and pass two lo. pou,t.
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lying near together. The next or third course up the inlot in E.S.E. for 10mles, passing on the eastward Double Bluff, which stretches north-eastward

bluff r^n r: r " ''' '"'' '^^'"^ ''' ^«P—'^ -*^^ -od. Thebluff running also to the northward fonns C^.le. Bay. Tins has deep water

ZIX T ;' ^ """ '""^°^ '''' ^*^"^^«™ P°-* "^ Useless Bay isSat het Head. A s.mdar bluff lies 2 miles E. by 8. of it. These form theso^hern extremity of Whidbey Island, in lat. 47^ .54', and are the tuTn n,points into Possession Sound.
'•urmu},

Foulweather Bluff.-On the western side of the last mid-channel course isFoulweather Bluff (already noticed), which is pendicular on its N N Wface, and about 225 feet high, with heavy firs upon its summit. It sTopes

w^U ol . . . !
P"°'' ' ""^'^ ''^^^^^"•'^ ''^ '*' ^« ^V« Point, makingwell ou

,
and destitute of trees or bushes; thence the western shore run!nearly straight 8.E. by S. for 10 miles.

At the end of the last course the inlet expands to a width of 7 miles. The

m; '^^

f!"*\"^f^'^^"-V'""'
"P *'" '''''' '^ ««-J^' ^- 21 miles toA^ en Bank, which hes a mile off the North end of Vashon Island. Five

harbour on the western side of the i.Iet, called Jpple-tree Core, having aow point on the North side, with a soft mud-flat extending sever:i huTdredyards up the inlet. There is no fresh water in the vicinity, but very goodtimber may be procured suitable for boat-spans, and booms
^

The mlet is here only 3 miles wide, and continues so to Point Jefferson 2mil. southward of Apple-tree Cove. This is a moderately low, Z^hbluff with the ground rising behind it, and covered with timber. StretchLbroad off IS eastern face for three-quarters of a mile is a 9-fathom ah af

the^!r "?T "'^ ^"^"^-^-^ ^^-« -the northern side of

I'dtho rr 7T' "'^^^^ '""^ ' "'^«« ^-S-W- -"^^ - averagewidth of 2 miles, and a large depth of water, except under Point JeffersT

JrSt 7: r' ^ '^^ ^ '' ^°' '^ ^«^^-«' ^.ard sandy bottomwith patches of kelp inshore.
""i-tuiu,

The S.E. point of the entrance is low and sandy, making out from hi^hwooded ground One mile West of it is the narrow entrance to a natural

It the 8W : ; :: ? "'"' "^ ''''''''' *^« ^-* Madison saw-mill

The I;

'

:
''^ " ''^ ''"^ "^"°" «'^*'--'=« ^o I'-t Orchard

On theZf " T:^:'
""''''' "'^^ '' '«« -^ ^'^^ * ^«^^-« -ter in it.On he western side of this entrance are some white patches of beach, formedby dam shells. Both sides of the entrance are bhiffs. Vessels ;« "ellacauainted with the channel must enter under easy sail, and keep a Ic
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36W
, iu Aql. "' water ''M-

,„i„go» e..h .uleof the ...«1 ''"^^X'Z'^^.-.'ni'.^^''
L.r getting .h..»giBi-*;P»;°-',;^^:;,„„„.E».tf™=.i..

.
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^ ^^^ ^^^ ,.,
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E. hy S. CJ mile., and hae »-*'^»'^,^
. „„rto„.l, shaped mon.d n«ng

^„«,r,P«.«<.'M*»l»"«"^^'''^^8E. by S., and distant 44 m.le..

.harpl, hehind it, the conr« ' "^"^^^'^ /,„„ „ u. 40 fathoms. On

Through the centre of the bay the depth .
a S
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The geographical r°»"°° °^*;!""°^ ,5j= J8' .5-. From this pomt

„p„n this point .-, lat_ 4
^ij,,.

Battery Point b&irs E. by K. 1 ",
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The approximate establishment at Bostoration Point is 4** 4*". The mean

rise and fall of tidos is 7.4 feet.

South of Restoration Point, Admiralty Inlet opens westward for a couplu

of miles into a bay, in which is situated an iHland about threo-quartora of u

mile in extent, called Blake Island. From the N.W. part of the bay a nar-

row crooked pass, 3 miles long, leads to tlio southern part of Port Orchard,

which spreads out into several arms. The pass is obstructed by rocks, and

is difficult of navigation.

Our last course brought us to Allen Bank, off the North end of Vashon

Island, with Blake Island to the westward, and throo-quartors of a mile

distant. This bank is nearly a mile in extent, and has as little as 10 fathoms

upon it, with a variable bottom, in some places nnid, and in others liard

sand. The N.E. poiiit of Vashon Island is Dolphin Point ; the N.W. point.

Point Vashon ; the point abreast of it is Point SoutJiworth ; and the mile-

wide channel, commencing between the last two points, is Colvot PaHsage,

running West of Vashon Island.

The main body of Admiralty Inlet continues about S.E. for 8 miles, then

S.S.W. 8 miles further, with an average width of 2 miles. In this stretch

the currents are moderately strong, the chances for anchoring few, and it is

sometimes calm while a fine breeze is blowing throujjh Colvos passage.

Brace Point lies on the East sido of the inlet, N.E. from Dolphin Point.

The round-topped point having two or three lone fir-trees upon it, and

situated on the same side of the inlet, 4 miles above Brace Point, is called

Point Fully ; the water is very deep close to it on either side.

CoItob Passage is the usual, we may say the invariably used ship-channel

towards Puget Sound. It is about a mile wide, with high bluff shores,

varied by numerous small, low sand-points making out from the face of the

bluff, and having deep water off them. The passage is 11 miles long to the

South end of Vashon Island, called J)alco Point, and it runs with a nearly

straight course S. by E. At IJ mile inside of Point Vashon there is a small

curve in the shore-line called Fern Cove, with excellent anchorage in 5 and

10 fathoms. Abreast of Dalco Point on the western shore there is a small

harbour, with a narrow and shoal entrance, called Gig Harbour. Looking

out of the passage to the North, Mount Baker shows distinctly in clear

weather.

COMMENCEMENT BAY.—When abreast of Dalco Point this bay, at the

termination of Admiralty Inlet, opens to the E.S.E., and over its low back-

ground shows the high snow-covered peak of Mount Eainier. The general

direction of the bay is E. by S. i S., with a length of 3 or 4 miles, a width

of 2 miles, and a great depth of water up to the line of the extensive flat at

its head, which is backed by marsh.

Vashon Island, lying between the southern extremity of Admiralty Inlet

and Colvos Passage, is 114 miles long, with an average width of 2^ miles.

:aaiy.:^SJiiW*i»MiMgai:BJ*-^^'a?^^gr''yn5»tee^-v'.vw ..
'j *i."»i'^'ie*'»<^iiiH<
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Halfway down on its oastern Bide lion a curiously shaped roninmxla, formed

[C^o^a n'o'wide. ha.in, a depth of S to 10 fatho.s water

''^The i«land is high, with steep shore, covered w^th wood a„a unde.growt,.

Its surface is marshy in many parts that are quite elevated. The

formed by it and the peninsula is known as Quartermaster Ifartou.

Point Defiance and the Narrows-Tbe high, sharp yellow bluff acing

Jsol ntr^^^^^^
Passage is called Point Defiance, and between

H and te weln shore pass all the waters of Pugot Sound. Th.s passage

B ramed the Narrom. Its average width is three-quarters of a mile and

lery ulrm ; the shores are high, bold, and in .ome places rocky For 2

rJsto the S.E. its course is a regular curve, The next turn is to the

rouhwarl, and at a distance of 2 miles in that direction the waters of the

sound oTen ahead, with a narrow pass between the main and Vox Island to

*^PUGET SOUND is a most singular termination to Admiralty Inlet. The

Jm' !f Us shores, and its tine climate, may possibly- --^;;;^-
able importance in future years. It received the name of Mr. Puget.

cfRcer under Vancouver's expedition, who originally surveyed it.

Puget Sound may be described as a collection of inlets, covering an a^a

of 15 miles squar;. the only entrance to which is through tbo NaxTO.s.

JhiclTf strongly fortified, would bid defiance to any attack, and guard Us

entrance against any force.

The inlets, in the order in which they come from the -trance, have re-

ceived the nJmes of Carr\ Case^s, UanmersleyX Totten\ Elff^, Budd ...^

ZL>on\ from the officers of the United States' Exploring Expedition

tyre united by passages, which form several islands and pen- - AJ

these inlets are safe, commodious, and capacious harbours weU supphed

tuh wit and the land around them fertile. On many of the islands and

: llulas are to be found slate and sandstone, which though soft and

So in some places where it has been exposed on the surface, will be

found suitable for building purposes.
. , . , • „u„

The aggregate shore-line of this sound, and the adjacent part of Admiralty

Inkt wUrColvos Passage, to the North end of Vashon Island, is not less

than 3T0 milt Upon it! Ihores are situated the settlements of Steilacoom.

Nisnually. Olympia, and Newmarket.

SteUacoom.-On the eastern shore of Puget Sound. 9 miles South of point

Defiance, is situated the town or village of Steilacoom, upon a "-"g ^1-^-

It consis s of only a few houses. Fort Steilacoom stands about a mile in-
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land, upon a piece of gravelly prairie, and roads load from it to the town
and the creek.

The usual anchorngo is off tho small wharf, in I.j futhoniH, hard bottom,
and about 400 or 500 yards from tho shore. An island lying 2^ milen weHt-

wardof that position is called McNeil, and butweon it and Fox (Uosario)

Island, to the northward, thore ia a passage l.i mile wido Tho passago on
the South side of McNeil Island, between it and Anderson Ishuul, is gone-
rally known as Balch Passuge. It boars about S.W. by W. from tho an-

chorage, and is marked by a small wooded islet in it, called Eaglo Island,

off which lies rocky bottom, and veasoLs keep clowor to tho North shore.

This passage is tho direct channel to Olympia, instead of following the broad
one southward of Steilacoom.

When approaching Steilacoom, or bound direct for Olympia, a patch of

kelp, with foul bottom and less than .'J fathoms of water upon it, must bo
avoided. It bears S.S.E. 1 mile from the South end of Fox Island, and
N.W. by W. IJ mile from Steilacoom Wharf. Tho tide-rip upon it and
abreast of the town is very great

;
quite suflicient, with a littlo wind, to

swamp a small boat. The shores of tho main and islands are bold, nearly

uniform in height, and covered with trees.

The corrected establishment of the port is 4*' 46"". Spring tides rise 11.1

feet, and neap tides 7.2 feet.

Nisqnally, 5 miles South of Steilacoom, and on the samo side of the sound,

is at present a place of no trade or importance. It was one of the early

posts of the Hudson Bay Company, and is still occupied by them. An ex-

tensive mud-flat exists off the mouth of the wide, marshy vallej', but the

depth of water is very great close to it, and the anchorage room very much
contracted. The river Nisqually empties hero, and there are two small saw-
mills upon it.

Olympia.—It would be almost useless to attempt to describe tho route to

Olympia from Steilacoom, as a pilot or a good chart is absolutely necessary

in making the passage. The mid-channel course is 21 miles in length, and
its width from half to 1^ mile.

Olympia is situated at the head of Budd Inlet, which is 6 miles long and
three-quarters of a mile wide, and runs nearly South. The shores are steep

nnd wooded, and the head of the bay an immense mud-flat, behind which ia

the town. It acquires prospective importance by being the capital of the

territory, but especially on account of its proximity to the Columbia Eiver

valley, and to the headwaters of the Chehalis. Vessels are brought up to

the wharf at the highest tides, and then rest in the mud until ready to

leave.

The greatest difference between the highest and lowest tides is reported

to be about 24 feet, and is doubtless more than this when we cnmpitro its

~ ''»xi^Jt^w"r^wa^a>asi'la'J^J^^^^w^̂ ..r i'^W'^^.^ --i"'..-^,i-' 'W
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position with that of Steilacoom. The approximate corrected oBtablishm.nt

'\ Thrapproximate geographical position of the wharf i.. lat. 47^ 3'. long.

^'hOOD-S CAHAL.-Thc entrance to this arm of Admiral^ Inlet lies be-

twoon Basalt P.int and Foulwoathor Bluff, the latter bearing E. J 8 d. ant

H n.ile« from the former. The first mid-channel cou-e « 8^K for m.bs

pointing directly into Port Gamble, at the entrance to which the houses and

'™m are pLnly visible ; and passing a high, round, wooded P--ula ««

The West side of the channel, and connected to the --" ^^ '^ nanr w neck

of low sand beach. This is frequently mistaken for an island, and is call d

Ids Head. Between this head and Port Gamble the canal changes it

„rl and L, in nearly a straight line 8. by W. 40 miles, with an average

Jth oru mile. In lat 47^ 21' N. it makes an abrupt turn, and runs for

12 or 13 miles about N.E. „!,«„ „v,nut

Port Ludlow.-Close to Basalt Point lie some rocks ^'^h others about

haffTmile 8.E., called the Coko, Rock., among which is one 25 fee high

b^t of rmall ext nt. Close inshore, and abreast of this, is a rock just amsh

at high t de, but between the two runs a channel with 15 athoms wate.

ha^^g soft muddy bottom. The bright bluff

^^-\'\^\^-^X^X
Colvos Eocks, and about 2 miles S.W. by W. from Foulweather Bluff. «

Tlroint. Halfway between the Colvos Rocks and this point is the usual

entranco. over a sand-bar having 4i fathoms.

Of aT the small harbours in these waters this has the preference, as it i

coniple ly land-locked, and protected from gales from every quarter by the

TghlauLd high trees around it. The first stean.boat built in these waters

^p:r;::iierirpiingF^^^^^^^^

shore than to the western, to avoid the strong current passing round the low

po^^ which makes out from Hood's Head. Eun for the saw-mib, plainly

fnsight on the western side of the entrance to the bay. and when withm a

"iW It approach the eastern bluff within one-third of a -^ in about 10

Tr 15 fathoms, gradually drawing closer inshore, and passing between the

outer white and inner black can ^.uoys. At the lowest tides the white one is

in 15 feet, the black in 12^, and the small spar buoy between them in mid-

l nlun 17 feet but it rareh shows above water at any tide. After pass-

:AX between the mill-wharf and the East point, pass to the East of

L whHe spar buoy, which is in 12i feet, and run through the en ranee

'llig the wharf at about one-third of the distance between the points. Do

lot round up to the eastward, as a shoal makes out almost parallel with

L point, it may be here noticed that these buoys were made ^d placed

by the Puget Mill Company, for the benefit of vessels trading to the port.
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If the wind bo ahead wliilu boating up, it will be impoxsiblo for a large

Tossol to got in, as the channel is half a inilo lung, and not over 100 yarda

wide at tho narrowest part. Anchor off tho buoys, and drop in with tho

early Hood, or warp in with tho last of the ebb. On tho shoul forming tho

western sido of the passage 10 feet may be found uutil up with tho white

spar buoy.

At about ;J miles from Ilood's Head, on tho western side of tho canal, in

Suquaminh Ihrboiir. A large sand-bank occupies its centre, and extends a

milo in length N.N.W., by half a milo in width. The appronchos to the

shoal, which is in part bare, are vietected in thick weather by tho lead, the

soundings decreasing regularly from 20 fathoms. Keep, however, close

under tho northern shore, which runs 2 miles W.8.W. from the low point

called Termination Point.

At 14 miles from Hood's Ilead the canal curves more to the southward,

and thon to the S.S.W. around Ilnzel Point, on the West sido of which a

large arm of the canal makes North for 10 miles, bifurcating near its head.

On its western side the eastern spurs of tho Olympus range reach its waters,

and form the western shore-line of tho canal to tho groat bend. Tho sharp

peak named Mount Constance attains an elevation of 7,777 feet.

At 2 miles South of Ilazel Point, and on the eastern side of the canal, is

a fine harbour, formerly called JIahainhk Harbour, but the name has been

changed by settlers, who have lately built a small saw-mill there. It is

formed by Seabock Island on the West, and is about a mile long by half a

mile wido, «rith good bottom in from 10 to 15 fathoms.

POSSESSION SOUND may bo considered as the southern entranco to the

channel, separating Whidbey Island from tho main land. Its eastern shore

is compact, forming a deep bay, into which tho Sinahomis River falls.

Seven miles within the entrance from the South is a high round island.

It was observed by Vancouver that the tide or current constantly set out-

wards here.

At 2 miles N.W. from this round island is Point Alan, the South extremity

of Caamano Island, which lies between Whidbey Island and the main. Point

Alan is the end of a high, narrow strip of land, which separates Port Susan

on the East from Port Gardner on tho West of Caamano Island. Port Susan

extends about 1 1 miles north-westward, and is terminated by a line of kelp

fronting a tract of swampy land, through which a rivulet extends which

forms the island to the West. The land farther back is more elevated, and

covered with a growth of timber similar to that in other parts. It was in the

upper part of this inlet that Vancouver's ship, the Chatham, ran aground, 1 at

was soon got off.

Eastward of Alan Point, on the main land, is a small bay, before which

Vancouver anchored. There were two excellent streams flowing into it, but

tSB^scssraKii<*'^5» .

^J
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they were so nearly on a level with the sea, that it became necessary to pro-

cure the water at low tide, or at some distance up the brook, which

latter was easily effected, as the boats were admitted to whoro the fresh

water fell from the elevated land. They also took some lish with the

seine.

Port Gardner (so named by Vancouver after Vice-Admiral Rir Alan

Gardner) is the western arm of the continuation of Possession fcoand, its

western shore being formed by Whidbey Island. This shore was fuund by

Vancouver to be well peopled by Indians, who wore very friendly. At about

14 miles from Point Alan the branch which runs thus far about N.N.W.

assumes the directions of about W. and N.E.

Penn's Cove is the termination of the western branch, and is a very com-

modious and excellent harbour, with regular soundings from 10 to 20 fa-

thoms, good holding ground. Its western extent, in lat. 48° 14' (according

to the United States' Survey) is not more than a league from the eastern

shore of the main inlet within the strait. On each point of the harbour Van-

couver found a deserted village, in one of which were several sepulchres,

formeu exactly like a sentry-box.

The main channel to the N.E. leads to a branch whose general direction

is N.W. From the eastern shore of this branch a shallow flat of sand, on

which are some rocky islets and rocks, runs out until within half a mile of

the western shore, forming a narrow channel, navigable for about 3 leagues.

The depth in its entrance is about 20 fathoms, but gradually decreases to 4

fathoms in advancing northward, and the sand-bank, continuing with great

regularity, makes it about half a mile wide to lat. 48° 24', where it ceases

to be navigable for vessels of any burden, in consequence of the rocks and

overfalls, from 3 io 20 fathoms deep, and a very irregular and disagreeable

tide.

In the bay just to westward of the South entrance point of Possession

Sound, that is, of Whidbe • Island, there is a shoal lying a little distance

from the shore ; it shows itself above water, and is discoverable by the sound-

ings gradually decreasing to 10, 7, and 5 fathoms, and cannot be considered

as any material impediment to the navigation of the bay.

WHIDBET ISLAND is well fitted for settlement and cultivation. The

soil is good, the timbex excellent, and there are several open plains, which

have been prepared by nature for the plough. It is about 33 miles in length

of irregular figure and breadth.

Admiralty Head, with its Lighthouse, have been before described.

The West coast of Whidbey Island continues in an irregular N.W. direc-

tion to I'artridge Pointy which forms the N.E. point of the entrance of

Admiralty Inlet. It is formed by a high, white sandy cliff, having ono

'i 'mn . WU^Jl ' lilW! '
-
''-
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of the verdant lawns on either side of it. According to the survey by

the United States' Exploring Expedition, it is in lat. '48° 12' 30" N., long.

122° 45' W.

" Passing at the distance of about a mile from this point, we very sud-

denly came on a small space of 10 fathoms water, but immediately again

increased our depth to 20 and 30 fathoms. After advancing a few miles

along the eastern shore of the gulf, we found no effect from either the ebb or

flood tide."

Smith, Blunt, or Bonilla Island, lies 6J miles N.W. of Partridge Point, and 5

from the nearest land. It is low and sandy, forming at its W. end a low cliff,

above which some dwarf trees are produced. Some rocks lie on its western

side, nearly three-quarters of a mile of its shores, and its eastern part is

formed by a very narrow low spit of land, over which the tide nearly flows.

From this the remarkably lofty and snowy peak of Mount Baker bears N.

63° E., and that of Mount Rainier S. 27° E. Two other very lofty round

snowy mountains are also seen to the southward of these. They appear to

be covered yith perpetual snow, as low down as they can be seen, and seem

as if they rise from an extensive plain of low country.

The Lighthouse on its western summit, showing a revolving light every half

minut«, is alluded to hereafter.

Deception Passage, which runs into Port Gardner, to the North of Whid-

bey Island, is a very narrow and intricate channel, which, for a considerable

distance, is not 40 yards in width, and abounds with rocks above and

beneath the surface of the water. These impediments, in addition to the

great rapidity and irregularity of the tide, render the passage navigable

only for boats or steam-vessels of small burden, and well acquainted.

To the northward of this the Strait of Juan de Fuca is limited by a col-

lection of islands which separates it from that explored by Vancouver, and

named by him the Gu)f of Georgia. The North side of Deception Passage

has proved to be in reality an island by the United States' Exploring Expe-

dition, and named Fidalgo Island, separated from the main land on the Eiast

by a tract of low land, ir "^ersected by a narrow stream. The country

here assumes a very different aspect from that seen to the southward.

The shores are here composed of steep rugged rocks, whose surface va<

ries exceedingly as to height, and exhibits little more than the barren rock,

which in some places produces some herbage of a dull colour, with some few

dwarf trees.

Sosario Strait forms the connection between the Strait of De Fuca and

the Gu^f of Georgia, running northward between Fidalgo Island and that

next westward, named Lopez Island. It will be described more particularly

hereafter. Off the S.E. point of Lopez Island, which is the entrance of this

^wg*i'^<'''p^<»*^''''^^a*awa6P-i'^?«^v^-'^it^^
J
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Btrait, and which is low and rocky, there is a very dangerous sunken rock

visible only at low tide; and 2* miles to the northward « a very unsafe

cluster of smaU rocks, some constantly and others visible only near low

water. The strait varies from 5 to 3 miles in width. On its eastern Bide

that is, against Fidalgo Island, are Alan and Burrow»^s Idando, off the South

end of which are some detached rocks.

Cypress Island lies in front of the opening, some 7 miles within it. It is

4 naies in length, and on its western side is Strawberry Bay, so nr.med by

Vancouver from the great quantity of very excellent strawberries found there

when Mr. Broughton first visited it.

This bay is situated on the West side of the island, which, producing an

abundance of upright cypress, obtained the name of CyPje- !« and The

bay is of small extent, and not very deep. When at anchor in 6 fathoms,

fine sandy bottom, its South point bears S.E. 4 S., a small islet forming

nearly the North point of the bay, round which is a clear good passage

West and the bottom of the bay East, at the distance of about three-quarters

of a mile. This situation, though very commodious in respect to the shore,

is greatly exposed to the winds and sea in a S.S.E. direction. In fairweather

wood and water may be easily procured.

Rock IsUt is a small round islet covered with trees, lying nearly 2 cables

northward of the North end of Cypress Island. There is a Pas^age of 9

fathoms between it and Cypress Islaad. Cypress Reef, lying W. 4 8. from

Book Islet, is a dangerous rocky patch with kelp growing about it, covering at

half flood.

Sinclair Island, thickly wooded, and comparatively low, lies to the north-

eastward of Cypress Island, with a deep passage, of nearly a mile in breadth

between them, leading to Belhngham Channel. An «^t«f̂ ^ 7^/^^^^°"!

shoal, the Panama Reef, extends nearly half a mile in a W.N.W. direction off

its N.W. extreme, some parts of it uncovering at half-tide
;
a large boulder

stands on the inner part of the reef.

Gmr,m Island lies to the eastward of Cypress IsUnd and North of Fidalgo

Island, and to the eastward of these the main land forms Padilla Bay.

Belli agham Bay is separated from Padilla Bay to the South by a long,

na-Tow peninsula, of which William Point is the West extreme. There are

anumber of channels leading into it through the cluster of i«"s before

alluded to ; and the bay itself extends about 12 miles North and South. I

everywhere affords good and secure anchorage. Opposite to its North point

of entrance the shores are high and rocky, with some detached rocks lymg off

it Here is a brook of most excellent water. To the North and South of

tliose rocky cliffs the shores are less elevated, especially to the northward,

where some beautiful verdant lawns are seen. The land generally is incon-
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venient for communicating with, on account of a shallow flat of sand ormud
which extends a considerab'd distance off tlie land.

In the Spanish survey this bay appears in two portions, the northernmost

being named Gaston Bay. This part is separated from the gulf by a long,

narrow peninsula, terminating in Point Francis ; an inlet lying in the middle

of the bay is called Puerto del Socorro, and the southern part of the bay is

called Padilla Bay, an appellation confined in the recent charts to that still

farther South. Coal, or rather lignite, has been foun(l and worked in the

sandstone beds in Bellingham Bay.

Lummi Island, off the N.AV. point of Bellin^^am Bay, is 8 miles long,

and very narrow. On its south-western side it is high and precipitous, a

remarkable double mountain rising about l.iOO feet abruptly from the sea.

There are no dangers off its western side.

Whitehorn Point is a remarkable bold bluff, about 150 feet high, its face

showing ana steep white clay cliff. It is the southern point of Birch Bay,

and is 9 miles N.W. of the North point of Lummi Island, and N.E. by N.

distant lU miles from the entrance of the Strait of Georgia, between East

Point and Patos Island.

Birch Ba/ is between Whitehom Point and South Bluff; the latter,

which is a moderately high rounding point, forms the North entrance point

of the bay. Some large boulder stones stand a short distance off it, and

should not be rounded at a less distance than half a mile. The bay runs in

a N.E. direction for more than 2 miles.

The holding ground is good, and with S.E. gales it affords excellent

shelter. A good berth is with Whitehorn Point bearing South, distant a

mile, in 4 fathoms.

Semiahmoo or Boundary Bay is an extensive sheet of water betwoon the

promontory of Eoberts Point on the West, and South Bluff on the East,

which bear West by South and East by North of each other, nnd are distant

8 miles. The bay extends in a northerly direction for nearly 7 milos, and is

only separated from the South bank of Eraser River by a low delta 3 miles

acre : r OTsected by streams and swamps. All its upper part is shallow,

an... .if for 3 miles at low water.

Vi- -;. ? luld never stand so far to the northward as to bring the white

bluff of ."i. bi'^'tH Point to bear to the southward of S.W. by W., which line

of bearing leads more than half a mile outside the shoal edge of the bank

;

the general depth of water outside this line is from 7 to 15 fathoms good

holding ground.

The boundary between the Washington Territory pnd British Columbia is

marked on the shore, and also along the parallel of 49° by iron beacons or

pillars set up by Capt. Bichards, in July, 1861.

r?i»wtMffi;^yijy. p; ^yuj^S^i>flttgj ij(iwiiM>tr'"ei 'ft
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CHAPTER VI.

VANCOUVER ISLAND, ETC,

Prior to 1789 the outer coast of this island was supposed to be that

of the Americian continent, but in that year its insular character was es-

tablished.

The first intimation in Europe of the existence of the channel which sepa-

rates Vancouver Island from the continent was in the observations prefixed

by Captain Meares to the Narrative of his Voyages. In the chart accompa-
nying that work there is a sketch of the track of the American sloop Wash-

ington, in the autiunn of 1789, which is that through the inland navigation

presently described. The name of the commander is not given ; but it was
naturally supposed that Captain Ch-ay, of the Columbia, previously mentioned,

was the person. In the angry discussion which ensued between Meares and
Dixon relative to the remarks of the former, it is stated that Mr. Kendrick
was the commander of the Washington, who perhaps took it after it had been
quitted by Gray. Therefore Kendrick,* in the sloop Washington, must be
taken as the person who really made known the real character of the terri-

tory in question, after the formerly discredited voyage of its discoverer, De
Fuca, in 1592.

Vancouver reached the coast in March, 1792, and after navigating through
the strait to the eastward, he applied the names Quadra and Vancouver
Island to it ; the first name in compliment to the Spanish commandant at

Nootka Soimd, from whom he received much politeness during the negocia-

tions relative to the restoration of the tract of country claimed by Great
Britain, as mentioned hereafter. Lately, however, the first name has been
dropped, and that of the surveyor only retained for it, which is certainly

* Kendrick never returned to Europe. He was killed in 1793, in Karukakoou Bay,

by a bull accidentally fired from a firitiah vessel while saluting him.
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serious controversy and complication between the two nations, tho United

States "^1 Groat Britain, threatening at one time to involve them in a war.

At the time of the treaty which separated Oregon from Groat Britain, tho

charts showed only two channels, the eastern one, that of Eosario, being

the only one used, and the other marked on the old Spanish maps as tho

Canal de Haro, but ahnost unknown and quite unused.

The vague wording of the treaty of 1844 said that " the channel " should

be the separation between the two territories, meaning, as is maintained,

the Canal do Eosario. But the United States Government, as soon as tho

country became valuable, insisted that the Haro Channel was " the Chan-

nel," and thus claiming the Island of San Juan as included in thoir terri-

tory. This island is the only one worth having for colonization, as it

commands all the channels leading to tho country of British Columbia, as

well as the harbour of Victoria, from which it is distant only 5 or 6 miles.

In order to adjust these rival claims, Capt. G. H. Eichards, E.N., tho i)re-

sent chief hydrographer, arrived here in Nov., 1859, in H.M.S. Plumper, for

the purpose of making a detailed survey, and fixing the boundary on the

parallel of 49° N. The results of this exhaustive examination showed that,

instead of one or two channels, there are three principal passages through

the archipelago, and with very numerous ramifications from each. As the

matters stand, the western channel is claimed by the United States, tho

eastern channel by Great Britain, and, as a compromise, the middle channel

has been proposed as a boundary. In the mean time the Island of San

Juan has been occupied by two small bodies of troops, 100 of each nation, till

the matter is finally adjusted. It would be out of place here to pursue the

political question. This is very ably handled by Lord Milton, in his work,*

which will give a full insight into the whole subject, elucidated as it is by

the noble author's intimate personal acquaintance with the region and the

topics relating to it.

THE HABO ASCHIPELAOO.

The HABO ARCHIPELAGO lies in the space separating Vancouver Island

from the continent, the distance between them being about 20 miles, and

the islands covering a space of about 400 square miles in area. There are

+hree more important islands, San Juan, the westernmost and best, Orcas,

the northernmost and largest, and Lopez the easternmost. There are about

thirty minor islands and innumerable rocks, mere masses of trap rock covered

with pines.

The subsequent description taken, with some abridgements, from the Van-

couver Island Pilot, drawn up by Captain G. H. Eichards in 1864, commences

with the south-easternmost portion, as following in geographical order tho

previous descriptions.

• History of the San Juan Water Boundary Question, by Viscount Milton, M.P., London,

January, 1870.

Korfh Pacific.
'^

•Vrwutiyrg^ . Ht>|'Bfl <̂l»il li ,.J»«OrinW "•-
't yitn*' ii>.»if!—•--»-
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Colvillo Island, and South nearly a milo from the cape itself. Kolp grows

about the rock, but the patch is so small tliat it in difFieult to mako out.

Scllett Island is a small flat-topped islet, covered with grass, and lying im-

mediately northward, and close off the low extrorao of Capo Colvillo. Cape

St. Mary, tho next point northward of Capo Colvillo, and a little moro than

a mile from it, forms tho southern point of Davis Bay. IMah Rochs, or lul-

lett Ledge, with one fathom water on them, and marked by kolp, lio 3 cables

N.E. by N. of Capo St. Mary. There is a doop passage between tliom and

the capo. Vessels passing outside them should give the cape a berth of a

long half mile.

Davis Bay affords good and convenient anchorage in a moderate depth of

water. After rounding tho Ilulah Rocks, a vessel may stand to tho west-

ward into tho bay, and anchor in 6 fathoms mud, little more than halfa milo

from the shore. A kelp patch, on which there is shoal water, lies N. by W.

a mile from tho capo. There is anchorage in from 4 to 8 fathoms anywhere

within a milo of the East shore of Lopez and Decatur Islands.

Bird EocK, lying almost in the centre of Rosario Strait, is composed of

three detached rocks close together, tho southernmost being tho largest, and

20 feet above high water. From Cape Colville it bears N. \ E. nearly 4

miles, and from the South end of James Island, S.E. by S. IJ mile. There

is deep water close to it, but on account of the strength of the tides, sailing

vessels working up or down, particularly during light winds, are recom-

mended to give it a berth of half a mile.

Belle Rock is the most serious danger in the Rosario Strait, because it

only imcovers near low water, and tho tides run over it from 2 to 5 knots.

It lies N. by E. J E. distant 6 cables from the Bird Rock, and tho passage

between the two rocks carries from 8 to 20 fathoms, but vessels are recom-

mended not to take it except in cases of necessity, on account of the tides.

The Belle Rock is easily avoided by day. The great danger of tho Bello

Rock to a sailing vessel is being left with a light wind in tho centre of tho

strait, as the water is too deep with much prospect of an anchor holding in

so strong a tideway.

James Island, almost divided in the centre, is a r&markable saddle island,

with two summits, lying dose off the East side of Decatur Island. There are

no dangers on its off or eastern side.

White and Black Rochs are three-quarters of a mile apart, and lie off the

S.E. there of Blakely Island. White Rock, the southernmost, ii 6 or 8 feet

above high water, and a little moro than a quarter of a mile from tho shore

at the eastern entrance of Thatcher Passage (page 283). Black Rock, just

awash at high springs, lies N.E. by N. from White Rock, and half a mile

from Blakely Island. There is a deep channel between these rocks, as also

between them and Blakely Island.

The Peapods are two small rocky islets, bare of trees, lying halt' a mile

T -1
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THE MIDDLE CHANNEL. '-'^

The tiden sot strong about the BlHtors, and the best and most direct chaniul

is between Clark and Lummi Island.

Hatia Island, 3 miles W.N.W. from Clark Island, and a mile oastward

of Sucia Island (which is 2 miles off the North side of Orcas Island), .« a

mile in length. East and West, moderately high and wooded. Close off .tn

East point is Pujfin Jskt, and extending a short distance eastward of the

islet is a aat covering rook. Vessels bound through Rosario Strait are re-

commended to pass eastward of Matia.

AIDEH BANK, 2 miles in extent North and South, and one mile East

and West, lies in the centre of the northern ontrauco of Kosario Strait. Its

southorn limit is 2 miles North of Matia Island, and there is a channel ;}

miles in breadth between it and the eastern shore.
^

The depth of water on this bank varies from 3 to 7 fathoms, and in one

HiHjtsolitUeas 14 feet is found; the bottom is in some parts rocky, with

patches of kelp growing on it ; in other parts it is sandy, and oilers a con-

venient anchorage for vessels becalmed or waiting for tulo.

Vessels passing up or down are rocommeudod to pass on the eastern s.de

of the bank.

THE MIDDLE CHANNEL.

The MIDDLE CHANNEL is the centre of the three passages leading from

the Strait of Juan deFuca into that of Georgia, and is bounded by San

Juan Island on the West, and the islands of Lopez, Shaw, and Orcas on tho

East. Although a deep navigable ship channel, and eligible for steamefs of

the largest size, the southern entrance is somewhat conEned, and subject to

strong tides, with a general absence of steady winds; the wide straits «f

Rosario and Haro, on either side of it, are therefore far to be preferred for

sailing vessels above the size of coasters.

The general direction of the channel is N.N.W. for 5 miles, when it trends

to the WN W. for 7 miles to its junction with Douglas Channel. The

southern entrance Ues between the S.E. point of San Juan and the S.W.

point of Lopez Island. In entering, the danger to be avoided on the western

Bide is the Salmon Bank, extending southerly from San Juan
;
and on tho

eastern the Whale Rocks, always out of water. The tides in this entrance

run from 3 to 7 knots, with eddies and confused ripplings.

Salmon Bank extends li mile South from Cattle Point, a bare point about

50 feet high, the sloping termination of Mount Finlayson, and the S.E. ex-

treme of San Juan Island; the least depth of water found on it is 10 feet,

with rocky patches, marked in summer by kelp.

Whale Rooks, on the eastern side of the entrance, are two black rocks a

cable's length apart, and 3 or 4 feet above high water. A patch, on which

kelp grows, with one fathom on it, extends 2 cables S.E. of them, othorwiso

„JfeM
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t)ioy nrc Btooivt... but it is not rotoniraondod to pass them nearor than a

•luartor of a milo, as the tides mt stnmgly oyer them.

DireotioM.-In entering Middle Channel from the westward or southward,

Catllo Point should be given a berth of at least U mile. Mount Erie, a re-

markabloBummit on Fidalgo Island, 1,250 feet high, in lino with Jonnis

Point N.E. by E. J E., lends U mile South of Salmon Bank in 13 fathoms ;

when the entrance of the channel is open, bearing N.N.N7., or when Oooso

Island, a small islet on the western side of the entrance, is in one with Turn

Island, and Orcas Nob bearing N.N.W. i W., a vessel will be well to the

eastward of the bank, and may steer in for the passage. Orcas Nob is a re-

markable conical hill, with a bare stony summit, 1,100 feet above the sea,

rising over the West side of Orcas Island.

Griffin Bay is an extensive indentation on tho eastern sido of San Juan,

imtncdiatoly within tho southern entrance of Middle Channel. Although so

spacious, yet from the great depth of water Ihere is but a limited portion of

tho bay available for anchorage, and this is in tho southern angle, imme-

diately off tho remarkable prairie land between two forests of pine trees.

Jfalf-fido Hock, just awash at high water, lies W. i N., distant IJ milo

from Harbour liock, and 4 cables' lengths from tho western shoro of tho

bay There is another rock, which only uncovers at or near low water,

lying S.E. .i
S. 4 J cables from Half-tide Rock, and N. 4 W. a third of a milo

from tho pier on the beach.

With all westerly or southoriy winds, Griffin Bay affords good shelter;

but with those from North or N.E. it is considerably exposed. A stranger

sliould drop an anchor directly 12 fathoms is struck. North Bay, in the

N.W. au >le of Grilfin Bay, immediately under Park Hul, a bare grassy

eminence%bout 180 feet high, affords good anchorage i-t 4 to 10 fathoms,

with all winds but those from S.E., to which it is somew.xat exposed.

The greatest rise and faU at the southern entrance of Middle Chan-

nel, on full and change, is 12 feet; but little stream is felt at the an-

chorages.

Turn Island lies N.W. by N., nearly 5 miles from the South entrance of

tho Middle Channel. Tttrn Sock lies nearly a quarter of a mUe N.E. of the

island, and covers at three-quarters flood. Tho tide runs with great strength

over this rock, and vessels passing up or down the channel are recommended

to give it a good berth.

Friday Harbour is on the North side of the penmsula, immediately oppo-

site to North Bay ; it is rather confined, but offers good anchorage, and in

easily accessible to steamers or small vessels. Brown Ishnd lies in the

entrance, and there is a passage on either side of it. The passage in, west-

ward of Brown Island, is the widest and best, being 3 cables across. In

the centre of the entrance there is a rocky patch, with 3i fathoms at low
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Beid Rook.—After rounding Turn Island, the Middle Channel trends to

the westward, and Roid Rock lies right in the fairway, tho leant water on it is

12 ft., and it is surrounded by thick kelp, which, however, is somotimeH run

under by the tide. Tho rock bears from the North point of Turn Island

W.N.W. 1 1-lOth mile, and from tho N.W. cliff point of Brown Island

N.N.E. J E. three-quarters of a mile. There is a dear deep channel on

either side of it. After passing Reid Rock, there are no dangers which oro

not visible.

On its eastern side aro tho group known as tho JVtisp Inlands, l)otweon au'l

among which aro several passages leading between Shaw and Oroa.s Islandi

,

and communicating with tho magnificent harbours and sounds which deeply

indent the southern coasts of the latter.

On the western sido of Middle Channel, 4 miles from Caution Point, \s

Rocky Bay, with the small island of O'Neal lying in tho centre of it. Tho

bottom is rocky, and as tho bay does not afford much shelter, vessels are not

recommended to use it unless in case of necessity.

Jones Island lies in the northern entrance of the channel, on the eastern

side, nearly half a milo from Orcas, being separated from the latter island by

Spring Passage. The island is generally wooded, but its wostern points aro

bare and grassy.

Spring Pasiage, between Jones Island and the West side of Orcas Island,

is a safe deep water channel, and saves some distance to a steamer passing

up or down Middle Channel, by the Douglas Channel. Some rocky pat.ihes

extend a cable off tho south-eastern side of Jones Island ; and a rock which

covers at i feet flood lies the same distance North of a small cove on tho N.E.

side of tho island ; so it is desirable to pass through in mid-channel
;
tho

western side of Orcas Island has, however, no dangers off it.

, Flat-top Island is in the northern entrance of Middle Channel, N.W. by

W. 2 miles from Jones Island ; it is a third of a mile in length, wooded,

and about 100 feet high. Off its western side, distant 2 cables, is a rock

nearly a cable in extent and 15 feet above high water.

DOUGLAS CHANNEL may be said to be the continuation of Middle

Channel, and leado into Haro Strait, between Orcas snd Waldron Islands.

There are other passages leading into the Haro, viz., westward of Flat-top

Island, between it and Spieden and Suart Islands ; and eastward of Flattop,

between it and Waldron Island. In the former the confused tides and eddies

are liable to entangle a saiUng vessel among Spieden and the neighbouring

groups of small islands and rocks ; in the latter, tho White Rock, with its off-

lying dangers, offers serious impediments to the safe navigotion of the same

class of vessels.

Both shores of the channel are free from danger. If necessary, vessels

-i^BBBSrSBWIK""
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will find a stopping place in the bay southward of the Bill of Orcas in 12

fathoms.

The channel eastward of Flattop Island, between it and White Rock, is

about the same breadth as the one to the West of it, but the Danger Sod;

T'th 5 feet on it, which lies a quarter of a mile S.E. by E. from the centre of

White Bock, must be carefully avoided.

If passing between White Rock and Disney Point (the high stratified cliff

of Waldron Island^ the latter should be kept well aboard if the ebb is run-

ning, or a stranger is liable to be set on the rock.

It should be observed that the ebb streau continues to run down through

the whole of the passages in the Archipelago, for two hours after it is low

water by the shore, and the water has begun to rise.

Patos Island, H miles long, lies 2f miles E.N.E. from the East point of

Satuma, on the South side of the Gulf of Georgia ; the passage between

them being the widest, and at present most frequented, though not always

the best channel from Haro or Middle Channels into the Strait of Georgia.

Active Cc*^e, at its western end, is formed by a small islet connectcci it 'ow

water, and affords anchorage for one or two small vessels.

The passage into the Strait of Georgia between Patos and F ucia Islands,

although considerably narrower than the one just mentioned, is for several

reasons at times to be preferred, especially for vessels passing through Mid-

dle Channel, or for sailing vessels with a N.W. wind.

If intending to take the passag) between Patos and Sucia, either up or

down, an excellent mark for cleaving the Plumper and dementi Reefs, which

are dangerous patches lying southward and northward of Sucia, is to keep

the remarkable round siunmit of Stuart Island, 650 feet high, just open

westward of Skij^ack Island, the westernmost wooded island North of Wal-

dron ; this leads well clear cf both the reefs, and the same course, N.E. f N.,

continued, would cross Alden Bank in 5 fathoms.

If taking the passage from the Middle or Douglas Channels, keep the

white faced cliffs of Roberto Point well open westward of Patos Island, or

keep the West end of Patos Island on the starboard bow until the marks

before described are on, when steer through the passage. If the ebb stream

is running, it is better to keep the Patos Island shore aboard; 16 fathoms

will be found on the Sucia shore, but it is not recommended to anchor unless

positively necessary.

In standing to the north-e?.stward, when Clark Island is open of the

East end of Matia, or Puffin Islet, a vessel wUl be eastwa; d of Clements

Beef.

SuCIA ISLAND is of a horse-Bhoe shape, remarkably indented on its

eastern side by bays and fissures, running in an East and West direction ;

the largest of those, Sucia Harbour, affords fair anchoiage. The island is

from 200 to 300 ft. high, thickly covered with pines, and its western side a
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series of steep wooded bluffs. The dangers lying off it aro Plumper and

Clements Reofs ; the former has 10 feet water on it, and lies S.W. by S. IJ

mUe fromLawson Bluff, the highest N.W. point of the island; N.N.W. 2

J

miles from the Bill o£ Orcas, a remarkable bare knob p'>i:.w on the island

of that name; and 8. by E. nearly 2 miles from f^e East point of Patos

Island. There is a deep passage between Plumrdr Reef and Sucia, but it is

not recommended.

CUmenU Reefh&s 9 feet on it, and lies N.E. i N. H mile from Lawsen

Bluff; N.W. i W. one mile from Ewinp, Island, the N.E. point of Sucia;

and E. i N., 2 mUes from the East jnd of Patos. Some reeky patches

covering at high water, and marked >-y kelp. He between Clements Reef and

Ewing Island, and it is not safe to ydss between them. There is a deep

channel cf more than a mile in brr.p,dth between Sucia and Matia, the island

to the eastward of it.

Parker Reef is a considerp.bld patch lying in the rissage between isuuia,

and Orcas Islands, and at Vjv. water uncovers a quarter of a mile of rock

and sand; its eastern ena oxways shows its rocky summit above water, and

bears from Nob Toint or Orcas Bill N.E. i E. 2* mUes, and from the East

point of Sucip S. i E. 1* mile. There is a passage on either side of the

robf ; that to the southward, between it and Orcas, is half a mile wide, but

a straL^ev is recommend jd not to use it.

MafM Island, a little more than a mile eastward of Sucia, has been before

alluded to.

LOPEZ ISLAND.—We now return to the islands and passages on the

eastern side of Middle Channel. Lopez is the southernmost of the islands,

and helps to form the western side of Rosario Strait, as its docs the eastern

of the Mid lie Channel. It is long, 9 miles North and South, 3 mUos East

and West, f.nd thickly wooded, but differs from all the other islands of the

Archipelago in being much lower and almost flat, except at its northern

and southern extremes, where elevations occur of a few hundred foot. Its

southern side is a good deal indented by bays and creeks, which, however,

from their exposed position and rocky nature, cannot be reckoned on as

anchorages. On its western side, in Middle Channel, is a creek terminating

in an extensive lagoon, the former offering great facihties for beaching and

repairing ships. On the North shore is Shoal Bay, affording anchorage

;

and on the East is the spacious and excellent sound of Lopez, which has an

entrance from Middle Channel, as well as three distinct passages from

Rosario Strait.

McKaye Harbour is on the South coast of Lopez Idand, 2 ujiles eastward

of the enu-ance to Middle Channel. It is entered between Jennis Point on

the South, and Long and Charles Islands on the North ; irom the latter it

runs easterly for a mile, and then trends to the southward for a short dis-

tance, terminating in a low sandy beach. In the entrance there are from 8
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to 12 fathoms, muddy bottom, but with the prevaiUng south-westerly winds

tho anchorage is a good deal exposed. Coasters or small vessels drawing 1

2

ft. may got shelter in the South bight ; with northerly or easterly winds there

would be fair anchorage.

Shark Reef, on the western side of Lopez Island, immediately within

Middle Channel, and half a mUe northward of White CliflF, consists of two

rocks generally awash, extending something more than a cable off shore,

and which must be avoided by vessels working up the channel. There are

no dangers on tho coast of the island above this reef.

Camn Creek, on the West side of Lopez Island, is 4 mUes within the

entrance of Middle Channel. The western entrance point is a low sandy

spit, close round which there are 3 fathoms, and on it a vessel might be

beached and repaired with much faciUty, and perfectly sheltered ;
the creek

terminates In a large salt lagoon.

Upright Channel, separating Lopez from Shaw Islands, is a deep steep

passage leading from the Middle Channel to the sounds of Orcas and Lopez,

and by several passages into Kosario Strait. The narrowest part of the

entrance is between Flat Point and Canoe Island. Here for a short distance

it is scarcely 2 cables in breadth. A rock lies a cable South of tho South

point of Canoe Island, marked by kelp. The tides are not considerable

in the channol. At If mile from Flat Point on the South side of the chan-

nel is Upright Hill, tho steep cliffy North extreme of Lopez Island. It is

covered with timber, and from 210 to 300 feet high.

Shoal Bay lies immediately eastward of Upright Hill, and /uns in a

S.S.E. direction for a mile to its head, which is separated from False Bay in

Lopez Sound, by a low nock a cable's length across. Although apparently

a considerable sheet of water, the anchorage for large vessels is much

limited by a shoal which extends from just within the point of Upright

ilill towards the eastern point of the bay, and more than halfway across.

LOPEZ SOUND, on the eastern side of the island of that name, runs in

a S.S.E. direction for 74 miles, or nearly the whole length of tho island, its

head reaching within half a mile of the waters of Fuca Strait. Its eastern

side is formed pai-tly by Lopez and partly by Decatur and Blakoly Islands,

lying parallel with it ; and between these islands, as well as northward of

the latter, are passages leading into Rosario Strait. The average breadth

of tho sound is nearly U mile, and there is a convenient depth of water for

anchorage in almost every part of it.

Tho sound may be enterad from the westward through Middle and Up-

right Channels, and from the eastward by the Obstruction Passage, or by

Thatcher and Maury Passages.

Until as far South as Frost Island, which is nearly 2 miles within the

entrance of the sound, the general depth of water is from 20 to 30 fathoms.

Thatcher Passage, loading into Kosario Strait, between Blakely and Decatur

u.
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Islands, now opens out, and in proceeding up the sound tho depth soon de-

creases to 9 fathoms, varying between that and 5 fathoms for a distance of

2J miles, or as high as Houston Island. The only impediment between

Frost and Houston Islands is the Middle Bank, on which, however, there are

not less than 3 fathoms at low water. It is half a mile in extent North and

South, 2 cables East and West, and lies almoc !: in the centre of the sound,

its North end bearing S.S.E. a quarter of a milo from the South end of

Frost Island, and S.W. by W. \ W. U mile from the North entrance point

of Thatcher Passage, or South point of Blakely Island.

Entrance Slwal, with 2 fathoias on it, and marked by kelp, must bo

avoided by vessels working in. It lies E. by N. i N. 1J mile from Upright

Point, and half a mile from the shore of Blakely Island ; there is deep

water on either side of it.

False Bay is on the West side of the sound, a mile fi-om Shoal Bay, their

heads being only separated by a low narrow neck, a cable's length across,

the clifly extreme of the peninsula being Separation Point. It is unfit for

anchorage, except for small vessels. JTalf-tide Rock, covering at half-flood,

and not marked by kelp, is in the track of vessels entering. It lies S.E. by

B. i E. three-quarters of a mile from Separation Point, and N.N.W. i W. 4

cables from Arbutus Island. Frost Island lies close off Gravel Spit on the

West side of the sound. It is wooded, and its western side a steep cliff,

between which and the spit end there is a narrow channel of 5 fathoms.

The Black Islets are a ridge of steep rocky islets, lying within and across

the entrance of Maury Passage. At 2 cables S. by W. from the southern-

most of these islets is a rock which covers at quarter-flood. There is good

anchorage in 5 fathoms in the bight, westward cf Crown Islet.

THATCHER PASSAGE, between Blakely and Decatur Islands, is the

widest and most convenient passage into Lopez Sound from Rosario Strait.

It is H °iil6 ii^ length, and its narrowest part 4 cables wide, with a general

depth of from 20 to 25 fathoms. Lawson Rock, lying aim »t in the centre of

the eastern entrance, is the only danger, and covers at 2 loet flood. Thore

is a good passage on either side of the rock ; that to the southward is

tho best.

MATTRT PASS/ "''s,, between Decatur Island and the N.E. point of

Lopez, is the southernmost entrance to the sound from Rosario Strait. It is

scarcely 2 cables wide at the entrance, with a depth of 12 fathoms. Tho

black islets lie across the western entrance, and it is necessary to keep to

the southward, between them and Lopez.

OBSTBXTCTION PASSAGES.—Obstruction Island lies in the centre of the

channel, between the North point of Blakely and the S.E. point of Orcas

Island, and forms a safe and convenient communication on either side of it,

between tho Middle Channel and Rosario Strait by Upright Channel ; they

likewise lead from Rosario Strait to the sounds of Orcas and Lopez. The

•;<*iia^viss^-»Bia«»ift'j?^twa«s88BsesaBrSJS^
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of Orcas, and Reef Itilund, the northernmost of the Wasp group. It is

nearly a quarter of a mile wide and 20 fathoms deep, and the only danger

to avoid on it is the reef off the West side of the latter island. Deer Har-

bour may be entered equally well between Beef and Brown Islands. A
patch of 2 fathoms lies S.W. by W. nearly a cable from the N.W. point of

the latter.

OBCAS ISLAHB, the largest of the archipelago, has been before noticed,

as forming the western side of Kosario Strait. Its most elevated part,

Mount Constitution, is on the eastern side. On the West side is the Turtle

i^od, a long wooded range 1,600 feet, and West of it again, rising imme-

diately over the sea, that singidar bare-top cone known as Orcas Noh, a

remarkable object when seen either from the North or South.

The ports of Orcas are Deer Harbour, West and East Sounds ; but on the

western and northern sides of Orcas there is no convenient anchorage. A
vessel might drop an anchor if necessary southward of the Bill of Orcas, a

remarkable projecting bare point, with a nob on its extreme.

The North coast is steep and precipitous, except between the Bill and

Tkompion Point, a distance of 2^ mJlos. Immediately off this part of the

coast is Parker Eeef, described in page 281. From Thompson Point, a bare

cUfly point, the coast forms a slight curvo easterly to Lawrence Point, distant

6 miles.

Lawrence Point, the sloping termination of the high range of Mount

Constitution, is the eastern extreme of Orcas Island ; on its northern side it

is a steep and almost perpendicular cliff.

Deer Harbour is the westernmost of the throe ports of Orcas, and, as

before observed, is conveniently entered from the Middle Channel by North

Passage between Steop Point of Orcas and Eeef Island, or between the latter

j.nd Brown Island of the Wasp group. The harbour is a milo long in a

North and South direction, and about the same breadth at its southern end

;

it narrows, however, rapidly, and terminates in a shoal creek, and fresh

water streams fed from a lake. Fawn Islet lies off the steep cliffy shore of

the West side of the harbour ; below it the d'r«»>th of water varies from

10 to 15 fathoms, abreast and above it from 5 to 8 fathoms. The bottom

is mud.

West Sound may be entered from Middle Channel, either by the Wasp or

Upright Passages already described, or from Eosarlo Strait by either of the

Obstruction passes. Having entered by the Wasp Passage, cleai-ed the

Passage Eock, and being off Broken Point—a remarkable cliffy point—the

extreme of a small peninsula on the North side of Shaw Island, West Sound

will bo cnen, exter ng in a N.W. i N. direction for more than 2 miles,

with Orcas Nob immediately over the head of it. The breadth of the sound

is about thi'oo-quartors of a mile, and the depth of water from 10 to 16

fathoms, with no hidden dangers.

TOJt'»iWgi:>l*aMW!l»Jt"»^'-'«-J''^^-aW''^i'*^^^^
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2 miles above Stockade Bay, is a small hook facing the S.E., forming Cas-

cade Bay. A large stream falls by a cascade into the bay, and it would be

a convenient place to water a ship.

HABO STBAIT.

HABO STRAIT, the westernmost of the three channels leading from the

Strait of Fuca into the Strait of Georgia, is bounded on the western side by

Vancouver Island, and its off-lying smaller islands and reefs, and on the

eastern side by the islands of San Juan and Stuart, and runs in a N.W. by

N. direction for 18 miles ; it then turns sharply to the N.E. roimd Turn

Point of Stuart Island, for a further distance of 12 miles, leaving the

Satuma Island to the westward, and Waldron and Patos Islands to the

eastward, when it enters the Strait of Georgia between Satuma and Patos

Islands. ^
It is for the most part a broad, and for its whole extent a deep navigable

ship channel ; but on account of the reefs which exist in certain parts, the

general absence of steady winds, the scarcity of anchorages, and, above all,

the strength and varying direction of the tides, much care and vigilance is

necessary in its navigation, and it is far more adapted to steam than to sail-

ing vessels.

Besides the main stream of the Haro Strait thus described, there are

several smaller channels and passages branching from it by which vessels

may enter the Strait of Georgia ; thus the Swanson Channel leads into tho

strait by the Active Pass (formerly the Plumper Pass, by which name it is

more generally known), and the Trincomalie and Stuart Channels by the

Portier Pass, or the Dodd Narrows.

These channels may be again entered by smaller ones ; thus Sidney and

Cordova Channels, on the western side of Haro Strait, lead by Moresby and

Shute Passages into tho Swanson and Stuart Channels, and jSnally into the

Strait of Georgia. These channels are essentially adapted to steam naviga-

tion, or to coasting vessels ; they afford smooth water, and many of them

anchorages. They will be described in their proper order.

Middle Bank, lying in the southern entrance of Haro Strait, E. by N. 4

miles from Discovery Island, and almost in mid-channel, is a rocky patch about

2 miles in extent each way, and the least water found on it is 10 fathoms.

In bad weather there are heavy tide ripplings on and in the vicinity of this

bank, which are dangerous to boats or small craft.

Zero Book.—The principal dangers in the southern part of Haro Strait are

the Zero Bock and the Kelp Reefis ; the former lies on the West side of the

strait, is about half a cable in extent, covers at three-quarters flood, and its

vicinity is marked by kelp. It bears from the East point of Discovery

l̂M'^^^'^jj4U»W^-a^t%^wwl^»W9^^qj :aj4'j!^^
J
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PLUMPER SOUND. '.>«!)

by W. course from the centre of tho channel botween Patos Inland and East

Point will lead to the sand heads, tho distance nearly 20 miles. Entering

the strait, and having passed to the northward of Patos Island, if tho ebb

is running a vessel is extremely liable, unless with a commanding breeze, to

be sot to the eastward and down the Rosario Channel.

The northern shore of Sucia Island should by all means be avoided. If

Alden Bank can be fetched, it ofifers a good anchorage while waiting for a tide.

Cormorant Bay.—Between Gordon and Cowitchin Uoads, on the western

side of Haro Strait, is a good stopping place, and easy of access under most

circumstances. It may be entered either to the southward or northward of

Zero Rock; the passage to the southward is I4 mile in broadtli, with u

depth of 20 fathoms. Mottnt Douglas, a remarkable hill, 696 foot high, with

its summit bare of trees, rises immediately over the coast at the head of the

bay. Johnstone Reef lies three-quarters of a mile from the shore, midway

between Cadboro Point and Gordon Head, is marked by kelp, and of small

extent. Three shoal patches, with from 6 to 12 ft. on them, lie W. ^ S., one to

li mile distant from Zero Eock. There iR but little stream of tide in

Cormorant Bay when within the Zero Hock, and tho holding ground is good.

Although there are many harbours among tho archipelago of islands

which form the Haro Strait and its tributary channels, yet the number

eligible for sailing vessels overtaken by darkness or an averse tide is compa-

ratively small.

Between Cormorant Bay and the northern entrance of Haro Strait,

Plumper Sound and Cowlitz Bay are the only eligible stopping places for a

sailing vessel seeking shelter.

Stuart Island, indeed, aifords two fair harbours, and Eoche Harbour, at

the north-west end of San Juan Island va a suitable anchorage for steamers

or small coasters, but no sailing vesfjel of moderate toanage could enter

either under ordinary circumstances wivhout great loss of time as well as risk.

Tides.—The stream of tide runs fairly through the main channel of Haro

Strait, outside the Kelp Eeefs, and insid? them through the Cordova and

Sidney Channels, passing outside the Kelp Reefs, and eastward of Sidney

Island, a part of the flood stream will be fout.d to branch off to the eastward,

between San Juan and Stuart Islands, and there meeting the flood from the

Middle Channel, cause heavy races and eddies, so that although there are

deep-water channels between these islands, they are not recommended for

sailing vessels ; in Uke manner the flood runs to the N.W. between the

group of islands northward of Sidney Island, and through Shute and

Moresby Passages, though the main stream will be found to run fairly bo-

tween Stuart and Moresby Islands.

PLUMPER SOUND.—If from any cause it should be found necessary to

anchor in that bend of the Haro Strait between Stuart Island and the East

point of Saturna Island, this soimd is recommended as a safe and conve-

North Pacijic. U
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nient harbour, easy of access with tho wind from any qtiartor. It is formoil

hotwoon Ponder and Saturna Islands, and the entrance lies N.N.E. i E. /i

miles from Turn I'oint of Stuart Island, and an equal distance from the

East point of Satuina. Slmden Island, about 2 cables in length, and close

to the shore, forms the western entrance point ; Monarch Head, a high, bold,

rocky headland, the eastern. The sound runs in a W.N.W. direction for

6 miles, with an average breadth of 1* mile. There is anchorage in .i mo-

derate depth of water in most parts of it, as weU as several bays or harbours

if preferred.

There are no dangers at the entrance ; either shore may be approached

close, in working up, and but little tide is felt.

Excellent anchorage may be had in almost any part ; the most convenient

is off the entrance of Browning Harbour, on the South side of the sound, in

8 fathoms. Above Browning Harbour, the only danger to be avoided in

working up the sound is Perry Rook, with 6 feet on it, marked by kelp
;

it is

2 cables from the shore and N.W. by N., three-quarters of a mile from

Razor Point, the North point of the harbour.

Browning Harbour is on t> 3outh side of Plumper Sound, 3 miles within

the entrance ; it runs in a West direction for IJ mUe, and is a third of n

mile wide, but rather less at the entrance. The depth of water decreases

gradually from 10 fathoms at the entrance to 4 fathoms at its head, with

good holding ground.

Lyall Harbour and Winter Cove lie in the 8.E. comer of Plumper Sound,

and are indentations in the N.W. end of Satuma Island.

LyaU Harbour is the southernmost, and its southern entrance point, a

cUffy bluff, bears N. i E., 2 nules from the entrance of Browning Harbour.

The harbour runs East for li mile, gradually narrowing and terminating

in a sandy beach with a good stream of fresh water at its head ;
but the

Crispin Rock, with 6 ft. on it at low water, decreases its value as a harbour

for sailing vessels. This rock is a mere pinnacle, nearly half a mile within

the entrance ; there is no kelp to give warning of its position, and it lies

exactly in the middle of the harbour. Boot Cove, on the South side of the

harbour, a third of a mile within the South point, has 3 fathoms water, and

is a convenient spot for repairing a vessel. A amaU islet Ues off its western

entrance point.

Samuel Island, between Satuma and Mayne Islands, is ahnost connected

with either, but leaving 2 passages by which boats or even small coasters

may pass into the Strait of Georgia at proper tunes of tide. This island is

indented on its southern side by several bays, among them Winter Cove,

which is formed between its south-eastern side and the N.W. point of

Satuma, and is only half a mile northward of LyaU Harbour. The depth

of water in the cove being only from 2 to 3 fathoms, it is only fit for smaU

vessels, which must pass to the westward of King Islets, and on either side

of the Minx Reef

.
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NAVT CHANNEL is a continuation of the woatnrn pfirt of Plumper

Sound, and leads between Ponder and Mnyno IslandH into tlio Trincomalitt

Channel. Independently, therefore, of its value as an anchorage. Plumper

Soimd becomes a high road for vessels bound into the Strait of Georgia or

Eraser River by the Active Pass, or to Nanaimo, or any of the north-western

ports of Vancouver Island. From the north-western end of the sound

abreast Fane Island the channel runs W^est for 3 miles, when it enters Trin-

comalie Channel between Mayno and Provost Islands ; its average breadth

is half a mile.

Conconi Reef lies about midway through Navy Channel, IJ mile from

Fane Island, and nearly 2 cables off the northern shore, and narrows the

strait at that part to a third of a mile. It is a ledge of rocks extending in

the direction of the channel for more than a cable's length, and covering at

half tide ; itt> vicinity is marked by kelp.

The Enterprite Reefs are two rocky patches, the westernmost of which

dries at low water, and both are marked by kelp. The outermost of these

reefs lies W.N.W. 1 mile from Dinner Point, the N.W. entrance point of

Navy Channel, and 8. by E. two-thirds of a mile from Helen Point, the

South point of Active Pass. Vessels using Navy Channel should keep

rather southward of mid-channel. The shores of Pendor Island are bold.

Bedwell Harbour, on the S.E. part of Fender Island, the entrance to

which bears North 3 miles from Turn Point of Stuart Island, and is the

same distance westward of the southern entrance of Plumper Sound, is, on

account of its narrower entrance, not so eligible a stopping place for vessels

waiting the tide as the latter ; but for steamers it is a good harbour. Its

narrowest part, which is at the entrance, is a quarter of a mile in breadth,

but it soon opens out to half a mile, and runs in a W.N.W. direction for 2

miles, the depth of water being from 5 to 10 fathoms, mud bottom. The

only danger which does not show is the Brew Rock, with 10 feet ou it, in the

centre of the harbour a third of a mile from its head. Camp Bay, between

Bedwell Harbour and Plumper Sound, and half a mile westward of Blunden

Island, offers shelter as a stopping place to small craft, when not convenient

to work into either of these ports.

STUART ISLAND, lying 3 miles north-westward of the northom part of

the island of San Juan, is 3 miles long in an East and West direction, of an

irregular shape, and about 650 ft. high, the summits of the hills partially

bare of trees. Turn Point, its N.W. extreme, a bold cliffy bluff, forms the

salient angle of the Haru Strait, where it changes its direction suddenly from

N.W. by N. to N.E. before entering the Strait of Georgia. There are two

anchorages in Stuart Island, Reid Harbour on its southern side, and Prevod

ITarhour on its northern, but both are small and intricate for sailing vessels

above the size of coasters.

Johns Island, with its numerous off-lying reefs, lies to the eastward of

u2
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SAN JUAN ISLAND, the wcstom coast of whidi forms for some dis-

tanco the eastorii boundary of Iliiro Strait, is of oont^idoraliln si/n, being 13

miles in h-iigth in a N.W. and S.E. direction, with an average breadth of

about 1 mih'M.* Its west m shoret* are stoop and rocky, and afford no an-

chorage, s .udings from 100 to 150 fathoms being found within lialf a miln

of the coast. Mount Dallat rises abruptly to a height of l,08f5 foot, but tho

eastern side of the island falls in a more gentle ..lopo, and affords a consider-

able extent of good land available for agricultural or grazing purpones.

Towards the southern end, and visible from seaward, nro some white build-

ings, the funning establishment of the Hudson Hoy Oimipany ;t the south-

castem extreme, which forms one of the entrance point;: of the Middle Chan-

nel, terminates in a white i:lay cliff, over which rises Mount Finlayson to a

height of 650 feet.

Off the N.W. end of San Juan lies Ifennj Inland, being only separated from

it by a narrow channel called Mosquito Tassage. Henry Island woidd bo

: nken as a part of San Juan, the passage appearing merely as an indentation.

Keltett Bluff, the S.W. point of the island, makes as the most prominent

headland on the eastern side of Ilaro Strait, when seen from the southward.

Immediately eastward of it is Open Bay, which has more the appearance ot

a channel than the true one, Mosquito Passage. There is no shelter either

in the bay, or anchorage in the passage, for anything beyond coasters.

Mosquito Passage nms in a northerly and N.N.W. direction for 3 miles,

is something over half a mile in breadth, and is studded with numerous reefs,

Avlucli are marked by kelp. When a mile within the passage, Weatcoit Creek,

an indentation in San Juan, branches off to the N.E., and affords a haven

l'> / coasters. At the northern entrance of Mosquito Passage, the spate be-

tween San Juan and Henry Islands opens out considerably, and tha d— 'S of

* Lori Milton's excellent work on the political importance of San Juan, and the dis-

cussion which it has given rise to, has heen before alluded to.

t Caiptain R. C. Mayne, R. N., in his interesting book, "Four Years in British Columbia

and Vancouver Island " (employed on the survey), thtis speaks of San Juan Island. There

is more land available for agriculture hero than on any other of the group ;
and of this tho

Hudson Bay Company took advantage some years ago, and established a sheep-farm upon

it. Tliis farm has ever since its establishment been in charge of Mr. Griffin, a gentleman

whose kindness and hospitality render him every one's friend. It is situated on a beautiful

prairie at the S.E. end of the island, v' 'oh, rising 140 feet above the water, looks most at-

tractive to the emigrant passing onwar''. joward the Fraser. I have never seen wild flowers

elsewhere grow with the beauty and lu3 'uiance they possess here. Perhaps I cannot illus-

trate the attractions of St. Juan better ohar by saying that it was the spot selected by his

Excellancy the Governor's daughter .nd »iece in which to spend their honeymoon.

At one time I believe the Co .pany had as many as 3,000 sheep on tho island, dis-

tributed at various stations, all under Mr. Griffin's charge. His house, which is very

pleasantly situated, looks out on the Strait of Fuca, and commands a magnificent view up

Admiralty Inlet. Directly in front of it lies a bank, which is a vcrj' favourite fishinsr-

«tat on of the Indians, where thoy catch a large number of salmon and halibut.
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water iuerca8(;s. This space ihrinH Itovhe Harbour, which must bo entored

from tho northward by vossols of burden ; its entrance is Bomowhat contined

but not uneasy of access, and it affords good shelter when within. Morse

Island, a small flat cliffy island, about 30 fnot high, lies a quarter of a mile

west. -ard of the North point of Henry Island ; and the entrance of Eoche

Harboui- is haK a mile eastward of the former. Small vessels leaving Eoche

Harbour, and boimd southward, may take the Mosquito Passage.

WALDBON ISLAND hes in the northern entrance of the Middle Channel,

and its anchorages are frequently available for vessels pastmg to or from

Haro Htrait. The island is thickly wooded, moderately high, and cliffy on

its southern and eastern sides, but falling to the northward, whore it termi-

nates in low sandy points. JDiatiey Point, its southern extreme, is a remark-

able high stratified bluff.

Cowlitz Bay, on th'^ western side of Waldron, between Disney und Sandy

Points, affords good ar<;horage with all winds, the depth of water from 5 to

8 fathoms, and the holding ground stiff mud ; it may bo sometimes more

desirable to anchor here than to work 2 or 3 miles up into Plumper Sound

,

particularly for vessels coming up Middle Channel.

North Bay, on the N.W. side of tho island, affords anchorage iu 8 to 10

fathoms about a quarter of a mile off shore, but it is not by any means dj-

sirable place as Cowlitz Bay.

Dangar Ilock.—This dangerous reef, mentioned on page 280, with only 5

feet on it, an I on which the kelp is rarely seen, lies S.E. by £. J E., a third

of a mile from WTiite Eook, which is 26 feet above high water, and had also

a covering rock extending 2 cables to the N.W. of it.

The WESTEEN CHAKHEIS of HAEO STRAIT may bo used with ad-

vantage by steamers or coasters boimd from tho southern ports of Vancouver

Island to the Strait of Goorgia, or to the district; of Saanich, Cowitchin,

Nanaimo, and the numeiout* intermediate harbours ; their advantages ovor

the Haro Strait consist in a less strength of tide with sheltered anchorage

in almost dl p.trts, while in the latter strait the depth of water is so great

that it is impossible to anchor, and sailing vessels may frequently bo set

back into I'uca Strait, thus entailing great delay as well as risk. On
the other hand, the western channels are not free from danger, yet with

the assistance of the chart, and a good look out from aloft for kelp, they may
bo navigated during .laylight with ease and o«foty.

Sidney Channel.—ilaving passed either inside or outside Zero Eock, ami

intending to take the ftiduey Ohaunol, betr/een Sidney and James Islands,

which is the best, the following directions should be observed.

The southern <U?o of Jamen Inland is a moderately high and steop whito

cloy cliff, its fc jjiit covered with trees ; towards the eiistem part of this

cliff' are two remaikable notches on its summit. Steer to the N.N.W. to

bring Momt Tuam (on the southern point ofA 'miral Island) over the centre

no <>«tl»»i»HimiW II «>WM
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lietwoen thesr two notches bearing N.W. by W., and this marl; will lead

westward of the ;5-fathom patch off Darcy Island, and between it and the

shoal of 5) feet extending south-eastward of James Island.

The brendth of the channel is nenrly a mile, with from 14 to 20 fathoms,

until near its northern end, where a patch with 3 fathoms, marked by kolji,

lies 3 eableis' lengths off the western point of Sidney Island ; fJiis is avoided

by not shutting in the passage between Darcy and Sidney Islands, luitil

the north-west end of Sidney Spit, a long, sandy tongue with a few trees

on ir«\ extremr, bears N. There is good anchorage off this spic in 8 fathoms.

Cordova Chtumel, westward of James Island, between ir and the main

Island of V'uiouver, is a fair passage with ancliorago along the shore of

1 he main island and iittlo tide. It is not, hov/ever, to be preferre<l to tlio

Sydney Channel, as t sand bank with 15 foet on it lies in the centre of tho

southern entrance.

Kinen Channel.—Lf.'w and Bare Islands are two small islands lying off

the eastern side of Sidney Island, aid l»etween them and tho latter there is

fi good passa^r*'. three-quarter.^ of a mile in breadth, with 10 fathoms tho least

water. This ehaimol may often prove convenient for vessels having passed

lip Ilaro Strait eastward of the Kelp Reefs, and desiring to take tho inner

channels to Saanich, Cowitchin, or through Stuart Channel. Midway be-

tween Low and Bare Islands, and on the lino between their N.W. points, is a

reef »fhich uncovers.

Having pasw^d to the northward of Sidney Island, either by Cordova, Sid-

ney, or Minors Channels, the Shute or Moresby Piissages may be taken aa

'onvenient.

Shnte Passage.—To enter this pa«eage, after leaving Sidney Spit, pass

lietwoon Tones Island and the Little Group, then eastward of Coal Island,

Knapp and Pym Islands, and between Piers and Portland Islands, when

the Satellite Cliaiinel will be entered, which leads directly to Snanieh,

C -witchen, and the wf^stem .x-)H» of Vancouver Island. Tliia is a good,

(1. tr channel, and with the aeustaueik of the chart may be used with much

Jown Inland liop North from Sidney ll|fMH^thirds of a mile, with a clear

passage between. The LiHle Group lie^l^liy N. two-tliirds of a mile from

Jonos Island. They consist of four rocky isletr bare of trees, and connected

by reefs. Bird Met, lying on the eastern aid* of Khute Passage, and N.N.W.

two- thirds of a mile from the North point of Joi**^ Island, is about 6 feet

above high water

Coal iMAnd, which helps to form the western sidf- of Shute Passage, lies

dose off tho N.E. extreme of the Saanich Peninsula, axul immediati^ly attb»

entrance of Shoal Tiarbour. It is a mde iia extent, and thicikly wooded, and

it« easteih and noiihei-n siiori - are free from danger.

A rock which covers at quarter fluod, lies- W.N.W. 1 rubles Innu tho

lfVr^=^Vt**1IP='.if»tt >^n !« i>ipwHH>—
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East end of tho p:ronp, and S.8.E. nearly two-thirds of a mile from the East

point of tho island. A small patch with 4 fathoms over it, and marked by

kolp, lies N.E. one mile from tho East point of Coal Island, N.N.W. i W.,

more than three-quarters of a mile from Bird Islet, and one-third of a mile

S.W. from Yellow Islet.

Celia Reef must also he avoided. The least water found on it is 9 feet
;
it

is marked by kelp, and Ues North two-thirds of a mile from the North point

of Pym Island. Knapp and Pym Inlands are small and wooded, lying be-

tween Piers and Coal Islands. Having passed westward betw.^en these is-

lands a vessel is fairly in Satellite Channel.

Moresby Passage.—After leaving the northern end of Sidney Island, the

directions for Moresby Passage are the same as those akeady given for

Shuto Passage, until abreast the East point of Coal Island. From a berth

about one-third of a mile off this point, the direct course through the pas-

sage is North by West for two miles, or until near its northern entrance,

which lies between Portland and Moresby Islands. This space is wide, and

free from danger ; it then becomes somewhat intricate, from the Tumbull

Eeef and Canoe Eocks, which extend off both these islands, narrowing the

channel at its northern entrance to little over one-third of a mile.

Off the eastern point of Portland Island are three rocky islets, the Sisters,

which extend to a distance of nearly 2 cables. They are about 25 feet high,

have a few stunted cedar trees on their simimits, are joined by reefs, and

will be immediately recognised either from the northward or southward.

Eastward from the Sisters, at a distance of more than one-third of a mile,

extends the Tiirnhull Reef. Two fathoms is the least water found on its outer

edge, and it is marked by a heavy bank of kelp. Canoe Rocks is a dangerous

ledge, extending W. i N., nearly half a mile from Eeef Point, the north-

west point of Moresby Island ; the outer rock of tliis ledge covers a little

after half flood,, and is not marked by kelp, though kelp grows between tho

point and the rock. When both or either of those dangers are visible, tho

passage is very easy.

Frevost Passage lies between Moresby Island and the group of smaller

islands to the southward of it, and leads by the Shute or Moresby Passages

into Satellite Channel. To a vessel passing up the main stream of Haro

S'.rait, and bound for the Swanson Channel, the easiest and most direct route

is between Stuart and Moresby Islands ; but circimistances of wind or tide

may render it convenient to take the Prevost Passage.

The dangers to be avoided in Prevost Passage are the Arachne and Cooper

Eeefs. Tho Arachne lies nearly in the centre of the passage, in a direct

lino between Fairfax Point, the S.E. point of Moresby Island, and Tom

Point, the East point of Gooch Island. This reef covers at quarter flood,

and has a good deal of kelp on its N.W. edge, which, however, is frequently

hidden by the tide.
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Cooper Reef, lying half a mile N. by W. of Tom Point of Gooch Island, is

marked by kolp, and uncovers at half ebb.

Yellotc Island, a small bare island 8.W. by W. nearly one mile from Fair-

fax Point, may be passed on either side. The North side is recommended ;

if passing on its South side, take care to avoid the small patch of 4 fathoms

marked with kelp, mentioned in page 295 as lying S.W., a third of a mile

from it.

SATELLITE CHANNEL is formed by Admiral Island on the North, and

Moresby, Portland, and Piers Islands, and the northern shore of Saanitch

Peninsula on the South. It leads to Saanich Inlet, Cowitchin Harbour,

and by the Sansum Narrows to Stuart Channel. It is a fair deep passage,

with but few dangers, which are not always visible ; among these are Shuto

Eeef and Patey Eock.

Shute Beef is a ledge less than half a cable in extent, with two rocks, one

of which dries 8 feet at low water, its vicinity being marked by kelp. It lies

W.S.W. two-thirds of a mile from Harry Point, the North point of Piers

Island, and N. J E. nearly 3 cables from Arbutus, a small islet lying half a

mile westward of Piers Island.

Fatey Roek, at the western end of Satellite Channel, is a single rock,

uncovering at half tide with kelp round it, and is in the way of vessels work-

ing into Saanich Inlet or Cowitchin Harbour. It bears from Hatch Point,

the westernmost point of Saanich Inlet, N.E. by N., two-thirds of a mile,

from Coal Point, a remarkable nob point, the South extr-eme of Deep Cove,

N.W. by W. J W. nearly 2 miles, and from Arbutus Island S.W. by W. J

W. 3i miles.

Cecil Rock, lying S.E. i S. a quarter of a mile from the S.W. point of

Eussell Island at the entrance of Fulford Harbour, must also be avoided in

working up Satellite Channel. Boatswain Bank, on the western side of the

channel, a£Fords good anchorage in from 4 to 9 fathoms, sandy bottom. It

extends three-quarters of a mile from the Vancouver shore, between Cherry

and Hatch Points.

SAANICH INLET is a deep indentation running in a nearly S.S.E. direc-

tion for 14 miles, carrying deep water to its head, which terminates in a

narrow creek within 4 miles of Esquimalt Harbour. The inlet forms a pe-

ninsula of the S.E. portion of Vancouver Island of about 20 miles in a

N.N.W. and S.S.E. direction, and varying in breadth from 8 miles at its

southern part to 3 miles at its northern.

<3n the southern coast of this peninsula are the harbours of Esquimalt and

Victoria, in the neighbourhood of which for some 5 miles the country is

pretty thickly wooded, its prevailing features lake and mountain, with, how-

ever, some considerable tracts of clear and fertile land ; the northern portion

for about 10 miles contains some of the best agricultural land in Vancouver

Island, the coast line is fringed with pine forests, but in the centre it is clear

.,-^ae'.«<i»g»w^tT™>aawni».w»»'"'»-'"-- --maiui i (MMiWiiM»«»«*v,c«fi>j.- -»'fwtP»^w»'*"'' ,t,Myr.rt»!W^ ' * l't il'l"»W'* I
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oyster beds dry for 2 cables off the South shore. A good anchorage for a

large vessel is a mile within the entrance.

It is high water at full and change in Oyster Harbour at 6" 30™ p.m., and

the rise is 10 feet.

Chemaino* Day is 2* mUes northward of the entrance of Oyster Harbour,

and W. by S. the same distance from Eeef Point, the N.W. point of Thetis

Island. It is open and cannot be recommended.

Yellow Point, bare and grassy at its extreme, is the North point of Che-

mainos Bay. From thence to Round Island, at the southern entrance of

Dodd Narrows, and bearing N.W. 6 miles, the coast is bold and free from

Trom the northern entrance of Sansum Narrows to North Reef, a dis-

tance of 4 miles, there are no dangers, and both shores may be approached

boldly in working up.

North Eeef is a sandstone ledge running in a north-westerly and south-

easterly direction, as all the reefs in this channel do. It bears from the

S E point of Tent Island 3. i E. half a mile, with a clear channel be-

tween of 26 fathoms. Its summit is just awash at high water, and there-

fore easily avoided.

Tent Island, narrow, and two-thirds of a mile long, Ues off tne South

extreme of Kuper Island, and a cable's length off its S.E. end are two

remarkable worn sandstone rocks 8 or 10 feet above water; the breadth of

the passage between them and North Reef is one-third of a mile. N E. *

E. nearly 2 cables from the south-east end of Tent, is a rock which un-

covers 2 feet.

Ewape Eeef, at 2 miles N.W. by W. 4 W. from North Reef, is a dan-

gerous patch, nearly one-third of a mile in extent, in a W.N.W. and E.8.E.

direction, which covers at quarter flood, and has no kelp to mark its position.

It lies nearly half a mile from the West shore of Kuper Island
;
there is a

deep channel a third of a mile wide between it and Kuper Island.

Alarm Eook is scarcely in the track of vessels working up Stuart Chan-

nel It lies nearly 2 cables 8. by W. from the S.E. point of Hudson Island,

the south-easternmost of the group of islands, which Ue off the western sides

of Kuper and Thetis Islands. It just covers at high water. Fahe Sock hes

N.W. by W. 4 W. 4 cables from Scott Island, the north-westward of the

group just mentioned, and covers at half flood.

White Eook, about 30 yards long, and 15 feet above high water, lies

NNW., one mile from Reef Point, the north-west extreme of Thetis

Island
*

This rock haa a whitish appearance, and is readily distinguished

from a.vessel's deck at 2 or 3 mUes. It may be passed within 2 cables'

lengths.

Ragged Island, a low rocky islet, with a few trees on it, Ues a third of a
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DANGER REEF covers a space of 3 cables almont in the centre of the

channel. A small portion of it is generally awash at high water, at which

time it is difficult to make out until within a short distance of it. Wluto

Rock bears from itS.E. by S. distant one mile; and Tree Islet N.E. J N.,

two-thirds of a mile.

In passing through Stuart channel, there is a clear passage of U mile

between Danger Reef and the Vancouver Island shore, and going either up

or down the chanrel, White Rock kept on with the low neck (a gap between

the two summits of Thetis Island) leads well to the westward of the reef.

There is a clear passage of three-quarters of a mile between White Rock and

Danger Reef, and of more than half a mile between the reef and Tree Island,

with a depth of over 30 fathoms.

Vesuvius Bay, on the western side of Admiral Island, immediately oppo-

site Osbom Bay, has deep water, but shoals suddenly at its head. It is not

recommended as an anchorage. There is also anchorage inside Idol Islet in

Houston Passage.

Grappler Reef, on the eastern side of Houston Passage, is a cable in ex-

tent, and uncovers at very low water. It lies a quarter of a mile off the

N.W. end of Admiral Island, with Southey Point bearing N.N.E. half a

mile; there are 5 fathoms between it and the shore of the island.

TELEGRAPH HARBOUR, on the West side of Kuper Island, is a snug

anchorage, and its entrance is between Hudson Island and Active Point,

which are half a mUe apart. Entering from the southward, Escape Reef

must be avoided. H passing inside the reef, the shore of the island should

be kept aboard within a quarter of a mile : if outside or westward, then the

Sandstone Rocks should be kept open of the S.E. point of Tent Island, un-

ta Upright Cliff of Kuper Island bears N.E. ; when a vessel will be weU to

the northward of it, and may steer for the entrance of the harbour, which is

free from danger, with the exception of Alarm Reef, extending from the

S.E. point of Hudson Island.

Preedy Harbour is separated from the one just described by a group of

small islands and reefs ; its entrance is to the northward of them, between

Scott Island and Crescent Point of Thetis Island, and is a third of a mile in

breadth ; in entering the Thetis Island shore should be kept aboard to avoid

False Hock, a patch which covers at half tide, and Ues W.N.W. nearly 4

cables from the West end of Scott Island, and S.W. i S. half a mile from

Crescent Point.

SWANSON CHANNEL leads from the Haro Strait to the north-westward

between Admiral Island on the West and Pender Island on the East
;
pass-

ing eastward of Prevost Island it enters the Active Pass between Galianoand

; I ii-.iiiitiMwmiwui
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Mayne Wands, thence into the Strait of Georgia ;
northward of Active Pass

it connects with Trincomalio Channel.
, „ . ,. a

ADMIRAL I8LAKD, separating the Stuart from the Tnncomalie and

Swanson Channels, is of considerable extent, being nearly 5 miles m

WhNW and 8 E., and varying in breadth from 2 miles at its northern

end to ^aUts souther. It has two good ports, Fulford Harbour on its

outh-east, and Ganges Harbour on its eastern side. The southern portu3U

of the island (which is a peninsula formed by the indentations of Fulford

Harbour and Burgoyne Bay. a valley separating the heads of these ports) is

composed of a lofty ridge of mountains over 2.000 feet in height, nsing ab-

ruotlv from all sides. ,

immediately northward of the valley and over Burgoyne Bay on its

JsZside Mount Bayn. rises to an elevation of nearly 2.000 feet, and is

verv remarkable ; its southern face being a perpendicular precipice, ^sible a

W«iistance from the southward or eastward. The 0«.ri?«.,.. of some-

Uft less elevation, rises northward of Mount Baynes. from whence the

n slopes away in a wedge shape, its northern termmation. South y

piSt. be^g a sharp extreme. The island is for the most part thickly

"^ord Harbour penetrates the S.E. side of Admiral Island in aW.KW^

direction for 2* mUes. At its entrance is RusseU Island, between which

and IsabeUa Point, the western point of the harbour, is the best pas-

"^Ce^l'RocK with 2 fathoms on it, Ues S.E. i S. aquarter of a mile from the

SW point of the island. The breadth of the southern entrance is two-thirds

of a"mile, with a depth of 20 fathoms untU abreast North Eock, which is a

small rocky islet lying close off the North point of the harbour; a rock

ThTch cove's at quarter flood Ues West of it 2 cables Lng«i. and more than

14 cable from the shore, so that strangers entering should keep rather to the

southward of mid-channel until past it. Mount Baynes appears very remark-

able from the harbour, rising immediately over its head almost as a perpen-

dicular cliff. The northern passage into the harbour between RusseU Island

and Eleanor Point, though in places not more than one-third of a mUe in

breadth, is a safe channel of 14 to 18 fathoms water. Louua Boek, with only

one fathom on it. is the only danger; it lies 2 cables from the northern or

Admiral Island shore.
,. _^ , i <• „„„

OANQES HABBOUR is a safe and commodious port for vessels of any

description or size. Its southern entrance, which is in the Swanson Channel

lies between Admiral and Prevost Islands, and has no dangers which are not

visible. In entering, the Channel Islets may be passed on either side
;
they

are two smaU wooded islands. U mUe within Beaver Point, and 2 cables from

the shore of Admiral Island.
^ , j j .u -+»,.,«

Liddell Point, the S.W. extreme of Prevost Island, and the northern
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entrance poiiii ol ihe harbour, has an uncovering reef extending IJ ca-

ble eastward of it. The Acland Islands, two in number, lie to the west-

ward of the point along the shore of Prevost Island, between which and

them there is no ship channel. The fair channel into the harbour is between

the Channel and Acland Islands, the breadth between them is half a mile,

the depth 30 fathoms ; having passed these islands the harbour is nearly IJ^

mile wide, and the general depth for 2 miles, 20 fathoms.

There are but few dangers in working into the harbour, and they are

easily avoided. A rocky patch with one fathom on it lies W. i N. 2 cables

from the West point of the westernmost Acland IsUind, and nearly the same

distance off shore. The one fathom patch is more in the track of vessels
;
it

lies with the southernmost Channel Islet bearing E. by S. i S. nearly 2 mUos,

and Peile Point, the N.W. extreme of Prevost Island, North 2 miles, and is

half a mile from the southern or Admiral Island side of the harbour
;
there

is a clear passage of half a mile southward of the patch in 14 fathoms. To

the northward of it the passage is a mile wide.

A vessel may anchor as soon as 10 or 12 fathoms is found. The Chain

Islands are a group of 6 or 7 low narrow islets connected by reefs, extending

from the head of the harbour in an E.S.E. direction for IJ mUe. To the

southward of these islands the ground is clear, but to the northward of them

are scattered reefs, and a vessel is not reconunended to anchor on that side

within the outermost island.

Captain Fauage also leads into Ganges Harbour, to the northward of

Prevost Island. It is a clear deep passage, nearly half a mile wide, with

depths from 30 to 40 fathoms, and vessels from the northward intending to

enter should always use it. There is only one danger, which is well inside

Ganges Hcxbour, and is almost equally in the track of vessels working up by

the southern passage ; it is a small patch of 2 fathoms lying 3i cables S.W.

by W. from the western entrance point of Long Harbour.

Long Harbour may be almost considered as part of Ganges Harbour.

It is a long, narrow creek, its general breadth being 2 to 3 cables, running

parallel with and eastward of the latter for 3 miles. Its entrance is between

two sloping, rocky points, similar to each other on the North side of Captain

passage. At a quarter of a mile within the entrance is a high, bare islet,

which must be passed on its South side ; one mile within is another island,

somewhat similar, which may be passed on either side. At the head of the

creek is a snug place for a ship to repair, &c., but as a harbour it is only

adapted to steamers or coasters, and, with the good and easy anchorage of

Ganges Harbour so close, there would appear to be no reason to recommend

this contracted and inconvenient one.

FBEVOST ISLAND, lying in the centre of Swanson Channel, is mode-

rately high, thickly wooded, and of an iri-egular shape. It is 3 miles long,

in a N.W. and S.E. direction, IJ mile in breadth, and on its southern and

iiBlVfiiiiii
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wostorn sides it Is indented by several bays und creeks ; its northern side is

abuost a Htrai(^ht cliffy shore.

Ellen Day, on the 8.E. side of I'revost, between Liddcll and Red Islet

Points, is three-fiuartors of a mile deep, by one-third in breadth, and alfords

fair anchorage with all but south-easterly winds in 10 fathoms mud. An-

nette and Olenthorne Creeks, on the western or Ganges Harbour side, are

curious, narrow indentations, running into the island for a mile in an i<]. by

S. direction. Jamen Jiaij, in the N.W. side of the island, and on the South

Hide of Captain Passage, offers anchorage in 10 fathoms for one or two ves-

sels of moderate size with southerly winds. Ilawkim Island is a small rocky

islet, with a few bushes on it, lying close off a remarkable white shell-beach

on the N.E. side of Prevost Island. From 2 to 3^ cables VV. J N. of its

north-western point, are the Charlei Bocks, throe smooth-topped rooks, LOt

marked by kelp, and uncovering towards low water.

ACTIVE PASS.—From Discovery Island in the southern entrance of Haro

channel, tu the sand heads of Fraser River, by the Active Pass, is just 40

miles, and the line is almost a straight one. By adopting this route, not only

the most dangerous and inconvenient part of the Uaro Strait is avoided, viz.

its northern entrance abreast of the East point of Saturna Island and

Patos Island, where the tides are strong and apt to set a vessel down

Rosario Strait, or over on the eastern shore, 1>>
i distance of nearly 10 miles

is saved.

After entering Swanson Channel (page 301) between Admiral and Pender

Islands, steer to the eastward of Prevost Island. From Portlock Point, the

south-eastern bluff of Prevost, the entrance of the pass bears N. by W. .J

W. If mile. The southern point of entrance, Helen Point, is low, bare,

and of a yellowish colour; over its northern side rise the high, stony

hills, on the southern side of Galiano Island. The entrance itself does not

become very apparent until it is approached within a milo. If over-

taken by night, or waiting for tide, Otter Bay, on the West side of Pender

Island, is a good stopping-place ; it is a mile North of Mouatt Point, and 2^

miles E.N.E. of the Channel Islands in Ganges Harbour ; a very fair anchor-

age is to be had in the centre of the bay, in 8 fathoms, and no dangers.

Ellen Bay in Prevost Island might also be used, but the former is preferred.

There are few dangers to be avoided in passing from Swanson Channel

through the pass ; the principal of them is the Enterprise Reef, two danger-

ous patches which lie off' the West side of Mayne Island.

In passing up Swanson Channel, keep Pelorus Point, the eastern extreme

of Moresby Island, open of Mouatt Point, the western extreme of Render

Island. These two points, just touching, lead very close on to the reef,

but open they clear it 1^ cable. If coming out of Navy Channel, a vessel

should keep over for Prevost Island until these marks are open. When Heleu

Point bears N. by E., the reef is cleared, and the entrance may be steered
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when
for. There is a pawftpo inside Enterprise Reef which may bo taken

both the kelp patches can be seen.

On the western side of Swanson Channel, the uncovering rock, li cable

eastward of Liddell Point, munt be avoided, and the points northward of it.

Red and Bright Islands, should be given a berth of a cable.

Activ* Pass runs in an E.N.E. direction for 1.} mile, and then turns N.

for the same distance, fairly into the Strait of Georgia. The average breadth

of the channel is about one-third of a mile, and its general depth about 20

fathoms. There arem hidden dangers, but the great strength of the tides,

together with the absence of steady winds, renders it unfit for sailinf; vessels,

unless, indeed, small coasters; for steamers it is an excellent channel,

and a vessel commanding a speed of 8 knots may take it at any time

without fear.*

A quarter of a mUe within the southern entrance, and very close off the

northern shore, is a rock which uncovers at half tide. This is the only dan-

ger, and cannot be said to be in the track of vesseU ; in passing to the west-

waild, however, against the flood, a vessel should keep rather on the south-

em side, as the tides set over towards this rock.

Miners Bay, on the South side of Active Pass, whore it takes the sharp

turn to the northward, affords anchorage, if necessary; but avt-ssel must

go close in to got 12 fathoms, and then she is barely out of the whirl of

the tide.
, r «. •

In entering or passing out of the northern entrance, the point of Gossip

Island, on the West, and also Georgia Point, on the East, should be given

a good berth ; indeed, the best directions which can be given are to pa«a

through in mid-channel. From thence the sand heads of Fraser Rivoi bear

N. by W. J W. distant 11 miles. The sand head buoys are visible at 2 or

3 miles.

Tides.—The flood-tide in Active Pass sets from West to East, or from the

Swanson Channel into the Strait of Georgia ; and the ebb, in the contrary

direction.

The velocity during springs is sometimes 7 knots ;
at ordinary tides, from

3 to 5. In the northern entrance there is sometimes a heavy tide ripple,

Caused by a patch of 7 and 9 fathoms, and by the meeting of tho tide

through the pass with that in tho strait.

• H M.S. Termagant passing through Active Pass in July, 1860, ran on to Laura Poiut,

on the South side, from refusing to answer her hehn in making the turn to the northward,

the tide at the time favourable, and running about 4 knots. U.M.S. Plumptr and Alert

were ahead and astern of her at the time. The TerntagnnV, draught was 18 feet, and she

gat 6 feet by the stem: an under current striking her heel was proUbly the cause.

H.M. steam ships of equal «»• and greater length had passed through previously on several

occ;i!iionB.

North Pacific.
^
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Walker Hook is formed by a peninsula or Umffiw of land project in»;

from Admiral Island. 1 miles westward of the Cai-faiu PussaK... On its

mmtheast side is fair anehora^'« for small vesH..|s in C. fathoms, but o shoal

patch marked by kolj; lies '2 cables eastward of the m.utii-.mst point of tho

peninsula.

Governor Book is a dan^'orous rocky patch lying almost in the centro of

Trineomalie Channel. It has •! feet on it at low water, is about half a cablo

in extent, and th.mgh kelp grows .m it, yet it is very dilU.ailt to ntake out

until .i.iite close to. From Twi.i Island it bears W. J H. IJ mile
;
bom the

HE point of Walker lIo..k N.W. hy N. IJ mile; and from (iuadra 11.11

H H.W. This hill catn.ot be mistaken ; it rises from tho centr- of (ial.ano

Island to the height of 74(i feet, and a rcmmrkable white basaltic cliir will

1)0 seen on the cf)aht aumediately southward of it.

Walker Rock lies North two-tbirds of a mile from Governor Ko.k. and

is scarcely loss .langerous. ."xcopt that it uncovers at half ebb. From Twin

iHland it hours W. by N. J N. IJ mile, from (iuadra Hill S.W. by S.. and

iH .listant two-thirds of a mile from the shore of Oaliano Island.

These two rocks aro the principal dangers to bo avoided in the Tr.n.onmbo

Channel ; they are both steep-to, an.l may be passed if necessary at half a

< aide's length.

DirectionB.-ln passing up or down Trineomalie Channel, vessels niay

either take tlu" passage southward of (Jovornor llock, or tluit between .t and

Walker Kock, or northward of tho latter. If taking tho southern passage

after having cleared Atkins lioof, Walker Hook, and the shore of Adm.ra

Island, which is bold, sliould be kept aboard within half a nule, unt.l

(iuadra Kill bears N.E., when they wiU be to tlu, westward of both rocks

and may ste.^r over towards the 8.E. end of Narrow Island, giving it a berth

of at least a quarter of a mile, as a reef extends oif it.

If passing nortliward of AValker Eock when bound westward up tho

channel, keep Parker and Wise Islands aboard within half a mile
;

there

are no dangers off them. When abreast Twin Island, which may be passed

within two cables, haul in to the northward until Mount Sutil, on tin,

southern end of Galiano Island is well open northward of I win, or until

the mountain is on with Charles Island. Bun up with these marks on

astern (which will lead well inside WaUxer Eock) until Quadra Hill bears

^Comfng'down Trineomalie Channel, and desiring to pa.s8 northward of

Walker Eock, keep over on the Galiano Island shore until tho N.E point

of Thetis Island is shut in by the South point of Hall Island. As long as

these points aro not opened a vessel will bo northward of the rock, and when

Quadra Hill bears North, sho wiU be well eastward of both it and the Go-

vernor Eock.
,

HOUSTON PASSAGE leads from the Trineomalie into btuart (.hannoi.

X 2
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Hi.'

V'oasols intending to take It had better pass up southward, or inside the

Governor Hock. The ciitruncv' is between the In .E point of Admiral Island

and Narrow and Sofretarj Islands ; there are no dangers.

Southey Putnt is the sharp northern extreme of Admiral Island, and may

lio approached to a cable's length to the northward. At hidf a mile S.S.W.

of it is the Grappler Reef described in page 301 ; round it Houston Ptisage

turns abruptly to the southward, and Stuart Cl.annel may be enterod eithev

by the main passage between North Roof ano Admiral Island, or if ijiecas-

sary, between North Reef and Tent Island. '.Jive North R >ef a niodoiate

berth, as a shoal ridge of rocks extends one-third of a mile off its N.W. iind

S.W. ends (pag-e 300).

PORTIEB, PASS separates Goliano from Valdes Island, and is the lirst

outlet into the Strait of Georgia, northward of Active Pass, from whicti it

is distant 14 miles. The pass, though short (not exceeding a mile from its

southern entrance ..intil fairly in the strait) is narrow, and is rendered siill

Hiore so by sunlcen rocks on its western side. The tides are very strong.

Tanning from 4 to 7 knots, and overfalls and whiib'ng eddies are always to

be met in th ^ northern entrance. No vessel but a steajner commanding a

speed of 8 knots is recommended fei take it unless in a case of emergencj*.

The .£rst danger in the southern entrance is Biack Rock, just awash at high

waioi' It I'o on the western side of the pass E.S.E. 1| cahlo from Native

Point, the N.W. entrojico point, and is easily avoided.

The second and principal danger is the Virago Rock, almost in the centre

of the channel, but rather on the western side. It only uncovers at low

tides, and bears from Native Point E. by N. j N. 2 cables, tmd from Race

Point, the centre projecting point on the East side of the pass S.W. by W.
a little over 2 cables, which ia the least breadth of the passage. The third

danger is a 2-fathom rocky patch, extending from one of the oiiter East

points of the paaa, bearing from Race Point N.N.E. \ E., a third of a mile,

and from Tongue Point, the outer East point, W by N. | N. 3 cables'

lengths ; this patch is covered with kelp, which is generally visible.

Direotioiis.—At any stage of the flood .stream a steam-vessel acnuainted

with the channel might pass out into tho Strait of Georgia with facihty.

The eastern shore should bo always kept aboard within a cable's length

until beyond Race Point, which should be passed close, after which a vessel

with the /iood strostui should make for Canoe Isiet, a bare yellow rock aljout

20 feet Ixigh N.N.W. two-thirds of a mile distant, in order to clear the two-

fathom pat<;h. Canoo Islet in clear of danger on its western side, but it.si

etistern should not be approached within 3 cables' lengths.

In passing out of the channel \6xh the ebb-tide, tho groat danger to bo

avoided is the violence of the .stream setting against and round Race Point,

wliidi, if a vc.sr.fl liave not sufficient power to stem, will either take her on

tho port buw and sf.'t her ou the point, or, which is still more probable, on tho

" "MSli.WJ'liVJi-.
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CLAM BAY -J^ODI) NARROWS. «09

.starboard, and set her on Virago Rock, as was the case on one occasion with

Ti.M. steam-vessel of that name.

Enterin- Trincomalie Channel froii the Strait of Oeorgui by th.s pass, a

vessel should keep a third of a mile eastward of Canoe Islet and then steer

ib.Race Point, due allowance being n.ade with the flood for the i- fathom

natch; if with the obb, Race Point should be kept close aboard to avoid

ioingset on Virago Rock, and having passed the point, ^-« ^'^^'^'^

shore, which is clear of danger. The rule on all occasions should be o

avoid the wostorn shor.. ; the great strength of the tide ceases numediatay

„n claaring the entrance points either way. From the Straxt of Ceorgia th

pass is always easily recog^i^ed at the distance of several miles by ho gap

bnned by its sloping wooded entrance points terminatiog in two low ^-

tremes from most points of ^view overlapping each other, btoer for the

entrance on a bearing about S. by W.
, , .u a

Tides -The flood tide runs from Trincomalie ChanneUo the northward

into the Strait of Georgia, and the ebb in the conti-ary directiom rW_bb

stream comxnences from one hour to one hour and . half before it is high

water by the shore, and runs for one hour after low water, or from 7 to 8

hours. The high water at the full and change of the moon occurs about 6

Dm,, but is not very regular.
-, , , -i.

dm BAY is on the eaatern sides of Thetis and Kuper Islands, opposite

to Portier Pass. The continuation of the bay separates th<.o two islands at

high water, when there is a boat channel into Telegraph Hai-bour (p. m)

on their wc;steni side. A remarkable white spit point of broken c am shells,

Boen from a long distance, forms the southern entrance point of the bay ;

^mediately solward of it is a considerable native lodge. I^ ^ Man,, o«

the northeiJi point, xs a small wooded islet. Centre Reef, with 7 feet on it,

and marked by kelp. Lies abnost in the centre of the entrance^

The best passage into Clam Bay from the 7^--^^.^! 1 1L
row Secreta^, and Indian islands, between them and Hall Island. AHei

Zlg Indian island steer iu for White Spit, giving it a berth of a cable

Ld anchor in 6 fathoms in the centre of the bay, the spit bearing Last, aixl

'Th""franlrage on the western side of Yaldes Island, . mi'.s

ubove Portier Pass, immediately off a yellow cliff. Eight fathoms, sandy

blm, wiU be found with the cliff beai-ing N.W. by N. distant a auarh,..

'^DODD NAEEOWS may be said to commence above Round Island (page

300), although the narrowest part is a mile distant from it. lo small

ss Is or BtLmors of sufRcient power that obey their hehn qmckly, his

Trow pass offers no dangers. The strength of the tide at its grea est

rush ie above 8 knots, the least depth of water 7 fathoms, and the nai-

rowJpart of the channel is 80 yards wide ; but this is for a short distance.

>a»^?^'»g;*wt''^'i^ftjft-^%'^?^V'gy*^'
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and the pass being nearly straight, a vessel is carried through in a few

moments.

If bound through Dodd Narrows, and having to wait for tide, there is fair

anchorage with but little tide, westward of Hound Island in 6 fathoms, mid-

way between it and the shore.

In proceeding for Dodd Narrows from abreast Portier Pass, the mid-

channel course is W.N.W. for about 3 miles, or until Ragged Island and

Eeef Point of Thetis Island are in one bearing S.W. by 8.

The most direct course is northward of Danger Eeef, between it and

Tree Island ; the latter is a small round wooded islet lying off the South

end of Do Courcy Islands. This passage is two-thirds of a mile wide, with

a depth of 25 to 30 fathoms.

Danger Reef (page 301) should not bo approached within a cable where

there are 9 fathoms ; if the reef should not bo seen, it is recommended to

pass Tree Island at the distance of a quarter of a mile. There is deep water

between it and De Courcy Islands.

The passage between White Rock and Danger Reef is likewise a very

good one ; it is three-quarters of a mile wide, with a depth of 20 to 30

fathoms.

In passing up, keep on the starboaid or eastern side of Round Island at

a conveiiiont distance ; the only directions necessary after this are to keep

in mid-channel, and to attend the steerage quickly and carefully. Imme-

diately through the Narrows the tide ceases, and a vessel will be in North-

umberland Channel, a fine wido passage leading to, and only 5 miles from,

the anchorage at Nanaimo.

In taking the Narrows from the northward, be careful not to mistake

the False Narrows, which are on the port or northern side of Northumber-

land Channel, and are much wider than tlu3 real pass, but nearly dry at low

water. The Dodd Narrows are not so easy to pass from tho North as from

the South, as in the former case the slight bend that has to be made must

be made immediately on entering the narrow part. The tides should bo

studied in passing either way. It is rot recommended to attempt it with the

full rush of the stream ; an hour before or after low water there is no diffi-

culty to a steam-vessel.

It is high water in the Narrows on full and change days at S"* 30™ p.m.,

and low water at 9*' 30"' a.m., and on those days the flood stream commences

at low water, and runs about seven hours. The first of the flood is the best

time to pass the Narrows. Vessels leaving Nanaimo and intending to pass

down, should be at the Narrows an hour byfore high or low water, as tho

tides are nearly an hour earlier at the Narrows.

PYLADES CHANNEL.—The Do ('ourcy Islands are a group extending

41 miles in an E.S.E. direction from Mudge Island, which separates the

False from Dodd Narrows, and on their northern side, between them and
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Valdes Island, is Pylades Channel, which leads by the Gabriola Pass into

the Strait of Georgia, as well as to the entrance of the False Narrows. The

average breadth of the channel is a milo, with a depth of 35 fathoms, and

at its head, near the entrance to the False Narrows, is good anchorage in 9

fathoms, convenient for vessels intending to take the Gabriola Pass and

waiting for tide.
„. i- i

Fake Narrows are full of kelp, and shoal at low water, aflordmg only a

boat passage into Northumberland Channel. Tho pas.ngos botweon the De

Courcy Islands are deep and navigable ; that betw(.on the North and Middle

Island is half a mile wide, and free from danger. The narrow pass botween

the Middle and South Island is scarcely a cable wide, but has a depth of f)

fathoms.
, t i i 1*1

GABRIOLA PASS, between the South end of Gabriola Island and the

North end of Valdos Island, is not recommended, unless for coasting vessels

knowing the locality, or steamers, if necessary, for it is a narrow and intri-

cate channel, something of the same character as Dodd Narrows, except that

it ^-^ a much longer reach. Its direction is E.N.E. for little over a mile, its

narrowest part is not over 250 yards in breadth, and the shoalost water is (.

fathoms ; Jialf a mile E.N.E. from this narrow, the course changes to S.E.

by E leaving a narrow ridge of low wooded islands on the starboard hand,

off which a chain of covering rocks marked by kelp extend for nearly two

cables • two-thirds of a mile on this course leads into the Strait of Georgia,

when the Gabriola Reefs must be avoided. Those latter are an extensive

group of rocks, uncovering at low water, at 1^ mile eastwar^^ of the Flat-top

Islands. Much broken ground exists in their neighbourhood, and it is

desirable to give them a good berth.

Tho north-eastern side of Vancouver Island will be described hereafter.

VANCOUVER ISLAND.

This extensive island has a similar relation to the Pacific Ocean to what

the south-western part of England has to the Atlantic, ami in many respects

their climates resemble each other. But the physical characteristics of the

two are widely different. The rugged coasts of Vancouver Island rise

steeply from the water, backed by rounded hills, covered with tho monoto-

nous pin" groves, beyond which, and traversing the island, a loftier range

of bare rugged mountains culminate in a series of irregular peaks.

It is about 252 miles long, varying from 50 to 65 miles in breadth and

has an area of about one-fourtit of that of England and Wales. Oa its b.W
lace it is very deeply indonu-d by those singular inlets so chavaeteristic o

the adjacent mainland. There is very much land .luito unfit for cultivation
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or colonization, but in some of the valleys and along a portion of the river

banks are tract, of surpassing fertility. From its geographical position.

e:;:d to the fuU sc^pe of the westerly winds whch P-ad over
«^.

Pacific, the mountains, intercepting the rain clouds, furnish an abundant

and never-failing supply of water, which may be certainly found at evej

vaUey beach The forests afford some of the finest timber in the world,

rir asthe largest and straightest spars ^^-hips or or b^d.^^^^^

Treses and a large and increasing trade is rising around the saw-mills, whicH

rjotablished'in various parts. At the same time the r^kyan^bar.^^

shores are covered in many pla.es with a stunted

^''^f^^''2rZl'n
Of other supplies, the natives in the districts away from the European

Lement7wiU iring deer, grouse, salmon, halibut, rock-cod. and o her

fish rroderate quai^ities and for reasonable prices, in exchange for blan^

r common sheets, knives, tobacco, &c. Copper and iron have been found

Lt; '3.ed. esp^ially in Barclay Sound. Traces of gold have also been

"'coa/fs one of the most important of the possessions of Vancouver Island,

and Ip^erto exist in vast quantities. It wa. first ^i-vered at Na.^«;

;:1 Indian repoH. by Mr, Joseph McKay, in May 1850. I- ^^P^^^^^^

following the same seam, called Douglas seam was
^--^f

^^ewca^^e

Island in Nanaimo Harbour. Its general thickness is from 6 to 7 feet, with

^1 8 to 10 inches of fine clay running through tLe centre. Otiier^d

TarKer seams than this were soon afterwards discovered, and still further

examinaZ has demonstrated that there is an unbounded supply, which is

^Z:;r^'lZZ^t..., ^.^.0... its first colonist, in 1843 made

anXrate examination of the capabilities of the island in ite original

linked state, and in few words his views are thus :
The -hole ^ntre

Tthe island-as far as it has been at present explored--may be said to be

a lass of rock and mountain, and of the little available land which ^sfound

n patches along the sea-coast, by far the greater part is densely cover^ w^h

timber, the removal of which would be so laborious as to make the bringing

of the said land und.r cultivation scarcely a profitable undertakmg. The

littie open land wluch there is, however, is in general rich, and had the

Britsh^Govemment thrown the island open to the exertions of individual

enterprise, the greater portion of such open land

-«f
doubtless ere th.

have boon settled. It is not. however, always that the wooded land is

capable of cultivation along the .ea-coast ; on the contrary, the reverse is

the rule ; the greater portion of the land on the southern, and nearly all on

the western coast, as far as it has yet been examined, consisting of barren

rock, barely affording sufficient hold.ng ground to the stunted timber with

which it is covered.
,. , „ ^^^^ . ,ru„

His opinion ot the climate, too, i>. not very cueoniu. lae say«. Ihe

"m^
-r!..- t»»Vit!S'JW"'**'*'***i'^MW''

'-
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climate, as usual on the coast of the Pacific, is divided into two seasons of

dry and rainy, or, as P6re Accolti, the Jesuit priest of Oregon, expressed it,

- Huit mois d'hiver, et quatre d'enfer ;" he added two months, however, to

the winter for the benefit of Oregon. On Vancouver Island it generally

rains and snows from October to March, and during the rest of the year a

parching heat prevails, which dries up all the smaU streams. In the com-

mencement of autumn dense fogs prevail, inveloping everything in obscunty.

and preventing, as I think, the rays of the sun from having a due vivifying

effect on the crops.
, a ,:,

The prevaiUng winds along the coast in winter are from the S.E., varying

from that to the S.W., and with occasional heavy northerly gales
;
the pre-

vailing winds in the summer are from the North and N.W. OeneraUy

speaking, the climate is both agreeable and healthy ;
and not a smgle death

that I am aware of has occurred among adults from disease during the six

years tha: I have been acquainted with the island.*

Dr Eattray gives the following characloristics of the different seasons m

the South part of the island. The spring is short, and lasts from the begin-

ning of March to the end of April or beginning of May. In early March

the weather undergoes a marked change, and a drier and milder climate

forms a decided contrast to the cold and wet winter months which precede

it. Towards the end of April fine weather has fairly set in. with mild dry

S.W. winds.
, ^ • r ^^ 1

The summer begins with May and ends with September. Ram falls sel-

dom and never heavily; fogs and mists axe rare; sometimes the heat is

excessive. The autumn, which lasts during October and November, pre-

sents a marked change. Cold and moist northerly winds succeed the dry

southerly breezes of summer. Fogs begin in October, and occasionally

during the latter part of September ; but periods of fine mild weather, some-

times lasting ten days or a fortnight, form what is called the "Indian

™ri[;g the winter, which lasts from the beginning of December to the end

of February, cold moist northerly and southerly v Inds prevail, with frequent

rain and fogs. Snow is uncommon and never heavy; ice is seldom more

than an inch thick. , , j tji *

The following remarks are from the Vancouver Island Pilot :-

Current8.-A southerly current has been found to prevail on the western

coast of Vancouver Island more or less throughout the y^^r, Par*.cvaai^y

from ^'i-nist to November, probably in some measure caused by the N.W.

winds V. Mch blow constantly during the summer. This current jommg the

ebb tide out of Fuca Strait has been known to ™t vessels between 4 and

ne says: The
. Sec Journal Koyal Geographical Sodely, vol. Mvii pr ^o8-320.

g)gm«i«W!WB»aMtlLi-L'T -
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especially near the full and change of the moon, wH

strongest.
prevailing ^inds from NAV. or 8.W.. take

during the change oi *7-7; "
^^.t^ *at direction, from a slight

from S.8.W., or -«'!"» ^'t^.r lich mate, that part of the co..t

1„.hereto..hip without eteam power
.„d N.W., the former

The eoaet wind, in
•»7"Xr'bl!rf,e.h and with great regularity

during the early
-°°°*Y''*,*° rilmber and the early part of Oct,,-

«rh:::re.n.«aUyetand.ahe.e3.0<,i^^^^^^^^^^^^^

it fall to 29.90 a .euth-eaeterly^ ' ' *
*;t;^ „\„.t.riy „ind a. seen

peoted, bat of short duration, and eleannt, up w
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The winter w,«d, are SAorJ-^j^
^^^^^ ^^^

^. j^,^ „, ^j„,.
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^^^^^ ^^^_

S.K gales are genor^-y^eed"^^^^^^^^^

ther; they sprmgap gradually irom
t„„„eter taUiog "P'<>'>i

=tt:irbi^::t9i-::^-^^^^^^^
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,
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seldom continue from tliat quarter for more thnn 12 or 18 hours, unless tho

barometur falls very low, and almost always shift to S.W.

When the 8.\V. gnlo of winter is not preceded by tho south-eastern, tho

barometer soldom falls ; it either remains stationary, whon the galo may be

expected to continue longer, or rises slowly, when it will grndually subside

and fine weather follow. >S.\V. gales are accompanied by heavy bunks of

clouds, and passing showers of rain, sometimes snow.

The barometer has been known to fall during winter as low as 29.4.") nncl

has been followed by no galo or bad weather, but on sucli occasions there

has been a heavy fall of snow on the hills, and a sudden fall of 15 degrees

in tho temperature.

A fine northerly or N.E. wind frequently occurs at intervals during tho

months of December, Januai-y, and February ; it is always accompanied by

a high barometer, above >'5().0, and at such times a continuance for several

days together of clear, cold, frosty weather may bo looked for. The baro-

meter on those occasions will sometimes rise as high as 30.70, and tlio fine

weather will then probably last a fortnight or more.

Fogs.—Although fogs in this region are not nearly of such frc(iuent oc-

currence as on the neighbouring coast of California, where they prevail

almost tminterruptedly during summer and as late as the middle of October,

yet from August to November thoy occasionally occur in Juan do Fuca

Strait, and are sometimes very dense over tho entrance for several days

together. They are generally accompanied by calms or very light winds

from N.W., which renders them more dangerous to sailing vessels closing

the land.

The natives have been frequently described since tho visit of Capt. Cook

to Nootka Sound first made us intimate with them ; but thoy are disappear-

ing fast. The West coast of the island is very thinly populated, the highest

estimate of the natives not exceeding 4,000, divided into a number of very

small tribes. As a rule they are harmless and inotl'ensive, thoiit'h in a very

few cases the crews of vessels wrecked on their coasts have been phmdered

and ill-treated. They are addicted to pilfering, especially in the vicinity of

Nootka Sound, and ought to be carefully watched ; this is perhaps the

worst charge that can bo brought against them.

All the tribes speak a dilforont dialect, and the Chinook jargon, which is

used at Victoria in transactions with the settlers and natives, will not be

generally understood on tho West coast.

The island now forms an integral part of the colony of British Columbia,

as explained on pa<ro 272, the seat of government for tho island and con-

tinent being at Victoria.

Its S.W. coast was but very httle known till the publication of the fine

series of charts, the result of tlie elaborate survey by Capt. G. H. Richards,

R.N., in H.M.S. Plumper. To these charts and the directions which eluci-

tmn-ii ' -'f; .
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(late them we owe the following description, which is somewhat abridged,

H8, for the present at least, many of the places it describes are but of little

interest to tiio gouerol navigator.

The present chapter will include a description of the south-eastom and

south western coasts of the island, leaving that portion on the Oulf of

(iuorgia, Siv., to be given in the next chapter.

JUAH OE FUCA STRAIT has been before described, pages 251—256,

and the harbours and coast on the South side, the northern limit of the

Washington Territory, is there given. We now commence with the northern

aide of the strait, cor aiming the description from the N.W. point of the

entrance to iUi junction w ii !i the Ilaro Strait.

POBT SAN JUAN is the first anchorage on the North shore within the

entrance of Fuca Strait. The opening, which is remarkable from seaward,

is seen for a considerable distance, and makes as a deep gap between two

mountain ranges. The centre of the entrance bears N.N.E. i E. from Cape

Flattery Lighthouse, and as the light is visible from the anchorage it is

not difficult to enter or leave during night time. Off the western point, at

something more than a cable's length, is a low flat rock, named Owen Island,

awasli at high water.

Observatory Rocks, at the eastern point, are high pinnacles, with two or

three trees growing on them, and some smaller rocks off, the outermost of

which lies 1^ cable from the shore. At 4 cables within these rocks and 1^

cable from the shore is another reef partly out of water, named Hammond

Rocks. On the North side of the port some rocks and broken ground extend

for a mile within Owen Point, and nearly 2 cables from the shore. One

rock, awash, lies N.E. i E. from Owen Island, distant 4 cables, and is 2^

cables from the shore. The entrance points lie E. ^ N. and W. ^ S. of

each other, distant nearly 1^ mile. The port runs nearly straight for 3^ miles

iu a N.E. by N. direction, and carries its breadth almost to the head, which

terminates iu a round beach composed of muddy sand. Gordon River empties

itself through the North end of this beach, and Cooper Inlet penetrates its

southern.

The port is entirely open to 8.W. winds, during which a heavy sea rolls

in if blowing a moderate gale. There is a convenient depth of water all

over Fort San Juan, from 6 to 9 fathoms, the bottom fine muddy sand. In

the outer part of the port there is generally a swell. Good anchorage will

b9 found about 1^ mile from the head, with Owen Island bearing S.W., and

Adze Baiad E.S.K, in 7 fathoms.

The iiill named Pandora Peek does not show as a peak within the

port.

TIk Coast.—From Fort San Juan the shore of Vancouver Island trends

East to Sherringham Point, distant 24 miles, and presents no very re-

markable features. Froiiidiinec Cove, fit for boats, lies 3 miles eastward of
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San Juan ; at the distance of 7 miles further East, in a small b.ght, is a

stream named Somhio River. The iZ.W /^rrfa«, a considerable stream, is

5i miles westward of Sherringham Point. Eastward of Sherringham Point

the shore curves a little to the northward, and at the distance of 4i miles is

Otter Point. The points on this side the strait are not remarkable nor

easily distinguished unless close inshore ; some of their extremes are par-

tially bare of trees. Vessels running or working up the strait at night

should be careful not to get so near the* North shore as to shut in Race

Island light by Beechey Head. From Otter Point the entrance to Sock.)

Inlet is E. by N. i N. SJ mUes, the intervening coast forming rather a deep

indentation named Sooke Bay, in which vessels may anchor in fine weather

something more than half a mile from the shore in 8 fathoms.

SOOKE INLET is a remarkable sheet of water ; its entrance is little over

half a mile in breadth, and leads by a narrow and tortuous channel 3 miles

in length, and in a general North direction to a beautiful land-locked basin,

nearly 2 miles in extent, in an East and West direction, and 1 mile North

and South, with a depth of from 8 to 16 fathoms all over it. It is not hkely,

however, t'j become a harbour of much importance.

Vessels may anchor in 10 fathoms half a mile off the entrance, and, if

necessary for shelter, may with a fair wind run inside Whiffin Island, where

there is sufficient space to anchor.

Whiffin Island is low, gravelly, and always connected with the western

entrance. Its eastern point bears N.N.E. three-quarters of a mile from tho

centre, between the two entrance points ; it must be rounded close, leaving

it on the port hand, as a reef Ues only half a cable eastward of it. On

rounding the point drop the anchor at a cable's length within in 8 fathoms

;

here there is a space of deep water 2 cables in extent.

Secretary Island, small and wooded, lies If cable off Possession Point, a

mile south-eastward of Sooke Inlet. There is a depth of 16 fathoms be-

tween it and the main shore, and from it Beechey Head bears E. i S. 2i

mUes, with a bold steep shore between, and deep water close-to.

BECHEE BAY.—Beechey Mead is a bold wooded cliff, forming the West

entrance point of Becher Bay, Cape Church being the eastern one. Tho

breadth of the entrance is something over a mile, and off the eastern side

are several small wooded islands, named Bedford Islands. The depth of

water at the entrance varies from 20 to 50 fathoms, rocky and irregular

bottom. At three-quarters of a mile within in a northerly direction are

Wolf and Frazer Islands, with some small islets off them
;
between these

two islands, which lie East and West of each other, Frazer being on the

eastern side, is the channel 4 cables wide to the anchorage ;
it then takes a

north-easterly direction for three-quarters of a mile, where anchorage m 10

fathoms may be had, with the centre of Frazer Island bearing S.S.W., dis-

tant a quarter of a mile.

!!
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than a mile. The flood sets in the opposite direction to the N.E., and with

light winds vessels are liablo to bo carried to the eastward.

By night, when Fisgard Island light bears N. by W., u vessel may steer

boldly for it. The only procautiou necessary is to keep tho white light in

full view.

Entering Esquimalt Harbour, the Fisgard Island light should bo h»ft from

1 to 2 cables on the port hand ; when it boars N.W. by W. | W. the light

changes from white to rod, and shows tho latter colour within tho harbour ;

and when it bears S. by \V. at u convonieat distance, a vessel may anchor

in 7 fathoms, or stand into Constance Cove if preferred. The Scroggs liocks,

on the eastern side of tho entrance of tho harbour must bo avoided
;
they

bear E.S.E. from Fisgard Island distant nearly 4 cables.

The entrance of Victoria Harbour being only 2 miles eastward of Esqui-

malt, the samo precautious are necessary as regards the tides. The course

from a mile off the Eace Islands is N. i E. ;
during daytime Christ Church,

a conspicuous white building with a spire, and standing on an euunence,

will be seen shortly after rounding those islands, bearing N. by E. It

should be kept just on the starboard bow. At night, or during bad weather,

it is strongly recommended not to run for this harbour ; but if it is decided

to run for Victoria, it must be borno in mind tliut when Fisgard laland

Ught changes from white to red, a vessel will bo very near tho shore.
•

Bentinck Island, lying close off the S.E. point of Vancouver Island, is

little over half a mile in extent, irregularly shaped, and 100 feet high, being

almost divided in tho centre by a narrow nock.

Between Bentinck Island and Esquimalt Harbour, a distance of 8 miles,

the coast is indented by several bays, and anchorage may be obtained in 8

to 10 fathoms anywhere within a mile of tho shore, except immediately

off Albert Head. The only danger ia a reef lying about a cable's length off

the head.

Pedder Bay, the first of these indentations, has its entrance immediately

northward of Bentinck Island, 2 miles N.N.W. of tho Great Ilace, between

Cape Calver and William Head, where its breadth is three-quarters of a

mile. The inlet runs to the W.N.W. for 2 mUes, narrowing rapidly, and

when half a mile within is only fit for small craft, which may find good

shelter at its head. Vessels of any size may anchor in the entrance in 7

fathoms.

Parry Bay, immediately northward of William Head, affords good an-

chorage with all westerly winds. Vessels bound to sea and meeting with a

strong wind from this quarter are recommended to return here; the an-

chorage is in 9 fathoms, from half to three-quarters of a mile off the sandy

beach, with William TToad bearing S.W. by S. about the same distance.

Albert Head, the North point of the bay, is moderately high, sloping to

the sea, bare of trc 38 at ,t8 extreme, but wooded immediately behind
;
a
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reef lies a cable off it. William Head somewhat resembles it, but is lowor.

The water is too deep for anchorage immediately off these heads.

BOTAL BAY or ROADS, of which Albert Head is the southern point,

and the entrance of Esquimalt Harbour, the northern limit, is a fine sheet

of water 3 miles in extent, and affords goo«l anchorage with all winds which

would prevent a vessel from entering that harbour. A vessel may anchor

anywhere within .hree-quarters of a mile from the western shore. A good

berth is a mile South of Duntzo Head with tho entrance open, or Thetis

cottage just open of Inskip Eocks (in the harbour), which is the leading

mark for clearing the Scroggs Rocks running in or out.

LIGHT.-A lighthouse is erected on Fisgard Iiland, a small rocky islet

25 feet high, and almost connected with tho shore, forming the western

entrance point of Esquimalt Harbour; the tower is of brick whitewashed,

and is elevated 70 feet above the mean level of the sea, with a red brick

dweUing-house adjoining. The Ught infixed, and of the fourth order; it

shows u,hiU when bearing from N. i W. to N.W. by W. i W. ;
red from

N W. by W. i W. to 8. i E., and green from N. i W. to N. by E. | E.

The white light is intended to guide a vessel in from seaward, and while

visible dears alike the western coast between Race Island and Esquimalt,

and the southern shore with its off-lying dangers, Scroggs Rocks and

Brotchy Ledge, between Duntze Head and Trial Island. The red light will

be found useful by vessels bound to Victoria or Esquimalt from ^he east-

ward, after rounding Trial Island it will indicate a vessel's distance from

thr shore, and if bound to Esquimalt. a W.S.W. course will lead a safe dis-

tance outside Brotchy Ledge, until the Ught changes from red to white,

when it may be steered for, and not before. A green ray of Ught is thrown

up the harbour between the Whale Rock and tlie western shore, and leads

westward or inside the Une of that rock.

ESaUIMALT HABBOUE is a safe and excellent anchorage for ships of

any size, and with the aid of the Ught on Fisgard Island may be entered

at aU times with great faciUty. The entrance, which be«« North
SJ

miles from the Ughthouse on Great Race Island, is between Fisgard Island

and DuntM Head, and is 3 cables in breadth, opening out immediately

within.

The only dangers are the Scroggs Rocks, which lie on the eastern side.

8 8.E. 3 cables from Duntze Head, and cover at three-quarters flood.

Inskip Islands kept weU open of the head leads clear to the westward of

them, but the best mark for entering with a leading wind is Thetis Cottage,

a conspicuous white building on Dyke Point, just open or on with the

western Inskip Rock, bearing N. by W. i W., which leads in mid-channel.

Fisgard Island should not be passed within less than a cable's length,

keeping just without the kelp, which extends about half a cable eastward of
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it, for a rock with 7 feet water over it Ues three-quarters of a cable N.E. of

the lighthouse.

Vessels entering the harbour at night with a strong wind after them

should take care to shorten sail in time, as the space for rounding to is some-

what limited ; and it is desirable to moor if any stay is intended, as the

winds are changeable.

The best time to lea- Jxe harbour is early in the morning, when either

a calm or light land wind may be expected. There i^ little strength of tide

in the harbour, or for some 'listance without, and it sets fairly in and out.

The strongest and most frequent gales blow from S.W. and S.E., whitli

are loading winds in, but rarely from N.W. The S.W. is a summer wind,

generally fresh, and brings fine weather, unless it blows a gale. South-oast

winds may be looked for during the winter months, or between November

and March, and generally a strong gale once in a month with rain and thick

weather. The N.E. wind rarely blows with much strength, and always

brings fine clear weather ; a direct South wind, to which some parts of the

harbour are open, seldom blows, and there is never sufficient swell to render

the anchorage inconvenient.

The Whale Book, with only 7 feet on it at low water, lies W. i N. 2

cables from Inskip Islands, or nearly midway between them and the western

shore of the harbour. This rock is of smaU extent, and not marked by

kelp ; it has a clear passage on either side, that to the eastward being the

widest Yew and Eodd Points, just touching, point to the rock
;
Yew Point,

just touching the lighthouse on Fisgard Island, S. by E. J E., leads nearly

a cable's length westward ; and when Ashe Head is well shut in by Inskip

Islands, a vessel will be clear to the northward.

Anchorage.—The most convenient anchorage is in Constance Cove, on the

f.astern side of the harbour, immediately round Duntze Head, the general

depth being 6 Tathoms, and the holding ground good ;
there is, however,

safe anchorage in any part of the harbour, in not less than ^ fathoms, as

iar northward as Dyke Point. A cable's length above this point the water

shoals to 3 fathoms, and from thence to the head of the harbour is a flat

with only a fow feet on it at low water.

Thetis Cove in Plumpar Bay, on the eastern side, immediately North of

Constance Cove, is a snug anchorage, with the harbour entrance just shut in

by Inskip Kocks in 4i fathoms ; but vessels proceeding above these rocks

must tiiko care to avoid the Whale rock.

Water may bo obtained during the winter months without difficulty from

the many streams that empty themselves into the different bays, caused by

the great quantity of rain which usually falls at that season
;
but in summer

watering is a tedious process, and boats must be sent either to Eowe stream,

at the head of the harbour, or to the salt lagoon just outside the entrance.

Both offer difficulties, unless at or near high water.

Xorth Pacific.
^
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Water, however, might be conveyed at all seasons, and at a trifling ex-

pense, from tho chain of lakes just over the western side of the harbour,

near Colwood Farm.

VICTOBIA HARBOTJB is a little more than 2 miles eastward of Esqui-

mau, with its entrance between Ogden and MacLaughlin Points. Macaulay

or Sailor Point, a remarkable projection nearly midway btiween tho two

harbours, is a bare flat point about 30 feet high, showing as a yellow clay

fliff, worn by the action of the sea and weather into a rounded nob at the

extreme. The coast on either side of this point for a mile is fringed witli

simken rocks, and is dangerous for boats in bad weather, many fatal acci-

dents having occurred.

The entrance to this harbour is shoal, narrow, and intricate, and with

S.W. or S.E. gales a heavy rolling swell sets on tho coast, which renders

the anchorage outside unsafe, while vessels of burthen cannot run in for

shelter unless at or near high water. Vessels drawing 14 or 15 feet water

may, under ordinary circumstances, enter at such times of tide, and ships

drawing 17 feet have entered, though only at the top of spring tides.

The channel is buoyod, but it is necessary to take a pilot, and the space

is so confined and tortuous that a long ship has considerable difficulty in

making the - ecessary turn. A large per-centage of vessels entering tho

port, small as well as large, constantly run aground from these causes, or

from trying to enter at an improper time of tide, or neglecting to take a

pilot. Such accidents, however, are seldom attended with more than delay

and inconvenience, as the shoalest and most intricate part of the passage is

sheltered. When within, the port is perfectly land-lockod, and vessels may

lie in from 14 to 18 foot at low water, but the harbour accommodation is

limited.

Anchorage.—V( asols anchoring outside the harbour to wait for the tide,

or from other causes, should not come within a line between Ogden and

MacLaujrhlin Points, the former bearing W. \ N., tho latter E. h S., mid-

way between, or a quarter of a mile from either. This is a good stopping

place with olT-shore winds or fine weather, but is by no means reeom-

mendcd as a safe anchorage for sailing vessels during the winter months,

wiien bad weather may bo looked for with little warning.

There am three or four pilots attached to the port, who keep a good look-

out for vessels oflP the entrance. Pilotage is compulsory to all merchant

vessels, except roasteis, but the charges are moderate.

Brotchy Ledge.—About 4 cables from Holland Point, and right in the

fairway of vessels entering Victoria Harbour from the eastward, lies tho

I!rotchy Ledge, with 5 feet en its shoalest part ; it is covered with kelp, and

about a lable in extent within the o-fathom line. There are 9 fathoms be-

tween the ledge and the shore.

A spar buoy, painted w/iifc, marks this ledge. It lies in 12 feet water.
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TIfTAL ISLANDS-ENTERPKIZE CHANNEL. ;;.'3

with the beacons on Beacon Hill in line, bearing N.E. by E. ; Ogden Point

N. A W. distant 5 cables; and Holland Point N.E. 4 cables. Tlio buoy is

occasionally washed away during tho heavy winter gales.

Fisgard Island Lighthouse, North part of Brothers Island, and Macaulay
Point in line W. J N., leads a cable North of the ledge in 9 fathoms,

between it and the shore; and the lighthouse, just open southward of

Brothers Island W, by N. J N., leads 2 cables South of the ledge in 21

fathoms.

In entering or leaving Victoria Harbour, keep either of the above marks
on, till past the line of the beacons on Beacon Hill in line, when a vessel

will be clear of the ledge. Coasterf , and those acquainted with the place,

usually go North of it.

The COAST from Victoria Harbour trends in an easterly direction for 2

miles to Clover Point, and is for the most part faced by white sandy cliffs,

varying in height from 10 to 80 feet ; a sandy beach extends along tho

whole way, and at a cable's distance off in many places are rocks aTid foul

ground. Two cables East of Holland Point, and a cable off shore, are t!io

Glimpse Reifx, which cover at thrbO-quarters flood, and have 7 fathoms just

outside them.

Bacon Hill, a gontlo rise of the land, 2 cables from tho water's cdgo, ami

a mile East of tho harbour, is grassy and bare of trees ; its heiglit is 140 ft.

and there is a staff or beacon on the summit. Clover Point, at 2 miles east-

ward of the entrance to Victoria Harbour, is low, bare of trees, and project-

ing. It is steep-to, and off it are some strong tide-rips, dangerous to boats

in heavy weather. RoHfi Bay, to the eastward of it, is open, but sometimes

used by small craft if waiting for the tide, there being from 4 to 5 fatlioms at

2 cables distance offshore. Foul Bay, nearl^ a Mile N.E. of Clover Point, is

of sniiill extent, and filled with rocks. Off its entrance are the Templar

Rocks, about 4 feet under water, and marked by kelp.

Trial Islands, nearly IJ miles eastward from Clover Point on the South

side of Entorpvize Channel, are two in number, bare and rocky, but gene-

rally appear as one. Strong tide ripples prevail ofl tho southern island,

especially during the flood, which runs nearly (> knots at springs just

outside it.

Enterprize Channel, between Trial Islands and the Vancouver shore is a

narrow, tortuous, but deep channel, much used by stoamei-s and coasters

trading to Victoria Harbour, as a slight saving of distance is effected, and

loss tide experienced than by going South of tho Trial Isflauds. Its length is

about a milo. HIvNeil Bay, on tho North side of the channel eastward of

Foul Point, is upwards of 3 cables in extent, with from 2 to 6 fathoms water.

It is open to tho southward. Mouatt Reef, in tho easti'vn part of the chan-

nel, 3 cables frum Trial Island, and nearly 2 cables off shore, is about a

y2
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DI8C0VE11Y AND CHATHAM ISLANDS. :^'2r,

from 3 to 4 fathoms, and marked by kelp, exists upwards ( • u (.able West

of it.

DISCOVERY and CHATHAM ISLANDS.—Discovery Island is 2 mil.s

N.E. of Gonzales Point, at the junction of the Uaro and Fuca fcjiriiits, ll

is wooded, about three-quarters of a mile in extent, and its sliores on all

sides are bordered by rocks. liudlin Hay, on its S.E. side, is tilled with

rocks, and should not bo used by any vessel.

Chatham MandH, to the N.W. of Discovery Island, and separated from it

by a narrow boat pass, are of small extent, forming;' an irregular pronp, low

and wooded, the tide rushing with great strength throuj,'h tlio pnsHa!,'es be-

tween thiMu. Lmling J'uint, at the South extreme, is a bare rocky islet at

liigh water. Channel Point, their West extreme, is also bare and steep-to
;

the tide runs strong past it. Strontf Tide hkt, the N.W. of tliese islands, is

rocky, about 50 feet high, and wooded. Its West side forms the eastern

boundary of l?aynes Channel, and is steep-to. The ebb tide runs very

strongly past it, nearly 6 knots at springs. R'-fuge Cvve, on the East side

of the Chatham Islands, is small, and has 1 ^ fathom in the centre
;
coasters

or small craft entangled among those islets may find shelter in it. Jlj)hu

Islet, tlie easternmost of the group, is bare, and 10 feet above high water.

Fulf^rd Reef, 3 caoles North of the Chatham Islands, is about a cable in

extent, id covers at three-quarters flood. Vessels using the Paynes Clian-

nel shoul. keep well to the westward to avoid this reef, as the tide sets

irregularly in its vicinity.

Hecate and Plumper Passages.—Discovery Island is separated fron^. the

Chain Islets by a passage half a mile wide in the narrowest part, forming

an apparently clear and wide channel, but near the middle of the South

part lies Centre Rod, which hao only 3 feet over it, and tliough marked by

kelp, this, from the strength of the tides, is often run under, and seldom

seen. There is a deep passage on either side of this danger, the one to the

westward being called Hecate, and the eastern one Plumper Paesage. The

latter is wider, and best adapted for large steamers, but the tide sots very

btrongly through both of them.

Baynes Channel, between Cadboro Point and the Chatham Islands, con-

necting these inner channels with Haro Strait, is ui)wards of a mile loii)^

and half a mile wide. The soundings in it are irregular, varying from U
to 30 fathoms, and the tide at springs rushes through it with groat velocity,

strongest along the eastern side.

The Five-fathom Shoal, lying in the centre of the channel, is not marked

by kelp. If wishing to avoid it, a vessel has only to keep a little over on

either side of mid-channel.

CADBORO POINT, on the Vancouver shore, at the termination of liio

inner channels, is nearly 3 miles North of Gonzales Point, and three-quarters

of a mile West of the Chatham Islands. It is about .-iO feet liigl*, rocky and

,-?ij3SSrSiSE^« r^T»^'tV's=5>^SS5Kl?*M^^^^5Ser*''^.^':^?
i^-^M*nJ^
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and .stnal ''^^"^''''^"^
The Uecate and I'lu^per Tassagos are nearly

r^;^:S::^:::^--.e stealers than those Westofthe Chain

'lldes-The high water, at fall and change, is irregular and much in-

flZutd by prevafling winds ; the greatest ri«e and fall of tule at D^covery

t"^ is 1' ft During sunamor months the fU.od stream comna-neos at

n'lV a rl run ing with great strength till nearly 3 p.m., after whu,h

iltl ttletile'isfelttiU 4 a.m. o.. .hefoUowing day. when the ebb commences
buthttlotiae

^.^^ ^^ j^^ ^^^^^ ^y ^j^^ ^1^^,^,.

'"Jn'iJ^T/licE BANr lying in he Euca Strait, nearly 6 mdes S.E. by

ET^irrlgatd I'lai ^bthouse, 3 miles B. by W. from Trial Isl.K,

J 7nZs N.I. from Kace I.land lighthouse, is upwards ot a mde xn

f„nf with 9 to 14 fathoms, but a vessel should not anchor on it.

Fonte Baul^ about a mile iu extent, with from H to 5 fathoms and

r. 1 T?n Hes nearly in the middle of Fuca Strait, 6 miles S. i W.

7T^1^Xl^^ I^^-d 8 miles E. by S. from Discovery Island

anTs rllW S. from Smith or Blunt Island lighthouse. Tins bank

ht to be avoided, as there may be less water on it than was found.

"hI^O strait has been uescribed on pages 287-304. We now proceed

.iHe Western Coast of Vancouver Island, commencing with the coast

beyond Port San Juan, described on page 31 o.

The WESTERN COAST «f Vancouver Island is comprised between Bo-

niUa PoTnt. at the entrance of Juan deFuca Strait and Cape Scott iheN.W^

"
Leme oi the island, a distance of upwards of 200 mdes. Its general

direction is W.N.W. and E.S.E., but the coast is broken mto deep inlets the

Jnlal of which, Barclay, Clayoquot, Nootka, Kyuquot and Quatsn...

Sounds, are large sheets of water, with features similar to the other great

iulets on this part of the American continent.

Makine the Land.-When first nmking the land, an unbroken range et

n^ountains will be seen; on a nearer approach it appears thickly wooded,

and apparently fertile, intersected with many deep opemngs and vallej.
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THE WESTERN C0A8T 3i7

wliich in most cases ar« some of the inlets before mentioned. The const ir.

generally low and rocky, but rises immediately to mountains of considerabio

height. It IS fringed by numerous rocks and liidden dangers, ospociuliy near

the entrances of tho sounds, and the exercise of groat caution and vigiluni o

will be necessary on tho part of the navigator to avoid them, even with tlio

present Admiralty charts. On no occasion, therefore, except whore otliei -

wise stated in tho foUowing pages, should a stranger attempt to enter any of

the harbours or anchorages during night or thick weather, but rather keep

a good olKng until circumstances are favourable ; and when about to make

the coast, it cannot bo too strongly impressed on tlio mariner to take every

opportunity of ascertaining his veseol's position by astronomical observations,

as fogs and thick weather come on V( ry suddenly at all times of tho year,

more especially in summer and autumn months.

Tides.—All along the outer coast or West of Vancouver Island it may bo

said to be high water at full and change when the moon crosses the meri-

dian, viz., at noon and midnight, the tide showing considerable regularity

as compared with the inner waters, tho greatest rise and fall being every-

where about 12 ft. There are two high and low waters in the 21 hours all

tho year round. In summer months the superior high water is at midnight,

and in winter months at noon.

The flood stream appears to set along tho coast to tho north-west, ami

the ebb to the south-east; neither are of great strength, except in tlio

vicinity of Fuea Strait and the Scott Islands. In summer months a set is

generally found to the southward, and in winter in the opposite direction,

but the currents are irregular, and influenced by prevailing winds.

Soundings.—At the entrance of the Fuca Strait the 100 fathom edge of tho

bank extends upwards of .'JO miles off shore ; it tlien runs nearly straight in

a N.W. by W. direction, gradually nearing the coast, and abreast Cape

Cook or Woody Point the depth of 100 fathoms will be obtained within 4

miles of the shore ; to the N.W. of Woody Point the 100-fathom edge does

not extend more than 10 miles off shore, and to the southward and westward

of the Scott Island oven less.

The nature of the bottom, when under 100 fathoms, appears to bo gene-

rally composed of sand and gravel, and does not differ in one part from

another sufficiently to afford any guide for ascertaining a vessel's exact posi-

tion on the coast ; the bank, however, extends far enough off shore to the

S.E. of Cape Cook, that if running for tho coast in thick weather, the

mariner, by sounding in time, will got due notice of his approach to tho laud,

as the edge of 100 fathoms does not come within 18 miles of it. and the bank

shoals very gradually.

The Coast irom Port San Juan runs 10 miles in a westerly direction to

BoniUa Point, rising gradually to elevations from 1 ,000 to 2,(!00 ft. Ihmlla

Point, the North entrance point of Puca Strait, is 12 miles N.N.W. of Capo

»S-?5.'«.*i«-,4,Wr'/Ji.i''A.-ii- 4'
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The Eastern Channel, on the euntoru sido of Barclay Sound, between the

main shor." and Door Islands, is 12 miles loiijj; in a N.N.E. dirontion, and its

breadth varies from I to l.J mile. Its shores aro low and ruRged, except iti

the North part, which becomes higli. The soundings in the ontrnnco vary

from 18 to 22 fathoms, increasing gradually to 90 and 100 fathoms at the

North -part. There are several dangers witliiu it, the rocks oiF Capo Beal.i

and Channel Rocks at the southern part, and tho Fog Kock off the East sido

of Tzaartoos Island.

CAFE BEALE, tho S.E. point of entrance of Barclay Sound, and of the

Eastern Channel, is 30 miles N.W. by W. i W. from Cape Flattery

lighthouse. It is a bold rocky point, 120 feet high, and some rocks extend

ofif it, from 2 to 4 cables.

Bamfield Creel, 4 miles from Cape Bealo, on the East sido of the channel,

runs in 1 J ™^^ '^^ ^ southerly direction ; there is room for a vessel to raoor

at a short distance from its head in 6 fathoms. Grappler Creek extends ("rom

tho entrance of Bamfield Creek two-thirds of a mile to the eastward. Kdp

Hay, 55 miles from Capo Bealo, is two-thirds of a mile wide, a quarter of

a mile deep, and affords a fairly-sheltered anchorage in 6 to 14 fathoms.

Mark Met, 8 miles from Capo Beale, and one cable off the East side of tho

channel, is small and wooded, and conspicuous from the entrance of tho

Middle Channel.

Numukamis Bay, 9 miles from Capo Beale, at the N.E. part of the East-

ern Channel, is of an oblong shajjo, 3 miles wide and H mile deep ; its shores

rise gradually to mountains from 1,000 to 2,000 ft. high. In tho centre of

the bay are the San Josd and Eeef Islets, of small extent and low.

Poett Nook, in the South part of this bay, about one mile within its

8.W. point, is a landlocked basin, about 3 cables long and 2 cables wide,

with 7 fathoms water.

Turn Hand, at the N.E. point of the Eastern Channel, and dividing it

from the Alberni Channel, is small and wooded, and separated by a narrow

boat pass from the E. shore.

Ship Islet, at the 8.W. point of the Eastern channel, N.W. J N., 2 miles

from Cape Beale, is 100 ft. high and rocky, with a few remarkable trees on

its northern part, which at some distance seaward give the islet the appear-

ance of a ship under sail, and form a good mark for identifying the channel.

There are from 23 to 24 fathoms at 2 cables distance from it.

DEER ISLANDS form the western boundary of the Eastern Channel, and

run N.N.E. and 8.S.W. for 10 miles, with a breadth varying from one to 2

miles. They are low, and of inconsiderable size, except the northern one,

which is 1,000 ft. high in parts, and of considerable extent. There is only

one navigable passage through them, the Satellite I'ass, between Ilelby and

Hill Islands.

King Island, the southernmost of these islands, is about one mile long and

KajH'j.-ai»g*<a='gggs<yfeajffiet»'--ff^'^^<»g^^

I

J
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liiilf a niilo broad. Its nhores are vory ruggod aud broken, with rockn cx-

teiidiii}? from I to 2 cablos oil.

Channel Rooks, on tho West sido of the channel, 3 cables Kast of KinR

Island, and 1 mile E.N.E. from Ship Islet, are about I cabin in extent, and

cover at half Hood. There are U) to 12 fathoms at tlio distance of a table

to tho oastward of them, and tho sea generally breaks over them. Tluy

must be carefully avoided.

Diana Island, separated from King Island by n passage full of rocks,

is of triangular shape, about U milo wide, and three-quarters of a mile

broad. Its shores aro rocky, and at adistiiiico of 2 cublos from its E. side is

Todd lioek, awash at high water, with 16 fathoms close to it.

Entrance Anchorage.—//'% /'<l'ind, the next island northward of Diana,

has off its North side a mall, but well sheltered, anchorage, in Irom B

to 9 fatlioms, easy of access from either tho Eastern or Middle Channels,

and very convenient as a stopping-place for vessels entering or leaving

Barclay Sound.

Hill Island, two-thirds of a milo Nort^i of Tlolby Island, and .separated

from it by tho Satellite Pass, i^ small, with a summit of modorato height nt

its southern end. At a quarter of a milo South of it is a patch of V, fatlioms

water, marked by kelp, and there aro several small islets and rocks off its E.

and W. sides.

Robbers Island, separated from Hill Island by a passage full of rocks, is

2 miles long and 1 milo broad at its widest part. It is low and steep-to ou

the eastern side, and between it and Tzaartoos Island is a small landlocked

basin of 5 to 7 fathoms water, but almost inaccessible.

Tzaartoos or Copper Island, the northernmost of the Deer Islands, ia -J }.

miles long in a N.N.E. direction, and H mile broad. It is higher than the

other islands, rising in many parts to 800 and 1,000 ft ;
its eastern side, ex-

cept in the vicinity of Sproat Bay, is steep-to, and may be approached to 2

cables. Limestone of a fine quality is to be found in its northern part, and

Jhere are several indications of copper and iron ores.

Sproat Bay, on the East side of Tzaartoos Island, is about half a mile wide

and 2 cables deep. In its centre are two small islets, and between them and

the southern side of the bay a vessel may anchor in from 11 to 16 fatlioms.

Leading Bluff, situated just South of the bay, is a steep point 400 ft. high,

and conspicuous from the entrance of the Eastern Channel.

Fog Rock, lying about 2 cables East of Sproat Bay, ia of small extent,

with only 9 ft. over it, and steep-to all round. This danger is in the track of

vessels using Sproat Bay, and requires caution to avoid it, not being marked

by kelp in the spring.

Nob Point, the S.W. entrance point of Alborni Inlet, and N.W. point of

Eastern Channel, is about half a mile to the northward of Tzaartoos Island,
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and nearly l;i miles from Capo IJoalo. It is a remarkable clill'y projoiting

point 170 ft. high, stocp-to on its South and East sides.

ALBERNI INLEa", at the N.E. part of Hurclay Sound, runs in a winding

northerly direction for 22 miles, with a breadth varying from 2 cables to I

mile, and torminates in a fiue capacious anchorage at its lunul ; the shores on

cither side are rocky and rugged, rising abruptly from tho sea to mountains

2,000 and .'i,000 ft. high; at tho head, however, the land becomes low and

fertile, a large (quantity being fit for cultivation. A settlement and largo saw

mills are estabhahed there, and quantities of timber exported to ditl'eront parts

of tlie world.

The soundings to within 1 mile of tho head vary from 160 to '10 fathoms,

and the shores of the inlet are everywhere free from danger. Tlio ontiancti

between Nob I'oiut and Turn Island lies at tho termination of tho Easti ru

(Channel, 13 miles N.N E. from Capo Boalo.

San Mateo 15ay, on tho East side of tho inlet, IJ mile North of Turn

Point, is three-quarters of a mile wide, and ono mile deep. Its shores are

high, and tho soundings in it vary from 20 to 30 fatk. l > being too deep for

anchorage.

Mutine Point, midway between this bay and Turn Tslnud, is rocky, and

as at a short distance oil' it a rock is said to exist, a berth .if 2 cables ought

to be given in passing. Just South of this point is a small bay with irre-

gular . jundiuga from 11 to 17 fathoms, which might be used as a stopping-

place.

UCHUCELESIT HARBOUR, on tlio West side of the inlet, 2 miles with-

in Nob Point, is 3 miles long in a Avestorly direction, and its average broadtli

is about half a mile ; the North shore is high, rising gradually to mountains

of 2,000 and 3,000 feet, but the South shores and head are low ; all arolVoo

from danger at the distance of a cable. The soundings vary from 20 to 10

fathoms, and there aro two secure anchorages. Green Cove at the entrance,

and Snug Basin at the head, with from 9 to 15 fathoms water. Livmtom

of a very fine quality is to be procured at the head of the harbour, and cval

has been found.

Green Cove, just within the entrance on the North side of the harbour,

affords a snug, well-sheltered anchorage in 9 to 14 fathoms. Harbour Island,

off its South side, and completely landlocking the anchorage in that direc-

tion, is of small extent, with a clear deep passage on either side into tho an-

chorage. A rock lies half a cable off its S.E. point.

This anchorage is convenient as a stopping-place for vessels bound to or

from Stamp Harbour at the head of Alberni Inlet, and the entrances to it,

on either side of Harbour Island, make it available to sailing vessels or

steamers.

Steamer Passage, on the East side of Harbour Island, leads into Green

Cove, It should only bo used by steamers, or sailing ships vith a fair wind.

TL^-- "^r^'Tgyf^ipM-Tayc'

j^grg^ysg'ys?; '-•- ^'ifi f̂HteiS^ ''" r'Jir.a?
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ugh the Eastern Channel, the

S.E. entrance point, Cape Beale, may bo easily recognized from the S.E.. by

the islands West of it. Ship Islet being also very conspicuous from the trees

on its North part. In approaching or rounding the capo, do not como nearer

than half a milo to avoid the rocks off it, until Turn Island at the North part

of Eastern Channel is well shut in by Loading Bluff, Tzaartoos Island, N. by

E. 5 E., v.'hen steer up tho Eastern Channel with that mark on, which will

lead clear of the rocks otl' the West side of Cape Beale, and East of Channel

Eocks. When Ship Island bears W.S.W., the vessel will be well North of

the latter, and may then steer up mid-channel about N.N.E. ; on nearing

Leading Bluif, keep the East side of Hill Island open South of it S.W. i S.,

to pass East of the Fog Eock, until the West side of Nob Toint comes open

East of Limestona Point N. i W., when steer up within 2 cables of either

shore, or in mid-channel. If bound to Stamp Harbour, after entering the

Alberni Inlet, the only direction required is to keep mid-chaunel, and anchor

on the eastern side of the harbour, with the bearings already given.

After entering the Alberni, a strong southerly wind will generally be ex-

perienced, blowing home to the head ; it however usually falls a little during

the night.

A steam-tug is attached to the saw-mill establishment, for the purpose of

towing vessels through tho Eastern Channel ; when a vessel is expected the

tug generally lies in Dodger Cove, at the entrance of Middle Channel, where

a good look-out can be kept.

If beating into the Eastern Channel, which ought only to be done by small

or quick working vessels, when standing towards Cape Beale, tack before

the passage between Turn Island and the main comes open of Leading Bluff

N.N.E. Ship Islet may be approached to a quarter of a mile ; when near-

ing King Island, or the Channel Eocks, tack when Turn Island comes shut

in with Leading Bluff. As a rule, in standing towards the East shore do not

come within 2 cables, and after passing the Channel Eocks, keep outside of

the line of Deer Islands. On nearing Leading Bluff and Fog Eock, keep

Hill Island open of the former S.W. i S. till Nob Point comes well open of

Limestone Point N. i W., which clears the Fog Eock to the South and N.E.

In standing into Numukamis Bay, give Eeef and San Jose Islands a berth

of about 2 cables, after which the shore on either side may be approached to

about a cable, except near, the centre of Numukamis Bay, which should not

be approached closer than half a mile.

If necessary to anchor for the night, or from other causes, Entrance an-

chorage, in the Deer Group, just North of Helby Island, is recommended,

being souure, and easy jf access from either Eastern or Middle Channels.

Kelp, S|iroat, and Nahmint Bays, also Greou Cove, are easy of access, and

mt-y bo used as stopping-places.

MIDDLE CHANNEL, the largest passage into Barclay Sound, is adjacent

to tho Eastern Channel, and separated Irom it by the Deer Islands. It is

« *<aMiiwwtimjJir*****.*^*"**
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Island, on the N. side of the pass is a shoal patch with ;j.J fathoms, marked
by kelp. Leading Bluff open of East side of Hill Island N.E. by N. loads

to the S.E. of this shoal.

A vessel bound to Albemi Inlet, after having entered Middle Channel,

should proceed through this pass into the Eastern Channel, and on to tlie

inlet through the latter, keeping about 1 or 2 cables Nor;h of Ragged, Ilelby

and Wizard Islands.

Villaffe Rocks, lying on the East side of Middle Channel, 6 miles from En-
trance Island, and one-third of a mile from the N.W. point of Robbers

Island, are 2 cables in extent, nearly awash at low water, and usually

break in heavy weather. They should not bo approached within t quarter

of a mile.

Chain Islands, on the East side of Middle Channel, are a chain of small

islets and rocks nearly 4 miles long in a northerly direction. They run pa-

rallel to the West side of Tzaartoos Island, being separated from it by a

passage three-quarteri of a mile wide, but filled with rocks, and among wiiich

no vessel should enter.

Swiss Boy Island, the southernmost of this group, is small and cliffy, and
2 cables West of it is Bull Rock, of small extent, with less than 2 fathoms
water, which breaks in bad weather. A vessel ought not to approach the

West side of these islands within half a mile, except when rounding their

North part.

JUNCTION PASSAGE, at the N.E. part of Middle channel, connecting it

with the Albemi Inlet and Eastern Channel, lies North of the Chain and
Tzaartoos Islands, between them and the main. It is 2 miles long in an
easterly direction, about one-third of a mile wide, its shores are clear of dan-
ger, and the soundings in mid-channel vary from 50 to 84 fathoms. On the

North side of the passage is Rainy Bay, about 1 ^ mile in extent ; but there

are several rdcks and bmall islets within it, the shores are rugged and broken,

and the watei' too deep to afford anchorage. Northward of this bay, and
connected to ii by a very narrow boat pass, is Useless Inlet, a large sheet of

water with fron. 9 to 20 fathoms, which no vessel can enter.

BROKEN GEOTIP, which forms the boundary of Middle Channel along

the West side, is composed of a number of small islands and rocks, covering

a space upwards of 6 miles long and 4 miles wide. They are low, and the

principal ones wooded, the largest being about a mile in extent ; there are

several passages through them, and a good anchorag«t, called Island Har-
bour, in their N.E. part, but as a rule no stranger should venture among
them or approach within half a mile, as the soundings are irregular, and
there may exist rooks besides those marked on the Admiralty charts.

Redonda, the S.E. island of this group, lies at the S.W. entrance point of

Middle Channel, 4^ miles W. i N. from Ship Islet. It is small, wooded, and
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rocks extend out half a milo. At half a milo East of its East point is a

small baro rock 8 feot above high water, named Hivale Rock, wliicli is

very conopiouous from tlie ^fiddle Channel, and marks the East entrance* of

Seshart Channel.

SESflABT CHANNEL is North of Braken Group between it and the main,

and connects the Western and Middle Channels. It is a winding chaniu'l

5 miles long in a westerly direction, and about half a milo wide; tlio

soundings in it vary from 16 to 35 fathoms, and a mid-channel course

through is free of danger.

Cnfistan hi and, 3 miles from the East entrance, and nearly in the middle

of this channel, is small, and the southernmost of a number of small islands,

extending nearly 1 mile from the North shore. Westward of those islets is

an extensive village called Seshart, to the southward of which a vessel may

anclior a qua* 'ir of a mile off sh )re.

JJird Islets are two small, bar- , conspicuous rocks lying almost in the centre

of the North part of Middle channel, 9 miles from the entrance ; tiio southern

islet is 35 feot, and the northern 30 feet above high water.

Efl&ngham Inlet, tho entrance to which is in the N.W. part of Middle

channel, is naiTow, and about 8 miles long in a curved direction to tho N.W.,

terminating in a low swamp ; its shores on both sides are high and rocky,

the western one indented by several bays. The soundings in it vary from

35 to 70 fathoms, and there is no anchorage.

Vernon Hay, 1 mile East of Effingham Inlet, at the head of Middle Chan-

nel, is upwards of a mile in extent, open to the southward, and too deep to

afford anchorage ; its shores are high and rocky. At 3 cables off Palmer

Point, its S.W. extreme, is a rock 3 feet above high water.

The North shore of Middle Channel is rocky and bold, risin^ in some

places to mountains upwards of 3,000 ft. high ; it is steep-to, and clear of

danger ; in southerly winds the sea breaks violently along it.

DIRECTIONS.—Entering Barclay Sound by the Middle Channel with a

fair wind, and coming from the West or S.W., keep well clear of the west-

ern part of the Sound, and 3 miles South of Broken Group. Steer towards

Whip Islet on an E.N.E. bearing, until Mark Islet comes open North of

Kagged Island N.E., when haul into the Middle Channel with that mark on

which will lead midway between Channel liecf and Danger Eock ; when

Ship Islet bears E. by N. the vessel will be clear North of them, and may

'len steer up mid-channel. If bound to the Alberni Inlet, a sailing vessel

ought to proceed through Satellite Pass into the Eastern Channel (as the

wind ifi generally unsteady in Junction Passage), proceeding according to the

directions given in page 335 for the latter channel. Should it, however, be

requisite to go through Junction Passage, give the Chain Islands a berth of

nearlv half a mile to avoid the rocks off them, and steer in mid-channel

through the passage into Alberni Inlet.

North Paulic. *
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Unless intending to go through Satellite passage, do not approach the

Deer Island within half a mile.

If entering Middle Channel from the eastward, or in thick weather, and

not able to see the marks for clearing the reefs, keep well out until Entrance

Island bears North, '-'hen steer through Hecate Passage so as to pass 2 or 3

cables West of the island, which will lead well eastward of all danger, then

proceed as before directed.

Boating into Middle Channel, when South of Danger Bock and Channel

Reef, keep Sail Rock (which lies off the S.W. side of Broken Group, and is

very cons;)icuou8) open South of Storm Island, the southernmost of the

group, N.W. by W. ^ W., until Mark Islet comes nearly on with the S.E.

point of Hill Island N.E. J E., when, if standing to the westward, tack ; in

standing to the eastward avoid shutting in the passage between Hill and

Ragged islands ; tacking when these latter marks are on will lead between

Danger and Channel Reefs, and clear of them ; when Ship Islet bears East,

a vessel will be north^iird of them, and may stand over to about half a mile

of the Deor Islands, and a mile of the Broken Group. If bound to Alberni

Inlet, when able to lay througli the Satellite Pass, do so, keeping nearer to

its South shore, and beat up to the former through the Eastern Channel.

No vosHol should attempt to beat through Middle Channel unless the weather

be clear and the marks well made out.

WESTERN CHANNEL leads into Barclay Sound westward of the Broken

Group, between it and Great Bank. Its length is about 4 miles in a north-

erly direction, its breadth from 1 to 2 miles. Sail Rwk, lying off" the S.W.

part of Broken Group, is a bare rock like a sail, rising 100 feet above the

sea, and very conspicuous. Shag Rock, 8 feet above high water, on the East

side of the channel, 2J miles N. s W. from Sail Rock, and half a mile West

of the Broken Group, is small and bare, and foul ground exists 1 cable from

it. Round Island, near the middle of the North part of the channel, is small,

but 200 ft. high ; it lies Z\ miles N. by W. from Sail Rock.

Black Rock, at the S.W. entrance point of the Western Channel, 3j[ miles

fi.AV. by W. ^ W. from Sail Rock, is 10 feet above high water, and small

.

some rocks which break extend 2 cables East of it.

Channel Rock lies at the S.E. extreme of the Great Bank, on the West

side of the channel. It is bare, 15 feet above high water, and steep-to on its

oastorn sido. Great Bank is, within the 10-fathom edge, 2\ mile;^ long in a

northerly direction, and its greatest breadth is 1 » mile ; on the shoalest parts,

near the North and S.W. ends, are from 3 to 4 fathoms, marked by kelp,

over which in heavy gales the sea breaks.

Directions.—The Western Channel, though clear ofdanger and wide, ought

only to be used by steamers, or sailing vessels with a fair wind, and

not then unless bound to Toquart Harbour, in the north-western part of

Barclay Sound. In entering, give the Sail and Black Rocks a berth of
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Feaoook Channel runs through the N.AV. part of Broken Group in a

N.E. direction from the Western to Scshart Clianuol. It is about 3 miles

long, and nearly a mile wide, with from 20 to 30 fathoms ; its W<>st side is

clear of danger, but on its East side, 1| mile within the West entrance, and

2 cables West of Puzzle Island, lies (inllftj Rock, which uncovers at low water,

and has 22 fathoms I cable S.W. of it. This channel is fit for steamers, or

sailing vessels with a fair wind.

Ifann /v/^W, the N.W. of the Broken Group, and at the S.W. entrance

point of Soshart Channel, is small and rugged ; foul ground exists off its

East and West sides, which should not be approached within 3 cables.

LyaJl Point, at the N.W. extreme of Se.shart Channel, on the main, and a

mile N.W. by N. from Hand Island, is a low shai-p point.

Ma3me Bay, northward of Lyall Point, is of an oblong shape, 2 miles

long and one mile deep. Its shores, except near the North part, are low,

and steep-to, the soundings vary from 20 to 25 fathoms, and thm-o is nf)

anchorage except in its south-east corner, where there is a limited spot

with 14 fathoms about 2 cables off shore ; the group of small i«luts, llie

Sisters, extending South 5 cables off the N.W. point, may be approached

to a cable.

Stopper Inlands, lying half a mile We^t of Mayne Bay, are about IJ mile

in extent, wooded, and 200 ft. high ; rocks extend from 2 t( ( cables off their

East and West sides.

David Channel, leading into Toquart Harbour between Mayne Bay and

the Stopper Islands, is about 2 miles long in a northerly direction, 3 callt>s

wide in its narrowest part, and the soundings in it vary from 17 to 22 fa-

thoms. The Richard Roch, on its West side, 4 cables from the Stopper

Islands, is steep-to on the East side, and may be apfroached to a cable's

distance ; a vessel should not go between this rock and the islands.

Toquart Harbour, in the N.W. comer of Barclay Souud, 9 miles from the

entrance of Western Channel, is about 1^ mile in exten' , and well sheltered

by the Stopper Islands from all winds. The anchorage is of considerable

extent, in from 12 to 14 fathoms, muddy bottom.

Village Passage leads into the harbour westward of Stopper Islands ; it is

upwards cf a mile long, and clear in mid-channel.

Pipestem Inlet is a long narrow inlet, extending upwards of b miles

nearly straight in a north-easterly direction from the north-east part of To-

quart harbour. It has 19 to 37 fathoms water, but affords no anchorage

whatever; its shores are rocky, and rise abruptly to 1,000 and 2,000 feet

above the sea ; at its head is a small patch of swampy ground, some *'rosh-

water streams flowing through it.

The West Coast of Barclay Sound from Toquart Harbour to Ucluelet

z2
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leadinri Point, on the South side of tho Ucluolot arm, G cnbles within tho

entrance, is boiii and stoop-to. At Loading Point the breadth of tho arm

contracts to a cable. Stewart Ua;i, on tlio North side, lialf a iniio within the

ontranco, is 2 cables deep, and halfamih- wide. In its centre in ;i ro. k

iiwasli at high water, and tho bay is too shallow to allon' aniiiorugo. Tlier-'

is a native village of considerable size in its Wo.^t part. Clnmwl. Iild, iii

the middle of the arm about 2 miles within the entr.ime, and a lailo past

Leading Point, is small ; between it and tiie latter is good mulioruge in

from fi to 1) fathoms.

To the westward of Channel Islet the arm becomes wide-, affording good

anchorage in 4 to 7 fathoms, over a space one milo long and half a milo

wide.

There nro several channels loading into tho Ucluelct arm. with apparently

doep water through them, but there arc so many rocks and dangers in their

vicinity, tiiat even with tho chart groat vigilance on tho part of a stranger is

rccommendod, and it would hardly bo advisable to enter without a pilot.

The Coast from Amphitrite Point takes a W. by N. dive, tion for 17 mih's

to Point Cox. It is h.w, and indontod by two lar-e satidy bays, which atford

no shelter. Wreck Hay, 4 miles westward of Amphitrite Point, is nearly .•{

miles wide, and 1 mile deop. It is totally unlit for anchorage. A Peruvian

vessel, tho Florentia, was wrecked here in December, 1S<)().

Long Bay, 8 miles westward of Amphitrite Point, is 7 miles wide, and

upwards of a milo deep, with from 8 to 11 fathoms between the entrance

points. There are several rocks within it, and no vessel ought to anchor

liere.

Portland Point, tho N.W. extreme of Long Bay, is high and abrupt,

with some small rocks and islets around it, at a distance of half a mile.

GowUand Eocks, U mile W.S.W. from it, are of small extent, bare, an.l

from 10 to 15 feet above high water. They ought not to be approached

nearer than a mile.

CLATOQUOT SOUND comprises a number of inlets, islan.ls, and rocks,

covering an area 30 miles long in a westerly direction, and 16 broad. Tho

entrance to it is fringed by numerous dangerous rocks, which require; due

caution to avoid ; it lies between Cox and Sharp Pomts, bearing from nacli

other W. by N. J N. 21 miles, and is distant 20 miles W. by N. from Bar-

clay Sound, and 66 miles W.N.W. from Cape Flattery lighthouse.

There are several channels into the inner waters of this sound, but with

the exception of Ship Channel, they ought not to be attempted by a

stranger.

It is high water, full and change, in Clayoquot Sound at 12 hours, tho

rise and fall being about 12 feet.

POINT COX, at the S.E. extreme of Clayoquot Sound, is rocky, and may

be approached to half a mile. A remarkable mimmit, yargtm Cone, 4,i6

J
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f....t hiKh, rJBOM just within the point, and is very conspicuous from tho

westward.

Templar Channel, tho eastern ontrnnco of the Hound between Low Po-

nluHulH on the East, and Leonard, Wakonnenish, and Stiibbs Islands on tho

West, is a winding pnssago about 4 milos long, in a N.N.W. direction, witli

an average breadth of half a mile. No vessel drawing more than 12 feet

water ought to attempt to enter this sound by this channel, and not oven

then witliout a pilot, as it is very intricate, and no directions can be given.

Broken Channel, between Wakennenish and Vargas Islands, to the

westward of tho former, Is iipwards of 2 miles long in a northerly direction,

and half a mile wide in its narrowest part, with from 6 to 15 fathoms water.

Several rocks lie off its entrance, and on both sides. Tho tide runs througli

from 2 to 5 knots, and no vessel ought to use it without a pilot. McKaij

Rcel\ lying off the entrance, 4 miles W. by N. from Cox point, is of Bmall

extent, and 6 to 10 feet above high water ; the sea generally breaks heavily

over it. Two-thirds of a mile North of this reef is tho Pamige Ruck, which

covers at high water.

Vargas Island, on the West side of Broken Channel, is 4^ miles long, A\

at its broadest part, iind its surface is low and undulating. On the eastern

side, near the middle, is a native village called Kehemart; and at half a

mile from the South shore, running parallel to it, is a chain of small islets

and rocks called the Kugged group.

Ship Channel, to the westward ol Vargas Island, between it and a num-

ber of small islands and rocks, is the only passage into Clayoquot Sound

\Fhich ought to be attempted by a stranger. Its entrance lies nearly 1

1

miles westward of Cox Point, and the channel is 5 miles long in a N.N.E.

direction, with a breadth varying from three-quarters to H mile. The

soundings in the South part vary from 20 to 22 fathoms, decreasing to 5i

fathoms in the shoalest part near the North end. The tide runs through it

from 1 to 2 knnts.

Bare Inlet, at the S.E. entrance point of the cLannel, is small, rising to a

summit 40 feet high in the centre, and forms a good mark for identifying

Ship Channel. A rock which breaks lies 5 cables E. by 8. from it, but there

are 20 fathoms within half a mile of its S.W. side. Plover Reefs, on the

East side of the channel half a mile N.W. of Bare Island, are of considerable

extent, strotcliiug 1 mile from the West side of Blnnden Island, and some

parts are 6 feet above high water. Hobbs and Burgess Islets lie at the N.E.

part of the channel, 2 cables from the West side of Vargas Island, and

nearly connected with it at low water.

Sea Otter Rock lies at the S.W. entrance point of Ship Channel, 2 miles

W. bv N. from Bare Islet. It is very small, and only 6 feet above high

water. Shark Rfefs, some of which cover, others 6 feet and 10 ft. above high

water, lie ou tho West side, 2 miles N.E. by N. of Sea Otter Eock, They

H«M
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nrfl about .1 c(il)Io8 in oxtont, and should not bt« npproaclipd nonrpr than 'i

tiubles on thoir NoutJi und Kast sides.

Lawrence hletn, on the Wost side, noarly ."J mil«a from Hoa Otter I^1ck, are

«mall, low, and wooded, liartlett Inland, half a mil » to the wtmtwurd of the

Lawrence Isletw, is low and wooded ; its Mhorns aro much broken, and ought
not to be approached within a quarter or half a niiio.

Hecate Passage, to tho N.E. of and connnctiug Ship Chnnnol with the

inner waters of the sound, is a miles l6ng in an E.N.E. direction between
Vargas Island and the main shore of Vancouver, and upwards of a mile

wide. There aro sovoral rocks on both its slioros, and a sand-bank in it.s

<;entre, but to the southward of tlie bank along the North shore of Vargas
is a clear passage with not less than 54 fathoms.

Half-tide Jiock, off tho S.W. point of Hecate Passago, and 2 cables from

Vargas Island, is of small extent, covers at half-flood, and nuiy bo approached

to 1 cable on the outside.

The Cat-face Mountains, rising on the main shore of Vancouver and front-

ing the Ship Channel, are a remarkable flat-topped rongo, nearly 3,000 fwot

liigh, with some patches of clitl' and bare rock on their South sido. Thoy
are very conspicuous from seaward.

Seep Pass, between two islands at the N.E. part of Hecate Passage, is

about 3 cables long and 14 cable wide, with 9 fathoms water, and is tlie

best channel leading from Hecate Passage into the inner waters. The tide

runs from 2 to 3 knots through it. Hecate Bay, 2 miles North of Deep Pass,

on the West shore, is 6 cables wide and 3 cables deep, with from 9 to 10

fathoms. It is clear of danger, and one of the best anchorages within tlie

sound, being easy of access, and well sheltered. There is a stream of fri sh

water in the middle of the bay, very couveniont for watering

Observatory Islet, at its North point, is 35 feet high, and bare. It is in

hit. 49° 15' 22" N., long. 125° 56' 10" W.
Cypress Bay, on the main shore of Vancouver, and 4 miles North of Deep

Pass, is nearly 2 miles in extent, with from 12 to 26 fathoms. There is good

anchorage in 12 fathoms near its North part, at a distance of half a mile

from lue shore. It is open to the southward, but no sea rises. Mussel Ruck

lios 4 cables off the East shore of the bay, and half a mile N.N.W. j W. of

the East extreme. It is of small extent, and covers at three-quarters flood.

Meares Island, within the eastern part of Clayoquot Sound, adjacent to

and N.E. of Vargas Island, is 6 miles extent in a northerly and 7 miles in

an easterly direction. Its shores, except on the North side, are high and

rugged, and there are several summits on the East and West sides upwards

of 2,000 feet above the sea ; one on the latter side, named Lone Cone, is 2,331

feet high, and very conspicuous from seaward near the entrance of Sliip

Ghamiel. An extensive inlet runs nearly through the island from the South

side to North, and there are several other bights and bays.

Deception Channel, between Meares and \'argas Islands, is about 3 miles
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loii)^ NoHli ami Soiitli, mid hiilf a milii widn, with irregular HOundinKs from

.) to 20 I'uthorns. Tlio tido ruim I'roiu 'J to 6 knolM through thia channel, and

a stranger should not attumpt ItH navigation.

llitehie Ha;/, on the N.W. 8ido of Moarow iHJund, 2 miles eastward of Doop

Pass, is a mile wide, half a mile dwp, untl allurds anthoragt' in ."i.i to lU

fathoniH at 2 cables off its oaHteru shore. The shorns of the bay art) rocky,

but havo no outlying dangers.

If wishing to anclior in Eitchie Bay, and coming from Doep Pass, procoed

to the eastward so as to puss about 1 cable Nortli of Robert I'oint, and

keeping tho samo distance olftho South shore, stiver into the bay, anchoring

in 5 or 7 fathoms about 2 cables from its East side, with tho extremes bear-

ing North and S.W. J W. ; entering from the northward, steer midway be-

tween Saranac Island and tho North point ol tho bay.

The North shore of Meares Island is low, nearly straight, and stoop-to
;

it takes an E. by N. direction for nearly •! miles, and thtn turns sharply to

the S.E.

Bedwell Sound, the entrance to which is 1 i mile West of Cypress Bay

and northward of Moares Island, is 7 miles long in a northerly direction.

Tho shores aro liigh and rugged, ri.siug on tho East side to sharp jagged

peaks from 2,000 to 4,,JOO feet above the sea. Jltice Narrows, East of Bed-

veil Sound, between the North side of Moares Island and the main, aro \\

mile lo.'ij;, and about 2 cables wide in tho narrowest part. Tlie tides run

through thv->m from .'5 to 4 knots. Warn liaij, to the eastward of Ilace Nar-

rows, and 1 Tiile from the N.E. part of Moares Island, is upwards of 2 miles

long. The shores on both sides are high, but low at tho head, irom whence

issue several streams, and a sand-bank dries out upwards of a cable.

Fortune Channel, between the East side of Moares Island and the main,

is 5 miles long. North and South, and varies in breadth from 3 cables to 1 j

mile ; its shores are high, and there are several olf-iying rocks on its West

side near the middle. The soundings vary from 3U to 75 fathoms.

Mosquito Harbour, on the East side of Mcares Island, is narrow, and about

2 miies long in a north-westerly direction. There are several rocks and

email islets off its entrance, but it affords good anchorage inside in from 4 to

7 fathoms. The entrance is 1 J coble wide, with 1 1 fathoms, and the harbour

ia well adapted for a steamer.

In entering Mosquito Harbour, round Plover Point at a cable's distance

to avoid the Uankin Rock, and ket^p midway between Wood Islands and the

East shore. A vessel may enter westward of the Wood Islets by keeping

midway between them and the shore.

Dark Island, 7 cables South of Plover Point, on the West side of Fortune

Channel, is small. Some rocks extend a short distance off its West side, but

there is a clear passage betv "i\\ it and the West shore.

Double Island, 5 cables South of Dark Island, is small and steep-to.

There are 24 I'athoius in the passage between it and Meares Island.
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Deception Pass, at the Houth oxtn'mn of Kortuno Channel, andcnnnoctiiig

it with 'iuliiio Inlet inul Itrowning I'asMii^e, is a winding channel to the

iS.H.E., about li mile long and 2 cahios wide. It is free from dangev in mid-

I'liaiinel, and tlie tide >niin witli considorable strength through it.

TOFINO INLET, in tins eastern part of Chiyoiiuot Sound, is about 1(1

miles long in a nortliorly direction, aiul varies in breadth from one-half to

l.i mile. Its shores iire high and rocky, indented on the West side by somo

large creeks, anil there is no ancliorugo, except near the entrance on the

West side. IndidH hland, on the Houth side of entrance, and half a niilo

south-east from Deception Pass, is about a mile in extent, and steep-to on

the North side.

Warn Inland, nearly 1 mile North of Indian Island, off tho West side of

the inlet just within the entrance, is upwards of half a mile in extent, and

steep-to on all sides, hland t'uve, half a mile \V(>st of Warn Island, is of

small extent, with from 8 to 10 fathoms in the middle, and completely land-

locked. Gunner Harbour, on the West side of tho inlet, just North of Warn

Island, is LJ mile long in a N.N.W. direction, but narrow. The harbour

becomes shoal towards the head. Tranquil Creek, on the West side of the

inlet, and 1 miles North of Warn Island, is narrow, and upwards of a inilo

long. Tho creek is too deep for anchorage.

Flat-top InletH, 3 miles from the entrance of tho inlet, and 2.J caltlcs from

its West shore, are steop-to on the East side, there being 47 fatlumis at a

cable's distance from them. Northward of these islets tho inlet takes a

winding direction to the northward. On the East side of Tofiuo Inlet, 4

miles from the entrance, is a stream of considerable size, said to communi-

cate with an extensive lake.

Browning Passage, on the South side of Meares Island, connecting Tofi Ho

Inlet with Templar Channel, is 5 miles long in a westerly direction, and

less than half a mile broad. Its East end is only 1^ cable wide ; there are

several rocks off the West entrance, and no stranger, except with a small

vessel, should attempt it.

North Channel, to the westward of Ship Channel, and separated from it

by a number of small islands and rocks, runs along the S.E. side of Flores

Island in a north-easterly direction. It is 4 miles long, and half a mile wide

in the narrowest part. Both sides of the channel are bordered by innume-

rable rocks, and it is not recommended for a stranger to use it. Tho seu

generally breaks heavily along both sides of its outer part.

Flores Island, in the western part of Clayoquot Sound, between North

Channel and Sydney Inlet, is nearly 7 miles in extent, and of a square shape.

It is low on the South and East sidos, but high on the North and AVest,

rising in some places to 3,000 feet. The shores are rugg-^d and broken,

and there are several off- lying rocks along its South and West sides. As a

rule its outer part ought not to be approached nearer than 2 miles. liafael

I'oinl, tho South extreme of Flores, is cliffy, aud of moderate height. Some

.J
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rocks extend 2 cables oU' it, and the point ought not to be rounded within

half a mile. From tlience the West coast of the island turns suddenly to

the N.N.V , and continues in that direction for 7 miles, being indented by

several suiull bays.

Sydney Inlet, at the West end of Clayoquot Sound, is 10 miles long in

a N.W. by N. direction, and varies in bri^adth from a half to I mile. Its

entrance is 3J^ miles N.W. by N. from Raiaol Point, between the West side

of Flores Island and the ma'n of Vancouver. At 4 miles from the head are

two small branches about 2 miles in length, one extending North, the other

S.W. The shores are high and rugged, rising abruptly from ti«9 sea to

2,000 and 3,000 feet. The depth in the entrance is 15 fathoms, increasing

gradually towards the head, and there is no anchorage. Sharp Pomt, the

8.W. point of entrance to Sydney Inlet and S.W. extreme of Clayoquot

Sound, is low and rocky, and may be approached to a cable's distance.

Refuge Cove is just West of Sharp Point, and separated from Sydney

Inlet by a narrow peninsula. It runs in 1^ mile in a N.N.W. direction, is

from I to 2 cablrr, wide, and affords good anchorage in 4 to 5 fathoms at

half a mile within the entrance, well sheltered, and secure from all winds,

though apparently open to the S.S.E. ; the entrance, though narrow, is

clear of danger. Canoe Beef, lying just S.W. of the entrance, and three-

quarters of a mile westward of Sharp Point, is 2 feet above high water, but

8teep-to on the South and West sides. A sailing vessel, if embayed near

this part of the coast, would find safety and shelter in Refuge Cove.

Shelter Arm branches off from the East side of Sydney Inlet to the N.E.,

along the Norch side of Flores Island for 5 miles, and then takes a N.E. by

N. direction into the main for nearly the same distance, terminating in a

narrow creek at the head. It is upwards of half a mile wide, 10 miles long,

and the soundings vary from 40 to 90 fathoms in the South part. There is

only one indifferent anchorage in it, just 2 miles within the entrance on the

North side of Flores Island, in a small place named Steamer Cove. The

shores of Slielter Arm are high, precipitous, and steep-to. The tide runs

from 1 to 2 knots through it, the flood stream from the westward.

Obdrudion Island, on the East side if Saelter arm, and separated from the

N. point of Flores Island by a narrow pass, is about 2 miles in extent, and

700 feet liigh. Its shores are rocky and brolon. Eorky Pass, on its South

side, is nan-ow, aboui If mile long, and filled with rocks, so that no veumi

could got tlirough it.

North Arm, between the East side of Flores Island and the main, is about

8 miles long in a S.E. by S. direction, and its breadth is nearly I mile. Its

shores are high in the South part, b-.t decrease gradually to the southward.

A vessel may anchor in from 5 to 8 fathoms abreast Base Point.

Matilda Cove, on the West side of North Ann, abreast the entrance to

Herbert Arm, is a very narrow treok li mile long iu a S.S.E. directictu, but

;i:
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is low and sandy, and there are from 2 to .i fathoms at a cablo's distauco

from it.

Herbert Arm, the entrance to which is on the East side of Nortli Arm,

about 2 miles from the South entrance of the latter, is 9 miles long, in a

northerly divcrtion, tuul its average breadth is about I mile. The shores aro

high, mountainous, and much broken ; and there is no anchorage, except at

the South part of its entrance. Cone Island, lying at the entrance of this

arm, is about 1 mile in extent, 1,000 feet high, and steep-to on the South

and West sides, but the passage into Herbert Arm North of it is blocke.l

up by rocks and small islets. JJaicdm Bay, on the South side of entrance of

Herbert Arm, and about H mile S.E. of Cone Island, is of small e.\teut, and

affords anchorage in IS fathoms, ne-"- tho centre ; enter it in mid-channel.

White Pine Cove, on tho East side of iferbert Arm, nearly 3 miles from the

entrance, is small, with a bank running off the head ; a small vessel may an-

chor close to the edge of this bank in about 10 fathoms.

DIRECTIONS.—Entering Clayoquot Sound by Ship Channel (which latter

willeasilybercjognisedby Bare Islet, Sea Otter Eock, and a remarkable

summit inland, the Lone Cone), round either Bare Islet or Sea Otter Hock

at the distance of half a mile, and steer up the chranel with the Twins

Islands in line with the North summit of the Cat-ff jo Mountains, bearing

N.N.E. i E. Keep the above-mentioned mark on till witliin half u mile of

the Shark Reefs, when haul more to tho eastward for the West extiemo of

Vargas Island, which may be rounded at a distance of 3 cables. If going

on through Heiiate Passage (page 343) into Hocato Bay, to clear Half-tide

Pock keep Hobbs islet open West of Burgess islet S. by W. J W. until the

Twins come in line with the West Whaler Island W. by S., when steer

up the passage \;\t\x that mark on astern, which will lead North of Half-

tide Rock and South of the North Bank. When past the latter, steer

through Deep Pass, and anchor in Hecato Bay midway between its entrance

points in 9 or 10 fathoms.

During heavy south-westerly gales the sea is said to break right across

Ship Channel, between Lawrencje and Hobbs Islands.

Although there aro several apparently deep channels into Clayoquot Sound

they are, with the exception of Ship Channel, so tortuous, and filled with

rocks, t iiat no stranger should attempt to enter by any. Intending to navi^ 'ite

the inner waters of thts sound, which can only be done by a steamer -r snici'.l

craft, the chart will be found the best guide.

HESUUIAT HAIBOUE, 8 miles westwaj-d of tho West part of Clayoquot

Sound, is forTued at the bottom of the bay on tho East side of Estevan I'oint

It is 4 miles long in a N.N.W. direction, and its breadth at the entrance is

upwards of 2 miles, opening out a little inside, but on nearing the head it

contracts to less than a mile. The soundings within the harbour vary from

w.im!AMWJB'iiii''"W'*'Wap'iJ'W*
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4 to 8 fathoms, and thero is a good secure ancliora},'e in 7 or 8 fathoms at tlio

distance of half a mih^ from the- head ; across the ontn noo, between ll.'s-

• luiut IMuff and Estevan Point, is a soi-t of bar or hHlge, about 3 cables wide

with 4 fathoms water over it, which in a great measure prevents the sea from

setting home into the harbour. Kelp grows more or less aU over the auchor-

iige in a dei^th of 5 fathoms.

Hesquiat Uluff, the East entrance point of the harbour, is a remarkable

low wooded point with a shingle beach around it ;
a reof, which covers at

a quarter flood, lies half a mile S.W. of it.

The shores of the harbour are generally low and wooded, and within the

entrance at a distance of 2 cables clear of danger. At the head on the East

side is Boat Basin, a smaU cove with 4 fathoms. There is a large fresh-

water stream there, and vessels may wood and water with great facility.

On the "West side of the bay near Estevan Point are several indications of

coal, and the land is apparently fertile.

Directions.—Hesquiat Harbour is easy of access to sailing vessels even

with a foul wind. In entering either from the East or West, give the outer

shores of the harbour a berth of more than half a mile, till past the bar, after

which they may be approaclunl to 2 cables : anchor in 7 or 8 fathoms near

the ('entro of the harbour, about half a mile from the head.

In strong South or south-westerly gales the sea breaks heavily over the

bar, but the anchorage is always safe, and landing is at all times practicable

in Boat Basin.

The natives though friendly are much inclined to pilfering, and should bo

carefully watched.

ESTEVAN POINT, 15 miles W. i N from Eafael Point, and 92 miles

W. by N. from Cape Flattery, is a low wooded and projecting point. A

ledge a mile wide extends nearly I mile off its 8.W. side ;
and U mile ofi"

shore, and nearly 3 miles West of the pitch of the point, is the Smiday Rock.

Hole ]n the Wall, the South pai-t of the point, may be easily known by a

remarkable gap in the trees at its extreme, which is conspicuous fi-om the

S.W.

In roimding the West part of Estevan Point, it would not be prudent to

approach the shore within 2 miles.

From this point the coast takes a N.N.W. direction for 8 miles to Escalantc!

Point at the entrance of Nootka Sound, being low, and foul gi-ouud exists off

It for some distance.

NOOTKA SOUND.—This celebrated place was, until 1789, supposed to be

on the continent of America, but the discovery of its insular character de-

prived it of the great importaace previously attachor" ^ it.

It was named by Captain Cook, who came hither in his last and dis-

astrous voyage, Kiny George's Hound, but ho afterwards found that it was

called Nootka by the natives, and hence by that name it has over since been
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known. Tt is stated, however, that no word r '-o nearly resembling Nootka

than Yukuatl, or Yiiquot, the name applied to Friendly Cove, has since been

found.

It communicates with the Pacific by two openings, the southern one of

which is probably the Port San Lorenzo, in which the Spanish navigator.

Ensign Juan Perez, was, with Ids ship, the Santiago, August lOtli, 1774 (St.

Lawrence's day). He had been despatched by the Mexican viceroy to survey

and take possession of these lands.*

Cook had heard that a Spanish expedition had been hither, and the fore-

going fact was confirmed by the former purchasing from the natives two sil-

ver table-spoons apparently of Spanish make, one of which was worn as an

ornament, and had probably been stolen from the Santiago.

From the accounts contained in Cook's voyage of the furs procured here,

several vessels were fitted out from the East Indies to take advantage of the

enormous profits they afforded. The earliest of these p ipears to be that of

James Ilanna, an Englishman, under I'ortugiieso colours, who reached

Nootka in April, 1785. Ho repeated the voyage in 1786, but then he had to

compete with others, Capts. Lowrie and Guise, in two small vessels from

Bombay, and Capts. Moares and Tipping from Calcutta, all under the East

India Company.f

It was in the prosecution of this trade that Capt. Meares stated that he

had purchased a tract for the erection of a house and factory in Nootka

Sound, which subsequently led to very serious results. The Spaniards had

claimed, by right of a papal bull, dated 1493, the whole of these countries,

and also by the subsequent right by discovery ; but they had not erected any

fort, or in any other way taken possession of it. In consequence of the

orders, or the misunderstanding of tliem, from the Spanish government, the

Iphigenia was taken possession of by Estevan Martinez, who had accompa-

nied Perez in 1774, and who had been sent hither to assert and maintain this

claim. The Argonaut, under Capt. Colnett, was subsequently seized, and the

captain sent a prisoner to San Bias, he suffering from delirium or insanity in

consequence. From this and other matters the respective governments warmly

took up the cause, and the consequences were some warlike preparations.
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• Of this voyage no account appeared until 1802, when a short notice of it was given

in the Introduction to the Journal of the Suti! and Mexicana. A more perfect notice

from some Spanish MSS. will be found in Greenbow's History of Oregon, &c., pages

114—116.

t The accounts of these fur trades between 1785 and 1789 will be found in the Nar-

rative of the Voyage of the Ship Queen Charlotte, by her Captain, John Dixon, or rather

by hor Supercargo, Dpresford ; the Narrative of the Voyagi; of the Ship King (Jtoiye, by

("apt. Nathaniel Portlock; and the Narrative, before quoted, of the Voyages of Capt. John

Meares.
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which cost England three millu.ns sterling, hut which were quieto.l hy the

^! L L,.ln of Octoher, 1790, hy which the South Seas were opeuo.

^Bitish enterprise. The preparation of the.e floots 1-weve.«
witho,.t some results. Thoy did good service afterwards, as Lord Howes

victory was gained by them four years later.

Vancouver was subsequently sent to recover possession of those lands but

dil'tren succeed as he intended, the Spaniards having erected a fort here,

'^tllession still remained undecided. L. 1818, ^?^ ^o.^Oe^^.

reaty Jth America, in which she ceded aU her po—ns ^u ot Wt

42" N. to the former power, leaving the northern part as U
^-^^^:2J^^

convention was renewed in 1827, and the whole question was detimt.vely set-

flod bv the Oregon treaty of 1846.

The firlt who more minutely examined this important inlet was our great

circumnavigator, Cook.
. p ;^ ;„ la^o and it was

Sir Edward Belcher visited and surveyed a par of ^^ ^ ^^^/^ 7^J / ,,

completely examined by Captain G. H. Richards m M.S. Plumper,

,S The following is from the Vancouver Island Pilot by that officer.

L/.fW is aLge sheet of water upwards of 6 miles in extent, con-

tain! goveral islands, and from its North side three long„™ a^s pe-

Irat! the land fordistances of 18,7, and 14
^^^^^^^^^'Jl^

trance is between Maquiuna and Escalante Points, W. by N. i N. and E. hy

sTs from each ot2 and distant 4 miles ;
at the entrance the shores are

fow and have several off-lying dangers, but within they become high, n.gged

and precipitous, and are everywhere free from danger

Tie soimdiugs at the entrance vaxy from 40 to 60 fathoms, deepening wi h-

ia'he ound to upwards of 100 fathoms in many places
;
to the sou hward of

L entrance, and extending 6 miles West of Estevan and Esc'd-.^oin

is a bank of 22 to 30 fathoms water, deepenmg gradually to he SAV n

L vilitv of the BajoEeef, and to the westward of it, are from 20 to 2-

tC Lt at a distance of 7 miles South of Nootka Island 4 to CO fa-

tms will be found. In fine weather the natives wiU be met wi h xn canoes,

irisldlble numbers, on these banks, fishing for hahbut, which are very

^t:::rr::Cges in t. sound, two of which, Erien^ Cove .d

Plumper Harbour on the East side of Nootka Island, are smal
,

tho.^h e

o a" ess to steamers; the former is one. and the latter 7 miles w.tlun th.

entice; the others in the Tlupana Arm, though well sheltered, are more

• „t i.<.JT,tr 1-3 and 16 miles from the entrance.

ToT:: -a 1 «.-- of th. l«,d „e., .he e,.a„ce »f .he „,.„,.

»- to .he.-.-----—:rLT^^i
rp::::7r:r.i::"hteh«..e„ o« *e. .he^^... c^
1 l.;„« l,..i„. of Nooth. I»la„d, .„d if coming f™n .he South or S.b.\\ .,

I
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Conuma Peak, a remarkable steeple-.shaped mountain, nearly 5,000 ft. higli

is a most conspicuous feature.

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, in Nootka Sound, at 12", and
the rise and faU is about 12 foot. The tidal streams are evorywliore incon-
siderable.

ESCAIANTE POINT, the East point of entrance of the soimd, is low and
rocky

;
some islets, and rocks generally above high water, extend off it in a

westerly direction for ui)ward8 of a mile. From Escalanto Point to Rurd-
wood Point, at the narrowe.st part of entrance on the Eai^t side, the coast,
which still keeps a N.N.W. direction for a miles, is bordered by several off-

lying rocks.

MAQUINNA POINT, the West entrance point of the sound, is 13.} miles
N.W. of Estevan Point, and 4 miles W. by N. i N. from Escalanto Point ; it

is low and wooded, and at its extreme is a remarkable bare-topiMnl conical
rock about 60 or 70 feet high

; some rocks extend 3 cables off it in an easterly
direction, also along the coast from it to tho eastward nearly as far as the en-
trance of Friendly Cove, and tho shore ought not to be approached nearer
than thren-quarters of a mile till near the latter place.

Bajo Keef, 6 miles S.W. by W. i W. from Maquinna Point and 2| miles
offshore, is about 2 cables in extent, and only breaks in heavy weather.
This reef is the only hidden danger outside the sound, and is dangerous to
vessels entering it from the westward.

FRIENDLY COVE, at the East extreme of Nootka Island, just within the
narrowest i)art of tho entrance to the sound, and about 2} miles N.E. of Ma-
quinna Point, is about 2 cables in extent, and sheltered from the sea by a
small rocky high-water island on its East side. The entrance to it is from tho
N.E., and a oabh* wide, and the anchorage within is in from 5 to 9 fathoms,
of smaU extent, affording room only for one vessel of moderate size to lie

moored in the middle, though several small ones would find shelter. The
shores on both sides of the cove are rocky and about 60 feet high on the N.
side, but at the head is a small space of clear cultivated flat laud, around
wliich in the summer tho natives build an extensive village.

If desiring to anchor in this cove, round Observatory Islet, the East en-
trance point, close to, and if in a large vessel moor with anchors S. S.W. and
N.N.E., lotting go the first immediately on entering the cove. Sailing vessels,
unless with a fair wind, would find some difficulty in entering ; and if un-
able to shoot in, it would be preferable to war^) or proceed further up the
sound to Plumper Harbour.

When the Spaniards wore in possession of this coast in 1792, Friendly cove
was their principal establishment ; and whon Captain Vancouv. r visited it in
that year, no less than eight vessels were in it, most of thorn small, and se-
cured to the shore by hawsers. At the present date no vestige whatever of
the settlement remains.
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Resolution Core, at the S.E. point of this island, just within the entrance of

the Zuciarte Channel, is only deserving of notice as the spot where Cai>tain

Cook refitted his ships in April 1778* ; it is only a slight bend in the coast,

with a deep and rocky bottom, and inconvenient for an anchorage, being also

open to the S.W.

Zuciarte Channel, between the East shore of Nootlca Sound and lUigli

Island, is about .') miles long in a northerly direction, and upwards of half a

mile wide in the narrowest part ; its shores are high and clear of danger, the

eoundings within the channel vurj-ing from 80 to 100 fathoms.

Guaquina, or Muchalat Ann, extends 17 miles in an E.N.E. direction

from the N.E. part of Nootka Sound, and varies in breadth from a quarter

to upwards of a mile. It is bounded on both sides by mountains from 2,000

to 4,000 feet high, and presents similar features to the inlets before described

along this coast, terminating in low land at the head.

On the North side of this arm, 14 miles within the entrance, is an extensive

valley, through which flows a large stream, named the Gold River, indica-

tions of that metal having been there discovered.

Tlupana Arm, the entrance to which is in the North part of Nootka Sound,

is about 7 miles long in a northerly direction, branching otf at the head in

two smaller arms extending to the N.W. and N.E. Its shores are high and

rocky, and the soundings in it vary from 80 to upwards of 100 fathoms
;
there

are two anchorages, one at Deserted Creek on the West side, and the other

at Head Iky, the termination of the N.W. branch.

The mountains at the North part of this arm are the highest in the

sound, many being from 4,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea. Cunuma Peak,

rising 7 miles north-east from the head, is 4,889 feet high, and of a steeple

shape.

DIRECTIONS.—Entering Nootka Sound from the southward, after round-

ing Estovan Point, steer about N.N.W. for the ei.trance, which will bo easily

made out by the rocks off Escalante and Maquinna Points. Keep about 2

miles otf the eastern shore till past Escalante Point, when steer up mid-

channel into the sound. If bound to Friendly Cove, haul over to the

West side of entrance for Yu-quot Point, which may be approached to a ca-

ble, and rounding it sharply, anchor or moor, as most convenient, in Friendly

Cove in from 5 to 9 fathoms.

• In the second volume of tho account of his last voyage there are givn very atnph,' dc-

tnik of tho people, their manners, appearanco, di.spositi.m, and rosourees, wl.ieh arc

familiar to mu.st. He c.alculate.l, of course at a venture, tho n.nuher of poople ocn.pymg

the two villa-es, the only inhabited parts of the sound, to be about '^COU.

North Pacific.
2 &.
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bten ered by passing between Bold and I'ass islets on its East sule orgo:ng

to thonorthwVrd of fhe fonner •.
anchor in 11 to 12 fathoms near the centro

of tho harbour. . , . ., mi,,

Should it be desired to anchor in any of the anchorages w:thm the Tlu-

pana Arm, if provided with the chart, no directions whatever, are ne-

utering Nootka Sound from the westward, on nearing Bajo Point, do not

ap^lh fhe South shore of Nootka Island within 4 miles, or slu.t m B^h

Cone with Bajo Point N. by W. until Yu-quot Pomt eomes open East of

Maournna Po nt N.E. i E., which will clear the Bajo Eeef
;
a vessel may

Wteer for the entrance of the sound, about N.E. by E -^^chm^

the shore between Maquinna and Yu-quot poxnts nearex- than a nnle^^ unt.

abreast the latter, which may be rounded close-to when Fo^^^P;^

Sound as before directed. If beating into Nootka Sox.nd, -^-^ stnndmg to

the westward, keep Yu-quot Point open East of Maqumna Pomt N.E. i E..

this will keep a vessel weU clear to the eastward of Bajo Eeef^

Nootka Sound is the easiest place of access on he whole of. »^« ^e^t

coast of Vancouver Island, the entrance being nearly 2 m.les wide in th

:rowest part ; and by attending to the above directions any saxhng vessel

mav beat in or out of the sound.
, , „ j, • r

NOOTKA ISLAND, which bounds the West side of Nootka Sound, is of

considerable extent, being 15 miles long in a northerly and 20 mdes m a

westerly direction. Its South, or outer shore is low, nsn.g graduaUy mland

to summits 1,500 and 2,500 feet above the sea. and has a beautiful and fei-

tile appearance ; it is bordered by a sandy beach nearly the whole distance,

and the sea breaks heavily along it.
. , j i a

Jlaio Point, 6 miles West of Maquinna Point, is low and rocky^ A

ledt na-od the Inner Bajo Reef, extends U mile off it in a souheriy

Sction; and the Bajo Reef, described in page 351. lies 2. miles to the

'westward of Bajo Point the coast takes a W.N.W. direction for 10 miles

to Ferrer Point, and is sUghtly indented. A remarkable summit. B,yht

,l.'540 feet high, rises 3 miles N.W. by N. from Bajo Point, and is

''TuCHATLITriNLET, on the N.W. side of Nootka Island, about 18 miles

W byN iN from the entrance of Nootka Sound, is 6 mUes long in a north-

easterly direction, and 3 miles wide at entrance, narrowing towards the head-

Its shores are high and rocky, and much broken into creeks and smaU bap

Oir the entrance and within ai-e several dangers, lerrer PouU, the South
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cntriinco point of the inlet, is low and rocky; just within tho puinl fo the

ciistwurd is a very remarkahht coniciil Huiumit .'i.")0 foct higli, callcMJ tho

Xiirth-irent L'liHf, which is of great uso in luiiking out this locality from tlio

westward.

J)a)igcr Itock, lying in tho South part of the ontranoo, upwards of a miio

N.W.
.i W. from Forrer Point, is tho woist danger in entering, as it is of

very small extent, and only breaks in heavy woatlior; it is stucp-to on all

sides, there bcfing 1 1 fathoms close to it. Tho best passage into tho inlet is

between this rock and Ferrer Point. Nnrhatlitz Reef, in the centre of the

entrance and a third of a mile North of tho Danger Kock, gonornlly breaks,

and at its inner extremity is a small rock awash at high water ; thore is a <lcar

deep passage between it and Danger llock, but it ought not to bo attoiiipted

by a stranger. South Rei'j\ which lies just within tho entrance on tho South

side, is 1 mile N.E. by N. from Ferrer Point and about 3 cables olf shore

;

it is nearly 2 cables in extent, and covers at half Hood.

Fiiz Inland, in the centre of tho inlet, and 3 miles from the enti'an< o, is of

small entent, low, ruggod, and covered with a few stunted pine trees, tho

tops of which are about 100 feet above the sea. At half a mile West of it

is a small bare rock 20 feet high, and steep-to on the West side, butbotwcou

tho rock and Fitz Island foul ground exists. Marn fi'ixin, tho termination of

this inlet, is of considerable extent, and completely land-locked by L(>r(f

Islmd, whi(;h lies across the inlet at tho S.W. part of tho basin ; it has not

been sufficiently examined to recommend its being used by a stranger.

Port Luugford, on the North side of Nuchatlit/ Inlet, 2 miles within tho

entrance, is about If milo long in a northerly direction, and varies in breadth

from a quarter ta one mile. The soundings in it vary from ."j to 8 fathoms,

and it alfords a secure and well sheltered anchorage at tho distance of half a

mile from the head. Within the entrance it is clear of danger.

Cohcood Islet, at the S.W. extreme of the entrance, is small and bare, 20

feet above water.

Directions.—Entering Nuchatlitz Inlet from tho soutliward, bring Ferrer

Point on a N. by W. bearing, and steer to pass half a mile West of it ; and

when Mark Hill comes on with the North part of Fit/ Island N.E. J E.,

haul in for the entrance on that mark, which will lead in clear of Danger

Ifock. When Ferrer Point bears South, a vessel will be inside the rock,

and may steer N. by E. f E., or N.N.E. for the entrance to Port Lang-

ford
;
pa.«s midway between Colwood Islet and Belmont Point, and proceed

up the port in mid-channel, anchoring in 5 or 6 fathoms, at a distance of half

a mile from the head.

Approaching the port from the westward, keep an offing of 4 or 5 miles,

till Ferrer Point bears East, when steer for it on that boaring till tho loading

mark for the channel comes on, Mark Hill in line with the North part of

Fitz Island N.E. J E., when proceed as before directed.

2 .\ li
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J{oiidstond, and a vessel may (liid a tolerably seouro niichora;;o thofo in from

1 to li fatlionis, thuugli generally a swell prevails in it.

Rolling Roadstead.—Entranio Koof, about ;l eiibloH North of (lio East

pniiit (dCatala Island, ut tho casteru part of llolliiig Koadstead, is of .small

extent, and cover's at half Hood. At half a mile North of it, and alioi.i, J

cables oil' tiu) oppo.sito shore, lies tho Ai'imld llni'l;, which is awash at high

water. Haifa mile inshore, and ovcrhxddng tho N.E. part of Kidlinglvoad-

>tead, is Ldulinfi Mountain, 1,1(1 1 foot ubovo the sea. It is of couieal shtipe,

and conspieciouH from tho entrance of th(> Middle ('liannel.

Double Island lioa half a mile off tho West rthoro at tho inner and nar-

rowest part of tho entrance to Espornnza Inlet, and 3ji miles within tho

outer part of tho Nortii and Middle (Jhannels. It is of small extent, and

W(ioded. Flower J-s/rf, on tho opposite shore, 1 mile E.IS.E. of Double Island,

and half a mile off tho N.W. point of Nootka Island, is small and bare, and

tlie uorlh(>rnmost of tho islots olf Nootka Ishmd b»)tween tho entrances of

Niichatlit/ and E.porauza Islots. At 2 cables S.W. of it is a small rock '2 ft.

above high water.

Hecate Channel, near tlio lioad of the inlot, is .5 miles lonj? in a windinj^

direction to tho eastward, and its average breadth is about cables. Tho

western end is 8 miles from tho entrance of Esporanza Inlet ; and tho eastern

one, named Tah-m Narrmcs, is about a cable wide, with I'S fathoms, and

connects this clmnnel with the Tah-sis Canal in Nootka Sound. Tho shores

are high and I'ocky, and may bo approached tdoso-to.

Port Eliza, tho entrance to which is on tho North side of tho inlet, 1 milo

N.E. of Double Island, is a narrow arm 6.J miles long in a N.W. direction,

and its breadth varies from 2 to 4 cables There is good anchorage in from

14 to 15 fathoms at the distance of half a milo from tho head. The head

terminates iu e. small patch of low swampy land.

Harbour Inland, in the contro of the entrance, is of moderate heiglit. Tho

passage into Port Eliza on its East side, through Birthday Channd, is 2 cables

wide in the narrowest part, and clear of danger, lietweon Uarbour Island

nnd the West shore lies False Channel, which has irregular soundings, and

in its South part are two rocks which cover at half flood. Channel Jitrf, half

a mile N.N.W. of Harbour Island, in tho middle of Port Eliza, is about a

cable in extent, and covers at three-quarters flood.

Queen^s Cove, on the East side of the port, about IJ milo from tho entrance,

is 4 cables long and 2 cables wide, with from 6 to 7 fathoms water, and

affords room for a large vessel to lie moored in tlio centre. Its shores aro

high and rocky. The cove is completely land-locked, and cnly half a cablo

wide at the entrance.

Espinoza Arm, tho entrance to which is 2 miles N.E. of Port Eliza, is .S

miles long in a N.N.W. dii'ection, and its average breadth is half a mile.

Tho soundings within it aro deiip, and it affords no anchorage ; at tho
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which extend nearly -

lie a short distauto tu

fho Houtliwanl of it, and tlioro is a uiitivo villiiy;(' of considoniblo nizo at

half a mile Kii-t of it, h'/isa Dome, a romarkabli> Hiiinmit, 'J,M12 feet

alxivo the Hi'a, risiis l.J niilo witliin tho point, and is very conspicuoiis from

seaward.

From Tat-cliu Point tho coast turns to tlio W.X.W. for 7 miloH to the

tntranoo of Kyu(|Ui)t Sound, nnd is indented by several smull bays, in soaio

p;irts of wliich boats may lind shelter,

BARRIER ISLANDS.—At 2 miios westward of Tat-chii I'oint is tho

cnmuioneement of a ciuiiu of small islands and roofs bordering tlio coast of

Vancouver Island for nearly 20 miles in a westerly direction to tho entrance

(d' ()u-ou-Kinsh Inlet. Thoy extend in some parts as far as 5 miles olT

shore, and tlirougli them aro two known navigable channids, tho Kyuipiot

and Halibut, loading to anclioragos ; the former channel loads into Kyuijuot

Sound, and the latter into (Jlan-ninick Harbour, but as a rule no stranger

should venture into thom, or among those islands. Ilii/hed Inland, one of

tlie Barrier group, lying 2 miles South of Union Island, is a romarkublo

baro rock '.t8 feet high, and usc^ful in identifying tlio Kyuc^uot Channel.

KYUftUOT SOUND, tho eastern entrance of which is 12 miles from Espo-

ranza Inlet, is a large broken shoot of water penetrating from tho coast to

a distance of 11 or 15 miles inland in two largo arms, and several smaller

ones. There is a large island ut tho ontranco, and on either side of it is a

iliannel into the sound, tho eastern one only being lit for large vessels.

There are also several islands within, mostly small ; its shores aro generally

rocky, and very much broken, rising within to higli mountains, 2,000 and

'1,000 feet above tho sea.

Tho soundings outside vary from 20 to 40 fathoms, generally sandy bot-

tom. At the entrance are from 40 to GO fathoms, but within tlio sound the

depths increase in many places to upwards of 100 fathoms. There are three

iiiicliorages, Narrowgut and Easy Creeks, and Pair llarlioiir, tlie two hitter

being of cimsiderablo size?, but at a distance of 13 and 10 miles from tho

entrance ; tho former is very small, but only T) miles within tho sound.

Kyuquot Channel, leads into the sound through tho Barrier Islands, nnd

to the eastward of I'nion Island. It is nearly straiglit, about 5 niilos long

in a N.N.E. dirocition, nnd it.s breadth is litllo less than a mile. Tlio s<nind-

ings within it vary from ;J0 to upward,^ of 40 fathoms, iiicroasing gradually

to tho inner part, and a mid-diannel course through is clear of danger.

East Entrance Reef, one of the Ban'ior group lying at the south-east

extreme of tho ehaniud, GJ miles \V. by N. i N. from Tut-cliu I'oint, is

iiLout 2 cables in extent and 4 foot abovo high water. No vessel shoidd

stand insido it.

Rugged Point, tho S.E. enti'anco point of Kyuquot Sound, is upward;*

of '2 miles North of East Entrance lieof tin tlie Eust side of tho channel

It is rugged and rocky, but steep-to on the West side. Between it and

^'
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Ireek, is about 3 miles long

orago. On its North side,

,i, and half a mile North of

i-eastorly direction. On its

N.E. side is Dixie Corr, wlicrc a small craft may anchor in 6 fatliom.i coiu-

](l(toly lim(l-lo(k(nl. Vinmtx C/i<inni'l, between Uo-Uoae Island and the Hast

sliore of tlio soiiiul, is alwiiit 3 miles long in a northerly direction, and half

a mile wide, clear of danger.

Tah-sish Arm, in the North i)art of tlio sound, has its entrance 5 miles

from the termination of the Kyuquot Channel. It is miles lonj? in a

winding direction to the northward, and its shores, except at the head, are

Jiigh, rugged, and generally steep-to. The head terminates in low swampy

land. There is one anclioruge 1 milo within the entrance, on the East side,

called Fair Harbour.

Fair Harbour is of an oblong shape, 2J miles in length in a N.E. direc-

tion, from 3 to 4 cables wide, and affords anchorage near either end in from

13 to 11 fathoms; its shores generally are high and steep. From the East

end a bank dries off a cable, and the westom one is a low narrow neck

aljout a cable wide at low water, and separates the harbour from I'innaco

Chaimel. The entrance to it, which lies on the North side near the middle,

is nearly a milo long, and from 1 to 2 cables wide, with sumo small islets

on its North side, the soundings in it being very irrej^ular, varying from 5

to 20 fathoms. In entering keep the South shore close on board. 'J'liis

harbour can be entered by steamers or sailing vessels with a fair wind.

Moke-tas Island, in the North part of the sound, between the entrance to

the Tah-sish and Kok-shittle Arms, is about 2 miles long, and 1 mile wide,

rocky, and about 400 feet high ; its East and West sides are steep-to. At 1

cable off its North shore, near the centre, is a rock under water, and to the

S.E. of it lie the Channel Eocks, a small patch about 3 feet above high

water ; they are, however, steep-to.

Kok-ghittie Arm, the entrance of which is in the N.W. part of the sound,

about 6 milos from Kyuquot Channel, is upwards of 8 miles long in a north-

westerly direction, and about a mile wide at the entrance, narrowing gradu-

ally towards the head ; its shores are rocky, and of a broken outline, witli

several small islets off them. The soundings vary from 20 to 80 fathoms,

shoaling gradually towards the head. Th^^re are no dangers, and a very

good anchorage, the best in the sound, on its West side, at a distance of 4

miles from the entrance. The head of the arm terminates in low swampy

land, through which flows a small stream, and a bank extends off about 2

cables. Easy Creek, on the West side of Kok-shittlo Arm, and 13 miles from

the entrance of the sound, is about 2 miles long in an E.S.E. direction,

turning sharply round from its entrance to the southward, and running

parallel to the inlet, being separated from it by a narrow rocky peninsula.

There is good anchorage from half a mile within the entrance to the head.

It ought to bo entered in mid-channel.

Chamis 'Jiiit/, formed in the West side of Kyuquot Soimd, about I milo
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islot, nnil nearly 4 miles iS.S.E. of lint Islaml in Nnspnrti Inlet. Tliey are

iilxnit half a mile in extent East and West, and only break oeeaHoually
;

tlioro aro from 10 to 11 fathoma eloso around tliem.

Battle Bay, whieh is just within thi> entrance of Ou-ou-Kinsh Inlet on

the AVi'st side, is uiiwards of a mile wiile, and half a mile deep, with several

islets and roeks inside it near tlu^ middle. Near tho North part there is an-

tiiorayo in from to 1) fathoms, whieh may he used in fine weather.

NASFABTI INLET, Ai miles West of Ou-ou-Kinsh Inlet, on 'he East

side of a large peninsula of which Capo Cook is tho S.AV. oxtrome, and in

the head of an open Light or bay, is about 4 miles long i..i a northerly

direction, and about half a mile wide at the entrance, decreasing in some

places to less than 3 cables. Its shores are high and rocky, indented by

some slight bays. There is a fresh-water stream at tho head, from which a

bank extends about 3 cables. Tho soundings vary from 13 to 30 fathoms,

and there is a secure though rather limited anchorage, in from 13 to Ifi

fathoms, at the distance of half a mile from the head. Outside tho entrance

aro Bove.,'. d-^ngers, but none within, and the projecting points may bo

approneheu ')le'8 distance.

Tho Sulivan efs, just described, lie 3J miles S.S.E. of tho entrance,

and appear to bo pretty steep-to on the West side.

Haydach, off the East side of the entrance, and If mile North of tho

Sulivan Reefs, are two bare sharp-topped cliffy rocks 65 ft. high, and about

3 cables apart. There is a clear deep passage; between them and the .Suli-

van Reefs. Ead Rock, 3 cables off the East entrance point, is of small ex-

tent, has 17 fathoms at a cable's distance to the westward of it, and covers

at half flood. Yule Islet, about 40 feet high, lies midway between the Hay-

stackB and East "Rock. Mile Rock Breaker lies If mile off the West shore of

entrance to the inlet, and 2 miles W. by N. i N. from Sulivan Eeefs. It is

very dangerous to vessels entering the inlet, as it is of small extent, and

r.nly breaks in heavy weather. No vessel should stand to the westward of

this danger.

Mile Rock, neai-ly a mile North of the above-mentioned danger, is a small

bare rock, 12 feet above high water. JM Island, lying in the (;entre of tho

inlet just w ''^liin the entrance, is small, and has a few stunted trees on the

summit ; from the southward it is very conspicuous, and apjiears somewhat

like a hat. It is steep-to on the East side, but nearly midway between it

and the AVest shore is a shoal patch of 2t fathoms, marked by kelp. In en-

tering the inlet pass eastward of the island.

Nasparti Inlet should not bo used by a stranger unless unavoidably neces-

sary, as in thick or cloudy weather it might be difficult to make out tho

leading marks, and no one should attempt to enter unless they are well made

out, especially as the outlying dangers only break in heavy weather, and aro

seldom seen. A sailing vessel ought, in passuig the (uitrance of this and
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Ou-ou-Kinsh Inlet, to keep Solander Island open South of the land East of

Cupe Cook bearing West.

BBOOKS PENINSULA.—Tf) tho westward of Nas])arti Inlet is a penin-

sula of an oblong shape, 9 miles long, and about 5 milt^s wide, pt\ j"cting

into tho ocean in a S.S.W. direction. Its shores are generally very rocky,

and rise almost abruptly from the sea to upwards of 2,000 feet. There

are sevorid ofl-lying dangers aroimd it, some of which extend upwards of a

mile • A shore.

CAFE COOK, or Woody Point, tho 8.W. extreme of this peninsula, and

tho most projecting point of tho outer coast of Vancouver Island, ICti miles

W. by N. I N. from Cape Flattery Lighthouse, and 69 miles W. by N. i N.

from Estevan Point. Tho ca2)e rises abruptly from tho sea to a sumniit

1,200 feet high. Nearly 1 mile West of it lies Solander Island, which is

bare, 580 feet high, and has two sharp summits. Between it and the capo

the passage is choked up with rocks, and no vessel or even boat should go

inside tho island.

At a distance of 2 miles off Cape Cook and tho South side of tho penin-

sula, the soundings are from 20 to 90 fathoms, and, as a rule, no vessel

should api)roach nearer.

BROOKS BAT, on the West side of the peninsula, is a largo open bay,

about 12 miles wide and 6 miles deep. There are several dangers within it,

and two inlets, Klaskish and Klaskino, which aiford anchorage, but aro very

difficult of access, and no vessel should attempt to enter either unless em-

bayed and unable to get out of Brooks Bay.

Gierke Reefs lie in the S.E. part of tho bay, and 5 miles North of Cape

Cook ; their outer part is 2 miles off the East shore of the bay. Tliey cover

an extent of upwards of 2 miles ; some aro under water, others uncover, and

no vessel should venture among them.

Klaskish Inlet, at tho head of Brooks Bay, on the West side of the

poniusiUa, and 10 miles N.N.E. of Capo Cook, is about 2 miles long in

a north-easterly direction, and 1 milo wide at entrance. At its head is a

long narrow basin, the entrance of whi(,li is too contracted for a vessel to

inter. There is an anchorage just within tho entrance of tho inlet on tho

Houth side, to the eastward of Shelter Island, but it is difficult of access to a

Hailing vessel.

Sur^e Inlets, on the South side of tho entrance, about a milo off shore,

are small, rocky, and about 40 feet high ; foul ground exists among them.

S/ielter Island, just within tho eiitranco of tho inlet on its South side, is

fiuout half a milo in extent, '500 ft. high, with a summit at each end covered

^vith a few stunted tribes. The aucuorago on its East side is about a third

of a milo in extent, with from 10 to 13 fathoms, well sheltered, but the

bottom is irregular. Tho entrance to it, round tho N.E. side of the island,

is less than a cable wide in tho luirrowest part.

1
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i
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Chniuicl Reofn, the S.E. part of whicli is 8.V cables W. by S. of Twcnty-fect;

Rock, are an irregular duster of rocks, mostly under wati'r, exteudin;; in ii

westerly direction to the N.W. slioro of Ih'ooks Bay. There is deep water

between them in many places, but the only safe passage into Klaskino Inlet

is upwards of 3 cables wide, with deep water between their S.E. part and
Twenty-feet Rock.

If obliged to enter Klaskino Inlet, when outside Ship Rock, bring Twenty-

feet Rock in line with the lower part of red stripe on Rod Stripe mountain, bear-

ing N.N.E. I E., and run boldly for the entrance with that murk on, which
will lead 2.V cables South of the Cliannol Rcsefs ; keep on this course till within

2 cables of Twenty-feet Rock, when haul a little to the northward, and pass

it on its North side at a cable's distance, after which steer about N.E. by
E. \ E. for the centre or South part of Anchorage Island, passing a cable

or so North of the rocks off the South side of the inlet. When abreast

the S.W. iwlnt of the island, haul quickly to the eastward, round the

rocks off its S.E. point within half a cable, and anchor in from 9 to 10

fathoms, midway between the East side of the island and the main, with

the extremes of the former bearing N.W. and S.AV. by W. A large vessel

should moor.

The entrance to Klaskino anchorage is even more intricate than that of

Klaskish, and should not be attempted by a stranger unless absolutely

necessary for safety. Fresh water may bo procured in both those an-

chorages.

Three miles from Klaskino, in the N.W. part of Brooks Bay, is a large

rivulet where boats may enter and find shelter in bad weatlier.

LAWN POINT, the N.W. extreme of Brooks Bay, lies 12 miles N.W.
by N. from Cape Cook ; it is low, and some rocks extend more than half a
mile in an easterly direction from it, inside of which a boat may find shelter.

The sea breaks violently about this point, and everywhere along the shores

of Brooks Bay.

The land in the vicinity of Lawn Point appears very fertile, and lightly

tinjj^ered ; it rises gradually from the sea to a height of 1,900 feet.

QTJATSINO SOUND, the north-westernmost of the deep inlets on the

outer coast of Vancouver Island, is an extensive arm of the sea, which pene-

trates the island in a north-easterly direction for upwards of 25 miles. The
breadth at the entrance is nearly miles, narrowing to less than a mile at a
distance of 5 miles within ; the sound then runs in a north-easterly direction,

nearly straight for 13 miles, when it branches off in two arms, one extending

to the S.E. for 12 miles, and terminating in low land. The other arm lies

to the northward of, and is connected witli, the sound by a straight narrow

puss about 2 miles long. Its length is 22 miles in an East and West direc-
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tion, and the oaBtern oxtromo. Rupert Arm, is only 6 mJlo« distant from

Hardy Bay on the N.E. side of Vancouver Island. The western i>uv

terminates within 12 miles of San Josef Bay on the outer coast. Ju«

within the entrance of the sound on the North side « Forward Inle^^, a much

Bmallor arm. about 6 miles long in a northerly direction, m which are the

best anchorages of the sound.

The shores of Quatsino Sound are generally high, and near the entranco

very much broken. There are several islands ^.ithin and along its shores,

but they are mostly small.

From the outside the entrance of Quatsino Sound presents several re-

markable features, which render it easy to be made out. The entrance is

nearly 6 miles wide, and along its South side are several rocks and small

inlands ; on both sides of, and within the sound the land is high, and some

of the Summits are very conspicuous, among others the Flat-top and En^

trance mountains to the northward of the entrance, and the Nose Peak and

Gap mountains inside, the Nose Peak being easily distingmehed from its

sharp rocky summit.

The soundings in the entrance, and from 3 to 5 miles outside, vary from

30 to 70 fathoms, but within they deepen in many places to upwards of 100

fathoms. There are several dangers along the South shore at the entrance.

In tiie fairway are two very dangerous rocks, which only break in heavy

weather, and it requires great caution on the part of the navigator to avoid

them, when entering or leaving the sound.

It is high water, full and change, in Quatsino Sound at n\ the rise and

fall of tide being about 11 feet.

Eeef Point, the S.E. entrance point of the sound, is 14 miles N.W by W.

from Cape Cook, and H mile from Lawn Point, the N.W. extre-ne of Brooks

Bay It is low and rocky, but rises gradually to a well-defined summit,

1 901 feet above the sea. The coast between it and Lawn Point forms a

slight bay filled with a number of rocks extending a considerable distance

off shore Boat Eiver, which runs into a small bight on the South shore of

the sound, 5i miles within Reef Point, is merely a small stream which a

boat can enter.
, - , i

Bold Bluff. 7 miles North of Reef Point, on the South side of the .ound,

is, as its name implies, a bold, rocky salient bluff, rising suddenly t.> upvards

of 200 feet, when it slopes gradually to a summit, upwards of 1,600 feot

high ; it may bo safely approached to a cable. At this spot the sound con-

tracts in breadth to less than a mile.

Zi Islands, upwards of a mile S.S.W. of Bold Bluff, and 3 miles wib.n

the entrance of the sound, are a chain of small islands about 1 mile lou,

in a N W and S.E. diroctlon, some of which are covered with a few stunted

trees ami are about 40 feet above high water ; a short distance from them
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Entrance Island, 5,> miles N.W.
.i
N. from Koof Point, at tho N.W. en-

trance point of the sound, is smuU and rocky, about 110 feet high, uud
covered witli a fow stunted trees. It is steop-to on its H.E. side.

Danger Rocks, a mile within the entranco, nearly in tho fairway, are two

very dangerous pinnacle rocks, of small extent, uiid steep-to on ull sides ; as

they very seldom break, groat caution is required, on entering or leaving the

sound, to avoid them.

The North Dimgrr lies 7 cables E.N.E. from Entranco Island, and breaks

at low water. The Houth Danger is half a mile S.E. of tho North rock, uud
is awash at low water spring tides ; there is deep water between them.

Bedwell Islets, within the sound on the North side, opeu North of Bold

Blutf in line with tho gap in the centre of Surf Islands, bearing N. ))y E.

i E., leads nearly a mile south-oast of tho South Danger. Between the

Danger EocJf.s and Surf Islands, the passage is 1^ mile wide, and clear

of danger.

FOBWABD INLET, on the North side of the sound 1 mile within the

entrance, is about 6 miles long, first taking a north-westerly direction for 2

miles from its outer part, then turning to the N.N.E. for 4 miles, and con-

tracting in breadth ; it becomes shoal at the head, and terminates in large

salt water lagoons. There are two anchorages within it, North and Winter

Harbours, the former easy of accf.ss to sailing vessels ; both are very secure,

and well sheltered.

Entrance and Flat-top Mountains, on the West side of inlet near the en-

trance, are very conspicuous objects from seaward; the former is 1,275, and

the latter nearly 1,000 feet high. Pinnacle Islet, three-quarters of a mile N.

of Entrance Island, at the 8.W. entrance point to Forward Inlet, is a small

jagged rock about 40 feet high, with a few trees on its summit.

Rohaon Island, in the bend of Forward Inlet on the West side, li mile from

Pinnacle Islet, is about half a mile in extent, and 400 feet high ; its shores

are rocky, but at a distance of a cable free of danger on the North and East

sides. A small village stands on the East side of Forward Inlet, abreast

Eobson Island, and close off it is Village Islet, a small bare islet about 40

feet high, which is rather conspicuous.

Bare Met, lying off the N.E. entrance point to the inkt, is about 12 feet

high, and steep to on the outside. Burnt mil, 1,095 feet high, just over the

north-east entrance point of Forward Inlei, is remarkable from the south-

ward, being bare of trees and cliffy on its South side; one mile north-east of

it is another conspicuous summit, named Nose Peak, 1,730 ft. high, witli a

bare rocky top.

North Pavijic. 2 b
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S«rth Harbour. ^Imh lies to tho N.W. of Robson lelatid. in a bight on

'
W°p"^r. in.. ouWdc tto onLa-ce of thU hrW on the Ea,t «ao is

, LdiemlC.»"'ly '«»«'' toih,««th,»<lofil,.nd extendrng

low, and bordered uy a B" y
qi fathoms on the shoalest part,

*:rCunvi ofL U,^s. si.0 ma, .void *U b..-, «.d ..to,

shore and 1 mile West from Bold Bluff.

nlell IMS lying 5* miles within the entrance, off a projecting point on

jNl^d oAle bU are of small extent, wooded, and separa^d

f!m the shore by a very narrow boat pass, which is conspicuous from the

^hich is marked by kelp, and steep-to on tho outside.

irnnrino Harbour, 8 miles within the entrance, in the centre of a bay on

tJrThBr^f1 sound, ia a perfectly landlocked but small anchorage,

aM ^g rll for one or two ships to lie moored within. It lies to 1.

frthward of Plumper Island, which is about half a mile in extent, low,

wold Id Bteep-to on all sides, there being a good passage on either side

of it into the harbour.

Dockyard Island, in the West part of the harbour mid-way between

x>, rT^land and the North shore, is smaU, but may be approached close

fo There ^oTa^^^^^^^ 1 cable South of it, in 14 fathoms^ md,e

.LTues It the eastern limit of the anchorage, about 1 cable North of

P^pL I^an;, there is a deep passage close to on either side of it into the
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Kad Pa/^natffi leads into Koprino Harbour, eastward of riunipor Inland.

It is half a milo wide at ontrance, and is clear of danger. Pridmux Point,

tho East ontranco point of East Passage, is low, and bordered by a sandy

beach.

Tho North shore of Quatsino Sound from Tridoaux Point takes a gonornl

north-easterly direction fjr 9 miles to Coffin Islet, at tho ontranco of Ileeato

Cove. From Bold Bluff the South shore of the sound runs nearly parallel

to the northern one for 13 miles in a north-easterly direction. It is high,

and indented by two bays of considerable si/e, and some small creeks,

none of which afford anchorage.

Limestone Island, 15 miles within tho entrance, and in tho centre of tho

sound, is tho largest island in the sound, nearly 3 miles long, and about

three-quartars of a mile wide in the broadest part. Its shores are rocky,

but clear of danger, and the island is of moderate height.

South-East Arm, the entrance of which is a milo East of Limestone

Island, and 18 miles within the entrance of the sound, is 10 miles long

in a south-easterly direction, and varies in breodth from 3 cables to one

milo. Its shores are generally high and rugged, but terminate in low

land at the head.

Whitestone Point, at the separation of the two arms at the head of Quat-

sino Sound, is a rocky point of moderate height, and lies three-quarters N.E.

of Limestone Island, abreast Coffin Islet. Hull Rock, wliich covers, and is

marked by kelp, lies 3 cables South of it, and 2 cables off shore.

Hecate Cove, on the North shore, about 1 mile N.E. of Coffin Islet, runs

in about two-thirds of a mile in a north-westerly direction, is from 2 to 3

cables wide, and affords good anchorage near the centre in 9 to 11 fathoms.

The entrance is clear of danger, but in the inner part of the cove, near the

North side, are some shoal patches, marked by kelp, with only 11 ft. water

in some parts. This cove is convenient for steamers or small craft. Round

Island, nearly in mid-channel about a mile East of Hecate Cove, and just

South of Quatsino Narrows, is small, and of moderate height ; there is a

clear passage between it and the North shore, but the one South of it is

filled with rocks.

Quatsino Narrows, 20 miles inside the sound and connecting it with tho

Rupert and West Arms, are 2 miles long in a northerly direction ; its shores

arc high and rocky, but at half a cable's distance clear of danger. Tho tide

runs through these narrows at a rate of from 4 to 6 knots, and the streams

turn shortly after high and low water.

Rupert Arm, to the N.E. of Quatsino Narrows, is 5 miles long in auorth-

2 b2
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fiiHtcrly direction, mid tioiirly ii mil'- wido; its Hhoros are liinh nnd cloar of

daii!,'.T. It-* lumd tuiniiDat..'s iu low land, and u bunk dricH oil' it for 2

ciibloH.

West Arm tn-nds in ii w.^storly dirootion nearly IS milos from tho Nortli

part of (iuatHino Narrows, and vurioH in broudtli from 2 cablos to a mil.'.

Its sl.oroH ar.< K'oni'ittlly hinb and rocky; tbo north.-rn ouo is indented by

Hovoral small buys. Th«ro uro two aiiuboragoH, one at Coal Harbour, cm tlio

North wde, and tho other at tlie edge of tho bank, extending trom tho

lioad.

Coal Ilarhom, 2 miles from tho narrows, on tho North side of West Arm,

is of square shape, from 3 to 4 cables in extent, and affords good anchorage

near the middle in from 12 to 14 fathoms. Indications of coal have been

met in its vicinity.

Directions.—Entering Quatsino Sound from tlio southward, give Reef

Point, its S.E. (jntranco point, an offing of about 2 miles, and steer North

till Bold Bluff c(mics in lino with tho gap in tho centre of tho 8urf Islands,

N. by E. f E., which mark kept on will lead S.E. of Danger Rocks; when

the West side of Eobson Island comes open North of Entrance Mount point

in Forward Inlet N.W. by W. i W., or Village Islet, on the East side of

that inlet, is just touching Brown Point, bearing N.W., a vessel will be

well East of these rocks. If bound up the sound, round the North end of

Surf Islands at a distance of about half a mile, or if going to Forward In-

let, steer about N.W. by W., taking care not to shut in tho South e of

Robson Island with Entrance Mount Point, until Bedwell Islets & >en

North of Bold Bluff, bearing N.E., when sho wiU be well North of the

Danger Rocks. Pass from one to two cables off the East sides of tho

Low and Robson Islands, and rounding the North point of the latter, at

the same distance, enter North Harbour, and anchor in from 4 to 6 fathoms

near its centre.

Entering Quatsmo Sour.d from the westward, keep an ofTing of about 2

miles, till Entrance Island bears N.E. or N.E. by N., when steer to pass

about 2 cables East of it, but not further off. When abreast it haul to the

northward, bringing Pinnacle Islet in lino with the East side of Low Islets,

bearing N.N.W. 2 W., and steer up with that mark on ti'l Bedwell Islets

come well open North of Bold Bluff, bearing N.E., when enter Forward

Inlet, or proceed further up the sound, as before directed.

The COAST of Vanconver Island from Quatsino Sound to Cape Scott, the

N.W. extreme of the is.and, runs iu a general W.N.W. direction; it is

generally rocky and iron-bound, indented by several bays, mostly small, and

irom the projecting points some rocks extend in parts nearly a mile offshore.

At a dietauce of 2 miles off are from 20 to 30 fathoms, sand and rock,
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deepening to 100 fiithimis at 10 to II mili>« off shore; to tho southward of

tho Scott Islands tho lOO-fathoms lino doos not appear to oxtond luoro than

6 Tiilos from thom.

In navlK'itinK botwoeii Capo Scott and tiuatsino Hound, do nut approach

tho shore noarer than 'i milus.

I{ai/y,(l Poiul, a miles from tha Nortli ontvunco point of Uuatsino Sound,

is a rouky, rut,'god point of modorato height. Opm lin;/, whi.Ii lies just iu-

mde it, affords landing for boats in lino wo.itlu-r on its Hast side. Tho coast

between Open l$ay and tlio (Mitrunco to duatsiuo Sound is high and tliHy ;

some rocks oxtond nearly a milo off it.

Tup-kuot Polul, 6 milos N.W. of Ragged Point, is low, with a summit ;100

foot high, shaped like a top-knot, just witliin it ; somo rocks extend half a

uiilo to the southward from it. Raft Cove, 8 milos from Ragged Point, is an

open bight about a milo in extent, and affords no sholtor whatever. Cup''

ralmnstn,,, 11 milos north-west from Rugged Point, is a bold, rocky

point, rising to a summit 1,412 feet high; some rocks extend half a milo

fruni it.

SAN JOSEF BAY, tho entrance to which is 14 miles N.W. from Ragged

Point, and 8 milos S.E. of Capo Scott, is an oxtensivo open buy, :» miles

deep in a north-oasterly direction ; tho breadth at tlio entrance is nearly 2

miles, narrowing gradually towards the head. Its shores are higli, and off

the South side are several off-lying rocks ; tho soin lings vary from 11 to 4

fathoms, but the bay affords no shelter, except with northerly winds, and

should only be used as a stopping place in fine weather.

Sea Otter Cove, just West of San Josef Bay, is about a mile long in a

northerly directum, and from 2 to 3 cables wide. Tliere are 5 fathoms in

the entrance, and from 1 to 3 fathoms inside it, also several rocks
;
the shelter

within is very indifferent, and the place only lit for a coaster.

CAPE EUSSELL, 16 miles from Ragged point, and immediately west-

ward of Sea Otter Cove, is a remarkable headland 810 feet high, and the

outer part of a peninsula formed by Sea Otter Cove and a small bay N.W.

„f it. Some rocks, which break very heavily, extend nearly a mile So.ith

of the cape.

From Cape Russell to Cape Scott the coast, from 500 to 600 feet high,

trends in a north-westerly direction, and is indented by three open bays,

which are nearly a mile deep, but afford no sholtor whatever.

CAPE SCOTT, the N.W. point or extreme of Vancouver Island, is about

500 feet high, and connected to the island by a low sandy neck about one

cable wide. Some rocks extend West of it for more than half a milo, and

there is a bay on either side of the neck, which would afford anchorage to

wtwjsja >t^^Mm-.i*i^'^tesf.v-ff^swj^wwwKM^iy^g^g^^
y^;^eH. ,
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boats or small craft in fine weather only ; close to its S.W. extreme is asmaU

creek among the rocks, difficult of access, but once within it, boats may get

shelter in southerly gales.

The northern and oastern coasts of Vancouver Island will bo described in

the next Chapter.
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liRITIPfl COL'JMRIA, ETC.

At the commpncomont of th preceding Chapter u brief account is given of
the history of tlie hydi-ogrr/jhy of Vancouver Island, au,l -ncidentaUy of t^ uc
of the main land adjacw.r. It will not bo noc^essaiy lo add nuu "u to that.

Vancouver's survey wr^K an admirable recounaisrauco of tlie shores of the
strait, which ho mr^de known to the world almost for the fii-st time.
But its more iinijortaut channels and features are now completely repre-
sented in Dho fine series of charts executed from the surveys made by Capt.
G. H. Tiichards, assisted by Conmiandor R. C. Mayne, in 1800.

Ir. this chapter ,vill be included an account of the North-east Coast of
xV.ncouver Island, which lying on i\\id channel which separates it from the
co>'tinent, could not be well dos ribed except in connection with that coast.

We iijll^w, therefore, the order in which it is given in the Vancouver Island
Pilot.

The country, as is well known, has only been lately thrown open to the
world. Prior to 18.58, when the Britisli Government resumed possession of
it froii. the Hudson's Bay Company, only a few posts of fur traders existed
througuout the land

;
but in 1857 gold was first discovered (although long

before known to exist by the Hudson's Bay Company's officers), by some
CanacUan emigraats, who successfully ' 'prospected" the banks cf the Thompson
and Bonaparte Rivers, tributary to the Fraser, and between March and
June, 1858, a rush of gold seekers crowded into the country from California,

and to this day this continues to be the chief object of its coumierce. In
1860 it was estimated that there were 0,000 white inhabitants on tlio main-
land, including 3,000 miners, who produced £600,000 value in gold dust.

The native population, most difficult to estimate, was considered to amount
to 40,000. The gold fields are fai- inland, the principal being that called Uie
Cariboo.*

• Tho ei'jollunt Grand Trunk waggon road from Yalo (tho head of tho navigation on I ho
Frasor Kivor) to thu centre of the mining district of Cariboo, a total length of 37.) miles
waa conipluU^d in 1«6G, through a country full of engineering difficulties, is a result of
which the young colony might be justly jjroud.

liWJ/ m,m"ti M |i li<I JH. i/H..JH|iim > JK .w...,y5jW^V*t.>f..«1« i
,
l
,
wfcjyi?.<..-*-^y
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deluges of this d snml climat... The Ihibine, the Nass, and the Hkina or Sti-

kine, are the on ly ones that may bo ascended to any cUstance, and even those

only with conf.iderable difficulty and danger.

The primKry discovery of the country has been before adverted to, and

many of the remarks are as applicable to this as to other portions
;

but

it arose from the zeal and persev.Tnn... of two intelligent men, who traded

hith(^r under the licence of the Soutli Sea Company. These wore Capts.

Portlock and Dixon ; they made the principal discoveries on the coast

subsequent to Captain Cook's visit in his last voyage. Their narratives

are. nevertheless, too diftuse, and abound too much with personal narrative

and minutifc to afford much general information on the country they visited.

It is to the excellent surveys of Vancouver, in 1792, that we owe the greater

part of the knowledge we possess of the inland navigation and nautical in-

formation of this country.

Besides Portlock, Dixon, and Vancouver, the Spaniards surveyed a portion,

and their charts fill up the vacancies left by the other
;
but of their surveys

we have no verbal description to bo of service. In the voyages of Meares,

previously adverted to, there are also some notices of visitors to tliis

roast during the origin of the fur trade, as before explained, as arising out

of the notice afforded by Captain Cook. Then Captain Ingraham visited

the S.E. side of Queen Charlotte Island; and Captain Gray, who discovered

the Columbia River, first explored it in the JFushiw/ton, which name he

applied to it.
• r -c i

STRAIT OF GEORGIA.—Having passed out of the Strait of Fuca by

either of the channels described in Chapter VI, pages 274-311 ante, when

to the north-westward of a lino drawn between East point of Satuma Island

and Whitehorn Point of the main, a vessel may be considered weU in the

Strait of Georgia, but before entering upon any description of the latter, it

may be well to offer a f. xv remarks on the comparative merits of tlio two

main channels which lead into it, viz., Hnro ai Josario Straits
;
both have

their advantages and disadvantages under varying uuditions.

Haro Strait is more tortuous; the water is so deep that it would bo im-

possible for a vessel to anchor in the main stream, and for its wliole length

the tides, tiioiigh not stronger, are more varying in their direction.

Rosario Strait leads by a very gentle curve almost a straight course mto

the Strait of Georgia ; the deptli of water, although considerable, is 8uch

that if necessary a vessel might anchor in it; in one part it is somewhat

narrower than the narrowest parts of Haro Strait, and the tides run vMth

e(iual strength ; it has its sunken rocks and dangers in an equal degree wUli

the Haro, and perhaps the anchorages in point of numbers and facilitu .s

for reaching them are equal in both. Extreme care and vigilance are call.a

lor in navigating either with a sailing vessel; to one with steam power,

neither offer any dilHculties.

"Msr-

B..,^,^^r-<CTtOT^-e«Jto^..g'.">'ft<»HP'K9WM-F-
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A glance at tho chart will show that to a vessel bound from sea, or from

any of the southern ports of YancouTor Island, to the Strait of Georgia,

tlio Ilaro Channel is preferable, and it will bo equally evident that to reach

the same destination from Admiralty Inlel or Paget Sound Kosario Strait is

tho most direct and desirable. Having entered, however, by either channel,

the promontory of Eoborts Point will be immediately seen with its conspi-

cuous white-faced cliff, and appearing as an island. From the northern

entrance uf Haro Strait it will bear N.N.W. 11 miles ; and frum thr Eosario

N.W. by W. 15 miles.

The general direction of the Strait of Georgia is TV.N.W., and from a

position midway between Saturna and Patos Islands, 1 9 miles on this course

should take a vessel abreast tlie entrance of Eraser Biver, tho sand heads

bearing N.N.E., distant 3 miles ; and for this distance the breadth of the

strait, not including the deep indentation of Semiahmoo Bay. is 10 miles.

Continuing the same course for a further distance of 19 miles, will lead

between Burrard Inlet on the East, and Nanaimo Harbour on the West,

the entrance of the former bearing about N.E. ^ E. 16 miles, and the

latter S.W. i W. 7 miles.

The breadth of the strait, after passing the sand heads of the Fraser, in-

creases to 14 miles ; and between Nanaimo and Burrard Inlet it is 20 miles.

The depth of water is from 70 to 100 fathoms between Boberts Point and

the western side of the strait, and further to the westward between Burrard

Inlet and Nanaimo as much as 200 fathoms in the centre.

The dangers to be avoided in working through the strait are, on the east-

ern shore, Boberts and Sturgeon Banks ; and on the western, the neigh-

bourhood of East Point, and Timibo Island, and the Coasts of Saturna and

Mayne Islands, until beyond the entrance of Active Pass. A chain of

reefs and rocky islets lie parallel with this shore, in places extending

nearly a mile off ; and as the bottom is rocky and in-egular, with a consider-

able strength of tide, vessels are recommended not to approach it within 2

miles.

It should also be remembered that the ebb sets to the S.W., through

Active Pass, and that tide races occur in its northern entrance. Boberts

Bank is easily avoided, especially since the establishment of the lightvessol

in 1866. If the weather is thick, when 50 fathoms is struck, a vessel will be

getting very near the edge.

The Tides, although not nearly au strong as among tho Horo Archipelago,

yet run with considerable strength, as much as i3 knots, particularly during

the freshets of summer, when the Fraser Biver discharges an immense

volumo of fresh water, which takes a southerly dii-ection over the banks, and

almost straight for the mouth of Active Pass. This peculiar milky-coloured

water is frequently tarried «]uite across tho strait, and is sometimes seen in

the inner channels washing tho shores of Vancouver Island ; at other times
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it reaches the centre of the channel only, forming a remarkable and most
striking contrast with the deep blue waters of the Strait of Georgia.
Below the mouth of the Fraser, the tide is rather the stronger on the

western shore. On the eastern side, within the line between Roberts and
Sandy Points, scarcely any tide is felt; and vessels will gain by working
up on that shore with the ebb, where good anchorage can also be found, if

necessary.

Allowance must be made for the tides, which is not difficult, having
once entered the Strait of Georgia by daylight, and knowing which tide
was running.

The COAST of the Washington Territory, to the southward of the
boundary separating it from British Columbia, had been previously described
m pages 268—270. We commence with the promontory to the southward of
the entrance of the Fraser Biver.

BOBEBTS POINT is the termination of a remarkable promontory which
stretches southerly from the delta of the Fraser River. It presents a broad
face to the southward, and its southern extreme is a little more than If miles
South of the 49th parallel of latitude; the eastern point of the promontory
is a remarkable white-faced cliflF, 200 feet high, its summit crowned with
trees. From it the land gradually falls to the westward and terminates in
Roberts Spit, a low shingle point, within which is a small space of level clear
land, where a few wooden buildings were erected on the first discovery of
gold in the Fraser River, and named Roberts Town ; for a few months it

served as a depot for the miners, but it has long been deserted.

From this spit the coast trends to the N.N.W., with bluff shores of
moderate height for 3i miles, when it merges into the swampy delta of the
Fraser. From most points of view, and particularly from the southward,
Roberts Point presents the appearance of an island. Shoal water, and rocky
irregular bottom> on which kelp grows in summer, extends for more than a
mile E.S.E. from the white face of the point, and vessels are recommended
to give it a good berth.

Anchorage will be found on either side of t^» promontory ; to the eastward
in 9 fathoms, sandy bottom, with the extreme of the white cliff bearing
W.S W. distant 1^ mile ; Roberts Spit, the western termination of the pro-
montory, should be just shut in by the white cliff. To the westward of the
spit there is fair anchorage in 8 fathoms good holding ground, with the spit

extreme distant three-quarters of a mile, and in one with Mount Constitution
on Orcas Island bearing S.E. i E., a white flagstaff at the North end of the
low land of the v lut N.E. by E. i E., and the bare bluff of the 49" parallel
or the monument on its summit N.W. ; here the edge of the bank will be
(liatunt a quarter of a mile, and a ship should not anchor any further to the
northward, as the Roberts Bank trends rapidly to the westward.

There is a granite monument 25 foot high erected on the summit of the
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Above tho City of Lytton, which stands at tho fork or conliuonce of tho

Fraser and Thompson Rivers, 55 milos above Hope, many rich deltas occur,

or as they are termed by tho miners, bars, and among these known as the

wet diggings, gold was first discovered in IJritish Columbia.

At Hope the river assumes the character of a navigable stream ;
steamers

of light draught reach this point and oven the town of Yale, 15 miles above

it, during from six to nine months of the year. In June, July, and August,

the molting of the snow causes so rapid a downward stream that vessels,

even of high steam power, are rarely able to stem it, and during these

months numbers of large trees are brought down from the flooded banks,

which offer another serious obstruction to navigation. Between Hope and

Langley, the latter 30 milos from tho river's mouth, there is always a con-

siderable strength of current from 4 to 7 knots, at times more • but at

Langley the river becomes a broad, deep, and placid stream, and except

during the three summer months, the influence of the flood stream is gene-

rally felt, and vessels of any draught may conveniently anchor. The depth

is 10 fathoms ; the current not above 3 knots.

Midway between Langley and Hope the Harrison Eiver falls into tho

Eraser and by it a long chain of lakes extending in a general N.W. direc-

tion, a comparatively easy route has been established, by which the Upper

Fraser is reached at a point just below the Bridge Eiver, in the heart of the

gold region, thus avoiding that difficult and at present almost impassablo

part of the country between the town of Yale and the Fountains, by the main

river a distance of about 90 miles.

Vessels of 18 feet draught may enter the Fraser near high water, and

proceed as high as Langley with ease, provided they have or are assisted by

steam power. The only difficulty is between the Sand Heads and Garry

Point, the entrance proper of the river, but whUe there are competent pilots,

and the buoys remain in their positions, this difficulty disappears. The

Ughtship is a sufficient guide for making the entrance. It must be remem-

bered, however, that the tides of the strait of Georgia sweep across the

channel of the entrance, and a large ship is recommended to enter or leave

with the last quarter of the flood.

The great quantity of deposit brought down by the freshets of summer,

has created an extensive series of banks, which extend 5 miles outside the

entrance proper of the river. The main stream has forced an almost straight

though somewhat narrow channel through these banks, and at its junction

with the current of the strait of Georgia, which runs at right angles to it,

upon a grander scale. Before tho discovery of the Cariboo mines, it was a place of con-

siderable importance, but has now "caved in," and become desolate.—Viscount Milton and

Dr. Cheadlo, p. ^48.
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has cauBod tho wall-edpcd bank before alluded to. extending to Roberta

Point on the South and Grey Point on the North.

The riyer is at its lowest stage during the months of January, Feoruary

and March. In April it commences to rise from the melting of the snows, and

is perhaps 2 feet above its lowest level ; the flood stream is strong enough t..

Bwing a ship at New Westminster up to the end of this month. In May the

water rises rapidly, the river is at its highest about tho end of Juno and re-

mains up with trilling fluctuations until the end of July or middle of August.

During these six weeks the banks are overflowed, and extensive plains

above Langley covered for a space of several miles ; the strength of tho stream

between Langley and Hope being from 4 to 7 knots, and in the narrow parts

even more. Tho usual rise of the river at Langley due to these floods us

about 14 feet, but from the testimony of an officer of the Hudson « Bay

Company, who has resided more than SO years there, it has been known to

reach 25 feet.
. .

,

,

From the middle to the end of August the waters begin to subside, and

in September the stream is not inconveniently strong. September, October,

and November are favourable months for the river navigation, as the water

is then sufficiently high to reach Hope, and the strength of the current con-

siderably abated. The shallow stern wheel steamers have got to Hope as

late as December ; between this month and April, owing to the shoalness of

the water, and the great quantity of ice formed, navigation even by these

vessels only drawing 18 inches, is attended with great difficulty and rarely

practicable at all. The snags or drift trees which become imbedded m the

river, also form a serious obstacle to navigation at this season.

In April, the steamers commence again to run. In June, July, and

August, the rapidity of the current is the great obstacle, Y t these high-

pr^ure vessels commanding a speed of 11 and 12 knots frequentiy accom-

plish the voyage, though at much risk.
v * * n «* >,„««

The Harrison Eiver route (page 381) obviates some, but not aU of these

difficulties. At New Westminster the freshets raise the level of the nyev

about 6 feet, but the banks being high no inconvenience is felt and the

strength of the stream is rarely 5 knots, during the winter from 2 to 3 ;
for

some miles within tho entrance the low banks are partially flooded for a

month or six weeks. The rise and fall duo to tidal causes is from 8 to 10 ft.

at springs, between the Sand Heads and the entrance of the river proper

at Garry Point; at New Westminster it is 6 feet, and at Langley scarcely

^""ThfL^ghtvessel, which was placed ofif the entrance in 1866, lies in 10

fathoms on the South Sand Heads. She is painted red, with her namem white

letters. She has two masts, and a red ball on the mainmast. By night she

shows a Jked light at 54 feet, seen 10 miles off. In foggy weather a bell is

sounded.
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There are no natural marks sufficiently woll defined, or which ma not too

distant, or too liable to be obscured in cloudy weather, to enable a vessel by

their help alone to hit tho narrow entrance between the Sand Heads with

accuracy, or without tho aid atforded by the lightvessel on the South Sand

Head. The northern edge of the channel within is marked by spar buoys, for

the colour of which see chart.

When up with the lightvessel at the entrance, a remarkable solitary bushy

tree will be seen on Garry Point, tlie northern entrance point of the river

proper, straight for which is the general direction of the channel. It bejvrs

from between tho Sand Heads N.N.E. a little easterly, and is just 5 milos

distant. Although to steer direct for this tree would not dear the outer

edges of either bank for the whole length of the channel, yet it will bo found

an excellent guide, to give almost the straight line in, should tho buoys be

removed.

The South Sand Head dries before low water, and has frequently a ripple

on it when covered ; when near the lightvessel, it should be brought to bear

N.N.E. , and then steer to leave it a cable's length on the starboard side,

which will lead nearly in mid cbasiiel, the buoys then on the port or North

side of the channel should be kept from half a cable to a cable on the port

hand. Tho least depth in the channel is 11 or 12 feet at low water, and this

occurs about midway between the Sand Heads and Garry Point ; at or near

high water from 18 to 20 feet, and sometimes 22 feet, may be carried into

within \i mile of Garry Point, when it deepens to 4 and 5 fathoms ; the point

should be passed close.

There is always a great quantity of drift wood on the point, and the

northern side of the river should be kept aboard for nearly 2 miles, where

from 8 to 10 fathoms will be found • it is then necessary to cross to the South

side, and to keep close along it, passing the mouth of the South or Boat

Channel, nearly 2 miles abo\e which, and abreast q clump of high trees,

cross again to the North bank to the left of two low sandy islands ; tho

channel then leads rather along the North side of the river, and with the

assistance of the chart will be fouud sufficiently easy for vessels of 20 feet

draught until 6 or 7 miles above Langley.

It is not, however, recommended for a stranger to enter without a pilot.

NEW WESTMINSTER, at first chosen as tlie capital of British Columbia,

a dignity now ceded to Victoria, stands on the North or right bank of the

Eraser Eiver, just above the junction of the North Fork, and 15 miles in a

general north-easterly direction from the entrance proper. It occupies a

commanding and well chosen position, being within an easy distance of the

entrance, and having great facilities for wharfage along its water frontage,

a good depth of water, and excellent anchorage.

The river bank is somewhat precipitous in places, and the country at

the back is like all tho lower parts of tho Fraser (unless, indeed, in the
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immodiato noiglibourlioud of the entrance, wliere it is HwaTiijiy grnHH Innd,

Hubjoct to inundation during tho freHhets of HUiiniicr), deuHoly wooded ; ii

considorable clearing, however, of tho timber has taken place in the vicinity

of the town, which already assumoH a prominent and thriving aspect, iind

when the focilities for entering tho river and its capabilities are better known,

will no doubt rise more rapidly into importance.

The military establishment or camp of the Eoyal Engineers, a rijile above

New Westminster, is a most picturesque spot, commnnding an uninterrupted

view of the Queen's Koach, a broad, deep, and mugnilicent sheet of water.

From the camp to Port Moody, an excellent harbour at the head of IJurrard

Inlet is 4 miles in a North direction ; a good trail exists between tho two

places, and a waggon road is in course of construction to the outer harbour

of the inlet, which, when completed', will be an important work. At b miles

eastward of New Westminster is the entrance to tlie Pitt Kiver, which runs

in a general direction from N.N.E. to N.E. for 28 miles, terminating in two

remarkable lakes enclosed between almost perpendicular mountains, and na-

vigable to the head ^ r vessels of 14 feet draught, the depth in places being

far too great for an ..lorage. A large tract of low grass land lies on both

sides of the entrance of the Pitt, which, however, is generally overflowed, or

partially so, during six weeks of summer.

DEBBT or NEW LANOLET is 12 miles above New Westminster in an

easterly direction, on the South or opposite side of the river ; the channel

between is deep, and there are no impediments to navigation. This spot was

first selected as the capital, and as a town site it is unobjectionable, having a

considerable tract of good cleared land in its neighbourhood, and all the re-

quirements of a commercial port; the depth of water here is 10 fathomb.

Large vessels may proceed with ease 7 miles beyond Langley, the navigation

then becomes somewhat intricate, and the current too rapid for any vessola

but steamers of light draught and great power.

The NORTH FORE is another entrance to the Eraser, navigable for

vessels drawing 6 or 8 feet water, and is generally used by the natives pro-

ceeding to or from Burrard Inlet. Its junction with tho main stream occurs

immediately below New Westminster, from whence it runs in a westerly di-

rection, and enters the Strait of Georgia through the Sturgeon Eank, about

5 miles northward of the Sand Heads ; a large low partially wooded island

lies in its entrance, and splits the channel into two arms.

In many parts of the North Fork the water is deep, in holes, and the bot-

tom irregular ; it can only be considered a boat channel.

BURRABD INLET is the first great harbour which indents the shores of

British Columbia North of the 49th parallel. It is the Brazo de Florida

Blanca of Galiano and Valdez. Its entrance, which is between Grey Point

on the South and Atkinson Point on the North, is 14 miles N.N.W. from the

Sand Heads of Fraser River, 20 miles N. by E. from Portier Pass, and 21
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miles N E. J E. from Entrance l»i.ind of Nan.iimo. Howe Sound imme-

diately adjoins it on the North, Atkinson Point, the northern entrance point

of the inlet, being the eastern limit of the sound.

The entrance of the inlet is well marked ; r/r.y Point, a long wooded pro-

montory terminating in a rounded blut}", is very conspicuous from the south-

ward, while Howen Mand, which lies at the entrance of Howe Sound, and may

also be said to lorm the northern boundary of the inlet, is very remarkable ;

its high rjund and almost bare summit. Mount Gardner, reaching an oleva-

tion of 2,479 feet, is easily recognised from any point of view. PaHsnge

Island, small but prominent, lies in the eastern passage of Uowe Sound

midway between Bowen Island and Atkinson Point, and is an excellent mark

from the southward ; as before observed, AT.vil peak, on with or ju«t open

westward of this island bearing N. by W. I W., clears the edge of the

Sturgeon Bank.
. .

Burrard Inlet differs tVom most of the great sounds of this coast in being

extremely easy of access to vessels of any size or class, and in the convenient

depth of water for anchorage which may be found in almost every part of

if its close proximity to Fraser River, with the great facilities for construct-

ing roads between the two places, likewise adds considerably to its import-

ance Owing to these advantages, and from its possession of unbounded pme

forests, two saw mills were completed in 1«6G, which now produce large

quantities of excellent timber, especially from the Douglas pine. It is divided

into three distinct harbours, viz., English Bay, or the outer anchorage. Coal

Harbour above the first Narrows, and Port Moody at the head of the eastern

arm of the inlet.

EngUsh Bay is more than 3 miles in breadth at the entrance between

Grey and Atkinson Points, which bear from each other N.N.W. and 8.S.E.,

and carries the same breadth for nearly its entire length or almost 4 miles;

it is contracted in some measure, however, by the Spanish Bank, dry at low

water, which extends in a northerly direction from Grey Point three-quarters

of a mile, and then curves easterly.

This anchorage is well protected from westerly winds by the Spanish

Bank, and as there is a good rise and fall of tide, as much as 16 feet at

springs, and a clean shelving sandy beach at the creek, it would be a desira-

ble place to beach a ship for repairs. The head of English Bay on the S.

shore terminates in a shoal arm, named False Creek ^
on the North shore it

Ibuds by the First Narrows to Coal Harbour.

Coal Harbour is on the South side of the inlet. 2 miles within the First

Narrows Vessels intending to pass above the Narrows must attend to the

tides, and a stranger will do well to anchor in English Bay before pro-

ceeding higher up. ^ ,„.,,.. xr u
The First Narrom lie between the bluff of Coal Peninsula and the Norh

side of the inlet, where the breadth of the channel is not more than li cable

North Pacific.
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'

'' TirHtrons,nl. of tl.o li.!.- in tlu, ,>arrowest part of tho First Narrows in from

4 to 8 knots. Tl>o only diroctionH n..ces«.ry for a st.amor arc to keop tho

South Bhoro ahoar.l, an.l to bo quick an.! caroful with tho hohu
;
h„uUI cralt

,uay ,.> throu,.h with oa... tho tido being favourable; to a sa.Uug Blup a

knowloliro of tliii locality is necessary.

It is high water, full and change, at Burrard Inlet, at fi p.m.
;

and h«

rise is 16 feet. The ebb stream eonmiences directly it is high water by the

Hhore, and runs out for two hours after it is low. There is couseciuently only

4 hours' flood stream.

lU-tween the First and Second Narrows, a distance of 4 J miles, the course

of the inlet is E. J N., varying in breadth from half to 1 i mile The 6eco>.l

Narro.. are similar to the First. A bank of the first descni>tion. but more

extensive, is caused by tho deposit brought down from the lugb mounta, s

by the numerous streams which empty themselves mto tbe mlet on the North

.ide. The channel is straight, and the tides which run from to 7 k.u>ts

fairly through it. The only directions necessary are to keep tho South shore

close aboard, and steer from point to point.
. , .

'

„„,^„^^ „<•

Port Moody.-Tho entrance of this snug harbour is 4 mdes eastward o

the Second Nan-ows. at the head of the eastern am of Uie inlet. I is 3

miles in length, and varies in breadth from a third to half a mile, except a

its entrance where it iBonly2cables across; there are no ^-g-. and

uniform depth of water, with good holding ground. Abreast the turning

point, ona on the North shore, a bank dries off it for nearly 2 cables at lo.

water on which good oysters are found.

North Ann. iu't before reaching Port Moody, and 3 miles above the

Second Narro^ ,
branches off froai the main inlet, and runs in a general

n ttrly direction for U miles. It is entirely different n its ^^^^^^^^^^-

other portions of the inlet. The depth of water varies from 50 to 110 fa

Tons and it is erclosed on both sides by rugged mountams rising from

2 Z'to .000 feet almost perpendicularly, a.d down the steep sides of

''hich the melting snow in summer forces its way in foaming cascades, ren-

dering the surface water in the inlet below aU but fresh

During the winter months/m/. mter is to be obtained in all pa^ts of Bur-

rard Inlft. and probably the whole year round there wou^d be no sea c^y,

L June there is abundance at the creek in English Bay, off which is

tL 11':;. In Port Moody there is a fine stream close to the oyster

bank.

11
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8()UT!TEUN HIIOUH OF THK 8TII.MT OF OFOnoiA.

rocks, Honii" of wliii'liOABRIOLA REEFS are a dangerous clustor of

covor at half ilood, othors having a fow foot wator ovr them. Thoy lio a

mi" d off tho oaHtorn point of Oabriola Inland, mentioned on piigo ;il 1 '0(,V.

8 miloH bolow tho entrance of Nauainio Harbour, and covor a spaco of half

amilo. From tho North point of Vov.mv I'asH, tho outor o.Mromo of tho

roef boars N.W. i N. 8 milos; and from the caHtorniiiost of tho l^at-top

IslaudH, a group of low wooded islets lying close off the East ond of Gabriohi

Island, E. i S. l-i milos. There is a pasMh'o in«i<lo tlio roofs, but it is not

rocoiuniondod.

The marks most convenient for voshoIh coining from tho southward are to

koop tho North and S.W. entrance points of Tortier Pass junt touching, on

H bearing S.S.E. i E., which will lead more than a milo eastward, and work-

ing up, while tho first summit of Oabriola Island inside Berry Point is open

clear of tho Flat-top Islands, the reef will just bo cleared.

Westward of Flat-top Island the slioro of Oabriola is bold until near

Berry Point and Entrance Island, when it should not be approacliod within

a long haK mile. Foul ground extends for some distance eastward of the

point of the island.

Entrance Island lies half a milo N.N.E. of Berry Point, the N.E. ex-

treme of Oabriola Island. It is rocky, 30 foet high, formed of sandstone,

bare of trees, but has some vegetation on it. Vessels passing up tho strait

bound for Nanaimo shonld round this island. There is a doop passage be-

tween it and Berry Point named Forwood Channel, something more than 2

cables in breadth, which steamers or small craft may use; but tho South

and West sides of Entrance Island must be avoided, as rnoP^ and broken

ground extend 2 cables off them.

Having rounded this island at the distance of lialf a milo, or more if con-

venient, the entrance of Nanaimo Harbour will bo distant 5 miles. There

are three channels leading to the harbour, viz.. Fairway, Middle, and Inner.

Fairway Channel is the most convenient for vessels bound to Nanaimo from

the southward or eastward ; but Middle Channel is certainly the safest and

most desirable for vessels from the northward.

Fairway Channel is tho most direct for vessels entering from the south-

ward or eastward. It . 38 between the shore of Oabriola and Lighthouse

Island, which is a em' oth-topped, grassy, sandstone island, 3 cables in

extent North and Sout^, abjut 50 ft. high, and bears from Entrance Island

W. by S. i S. 3 mile- 4 ledge of rocks 4 cables long in a North and South

dii^ction, lies E/i.E. nearly half a mile from the island. Tho depth of

water is 9 feet on its northern edge, and 20 feet on its southern. Tho ledge

is generally covered with streaming kelp, and has a channel of 7 fathoms
^ ^

2 c 2
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V liter between it and the island ; its Mortii edge bears from the South pomt

of Lighthouse Island N.E. by E. ? cables, and its 8(mthend E.S.E, nearly

half a mile.

The breadth of Fairway Channel between this ledge and Eocky Point of

Gabriola Island is full threo-quuvtors of a mile. For a distance of 2 cable.s

off the latter point from 4 to 7 fathoms, rocky bottom will be '.mind, wiieio

occasionally kelp glows, but nothing exists which would bring a ship up.

A mid-channel course is recommended, wliich from a berth half a niih- off

Entrance Island is S.W. i W. for 3 miles. The water is deep, and the

bottom irregular, varying from 15 to 40 fathoms. If to the southward of

mid-channel it will shoal to 15 fathoms, and shortly to 8 fathoms ofi' Eocky

Point.

DIRECTIONS.—Haviug entered the Strait of Georgia, between East point

of Saturna ai.d Patos Island, a W.N.W. course for 38 miles will lead nearly

3 miles outside Gabriola Eeefs, and abreast Entrance Island, the latter

bearing S.W., distant !i miles. A vessel proceeding through Fairway Chan-

nel, if northward of mid-channel must keep a look-out for the kelp on

Lighthouse Island lodge ; when Lighthouse Island bears N.W. steer S. i W.,

which loads for the entrance of Nanaimo Harbour, distant a little over 2

miles. Strangers should be careful not to mistake for it Northumberland

Channel, which litter lies from Lighthouse Island in a S.S.E. direction,

betw cr^p the high cliffy West coast of Gabriola Island and Sharp Point, a

remarkable narrow jivojoction on the main, and off wliich, at the distance of

half a cable, is a rock which uncovers

Having passed between Lighthcase and Gabriola Islands, there is a good

working space of ijVmile in breadth, between Gabriola oa the East and

Newcastle and Pro';ection Islands on the Wp jt, but the water is too deep for

anchorage. The shores of the latter islands should not be approached within

a quarter of a mile, as shoal rockj- ledges extend off them. Having brought

Gallt ws Point, the southern extreme of Protection Island, to bear S.W. i W.,

the town will open out.

A vessel may anchor, if necess?.Ty, with the high-water mark of Gallows

Point bearing W.N.W., distant a quarter of a mile, which will be in the

fairway of the entrance, but it is diflicult for a sailing vessel to pick up a

berth hero with a strong breeze, as tUo dpace for anchorage is confined.

NANAIMO B"A3.E0\JR, when the banks are covered, gives the idta of a

large sheet of wa'er, but the deep pj..rt is limited.

The entrance lies between Gallows Point and the southern bank. A
rocky k;'^- ": ends for P cable on every side of the pcn-l;, and in summer

is markeu cv kelp ; a Inrgo boulder stands on the ledge off the point, distant

150 yards, and covers before high water. The South side of the channel is

the .lorthern ed^e of the great nhallo^^ bay to the southward, which,
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NANAIMO HARBOUR. .IS!)

although it does not quite dry in this part, has only 2 or 3 feet on it at low

WB<er, and is steep-to. The entrance is here marked on either side by a

spar buoy about a cable apart in a North and >Sou!h direction ; within them

the harbour opens out, but in its centre is the Middle Bank, 2 cables long

in u northerly direction, and half a cablo broad, with a spar buoy on either

end. Two narrow winding channels, the North and South, lead into the

umial anchorage, which i.s close off the town, and wj^stward of tho Middle

Bank. B»jth are brjoyed in the vicinity of the latter, but no stranger should

enter either channel without a pilot.

A remarkable white patch on the cliffy shore of Gabriola Island just

op^n northwiaa'd of the extreme of Sharp Point, the latter bearing E. by N.

J ]S., leads tha-ough the channel ivntil near Gallows Point, which should bo

rounded iit a little more than a cable's length. In the North channel two

spar buoys will then be seen, a cable's length apart, tho southern one on the

North end of the Middle bank, the North one on South edge of the Satel-

lite Reef; steer about West to pass between them, then haul close round the

southern buoy, and steer for tJie Mine Chimney. Anchor close off the town

iu 5 fathoms, midway between the buoy and Beacon Rock, which dries at

low water, and has a buoy on it. The South channel, though of sufficient

depth for large vessels, has a somewhat sharp turn at its western end, but

is verv convenient for vessels leaving with a northerly wind, when they

would be obliged to warp out of th* North channel.

COAL.—The minew of Nanaimt produce a fair bituminous coal, which

answers well for steaming purposes, It is lighter by about 10 per cent, than

Welsh coal, and its consumption proportionately rapid. The working of the

mines have not yet been undertaken on a scale commensurate with their im-

portance, probably owing to the demand having been hitherto comparatively

sniaU. A.s the quality of the ooal, however, is becoming better known, the

demand is rapidly increaHiitg. It is now exported to California in large

quantitifs, anl ships ate iiii-'oiweniently detained waiting for cargoes.

Some new and very promising miauM have lately been discovered by boring,

and the quahty is said to be superior to any hitherto found.

Newcastle Island produces large quamtities, and the mines there are being

rather e-vtensively worked. The Nanaimu coal is far superior to any that

has yet been discovered or worked in th* country, and there can be little

doubt bii« that it exists in sufficient quans'ties to supply tho whole Pacific

(;oa«'t xor almost an indefinite period. The j»»«8ent price is 23 shillings, or (i

dollars per ton.

Departnre Bay.—A long narrow channel or arm betweo*: xxewcastle

' lud .tud the main leads in a N.W^ divecfitn from Nanaimo ILirhoiir to

Departure Bay. It is li mile in length, and a cable in brt-idtli, with I'J It,

at low water, except on a rock, which has only 2 feet on it, Ij-mg in the

ceatre, 2 cables north-westward of Rocky Poiut, the South poiut of N-: vcastl»

isjafsit?."
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Island. Vessok of 15 or Hi feet draught may enter Departure l^ay by thin

channol tit suitable times of tide, but largo vessels must enter northward of

Newcastle Island.

From Lighthouse Island, the entrance of Departure JJay bears S.W. i W.,

distant 2 miles, and, lies between the steep cliffy North point of Newcastle

Island, and a small island to the northward of it. The breadth of this

channol is a cables, and the depth 20 fathoms. Little less than this depth

will be found in any part of the bay, and it is not nearly so sheltered as

Nanaimo Harbour.

Vessels intending to load with coals (and there is no other inducement to

anchor here), should bring the steep North pohit of Newcastle Island to

bear N. by E., and anchor in not less than 18 fathoms, off the coal mine,

2 cables from the shore ; the bank runs up steep within this depth, and

shoals from 12 to 2 fathoms. Unless anchored well out, a vessel is liable,

with N.W. winds, to tail on the bank ; and ships are aot recommended to

lie hero after they have got their cargo in. A stranger should take a pilot

for the coaling station in Departure Bay, either from outside or in Nanaimo

Harbour.

Middle Channel lies between Lighthouse and Five-finger Island, U mile

W.N.AV. Irom it. The latter is a bare rugged islet of about the same dimen-

sions as the fonner, but of trap formation, instead of sandstone
;
the five

hummocks on it resemble knuckles more than fingers. The channel is per-

fectly free from danger, and has a depth of 80 fathoms.

8.S.W. of Five-finger Island are three smaller islets of similar character

and formation, with some rocks about them which uncover. Inner Channel,

4 cables in breadth, lies between the above islets and the shore of the main,

and being more direct, is convenient for steamers or small craft.

Tides.—It IS high water, full and change, at Nanaimo Harbour, about 5

p.m., and the range of tide is sometimes 16 feet, which is as much as is

met with anywhere on the coast, and makes this a most eligible spot for

the construction of docks, for which it offers peculiar facilities. This great

range of tide only occurs at midnight during winter, and in the daytime in

summer. The superior and inferior tides exist here as they do at Esquimalt

and among the Haro archipelago. On the opposite coast, at Burrard Inlet,

this irregularity does not exist.

NOETHUMBERLAND CHANNEL, before mentioned as lying between

Sluivp point and the western shore of Gabriola Island, runs in a S.E. direc-

tion for U mile, and then East for 2 miles, when it enters the Dodd and

False Narrows, the formov on the South side of M\idge Island, the

latter on the North ; a rock, which uncovers extends half a cable otf the

extreme of Sharp Foint. False Narrows are shoal, with no ship passage.

Do-id Narrovfi have been already doscribod from the southward. They

communicate with the inner channels leading to the southern ports, and

u.
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The STRAIT of OEOROIA, as Jilroady obsorvtul, commences at tho

northern end of the Uaro Arcliipolup^o, and o.xtonds in a general W.N.W.
direction to Capo 'Mudgo, a distaiuo of 110 miles. There are many har-

bours, both on tho Vancouver and continental shores, and several islands,

some of considerable si/e, form otlior channels, all of which are navigable.

The averagi) width of tlio main strait westward of Niuiainio is about

miles, diminisliing at its narroMost part between lias(iue1i and the Balliiiae

Islands, lo 5 miles. Tlio general depth of water is great, frequently over

200 fathoms. The tides are not strong, and between Nanaimo and Capo

Mudgo there are few dangers in tho way of sliips navigatins;' tlie strait.

The smaller channels on the continental shore are Malaspiua SStrait and

Sabine Channel, the former lying between the continent and Texhada Island,

tho other separating Texhada from Lasqueti Island.

t)n the Vancouver shore is Ballinae Channel, lying westward of tho

islands of tho same name ; also Lambert Channel and Baynos Sound, the

former between Hornby and Denman Islands, and tlio latter dividing both

from Vancouver Island ; they will be separately described.

Tides.—Tho meeting of the tides talces place between Cape kludge and

Cape Lazo ; that is to say, tho flood entering by Fuca Strait meets that en-

tering by the North end of Vancouver Island, with-'n 20 miles of tlie former

cape, generally much nearer, but •"^irying according to the phasis of tho

moon and the state of the winds ; and at the point of meeting a considerable

race occurs, which would bo dangerous to boats ; there is generally such a

race at the entrance of Discovery Passage. It is high water, full and change,

at Cape Mudgo and Cape Lazo at about 5.30, and tlie range during ordinary

springs is from 12 to 14 feet. At the entrance of the passage during springs

the stream runs as much as from 4 to 6 knots an hour, tho flood or easterly

stream being the strongest.

NANOOSE HARBOUR, at 8 miles we.stward of Nanaimo, will bo known by

the remarkable hill called Nanooso or Notched Ilill, which rises between 600

and 700 feet immediately over its North side, and shows as a double or

notch peak from the southward.

The shore westward of Nanaimo is free from danger, and at the distance

of lialf a mile 20 fathoms will be found. Off tho North point of tlie harbour

lie a group of small wooded islands ; the entrance is Ijetween Maude Jdand

(tho southernmost of them) and Blimdcn Point, on the Soutli slioro of tiio

main, and is here nearly three-quarters of a mile in width. I'jitranvc Ruck,

•1 feet above high water, and li' mile Avithin Blnnden Point, extends off a,

low maple flat on tho South side almost into the middle of the harbour, and

contracts tho width of the entrance here to a quarter of a mile : within tliis

tlie hai'bour opens out to nearly a mile in width, and termiiia(u.t; at the dis-

i

i
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tunce of U mile in a shoal mud flat, which dries at low water more than

half a mile, and where abundance of oysters are found. The only danger on

the North shore, in entering, is the ^^orth Hock, which lies nearly 2 cables

from the shore, and has 5 feet on the outer part. It is a spacious and well-

sheltered anchorage from all winds.
,, xr *r.

Fresh water may be obtained from a cove at the head on the North

side, and there is a convenient nook with a steep shingle beach, where a

vessel might be laid for repairs, if necessary, on the same side, a mUe from

the head.
. , e i- +

It is high water, full and change, at 5 p.m., and springs range 15 feet.

The COAST, for 6 miles westward of Nanoose, is strewed with numerous

small islands and reefs, the latter generally marked by kelp. The outermost

of them, Winchehea and Yeo Islands, extend between 1 and 2 miles from the

land, and beyond these there are no hidden dangers. The Grei, Rock, bare,

12 feet above high water, and rather remarkable, lies 2 cables E.N.E. from

the East end of the Winchelsea group.

Rudder Beef, with a fathom on it, lies a quarter of a mile S.E. i E. from

Grey Rock, and has very little kelp on it. This reef must be avoided by

vessels bound westward from Nanoose Harbour, and the S.E. end of the

Winchebea Islands should be given a berth of at least half a mile.

Ballinac Islands, two in number, are larger than the groups just de-

scribed, and lie further oflf shore. They are about 250 ft. high
;
the northern-

most one has but two or three trees, and its summit terminates in a sharp

bare nipple ; the southernmost is woodtd. They have the appearance of one

island seen from all points. The islands are steep and bold on all sides, and

are conspicuous after passing westward of Nanaimo. Vessels bound through

the Strait of Georgia would do well to steer for them.

Ballinac Channel lies southward of the islands, between them and the

smaller group which extend off the coast westward of Nanoose. It is a safe,

clear passage, 1 i mile in width at its narrowest part, which is abreast Gerald

Island. The depth in mid-channel is 136 fathoms, and the shores of the

islands on both sides may be approached within a cable's length, if neces-

sary. The only danger in the channel in working through is Cottam Reef,

which hf 1 2i ffithoms on it, and is generally marked by kelp. It lies on the

Bouihern side. To steamers, coasters, or vessels with a fair wind, Ballinac

Channel is recommended.

Horth-west Bay is 6 miles westward of Nanoose. Mistaken Island, low,

wooded, and half a mile long, lies immediately otf its northern entrance

point, and S.W. i S. 2i miles from the North Balliuac Island. The bay

indents the coast for 2 miles in an E.8.E. direction, making the peninsula

of the land which separates it from Nanoose Harbour. It is much exposed

to N.W. winds, and the water in it is very deep.

From North-west Bay the land trends, with a slight indentation, nearly

IBMfcai^^^a^. .-c)^--
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Indentation, nearly

West for 1!) miles to Denman and Hornby Islands, and to the southern

entrances of Baynes Sound and Lambert Channel. The land between Na-

noose and the Komox district, a distance of 24 miles, is undulating, and of a

moderate height, from tho sea-coast to the base of the mountain ranges, a

distance of about 4 miles.

dualicum River empties itself on this coast, 30 miles westward of Na-

naimo, and 5 miles eastward of the eastern entrance of Baynes Sound. It is

a small stream, only noticeable as affording shelter to canoes or boats within

its entrance, and as being the terminus of the trail between the head '> itf rs

of Barclay Sound and the eastern coast of the island, a distance of only 1

3

miles in a direct lino. Qualicum Hay is a slight indentation of the coast,

immediately West of the river, where very fair anchorage will bo found in

8 or 10 fathoms, three-quarters of a mile from the shore.

The mountain ranges westward of Nanaimo are of considerable height,

and very stviking in their general features and varied outlines. Most con-

spicuous amongst them, and midway between Barclay Sound and the East

coast, rises Mount Arrowsmith to a height of 6,000 feet. Its remarkable

summit, terminating in three sharp, well-defined peaks, is rarely free from

enow.

Denman and Hornby Islands lie immediately off the coast, 34 miles west-

ward of Nanaimo ; the former is 9 miles long in a W.N.W. direction, or

parallel with the coast, low and generally wooded, with an average width of

2 miles.

Hornby Island is much smaller. Over its western side rises rather ab-

ruptly a remarkable flr.t-top hill. Mount Geoffrey, 1,070 feet high; on its

eastern side it falls gradually, and terminates in a low, bare grassy point.

The eastern side is indented by Trihum Bay, affording good anchorage. On

both these islands there is a considerable quantity of good land, particularly

on the latter, also fresh water ; and from the nature of the formation, it is

probable that coal seams will be found to exist.

Denman Island is separated from the main by a good passage called

Baynes Sound, and Hornby Island from Denman by Lambert Channtl

Yellow Island is small and bare, 80 feet high, and generally of a yellow

colour. It lies close off the S.E. point of Denman Island, is remarkable,

may be seen for several miles, and is a good object to steer for coming from

the eastward, as it forms the eastern entrance point of the sound. Maple

Point, which forms the western, is also very remai-kable ; it lies S.W. by W.

1 .V mile from Yellow Island, and is low and covered with maples.

BATNES SOUND, separating Denman Island from the main, is a long

narrow sheet of water, with an average navigable width something over

half a mile, and with a general depth of 20 to 26 fathoms, so that vessels

may, if necessary, drop an anchor in any part ; there are, however, two

very fair anchorages, Fanny Bay on the South or main side, and Henry Bay

i
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on the North or island side. At the distanoo of 14 milos from the eastern

entrance of the sound is Port Am/unta, into which flows the Courtenny River,

one of the largest streams in Vancouver Island, and in this immediate

neighbourhood is a large extent of good clear grass land.

The exit into the Strait of Georgia by the N.W. entrance of the sound,

between the North end of Denman Island and Cape Lazo, is nearly 2 miles

in width, but a remarkable bridge or bar of sand, strewed with large f,ton:?,

extends the whole way across, and at low water there is as little as 12 feet

on it (page 395). During summer it is thickly covered with kelp, which

never altogether disappears. The bar is very narrow, and is always smooth.

Towards high water vessels of 19 feet draught may safely pass either into or

out of the strait by this channel.

A sand-si)it, which dries at low water, and is rather steep-to, extends one-

third of a mile from Maple Point.

Deep Bay.—Maple Point, from the extremity of the trees, turns sharp olT

at a right angle to theW.S.W. for half a mile, and forms a low sandy spit,

in shape resembling the i mg beak of a bird ; within this is Deep Bay, in

which the depth varies from 15 to 20 fathoms, irregular bottom, but sandy.

It is a small, and not very desirable anchoi-iige.

Fanny Bay, on the southern side of the sound, 4 miles within Maple

Point, afi'ords a good though somewhat limited anchorage. Base Flat, the

delta of a considerable stream, having its rise in the Beaufort range of

mountains, forms its western point ; and Ship Point, a bold wooded bluff,

its eastern. Entering from the eastward, give Ship Point, and the coast of

the peninsula immediately eastward of it, a berth of a quarter of a mile,

and anchor in 12 or 13 fathoms in the middle of the bay.

Village Point, on Denman Island, with a large native settlement on it, is

remarkable ; it is 2 miles N.W. of Fanny Bay, and a sand-spit extends a

short distance off it.

Henry Bay.—Denman Island, towards its N.W. end, falls away into a

remarkable wedge shape, terminating in a singidar sharp beak-shaped ex-

treme, called Beak Point ; the hollow of this beak, on the N.W. side of the

island, forms Henry Bay, which is nearly 6 miles from Fanny Bay, and is a

safe and convenient anchorage, though, like the latter, it is somewhat limited

in size.

From Beak Point a series of sand-banks, some of them above water,

others covered, extend in a N.N.W. direction for a little more than 2 miles.

Sandy Island, the largest of them, is two-thirds of a mile from the point, and

6 feet above high water, with largo boulder stones dispersed over it ; there

is a good boat passage through at half tide. North-west of Sandy Island,

and the same distance, is IFliite Spit, which almost covers, and is very re-

markable from the number of clam shells collected on it, giving it au ap-
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Kelp Bar.—The end of the shoal, which occasionally dries in patches,

extends two-thirds of a milo N,W. of White Spit, and from it commences

the remarkable kelp bar or bridge before mentioned (page 394), which con-

nects Donraan Island with the land about Capo Lazo, distant nearly 2 miles.

The bar is composed of sand, intorspors(id with large boulders, which can be

seen at low watiT. Groat quantities of kelp grow on it during summer, and

it is rarely entirely without it. To cross the kelp bar over its narrowest

part and in the deepest water, a vessel should stand 2J miles through tho

sound, north-westward of Honry Bay, until a rather remarkable white beach

(on the western shore, West ;} miles from Beak Point) is brought to bear

S. by W. i W., then steer out boldly N. by E. i E.

Port Augusta, in the N.W. corner of Baynes Sound, although apparently

a large sheet of water, its upper part is a mud flat, which almost dries at

low tides, and is formed by the Courtenay Eiver, which flows into it. From

White Bluff, before mentioned, a remarkable elbow-shaped tongue of land

named Goose Spif., projects to the southward and westward ; it is grassy, with

one or two hillocks, and bare. Goose Spit forms the northern entrance

point of the port, and Grassy Point the southern ; tho latter is very low and

swampy, the delta of a considerable stream. Off it, at low water, sand

and boulders dry for 2 cables, and the water shoals suddenly from 1 to 1

fathoms at the distance of 3J cables, leaving a width of Icbs than a milo

between the entrance points.

Within Goose Spit is an excellent place with a S.E. gale, though no sea to

speak of could get up in any part of Port Augusta.

Courtenay River is a deep and rapid moimtain stream, but on account of

falls and other obstructions is only navigable for a few miles for boats and

canoes ; it has its rise in Mount Washington, having a considerable extent

of rich grass country on either side.

Jfount Washington is remarkable, and rises to 5,400 feet; it is the western-

most of a range 10 miles in length, terminating in Mount Becher to the East;

to tho southward and westward of it are several high mountain ranges and

peaks from 4,000 to 7,000 feet above the sea, the highest summits being

covered with snow all the year round.

Tho Beaufort Range rise on the western side of Baynes Sound, 7 or 8 miles

from the coast, and stretch for 12 miles in a W.N.W. and E.S.E. dii-ection,

varying in elevation from 4,500 to 5,400 feet ; they are very remarkable,

presenting 7 or 8 distinct summits, which are rarely free from snow. This

range, together with Mount Washington, form the eastern boundary of the

great central valley and chain of lakes which run through the length of

Vancouver Island from the head of Barclay Soimd.

Lambert Channel, between Donman and Hornby Islands, is a safe

«
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passage running 6 milea in a W.N.W. and N.W. direction. It is a mile

wide at its southern entrance, gradually increasing to the N.W. as it opens

into the Strait of Georgia. The general depth of water is from 25 to 30

fathoms, shoaling to 16 fathoms on either side within 2 cables of the shore.

Coming from the southward, Yellow Island marks the western entrance

point, while Mount Geoffrey, a remarkable flat-top hill, 1,070 feet high,

on Hornby Island, rises over the eastern side of the channel
;
either of these

may be steered for until approaching the entrance, when W.N.W is a mid-

channel course through.

On the eastorn side is Norrh Rock, of considerable extent at low tide, but

at high tide, a mere patch 5 or 6 feet above water; it lies N.E. i N. U mile

from Yellow Island.
-^ . 3 a^-^

The eastern side of Lambert Channel, between Norman Point and Shingle

Spit, a distance of 2 miles, has two groups of covering rocks, extending

nearly 2 cables ofiF, and the shore should not be approached within a quarter

of a mile. Shingle Spit is a remarkable low point on the eastern side of the

channel, 2 miles within Norman Point.

Off the North end of Hornby Island stands a remarkable boulder rock, 7

or 8 feet high, with smaUer ones near it, and vessels should not approach the

shore in this neighbourhood within a long half a mile, at which distance are

7 to 10 fathoms.

Tribune Bay, on the S.E. side of Horby Island, affords good anchorage

with all but easterly or south-easterly winds, to which it is quite open. It is

easy to enter or to leave, and conveniently situated as a stopping-place for

vessels bound either way, being 35 miles West of Nanaimo, and 40 eastward

of Cape Mudge and the entrance of Discovery Channel.

The eastern end of Hornby Island tei-minates in a rather remarkable point,

called St. John, grassy, and bare of trees. Off it, in a S.S.E. direction, are

2 or 3 small low islets. Some reefs which generally break extend nearly

lialf a mile outside the islets; these should be given a berth, and it is not

recommended to pass nearer than half a mile to the N.E. of the Coast of

Hornby Island.
„ „ ., ^^

The outermost of the dangers off the West point of Tribune Bay, is a 1-

fathom rocky patch, called the Nmh Hank, which must be carefully avoided.

It is a quarter of a mile in extent, and lies N.E. by E. nearly a mile from

Point Downes, the western entrance point, and S.W. by S. from the largest

and outermost of the low islets off Point St. John. With a leading wind it is

recommended to pass the eastern side of the bay within a short half a mile,

and to steer up for the white sandy beach as soon as it is open, anchoring

with the eastern bluff of the bay bearing E. by N. i N., 3 or 4 cables from

the eastern shore, in 2 fathoms, sandy bottom. There is anchorage, if de-

sired, in 4 fathoms, much closer in.

CAPE LAZO will be seen after passing the eastern end of Hornby Island,

' t)Ui>m
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from which it bears W.N.W., distant 15 miles. It is a remarkable salient

point about 250 foot high, flat and grasnyou its summit, but woixiod bt-hind,

and falling abruptly tu the sea in yellow clay clitfs. Although a bold-

looking headland, uhoul water extends a considerable distance off, and

it is recommended not to approach its eastern and south-east sides nearer

than 2 miles, as only 4^ fathoms, uneven bottom, is found at the distance of

1^ mile.

Mittlenatch Island, at IG miles N.W. of Cape L»zo, is lialf a mile in ex-

tent, 200 feot high, bare and peaked. Between it and the Vancouver Island

shore, distant nearly G miles, is the fair channel to Cape Mudge and Dis-

covery Channel.

Oyster Bay.—From Capo Lazo the coast trends W.N.W., is moderately

high, and slightly indented with boulder beaches, which makes boat landing

attended with danger unless in very calm weather. At the distance of 15

miles is Kuhushan Point, the southern extreme of a large but not very deep

indentation, named Oyster Bay ; Shelter Point, nearly 4 miles W.N.W. from

Kuhushan, is its northern extreme. There is foir anchorage in 10 or 12

fathoms in this bay for vessels waiting wind or tide. A reef extends half a

mile eastward of Shelter Point ; 4 miles north-westward of Oyster Bay ia

the entrance to Discovery Passage.

CAFE MTJDOE is one of those peculiar headlands so frequently met with

on this coast, and resembles Point Roberts and Cape Lazo, except that the

yellow clay clifif which forms its face is more covered with vegetation. The

cape is between 200 and 300 feet high, flat, and wooded on its summit, fall-

ing to the westward as it enters Discovery Passage with a low boulder point.

The high land of Valdes Island appears behind it from the south-eastward.

A boulder beach extends in a semi-circular form from it to the eastward, and

at the distance of 2 miles in this direction the depth is not more than 5

fathoms. The western low part of Cape Mudge should not be brought west-

ward of W.N.W. in entering or leaving Discovery Passage.

DIRECTIONS.—The southern shore of the Strait of Georgia, with its

anchorages and smaller channels, having been now described, a few remarks

will be ofi'ered on the navigation of the main strait.

From the coast of Gabriola Island abreast Nanaimo, to the opposite

shore of the continent, about Burrard Inlet, the width of the strait is 14 miles,

the navigation free from danger, and the strength of the tide between 1 and

2 knots an hour. Coming from the southward. Mount Shepherd, on the

South end of Toxhada Island, is a very remarkable object, and shows

as a high solitary peaked island standing in the middle of the strait ; it is

2,900 feet in elevation, and is plainly seen in clear weather more than 30

miles off.

Proceeding westward, the long and comparatively low island of Lasqueti

rises above the horizon, its singidar bare turret-shaped summit 1,000 feet
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w'stwunl ..f th.nn, will now s.,..n h. unulo ..ut. NVlu... .l.vast th. U>nnor.

tlu.MicUh..ftlio..luumel.ontr.u:tHto.l mil.s hrlvN.... tlniu and tho mumII

island of San,^Kt..r.oiitl.oB.K..n.l of La.,u.'ti ; aft.r whi.l. it opous on,

airain to 7 n.il.-s, and tlu. ratlHT mnarkal.l.. tlat-tonn.d Mount t..M,lhv.v on

tho Wost rvA of Hornby Island will b- l-lainly H..-n. Tho m.nth.a-n coast

„fLas.m.-tiisl,old,witlinodangorHullitwhich a.v not s...... .x.q.t Noal

Ko,.ks.whn.h .over at half tid.s and li. U tail. West of San.stcr iHlnnd;

c,U' itH Wet .nd arc tho «nall Rronp of Flat an.l Ban- Islands, but no luddon

dangers. Fals.. l?ay, which indontn its Wost ond, is oxposod, and not rt-

coniniunded as an anchoragf.

Tin. Sister8 IsU-ts are the next remarkable objects; they are two snudl

blaekro,.k« 10 feet ab..vo hi.'h water, S.W. by S. fron. the West i>o,nt o

Lanqneti, with a deep water channel over a mile wide between tlieni and

Flat Islands. When abreast the Sisters, the nmin strait turns to the^.N.W

between them and Hornby Island for 4 miles, and then resumes its .nynal

trend to the W N.W. Tho distance between tho Sisters and Tomt St. John,

the low bare Kast point <.f Hornby Island, is 5 miles; the latter, with the

.uiaU islets off it, should be given a berth of nearly a nule The Sisters are

bold on all sides, but should not be approached too close m cahn or hght

winds, as the tide sets straight past th u. Having passed I'omt St. John

the distance to the eutran.'e of the Discovery Passage is 38 mdes. The strait

mountains a uniform width of miles, until near Mittlenutch Island, or for

30 miles, the only stopping places being Oyster 15ay, already described, 4

miles from Cape Mudge, and Gillies Bay, on tho West side of lexhada Island.

The shore of Texhada Island is bold.

NOKTIIEEN SHORE OF THE STKAIT OF GEORGIA.

HOWE SOUND was thus named by Vancoiiver after Admiral Earl IIow<\

and was caUed Brazo de Carmelo by Galiano and Valdes. It is immediately

adjoining Bim-ard Inlet (page 384) on the North, and is an extensive though,

probably useless sheet of water, the general depth being very great, while

there are but few anchorages. It is almost entirely hemmed in by rugged

and precipitous mountains rising abruptly from the water's edge to eleva-

tiuns of from 4,000 to 6,000 feet. There is no available land for the* settler,

and although a river of considerable size, tlie tiqmwmM, navigable iw

boats, falls into its head, it leads by no useful or even practicable route into

the interior of the country.
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The entrance is betweiMi Atkinson Toiiit, the Nortli poinl of liurrard

Inlet, and (rower Point, m ,iily 12 miles upart. Tliu sound peiietratcH the

continent ill a northerly diriMtion for '20 miles, and although of such con-

siderable \\ idth for nearly 12 miles of its length, yet it is choked by some

large and numerous smaller islands, between which are several ship passages.

liowen Island, the largest and easternmost, is remarkable, its highest summit

rising to nearly 2,.')00 feet, being round, smooth, and partially bare, unmis-

tnkeably pointing out the ell' iiince from any 'lirection ; the island is 7 miles

in length jp a n. .tlierly direction, and more than ;{ in wiiltli.

Queen Charlotte Channel, the eastenimost pa.ssago into Howe Sound, is

liotween Boweji Island and Atkinson Point ; Passage Island half a mile long

only, but very promiiu'iit from the southward, stands in the centre of the

channel, and on either side of it is a deep water passage. A tide ripple is

frecpiently met with olf Atkinson I'oint, caused by the mooting of the ebb

streams from the sound and liurrard Inlet.

Stiiifl Coir.—Northward of Passage Island l.J mile, ami on the eastern

shore, is Whitfi C'lilf Point, and opposite, on the Rowcn Island shore, dis-

tant 1.} mile, is a double-headed cove. Snug Cove, the southernmost of

these, though narrow, affords oxcollent anchorage to small (raft in !) fathoms,

sheltered from nil winds ; Jkcp Cove, the northernmost, is larger, but

with a S.E. wind, when anchorage would bo most re(iuired, a swell would

sot in.

^'((ssels bound to Port Graves, \\hich is the jirincipiU anchorage in the

sound, should pass westward of IJowyor Island between it and Hood I'oint,

the North point of I5owen Island. Tluj latter is a rather rom.nkable low

flat peninsula point, with a small high clilly island lying off it,

Bound up the sound by Queen Charlotte Channel, a N.N.W. course loads

niid-chaunel
;
pass eastward of White Rock, Centre Island, and Anvil Island,

thrcnigh M<nitagiie Channel. Jllute Ruch is a small but remarkable islet, 30

feet high. Anvil Inland is oval-shaped, and 3 miles long, and its summit,

Leading Peak, 2,740 foot high and very remarkable, resembles the horn of

an anvil pointed npwiu'ds. From almost all parts of tho strait of Georgia,

this peak appears as a most prominent object ; it is au excellent leading mark

to clear the shoals off the Eraser River by being kept just open westward of

I'assage Island, on a N. by W. I W. bearing.

Montague Channel, 5 miles above Bowyer Island, and between Anvil Island

and the eastern shore, is a mile wide, and over 100 fathoms in depth, trend-

ing first to N. by W. for 7 miles, when it runs to the eastward for a fui'ther

distance of 4 miles, terminating in u low delta, through wliich Hows the

Sqimwmisht River. The sound carries its depth to the head and shoals from

100 fathoms suddenly to 2 fathoms.

CoUingwood Channel, to the westward of Bowen Island, between it and

tho group of smaller islands which stud the centre of the soiiiul, is tho most
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air...t routo to Fort Oravon. I.i ontorinK both shoros ur. .toop ami bold ;

tho dim-tion of the channel for I mil.s Ih North, itn widtli about a m.lo, and

the general depth varies from 50 lo 1 00 fathon.H. The nnudl islan.ls fornunR

the western side liavo no dangerH but what are visible, exeept I'amfie Rork,

whi.h lies almost midway between Worl.ombe and IWey InlandK, and

coverH at half tide.
,,

Barfleur Passage lies to the westward r.f the rentral group of nma)

islands, between tliem and Keats Island. It is a safe ship channel, but not

quite so wide aK the one last described. A rock, which breaks at low water,

extends IJ cable iiito tho channel westward from the second of the islands

in the entrance. The passages between the s,uall islands are not roconi-

mendod to be used unless by coasting vessels.

Shoal Channel, the westernmost entrance to Howe Sr,und, is between

Keacs Island and the nminlan.l of Gower Point. It is c.mvenient f.,r vessels

coming from the westwanl, and loads to Plumper (Jove, a snxig anchorage

on the N.W. side of Keats Island.

The South point of Keats Island, which forms the eastern point of en-

trance to the .hannel. has a small but prominent and thickly wooded island

lying close off it. Home Island. From a little within this island a bar of

sand and shingle extends quite across tho channel to the steep clififs of the

mainland ; the greatest depth over it, at low water is 16 feet, and that in

the centre of the passage, which is here half amUe in width. The width

of the bar in the centre is not over a quarter of a mile.

Plumper for*. -Immediately after crossing the bar of Shoal Channel, the

water deepens to 20 fathoms, and two small islets, partially wooded, and

ahnost joined at low water, will be seen N.N.E. a mile off; between them

and the shore of Keats Island is Plumper Cove, which is perfectly secure

with all winds, and however hard it may be blowing outside, it is generaUy

a calm here.

Thomborough Channel is a continuation of the one just described, and

leads up the western side of the sound, between Gambier Island and the

main. Its direction after passing Plumper Cove is N.N.W., and at the

distance of 6 mUes is Woolridge Hand, rather on the eastern shore
;
the

wider channel lies westward of this island, but there is over 100 fathoms of

water through Latoua Passage to the eastward of it. Passing Woolridge

Island, the arm turns to the north-eastward, and northward of Anvil Island

leads to the head of the sound.

Gambier Island, lying in the centre of the sound, immediately northward

of Bowen Island, is ahnost square shaped, and 6 miles in extent either way.

On its western side rise two very remarkable cone-shaped mountains, over

3,000 feet in elevation ; the southern face of the island is indented by three

very deep bays or inlets, in the easternmost of which only is convenient an-

chorage found. Port Graven, the easternmost of the three bays on the South
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-iil(> of (iMiiiliitT IhIiiiuI, is the priiiripiil iiii(liiirap:c in linwt' Sniiiid. it ih

'iliniif 8 mills from flic i'iitranci«, iiml miiy be rfuilicd wiili ^jii'iit I'm ility \<\

t'ithiir fiftlic I'liiiiiiii |h iili'riuly dcscrilK'd ; its t>iitriiiict' will iicil, howovt'i', I'l-

vt'jy appurcut ton ».tiiiiig«'r, until (loMiug Hope point, whiili fmuis itn t'listfi'ii

sidt'.

The Coast from (lower point, the wt'stcniontranct' of IIf)wo Sound, treniN

\V.
.J

S. for IH miles to the entrance of MaliiMpinii Striiit, and in five IVimi

ilanp;i'i'. Il'/ii/r /n/rf, ii buio rork, 50 feet lii}?h. lies 1
.J
miln from tlio Hlinrc,

(i miles westwnrd of Oowor point, and is remarkable, always slinwin^; very

white : there is deep water close to it and inside it. At 1 miles N.W of this

inlet the coast recedes and forms Trail 13ay. There is a very marked drop in

the land at the head of this bay, across which, by u portajjje of 1,100 yards,

the natives carry their canoes into Soechelt Ann, ono of tlm many arms of

.lervis Inlet, nio Trail Islets, four in number, lio something; more* than

half a mile '/if the western end of this bay.

Thormunby Islands, t-o in niunbia', almost joined, and upwards of 2 miles

in extent, are 18 mihjs from Gower point, and form the S.E. entrance point

of Malasj)inrt Strait.

TEXHADA or favida Island, lying parall(>l with arid on tlio eastern

side of the Strait of (Jeorfjjia, is 27 miles in lejifrth, with an avernj^e width of

scarcely 4 miles. Tlirouj^hout its whole length stretches a i-idge of rugged

trap mountains, woodc^d generally to their sunuuits. At the Houthern en<l.

Mount (S7/*7*//f'/W reaches a height of 2,900 foet. Towards the northern end,

the rang(! decreases in elevation, but thero is scarcely an aero of cultivable

land throughout the island. Its shores are steep and bold on all sides, and

the land rises abruptly, except at the North extreme.

The only anchoi-age, and that merely a stojiping place, is (jtllles bay, on

the H.W. side (page 398).

LASQUETI ISLAND lies paraUel with Toxhada. at its S.E. end, and is

separated from it by a channel about a mile in width. Its length is 9 miles,

its average width something m iro than 2 miles, and it is remarkable from a

singular turret-shaped summit 1,000 feet high, called Jfoiint 7'rcinrtoii, rising

nearly in its centre. On its southern side are several boat coves, and in

Tucker Bay, on the northern, then is very fair anchorage, with some good

land in the noighl)oui'hood. Hiuigi^ter hland, half a mile long, Ues S.S.W.

a mile from Young point, the eastern extreme of Las([uoti.

Jenkins Inland lies 3 miles westward of Sangstcr, and close to the South

shore of Lasquoti. The Hea E(jg Rocks, always imcovered, lio 3 cables off

its West end.

STEVENS PASSAGE, between the Sisters Islets and Lasipioti, is upwards

of a mile wide, and perfectly safe and clear. Flat Islandn, on its easti.-rn

side, shoidd bo given a berth of a quarter of a mile.

SABINE CHANNEL, between Texhada and Lasqueti Islands, is a good

North Pacific. 2 n

aaa;^>x^v»i?tia!^fea^m '

'''^rr^v. >>^::^a;'^;^
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ship i-asMt^o mil..s lon^. in u.mHy an E.^t 0..I W.st .lir.H.liou. with v. ry

,k.c.p wut.r ; it.s bveadtli u^ tlu) w.-.toni . ud i. U iuilo«, but Boveral In^'li uoiu-

niliHlan.l8 lyin^ .fl tl.o N.E. m\v of La.<].u>ti ocmlract the width n.t tlu-

,.astorn <'nd. in som.. parts lu tiurr-quarte -9 of a mile. Th.-ro is alM, a

uavrowhut d.:op chaimd, Hull F<>..»!J<, to the southward of thoso inlands, hy

kreping do«o alon-r th- I.asqueti 8h<.ro. Mrr Ba;f, on th. N-rth s-.lo -,

1 ,n«(nioti, u,ul wiuidistaut tVo.n oith.-r end. in a very fair an-'h-ra-' •

MALASriNA STRAIT is a wido navi-ahlo .hanmd. soparatui<? .ri"xluii.:i

Island ^ro,nth. mainland. It. K-.m-ral cir.rti.m is W.N.W. for 80 m.l.s,

wlun it ac^ain enters tlio Strait of Georgia* botwomi MarshaU I'omt, t,..>

N W cxtrome of Toxhada and llav^,ood Island ; its southorn <-n'-ranco lies

betwoouUrwoodr</.nt.thoS.E. extivnie of Toxhada, and the v.-ostorn ol

th(^ Thornian])V Islands and is 1 niih-s in width.

U^ncud Point is rno.g.-d and precipitous ;
stunted pinos grow botwoon th.

.revicc. of the bare trap rock, tho land beliind more thickly wooded. Almo.t

iminodiatelv over it rises Mount ]M, a very ren-avkabk^ luimp-sliaped hill.

],!()() feetliigh, and 3 muIoh within is Mount Shepherd, the liighest summit

of the 'slan.r. A covering rock lies 2 cables off the point.

Thonnanby Islands, before mentioned, lying close to tho mainland, aiul

cpnearing as' part of it, terminate at their N.W. point in a steop day clift,

.ff which, at, low water, dries a boulder point. Tlu, Texhada shore is bo d,

and almost straight for its whole length, fronted by narrow sliinglo or boulder

beaohoi=. ,

JEEVIS INLET
i

is <>ne of the most considerable of those numeroas and

rnmarkablo arms of the sea which indent the continent of America from the

parallel of Fuca Strait as far as lat. 60" N. It extends by winding reaches

in a northr.rly dire-.tion for more than 10 miles, while its width rarely exceeds

U mile, and in most placets is even less.

'Neither in acominerdal point of view, a>. a refuge for shipping, or as a

,n^n. of ..onnunnication with the interior 01 the country, does it appeax

likely ever to occupy any very promineat place, as it is hemmed in, on all

. It.-a«hvth,sv.rt.hat V:nHOUVor ,™t, to hi. .roat surprise and mortiH.ation. with

,„e two Snani«h .urveyins vo.,B..b which had preceded hin.. Th... v.re tho Ir.g S.H,

Id V noa P. O.li.no a,..l rh. .:hooner Mencan., under Don C. V.hlo.., .otached fj.m th

™:.^ion u.d,.v M.l..vi.u., hon. whom, l^owover, ho mot with the raost pol.o .ud

'^:T:Z,^i^^U ......a h. Vancciver atto. Adniir. Si. ^^hn ...r.s, i. tho

bIo de M.za>-. d. oF r.Mi.ao and Valdcs. Com:uaud...r U. C. Mayno, U.N., attached t

t^^y^orCa,..a. II, Kioi,a.l. made hi. w.y through the denso ioro«t and

ZZ. Ltwcu 2 i..ad oi ,U .vis Intol and Port rcmhorton. on the F.a.er Hjver, m

July 1860, tho .'.etuil. of whuh arduous journey are given in hi., intorc.t.ng work, Uxai.ter

IX,'
'

It wa. thought tbit this nuyht ho a pood n.ul. from tho coa.l to tho e.pr.r part of the

l"i:i^-i r, hiit tUi^ jmuni.y di,>iitll'.'(l siu'h a notion.

|H»<i,rnj;ij>-yMfl!By«!!^ffi!
'

, jH '-J-M,W-'-^^>'J^^J"'W"We' ,^ lJ-ftlfll!Li4,aH-.iMT i
'
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sides by mountains of the most rnjrgod and stu])ondons iharaeter, rising from

its almost poiiM«ndio>dar slioros to five, srx. and soim^tinu's eigli) thousand

feet. Tlie hardy pine, wliieh flourishes where no other tree ran find soil to

sustain life, holds but a feeble and uncertain tenure here ; and it is not un

common to see whole mountain sides d(n\uded by the blasts of winter, or tl..<

still more certiiin destruction of tho avalanclie wliich accompanios tlio tliaw

of stimmer. 8trikingly grand and magnificent, tliero is a solemnity in tijo

silence and utter desolation wliieh prevail hore during th(> months of winter,

not a nativ.', nor u living creature to disturb tho solitude, and thougli iu

summer a few uiiserable Indians may oceasionaliy be mot with, and the re-

verberating echo of a hundred cataracts disturb th<' silence, yet the doso!ii»i<»n

remains, and seems inseparable ii>>ra a scone which natur(f never intend.-d us

the abode of man. Tho depths below ahnost rival the height of tiie moun-

tain summits; bottom is rarely reathed under 200 fathoms, even close to tho

shore, and friMiuently at much greater deptlis; there are a few spots where

vessels may drop an anelior. but th(;y are eit). r open and exposed, w ith au

inconvenient depth if water, or from the narrewnoss of their entrance are

only adapted to steamers or coasting vessels.

In the Vancouver Island I'ilot, the various channels and shores are de-

scrilied at length, but as there appears to be but little to interest general

commereo in this remarkable fiord, we shall make but brief extra(;ts

therefrom.

The entrance of the inlet is between Francis Point an<l Scotch Fir Point,

which ar(f 12 miles apart in a W.N.AV. direction. Nelson Inland lies .imme-

diately in the (.entre, and divides it into two channels, the westernmost being

the principal oni'.

Agamemnon Channel, the eastern entrance to the inlet, is 9 miles N. by

W. from I'oint Up\vood. After running between Nelson Island and the

main in a general northerly direction for 9 niilos, it joins 1lie main ciiannel

of tho inlet. Its average width is little more than half a mile, the tides run

from 1 to 3 knots, tho depth of water varies from 50 to 100 fathoms, and it

aUbrds no anchorage. Tliere are three passages into Agamenuion (Jlia.nnel.

The middle, ))i'tween Chaiuiel Islets and Pearson Island, and tho eastciimiost

between the latter and l^lartin Island. The passages are about ih'^ same

width, something over a quarter of a mile, and have deep water. Vessels

entering by the western passage, or coming from the westward along tho

shore of No' -i Island, must avoid tho Xik Rovk, which covers at iiuartei-

flood, at a mile S.VV. by W. i W. from Fearney Point, the 8.E. point of

Nelson Island, and the same distance AVest from the largest Channel islet.

Pender Harbour is the only anchorage deserving tho name, Avitlr a mo-

derate depth of water, to bo found in tho noighbourliood of Jervis Inlet,

and its ontninc(> is so cnciimbtTcd by i.>lands as to rondor it dithcult of

access to anything but steam or coasting vessels; it immedialoly adjoins

2 T> 2
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the Agflmemnui Cliuimel on tlie South, and lie. E.N.E. threo-quarteiN of

a mile from Poarsou Ishin.l, indenting the coast for 3 miles in the samo

direction.

The Western Entrance of Jervis Inlet is between Alexander Point, the

South extreTie of Hardy Island, on the East, and Scotch Fir Point on the

West. The points are not remarkable, but the opening is readily made out.

It is nearly 2 miles in width, and takes for a short distance a N.iV.AV.

direction. Scotch Fir Point is rocky, and has two small islets lyirg close to

the westward of it, which, like the point itself, are covered with stunted

pines. Thunder Bay, formed on the western side, H mile above Scotch Fir

Point, is one of the few spots in Jervis Inlet where a vessel may drop an

anchor, and, being near the entrance, is likely to prove convenient.

Nelson Island, in the middle of the entrance to Jervis Inlet, is 10 miles

long in a northerly direction, and about 4 or 5 miles wide. The island is

mountainous, the summits ranging from 500 to 1,000 feet in height. Cape

Cockburn, its S.W. point, is of white granite, about 80 or 90 feet high. A

rock lies 1 cable South of it.

Prince of Wales Reach.—Dark Cove, which affords a snug anchorage on

the West side of Jervis Inlet, within the Sydney Islets, is 2 miles North of

Captain Island, and 12 miles from the entrance. Vancouver Bay, on the

East side of the inlet, 19 miles from the entrance, is about half a mile iu

extent, and of square shape.

Princess Royal BAd^titi.—Deserted Bay, also on the East side of the inlet,

at the termination of Princess Eoyal Reach, and about 37 miles from the

entrance, is small, and affords an indifferent anchorage in its eastern part.

A valley extends from the head of the bay to the N.E., through which a

trail runs to the Lilooet Lakes on the Eraser River, and is much frequented

by the natives in tlio summer season.

ftueen's Reach.—The head of Jervis Inlet terminates in a patch of low

swampy land, through which flow some small streams ;
it does not afford

any anchorage, there being 25 fathoms within half a cable of the outer edge

of the bank. A remarkable peak, Mount Victoria, rises 2 miles North of the

water's edge to a height of 7,452 feet, and is a very conspicuous object on

approaching the head of the inlet. Princess Louisa Inh'f, on the East side of

Jervis Inlet, 5 miles below the head, is narrow, and about 4 miles long in

an E.N.E. direction.

Seechelt Ann, the entrance to which is on the East side of Jervis Inlet,

I mile North of Agamemnon Channel, is an extensive arm of the sea, pene-

trating the land for 17 miles in a south-easterly direction towards the Strait

of Georgia, and only separated from the latter by a low neck of land 1,100

yards wide, forming an extensive mountainous peninsula to the westward,

called Seechelt Peninsula.

Tides.—It is higli water, at full and change, in Jervis Inlet at 6 hours,

tfalywt^i'j^jl^KjiB'WP iW"mwi».j;i i' iwiw.qw»»^»m*^t#LO^w.
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the rise and fall being about 14 feet ; within the Seechelt arm the rise and

fall seldom exceeds 6 or 7 feet.

Harwood Island, off the Wt^st entrancei to IMalaspina Strait, 1 i mile from

the continental shore, and about 3 miles N.W. of Point Marshall, is 2.^

miles long in a northerly direction, and \\ mile wide, from loO to 200 feet

high, flat, and thickly wooded. There is deep water between the island and

tho shore.

The COAST.—Westward of Jervis Inlet, the North shore of Mnlaspina

Strait runs in a westerly direction for 1 1 miles, terminating at Griff Point.

For a considerable distance inland it is low, and bordered by a sandy beach.

There are no off-lying dangers that are not seen.

From Grief Point the North or continental shore of the Strait of Georgia

runs in a W.N.W. direction for nearly 20 miles almost straight to Sarah

Point, tho S.E. entrance point of Desolation Sound.

Savary Island, nearly 6 miles W.N.W. of Harwood Island and 1 mile

liom the continental shore, is 4 miles long in a W.S.W. direction, but nar-

row. A sandy beach, strewed with huge boulders, surrounds it, and extends

a considerable distance off its North and West sides, which should not be

approached nearer than half a mile. The height of tJie island varies from

80 to 120 feet, and the South side is faced by some remarkable white sandy

cliffs, very conspicuous from the S.E. Its East extreme is a granite cliff,

steep-to. A sandy bar or ledge, of 1 to 2 fathoms water, extends from its

AVest point to Hernando Island. Jlurtado Point, on the main abreast Savary

Island, is about 250 feet high, bold and cliffy.

Mystery Rock, apparently a short distance to the eastward of Savary Island,

is of small extent, and uncovers at low water. Uncertainty exists as to its

exact position, but during the survey the rock vas twice seen by Mr.

Bedwell in 1862 from the South point of Harwood Island, though not

from anywhere else. Vessels, therefore, in navigating this locality should

observe great caution when going between Savary and Harwood Islands,

but by keeping within half a mile of the continental snore this danger will

be avoided.

Ragged Islands, ^lose to the continental shore, and running parallel to

it, are a rocky group of small islands 2^ miles long ; their S.E. part is about

•2i miles N.W. of Hurtado Point, and some rocks extend 4 cables from their

N.W. extreme. White hlet, a mile to the S.W. of them, is a very re-

markable bare white granite rock, about 70 feet high. A rock, which un-

covers at low water, lies 1 cable East of it.

Sarah Point, at 20 miles W.N.W. of Maliispina Strait, may be called tho

N.W. entrance point of the Strait of Georgia. It is a rounding rocky point,

sloping gradually to the sea from a height of about 700 feet, at a short dis-

tance within it. Tho coast here turns sharply round to tli(> caatMard into

Malaspina Inlet.

..Ji^fmsasfii v..4>ifaa*.a8iaA^':.r-aa:«.:A'-sa;Wj;'^'^Ait.'! OT7-'-'
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Hernando Island, 2 nule« West c.f S.vary, and 3 miles N N.E. of Mittle-

ratch lslu.,d (page 397), is abcut 2 mileB in extent, flat, thickly wooded ar^d

IVom 120 to 170 feet high. A ledge, composed of sand and huge bouldei.

extends two-thivds of a mile from its S.E. point. Stau Bay, on the North

.ido of Hernando, affords anchorage, and is useful as a .toppmg-place for

vessels bound to Bute Inlet or Desolation Sound.

Baker Passage, to the northward of Hernando Island, and leading from

the Strait of Georgia to the entrance of Desolation Sound, is about miles

h,ng in a north-easterly direction, and 1 mile wide in the narrowest part

being bounded on the North side by Cortes and Twms Islands^ The on^y

danger is at its N.AV. entrance point, off which a boulder ledge extends

upwards of 3 cables in a south-easterly direction. The Centre Rod, which

covers at a quarter flood, is in the middle of the passage between the Twms

Islands and Cortes. - m .

Blind Creel., on the East side of Cortes Island. U mile North of Twms

land, is a basin of about 4 cables in extent, but useless as an anchorage.

LEWIS CHANNEL, off the entrances to Desolation Sound, between

Cortes and Redonda Islands, to the westward of the latter, runs nearly

straight upwai-ds of 12 miles in a north-westerly direction, and varies m

breadth from I mile to 3 cables, widest at the S.E. part; xts shores are

generally rocky, low in the South part, but rising gradually to the N.W.,

steep-to, and everywhere free from danger; no directions are necessary for

^^iXd 1^ore, on the West side of Lewis Channel, H r.iles from Turn

Point, the S.W. entrance point, is a small land-locked basin of 6 to 7 fathoms

water, with room for a vessel of considerable size to lie at single anchor. It

is entered by a narrow passage about 130 feet wide. Squirrel Cove can only

be entered by steamers or sailing vessels with a fair wind, and the chart is

the best guide. There are no dangers whatever within or near it.

Northward of Squirrel Cove the West side of Lewis Channel becomes

more rocky, and gradually increases in height ; it takes a northerly direction

for a mile to Junction Point, and then trends to the N.W. for 7 miles, the

channel ending at Bullock Bluif, the North extreme of Cortes Island.
_

Kinghorn Island, in the South entrance to Desolation Sound, and forming

the S E point of Piitrance to Lewis Channel, is about 2 miles in circum-

ference, and from 400 to oOO febt high ; it is cliffy, and steep-to on the S.W.

or cliBnuel side,,
i i r +v,

SQTIL CHANNEL.— This extensive channel, which leads from tne

we'stern part of the Strait of Georgia to the entrances of Toba and Bute

Inlets, is bounded on the East side by Cortes, and on the West by Valdes

and Eead Islands. Its length in a northerly direction is 15 miles
;
and the

breadth at its entrance to the Strait of Georgia 6 miles, decreasing to one

mile in the northern part. The soundings in mid-channel are deep, though
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tliore aro sovoral dangers (.irbufli uliores lu'iir tlio (oulliom parts, but nortli-

wnrd of Afiiry Island it is (juito clear.

Then* arc sovoral good anchorages on nitlior side, two of which, Drew

Harbour and Carrington r<ay, aro easy of access to all vessels, aud useful as

stopping-places.

The tides in the Sutil Channel aro weak, soldoni exceeding 2 knots. Tlio

flood stream runs to the northward from the Strait of Georgia. Tt is high

water, at full and change, at fi hours, and the rio(* and fall is 12 feet.

CORTES ISLAND.—The West side of this island, which forms the eastern

boundary of Sutil Channel, is generally low, and indented by several bays

and creeks, in many of which good anchorage may bo found. Off Keof Point,

its South extreme, a ledge, composed of sand and boulders, extends threo-

qiiaTters of a mile, and covers at throc-fi jarters flood.

Gorge Harbour, tho entrance to which is on the AVost side of Cortes

Island, Al miles N.N.AV. from Eeof r.jint, is 2 miles long in a westerly

direction, and 1 mile broad at the widest part, affording good anchorage in

!) to 12 fathoms. The entrance to it is thnnigh a narrow gorge nearly liaif

a mile long, bounded on either side by steep cliffs about 200 feet higli, and

less than 40 yards wide in some jlaces, witli fathoms in the shoalest part.

The tide runs through it from 3 to 4 knots. Tho best and most convenient

anchorage is in the West part, about half a mile from the entrance.

In entering Gorge Harbour, which can only be done with a favourable

tide, unless in a steamer, after passing Guido Islets, steer boldly up tho

gorge or entrance, and take care, on nearing its North part, to pass between

Tide Islet and the West shore, the passage East of the islet being shoal,

when haul to the N.W., pass on either side of the Bee Islets, and anchor

in from 10 to 12 fathoms, muddy bottom, I or 2 cables to the westward

of them.

Manj Hand, on the East side of Sutil Channel, about 3 miles N.W. by

W. I W. from Eeef Point, is of a round shape, about miles in circum-

ference, and from 70 to 130 feet high ; e.-tending upward.s of a mile in a

S.S.E. direction off its South point is a ledge about 2 cables wide, called tho

Boulder Eeef, wliich covers at high water. Camp Mand, ofl' the West ex-

treme of Cortes Island, and 7 miles from Eeef Point, is of small extent, and

wooded ; between it and Cortes Island is Plunger Pass, about 3 cables wide,

deep, and clear of danger.

('arrimjton Bay, on the N.W. side of Cortes, about ;! miles from Centre

^
i

>t, is a mile deep in an easterly direction, about ;'. cables «-ide, and allords

urv.horage at a distance of 3 cables from its head. Von Ihmp Creek, tho

entrance of which is -H n.iles from Centre Islet, is long and narrow, pene-

trali.ig Cortes Island in a south-easterly direction for ui>wards ot 3 miles

There is good anchorage in 5 to (i fntlioms near its head, but tho entrance.

>>«*»»- .,,-,!«»,
.,„-. _,_»..-_.«.-..*,
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being i^nly 30 yards wide in womo plucos, a vessel should not use it as a

Btoi)i)iiit?-placc.

VALDES ISLAND.—Cape Mudge, the South extreme of Valdos Isluiul,

and the S.W. entrance point i>f Sutil Channel, has been described in p. a'.)7.

A bank extends in a south-easterly direction for some distance from tlio

cape, and until well inside the channel the cupe ought not to be approached

within 2 miles. The coast of Valdes turns sharply round the capo to the

N.N.W., running in a straight direction for 3 J miles.

Drew Harbour, on the East side of Valdes, 6 miles from Capo Mudge, is

about 1 mile deep, li to 4 cables wide, and rendered perfectly secure, and

locked by a narrow strip of land called Jichecca Spit, which forms its eastern

boundary. The anchorage, in 9 to 15 fathoms, sandy bottom, at a distance

of half a mile from its hea 1, is the best in Sutil Channel ; its shores are low,

and bordered by a sandy beach.

Ilyacinthe Bay, on Valdes Island, and 1^ mile N.W. of Drew Harbour, is

of small extent, with from 16 to 20 fathoms water, but affords no anchorage.

Open Bay is half a mile North of Hyacinthe Bay, and separated from it by

a rocky point. A vessel should not anchor there.

Hoskyn Inlet, formed between Bead and Valdos Islands, on the East side

of the latter, is 7 miles long in a northerly direction, with an average

breadth of two-thirds of a mile. The shores are broken and rocky, with

some small islands off the South entrance and along the East side, and there

is no anchorage within it, except for small craft.

READ ISLAND, bordering the West side of the N.W. part of Sutil

Channel, is 9 miles long in a northerly direction, and from 1 to 3 miles

broad. Its southern part is low, but rises gradually to the northward to

1,600 feet in some places. Viner Point, its South extreme, is bare, and

about 40 feet above high water ; it lies 7 miles North of Cape Mudge.

Burdwood Bay, on the East side of Head Island, 2 miles from Viner Point,

is about a mile wide, 2 to 3 cables deep, and contains several small islets.

There are 12 fathoms at a short distance off shore, in its North and South

parts, where a vessel may stop in fine weather, but the bay is open to the

South and East.

Evans Bay, the next inlet on the East side of Read Island, to the north-

ward of Burdwood Bay, is about 3 miles long in a northerly direction, li

mile wide at the entrance, and branches off in two narrow arms near its

head. Its shores are rocky and much broken, and there is no anchorage

except in Bird Cove, on the West shore, where small craft may find shelter.

Frederick Point, the N.E. point of entrance to the bay, is bold, and may be

approached to 1 cable.

J/ill Maud, just outside the entrance of Evans Bay, is of small extent, but

conspicuous from its centre, 490 feet high. The shores are rocky, ami may

be approached to a (quarter of a nii!e.

-^=^jfefe..^i^WA'''»'.i~ia«i»-»''»-i«'JUg3-.*B^^ .W^i-UlMik*!. WM I *'MI
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Penn Islands, near the middle of the Sutil Channel, to the northward of

Evans liay, cover an extent about Ik mile long and I milo wide. Tlioy are

rocky, covered witli shin Led true.s, and their greatest elevation is about 270

feet. A vessel should not vontuns among them, but there is a clear passage

on their East and West sides.

Directions.—Entering the Sutil Channel from the Strait of Georgia, pass

within half a milo on either side of Mittlenatch Island, and steer N.W. by

W. or N.W. i W. for tho entrance!, taking care to keep tho Nortli side of

Texhada Island open westward of Hernando and Savary Islands E. by S.,

until Camp Island opens West of Mary Island N.N.W., to clear the reefs

extending oil' the South points of Cortes and Mary Islands (p. 107) ; when
clear of the latter danger haul more to the northward, steering about N.N.W.
or N.W. by N., and passing about a quarter of a mile westward of Centre

Islet, steer up mid-channel, going, as most convenient, on either side of the

Penn Islands.

A vessel may beat through this channel, but till past the dangers in tho

South part it would not be prudent to near tho West sides of Cortes and

Mary Islands withiu 11 mile in standing to the eastward ; and in standing

towards Cape Mudgo do not approach it witliin 2 miles, or bring Mittle-

natch to the eastward of E. by 8. J S., until tho capo boars S.W., wlien a

vessel may stand to half a milo of tho Valdos shore. If intending to an-

chor, Drew Harbour and Carrington liay are easy of access for any class of

vessel, and but little out of the regular track.

Calm Channel, to the North of Lewis and Sutil Channels, leading from

them to Bute Inlet, is 9 miles long in a N.W. by AV. direction, and about 1

mile broad ; its shores rise abruptly to a great height, are everywhere clear

of danger, and the tides weak, except in the N.W. part. This channel is

not well adapted for any vessels except steamers, as thevo is generally but

little wind, and no anchorage. No directions are necessary for navi-

gating it.

Stuart Island, at the northern termination of Calm Channel, and in the

entrance of Bute Inlet, is about 4 miles in extent, of an undulating surface,

rising in some parts to 300 and 1,000 feet. Its shores are rocky and clear of

danger.

BUTE INLET.—This extensive arm of the sea, which penetrates the con-

tinent for nearly 40 miles in a winding course to the northward, presents

many similar features to Jorvis Inlet, the general breadth varying from 1 to

2 miles, and the shores on either side rising abruptly and almost procipi-

lously, in many places to stupendous mountains from 5,000 to 8,000 feet

high, whose summits aro generally covered with snow all the year round.

At the liead are two extensive valleys, one penetrating to the N.W. and the

(Jther to the S.E., from which flow streams, the one to tho westward, called

by tho natives Jhmulko Uinr, is nivigablo for a long distance by boats and

-;m!?mmmBitm- T*,^"*^!'?^^*?^^
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^torn-whool stoamors of light drauKht Of these rivers some sand-banks

..xtend a short distanco, aifording indillorent anchorage near their outer

v,\<rm ; hilt the poundings everywhere else in the inlet arc very deep. The

waU,r for some .listaneo from the liend is nearly fresh, and of a milky wlute

apiKHirnneo. In the Bunimer months there is a constant outset, varying m

stroiiRth from 1 to 2 knots.

A dircet route from the coast to the Cariboo country, by the way .u Bute

Inlet was partially carried into ellect in 18G4, and a small wharf was erected

at the mouth of the llonu.Uu. lliver. These solitary posts are very dan-

jrerouH residences, and some frightful tragedies have occurred at them. The

wholesale massacre of the white occupants lias been more than once per-

petrated by the bloodthirsty Indians.

Bute Inlet has more recently been proposed by A. Waddington, Esq.,* as

a terminus of a railway and steam-boat route between the xUlantic and

Pacific Oceans. F. Whyn.per, Esq., gives an interesting account of a visit to

a great glacier at its head.

Arran Rapids, at the entrance of the inlet on the West side, between

8tuart Island and the continent, are 2 cables wide in the narrowest part.

Tlie tides rush through with great strength, the flood from the westward ;

and it would be very hazardous for a vessel to go through them except at

slack water. . „

Orjord Bay, on the East side of the inlet, 19 miles from the entrance, is of

small extent. A small vessel may use it as a stopping-place.

WMngton Harbour, at the head of the inlet, being in fact its termina-

tion is about 2 miles in extent, and affords an inditferent anchorage off the

ed»e of the bunks, extending from the Homalko and Southgate E.vers and

«lf m East shore. Except in the vicinity of the rivers, the land rises almost

precipitously to 4,000 and 5,000 feet, is most sterile and rocky, covered with

stunted pines.

Homalko or Homathko River enters Waddington Harbour on the West

«ido ami is a stream of considerable extent, winding to the N.W. through

•t largo valley At the entrance is a bar with only 1 to 2 feet over it at low

iide but within the water deepens to 1 and 3 fathoms. Homalko Eiver

and'Waddington Harbour are likely to become places of some importance,

" Mr Wul.lin-ton spent iivo yc.irs in procuring information respecting his proposed

inter-„ocanic route. His plan is to form a railroad from the head of Bute Inh.t, througli

the ( .Hcade Ran^e to the junction of the Quesnelle lUvor with tho Fra.er River, a d.«tancB

of '>'2^ m^Ies. This country was quite unknown till thus .xplored by Mr. V addington.

iJm .his point on the F.asor there is a direct route to the Cariboo cWry, and the

ai„erisim>-iBable, upwards, for steam-boats for 280 miles up to the Leather or Yellow

lloadlHs* through the Uocky ^Mountains, from ll.ence the route towards Canada oy th«

su,katchawan liiver, has been well surveyed. The details of this plan arc given m tho

Journal „f the Koval Geographical Society, 1808, vol. x.xxviii. pp. 118-128.
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as, from the sources of the former, an easy route has been' discovered to tho

gold-mining rogi(jns in tho fur North of l^ritisli Columbia.

In navigating Buto Inlet but few directions are roquired, as tho points

may be everywhere approached to half a cable, and, if intending to anchor

in Waddington Harbour, when nearing it steer for its North pm-t, anchoring

about three-quarters of a mile off the head in 15 fathoms, and about il cables

from tho high northern shore. Tho anchor should bo dropped iunuodiately

15 fathoms are obtained, as tho bottom shoals rapidly.

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, in Calm Channel at 7 hours,

and the rise and fall is 14 feet. In Buto Inlet it is high water at 6 hours,

and the rise and fall varies from 12 to 14 feet.

DISCOVERY PASSAGE, formed between the West side of Valdea Island

and the Vancouver shore, is the i)iily known navigable outlet from the

North part of the Strait of Georgia to the N.W. Its length in a N.W. and

!S.E. direction from Cape Mudge to Chatham Point is 23J miles, and its

average breadth a little more than 1 mile ; but ut Seymour Narrows it

contracts to less than half a mile. Its shores, southward of the Narrows,

Jire moderately high and apparently fertile, but northward of thorn steep,

rugged, and mountainous.

Tides.—Southward of Seymour Narrows the stream nms with great

strength, from 4 to 6 knots at springs, and turn at high and low water by

the shore. At the southern entrance, near Cape Mudge and between it

and Willow Point, heavy races or tide rips rage during the llood, which

would be dangerous to small vessels in blowing weather. It is high water,

full and change, at S*" 30"", and the rise and fall is about 1 1 feet.

Northward of Seymour Narrows the streams are comparatively slack

;

they run from 1^ to 2i hours after high and low water. At the Narrows

it is high water, full and change, at 4 hours, and the rise and fall is about

13 feet.

In Discovery Passage, when to the southward of Seymour Narrows, the

soundings in mid-channel vary from 30 to 60 fathoms, except at 1 mile

N.W. by W. from Cape Mudge, where a shoal patch of 8 fathoms exists. la

(Seymour Narrows the least water in mid-channel is 35 fathoms, but north-

ward of them the depth increases to 100 and 140 fathoms.

Cape Mudge, with the bank off it to the south-east, have been already

described in p. 397. From it tho West side of Valdes Island takes a north-

^vesterly direction, and at the distance of 3 miles is a small indentation

named Quaihiasky Cove, bordered by a sandy beach. The cove is only fit for

steamers or small craft, and only affords room for one vessel to moor in its

iS.E. and another in its northern part. The land between Cape Mudge and

Quathiasky Cove is about 100 feet high, flat, and fertile. An Indian village

of considerable extent stands midway between the two places.

Gowlland Harbour, the next opening in Valdes Island, about 5 miles

;

i

:
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N.W. of Capo Mudgo, is of considorftl.le oxtr-nt, beitif,' upwards of 'ii miles

l.mg in a N.W. and B.E. diroction, and a quarter to two-thirds of a mile

l)road. The best berth, if stopping for a short timo, is in f. or 7 fathoms

about 2 cabh)s East of Vigilant Point, the N.W. oxtromo of Gowlland Tsland,

In the South pnrt of the harbour tho water is deeper, and the anchorage

more extended. Off the entrance is Steep Mm/, about 100 feet high, 4

cables long, N.W. and 8.E., and 1 cable wide. OowUand hland protects

the harbour to the S.E. Entrance Hank lies nearly across the ..ntrance to

the harbour, and partly dries at low water. There is a clear passage on

either side of it, with not less than 4 fathoms.

From GowUand Harbour to Seymour Narrows tho coast takes a W.N.W.

direction, being steep-to, high, and rugged. Maud Island, the S.E. point of

the Narrows, is small, and about 300 feet high.

WiUow Point of Vancouver Island, the S.W. point of Discovery I'assago,

lies S. by W. nearly 2 miles from Cape Mudge. It is low, covered with

willow bushes, and off it a sandstcme ledge extends to the N.E. for nearly 3

cables. In passing the point do not approach within half a mile.

From Willow Foint a low coast runs N.W. for 7 miles to Orange Point,

and is bordered the whole distance by a sandy beach

Duncan Bay, of which Orange Point is the East extreme, is about half a

mile deep, and affords good anchorage in 14 to 7 fathoms, sand, well out of

the tide, and sheltered from all except N.AV. winds. This bay is easy of

access, and the best anchorage soxithward of Seymour Narrows.

MenzieB Bay, immediately S.W. of Seymour Narrows, is of considerable

extent, running in a W.N.W. direction for U mile, and three-quarters of a

mile broad, but in its centre is a large sand-bank, which partly dries at low

water, with a narrow but clear passage on either side. Good well-sheltered

anchorage in 5 to 6 fathoms may be procured between this bank and the

head of the bay.

SEYMOUR NARROWS, at 10 J miles N.W. by W. from Capo Mudge are

about li mile long, from 3 to 5 cables wide, and the shores on both sides are

liigh, rugged, and steep-to. A dangerous rock, with only 3J fathoms on it,

was discovered in the Narrows after the survey had been published. It lies

almost in the centre, but rather on the western side, between Maud Island

and Wilfred Point, at 3 cables N.W. by W. h W. from the N.W. point of

the island, and near the heaviest of tho tide-race. It is therefore dangerous

during the strength of either stream, and should only be passed at slack

water, keeping on the eastern shore. In consequence of the contraction in

breadth of Discovery Passage the tide rushes through these Narrows with

great velocity, nearly 9 knots at springs ; the flood and ebb streams run for

nearly equal intervals of 6 hours, a very short period of slack water inter-

vening between them.

It is reuo mmondod to choo se the early part of a favourable tide to pass
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through theno Narrows, for during the greatust struiigth a boiling raio

extends across, and stocrago bticonios vi>ry dillicult.

Northward of the Narrows, Discovery I'assage takes a north-westerly

direction for 12 miles to (/hatham Point, the shores becoming more high and

rugged than before. On the eastern shore are several bays or openings, b\ii

with the exception of I'lunqjer Pay, too deep to afford anchorage. Tlio

western shore is nearly straight, and near Chatham I'oint are Otter Covo

and Elk Bay, both atfording anchorage.

Plumper Bay, half a mile North of Seymour Narrows, is about two-thirds

of a mile deep, and the same in width, alTording anchorage in from 14 to

9 fathoms, near its S.E. part, easy of access, well sheltered, and out of tlm

tide. Dcep-xvttter Bay, separated from I'lumper Bay by a peninsula, is about

1 mile deep, and half a mile broad, but too deep for anchorage.

Granite Point is a high white granite blufl' on the western shore, at the

northern termination of Seymour Narrows. At 2 cables N.W. from Granite

Point is a rock with only 9 feet water.

Nodales Canal is an extensive opening running in a N.E. by E. direction

between Thurlow and Yaldes Islands ; its western entrance, which ia upward

of a mile wide, with deep water, is 1^ mile N.E. byN. from Chatham Point.

There are some tide-rips off it.

Elk Bay, on the West side of Discovery Passage, at 9 miles N.W. of

Seymour Narrows, is about 1 J mile broad, and three-quarters of a mile deep.

It affords indiiferent anchorage, in 14 to 15 fathoms. A rock, which covers

at half flood, lies IJ cable off the shore, three-quarters of a mile N.W. of

Elk Bay. Otter Cove, on the West side of Discovery Passage, and just South

of Chatham Point, is a small but snug anchoraj;e, completely sheltered from

all winds by Limestone Island, in the centre of the entrance.

CHATHAM POINT, nearly 24 miles from Cape Mudge, is the N.W. ex-

treme of Discovery Passage, and also separates it from Johnstone Strait. It

is a low rocky point, and at 2 cables N.E. from its North extreme is the

Beaver Rock, awash at low water ; in rounding, the shore ought not to bo

approached nearer than half a mile.

Directions.—In proceeding through Discovery Passage from the south-

ward, if the tide be favourable, a vessel has only to keep in mid-channel till

past Seymour Narrows ; but if the tide be unfavourable, after passing Ca.\)o

Mudge, keep about 2 or 3 cables off the eastern or Valdes Island shore,

which is steep-to, and the tide does not run so strong. If unable to get

through the Narrows, Meuzies and Duncan Bays afford good anchorages.

The latter ought to be preferred, being easier of access.

North of Seymour Narrows, the tides being comparatively weak, a vessfl

may proceed either ir mid-channel or close to either shore, except in round-

ing Chatham Point, wiiuli should not be approached neaicr than 4 or 5

cables, to clear the Beavir Kock. Plumper Bay affords a good stopping-

V:
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place to ft vc«Bol unnblo to procood tlirougli Suyiuour Narrow.- from tlio

northward.

Sailing voRSols of any sizo ought not to attempt to l.cut through Houthwar^l

of tlio Scytuour NarrowH.

JOHNSTONE STRAIT, wiii.h s.pitrato^ tin- N.K. .'^ido of Vancouver

Island from the main, i«compriHed l.etween Challmm IN.int and Hi.av(>rCov.',

heing ahout ^.5 niilcH in l.>ngth in a W. by N. and E. by H. dirodion, with

a varying broadtli of 1 to 2 mil.s. Tho hhoi n both sidos in high and

niggc'd, moro CHpcfially the southern <mo, whi.li uiny In- said to Ix. a con-

tinuous mountain range. riKing almost abruptly from the mwi, the summits .1

which vary from 2,m) to C>,m) feot in height, aouw of tho higher ones being

t'lad in snow all th(» year round.

Tho slioroa of the strait iiro nearly everywlun-o st(Mip-to, except a few

spots along tho nortliom side, lieroafter doscribed.

From Chatham Toint to the West end of Thurlow Island tlio soundings

in mid-ohannol aro very doc^), no bottom in many places buijig found with

lAO fatlioms. West of Ilardwicko Island it again doopons to no bottom at

160 and 170 fathoms.

Tides.—Everywhere in J(dinstouo Strait it is high water, full and change.

at 0- 30"-, and tho rise and faU of tide is from 15 to 17 foot. Tho streams

run from 2 to 2i hours after high and low water by tho shore, ond except in

tho vicinity of Ilolmekon Island and to tho eastward of Knox V ly, they aro

not strong. In tho former place thoy run frcm 8 to 7 knots, and in the latter

2 to 4 knots ; but in other parts of tho strait thoy seldom exceed 1 to 3

knots per hour.

THURLOW ISLAND is on the North side of Johnstone Strait, to tho

westward of Nodalos Canul ; its South side, which borders tho strait, is rooky,

and about 13 railos long in a westerly direction ; the oastorn half is in-

dented by several bays, off which lie some small islands.

Knox Bay, on the South side of Thurlow, and 7 miles westward of Chat-

ham Point, is two-thirds of a mile deep and about the same in width, afford-

ing anchorage iu from 15 to 17 fathoms 2 cables from the head. The an-

chorage is weU protected from East or westerly winds, but it ought only to

be used as a stopping-place for tho night or tide.

Between Knox Bay and Nodales Canal lie the Pender Lknds, which are

very rugged and barren, tho largest being 150 feet in height.

Westward of Knox Bay tho coast of Thurlow Island is almos^t straight,

nmning iu a W.S.W. direction for nearly G miles, when it turns to the N.W.

Its shores are high, rugged, and steep-to.

Ripple Point, on the South or Vancouver shore of the strait, 6 miles West

from Chatham Point, is steep-to, and between it and Knox Bay are some

heavy tide rips in blowing weather, lii^'l^' ^//y.f/.-Camr I'oint, 9^ miles
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PORT NEVILLE. 41.-,

W. by S. J .S. from Rippk" Point, slop(>s gradually to tlin sea; and lialfa
mile to the N.E. of it is the Pipplo ShoaL with from 7 to 9 fathoms.
Salmon Bay.—The coast between Pipplo and VamY Point.s runs in a

W.S.AV. direction, curving slightly inwards
; and westward from Camp IV.int

to Sahnon Bay it is nearly straight for 4i miles. iSalmon Pay at high watei-

appears of considerable extent, but affords no anchorage.

Helmcken Island, Jyi-^ j miles west-vard of Thurlow Island, in the
centre of the strait, is

1 J mile long East and West, and about half a mile
wide, with a clear channel of the same width on either side of it. The
island is ab.ait loO or 200 feet high. The Speaker Mod; which covers at

ouo-ipmrter Hood, lies 2^ cables N.E. from its eastern point, and is in the
track of vessels nsing Current Passage. Eace Passage, to the southward of
Helmcken Island, is half a n)ilo wide, but deep and dear of danger. The
tide sets very strongly through it. This is tlie passage generally used.
Hardwicke Island forms the North side of Johnstone Strait for 7 miles to

the westward of Tliurlow Island, and is separated from tlie latter by Chan-
cellor Channel. Near its S.W. extremity, where Earl Ledge runs off for 3
cables, it oidy uncovers at low water. Two islets lie oflF tho West point of
Hardwicke, and outside them tlie Fanny Reef, whicli covers or is awash at
high water. JJlinkinsop Bay, on tlio shore of British Columbia, 2i miles
N.W. of Hardwicke Island, and 25 miles from Chatham I'oint, is about IJ
mile deep, and half a mile wado. This bay affords good anchorage, in 10 to
12 fathoms, about one-third of a mile N.E. of its S.W. point, and is well
sheltered and easy of access.

PORT NEVILLE, the next opening in British Columbia West of Blin-
kinsop Bay, is of considerable extent, running in a north-easterly direction
for 7 mUes, and varying from one-quarter to 1 mile in breadth. It affords
a spacious and secure anchorage, but in consequence of the Channel Rock
lying near the middle of its entrance channel, great caution is required in
entering. In the shoalest part of the entrance channel there are not more
than 2} or a fathoms, and in tho middle of its North part, 3J cables S.W. J
S. from Boulder Point, is tho Channel Rock, of smaU extent and very dan-
gerous, having only 4 feet over it.

Robbers' Nob is a remarkf.bhi low grassy point on tho North sido of tho
port, about 1 mile fi-om Boulder Point ; to the westward of it is a shoal bay,
into which flow some large streams. The best anchorage is about half a
mile S.W. of the Nob in 6 or 7 fathoms.

It is high water, full and change, in I'ort Neville at 0'' aO"', the rise and
fall of tide being 1 7 feet.

The coast between Ports Neville and Harvey runs in aW. by h'. direction,
isUghtly indented. W. by S. I S. 4 miles from the entrance of Port Neville'
au.l.mo-quartorofamileoll' shore, lio. the Ulimpson Reef, which covers at
halfilood.

~^^M-,^mii^^m^sm^^^ss^'
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PORT HARVEY, tho next iulet westward of Port Novilli' on tlm Xortli

8i(lo of Johnstono Struit, runs in a northerly diruttion for 4 milos, with a

breadth varying from one-quartor to three-quarters of a mile, and affonls

f^ood and well-sheltered anchoraj^G in 7 to 9 fathoms, muddy bottom, at the

distance of half a mile from its head. From its head to the N.W. is a nar-

row gorge, whieh partly fills at high water nnd joins Knight Inlet. The

soundings iu the entrance vary from 60 to 80 fatlunus, shoaling rapi'Uy ti)-

wards the head. Broken Islands, off the East side of the (intraneo. are low,

rugged, and of small extent.

HAVANNAH CHANNEL, the western eutraneo of which is \\ mile North

of Broken Islands, runs in a north-easterly direction from tho East side of

Tort Harvey, connecting it with Call Creek. Its length is about 4 miles.

and its breadth varies from one-half to 1 mile. There are several islands

within it, which lie mostly in mid-channel. lioughey Hay, in the S.E. part

of Havannah Channel, is about 1 mile deep in a southerly direction, and

half a : lile broad. A vessel may anclior iu this bay at a distance of hall'

a mile from the head. Browning liovk, iu the North part of Havannah

Channel, about one-third of a mile North of Hull Island, has only 12 foot

over it, and lies nearly iu the fairway of the channel to Call Creek.

CALL CREEK, tho South part of which may be be said to commence at

the N.E. point of Havannah Channel, is an iulet of considerable extent, its

length in a north-easterly direction being 12 miles, and its breadth varying

from one-half to U mile. The shores on either side are high and precipi-

tous, rising abruptly to mountains from 1,000 and 4,700 feet in height. The

head terminates in a low swamp.

Chatham Channel, the East part of which commences at Eoot Point, the

N.W. extreme of Havann ih Channel, trends to the westward, conne(!ting

these waters with Knight Inlet. It is not recommended to use this channel.

Captain Vancouver's tender, the Chatham, a snudl brig, passed through

this channel to tho westward in July, 1 792, and the least water found was

3 fathoms.

It is high water, fidl and change, in Port Har\ey at 0" 30™, and the ris(>

and fall of tide is 10 feet.

Escape Reef, lying 2 mil(>s West of Broken Islands, and half a mile off tho

North shore of Johnstone Strait, is about a cable in extent, has 4 feet least

water on it, and is marked by kelp in the summer. .. <

Forward Bay, 3 miles W.S.W. from Port Harvey, is a slight bend iu

the coast, about li mile broad, and three-quarters of a mile deep, with a

small islet 30 feet high oif its S.W. point. Its shores are moderately high,

and a bank extends nearly 3 cables from its head. This bay affords good

anchorage, in 14 to 10 fathoms, off the edge of the bank ; in ent.tjring it

from tho eastward guard against tlie Escape Reef. From Forward Bay the

northern shore of Johnstone Strait becomes comparatively low, and trends
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W. by S. for 15 miles to Weynton Passage, at tlie termination of tlie strait.

Jioat JIarbour, a small cove affording shelter to boats, is (i miloR westward of

Forward Bay.

Hanson and Cracroft Islands, between Boat Harbour and Weynton

Passage, are low, with rocky shores, and are separated by a passage 1 milo

wide. The South side of Hanson is .3 miles long, and off its S.W. point are

some rocks extending for 2 or 3 cables to the westward. Cracroft, to the

eastward of it, is about 2 miles long ; and off its South part, at the distance

of half a mile, are the Sophia Islets, of small extent.

For a steamer, or sailing vessel with a fair wind, the navigation of John-

stone Strait is perfectly easy, it being only requisite to keep in mid-channel,

except when nearing HelnKsken Island from the eastward, when a vessel

ought, after passing Thurlow Island, to keep within three cables of the

southern shore, or Camp Point, till past the Ripple Shoal, which, from

being marked with kelp, is likely to have less than 7 fathoms over it. In

the vicinity of Helmcken the tides are strong, but not enough to stop a

steam-vessel of moderate power. To the westward of it tljcy have no great

strength.

BBOUOHTON STRAIT, which connects Queen Charlotte Sound with

Johnstone Strait, is upwards of 14 miles in length, East and West, the

breadth varying from 4 miles at the East to 1 mile at the West entrance.

Its southern shore is formed by Vancouver Island, and the northern one by

the South side of Malcolm Island, and both, except near Beaver Cove, are

low. There are several islands, rocks, and shoals in the eastern part ; but a

clear navigable passage along the southern side half a mile wide in the nar-

rowest place, which is abreast Alert Bay in Cormorant Island.

TIDES.—In Broughton Stiait it is high water, full and change, at O*" 30"",

the rise and fall of tide being 14 or 15 feet.

Beaver Cove, at the S.E. extreme of Broughton Strait, runs in upwards

of a mile in a southerly direction, and is half a mile wide ; its shores are

high, and the depth is too great for anchorage. Mount Holdsworth, a re-

markable conical peak, 3,000 feet high, and very conspicuous from the

eastward, rises 3 miles to the S.W. of the cove.

Nimpkish Biver, which flows into a shallow bay on the South shore, 5

miles westward of Beaver Cove, is upwards of a cable wide at entrance,

with 2J fathoms, but only navigable for any distance by canoes. On the

North bank of the Nimpkish, at the entrance, is a small plateau of grassy

land, on which are the ruins of a large native village, called Oheshkee.

Port McNeill, on the South side of Broughton Strait, about 10 miles W.
from Beaver Cove, runs in a W S.W. direction for 2 miles, is three-quarters

of a mile broad, and affords a good, well-sheltered anchorage, in 6 to 9

fathoms. From Ledge Point, the North point of entrance, a narrow ledge

M'ith 3 to 5 fathoms on it, runs out E.N.E. \\ mile, and kelp grows over it

North Pacific. 2 i;
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in summor. Fel Reef, lying 9 cables S.S.W. from Lodge Toint and about

2 cables off the South shore of the port, covers at throe-quarters flood. I lio

coast from Port McNeill runs about VV.S.W. 4 milos to tho entrance of

Queon Charlotte Sound.

Weynton T&ss&ge.—Pearse Mamh, in the centre of Broughton Strait, at

its eastern entrance, are a group of small low islands, witli some rocks ex-

tending a short distance North and 8.E. of them. Weynton Passage, be-

tween Hanson and Poarse Islands, is about \\ milo wide
;
and ualoss want-

In^ to anchor in MitcheU Bay, it ought not to be used. Race Pmmge, 1..-

t^u.en Pearso and Cormorant Islands, is two-thirds of a mile wide, but a rock

lies in mid-channel at its South part. Tho passage is dan:^erous. Cormo-

rant Maud Ues hi the centre of the strait, to the West of Pearse Islands. It

is about 150 feet high, and 2i milos long. East and West. Gordon Point.

its S.E. extreme, is U miles W. by N. from Beaver Cove. Alert Bay, on

the South side of Cormorant Island, is nearly 1 mile wide, and half a mile

deep affording a good and weU sheltered, anchorage in from 6 to 9 fathoms,

muldy bottom. Yellow Bhjf, the S.W. point of tho bay, may be recog-

nized by a remarkable vellow cliff at the extreme of tho point. ILuUm^ton

hland, 7 miles West of Beaver Cove, in the centre of Broughton Strait, is

emnll. Its South and West sides are steep-to, but from the northern one

a bar, with as little as 9 feet water in some parts, runs across the strait to

Malcolm Island.

Between Hadrington Island and tho ledge running off from the North

point of Port M..Noill, is a passage three-quarters of a mile wide, with not

less than 7 fathoms water in mid-channel.

MALCOLM ISLAND, which forms tho North side of Broughton Strait,

is 13i miles long W.S.W. and E.N.E., with an average breadth of nearly

2 miles; the shores are generaUy low, a sandy beach extending off a short

distance from them. On its South side ai-o Mitehell and Rough Jitc/s, in

which vessels may anchor in 6 or 8 fathoms. Donegal Head, its East point,

is high, c:Ulfy, bordered by a boach, and the tide runs strong in its vicinity.

JJickenmn Point, on the South side of the island, is connected by a bar, with

9 feet in some parts, to Haddington Island.

DIRECTIONS.—In navigating Broughton Strait from the eastward, when

abreast Beaver Cve in mid-channel, a W. ^ S. course, to pass not more than

2 cables South of Cormorant Island, will keep a vessel clear to the north-

V-ard of Nimpkish l^ank, and when the West point of Cormorant Island

bears N. by E. she will b.^ westward of .c ; then steer to round tho S.W.

point of Haddington Island within a quartor of a mile, to avoid the ledge

off Ledge I'oint ; when the North shore of Cormorant Island op.ns of Had-

dington Island E. by N., a vessel may stoer out of the strait in mid-channel.

None, except small craft, should go to the northward of Haddington Island.

L
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Sailing vessels of any sizu svould find it tedious to boat througli this strait,

and as there are sevi-ral dangers it is not recommended to do so.

QUEEN CHABLOTTE SOUND is an extensive arm of tlie sea, connecting

the inner waters North of Vancouver Island with tho Pacific. It was so

named by Captain S. Wodgborough, of the Experiment, in 1780. Its lengtli

\a upwards of 30 miles, running in an easterly direction, and its breadth

varies from 10 to 20 miles, being bounded on tho North by the fshores of

Ikitish Columbia, and on the South l)y tho North shore of Vancouver

Island. In tho North and N.E. parts are innumerable rocks and inlands,

of which little is at present known ; but along its southern sides are two

broad and nan-ow cliaunels to the Pacific.

Broughton Strait enters this sound at its S.E. part. From thenco to

Thomas Point the Coast of Vancouver runs W. by N. for 9 miles, and

isjow ; it is bordered the whole distance by a beach composed of sand and

boulders, and foul ground marked by kelp exists off it, from one quarter to

half a mile.

BEAVER HARBOUR, on tho South side of the sound, 9 males westward

of Broughton Strait, is 3 miles wide at entrance and 2 miles deep. The
liarbour is pri itocted or formed by several islands lying across, and witliin

tlie entrance ; - shores are low, and from the South shore a bank extends

off 3 or 4 cables a short distance iidand from its western side are seven re-

markable hills, varying in height from 400 to 640 feiit. There is gooil an-

chorage in the South and West parts of the harbour, but north-easterly winds

send in a heavy sea, rendering it impossible to land on the South shore for

days together.

Fort Rupert, a Hudson Bay Company's fort or trading post, is on tho

South shore ; it has been established several years, and is in charge of a

chief trader. Adjacent to it is a small quantity of clear land, also a very

fine garden, where fruit, and vegetables common to tho climate, are

gi'own in great abundance. In the vicinity of tho fort is a largo native

village.

Thomas Point, tho S.E. extreme of tho harbour, is low and rocky ; some

rocks lie upwards of 2 cables off it to tho westward. The channel between

it and Deer Island is about 4 cables wide, and clear of danger. Mojf'at Roek,

8 cables to the westward of Tliomas Point, is 3 cables oft' shore, just at the

outer edge of the bank, and uncovers at low water.

Deer Island, two-thirds of a mile Nortli of Thomas Point, is about I-J

mile in circumference, wooded, and about 240 feet liigh ; extending nearly

4 cables off its N.W. part is a reef marked by kelp, with 9 fnct water ovir

it. Round Inland, half a mile N. by E. of Deer Island, is sinail, but higli,

and conspicuous from the eastward. Peel Islnnd, in Iho Nortli part of

Beaver Harbour, is three-quarters of a milo hmg S.AV. and N.E., and

between it and the West shore of the harbour is a passage 2

Mil

cables wide iu

2 E 2
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the narrowest part, with 17 fatliora» wuter There is a good chauuel into

tUc harbour, close alone tlio East side of Peol Island, which is steep-to.

Cdtle Islumh, which lie in the middle of the harbour, are small and eon-

noctc'd with each other at low water. At H cable South of them is Shut

Islet, the observation spot on which is in lat. HO" 42' 3C" N., long 127-' 25' 7

'

W. ; a roof awash at high water lies 1 cable South of it. Cormorant Rock,

lying one-third of a mile off the western shore of the harbour, and nearly

half a mi?o West of Shell Islet, covers at high water.

Dadalua Fassan^, leading from the West part of Beaver Harbour to the

northward, is i Jibles wide in its narrowest part, and has not less than 17

fathoms in mid-channel.

Beaver Harbour is easy of access to either sailing vessels or steamers.

There are three i<as8age8 into it, but the southern one, between Thomas

Point and Doer Island, is the best, and generally used, being wide enough

for a vessel to boat through.

It is high water, full and change, in Beaver Harbour at 0" SO", and the

rise and fall is from 15 to 16 feet.

Hardy Bay, to the westward of Beaver Harbour, and separated from it

by Dillon Point, runs in a southerly direction for 4 miles ; its breadth at the

entrance is 2 miles, narrowing to the head. There is no anchorage, except

in the small creek at the head, which is difficult of access, and should not be

used by a stranger.

GOLETAS CHANNEL, which runs along the North shore of Vancouver

Island to the Pacific, is 22 miles long East and West, with a breadth vary-

ing from 1 to 2^ milis. Its shores are high, rugged, and steep-to, except

in the western part, and may be generally approached to a quarter of a

mile. The northern side is composed of a group of islands, mostly small,

through which are several navigable passages. There are four anchorages

within the channel ; Shushartie Bay on the South side ; Port Alexander,

Shadwell Passage, and Bull Harbour on the North side ; and all, with the

exception of the latter, easily accessible to sailing vessels. Duval Point,

on the South side at the eastern entrance of the channel, is 15 milos West

of Broughton Strait.

The soundings throughout the channel to the West entrance are very

deep, varying from 11)0 to 80 fathoms, but there the bottom suddenly rises

from 40 to 7 and 9 and in one part to less than 3 fathoms, forming Nahwitti

Bar, stretching completely across the channel, and in a great measure pre-

venting any heavy sea rising inside it during westerly gales.

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, m the Goletas Channel at

0'' SO"-, and the rise and fall varies from 12 to 14 feet. The streams in

the East part of the channel run from 1 to 3 knots, but near the West

entrance, in the vicinity of the Nahwitti Bar, they are much stronger, run-

*<Wit|lLltm>Uia.
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Shuahartie Bay.—From Duval Point the South shore of Oolotas Channel

runs 15 miles in a westerly direction to Shushartie nuy, with a rugged rocky

outline; it is everywhere steep-to. Shuahartie Bay is about half a mile in

extent, and its sliores are high, except at tao head, from which a sand-bank

runs off more than 2 rabies. There is a very limited but fairly sht'ltorod

anchorage just inside the N.E. point of bay, in about 13 fatlioms, at the

distance of a cable off shore, but from tho steopness of tlie bank it should

only be considered as a stopping place. // Umi Rnrk, which covers at one

quarter flood at IJ cable West of the East point of bay, is in tho way of

vessels entering from the eastward.

Shingle Point, 2 miles West of Shushartie Buy, is low ; a beach runs off

it a short distance; westward of this point it is difficult to Iiiud, except in

fair weather.

CAPE COMMERELL, 22 miles West of Duval Point, is the northernmost

point of Vancouver Island, nnd the South point of the West entrance to

Goletas Channel. The cnpe is low, and some rocks extend off it for nearly

2 cables. There is an Indian village on the East side of the cajie.

Gordon Group consists of a number of small islands running in an East

and West direction for 5 miles, and bordering the North part of the East

entrance of Goletas Channel. They are high and steep-to, and on the

eastern or Doyle Island is Miles cone, a remarkable summit 380 feet high.

Duncan Inland, 1 mile South of the Gordon Group, is about a mile in cir-

cumference, and 300 feet high. Christie Passage, between the West side of

the Gordon Group and Balaklava Island, is half a mile wide. Its shores

are free from danger. Browning Passage, to the West of Balaklava Island,

between it and Galiano Island, runs in a north-westerly direction from the

Goletas to New Channel. Its length is about 3 miles ; it is deep, and a

niid-chanuel course thi'ough is free from danger. The tide is very weak in

this channel.

GALIANO ISLAND, the largest of the islands on the North side of Go-

letas Channel, is of triangular shape, nearly 8 miles long, and 3J miles

broad, the base fronting to the southward. The shores are very much broken

along the North and East sides; a remarkable peak of conical shupo, 1,200

feet high. Mount Lemon, rises near its S.W. part, and Port Alexander is

formed at its 8.E. extreme.

Port Alexander, upwards of " miles from Duval I'oint, and on tlio West

side of Browning Channel, runs in a north-westerly direction for 1] mile,

with a general breadth of about 4 cables. This port is easy of access to

steamers and sailing vessels with a fair wind, and affords good anchorage in

12 to 13 fathoms, half a mile from its head, well sheltered from all except

south-easterly winds.

i
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Shadwell Passage, in the N.W. part of the OoletuB Channel, betweon
Gahano nnd Uopo l«l.iuds, is aj miloa long in a northerly dirertion, and its
breadth varies from one half to li mile. The soundings in the South part
of this pas.sago are frona 80 to 100 fathoms, decreasing rapidly from 9 to 13
fathoms to the northward.

Vamittm-t M,ml, in the centre of the passage at its North part, is 1 mil,,
long. West of it are some rocks and small islets. Will,; M,ml, at the S.E.
part of the passage, is steep-to, and may be approached to a cable.

Chitre hhual, in the middle of the passage, and 5 cables S.W. from Van-
Bittart Island, is small. One Tree hkt, 4 cables West of Vansittart, is
small, about 10 feet high, and has a single tree on its summit, which is very
conspicuous when seen from the northward, and of great use in identifying
the passage. Cape James, the N.W. extreme of Shadwell Passage, is a
rocky bluff

;
some rocks extend off it to the southward for a short distance

and foul ground, marked by kelp, exists between it and Turn Point.
Shadwell Passage may be used by steamers or sailing vessels with a fair

wind. It would hardly be prudent to beat a large vessel through it, as there
IS generally a heavy swell and strong tide in the North part. It is the pas-
sage usually taken by the Hudson Bay Company's vessels when bound North
from the inner waters.

HOPE ISLAND, the westernmost of the group which form the North side
of Goletas Channel, is 6 miles long. East and West, and its greatest breadth
li* ''* miles. The island is moderately high, and its shores are verv much

an. The sea breaks heavily along its North and AVest sides, and off
.. .icana Point, the western extreme, a reef extends 3 cables. The South
sliore IS steep, and may be approached to one quarter of a mile.

Bull Harbour has its entrance on the South side of Hope Island, 2 miles
from the western entrance of Goletas Cliannel. Though small, this harbour
affords a very secure landlocked anchorage. It runs in a northerly direction
for li mile across Hope Island, its head being only separated from the N.
shore of the island by a narrow rock of low land 403 feet wide; its breadth
at the entrance is 5 cables, contracting to 1 cable at half the distance from
tile head, after which it again increases to nearly 2 cables

Indian Lland, H cableNorth of the narrowest part of the entrance, is small,
but compleely shuts in the harbour to the southward. The anchorage is
to the northward of this inland, in about 4 fathoms water, but there is only
room for one or two vessels of moderate size to lie moored. If intending to
enter Bull Harbour, steer up mid-channel, passing East of Indian Island,
and moor immediately the vessel is North of it, anchors North and South.
Steamers, or only small sailing vessels, should use this anchorage, as
from Its naiTow and tortuous entrance, it is rather difficult of access to
Jong vessels.

Nahwitti Bar, or ledge, stretching across the West entrance of the Go-
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lotas Channel, is of sandstone formation, and on tho oastorn edge rises sud-

denly from 40 to '.) fatlioina, the depth incn>ii8iiig V(^'y grudMully to the

westward. Its breadth witliin tho lO-fathoms lino is from 1 to nearly !> miles,

broadest at tho Houtli part, where are several shoal spots, called Tatiiall Rii/k,

with 2i and JJ.i i'atlioma, at a distaneo of IJ mile from tlio South shore;

iiortliward of those patches the depths vary I'roni (i to 9 fathoms. In

heavy westerly gales tho sea breaks right ac'ross tlie Golctas Channel at

til is bar.

Lemon Point, Oaliano Island, open North of Shingle Point, Vanrouver

Island, bearing K. by N., loads over tlio Nahwitti liar in tho deepest water

i'roin 7 to ',) fathoms, well to tho northward of Tatnall lleofs.

NEW CHANNEL, to the northward of tho Ooletas Channel, and separated

from it by the islands which form the North shore of tho latter, is an

i'xt((nsive clear passage to the Pacific Ocean, about 12.J miles long, and a

breadth varying from lJto4milos. Its depth in tho shoalest part is 60

I'utlioms, near the eastern entrance, and its shores, except noartho West part

of the Gordon Group, may be apjiroached to nearly half a mile ; the Nortli

limit of the channel is formed by Walker Group to the eastward, and n few

low rocks and islets to tho N.W.

Generally a heavy swell sets through Now Channel from tho westward,

and with tho exception that there is more room for a largo vessel to work

in or out than in Goletas Channel, there is no reason to use it in pre-

ference to the latter, unless, if running in befoi'e a heavy westerly gale,

the sea were breaking across the West entrance of Goletas Channel at the

Nahwitti Bar.

Doyle Island, the south-easternmost of the Gordon Group, and at the

point of New Channel, is three-quarters of a mile long, and, as before

stated, has a remarkable summit, 380 feet high, Miles Cone, on its centre.

The Crane Islets are small, 30 feet high, and steep-to, there being 100

fathoms water at a cable's distance. They lie 2^ milos westward of Doyle

Island, and about 3 cables North of Gordon Group.

lioy/e Island IJ mile West of Crane Islets, and half a mile North of

Hurst Island, is small ; at half a mile N.W. of it is the O're;/ lioek, whicli

covers at one quarter flood, and is dangerous to vessels beating througli

this channel.

The North shore of Balaklava Island is rugged, and half a mile N.'W.

from its N.W. point are three low islets, 6 feet above high water, at tho

North entrance to Browning Channel.

The North shore of Galiano Island is also rugged ; somo outlying rocks

lie a short distance off it, but it may be approached to one-third of a

mile.

WALKER GROUP, at the N.E. part of New Channel, from 2 to 3 miles

North of its South side, is composed of a number of small islands and rocks,

I
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covering an exti-nt of 6 miloH in a wcmterly direction, and 2 miles broad, the

hi^heht is about aoo feet above the sea; amoni? tliem are several small

creeks and bights, which would afford shelter to boats, or even small craft.

Cutle Poiut, at the S.E. extreme of the group, is bold, clilfy, and steep-t..,

with no bottom at 60 fathoms 2 cables South of it. White Rod; at the Houth

extreme of Walker Group, lies 2 miles W.S.W. from Castle point
;

it is 4

feet above high water. Nye Rock, off the South end of Schooner Passage, at

the West part of the group, covers at high water ;
it lies W. i N. 2i miles

from White Rock, and may be approached to 2 cables on the South side, but

large vessels should not stand inside it to the northward.

Itedfern hhmd, the S.W. of Walker Group, is about half a mile long, and

one quarter of a mile wide; half a mile S.E. of it are some rocks just

above high water. Promv Rod; 2 miles W. by N. J N. of Redfern Island,

is small, about 2 feet above high water. Nearly a mile farther in the same

direction is Briffht Met, 100 feet high. Pine Ixland, at the N.W. part of

New Channel, is about a mile in circv.mference, low, and wooded, and con-

spicuous from the westward.

Storm hlandx, in the centre of Queen Charlotte Sound, 2\ miles north-

ward of Pine Island, are a narrow chain of islets extending 2 miles East and

West.
. , ,,

The COAST from Cape Commerell (page 421), the N.W. point of Van-

couver Island, takes a S.V7. direction for 16 miles to Cape Scott. It is

rather low, but rises at a distance inland to hills 800 and 1,000 feet high
;
it

is indented by several bays, which, however, are too open to afford any

shelter, except in southerly winds ; foul ground extends off in some places

more than one mile.

HECATE EOCK, lying W. 4 S. H mile from Cape Commerell, and

three-quarters of a mile off shore, covers at three-quarters flood, and the

sea breaks heavily over it. Lemon Point, Galiano Island, just open of or

touching Shingle Point, Vancouver Island, E. by N., leads three-quarters of

a mile North of it.

At Cape Scott the flood comes from the southward, and rounding the

cape sets into the Goletas Channel, its strength varying from 1 to 3 knots.

SCOTT CHANNEL, between Cape Scott and the Scott Islands to the

westward, is SJ mUes wide, with soundings in it varying from 25 to 40 fa-

thoms. It is a safe navigable channel for any class of vessel, the only

known dangers in it being the rocks extending nearly a mile West of Cape

Scott. The tide runs through from 1 to 3 knots, the flood from the

southward.

SCOTT ISLANDS extend nearly 20 miles in an East and West direction

;

the principal ones are five in number, with some adjacent smaller islets.

There are wide passages between the western islands, but as no soundings

have been obtained in them, and strong tide ripples and overfalls have in-

'" y'*^V'mc5W;'#w^^ ''''
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Westward of Cape Scott the tides sot with considerable strength to the

North and South across the entrance of Goletas Channel, and a vessel pas-

sing out northward of the Scott Islands must bo awaro that she is not set

down too near thom with the ebb stream.

Cox Island, the easternmost and largest of the group, is about 2^

miles in extent, with iron bound rocky shores and several ofl"- lying dan-

gers. Its height is upwards of 1,000 feet. This island forms tho western

boundary of the Scott Channel, and is upwards of 5 miles W. by S. from

Cape Scott.

Lanz Island, separated from (^ox Island by a passage half a mile wide, is

upwards of 2 miles long in a westerly direction, and a mile broad ; its shores,

'ike Cox Island, are rocky, and it rises near the centi'e to a summit 1,177 ft.

above the sea ; both tho islands are wooded.

East Haycock, a small islet 80 feet high, is 2J miles S-W. from LaiiZ

Island ; it has a rugged outline. Went Haycock, 5 miles W. \ S. from East

Haycock, is small and rocky, about 180 feet high.

Triangle Island, the westernmost of the group, is L'j miles W. by 8. from

Cape Scott . ji; is 680 feet high, about a mile in extent, and differs from the

other islands in being very precipitous and bare of trees, and has a remark-

al'ie gap in iti summit. A ledge or reef extends 1 mile N.W. of it; to the

eastward are three low islets, the outermost of which, 40 feet high, is IJ

mile from Triangle Island.

In navigating near the Scott Islands, it is recommended to give them a

good offing, especially in a sailing vessel, as the tides set very strongly

through the passages between them.

This will complete the description of the circuit of Vancouver Island. Its

seaward coast has been included in the previous Chapter, and this terminated

at Cape Scott. Of its interior, it would be out of place to dwell upon here

;

but at the conclusion of this Chapter, some of the more recent works on tho

subject are enumerated.

The COAST of British Colombia, to the northward of Queen Charlotte

Sound, is less known and frequented than that adjacent to Vancouver Island.

For its delineation and description we are chiefly dependant jn the excellent

work of Vancouver. Although this is now of old date, i^ is of less im-

portance, inasmuch as from the nature of the coast, an iron-bound region

not liable to change its character, the careful survey, as far as it went, will

be sufficient guide for the present, although no one can predict what its future

may be. As it Is, it remains in its primeval condition.
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CAFE CAUTION, which forms tho N.E. limit of Quoen Charlotte Sound,

was 80 named by Vancouver on his second visit, from the dangerous naviga-

tion in its vicinity. It makes a conspicuous capo, terminating in rugged,

rocky, low hummocks, that produce some dwarf pine, and other small trees

and shrubs. Orf the capo are some very dangerous breakers, consisting ap-

parently of three distinct patches, occupying the space of a league. Their

eastern part bears from Cape Caution W. by N. i N., distant about 5 miles

;

but the rocks that lie off the shore to tho nortliward of tho cape reduce tlif

width of the channel between them and the breakers to about a league, in

which there does not appear any obstruction which is noi sufficiently con-

spicuous to be avoided.

The Virgin and Pearl Bocks aro two very dangerous clusters off tho

entrance to Smith Inlet. They were discovered and named by Mr. Ilanna,

in 1786. Tho Virgin Eocks lie W. by N. i N. 13 miles from the Soutli

point of Smith Inlet ; and the Pearl Eocka, N.W. ^ N. 8 miles from the

same point. They lie in a line, W.S.W. from the S-Juth extreme of Cal-

vert Island, 11 and 4 miles distant respectively.

SMITH INLET.—The entrance lies about 7 miles North of Cape Cau-

tion, tho intervening coast being bestrewed with rocks and islets. The en-

'

trance into it is nearly closed by rocky islets, with innumerable rocks, a.s

well above as beneath tho sea, rendering it a very intricate and dangerous

navigation for shipping. About 3 leagues within the entrance the rocks an<l

islets cease to exist, and the inlet contracts to about half a mile in gene-

ral width.

River Canal is about a league to the northward of the North point of

Smith Inlet. The entrance to it appears less dangerous than the latter.

It has, however, on its southern side many rocky islets and rocks, but none

wore discovered beneath the water level. By keeping on the North side of

the entrance, which is IJ mile across, a fair navigable passage is found,

about half a mile wide, between the North shore and the rocky islets that

lie off its southern side. There was no bottom found in the middle with 80

fathoms of line. From Eiver Canal, a channel diverges towards the

South end of Calvert Island. It is very narrow and intricate, leading

through an immensity of rocks and islets to Point Addenbrooke, in Fitz-

hugh Sound.

CALVERT ISLAND forms the exterior coast northward of Eiver Canal,

and within it is Fitzhugh Sound ; the former was discovered and named by

Mr. Duncan, the latter by Mr. Hanna. Off the South point of the island

aro two small islets. The eastern side of the island forms a steep bold shoro,

rising abruptly from the sea to a great height.

Safety Cove {Port Safety of Mr. Duncan ?) is 2 leagues North of the South

extreme of Calvert Isltind, on the West shore of Fitzhugh's Sound. It ter-

minates in a small beach, near which is a stream of excellent water. The

g)g;yyg iM^».j»piyi|
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depth is, however, rather great, 17 to 30 fathoms. It is the first place that

affords safe and convenient anchorage on the western shore within Fitzhugh

Sound. Vancouver found it a comfortable retreat, in August, 1792.

High water at the time tho moon passes tho meridian; rise and fall

about 10 feet.

At 13 miles northward of Safety Cove is the passage which insulates Cal-

vert Island. Vancouver places its N.E. point in lat. 51° 4.5'. South of this

lies a mnken rock, which, though near tho shore, is dangerous, being visible

at low tides only by the surf which breaks on it. From this point the pas-

sage extends S.W. by W. J W., about 7 miles. Between the rocks on
its northern shore is a passage, generally 1 or 2 miles wide, but ren-

dered unpleasant by the want of soundings, the depth being beyond 150

fathoms.

Fitzhugh Sound extends for 26 miles from Safety Cove, in nearly a true

North direction to Point Walker, v/here it separates into two arms. Tho
easternmost was named by Vancouver after Edmund Burke, Its S.E. point

is Point A'dmuxd, about 2 miles E.S.E. from Point Walker. There are some
rocks off the points, but the channel is fair. The sides of the canal are com-

posed of compact, stupendous mountains, and nearly perpendicular rocky

cliffs, producing pine trees.

Bestoration Cove is about 1 mile within the entrance to the eastern

branch of Burke Canal. It has a fine sandy beach. The breadth of the

cove at its entrance, in a North and South direction, is about 1 ^ mile, and
its depth about three-quarters of a mile. The soundings, though deep, are

regidar, from 60 fathoms at the entrance, to 5 and 10 fathoms close to tho

shore. The land on the opposite side of the arm is 2J miles distant. The
tide rises and falls 1 4 feet.

BURKE CANAL extends to the N.E., maintaining the same breadth.

Its north-western side is formed by a large island, named by Vancouver

Jiintf Island. After continuing 11 miles in an easterly direction from the

N.E. point of King Island, the canal separates into two arms to tho N.E.

and S.E. at Point llenzies. These arms were named by Vancouver lien-

tinck Arms. The width of that to the S.E. in general a little exceeds a mile,

and the country exactly resembles that contiguous to the branches, which

have been so repeatedly described.

Sir Alexander Mackenzie reached the PacJ^c after his long, arduous, and
perilous journey across the continent at this point a month after Vancouver's

party had left. He came to a village of 26 large houses, where Mr. John-

stone had come on June Ist, 1793. He coasted along King Island, and
learned that Macnbah (as the natives termed Vancouver) had been there

with his large cauoe. He commenced his return July 22, 1793.

This is as desolate, inhospitable u country as the most melancholy creature

could be desirous of inhabiting. i
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New Aberdeen, a recent establishment, is at tha head of the N.E. Bentinck

Arm The old charts place "the village of Rascals" here-an expressive

name It was afterwards called Kougote,, or Bellwuh. The Belhoula, or

Bella Coola River, flows into the head of the arm in a W.S.W. direction.

Much attention has been directed to this place, as a point of departure lor the

upper course of the Eraser River, and a "trail" exists to Fort Alexandria

below the mouth of the Quesnelle.* Captain Mayne gives an account

of several expeditions which have crossed the intermediate co.ir.try (pages

The N.E. point of King Island was named Point Edward. Opposite

to it is the entrance of Bean Canal, which penetrates many miles in a

N E and North direction, terminating in low marshy land.

Cascade Canal is to the N.V/. of Point Edward. Its shores are bounded

by precipices more lofty than any hereabouts ; and from the summits of the

mountains, particularly on the N.E. shore, are some extremely grand and

tremendous cascades. The canal which forms the N.W. side of King Island

runs S.W. to Fisher Canal, which separates the southernmost of the Pnn-

ceus Royal Islands from the main land.

The PRINCESS ROYAL ISLANDS form a portion of that immense ar-

chipelago which here fronts the American continent. On its western side it

is uneven, rocky, and of moderate height. The eastern shore rises more ab-

ruptly, and bounded behind with lofty snowy mountains.

Port John is 10 miles nearly North of the entrance to Burke Canal

before described. It is on the western side of King Island, and forms a

g„od harbour. Its North point of entrance bears N. by E. 2 miles from its

South point.
.

To the North of Port John is the entrance to the canal previously men-

tioned, which passes round the N.W. side of King Island toward Cascade

and llean Canals. Fisher Canal continues its northern course for 12

miles above Port John, its shores being comparatively of moderate height.

From this point it takes a westerly course to Milbank Sound, and forms the

North limit of the southern Princess Royal Island. The course is first about

W by N. i N. a league, the shores being low and rocky, with many detached

rot'ks lying off them. The channel then takes a more southerly course, and,

although there are many rocks and breukers in it, they are all sufliciently

conspicuous to be avoided in fair weather.

:^ILBANK SOUND is an opening between the Princess Royal Islands, in

lat. 15^ 13'. ItsS.E. point is Cape Swaine, so named after the third lieutenant

. A terrible tragedy occurred on this road in May, 1864. Tho treacherous Indiana

destroyed nearly the vhol. of a party who wrre making their way to the Canboo Gold

Fields. The particulars a.r .luole-i in Mr. F. Whympov. interesting work, pp. 34, 3a.

f|''^iBgij)l«>||U ik.iM,,t»,.. ii jiiiJ ii' i»t.**'"a'i;t''°'g'»v^v—
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of the Discover;/, Vancouver's vessel. Milbank Sound was discovered and

named by Mr. Duncan. Its N.W. point is Point Day, off which lie several

very baiTon rocky islets. The southern side of the channel or sound, beiiij^

entirely covered with trees and with low shores, is very pleasant in appearunco

but the northern sides are a rude, confused mass of low, rugged cliffs, bounded

by innumerable rocky islets and rocks.

Fort M'Loughlin, distant a few miles from Milbank Sound, ii (or was) one

of the Hudson Bay Company's posts. "This very neat establishment was

planned, in 1837, by Mr. Finlayson, of Eed River, who left the place in an

unfinished state to Mr. Manson, who, in bis turn, had certainly made the

most of the capabilities of the situation.

Several inlets or arms run up to the northward from the canal loading

from Fisher Canal into Milbank Sound. They are very similar in character

and need no particular description. The principal arm out of Milbank

Sound is the westernmost, and runs in a general northerly direction for 30

miles, when it divides, one portion continuing to the northward, and a wider

branch extending eastward to Carter Lay and Mussel Canal. These two

last derive their names from one of Vancouver's party having died from the

effects of poisonous mussels collected in Poison Cove, lat. 52° 55', long. 128° 1'

W. The whole party who partook of them were seized with a numbness

about their faces and extremities, which soon extended to their whole bodies,

accompanied with sickness and giddiness. This may serve as a caution here,

though generally the shell-fish is wholesome.

From Carter Bay the principal inlet continues its northward course, and

5 miles beyond the junction is an opening, apparently communicating with

the sea, running southward on the western side of the channel; 13 and 17

miles farther on are two openings on the opposite or eastern, which extend

but a short distance inland. Vancouver found scarcely any inhabitants here.

The tides rose 15 foet, and it was high water 10'' 15"" after the moon passed

the meridian. Continuing northward, but bearing more to the westward,

the canal still skirts the western shore of the Princess Royal Island, ao far as

its North extreme. Near this, on the eastern shore, is a commodious cove,

where Vancouver anchored. A league northward is a small inlet, where a

hot spring was disoove.-ed.

In sailing among tho rocky precipices which compose the shores of the

channels hitherto described, it is not always safe to make too free with them

in sailing by ; for they are frequently found to jut out a few yards at or a

little beloTV low water mark ; and if a vessel should ground on any of those

projecting points about high water, she would, on the falling tide, if heeling

from the shore, be in a very dangerous situation.

To the North of this anchorage before mentioned, the channel continues

between the main land and Hawkesbury Island. The shores are like the

rest described, partly composed of lofty steep mountains rising nearly

;:t:3^^§iS®^BI9!^»^-??fe*e??«Bs4S.:m^fm^
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perpondicukrly from tho sea, and covered from the water side to tl.oir

Bummits with pines and forest trees. It takes an irregular northerly dne.-

tion for about 15 miles, when it turns eastward to Point Htanifortk, placed by

Vancouver in lat. 63'^ 54', long, (corrected) 128° 33' W.

OABBNEE CANAL runs 45 miles in an irregular course to the eastward ;

its upper part passing through a country that is almost an entirely barren

waste, nearly destitute of wood and verdure, presenting to tho eye ore rudo

mass of almost naked rocks, rising into lofty mountains, whose towering

summits, seeming to overhang their basis, gives them a tremo.idous appear-

ance. The whole is covered with perpetual ico and snow, and many water-

falls descend in every direction in the summer.

The North point of Hawkesbury Island is opposite Point Hopkins. Its

South point is Point Cummin;,, in lat. 53» 18^'. It is thus about 33 miles in

length, and from 3 to 11 miles broad. Tho continent to the westward forma

a point, which extends to about the same latitude as the South point of

Hawkesbury Island, and having one of the numerous arms or canals di-

viding them.
J XV o !

The North point of Gil hie is opposite Point Cumming, and tho bouth

opening to the inlet last mentioned. There is anchorage at this North point,

it is in a bay on the N.E. part of the island, about 2 miles from its

northern extremity on the western shore of the islet. Here Vancouver

anchored in 40 fathoms, stones, shells, and sandy bottom. Vancouver called

it Fisherman Cove. Lat. 53= 18^', long. 128'^ 57'.

There is also anchorage directly to the S.W. of tho North point of Gil

Isle, or Ysla de Gil, which was so named by Senr. Caamano, in 1792. It is

about 5 leagues long, North and South, and 5 miles broad ;
of a moderato

though uneven height. The Ma de la Campania, to tho westward of it, has

a conspicuous ridge of mountains, and, when scon from eastward, with a

remarkable peak, nearly in the centre, considerably above the rest.

Nepean Sound is to the northward of these islands, and that of San

Estevan, which is the outermost. The general character of these islands

differs Uttlo from that of the surrounding region. To the north-westward

of these lie tho extensive islands forming Pitt Archipelago and Banks

Island, separated fi-om tho continent by GrenviUe Canal, and from each

other by the Canal de Principe ; the first so named by Vancouver, on his

exploration in 1793, and the latter by Senr. Caamano, who first navi-

gated it.
,1 ^

GRENVILLE CANAL.—The southern entrance to Grenville Canal is

opposite to Fisherman (^ove, tho North point of Gil Islo. Its direction

is N.W. k N., and is nearly straight for 14 miles on this bearing to a

small harbour,' or rather cove, on its eastern shore. For 2 miles within it

Mr. Wliidbey (July, 1793) found the sea abounding in sea-ottors. who

sported about the boats. At this part it is not more than half a mile wide,
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with straight and compact shores on each side. Tlio shores of the arm
boj'ond this aro mountainous on the East or continental sid(>, and low and
rocky on the opposite ; both producing pino-treos. From tho small cove

mentioned the ann continues in tho same direction for 4 miles further, from

an island off tlie N.W. point of tho covo. It then stretclies N.N.W. J W.,
about 8 miles to the South point of an opening on the eastern or coutiuentiil

shore, about a mile wide, its opposite point of entrance lying North. N.W.
^ miles from this is a small covo on the East shore; and 10 miles further,

N.N.W. \ W. is a bay about a mile wide and 2 deep, in a N.E. direction,

witli many islets and sunken rocks on it. Tho continental shore between
these last is lined with innumerable rocks and islets, nor is tho middle of

the channel free from tliese obstructions. Seven miles to tho north-westward

of this, on the opposite or western shore, is an extensive opening, running
to S.S.W., apparent^ - dividing the lan(\

To the northward of this opening '
i a high island, about 7 miles long

;

and 10 miles North of it is Point Lambert, on the continental shore. To tho

N.E. of this point is 2'ort J'Jmngton, an extensive sound, surrounded by a
moderately elevated country, particularly on the N.W. ; but to the Noi-th

and I ast tho view is bounded by lofty barren mountains, covered with per-

petual snow. The entrance to Port Essington is narrowed by a shoal against

I'oint Lambert, forming a rounding spit, of 3 to 6 feet water. Tho tide

rushes in furiously.

Opposite to tho entrance to Port Essington are some islands, forming tho

North side of tho opening into Chatliam Sound, to one of which the name of

llanpherry Island was given by Vancouver, from the quantity of excellent

raspberries he found here. The passage through is 2 miles long and about

a mile wide between the islands, but mostly occupied by shoals, which con-

tract it to a very narrow channel close to tho southern side. To the N.W. of

this channel Chatham Sound is interspersed in most directions with small

islands, rocks, and shoals.

Point Hunt is very conspicuous, and foi-ms the North point of Pitt

Archipelago. It is in lat. .54" \Q^' , and bears West 3 miles from tho above-

mentioned islands. From Point Hunt the shores of the land take an
irregular direction of S.W. i W. to Point Pearce, tho intermediate space

bounded by innumerable rocks arid other impediments. Westward of tliis

again the shore falls back considerably, forming a deep bay, with several

small nings running south-eastward. Cape Ibbetson is tho western point

of tliis bay, and the N.W. of Pitt Archipelago. It is a very conspicuous

projecting laud.

Stephens Island lies to the N.W. of these points, and is about 4 leagues

long. 13etwcon Cape Ibbetson and its S.W. i)oint is a cluster of rocky islets

and sunken rocks, which thus lie in the opening seaward of tho channel be-

tween Stephens Island and Pitt Archipelago. Northward of Stephens

I
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"
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Island is an extensive and intricate duster of islets and rocks, forming si

complete labyrinth to navigators, but on its eastern side is a very commo-

dious anchoring place, inlat. 54" 18', long. 130° 41', where Vancouver stayed

in company with throe sliips in searc^h of furs, &c., under the command of

Mr. Brown. The group extends W.N.W., a league and a half from the

North side of Stephens Island, and occupying a space of 2 miles in width.

To the westward of this group, at the distance of 2 or 3 miles, lie^ a low

detached rock, with some breakers near it ; there are other lurking rocks

lying about the same distance from Stephens Island.

The land, which is separated from the continent by Grenville Canal, and

which we have been describing, although it was not traversed in the extent

of 20 leagues, was still believed to cionsist of sever.il islands, and therefore)

received the name of Pitt Archipelago, aft >r the celebrated statesman.

The CANAL DE PRINCIPE, between the archipelago and Bank Island,

extends from the North po'nt of entrance into Nepean Sound to the North

point of Bank Island, first N.W. i N. to the South point of Puerto de Cana-

veral, and thence N.W. by W. i W. to its N.W. point, in all about 14

leagues. The southern shore is nearly straight and compact, without sound-

ings ; the northern shore is much broken, bounded by many rocks and islets,

and afiFording soundings in several places.

Port Stephens is 18 miles from the South end of the channel on tlie

eastern shore. It was so named by Capt. Duncan, in the Princess Royal, in

1788. It is a small opening, the entrance of which is obstructed by many

islets and rocks, presenting no very tempting appearance as a port.

Port de Canaveral (of Senr. Caamano) is also on the eastern shore. Its

entrance, 4i miles wide, seems to be free from obstruction. Off its S.E.

point is a small round island.

CHATHAM SOUND lies between Dundas and Stephens Islands and

the main land. The southern entrances have been before described.

Brown Passage enters the sound between the islands to the North of Ste-

phens Island and Dundas Island. This latter, in a N.N.W. direction, is

15 milas long and 5 broad, East and West. The eastern shores of the

sound are low, and somewhat indented with small bays, and bounded by

a reef of rocks at the distance of a quarter of a mile off shore. The in-

terior country is snowy mountains. The shores and islands in the sound

produce large numbers of pine trees. In the northern part of the sound

are two clusters of rocks with breakers around, one S.S.W. i W. 8 miles,

and the southernmost S.W. by S. lOj miles from Point Maskelyne. By

daylight they are easily avoided, but by night or in fogs they must be very

dangerous.

Point Maskelyne, so named after the astronomer, forms the S.E. point of

the entrance to Obvservatory Inlet and Portland Canal. Off it lie two rocky
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Works Canal.—Immediately East of Point Maskolyno is tho ontrnnoo to

a brunch which takes a S.E, direction for .32 miles ; its hoad approaching
within about half a mile of tho N.E. part of Port Essington, thus forming
the land into a peninsula. Its S.W. shores are nearly straiglit and com-
pact

;
its general width from Ijto 2 miles, excepting near the entrance.

An arm diverges from its N.E. shore, at 23 miles within tho entrance, and
trends in a general N.E. direction, but is made into a tortuous channel by
a remarkably steep, rocky precipice, which at high water becomes an island.

It had formerly been appropriated to the residence of a very numerous tribe

of Indians.

PORT SIMPSON was surveyed by Mr. Inskip and the officers of H.M.S.
Virago, under Captain Prevost, R.N., in 185.1. The flouthern entrance to it

between Finlayson Island and the main is 4 cables wide where narrowest,

and li mile long; it is very deep, but there are some sunken rocks near
the shores. The middle entrance between the South end of Birnie Island

and the North point of Finlayson Island is
1 J mile wide, but has a dangerous

middle ground, leaving an entrance on either side of it into the northern or

southern harbours. This middle ground reaches to within 2 cables' lengths

of the peninsula near which the fort stands. There is a rocky channel North
of Birnie Island, and a deep but„narrow channel between the peninsula and
the tail of the middle bank. The fort stands on the S.E. side of the cove,

on the North side of the neck. The anchorage is in lat. 54° 34' N., long.

130° 25J' W. High water 12" SS"; spring tides rise 21^ feet, and neaps

Hi feet.

At 3 miles West of the South point of Birnie Island is a reef called the

Pointers.

The Skina Biver, which is probably the Simpson or Baline River, enters

the S.E. part of Works Canal, at 30 miles from Fort Simpson, and 10 from
Port Essington. The salt water here is of a light blue colour, dke that near
the Fraser Eiver.

Coal is found on the banks of the Skina Eiver. It was visited by Mr.
Downie in August, 1859, and may prove to be an important attraction at

some future period.*

• Mr. Downie says : At Kitsagatala (on the Skina River) we entered on a most exten-

sive coal country, the seama being in sight, and cut through by the rivor, and running up
the banks on both sides, varying in thickness from 3 to 35 feet. The veins are larger on
the East side, and are covered with soft sandstone ; on the West side quartz lines the seiinis,

which are smaller. The veins dip into the bank for a mile along the river, and could

easily be worked by tunnels on the face, or by sinking shafts from behind on the flals, ns

they run in soft earth. I have seen no coal like this in all my travels in British Columbia
and Vancouver Island. (See Capt, llaynt, Appendix, p, 461.)

North Pacifie. 2 f
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Fort Simpson, ono of tho Hudson's Bay Company's estaVlishments, wns

ori{;in.illy foniiod nt tho mouth of tho NaHS lliver, but was removcHl to th..

North point of Chimsain poninsula, washed on threo sides by Chathnni

Sound. Port Essint,'t<m, and Works Canal. It is the resort of a vast nunihtr

of Indians. Tho ancaiorago is in lat. 64^ 83' 25', long. 130^ 18'.-(yir Geo-

yimpson, vol. i. p. 207.)

At the mouth of Works Canal, N.E. of Point Maskelyno, is an island

which divides tho entrance into two channels. In tho roar of .his is a short

arm called Nans Vaij, and further N.E. is ono more extensive.

OBSERVATORY INLET.—Tho principal inlet runs in a N.E. J N. direc-

tion, and at 21 miles above Points Maskelyno and Wales tho Portland Cannl

diverges from tlu^ principal ono at Point Kamsden. Off this point are sonic

<langerous rocks, only visible at low water, and opposite to it is a deep bay,

with very shallow water all around it, except in tho N.E. part, where a brancli

enters, bringing down muddy water, which is distinguished flowing down

the principal ai-m.

Salmon Cove is 20 miles above Point Eamsdon, and on tho western shores

of Observatory Inlet. It affords good anchorage, and every convenience.

Hero Vancouver's vessel remained for some time, in Jidy, 1793; and hero

he placed his observatory, fi-om wliich circumstance tho name of tho inlet

is derived. A very great abundance of salmon were taken here, up a very

fine run of fresh water that flows into the cove ; but they wore small,

insipid, of a very inferior kind, partaking in no degree of the flavour of

European sidmon.

Tho lat. of the observatory was deduced as 55° 15' 34', long. 131° 3' 30"

;

variation 25" 18' E., dip. 75° 54i'. High water at 1- 8- after the moon

passes the meridian, and the tide generally rose about 16 feet.

Beyond Salmon Cove the inlet extends 5 leagues in a North direction,

when the western arm terminates, and the eastern arm extends the same

distance, and foi-ms tho mouth of the River Simpson. The head of Obsei-va-

tory Inlet is mm^h indented with small bays and coves, and abounding ni

some places with sunken rocks.

PORTLAND CANAL (so named from the noble family of Bentinck)

diverges from Point Eamsdon, in a N. by W. 4 W. direction, for about 5

miles ; thence it bears in a more northerly direction 5 leagues farther, and

then trends a little to tho eastward of North, terminating in low marshy

land, in lat. 55" 45', 70 mUes from its entrance in Chatham Sound. Tho

shores of this inlet are nearly straight, and in general Uttle more than a

mile asunder, composed mostly of high rocky cliffs, covered with pine trees

to a considerable height ; but tho interior country is a compact body of high

ban-en mountains, covered with snow. As the siirveying party ascendecl

Bahnon in abundance were leaping in all directions.
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Tho northern shoro of the inlet, between Point Wales and Point RaniH-

(len, is formed by several islands, behind whi(;h a channel runs parallel with

the direction r)f tho main inlet. This gradually decreases in width south-

westward, continuing 13 miles from its N.E. entrance to an opening to the

S.E. into the main clinnnel. Pursuing the same direction, it enters much

broken land, intersected by arms, forming an island about 10 mihis in

circuit, to tho N.E. of which is an arm nmniug in a N.E. direction, ending

in low, steep, rocky shores.

At 7 miles a little to tho North of West from I'oint Wales i* the S.W.

extremity of an island, from whence an arm extends in a N. J W. direction,

terminating in a fresh-water bi-ook, in lat. 54" 56', long. 13(F 40'.

The Portland Canal, wliich may be considered to terminate here, is tho

boundary between the British possessions and tho newly-acquired Alaska

territory of the United States, is only frequented by the IIiuL^ion's Bay

Company's ofRcers in their steam-vessel for the purposes of occasional trade

with the natives. The continental shore to tho northward belonged to

Russia, and was ceded, by purchase, to the United States in 1867, as de-

tailed in tho next chapter. One of tho most important features of this

region, as yet but little known and ULdevoloped, is tho extensive archi-

pelago, named Queen Charlotte Islands, which is imperfectly described as

follows

aUEEN CHABLOTTE ISLANDS.

This land was discovered nearly at the same period by the navigators of

two nations. La Perouse made the outer coast on August 10th, 1786, and

followed it from South to North, for 50 leagues, in the ensuing ten days.

Captain ^Lowrie, in tho Snow, Captain Cook and Captain Guise, in tho £x-

periment, sailed from Nootka on July 27th in the same year, and made tho

land in question soon afterwards, though the day itself is not now known.

Thus the honour of discovery belongs to both the English and French. Tlie

name by wliich it is now known is derived from tho vessel in wliich Captain

Dixon made it in the year following, but only assumed that it was an island

from conjecture, as it was not proved to te such till Captain Douglas, in the

Iphigenia, sailed through the strait which divides it from the continent of

America. It has also been called Washington Inland, by Ingraham. Dixon

Channel, which runs in between (iueen Charlotte Islands and tho Prince of

Wales Archipelago, to the North of it, was discovered, perhaps, by Ensign

Juan Perez, in 1774. It was next seen by Dixon, on July 1st, 1786, thougix

he himself acknowledges that Captain Douglas was the first who sailed

through it. He then sailed nearly round the island, afterwards repairing to

Nootka. The eastern coast of the island was also examined and traded on

by Captain Duncan, in the Princess lioyal, in 1787; after doing so he pro-

2 F 2
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reeded to the eastward to some other islands, which he named the Princess

Koyal Islands (which have been before described), but which have been

supposed to be identical with the archipelago of San Lazaro of De Fonta,

jweviously considered to be apocryphal. A part of the features of this latter

were examined by Duncan, and he anchored in nineteen of its harbours, not

without being frequently exposed to the danger of losing his vessel, but be

was indemnified by an ample trade in furs.

The outer or western coast only was cursorily examined by Vancouver in

1794, and the North side was sailed along by Captain D. Jacinto Caamanu

in 1791. That it consisted of several islands instead of one, as has usually

been considered, was inferred by Dixon, or rather by Beresford, who wrote

part of his voyage in 1787.

Thus our knowledge remained until quite a recent period, although it was

regularly visited by traders. But when the adjacent countries became the

scene of much interest from the discoveries of gold and coal, this group was

also visited with the same object, and in 1853 H.M.S. Virago went around

them, and to Mr. Geo. H. Inskip, E.N., we owe the chief part of the en-

suing nautical description. It was examined in some parts, when gold was

' reported,* by Mr. Downie in July, 1859.

A more complete examination of the geology and natural history of the

group was made by Robert Brown, Esq., F.R.G.S., in 1866, and from his

paper to the Royal Geographical Society in 1869, wc also have derived some

information.

Climate.—Though situated so far North, the climate of the Queen Char-

lotte Islands, from their insular position, is much milder than that of the

mainland. Some men who wintered upon them described the temperature

as being moderate, little snow, and a great deal of rain. Indeed, all North

of Eraser River the climate is very moist. At Sitka it rains almost continu-

ously, the average rainfall amounting to nearly 89 inches per annum. When
I arrived, on 1st of April, all the snow had vanished off the low lands, and

the weather was mild and pleasant. Mosquitoes were abundant, and to-

wards the end of the month humming-birds had begun to make their ap«

pearance.

—

{R. Brown.)

GENERAL BEMABES.—The following sailing directions for the Queen

Charlotte Islands commence at Cape St. James, their southern extreme, and

from thence proceed along their eastern side, named Dixon Channel ; round

Rose Spit, their north-eastern point; along the northern shore through

Parry Channel ; and back to Cape St. James, by the Pacific or western side.

The Queen Charlotte Islands consist of three principal islands, together

• There was a tradition that a Sandwich Islander, in the employ of the Hudson's Bay

Company, while skinning a deer sold by an Indian, found that it had been shot with a

nugget of gold.

—

S. Brown, Esq.
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with several smaller ones, and are situated between lat. 51° 57' and 54'

21' N., and long. 13r 11' and las"^ 0' W. Tho clmnnols separating the
principal islands aro, Houston Stewart Channel, running botweon Trevost
Island (the southernmost), and Moresby Island to tho northward of it ; and
Skidegate Channel which separates Moresby Island from Graham Island
(the northernmost).

CAFE ST. JAMES.—In approaching Cape St. James from tho southward,
the first land that will be seen (if it is clear) is the highest part of Prevost
Island, at the back of Cape St. James. This capo is formed by several islets

and rocks, and as it is reported that a sunken ledge extends nearly 5 miles
off it, precaution is necessary in approaching this part of tlio coast. With
Cape St. James bearing S. 70° W. about 3 J miles, and the outermost rock
r •' ive water S. 41" W. Mr. Inskip had 90 fathoms.

Mr. Gray, in the Columbia, informed Vancouver that he had struck and
received some material damage upon a sunken rock, which he represented
as lying at a much greater distance than the above, though nearly in the
same line of direction. The cape was so named by Mr. Dixon from the
common circumstance of the saint's day on which it was first seen.

HOUSTON STEWAET CHAWNEI.-From Cape St. James the coast

trends nearly N.W. to a well-dofinod headland, and after rounding it the
eastern entrance to Houston Stewart Channel and Rose Harbour will open
out, the coast between being much broken, with one round thickly wooded
and conspicuous island, and several little islets and rocks along it. At
about 4 miles from the entrance there are 90 fathoms, and the water gra-
dually shoals to 20 fathoms to within a mile of it.

In the eastern entrance to this channel, which is about three-quarters of
a mile wide, thsre are 20 fathoms water. Within the northern point {For-

tyth Point), and on the same side, is a snug bay, bordered by a sandy beach.
A quarter of a mile inside Forsyth Point, and a little to the northward of
the line of direction of the channel, is a rocky patch with kolp, having 1

fathom on it
: a vessel therefore should not haul to the northward too soon

after entering. On the southern side are some small wooded islands, here
and there fringed with outlying patches of kelp, which latter should always
be avoided. At a mile and a quarter W.S.W. from Forsyth Point is a rook

{Trevan Hock), lying nearly mid-channel, contracting the passage on its

northern side to rather less than half a mile.

The douthem arm of this channel is about 3 miles long, and three-quarters

of a mile wide, with several small islands (the Shangoi) at its southern end
or entrance from the Pacific. The shores of both sides are bold and densely

wooded. A vessel coming froL- the southward, and wishing to go in by
this entrance, when abreast of Cape St. James, should close the land to IJ
mile, and follow it along for about 12 miles, which will lead right into it.

By leaving the largest and outer Shangoi Island on the port hand (off the

'"^^^'.v
'^
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Houthovn «Mi(l of which is an oxteusivo lodgo of rocks ia a 8.\V. direction},

tho channel will show itwelf.

Rose Harbour.—Tho northern ana of ITouston Stownrt Strait, or Roro

Harbour (which is socnro and capacious), runs up in a northerly direction

for ;} miles from its junction with Ilouston Stewart (niannol, and is a con-

tinuation, in nearly a straight line with tho last-mentioned portion of it.

Tho country around this locality is mountainous and thicky wooded ;
but

the timber is smaller, and loss valuable than that in the magnificent forests

of Vancouver Island. Tho soil is poor, but there are indications of copper

in different places. The sea otter, tho fur of which fetches very high prices

in China, are numerous.

About 3 miles to tho northward of tho eastern entrance to Houston

Stewart Channel, and at about 2 miles off tho coast, is a ledge of rocks,

lying a little above watctr ; tho sea breaks violently over them, and for a

considerable distance around. From Houston Stewart Channel to Cum-

shewas Harbour on tho eastern side, a distance of about 50 miles, the coast

is high, and broken into numerous inlets, with many islets along it, probably

affording good harbours. Tho dotted lino, delineating this side of Queen

Charlotte Islands on Vaucoiiver's chart, is very erroneous.

Cumshewas Harbour lies nearly E.S.E. and W.N.W., and is reported to

bo both large and safe. A spit runs off its southern point of entrance

nearly two-thirQs of the way across to the northern side, on which tho

son breaks heavily ; the channel in being over a bar with 8 fathoms on it.

SKIDEOATE HAEBOXIR and CHANNEL.—About 20 miles to the N.W.

ot Cumshewas is the eastern entrance to Skidegato Harbour and Channel;

the intermediate coast being lower and more level than that to the scuth-

ward, with an extensive bank along it for some miles before coming to

Skidegate, with as Uttle as 7 fathoms, when 3 to 4 miles off it. Tho inlet

or entrance to the channel was surveyed by Lieut. Daniel Pander, R.N.,

in 1866.

Skidegate Harbour is very spacious, and communicates with the Pacific at

Cartwright Sound, near Point Buck ; the channel, however, is intricate, and

only navigable for canoes a portion of the way through. An extensive spit

extends from the East side or point of entrance (which is low and woody),

in a N.W. direction for about 4 milet, to within I mile of Dead-tree Point

(the West point of entrance), having from 1 to 2 fathoms on it at low water.

A rock lies near its outer extreme, just awash at low water, spring tides.

This rock is about 1 mile from Dead-tree Point, but the available passage

between is not more than half a mile in width, as the spit extends beyond

the rock, and tho shore near T;'>ad-tree Point is not bold. The point is

called Bead-tree Point, from the number of dead trees upon it.

SKIDEGATE.—The village cf Skidegate is situated in the bay, off' which

are the village islands, and consists of many houses fronting the beach, all
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of which are very dirty, and smell .strongly of ti,sh. The Iiidiiins uri> a tinor

race than the Vancouvor islanders, and although vory dirty, are much
cleaner in tlmir porsonal appearance. Some distunco fnim tlio anchorage,

and on the sido of a mountain, aro largo iiuantitius of maf, of u dcHcription

very similar to that discovored at Naruiiuio iii Vancouvor lalaml.*'

Tho coast betweon SkiJogato and I'oint Roho is rathor low, with daugorous
flats running off it, and shoiild bo given a berth of at least (i or 7 miles.

Ciipe Hall, nearly 20 miles from Skidcgato I?ar, is vory (onHpiououa, luiving

a remarkable white clilf on it, with lower clill's on either NJdo ; it cannot bo

mistaken, for tliero is no olhor place like it botwoon Skidi'>,'uto and Point

Rose. Captain McNeil, of tho Hudson's Bay Company's sorvico, says, that

he found a roi;k about miles Kant of Capo Rail, with only 2 fathoms on it.

Bote or Invisible Point, tlm north-oaHteru extreme oi (iueou Ciuirlotto

Islands, is low, with a spit running off it in a N.K. direction for nearly 5

miles, and is exceedingly dangerous. With tho point bearing W.S.W.
about G miles, a round-shaped hill, called J/iumon, will open out dear of tlie

land off which Rose iSpit runs ; it is about 300 or 400 feet high, but shows
out so distinctly us to look almost an island. This part of Dixon Channel,

betweon the land near Rose Spit and Stephens Island on the continental

sido, is about 20 miles wide, with soundings quite across.

The land from Rose Point to Virago Sound is low, and thickly wooded for

some miles from tho shore, which has a bank running off it, and should bo
approached with caution, with the lead constantly going.

MAS8ET HAEBOUR.—Rathor more than 20 miles S.W. i 8. from Point
Rose is Masset Harbour, the entrance to which is formed by a low point,

with a lodge of rocks half a mile off it covered with kelp, on the western

side
; and tho point of a long spit {Naiqiiez) partly dry (the surf usually

breaking the whole length of it) on the eastera, tho passage between having
an extensive bar. With the outer western point bearing W. by N. 1 mile,

there are 5 fathoms at low water ; from this position tho course in is about
S. by E. i E., the soundings over the bar varying from 5 to 3 fathoms, for

about 3 miles, to abreast of a village on tho western shore, a little moro
than a mile from what may be termed the inner or proper entrance to the

harbour ; the water then suddenly deepens to 9 and 11 fathoms, the channel
lying in the direction of the eastern point of what has been called the inner

entrance. Just inside, and round this point, is a pretty bay, with a beach,

containing the principal village.

• This was found by Capt. Torrens in 1859, but the party wore nearly murdered by tlm

Indians. It was examined by Mr. Brown in 18GG, and he says: On tho North side of

iSkidogato Bay the tunnel has been driven into the hill in a westerly course, sho^ving thu

structure of the beds. This tunnel is 112 feet long. The coal bus all the cliaractor of an-

thracite, but is altered and metamorphosed by the presence of igneous rock in a remarkable
manner.
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i'

Edensaw, the chief of the neighbouring tribe, and who is a very intelli-

gent and (when it suits him) valuable person to a stranger navigating this

coast, says, tho^ when the Indians wish to go to Skidegate, they pass on to

the head of tLu harbour in their canoes, and walk across a mountainous

neck of land.

VIBAGO SOUND.—Between Masset and Virago Sound, which lies about

10 miles to the westward, there is good anchorage in some places, in which

a vessel might remain a night, instead of keeping under w ^y, or cruising

about with a south-nast winc^ and the weather thick. The outer anchorage

of Virago Sound is sheltered from all winds to the southward of East and

West.

The inner harbour of Virago Sound (the native name of which is Naden),

is very capacious, and sheltered from every wind. For about 1 mile outside

the entrance there are several banks, formed probably by the sand, &c.,

washed down with the ebb, which runs with considerable strength. The

rise and fall of the tide is about 13 ft. The narrowest part of the entrance

is about half a mile wide, with a deep-water channel, which for the first 2

miles is intricate, and should not be attempted until properly sounded. The

western side of one part of the channel, which may be called the narrows, is

completely blocked up by rocks.

Parry Channel, called after the late Sir E. Parry, separates North Island

(which forms the north-western extremity of the Queen Charlotte Islands)

li-om Graham Island. Ledges of rock run off the southern side for about a

mile, but there is a good and clear channel between them and North Island.

The tide rushes through this channel, and forms a perfect race. On the

South side is Edensaw's Village, from which he intended removing to Virago

Sound. Just within the eastern entrance of Parry Channel, and on the

Si)uth side, is a bay with anchorage in it.

On the South side of North Island, in Parry Channel, is a snug cove,

oalled Ilemlung, It is reported that whalers occasionally anchor in it. At

the head of the cove is a sandy beach, with a stream of water running down

it. The whole island is thickly wooded.

On the eastern side of North Island there is said to be a very good an-

chorage in a bay which was formerly often used by the vesseb belonging to

the old North West company.

Two or three miles to the southward of Parry Cl.annel is an indentation of

the coast, which might be taken as its entrance by a vessel coming from the

southward—a mistake that might lead to serious consequences, as the whole

coast, as far as Point Frederick, appears to contain several open bays, with

outlying rocks off each of them.

HIFPA ISLAND* lies 25 miles further to the southward, and is high and

• This ii.1 iiid was so nainod by Dixon, from its being inhabited by a Iribc, who fortiKcd

•
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bold to seaward. This portion of the coast is higher and more broken than

the former, the openings appearing deeper, neither does it seem to have so

many rocks lying oflf it. The Indians show some good harbours towards

Hippa. "When abreast of Hippa Island, Point Buck, 30 miles distant, and

also Cape Henry, 10 or 12 miles further on, can be seen, the coast presenting

the same high and broken appearance as the preceding 25 miles. All tho

points along this part much resemble Point Buck, which is rather low and

rugged, jutting out from the high land at the back.

This coast of the island, as has been before mentioned, is very uncom-

pletely known ; and at a few miles South of Hippa Island Vancouver places

the entrance of Rennell Sound, so named by Dixon, lat. 53° 28' N. The land

appears much broken, and the coast composed of steep mountainous preci-

pices, divided from each other by water. These gradually increase in height

in coming southward

The SKIDEGATE CHAiniEL, separating Graham Island from Moresby

Island, lies in lat. 53° 10'. The eastern entrance Las been alluded to on

page 438. It requires much care in entering, as Mr. Brown says that

they knocked the £Jse keel off their schooner in crossing the spit at the

entrance.

Point Buck.—This point is on the southern side of the channel (Skidegate

Channel), which leads through to Skidegate, having a 'irge high island,

Chalque, just to the northward of it, and another, much smaller and peaked,

standing out clear of the land, at about 3 or 4 miles further to the north-

ward, lying in CartwrigU Sound, which is formed by Point Buck on thn

South, and Point Hunter on the North.

FOBT KUPEE.—Just to the southward of Point Buck, in Englefield Bay,

is an opening, leading into a harbour. This bay has Point Buck on the

North, and Cape Henry on the South, with Kuper Island (Kennedy Island)

in its southern part, having a channel on either side leading into Mitchell

Harbour, known also as Gold Harbour.

Inskip Cliannel.—The northern, or Inskip Channel, which lead^ round

the North side of Kuper Island, was first used by H.M.S. Virago, in J853,

its eutrance being a few mUes South of Point Buck. It is about 8^ miles

long, and half a mile wide. A little without it, there are some small islands

on either side, but there can be no difficulty in discovering the passage in.

In the chanuel there is no bottom at 60 fathoms, but at the entrance a cast

was got with 35 fathoms, on a halibut bank. At a short distance insidu ii.e

islands, on the port side of the entrance, is a village belonging to the Kil-

themselyes precisely in the manner of a hippa (e-pah) of the New Zealanders. It is called

'iuequttz by the Indtuos. Mr. Brown believes that native lead is found in the first inlet

above Hippa Island, at a place callod ChatUm.

sx8S3^^ss^^ismygP'!-jer'i>f^.'»'a!'^-!fa^r'^^^^
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kite tribe. Further in, on the same side, and about 3^ miles up, is a deep

opening, and where this and Moore Channel meet are two other openings to

harbours, with some small islands lying near them. This channel is no

doubt equally as safe as the other.

Moore Channel, the channel on the South side, is named after Moore, late

master of H.M.8. Thetis, who made a complete survey of b ith it and Mit-

cheU Harbour whilst in that ship, which was sent to protect British interest

in 1852, during the time that a large number of adventurers from California

had collected hero to dig and search for gold, some of that metal having been

discovered by the Indians. This channel, which was always used by the

vessels which conveyed these people, is 5 miles long in an E.N.E. and

W.S.W. direction, and half a mile broad, the shore on eaxih side being bold

of approach, high, and covered with trees down nearly to the water's edge.

In mid-channel there is no bottom at 70 fathoms. On the North side, just

without the entrance, are some smaU rocky islets I^Moreohy Idands), and on

the South side a few rocks close in shore.

MitcheU or Gold Harbour,* or SJciton, is about 2J miles deep, and half a

mile wide, surrounded by precipitous and densely wooded hills, from 700 to

800 feet in height, and at the head of Thetis Cove is a sandy beach and

stream of water. At 1| mile up the harbour is Sansom Island, a small spot

covered with trees, and the ruins of a number of huts. The anchorage lies

inside this, in Thetk Core, keeping Sanson. Island on the port hand
;
the

passage being a cable wide, with deep water. This cove is completely land-

locked, but squalls, frequenUy accompanied by rain, come over the hUls with

considerable violence. At upwards of half a mile from the mouth of the

harbour, on the starboard side going in, is the Thorn Eock, with only 3 feet

on it at low water, lying about a cable's length from the shore
;
and on the

opposite side, not quite at so great a distance from the land, but a little

further out, is another rock. These are dangerous to vessels working in or

out; but if the wind be fair, and a ship is kept mid-channel, there is

nothing to fear.

Douglas Harbour.—At one mUe to the westward of MitcheU Harbour,

and on the same side of Moore Channel, is the entrance to Douglas Harbour,

apparently very similar to the former, from which it is separated by Josling

peninsula.

TASSO HAEBOUE.— Cfli»e Uenry, which lies 3 miles from the entrance to

• In 1862, tho Hudson's Bay Company despatched a parly in tho brig Una, to examine

this pUce for gold, and Mr. l\Iitchell, who commanded the ship, coUr-ted about 1,000 dol-

lars worth of gold, but the Indians stole it a« soon as it was blasted, .
he expedition broko

up Again in July, 1869, a party under Mr. Downie attempted to find gold hero, but

decided that further search wa» useless.-See Captain Mayne's British Columbia, pages

186, 187.
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Moore Channel, terminates in a steep slope, with a hummock at tho ex-

tremity; 18 miles to the southward of this is Tasso ^arbour, tho interme-

diate coast bo:ng high and rising abruptly from tho sea. Its entrance is

short and narrow, but the harbour itself In extensive, with very deep water

in many places ; there is anchorage in it, near some small islands on the

port hand going in ; it has only been visited by a few of tho Hudson's Bay

Company's ofRcers. Between Tasso and Cape St. James are other openings,

which, according to Indian report, lead into good harbours, tho southern-

most of which is that leading into Houston Stewart Channel and Rose

Harbour. Inside the Shangoi Islands, and close to Houston Stewart Chan-

nel, is an opening, called by the natives Louiscoon, and reported to be a

good harbour, not unlike Rose Harbour. This coast is also apparently- very

bold, excepting off the Shangoi Islands, and like the previous 18 miles.

The land near Cape St. James has fewer trees on it than that to the

northward.

Natives.—The Indians are very fond of travelling, and TT:ake voyages of

several hundred miles in their canoes, visiting the Russian settlement of

Sitka, at the North, and Victoria Harbour on the South.

The possession of slaves is allowed, and there are several of this unfortu-

nate class amongst them ; their owners are not held responsible for their

manner of treating them, which is frequently very cruel.

Supplies.—Halibut, salmon, herrings, and several other descriptions of fish

abound. Immense flocks of wild geese and ducks at times visit the islands.

Potatoes grow in abundance in most parts, and thrive exceedingly well,

forming an important article of food among the natives. These are all

to be bought either for money, strong cotton shirts, cotton dresses, plain

cotton, knives, tobacco, mother of pearl jacket-buttons for ornamenting

their blankets, or any of the articles commonly bartered among savages.

Tides.—The following brief account of the tides along the North and

north-east coast of the islands is given by a Hudson's Bay Company's

officer.

The course and strength of tho tides are not regular, being greatly influ-

enced by the winds. At full and change they are very rapid. Time of high

water about 12" 30-".

The flood, coming from the westward round North Island, sets along the

Masset shore for Browns Passage, spreading about 15 miles round Point

Rose towards Cape Ibbetson, where it meets the flood from the southward,

from Skidegate, Banks Island, and Canal de Principe ; consequently between

Point Rose, Cape Ball, Cape Ibbetson, and thence S.E. 4 or 6 leagues, the

tides are very irregular.

The tides between Cape Murray, Point Percy, and Isle do Zayas are the

strongest and most irregular, causing a heavy and confused sea, so much so

tliat in bad weather it has the appearance of breakers.

''~ail»<JlM»*>' ''
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In concluding this account of the coast of the newest of the British colo-

nies, it may be remarked that the wonderful change in its fortunes, and the

sudden acquisition of importance to civilization is almost unparalleled. It is,

therefore, diflacult to keep pace with the progress of a country which till so

recent a period was only considered fit to be occupied by the trading posts

for the purchase of furs.

The nautical descriptions are, however, tolerably complete, and this is

also an evidence of the great progress of the times. The singuldr and

rugged coasts of the region are for the most part most excellently surveyed

and described by Captain Eichards in the Vancouver Island Pilot ; when that

is wanting the work of Vancouver is our chief guide ; and this work has had

but scant justice awarded to its great merit.* Whether the country will

rise to be the home of a great and populous nation is a question which may

fairly left to future controversy.

• Besides the excellent narratiTes of Captain Mayne and Mr. F. Whymper, which

describe many parts of thiB coast, " The North-west Passage by Land," by Lord Milton

and Dr. Cheadle, will, with the others, give a good insight into the early condition of the

colonies. " Vancouver Island and British Columbia," by the Rev. Matthew Macfle, F.R.G.S.,

1866; "British Columbia and Vancouver Island," by Duncan G. F. Macdonald, E.C.,

1862; "Vancouver Island and British Columbia," by Alexander Rattray, M.D., 1862;

" Travels in British Columbia," &c., by E. E. Barrett-Lennard, 1862 ; may be consulted

with much advantage. Mr. Sproat'e "Scenes and Studies of Savage Life," are very in-

tfjresting. As he largely employed native labour at his saw mills at Albemi, in

L'arclay Sound, for many years, he had special opportunities for arriving at some re-

markable conclusions. There are numerous detached accounts, among which the Descrip-

tion of Vancouver Island, by Captain W. Colquhoun Grant, F.R.G.S., Journal Roy. Geo.

Soc. 1867, vol xxxvii, pp. 268—320, may be specially noticed.

i
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CHAPTER VIII.

COAST OP ALASKA, FROM POETLAND CANAL TO THE
KODIAK AECHIPELAGO.

The whole of the north-western Coast of America, from the Portland Canal

to the intersection of the 141° meridian with the arctic coast, now belongs to

the United States. The length of this coast has been estimated at 11,270

miles. From the Portland Canal to Moimt St. Elias, the highest peak on
the continent, the boundary between this territory and British Columbia is

fixed at a distance of 30 miles from the coast, and from Moimt St. Elias the

division is the meridianal line carried northward The area of this territory

on the mainland is estimated by the United States' Coast Survey officers at

549,.500 square statute miles, of the Aleutian Islands included in the territory

6,630 square miles, and of the other islands 22,260 square miles, together

forming a total of 577,390 square statute miles.

As it is well known, this extensive but comparatively useless region was
ptuchased of the Eussian Government by the United States, for the sum of

7,200,000 dollars, in coin, the treaty for the transfer being signed on May
28th, 1867. The sum of 200,000 dollars was added to the amount, for the

purpose of extinguishing the claims of the Russian-American Fur Company,

whose head quarters were at Sitka, and of an ice-company, established in

Kodiac, who had special privileges conceded to them.

The Russian-American Company was established imder charter from the

Emperor Paul, July 8th, 1799 ; and the extensive territory in question was

granted to them to occupy and bring imder the dominion of Russia. The

Russian Company and the Hudson's Bay Company were thus brought into

collision, and the latter experienced considerable loss in their endeavours to

prevent this extension of Russian power. But in justice to Russia it must

be said that no country had a better claim to the territory ; for as early as

1741, Vitus Behring (a Dane in the employment of Russia), and his com-

panion Tschirikoff, had touched on the continent in the lat of 59° and 56°

^:Ji!.i!iWUg^'tiMiiJa.jJWti. ' U'uJi;jjiliti,1!i>WWWP' ')<W" '

t '« mil. H
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respoctively ; the former seeing much of the intei-voning countrips, too, on his

return ; and by 1763 many other adventurers had penetrated oastward an fur

as Kodiak—and it must bo remembered that no other nation daima to have

penetrated further North than lat. 53°. In addition to this, Russia had as

gradually improved her knowledge by possession as these discoveries ad-

vanced, and this, too, not from any jealousy of other powers interfering, as

was the case between Spain, England, and Franco, to the South. Thus the

settlement at Kodiak was formed four years before our countryman Mearos

purchased, or said he did so, his tract of land in Nootka Sound, and Sitka

was founded ten or twelve years before Astoria was.

Notwithstanding this, the Hudson's Bay Company expended considerable

sums in the estabUshment of trading posts on the large lliver Stikine in lat.

56° 20'. The Russians resented by force this proeedixro of the company, al-

though England claimed the privilege of navigating the rivers fio\ving from

the interior of the continent to the Pacific, across the line of boundary esta-

blished under the treaty of 1825. The British Government required redress

for this infraction of the treaty ; and after negotiation between the two go-

vernments and the two chartered companies, it was agreed, in 1839, that

from the Ist June, 1840, the Hudson's Bay Company should enjoy for ton

years the exclusive use of the continent assigned to Russia by Mr. Canning

in 1825, and extending from 54° 40' N. to Cape Spenser, near 58° W., in

consideration of the annual pa3mient of 2,000 otter skins to the Russian-

American Company. The boundary between the Russian and English pos-

sessions was fixed by the convention agreed to by the respective powers,

February 28th, 1825. The charter of the Russian-American Company,

granted in 1799, was renewed in 1839, when they had thirty-six himting and

fishing establishments.

Sitka, or New Archangel, founded in 1805, was their chief post. Subor-

dinate to it there is a smaller establishment of a similar kind at Alaska,

which supplies one post in Bristol Bay, and three posts in Cook Inlet, all

connected with minor stations in the interior. Another station in Norton

Sound b" 3 its own inland depenitencies. The whole of the territory was di-

vided into six agencies, each controlled by the governor-general. The in-

habitants of the Kurile and Aleutian Islands, and those of the large island

of Kodiak, were regarded as the immediate subjects of the Russiam Com-

pany, in whose service every man between 18 and 50 may be required to

pass at least three years. The natives of the country adjacent to Cook

Inlet and Prince William Sound also paid a tax to the company, in fiirs

and skins. The other aborigines in the Russian territory wore not allowed

to trade with any people but those of the Russian Company.

In 1836 the number of Russians in the territory of the company was 730

;

of native subjects, 1,442 Creoles and about 11,000 aborigines of the Kurile,

Aleutian, and Kodiak Islands.
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The political troubles in which Russia was involved a few years since, aiul

the probable unprofitable nature of this, their distant possession, led the way
to the quiet transfer of this immense region.* Under its now masters sonui

of its resources will most probably bo further developed, but the real value

of the territory was the subject of much remark and controversy at the time

of the purchase. So little was really known of Wal-russia that most vague

statements were made respecting it. And as the new regime is of su(th re-

cent establishment but little can be said here of the social condition of its

inhabitants, or of its value to mankind in general.

The one prominent feature which is of most interest in this work is the

pecidiarity of its climate. In the first edition of this work (1850) the great

stream which, like another Atlantic Gulf Stream, passes swiftly along the

Japanese Archipelago, was traced for the first time, step by stop, up to these

shores, and the circulatory system of the North Pacific was sliown to be ana-

logous to that of the other oceans. Unlike the North Atlantic, the whole of

this eastward drift is carried on to the American coast (as explained in the

special Chapter hereaftar), one portion along the Aleutian Islands, the other

towards Vancouver Island and California. The insignificant portion, which

passes through Behring Straits, does not affect the great question. This

immense E.N.E. drift brings to the shores of Alaska an enormous quantity

of water that is warmer than is duo to liie latitude. The one great result of

this is the wonderful development of animal life, which is the distinguishing

feature of the ocean washing it. It is the greatest fishery in the world. The

accumulated development of ocean-life seems to be drifted on to tho coast

and into its intricate fiords, as is the case, but in a minor degree, with the

Atlantic and the great fishing banks of the Loffoten Islands and the Coast of

Norway.

The result of this unbounded supply of ocean-food is that the rivers and

fiords teem vnih. salmon to such an extent, that the quantity seems to bo

incredible, were it not for the universal testimony of all who come here. In

the open sea, cod, halibut, and an infinite variety of fish, are to be caught

in unbounded quantities. Upon these fish and mollusca, the sea otter by

land, and the whale in the sea exist, and are, at present, the chief objects

of profit.

The climate of the region, too, is subject entirely to this ocean influence.

The prevalent S. W. winds, blowing over such a wide area of warmer ocean,

brings to the land, and especially near the sea, a vast accumulation of

• The history of the negotiation, and the stops which led to it, are exhaustiTely related

in a " speech," by the Hon. Charles Sumner, before Congress, Washington, 1867. This is

comprised in a closely printed pamphlet, of 96 columns ! and gives a resume of the whole

subject as far as was then known.
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a<iueou8 vapour, which, while it ameliorates the climate, and by its humidity

causes vegetation to be of most gigantic growth, make^ l.e cim.cte of

Alaska to be so moist, that cultivation would seem to be ho -oss. The fol-

lowing summary of /o«r<««M y««r« observationH at the Impjrial Observatory

at Sitka wiU plainly show this relation of temperature and rainfaU.

Temp. Fahr

Spring (March—May) ^I'S

Summer (Jun«~Augu8t) 6*°-3

Autumn (September—November) .... 44°.2

Winter (December—February) 31 ".9

Mean 42^0 Total 83.1

The greatest rainfaU was 96 inches in 1850; least 58.6 inches in 1861.

The yearly average of days upon which rain, snow, and haU feU, or on

which fog prevailed, for fourteen years, was two hundred and forty-five. These

results are from hourly observations.

At Ounalaska, according to Bishop BenjaminofiF, the mean spring tem-

perature wafl 33°.9, summer 49°.6, autumn 37°.5, winter 30M, mean for the

year 37°.8, or 5°.l below that of Sitka.

The harbour of Sitka and the adjacent harbours never freeze, and the

land ice is unfit for the CaUfomian market, which is suppUed from Kodiak.

Here the ice forms from 15 to 25 inches each year, so that it is not thicker

than that of Boston, TJ.S., although it is 900 geographical miles further

North ! a wonderful evidence of ocean climate. Of the whaUng grounds we

will briefly speak in the next Chapter.* Of its forests, its coral fields and

gold regions, we need not say anything—all these matters are yet in their

infancy.

The population of the territoiy, as repo\-ted by the military commander to

be, 2,000 whites and 60,000 half breeds and Indians ; but this latter estimate

must'be very crude Sitka is the port of entry. The miUtary force (1868)

consisted of infantry and artillery, sufficient to garrison six military posts.

The laws of the United States relating to customs, commerce, and naviga-

tion, and the establishment of a coUection district at Alaska, were extended

to the territory by the Act No. 125 of the Second Session of the 40th Con-

gress, passed July 27th, 1868. By the same Act the killing of fur-bearing

animals is prohibited, except under regulations prescribed by the Secretary

• When the representatires of the Federal Government went to Sitka to receive the

transfer of the territory, a body of scientific men accompanied them, and the result of some

of their investigations, as given by Professor Davidson, is given in the proceedings of the

California Academy of Natural Sciences, San Francisco, 1867.
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Tlio charactor of fho country, nnd it.s trndo, &p.. will bo patliorod from the

previous romiirka and tlio subaoquoiit doscrijitions. Tlioso nro not nlwava
perfect. A portion of the interior sounds wor(> cxplorod nnd siirvcyod by
Vanoouver, doubtless with his usual arounioy, but of course this occurred be-

fore it was colonized by the Russian Tompany. A IJussinn chart was pub-
lished in ISo.'J, wliich {^avn many a<Miti(mal details, oHpccially of tlio western

face of the Hitka Archipelaf^o, wliieh was rivsurv(>ye(l by them.

The KOLOSCHENSK ARCHIPELAGO of tho Russians, is the extensive

group of islands which lie botwoon the entrance of tho Portland (^annl, the

boundary of tho Territory, and tho nortln>rn part, of tho Sitka Islands. Its

main features were well delineated by Vancouver's survey in 1792, but in

many parts, especially of that which Jms Ijecomo tho principal part, tho

Sitka Group, tho cursory examination he made is sonunvhat dofoctivo. Tho
Russian oihcors have made us better acquainted with it, and tho Kin-?

George III. Archipelago of our illustrious navigator is now separated into

four or more largo islands. Tho Russian designation is derived from the
Indian tribes who inhabit them. Those Koloschians, or Kaloslies, have boon
known in British Columbia as Stikinos, and they spoak the sanio languago,

or at least a dialect of it, as tho natives of Vancouver Island and tho adjacent

continent. Their number is assumed as from 12,000 to 1,'),0()0, and they are

separated into several families or triltos. Although very much has boon
done by tho Russians in bringing tliem into a better condition than tho
primitive savages thoy wore, they must not bo trusted.

The PORTLAND CANAL, forming tho boundary, has been described

before, pages 434—435. Vape Fox forms the N.W point of the approaches

to it.

TONOASS, the southernmost of tho new military posts established by the

United States on their new territory, is on a small island, one of the AVnles

Island group, which foi-m the North side of tho entrance to the Portland

Canal, at 10 miles E. by N. from Cape Fox, in about lat. 54° 42' N., long.

130° 29' W., and opposite to Fort Simpson, which is distant only 4 or 5

miles to the S.E. Tho fort, which is garrisoned by one company, is of the

usual description, and tho primeval forest has had to be cleared for the pur-

pose of forming the post. Fish, as everywhere besides, is most abundant.

The Tongass Indians, a small tribe of about 500 people, inhabited these

islands.

A rock, marked on the chart as the Pointers, lies in the entrance of tho

Portland Inlet, at 3 miles West from the South point of Biruie Island, at

the entrance to Port Simpson.

From Cape Fox the coast takes a rounding direction N.W. by W. 4 miles,

North Pacific. 2 o
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and thon N. by W. J AV. n.-ar : miloH further, to a projodin^' point .mil...

1

Fonq<, Cape, tho <oa«t hoinf? vry ro.ky ami .lanK..r..us.

N:l.h of Fo,.y Cap., is a lav,. Lay tiU.a « Ith a lal.yr.nth of ^r..\U.U..X^

rocks, an.l shoals, tlu. north-^v..st..niuu.st au.l largest l.ow.g >« by NN
• i W-

nearly a loa,uo distant. Capo Kox on tho East, and Capo Northu,ub.,rland

..ntho Wo.t, boaring E. by S. «nd W. b> N. 5 leagues apart, ..m ho

Houtborn ontranco to tho Canal do EcviUa Oigodo of Caamano, hor..iltoi

"^Four n.ilos to the northward of tho island abovo montionod i« tho ontrano.

to th.. Ikca ,1.' Q.'ulra. ^vhich is almost rendered inaceessiblo by i«l«ts an.l

rocks. Tlio inlet first takes a direction of N.E. i E., to a point 7 nules w.thu.

tho entrance, whonc the shores b.v.nno less elevated, and tho mlettakes a

S S E. .lin.ction for :, nul.'s, and then N.N.E. i E. for 4* leagnes to its head,

inlat .W" 9. a small border of lov land, through which flow two rmdots

The sides of this eanal are nearly straight, firm, and compact, composed of

high, steep, r..cky .litis, covered with wood. Near tho entrance, in the

Eevilla Gigedo Canal, is an islet called by \o.co-vver Slate Met, a pro.bgious

mass of this stone differing fr.mi any other about here. N J W. 4 miles

from this is Point S./kes, and N.W. J W. 5 mUes, is Point Alava, between

which points is tlic entrance to Behm Canal.

BEHM CANAL, so named after Major Behm, is one of those extensive

and singular arms which abound on this forbidding and inhospitable coast.

V runs northward for o5 miles, then westwardJy and southwardly encircling

the large island of lleviUa Oigedo, and this is separated on tho b.W. by the

strait of the same name from Gravina Island.

Yvom Point %to, the S.E. point of tho entrance, tho South shore runs

N E 5 N 10 miles to Point Nehon, the inlet being from 2 to 4 miles wide.

Eastward of Toint Nelson an inlet takes an East and N.E. direction for 10

^es, terminating in the usual manner. Tho surrounding countij consists

of a huge mass of stoop, barren, rocky mountains, destitute of soil, the

Bummits covered with perpetual snow. The shores are nearly perpendicular

cliffs rising from the water's edge. Tho N.E. point of this inlet is Point

Trollope 4J miles from Point Nelson. Northward of Point Trollope are two

long narrow islands on tho East side, forming a narrow channel 7 miles

long inside of them. Off the N.W. point of the northernmost of these

bearing N N W. nearly a league distant, is a very remarkable rock, named

bv Vancouver the New Eddydone, &om its resemblance to the celebrated

lighthouse and rock. Its circumference at its base is about 50 yards, stand-

ing perpendicidarly on a surface of fine dark-coloured sand. Its surface is un-

even ami its diameter regularly decreases to a few feet at its apex. Its

height was found to be above 250 feet, lat. 55" 29'.
.

On the East shore of the canal, a league above the New Eddystone, is an

unimportant arm, 2 leagues in depth. The coast beyond this is straight and
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leagues E.N.E.. Tlio main inlet extends in a N.W. by N. direction from

Walker Covo. The water is of a very light colour, not very salt, and tho

interior country, on tho Island of Revilla Gigodo, rises into rugged mountains,

Uttio inferior in height to those on the eastern side, rroccodiiig northward,

the canal takes a more westerly direction to Fitzi/ihlioH PuinI on tho East

side, in lat. 56'' 60' ; and the opposite point on tlio island is called Point

Burrough Bay extends N.E. from Point Fitzgibbon about 2 leagues, whero

it is terminated by low land, through which three or four small rivulets ap-

pear to flow over a bank of mud stretching from the head of the arm, and

reaching from side to side, on which was lodged a quantity of drift wood.

When Vancouver was here, August 11th, 179:3, he found tho water perfectly

fresh, and the whole surface of the bay strewed over with salmon, either

deader in the last stapes of existence. They were all small, of one sort,

and called by him hunchbacked salmon, from a sort of excrescence rismg

along the backs of tho male fish. In all parts of the inlet, particularly in

the arms, and in every run of fresh water, vast numbers of those fisli were

seen, but all in a sickly condition. If any just conclusion could be drawn

from the immense numbers found dead, not only in tho water, but lodged on

the shores below high water mark, it would seem that their death takes

place immediately after spawning, for the purpose of which they ascend these

inlets.

From the mouth of Burrough Bay, the main inlet takes an irregular S.W.

J W. direction, to a point on the North shore, 4 miles from Point Whaley,

named Point Zees. Beyond Point Lees the North shore of the principal

chanuel is formed by Bell Island, which is about 2 leagues long in a N.E.

and S.W. direction.

The point on the South shore, beyond the West point of Bell Island, is in

lat. 55° 50', long. 130° 41' (Vancouver, vol. ii, p. 357) ; and here the channel

turns sharp to the South, and widens in that direction. On the opposite side

of the canal is an inlet extending in a N.W. i W. direction, for about 4

miles. South of this inlet is a large bay, terminating in a sandy beach

nearly all round. The interior country is not very high, particularly west-

ward, where a low wooded country extends as far as the eye can reach.

Port Stewart, named after one of the mates of Vancouver's ship, is

to the southward of this. Its South point of entrance is in lat. 55° 38' 15"

N., long. 131° 47' W. ; variation, 28° 30' E. (1793). Here Vancouver re-

mained with his vessel in August and September, 1793. He found it a small

but convenient bay, secured by several islets before it, from the wind in

all directions.

It is formed, as before stated, by a bay in the land, having several islets

and rocks lying before it ; within these, from the South point of its entrance,

2o2
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it takos tt c-ourno of N.N.W. i W., nbout hnlf a lonprm* in lonf^th imd thrpo-

quartoM of a mllo in breadth. In this spoeo it afl'onls good and socuro

anchorngo, from 4 to 18 fathoms water, good liohling ground. Towards its

head are two very snug coves or basins, one of wliicli is a continimtion of the

port, tho other formed by an indent in the hind. The best passage into Port

Stewart is between the southernmost isle and tho main land ; this is perfectly

free from any obstruction, with soundings from 4 fathoms at the side to 1

1

fathoms in tho middle.

Tho eastern shore of the canal, southward of tho point whero it assumes a.

southerly direction, is much broken and intersected with arras ; and opposite

to I'ort ytewart is a rove near which Vancouver was attacked by Indians,

in which two of his men were severely wounded ; hence he called it Traitor's

Thiv, and a point to tho South on which he lauded, iu lat. 5C)^ '<iT, Hneapc

Point.

Cape Caamano is the South point of tho pouinstila, dividing tho arm

from Clarence Strait. It is in lat. 55^ 21)', long. IfJl" 54 . It was so called

after tho Spanish commander who first delineated (tiiough imperfectly) these

shores.

On tho opposite side of tho channel, the westernmost point of tba island

of Revilla Uigedo, is called Point Iliggins, after tho then president of Chile,

Senr. Higgins do Vallonar, and this latter name is applied to the North

point of the Island Gravina, S. J W. 2 miles from Point Higgins. From

Point Vallennr lies a ledge of rocks, parts of which are only visible at low

tide. Beaton Island lies to the northward of Point Higgins, against the

eastern coast.

The CANAL REVILLA OIOEDO, of SoHor Caamano, separates, as before

stated, the Island, or rather Islands, of Gravina from the island of its name

and the main land. It runs south-westward from between Points Higgins

and Vallenar to between Foggy and Northumberland Capes, described pre-

viously. A sunken rock is marked on tho eastern side of its southern entrance.

It was not explored by Vancouver.

DUKE of CLARENCE STRAIT separates the Prince of Wales Archipe-

lago on the West from the islands wo have been describing on the South, and

from the Duke of York and otiier Islands northward, and is probably the

opening distinguished iu Caamana's chart as the " Estrecho del Almirante

Fuentes, y Entrada de Nostra Sonr. del Carmin."

Cape Northumberland is the southernmost point of the Gravina Islands.

Off Cape Northumberland are several clusters of rocks, the bearings of the

principal of which, from a tolerably high round island lying South from tho

cape, are as follow: the outermost to the N.W., N.W. by W., 3^ miles;

the south-westernmost, W.8.W. 4J miles ; the southernmost, which are the

most distant. South, 6^ miles ; and the south-easternmost, S.E. ^ E. 5 miles

distant ; within some of these the intermediate spaces are occupied by an
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immense number of rot ks and breakirs. Tho southornmost is a round lump
of barren rock, always above water. <»n tho chart two other roofs aro
marked, tho positions of which are doubtful. Tho ono \h called the DeriVs
Ridfli; and bears la miles South of Capo Northumberland ; thn other is lA
miles to S.S.W. of the name capo.

Point Perni lies N.W. by W. J W. 9 miles from Co'o Northumberland.
It is tho western o.xtremity of a long, narrow cluster of low islands, e.vtcnd-

iug about 5 milos in an E.N.E. direction, nearly uniting to tiie oastoru

shore, which is much broken North and South of them. Between this point
and Capo Northumberland are several clusters of dangerous rocks, lying in

all directions, a considerable distance from shore.

Pol)it IhviKon bears N. .} E. 1 milos from Point Percy, and is in lat. SS'^Oi'.

The coast thon runs North towards an opening about 2 milos wide, appear-
ing to divide Oravina Island. In it aro innumerable rocks and rocky
islets. Northwird of this tho shores trend N.N.W. 5 milos, aud thon about
N. by W. fi leagues to Point Vallenor. Tho shares of the Gravina Islands
lire of moderate height, and covered with wood.

The southern entrance to tho Duke of Clarence Strait lies, as before stated,

between Capo Northumberland on the East, and Cape de Chacon, on the
West. This latter cape is the S.W. point of the Prince of Wales Archi-
pelago, and bears W.S.W. from tho former, 8 or 9 leagues off, lat. 54'' 43',

long. 131" 50'.

The first considerable opening on the western shore of the strait. North
of Capo de Chacon, is Moira Sound. It takes a south-westerly direction.

From this sound tho western shore takes a direction nearly North, and
forms some bays ; the largest of these, situated in lat. 55° 8', has, in and
before it, several smaller islets ; tho outermost is by far the largest ; and as
it in many points of view resembled a wedge, it was called Wedf/e Island; off

its South point lies a ledge of dangerous rocks. Nine miles North of "Wedge
Island is a projecting point, in lat. 55° 16}', and to the West of this is Chol-

mondeley Sound, which extends to the southward, divided into several branches,

A small island lies to tho N.W. of the entrance. Point Grindall bears from
Capo Caamano S.W. by W. 4 or 5 miles distant, with some rocks and
breakers extending about a mile from it.

On the eastern side of the entrance to Cholmondeley Sound is, or was, a
Eussian settlement, Chasintzeff.

From Cape Caamano to Point Le Mesurier the coast first bears N.W. by
W. near 2 leagues, and thon N.N.W. Point Le Meaurier projects from tho

main land to the westward, and has some islets and rocks extending about a
mile from it. Opposite to Point Le Mesurier is Point Onslow, N.N.W. i W.
5^ miles distant, and between these points is the entrance of an inlet, nearly

as extensive as the one it enters, named Prince Ernest Sound (after the Duke
of Cumberland, afterwards King of Hanover). Point Onslow is the

'^TCTcwaiiKataijBrsggsr-tjgt.'asM.tj'.'jt'grw v 'J\VliS_,'^ I .•g.^^ '!,
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South extreme of the island or islands forming the Duke of York Archi-

pelago.

The continental shore from Point Le Mesurier trends N.N.E. i E. for

about 4 leagues, indented with bays. The opposite shores then incl'ne more

to the eastward from this point ; and to the northward of it is ./he South

point of an island extending N.N.W. J W. 5 miles ; but it ailova a tolerably

good channel inside it. N. by W. i W. from the bay within the island, 2 J

leagues, brings you to Point Warde, in lat. 56"' 9'. The weecern shore is

irregular in its direction, and much broken ; opposite the island it is 6 miles

across. From Point Wardo the coast takes a sharp turn N.E. by E. ^ E. 4

niilci , to a point where the channel divides into two branches ; the eastern-

most extends eastward about 3 leagues, terminating in the usual way, and

named Bradjield Canal. The main branch extends in a N.N.W. direction, 3

leagues to a point in lat. 56° 20'. Here it again divides into two branches

;

the main channel, before which lie several rocks and small islets, is not more

than a quarter of a mile wide, extending irregularly to the N.W. and S.W.,

forming a passage about a league long to Point Madan, stretching to the

N.N.W. i W. In this direction it proceeds about 16 miles to a very con-

spicuous point, in lat. 66° 34', named Point Ilighjield, where the channel again

appears to divide into two branches to the N.N.W. and W. It is the

northernmost point of Wrangel Island.

Etoline Harbour is on the western side of the North end of Wrangel

Island, 3 miles South of Highfield Point, lat. 56^ 31' N., long. 132= 20' W.
WRANGEL, one of the six military posts of the United States, is pleasantly

situated in the bight of Etoline Harbour. The scenery around is very fine.

The buildings erected are most substantial, and there is a large Indian vil-

lage in the immediate vicinity.

The apparent opening to the northward of Point Highfield is entirely

closed by a shoal extending across it from Point Rothnay on the East or con-

tinental shore, and Point Blaquiere on the opposite side, on tiin edge of which

are only 6 and 9 feet water. "?o the South of this shoal, and in its immediate

vicinity, are four small islanus and two or three islets; one of the former

upon the shoal, and the others at the distant o of 1^ league from Point High-

field, extend to the West and S.W. of it. This shoal is very steep-to, and,

by its connection with the adjoining land, it may be said to make the latter

form a portion of the continent.

The BIVEB. STIKINE, or Staohine, or Pelly River, enters this part of

the inland navigation, and has formed the shoal above mentioned, which

thus closes its entrance, but it is probable that local enterprise and know-

ledge will show a useful channel into it. When over the bar it can be

ascended for more than 30 miles by a steamer.

Fort Stikiu«), near the mouth of the river, was originally founded by the

Russian-American Company, and in 1842 was transferred to the Hudson's
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Bay Company, on a lease of 10 years. Tho ostablishmont, of wliich the site had

not been well selected, was situated on a peninsula barely l!ir<^o enough for

the necessary buildings ; while the tide, by overllnwing tho isthmus at higli

water, rendered any artificial extension of the premises almost iuipracticablo
;

and the slime tliat was periodically deposited by tho receding soa was aided by

the putridity and filth of tho native villages in the neighbourhood in oppressing

tlie atmosphere with a most nauseous perfume. The harbour, moreover, was

so narrow, tliat a vessel of 100 tons, instead of swinging at anrlior, was under

the necessity of mooring stem and stern ; and tho supply of frosli water was

brought by a wooden aqueduct, which the savages might at any time destroy,

from a stream about 200 yards distant.

The North shore of tho principal arm leading from the mouth of the Sti-

kine River now takes a direction of S.W. i S. for 14 miles to Point ILnve.

The shores are indented with small bays, with some small islets ; the oppo-

site, or South shore, is about a league distant ; and, to tho westward of Point

I'raig, lying from Point Hood S.E. by E. 2 leagues, the shore appears firm and

compact ; to the E. of it, it is much broken and divided. From Point Howe the

shore rounds in a westerly direction to Point Ahxnndi-r. Tliis point is the

easternmost of the entrance to Dnncan Canal, which riretrhes irregularly

North and N.W. to its termination in a shallow bay, bounded to the North

by a low sandy flat, in lat. 56^ 58'. Point MitclwU forms the S.W. point of

the canal, and is opposite the opening of the southern branch of the Duke of

Clarence Strait, the description of which we will resume from the point where

Prince Ernest Sound diverges from it.

Point Onslow, as before mentioned, is the North point of the entrance of

Prince Ernest Sound ; and, from this to Point Stanhope, the next projection

on the eastern shore of the channel, the distance is 15 miles. The coast then

extends N. J W., about 10 miles, to Point Ilarrington. Three miles and a

half southward of Point Harrington is a small island, on tho North side of

whici L is tolerable anchorage, close under the shores of Etoline Island, in

steamer Bay.

Poi«i iV(;«i(7<, the South point of Zarembo Island, is in lat. 56° 15', and

bears from Point Harrington N.W. about 2 leagues, tho interval forming the

opening to Stachinski Inlet bearing to the N.E., towards the entrance of tho

Stachine or Stikine River. Off Point Harrington, and nearly in mid-chan-

nel, is a cluster of low rocks ; and also off Point Nesbitt, extending south-

ward from the point, is a ledge. These seem very dangerous, as most of

them are only visible at low water.

Bushy Island, which lies in the channel to tho northward of Point Nes-

bitt, ill about 2 miles long, having from its shores, on both sides, some de-

tached rocks, but admitting between it and the eastern shore a navigable

channel, extending northward to between Point Macnamara on the East, and

Point Colpoyn ovL the West; this bears West, IJ league from the former.

- -r^^SBMW^glMftJW>M«g'g«t'CT<^''''^»E'^'I^^ - ' -"'" ' "'^"' '**"' "'""If*"-'
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Here tho channel euters from tlie north-eastward, as before described, and

bears to the westwcord and S.S.W. to the ocean. Point Mitchell, the S.W.

point of Kuprianoff Island, on the S.W. side of the entrance to Duncan

Canal, is tho point on the North shore opposite to Point Coliioys, and is 8

miles distant. The northern shore of this branch of tho strait extends a

little to the southward of West to Point liarric, a distance of 18 miles. In

that space are innumerable rocks; and nearly midway between the two

points there is a largo bay.

The southern sliore, which forma the North coast of the rrince of Wains

Arohipolago, uud tho distance between Point Colpoys and Point Baker, its

East and West oxtreme, is 17 miles. Just to the south-westward of Point

13aker is nn excellent harbour, I'ort I'rcitection, which was a haven which

ailurdod Vancouver an asylum when he little expected it, amidst impending

dangery, in September, 179;5.

PORT PROTECTION will be most readily found by attending to tho fol-

lowing directions. It is situated at the N.W. extremity of the Prince of

Wales Archipwlagj; its southern extreme comprises tho base of a very re-

markable barren peaked mountain, named Mount Caldor. This is conspicuous

in many points of view. Point Baker, in lat. 56° 20' 30", long. 133" 33', on

an islet close to tho shore, forms the N.E. point of entrance, aom whence the

opposite point lies S.S.W. J W. three-quarters of a mile distant ; the chanm

is good, and free to enter, yet there is one lurking rock, visible only at low

tido, lying in a direction from Point Baker S. by E. i E. 3 cables' lengths

distant ; it is clear all round.

The harbour takes a general direction from its entrance S.E. by S. \ S.

for '2| miles, and its navigable extent is from 5 to 3 cables' lengths in width,

beyond which it terminates in small shallow coves. Tho depth is rather in-e-

gidar, from 30 to 50 fathoms. The tides appear to be irregular, but

come from the South, and it is high water 7*" 40"" after the moon passes the

meridian.

Points Baker and Barrie form, as before stated, the western extremes of

the branch of the Duke of Clarence Strait, which t ids East and West.

Westward of this the strait takes a southerly diveetion to the Pacific, and

tho western shore of this portion is formed by the southern end of an island

called Kou Inland by tho Kussians, which is singularly intersected by deep

bays and inlets, and tho shores of which are bestrewed with innumerable

nil ks, with a narrow channel separating it from the main, so full of rocks

and dangers that it certainly is not navigable.

Tho western shore of iLv :;trait bears from Point Barrie in a West

direction, but between is Conclusion Island, about 3^ miles long, N.W.

and S.E. Between Point Baker and Conclusion Island, distant from tho

former 4 miles, is a smuUer island, low, and about a mile long North

, iiu South, witli a ludgo of very dangerous rocks extending from its South

if,
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point. From hence the coast takes an in-egular direction about 8. by E.

to a point in lat. 56^ 17', forming the N.E. point of entrrnce into Port

Boauclerc.

Port Beauclerc is of easy access and egress, free from every obstruction

but such as are sufhciently evident to bo avoided. The opposite point of

entrance lies West 2 miles distant; it extends N.W. 4^ miles, and S.W. 2

miles, from the points of entrance. The surro-.nding shores are in general

moderately taevated, and well covered with wotd.

Point Amelim lies S.E. by S. i S. about a league from th^ entrance of

Port Beauclerc, and South of it tho coast forms a bay about a league to the

westward, and thence it takes a more southerly direction, about 7 miles, to

Point St. Albans, which is a low rocky poin., in lat. 56° 7', long. 133° 55'.

Off this portion of the coast, islets, rocks, and breakers extend about a

league.

Affleck Canal extends to the N. by W. 15 miles, immediately to the

westwai-d of Point St. All.aus. Its eastorn shore has rocks off it for the first

league and a half, and then becomes straight and compact to its termination

in some low land, through which flow some streams of fresh water. The

eastern sides of tho canal are mountainous, but not so steep. The western

side is moderately elevated.

CAPE DECISION, the South extreme of Kou Island, is a very conspicuous

promontory, extending in a South direction into tho ocean, in lat. 6G' 2',

long. 134° 3". Southward of the cape are some islands ;
the largest, Corona-

tion hland, is about 7 leagues in circuit. From the N.E. point of this island,

which bears S. by E. 4 miles from Cape Decision, is a range of rocky islets

extending to the North, within half a league from the main land.

Cape Pole is the promontory on the western shore of the Prince of Wales

Archipelago, which forms, with Capo Decision, the entrance to the Duke of

Clarence Strait. They bear W. by S. i S., and E. by N. i N., 11 miles

asunder. Off Cape Pole is Warren hland; it is high, and between it and

tho cape many lurking rocks were observed. To the southward of it also

aro three clusters of very dangerous rocks, the first lying from its S.W. point

S by E. J E. H miles distant; the second. South, 6 miles, and a small

i i'J ) ing from them S.E. at half a league distant ; and the third cluster Vea

,*^ ^ c j.E. point of the island, which from its N.W. point lies S.E. J E. 4

.i.vi tr a whence those rocks Ue in a direction S.E. by S. i S. about 4 miles

disti. t Keorly in mid-channel, between Warren and Coronation Islands,

there wai> no bottom at 120 fathoms.

Although the navigation of Clarence Strait may be free from danger, yet

it ought not to be used without much circumspection, as several rocks are

marked on tho iiussian chart.

From Capo Polo the western shore of the Archipelago trends very irregu-

lavly to the S.E., and at 6 or 7 miles from the cape is the entrance to Sachm

.:-^|gBSfWBW«
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strait, a narrow channel which, running in tho same direction for more than
15 miles, insulateB what was thouj^ht to bo the main land of the chief isfand,

and terminates in Tonock liai/. The outer coast thou trends to the South for
20 miles to Cape Addington.

Cape Addington, which appears to bo tho next most remarkable promon-
tory to the South of Cape Pole, was so named by Vancouver, after tho
Speaker of the House of Commons. It is very conspicuous, and is in lat

5i" 27', long. 133M8'.

Port Buoareli, a very extonsivo inland sea, lies at tho back of and to tho
southward of Cape Addington. It was discovered by Ayala and Quadra, tho
two Spanish navigators. They anchored here on August 16th, 1775, and
named it Puerto del Baylio Bucareli, in honour of the Mexican viceroy. It
seems also to be the same as Sea Otter Sound of Meares. It is formed by
several islands. They here took possession, in the name of his Catholic
Majesty, of all the country they saw, and all they did not see. The unfortu-
nate La Perouse , v> -^nn^ored it.

Cape San Bartol- he S.W. point of the entrance of this inland sea,

and is in lat. 55° 12*', j. 133° 36', aud is the South extremity of a long,

narrow peninsula, extending in a southerly direction, with some islets off it

;

it is probably the Cape Barnett of Meares.

The entrance lies between Cape San Bartolom and tho West coast of
Suemez Island, 3J miles apart. There is anchorage in a bay on the N.W.
side of Suemoz Island, at 8 miles within the entrance. To the N.E. of this

it opens out into a largo bay, with many islands. On the N.E. side of this

bay is a setlloment, called Kliavalchan, and to the S.E. it leads to Tlevack
Strait, which enters the N.W. part of Cordova Bay.

From Suemez Island the S.W. coast of tho Archipelago extends to the
S.E. for 25 miles to Port Bazan, which is separated into two arms by an
island. The anchorage is in the southern arm. Cape Muzon, the S.W.
point of the Archipelago, is 12 miles to the E.S.E., and to the East of this

cape is tho entrance to Kaigan Harbour. To tho eastward of this, at the
South end of the island, is the extensive bay called Port Cordova in the
Spanish charts, anc' -3 the Port Meares of that commander.
The Basa Isle, or the Wolf Pod; lying off the mouth of Port Bucareli, is

one of the most dangerous impediments to navigation on the exterior coast,

and from these circumstances it obtained from Vancouver its latter name. It

is a very low, flat, rocky islet, surrounded by rocks and breakers that extend
some distance from it : it lies 14 miles S. 21'- E. from Cape St. Bartolom, 12
miles from the nearest point of the contiguous shore, and 3 leagues N. 11°

E. from San Carlos Island. It was seen by the Spaniards in 1775, who
called it Easa, or low. By Captain Douglas it was called Forrester Island
in 1786.

San Carlos is a small high island ; its South point is in lat. 54° 48', long.
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irom interruption. It was discovorod by Ayala and (iu.idra, in August, 1775,

and by thom named San Carlos Island. It is called Dotuflas Island by Moares

and others, and Formter Inland by Vancouver, but its real name must bo that

first applied by the Spaniards. It is very high, covered with verdure, and

visible IG or 17 '"agues otf.

We now return to the northward.

Between Capo DociHion and Cape Ommaney, which latter is in lat. 5()° 10',

long. 131" .'jar, and 16 miles distant from the former, is Christian Sound,

and this forms the southern entrance to a very extensive inland navigation,

extending in a remarkably straight direction to the N.W. tlirough upwards

of 3" of latitude, separating a series of largo islands from the continent of

America. The principal of those are Chatham Strait, leading immediately

from Christian Sound to the northwai'd ; I'rince Frederick Sound, diverging

eastward from it; and Stephens Passage, which branches northward out

of the latter. These principal arms insulate the Sitka I-slands (or King

George the Third Archipelago), Admiralty Island, and numerous subordi-

nate islands, which will be described in due order, commencing with the

continental shores.

CHBISTIAN SOUND is the passage between Capo Ommaney and Cape

Decision. It is noticed again hereafter. From Cape Decision the coast

trends N.N.W J W. 3 leagues, and then N. by W. the same distance, to the

North point of Port Malmeshury. This is about 2 leagues deep N.E. and then

S.S.E., uuvl has some islets and rocks on it ; notwithstanding which it affords

very excellent shelter in from 17 to 34 and 12 fathoms water, and is conve-

niently situated towards the ocean. The North point, called Point Harris or

Uarns, is rendered very remarkable by its being a projecting point, on which

is a single hill, appearing from many points of view like an island, with an

islet and some rocks extending near a mile to the S.W. of it. Seven miles

further northward is the South point of a large bay full of innumerable

islets and rocks. Its N.W. point of entrance, Point Ellis, is in lat. 56° 31',

long. 134° 15'. Point Sullivan, which is the next point in the main inlet to

the northward, is in lat. 56^ 38', and East of this, also, is an inlet full of

rocks and islets. From Point Sullivan the shores to the northward arc less

rocky, taking a direction of N. f W. 13 miles, to Point Kingsmiil, which is

conspicuous.

Point Kingsmiil is the S.W. point of Prince Frederick Sound, the opposite

point of entrance being Point Gardner, the S.W. extreme of Admiralty

Island. This sound extends to the N.E. and East.

PRINCE FREDERICK SOUND.—From Point Kingsmiil to Point Com-

wallis the bearing and distance are N.E. i E. Ci miles, the space between

being occupied by two bays, each taking a south-easterly direction. To the

eastward of Point Cornwallis is Kiku Strait, the West shore of which trends

'-'»'>rw i
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first E.S.E. 9 miles, and then 8.S.E. i E. for 7J miles further. From this

Port Camden, an inlet about half a league wide, runs in a S.S.W. direction,

8 miles, to within 2 miles of the head of the inlet N.E. of Point EUis, pre-

viously mentioned The shores of Port Camden are pretty free from islets

and rocks, but those to the N.W. of it are lined with them, and render the

approaching of it extremely dangerous, and its southern extension is per-

fectly unnavigable for shipping.

The peninsula of Kou Island, which is connected with the more eastern

land by the last-mentioned narrow isthmus, is by no means so high or

mountainous as the land composing the adjacent countries on the opposite

or north-eastern side of the sound, which at no great distance consists of

very lofty, rugged, dreary, barren mountains, covered with ice and snow.

Foint Macartneif forms the N.E. point of Kiku Strait. It is a large,

rounding, though not lofty promontory, in which are several small open bays,

find near it several detached rocks. From hence the shore of Kuprianoff

Island trends N. by E. J E. about a league, where the width of the sound is

about 7 miles across in a N.W. direction, to Point Nepean. From this

station N.N.E. i E. 4J miles distant, lies a small island with patches of

rock, from this point reaching nearly to its shores.

The promontory still takes a rounding direction about E.N.E. 5 miles

further, from whence the southern shore of the sound extends E. by S. i S.

22 miles, to the West point of a Peresonaia Creek, the only opening in the

shrre from Point Macartney. The cove extends S.E. by S. about a league,

forming a narrow isthmus, 2 miles across, from the head of Duncan Canal

(p. 455), another striking instance of the extraordinary insular state of this

region.

Point Gardner, as before mentioned, is the S.W. extreme of Admiralty

Island, and forms the N.W. point of the entrance to Prince Frederick So-. .uJ.

Off it, in a S.S.E. direction, lie some rocks and a small island, Yasha ; the

former at the distance of three-quarters of a mile, and the latter at that

of 3 miles. The coast hence rounds irregularly to Potnt Townsend, a distance

of 9 miles ; off the projecting points are some rocks. Six and a half miles

E.N.E. from this is Point Nepean, situated in lat. 57° 10', long. 134° 3.' It

is a high, steep, bluffi rocky point, and off it lies a ledge of rocks about half a

mile. At 3 miles to the North of it on the eastern side is Woewodtki Har-

bour. From this the coast takes a more northerly direction, or N.E. i N.

lOJ miles, to Point Pybus ; the coast between is much indented with small

bays, and vast numbers of islets and rocks both above and beneath the

water. It is in general but moderately elevated ; and although it is com-

posed of a rocky substance, produces a very fine forest, chiefly of pine.

Northward of this is a large channel, called Stephens Passage. Prince

Frederick Sound continues to the eastward and south-eastward.

Cape Fanshaw, which is the point of the mainland opposite, and forming
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the ingle at which the two channels diverge, is low and projecting, but very

f'onspicuoua ; in lat. 57'' 11', long. 133° 2.">.y. The branch is here 8 miles

wide, and its northern shore takes a course E.S.E., IG miles, to a low, nar-

row point of land 2^ miles long, and half a mile brond, stretching to the

South, called Point Vandepnt. Ilere the breadth of the branch decreases to

3i miles in a South direction, to a steep bluff point ; from this part the

branch takes a more southerly course. South of Point Vandeput a shoal

extends about a mile, and on its East side a small bay is formed, from

whence the eastern shore trends 8.E. by S. 7 miles to another point, offwhich

n shoal extends about three-fourths of a mile. The shore here is a small

extent of flat land, lying immediately before the lofty mountains, which rise

abruptly to a great height immediately behind the border. A few miles to tho

South of this margin the mountains extended to tho water-side, when a part

of them presented an uncommonly awful aj^poarance, rising with an in-

clination towards the water to a vast height, loaded with an immense quantity

of ice and snow, and overhanging their base, which seemed insufficient to

boar the ponderous fabric it sustained, and rendered tho view of the passage

beneath it hon-ibly magnificent. (Vancouver, vol. iii. pp. 282-3.)

At a short distance to the South of this the head of the inlet appears

closed by a beach extending all roxmd the head of it. At high water this

becomes a shallow bank, with an island on it, being the delta of the Stikine

EiVer. At high water it is covered, and by means of this channel, an inland

navigation for canoes and boats is found from the southern extremity of Ad-

miralty Inlet, in lat. 47° 3', to the North extremity of Lynn Canal, in lat.

.59° 12', long. 13o° 37'. The southern end of the shallow portion of Prince

Frederick Sound enters the arm of the Duke of Clarence Strait between

Point Blaquiore and Rothsay, described on page 454.*

STEPHENS PASSAGE, which is over 95 miles in length, opens into

Prince Frederick Sound, between Point Pybus and Cape Fanshaw, which

ure 16 miles asunder; but it should be remembered that its north-western

end is rocky, intricate, and very dangerous for shipping in the entrance into

Lynn Canal, as hereafter shown.

N. by E. 6J miles from Cape Fanshaw is Port ITovghton, The South point

of the harbour is Point Walpole, near which are some islets and sunken rocks.

Its North point is Point Jlobart, N. by W. a league from the other, and from

which extends a bank of sand, a little distance from the shore, but leaving a

clear passage between it and tho islets into the port. It extends E.S.E. 5 or 6

miles, and is bounded by lofty mountains, forming the shores of a snug

harbour, with soundings of 10 to 6 fathoms a considerable distance from the

• Prinoe Frederick Sound was so named by Vancouver after tho lato Duko ot York,

on whoso birthday his three years' survey of this desolate coast was here brought to a

conclusion.

*nnftagisfeu!.i»rfe.igw.. i
-^
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Khoro, sand and muddy bottom. From Point Hobart to Point Wivdhnm thi<

Learing and distance nrn N.N.W. \ W. V2^ miles. Opposite to Point Wind-

ham is Point Hugh, or Admiralty Island, and hero perhaps it may be consi-

dered that Stephens Passage more properly begins.

Beyond Point Hugh is Point Oamhicr, bearing S..S.W.
.J
\V. 6 miles from

it ; and this lattor is N.E. J N. 3 miles from Point Pybus, previously mon-

tionod. Between the two former points is the entrance to finjnw) r Canal,

which extends into the island, N.W. by N. 29 miles from Point Hugh to its

head, in lat. 57^ 51'. At its entrance it is from 2 to 3 miles wide, which

gi-adually increases towards its head to 2 leagues. At its termination is a

small brook of fresh water. The adjacent coxmtry is moderately high, and

covered with timber of large growth, excepting towards Point Hugh, which

is a lofty rocky promontory, from whence extends a ledge of rocks, on which

the sea breaks with considerable force.

This point forms the South extreme of a long, narrow peninsula, dividing

Seymour Canal from Stephens Passage. The S.W. coast of this passage,

which is here about 5 miles in breadth, is nearly straight, compact, and free

from rocks or other interruptions up to a higli round island lying in the

middle of the channel, in lat. 58° 1', from which the western shore extends

N. by W. 8 miles to Point Arden, where the branch divides into three arms,

the principal one directed to the westward.

The eastern shore of the passage, up to this part, is composed of a com-

pact range of stupen-'.ous mountains, chiefly barren, and covered with ice

and snow, but affording some inlets. From Point Windham, on the South,

to Point Astley, 13 miles to the North, the shores are very rocky. The

latter is the South point of a deep bay, about 4 miles wide, named IIoMam

Bay. From Point Coke, its North point, in a direction S.W. \ S. 2^ miles

are two small rocky islets, nearly in the middle of the branch ; and the

eastern shore trends from it N.W. ^ W. 9 or 10 miles to Point Anmer, the

South point of Port Snettisham.

Port Snettisham first extends about a league from its entrance in a N.E.

direction, where on each side the shores form an extensive cove, terminated

by a sandy beach, with a fine stream of fresh water. On the N.W. side of

the entrance {Poiiit Styleman), which is in lat. 57° 53', long. 133° 49', is i

small cove, on which there is also a run of water, with an islet lying befor)

it. The shores are high and steep, and produce very few trees.

Taco, formerly an Hudson's Bay Company's establishment, formed in 1841,

in Port Snettisham, is on a little harbour almost land-locked by mountains,

being partially exposed only to the S.E. One of the hills, near the fort,

terminates in the form of a canoe, which serves as a barometer. A shroud

of fog indicates rain ; but the clear vision of the canoe itself is a sign of fair

weather.

Tako Arm.—Opposite to Point Arden, on the West shore, is the mouth
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.

of the arm loading to the N.E. from Stephens Passafro. Its West point of
entrance is I'oinf SaliHhun/, and it extends about N. by E. 13 miles when
the shores spread to East and West, and form a basin ab...,t a loaguo' broad
and 2 leagues across. N.W. and S.E., with a small island lying nearly at its
N.E. extremity. l-Vom the shores of this basin a compact body of ice ex-
tended somo distance nearly all round at the timo of VuncouveiVs vi..it ; and
the adjacent region is composed of a closely united continuation of the lofty
range of frozen mountains, exhibiting as dreary and inhospitable an aspect
as the imagination can possibly suggest. The rise and fall of tide here were
very considerable, appearing to be upwards of 18 feet.

The River Taco or Tako, falling int., the gulf to which it gives its name
according to Mr. Douglas, who ascended it about 35 milos, pursues a ser-
pentine course between stupendous mountains, which, with the exception of
a few points of alluvial soil, rise abruptly from the water's edge. lu
spite of the rapidity of the current, the savages of the coast ascend it 100
milos in canoes. The tribes who live on the coast between this and Port
Houghton are known as the Sundowns and Takes, and are treacherous and
mostly hostile, numbering about 500.

From Point Arden the principal inlet takes a general course of W. J N.,
i>nd is about a league in width. About 5 leagues along the South shore is
Point Yomtfl, forming the East point of a cove. Here the width of the arm
is decreased to half a league, and the South shore stretches N.W. i N. 7
miles to another cove with an islet lying near it. North from this cove IJ
league distant, is the West point of Boufflas Island, so named after the then
Bishop of Salisbury, and forms the North side of this portion of the passage.
It is about 20 mUes long, and 6 broad in the middle, and separated from
the continent by a narrow channel. To the N.W. of this part is a rocky and
intricate portion of the passage, very dangerous for the navigation of ship-
ping, so that the communication between it and the large channel to the
North and West of it is impeded.

The channel beyond the N.W. point of Douglas Island is divided into
two branches by a very narrow island about 4^ miles long, and half a mile
broad. The passage on its N.E. side may be considered as next to impassa-
ble for shipping, by the rocks and islets at the S.E. end of it. The other
channel is equally unsafe and intricate, from the same cause.

Opposite the North end of the above island is Point Retreat, the northern-
most point of Admiralty Island ; it is in lat. 68" 24', long. 134° 59'. About
a league southward from Point fietreat, in the southern channel, is a deep
cove, Barlow Cove, which, with the narrow island lying before it, forms a
very snug harbour, of good access by the passage round to the North of Point
Retreat, as the rocky part of the channel lies to the S.E. of it. To the West
of Point Retreat and Admiralty Island is that extensive branch named by

y
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Vancouycr after the nobleman, Chatham Strait, to the South opening of

which we will cow return.

CHATHAM 8TEAIT.—Cape Decision, the 8.E. point of entrance, has

been before described. It was so named by Vancouver, from hi. having so

far decided that the great openings stated to exist by De Fonto De luca,

and others, did not exist^a conclusion he was scarcely warranted in making,

inasmuch as a moro careful attention to thoir narratives show somu truth,

although much alloyed with tho fabulous.

Tho other point of entrance is Cape Ommaney, the South oxtromity ot

the Sitka Archipelago ; it was so named by Captain Cohiott. Olf it l.os a

rock called Wooden Rock, from one of Vancouver's men having been .Irowno.l

'^Tho opening between Capes Ommanoy and Decision was named by Col-

nett Christian Sound, and off the opening is a group of small rocky islets, a

league in extent, called the ITazy Island. They lie 8. •; K. 16 leagues irom

Cape Ommaney, S.\v. by W. i W. from Capo Decision, and 3 leagues

West from Coronation Island, which is the nearest land to them.

The eastern shore of the strait, from its southern point to tho entrance of

Prince Frederick Sound, has been before described (p. 459). Point (Gardner,

tho North point of its entrance, is also the southern extremity of Admiralty

Hood Bay.-From Gardner Point the eastern shore of tho strait runs about

N f W 22 miles to Hood Bay, which is about H league across to Point

Samuel, and has some islands nearly in its centre. At 2i miles eastward of

Point Samuel, on the North shore of Hood Bay, is the entrance to an oxten-

Pive inlet, which runs in a N.E. direction for 20 miles, nearly to the head

of Seymour Channel, and thus separating Admiralty Island into two pe-

ninb'jlis. , - ,

KOTJTZNOU or Kushnou, an Indian settlement on the South point ot the

entrance to this strait, is in about lat. 57° 30' N., long. 134° 32' W. It is one

of the military posts established by the United States. The tribe of Indians

which give it the name are (or were) about 800 in number, and had a bad

reputation.
, „, . • •

Point Parker is 9 miles N. J W. from Point Samuel. The coast is in-

dented into several small bays ; the shores are low, and much divided by

water. Beyond this, still following the same direction for 30 miles, is Pomt

Marsden. The land is very moderately elevated, covered with fine timber,

chiefly pine, and terminating at the water-side with alternate steep rocky

die's and smaU sandy bays. Hence to Point Eetreat, which is the North

extremity of Admiralty Island before mentioned, the distance is about 16

miles, the coast being nearly in the same direction and of the same character

as that more to the South.

ADMIRALTY ISLAND.—The shores of Admiralty Island, which have

\ t
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thus boon desciibpd, are nliout (iO louguns in circuit. Witli the exception of

its N.W. iind S.E. parts, they are very bold, affording many convenient

bays likely to admit of safe anchorngo, with tine streams of fresh wntor

flowing into them, and presenting an aspect very dilforont from that of tlio

adjacent continent, as the island in general is moderately elevated, and pro-

du(;os an uninterrupted forest of very fine timber trees, chiefly of the pine

tribe ;
whilst the shores of the continent, bounded by a continuation of

those lofty frozen mountains which extend south-eastward from Mount
Fairweather, rise abruptly from the water-side, covered with porpet>inl

snow, whilst their sides are broken into deep ravines or valleys, filled with

immense n^ountains of ice; notwithstanding that the island seems to bo

composed of a rocky substance covered with little soil, and that cliiefly con-

sisting of vegetables in an imperfect state of decay, yet it produces timber

which was considered by Mr. Whidboy to be superior to any ho had before

noticed on this side of America. The ocean hereabouts, too, encroaches

most rapidly on the low land. The stumps of trees, in various stages of do-

cay, still standing erect, are to be found below high-water mark, and many
of the low shores, now covered with the sea, produced, at no very distant

period, tall and stately timber.

LTNN CANAL.—In lat. 58° 35' a point projects from the West shore of

Lynn Canal, which bears N.N.W. from Point Retreat and N. by W. froui

Point Comerden, the extremity of a peninsula separating the canal from

Chatham Strait. Both sides of the arm are bounded by lofty, stupendous

mountains, covered with perpetual ice and snow, whilst the shores in the

neighbourhood appear to be composed of cliffs of very fine slate, interspersed

with beaches of paving-stone. The channel continues to be about 5 miles

wide, and the western shore straight and compact. In lat. 58" 54' is a small

islet about 2 miles from the West shore. Another islet lies to the North,

between it and the South point of an island 5 miles long and 1 broad, lying

along the western shore, and forming a channel about a mile wide, having

at its southern entrance shoals that extend nearly from side to side. Beyond
this the arm diverges into two branches, the West one terminating in its

navigable part in lat. 59° 12'. At its head, according to Lisiansky's chart, is

the native village of Chilhat. There are some islets and rocks in mid-

channel, and above these the water is perfectly fresh. Above the shoal

limiting the navigation the arm extends half a league, and through a small

opening a rapid stream of fresh water rushes over the shoal. The eastern

side of this portion of the arm is low and indented into small bays and cove.;,

extending S.E. i S. 4 J leagues to Seduction Point. This peninsula is a nar-

row strip of low land 1 or 2 miles across, separating tlie western from the

eastern arm, which extends N. by W. J W. about 11 miles, and thence winds

in a westerly direction about 3 miles further, where it terminates in low

land, formed immediately at the foot of high stupendous mountains, broken

North Pacific. 2 h
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into ae«p galley., and loaded with perrotualice and .now. The ea«torn

.horoof the inlot trondn in a c.npact manner to Point 8t. Wary, m lit.

r:; tl, the North point of a hay called ^^^rr.rn^^ 4 nn e«

acroHH in a 8,8.E. dire<tion. and about 6 mile- deep to the N.N K Worn

its South part. Point Bnd,,ri, the continental shore takes a d.rnct on H.S.k

E and at li miles li.s a .n.all island, with some rocks and .slots abon

U Beyond this navigation is ditlicult, even for boats, be.ug mcommodod

with numbcrloBH islets and rocks.

Lynn Canal was first made known and survey, d by Vancouver s par y

underMr. Whidbey. in July. 1794. and was named by the commander after

liis native town in Norfolk.

It receives a river, which the Indians -end about 50 mdes to a valley

running towards Mount Fairweathor, and contammg a large ake. wh

'our L waters into the open ocean at Admiralty Bay. The natives of th.s

vley leaned the Copper Indians, from the abundance of virgin copper

in the neighbourhood.

THE SITKA AECHIPELAOO.

The land forming this collection of islands, named by Vancouver King

G^rge 11 .
rhipelago, was first discovered by Alexoi Tscluxikow. the

Tond in command of the expedition under the unfortunate Behnng. lu

741 This was their third voyage, and thoy were separated by a stonn

«oon after they had set out on their voyage,
^^ff^^f^^^f}"^;

'

to the East, from the parallel of 48°, and, towards the middle of Ju^y

tl land of America, between the fifty-fifth and fifty-sixth paraUels
;

but

others place his landfall in 58". The coast which he found was steei>, bar-

Tguarded by rocks, and without a single island that could afford shelter.

ke'an.hored off the coa.t, and detached his long-boat, with orders to put on

shore wherever she could land. Several days elapsed without her reappear-

7^1 despatched his othe. boat to gain tidiags of her, but the latter no

doubt experienced the same fate as the fonner. and it is unknown what be-

came of either. Some canoes, manned by native Americans, presented

themselves a few days after, to reconnoitre the ship; ^^-^ they durs not

approach her. and there remained on board no boat of any sort that could

be detached to join or pursue them, and prevail on them to come to the

si where they would have been detained for hostages. Tschjnkow,

despairing to see again the men whom he had sent on shore, resolved to

qlthe coast, and accordi. ;ly returned to Kamtschatka. These discoveries

Tecame known to France and Europe from the fact of Delisle de la Croyere

one of the brothers of the French savans, and Dr. SteUer, the naturahst

having accompanied Tschirikow. Such was the first authentic discovery of

Noith West America, which arose out of the original plans projected by
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Peter the Orent, niid siilweiiiiently earrii>d into effeet liy the KmiirosH Callm-

rine. It has Hinee been called the tSitku Archipelago, fron» the tribe of

Indians who inhabit it.

The land in queMtion, like Vancouver Island and others to the southvard,

was then Hupp.iscd to form jiart of the American eoiitini'nt ; and it was not

until Vancouver's expedition that fhatliam Strait was diseoverod, and thus

showed tlie r(>al nature of tht, land on the racifir. Vancouver, too, as will

bo seen from the preceding remarks, did not very minutely examine thn

western shore of the strait to whicli ho gave tho name of his vessel, bui

just iuferr(»d that it was penetrated by one or more channels leading to tho

open ocean, from the fact of some of tho natives being found in tho strait

who belonged to the other side of tho islands.

Capt. Urey Lisiansky, of the Kussian navy, examined tho group in 1906,

and, by his survey, it appears that it consists of four principal islands, viz.,

Jarcobi, Kruzoff or Crooze, Uaranoff, and Chichagoff.

Although Vancouver examined the channels to tho eastward of it, and the

Kussians have surveyed, partially, tho western coast of tho chief island, yet

our acquaintance with its physical characteristics is still very limited.

BARANOFF ISLAND is the southernmost, and is about 85 miles in

length, by about 20 miles on its maximum breadth. On its West side is

Sitka or Norfolk Sound, the principal place of resort in these sens, and the

situation of the head-quarters of the Imi)eriRl Russian Company.

KKUZOFF or Crooze Island, the South extremi- of which is formed

by Cape and Mount Edgcumbe, lies before Sitka Sound. It wps named bo

by Captain Lisiansky, after the Kussian Admiral. It is separated from

Baranotf Island by Neva Channel. It is 18i miles in length. At its North

extreme is the Klokacheva Sound, or the Bay of Islands, but which leads to

the strait, separating the two principal islands of the group, called by Lisi-

ansky Pagoobmy or Pernicious Strait. It joins Chatham Sound, is deep, and

derives its name from a party of Aleutians having been poisoned there some

years previously by eating mussels. Crooze Island is called Pitt Island in

I'R Perouse's and some other early charts.

CHICHAGOFF ISLAND is the next and northernmost large island. It

is divided from Baranoff Island by the strait previously mentioned, and ex-

tends from it to Cross Sound, which separates it from the continent to the

northward.

Jaoobi Island, the fourth of those described by Lisiansky, lies at the

N.W. extremity of Chichagoff Island. The passage separating them was

not explored by Lisiansky.

CAPE OMMANET, in lat. 56° 9', long. 134° 34', is tho South extreme of

the archipelago ; off it lies fl^ooden Rock. They have been alluded to before

on page 464, as forming the S.W. entrance point of Chatham Strait.

Port Conclusion.—Two leagues N. by E. i E. from Cape Ommaney, on

2 H 2
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the eastern coast of Baranoff Island, ip the southern point of the entrance to

Port Conclusion, so called because it was here that Vancouver's vessels

awaited the conclusion of the survey of this coast in August, 1704, having

left England on tho 1st of April, 1791, for that service. T'.a North point of

Port Conclusion bears from the southern N. | \V. 2 miles distant. The

depth of water in mid-channel, between these points, is 75 fathoms, but de-

creases to 8 or 10 close to tho shores, without rocks or sands. S.S.W. about

half a mile from the North point of entrance is a most excellent and snug

basin, Por< Armstrong, about a milo long, and a third of a mile wide ; but

its entrance is by a very narrow channel, half a mile in length, in a W.S.W.

direction.

The western shore of Chatham Strait was not minutely surveyed by Van-

couver's party. It follows a nearly straight direction from Port Conclusion,

about N. by W. for 105 miles to Point Augusta, in lat. 58° 3^', long. 135°,

preserving a nearly parallel direction to the opposite side, which varies from

5 to miles distant.

This extensive arm, as far as was ascertained, :3 without danger, and

probably affords many places of refuge. The flood tide, allliough of cbort

duration, cot running more than two hours, was regularly observed to come

from the South.*' To the northward of Point Augusta the western shore

diverges more to the westward, while the eastern side bej ond Port Marsden

still preserves tho same direction. Into the opening thus formed a peninsula

of the mainland projects to th ) southward, thus dividing it inic two channels,

the principal being to the N.W., while that which continues on in a Nunii

or West course is called LjTin Canal.

Point Couverden, the South extremity of the above peninsula, is in lat.

58° 12', long. 135° 4'. It was so named after the seat of Vancouver's ances-

tors in Holland. The continental shore in this neighbourhood constitutes a

narrow border of low land, well wooded with stately trees, chiefly of the

pine tribe, behind which extends a continuation of the lofty snowy mountains.

About 2 miles North of Point Couverden is one small island and three rocky

islets, one of which lies nearly in mid-channel. Beyond this the western

shore of the arm is firm and compact, indented with a few coves, and some

islets and rocks lying near it. The eastern shore, described on page 465,

presents a broken appearance.

From Point Couverden the continental shore takes a somewhat irregular

• Mr. WhidV'oy considrrcd that Chatham Strait -was likely to he ono of the most profit-

ah'ii- pliices for procuring tlio skins of tho sea-ottor on the whole coast, not only from the

hliundanee observed in the possession of tho natives, bul from the immense numbers of

thcso animals seen ahout tho jhores in all directions. Here the sea-otters wore in such

plenty that it was easily in the power of the natives to procure as many as they chose to

bo at the trouble of taking. They were also of extremely fine quality.—(Vancouver, vol.

lii. p. 264.)

"F^iWWi**" '*.^
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direction, N.W. J W. 7 leagues, to a part of wh-'oli lies a low and nearly
round island, about 2 leagues In circuit. About a league r,o tlio eastward of
it lie some islets. To tho North and West of tliia tlie shores of the continent
form two large o^ien bays, terminated by compact, solid i. Muirnins of ice or
glaciers, rising perpendicularly from the water's cdgo, and boun.led to tlio

North by a cmtinuation of the united lofty frozen mountains that extend
eastward from Mount Fairweather. An island lies W. i S. from tho low-

round island above mentioned, distant from it 3 leagues. This island is

about 7 miles long, N.E. and S.W , and 3 miles l)road Ha its North
side is a channel 2 to 3 miles wide, between it and the continental shore.

The N.W. point of this channel is p-:-::' Iyimtu:«, in lat. 58^ 21', long.
135° 55'.

To the westward of this po' at is a branch extendinj^ u, +ho North and
N.W. At about 2 leagues j^) it the channel is nep.'-ly .shopped by oLoals,

rocky idets, and rocks, 4 tr'Aea beyond which it is anally closed, being in

most places greatly cnci;mbered with ice. Tho eiitran'.e, which is about 2
miles wide between Points Dundas and Wimbledon, has, in mid-channel,
only 18 futhorjs water. About the entrance the soundings are regular, of
a moderate '^epth, and f £Ford good and secure anchorage ; but in the summer
Season (cr in July) vesf els would be much inconvenienced by the immense
quanat'es of floating i'.e.

CAf.'^ SPENCEB, the North poinl of tho entrance of Cross Sound, on the

Pacific Oo?"r:, is a very conspicuous, high, bluff' promontory. Oflf it extend

some rocks for about half a league. It is in lat. 68'' 14', long. 136° 35', and
bears from Point Wimbledon S.W. J W., distant 11 miles.

The southern shore of this portion of the strait is of a more broken cha-

racter thaii the northern. We have described it as far as Point Augusta,

lying opposite to Points Marsden and Couvordon. From this to Point Sophia

is N. by W. i W. 17 milos
; tho coast composed chiefly of rocky clifl's, with

islets and detached rocks lying at some distance from the shore. The latter

point is at the N.E. of the entrance of Port Frederick, tho pntrance of which
is about a league wide. East and West, winding to the southward, and ap-

parently much divided by water. From the West side of ibis sound the

shore takes a more northerly direction, with some islets near it, to a point

which is the North extreme of King George Archipelago, in lat. 58° 18'.

Hence the coast takes an irregular course, W. by S. 17^ mile.s, to Point

Lavinia, containing many open bays. On the opposite shore of the sound is

Point Wimllcdon, just mentioned, bearing N. by W. 6 miles from it. Between

these points is a group of one low and two high rocky islan.^s. with some
riicks and islets about them.

Port Althorp is to the westward of Point Lavinia, which extends II miles

to tho southward of it. Its South point of entrance is Point Lucan From
Point Lucan, in a direction about N.W., lies a narrow, high island, about

it
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21 miles in length; and between it« 8.E. point and I'oint Lucan there are

!o small islets, which render that passage not so commodious ^r sadxng xu

aid out of the port as that to the North of the island, between .t and the

.esterpartofaclusterof three small islands, .hich extend about 2 nn^s

Tom the eastern side of the port. This channel is clear, free ^o™ ^-g^'

and is about U -ile in width, with a tolerably snug cove xn wh ch Van^

couver anchored, just within its N. W. point of entrance. Th h>gh n^n w

island affords great protection to the northern part of this PO'*'^ y^'^^'^^'

oto'tetothat island' is about 2* miles wide ;
but nearly in the middle o

the lour, and opposite the South point of the island, are some de ached

ro k and at PoinfLucan. which is situated from Vancouver's ships' cove,

S b E 4i miles distant, the width of the harbour is 2 miles, ^am whence

ft extends S.E. i 8. about 2 leagues, and terminates in a basin that affords

good and -ur; anchorage, the best passage into which is on the eastern

"''c^OSS SOUSD was discovered by Captain Oook, in his last voyage on

Sunday May 3rd, 1778. and was named by him from the day marked m

:: atndar.' Its'existence was denied by some after its ^^^^^^^^^^^
hut the survey of it proves that Cook's description is much more accurate

th ntom^ te^^^^^^^^^ distant view he had of it might have been reason^

Ibly exited. Its eastern limits may be placed at Points Lavina and

wLTedon, which have been previously described. From -w- ^t ^P^

pears to branch into many o,enings. Its southern ^^^ore ^o- Pomt Luc^n

to Point Bingham, which is opposite to Cape
^F-''.

J^^
; ^f̂ ^^^^^^

i W 10 miles. Between these points an opening takes a S.L. by S. dnection

irsome distance. ro,nt Bin.ka., which lies S. by E. * E. mUes from

Cape Spencer, affords a bold entrance into the sound, without rock, shoal,

X pe--ent obstacle. The group of rocky islands nofced as exis mg

to the South of Pt. Wimbledon, form a kind of termination to «-- Sojnd

and almost separate the ocean from Chatham Strait, to t^o -stward o^'t

hut on either side of these islands there are two narrow channels, both o

.vhich are free from rocks, shoals, or any other impediment, excepnng the

large masses bf floating ice, which render them very dangerous in the sum-

mer season, and in the winter they are most probably entirely closed or im-

'The unfortunate I. P6rouse touched on this part of the coast, previous to

la« departure lor the West, in 1786. Ue makes the following remarks upon

"
At Cross Sound the high mountains covered with snow terminate, the

.oaks of which are 8,000 or 9,000 ft. high. The country bordering on the sea

S E of Cross Sound, although elevated 5,000 or 6,000 feet, is covered with

trees to the summit, and the chain of primitive mountains seems to penetrate

fu,-lher into the continent Mount CrUlon, almost as elevated as Mouut
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Fairweather, is to the North of Cross Sound, in the same way that Mount

Fairweathor is to the North of the Baie des Franc^ais ; they will serve to

point out the ports they are near to. The one may be readily mistaken for

the other, in coming from the South, if the latitude slmnld not bo correct

within 15'. Otherwise, from all points. Mount Fairweather appears accom-

panied by two mountains, less elevated ; ai. I Mount Crill<jn, more isolated,

has its peak ir^lined towards tho South.

CAFE CB/JSS, which was considered by Cook as forming tho S.E. point

of entrance to tho sound, is not precisely so, but lies about 7 miles South of

Point Bingham, which forms tlie true S.E. point. The interior part is a low

rocky land, free from any danger.

From Cape Cross the coast takes a direction of S. 31° E., about 7 leagues,

to another promontory, to which Vancouver gave the name of Cape Edward,

and off which lies a cluster of small islets and rocks. The coast between

these capes is much broken, and has several openirgs in it that appear likely

to afford shelter. That which aiJi)oared to Vancouver to b« tho easiest of

access lies about 2 leagues to tho northward of Cape Edward, and as it is in

lat. 57° 44', he was led to conclude that tliis opening was Portlock Harbour.

Fortlock Harbour.—About 2 miles from the shore to the N.W. of it,

we had 20 and 25 fathoms water, muddy bottom, and just within the entrance

were some high barren rocks. On getting into the entrance of the passage,

which is about a mile across, we deepened the water to 30 fathoms, sandy

bottom, the barren rocks just mentioned (and Hogan Island) forming tho

South side ; the northern aide is Hill Island, low land. About half a mile

within the barren rocks we had 30 fathoms over a rocky bottom, which depth

and bottom we carried at least a mile further, steering N.E. by E., which is

nearly the course into the harbour. Presently afterwards wo shoaled tho

water to 10 fathoms, being then in the narrowost part of th<> i luiimel, hav-

ing to the North some bold rooks, and to the South a Muff point of laud ; to

the East of which, a small distance from shore, are lO rocks which just

show themselves above water. Immediately on paht-. ,
ih' -io rorl<s wn

deepened the water very quickly to 30 and 40 fathoms, and a most -patious

and excellent harbour opened itself to our view, bending to the N . VV. and

tS.E., and runni: lieep into the northward, with a number of small isi.inds

scattered about. We ran up towards the N.W. part of tho harbour, and

after passing a small island near the North shore covered with trees, we

anchored in 31 fathoms, mud, entirely land-locked ; the rocks lying in the

inner part of the passage, just shut in with the small island already men-

tioned, and bearing South 3 or 4 miles distant.

—

Fortlock, p. 257-8.

Gotdding Harbour is a branch of Portlock Harbour, extending from its

N.W. part. It runs in a zig-zag direction, between North and N.E., about

5 miles to the head of it from the island on the entrance, with trees scattered

about in various parts.

m

i-

-t ft
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From Oapo Edward tho coast takea a directDii about S. 30° E. to a very

conspicuous opening, named by Capt. Cook the Bay of Islands. He rightly

considered that it was the entrance to a channel which separated the land,

on which Mount Edgcumbe is situated, from the adjacent shores. It is

also tho entrance to the channel separating tho two principal islands of the

Sitka Archipelago. The names given by Cook and others are now forgotten,

and the Eussian charts of 1848 and 1853 give Buasian names to all the

points. We are unable to give any directions for them ; the charts must

supply all information for tho present.

CAPE EDGCUMBE, the S.W. point of Kruzoff Island, the Cabo del

Eugano of the Spanish charts of Maurelle, is low land, covered with trees,

which projects considerably into tho sea, lat. 57" 2', long. 135° 46'.

Mount Edgcumbe, which stands on the South end of the island, inland of

the capo of the same name, is tho Moimt San Jacinto of the Spanisii charts.

It was estimated by liisiansky, who ascended it, to be about 8,000 feet in

height ; on the last Russian chart it is said to be only 2,800 feet, a re-

markable difference. The side toward the sea is steep, and was covered

with snow (in July, 1805) ; that towai'ds the bay (to the southward) is

smooth, and of gradual ascent, and overgrown with woods to within IJ mile

of the top. Tliis upper space exhibits a few patches of verdure, but is in

general covered with stones of different colours. On the summit is a basin,

or crater, about 2 miles in circumference, and 40 fathoms deep, the surface

covered with snow.

SITKA SOUND.—The name is that of the natives, who call themselves

Sitka-hans. It is probably tho same as that called by the Spaniards, Baya

de Ouadalupa. It is also calh'd Tchinkitdnay Bay by Marchand and other

authors. The name of Norfolk Sound was applied to it by Dixon, whose in-

dustry first made kno^vn its real character ; he anchored, probably, in the

first cove round Cape Edgcumbe, and did nut penetrate to the eastward, to

where the present Russian establishment is. The charts and descriptions of

this period are so imperfect that they would probably rather tend to mislead

than instruct.

A bold, enterprising man, of the name f)f Baranoff, long superintended

the company's establishment. Althougli tho eun(juest of the Sitkans (Sitka-

hans), a branch of the Kaloschians or Kalushes, was not easily achieved, ha

finally accomplished it. A warlike, couiageou.", and cruel lace, provided

with fire-arms by the ships of the North .Vmeriean Unito<l States in exchange

for otter-skins, they maintained an obstiuatt.' struggle against the invaders.

But Baranoff at length obtained a decisive superiority over them. He built

some dwellicj-houses, made an intrenchment, and having, in his own opinion,

appeased the Kalushes by profuse presents, confidod the new conquest to a

small namber of Russians and Aleutians. Fur a short time matters went

on prosperously, when suddenly the garrison left by JDaranolI', believing itself
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in perfect safety, was attacked by gn^at numbers of Kulushos, who entered

tho intronchmcnts without opposition, and murdered all tboy met with there

with circumstances of atrocious cruelty. A few Aleutians only escaped to

Kodiack, where they brought the news of tho destruction of Sitka. This

took place in 1804, at tho period that Admiral Krusen.storn made liis voyage

round tho world, and his second ship, tho Neva, was bound for the colony.

Baranoff took advantage of this, and with three armed vessels he accom-

panied tho Neva to Sitka. Tlie Kalushes retired at his ai)proach to their

fortifications, and attempted to maintain a siege, but the guns from tho ships

soon caused a speedy surrender. They were allowed to retire unmolested,

but they stf)le away secretly on a dark night, after murdering all of their

party who might have been an encumbrance to them. liaranolf thus be-

came nominally postjessed of the island, but in reality of a hill forming

a natural foj'titi(;ution, and fonuorly inhabited by a Kalush chief called

Katelan.

Sitka Sound is 12 miles wide at the entrance between Cape Edgcumbe
and Sitka Point to the N.W., and the N.W. point of Biorka Island (the Point

IVodehmiup of Vancouver) to the S.E. This last is tho outermost of a laby-

rinth of islands which extends many miles to the S.E. It is about 2 miles

in diameter, and appears to have a clear chaimel three-quarters of a mile

wide to the East of it, but at more than half a mile S.S.E. of its South

extreme, or one-third of a mile from Neprop, an islet oif it is the Vaaileva

Rock, dangerous. A still more important danger, which will require all

caution in entering the soimd and making for the settlement, is a sunken rock,

with only 10 feet at low water, lying 2 miles S.W. by W. i W. mag. from

tho N.W. point of Biorka. There are several other detached breakers and
shoals shown on the chart higher up the island, which cannot well be de-

scribed verbally. At 12 miles north-eastward from the line of the opening

of the sound is the Russian establishment of Sitka or Novo Arkhangel, on a
promontory, within a range of scattered islets and rocks, which should not

be attempted by a stranger without a pilot.

SITKA or New Archangel, the Russian establishment, stands on tho

N.W. point of a buy on the eastern side of the sound. The arsenal 's in

lat. M° 2' 45", long. 135° 17' 10" W.

The harbour and approaches to Sitka have been surveyed, as before stated,

by the Russians, and the plan by Captain YassilieflF, 1850, will be tho best

guide for entering the port.

The establishrr-it, as may be supposed, is in a state of transition, since its

• liange of masters. Of its future it would be hard to predict, but there can
be no doubt but that, under the vigorous rule of tho new government, many
of its capabilities will be developed. But as th<' trade in furs is under re-

1 tstrictiou, and the climate forbids the hope of nui(,h agriuuhuie being

u
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Hucoessful, the chief objects of colonization are shut out from general

enterprise.

In one respect its fortunes are already changed. Under the Russians it

was a remote and isolated place ; now it has a regular steam communication

with San Francisco, distant about 1,500 miles.

Mr. Frederick TVhymper visited it in 1865, and his interesting volume,

chapter vii, "will give a goo('. account of its condition at that time. The fol-

lowing is taken from an article in the Mercantile Marine Magazine, 1869,

wliich gives a description cf the place as it is under the now regime.

The harbour of Sitka is a very picturesque one, with plenty of water for

the largest ships to pass in and out, but a dangerous one, owing to the large

number of little islets and rocks, between which pass narrow channels, any

of them with sufficient water to float a ship, but hardly sea-room enough to

be safe ; however, the old Russian pilot seems to have no difficulty in getting

through them when required. The entrance to the harbour is superb.

Mount Edgcumbe towers up some 8,000 feet above the level of the sea ; its

immense crater, tilled with snow, marks the north-western boundary o^ llie

harbour, and can be seen at a great distance. Baranofi" Island is made up

of mountains piled on mountains, looking as if pushed up out of the sea by

some grand convulsion of nature at no very distant day, as evidenced by their

peaked summits and jagged outlines.

The town of Sitka, formerly New Archangel, is situated on a point of

land jutting out into the bay, from the base of the moimtains, probably

containing about 1,000 acres, and from the character of the soil appears to

have been made by the washings of the ocean. On the point is a largo

lake of fresh water, in front of which, along the edge of the bay, are about

150 log houses, scattered about promiscuously. There is but one street, and

that extends through the whole length of the town, and is continued for

about a milo to Indian River, a little mountain stream emptying into the

bay at this point. This is the only road on the island ; beyond this, and

in fact, on all sides of the island, for some distance before you reach its

termination, the thicket is impenetrable. This little river furnishes splendid

water, cold as ice, and seems to get i.'s supply from the melting snows on the

summit of the moimtains. To this little river the road leads, and was made

by the Russians for the purpose of getting water, as the lake water is hardly

fit to drink. There is not a well or cistern on the island, a large proportion

of the water used being carried in small casks slung on a pole, on the

shoulders of two men or women.

The governor's house is built on a rock, and overlooks the town and bay,

is a very large structure, and heretofore furnished not only a residence for the

governor, but for many of the officers of the company. There are large

rooms on the second floor, readily converted into one immense room, the

partitions being moveable, for entertainments, which were given by the
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governor very often, ho being allowed a fund for tliin purpose by the Cuni-

])any. The house is surrounded by a wide platform, the side towards tlie

bay boing protected by a rinloubt and stockade, in wliich cannon wore

mounted, as well as on the platform. The garrison ilagstalf is on this

])latform. The house is approached by throe flights of stops ; on the first

platform is a covered way to the entran(;o of tlio house ; on the next, a

sentry-box, and on the next, on one side the guard-house and on the other

a service magazine ; and at the foot of the steps the barracks for the soldiers.

All approaches to it were well guarded. On the other three sides are the

Comjjany's warehouses, still occupied in part by them, forming a hollow

sqiuire, with a battery of some twelve or fourteen guns bearing on the

Indian village, and one of the approaches to the town.

There is a dock here, which is in a dilapidated condition, and cannot be

used for ships to lay alongside of until it is extended. Tlie Bussians had an

old hulk anchored in front of it and a staging built, but this was destroyed

by the furious gale we had here shortly after our arrival.

The Company's olfice was on the left of tl.e entrance to the governor's

liouse. This is now occupied ; the upper part of it for officers' quarters, and

the lower rooms for the head-quarters and collector's office. Opposite the

entrance to the greenhouse is a ship-yard, and further on, on the edge of the

bay, is a large storehouse, now nccupied by the quartermaster. The stockade,

separating the Indian village from the town, runs in a north-easterly direc-

tion, and is about 1 mile in length, terminating at the lake.

The Greco-Iiussian church has rather an imposing cathedral here, which

is a great relief to the appearance of the town. It has a dome and steeple,

with a chime of bells, stands nearly in the centre of the town, fronting the

main street, in fact is in its centre, the street fronting on each side. It is

built in the form of a cross, and although it has a rather rough exterior is

very gorgeous inside, decorated with the paraphernalia appertaining to the

church service, which is very imposing and magnificent. The church pro-

jjorty here consists of the bishop's house, widows' home, cathedral, and

chapel. The Indian village fronts the bay, and contains about one hundred

large huts, built of hewn logs, and very substantial—built for defence as

well aa to live in. There are from eight to twelve hundred warriors, with

their squaws, children, and dogs. Up to the time of our arrival they were

not permitted to come into the town, except as they were wanted by the

liuBsians to work. A few passes were given to the more distinguished

chiefs ; but since the stars and stripes have floated from the flagstafl*, Mr.

and Mrs. Indian have been permitted to pay us their respects any time

between reveille and retreat ; but after that, if caught in town, are locked

up in the cells until morning, and possibly, for example sake, for two or

three days.

Jiimka Mard, or Point Wodehouse, as previously mentioned, is the S.W.

i
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point uf Sitka Sound. Au oxtt'iwive group of islets and rocks extend 8.8.E.

from it for 3 or 4 niilos from the nhori', wliich, from thut point, with litt. •

variation, takes a coiirso of S. 36° E. This part of tlie coast is much broken

into small openings, with islets and detached ro(!k8 lying off it.

We cun offer no account of it. At 20 miles from Biorka Island the Kus-

sian charts show an extensive inlet, trending to the N.E., named Whale
Bay. It is the Port Banks, of Capt. Dixon, is in lat. 56° 35', and the fol-

lowing are Dixon's remarks on it :
—" The prospect at Port Banks, though

rather confined, yet has something more pleasing and romantic than any we

had seen on the coast. The land to the northward and southward rises

sufficiently to an elevation to convoy every idea of winter ; and though its

sides ai"o peri)etually covered with snow, yet the numerous pines, which

ever and anon pop out their lusty heads, divest it of that dreary and horrific

cast with the barren mountains to the N.W. of Cook liiver (Inlet). To

the eastward the land is considerably lower, and the pines appear to grow

in the most regular and exact order; these, together with the brushwood

and shrubs on the surrounding beaches, form a most beautiful contrast to

the higher land, and render the appearance of the whole truly pleasing and

delightful."

Cape Ommaney, the southern extremity of the Sitka Archipelago, lies 45

miles.from Point Wodehouse, and has been previously described, p. 464.

Thus the entire circuit of this archipelago has been imperfectly noticed.

We now return to the northward, taking up the description at the point

where Cross Sound terminates.

Cape Spencer, the point above named, has been noticed on p. 469.

From Cape Spencer the coast takes a direction of N.W. It is steep and

entire, well wooded, and, with the exception of one opening, Altona Gulf,

between it and Cape Fairweather, appears not likely to afford shelter for

shipping. The coast is completely bounded at a little distance by steep,

compact mountains, which are a continuation of the same undivided range

stretching from the eastward.

CAPE FAIRWEATHER is placed by Vancouver in lat. 58° 50J', long.

137° 50'. This cape cannot be considered as a very conspicuous promontory

;

it is most distinguished when seen from the southward, as the land to the

West of it retires a few miles back to the North, and there forms a bend in

the coast, and is the most conspicuous point eastward of Cape Phipps, at

Behring Bay, to the northward.

MOUNT FAIRWEATHER is one of the most remarkable mountains on

the N.W. coast of America ; it is 14,708 feet high ; in lat. 58° 54', long. 137°

38', and 9 mile? from the nearest shore. Captain Cook says :
" This moun-

'^
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tain i.s tho highest of a chain, or rather ridge of mountains, that rise at tho
N.W. ontranoo of Cross Sound, and oxti-nd in a N.W. direction, parallel

with tho coast. Thoso mountains were wholly covorod with snow (in May.
1788), from tho highest summit down to tho soa-coast (whicli was 12 loagues
distant), some fow places oxcoptod, wlion we coidd porceivo trees rising, as
it were, out of tho sea ; and which, therefore, we supposed grow on low
land, or on islands bordering on the shore of tho continent.

From Cupe Fairwoathor to Cape Phippa, at tho entrance of Behring Bay,
the distance is 73 miles

; the intermediate coast is a low border extending
from the liuse of tho mountains, well wooded, and in some parts appears to

be much inundated, the waters finding their way to the sea in shallow rivu-

lets, through two or throe breaks in the beach.

BEHRINO BAY, the true situation and character of which was first

elicited by Vancouver, runs inland, to the N.E., between Cape Phipps and
Point Manby. Captain Cook, supposing that a bay existed to theS.E.,
conceived it to be the bay that Chotrow, the master of Behring's fleet, re-

connoitred. This mistake was also followed by Capt. Dixon, who gave tho
name of Admiralty Bay to that in question ; but as Behring certainly was
the discoverer of a bay in this locality, and there being but one, the name
of that navigator has supplanted that applied by Dixon.

Cape Phipps, the south-easternmost point of Behring Bay, is in lat. 59"

33', long. 139° 47'. About 2 miles within it, the coast taking a S.E. direc-

tion, there is a small opening in the low land, accessible only for boats, near
which was found an Indian village. Captain Sir Edward Belcher states

that he was driven much to the westward by the current near Cape Phipps
(vol. i. p. 82.)

Point Turner, which is a low narrow strip of land, forming the S.E. point
of the island that protects Port Mulgrave from the ocean, is E. « S. 2f
miles from the inner or North point of Cape Phipps. About a league E i
N. from Point Turner is a point on tii^ main land, which is the East end of
a rounding bay, about 4 miles across to Cape Phipps. It is necessary to
give a good berth to Cape Phipps, in order to avoid a small reef that
stretches from it into the sea. Cape Turner, on the contrary, is bold, and
must be kept close on board, for the purpose of avoiding the shoals that lie

a little distance to the eastward of it ; between these shoals and the point
good anchorage is found, in 8 to 14 fathoms, clear good holding ground.
The rise and fall of the tide here are about 9 feet ; and it is high water

about 30' after the moon passes the meridian.

PORT MULGEAVE lies to tho N.E. of Point Turner, and is protected
from the ocean, as before stated, by an island lying in a N.E. and S.W.
direction.

It was possibly first discovered by Capt. Dixon, June, 17.87, who named it

after that nobleman. It contains a nimiber of small low islands, which, in

I
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common with tho rest of tho coast, are entirely covered with pinps, inf.'i-

mixed ^ith brushwood. To tlio North and West are high mountains covered

with snow, 10 leagues distant.

It was visited by Sir Edward Belcher, in H.M.S. Sulphur, who stayed «

short time hore. Fish, halibut, and salmon of two kinds, were abundant and

moderate, of which tho crews purchased and cured groat quautitios. Gam.;

very scarce. The remains of the Russian establishments wore observed
;
a

blockhouse pitched on a clif., on the East side; and on the low point, where

the astronomical observations wore taken, the remains of another; also a

staff, with a vane and cross, over a grave. Sir Edward Belcher says that a

good leading mark for tlie entrance to the harbour is with Mount Fairweatlur

over Cape Turner (or N. 88" E.)

An off-shoro shoal, 7 fathoms, sand, was probably crossed by tho Sulphur

in coming out of Port Mulgravo, when no land could bo seen within 3 miles.

—(Belcher, vol. i, p. 89.)

The island or islands before aUuded to, which form the outer face of Port.

Mulgrave, and of which P "nt Tumor is the S.W. extremity, extend for 8

miles in length. They aro almost joined to the continental shore by a spit

incommoded with many rocks and huge stones, but leaving a very narrow

channel, by which Vancouver's vessel, the Chatham, passed from one part of

the inlet to the other, from the northward.

Knight Island is 5 miles N.N.E. of the northern entrance to the channel

just described. It admits of a navigable passage all round it, but there are

some rocks that Ue about half a mile from its West point
;
and there is an

islet situated between it and the main land, on its N.E. side.

Eleanor Cove.—From the North entrance to Port Mulgrave the conti-

nental coast takes a N. 30° E. direction, 6 miles, to this cove, which is the

eastern extremity of Beliring Bay. It is protected from the westward by

Knight Island, which is about 2 mUes long in a N.E. and S.W. direction,

and about a mile broad, lying at the distance of a mile from the main

land.

The shore here is low, and trends about N. 14" W. 6 mUes to Point La-

touehe, the 8.E. limit of Bigges Sound or Bag. The two points forming the

entrance to Digges Sound, thus named by Vancouver, are bluff, lying

nearly East and West of each other, half a league asunder, tho eastern-

most of them being Point Latouche, as above mentioned. The shores aie

composed of a continuation of the low border, extending from the foot of

the mountain to the sea-side, and are bounded by frozen ice or snow, espe-

cially in the soimd.

The continental coast, forming the North side of Behring Bay, runs

to the southward of West, and is nearly straight and compact. At 8

miles from the opening the land falls back, forming a smaU bay, with a

^!jl*ipia'.v'
'
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Behring Bay, runs

and compact. At 8

a small bay, with a

low island about 2 milos long to the N.N.E. of it. The const liore trondn

8. iVA" W. 8 mihis, and then 8. 85" W. 2 louguos, to I'oinf IMunhy.

Point Manby forms the N.W. point of Bohring Bay. It is in lat 39" I'i
.

long. 14(r i;{
.

To the eastward of it the country is well wooded, and pro-

rooding nortliward it loses its vordant and moro fortllo appoiiraino ; the coast

still continues to be a low compact border of plain laud.

Point Riou, though no longer existing, was a tolerably woll-mark»jd pro-

montory at the period of Vancouver's survey, and to whom it owes its name.
lie describes it as being low, well wooded, with a small islet detached at a
little to tlio westward of it. The coast is still composed of a spacious marijiu
of low land, rising, with a gradual and uniform ascent, to the foot of
the still coimected clmin of lofty mountains, whoso summits are but the
base from whoncfo Mount St. Elms towers majestically conspicuous in re-

gions of porpetiuil frost. Vancouver's charts, from the extensive changes
continually going on, present but little to recognise in this part at the
present period.

ICY BAY lies to the N.W. of what was Point Eiou. It is terminated by
steep cUffs, from whence the ice descends to the sea. At the eastern side of
the bay the coast is formed of low, or rather moderately elevated, land. Its

West pomt is a high, abrupt, chffy point, bounded by a soUd body of ice or
frozen snow.

This portion of the coast was visited by H.M.8. Sulphur, in her voyage
round the world, in 1837, and the following are Sir Edward Belcher's re-
marks, made during that visit :

—

"Icy Bay is very aptly so named, as Vancouver's Point Riou must have dis-

solved, as well as tlie small island also mentioned, and on which I had long
set my heart, as one of my principal positions. At noon we tacked, in 10
fathoms, mud, having passed through a quantity of small ice, aU of a soft

nature. The whole of this bay, and the valley above it, was now found to
be composed of (apparently) snow-ice, about 30 feet in height at the water
cliff, and probably based on a low, muddy beach ; the water for some dis-

tance in contact not even showing a ripple; which, it occurred to me,
arose from being charged with floating vegetable matter, probably pine-
bark, &c.

" The small bergs, or reft masses of ice, forming the cli% outlines of the
bay, were veined and variegated by mud streaks, like marble, and, where
they had been exposed to the sea, were excavated into arches, similar to some
of our chalk formations. The base of the point named by Vancouver Point
Eiou probably remains ; but being free, for some distance, of the greater
bergs, it presented only a low sand, or muddy spit, with ragged, dirty-
coloured ice, grounded. No island could be traced, and our interest was
too deeply excited in seeking for it, to overlook such a desirable object.

"The current was found to set 1 A mile per hour, West, varying but slightly
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in forre, nml not nt all in dircition. At tliis position wi' ainliorcd in .TO

fiithor.iH, mud, ncnr Monnt St. KUuh ; not ii Hinf,'lo dril't trco was noticed.

Wo woro witliin the whito wator about 2 milt>8. whicli 1 nm now siiti.tlitd

flowH from tho iio, but wliy it pr(m«im's itw uniformity of Btn-ugtli and diroc-

tior yot ii problom to bo solved."

yi< raT ST. ELIAS 1-1 one of tlio most romnrkal)lo fonturos of Nortli-

"Wost Araorica. It is a noblo conical mountain, risinjjf far into llie clouds,

and although in a olimato far from tomporatn, and of such an oh'vation as to

lead to tho conclusion that it rist^s far into tho limits of poiix^tual snow, yet

Sir Edward Belcher says:—"Its edges, to tho very summit, present a few

black wrinkles, and the depth of snow does not, oven in the drifts, appear to

be very deep. It stands, as it were, as before mentioned, upon tho summit

of the lofty range which runs parallel with tho sea coast." Its elevation,

according to angular measurement, is 14,987 foot above tho sen, and oven

when visible at 150 milos distant, appears to bo a majestic mountain.

Its discoverer was the celebrated Behring, who made tho coast hero on

the 20th of August, 1741, the name being applied from the saint to whom

that day is dedicated. Its lat. is 60° 18' N., long. HO'' 52' W.

Pamplona Rock, &c.—According to some information given to Vancou-

ver's party by the Russian officers he met here, there is a very dangerous

rocky shoal, about 15 miles in length, lying by compass in a direction 8.

by W., 63 miles from a place called by them Zeda Unala. This Mr. Pu^et

conceived to be near the point called Point Eiou. The Russian officer,

PortofP, himself had been on the shoal, taking sea otters, and stated th.;t

the first discove.'T of it was owing to a Russian galliot having had the

misfortune, some years before, to be wrecked upon it. Two of the crew

were drowned, but the rest escaped in their boats. After that period an

annual visit had been made to it, for the purpose of killing sea-otters, which

were there met with.

From the Spaniards, also, Vancouver learnt that a very dangerous rock

existed In this neighbourhood, the situation of which they had taken great

pains to ascertain, and had found it to lie 8. 41° E. from Cape Suck-

ling, at the distance of 26 leagues, and which was called by them Rock

Pamplona. By this bearing it appears to lie E.8.E., 8 miles distant fro

the rocky shoal described by the Russians above ; here it may be inferred

that Portoff and the Spaniards intended the same shoal, though it is not

stated by the latter to be so extensive as by the former.

It is without doubt dangerously situated for the navigation of this coast,

and it may possibly have proved fatal to Mr. Meares's consort, Mr. Tipping,

who, with his vessel, was never heard of after leaving Prince William Sound

in 1786.

The Coast, from Icy Bay, extends nearly East and West, without any-

"'
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thing roranrkalilo for 41) milim, where there is a small river, called l>y tho

KusHians liiko Itahhr rnaln. It has a bar, and but littlo deptli of water.

A few leagues further to tho westward is another small river, emptying

itself into a shallow bay. Its entrance is obstructed by a bar, on whicii,

witli ea. (irly winds, the sea breaks witii great violence.

The coast between this and Capo Suckling shoots out into small projecting

points, with alternate low, dilfy, or white sandy beaches, being the termina-

tion of a border of low woodland coimtry, extending some distance witliin,

until it joins the foot of a closely united cliain of lofty frozen mountains,

which is connected with the same range that extends to tho north-westward

around Prince William Hound and Cook Inlet. From these low projecting

points some shoals stretch into the ocean. Vancouver passed one of these

at the distance of about 4 miles, sounding in 35 fathoms ; it extends in a

southerly direction, 2 miles from a low point of land tliat forms the West

point of a bay, apparently very shoal. From the West point of this bay, in

Int. 60° 3' 30", long. 142" 54' W., the shore towards Cape Suckling nuikes a

small bend to the north-westward, but the general direction of tho coast is

nearly East and West, and appears to bo firm and compact.

CAFE SUCKLING, so named ^y Cook in his third voyage, is conspicuous.

Vancouver, differing much from Cook, places it in lat. 60" 1', long. 143" 41',

but is considered by Eaper as long. 143^ 54'.* Tho point of tho capo is low,

but within it is a tolerably high hill, which is disjoined from the mountains

by low land, so that at a distance tho capo looks like an island.

When near Capo Suckling, Captain Sir Edward Belcher says:—"Our

: tention was suddenly attracted by the peculiar outline of the ridge in pro-

file, which one of our draughtsmen was sketching, apparently toothed. On

examining it closely with a telescope, I found that although the f;..»»i»i;e pro-

sentt d to the naked eye a comparatively even outline, it was actually one

mash of small, four-sided, truncated pyramids, resembling salt-water mud

which has been exposed several days to the rays of a tropical sun (as in tro-

pical salt marshes), or an immense collection of huts.

" For some time we were lost in conjecture, probably from tho dark ash

colour , but our attention being drawn to nearer objects, and the sun lending

his aid, we found the whole slope, from ridge to base, similarly composed

;

and as the rays played on thor** near the beach, the brilliant illumination dis-

tinctly showed them to bo ice. We were divided between admiration and

astonishment. What could pr( luce these special forms? If one could fancy

• It may be stated that th charts drawn up by Vancouver wcn^ found by Sir PMwar.l

Belcher to bo plainly erroneous about this region. All his transit bearings and other ob-

servations indicated this. A river appears to How near C'apo Suckling, which has not been

noticed.—Voyage of tho Sulpliur, vol. i, p. 175.

North Pacific. '-^ ^

I
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himself perched on an eminence, about ftOO fept above a city of snow-white

pyramidal houses, with smoke-colouvod flat roofs, he might foim sorie faint

idea of this beautiful freak of nature."

Cape Suckling is a low nock, stretching out from a mounluinous, isolated

ridge, which terminatoa about 3 iniles from it easterly, whoro the flats of the

ice pyramids just alluded to terminate. Apparently the river or opening

near (Jape Suckling flows round its baao. There is little doubt but that we

may attribute the current to this outlet, arising [.robably, from the m<'/ting

of the snow. We had los.s strength of current after passing thi.s position.

Immense piles of drift wood were noticed on each side of the opening, but

none elsewhere.

Eaye Island, to the West and S.W. of the cape, is long and narrow. Its

South point, named by Vancouver Cnjjf! ILunond, is very remarkable, being

a naked rock, ttlovated considerably above the land within it. There is also

an elevated rock lying off it, which, from some points of view, appears like a

ruined castle. Towa' Js the sea the island terminates in a kind of bare,

sloping clifi's, with a narrow, stony beach at their foot, and intennipted with

some gullies, in each of which is a rivulet or tonent, and the whole sur-

mounted with a growth of snmllish pine trees.

" Kaye Island, viewed from the eastward, presents the appearance of two

islands. The southern is a high table-rock, free from trees and vegetation.

and of a whitish hue ; the other is moderately high land for thits region, with

throe bar) peaks, its lowei' region being well wooded.—(Sir Edw. Belcher,

vol. i, p. 70
)

Wlnghani Island.—Off the N.W. point of Kaye Island is Wingham Island,

and off its N.E. point, Poi)it Mesurier, are some elevated rocks. Within these

and to the N.W. of Cape Suckling, is Com},, oiler .Bay, which is shoal, and

extends 20 miles north-wostWiJi i to Point Hey.

Wingham Island, which can be seen to n'^arly its wHole length between

Cape Suckling and Point Lo Mesurier (the North part of Kaye Island),

is moderately elevated, rising in three hummocks, which are bare on their

summits. The southern, at a distance, owing to the lowness of the neck,

appears separated. The whole is well clothed with trees.—(Sir Edward

Belclier.)

PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND was first explored by Captain Cook in his

last voyage.* Although this extensive inlet was before known to the Ivus-

sians, the coast took hiin ten days to traverse. ' 1th to 21nt of Mny, 1778, a

wpek of which was speit in the inlet; but, Irom the subsequt^nt survey of

• Prince William Sotmd, and psrticularly its N.E. part, vhm visited by 8onr. Fidaigo, ia

1700, lor tho puriK.> 't,i -iring into the nature and extent of the Russian edcablishmeuts

in un-jt 'egiona.
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Captain Vancouver, it was found that no portion of his celebrated prodo-

cessor'fl labours were so defectively described and delineated as this, which
leads to the supposition that some important authority has boon omitted in

the drawing up of the narrative, which would not have occurred had tho un-
fortunate' circumnavigator survived to superintend its publication. From the

minute examination which was made of it by Vancouver, it proved to be a
branch ..''tlu>oc. an thut requires tlie greatost circumspection to navigate;

and although it diver{,'es into many oxtonsivo arms, yet none of them can be
consider<d as commodious harbours, on account of the rocks and shoals thut

ob.striict the approaches to them, or of the very great depth of water about
their entrances.

Tin N 1. point of the coast, where the sound commences, is Cape Witshed,

which is 43 miles from Point Hey, last described, the coast between being
fronted 'a veiy 'extensive mud-flr.t. The outward coast of the sound is

formed by Ilinchinbrook and Montagu Islands ; between and to the West
of which are the entrances to it.

HINCHINBROOK ISLAND is the north-easternmost of those before Prince

William t?v>und. Its N.E. point, named Point Ikiitinck, is opposite to Point
Witshed, a league asunder, tho space betweuu occupied by a low, barren,

uuniterrupted sand at low water, being a continuation of the sand-bank, ex-

tending from Comptroller Bay, and also along the coast to the N.E. of Point

Witshed. It is dry at low water, but at high water it was stated that there

is a boat channel, though Van-'ouver's party found the whole space occupied

by a most tremendous surf, rendering any passage at that time impracticable.

Cape Hinchinbi-ook, the S.W. point of the island, is 20 miles S.VV. of Point

Bentinck, and is plactd by Vancouver in iat. 60° 16J', long, (corrected) 146"

27'. In a direction S.W. i S. 7 miles from tho cape, is a barren, flat, rocky

islet, '•ith several rocks lying at a small distance from it. This lies, there-

fore, off the entrance to the siiund between Hiuchinbrook and the N.E. end

of Montagu Islands.

Between Montagi; and HincI'Hferooir Islands Captain Sir Edward Belcher

"oimd shoal water, contrary to Vaaaeouvfr's idea, renderiiig it necessary to

anchor in 17 fathoms, th<^ tide running an Z knots.

Fort Etches* ii on the eastern side of tho entrance into the sound, con-

sequently on tho eastern end of Hinchinbr>^jk Island. The depth off the

North point T entrance is very great; no bottom with 100 fathoms could be

'I

i.

* Port Etches iV rives its namf from Richard (','rtdman Ktches, n racrcliant, who, with

v^thera, f-T<*,.rpfi into a trading partnership ^May, i7S.5), under the lillo of the King
Goorg-e's Sound CoiiiiMny, for carrying on tli« fur t*f>de on tkm coast, liaving procuroil a

liwmne for this i)urpose from iht- South Si>;i Compnny. T\v votso'Oh of Cnptains Toriiock

aiiil DixoTi. in the Kina Georgf swed Queen Charlotte, in and Bujjeeqoeiit to 1785, were under-

taken ioi this company.

2 2
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,„u.d within a quarter of a mite of .he Ao,,- Off thi. poiut •«, «.,« mty

i»,eu, and there ate »me within the eatranee (*»/'7'" *"*''

'f,;;'
«„„.rep..t, there i. no depth for ..oherage. On the N-th »de »Mhe

nort i. a .goon (&,.(«»(» ll'rh,r). within whtch wa. a Eu.«.n eetab

hient, on a lation commanding the low n.n,w ^n,n.uk, and fom,.d

in n»3, when some -JP"^^ "»
^j;:tVs^T. In the account of

Port Etehes was vimtod by H.M.8. Sulphur, in i«j<.
t^„„„-„„

the vovage is the following :-" This establishment of the

^^^^l^^^^
Fur Company consists of the official resident, eight Russians and fifty Aleu

iian and other allies. It is calculated to stand a tolerable s.ege, under de-

^tttCs Lght furnish a most complete harbour, if vessels i.e.^entoa

these regions, or a station should ever bo required in so high a latitud

Th dents however, between it and Montagu Island render it difficid

of approach and the Russian commandant stated that many sunken rocks

L?p haps' of 1 or 1 5 fathoms) lie off Cape Hinchinbr

Locations make Vancouver nearly as much in error in longitude as he

"plSr/Sltthe N.E. or opposite extremity of t^e Peninsula, on whi^h

is the Russian establishment, is placed by Sir Edward Belcher in lat 60 21

I'i" N, long. 146° 50' 15" W; high water, fuU and change, 1 15 ;
rise, 9*

feet : variation, 31° 38' E.
, , , , j • v^.,* on

Hawkins Island is to the N.E. of Hinchinbrook Island, and is about 20

miles long, N.E. and 8.W. On its southern side is the channel before

reined which is contracted by the sand-bank on the S.K shore to a

narrow, difficult channel against the southern shore of the island.

On the North side of Hawkins Island is Port Cordova, an arm extendmg

from its N.W. point about 13 miles in an easterly direction. Within these

Umits are a bay and a small branch, in which are several rocks and rocky

islets. These shores are in general low, ending in pebbly beaches, where

Bhoal water extends some distance, and renders landing at low tide very un-

pleasant. To the northward is Pc^t Gravim. The S.E. point of its entrance

is placed by Vancouver in lat. 60° 41'.
,. -o .„

Snug Corner Bay is on the N.W. end of the peninsula, separating Ports

Gravina and Fidalgo. Its West point is in lat. 60° 45', long. 146° 36 .
Capt.

Cook said it was a very snug place.

Port Fidalgo is so named after the Spanish commander who visited it in

1790. It extends in a winding direction to lat. 60° 55', long. 145° 48'
;

its

• npou Garden Island Capt. Belcher found a pine that was marked by Portlock, July

22, 1787, and was very nearly do.troying it.-(Bclcher, vol. i, p. 73.) At proaent Uie island

ja covered with pine trees, without many trices of the ganlcn.

>.,*
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width being about 2 miles, and its length 28 miles. A small inlet runs in,

2 miles in a N.N.E. direction, at the N.W. point of Port Fidalgo, and

S.8.W. J "W. -IJ miles from its West point is the South end of Bligh Island.

The shores are also rocky. Bligh Island is 7 miles long N.N.E. and S.S.W.,

and some islands off its North end form the southern side of the entrance to

Puerto de Valdes.

Puerto de Valdes was so named by Senr. Fidalgo, and extends N.E. by

N. for 12 miles, where a small brook, supplied by the dissolving snow and

ice, flows into the arm, and from thence extends 5 miles in an East direction

to its termination in shallow water. The port is from half a league to a

league in breadth. Its West point is called Point Freemantle, and is in lat.

60° 67', long. 146° 49'.

Southward of Port Freemantle is an island 7 miles long, in a S.W. by W.

direction, and a league broad ; within it is a passage half a leagiie wide.

Westward of the island before mentioned is an arm extending about 4

leagues to the North, and terminating at the foot of a continuation of the

range of lofty mountains. It is, in general, about a league wide, and its

western coast terminates to the South, or Point Pellew, and from this the

coast takes an irregular direction, about W.S.W. 10 miles toward the East

point of a passage leading northward.

From Point Pellew a channel extends about 3 leagues in length, to the

N.W. i N. This in some places is a mile, and in others not a quarter of a

mile broad; its West side formed by Esther Island. Four miles North from

its further end is Point Pakenham, which is the S.W. point of Port Wells.

This extends in a N.N.E. direction, and terminated in a firm and compact

body of ice. Hence the coast pursues a southerly direction, 5 leagues to

Point Pigot. The continent is here composed of a stupendous range of snowy

mountains, from whose base low projecting land extends, jutting out into

points, and forming the shores, which are thinly wooded with dwarf pines

and stunted alders.

Point Pigot and Point Cochrane, opposite to it, form the entrance to Passage

Canal. The principal branch extends from Point Pigot West 13 miles, and

then S.W. by S. 4 miles further, terminating in lat. 60' 48'- Here the head

of the inlet reaches within 12 miles of Turnagain Arm, at the head of

Cook Inlet, hereafter described. The isthmus itself is a valley of some

breadth, which, though containing elevated land, was very free irom snow

(in June), and appeared to be perfectly easy of access. By it the Eussiaiis,

and Indians also, communicated with either of those extensive sounds. Tlio

other branch extends 2i leagues W.S.W. from Point Cochrane, which is l,i

mile South from Point Pij^ot. Eight miles E. by S. from Point Cochrane is

Point Culross. Off Point Culross in an island about a league from the shore,

and about 4 miles long; and following the coast southward for 6 miles, wo

arrive at an opening about 2 miles wide. From tlie .Smith point of the

\i
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entrance, 1 1 miles alonp a shore broken into small bays, lined by innumer-

able rocks, and exposed to tlio whole range of the N.E. swell from the sound,

brings you to Point Non-ell, in lat. 60" 27'.

Between this coast and the ocean are a considerable number of large islauiln

which lie generally in a N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction. The coast of the

continent runs, but in a very irregular manner, in the same direction, to Capf

Puffet, in lat. 59° 55', long. 1-18" 3', this being the point where the shores of

the main land form the seaward face.

From I'oiut Nowell the main coast turns to S.W. i S. for about 1 1 miles,

to a point where .'»n arm extends first N.W., and then terminates to tlie

South, in a circular basin full of rocks. lioforo this coast is an island, fol-

lowing its direction at '2 miles distant, and 3^ leagues long, forming a passage

but full of rocks. Five and a half miles S.E. from the South point of the

arm first mentioned, is Point Countess, in lat. 60° 13'. To the West is a bay

about 4.i miles deep, terminating in a compact body of ice that descended

from high perpendicular cliffs to the water side. The coast southward of

Point Countess forms the N.W. side of a narrow channel, 1 1 miles in length,

in a S.W. i W. direction. The North point of the southern end of this

strait* is Point Waters ; it has some rocks and breakers before it. This point

is on the eastern side of Port Bainbridge, an inlet from the ocean, extending

18 miles in length from its entrance, in a North direction. From its being

directly open to the ocean, although at this distance from it, the wind, when
it sets up or down the channel, sends such a violent sea upon it, that landing

is dangerous. Point Pi,"ce, on the western side, is 6 miles from Point

Waters. It is remarkable for its sugar-loaf form. S.S.E. 6 miles from
Point Pyke, is Point Elrington, the south-eastern point of Port Bainbridge,

and the south.westernmost part of a high, rugged cluster of islands. Op-
posite to Point Elrington is Cape Puget, before mentioned, on the main
laud.

The island of which Points Elrington and Pyke form a portion, is high and
rugged, and about 6 leagues in length, in a general N.N.E. direction. La-
touche Island lies oflf its eastern side, separated by a channel half a league

broad. Its northern point is named Point Grace. Knight Island lies to the

northward of these, and is upward? of 9 leagues in length in the same direc-

tion ; and beyond this, again, are some others of less dimensions.

Between this and Montagu Island is Grevn Island, so named by Cook, in

May, 1778, from its being entirely free from snow, and covered with wood

* It was in this strait ihat V^ancouvcr's parly fncountei oil a violent storm, Juno, 1794 ;

a very heavy gust of wind brought down from a considerable height on the mountain side

an immense mass of cai th, trees, and frozen scow, which fell at a distance not exceeding a
huudrod yards from tho afsombled party. They observed in other places the effects of

similar storms, which will sorv.' as a waiuiii^; to any one on these shores.
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and verdure. The islands near tlio open sea are, as before stated, elevated

and rocky; those within are low ones. Off the North point of Greor

Island, a league or a league and a half North, are some lodges of rocks,

some above and others under water, making it very unsafe plying in this

neij.;hbourho()d.

MONTAGU ISLAND is the largest and principal island of Prince William

Sound, it being, according to Vancouver's survey, 4G miles in length, from

S.W. by 8. to N.E. by N. ; its average breadth is about 2 leagues. Its South

point is in lat. 59" 46', long. 147° 30'. The passage on the inside, or to

N.W. of the island, forms an entrance into Prince William Sound, between

it and Latouche and Green Islands, of course varying in breadth. At

16 miles from the South end of Montagu Island is Point Bazil, in lati-

tude 60' 1'.

The two bays, one named by Portlock Ifnnmimj Bay, and the other M'Leod

Harbour, are stated by Mr. Whidbey to be very exposed anchorages, and

nothing more than stopping places in navigating this channel.

M^Leod Harbour is 5 or 6 leagues within the S.W. point of Montagu Island.

Its outer points. Point Bryant on the South, and Point Woodcock on the

North are about 2 miles apart, and joined by a bank of 7 or 8 fathoms,

black sand and mud, within which is a depth of 21 to 12 fathoms. Within

it takes a turn to the North, round a point which is quite bold-to, and may
be passed close. A ship can lie in 4 J or 5 fathoms water, with the South

point of the bay just shut in with this point, at about a cable's length from

the shore.

—

{Portlock.)

Port Chalmers, on the West Bide, and toward the North end of Montagu

Island, is in lat. 60° 16' N., long. 146° 50' E. Vancouver says:—"The place

of our anchoring in Port Chalmers can only be considered as a small cove,

on a rugged rocky coast, very difficult of access or egress." Stockdale Har-

bour, too, IS only a bay full of rocks, and of course not worthy of particular

attention. The shores about Port Chalmers are in general low, and very

swampy in many places, on which the sea appeared to be making rapid en-

croachments, the remain.^ of the forests being seen below high water mark.

Ofif the entrance to the harbour are several lurking rocks, which make its

approach very dangerous, as before stated.

The South Passage Rock lies from the North point of the harbour West

something less than a mile distant, and from the small woody islet, N. by W,

i W. about three-quarters of a mile. To the North of this is the North

Passage Eock, lying from the North point of the harbour N.N.W. \ W. 2.i

miles distant, and W.S.W. three-quarters of a mile from Stockdale Harbour.

These rocks must be carefully avoided, as they are not always visible.

It is high water at Port Chalmers about one hour after the moon passes

the meridian ; the current sets southward, and there is no draught into the

m
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harbour. Springs rise 13 and 14 i feot, the night tides rising above a foot

more than those in the day.

The strait between Montagu and Green Islands, to the northward of

Port Chalmers, is embarrassed by a line of sunken rocks, which are very

steep-to, affording no indication of their proximity by the lead. As this side

of the island is greatly exposed to the prevailing winds, great caution ouglit

to be observed in navigating near its shores.

From the N.E. point of Montagu Island its shores run compactly to the

8.W. for 31 miles, to a low projecting point covered with wood. Off it lies

a cluster of six rocky islets, chiefly composed of steep cliffs, nearly level on

their tops, which may serve as a direction in thiok or gloomy weather to the

South point of Montagu Island, lying from them S.W. by W. i W. distant

17 miles. They are tolerably well wooded, and are not liable to be mistaken,

particularly for the Chiswell Isles (21 leagues to the West), because those

appear to be entirely barren. Remrrection Gulf is to the northward of the

Chiswell Isles.

The Chiswell Isles ar». a group of naked rugged rocks, seemingly destitute

of soil and any kind of vegetation. The centre of the southernmost group

is in lat. 59° 31', long. 149° 2'. From this, the easternmost, which is a single

detached rock, lies N.E. J E. about a league distant ; and the northernmost,

which has several less islets and rocks about it, lies N. by E. ^ E. 5 miles

distant.

Blying Sound of the Russians, called by Portlock Port Andrews, lies

within the Chiswell Isles.

To the south-westward of the Chiswell Isles the coast presents a broken

appearance as far as Pie Islands, the South extreme of the sonthemmost of

which lies in lat. 59" 19', long. 149° 51'. This island, in several points of

view, forms a conspicuous peak, and although not remarkable for its great

height, yet from its singular appearance it is not likely to be mistaken in

this neighbourhood, as it descends with great regularity from its summit to

the water's edge. A group of rocks lying W. by S. J S. 4 miles from it,

must be very dangerous in thick weather, as it is probably covered at high

water, spring tides.

Between Pie Islands and Point Gore, a distance of 18 miles, the coast is

in most parts very mountainous, and descends rather quickly into the

ocean. Point Gore is placed by Vancouver in latitude 59° H', longitude

(corrected) 150° 22'. Towards the sea this projecting promontory termi-

nates in an abrupt cliff, moderately elevated, and is connected to the main

land by a low peninsula covered with trees. To the westward of the point

is Port Bid;.

CAPE ELIZABETH is the S.E. point of the mouth of Cook Inlet. It is

placed by Vancouver in lat. 59° 9', long, (corrected) 151° 18'. The coast

here is composed of high land, before which lie three small islands and some
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rocks. Thi! capo is itself tho largest of those, and the wostornmost of them.

To tho S.W. of the middle isle is a cluster of rocks, both above and below
the water's surface.

Port Chatham, so named by Vancouver from his tender, is situated behind
the island which forms Cape Elizabeth, and from that promontory extends to

a point in a N.E. direction 5 J miles, and from thence it terminates in an
excellent harbour, about 2 miles long from West to East, and 1 broad North
and South, affording secure and convenient anchorage. The passage into it,

passing to the N.W. of Cape Elizabeth, is free from all obstructions but such
as are sufficiently conspicuous or easily avoided.

The Chatham anchorage, off an excellent run of water, was found to be
in lat. 59° 14', long. 150° 66'. The rise and fall of the tide, near the change
of the moon, were 14 feet, but during neap tides not more than 10 or 11 feet.

High water about an hour after the moon had passed the meridian ; but
greatly influenced by the form and direction of the winds. The Eussian
establishment. Fort Alexandroffsk, is in a bay to the westward of Port
Chatham.

The KENAT PENINSULA separates the two extensive inlets called Prince
William Sound and Cook Inlet. There were several Eussian establishments

on its shores, and it is inhabited by a tribe which has given the name,
Kenaians, to all the Indians North of the Copper Eivor, and West of the
Eocky Mountains, except the Aleutians and Esquimaux. They are a proud
and fearless race, but are represented by the Eussians and those employed
by the Telegraph Company, as peaceable and well disposed. But they are
always ready to resist any affront or wrong.

COOK INLET.

This extensive arm of the ocean was discovered by Captain Cook, in 1788
but he explored it imperfectly, supposing that it was much more extensive
than it was found to be by Vancouver in 1 794. Cook thought that it was the
estuary of a great river, and as he did not name it. Lord Sandwich directed
that it should be called Cook's River; but when Vancouver penetrated to its

head, he properly called it Cook's Inlet.

Point Bede, so named by Cook, May 26, 1788, is a lofty promontory, and
from this the coast trends N.E. by E., with a chain of mountains inland ex-
tending in the same direction. The land on the coast is woody, and there
seamed to be no deficiency of harbours.

Graham Harbour is 7 miles from Point Bede. The entrance, according
to Portlock's sketch, is between Eussian Point on the South, off which a
rocky shoal dries at half ebb nearly 1^ mile out, and Coal Bay on the North
4 or 5 miles apart. In the entrance is Passage Island, on either side of which
is an open channel. From this it runs up about 9 miles to the E.S.E., and

i
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terminates in a fresh-water river. There are several projecting points on each

Bide of the harbour, that form very good and snug bays, where a ship might

if necessary be hauled on shore in the greatest safety.

Coal Itay on the North side, to the East of the North point, is a pretty

good one, carrying soundings in 14, 12, and 8 fathoms, fine black sand.

Capts. Portlock and Dixon landed on the West side of the bay, and in

walking round discovered two veins of cannel coal, situated near some hills

just by the beach, about the middle of the bay, and with very little trouble

several large pieces were got out of the bank.

The best time to run into this harbour is as near low water as possible.

Whatever danger there is may then be seen, either from beds of kelp, or the

rocks showing themselves above water.

CHUOACHNIK, tr Tscliougatschoiik Bay, lies to the N.E., anditsN.W.

extremity is Anchor Point, in lat. 59° 39'; and hence, according to Van-

couver's chart, the coast pursues a nearly straight direction 60 miles to the

Russian establishment, 8 miles to the S.E. of the East Foreland.

The S.W. limit of Cook Inlet may be placed at Cape Douglas, in lat. fiS"

62', long. 152^ 61'. The coast hereabout is composed of a low tract of

country, stretching from the base of very lofty mountains, wrapped in snow,

(May, 1794\ Off the cape, a few miles to the northward, lies a very

low flat island, Shaw Island, off the N.E. point of which is a ledge of rocks.

To the northward of the mountains that form the promontory of Cape

Douglas, is a lofty, rugged ridge, firmly connected by land less elevated,

and forming a deep bay between the cape and the lower borders of

Ouchouganat Island, or Mount St. Augustine. The shores of this bay,

Bourdieu, Bay, in most directions seem compact, but encumbered with largo

rocks and stones; the depth of water across it North and South is from 9 to

12 fathoms.

OUCHOUOANAT ISLAND, or Mount St. Augustine, is a very remarkable

island, rising with a uniform ascent from the shores to its lofty summit,

which is nearly perpendicular, to the centre of the island, inclining somewhat

to its eastern side, and being in lat. 69° 22', long. 163° 0'. It is about 9

leagues in circuit, and forms a lofty, uniform, conical mountain, presenting

nearly the same appearance from every point of view. The width of the

passage between it and the main land is about 6 miles.

Advancing northward along the shores of the main land, it will appear

indented and broken into small coves and bays. In lat. 59° 42' are three

islets, against the shore, behind which there is appearance of anchorage and

shelter. There is nothing remarkable on the coast* until we come to the

* The weather now (April 18, 1794), though extremely cold (the mprcury standing at

25°), was very cheerful, and afforded us an excellent view of the surrounding region, com-

posed, at a little distance from the river, of stupendous mountains, whose rugged and ro-
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!i"rthward of lat. 60°, whore there are two openings, the nortliern of whicii

is the principal. It runs to the West, and then y. \V. towards the foot of a
conspicuous volcano, IliamitiHk Peak, 12,066 feet high, which lies in lat. 60°

6', long. \ri2' .'56'.

From tho mouth of tliis opening to the West and East Foreland, wliere

the breadth of C'ook Inlet is considerably contracted, the distance is 43 miles,

the distance between its chores at this part being about 30 miles. In the in-

termediate space lies an island, named by tho Kussinns Coulgiak hlamt,

which divides the inlet here into two channels, the N.W. of which is much
encumbered by dangerous and extensive shoals. The island itself is about

13 miles long, nearly N.E. and S.W., and is narrow. Vancouver landed on
it, on tho South point of a shallow bay on its N.W. side, towards its S.W.
extremity. The snow, which was lying very deep on the ground (April 17,

1794), confined their walk to the beach, on which was lodged some small

drift wood, and on it they found some pieces of coal, resembling cannel coal.

The more important part of this island to the navigator is a dangerous shoal
wh!f>h extends, in its direction from the S.W. end, for the distance of at least

2 leagues. From the great variety of soundings on passing over it, it ap-

pears to be very uneven, as in several instances the ship struck violently on
some detached pieces of rock, so that it is infinitely more dangerous than a
mere spit of sand.

Abreast of the S.W. point, on the West shore, is Point Harriet, which is

a moderately high steep cliff. Off the point a shoal extends a league off, on
the outer edge of which is only 3 fathoms. To the N.E. of this again, the
channel between the island and the western shore has some extensive shoals.

It is between 6 and 7 miles from the main land, and is near a league from
tlie AVest side of the island.

Beyond this the shores of Cook Inlet are comparatively low, or only

moderately elevated, jutting out into three remarkable steep cliffy points,

named the East, West, and North Forelands ; the two former forming the
Narrows.

The Went Foreland m in lat. 60° 42', long. 151" 12', and is about SJ miles
nearly due West from the East Foreland,

A rock, thut is visible only at half tide, lies about the fourth of a mile

from the extremiiy of the point.

mantic forms, clothed in a perpetual sheet of ice and snow, presented a prospect, thou^'h

magnificently grand, yet dreary, cold, and inhospitable. In the midst of these appeared

the volcano, near the summit of which, from two distinct craters on its south-eastern side,

were omitted largo columns of whitish smoke, unless, as was supposed by some on board,

it was vapour arising from hot springs in that neighbourhood ; but how far this conjecture

was consistent with the severity of the climate at the top of that lofty mountain, is not

wiihiii the limits of my judgment to determine.— Vancomer, vol. iii, p. 100.

.,4^^SI
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Between the West Foreland and the North Foreland, both of which arf

on the westorn shore, the coast forms a spacious opon bay, culled by I'ortlock

tVadimj Bay. At the head of this was a Russian (wtublishment.

The S.E. shore eastward of the East Foreland forms a shallow bay, be-

tween it and a point 6 miles N.E. by N. above it, with soundings of 7 and «

fathoms within a convenient distance of the shore, sheltered from the East

and South quarters. Beyond this point, and between it and a point lying 7

miles W.S.W. from Point Possession, a distance of 21 miles, the outer bank

forms a perfect labyrinth of conical rocks, detached from each other on a

bank of sand and small stones, extending a league and a league and a half

fi-om the shore. Those rocks are of dififeront elevations, and few of them

are of sufficient height to appear above high water level. This very extra-

ordinary rugged region appears to join to the eouthem side of the shoal on

which Cook's ship, the Rnolution, grounded in 1778. This shoal extends

half way over the strait, and its outer end is about 9 miles nearly N. from

the East Foreland.

The North Foreland is in lat. 61° 4', long. 150° 35', and on it Vancouver

found the Eussian factory. For 2 leagues to the North of this, along the

western shore, tolerable anchorage is foimd. But this space is greatly ex-

posed to the East and S.W. winds, the prevalent and most violent in this

country.

Tnrnagain Island lies at the head of the more extensive part of Cook

Inlet. Its West end is in lat. 61" 8'. It is about 3^ miles long, E.N.E.

and W.N.W., and half a league broad. The island lies in the entrance of a

branch diverging from the main inlet in a N.E. direction. Its entrance lies

between Point Mackenzie on the North, and Point Wbromoto S.W. by S. 2

miles from it. Cook's vessel penetrated this inlet a short distance, but left

its termination undiscovered. Vancouver anchored 5 miles above its entrance

and found that all above him became, at low water, a succession of dry

sand-banks, occupying the whole of the space up to its head, 18 miles further

on, in lat. 61° 29', long. 148° 55'. At high tide it becomes an extensive sheet

of water.

Tomagain Arm.—The eouthemmost branch is the principal. It was

called by Cook Turnagain River, and by Vancouver Turnagain Arm, he hav-

ing decided its real character. Its entrance lies between Point Campbell,

which is S. by W. J W. 4 miles from Point Woronzow, and Point Possession on

the southern shore. At 14 or 16 miles above these the shores converge again,

up to which points they are 3 or 4 leagues asunder, but they cannot be ap-

proached on account of the shallow flat.

The tide here rises 13 feet perpendicularly, so that at low water the re-

maining portion of the arm is dry, or nearly so. It extends 22 miles above

these points, and thus approaches to within 4 leagues of the head of Passage

Canal, in the N.W. part of Prince William Sound, described on page 482.
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Across this isthmus the Kussians and Indians communicate with thoso two
extensive inland waters, ns there mentioned.

The timi. of high water in the N.E. arm is about six hours 'after th«
moon passes the meridian, and the rise and fall at springs is I'stimated

at nbuut 27 feet.

THE KODIAK ABCHIFEIAOO.

The KODIAK AKCHIFELAOO was first seen by Behring, on his voyage
of discovery, on returning from the American coast, in 1741. rUoy wero
seen in 1763 by the Russian merchant Glotoff. In 17GH Chelighofi" took

possession of them in the name of a company of merchants for the trade in

furs, of which ho was the chief; and, in 1V9!), they were granted iu full

possession to the liussian American Company.

The archipelago is composed of two principal islets, Kodiak and Afognak,
and several smaller islets in their neighbourhood.

Kodiak (or Cadiak, as it is called by Lisiansky) is very mountainous, and
surrounded by deep bays, into which a number of deep rivers full. The
country is in general too elevated for settlement, and is, besides, .for the
greater part of the year, covered with snow. The climate is by no means
agreeable

;
the air is seldom clear, and even in summer there are few days

which may be called warm ; the weather, indeed, depends entirely on the
winds

;
so long as they continue to blow from the North, the West, or the

South quarter, it is fine; when from other points of the compass, fogs, damps
and rain are sure to prevail. The winters very much resemble what is felt

in Russia in a bad autumn, which is, however, not without exceptions.

The native animals are few, consisting of bears, foxes, ermines, &c. Birds
are much more numerous, both in numbers and variety. Kodiak also
abounds in fish, which are haUbut, cod, flounders, &c., and salmon, which
last come into the rivers, from May to October, in great abundance. The
marine animals were formerly much more numerous, but from the indis-
criminate slaughter they have been much thinned. Fur seals were formerly
one of the staple products of the group. But the article for which it is now
best known is ice, which is carefully prepared for the Californian and other
markets in the bay of St. Paul.

The population is small, compared with the size of the islands ; they were
estimated at a total of 4,000 by Lisiansky, in 1805. It was stated that, pre-
vious to the arrival of the Russians, it was more than double this. Cheli-
ghoff stated that he subjected 50,000 men to the crown of Russia, which is
manifestly an exaggeration. They are a family of the Aleutians, resembUng,
in many respects, the Southern Esquimaux. They are generally kind and
well disposed, and not entirely wanting in industry. By the.introduction of
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schools and churcbes among tliem, the RuHsians havo dono ranch townrd

reducing thorn to a state of civilization.*

KODIAK, as boforo Rtatod, is lii^h, hilly, and vory mnch intorsected. If-*

greatest diameter is about ;U) lengucs in a N.K. and S.W. din-ctinn, nnd its

breadth may bo assumed as 15 loaguos. 'I'he shore, on all sides of the

island, is indented with a great number of large and deep bays, which non-

tain excellent harbours. That of Chiniatskoy is the largost, and at the sanio

time the most important ; for it is in the bottom of this buy that the estab-

lishment of the Kussian-Amoriean Company, formerly the principal in tho

Pacific Ocean, lies. This is the town and harbour of Kt. I'uul. It is. there-

fore, the only port fro(juented by strangers, and we shall bo mom purticuhir

in its description.

CHINIATSKOT BAY is formed by the cape of that name on tho South,

and Long or Barren (Sterile) Island on the North, an opening of 8 miles in

a N. J W. and S. J E. direction. It is 6 miles deep, and its M.W. portion

is filled with rocks.

The frequent and lasting fogs which occur here would render the approa( h

to this bay very diificult, if it were not for the island named Ougak, lying

15 miles South of Cape Chiniatskoy, and 2i miles from the land. This

being the only island on the East coast to the South of the bay, it becomes

an infallible point of recognizance on approaching it.

The Harbour of St. Paul is excellent in every respect ; the depth 6, G,

and 7 fathoms, good holding ground. Properly speaking, it is a narrow

channel, formed by Proche Island, which will hold but few vessels at a time.

The outer road is equally well sheltered and secure. Captain Golownin's

directions follow.

The port of St. Paul has two entrances ; one from the South, by the Bay

of Chiniatskoy ; the other, from the North, passes through the outer road.

Neither are dangerous if the wind be favourable, and the weather sufficiently

clear to distinguish the shores around the port ; but it should not be ap-

proached during the night or in fog, for there are no lights, and the currents

may carry you easily on to the shoals and rocks, which are abundant on all

sides.

As soon as you have cleared Cape Chiniatskoy, you find before you a rock

called Gorhm ; ster N. W. \ W. or N. 7F. J W., true, and you will soon see

ahead a small high island, Toporkowa, upon which you must bo careful to

direct your course. This island will show you the direction of the current

;

• Many particulars of tho group, in addition to those contained in the accounts of tlie

Russian discovery by Dr. Coxe, and Pallas, will be found in Lisiansky's Voyage, chapter x.

p. 190 et leq.; Billing's Voyage, by Martin Sauer; Langsdortf's Travels; Cook's Third

Voyage, vol. iii. ; and Vancouver'* Voyage, vol. iii. These will give a good idea of the

condition and resources of this inhospitable country.
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steot right tipon it, leaving to starboard /l„rmi hhml, and thrn th..
channel which separates it, fr..]u another cuII.mI iimd;, hlan,L When abreast
of tho .South point of the latter, which may bo rcu.lily known by tlm n.cks
surrounding it, boar to tho North, ranging along the western shore of \V,H„ly
Isle as near us possible, paying attention to tho soundings, which diminish
regularly on either side up to tho entrance of tho port. Following these
directions, if tho wind bo not contrary, and carrying short sail, you may
pass, without a pilot, tho shoals on the western side nour two isles, and reach
the entrance of tho port.

If, after passing along the West Cf)ast of Woody Isle, tho wind or other
obstacles prevent an advance, you may anchor in perfect security until tl.o
weather becomes more favourable. In case a vessel may have entered tho
bay, and the wind will not allow her to follow the foregoing route, nnd it
is absolutely neces'-.ary that she should reach the port, she will find a good
shelter very ner.r Steep Cape, on the western side of tho bay. In this case,
after noaring the Oorbun Eock, run dire, ly for this cape, or to W. I N.]
until a remarkable jutting point bears W.N.W. ; it is readily distinguished
on this low coast by its elevation, and its peaked form. As soon as Steep
Cape is passed, change the course towards the starboard, to anchor under
Toporkowa Island, from whence you may readily reach the harbour, either
under sail or by towing.

To enter the Harbour of St. Paul by the southern passage, steer for Capo
Pine

;
then, being near to this cape, which ought to bear N.W., distant a

mile or half a mile, run into the middle of the channel between Kodiak and
Woody Isle, carefully observing not to go into less than 18 or 20 fathoms
depth, steering directly for the islands before mentioned, and to the West
of Woody Isle, until the town of St. Paul is seen

; you may then enter the
port itself, or rather anchor in the outer road. The best anchorage is under
Woody Isle, in 13, 14, or 16 fathoms, sand. Nearer the port the bottom is
of mud, but here you are not so well sheltered as under Woody Isle.

If you wish to enter the port under sail, you must take care of the con-
trary current, or have good cables

; the Ireadth of the harbour not allowing
you to bear up, you must drop anchor whon under way. In the summer it

would be better to anchor in the road, mooriig in the direction of the tides,
the flood running to N.E. and the ebb to S.W. The starboard anchor
ought to be laid towards S.W., and the port N.E., having an open hawse
for N.W. and West winds, which blow strongly and in gusts. The tides
change regularly every six hours.*

* The ice company before alluded to was at San Francisco, and they leased frcm the
Kussian-American Company tho privilege of obtaining ice from St. Paul's. This concession
was the subject of a special clause in the treaty, and there is no doubt but that the place
will be fully utilized by the new proprietors for such an essential article. The ice wm cut

i J

-iji^k^i^^^a&ti.
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Igatskoy or IghaheU P-ay.—To the Soutli of Cape Orovillo, or TolptoA'

(great) is Capo Tonkoy (smnii) of the Eussiaa charts. It forms the N.E.

point of Igaid-otj, Igahchi, or Ihuk Hay, a deep inlst of 16 miles to the West,

but only 2^ Tuilos in lueadth. There are some good harbours in it, especially

ono lying in the S.W. part of it. In the bay t'le Eussian-Amorican Com-

jiany had an establishment. In entering thf bay keep close to the South

shore, the North is bestrewed with rocks.

Twelve miles to the South from Igatskoy Bay is Kiloudemkoy or Kihdcn

Bay^ where tlie company also have an establishment. It is properly com-

posed of two bays, either of which afford shelter.

In the 8.E. part of Kodiak, to the South of the last-named bay, lies

Saltchidak or Siachladak Island, which is nearly 20 miles broad S.W. and

N.E. Cape Barnabas of Cook is the N.E. point of this island,

Two-hadsd Point is on a small island, at 8 miles S.W. by W. ^ W. from

the S.W. point of Saltchidak Island, and is the northernmost of four .'sles

that must be doubled before entering the Port of the Epiphany Epipha,ry

?.'ay is small, only a mile in oirfjumference, and 6 J yards in the opening.

The depth ^'t 10, 8, 7, and 4J fathoms, muddy bottom.

The souiaom point of Kodiak was'caliod by Cook Cape Trinity. At 11

J

mil«3S S. of Cape Trinity lie two isles, named by Cook Trinity hies ; they are so

?1(V0 together that they might almost be considered as one island ; together

they arc li leagues in length, East and West, and 2 or 3 leagues from the

coast. On the Russian charts the eastern is called Sitckunak ; the western,

Tiiyidak.

To the North of Capo Triuity is Alitch Bay, where the company have an

establishment; the westernmost point of Kodiak, Ca^e Ykolih, in bV 14' N.,

lies N.N.W. i W. 38 miles from Cape Trinity ; and at 18 miles N.E. of it is

the company's establishment, named Karlouk. It is from here that the

baidares destined for the opposite ahore depart, vhe strait of Chelighoff being

narrowest hero.

At 12 miles to the North of Karluk is Ooujak at Ohiah Bay. It is a deep

indentation, extending 27 miles in a S.S.E. J E. direction, the distance be-

tween its head and that of Kiludenekoy Bay, on the opposite side of Kodiak

being only 8 miles.

The N.W. point of Kodiak is in about lat. 57° 28', and 2 miles' from this

point lies the extreme of North Island, which extends 15 miles N.N.W. and

E.N.E. This is separated by a narrow channel from Afognak Isle,

The northern coast of Kodiak, North Island, and the South part of

from an artificiftl lake, which had an area of about 40 acre.s. Tho labourers were all natives

of the Aleutian Islands, ,and were principally engaged for three or four ntonthi) of winiiT

while tho ice is firm, in cutting it up and storing it tor siinuncr coiisuinption. Fioiii this il

was exyKirted to evtry part of the Pacific.
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/-.fognak, form a channel 20 miles long and 2 wide, in wliiol; 10 to 20 fa-
tftoms water is found.

Chelighoff or Chelekhoff Strait.—Oook called tho North entrance of Clio-
lighofi .Strait Smoky Bay, It separates Kodiuk from the continunt North of
tho peninsula of Aliaska, and derives its name from tho Eussiau com-
mander M-ho first brought the iuliabitants of the adjoining countries uu<lor
subjection.

In 1832 it was examined and surveyed by Mr. Wassilicff, an ofTicer of tho
Eussian navy, in tJie f,.;rvice of the Eusaian-Amorican Company. Thi^
showfjd that tho strait ia narrower than M'as at first supposed.
Cape Douglas, which has been before described, is the north-west limit

of tho strait. A great number of bays appear to offer good shelter ; that
called Pouah, in lat. 47'' ^fi', long. 155^ 0' W., is 5 miles distant from
the great lake Nammmtoughat, from which the River Ougagouk flows. This
river has been adopted by Krusenstern as tho northern limit of the pciin-
Bula of Aliaska.

Tho coast of the Poninsult, beyond this is described in the next Chapter,
with those of the Sea of Behring which it encloses.

m

North Pacific.

J
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CHAPTER TX.

THE AliEUTIAN ISLANDS, BEHRING SEA.

The extensive and ircloment sea, whose eastern shores and islands are

described in the present chapter, derives its name from the celebrated navi-

gator -who first sailed in it, and made known to Europe the real character of

the extremities of the Now and Old Worlds.

The appellation of the Sea of Behring -.^as first and justly applied to it by

Captain Golownin. This replaced those by which it had been improperly

designated, such as the Sea of Otters (Bobrovoio), the Sea of Kamtschatka,

of Aliaska, or the Aleutian Sea.

The new Government of the United States may do something to dovelopo

its resources, which hitherto have been confined to a few fur-trading posts

of the Russian-American Company, and therefore there has been but little

inducement for a more minute examination of its shores than that given in

the imperfect charts drawn up by Liitke and others. But the United States'

whale fishery in this sea, as presently mentioned, has afforded, in former

years, a most lucrative occupation for a large fleet. A brief account of the

progress of our knowledge of this distant region will also shew the degree of

authenticity our descriptions may claim.

The Russian Czar, Peter the Great, to whom the possession of the half of

a great continent stiU seemed not sufficient, drew up with his own hand,

shortly before his death, the instructions for a voyage whose object was to

ascertain whether Asia was separated from America by a strait, and then to

extend the Russian dominion beyond such a limit, should nature have thus

marked it.

But in the distant regions of this vast empire there were no means by

which such an exploratory voyage could be organized. They were therefore

sent from Russia. Vitus Behring and Alexoi Tschirikoff were chosen by the

Empress Catherine to execute this part of the will of her great partner and

predecessor in power. The two ships destined for this expedition were con-
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TIIE ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, KTC. m
structed at Kamtschatka, the first of their kind that Iiad i)eon soon in this

the extremity of a land then scarcely known. They did not set sail from the

mouth of the Kamtschatka lilver until July 20th, 1728. Bchring shaped
his course to the N.E., never losing siglit of tlie Asiatic coast. On. Angn.st
15th ho reached lat. 67^ 18' N., at i\ point (now Capo Sordzo Kamcn) where
the coast turned to the westward, from which ho returned to tlio port whence
he sailed, without having seen tlio American coast. Uo had thus entered

the Icy Ocean without knowing it ; ho had solved the great problem, and
posterity has imposed the name of Behring upon this strait ; the reality sup-
plying the place of tho fabulous Strait of Anian.

Behring and Tschirikoff made a second voyage in 1729, but it yielded no
new information.

A third time did the same commanders set sail from Kamtschatka, June
4th, 1741

;
this time with the intention of making the American continent to

the eastward. Behring then sailed through the chain of islands skirting the

great peninsula of Aliaska. On August 29th he anchored at the Schumagin
Islands. In the course of the next month he discovered part of the Aleutian
Islands By this time the commander was ill and decaying. The greatest

part of the crew, too, were attacked by that frightful disease, s. ^rvy.

Behring's ships and crew were reduced to the greatest distress by the

weather and sufferings they encountered. Worn out with these, they made
for the island now bearing his name ; but the ship was stranded. On Nov.
9th the captain himself was brought on shore on a hand-bar. ow, and died

on December 8th, 1741. " He was a Dane by birth, and had in his youth
made voyages to the East and "West Indies, when the glorious example of
the immortal Emperor Peter the Great for marine tempted him to seek his

fortune in Russia. It is a pity that it was his fate to end his life in such an
unfortunate manner. He may be said to have been buried half alive, for

the sand rolling down occasionally from the side of the ditch in which he lay,

and covering his feet, he at last would not suffer it to be removed, and said

that he felt some warmth from it, which otherwise he should want in the

remaining parts of his body, and thus the sand increased to his belly ; so

that, after his decease, they were obliged to scrape him out of the ground, in

order to inter him in a proper manner."—(Miiller.)

Tschirikoff's voyage was less unfortunate than his commander's; but he
scarcely had fewer hardships. He returned to Eussia, after having explored

part of the American coast.

Such was the success of the first Eussian expeditions. They were followed

at intervals by many others, among which the names of Glotoff, Synd,

Krenitzin, and Levacheff, stand most conspicuous.

Our great navigator, James Cook, entered the Icy Ocean, and ascertained

the eyact nature of the contmental separation first traversed by Behring in

August, 1778 ; and his second in command. Captain Gierke, after his sad

I 2 K Q
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cataMroplie at. Hawaii, again i...nptrut<Hl to tlio icy barrier in July, 1779.

The abortive Rasaiau Expedition under Commodore Joseph Billings, an

Englishman, made by order of the Empress Catherine II., in 1785 to 1794,

did not penetrate the strait, one great object of the expedition, after having

traversed the Sea of Behring. In 1817 Captain Otto von Kotzobiio ex-

amined and named most of the points on the American coast of Behring

Straits.

The Asiatic coast, from East Cape to Kamtschatka, is amply described

from the admirable survey and examinations of Kear-Admiral Frederic

Liitke. In 1826 the Eussian corvettes, the Moller, Capt. Stanikowitch, and

the Seniavine, under Capt. Liitke, wore despatched to these seas, and ex-

amined almost the wholo of the western shores, and to the account of this

voyage we owe our descriptions.

T • our own country we are indebted for the accurate knowledge we pos-

sess ho American shores. This is from the memorable voyage of H.M.S.

momi' .mder Admiral F. W. Beechey, who minutely surveyed the eastern

shores of the strait in 1826-7.

The vessels employed in the Arctic searching expeditions in 1846-54, in

quest of intelligence of the party under Sir John Franklin, added something

to our knowledge of the Aleutian Islands and the northern harbours.

H.M.S. Herald, under Captain (now Admiral) Kellett, the Plover, under

Commander Moore, and the expedition in the Enterprise and Itmdigator,

under Captain (now Admiral) B. CoUinson, in 1850, with others, may be

specially noticed. But the account of the progress of these noble efforts be-

long to other subjects.

The latest expedition to this remote land is probably the most wonderful of

all in its origin. Before the solution of the great problem solved by the suc-

cessful laying of the Atlantic Electric Telegraph Cable, in the summer of

1867. the importance of telegraphic communication between America and

Europe, led to the project started by Mr. P. D. Collins, of an overland con-

nexion from San Francisco, across Behring Strait, and thence through the

Russian empire to Western Europe. In 1865 the Western Union Telegraph

Company of America, <he largest corporation of its kind in existence, com-

menced the explorativi'y of the proposed line, which was to go from the

Fraser River to the upper course of the Yukon River, thence down its course to

Norton Bay ; thence across to the Asiatic shore, down which it was to be

carried to tiio mouth of the Amoor River, to which the Eussian Government

have completed their telegraph system. This gigantic undertaking was

placed under the command of Colonel Bulkley, U.S. army, and employed

several hundred explorers for nearly 2
J^
years, who examined 6,000 miles of

country on both sides of the Pacific, and constructed a large portion of the

line. When the intelligence reached the parties of i,he success of the

Atlantic cable, this grand enterprise was at croe nl>;..2cloned, after an ex-
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penditure of three millionH sterling. The narrative of Mr. Frodk. Whympor,

who was attached to tho Yukon party, is ono of the most interesting works

on the Pacific, and has been before quoted in this work.*

The whale Jinheri/, as before stated, is a very important fouturo of these

Arctic Seas. All the early voyegers speak of tho vast abundance of fish of

all varieties, and specially of the whalo. But it does not appear that this fact

was much utilized till California came in the ascendant, when ( "aptain Boys,

in his ship Huperior, penetrated the Arctic 0('oan through Behring Strait,

in the summer of 1848. In that and the following two years three hundred

whalo ships came hero, and brought home oil and wlialebone worth nearly

17A millions of dollars. Such a vast result could not be obtained for a series

of years, but still the fisheries of cod, faaKbut, salmon, as well as of tlie

whale, are of the greatest value.

Of tho people and other subjects a few words will be given hereafter. But

it may be promised that the geograph- .^al descriptions are iniporJ'ect, and

cannot be trusted in the same degree as those which precede this, but this

is of the less importance, as these seas are rarely traversed except by those

who are moi-e or less intimate with its navigation.

The PENINSULA of ALIASKA separates Behring Sea from the Pacific.

It is a remarkable tongue of land extending from the River Ougagouk,

mentioned on page 497, to tho Strait of Isanotzky, separating it from

Ounimak, the easternmost of the Aleutian Archipelago, an extent of 330

miles ; its breadth diminishing from 90 miles in the North to 25 miles in the

southern parts. Its name (signifying " the land") has been applied by the

Americans to the whole of their new territory.

From its configuration it may bo regarded as a continuation of the Aleutian

Islands. The first authentic notice of its shores was that given in tho account

of the third and disastrous voyage of Captain Cook, who examined, though

but very slightly, both sides of tho peninsula at different points. The southern

side remained in the same imperfect state until the examination, previously

noticed, by Capt. Wassilieffin 1832. Its northern side, of which we shall,

speak hereafter, is somewhat better known.

From the Bay of Poualo, the north-eastern limit of tho peninsula noticed

above, Capt. Wassilieff 's examination extended to a large bay in lat. 56" 40',

and abreast of the Evdokeeff Islands. This bay has been named Wassilieff

Bay. The space between Poualo Bay and this point contains a great num-

ber of bays, and all along tho coast are numerous islands, of which we have

no es^ \ix\ description.

The Evdokeeff Islands were discovered by Behring on August 4th, 1741,

iwA nam- 1 by him in honour ot tho saint of the day. They form a group

• Travel and Adventure in th<' Tciritor) of Aliaska, Ac, by Fredciick Whympor, London,

IS68.
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of seven isIaudH, the three largest of which are called Simidin, Alexinoy, and

Ageach. Cnpt Golownin determined the position of the southernmost island

of the group as lat. 56" 0' N., long. 156" 22' W.
A rock is marked on the charts to the S.W. of the Island of Simidin, in

lat. 55" 50' ; evidently a different position to those recorded by Cook as

having been seen June 16, 1778, a cluster of small islets, or rocks, lying

about 9 leagues from the coast, which would be in about lat. 56' 3', and

long. 158° 0' W.
St. Stephen Island, of small extent, is supposed to have been discovered

and thus named by Behring. Krusenstern places it in lat. 56° 10' N., long.

155° 30'. There is some confusion here respecting the discoveries of Behring,

Tschirikoff, and Cook.

Onkamok or Tschirikoff Inland was probably discovered by Vancouver,

April 4th, 1794, and named by him after the companion of Behring. It ap-

peared to form a somewhat irregular, four-sided figure, about 10 leagues in

circuit, having from its western part, which is low and flat, and which had

the appearance of being insular, a remarkably high, flat, square rock, lying

in a direction S. 66° W., at the distance of 2 miles, between which and the

island is a ledge of smaller rocks. Its S.E. parts, consisting of high, steep

cliffs ; but on its western side, which is considerably lower, this appearance

was not so general.

SCHUMAGIN ISLANDS.—This group, which is the next considerable

collection "West of the Evdokceff group, according to Captain Liitke, is com-

posed of fifteen islands, and seven smaller islets. They received the name

of Schiunagin (Choumagiiine) from Behring, in memory of one of his sailors

who was buried here. The two largest islands of the group arc Oimga and

Nagay. The first extends 12 leagues from North to South, with a breadth of

7 leagues ; its northern extremity in lat. 56^ 42'. Nagay Island, with a

similar direction, is 8 leagues in length. Besides the Ounga and Nagay

Islands, Sarytscheff names those of Kagai, Sajouliucktusigh, Nuinak, Tagh-

Kiniagh, and Kiimiutanany ; all these, and several others not named, lie very

close together. Kagay Island, according to Sarytscheff, ought to be placed

in lat. 55" 5' N., long. 160" 33' W. The state of our knowledge respecting

this group may be summed up in a few words,—it is very imperfect and un-

satisfactoiy. There is no apparent analogy between the remarks of any two

observers. Under these circumstances wo shall confine our extracts to that

of the Ounga Island, on account of the fact of coal existing on it.

Ounga is the largest of all, and the westommost of the group. Accord-

ing to the observations of Stepanoff, of the Russian Company, its North

extreme is in lat. 55° 37', that of its South part 55" 11', and its length about

2G miles. Its breadth is about half its length. This island is mountainous

and clifi'y, particularly on its South coast, hut the N.W. side extends in a

plain, which terminates in the low cape called Tonkoi. The island has thrt*

i.--.*i! . .1.*
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bays ; the lurgosf , /aUiarovskaia, is on the N.E. side ; it is open to the N.E.,

but the iinehoragcs may be kfpt ; hero tlio vessels cf tlio company formerly

wintered. The second, nii flio East side, penetrates eousidorulily into tho

land, but it has but very little water. On this bay stands a village, called

by tho Eussians Delarovakoi, and by the AJeutep, Ougnagak. Tho tliird is

on the South coast.

On the West side of Zakharovskaia Bay, tliero are, in two places, sonio

beds of coal, arranged in perfectly horizontal strata, at 100 yards above tho

level of the sea. They have been worked.*

Between the Bchumagin Islands and tho western extremity of Alaska, tho

coast is bordered with a largo niunber of small islands. Admiral Sarytscheff,

who passed hero, says in his journal that eiglit of them, of which ho gives

the names, ai"e larger than the rest.
'^

Nanimak Inland, nearly tho westernmost, is 4 leagues to tho North of

Sannagh (presently described). To tho S.E. of it lie a (jiiantity of small

islets and rocks above water. Animak, or Rcimhcr Inland, lies G miles to

the North of Nanimak. To tho S.E. and East of this island there is a

group of rocks and islets similar to those projecting to tho S.E. from Na-

nimak Island. Lialiuskigh lies to the N.E. of Animak, at the distance of

14 miles.

Two islands, without namqe, lie at the distance of 3 miles from this ; one

to tho North, tho other to the N.E. Kueydogh lies to the East, 2 miles off

from the fifth island. Kitagotagh lies to the E.S.E., at the distanco of 3

miles from the last-named island. Ounatchogh, 2 miles to tho N E. of the

preceding ; between these two last there is a high and pointed rock.

Cook, passed these islands June 20th, 1778, and estimated their distance

from the coast at 7 leagues. Opposite to Ounatchogh Island, on the coast of

Ahaska, is a very lofty volcano, tho summit of which fell, in 1786, during

an eruption. It is, perhaps, the same mountain that Cook aaw emitting

smoke.

Sannak.—Sannagh, or Halibut Island, which is thu westernmost of those

on the coast of Alaska, received its last name from Cook, on account of a

great take of that fish. It is separated from the coast by a channel 4

leagues in breadth. " This island is 7 of 8 leagues in circuit, and, except

the head, the land of it is low and very barren. There are several small

islands near it, all of tho same appearance ; but there seemed to be a passage

between them and tho main, 2 or 3 leagues broad."—(Cook.) Halibut Head
is a round hill in the centre.

• The coal is a lignito of poor (pi.-ility unci not (ibiindant. The .soanis havo bi^un wuiktil,

nml the produoo used on board tho UuHsian-American Company's stcatnrrs, hut not to any
groat extont. Tho place was visited by the United Status' Tolcgriiph Jixpoditiou in 186.5.—

Mr. F. Whymper.
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The STRAIT of ISANOTSKOY, Hoparuting Aliauka from tlio Aloutiaii

Islands, was known to exist prior to 1708. It not only soparates Alaska

from Ouniniak, Imt it dividos tlio latter from Ikntiin Inland, lying 3J miles

South of the 8. W. point of Aliaska. Tlio upper or northern part of thu

strait extends for 12 miles N. J W. and S. J E. ; its broadtli does not any-

whero exceed -l miles. At its nortliem extremity, that is, between Alaska

and the N.E. point of Onnimak (behind which lies Krenitzin r>ay), the

strait is not more than 2 mih'S brond ; and moreover is obstructed by a largo

mmibrr of banks. The N.W. cntrnnoe of this strait is extremely difficult,

on account of the sand-banks and currents which are felt during tlio ebb and

Hood tides. That to the S.E. is very much easier, and the soundings do not

give less than 4 J fathoms ; but wo luive no authentic particulars of it.

The lower part of the strait, that is, the portion between Ounimak and

Ikatun, or Ikatok Island, is 8 miles long by 4 broad This breadth, how-

ever, is contracted by one half by Kitenamagan Island, lying half a mile from

Ikatun.

From the North end strait of Isanotskoy, the coast of Aliaska runs to

the north-eastward, in nearly the same direction as the southern coast of

that peninsula. This will be described presently, in connection with the

remainder of the coasts of the Sea of Behring. The Aleutian Archipelago,

forming, as it were, a broken contimmtion of flie peninsula, will follow.

ALEUTIAN ARCHIPELAGO.

It is to the celebrated Behring, as we have mentioned regarding the Ko-

diak Islands, that Kussia owes the discovery of the Aleutian Islands. It

Mas during his return from the Coast of America in 1741 that he discovered

several of them, now known under the names of Semitsch, Kiska, and Amts-

chitka. In 1745 an enterprising merchant, named Basoff, made a voyage

hither in seai'ch of the sea otters. After this period they were more fre-

(juently visited, and they daily became better known. The geographical

positions of tlic group we owe principally to the Russian Vice-Admiral Sa-

lytsclieff, who iiccompanied Captain BiUingp in his expedition in 1791—2.

To Captain Cook, too, we owe some observations on this island, and some

others near it. Cajitains Golownin and Kotzebue, in the years 1817 and

1818, determined the position of some of their points. Captain Liitke has

gi\ en a long article upon this archipelago, from the observations of Lieut.

Tebenkoll', M. Lifshestrom, and several otliors, which in our general igno-

rmice of this andiipelago are valuable. Capt. Beechey has also added

ahi^hth- to our knowledge of them ; and several other navigators, whose

uujue.s will be uUuded to, have added something to the general stock.

The Aleutian Inlands form a chain, which extends nearly East and West
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irom tho Isle of Attou, in long. 172^ 45' E., to tho peninsula of Alinska,

comprising an extent of 23" of longitude, and between ST and 65" of N.
latitude.

They have boon divided into several gi-oups. Tho western f)r Blignio

group, is composed of four islands—Attou, Agattou, Semitsch, aiul Eouldyr.
Another group is named Kryci or Eat Islands ; a third, tho Andreanotl' Isles

;

and tho eastern group, tho Fox Islands, because those animals aro only
found on tho islands composing that partieidar group.

On all those islands traces of volcanic action are evident. On many of

them tlioro aro volcanoes in activity, and some, as for example, Ounimak,
are subject to continual volcanic eruptions and shocks. Tho Fox Islands

exceed all others in height ; tho further we advance to tho West tho lower

thoy become. Tho direction in which almost all the islands of the Fox
group lio, lengthwise, is S.W. to N.E. They aro low and narrow to the

N.E. But beyond the Island of Amkhitka, where the general direction of

the chain runs to the West, this law alters, and tho S.E. extremities of

the island are lower and narrower, and their N.W. extremities higher
and broader.

The following description commences with the oastommost of tho Archi-

pelago, and proceeds westward in succession.

FOX ISLANDS.

This group, extending from Ounimak to Amoukta, is the most important
of the Archipelago, commercially, on account of the produce of the chase
which is annually di-awn from them ; and, geographically, from their cen-
tral situation, and the ports they contain.

OUNIMAK is the easternmost of the group, and is separated from the
peninsula of Aliaska by the Strait of Isanotskoy. In a harbour in this strait

Ivrenitzin wintered in 1768. In 1826 Captain Beechey passed through tho
strait separating it from the islands to the southward. He calls its S.W.
point Wedge-shaped Cape, before which lies a rock, and the narrowest part
of the strait Is formed by the Isle Kougalga, Beechey making the distance 9J
miles.

The southernmost point of Ounimak is called Cape Hitsou or Kithouh, or
Ehitlclioukh

;
and, from its shape, by Captain Beechey, Wedge-shaped Cape-

From this southern cape the coast runs to tho N.E. to Cape L\dh. The
S.W. point of the island is Cape Sarytscheff; before it is a large rock simi-
larly situated with respect to it as that of the southera cape.

It is about 65 miles long in a N. 52° E. and S. 52° W. direction, and its

greatest breadth about 25 miles. It is, so to speak, but tho cover to a fur-

nace, continually burning ; on the summit of this a high mountain chain ex-
tends throughout the island, having several spiracles. Notwithstanding the

M
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number of craters, tlus mibterranoan firo causes froquont ^^rthqnakos. The

"le of those summits, the CiMlnM Volcano, or ML SlMn, was

moasll by Captain LUt.e as 8,03. En.li.h foot hi.h. ^^^^^^
and to the East of it is another, with a double summit. It stands nearly

the cen^eof this island, in about 54° 45' and IG.r 59' Mr. Whymper says:

! Sialdiuskoihasavexy graceful fonn. Near it is a second mount m

of^:s elevation, with a jagged double summit, of very odd and .rregu^

learance. Smoke was issuing (September 1865) from a )a ge clef

Ta thT nmmit." At 6 miles from the 8.W. side is another cquaUy corned

V Icano, called Poyro,n>noi, or No.ov.koi, which Kotzebuo says js 5,525

rXh feet in height. The I^annakh Chain has also two lugh peaks

Ss the N.E. extremity of the island. The whole of the mountaiu ehams

are nearer the South than the North sule.
„ , . , , , ,„^

A broad bed of gravel fom.s the N.E. extremity of the island, and a low

coast extenas as f^as the village of Chichaldinsko. without any shelter

The viUage is two-thirds the distance from the N.E. extremity to a cape 3

i!L2 from Cape Mordvinoif. The N.W. extremity, Cape Mordvmoft
mdes East from t>ape

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^
(Cam Noisak), is in lat. o-i oi

, loufe. i"-»
, . , « •, •

s bluff and V IT remarkable, because the land on each side of it is very

low to the W^t extremity of the island, Capo Sarytscheff, he coast form

Z base of the Fo,rommoi Volcano. The latter cape is bluff, and of a

^tZl'^^oL^.^ Strait, through which Kot.ebue pass.l in 1817

«epartes Ounimak from the Krenitzin Isles to the soivthward. Its nan-owest

pL, as before mentioned, is about 9J miles broad. The currents are very

"^t&iugtEurick Strait is the widest and safest for traversing the Aleutian

chain from North to South, and vice versd, and also the most convenient

or passing into the northern part of the Sea of Behnng it is not so advan-

^geous for ships which, coming from the Pacific, are destined for Ouna-

laLa. Capt.Wrangel recommends the Strait of Akoutan, farther west-

ward for this route. ^ . , ^ •

Krinitzin Islands-The islands next in succession to Oummak are five m

number The N.E. of them, called Kougalga, in reality consists of two

iX'o^^rnok and OueMoL There is a peak on the N.E. extreme of

""IX^: or Ki,al,a, or Ti,aMa, is the next to the S^ and is about 4

leases long. East and West. Its centre is in lat. 54° 5' N., and ong. 165

W A -fli island, connected by a chain of rocks to Tigalda, hes off its

northern extremity. Tigalda is mountainous, and intersected by three

Hthmuses. A great quantity of drift-wood is found on its coast, and coal is

found on the shore of Dorbinskoi Strait.

Lerhimkoi Strait separates it from Abacanok, and xs remarkable among
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all tlid otlicrs for tho u.vtraordiuary rapidity of tho ciu-rnnt and it.s strong

tide races.

Abatanok lies West of Tigalda, and is about tho same size, and lies in tho

same diri'ition. At 2 miles West of tho wosfcni point of Abatiimik is the

small island of Aektok, or Golif (bare), which is about a league in circum-

ference, and lies 2 miles Soutli of tho South point of Akoun.

Akoun forms tlio S.W. portion of Rurick Strait, and lies to tho West of

the Krenitzin Islands, It is about 14 miles long, in a N.E. and S.W. direc-

tion ; its breadth is mioqual. There aro two small bays on it, (mo in tho

N.E. part, tho other in tho N.W. part of the island.

Tho island is m<mntainou8, and partic ularly cliffy on its N.E. and North

sides. On tho South side of the island is a sort of column, which, soon from

tho East or West, resembles a tower, or steeple surrounded by houses. On

its N.W. side is a smoking volcano, and near the village on tho side of

Akoimskoi Strait, are some hot springs.

Akoumkoi Strait, separating Akoun from Akoutan, is not more tliat 2 miles

wide, is throughout bestrewed with rocks, and subject to strong currents and

tide races.

Akoutan lies half a league to the West of Akoun. It is largo, mountain-

ous, of a round form, and having a diameter of 12 or 13 miles. It has no

good harbour ; there are some coves on the northern coast, but they cannot bo

serviceable to any but very small vessels.

With the exception of Ounalashka, it is higher than tho neighbouring

islands. Nearly in the centre is an active volcano, measured by Captain

Lutko as 3,332 feet. The coasts are steep, particularly on the South side.

On the North they slope more gradually and evenly. Volcanic evidences

are everywhere abundant, and tho fire from the crater was seen in Sept.,

1865.

The ISLANB of OUNALASHKA, which is the largest and the best known

of the Aleutian Archipelago, follows. It extends 70 miles from N.E. to

S.W. The S.W. extreme is in lat. 53° 13', long. 167" 47' W. ; and tho N.E.

part in lat 54° 1' N., long. 166° 22' W.

The name here given as generally known to Europeans is a contraction of

Kagoiinalaska. It is tho most important of tho group, because it was the

residence of the chief of the section of tho Eussian Company's hunting

operations.

There aro many deep bays on tho coasts of Ounalashka, which have

nearly all been examined and surveyed by our navigators. The northern

shore has tho greatest number, as for example:—Captain Bay, the Bay

of Otters, Illuluk Bay, Kaleghta Bay, and Samganooda Bay, visited by

Cook.

Captain Bay is fori'iod by Capes Kaleghta and Wem'loffdi/, which lie in an

E.N.E. and AV.S.W . dirochon 9 miles from each other, and is about 13 miles

i
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to its sonthorn part. Tlio uppov part of tho hay contains thmo distitwt

Hiiiallor hayH, tho oastoni, nortlu'in, ami wostorn bays. Tho «oufhorn hay

liaa not much to rocoinnumd it ; itu cmtranco scarcely more than a «iuartcr

of a niilo broad.

Tho (iaHt(»rn bay bears tlio nanio of Porf IHiduk, from tho villago of that

name, where the company had an eHtahlishment. Kotzebue says that it

would bo tho best larbour in tho universe if tho entrance to it was not so dilli-

cult ; for a vessel entering Tort lUuluk, if it should fall calm, would remain

exposed to the violent currents and squalls which often occur hero. Oumnk-

nagh Inland forms the western side of the port, which, like tho island itself,

has a N.E. and S.W. direction.

Tho port is in lat. 53" 32' 25" N., and long. 166'' 32' 0" W. Tho establish-

ment of the port, 7'' 30""
; the highest tide observed, 7 foot G inches.

Kalen1:*a Bay, which lies next, to tho eastward of lUuluk, is open and

deep, and only merits attention on account of a village of the same name at

its head. The Bay of Otters, or Bobrovaia, adjoins Kaleghta Bay on tho

East, and is the largest t)f those which intersect Ounalashka, being 18 miles

deep in a N.E. and S.W. direction. Its breadth, as well at the mouth as tho

rest of tho bay, excepting the North part, is about 4 miles. Both shores of

the bay present a large number of small coves, of 2 or 3 miles deep, which

contain good anchorages; the rivulets which fall from the mountains afl'ord

good water. The western part of tho Bay of Otters is formed by i. penin-

sula, which is the same land which forms the eastern side of Captain

Bay. At the extremity of this peninsula is Samganooda Bay, where Cook

anchored twice.

The Island of Ounalga, or Oonella, lies before Samganooda Bay, mentioned

before. Between it and the Island of Akoutan, to the N.E. of it, is the

Strait of Akoutan. Captain Wrangel recommends this strait to be preferred

for passing between the islands, because it leads directly to all the ports ly-

ing on the N.E. side of Ounalashka. This strait is 2i miles broad ; but it

is somewhat narrowed by a chain of islets, Ugy Islets, lying half a mile off

the N.E. part of Ounalga. Spirkin Island, which forms the eastern point

of the Bay of Otters, is 10 miles long in a N. i E. and S. i W. direction.

The Oudagagh Channel, which separates it from Ounalashka, is about a mile

wido, and 3^ miles long, in a N. by W. i W. direction. The depth in it is

45 fathoms. At the N.E. end of Spirkin Island lies the small isle Ougalgan,

being separated by a clear channel about a mile long.

On the eastern side of Ounalashka is the small bay of Eilliliah, which is

easily known by a remarkable cape, named Amtschitka, standing a Uttle t j

the North of the entrance to the bay. Ounalashka here presents the appear-

ance of being divided into two parts. The bay is perfectly sheltered from

all winds.

Makouchinskoy Bay lies about the middle of the island, on the western side.

"i^m
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OUMNAK ISLAND. )0i>

It is 22 miles wide at its opening, and 11 or 12 milos long in an easterly

direction. The head of this bay approaches that of the Bay of Otters within

3 miles, and within 7 milos of Captain Bay, in such a manner that this por-

tion of Oimalashka forms a peninsula of 40 miles in circumference, composed

of high mountains, among which a very high volcano is to be distinguished.

OUMNAK ISLi»'"'T1!) lies next West to Ounalashka, and, next to that

island, is the largest oi the archipelago. The strait which separates them is

4 miles wide in its s'/Uthern part ; but this is diminished to one-half by

Thwinah Island, which lies in mid-channel ; this renders the passage difficult

for large vessels. Outside the strait, at 5 miles to the South of Tinginak,

is a reef, which covers at high water.

Oumnak is nearly 20 leagues in length, in a S.W. by S. and N.E. by N.

direction. Its height increases in the same direction ; and its North end is

composed of very high mountains, among which may be distinguished a very

high volcano, covered with eternal snow.

Upon the island are two active volcanoes, tha first, Vcevidovskoi, is nearly

in the centre of the island, and is its highest point ; the other, Tmlihkoi, is

10 miles from ihe N.E. side. The S.W. extremity of the island, Cape Sigak,

lies in lat. 52° 50', long. 168° 42'. A short distance from this the S.E. coast

forms some small open bays, one of which is called the Old Port, which is

somewnat sheltered from the South from seaward by a bank. Beyond this

is the Black Cape, projecting considerably into tho sea, and forming the open

cove called Drocianaia (wood), on accoimt of the great quantity of drift-wood

thrown on to it. Beyond this the coast runs nearly straight, and not very

high, to Vcevidovskaia Cove, open to the South, before which lie the Vce-

vidovskaia Islands, mentioned presently. Here the coast is low and sloping,

and thus extends to Glouhokain (deep) Cove, into which a river discharges it-

self, abounding with fish. Farther to the N.E., beyond a mass of rocks 90

feet in height, inclining to the N.E., is the village Egorkovskoi, in a small

creek midway between Cape Sigak and Oumnak Strait. The neighbourhood

of the village eiffords great resources. A rude, sandy, and straight coast

surrounds this as far as the village Toulikskoi, lying in front ot the islet

Tanghinakh, in the Strait of Oumnak. Near the S.E. coast there are many

reefs and banks.

The eastern face of the island facing Ounalashka is steep and rocky in some

places, but is not high. The North part is high, sandy, and even, frequently

intersected with ravines, but without a single remarkable inlet. The West

coast is mountainous, but not steep. On this side, at 8 miles from the S.W.

extremity, is the largest village of the island, lietchechnoi, standing on a small

hill between some lakes inland and the sea-shore. Nearly in the middle of

the AVest side of tho island is the large but open bay called Ingakoadak.

On the S.E. side of the islands and in front of the Vcevidovskoi volcano

and the hay of the same name, a .'e situated the small islands called, also,

ill

i

ii

.iLJ^
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VcevidorslieH. They arc six in number, and are 2 miles off the coast, the in-

terval being Ml of banks.

Oumnak, like the rest of the islands, is deficient of wood, some willow and

other bushes only growing on it. It is, next to Oumnak, the most subject

to volcanic eruptions. One feature is an evidence of this ; it id the abundance

of hot springs, one of which resembles the Geysers of Iceland.

To the northward of Oumnak is a long reef, stretching for 26 milas in a

nearly North, true, direction, at the outer point of which is the SI 'p Rock, so

named by Cook, in the form of a tower.

At 200 fathoms within the Ship Rock is the small island of Joann Bogoalojf.

It is of volcanic origin, and did not appear till 1796, after an earthquake.

The length of this smaU island, from N.W. by N. to S.E. by S., is 1^ miles.

A chain of rocks projects 2 mile^ beyond its N.W. extremity, and another

a mile from its N.E. point. The peak in the centre of the island is 2,240 ft.

high.* This island, as before stated, is connected with Oumnak by a reef

of rocks, which doubtless owe their origin to a similar cause ;
for, in 1778,

Cook, and thirty years later Sarytscheff, sailed between the Ship Eock and

the Island n* Oumnak.

To the westward of Oumuak is a group of four-or, according to Lutke,

five-volcanic islands, which bear the name of the Isles of the Four Moun-

tains ; they are aU very near to each other. The name of the S.W. isle is

Oulia(fa ; of the N.W. Tano ; the N.E. is caUed Tschiganoh ;
and that to the

S.E. ChafiamU. The first and the last are the largest, being 5 or 6 leagues

in circumference.

H M 8. Ampliitrite, Captain Charles Erederict, E.N., passed between the

Four Mountains Isles and Younaska on June 28, 1863. The four islands

are very remarkable, having conical peaks from 3,000 to 4,000 feet high, and

were then covered with snow fully three-fourths of their height. The chan-

nel is 10 or 11 miles wide, and apparently free from danger ;
no soundings

at 15 fathoms, a rippling, but not a strong current.

Younaska.—To the S.E. of these islands is Younaska, which is about 5

leagues from N.E. to S.W. There is a high mountain in the centre of the

island. Tschegoula, or Tchougoul, a smaU island, lies West of Younaska

• Admiral Krusenstem adds the account of this phenomenon, from Mr. Baranoff, chief

of the American Company's establishment:-" In 1806, a new volcano appeared on one of

the Aleutian Islands. At the end of a month the flame ceased, but the smoke increased

considerably, and the island kept on increasing. In 18U the island was formed by preci-

pices covered with small stones, which were being continually ejected from the crater. In

18I5' a second expedition found the island very much lower than in the previous year,

Ind its appearance entirely changed. The precipices had fallen, and were continually

crumbling away."
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ANDREANOFF ISLANDS. .Ml
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and near tlie N.E. point of Amoughta. It is of a circular form, and 3 miles

in diameter.

It seems as if formed of fragments of rock ready to fall down, an(' has no

landing place. At about a mile from it, in tho direction of Amoughta, is a

small isolated rock.

Amoughta, or Amoukhtou, is tho westernmost of tho chain of tho Fox
Islands. It is nearly round, and about 6 miles in diameter. Its centre is

mountainous, and its summit irregular. Tho coasts are low, but steep.

A short distance from its South end, a high column of rock rises above

the water.

The Channels between this group are thoso generally used by ships either

going or returning from the Sea of Behring. The Russian Company's ves-

sels generally preferred that of the Strait of Ounimak ; but Capt. Wrangel
prefers the Strait of Akoutan, between that island and Akoun, as being

much shorter. In returning by this strait, with the prevalent S.W. winds,

you may run to the 8.E. without being cramped by the coasts.

The Strait of Ounalga should not be used except in case of necessity,

on account of its narrowness, its strong currents, and its terrible tide

races, which, when the wind and waves oppose each other, are sufficient to

dismast a vessel.

The Strait of Akoutan is considered by Liitke tho best to quit by. It is

2 miles broad between Akoutan and the five TchaitcM (sea-mow) Islands,

which are of an oblong form, distant half a mile from the N.E. point of

Ounalga. Care should be take of these islands in coming from the south-

ward, as a mistake might be fatal.

ANDREANOFF ISLANDS.

This group extends from Segouam, or Sigoua.ii, to Goreli, or the "Burnt
Island," as Liitke also calls the first-named island.

Segouam, or Goreli, according to the hunters, is the easternmost of the

group. It is intersected by a chain of mountains, divided into three masses,

smoke issuing at times from the central mass. In tho N.E. part they rise

perpendicularly from the water. There are no dangers around it.

The Amoughta Channel, to the East of it, is clear, safe, and has similar

currents to the rest. The channel to tho West, between it and Amiia, is

far from being as convenient.

From the extent of the latter island, and also that of Segouam, a barrier

of nearly 100 miles is opposed to the periodic current passing between them,

and consequently the water rushes violently from either side through the

strait, causing terrible and dangerous races.

Captain Henry Trollope, R.N., passed in H.M.S. Rattlesnake, between Se-

guoam and Amoukta, August 16, 1853, but without seeing land. He con-
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ATKIIA. 51.']

runs to the South, to the low and narrow isthmus of Scrf/lnirf. Itw WinI

extremity, Cape Korovinskaia, rises outof the sea in steop eliU", with many

slips.

Eorovimkaia Bay, which opens to the West, is formed by tlio large penin-

sula and the connecting isthmus. Two coves form the harlour of Korovins-

kaia, which is perfectly sheltered, but has an o.xtromely difficult (>iitrance.

The outer bay is 6J miles brotid in its opening. Thero is only anchorngo

on the North side, in 14 fathoms, before the entrance to the harbour. It is

without danger in the fine season, but in autumn terrible gales, passing from

N.W. to N.E., occur, when a ship could not remain hero ; and at such times

the entrance is covered with breakers for several weeks together.

There is but one village upon Atkha, called Nikohlcoi, on the South side of

the inner harbour of Korovinskaia. It consists of a few houses for the em-

ployes of the Russian Company, a church, &c. It is in a low and damp

situation, and has many disadvantages. One great inconvenience of Atkha

is the extreme scarcity of provisions.

There are two coves on the South side of Korovinskaia Bay. That nearest

to the isthmus is only worthy of attention from the fact that fossil wood is

found here, which may be an indication of coal. The other cove, Saramaia,

is to the S.W. of the former, and is the only place whore a ship can anchor

conveniently, and also may procure water.

At 6 miles S. 524° W. from Cape laitchnoi, 2 or 3 miles off shore, is the

solitary island Sohnij (salt) ; it is small, and not high, and between it and

the cape is the long StaritchJ.off Reef. Beyond Cape laitchnoi the North

coast of Atkha curves to the S.W., and forms several bays, which are open

and unimportant. To E. by 8. of Soleny Island, and to the South of a cape

E. by N. from that island, is the deep bay of Glouhokaia, which, it is said,

affordtt excellent shelter.

Cwpe Tolstoi projects considerably into the sea. On its East side is an open

bay ; on its West side is Koourovskaia Bay, extending first S.E. and then

E. by S. It is 24 or 25 miles from Korovinskaia Harbour, and, in fine

weather, is serviceable, but in bad or foggy weather its entrance is difficult.

And on the S.W. side of Cape Tolstoi is a conical peak, which rises high

and isolated near the coast ; and between them, at some miles in the offing,

the islets which shelter the bay. Steer for the largest of them, and round

it carefully by the lead, and, when once it is doubled, the entrance is not

difficult. Near the cape lying near the conical peak, called for this reason

Fodsopotchnoi (under the peak), is a sunken rock, which only breaks at times.

To avoid this, pass between the islands.

Kassatotchy Island, which bears N. 64° W. 9 or 10 miles from the mountain

on the S.W. extremity of Atkha, is an extinct volcano. It is a mountain

rising at once out of the sea ; the crater on its summit is stated to bo full

of water.

North Pacific. 2 l
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The Tchastie Islands, a group of smaU but Ligh islands to the West of

Atkha, are thus called {tehast-c, crowded) from their arrangement. There

are thirtoer of different sizes, and six large isolated rocks. The island

nearest to Atkha is Oifhaak, 3i miles distant. It is high, steep, and without

landing. These islands aro said to be unapproachable, from tne strong tide-

vaces and currents which rush through them.

Sitkhin Island, which, to distinguish it from another of the nr.me to the

West, is sometimes called East Sitkhin, is in lat. 52= 4' or 5', and about long.

176° 2' (centre). It 'n about 25 miles in circumference, and m its centre is

a -'^cano covered with perpetual snow, whicL was ascertained by M. In-

ghostrom to be 5,033 English feet in elevation.

Adakh is a large mountainous island, but lower than Sitkhin
;

it is co-

vered with perpetual snow in some parts. Its North end is in about lat.

62° 4' 6". The bay on the North side is open, and there are others on

the N.E., South, and West sides ; that to the South oflers the best shelter.

It is separated by a small isthmus from the bay on the AVest coast. The

position and details of the island are very imperfect, as are also those of

the next island.
'

. , •

Kanaga, or Konniaga, is the island next West to Adakh, to which it is

similar in size, being 7 or 8 leagues in length, by half that breadth. The

northern part of this island is remarkable by a high smoking volcano, one

of the most lofty in the chain ; the rest of the island is not very high.

Near to its western part is a small island bearing the name of the Isle of

Otters. These islands, however, are but incorrectly delineated and placed

on the charts.

Tanaga is separated from Kanaga by a channel 2 leagues broad, extend-

ing 8 leagues in a N.E. direction. It is about 11 leagues in extent, from

East to West, and 4 in breadth. It is easily distinguished by an elevated

volcano, which stands at its S.W. point. Near the point is a bay, which

Sarytschefif visited ; th« entrance may be about 4 miles broad, and is about

8 miles deep. At this distance, in the North ^iart of the bay, the vessel in

which he penetrated anchored on a bottom of fine black sand, in front of the

entrance of two rivers. Watering is very easily performed in this bay, the

boats ascending the rivers without any obstacles.

At 6 leagues to the West of Tanaga i? Girelofj or Burnt Island. It has a

very high volcano, whose summit is covered with perpetual snow. It has a

circumference of 6 leagues ; and M. Inghestrom considers this volcano, and

those on Kanaga and Tanaga, as the highest in the Aleutian chain.

South of this is a small group, the chief of which are the two small Do-

la,4 ^^•' ""^^ ^^^''^^' ^'*^ ^^"^^ ^''"*^ ""^ '*' ^^"""^ *^® westernmost of the

group of theAndr^anoffsky Islands. They are mentioned by Sarytscheff as

being 16 miles S.W. of the S.W. point of Tanaga. He found the passage

between quite clear.
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KRYCI OR RAT ISLANDS. .'ii;,

At some distance East of the eastern islot are two rocks. At about 15

versts from these rocks, or 40 versts S.S.W. from Ooreloy, is a third island,

Kalhvalga ; and 10 or 12 versts to the West of the latter is Oumtlya, a low
island. Vlak, also low, and the largest of all, is to tho South of Tanaga.

Jmatiynak and Illak are also two small isles to the South of those again.
The southernmost, Amatignak ("a chip" in Aleuto), in the larger of tho
two, and tho highest of all.

KRYCI OR RAT ISLANDS.

The islands next West of the foregoing aro included by Liitko and other.n

under the above denomination.

Semisopochnoi.—At 16 or 17 leagues West of Goreloy or Burnt Island is

the Isle of the Seven Mountains. The name (Semisopochnoi) is significant of
its character. It is of a circular form, and is 10 leagues in circumference.

According to M. Inghestrom, its lat. is 51° 59', and its long. 180° 14' 3"

West. The mountains do not exceed 3,000 feet in height. One of tho
mountains in the North part sends forth smoke. The North and East sides
have a wild and desolate aspect ; on the South and West there are several

green spots. The shores are in general clear.

The strait between Semisopochnoi and Ooreloy is tho best for crossing the
Aleutian chain. It is safe throughout, is no less than 45 miles broad, and
is not subject to tide races.

Amtschitka is a large island
;

it is not very hilly, and extends about 1

1

leagues N. 72° W. and S. 72° E. Near its West point are two small islands,

the larger of which is called Rat Island, a name, as above mentioned, which
has been extended to the whole group. Behring probably saw this island

on October 25th, and gave it the name of St. Mercian (Markiana). He says
it was moderately high, and covered with snow.

The island is about 35 miles in length, E.S.E. ^ E. and AV.N.W. ^ W. In^

compass. It is low, and is not more than 4 miles wide at tlie S.E. part, hut,

is broader and higher in the N.W. Its S.E. extremity forms a peninsula,

on which a hillock rises, and from it a reef extends for 2 miles. The Soutli

coast runs nearly in a straight line, without any bays or coves. At about a
third the length of the island a chain of moderately high mountains rises,

and falls again toward the N.W. extre!..ity, where it forms a low but stoop

cape, callod by the Aleutes Satanna, or Bird's Cape.

On the North side of the island, at 10 miles from its East end, is iLiri-

lovskaia Bay, the only place in tho island where you can stay at anchor. Tiiis

anchorage is somewhat sheltered from seaward by a reef off its middle

which requires caution in entering ; there are also some reefs on either side

of it. It is dangerous to remain here in autumn or winter, when northerly

2l2
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gl are prevalent. The lat. of the bay U 6^ 27' I", long, m^ 40' 6 W.

High water occurs about 10 o'clock, at full and change.

To the N.W. of Amtschitka are the Mesoula hi., a group of four sn.a

Jyilnl. which extend about 6 leag^.s East and West. One of tl.ese .

called by Lutke Little or W.t Sitkhin, another is named Dawydoff

Kryci. BAT. or Ayougaiaon Island, which gives it^ -- to the group. .

7 miles long, mountainous, and in lat. 61° 45', long. 180^ 40 W.

Kiska a hiUy island, with the exception of its eastern part which is low.

liefto the Wes of the preceding. Its length. North and South, is 25 miles.

A rock inl form of a column, lies 3 miles N.W. of the island Behnn«

tltolLr 28th. 1741. He named it St. Stephan^

f^'^^^^ .^
'

ll^hoBtrom, there exists to the East of Kiska, at 1* mile distant, a small .1

wS he cais Little Kiska; and three miles from this, in the same direction,

«L sn all island Tannadayk, and a rock. Ho also mentions some ro.k ,

"hichdonotiincovor. between the islands Bouldyr and Kiska, a the W
Inlf 5loaguos from the former. Capt. LUtke. however, considers this

position as doubtful.
, . , , i i

Bouldyr lies to the W.N.W. of Kiska. It is a hi ly island^ sun-ouiid.

by IkS rocks, which extend to half a league beyond the S.W. point of tlu

iind It is about 4 leagues iu circumference, and two large rocks exist at

the western part of the island.

BLIJNI GROUP.

This group, composed of two islands and a collection of separate rocks, is

called lv;W (the nearest), because it is the nearest to Kamtschatka. of the

Aleutian chain. The discovery belongs to Behring.
, ,, ^.

Semitsch forms a portion of this westernmost group of the Aleutian

Islands. It consists of two small islands half a league apart,

^^^f^f^^
E N E and W.S.W. 6 or 7 miles. On the charts of Sar^scheff and he

Russian Admiralty a group of rocks was inserted, as lymg 16 leases to he

East of the Isle of Attou. Their distance from the N.E. extremity of the

tlsch Islands is estimated at 5 leagues in a S. 79° E. direction, but their

position is very doubtful.
.„!,„«•

Affattou, to the South of the Semitsch Islands, a.=cording to Saxytscheff,

has a circumference of 34 miles. It is separated from Attou by a strait of

15 miles wide.

ATTOU is one of the largest of the Aleutian Islands. Its eastern extreme

Ues 6 leagues W.S.W. from the Semitsch Islands. According to Captaxn

alwnin's observations in 1808, it is 27| mUes in length East and West,

bu Tdmiral Baivtscheff makes it 48 mUes long. In the S.E. part o the

island is a bay .ailed Massacre Bay. It is about 3 miles wide, and midway
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l)otwoon tho two outer capos is a group of small islota and rocks, within

which thoro also appears to bo a low ruof, and aiiotlur lits oiitsido thom,

iiulf a milo to tho S.W. Lioutonant Etolin discovorod on tho North roast of

Attou an oxcollont bay, which ho callod Tschitsc/uif/nlf Hni/, whoro tho Russian-

Amorican Company liad an establishment. It is in lat. ^t'2^ oG', and !) milos

from tho oastorn point of tho island.

Tliis is tho western extremity of tho Aleutian chain, wliich fonus tho south-

castorn limit of tho Sea of Bohring. Tho two islands lying near tho coast

iif Kamtschatka, Coppor, and Bohring Islands, 180 milos to tho N.W., iiii^ht

almost bo considered as a continuation of tho chain, but, as thoy arc more

( onntctod with the western coast, thoy aro doscribod horeaftor in connexion

with it.

Attou is tho westernmost of the islands ceded by Russia to tho United

h'tatos, being so mentioned in tho treaty.

Tho territorial division passes midway betwoon it and Coppnr 1; land, and

then in a straight line to the middle of Bohring Strait.

BEHBINO SEA.

The extensive landlocked sea which boars tho name of its great discoverer

has been alluded to in the introduction to this chapter. Although very re-

mote from ordinary commerce, its eastern part has been frequently traversed

l)y navigators competent to describe its features. Of those Adms. Beochey,

Kellett, Collinson, Captains Moore, TroUope, and others may bo cited as

having aided in composing the chart. The one great physical feature is the

ixtensive bank of soundings which stretches olf for 250 to 350 milos from

the American coast, aiibrding an immense anchoring ground for tho whaling

fleet which frequents its waters. The eastern side, with which we are less

acquainted, is apparently deeper, causing a groat diii'erence in tho mode of

whale-fishing ; to the eastward, the animal plunging into the mud in shoal

water ; to the westward diving to great depths.

The whale-fishery has been mentioned in the introductory remarks to this

« hapter. But, in addition to their primary pursuit, the whalemen were all

more or less traders, and by their traffic with the natives of tho more distant

ports and places, so far interfered with the exclusive privileges of the

llussian-American Company, that the question was made one of justice to

the Russians, that the United States should extinguish this privilege by the

payment of a sum of purchase money.

The shallowness of the northern part of the sea, and of Behring Strait, has a

marked efi'ect on its physical condition. It will not allow of any floating

icebergL. drifting southwards from the Arctic Sea ; the current generally sets

northward, so that its climate, though severe, is not so inclement as a

"«^:
i
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iv^ion in a corrcHpondin^j latitude on the opposito side of tho Amoricaa

cdiitincnt.

Tlio Amoviran Hide idl hdoiiKs now to flio Unitod RtntPH. ns hoforo men-

tioned, boin^' incaudnd in tlio Aliwka territory. And our tusk is rondorod

soniowhiit diillcult on ociiount of tlio roront ehangns of nmntorH, which may

induoo othor chancres of which wo havo ri-coived no account.

The PENINSULA of ALIA8KA,* whoso Routh-eaHtcm coast has heon

previously deHcrib«'d, forms, with tho Aleutian Archipelago, tho Houthorn

limits of Bchrinp 8ea, or, as it has boon sometimes called, tho Hea of

Kamtschatka. Tlin description is thoreforo resumed at tho point where

tlio foi-mor left off, namely, at tho Strait of Isanotzkoy. The charts are

imperfect.

Point Krenihi' appears to bo the first prominent point to the northward.

It is tho extremity of a low bed of gravel, and is tho N.W. point of an open

bay, on tho East side of which is tho village Morjovskoi (Morses). This vil-

lage stands on low, marshy land, iiitorsefftf.d with numerous lakes.

fzenhek is the next port in proceeding northward. Its H.W. point. Cape

alazemp, or Mitkoff, is ii. Int. :)5" 14' 8", and long. 162° SO'.?. This capo is

very remarkable ly a considerable elevation, and by its fonn ; at a distance

it is like an island separated from tho low land to the South of it. Tho

mouth of tho bay is filled up by a long and very lew island. Its South

point is about a mile distant from Capo Glazenap, and its North point abive

2 miles from Capo Moffet. The depth in tho South entrance was found to

bo 4^ and 5 fathoms, bottom of line black sand. It was considered th it

Izenbfk Bay would ofFor anchorage.

hmk or Aamah hland lies off this part of tho coast. It is an extinct vol-

cano, covered with calcined stones and lava. It is rather less than 4 miles

in length, in a N. 17° W. and S. 17° E. direction. Its South extremity is

in Int. 55° 25', and long. 163° 1' 30'. At 2 miles N.W. by compass from its

North end is a rock called the Sivoutchj (or Sea-lious) RocL Between the

island and tho main tho depth is from 9 to 14 fathoms.

The coast to the northward presents nothing very remarkable. It trends

first N.E. and then E. For a distance of 50 miles there are only two capes,

Leontovitch and Lenhff, somewhat higher than the rest. In this space there

is much drift-wood. Cape Leontovitch is low, but is the most conspicuous,

as beyond it tin • coast trends more to tho East.

C'a/e Ii€jnof/ or Eoshnoff, which is at the extremity of the extent of coast

above alluded to, is very low ; and at IJ mile from it is the western point of

Ifritskoi Island, also very low ; tho two form the entrance to a shallow bay,

• Caplflin Lntke says, that in spelling this Ahaska he follows the orthography generally

ntlopled in the colonics. It was soinctimes previously spelt AUaksa. The natives pro-

noimtt it AUalidha ; f-o Uuit both modes f.rc right or wmng.
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MOLLEll BAY. •Mft

wliich runs in to a low isthmus, not more tlinn 5 versts in I icudtli, sfpa-

ratinjyit from Pavlovskaia Bay, on the Soutli const of Aliaska. Tho chain

of mountain" which extends throuj^h tlio poniusula is intcrruptt'd in tliis

part. Th rise of tho tide is 15 foot, and tho (approximate) time of high

water is 7" 30"".

HOLLER BAT is a large indentation of tlio land, which narrows tho

peninsula to 12 milos in breadth at this part. A larj^ct portion of tliis bay is

filled with shoals, which uncover at low water; but in its S.E. angle is a

small cove, where there is suihciont water for every description of vessels.

This is tho only port which exists on all tho North coast of Aliuska. It is

about a mile in length and breadth, with from 4J to 8 fathoms, muddy bot-

tom. In entering it you must range close to tho bod of tlio gravel, to avoid

a shoal, which is less than a mile from it ; and as soon as you have mado
out this bed of gravel, steer for a point on tho East side of tho port, which

is particularly remarkable by its blackish colour, and which lies about IJ

mile N.E. by E. by compass, from the extremity of tho gravul bed. Tho

mountains, which are of a moderate height, ' ?vanue here to tho coast,

leaving no room for tho mossy plains which genoMlly occupy the space be-

tween the foot of the mountains and tho sea-sh'>ro.

The T)ay is about 6 miles wide in its opening. Its entrnnco on tho West

side is formed by tho East point of Kritskoi Island, which was determined to

li • in lat. 56° 0' 7", and long. 100° U W. The extremity of the bed of

gravel which forms the port is 7J^ miles to the S.E. by E. (by compass) from

this. Kritskoi Island is very low, and extends 9 milos along tho coast in

an E. by N. direction. Opposite its West end is Capo Eojnoft', before

mentioned.

From Moller Bay the coast trends to tho N. by E., and at '20 miles distant,

is Cape Koutoutoff, This cape is high and abrupt, and 13 miles N.E. from it

is Cape Siniavine, also high and steep, the space between being low. Capo

Seniavino is in lat. 56° 23' 45", and long. 160^ 2' 45" W.

The coast beyond this offers nothing remarkable for a considerable dis-

tance. It consists of a low, level, mossy plain. At about 9 leagues from

Cape Seniavine a low bed of gravel commences, which extends in front of

the coast for 10 miles. Beyond this the low level coast extends 10 miles

further to Cape Strogonoff. This is extremely low, and projects 2 milos to

the North.

Comte Heiden Bay (or Eoudohin Bay) is formed by tho low Capo Strogo-

noff to the westward. Before this capo is an islet, equally low, called on tho

chart Chestahoff Met, and between this islet, or rp^her between the shoal off

its North end and the coast of the continent, is the entrance of the bay,

which extends 6 miles to the S.E., and the opening is 2J miles broad.

From this tho coast, equally low, uniform, and coveied with moss, trends

rm^^mm''
u
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to the N.N.E. In lat. 57" 5' are two moderately high capes, terminating to

seaward in sandy downs.

Cape Menchikoff (named after the Prince) is in lat. 57° 30'.4, and long.

1 7° 58' 5 It consists of a mound of sand, with marshy land surroundmg

it'on aU sides. At 8 miles N.E. from this is the mouth of the River
^

Ougat-

chile, or Soulima, which is 2 miles broad. The depth in its entrance is from

10 to 18 feet at low water. The North point of its mouth is named Cape

Greig, after the Admiral. It is high and steep ;
its lat. is 57° 43'. and long.

157'' 47' 2, and is surrounded hy sand-banks, dry at low water. From this

the coast trends, low, level, and straight, in a general N. 17^ E. direction to

the mouth of the Agougak Eiver.

The River Agougak, or Ugagonh, Krusenstem considers to be the

northern limit of the Peninsula of Aliaska, as it really separates Aliaska

from the continent of America. It rises in a lake called Nanouantoughat

which is only separated from the Strait of CheUghoff by a neck of land 5

miles in breadth, at the back of the Bay of Pascalo. Over tliis space is a

portage for the merchandise coUected by the Eussian-American Fur Com-

pany at the establishments in Bristol Bay, which was thus transported, by

means of the river, to the head-quarters at Sitka.

Cape TsclMagoff, on the North side, is bluff without being high, and sur-

rounded for 2 miles distant by shoals.

From this cape a level marshy coast succeeds. Its aspect is most extraor-

dinarily monotonous, for 30 miles in a N.E. by N. direction. Cape Souvoroff

.vhich is at the distance above named, forms the North point of the mouth

of the Eiver Nanek or Nahnek. This river, flowing from a lake of the same

name, traverses the Peninsula of AUaska. At its mouth it is about two-

thirds of a mile in breadth, and there are 2 fathoms water in it. On each

side of the mouth are viUages. That to the right is Koutchougoumut, that to

the left Paongvigumut. The position of the latter, which is a Russian estab-

lishment, named Souvoroff, was ascertained to be in 58° 42' 5" N., and 157

0' 30" W. The Eiver Nanek abounds with an extraordinary quantity

of fish.

BRISTOL BAY.-The coast we have been describing forms the southern

portion of the coast of the bay, that was named by Captain Cook after the

Admiral, tho Earl of Bristol.

Cape Newenhmu forms tho northern point of this bay, and Cape Ounimak,

tho V. extern point of tho island of that name ofl: Aliaska, may be taken

as its southern limits, and which lies 82 leagues to the S.S.W. of Cape

Newcuham, so that the N.W. coast of Aliuska forms tho southern part oi

Briitnl Bay.

This bay contains another iuuer bay, which is formed by a promontory,

named Cupe Comtantine, and within which throe rivers debouch. The

|ij.
|
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northernmost of these is the Bristol River. The Ouglaghmomes (as the

natives of the bay are called") give it the name of Quitshak or Kvichak.

The third river which enters tliis inner bay, to tho West of the Bristol

River, is called tho Nouchagah or Nomhagak. Its course is in a N.N.W.

direction. The opening formed on the North by the coast, and by Cape

Constantino on tho South, may be taken as its mouth, which is 20 miles

broad, and prcsor\-e8 this breadth to the distance of 30 miles ;
it then turns

rather more to the eastward, and its breadth begins to diminish. In lat. 58°

57' the river is still 3 miles broad, and it is here, on the loft bank, that the

Eussian Company founded an establishment, called Fort Alexandroffik. A

bank, 15 miles in length, lies before this establishment ; and it is between

this bank and the main land that there is a passage to the road of Alexan-

droffsk. The tides are very strong in the river ; they rise 23 feet in the

summer months, and 47 feet in the autumn. The ebb-tide runs from 4 to 5

miles an hour.

The extremity of Cape Constantino is in lat. 58° 29' N., and 158° 45' W.

It is surrounded by sand-banks to the distance of 4 leagues to the south-

ward. In general, all the coast between the mouths of the Nouchagak and

Bristol Eivers is bounded by similar sand-banks. The eastern point of this

bay, forming this entrance, is named Cape Etoline. The bay itself is called

Khramtschenko Bay, after the Eussian surveyor.

From Cape Constantino the coast takes a westerly direction, and forms,

with Cape Newenham, an extensive bay of 35 leagues in extent, into which

the two rivers, Kululak and Tujugiak, discharge themselves. There are

several islands in this bay. Cook only saw the easternmost, which he named

Round Island. It is an elevated hill, about 7 miles from the continent. At

the distance of 20 miles to the West of Eound Island is a larger one, about

50 miles in circumference, which has been named Hagemeister Island, after

the captain of that name, who was for some time commander of the Russian

Company's colonies here. Between this point and Eound Island there are

four other islands in a N.E. direction. Lieut. Khramtschenko passed be-

tween these islands, and between tho main land and Hagemeister Island.

This channel is about 8 miles in length, and it may be passed through

either from the North or South ; the anchorage in it is safe throughout.

CAPE NEWENHAM is 5 leagues to the West of this bay. It was seen

by Captain Cook, July 16th, 1778. It is a rocky point of tolerable height,

situated in lat. 58° 42', long. 197° 36'. Over, or within it, are two elevated

l.i'ls, iising one behind the other. The innermost, or eastenimost, is the

hi^^hest.

Off the westernmost point of the cape there is a small island, according to

the Russian charts, named Sea Lions' Island. From Cape Newenham the

coast trends to the northward, as before stated, and here commence the

sand banks and shoals lying before the mouth of the great river Kuskowime,

h
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i
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or Komkoquim, which discharges itself into the sea in lat. 69° 50', and which

was explored by Lieuts. Khramptschenko and Etoline.

To the N E. of Cape Newenham is Tchagvan Bay, Ah miles long and 3

l,road. It is 2 cables' length in width at the entrance, the sides of which are

lined with choals.

The Bay of Good News is 16 mUes to the North of Tchagvan Bay. It was

reached by the land expedition of Oustugoff and Korsakoff in 18^'8-19. If

it received its name from the reports gathered of some white-be.rded men

on the banks of the Kvikhpak Eiver, it would be more properly called the

Bay of False Alarms. It was examined in 1821 by M. EtoUae. From his

obeervations, the extremity of the gravel bed, which bounds the opening of

the bay to the North, is in lat. 59= 3' 9", long. 161° 53'. Cape Newenham

bears S 24° W. 24 miles from it. It penetrates 8J mUes m an E.N.E. di-

rection, and is 5i miles broad. Its shores are surrounded with shoals, so

that there is only good anchorage in the middle, and that not too far in. In

entering keep on the North side.

NTJNIWACK ISLAND* was discovered by Capt. Wassilieff in I8il. it

is to the N.W., and 40 leagues distant from Cape Newenham. It is 70 miles

in extent from East to West, and about half that in breadth. Its N.E ex-

tremity is in lat. 60° 32' N., long. 165° 30' W. ; and ita S.E. point is 60 N..

and 165' 3' W. A channel, 20 miles in breadth, separates it from the con-

tinent, which here forms a large cape in lat. 60° 44' N., long 165° W., dis-

covered by M. Etoline, to which he gave the name of Cape Vancouver, and

that of Cook to the strait. - «
Its N E. extremity lies 18 or 19 miles to S. 82° W., true, from Cape

Vancouver. Its West extreme, which forms a moderately high, steep cape,

is in lat 60° 13' From this the coast on one side trends to E.N.E., and on

the other to S.E. by compass. In approaching it from the West, the island

presents a level coast, not high, and terminating *« ^waxd in reddish

cliffs There are several places where anchorage may be found; butthebest

place is in the strait on the continental side, where the depth is 6 to 8

fathoms, gravel bottom.
„ .^, t^ • i

Cape Znoff, the S.E. limit of this strait, is in lat. 59° 42'. It is not

hieh but at a distance resembles an island. It is surrounded by shoals

to the distance of 7 or 8 mUes, so that it cannot be approached even in a

boat within this distance. This bank lines the coast as far as Cape Van-

''"cape EOMANZOTF, or EoumianUoflf, was thus named after the great

. Nuniu-ack, or, aBit i« otherwise spelt, Ncunivak, or Nomirok (Lutke), -<««o named by

*v nlnv's officers Etoline and Khramtschenko, who, simultaneously with Wassiheff,

^L^Hint^i: after the native appellation. The latter .Ued it, from his sh.p,

J)i,covert^ J>l'f^d, but the first name is far the best.

-,
, .4 iiiuiuf«^ iaiji^^''».w»jLL..)iJWM«JJ i L iMlgtWWWM- J- !'J*"
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THE YUKON RIVER. 638

statesman by MM. Khramptschenko and Etoliro, although Capt. Schisch-

mareff liad already seen it two months previously, that is, in June, 1821. It

forms the western extremity of the vast and marshy delta of the Yukon or

Kwuh-pak River. M. Etoline determined its lat. as fil^ 53'; M. Khramts-
chonko as 61° 50' 5

' ; and its long, was deduced as 166° 28'. It is thus about

85 miles N.W. from Cape Vancouver. It is high and blufl", and in the mid-

dle of August was still partly covered with snow, wiiich well distinguishes

it, from the low and sandy shores to the North and South of it. It is en-

tirely free from wood, like the adjacent coasts. Seen from a great distance,

it shows like islands.

The YUKON or KWICH-PAK EIVER is one of the largest of North-

West America
; yet our knowledge of its existence dates fiom very recent

times. Its character was first made known to Europe by the Expedition in

1850— 1, and one of Captain (now Admiral) Collinson'a ofiicers, Lieutenant

Barnard, was killed at Nulato by the natives, in ascending it. But the offi-

cers of the Russian-American Company first ascended it in 1835. Derabin

went from Norton Sound to the river in 1839, and in 1842 commenced the

Fort at Nulato, which long bore his name. It was visited in the same year

by Lieutenant Zagoskin, I.R.N., who made many observations here.

The Yukon or Kwich-pak (pronounced Kwif-pak, both words signifying

" big river"), is an immense stream. At Nulato, 600 miles above its mouth,

but only 50 miles from the head of Nortoa Sound, the river is from IJ to 4

or 5 miles wide, and it has been ascended, still as a large stream, for 1,ROO

miles. Its tributariec would be large streams in Europe. But all this mag-
nificence of nature seems doomed to be almost useless to man.

At one period it was of the greatest interest to civilization. It was selected

by the Western Union Telegraph Company as the route by which the tele-

grapl wires were to connect the New and the Old World ; and, as before

stated, this gigantic enterprise had far advanced, when in 1867, the success

of the Atlantic cable led to its sudden abandonment, an event which caused

so much sorrow in those employed on it, that they hung black cloth on the

telegraph poles at Unalachleet, in Norton Sound, and put them into

mournin^i^.

Mr. Frederick Whymper's admirable work on his travels in Alaska, and
on the Yukon, will gfive many most interesting particulars of this enterprise

and of the river.*

The Yukon enters Norton Sound by many mouths, forming an extensive

delta. The turbid waters have so filled up the head of the sound, that

it is very shallow, and the water is fresh ten miles out to sea.

The various entrances were examined by Mr. E. Everett Smith, attached

to the telegraph party, and he found that the southern mouth, the Koosihac,
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• Slc iilso Journal of the Royal ficographicul Society, vol. xxxviii, 1868, pp. 210—236.
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gave from 2* to 9 fathoms, but the entrance to it is far out. Th« ;°t«'^«-

diremTkBto the North are too shallow, and tho Aphoon Mouth, m lat.

6? 10 N long. 1640 5, j, the only available one. Those mou hs are gene-

Lilybid with ice till June 1st. Atthis mouth is Pasto^, a village famous

for the manufacture of skin boats.

The coast trends to the N.E. beyond Pastolik, and term^nates at Stuart

Island when it turns to the southward towards Fort Michaelovski

8W Wandliesinlat.63'35'. It is 6 or 7 leagues in creu^t. Some

parte ^it are of a moderate height; but in general it is low with some

ro^o lying'ff the western part. The coast of the continent is for the most

Tl^X^. but high land is seen up the country. It forms a pcnnt oppo-

se the island, which was named by Cook Cape Stephens, and hes m lat 63

33 loL 197° 41'. Some drift-wood was seen upon the shores bo h of the

island id of the continent, but not a tree was perceived growmg upon

''tIo inhabitants of Norton Sound are entirely dependant on this drift-

wood!Wght down by the great river Yukon, and which is found on almost

TSllayritand." to the 8.E. of Stuart Island, is 50 miles north

ea!twa!dtom the A^on Mouth. It can scarcely be called an island, as .

is separated from the main only by an insignificant canal.

Stolimout Bay. called by Cook ChacMoole, is an open bay toth, north-

^ f Saelouski between Capes Denbigh and Stephens. It is sur-

/. Tv a Lwsi where the water is so shoal t^^^^

Eas oftrNorth extremity of Stuart Island, is a cove discovered by Lieut.

S!k t!ff in 1831 It penetrates U miles to the 8.S.W., and is closed on

rSh by a small ow'island. on each side of which is a strait. The bay

, not more than a mile bro^

as the middle of the bay there are 21 to 24

^orwl theanCe under the West side, opposite the ^llage.

L on^y IxTosed to N.N.W. and N.E. ; but even with these winds there is

°'pOM MICHAEIOVSKI is on the West side. South of the villages.

H MS wCe herein September. 1«^«. -^ wwTT to h';

•hf"the n'ace The Fort of St. Michael, or Michaelofskoi, belongs to the

scribes the p.ace ine
^^^ ^^her trading posts,

==Sr=i.»"'.".c,=:,'i
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FORT MICHAELOVSKI. 5'25

At each angle is a watch-tower, with loopholes ; within the walls are the

various store and dwelling houses ; close by, a chapel, consecrated to the

rites of the Greek Church; and at a short distance a windmill for grinding

Grain is imported by way of Sitka, St. Michael's itself not producing
com.

it, nor indeed any cultivated vegetables, except a few turnips. About four

hundred yards from the fort is an Esquimaux village, the inhabitants of

which are a much finer-looking race than the more northern tribes. The

country adjacent is, like the greater part of the arctic regions, a vast

moorland.

Mr. Frederick Whymper came here with the telegraph party in 1865, and

he says of it
:—" It is situated on the S.E. side of the island of the same

name, and was founded in 1833, by Michael Tobenkoflf, an energetic employe

of the Russian Fur Company.

'"^ho station is built on the model of a Hudson's Bay Company's Fort,

with enclosure of pickets, and with bastions flanking it. Inside are the

store-houses and dwellings of the employes, including the ' casino '
{caserne),

or general barrack, bath, and cook-houses. These painted yeUow, and sur-

mounted by red roofs, gave it rather a gay appearance.

" The inhabitants of the fort—all servants of the company—were a very

mixed crowd, including pure Russians and Finlanders, Yakutz, from Eastern

Siberia, Aleuts, from the islands, and Creoles from all parts. They were

not a very satisfactory body of men ; in point of fact, it is said that some of

them had been criminals, who had been convicted in St. Petersburgh, and

offered the alternative of going to prison, or into the service of the Russiam-

American Company !"

The entrance into the cove is not at all difficult. After reaching Stuart

Island you can run parallel with the coast at the distan«o of a mile in not

less than 4 fathoms water ; then you can range very close to the two islets

on the Weet side of the cove. Coming from the North you must make either

Besborough or Egg Islands ; the first Ues N. 5° W. from the cove, and the

second at 9 miles N.N.E. by compass. Egg Island is smaller and lower than

Besborough. The latitude of the anchorage ia 63° 28' 30", the longitude

161° 62' W.

Unalachleet, or Unalaklik, is 48 miles north-eastward of Michaelovski.

It is at the mouth of a small river of the same name, and is the most

northern settlement on the coast, a Russian trading post founded in 1840.

According to Lieutenant Zagoskin, it is in lat. 63° 63' 33" N., long. 160° 30'

16". It resembles St. Michael's in being enclosed by a picket, but is other-

wise on a much smaUer and poorer scale. The head man had but one room

for himself and famUy. The "casine" was occupied by several men with

families, and by an immense number of cockroaches, apparently with families

also. To the N.W. of the post was a large village of Malemute and Koriak

II
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ludians, a race of tall and stout people, but in other respects much resem-

bling the Esquimaux.—(Whympor.)

The main stream of the Yucon is not more than 35 miles distant from

this part of the coast.

mshorouffh Idand was seen at 15 leagues off by Cook, and though it lies 6

or 7 miles from the continent, has no channel inside it for ships, on account

of the shallowness of the water.

Cape Denbigh is 17 leagues from Besborough Island, in a direction N.

27° E. It is the extremity of a peninsula, united to the continent by a low

neck of land, on each side of which the coast forms a bay, that to the south-

ward being the Chaktolimout Bay just mentioned.

The whole of the beach around the bay seemed to be covered with drift-

wood ; but on account of the suoals, which extend quite around, to the dis-

tance of 2 or 3 miles from the shore, it is impossible to get it off.

The head o' Norton Sound was partiaUy explored by Mr. King, one of

Cook's officers'. From the heights, on the West side of the inlet, the two

coasts were seen to join, and the inlet to terminate in a small river or creek,

before which were banks of sand or mud, and everywhere shoal water.

5flW fieffrf forms the north-western limit of this inner sound, and is 20

miles to the northward of Cape Denbigh. On the West side of Bald Head

the shore forms a bay, in the bottom of which is a low beach. At about 20

miles to the W.S.W. of this point the coast projects out into a bluff head,

composed of perpendicular strata of a rock of a dark-blue colour. The

Boimdings off this shore are very shoal, not being more than 6 fathoms at a

league off, and decreasing to 3 and under to the eastward. The coast con-

tinues in a 8.W. direction as far as Cape Darby, where it turns to the

North and West.

Cape Darby is in lat. 64- 21', long. 197°. Captain Cook anchored off it

in a quarter less 5 fathoms, half a league from the coast, the South of which

bore S. 26° W. ; Bald Head, N. 60° E. 26 miles distant ; and Besborough

Island S. 52° E. 16 leagues distant. All the drift-wood in these northern

parts was fir.

Golovnine Bay.—On the West side of Cape Darby is Golovnine Bay, dis-

covered in 1821 by Captain Khramtschenko. The natives here term it Tai-

chik. Its opening is limited on the East by Cape Darby, and on the West

by Cape Kamennoi, or Eocky, lying 7 miles W.N.W. of the first. The latter

capo was so called from a flat and bare rock close to it. These two capes are

high and steep, but Cape Darby is the highest. The bay extends first to

North, and then to N.W. At 3 miles to the North of Cape Kamennoi,

there is a bed of gravel across it, running off to the East from the West

Bide. At 2 miles from the East side of the bay, which is opposite to it, it is

terminated by a reef of uncovered rocks, which, at a distance, is ex-

f̂ t'tuweown^v?^ -
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tremely like an artificial pier or mole, whence it is called the Stone Mole, or

Eamennaia Fristitn.

There is anchorage in all parts of the outer bay as far as the Stone Mole :

bring it to bear from W. to W.S.W. ; within this the depth rapidly de-

creases. The bay is perfectly clear throughout ; but, as it is open to winds

from the South, the anchorage is not without some danger from this cause.

The time of high water, the establishment, is 6^ 23"*. At full moon it

rises 3 feet 8 inches.

The inner bay communicates with the outer by a narrow gullet. At its

head a large river discharges by five mouths, which makes the water of the

bay fresh.

Kaliihka or Oarishka, a fishing station of the Russian Company, is on thia

coast. Mr. Bourchier, R.N., of H.M.S. Plover, travelled from it by sledges

to Grantley Harbour in 19 days, March—^April, 1851.

Aziak, or Ayah Island, called by Cook Sledge Island, on account of a sledge

being found by him on it, is 10 or 12 miles S.E. ^ E. of Cape Rodney. Its

latitude is there given as 64° 30'. Its longitude will be about 166°. M.

Tebenkoff thinks it is a mile in circuit. He describes it as a rock rising 642

feet above the water. A low point projects on its North side ; and, on the

East, a village stands on the slope of the rugged coast. The island may be

approached on all sides. The anchorage is bad to the East ; the bottom is

of large stones. It is better to the North, near the point, although the

current runs here 3 knots, but the bottom is much better.

Ouhivoh, or King Island of Captain Cook, is a rock 756 feet in height, not

more than a mile in circuit, and cliffs on all sides. There is a village,

the houses excavated in the rocks, on a rugged slope, at 150 feet above

the sea.

POINT BODNEY is a low point to the N.W. i W. of Sledge Island.

Point Rodney being low, and the water shalloW; it is difficult to land. From

the beach to the foot of the moimtain there is i plain about 2 miles wide,

covered with lichens and grass, upon which Cap< ain Beechey observed several

herds of reindeer feeding. Upon the beach is t. greater abundance of drift-

wood than is found on other parts of the coast. About 2 miles from the

coast the country becomes mountainous, and far inland rises to peaked hills

of great height, covered with perennial snow.

FOBT CLABENCE, which was explored and named by Captain Beechey,

August, 1827,* is 5 leagues to the northward of Point Rodney. It was

passed unnoticed by Cook in his passage through the strait, but this is not

surprising, form the character of the land forming it.

• Port Clarence was for a long time previously known to the Russians as Kaviayak Bay,

but they did not know that it contained its excellent port.

—

Ltttlce.
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Point Spet^er.ihe North extremity of a low spit of land projecting ah-mt

10 ^n B from he coast, forms the southern protection ot th.s spac.ous ha.-

W Itherefom.sa right angle, having a channel about 2 nulos ...

Ween its extremity and the northern shore. This southern s.de of 1 mt

Since La low diluvial formation, covered with grass, and intersected by

rZwcLnnels and lakes. It projects from a range of chffs whxch apiuar

Xe been once upon the coast, and sweeping round, termmates m the low

shingly point before named, Point Spencer.

Near Pomt Spencer the beach has been forced up. by some extraordinary

prfs "e Lo ridges, of which the outer one. 10 or 12 feet above the sea. x.

ZuZl Upon Ind about the., ridges there was a great quantity of

Stber. but'more on the inner side of the point than on the outer.

ORAIITLEY HAMOTIK forms an inner harbour to the extensive and ex-

cem just described. The channel into it from the outer harbour is

extremely narrow, the entrance being contracted by two sandy spits
,
but the

wlrTsdeep. ani in one part there is not less than 12 fathoms. At the

rier end o the harbour is a second strait, about 300 yards in width,

Sed between steep cUffs; but this channel, too. is contracted by sandy

"""'Lse two ports." says Captain Beechey. "situated so near Behring

Strait may. at some future time, bo of great importance to navigation, as

fhey ;m b found particularly useful by vessels which may not wish to pass

Te sLt in bad w ather. The outer harbour, which for convenience and

LuSr-rpasses any other near Behring Strait with wluch we are ac-

aulted. iTttached the name of Port Clarence, in honour of his most gra-

TorMa esty then Duke of Clarence. To the inner, which is well adapted

rip^lof repair, and is sufficiently deep to receive a frigate, pro

rdlTlands her guns, which can be conveniently done upon the sandy

r;:ttte rnlce. rga;e the name of Grantley Harbour, in compliment to

'^;oiXt- i« ^r. lat. 650 ,, 40". long. 166' 47' 50" W. High water.

full and change, in the port, 4" 25".

Point Jackson, named, Uke the last, from a distinguished naval officer, form

the North side of the entrance to Port Claxence. Off it the water is more

shallow than usual.

The harbour has frequently afforded refuge and shelter to our shjps sineo

Admiral Beechey surveyed it. The FranUin Search Expedition of 1848-

t8r which went vi4 Behring Strait, made it more or less their head

Larters. H.M.S. Mterprise, Captam Collinson, came here m 1851. The

SorrCaptain Moore, and afterwards Captain Maguire, was stationed he

rrierve or store ship to the other vessels engaged in the search in 18.

1853 H M S. Rattlesnake, Commander TroUope, also wintered here Oct.

— ' .<nim^MU|]l| i|yl. l>-»UllMJll. i|llUMt.
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5tli, 18.'),'3—.TuJio 18.')1, so tliiit thit* I'ftmoto aiiil HCfjiK^turi'iI Hiiot lias ri'i'dvi'd

much attention.

Giuntli'y Harbour, after this, sprang suddenly intoHliort lived inipttrtniico

iu 1866—7, as it was the spot selected for tlie lamliiig of tlie Hehring

Strait electric (Mibln from the Asiatic shorn. During tlui winter of 18GG— 7,

Captain Libby, of tlm Western Union Telegrajdi (Service, wintered here,

mid spent the sunmier, with 40 men, leaving a gtiod statitm and other houses

M'lion the enterprise was abandoned. It is a central point at which the na-

tivcH of Kotzobuo and Norton Sound, and tho noiglibouring country, meet

tho Tchuktchis from tho Siberian coast. Many wlialors annually visit tlii.s

harbour for trading purposes, and Mr. Whymper says that it is i)ossiblo that

a permanent white sottlomont might be fonned in tiiis remote place. It is

a good spot to winter in, but supplies from tho resources of the country are

voiy uncertain.

Cape York, named after the Duke of York, is a bold promontory, and

near it there is probably a river, called Youp-nut by tho natives. From hence

to Cape I'rince of Wales the coast is of quite a different character to that to

the northward of the latter, being bounded by stoop, rocky cliffs, and broken

by deep valleys, while the other is low, swampy ground.

CAPE PRINCE OF WALES is tho wostornmost extreme of America.

This celebrated promontory is the western termination of a peaked mountain,

which, being (connected with the main by low ground at a distance, has the

appearance of being isolated. The promontory is bold, and remarkable by

a number of ragged points and large fragments of rock lying upon the ridge

which connects the cape with tho peak. About a mile to the northward of

the cape some low land begins to project from the foot of the mountain,

taking tirst a northerly, and then a north-easterly din tion, to Schischma-

reff Inlet.

Twelve miles inland the country becomes mountainous, and is remarkable

for its sharp ridges. The altitude of one of the peaks, which is nearly

the highest in the range, is 2,596 feet. The.so mountains, being covered

with snow, when the JJlossom was here, (August, 1827), gave the country a

very wintry aspect.

Off the cape is a very dangerous shoal, stretching to the N.E. from it. It

takes the direction of tho current, and is extremely dangerous, in conse-

quence of the water shoaling so suddenly.

BEHBINO STBAIT separates America from Asia. A vessel sailing in

mid-channel can see both continents at once. Between Cape Prince of

Wales and the East Cape of Asia, it is about 37 miles wide, but at its nar-

rowest part are the Diomede Islands. It is, as has been before stated, very

shallow, not exceeding from 26 to 30 fathoms in depth, and much of it le.ns

than this, so that it will not admit of any deep floating ice bergs to drift

southwards. On this account it was considered that u submarine telegraph

North Pacific. 2 m

mv-iti ^mfWf? •
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., .loscribo it. it 18 hero omitted.

rtmit. Kotebue .magmod that ho M« / ^^^.^ ,,,

,t re.t by Captain B.™hoy, m tlio Bhm». m

number.
. , j :„ „ HScrli snuaro rock, named by

The »„th..a.tcn> of tho^ '^""f."
°

a "auT-ho dr.; a ch-rt „t

Captain Bcechoy.he PjarwayK^ka^b,-^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^,,__^,^

,hi. region, Oo^f-e-ak.
I.

"^"^iZ.Zi wa. named, after the A.l.

„Wch i» the -*•' "°^ '"^^ k!^LTb„ve.n.enUoned authority, Igna-look.

miral, KrutrKten M««i. and by tno «
^^^^ ^^

I, i. an i.land «th perpendicular cbff. and a 8a^^.

north..e.temo„e, ^hieh i» the 1»^"^ "»J^Xh and Noo-narbook

after KoUebue'e .uppo^ d.-e'^.
J»^-'„tL:.^^ .„, ^^.nate.,

by the native. It ..3 '"^" ^«'^°^^ „,ig,, with «nall rocky point, eS

in the opposite direction, m tow, rocKy cim

*°i^m Cape Prince of Wale, the coast t«nd. to the north«rd, the water

being shallow jast to the North of it.

j„„ji ,i„„g it. The laL I

bJ^ZL^Sr^^rrJ^-l-r^S^outlything
re^kablc

for 35 mUe. to the entrance of Sd.i»ton«eff Inlet.

„..ng.Husde«ribedth.^or^o.Al^;.-^h^^

the Boa of Behring, it remains to describe tne

-rirsrjv^r^:x:.ti,.k^rBiUings,Ko...
hne Beechey, and other navigators.

It T AWEENCE ISLAND.-This island is the northernmost of those

. . r iripi sea. It was discovered by Behi-ing on St. Lawrence'.

which he
-;^«j;^ ;;^- g^ ^^^^^ that he passed by it without observing

ryi^rgC-S^ o^U except the cottages of .me ashermen.
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faptiiin Cook gavf it tho iiunio of fV/v/r /ulinid. It

Kot/obut", who cxmninod the J'liist and 8.E. nidcs, but

union of the East and Wont portioiiw.

From this caiiso, lK>yond doubt, the iHlaiids MaiariuH. St. Slc|ili<'ii, St.

Thoodons and St. Abraham of Licutciiaiit Syndt, arc only tho liiglior hills,

which aro all that aro soon of St. Lawiomo ut a distaiico. Cook tlius nainod

a part of its oxtromo Audorson Island.

In 1828 Captain Schischmartiff made a d(>tailod examination of its shoroi',

with tho exception of that part oxamintnl by his former commander, Capt.

Kotzebue, in 1817. On tho S.W. side is a small open bay, where tho offloors

of the Rurivk landed ; this spot is readily recognised by the small rocky

island in its vicinity.

From these examinations it appears that the island is above 29 leagues in

extent from East to West. Tho N.W. point, to which Admiral Krusenstern

has given tho name of the Russian surveyor SchUvhmareff Point, is in lat.

63" 46' N., long. 188» 19' E.

A very projecting point on the North side of the island is in lat. 6.'J° 12'

N., long. 159° 60' W. Captain Kotzebue places the eastern point of tho

island in lat. 63" 18', long. 108° 48'.

The island which Cook saw near this point, in lat. (53° 10', long. l.-iO" 50',

18 composed, according to Kotzebue, of two islands ;
Sc^hischmareff says

there are throe. The inhabitants call tho eastern part of the coost Ktwjtt-

M, and tho western Chihoko. The eastern point of the island is named Ciipe

Anderson, and hero an historic doubt existed.

A shoal of 11 fathoms was found by the niosmn precisely in the situation

assigned to a small island named by Cook after his respected surgeon, Mr.

Anderson. This island had never been seen after, and tho veracity of the

great navigator had been in consequence impeached, Captain Beochey, how-

ever, rectifies this error, having found that it was intended for tho East end

of St. Lawrence Island.

We have no detailed description of the shores, or capabilities of the

island.

ST. MATTHEW ISLAND.—This island was discovered by Lieut. Syndt,

in August, 1766. Captain Cook, ignorant of this circumstance, considered

it as a new discovery in 1778, and called it Gore Island. He only saw the

S.E. part from a distance, and probably only made out the small island

lying separately to the North, which tho Russian promychlenniks call

Morjovi or Morse Island. Since Cook's time it has been seen by several

Russian navigators. Sarytscheff anchored here ; SchischmarefF passed <;lose

to it. On the Russian charts it has always borne its original name, 3ralvoi,

or St. Matthew ; but to presei-\e the name by C(.ok, Liitke has called thw

West extremity of the island Caj>e Gore.

. 2 M 2
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8t. Matthew iKland li.m N.W. .11..I S.K.. and in a diroct lin.- i» 27 milo^

long, and HJ to 4J in broadtli. ItH nhoros oonHirt partly of high lo-kH, partly

„f low land. Tl... H.K. oxtrumity of tho inland, nuwt jUHtly .all.-l l.y <^.ok

Vape rpright, rinrs out of tho wator liko a wall to tlio iH-iK'ht of 1,400 f.^t.

'HiiH iK tho higlu-.st point of the inland. It falln su.ld.a.ly to tho N.W.,

forming a vory low and vc.ry narrow iHthmuH ; not hoing mm l)fy..n<l 4 or 6

mikm, .aiiHOB Capo Upright, ovon at this dintauco, to appear uh a soparnto

inland. IJeyond this inthmus, tho island incroasos in breadth and olovatioii.

and then again contracts, forming another ihthmus, similar to the first, at !t

miles from it, then a third, from whic^i formation, Ht. Matthew at a dista.uv

appears liko several islands. The 8.E. or onter point of Cape Upright is m.

lat. CO" 18', and long. 172° 4'.

At 12 miles W. O"' N. from this capo is Sugarloaf Cape, thus named from

an extremely remarkable mountain which surmounts it. Tliis mountain is

1,438 feet in height, and on every side appears as an irregular cone, tho

only one on the island. Between Cape Sugarloaf and Capo TJpright are

two bays, entirely unprotected, surrounded by low shores. On the North

side of the Sugarloaf is a similar bay, and an isthmus sfmilar to that

connecting Capo Upright. From this towards the N.W. as far as the W. ex-

treme, Cape Gore, are almost perpendicular rocks, intersected in many parts

by ravines.

Cape Gore terminates to seaward in a low cHff. Off it are some rocky

irlets. At 9 miles North from the .-ape, and 3 from the North end of tho

isLxnd, on the coast quite by itself, is a remarkable rock, of a rhomboidul

form.

The North point of the island, named by Captain Lutke after Captain

Sarytscheff's vessel, is in lat. 60° 38', and long. 172° 41'. It is steep, but

much lower than Cape Upright. The eastern shore of the island much re-

sembles the opposite one. There are corresponding bays on either side,

which form the narrow isthmuses.

Mutjovi Island is steep on every part except the S.W. Its North ex-

treme, ill lat. f.O" 44', and long. 172" 52', ociuals Capo Upright, in eleva-

tion, and much vuscmblos it. The South end extends in a low point to

the 8.E.

Pinnacle Island, justly so named by Cook, lies 16 miles W.8.W. from

Cape Upright. Two sides, nearly perpendicular, unite at the elevation of

990 feet in a pointed ere jt, with a number of pointed rocks on it. At the

steep S.W. extromity are some isolated rocks ; and the N.E. point termi-

nates in an entire range of connected and extraordinary pouited rocks.

The shores of St. Matthew are clear, and the depth very great. There

might not be great difficulty in landing in fine weather in the bays. Tho

island is not inhub-'ted, and is ecai-cely capable of being so. The formation

of the island is volcanic.
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P1?IBUIL0FF ISLANDS.

Those aro a group of throo small rocky islands, two of which wore dix-

rovored by M. I'ribuilofT, in 1708; this officer was under Captain Hillings'

expedition, in 1790. At first they were called Xuri/ (new) ; then LfbuUvuki,

from the naino of the owner of the vessel which discovered thorn. M. Che-

lekoff called thoin Zoubojf'; more recently they have been called h'ltonj (^ sea-

bears), and Severny (North), from the immense q-iintity of the animals

found there, and their position relative to Ounalashka. Adm. Sarytscheff

has placed them on his chart under the name of tlm officer who dimoverod

them, as hero repeated. Thoy are most commonly called in tho colonies

here (htrovki, the littlo islands.

ST. OEOROE'S ISLAND is the southernmost. Tho southern and western

parts aro surrounded by rocks, but the North is easy of approach, and affords

good anchorage in a commodious Imy for small vessels, not drawing above

8 or 9 feot water. Tho whole island is volcanic. It is about 3 miles wide,

and extending E. by N. i E. 19 miles ; or, according to Liitko, 13J miles in

length.

Captain Liitko makes the foUowing remarks on it :
—" Its East oxtromity

was determined by us to bo in long. 169° 10', Its hit,, according to Captain

Tchistiakoff, is .'J6' 38'. Tho aspect of the 8.E. coast is very monotonous
;

on its level surface there is but one point rising above tho rest, and this is

1,083 feet, English, above the sea. The two extremities of tho island ter-

minate in very steep rocks. The North coast, which we examined, consists

entirely of ro(^ka, of 300 feet in height, the greater part rising perpendicu-

larly out of tho water. In one position, at 5 miles from the N.E. point, the

coast slopes inward, and is covered with a thick herbage. Hero is the

company's establishment. A small cove between the rocks servos to shelter

the baidars
;
you may even anchor there in South and S.E. winds. At a

mile off there are 17 fathoms water, black sandy bottom. This anchorage

is slightly sheltered from the East by a low point between the village and
the East point of the island. The surface of the N.W. part is perfectly flat

and horizontal, and is covered with grass. The coasts in general are clear,

but at 13 or 15 miles to the East there was a bank seen, in 1824, by Capt.

Chramtschenko.

ST. PAUL'S ISLAND, the second discovered by Pribuiloff, is much
smaller than that of St. George ; this, as well as the former, was the retreat

of inmiense herds of seals.

St. Paul is 44 miles to the N. of St. George, which is 190 miles N. 39° "W.,

true, from the North point of Ounalashka.

Captain Trollope, R.N., says (August, 1863) : Tho channel between St.

George and St. Paul is broad, and free from danger, but reefs extend off

the S.E. end of St. Paid, and a boiling surf breaks on the long, low, level

ill-

ii
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island culled Morjovi or M.n.t- Lsluud. From the ,<ppoaran(^e of the water

I Hhould say that no ship .)Uglit to approiuh unnecessarily within 5 miles.

The island extends to the South by a low bed of gravel, on which stands

the village. At half a mile to the S.W. is an islet called Sivoutclu or Sea-

Lion Island, in lat. 57° 5', and long. 169° 51'. Between the bed of gravel

and the West end of the island, 7 or 8 miles distant, to the N.W. or N.W.

i W the coast curves into a bay, and forms some small coves, in one of

which is a tolerably good shelter for small vessels. The eastern and

northern parts of the island are low, and the coasts sloping and sandy

;

but the West side is mountainous, and terminates to seaward on a high

steep cape, which i« distinguished by a remarkable height surrounding rt.

There is on the East side of the island another (volcanic) mountain equally

remarkable. a \. n \

At 5 miles W.S.W. from the Sivoutchi Rock, and nearly due South {trm)

from the West end, is a small high island, 7 miles in circuit, called Bohrovi

or Sea- Otter Island; a reef extends from this island for half a mile to the

S.W., and between this island and St. Paul are some hidden dangers. At

4 miles S. 75° E., by compass, from the East extremity is another low and

rocky island, called Morjovi or Morses Island. The relative bearing of Bo-

brovi and Morjovi isN. 43° E. and S. 43° W. {true), and the distance 14*

miles. There are some reefs to the East and North of the island, and also

at the West extremity. At 12 miles to the East of its N.E. end is a bank

which uncovers at low water ; but this is all we know of it.

The vessels which usually come in June and July to St. Paul for the

chase, stay on the S.E. side of the bed of gravel spoken of above, in front of

the village, at three-quarters of a mile from the coast, in 9 to 13 fathoms

water ; but there is no security. There is sufficient fresh water in the lakes

and rivulets of the two islands. There is no species of wood growing on the

islands, and but very little drift-wood on the beaches.

The climate of these islands is as humid and disagreeable as possible.

Verdure does not show itself until the and of April or May. Dense fogs

prevail in summer, the atmosphere is rarely clear, and the sun is still more

rarely to be seen. Snow falls in October. In December North winds bring

the ice, which remains here frequently until May.

It is sometimes difficult to find these " small islands " in the condensed

fogs which prevail here. At times the land may be seen from the masthead,

when below it is very thick.

Gapt. Beechey, on hiw first return from his exploration North of Behring

Strait, passed these islands ; we transcribe his remarks.

He says:—"On the 2l8t of October, 1826, we came in sight of tho

Island of St. Paul, the northern island of a small group, which consists

of three islands, named St. George, St. Paul, and Soa-Otter. The islands of

St. Paul and St. George are both high, with bold shores, and without any

I
!^m^^>^' -*' ' ^'"'
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port, though there is said to bo anchoring ground off both, and soundings in

the offing at moderate depths. At a distance of 25 miles from Sea-Otter

Island, in the direction of N. 37' W., true, and in lat. .VJ-^ 22' N., we had 52

fathoms, hard ground ; after this, proceeding southward, the water deepens.

St. Paul is distinguished by three small peaks, which, one of them in par-

ticular, have the appearance of craters ; St. George consists of two hills,

united by moderately high ground, and is higher than St. Paul ; both wore

covered with a brown vegetation. Sea-Otter Island is very small, and little

better than a rock. The Eussians have long had settlements upou both

the large islands, subordinate to the establishments at Sitka, and annually

send tliither for peltry, consisting principally of the skins of amphibious

animals.

THE COAST OF ASIA.

The merit of discovery of this coast is due to Behring, as we have re-

peatedly remarked previously. It had been slightly and cursorily examined

by few subsequent to that great navigator's first voyage until Captain Cook

saw it, and first declared its true character. Captains Clerke and King

passed along it in the following year. Capt. ^>:otzobue in the R^lrick, Capts.

Billings, Sarytscheff, and Wrangel, also adaed slightly to our knowledge.

But all these authorities collectively gave a very vague and iiuporfcct notion

of the whole. All this, however, was obviated by the surveying expedition

under Captain (afterwards Eear-Admiral) Liitke, whoso excellent and ample

work leaves little to desire. This expedition, which left St. Petersbtrg in

August, 1826, consisted of two corvettes, the MolUr, under Captain Staniko-

witch, and the Seniavine, under Captain Liitke. The operations of the latter

are our present object. After making many excellent observations in the

North Pacific, he proceeded to Avatcha Bay, and thence surveyed the

greater portion of the coasts of Kamchatka and Eastern Asia to the north-

ward, as far as the East Cape of Behring Strait. The account of this voyage

has furnished us with most of the subsequent particulars.

The Tchnktchis, the inhabitants of Eastern Asia, may c'emand a sliort

notice hero. Of all the Asiatic races inhabiting Siberia these are the only

ones that have not submitted to the tribute of peltries demanded by the

Eussians.

The Tchuktchis inhabit the north-eastern part of Asia, fcxtendu<g from

Tchaun Bay to Behring Strait in one direction, and in the other fron. the

Anadyr, and the upper coasts of the Aniui, to the Polar 'S»*. To ti.i

South are the Koriaks, and to the West the Tchuwaazes and Jakahirs of the

Aniui. The Tchuktchis, though still in a great measure a nomade race,

have less of the characteristics which usually accompany such a mode of

Ufe than the wandering Tuagnses ; they are more covetous and more saving

^^m^m:JM<^i&i ^ms>mmmkim^s^y '**'-
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than belongs to the charactor of the gemiine iiouiade races. They are dis-

graced by the most shameless licentiousness. Some of them possess large

herds of reindeer, which are driven from place to place in search of pas-

turage, and are also usecl for riding. At times the meat may be procured in

abundance and cheaply.

They have been found to be more friendly than earlier writers have g^'^.n

them credit for, and were serviceable to Captain Moore when he anchored

here in 1848-9.

EAST CAPE, the extremity of Asia, has been mentioned before as form-

ing, with Cape Prince of Wales, the westernmost point of America, the

narrowest part of Uehring Strait. It is a peninsula of considerable heiglit,

joined to the continent by a very low, and, to appearance, narrow neck of

land. It shows a steep rocky cliff against the sea ; and off the extreme

point are some rocks like spires. It is in hit. 66° 3' N., long. 190° 16' E.

From its general appearance it might be taken for an island, and this

doubtless occasioned an error in the number of the St. Diomcde Islands

lying off it.

ST. LAWEENCE BAY lies to the S.W. of East Cape, and was so named

by Cook, he having anchored in it on St. Lawrence's day, August 10, 1778.

It is remarkable that Behrmg sailed past it just half a century before, that

is, August 10, 1728, on which account the neighbouring island was called

St. Lawrence Island.

The bay was minutely surveyed by Captain Liitke in July, 1828, and here

commence the sailing directions given by that navigator. Cape Nouniagmo is

the N.E. extremity of St. Lawrence Bay. It is distinguished by a remark-

able hill, not from its elevation but from its rounded summit. Cape Krltou-

gom, which forms the S.W. extremity, is IH miles S. 52° W. from it. The

western slope of this mountain declines very gradually to form a large

opening, through which runs a rapid but shallow river, on which is a village

of Stationary Tchuktchis, named Noimiagmo. It is 2 miles from the cape

of the name. Cape Pnaottgoun, beyond which commences the interior bay,

is 3.i miles W. by N. from this village. Between these the shores are

level and low, terminating abruptly at the sea-shore. From these escarp-

ments, entirely covered with snow in July, avalanches were constantly falling

with great noise. Not a single shrub breaks the moncttony of the interior

plains.

Capo Kileougouu U high and vary steep ; beyond it the coast turns rapidly

to the N.W., towards Mitchigmenbk Lay. Upon this cape there is a moun-

tain, very remai-kablo from sume sharp peaks. It is a very well determined

position ou the chait. The cape is in lat. f 29' 10" N., and long. Tl" 0' W.

At hulf a mile from its extremity is a large villnge.

From this cape the coast extends, rounding to the N.N.E. and N., for 7

mile.<, where a bed of gravel projects, Ibrming a tolerably large lake. It is
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ST. LAWliENCE BAY, 5;j7

8i miles 8. 58° W. from Cape Pnaou^' m, and may bo taken as the other

point of the inner bay. Above it is a large village.

The depth in the centre of the bay is 27 fathoms. At 1 or 1^ mile from

the South shore there are from 7 to 12 fathoms, muddy bottom ; on ap-

proaching the inner bay the depth increases, and opposite the bed of gravel

there are 23 fathoms. No indication of reefs or dangers was perceived.

These gravel deposits will he found to be so frequent in occurrence, that

they certainly form a moiety of the entire coast between East Cape and the

South extremity of Lopatka. A summary description of them may therefore

be here given. What is meant by a bed of gravel is a formation or collection

of shingle, rising from a few inches to 6 or 7 feet above the surface of the

water. They are generally covered with a turfy moss u,nd plants similar to

those on the land. They generally extend in a straight line, or gradually

and slightly curve. They sometimes form distinct islands, and sometimes

join on to the continent, forming the coast itse' ^, or else points projecting

from it. Their breadth varies ; some are almost washed over by the sea,

and none exceed a mile. There is generally a great depth on their edges,

and frequently at 10 or 12 yards off there are 4 or 6 fathoms. At 2 or 3

miles off the depth gradually increases, the bottom frequently muddy ; so

that, wherever one of these gravel beds are met with on the coast, so

sure are you to find anchorage. Nevertheless it sometimes occurs that

detached and similarly deep banks lie before these. In digging holes in these

banks water is found at the level of the sea, but always among the shingle.

Such shingle banks are met with in other regions, but nowhere so fre-

quently as in the seas of Behring and Okhotsk. They are seen at every

step, and a glance is sufficient to demonstrate that they are formed by the

eea, but in what manner is not so evident.

The inner bay extends W.N.W. and N.W. for 19 miles, and throughout

maintains nearly an equal breadth of 3^ miles. Its distance from the South

Cape is 2^ miles. Here is the chief entrance ; there are more than 27 fa-

thoms water, and no danger. In the East passage there are not more than

11 feot water.

Cape Puaougoun and the coast, for a mile distant, are formed by a bed of

gravel ; further off, though low, it is pei-pendicular, and covered with snow.

Extending from Cape Pnaougoun to the N.N.E. and N.W. it forms a cove,

I
}i
mile long and wide, in which is secure anchorage.

At the extremity of St. Lawrence Bay the termination of a chain of high

and peaked mountains abuts, which has every appearance of being a branch

uf the chain traversing the Tchuktchis country from East to West, and join-

ing the Stanovoi chain.

But few birds or fish, for provision, were seen here ; a few salmon were

all that were procured. But these privations were amply compensated by

the abundance of reindeer whicli may be procured from the wandering

I!

i
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Tchuktchis, always near the coast in the autumn, for iron articles, &c., or,

'';::r;irirbehad, and of very excellent quality, but not every-

whe^reX Focurable. Capt. LUtlce took his from a brook 1 m.le from

Cap Pnaougoun ; it may be taken from the beach by means of a hose. On

le other hand, not a morsel of wood can be got. It is worthy of remark

L^though t^e opposite or American coast abounds with it, both growmg

anddrirnot a sinJe piece is brought here by the sea. The t.des are very

and drift, no a gp
^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ .^^^^^, ^^^ ^^,,

:::C^\rrtuir A^^ be ascertained, t.e establishment

"^TiloJlTItiir-de upon the bed of gravel make its West point lat.

65^37' 3 "n.! and long. 170= 53' 30" W. ; the latter differing half a degree

'-^^TCnt^SrBAY.-rrom Cape Krleougoun the coast turnsrapid^

in^ NW parT and. curving in an open bay, extends for 20 mdes to the

W^t^amorr:tely elevated'but very steep cape, on wMch « the large

villaL of Luaren. The coast appeared clear, without any danger. A bed

T^::I, sei^arating Metohigmensk Bay from the sea extends from Cape

Luffren for 20 miles to the West, curving to thee South.

Te elance to the bay is very difficult, from its narrowness and the

Jness oT he points forming it. Before making them out. the people on

remwiUbesee'n.asifwalkingon the water. The e-^»- ^ «« P^^;^'

harils opening cannot be made out until it is brought to bear N.W. by

that Its °P^^^°8
^hen near the western side. It must thus be

r^hUro: the" -^^^^^^^^ Hke the opening to a coral reef, which, in foggy

^C:;i:^^~. on the west side, at 2 miles from the point^
:.l Ted is a sure mark. The winter yourts show themselves by a thick

^7 1 and around them. The Bay of Metchigmensk penetrates the

i"; a grTa dTal The remarks as to supplies at St. Lawrence Buy

11 Inlv to this The entrance of the bay was assumed to be m lat.

rio^^^rNlanrig 172»0' W. The bed of gravel which forms the

West side of the entrance of Metchigmensk Bay extends 5 or 6 miles to the

^m'i5 miles from Metchigmensk Bay Cape Shaluetkin prelects, very re-

,n:^llble for around-topped mountain. To the South of the cape is E.

Z^^Say surrounded by a very low coast, apparently terminating m an

"
T^e'the coast turns to S.E. to Cape NygtoHygan, which, from North and

N E . a 15 miles distant, appears to be an island on account of the lowne

of ttie land between it and H^liaghyn Bay. It is steep
;
to the N.W o

/b^ of gravel -tends 3 or 4 miles, which unites at its other end to the
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coast, forming a lake or bay. Beyond Capo Nygtchygan in the opening of

the extensive Strait of St'niavine.

STRAIT of SE'NIAVINE.—The existence of this remarkable strait was

not suspected until the voyage of Captain Li.tke, who applied tho name of

his vessel to it. It is formed by two large islands, Arakamtchetchen and

niygran. It runs first towards the S.W., then South, and to the East, nearly

30 miles, and from G miles to half a mile in breadth. Its entrance is be-

tween Capes Neegtehan and Kougomn, bearing S. .i
E. and N. J W., 5 miles

apart. Each of them is distinguished by tolerably high mountains. Neeg-

tehan lies some distance from the coast ; but Kougouau falls perpendicularly

into tho sea, and was distinguished by Cook. Cape Neegtehan, in lat. 61°

55' 30' N and long. 172° ]7' 30" W., is the northern limit of the strait

;

as Cape Mortens, in lat. 64° 33' 15', and long. 172° 20', is its southern ex-

tremity.

At 2 miles from Cape Neegtehan is the small river Maritch. Its mouth is

a good harbour for small vessels, as they can moor against the land. Near

the mouth, to the N.W., is the Tchuktchi village, Vaniakinon. Penkegnei

Bay extends beyond the entrance, first N.W. i W. 5 miles, then as far to

S.W. i S., then 2 miles to West. It is surrounded by high mountains, ad-

vancing to the coast itself. It is deep and safo.

Abolecheff Bay.—The continental coast from Penkegnei Bay runs 6 miles to

S and S W. to Abolecheff Bay, partly steep, partly sloping, but mountainous

throughout. Its opening is in front of the South point of Arakamtchetchen

Island, and extends 6 miles to the W. and W.S.W. Itsbreadthis 1 tolimile.

Its N shore consists of a gravel bed, behind which, at a short distance, high

mountains rise, among which Tagleokou is remarkable for its perfectly conical

summit. The upper part of the bay is surrounded by a very low and sandy

shore. There is good anchorage throughout above the second cape
;
but to

be perfectly sheltered you must double the third cape, and lie in 17 to 19

fathoms, sticky mud. Fresh water abounds everywhere, but no wood to be

obtained.

Abolecheff Bay had a short-Uved dignity, which it is very unlikely to re-

gain. It was selected by the officers of the Western Union Telegraph Com-

pany as the landing-place for the submarine cable which was to connect the

new and the old worlds, from Grantley Harbour on the American side, as

related on page 529, ante. The enterprise was abandoned.

From the first or S.E. cape of Abolecheff Bay, the coast runs 5 miles to

S.W. J S., and forms a bay open to the N.N.E. The surrounding moun-

tains wiU not permit a ray of the sun to penetrate into it; it is therefore

cold sombre, and frozen. From this icy bay the coast runs 3 miles to the

East', and approaches tho West extremity of Itty-ran Island. A bay on the

latter corresponds to a gravel bed running to tLe N.E., and is made re-
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markable by thfl high pyramidal uiuuntain, Elpyutjhyn ; the two together

form a eheltered harbour, with 9 to 20 fathoms.

From the mountain Elpynghyn the const trends evenly to East and E.S.E.

for 6 miles ; then with steep, reddish cliffs, 2 miles further to Cape Mertens,

the South termination of Seniavine Strait.

Cape Mertens is high, steep, and is distinguished by a mountain with

three summits. Between it and the Elpynghyn Mountain there is no

shelter.

Arakamtchetohen Island, the largest of the islands forming the Strait of

Seniavine, is 16 miles long from S.W. to N.E., and 8J miles in its greatest

breadth. From the S.W. point to nearly one-half its length it is traversed

by a chain of hills, moderately high, with flattened summits ;
the highest of

•which, Mount Athos, has two separate granitic rocks crowning its summit, a

short distance apart. Cape Kyghynin, the East point of the island, and the

easternmost point of the land forming the Strait of Seniavine, is in lat. 64°

46' N., and long. 172° T W., and 28 miles due East of the bottom of Pen-

kegnei Bay, its western extremity.

Cape Kougouan, the North point of the island, forms, with Cape Neeg-

tchan, the North entrance of the strait, to which the natives give the name

of Tchiarloun.

Port Satmanoff, at 2 miles S.W. from Cape Kougouan, is small but

good, and is preferable to all others on account of its proximity to the sea.

It is easy to make out by Cape Kougouan and another cape equally steep

but lower, at 3J miles W.S.W. from it ; Port Eatmanoff is midway between

them. The port is formed by a gravel bed, extending 1,000 yards W.S.W.

from the coast it joins. Vessels can moor to the gravel bed, where neither

wind nor swell can incommode them.

Cape Paghelian, the S.W. extremity of the island, is 8 miles from this

port, the coast between being nearly straight. There is good anchorage in

this slight bay formed by it, and tolerable shelter. Cape Paghelian is

scarcely above the surface of the water. From its commencement the reeky

shores run 1^ mile to the East, rising quickly to form the Meinghyngai Moun-

tain, conspicuous fron\ its rounded top. Then begins a gravel bed, which,

trending in a curve to S.E. and S.W., forms the excellent road of Olatenapp.

The extremity of this gravel bed, called Yerghin, is 1| mile to South, 65i°

East from Cape Paghelian. There is good anchorage in the bay thus formed

in from 10 to 16 fathoms mud.

From this cape the gravel bed runs 2 miles to the N.E. to a pointed and

steep cape ; then the shore gradually trends to Cape Ryghynin.

Ittygran Island, 2 miles to the South of the previous island, is 6 miles

long East and West, and 2 or 3 miles broad. Its N.W. extremity is dis-

tinguished by a blackish and perpendicular rook. From thence the North

coast of the island runs directly East, and then turns to S.E., to South, and
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S.W., to Cape Podeh, tho S.E. extremity of tlio island, lying 3 miles N.W.
} N. from Cape Mertens, and 2.i niilos from the nearest part of the conti-

nent. This forms the breadth of the South entrunco to tho Strait of Senia-

vino, called by the Tchuktehis Tchetchekouioum. Cape I'untels is distinguished

by a moderately high hill, with a perfectly round top. Kynkai Inland, which

is not more than three-quarters of a mile in circuit, lies
1 J mile to S. 62° W.

from Cape Paghelian. It is moderately high and rocky. Nouneangan, a

small rocky islet, is outside the strait, lying 4 J miles N.E. J N. from Cape
Mertens.

One remarkable feature of the Strait of Seniavine, which also occurs at

the Bay of St. Lawrence, is, that in these straits, enclosed by coasts, that

the depth is greater than in the middle of the adjacent sea, which does not

exceed, except in some parts, 24 fathoms. On the American coast the depth

is not groat ; but it is still more singular that this depth is separated from

the shallower open sea by a bank with still less water over it ; so that the

soundings first decrease on approaching the coast, and then increase when
on it. In the middle of Behring Strait the depths diminish equally on
either side.

The tidei were almost imperceptible two or three days after the new moon,

but a strong North wind raised the level, temporarily, 2 or 3 feet.

The wind naturally affects the atmosphere ; with those between North and

West it is clear ; the South brings clouds, and S.E. moisture.

Cape Tchaplin.—The coast from Cape Mertens runs to tlie South. The
mountains recede into the interior, and from the coast a bed of gravel pro-

jects, which, trending in a curve to S.E. and East, forms the long point

called Cape Chaplin or Tchaplin, in lat. 64° 24' 30", and long. 172° 14' West.

At the commencement of this bed of gravel high mountains, with pointed

summits, advance to the shore.

CAPE TCHOUKOTSKOI.—Further on the coast trends towards the S.W.
and West, and gradually towards the N.W. quarter. Captain Liitke consi-

dered the southernmost point of this extent of coast as Cape Tchoukotskoi

or Choukotski. It is a bluff headland, declining in a narrow crest, from

which rise some high rocks, terminating in points. The cape lies in lat.

fi4° 16' N., and long. 173° 10' W. Beyond this commences the Gulf of

Anadyr.

The GULF of ANALYR.—The S.W. limit of this gulf may be placed at

Gape St. Thaddeus, lying 200 miles S. 65° W. from Cape Tchoukotskoi.

With this breadth in its opening, the gulf is 420 miles in circuit, without

reckoning the smaller sinuosities and Holy Cross Bay or the Gulf of St.

Croix, which is 180 miles in circuit.

Up to the time of the visit of Captain Liitke, Behring had been tho only

navigator who had sailed in it. The Gulf of Anadyr (pronounced Anuidc,
and not Annie-dear, Mr. Whymper says) was visited by the Western Union
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Emma Harbour, in which the P/oipr wintered, communicates with tho

larger one by an opening a mile wide, forming a basin 4 milos long, and

IJ in breadth, surrounded on every side by lofty mountains, oxcopt to tho

southward, where it is separated from the sea by a tract of low land and uu

extensive lagoon, and having deep water at the entrance and middle, with

good anchorage on each sid. dose to the shore. On the low land to tho

the South was a native settlement, to which belonged a largo herd of

reindeer.

The position of the harbour, ascertained by Commander Moore, E.N,, is

lat. 64- 25' 55" N., long. 173° 7' 15" W.

Plover Bay was selected as tho Siberian Station for tho Western Union

telegraph cable, leaving Grantley Harbour on the American side. A station

was built, and the line was commenced toward the Amoor, through a most

rugged and difficult country, and one of the party, Mr. Bush, made the en-

tire journey from the Amoor, a distance of at least 2,500 miles, in the win-

ter of 1855—6, a feat which deserved to rank as the most remarkable of

many undertaken by members of this expedition.

Cape Uakkoun, like Cape Ouliakhpen, is very high and steep. It is con-

spicuous, from a pyramidal rock rising from its summit.

Cape Tching-an falls from a great height, almost perpendicularly, into tho

sea. It is very remarkable by a red band which intersects the cape from its

summit to its base.

From Cape Tching-an the coast, consisting chiefly of perpendicular rocks,

trends to N.W. and W.N.W. as far as Caj)e Spanherg. It is high, and in

lat. 64° 42i' N., long. 174^ 42' W. On the South side of the cape is a high

steep rock, with a rounded top, and on the West side is a hill equally

rounded, the flanks of which graduaUy slope on either side. Between this

cape and Cafe Ealgan, 9 miles distant, to the N. 71° W., a bay penetrates

into the land.

Cape Halgan is high and very steep. In front of it is a large detached

rock. Cape Ninirlioun is as high and as bluff as the preceding, and in gene-

ral the intervening coast is equally so. This cape is very remarkable by its

flat top, but more so from its entirely difi"erent appearance from that which

foUows it, Cape Attcheun, in lat. 64" 46', long. 175° 28'. This latter cape,

moderately elevated, is steep to seaward.

Transfigoration Bay.—A coast extends in a winding manner 4 miles to

the N.W. to a small open bay, which Liitke recognised as Behring Bay of

Transfiguration or Preobrayenia. It is surrounded by a low shore, and

towards its extremity it receives the Eiver Ledianaga (frozen), which the

Tchuktchis call Kouivaem. From this bay the coast is high, nearly perpen-

dicular, and like a wall ; it extends 9 miles to Cape Enmelian.
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CAPE BEHMNO i« nitUHted in lut. 66' 0' .'JO" N., long. 175" 57' W. It

is particularly noticeable, because hero Buddonly termiualo the steep rockn

"hich with small exceptions, form the entire extent of coast as far us Capo

T^loLu andfurtierNorth thecoast bocomosstiU lower. Themounta.ns

f: this spue; are similar to those at Capo Tchoukotsko^
;
« ^ ->dora

height, level at the summit, sloping, and even llat, wh.ch parttcula ly <ha-

a f i«es the mountains about Capo Ninirlioun. The high andpoakod moun-

tains, like those in the Bay of 8t. Lawrence, will no longer bo -".--'"

the distance. From Cape liehring the coast turns abruptly t. the N.b.,

then to North, sloping gradually, and terminating peq,ond,cularly m some

parts as far as Cape Tchinkoff, which is steep, and forms an open bay.

'
B ^o'd this onfy a single bluff and high cape can be d.stmgmshed.

lying 4 or 5 miles to the N.W. of Cape Tchirikoff. The coast thenco

LI towards the mouth of a large river, from whence U takes a wes erly

^tln. All the eastern shore of the Gulf of Anadyr ,s destitute ot

""

T^the AVest of the river above mentioned, the coast is low for 4 miles,

and then commences to become hilly. The mountains, higher than those on

L East coast, are peaked or flat at the summit, ^"t. -^" ^J^^^;^,
out any order. Tho coast in this form extends 15 miles W.N.W. i W. and

W NW ,1ling a small open bay. into which a small river fa Is, and ter-

Tiuated on the South by a high bluff cape. The bottom of the bay - ,n

kt. 640 36i', long. 176» 48', and is properly the northern extremity of the

""It fofTmL from this last bay the most remarkable bed of ^^el that

had been seen commences. It extends without interruption to b.W^ and

W. for 45 nautic miles, as far as Cape Moetchken - *^«

«^^^f
„«*;, f

""'

and consequently forming the largest portion of the North coast of ihe Gulf

of Anadyr It is throughout nothing but a heap of bare shingle, with the

exceptiorof a very few spots, where there had ^'^^-^ o\f' ;'"\l^''^:
tion A narrow and shallow canal separates this gravel bed from the cont.-

nenial coast, which runs parallel to it. and bounds the sea with low reddish

*^'hOLY CEOSS bay, or The Gulf of St. Croix, occupies a space of 64

n^iles of latitude, and 35 miles from E. to W. It reaches within 10 miles of

"
"rL circle. Its shores, to the distance of 35 miles from is entrance

Tun nearly parallel to each other, to N.N.W., and 20 miles apart. Further

on they approach each other, and narrow the gulf to less than 4 miles.

"V Moetchken. the western extremity of the bed « gravel prev-^^^^

desJbed, forms the East point of the entrance ;
itisinlat. 66 28 40 .

and

fon7l78» 47'. The shortest distance to the opposite shore to the West is

''mre ts good anchorage on the North side of Cape Meetehken, open how-
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te shore to the West is

le Meetehken, open how-

evor to N.W. and W.N.W. ; tho coast in this direction, b.'inK -lo niil^s dis-

tant, affords not much protection. Tho depth is 5 to y t'uthonis, and th.t

best place is to bring Capo ^footchkon to boar S.W. by ('ompiiss. ( 'mfh must

bo takim, in entering, of tho rocky bank, which lies IJ miles S.W. of tho

capo.

Tho eastern side of tho gulf, the noiirest part of which is 8 mil.'s from

Cape Tkltetchkon, has but very little depth. Thoio avo no luo.-.tuins what-

ever along tho const. Only near tlio ontrnnco a branch of tiio mountains

advances, of which tho nonrost to the gulf ia called, by tho Tchuktrlii.s, Lin-

gllngai, moaning " heart rock," in Eussian Serdze Kamni. It lios in lat. 65"

36J' N., long. 178° 17', and its height is 1,102 foot above tho level of the sea.

It is ono of tho best detorminod points in tho gulf.

At 26 milos from Cape Moetchkon a tolerably Inrgo and high bod of

gravel advances from the coast to the N.W., and forms a cove 2 miles in

circuit, exposed to tho N.W., in which there is safer anchorage than in that

at Capo Meetehken.

At about 8 miles from this point a long p.nd low point projocts, f.-rming

the South limit of the Bay of Kanghynin, which is nearly C miles wide at its

opening, but is shallow.

Egvekinot Bag, at tho head of the bay, penetrates 7 milos duo North, with

a breadth of 1 or U miles. The high mountains which surround it leave

all round a narrow band of low shore. There is no part of the bay worthy

of the name of a harbour. Etelkouium Bag lies by tho side of the former.

The depth in the entrance was l-Uo 18 fathoms, muddy bottom. It had

every appearance of being a good port. At the entrance of tho bay, on its

North side, abed of gravel forms Krmemtem Cove. Quiet anchorage may

be had within it.
i, vr iw

Ten miles to the West of Etelkouium Bay is Engaonghin Bay, on the N.W.

angle of Holy Cross Bay. It is a round cove of 9 miles in circuit, sheltered

from the South by a low point projecting 2 miles to the West, and by a

gravel bed standing alone in front of the point. This forms an excellent

harbour, the only one worthy of the character in the Gulf of St. Croix.

From this bay tho western coast of the gulf runs S.S.W., and then curves

gradually to the S.E., without forming a single remarkable bay or cove. At

the distance of 10 miles from the port the mountains advance very near to

the sea, and reach it in places with high cliffs. The most remarkable

mountain about it is that of Matatchngai, at the bottom of Etelkouium Bay.

It is distinguished from all others as well by its elevation as by its sombre

and rugged flanks. Its height was calculated at 9,180 foot.

On the West side, up as far as the Port of Engaoughin, a large quantity

of drift-wood is found, even long and large trunks of tree.. ;
on tho East and

North coasts, on the contrary, not a single piece is met with. This circum-

stance is worthy of aote ; it proves that the current from the Eiver Anadyr,

2 5
North Pacifit.
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from which it como. in entering the Oulf of 8t. Croix, bear, chjeflj ^ the

irrowiiiir wood to lio met with. .

"^'lIltubliHhmont of the port appoars to he 8^ 60". The «roate,t r,«

wal 7 feet, but usually it was 4* to 6* feet; some former traces showed u

"The' RIVER ANADYR, which gives its name to the gulf which recoivos

if watfrs 7„ the n.ost considerable which falls into the Sea of Behnng

?hewlern Union Telegraph was intended to follow the -rse of the rwe^

upto some villages culled J««./W,''<'me distance from .ts mouth. From

ZXZio cro!s over to the head of the Sea of Okhotsk at T.gd. thence

Th:XpT^X who Wintered on the Anadyr in 1867, found that

blX nowVrms'were prevalent during winter and between log4.o«s.

no more than one hundred yards apart, it had been found necessary to stretch

a guiding rope for the men. Reindeer meat was obtained m great quan-

*''cIpE ST. THADDEUS is the S.W. cape of the Oulf of Anadyr ^iehring

perhaps gave this name to a cape on August 21, o.s.. being
"^/fJ- ^^ '

and from his data the term has been defined to apply to the h.gh bluff cape

portion of the coast, while beyond the cape turns to the N.W. and SJ
L that it forms a sort of natural limit to the Oulf of Anadyr^ At 15 m le

Z the S.W. i S. is another high cape, to which Captam Lutke appbed the

''ZlctantcUMel Ba^.-Vrom Cape King the coast turns suddenly to the

N W., forming a bay, which penetrates the land to a depth not less than 15

mUes, with a breadth of 6 miles. To this bay Captain Lutke gave the name

of Behrine Vessel. „ ,

CAPE NAVARIN.-From Archangel OabrielBay the coast runs South

to this cape, in lat. 62" It , long. 179^ H' E. In addition to this conspicuous

situation. Cape Navarin is remarkable for a high mountam on its point

2,512 feet in height, the flanks of whicb descend nearly perpendicularly into

*Tape Navarin is the South extremity of the peninsula which bounds the

Archangel Oairiel Bay on the South. A chain of higb mountains extends

trough t. Mount liden surpasses the rest in elevation (2,230 feet and is

dtTnguished by its conical form. In the middle of September (1827) it was

entirely covered with snow.

From the cape we have a long interval of coast, upwards of 350 miles

in extent, of which we know nothing. Captain Clorke passed it nt a
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p-eat distance, and Captain Liitke, both in his progross to tho Nnrtli and

on iiis return, was prevented by bad and foggy leather from making ob-

servations on it.

CAPE OLUTOBSKOI is tho first point desoribod by Captain Liitkn. It is

in lut. .'<!)" 58', long. 170 28 E. It is rumarkiiblt! by a high mountain with

three summits (2,537 fiMit) witli a steep aHcent from tho sea. l''n»m this enpo

the coast extends on one side to NV.N.W., towards t)io (liilf t>f iHutornki)<\

and on the other, first 4 miles to E.N.E., then 30 miles to tho North, rather

inclining to the East. In nil this extent it is mountainous, and fulls into

the sea in clitly headlands.

Tho Oulf of ( )lutor8kci was not examined by Coptain Liitke on account of

the fog and its distance. Its western termination is a capo, which was

supposed to bo Crt/j*' 6'o(y>mIo/, in about lat. 59^ 50', long. 100" 18'. It is

high, bluff, and cliffy, and over it are somo high mountains.

Cape Ilpinskoi.—From this cape tho last-named coast trends nearly West

to Capo Ilpinskoi, where the coast suddenly becomes lower. This cape is in

lat. 69° 48i', long. 165° 57'. Projecting from mountains of a moderate

height, it advances to the S.W. in an even point, not very high, and fal-

ling perpendicularly into the sea According to Krachenninikoff, it is

joined to the continent by an isthmus so low and narrow that the sea

washes over it.

Verhhotounhj or LHtle Karaghimhj Island lies directly before Cape Ilpin-

skoi. Its lat. is 59° 37i', long. 165° 43'. It is of a round form, and 3 or 4

miles in circumference. On all sides except the N.W. it falls perpendicularly

into the sea.

The strait between Verkhotoursky Island and Cape Ilpinskoi is 12 miles

broad. Nearly in the middle of it is a dangerous reef, awash, extending

1^ or 2 miles East and West. In the centre is a small but high rock.

From Cape Ilpinskoi the coast curves to the West and S.W., forming a

large gulf, which is bounded to the South by the large Island of Ka-

raghinsky.

As this bay forms one of the narrowest and the lowest portion of the

peninsula of Kamtschatka, it is usually taken as the northern limit of

that country. The Bay of Penjinsk, in the Sea of Okhotsk, forming the

opposite coast.

Although a small portion of the coast to the southward may be included

in the shores of the Sea of Behring, we shall for the present quit them,

leaving them to be described in connection with the peninsula in the next

Chapter.

2n2
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The spot where Behring died, as related in a former page, is ou the

East side of the island, at throe-quarters of a milo W.N.W. from Cape

Khitroff.

The water is very deep around the island. At from 4 to 6 miles off the

N.E. and North shores the depth was fouml to be 58 to 67 fathoms, muddy

bottom on the North side ; further to tho East, stony bottom.

MEDNY or COPPER ISLAND is remarkable for its long and narrow

fitrure. The only island it resembles hereabout is Amlia. It is about 30

miles in length, and its greatest breadth towards the middle is not more

than 5 miles ; it frequently does not exceed 2 miles. It seems to be the

crest of a mountain rising out of the sea in a S.E. and N.W. direction.

Medny Island is scarcely lower than its neighbour, Bohring Island
;
seen

from tlio Behring Cross, as the spot where the commander perished is termed,

it appears to consist of three islands. Its shores are very steep, clear in most

parts, and the depth around very great. There are some reefs at its N.W.

and S. W. extremities, and at some other points, but they do not extend far

off. The island is entirely without anchorage for large ships
;
but on its

N.E. side, at 10 miles from its N.W. extreme, is a small port, where small

vessels may ride.

The company's establishment is on che South side of the harbour. Its

lat. is 54" '*''. The lat. of the N.W. extremity is 54° 52' 25", Ion. 165° 31 'E.

Medny (Mednoi or Copper, as the Eussian name signifies) was thus named

on account of the native copper found hero, and which was attempted to be

worked in the middle of the last century, but the poverty of the min j led to

its abandonment.

The climate of these islands is not very rigorous. There are no very m-

tense frosts in winter, but they have at times very heavy snow storms. In

January and February the N.W. and West winds bring the ice on the coasts

in large quantities. The weather is clear with N.E. and East winds
;

it is

overcast with those from East and S.E. There are no active volcanoes on

either of the islands, but earthquakes are frequent, the shocks of which are

sometimes felt for a long time.

After v'olent and long-continueJ wides, a large quantity of drift-wood is

thrown on to the shores, principaUy of those species that grow at Kamt-

chatka, but sometimes the cypress that grows on the American coast, and

even the wood which only grows at Japan. Sometimes, also, lacquered

vessels of wood, of Japanese manufacture have been found, which goes to

prove that in this part of the ocean the currents trend to North or N.E.

T»
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CHAPTER X.

KAMTCHATKA, OKHOTSK, AND THE KURILE
AEOHIPELAGO.

Tub first country described in this Chapter is the great peninsula of Kamts-

chatka. It lies between the parallels of 62° and 51' North latitude, and is

consequently about 800 miles in length. The honour of the first discovery

of Kamtschatka is attributed to Feodor Aloxeieff, a merchant, about the

year 1648. The conquest of the peninsula was completed hi 170 i nd it

has ever since paid tribute, in furs, to the governor of Irkutsk ' L . „iade

a new province by Imperial ukase of December 14th, 1849, and formed of

the territory under the administration of the sea coasts of Kamtchatka, and

the district of Ghijiosk.

The natural limit of the peninsula would seem to be, as we have before

stated, at the bay to the West of Cape Dpinsk. The civil division extends

beyond this to the Eiver Olioutor.

The natives are of two races, the Kamtchadales and the Kariaks or Ko-

riaks whose tarritorios are divided at Cape Oukinskoi. The Kamtchadales

differ from them more in mode of life than physical conformation. They

seem to partake of the Mongolian type.

Of the geography of the penin&ula t. .'ew words may be said. Of the

eastern coast, with the exception of the few points imperfectly seen or ob-

served by Cook and other navigators, the only delineation that existed for p

long period was that furnished by Behring. .Captain Lutke was despattle;

from St. Petersburg to minutely survey this coast in the Siniavine, in 1827- •

28. Delays and contrarieties prevented this being done to the extent in-

tended, and only some of the more prominent features received the great

attention which that commander was capable of exercising in this explora-

tion. That officer's work was published in 1836—36. Professor Adolpli

Erman also employed some time in the examination of various points on

land. It has since then been examined by Eussian officers, and their chart

was publibhed in 1849—51.
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KARAGHINSKY rST-ANP. .lol

Kamtchatka is pre-eminently a country of volcanoes. Sonip of tlio

highest pe»k8 in the world surmount its mountain ranges. These mountains,

which covbi about two-thirds of the entire surface, form an irregular chain

in a 8.S.W. direction. Many of their summits are in a high state of vol-

canic action ; and, considered as a wl'ob, it may bo supposed that thoy form

a portion of the great volcanic beli which extends through Aliaska and the

Aleutian Islands, and is continuod on through the Kuriles, Japan, and For-

mosa, to the Asiatic Archipelago.

In the principal range running Nortn from Cape Lopatka, its South ex-

tremity, thirteen summits, with craters and hot springs, have been observed,

one other height being isolated and lying West of the main range. The

most active of these are Assatchinskoi (8,340 feet^, Avatcha (8,760 feet), and

Klutchevakoi (16,512 feet). During an eruption of the first, in 1828, the

scoria and ashes were carried as far as Petropaulovski, 120 versts (80

English miles) distant.

There are no large rivers in Kamtchatka. The configuration and forma-

tion of the peninsula preclude this. The largest is the Kamtchatka Eiver,

which, however, is said to be capable of admitting vessels of luO tors about

150 miles up the stream.

The severity of the climate has been exaggerated, though it is severe. In

some of the sheltered valleys, which possess great natural beauty, the tem-

perature is not very inclement. Perhaps a similar train of remarks would

hold good both for Japan and Kamtchatka, that there is great difierenco

between the East and West faces of the country ; the former diflPering from

the piercing West winds passing over the ice and snow of the continent of

Asia. Of course agriculture has been but little pursued. Its slender popu-

lation know but few wants, and these are supi)lied from the produce of the

chase, as bears, lynxes, otters, reindeer, foxes, &c. The skins of these form

the principal export, and but few supplies can be calculated on by vessels

touching here.

. KABAOHINSET ISLAND.—This island, and the adjacent coast, until

the time of Lutke's exploration in 1828, had not been seen by any known

navigator, except Syndt, since the time that Behring had seen one or two of

its points through the fog.

It is 55 miles in length, and an uninterrupted chain of mountains traverses

its length, declining towards the S.W., and rising again at the South end,

forming a mountain about 700 feet in elevation. The western coast is of an

insignificant height. All the shore of the North and East sides of the island

is higher and steeper. This causes a great difference in the appearance of

ilio opposite coast, the steep ascents, the rugged or rounded summits, fro-

quently rising to 1,250 foot above the sea, and an Alpine vegetation, give it

a mountainous character.

Ita N.E. extremity, Cnpe Goknichtchpff, in lat. 59' 13i', long. 164° 40' E.,

%, 'H'i.atWBj'K 'i 'laiBBU't'aff

'
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VENINSTHA OF KAMTCHATKA.
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CAPE KAMTCIIATSKOI. 65.?

forms tho southern limit of a very extensive gulf, 60 miles in extent from

North to Soiitli, of wliich ivaraghinskuia Bay may bo placed on the North.

Cai)e Ouhmkoi, or Natvhikinnkoi, was considorod by Captain Liitke to be in

lat. 57" 58', long. 162' 47' East. It is low and level; (Ko position of tho

high and remarkable mountain upon it is probably determined with greater

precision ; its lat. is bV 64', and its long. 162" 52'. This capo is tho boun-

dary between the Kamtschadalos and tho (Sedentary) Kariaks ;
tho first

dwelling to tho iSoiith, the second to the North of it. The coast extends for

60 miles to the 8.E., to a cape marked on tho charts as Cape Ozernoi, in lat.

57° 18', and long. 103" 14' East. It is distinguished by a mountain slightly

peaked.

The coast beyond this is formed of high and sloping mountains, and

nothing remarkable occurs until the liiver Stolhovshiia is reached. The

mouth of this river is very distinct, and is in 56° 40^', and 102° 39'. At 10

miles from its mouth the coast begins to be mountainous, and continues so

for 15 miles.

Cape Stolhovoi is a high cliff, in lat. 56" 40'.', long. 163° 21' East. Before

it are three detached rocks, one very large. The coast from the cape to-

wards the River Stolbovskaia turns abruptly to tho N.W., and soon after-

wards to "West and W.S.W. At 12 miles South from Cape Stolhovoi, in lat.

56° 27', the chain of mountains is interrupted to give place to a very low

valley, through which, to the W.S.W. from seaward, thore was no elevation

visible between the Klutchevskoi Volcano. The coaat iu question trends

nearly upon a meridian for 35 miles South from Cape Stolhovoi. Through-

out this extent, with the exception just alluded to, ihe coast is high and

mountainous, terminating on the sea-coast often in slopes, but with cliffs in

some parts, but it is throughout fronted by an extensive reef. From the

above distance, the coast runs 15 miles to S.E. to Cape Kamtschatskoi.

CAPE KAMTCHATSKOI.—There was some doubt as to which was tho

actual cape bearing this name. The coast here forms a sloping and slightly

elevated cape, which, seen from the S.E. at a great distance, would have

the appearance of a remarkably prominent point.

From this cape the coast turns gradually to the S.W. and W., then runs

N.W. and W. to the mouth of tho River Eamtschatka.

It is a tortuous stream of no great size ; at its mouth is the village of

Sharon. The river was ascended by Major Abasa, a Russian officer in charge

of the Siberian part of the Western Union Telegraph expeditions inAugue.,

1865. He went from this to Tigil on the Sea of Okhotsk. .N'ishni (New) or

Lower Kamtehatka, near the mouth of the River Kamtchatka, is the place

to which Behring brought the naval stores, and built the boat in which he

started on his voyage of dibcovery July 20, 1728.

The Klutchevskoi Volcano.—The great mountain of Kamtehatka lies at

the back of the bay to the West and South of Cape Kauitschatkoi. Its lat.

/j^asssssesssaMiwsf*'"*'SKM**^^^^
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AVATOllA BAY. bbb

\mited by a reef. Capt. Lutke observed u strung current ofl' tho eupe which

produced some overfulls.

Cape Nalatche// ia 22 miles W.N.W. J W. from Capo Shipunskoi. It is a

high, steep mountain, the summit irregularly rounded ; it projects in a point

to the South. The coast to the eastward of it is low and sandy near the sea,

and rises towards a chain of moderately high mountains, but which aru

steep, and terminate in peaks ; these extend to Cape Shipunskoi. Viewed

from the S.W., this chain seems interrupted in a j^art whore lictchevimkaia

Bay opens. Trading vessels used formerly to visit the little River VakhiU-

kaia, which debouches 5 miles N.W. of this bay. The little liicer Kalakh-

tyrka, which enters the sea at 7 miles from the lighthouse cape of Avatcha

Bay, is pointed out by a rock of moderate height, whitened by the dung of

the sea-birds, lying 2 versts ( 1 J English miles) to tho South of it.

The coast between this river and Avatcha Bay is lofty, and terminates

on the coast, in many parts, in high clifis. This space is intersected in one

part by a low isthnms, between the bottom of Rakovya Bay and the sea,

across which the himters who go to take birds from Toporkoff Island trans-

port their canoes.

AVATCHA BAY.*

This bay, the principal port of the Peninsula of Kamtchatka, derives its

chief interest from its containing tho port of St. Peter and St. Paul, Petro-

paulovski, as much from its intrinsic superiority. It is so extensive and ex-

cellent, that it would allow aU the navies in the world to anchor in perfect

security in its capacious basin. Yet the navigator in entering it will at first

see no sign of himian habitation or commerce on its shores, unless, per-

chance, some vessel may be approaching or quitting its only port, the little

town above mentioned.

It was visited by Captain (after Admiral) Beechey in H.M.S. Blossom, in

1827, who made an accurate and ample survey of it. In the narrative of the

voyage of the French frigate La Venus, under Captain Du Petit Thouars, is

a lengthened account of it commercially and nautically, and from these we
derive the following.

The Boad of Avatcha or Awatska lies at the bottom of the bay of the

same name ; it is reached through a narrow channel, which is 4 miles long

and about 1 mile broad. This strait, although thus narrow, is not dangerous,

because there is anchorage throughout its whole extent ,* in it, as in nearly

all close channels, the winds are almost always either directly in or out of

• It is written Auattka by Admiral Beechey. Captain Du I'etit Thouars and others

write Avatcha; MuUer says AtvaUtha ; or properly, according to Kamtschadalian pro-

nunciiition, Suaatseha. Mr. Whymper says that, notwithstanding tho variety of spelling,

Avatcha is the distinct English pronunciation of the name of the place.

6qiWia»WfcMl.«<illMiia*VMWB>»'
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•, «,«. i. thev .re oithm contrary or favouraWe for r»»"B "•'"" "°;
,t ;

lh.t w yj° ,„ „,;, „,,„„„.,, i, forced by the retro.t

™ :.; re thoW la„df.U. for .aWn,- .he Port of

J^'^J- 'J^,

W the coast be retarded without any advantage being gamed, but

SheTdo .hey offer a„, —oragc .hlch coald be .aken ,n each cucum-

"*nTou arrive by night oS the en.r..» to the bay, and .he wind ehould be

cofj.; r:n.eig,'i. ,i.l be dangerou. to '"""P'^ »'» *«^ "'"•

"^fXcirrents affect tho steering, which, in a light breeze, frequently

happens in the entrance, it is weU to anchor in Ismena. Bay. on the East

sr'the entrance, or, if necessary, in any part of the channel

Lights -On the Eastern point of the entrance a bright;f..rf M« « «l^own,

'r:i:2:tZ^^^^VO^ on the West side of the entrance^

3, c£ KW b';;. f^on. Babouslha Island, elevated .H feet, seen 9

". li,M on the inner point of the entrance on the

-*-f^^^^^^^

signalstation, about half a mile South of the entrance to Eakovya Harbour,

elevated 378 feet, seen 9 miles off.

TX,. i;<rht« at the entrance are very judiciously placed. The outer iigm

lehrabreai* of Point 8t«mki, and from thi. point, .teenng North or

V 4* ,U big jouto the middle of the eoaet, between Point I«n.n«

L fte NoA sLal Post «.d Light, taking c«e to bear North o, even

NW ;N « »on a. you are to the North of the North Signd Poet, an

riith^. you .iU.«»h«f.l,tf>e anchorage of Petropaulorek.. C«.
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must be taken, in this course, not to shut in th(< entrance light by the land

of Point Ismenai, so as to clear the Eakovya Bank.

There is no particular precaution necessary for safety in anchoring in

Avatcha Bay. Tho sea is never so heavy as to occasion any trouble
;
but

as the bay is surrounded by high mountains, violent gusts are somotimes

felt, so that, for greater security and quietude, it is better to have a lung

hawser out.

The tidal currents are very irrognlar, both in form and duration
;
they

were never found more than at 2 mile;; In the entrance, or U mile in tho

road.

Tho HARBOUR of PETROPAULOVSKI, on the eastern sido of this

bay, is small, deep, and well shut in. It is defended by throe raking bat-

teries.* A vessel, of whatever size, can enter it, and undertake any descrip-

tion of repairs.

Tareinski Harbour, lying in the S.W. part of tho bay, is immense and ex-

cellent, but as there is neither population nor trade in it, it has, up to the

present time, been of no utility.

Rakovi/a JIarhour also forms, to the South of Petropaulovski, an equaUy

excellent port, but it is of less easy access than the foregoing, on account of

the Rakovya Bank, lying in the middle of the channel leading to it.

In fine weather tlie morning breeze is from the North to N.N.W., lasting

until eight or ten o'clock, and sometimes even until eleven o'clock
;
then,

shifting to the West and South, it sinks altogether ;
in the afternoon, about

one or two o'clock, the breeze from the offing sets in, varying from South

towards East.

Directions.t—It is desirable to make the coast well to the southward of

Cape Gavareah, and to round it as closely as possible, as the wind will, in

all probability, veer to the northward on passing it. If the weather be

clear, two mountains will be seen to the West and N.W. of the cape, and

one far off to the northward and eastward. The eastern one of the two

former, called Villeuchinski, is 7,372 feet high, and peaked like a sugarloaf,

* During the Crimean war Petropaulovski was attacked by an allied fleet of 6 ships, French

and English, with a res\ilt hy no moans a subject of congratulation to us. On August 28th,

1854, the ships opened fire on tho outer batteries, and tho Russians returned it with great

spirit. Ultimately an ill-judged landing was made of 700 men, during the unpro-

tected march of whom almost all the oilicers were picked off. Having lost their leaders,

the men fell back in disorder, and were repulsed with a loss of 107 English. The ships

then bore off. This victory was tho cause of very great surprise and self-gratulation to the

defenders of this poor Uttle town. When the fleet returned in the following spring, May

and June, 1865, they found the place abandoned, and it fell, of course, a very easy prey.—

(Mr. Whymper.)

t These directions are by Admiral Beechoy, aa given in the Appendix to the Voyage of

the Blouom.
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and id in lat. 52° 39' 48" N,, and long. 49° 40' W. of Tetropaulovski (158^

22' E.) The highest and most northern of tlie tlireo latter is the Mountain

of Avatcha, in lat. 53'' 20' 1
" N., and 3» 47' E. of the before-mentioned town.

Its height is 11,500 feet, and in clear woatlier it may be seen a very consi-

derable distance. The centre hill of the three is the volcano, but it emits

very little smoke. Thewe peaks are the best guide to Avatcha B'y, until

near enough to distinguish the entrance, which will then appear to lie ba-

tween high perpendicular cliffs. Upon the eastern one of thc^e, the liffht-

home bluff, there are a hut and signal-staff, and when any vossel is expected

n light is sometimes shown. If the harbour be open, a large rock, called tho

BabouMa, will be seen on the western side of the channel, and three others,

named the Brothers, on the eastern side, off the lighthouse. The channel

lies in a N. by W. direction, true ; and when the wind is fair, it may be

sailed through by keeping mid-channel ; but it fretjuently happens that

vessels have to beat in, and as the narrowness of the channel renders it

necessary to stand as close to the dangers as possible, in order to lessen the

number of tacks, it is requisite to attend strictly to the leading; marks.

The L'lter dangers are a reef of rocks lying 8.E., about 2 miles from the

lighthouse bluff, and a reef lying off a bank which connects the two capes

opposite, i. e., Staniski Point, with the cape to the southward. To avoid the

lighthouse reef, do not shut in the land to the northward of the lighthouse

bluff, unless certain of being at least 2J miles off shore, and when within

three-quarters of a mile only, tack when the lighthouse bluff bears North,

or N. i E. The Brothers Eock, in one with the lighthouse, is close upon

the edge of the reef. The first western danger has a rock above water upon

it, and may be avoided by not opening the Baboushka with the cape beyond,

with a flagstaff upon it, or by keeping Staniski Point well open with the

said signal bluff. In standing towards this rock, take care that the ebb tide

in particular does not set you upon it. A good working mark for all this

western shore is the Baboushka open with Direction Bluff, the last cape or

hill on the left upon the loto land, at the head of Avatcha Bay. The bay

South of Staniski Point is filled with rocks and foul ground. The light-

house reef is connected with the Brothers, and the cape must not be ap-

proached in any part within half a mile, nor the Brothers within a full

cable's length. There are no good marks for the exact limit of this reef

off the Brothers, and consequently ships must estimate that short distance.

They must also here, and once for all, in beating through this channel,

allow for shooting in stays, and for the tides, which, ebb and flood, sweep

over toward these rocks, running S.E. and N.E. They should also keep

good way on the vessel, as the eddy currents may otherwise prevent her

coming about.

To the northward of the Brothers, two-thirds of the way between them

and a ragged cape, at the South extreme of a large sandy bay (Ismenai
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Bay), there are some rocks nearly awash ; and off the nigged cape callwl

rmnade Point (N.N.W. IJ mile from the lighthouse), there is a small reef,

one of the outer rocks of which dries at half-tidu. Those dangers can almost

always be seen ; thoir outer edges lie nearly in a lino, and thoy may be ap-

proached within a cable's length. Tf they are not seen, do not shut in the

Rakovya signal bluff. Off Pinnacle Point the lead finds deeper water than

mid-channel, and very irregular Houndings.

To the northward of Staniski Point the Baboushka may be opened to tho

eastward a little with tho signal bluff, but bo careful of a shoal which extends

about 3 cables' lengths South of the Baboushka. Baboushka has no danger

to the eastward, at a greater distance than a cable's length ; and when it is

passed, there is nothing to fear on the western shore, until N.N.W. of the

signal staff, off which there is a long shoal, with only 2 and 2.i fathoms.

The water shoals gradually toward it, and the helm may safely bo put down

in 4J fathoms ; but a certain guide is, not to open the western tangent of

Baboushka with Staniski Point South of it. There is no other danger on

this side of the entrance.

When a cable's length North of Pinnacle Eeef, you may stretch into Is-

menai ,Bay, guided by tho soundings, which are regular, taking care of a

3-fathom knoll which lies half-way between Pinnacle Point and the cape

North of it. This bay affords good anchorage, and it may be convenient to

anchor there for a tide. There is no other danger than the above-mentioned

knoll. The large square rock at the northern part of this bay (Ismenai

Rock) may be passed at a cable distance. This rock is connected with the

land to the northward by a reef, and in standing back towards it, the Pin-

nacle Point must be kept open with the lighthouse. When in one, there are

but 3J fathoms. Eakovya signal-staff or lighthouse to the northward, in one

with the bluff South of it (which has a large green bush overhanging its

brow), will place you in 5 fathoms, close to the rocks.

Off the North bluff of Ismenai Bay there extends a small reef to a full

cable's length from the shore ; until this is passed do not shut in Pinnacle

Point with the lighthouse. But to the northward of it you may tack within

a cable's length of the bluffs, extending that distance a little off the signal-

staff bluff, in consequence of some rocks which lie off them.

Northward of Rakovya signal-staff the only danger is tho Eakovya Shoal,

upon the West part of which there is a buoy in summer, and to clear this

keep the Brothers in sight.

There is no good mark for determining when you are to the northward of

this shoal, and as the tides in their course up Rakovya Haibour are apt to

set you towards it, it is better to keep the Brothers open until you are

certain, by your distance, of having passed it (its northern edge is seven-

eighths of a mile from Rakovya bluff), particularly as you may now stretch

to the westward as far as you please, and as there is nothing to obstruct
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wooden houses
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^^^^
" '

TTT^of the cliff under the oemetory bearing N.E., until within

. By koe,iag the
^°"'V"\°Vle church of Pctrop.ulski will appear in the centre of

a cahle'B length of the beach, wh n the '^^urch o^ P
, ^^ ^^^ ;„,„ h,,.

the valley, leads southward of th.s
^^;^f^^^2x.U.^iu. G. EobarU, Ma,ter. R.K.,

bourof Petropaul«ki has uoUnng le» than 6 fathoms.

H.M.S. Fittidtnt, 1856.
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const, and nnnrly cIosoh tho bottom of tin' bay, making it into an oxfoUunt

nutiinil harbour, tho hvnt that can bu dusirod. 'i'hi.>« tougui> of land, iiko an

urtitii'iiil caiisoway, is but littlu above tliii HiirfMic of tho wiitcr, uii'l is no^r

coviTcd wiMi fiii/iii/(ins, huts ruisid on piles aliovo tho ground, serving' t( dry

lish. In the early days uf tho KusHiau occupation it was the sito of tho

colony. Arrived at tho botti»ui of tlio port you land on a piaiik, whicli hoMs

tho plate uf a mole. Turnfng to thu left down u good strout, broad and

macadanii/ud, after pasiing tho govurnmont woikshops in thu contro of IV)-

tropauluvski, turning to tiio riglit after passing tiiuui, and crossing u wooden

bridge, you pass tho churtii on tim right hand, and then reach tho go''oi'u-

mint olficoa. Those twu streuts are all that merit tho name.

Mr. Whympor, who was heroin 18(15 and 1806, says: With tho excep-

tion of a few decent houses, tho residences of the llussian ofliiials and

foreign merchants, the town makes no great show. Tho poorer dwelling.s

are very rough indeed, and are almost exclusively rudo log cabins. Tho

only noticeable building is tho old Greek church, which has painted red and

green roofs, and a belfry entirely detached frum the building. It is to bu

remarkctl that the tuwn, as it uxistod in Captain Gierke's time, was built un

tho sand-spit, but no remains or indications of it were soon by us. I'utro-

paulovski was once a military post, and had a rather larger population

than at present. Tho Cossack soldiers have now been removed to tho

Amoor,

The Tlussian-American Company had at ono period stations in rotropaulov-

ski, and other parts of Kamtchatka, but abandoned them, owing doubtless

to the competition of private traders. 1 l is now ono of tho centres of tho

fur trade, but Nijni (now) Kamtchatka is tho present capital. Bolcheretsk

was considered tho principal town formerly, but has dwindled down to an

inconsideiable village, and indeed the population, and with it the production

of Kamtchatka, is on the decline. Yet the climate is by no means so bad us

commonly believed. Colonel Bulkley, of the Telegraph Expedition, consi-

dered thut it was better than that of somo of tho New England States and

Canada, and was quite certain that agriculture was possible.

A vessel in need of repair will only find sufo anchorage in Avatcha Bay,

and must depend on her own resources both for provisions and workmen ;

for there is no certainty in obtaining wood or water, still less any refitments

for the ship. It is, however, possiblo to procure, in urgent cases, somo slight

aid from the Oovemment stores, and somo workmen of the port ; but the.se

assistances, besides being limited, are very precarious. Wood and water

are easily obtained. A supply of fresh beef may be procured, and a littlu

fresh butter, but it is difficult to get poultry or eggs. There are no sheep nor

pigs. Fish is abundant in the bay in the season ; it begins with cod and

is followed by salmon and salmon trout.

The Coast.—The eastern coast of Kamtchatka, betvr'^ea Cape Oavareah

iVorM Paeific. 2 o
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and Cape Lopatka, trends to the S.W South of Aehaeh'mlcpi the iand ia

not so high and broken as between that bay and the mouth ot' Avatcha Bay.

The coast is steep and bold, and full of white chalky patches. About 7

leagues S. by \V. of Cape Gavareah is a high headland, and between them

are two narrow but deep inlets. The hills break abru^^tly, and form chasms

and deep valleys, which are well wooded. Achachinskoi Bay, in lat. 61° 54',

is formed t6 the northward by a point, and penetrates deeply into the

land.*

CAFE LOPATKA is the South part of Kamtchatka, and is in lat. 60° 49',

long. 156° 50'. It is a vory low, flat cape, sloping gradually from the high

level land to the North, and to the N.W. of it is a remarkably high moun-

tain. Its name, Lopatka, signifies the bladebone of a man, or a shovel, and

is expressive of its form. It extends from the South end of the peninsula 10

or 15 miles, and is about half a mile broad.

The passage beiwuen this cape and the N.W. Kurile Island is about 3

miles broad, and very Jaiio^erous, on account of tbo strong currents and the

sunken rocks oH the cape.

KURILE ISLiLNDS.

This extensive chain of islands oxtends nea^.'v in a uniform N.E. and S.W.

line from the South extremity of Kamtchatka to rlio WortH p^Iut of the

Island of Jesso, a distance of 650 miles.

The Bomsole Channel separates the chain into two portions ; that to the

northward belonging to Eussia ; thn southern islands formed a portion of

the Japanese possessions, but later events have altered their relation.

The northern portion is all apparently of volcanic origin ; indeed tJie whole

chain may be looked upon as a series of submerged mountains, a continua-

tion of the mountain chain traversing Kamtchatka through its whole

length.

Of t^io Japanese portion the most considerable islands are Urup, Itu-

rup, Kimashii-e, and Tschikotan or Spanberg Island. On these there are

• It was on this part of the coast that the singular occurrence of the wreck of a Japanese

vessel occurred '-.n July, 1729, at the Sandwich islands. All these facts, which doubtless

night ho multiplied, would tend to prove that the wiaiis and cuirenta in the western por-

tion of the North Pacilic have a groat analogy to thoso of the North Atlantic ; the s.irae

progress of ithe cylones, or revolving stomis, and the same drift of the N.E. The vessel in

question was from Satsuma, in Japan, bound for another Japanese port called Ozaka

(Ohosaka?) She was driven from her course iiy a violent storm to sea, where they remained

for 6 months, and at last reached this coast and cast anchor. The crew, seventeen in number,

landed and encamped, but th«y were all shot hut two by a treacherous Cossack. The two

burvivor* were sent to St. Petorsburgh to bo educated.

il
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military posts for defence, and establishments for facilitating the commoreo

with the Ainos, the native inhabitants. Tlio name Kurilo ia derived from

the Kamtchadale word for "smoke," tlio voIm'"' '.lands having been seen

from Lopatka.

Our acquaintance with the configuration of the Kurilo Islands may bo

considered as tolerably compkte. This result was one of the most difficult

problems in hydrograi)liy. The fog in which the gi-oup is constantly en-

veloped; the violent c'.rrents experienced iii all the passages or straits

separating them ; the fceepnesfi of their coasts, and the impossibility to an-

chor near the land, a.e suf>' f-,. .uliluble obstacles, that it tries to the utmost

the patience and po' .everanre of the mariner to acquire any knowledge re-

specting them. V. e are indebted to a Eussia.. "ommander, Capt. Colownin,

or Golovnine, y^c^, in 1811, was charged with the survey ir. Luo Diana
;
this

was complet'jd with the exception of the North sides of Kunasiri and

Itimip. Peoides this, we have the observations of Admiral Kruseustera in

the Nadiejeda, in 1805 ; of I.n Perouse and Broughton, before alluded to ; of

Langman, Spanberg, and by other Eussian officers ; and also a chart by the

surveyor jUlaeff, made in 1790.

Alaid :'s the northernmost of the Kurile Islands. It is small, and in lat.

50° 64' N., long. 155° 32' E. It lies rather within or to the AVest of the

general line of the arc'iipelago.

SUMSHU ISLAND would, therefore, be reckoned as the first island in

reckoning from Kamtchatka, Alaid not properly forming part of this group.

Its southern extreme terminates in a tongue of low land ; the North end is

the same, and is distant 10 miles from Cape Lopatka, in a S.W. J W. direc-

tion. The island extends about 10 miles in a North and South direction,

and its centre lies in lat. 50° 46', long. 156° 26' E.

FOBOMUSHIB ISLAND is among the largest of the archipelago, being

20 leagues in length from N.E. to S.W. Its southern part is very mountain-

ous, the S.W. portion less so. There is also a high moimtain in lat. 50° 15',

long. 155° 24' 15". Krusenstem says, "We could not approach the N.E.

extremity, which was hidden by the Island of Sumshu, separated from that

of Poromushir (or Paramushir) by a channel of a mile at most in breadth.

We nevertheless saw the South point of this last island over the low land

of the extremity of Sumshu, and on a line with Alaid Island, which then

bore N. G6-' W.
Shirinky Island, which lies off the S.W. extremity of Poromushir, accord-

ing to Krusenstem's chart, and on which point 'i marked a peak, probably

a volcano, is small, being not more than 2 mUes in diameter. It lies in lat.

50° 10' N., long. 154" 58' E. On Aug. 26, 1805, at noon, the Nadiejeda was

within 4 miles of it. It then bore from N. 2° E. to N. by E.

Monkonrushy Island is rather larger than the last, and is nearly of the

same form. It Ues in lat. 49° 51' N., long. 164° 32' E.

2o2
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Avos Rod-.—Lioiitf^nnnt Khwcistoff discoverwl in June, 1800, a rock lyin^

8 miles to tlie S.W. of Monkonnisliy Island, to which he gave the name of

Avos, because, in first seeing' it, he thought it was his consort, which was so

uamed. This rock is simountled by a dangerous reef, fonned of rocks even

with the water's edge.

ONNEKOTAN ISLAND is 28 miles in extent from N.E. i N. to S.W. |

S. Admiral Krusenstern having sailed along its western shores at a short

distance, it was distinctly seen, which was not the case with its enstem face,

whidx was passed a long way off. The S.W. jioint, then named Cape Kre-

nitsen, lies in lat. 49° 19' N., long. 154" 44' E. ; and its S.E. extreme at about

2 miles still further to the South.

The Amphilrite Chanml or strait which separates this island from that of

Poromushir is 19 miles i)road. It is very safe ; all ships going from Okhotsk

to Kamtchatka, or to the Amei'ican coast and returning, use this channel in

preference.

KHABAMUKOTAN ISLAND (or Kharim-kotan) lies S.W. i S. 8 miles from

Onnekotan. Although tlie channel separating these two islands is safe, the

currents in it are so violent, that with light winds, or if overtaken by a calm,

the passage would become dangerous. The island is of a round fium ; its

diameter is 7 miles ; a peak rising in its centre lies in lat. 49'' 8' N., long.

l.)4° 39' E.

SHIASHKOTAN ISLAND lies 8 miles S.W. i W. from Kharamukotan,

and is 12 miles long in a N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction. Its centre is in lat.

48° 52' N., long. 154^ 8' E. Ekwma Island is sit lated to the North of it,

not more than a mile off.

Tshirinkotan Island, or Chii-in-kotan, is small, and scarcely mor? aan 7

miles in circuit. It lies 8 leagues to the West of the South end of Shiash-

kotan, in lat. 48° 44' N., long. 153° 24' E.

The Snares.—On August 30, 1805, Krusenstern discovered four small

islets, or rather rocks, one of which is awash. He named them the Snares,

on account of the danger he was in from the currents he risked so unex-

pectedly. The strong currents around these rocks will always cause great

embarrassment to every ship that passes near them. They lie S.E. i E. from

Tshirinkotan, in lat. 48° 35' N., long. 153° 44' E.

Baukoko or Baikoke Island is small but hilly. It has a high peak, lying

in lat. 48° 16' 20" N., long. 153° 15' E.

Matana Island lies directly to the South of Baukoko. Golowniu Strait,

wluch sepa-'ates these two islands, is 8 or 10 miles in breadth. Mataua

Island ia 6 mUes in length from North to South. Sarytscheff Peak, standing

in its centre, is situated in lat. 48° 6' N., long. 153° 12' 30" E.

Bashau Island, in lat. 47° 47' N., long. 152° 66' E., is about 5 leagues in

circumference ; it lies to the South of Mataua Island. Krusenstern named
the strait which separates these two islands Nadiejeda Strait, because his
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It is very safe, but the currents in it are violent.

At this part terminates the observations of Adniirnl Kniscnstern, and

those of Captain Golownin commence.

ITshiBJiir Zslaad succeeds to Bashau. It is composed of two islands, con-

nected by a reef of 400 yards in length ; each of these two small islands is

about half a league in length, N.N.E. and S.S.W. A voef of rocks extends

from the northernmost of these islands towa:ds Easliau; these rocks are

terminated by a small islet named Srednoy. It lies 10 miles to the S.W.

from tlio southern extremity of Kashau, and N.N.E. 3| miles from the

northernmost of the Ushishir Island. Its extent, East and West, is 1 mile.

The channel which separates Ushishir from Ketoy Island is very safe.

The soutliern point of Ushishir is in lat. 47" 32' 40' N., and long. lo'J"

38' 30' E.

Ketoy Island lies 12^ miles to the S.AV. of Ushishir. It is high and

mountainous, and about 8 miles in circumference. Its South extremity lies

in lat. 47° 17' 30' N., long. 152° 24' E. Some rocks and islets extend for a

considerable distance off its N.E. and East sides.

SIMUSIR ISLAND is 27 miles in extent N.E. and S.W., and 5 miles in

breadth. It has a circumference of 25 leagues. In the northern part of it

there is a bay, which was also seen by Captain Broughton. after whom it is

named ; although it is very spacious, this port is only navigable for small

vessels, on account of a reef )ying in the middle of its entrance. At high

water there are only 12 to 15 feet, and at low water 6 feet depth in it The

l)eak named by La Perouse Prevost Peak, i-i situated about 10 miles to S.W.

from the N.E. point of the island, and lies in lat. 47° 2' 50" N., long. 151°

52' 50" E. At the southern extremity of the island, named by La I'erouse

Cape ii!oW«, there is a high mountain, in lat. 4t;' ."il N., lon-jj. loT 37' E.

The strait separiuing the Islands of K' ' y ami Simusir has the name of

Liana Strait.

Broughton, Rebmtsirihoi, and Brat Chini;,/ r^htnds, are between Simusir

and Urup, the next large island to the N.E. Tin riliernmost, Broughton

or Mftkanruru Island (Bound Island of Broughton), is of good height bold,

anu abrupt, sloping a little to the southward, near which end are some rocks,

and apparently the only place where a landing could be effected.

The two other islands, Bebuntsiriboi or Chirnoi, and Brat ( liimoef or

Chimoi Brothers, lie N.N.E. and S.S.W. from eacli other, distn: IJ miles.

Bebuntsiriboi, the northernmost of the two, is ror.iarkable from its havmg

two conspicuous peaks of sugar-loaf form. A reef, which much resembles

an artificial breakwater, extends a mile East from its North point, and 'ii its

extremity there is a high rock.

URUP ISLAND is the nearest land to the S.W. It was mimed by the

Dutch Compani/'s hlund. The N.W. point is hilly, as is all the island,
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which is covered with mountains, many of which aro very high. It is 18

leagues in extent from N.E. to S.W., and its greatest breadth is about 5

leagues. Near its centre there is a remarkable peak, in shape like a hay-

cock, which can be seen in clear weather at 50 mUes, and is often visible

when the other portion of the island is obscured by fog, A chain of rocks

runs off from its N.E. point for a distance of 5 miles, in an E.N.E. direction,

and at the distance of a mile from the shore there is a large rock of a pyra-

midal form, with two others smaller ; the first is suificiently high to be seen

in clear weather at 7 leagues' distance. The ik ithemmost point of the

island, named by La Perouse Cape Castrietim, lies in lat. 4:6" 16' N., long.

150° 22' E., and the southernmost point, named by the Dutch Cape Van der

Lind, in lat. 45° 39' N., long. 149° 34' E. At half a milo off the South point

of the island, bearing S.W., is a rock of a circular form. The S.W. point

of the island is low and steep, and continues so for about 15 miles in a

northerly direction, when it rises to a lofty mountain range ;
a high and al-

most perpendicular rock, appearing Uke a saU when seen at a distance, Ues

S.E. about 1 mile from the point.

Fort Tavano is a small harbour on the eastern side of Urup, but it is open

to the eastward, and with the wind from that quarter a heavy swell rolls in,

which, with the shallow water and rocks it contains, do not recommend it as

a safe anchorage. The entrance has 8 and 10 fathoms water, and is 120

yards across ; nearly in the centre of the port there are some rocks just

above water, with 4J and 5 fathoms close to. Water is procured from two

rivers at the head of the harbour. Salmon and rock fish are plentiful. It

was taken possession of by two French frigates on Sept. 3, 1865.

ITURTJP or Yeterop Island, or Staaten Hand, is separated from Urup by

the Strait of Be Fries, discovered in 1643. The N.E. point of the former.

Cape Okelets, is high and perpendicular, and is also remarkable by three

paps ; it lies in lat. 45° 38' 30" N., long. 149° 14' E., the breadth of the strait

is consequently ISJ miles in an East and West direction, The South point

of Iturup, Cape Tesiko, but which Krusenstem names Cape Rikord, lies in

44° 29' N. and 146° 34' E. The island is therefore 125 miles in extent from

N.E. J E. to S.W. i W. Its greatest breadth is about 6 leagues. Captain

Golownin only examined the southern part of the island ; the N.W. cape was

named by La Perouse Cape de Fries ; according to his observations it lies in

lat. 45° 37' N., long. 1 49° 1' E. The Japanese had two estabUshments, Sana

and Urhitsh, on the S.W. part of Iturup.

Tschikotan, Simian or Spanherg Island.—To the South of the S.W. point

of Iturup is the Island Tschikotan, which is called by Capt. Broughton Span-

berg Island. It is called in Cook's voyage, Nadeegsda.

The centre of the island, according to Golownin, is in lat. 43° 63' N., long.

146° 43' 30" E. Tlie island is only 5 miles long in one direction, East

and West, and about the same North and South. In the centre of the
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1. In the centre of the

island t1v,re rises a mount, even and uniform to tlio summit. It is said tliat

a good harbour will be found in the S.W. part of the island. At 9 or 10

miles distance from Tschikotan, bearing S.W. i W., there are several r,K-ky

islets The space comprised between Jesso and Tschikotan, is the Walvm

Jiay of De Vries, in the same way that the small islets wo have just described,

botwcou Jc^sso and Tschikotan, wore named Walvis Islands.

KUNA-SIRI. or KunaM-e Mand, is the last of the Kurilos. It is separated

from Iturup by the Pico Channel. It was first traversed in h 13, by Captain

Vries: next Captain LoffzofF, in the Russian ship St. Catherine, m 1703;

Captain Broughton, in 1797 ; and Captain Oolownin, in 1813, have succoss-

fiiUy passed through tliis strait. Krusenstern named the N.E. point Cape

Lojfzotf; it i« in lat. 44° 29' 15" N., long 146° 8' W. ;
the latitude is precisely

the same as that of the South point of Iturup, so that the channel between

is 16 miles in width. East and West.

St. Antony's Peak, called by the natives Tschatchanobury, stands near the

N.E. point.

The S W. part of Kunashire forms a bay, named by the officers of the

Diana, the Bay of Traitors, because it was here that the Japanese, after in-

viting Captain Golownin to land, seized him and made him prisoner. The

two points foi-ming the bay He in a N. 60° W. and S. 66° E. direction,

11

J

miles one from the other. The flood tide, which hardly rises beyond 4i

feet, comes from the East, and directs itself along the coast, and turns

around the S.W. point towards the strait wliich separates Kunashire from

Jesso, and called the Strait of Jesso. The Japanese establishment on the

Bay of Traitors is in lat. 43° 44' N., long. 144° 39' 30' E.

SEA OF OKHOTSK.

The Sea of Okhotsk, surrounded as it is on all its northern and western

sides by the continent, and to the 8.E. by the range of the Kurile Archi-

pelago, may be considered as completely land-locked. In this respect, as

well as in size and general situation, it is not unlike Hudson's Bay.

The coast to the S.W. of Okhotsk was surveyed, but not verbally

described, by Sarytscheff and Tomine ; and of the Shantar Islands and tho

great Penmsula of SaghaUn, we have the detaQs given by Broughton and

Krusenstern. In addition to these we have some detaUs m the Russian

charts of 1849—5 1 , but nothing satisfactory.

We have few particulars respecting the open sea, its currents or its

soundings; but it is known to resemble the Sea of Behring in its shallow-

ness, so that, at its centre, it is never above 200 fathoms, nor more than 50

fathoms at 50 miles off the land. The shore, are closely surrounded by

\

-^ .^jlanniK i -y II I"
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nxountainB, which occaBious all the rivorn, with one cxcoption, to bo insigni-

ficant in their magnitude
,ltl,oAn,l,v

The only river falling into this vast basin is the Amur, if mdeed the Annn

can fairly he said to do so. tonninating as it does in a hay, whach being

hounded in front by the Island or Pomnsida of Saghahn, opens by one

strait into the 'Jea of Okhotsk, and, perhaps, by another m the bea of

"Tefeatuve of interest in this remote expanse of waters - t^e fiehl it

offers for the whale fishexy. These have at times been found to be yciy

numerous, and of late years the hardy American whalemen have here

pursued successfully their gigantic game.
, , . . .. j . ,^ x,,.

Whaling vessels frequent this sea from the beginning ol July to he

beginning of October, few. if any, being in it by the 1 0th of October. Ihe

.hores are covered with ice from November to April, but the main expanse

continues open throughout the year, and being generally dec^. withou any

apparent dLger, its navigation is safe, notwithstanding the fogs and storms

with which it is often visited.
n . • x <• i

In fomer years, as has been before stated, the wludmg fleet interfered

vei-y gi-eatly, by their trading, with the privileges of the Eussian-Ameriam

Commny, a fact which formed one great inducement for the Enssian Go-

vlmen'to transfer the Territoiy of Alaska to the Unitecl States Since

that transfer, the Goven.r-General of Eastern Siberia has declared that the

Sea of Okhotsk shaU be considered as a closed sea, a^d that vessels which

enter it for the whale fishery shall pay a duty equal to 10 roubles per annivm

The number of vessels hitherto so engaged here has varied from 200

*"*

CAPE LOPATKA, the South extremity of Kamtchatka, has been described

"^The lectern coast of Kamtchatka is uniformly low and sandy, to the dis-

tance of about 25 to 30 miles inland, when the mountains commence It

produces only willow, alder, and mountain ash, with some scattered patches

of stunted birch trees. The inins of water into the sea from the mountams

do not with the exception of the Bohhaya or Bolchoireka, deserve the nnme

of rivers, though they are aU well stocked with fish from the se^ in the

season as tront, and different species of salmon. They are generally at the

distance of 15 to 20 miles from each other. The Itsha and the Tigil are the

juost considerable ; and neither of them have a course, with all the windings,

of more than 100 miles.

BolcheretBkoi is the place that is best known to Europeans on the A\ est

.oast thouKh its present insignificance scarcely desei-ves notice.. It was the

Lt of the government of Kamtchatka previous to its removal to letro-

WovHki Of course this abstraction has diminished its httle importance,

and it is therefore seldom or never visited now by commercial vessels. Ihe
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expeditions under Captains Cook and Clerke visited it overland from

Avatcha Bay. Captain King's descriptior. of it is as follows :—" Bolcho-

retskoi is situated in a low smampy plain, that extends to the Sea of Ok-

hotsk, being about 40 miles long, and of a considerable breadth. It lies

on the North side of the liolchoircka (or great river). Below the town the

river is from 6 to 8 feet deep, and about a quarter of a mile broad. It

empties itself into the 8ea of Okhotsk, at the distance of 22 miles
;
where,

according to Krachenninikoff, it is capable of admitting vessels of a con-

siderable size.

Olf the western coast of Kamtchatka the sea is sliallow to a considerable

distance ; and the commanders of transport vessels, who never lose sight of

llio exposed coast if they can help it, judge of their distance from the laud,

in foggy weather, by the soundings, allowing a fathom for a mile ; nor is

there at the entrance into any of the rivers more than 6 feet at low water,

with a considerable surf breaking on the sandy beach.

Tlie villages on this coast, beyond Bolcheretskoi, are Itshinsk and Tigilsk,

situated on tlie Tlyd or TIgil and Ihha Riven. IlMnsk contains a church,

and about ten houses,

Tinihk, or Furt Tigcl, in lat. 58" 1' N., long. 158" 15' E., is the principal

place. Sauer says it contained forty five wooden houses and a church. It is

called by tlie Russians a fortified town, is surrounded by wooden palisades,

and was built in 1752. It is a place of some importance in Kamchatka, as

the Koriak and Tehuktchi tribes gather around it in January, to exchange

their furs for tea, coffee, powder, lead, &c.

Besides these, there are eight inconsiderable villages, containing each three

or four houses, on the West coast.

The GULFS of GHIJINSK and PENJINSK, which form the N.E. por-

tion of the Sea of Okhotsk, are but very little known in a nautical view.

They run to the N.E., between Vape UtMotakoi on Kamchatka, lat. 57° 50'

N., long. 157" 18' E., and Cape liligan, in lat. 58° 40', long. 152" 20', and

extending as far North as G2" 25'. They are separated by a promontory,

terminating in Cape Taigomtskoi.

Pudaresk, according to M. Lesseps in 1786, lat. 61° 0' N., long. 162° 30'

E., is a small villoge on the side of a hill, the foot of which is bathed by

tlie sea. The river cannot be called such ; it is merely a narrow inlet of the

sea, reaching to the foot of the above mountain.

Kamimi, at the head of Pnyinsk Gulf, is an osfrog, or village, about 300

versts distant from Pustaresk. It is on an elevation nearly on the sea shore,

and at the mouth of the Rive: Penjina, in lat. 62° 0' N., long. 162° 50' E.

Ghijega, or Fort Jljiginsk, lat. 61° 40', long. 160° E., at the head of the

gulf to which it gives its name, stands on the river of the same name, and

from without appears as a square enclosure defended by a palisade, accord-

ing to M. do Lesseps. The houses are all of wood, very low, and nearly all

^(U-mM*"*^
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of a uniform elevation. The population wore all members of, or attached to

the Russian service. The commerce is chiefly in furs, and that pnncipally

reindeer skins.
. , ., „ „k«,.*

The Ghijinskof the charts is situated on the river of the same name, about

8 miles from the coast of the ahijlnnk Gulf. It is an insignificant village of

two or three hundred people, but it has more importance than its size would

lead to the belief. It is the seat of the local government, and is a centre of

trade with regard to the fur trade of the district. It is also the only place

for several hundred miles around whore the poor Russian settler, or the

semi-civilized Kamtchatdale, can get any tea, sugar, or vodka (whiskey).

The governor, or Isprasnik, has only 25 Cossacks under him, and has no

power to visit a hundredth part of his immense territory.- Mr. Whympor.)

It was made one of the stations of the intended Western Union Telegraph

route Mr. Knox, who came here in the summer of 1866, in charge of this

part of the expedition, does not describe it as a territorial paradise.

The extent of coast between this and Okhotsk we have not found any

^^^OraOTSK is the principal seaport, if it deserve such a name, of the sea to

,.hich it gives the appellation. It stands on the N.W. side of the sea, m lat.

69° 20' N long. 143° 14' E.

The shallowness of the water a long way off from the entrance of the

harbour, and the violence and cross set of the tides at the harbour s mouth

preclude the possibility of Okhotsk being an easUy accessible port, except

L a small vessel. Necessity alone can induce the Russian government to

keep it at such an expense, and under its present circumatances.

Okhotsk was visited by Sir George Simpson in his overland journey. He

arrived here from Sitka, June 27th, 1842. "Okhotsk, now that we had

reached it, appeared to have little to recommend it t >«r favour, standing

onTlingly beach so low and flat as not to be distinguished at our dis ance

from the adjacent waters. We saw nothing but a number of wretched

buildings, which seemed to be in the sea, just as much as ourselves
;
while

from thdi irregularity, they looked as if actually afloat
;
and even of tks

ZZ. pros^Lt one of the characteristic fogs of this part of the world

becrudeed us fully one-half."
., . , _^, j „

The tongue of land, about three-quarters of a mile in ^^-gth .ni one-

quarter of a mile in width, is so little elevated above the level of he sea,

that when the southerly wind blows hard or continues long, the whole is al-

most sure to be inundated. The town Ues about half a mile distant, situated

ontheleftbankoftheKuchtui. j w^i,
A more dreary scene can scarcely be conceived. Not a tree, and hardly

even a green blade, is to be seen within mUes of the town, and a stagnan

marsh in the midst of it must be, except when it is frozen, a nursery for a 1

sorts of malaria. The soil is on a par with the climate. Summer com.ists

^L
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of three months of damp and chilly weather, succeeded by nine months of

dreary winter, as raw as it is intense. The principal food of the inhabitants

is fish. The Sea of Okhotsk yields as many as fourteen varieties of the

salmon alone, one of them, the nerker, being the finest thing of the kind

ever tasted. Fish is also the staple food of cattle and poultry. All other

supplios for the table are ruinously extravagant, as much of the stores

is burdened with a land-carriage of 7,000 miles. On such fare, and in such

a climate, no people could be healthy. Scurvy, in pavticular, rages here

every winter.

Okhotsk has declined since Nicolaiefski was established, the interest

having been much drawn to the latter place. It is said to have about 600

inhabitants.

Bad as the Harbour of Okhotsk is, it is believed to be the best in the Sea

of Okhotsk. The coast between Okhotsk and Fort Oudskoi has been sur-

veyed by the Eussian Vice-Admirals, Sarytscheflf and Tomine, so we may

suppose them to be well represented on the charts.

FORT AIAN or Ayan, on the western coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, may be

recognized from the southward by Cape Vneshnei or Outer Cape, a high

barren promontory with several craggy peaks upon it, at a mile eastward of

its eastern point of entrance. The coast in the neighbourhood is high

and bold.

The inner part of the port is from one quarter to half a mile wide, and

three-quarters of a mile deep, and affords good shelter for small vessels, in

2 to 4 fathoms, muddy bottom. On the West side of the entrance is a reef

of rocks, with 4 fathoms close-to, barely covered at high water ; the eastern

shore is steep, and may be closely approached.

The climate hero is abominable, and fogs are uninterrupted ; the ice breaks

up in June, and (mow does not always disappear before August. The port is

frozen over in November.

Supplies are scarce in Port Aian, and difficult to be obtained. To the

southward of the entrance is a sandy bay, in which the soundings appear to

be regular, and whers water may be conveniently procured. Scurvy

is common and fatal among the inhabitants, but the wild rhubarb grow-

ing close to the sea in many parts of the harbour, is of great service as an

anti-scorbutic*

• Ayan was visited by the allied squadron, and taken possession of in July 10th, 1856.

Mr. J. M. Tronson, who was on board H.M.S. Barraeouta, gives a description of the place,

and their visit (pages 123—132). He says, " As we entered the port we could not but ad-

mire the beautiful scenery of this calm retreat, notwithstanding our warlike mission. On

each side of the port a prominent headland projects. Cape Vneshnei, the outer capo, is in
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JONAS or St. Jonas Iiland, a collection of naked rockB, discovered by

Captain DilliiigH in th« RusBian corvette Slava Rouii, lies off this portion of

the coast. Its position was ascertained by Admiral Krusenstem, in 1806,

as lat. 6(5" 26' 30', long. 143" 16' E. It is about 2 miles in circumference,

an 3 1,200 feet high. Ofif its West side this islet is entirely surrounded by

detached rocks, against which the waves beat with great violence, and which

extend a r jusidorable distance below the surface of the water.

Fort Oudskoi (Oudskoi Ostrog), a considerable establishment, was deter-

minod by Lieutenant Kosiuin. in 1H29-30. to be in lat. 54" 29' N., long.

134^ 58' E. Tort Oudskoi, or Ouda, lies on tho left bank of the River

Ouda, at above 20 miles from its mouth, which is in lat. 54" 44' N., long.

134" 25' E.

The SHANTAE or Shantarski Islands were also surveyed by Lieutenant

Kosmin, who accompanied Captain Wrangel in his Siberian expeditions.

From that survey it appears that the principal of the group is Oreat Shnntar

Jdand, which is 35 miles long, in an East and West direction, and of an

equal breadth from North to South. Notwithstanding this extent of coast,

it does not appear to afford any port, but the 8.W. point of the island pro-

jects to the S." , so 88 to form an open bay to the eastward of it. Between

this point and Vape Nikla and Dougamjea, the nearest point of tha continent,

14 miles distant, are two islets, Jiarrier and nuch Hands. These are sur-

rounded by rocks and reefs; one of these rocks is 30 feet high. The North

point of Great Shantar is in lat. 65^ 1 1' N. long. 137= 40' E
;

its South point

is in lat 54° 56'. To the South of it are some small islands. To the East of

it are two islands, one in lat. 66° 2' N., long. 138° 22', is called PMoM,

the other, in lat. 54° 43', long. 138° 12', Koassojf. At the distance of 6 miles

to the West of the Shantar Islands is FeklUtoff Island. It is 20 miles in ex-

tent, from N.W. to S.W. ; its breadth being about one half. This island

has also no port nor shelter.

Tugnrsk Bay and River are to the southward of the Shantar Islands.

They were partiaUy examined, in 1806, by an officer of the Russian navy,

Borissoff.

From the mouth of the River Ouda, before described, the coast, for an

extent of 50 miles, runs nearly in an East direction to a point behind which

is a small bay named the Bay of Swans. The western point of this bay is

Cape Douyandsha, and from this cape to the mouth of the Eher Tugur, the

coast runs South ; it forms, with a promontory lying 25 miles more to the

lat 56» 'iiV 6U', long. IW- 'ift' 50" E. ; the other West of this is distiint about 6 miles. Ayan

wuH formerly a i»st of the Russian.American Company, but owing to the competition of tho

uuuierous wh.ilc.-s, who all traded with the natives, it had given up aU business on the

c oast before iho transfer of their interest to the United -Stales.
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ISLAND OF SAGIIALIN.

The name applied to this groat islnnd is derived from tho Mantohous, who

thus call it aftor their groat river, Saghalin Ula, tho Amour, which falls into

the sea opposite the N.W. coast of this island. Besides tlio term Saghalin,

geographers have given it tho names of Oku-Jesso, of Kruflo or Karafta, of

Tachoka, and of Sandan, It is called Tarakni by the natives.

The natives woukl appear to be very few in number, as scarcely any signs

whatever were seen on all the eastern side by Captain Krusenstern, who

closely examined this coast, and from tlie second volume of whoso voyage the

subsequent particulars are chiefly gleaned. They were principally found in

the service of the Japanese in Aniwa Bay. They are called Ainos, as are

natives of the adjacent Island of Jesso, and are certainly the same peox)le

that, since Spanberg's time, have been called Hairy Kuriles. The Ainos

are ratlior below the middle stature ; of a dark, nearly black, complexion,

with a thick bushy beard, and black, rough, straight hair ; oxcupt in the

beard, they resemble the Kamchadales. The women are ugly, but modest

in the highest degree. Their characteristic quality is goodnosH of heart, us

is e.vpressod in their countenance. Their dross consists chiefly of the skins

of seals and dogs, of which latter they keep great abundance. They ap-

peared to live in the most happy way in their domestic life. Their numbers

must be very inconsiderable, as only about 300 wore seen in Aniwa Bay,

and very few elsewhere ; it may be presumed that there are none inland, as

their food is chiefly fish.

Captain Krusenstern is inclined to doubt the ancient accounts of. its inha-

bitants.

The Island of Saghalin extends in a North and South direction about 170

leagues. Its breadth, in general, does not exceed 25 leagues ; but in its

northern part it is not more than 3 leagues. The southern part, as well

as the northern, terminates in a bay. The Dutch gave the name of

Aniwa Bay to the southernmost. Captain Krusenstern called the other

North Bay.

The island is mountainous ; two ranges extend respectively N.W. and

N.E. from its southern extremes, and meet in Bernizet Peak in 47° 33' N.

Its western face is steep, the eastern low and sandy. The middle district

ofthe island is flat and swampy, but to the North hilly and fertile. It ia
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well wooded throughout, and largo quantities of timber aro osported to Japan

'''^;^j:ZZ.r^ part. . thi, i.and. a.I on it. W.t ^0.0..

Jonauii,ro Bay it ri.os to tho surfaco, and is of fa.r quahty Whalos aro

Jound on t e East and Wost coasts, salmon and herrings abound, and «

he deep W of Aniwa on the South, into which two large streams fall,

the Japanese have established an extensive salmon lishory. Wat m
the J^r^^;^'''*' ^ ^rift ^ood for fuol is found in largo quant.ties

t:Xll::TJ ^^ nortl.m portion of the island is inhalnt.1

by Ghiliaks. and the southern by Ainos. aborigines of Ye^o. a race of

'"clIipT^BABETH is the North point of the island ;
it is in lat. 54» .4'

30«N anTlong. 142= 47' E.. and is a high mass of rock, form.ng he

extremity of a continuous chain of mountains. It is very remarkablo

^m a number of high pointed hills, or rather naked rocks, upon wh,c

Ser tree nor voire is visible. It descends gradually toward, tho

L Id at the brink of the precipice is a pinnacle or small peak^ So.

from the West, it is exceedingly like Cape Lopatka, except that .t .

^'cwe Maria is in lat. 54° 17' 30", long. 142» 17' 45' E. It is lower than

Cape'»h and consists of a chain of hills all nearly of the same eleva-

til I'lopes gently down to the sea, and terminates in a steep preop.ce,

from whence a dangerous reef runs to the N.E.

HorthBay fsLnaia OuhaJ, lies between these two capes, wh.ch he

TC pTe and S 65" W., 18 miles from each other. The bay lies very

^pen but a^peld to be' safe. especiaUy in summer, when North winds

"Hl^Iieda Bay (or Nadeshda Bay), to the S.E. of Cape Maria, on the

the naturalist, on board the Nndiejeda.
,1 .„>.« 9W • between

The N W. coast of Saghalin is infinitely preferable to the S.W
,
between

theLounls, which are'entirely overgrown with the thickest fores^ are

ZlZ which appear very capable of cultivation. The shores are broken,

IlmosteTerywhLe of a yellow colour, which gives the coast the appearance

^^^eH Led in by an artificial wall. The confines ^^e ^^g^r
-

1 ndsa^e precisely in the same parallel as on the opposite side
;
and beyond

tre Uritsfto the 8.8.W.. a. far as the eye could reach, nothmg coiUd be

lein butL low sandy shore, with here and there a few msulated but pxc-

'V;2t^S,inl.t. 55° 30- 15<N., long. 141= 55' E., forms with Cape
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CAPE LiiWENSTERN. 675

Romberg, on the coast of Tartara, the entrance into the Gulf of Amur, before

mentioned.

Having bef .n alluded to the Amur River and this part of the coast, wo

return again to the North poiut, and proceed to doscribu the eastern coa.tt

of the peninsula.

CAPE LbWENSTERN is in lat. 5»° 3' 15' N., and 1 l.r 12' 30' K. It was

named after Krusenstern's third lieutenant. The appearance of the cr>iHt

betwoon this capo and Cupe Elixabeth is very dreury : no traces of vegeta-

tion are apparent, and the whole coast is iron-bound, consisting of ono

mass of black granite rock, with here and there a white sp^t; the depth at

3 milos otf shore was 30 fathoms, rocky bottom. In front of Capo Liiwon-

stern there is a large rock.

Southward of it the sliore is uvorywhere steep, and in several places con-

sists of rocks of a chalk-like appearunce.

Cape Klokatoheff is in lat. 53^ 40', long. 143° 7' E., and near it appeared

to be the mouth of a considerable river, as tho land appeared to be uncon-

nected. Cape )Vur»t is in lat. 52° 57' 30', long. 143" 17' 30". A long way

inland there are several considerable high lands, the coast being, as far as

the eye can reach, composed of flat sand. Shoal Point, or Cape Otmeloi, in

lat. 52" 32' 30", long. 143° 14' 30', may easily be known by a hill of tolerable

height, which on this flat coast almost merits the name of a mountain, and

forms a very remarkable object. At this point the coast recedes to tho

westward, and here a dangerous shoal lies. It is in lat. 52° 30' N., and stretches

probably for some miles North and South at a distance of 10 miles from the

shore. This is the only one met with off the coast, and has 4j to 8 fathoms

on its outer edge.

Downs Point is in lat. 51" 53' N., long. 144° 13' 30" E. It is remarkable

for a round hill. To the northward of it is a chain of five hills, of a

billowy form, having the appearance of islands in this extended plain.

The whole coast here, like that to the southwart\ .o ooarcely raised above the

water's edge.

Cape Delisle, named after the astronomer Delisle de la Croyere, is in lat.

51" 0' 30", long. 143° 43', and forms the boundary of the mountainous part

of Shaghalin, for to the northward of it there is neither high land nor a

single mountain, the shore everywhere consisting of sand, of a most danger-

ous uniformity.

Cape Batmanoff ia in lat. 50° 48' N., long. 143° 53' 15" W. It terminates

in a flat necL "^f land, stretching a consideiable distance into the sea. The

coast hereabci ts is invariably craggy, and of a yellow colour. Cape Rimnik

is in lat. 50° 1 J' 30", long. 144° 5' E. At the back of it, some miles inland,

is Mount Tie- » , '.o named by Krusenstern from its form, a tolerably high

flat hill i.-emarkable for having three points on its summit. It is in lat.

>
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oO" ;J' N., long. 21G" 2;3' W. From it.s parallel tho coast trends South

30° East.

Cape Bellingsliauseii is in lat. 49" Jio' N., lonp:. Ml" .'V 4.-. E. Soven

miles S..S.W. ..fit iu a point whidi was thought to oiler a good harbour.

Tho shore is very abrupt and entii'oly white. FM Bay, ir lat. 4!)' ;V, is sur-

rounded on all sides by a country very low. It is a deep opeuing. in which

even from tho masthead no land could be described.

Cape Patience is the moat prominent and the eastprnraost rr j.o of ^a;,'-

halin. It is in lat. 48" o2' N., and long. 144^ 4()' lo" E., and is a very Ioa-

jtiomontory, formed by a double hill, terminating abrui>tly. From thi- a

ilat tongue of land projects pretty far to the South. The Hat hill near Flat

Bay islho first high land in that direction. 13y this hill Cape I'atieucv,

which, owing to it' little elevation, is not easily perceived, may soon !>•'

recognise:'.

PATIEU'CE BAY is extensive, and limited to tho East by tho cape of tho

same name, and to tho West by Capo Soimonoff. Cape Putience is sur-

rounded by a rocky shoal, extending a considerable distance.

Eobben Island, surrounded by a very dangerous roof, lies off Cape Pa-

tience. Capt. Krusenstorn saw and examined the extent of this reef. Tho

N.E. front he places iu lat. 48'^ 36', and long. 144" 33', and that part which

maybe considered as the S.AV. extremity is in lat. 48=28', and long. 144-'

10' E., so that its whole circumference is about 35 miles. The middle of

Robben Island is in lat. 48^ 32' 15', and long. 144° 23'. The channel be-

tween the cape and the reef wps not examined. The ship Castriconi, under

the Dutch commander De Vris^s, anchored here in 1G43, and gave the names

to the bay, &c, la tho N.E. corner of the bay is tha mouth of a tolerably

larger river, named the Neva. Its enti.tnce, in lat 49^" 14' 40", and long.

216" 58', is about half a mile A^ide. Off its mouth the water was fresher,

and branches of trees were among the clayey soundings. A smaller v'veY

debouches to the southward.

Cape SoimonoflF, in lat. 48^ 53' 20
', and long. 143° 2', is tht western limit

ot Patience Bay; it is a high promontory, projecting very much to the

eaptwacd. Cape Dalrymph, named after tho English hydrographer, is in lat.

48" 21' N., and long. 142^ 50'. It is formed by a high mountain, lying closo

upon the beach in a North ai C 3ouih direction, and is the more easily

known froai being altogether isolated. The coast trends S. by W., consist-

ing of lofty mountains, divided by deep valleys, the shore being steep and

rocky. The whole country is more agreeable in prospect than further bouth.

Ca^pe Huloffghjy a projecting point of land, is in lat. 47- 57' 45", and long.

14.r ;
.'. Bernizet Teak of La Perouse is probably tlie same as Mmmt Span-

herg oi the Dutch. It is a lofty, rotmded mountain, in lat. 47" 33', and long.

142" iiO'.

Cape Sr^tavine is a high point of land,, in lat. 47" 10' 30", and long.

"!• »c*>TrwnB.*»mraMii»rt! w" mmtl'UHUBfBl **K***
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142° 59' 30". To the northward of :t the coast is low, and falls suddenly
off to the westward ; to the southward are lofty mountains.

Mordwinoff Bay lies to the southward of this, and is limited to the East
by Cape Tonin. Plenty of water was found in it in many places, and atan-
diince oi firewood. Cape Tonin ig in lat. 46" 60', long. 143"' 33'. It is of
moderate height, and entirely overgrown Avith fir trees. A chain of rocks
stretches to the northward from it.

Cape Lowenom is in lat. 46° 23' 10", loag. 143' 40'. It is a steep pro-
jecting rock, easily to be distinguished from the rest of this coast by its

yeiiow colour. North of it the 'joast assumes rather a westerly direction, and
consists of a chain of large lofty mountains.

CifE ANIWA, or Siretoko the S.E. projection of Saghalin, is in every
respect a remarkable promontoty, the more so from a chain of high moun-
tains near it, Btretch.ing away to the northward, between which and the cape
is a hollow that gives it the appearance of a saddle. The headland itself is

a steep, abrupt mass of rwks, perfectly barren, and having a deep inlet at

its point. The position was very carefully observed by Captain Krusenstern

;

it is in lat. 46^ 2' 20" N., long 143° 30' 20" E.

ANIWA BAY occupies the southern end of Saghalin. Its opening is

between Capo Aniwa on the East and Cape Crillon on the West, 64 miles

apart ; its head is at Salmon Bay, 60 miles within the line of opening.

From Capo Aniwa it runs first in a northerly direction, then inclining a
httle to the West to a headland, which projects also to the West, and from

this, as far as the head of the bay, it runs North and South. In this part of

the coaat is a rock called the Pyramid on the charts.

Tamari/ Aniwa is apparently tho name given by the Dutch to the project-

ing point on the East aide of the bay above alluded to. Here was a Japa-

iiese ORtablishment, perhaps more considerable thaa that at Salmon Cove.

The hai'bour is somewhat sheltered against the South wind, but too small

for a ship of considerable size to be there. There were about one hundred
dwellings of the Amos.

LachsforeU^en or Saimoo-Tr)ut Bay is entirely exposed to tho South,* which
are here said to be the prevailing winds, and consequently the road is by no
moans sale. Tho great surf is also an obstacle to landing. Tamary Aniwa
is its S.E. point. The Japanese Lad hero also a large establishment. Salm

or Salmon Bay is at the head of Ajuwa Bay. Krusenatorn's anchorage off' it

was in lat, 4(5' 41 15", and long. \42° 32'. The Japanese factory, at tho

mouth of the small river, bore N. 49 W. 2^ milf.

The West side of Aniwa B*y is tliroughout very mo' oainous. A flat

and rather projecting mountain, in the direction of the coast, which trends

S.y.W., is alono distinguished for it« greater height.

CAFE CBILLON or Notoro is the ^^ W. limit o" Aniwa Bay, and the

South extremity of Saghalin. It is in iat. 45° 54' li>" N., loii,-r. 141 57' 56'.

North Pacific. %%.
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A1 a short (liatanco from it is a small round rock, and another small rock is

lit its oxtvemitj-.

La Bangereme Rock lies off it. This, wi h the cape, were thus named by

lai r.'rouso. The rock is correctly termed ; it is about 20 feet high, and 60

feet in diameter. It should not bo approached nearer than a mile, as rocky

ledges extend around it, and is 8^ miles S.E. i S. from Cape CriUon, and is

in lat. 45' 47' 15", and long. 142"^ 8' 45". It lies in the middle of the strait

of La Porouse, which separates Saghalin from the Island of Yezo.

I.A PEROUSE STRAIT.

This strait is formed between Cape Crillon or Notoro, the southern end of

Saghalin, and Cape Soya, the North extreme of Yezo. The general sound-

ings in it are 35 to 40 fathoms and upwards, decreasing to 25 and 20 fa-

thoms as the shores are neared ; but as these latter depths will bo found in

the middle of the strait near the Dangerous Rock and in other places, the

load in thick weather cannot always be trusted to ensure safety.

There are heavy overfalls, giving the appearance of a reef, between Cape

CriUon and Dangerous Eock, but deep water was found on passing through.

Neither this cape nor Cape Nossyab should be closed by a sailing vessel,

without a commanding breeze, on account of the tide race oflF them.

Refimsiri Island, lying off the South side of the western entrance to La

Perouse Strait, is in shape an acute-angled triangle, 11 miles long, and 3J

miles wide at the base which is its North end, where there is a shadow bay,

with rather a populous village. The summit of a range of hills, the highest

part of which is nearly in the centre of the island, attains an elevation of

1,300 ft., but it is 80 close to Pic-de-Langle on Eisir as to appear to the eye

much lower.

The shores of this island appear to be clear of outlying dangers, except

the North end, where the ground is foul. Nearly 2 miles North of the N.E.

point of the island, and about East 2^ miles from Sommri, an islet 1 mile

northward of the N.W. point of the island, is the dangerous rock discovered

by H.M.8. Sittern in 1855, but it nearly always breaks.

Bisiri Island is about 7 miles S.E. of Refunsiri, and the passage between

is quite clear of all known danger, and may safely be taken. This island,

from its great height, becomes, for vessels approaching from the southward,

a conspicuous mark for the West entrance of La Perouse Strait. It is nearly

circular in shape, with a generally low shore rising abruptly firom the sea.

No dangers of any importance are known in its vicinity ; a few detached

rocks exist, but they lie close inshore. It was first seen by La Perouse, who

took it for a mountain on the mainland of Yezo, and named it Pic-de-Langle.

Its summit attains an elevation of 6,900 feet, and may be seen in clear

weather from a distance of 70 or 80 miles. It is generally capped with

snow, and often peers out most usefully above the harassing fogs.
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A bluff point, called JVakko ITead, jutting out on tho north-east side of

the island, forms a small bay, which affords shelter from S.E. round to

W.N.W.
Totomosiri, or Monneron Mand, lying N.W. by W. i W. 32 miles from

Cape Notoro, is of moderate height, without tho volcanic appearance of Ko-

funsiri or of Eisiri. There are three rocks awash lying about a mile off its

eastern shore, and another about a mile off its N.E. point. There is a spring

on Totomosiri, from which whalers are in the habit of watering, but with

great difficulty and labour.

CAPE NOSSTAB, the N.W. point of Yezo Island, is the abrupt but

rather sloping termination of a remarkable table land, and appears like an

island at a distancse. Extending a mile northward from the cape is a flat

narrow tongue of land, only a few feet above the sea, having upon it a few

huts and a fishing station. From the extreme point of this low land a shoal

rocky spit, partly covered with weed, extends N.N.W. upwards of a mile,

with but little water over it in places, and at its extremity a depth of 2^

fathoms, which rapidly deepens to 6 and 7 fathoms.

CAFE SOYA, the North extreme of Yezo, may easily be recognized,

sometimes even in a fog, by a remarkable white rock lying off it to the west-

ward, and which appears to be surrounded with broken ground.

Romanzov Bay.—Between Capes Nossyab and Soya is an extensive bay,

in which the land, covered with rank verdure, slopes towards the sea mar-

gin. Several huts are distributed along the shores of the bay
;
and about

5 miles S.W. from Cape Soya is a large Japanese village or fishing station.

A vessel intending to take shelter here should be careful to keep 3 or 4 miles

off shore.

H.M.S. Admon, in September, 1859, while engaged in surveying the

islands Eisiri and Eifunsiri, was blown by a W.8.W. gale through the

strait of La Perouse. The atmosphere was so laden with spray as to render

it impossible to fix the position of the ship accurately.

Vessels bound through the strait from the eastward with an adverse wind,

would do well to stand across and work to windward in Aniwa Bay, where

they would have smooth water, no current, and perhaps find an eddy in

their favour. At present no dangers are known in this bay.

Cape Crillon, the S.W. point of Saghalin, above alluded to, from a dis-

tance of 10 or 12 miles makes like an island. On its summit, 124 feet higli,

is a smaU shrine, and 4 miles North of the cape is a conspicuous hill {Quoin

Trill), which rises abruptly from the shore to an elevation of 1,025 feet.

A range of hills, varying from 800 to 1,200 feet in height, amongst which is

one of sugar-loaf form, stretches along the coast to the N.E. of Quoin Hill.

The Tmia Rod; 72 feet, conspicuously marks the position of the point (.f

the same name, at »\ miles N.E. by N. of the summit of Cape Notoro. From

the Tsisia Rock the coast trends about N. by K. for some considerablp dia-
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tancG. Anchorage may bo taken in 8 or 12 fathoms anywhere along tho

roast botwoon Cape Notoro and the Tsisia Rock.

On tho westorn side, and 3 miles northward of the capo, und near a

Japanese fishing-station, is an oxtensivo patch of dangerous rocks, covered

at high water ; they He about a mile off shore.

The island of Yezo will be described hereafter.

In and about La P6rou8e Strait tho tides and currents are very irregular,

and they are probably much influenced by prevailing winds. They arc

folt mostly inshore, particularly round Capes CriUon and Nossyab, where

at times they become perfoct races. It is high water near these capes, full

and change, between 10" and 11\ and tho rise is about 6 feet.

GULF OF TAETAEY.

The entrance of the Gulf of Tartary, which insulates Saghalin, is 170

miles wide between Cape Crillon and Cape Disappointment on tho Tai-tary

coast. The western coa«t of SaghaUn trends irregularly to the northward

for 370 miles.

From Cape Disappointment, in lat. 45° 40J' N., the coast of Manchuna

trends to the N.E., and forms, with the W. coast of Saghalin Island, the long

channel named tho Gulf of Tartary, which communicates with the Gulf of

Am6r to the northward by Tartary Strait. This strait may bo considered to

begin on the parallel of about 51° N. ; on tho parallel of Caatries bay tho

coa^+s of Manchuria and SaghaHn converge rapidly ; and abreast Cape Ca-

therine, in 5V 57' N., they are only 7 mUes apart ; 17 miles further Nortli,

between Capes Lazaref ana Pogobi, they approach to within 3J mUes
;
and

this is the gorfe. of tho strait, and the entrance into the Gulf of Amur.

The only ports at present known in the gulf are Barracouta Harbour and

Castries Bay on its western coast, and Jonqui^re Bay on its eastern. Tlio

anchorage along the eastern coast is safe during the summer months, when

easterly winds prevail ; but a vessel must be prepared to weigh, should the

wind veer to tho West.

The navigation of the gulf would be simple enough, but tho fogs render

it dangerous, requiring tho greatest caution to be observed. It has been

remarked by former voyagers, and this was confirmed in 1855-56, that on

nearing the lan<' in these seas a vessel will suddenly emerge from the fog

or find it lift.

Wood and water can be procured in abimdance and with facility, on all

parts of the coast of the gulf, and coal, of fair quality, in any quantity at

Jonquiere Bay. Fish and wild fowl are plentiful. Very fine codfish have

been caught in soundings from 73 to 30 fathoms.

Winds.—During May, June, and July, tho winds in this gulf prevailed
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HADSHI BAY. 5HI

IVom tho southward and eastward, Hoiuotinios blowing a double and even

treble-reefed topsail breeze. Occasionally in May a furious Houtli-ouHtorly

gale and snow storm, lasting ten or twelve hours, have boon exporioiued,

and they may bo expected with a previously froshening broozo from East

and S.E., and Homotimos a rapidly falling baronu>tor. Tho wind in tlioso

storms rises suddenly, and falls equally so, and will most probably veer to

South, S.W., West, and perhaps N.W.

In the end of August and during October tho winds wore chiefly fi-om

S.W. to N.W. and North ; thoy are probably tlio same in Bcptombor.

In October foul weather appears to conui on as tho -.vind dniWH to tho

eastward of Nortli, but by aU accounts the heaviest gules mu/ bo expected

from N.W., and those prevail through the winter.

Fogs.—From March till August fogs aro almost continuous in tho guif,

with scarcely imy clear interval for more than a day or two at a time
;
thoy

aro most prevalent and dense in June, and ai-o iuuuediatuly dispersed in

S.W. winds ; tho mercury is little affected by them.

In August, September, and part of October, fair (loar wouthor comes in

iigrceablo contrast, although in tho latter mouth snow occasionally fulls.

Tho change of weather about tho middle of October is sudden, winter gene-

rally usuriiing tho warmth of summer in a day, and setting: in with all its

vigour ; at this period ice begins to form in Tartary Strait, and tho season

for sailing vessels to be in the gulf on ordinary occasions must bo considered

as having terminated.

Suffrein Bay, formed by Cape Suffrein to the South, in lat. 47° 20' N., is

but an exposed anchorage, surrounded by vast forests which extend out of

sight. The cape is fronted by rocks, which stretch half a mile into tho

offing. Fish River, in 47" 55' N., has anchorage off its entrauco in 9 fathoms,

at about a mile from the land, sheltered from N.W. and westerly winds.

Low Cape, in 48° 28' N., has high land behind it, and a depth of 8 fathoms

was obtained a mile off shore.

From Low Cape the coast-line northward is irregular for 15 miles
;

its

trend is then N. by E. 20 mUes to Beachy Head. It is steep-to, the lead

givmg 14 to 17 fathoms at 2 miles off shore.

HADSHI or Baxracouta Bay.—Tho entrance to this bay (named also

Pwt impMal), in lat. 49° 2' N., is between Freeman Point on tho North, and

TuUo Island on tho South, which bear N. by W. and S. by E. from each

other, distant three-quarters of a mile. Tho general depths in tho bay aro

5 to 15 fathoms over a mud bottom. The entrance is oi)eii to tho eastward,

but within the bay aro several inlets, which afford shelter for all classes

of vessels. The only danger is the Carr Bank, with li and 2 fathoms on it,

which extends a cable off shore on tho N.W. side of the ontranco, ono-third

tho distance between SybiUe Head and Freeman Point.

This bay remains frozen for about the same time us CastriiP Bay. Its

If
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shores aro covorod with wood fit for building puiiiosos, such as tho larch,

fir, aud stouo-pino.*

VossoIh appronehiug this harbour in foggy weather should not shoal their

water under 40 or 35 fathoms, unless well assured of their position, and in

all cases duo allowance must be made for currents. They aro sometimes ex-

tremely variable.

In Hadshi Bay it is liigh water, full aud change, at lO*- 0", and the rise is

3 to 4 feet.

The COAST from iJeachy Head trends in a northerly direction to Castiics

Bay, and is steep-to ; 25 and 30 fathoms have been obtained at a cable's

length off Cape ByU or Lemps, in lat. 49" 33' N. Tho coast assumes a

bolder aspect in proceeding northwards.

Cape Destitution, in 49" 46' N., is bold, high land, having a bay on its

North side, which affords good shelter from S.E. to S.W., in 9 or 10 fa-

thoms. Inland it is closed by a shelving beach, on which are scattered some

Tartar huts.—(Mr. Tronson.) Cape Dent, in 50° 0' N., declines to the east-

ward, and has a bay on its North side.

CASTBIES BAY was re-examined by Captain Forsyth in H.M.S. ITornet in

1855. It is used by vessels to procure a pilot, or to discharge their cargoes,

when boimd to the Amur, as thote above 12 feet draught cannot enter that

river. Its entrance is 4 miles wide between Kloster-camp or Quoin Point, on

the South, and Castries Point on the North. Quoin Point is in lat. 51° 28'

North. Although the greater part of the lay is open to easterly winds,

which throw in a he«vy sea, yet vessels, if their draught will permit, will

find shelter behind the islands in it, particularly at its head on the West

side of Observatory Island. The bay is covered with ice from the middle of

November or December to April. The isthmus which separates it from tho

principal branch of the Amur is not more than 40 miles across, and Lake

Kyzi is only 15 miles distant. At the head of the bay is the Eussian settle-

ment Akxandrovsky, composed of five or six wooden houses.f

Danger Rock (marked by poles), upon which the sea occasionally breaks

heavUy, but which does not show in smooth water, lies in the middle of tho

entrance, with the western part of the promontory (the East extreme of

which is Quoin Point) in line with the bluff headland beyond, bearing about

South.

• This bay was discovered by H.M.S. Barracottta, May 12th, 1866. The Russian sottlo-

ment is in an inlot on the western side of tho harbour, the entrance of which is Ij mile

within the outer points. Here, at tho head of a smuU bay, was found the burnt remains of

the Russian frigate Pallas, which escaped our cruisers in 1854-6. The settlement is built

on a rising ground cleared of wood, and supplied with water ftom two artificial wells.

t Tho port in Castries Bay had recently been taken possession of by the Russians whcu

Iho lleot was here in 1855. The road from tho port to the Amur River is comparatively

gooil, und on it arc established posts.

^-irw?"
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NAJASSEE-JONQUIEUE BAY 58.1

In making tho bay froTu tho southward two small high and barren isltits

will bo soon n(>ar tho coast, about 16 miles southward of Quoin Point. In

entering tho bay and passing southward of Danger Rock, the roof, wliich

extends a considerable distance from the North end of Oyster Island, must

be guarded against, but that channel is in other respects clear.

Light.—A fined white light, visible from seaward and in the bay whoii

bearing from N.E. \ E. (round by the North) to 8.E. \ 8., is shown from a

square wooden tower, 38 feet high, painted white, with a grey lantern, on

Quoin Point, the South point of entrance to Castries Bay. It is elevated

250 feet above the sea, and visible in clear weather at 1 8 miles.

It is high water, full and change, in Castries Bay, at 10'' 30"", and tho rise

is about 6 feet.

NAJASSEE, on the West coast of Saghalin, opposite Cape Lessops, is an

open bay, frequented for its coal mines. It was visited by Lloyd's agent at

Alexandrovsky in Caistries Bay, in 1867. He says: The coal mines at

Najassee are in about lat. 49° 35' to 49° 40'. I found that vessels can lie

and load there, without particular danger, in open roadstead. The coast

runs N. and S. ; Cape Najassee, about 6 miles South of Najassee Eiver,

stands out only less than 1 milo ; tho loading place is to the North of the

river. Depth of water, about one mile from shore, 13 to 16 feet, deepening

to 8 and 9 fathoms 3 to 4 miles from shore. Weather mostly calm during

summer ; winds, from April to September, mostly moderate, from N.E. to

S.S.E. ; later, the winds turn over S. to W. and cause the swell to sot

towards Saghalin. During the spring fogs on this side of the gulf ; the

Saghalin coast remains nearly always and entirely clear.

JONQTJIEBE BAT, on the West coast of Saghalin Island, about H mile

N.E. of Cape Otsisi, is in lat. 50° 64' N., and may be recognized by throe

remarkable detached pinnacle rocks, about 50 feet high, ofif its South point.

This bay should be looked upon only as a fine weather anchorage. It

afibrds shelter from N.E. (round by the East) to South, but is exposed

to all other winds, and the holding ground is mostly bad. A small river

finds an outlet in the bay, and boats can pass over its bar when the tide

is in.

Coal.—A few huts of the natives will be seen on the South part of the

above river entrance, and between these and Pinnacle Point are seams of

good surface coal, some of which, being close to the water's edge, can l)e

easily worked.

Supplies.—Large quantities of fish were taken in Jonquiere Bay by haul-

ing the seine on the beach to the northward of the huts, and good sizod flat

fish were caught with hook and line about a quarter of a milo off shore, in

3 or 4 fathoms water. Wild fowl and white hares are numerous.

The watering-place is inconvenient. Drift wood is plentiful.

:
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1

GULF AND RIVER AMUR.

TIDES.-Tho timo of high water; fuU and change, in Jonquiiro Bay, in

at 10'', and the rise is about 6 feet.

GULF AND RIVER AMUR.

The GULF of AMUE, or SaghaUn, is 70 miles long, North and South

and 25 mUe« at its greatest breadth. The waters of the river W, which

empty themselves into this vast basin with great rapidxty have formed

banks of sand and mud, which cover almost its whole surface, barely leavmg

the shaUow channels by which the stream flows on one side to the Sea of

Okhotsk and on the other to the Strait of Tartary ; this renders the entrance

of this great river difficult, and at times dangerous.

Immediately North of Cape Lazaref, at the South entrance of the gulf

the channel from the Strait of Tartary divides into two branches. That

which goes to the N.N.W., narrow and sUghtly winding, is called the South

Fairway, and keeps close to the Tartary shore. It has a tortuous course to

Nikolaevsk, which is 65 miles from Capo Lazaref. The channel vanes from

three-quarters of a mile to 2 mUos in width ; the depths are generaUy small

but occasionaUy are as much as 14 and 19 fathoms. The least water is 2i

fathoms, and a flat with this depth extends for nearly 10 mdes between

Capes Koisakoi and Prong6, and this may be considered the rea^ bar of the

river, and must be crossed to enter it. Beyond this bar the water deepens,

and 11 fathoms are found abreast the town of Nikolaevsk, above which the

river is said to be navigable for 1,500 mnes.

The N.N.E. branch, or Saghalin Fairway, is wider and deeper than the

other, the least depth being 18 feet at low water. It keeps along the Sag-

halin shore, at about 5 mUes distant, for nearly 60 miles, until just North of

Cape Halezof, where it almost touches the coast; and 20 miles further

North, between Capes Golovachef and Menshikof, 16 miles apart, it opens

out mto the Sea of Okhotsk.
, „, . c^-iv

The KIVEE AMUR, or Saghalin Ula, is formed of the streams Shilka

and Argun, which" unite in lat. 53° 30' N. on the frontiers of Russia am\

China The former of these consist of the Ingoda and Onon
;
the latter

being"the main stream which rises S.E. of Lake Baikal, in the mountain

chain -called Khing-khan Ula by the Chinese, and Yablonoi Krebit by the

The river flows East as fax as Nertchinsk. Here it is said to be 600 yards

wide, and very deep; then North, then again East, when it receives the

. The work by tho late Thos. W. Atkinson, Esq., F.li G.S., entitled "Travels in the

Pogions of the Upper and Lower Amoor," London. 1860. is, with his previous work

.'Oriental and Western Siberia,- 1858, a most interesting account of this accomphshed

artist's long residence and journeys in these previously almost unknown regions.
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NIKOLAEVSK. 685

Argun, which conies from tho South near Baksano' i. Tho united Btroiinis,

>-ndor the name of Amur, continue to tho East and 8.E., receiving from tho

:.)uth tho aiHuonts Sungari and Usuri, and reaching its southern limit in

47° 48' N., at the Mariemk Pott or Kisi, one of the most important Russian

stations on tho Amur. A battery has been constructed that commands

both tho entrance to the port and the river. It is from this post that tho

ovoriand route to Castries Bay (page 682) starts. It would be a most im-

portant Une for a railway. From Maxionsk the river turns abruptly to tho

N.E. and East, falling into tho Gulf of Amur between Ciipes Prongo and

Tobakh, which are 8 miles apart, and both are fortified. Tho length of tho

Amur, including all its windings, is about 2,500 miles ; it is navigable for

largo vessels as far as Nertchinsk, 1,500 miles from its mouth, in tho sum-

mer season ; in tho winter it is frozen over.

Nikolaevsk.—Tho fortress of Nikolaevsk is built on the left bank of the

river, at 22 miles from tho entrance. It is surrounded by a few houses, and

defended by batteries and strong advanced works. Tho channels loading

from tho gulf to the anchorage abreast it are frequently changing, owing to

the great debris sent down by the strong current of the river, and with tho

constant fogs, frequent squalls, and gales, render tho approach both diificult

and dangerous.

Nicolaiefski or Nikolaevsk is a town of very modem growth. " It is,"

says Mr. Knox, who visited it in 1866 for the Telegraph Expedition, " em-

phatically a government town, three-fourths of the inhabitants being directly

or indirectly in the service of the Emperor.* It has a 'port' or naval

establishment, containing dock-yards, machine shops, foundries, and all tho

odds and ends of sheds, warehouses, and factories necessary to the formation

of a naval station. All the houses in the town are of wood, the great ma-

jority are of logs, either rough or hewn. Going back from the river tho

streets begin grandly, and promise a great deal that they do not perform.

For one or two squares they are all good, the third square is full of stumps,

and when you reach the fifth and sixth, there is little street to be fovmd." *

There are now a large number of steamers on the Amoor. The eeaeon

when the river is open is limited to about half the year.

SuppUes and assistance in the way of repairs are difficult to be obtair.od at

Nikolaevsk. Provisions even cannot be had. Timber is plentiful, and tho

forests extend as &r as the oye can reach, but the export of wood is strictly

forbidden. .^

Light.—A square wooden tower, 29 feet high, painted white, with grey

lantern, is erected on the western part of the battery, at the East end of

Constantino Island, in the Amur, abreast Nikolaevsk. It exhibits at 40 feet

Harper's Miigazino, New York, Aug. 1868.
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THE COAST OF MANCHimiA.
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Tho first names hon given are those of thf Itiissian authorities of 185'.),

but it may be again stated that tho others aro given by previous surveyors.

Tho French corvottn Capricieuse examipod Posiotto Bay and tho anchorages

at its liead in 1852. It was still furtlior examined by the Russian frigate

PallaH in 1854, and it was here that \wt survey torminatod. In 1855 a bur-

vey was made of D'Anvillo Gulf, and the gulfs of Ouerin and Napoleon, by

F. n, May, Muster of U..U.'e>. Winvhester, and D. U. Wilder, Master of

n.M.S. Nankiu.

FOSIETTE BAY, or D'Anville Gulf, is comprised between Shnro Point to

the South, and Cape Oamova or Uuf/un to tlio North, about 33 miles apart.

TIii8 latter capo, rising 1,8U0 f'oet abovo tho sea, is the end of a peninsula

extuuding to tho South. It is visible 30 miles off, and, coming from the

N.E., is a good land-mai'k for this bay, as Capo Casy is from the South.

Tho land at the bottom of the bay is low nuu marshy. At tho head of tho

bay are the anchorages, named Pallada Road {Capricieme Bay), Novogorod

Jlarbour {Port Louis), and Expedition Pay {Napoleon Road).

Farugelma Island {Castini Island), lying iu tho S.W. part of Posietto

Bay, is 3 miles in circumference and 413 feet high. It forms a good mark

for entering the bay. There are two villages on its West face. A reef of

rocks extends more than half a mile from its S.W. point, and another reef

projects from its N. W. point. At half and two-thirds of a mile N.N.E. \ E.

iind E. by N. J N. respectively from its north-eastern point lie tho Pilier and

Puny Rocks ; the latter rock hardly shows at high water.

MoTile Bay is partly sheltered to the S.E. by Farugelma Island, and to

the N.E. by Podisko Peninsula, the summit of which, named Mount Lirection,

is 820 feet high. The bay is If milo deep, North and South, and 1 mile

wide at entrance, which is narrowed by a reef of rocks, awash, stretching

nearly 2 cables off the West shore. With the wind from S.E. to S.8.E. a

heavy swell sets in. The highest tides observed rose about 3^ feet.

Pallada Boad, comprised between Mount Direction to the South, and

Klaproth Point to the North, is 5 miles deep N.W. and S.E., with a mean

width of 3 miles. It affords fair anchorage within Balbi and Malte Brun

points, the inner points of the bay, in from 12 to 5 fathoms, over mud
bottom.

Expedition Bay is a good and secure harbour, and affords a safe retreat

for vessels not wishing to ride out a south-easterly gale in Pallada Boad.

The entrance to it is nearly half a mile wide, but it is divided into two

channels by a large bare rock named the Mingan. The eastern of these

channels should on no account be taken. The other channel on tho West

side of the Mingan must be entered with caution, for it is narrow, and a

shoal extends nearly half-way across from the MuHoir, so that it is advisable

rather to close the Mingan. Entering the bay, take care to avoid v small

knoll of 3J fathoms, nearly in the centre of the fairway.

-fflftCT'-'S



588 THE COAST OP MANCHURIA.

Tho obsorvatiou spot ou tho Musoir llock won found by tlio Winchenter t'»

bo in lat. 42" 37' 22' N., long. 130^ 44' 10". By tho Rusaian chart it i» in

lat. 42" 37' 60" N., long. 130" 50' 50" E.

It ia high water, full and change, at tho entrance to Expedition Bay, at

2'' 30™, and tho rise is about 2J feot.

Novogorod Harbour, or Port Louit.—After passing through tho channel

between the Musoir and Mingan rocks, Novogorod llurbour will open out

to tho eastward. There are no dangers after tho harbour is open. Au-

chorago may bo taken anywhere in mid-channel.

A hard sandy spit runs across tho upper part of the harbour. Tho har-

bour abounds with fish. There are several small runs of good water ; there

aro also various beds of oysters, and one of large mussels. The hills ore

covered with long grass, and abound with pheasants, partridges, and foxes

;

uud tho low ground, which is swampy, with woodcock and snipe.

AMUE BAY or Oaerin Gulf.—H.M.S. Winchester left Expedition Bay

Sept. 3rd, 1855, and rounding Oamova Point passed between it and the

Korsahoo or Pelies Islands ; from thence she proceeded to tho N.E. into Amur

Bay (Gueriu Gulf), 40 nules in extent, in which Lhero are several good an-

chorages. Tho only danger seen was a rook awash, lying about N.W. i W.

three-quartera of a mile form tho northernmost of the throe small islets West

of tho Korsakov Islands.

White Cliff Bay.—Passing between Bed OliiT Island and tho main, a

bay, named White Cliff, was observed, which apparently affords good shelter.

The South point, with rocks off it, should not be approached too near.

Slavianski Bay, or Port Bruce.—The Winchester passed eastward of the

two islands fronting White Cliff Bay, near tho northernmost of which there

is a remarkable rock called tho Ninepin. About 3 miles northward of these

islands is a conspicuous cliffy point, which forms the S.E. point of a secure

and deep bight, named SlaviamU Bay, which forma an excellent harbour,

and is well protected by the Eugenie archipelago. Fish and potatoes were

procured from the natives, and they appear to be amply provided with those

necessaries.

Peatchanoi or Sandy Point.—^When abreast Slavianski Bay a high table

hill will be seen to the north-eastward, with a tuft of trees on its summit,

called Mount Virginie, and another further in the same direction named

Mount Winchester, the eastern slope of which terminates in a low pandy point,

in lat. 43° 9' N., long. 131° 50' E. Tho anchorage, N. by E. of this point, is

good and quite land-locked.

The Sui-J'un or Shilo River, at the head of Amur Bay, ia apparently of

some extent, and good water can be procured about a mile Irom tho

entrance.
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USOTJRI BAT or Napoleon Oalf is nn oxtnimivtv Inlot, but nothing nmild

bo Hoon of the lonst indication of a good harbour. Tho bay is about 30 miIo»

doop at'd about 10 broad.

The Eastern Boiphonis, botwoon tho South ond of Murarief ArtnuMy
Prnmoutoiif (Albert poninsula), and tho iHlands forming tho Eugt'nio Arclii-

polago, ia 6 miles long, and about half .a mile broad in its narrowost pnrt.

At its wostom ontranco iH a sand spit stretching half-way across the pusHago.

When post the spit thoro is no danger.

Golden Horn Bay, or Port May, on the northern side of the Eastern llus-

phorous, is an excellent harbour.

ETTOENIE ABCHIPELAOO is tho chain of islands extending in a S.W.
direction from Albert peninsula. There are somo good harbours in it, named
Novik liny (Port Deam Dundas), Voevoda Pay {Port Stewart), and Prryarin

Pay ( Wilder PayJ, affording shelter for ships of the largest draught, and no

doubt good water can bo procured at these.

AMERICA or Hornet Bay is formed at the oastom extreme of Potcr tho

Great Bay, and Captain 0. Forsyth, who discovered it in II.M.S. ITorncf,

in July 1 856, describes it as a spacious inlet, carrying a moderate depth up

to its head, but open to sontherly winds. There is snug anchorage on its

western side, between the mainland and an islet, named Fox Island. A river

flows round tho foot of a peculiar conical hill at the head of tho bay ; it was

named Lyons Piter, after Lord Lyons. Many villages and several herds of

cattle were seen.

The COAST between America Bay and Islet Point was surveyod bv the

Hussian schooner Vodok, in 1861, but wo have no description of it. From
Islet Point to St. Vladimir Bay was surveyed by II.M. ships Actaon and /hvc

in 1859.

Between Inlet Point, a fine bold rocky headland, and St. Vladimir Bay, tho

coast is remarkably clear of treacherous dangers, a fortunate circumstance

where the navigator is so frequently enveloped in dense fogs.

As a general rule, along the coast of Manchuria, every valley which ter-

minates on tho sea-boiich has its stream of excellent water. Prift-wood i»

generally found on the beaches.

Siau Wuhu Pay.—^The first anchorage to the north-eastward of Islet Point

is a small but well sheltered one in Siau Wuhu Bay. From tho southward

a hill 2,720 feet high, the most elevated in the immediate neighbourhood,

is a good mark to point out its position ; it bears N.W. by N. 4^ miles from

Ilarbour Island which partly shelters the anchorage. Vessels requiring a

refit would find the Inner harbour admirably adapted for the purpose. Ap-

proaching the bay from tho north-eastward. Cape Creasy, a bold rocky head-

land, the summit of which is 695 feet high, conspicuously mai'ks the East

side of entrance.

f \
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An extensive plain on the Nor.h side of the outer anchorage afford, pas-

1,. .r . lar^ dro^o o. .U.'^^^^^1^^^^^
naman who lives a luilo or two up the river, llo readily pa

for dollars ; they were small, but the beef excellent.

Water may be obtained at a stream which empties itself i.co the N.E.

corner of the outer bay.

Ia.w«-h« Bay, .ituaW v; . miles N.E. b, E. of C^, 0-»y, i' l^rte e.-

cipitously from the beach to an elevation of 1.060 fe.)t.

Broken Head ia a fine rooky promontory 5i miles N.E. of Castlo Pom ,

and tie termination of a range of hills, to the rear end northward of whu

h

Tpread an extensive and weU-watered plain cover.^ w.th rank vegot -

tlon but void of trees. Off the b.E. face of Broken Head is a high rocl,

like a shark's fin.
_

From 8 to 9 miles N.E. of Broken Head are a line of -"^^
^^f;^^

cliffs" the sea face of u wooded range, and 2 miles farther a good-sized

open bay, with anchorage in 5 to 8 fathoms.

Mosuuito Biver entrance is 2 J miles North of Broken Head. Inside the

euL^nasmallbasinof 3to 5 fathoms water, quite sheltered from all

JlndfThe bar at entrance has 13 feet on it (1859), '.ut proba.ly winter

frosts alter the depths. „ , . , a .

LOW Table Point, at .0 miles N.E. by E. of Broken Head, is a low flat

Je bordered with a vertical cliff, extending 2 miles to the eastwoi-d from

hebat; of a conspicuous roand-topped mountain about 1.200 feet above the

lea. It is especiaUy useful in making Olga Bay from tho southward, before

Table Point is risen.

OLQA BAY, or Point Michael Seymour, in lat. 43= 46' N., was dis-

covered by H.M.S. JI.net, July 1856. It is opea to the southwai^ Thei.

ZZJio. a few vessels from all winds in its northern part., in 10 fathoms.

Tltn r ow passage, named iJ.o.n Channel, at its N.E. pa.vt, leads into an

i„rer harbour or estuary, which is well adapted for careening purposes^

Brown Chanaci has 3 to 4 fathoms water in it. deeponmg tc b and 7

fal.ms towards the careening harbour. The Kussian settlei^^ent is here,

Gilhert River empties itself into the N.W. angle of the port. T.xo mouth

is broad and shallow, but soon deepens when over the bar.

Supplies -The seine will always procure an abundance of capital fish

Buch as salmon and trout. A few fowls may also be procured, and a small

supply of fresh boof. The watering stream runs through a valley on the

II.
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oastom side of the port, near tho ordinary anchorage,

tained in any quantity.

In Olga Bay It is high water, full and change, at -O'' 30"

is about 3 feet.

Tlie position of Olga Bay may bo easily known when approai liing it from

the northward by Bnjdone Mand, on tho eastern aide of entrance, and tlie

only one on this part of the coast. Coming from the soutliward, the entrance

will bo recognized by tho opening in the land. Brydono Island i« not dis-

tinguishable at any great distance, as, being only 326 feet high, it looks like

a clifT of the high hill, 1,311 feet high, behind it.

ST. VLADIMIR BAY, in lat, io- 54' N., was discovorod by tho Russian

irigate America, in 18' 7. Its entrance, li miles wide, and open to the East,

is formed between JVorfli Head or Cape lUdhuzvl-, 317 (Viet hiRh, to tho?«-ith,

and South Head or Cape Watamhi, 712 feet high, to the South, both of which,

when approaching tho bay from the East or N.E., ajipoar like islands. From

thence the bay extends westward, and forms throe ai-ms, one to the North,

one to the South, and the other, ti.>e sm'allest, to the West. The depths are

about 15 to 5 fathoms in tlve North and South arms.

The South arm is well sheltered, but, as a sliglit swell is frequently expe-

rienced there, it can scarcely be recommended as a fit place for careening,

especially with Olga Bay in such close proximity, where there is a Russian

settlement and every facility for repairs. To the South it communicates with

a stream with a lake of 16 to 10 feet water, which with httle trouble might

bo formed into a graving dock.

Thero is no fixed population in this bay. A few bullocks were seen, but

their owners would not part with thorn for anything but syce^ silver, re-

fusing doUai's.

The tides are irregular in St. Vladimir Bay. It is high water, full and

change, at P, and tho range is ubout 2 foet.

The COAST from St. Vladimir Bay trends in a N.E. by N. direction to

Barracouta Harbour, in 49'= 2' N., then N. by E, to Castries Bay, and is free

from apparent danger. Its outline was but imperfectly known until 1855,

when H.M. sliips SyUlle and Barracouta sailed along it, and determined tlie

following points and anchorages.

Shelter Bay, in 44° 28' N., affords shelter from N.E. winds. Good fresh

water can be obtained in a river a cable wide, with a bar at its mouth,

. ..hin which thero is a depth of 9 feet. It affords a supply of fish.*

Sybille Bay, in 44" 44' N., affords shelter from S.S.E. winds ;
it.s entrance

is remarkable from having on either side some prominent pinnacled rocka,
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ajrihed preriously, pages 680—584.
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CHAPTER XI.

THE JAPANESE AECIIIPELAOO.

The celebrated and long mysterious traveller, Marco x'olo, was the first

to announce to the western world the existence of the rich and powerful

island of Xipangu, now known to be Japan. In 1542 a Portuguese, Mendez

Pinto, was cast by a stoi-m on its shortjs, and a I'ortuguese settlement from

Malacca was soon afterwards made on Kiusiu. In June, 1588, some citizens

of Eotterdam fitted out a smaU fleet of five ships to trade in the Indian Ar-

chipelago, and injure, as much as possible, the commerce and power of Spain.

Among several Englishmen in this fleet, were William Adams, of Gillingham,

near Eochester, and Timothy Shotter, who had accompanied the famous

Cavendish in his circumnavigation. The venture was pre-eminently unfor-

tunate. Only one ship, and that tlio smallest, the Joyous Message, commanded

by Siebold de Weert, returned to Holland. Two of the others were de-

stroyed, and the fourth, in which were these two Englishmen, reached Japan

a mere' wreck. They were taken prisoners; and, after some confinement,

Adams was taken into the confidence of the emperor; the rest departed.

He was raised to great honours; became of first importance in the political

and commercial affairs of the empire ; but did not succeed to the extent of

his intentions, having gained privileges only for tho Dutch, who have stu-

diously avoided mention of his part in thior establishment. Some extensive

privileges were also granted, at his instigation, to the English East India

Company, to establish a factory at Firando.*

As is well known, the only port allowed to be open to foreigners, and this

permission was limited to the Dutch and Chinese, was the Port of Nagasaki,

or rather for the Dutch, tho Island of Dezima, lying before it. But the

* ThG first English who visittd it «ero with Capt. Saria, who camo to tho relief of Adams

I'roin England, in 1611, an'iving at Firando .Juno 9th, 1613.

North Pacific.
2 Q
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Japanese maintained a rigid exclusiveness. and but little ^.as known to

Europe about the country. Without enumerating the older authors ho

principal work on Japan was the collection from the notices of the Dutch

presidents, by Dr. Ph. Fr. van Siebold, who visited the country in the period

between 1823-30, a magnificent work, worthy of any nation.

The events of later years have marvellously altered the relations between

Japan and western civilization. The various attempts at obtaining some

admission into Japanese affairs, made prior to 1853, cannot here be emin-

dated. But in that year, July 8th, Commodore Perry, U.S.N., appeared off

the entrance to Yedo Bay, with two large steam frigates and two sloops of

war. He ostensibly sought at first only to abolish the barbarous Japanese

laws, which consigned ohipwrecked seamen to death, and their vessels to

destruction. The steady resistance to any intercourse, overawed, however,

by the presence of this formidable force, gradually gave way. and some con-

cessions were granted before the departure of the fleet, which left with a

promise, or menace, from Commodore Perry, that he intended to return for

a more definite answer with a "larger fleet" in the following year. Accord-

ingly, on February 12th, 1854, a squadron of nine war vessels appeared in

the Bay of Yedo, and after skiful negotiation a treaty of friendship was

concluded between the Tycoon and the United States, and permission was

granted to locate a consul at Simoda, an insignificant place at the South

extreme of the Idsu Peninsula, oa the West side of Yedo Bay.

The second stage of this international negotiation was reached by Jlr.

Harris, the U.S. diplomat, who, by unremitting zeal, contrived to enter Yedo

at the end of 1857, not to leave it till April, 1858, with the treaty of com-

merce framed. This great step was followed by similar concessions being

granted to the principal European powers; and that with great Britam was

ratified at Yedo, July Uth, 1859. After all these apparent victories, it was

discovered that these treaties were illegal, having been made with the Tycoon

of the period, whereas it should have been ratified by the Mikado, but this

wa« remedied by the appearance of the aUied fleet from China and the sub-

sequent fuU recognition of the rights of the external world to trade at various

ports Of the subsequent troubles nothing can be said here. The works of

Rxr Eutherford Alcock, Captain Sherard Osbom, E.N., &c., &c., wiU supply

all that can be required.

Climate.—The foUowing observations upon this subject, connected with

Japan, are made by Van Siebold:-" In speaking of ice, frost, and snow,

veithin 32° of the equator, we should consider the geographic position of tho

Japanese Islands, and cite an obsevatiou which has been more than om.

made, and at last confirmed by Alex, de Humboldt. The eac^ern part ot

Europe, and tho immense continent of Asia, are vastly more cold, -ndor the

same latitude, tLan western Europe, making allowance for the gr- . )r leas

elevation above the bea level. The climate of islands being r uch milder
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than that of continents, it can scarcely bt comprehended that the temperature

should be lower in Japan than those European countries under the same

latitude. But the cause of this contradiction is found in the low temperature

of Asia, which, surrounding the Japanese and Kurile Islands on the West

and North, has a very decided influence on their climate. From the proximity

of the continent, and the winds blowing off that coast during a portion of the

year, tho cold arises which prevails in Japan, particularly in the North and

N.W. Thus in lat. 32° N. the thermometer descends on the coast to 30° and

29° Fahr. It freezes to several lines in thickness, and snow falls that re-

mains on the ground for several days. In lat. 36° the lakes, as those of

Suwa on the Sinano, are covered with a bed of ice, which, between 38 and

40°, becomes thick enough for the river to be crossed on foot. In the island

of Tsusima (lat. 34° 12' N., long. 126" 55' E.) rice will not grow; near

Matsmae, in the Island of Yedo, wheat returns but a very poor harvest ; and

on Cape Soja (lat. 45" 21' N., long. 140" 29' E.) the wild Ainos, a vigorous

race, are obliged to retiu into caverns, to preserve themselves from the in-

tolerable rigour of winter. On the other hand, the S.E. and eastern sides,

protected from the freezing winds of Asia by high chains of mountains,

which traverse these great Islands of Kiusiu, Sikok, and Nipon, in a direc-

tion parallel to the continent, have a more fertile and more temperate climate.

In those parts of the country between lat. 31° and 34", the palm, the banana,

myrtle, and other plants of the torrid zone, are found. In some parts the

sugar-cane is successfully cultivated, and they gather two rice harvests each

year. The environs of Sendai, a city in lat. 38° 16' N., long. 138° 36' E.,

near Niegata, produce this grain in such abundance, that, notwithstanding

their northern position, they are in reality, as they are called, the granaries

of Yedo, tho most populous city of tho country. But it is more particulai-ly

in the rigorous season, which lasts from the commencement of January to

the end of February, that this difference between the western and eastern

shores of Japan becomes most remarkable. At Dezima (Nagasaki), for ex-

ample, in lat. 32° 45' N., long. 127° 31' E., the thermometer marks 45" Fahr.

;

while at Yedo, in lat. 35° 41', bug. 137' 22' E., it rises to 56°
; so that the

position of the capital, more easterly by 9° 51' than the factory, raises its

temperature higher by 1 1°, although it is only 3° nearer the pole. Thus in

the two months of winter in which these observations were made, tho coasts

facing the Asiatic continent were exposed for thirty-seven days consecutively

to the freezing winds from N.W. and North. This ciraumstance explains,

besides, why the white mountain fSirojamaJ, which is on the western coast

of Nipon, in lat. 36°, is covered with perpetual snow at 8,200 feet above the

sea ; and why Fmi-jama, at the eaHtcrn extremity of the island, with its summit

at 12,450 feet, remains without snow for aonths together.

" During the hot weather in July and Aug^-'t, when the winds blow from

South and S.E., this disproportion iu the temperature disappears, aod the

2 u«
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1 • w nf th« thormomotor for this season is 79" at Dozima, and 76^ at

and sometimes even to 100°"
.^^^^^^^ ^,_^_ ^.^^^^^

K-'^^:7nrYlra urrl:^ isl-' Niron, the largest a.I

Nipon,* and Yozo and num
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^,^^^^^^.^.

^ost
^-P-Xfx^::;;^^^^^^^^^

S.W.. and its bre.dth varies f..u

is more than 700 -^^ ^
^^^^^^ ^^ ,,,,, ^^^ ^ by a narrow chnn-

50 to 150 nules. ^^^^^^fj^^.^,, ^^ eastward of the South extromo

rfXl'Ttho : a?d!f Si.o., about 130 miles in length. It is sepavat..

7CnT:^ aTor^^andsel named Seto Uchi^ Nortb of Nipo.

r nif^ from it by the Strait of Tsugar, is the large island of

?:toT:r;e::nd coLy of ^apan. Its foi. is that of an irregula.

^':;ta.odadi. the cUmate in win.r is var^ble. In the ^-^oM^-

60 the greatest depression of the thermometer was 12 The character

hVw'ntTreasoni! uneven, and acts prejudicially on the healthy m conse-

quence oT the great variability of the atmosphere, thaws and sharp fs^

u 71 North-westerly winds blow for four months, and snow feU m
alternat ng. North wst y

^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^ .^

roT^rU^ ^^^^^^^^

X^IZ^^Z:^ roasts of Japan, especially in the northem

pjts anTthlde'storms are frequent. In June and July they occur fre-

InXL the Korea Strait ; further to the North they envelope the coasts of

Manchuria till the middle of July.

Earthquakes-The whole region of the Japanese Islands is volcanic and

many of the eruptions are fraught with extreme danger to ships. At Yedo,

Te ccurredinLgust. 1783. ^^^^^^^^^1%^^^'' ^^^;'^^^^^^
1 .-.. fl,nt of Lisbon. Another occurred at Yedo on the lOth Nov. 1855,

Ithtlidt^tal caused the destruction of 100.000 dwellings and 54

temples, and the death of 30,000 persons.
, ,^ ^ . , • ,,

In 1854 the town of Simoda was reduced to r,uns, and the Kussian frigate

. ^r ,„« is aDDlied in Japan to the whole empire. In the two word, of the Chinese cha-

. :ChirhTomposo it, /./, Pun, it mean« the place ov rising of the sun. The Japaneso

T t^o first2r into ..and so make it.^^^ the Dutch spelling it M Fu:>, tho.r

soften the h st

^^^^ _^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^_^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ._ ^^jj .^ ^^^^^ . ,^

y^rSuld bo pronounced IWo for the «amo reason, and is he«>aftor spelt so.
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Diana nearly wrooked in tlie harbour, being whirled many times round lier

anchors, at one time aground, at another in many fathoms depth. She was

then greatly injured, and was subsequently lost in an inoxplicablo submarinct

tornado, whilst in tow of a multitude of Japanese boats which deserted her

BUfidonly at some, to them, well known warning.

Simabara, in Kiusiu, is also a locality of torrildo earthquakes, one of which

is said to have altered the whole feature and coast lino of the neighbouring

province.

The Japanese Current, or Kuro Siwo, as it is oallt^d by the Japanese^ in

one point of its course, is an immonso stream which rushes past the southorn

coasts of the Japanese Arcliijielago towards the N.E., and is exactly analo-

gous to the Gidf Stream in the North Atlantie. It has boon observed by

every voyager in these regions ; and, lilco the Atlantic Stream, may bo traced

to a groat distance to the oastAvard, und evidences of this drift have been

frequently found on the American coast, as iu the remains of junks, or of

these vessels with their crows being drifted on to the American territories, a.s

has been previously related.

But the Pacific current differs from the Atlantic Stream in not being con-

fined in a narrow channel at its outset, and in the strongest part of its

course. Hence its velocity and direction are not so constant, and some groat

variations in tho current have been experienced, and these, too, without any

apparent cause. Thus there can bo no dependanco placed on its rate ^
direct'on, and inshore it is certainly controlled or altered by t idal action. In

a later part of tliis work this remarkable stream will be noticed more at

length, in the section specially devoted to currents.

ISLAND OF KIUSIU.

The word Kiusiu, according to Kcompfer, signifies " country of nine," in

reference to its division into nine larger provinces. It is 65 leagues in

length from N. to S., and 40 leagues in breadth. It is separated from Nipon

l)y tho Simonoseki channel, which at its a\ e.'stern entrance is only half a mile

iu mdth. The strait which separates it from Sikok also is contracted

to 10 miles broad at one point. The Strait of Van Diomen forms its

southern boundary, and the Strait of Corea, or Korai, is on the western

side.

The Japanese Archipelago has never been properly surveyed. Some por-

tions have been minutely examined, especially the vicinities of the treaty ports

where European commerce has hitherto been allowed. In addition to tho sur-

veys made by tho officers of the American squadron in 1863-4, and the British

fleet in 1863, there are various portions derived from the surveys of Com-

mander J. Ward, E.N., in the RIficman ; of Commander Brookcir, R.N., in

the Hylvia
; and especially of Commander 0. Bullock, E.N., in the Serpent.
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AU these and others haTO been connected together by a most remarkable

map. During the political negotiations this perfect representa^ of the

empire was delivered to our representatives, and it was found to be a regular

trigonometrical survey of 6 miles to an inch, and so accurate that, when

tested by the surveyors, it was found that very great reliance could be placed

on it. Such a geographical work deserves especial mention.*

The ensuing directions are those given in the China Pilot; and, though

belonging to various authors, have been collected, arranged, and amplified

by Commander 0. Bullock, R.N. These directions commence with the

mUhern extremity of the Archipelago, which is, although differently arranged

to the preceding portion of this work, has been followed here, as it is thought

more convenieut than proceeding from the northward.

VAN DIEMEN STRAIT separates Kiusiu from a group of volcanic

islands, which, extending in a S.S.W. direction, connect this extremity of

Japan with the volcanic ranges of the Philippine Islands. They will bo

described in a future Chapter. These islands, on the South side of this

fetrait, are high, and apparently of safe approach, as is also the South end

of Kiusiu on its North side. On the North side is Kagosima Gidf. of which

Cape Chichakoff forms the S.E. point of entrance, and a remarkable moun-

tain, named Horner Peak by Krusenstem, the N.W. point. This mountain,

with a similar mountain on Iwoga sima on the southern side of the strait,

both o great height, form two conspicuous land-marks when approaching

the strait from the westward. The whole of the above giUf, excepting

to the North, is surrounded by high mountains, covered with verdure,

which stretch away along the coast to the north-eastward of Cape Chi-

chakoff.

CAFE CHICHAKOFF {Satano mimhi) the south-western extremity of the

Japan Archipelago, is the western and somewhat low extremity of very high

land, which has no remarkable feature. It is about 600 feet high, and has

three remarkable rocks lying close off it, one of which, bearing West from

the extreme of the cape, is of a sugar-loaf shape and perforated at its base.

These, with a small island lying South about 2 cables, and another East

about a quarter of a mile from the pitch of the cape, will enable the seaman

• There is a sad story in connexion with this map. It is related in Commodore Peny's

"Narrative," page 88. The story is thus told by a modem writer on Japan. "Von

Siebold had been with Colonel Strurler, the Dezima chief, to Todo ; the Japanese aatrono-

aner, Takahasi Lakusaimon, had, in violation of the law, furnished him with a copy of a re-

cently made map of Japan. The draughtsman who made the copy having become, from

Bome cause, offended with the astronomer, denounced him to tho authorities. An investi-

gation followed, which lasted a year. "Von Siebold was banished from Japan; and Taka-

hasi and the draughtsman who accused him, both committed suicide." This occurred prior

to the commencement of the American Expedition in 1853.
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at all times to recognise this headland with certainty. Soundings, of 8

fathoms, were obtained by H.M.S. lioduck, in 1859, about 2J miles off tho

cape, the perforated rock bearing N. J E.

There is anchorage with easterly winds on the West side of tho cape,

with its extreme bearing S.S.W., and perhaps a more sheltered position

is in tho N.E. corner of tho first bay to the northward of tho cape.

KA.O0SIMA GULF is an arm of the sea 35 miles in length and 5 to 10 in

breadth, on the western side of Cape Chichagoff, which runs in a North

direction into tho southern part of Kiusiu. At 25 milos within its entrance

the largo island of Sakura nearly fills the head of the gulf, with channels on

both sides leading into an inner gulf or spacious harbour, 6 miles by 9, and

quite landlocked. The western channel was surveyed by tho Masters of the

fleet under the command of Vice-Admiral Kuper, in August 1862. The ex-

treme depth of the water in the g^ renders anchorage very difficult ; the

fleet having only found indifferent anchorage close to tho beach on tho western

shore, near the Seven Eocks 4 or 5 miles South of Kagosima.

KAGOSIMA.—Facing the Island of Sakura on the West, tho Kiusiu

shore projects, narrowing the western channel into the inner gulf to 7 cables

at its northern part, its length being 4 miles. On this projecting shore

stands the city of Kagosima, the fortress of the Daimio, Prince of Satsuma.*

Battery Point, to the South of the city, is low, and has a spit extending

from and around it to 2 cables, and very steep at its edge ; a shoal also fills

the bay North of this point. Off the centre of Kagosima in front of the

Daimio' s castle is an inner harbour or large camber, gained by entrances

between five forts of masonry, which have deep water close up to them.

Two small rivers disembogue, one on the North side of the city with long

spits off its points of entrance.

The Parker Shoal, lying in the southern part of the western channel,

has a large fort erected on it (1869). It forms a good mark, being 25

feet high. The shoal is nearly circular, and about 4 cables in extent,

and on its S.W. side is a flat of 3 to 5 fathoms where temporary an-

chorage may be obtained.

The islands Oko and Karasuka lie close off the S.W. and W. part of Sa-

kura ; the latter has small spits off its North and South points ;
otherwise

both are steep-to.

Naku or Tama Kawa.—This small harbour, formed on the West side of

entrance of Kagosima GuK, is the crater of an extinct volcano. Its North

part opens East to the sea by a funnel shaped passage, a quarter of a mile

in length, but only half a cable wide at its inner part. There are 4 to 4^

fathoms over the lip of the crater, and a sheK off the southern shore at
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entrnnco off tho villnffo of Yimiii knwa. In tlio Houthoru part of tli(> luiiltoiir

thoro in no bottom witli 100 fathoms.*

The South Coast of Kiusiu troiuls to N.E. by E. for 30 miles to tho S.W.

point of Tasman Bay, oi)i'u to tlio 8.E., and 12 milos wido. From Tuiji-

mmihi, its oastern point, tho coast of Kiusiu runs for 100 milos to N.N.E.

with hut few inflexions to tho ciitranco of tho IJoungo CJumncl. This coast

was partially seen and laid down by Uroughton and Krusonstom, but tlio

names tlioy applied to tho various points on it, being not recognised on the

more recent Japanese cluivt, cannot be enumerated here. .Vt some future

day, when tho hydrogi-apliy is more complete, they nuiy bo identifiod.

The BOUNGO CHANNEL, which separates tho islands Kiusiu and Silcok,

is from 7 to 20 miles broad, and its shores, according to the Japanese chart,

are singularly broken into projecting peninsulas. It was passed by Kicmpfer

and Thunberg, and they speak of tho thousands of islands with which it is

encumbered. Tho allied squacb-on, under Admiral Sir A. L. Kupor, entered

it in August and September, 1861, and found it free from danger, and tho

Japanese charts correct. -

Okino Sima, forTning tho eastern point of tho Sotith entrance to this

channel, is large, of moderate elevation, and may be seen in clear weather

at 35 miles. To the northward of it, also towards Ilima sima and towards

the main land to the eastward, tho space appeared to be rocky fold

ground.

Euryalns Sock, named after H.M.S. Euryalm, is a small rocky islet,

50 feet high, lying in tho middle of the Boungo Channel, 26 milos N.AV.

of Okino sima. It is surrounded by rocky shoals, some above water, to

the distance of half a mile. It occupies a most excellent position for a

lighthouse.

Takanaba, the island lying nearly in the middle of the northern entrance

of the channel, has two small rocks above water, at 2 cables N.W. of it.

There appeared to be a good passage on either side of tho island.

Off the south-western part of Sikok, at the entrance of this channel,

several reefs and a large island are omitted from tho charts, which cannot

be specified in a short notice. Caution is therefore requisite.

Nomi, in lat. 33° 23' N., long. 133° 19' E., is a secure and spacious har-

bour affording good anchorage in 11 to 7 fathoms mud. Its entrance is to

the westward of an island, Tosima. Eeefs extend 1 mile off this headland,

* In 18G3 the British barque Nelly reported having discoTered a sunken rock off the

S.E. coast of Kiusiu on the western side of entrance to the Bounga Channol. Its position

is given as lat. 31° 48' N., long. 131° 42' E. Tho bottom had a wtiito appearance, with

soundings of 8 and 5 fathoms close to tho rock. But Commander Bullock, 11.N., sounded

alon" this coast in 1866, and found from 18 to 39 fathoms near the reported position.
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and also tho wooded iftlaiid, 'Ml, lying Hoiith from it ;
and a Hat isolated

roof, 4 foot above water, lies S. by W. 2 miles from Tuft Island, and S.S.E.

.1 E. 2,\ miles from tho West point of Tosima.

Susaki is also stated to bo a lino harbour, but It was not examined.

Ura-No-TJtsi lies 'J miles East of Nomi, and Is barred across tlio entrance

by a sand-bank. Some shelter may be obtained in H.W. winds, in 4 to «

fathoms.

Kotsi Inlet, in lat. 3.r ;?0' N., Inn-?. V.\^^ .'55' E., lias a narrow and dillicult

entrance. Vessels of 1 "j feet drauf^ht may enter at springs. Tho outer an-

chorage in 7 fathoms sand cannot bo rocommond(;d.

THE SETO UCHI OR INLAND SEA.

Tho groat Inland Sea of Japan, to which tho name of its oastom part has

1)00U erroneously given, is calbnl by the Japanese. Seto Uchi. It is enclosed

between tho S.W. coast .jf Nipon, wlilch entirely bounds it on tho Nortii and

East ; and tho Islands of Kiusiu and Sikok, wiiich bound it on Jio West

and South. It extends somewhat in an East and Wost direction, in lenf!;th

240 miles, with a breadth varying from 10 to ;'.() mil(;s. It has sLx division'^

called nadas or seas, taking their names generally fr<mi the provinces, th(!

coasts of which tliey wasli ; thus, tho western part of tho sen, as far an the

Loungo Channel, is called tho Suwo nada ; and proceedliit^ East, wo have in

succession, lyo nada, Misama nada, Bingo nada, Harima nada, and lastly

Isumi nada, sometimes colled the Gulf of Oij saka.

Tho Seto Uchi was first navigated by II.M.S. Cruizcr, in 18.59, and it was

passed throughout bytho allied lleet under Admiral Sir A. li. Kuper, in 1864.

It contains upwards of 300 islands and rocks, with but few known dangers,

and has a sea-board of nearly 700 miles, on which are situate numerous

large towns and several of tho provincial capitals. It abounds with safe and

convenient anchorages. It communicates with tho Pacific by tho Kii Chan-

nel on the East, and by tho Boiingo Channel, between Kiusiu and Sikok, on

the South ; and with tho Sea of Japan by tho Strait of Simonoseki on tho

West. There is a great maritime trade along its popidous shores, as well as

tho tlirough traffic to Oo saka, tho chief seat of conmierce of tho empire, and

the seaport of its capital, Miako.

The Seto Uchi can bo navigated with safety at all seasons of tho yen:,

and even under favourable circumstances during the night, the more particu-

larly now that a correct chart of it has been published.

The WESTEEN ENTRANCE to the Soto Uchi is at its outer part 3.5

miles across, being formed by tho West coast of Nipon ininning South for

25 n.'les from Kado sima, and tho North coast of Kiusiu taking an easterly

diiectiou lor tho same distance, from Wilson island. At tlio angle where
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NorthPoint. Its western point, Cape Sizikufs, is a low rocky promontory,

with an island off it, which from its similar iormation appears connocted. Its

S AV. point, Entrance mad, is a wooded blutf 380 feet high.

Light.-A>>.rf white light is shown about two-thirds up the hill on the

North point of entrance to Fuku-ura.

There is a small anchorage on the 8.E. side of Masui sima. There is

anchorage also along the Nipon shore. East of Ai sima and Rokuren, m 7

and fathoms, but the coast Phould not be approached within half a milo.

as it is fr-u-ed wi^h reefs ; nor'hward of this the reefs extend a mile off shore.

If however'! there oe sufficient daylight to get round Rokuren, it is recom-

mended to do .o instead of anchoring outside for the night. There is also

anchorage in iramo Bay on the S.W. side of Hiku.

It is high water, full and change, at the entrance of Simonoseki Strait at

10 p.m., and the rise and fall is scarcely 4 feet.

If bound to Simonoseki from the westward, pass North of Wilson Island,

and steer E. by N. £ N. for the North point of North Siro sima, which pass

at half a mile ; then steer East, taking care not to bring the North point of

North Siro sima to the northward of West, till the centre of Ai sima bears

South, so as to clear the reefs off the North point of Ai sima A S.E. course

wiU then lead up to Rokuren, which can be rounded at 3 cables, when steer

S. by W. to pass the West point of Hiku sima.

The southern channel is not recommended.

The STRAIT of SIMONOSEKI, commencing at Entrance Head, the S.W.

point of Hiku sima, is 7 miles in length, with a navigable channel varying

from 3 tc 7 cables in breadth. The town of Simonoseki stands on the Nipon

shore 4 miles within the entrance.

Hiku Flat, lying W.N.W. 1 mile of Entrance Head, is a bank of sand stone

rock, 8 cables long and 3 broad, with 13 feet water on it.

Kolura Ledge is a flat of sand and rock, with shoal patches on it, front-

ing the low shore of Kiusiu South of Hiku sima, and where stands the

town of Kokura on a small stream called Ogawa. The flat extends from 1

to 2 miles off shore. Manaita Roch, lying nearly 2 cables South of Entrance

Head uncover towards low water. They were marked by a beacon. Narmi

Rock is a quarter of a mile S.W. of Kibune Point, the S.E. point of Hiku

sima, and U cable off shore. It uncovers before half ebb, and was very

dangerous, but is marked by a beacon.

Yodsibi Rock lies E.N.E. 4i cables of Kibune Point, and is best avoided

by hu-^ging the Hiku sima shore. It only shows at low tide, but is markfd

by a small stone post with a rivet-shaped head. This post is only about 2

feet above high water, and cannot be seen at night.

SIMONOSEKI, or Shimonosaki, is an important town from its position at

the entrance of the Inland Sea. It is formed of a single principal street run-

ning for nearly 2 miles at the base of some low steep hills along the shore of
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Nipon. Its most conspicuous building is the custom-house, recognized by its

tall white gables. A small light is exhibited on the shore at the end of a

stone balustrade at tho eastern end of the town.*

Supplies of provisions and coal were obtained by tho squadron with

difficulty, as it was not a treaty port. The coal, which is much used hero

in the forging of nails, was of tho worst possible description, i nd gave 75

per cent, of ash and earthy matter. Water of excellent quality was bronght

off in buckets in large boats.

Mozi Saki.—The strait is narrowed to 3 cables between this point, which

is the extreme of a promontory at tho North end of Kiusiu, and the eastern

end of the town of Simonoseki. JVhitshed Bay and tho village of Mozi aro

on the S.W. side of this promontory. Tho heavy vessels of tho allied fleet

anchored in it after the capture of Simonoseki, in September, 1861.

The Fisherman Bock, a dangerous reef, lies northward of tho Tano Bank,

It is 120 yards long, N. by W. and S. by E., has only 4 foot on its southern

cud, 12 feet on its northern end, and 5 fathoms between at low water springs,

lliere are 6 fathoms close to its South, East, and West sides. From the

rock, Mozi saki boars S.W. by W. i W. ; Isaki, E.S.E. ; Kusi saki, N.E.

J N. ; and the South extreme of Manziu Island, N E. by E. i E. Tho

custoi '-house a^ Simonoseki inline with Mosi saki, W. by S. J S. clears it to

tlie southward.

Tano Bank lies 1 to 1 J miles E. J N. from Mosi saki, off Tano-iira vil-

lage. Anchorage in 5 fathoms may be found on the outer part of this bank.

North of it is the Konabuse Rock, with two heads.

Isaki is the eastern promontory of the North point of Kiusiu, and South

point of East entrance of the strait. It may be passed at 2 cables.

Light.—H.M.S. I'lrseun observed in December, 1865, that a light, a wood

fire in an open shed, had been placed on Isaki Point.

Kuoi Saki, the North point of entrance of the strait, has reefs extending

2 cables off it. There is a largo military station here, named Chofu, or

Hagi Chiofu, the fortress of the powerful DaiiL'io, the Priaco of Daisen or

Nagato.

Kanziu and Manziu are two islands E. by N. of Chofu Point. Kanziu is

low and flat, with some large rocks and a rock awash off its South end ; but

Manziu is 190 feet high.

Midway between Kusi saki and Isaki, is a large Middle Ground, on which

the least depth found was 2f fathoms; but there may be less water.

• In the course of the various troubles which arose out of tho jealousy of tho native

))rinccs, it was dotermined to attack Simonoseki, which was done by a squadrou of S vosscls,

uiidur Admiral A. L, Kupor, on .September (i, 1864.
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To facilitate tho navigation of tho Middle Channel, two iron buoys with cages

were placed in 1809.

1. A buoy with black and ivh ite ringa in 9 fathoms on the Kanabuse or

Fisherman's Eocks ; from it Mozi Hill bears S.W., Isaki Point E.S.E.,

Kusi-saki N.E. by N.

2. A red buoy in 3 fathoms on tho Middle Ground ; from it Kusi-saki

bears N.N.W. i W., Isaki Point S.E. by S. J S., and Kanabuse liuoy

W. by 8.

The deepest wator through the channel will be found 1 \ cable southward

of the buoys.

If intending to anchor off the town of Simonoseki, take a position well

below the custom-house (not conspicuous), in 6 to 10 fathoms, out of the

tides, which are very rapid through the narrows, with strong eddies along

the shore during the western stream.

It is high water, full and change, at Simonoseki, at 8'" 30'" ; springs rise

8 feet, neaps 6 feet. The western stream makes at 2 J hours before high

water, the eastern stream 2^ hours after high water, so that the western

stream continues 5 hours, and the eastern 7 hours.

Off Mozi saki the velocity at springs is 7 to 8 knots, at neaps 3 to 4 knots
;

the current is at its full strength for 3 hours of each tide. There are heavy

overfalls in the eastern part of the strait at springs.

Directions.—Entering tlio strait : after rounding the West point of Hiku

sima, steer S.E. until the leading mark to clear Hiku Flat is brought on

;

when steer S.S.E. i E. easterly. This mark will also clear the Manaita

Eocks off Entrance Head. When the summit of Entrance Head bears

N.N.E. steer E.S.E. till Mozi Hill, 583 foot, opens of Kibune Point, when

haul up, taking care still to open it till Hino yamais also open, so as to clear

the Narusi Eock. Pass Kibune Point at a cable, and steer N.N.E. i E. for

Hino yama, which will lead up to Simonoseki.

After passing Simonoseki, borrow over towards Mozi saki, after rounding

which steer E, by N. J N. with the leading mark on to clear the Tano Bank.

When the point next East of Tano-iira bears S.E. by S., steer E. by 8., al-

tering to S.E. A E. as Isaki is approached, which pass at 2 or 3 cables, into

the Seto Uchi.

The SUWO NADA, the largest and westernmost division of the Inland

Sea, is bounded on tho North by the promontory of Suwo, the western

extreme of Nipon, and limited to the East by the Island Ya sima. Its

length is nearly 60 miles, and it opens into the Pacific by the Boungo

Channel.

Itcami sima, in tho eastern part of this sea, has a cone-shaped island east-

ward of it ; it may bo passed close on the S.W. Utva sima, or Ilckgosidi, is

small, with a cluster of rocks on the S.W.

The ensuing directions for it are somewhat abbreviated from those drawn

1 1

\\
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up by Captain Charles Bullock, R.N. They can only be used in connection

with the chart (Admiralty chart, No. 2875), which is composed from the Ja-

panese Government map before referred to, with subsequent corrections by

European officers. The intricate nature of the navigation cannot be verbally

described.

Steering through the Suwo nada : From Isaki, the western entrance pomt,

steer S.E. J E. 10 miles, or until the promontory of Moto yama bears North.

An E by S. J S. course may then be kept for 'G miles, which wiU lead two

mUes North of Hime sima, a high island off the N.E. point of Kiusiu. C^-

tinuing 22 miles farther on the same course wiU lead 2 miles South of Ya

sima, which may be rounded at a mile.

In passing through the Inland Sea, as it is generally necessary to anchor

at night, so it is important that as many convenient anchorages as possible

should be indicated along the route. In the Suwo nada are the following—

In 5 to 8 fathoms for 10 miles south-eastward of the strait; or about the

southern edge of the Motoyama Shoals. In 5i fathoms, muddy bottom, at

Mitazidi, in about lat. 34° N., long. 131° 33' E., with the small conspicuous

island, Taba sima (Saba sima?), bearing S.W. f AV. It has a great trade in

salt. On the N.W. side of the Island of Kasato, which is approached from

the S.W. passing S.E. of three islets; and also at the port of Kaminoseki,

opposite the town, which stands on the North of the East point of an island

of the same name, a large place of trade. There is anchorage, also, in the

small bay on the South side of Hime sima, in 5 to 9 fathoms, sheltered from

all northerly winds.

lYO NADA.—The next arm of the inland sea lies between the islands

against Nipon to the N.W. and the clearer western coast of Sikok, and is

about 45 milos in extent. From a mile South of Ya sima steer E. by N. i

N. 14 miles, and pass half a mile South of Minasi; then shape a north-

easterly course, passing on either side of Yuri, and through the channel

North of Kosii.

Kuminasi aima, which is a mile South of Minasi, may be passed at a

quarter of a mile on the South. Yuri (or Varo sima) makes like t,70 islands

from the S.W., joined by a sandy beach ; it may be passed on the South or

on the North at a third of a mile. Kosii is also called Gongo sima ; and No-

kona, Nogowino sima.

MISIHA NADA and BINGO NADA, two divisions of the Inland Sea,

are filled with islands, and separated by a narrow strait on the Sikok shore.

From Kosii, passing South of Nokona Island, and West of Simonanba Point,

a N.E. course will lead up to Kadzitori Point and Cape lyo, off both which

are rocks. North of Cape lyo is an archipelago 30 miles in extent.

Thence to the eastward two routep are indicated on the chart, namely, a

northern route through the archipelago, by a channel circuitous, narrow, and

intricate, amongst high islands and with strong currents, and by which

^•1
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Japanese pilots have invariably conducted foreign vessels; and a >^outherbj

one, much to bo preferred, as shorter (by 6 miles), safiT, and more opo..,

passing South .^^ and avoiding the archipelago. A ^'iird passage, als„

through the islands, but only indicated on the chart by souudingn, is tho

shortest, but not good.

The Ai sima are two remarkable rocks, the eastern of which is white, tho

western brown ; they have been passed at l-i mile. Tho Black and White

rock is much larger than Ai sima.

Light --There is a light alwap at night on the South point of Okamura,

34 miles N.W. of Cape lyo, and H mile West of the entrance of the

northern passage. Like all Japanese lights, it is a wood fire burnt m an

open shed.

Northern Route.-Mr. Blackney, E.N., of H.M.S. Aet<con, 1861, gives

the following: Pass between Kotaka and Kio sima, steering a northerly

course along the East shore of Osakiuye Island, and close to the westward of

the small island of Matsu ; round Okuno to the northward, and keep along

the mainland as far as Mihara. From Mihara pass South of Yoko mto the

Bingo nada, across which steer E. by S.

Approaching the western entrance to this route, it is not easy for a

strai^ger to immediately discover its narrow outlet, the islands rising from

2 000 to 4,000 foot. Keeping the southern shore of the islands aboard, the

tow ' of Mitarai is passed, and tho small island of Kotaka (200 feet) may be

recoLiised by tho remarkably white rocks which fringe its base. Koi sima

is 400 feet high, and well cultivated. Steer N.N.E., keeping the East shore

of Osakiuye aboard, passing marble quarries, but give its S.E. point a berth.

Pass to the West of a conical rock off Osaki and several small islands

further to the North. On leaving Tatanomi Bay it is necessary to steer 1

mile S.E to clear some shoal water on its eastern side. A vessel wiU then

be in the fairway.

Bounding the point of the main, keep its shores somewhat on a N. by E.

course, altering it to East off a bay, on which is situate the large town ot

Mihara, which has a light on the mole, and passing between its East point

of entrance and the beacon on a small bushy island to the South. This

beacon (as are the other beacons in this channel) is built on the outer rock

of a reef, so that it always appears above water. After passing this beacon,

the channel between In sima and Muko sima wiU open out, with 77yaXy«-

kma a remarkable conical islet, 150 feet high, and 8 miles distant, appear-

ing midway between two barren looking points on either hand. Through

this channel, about 4 cables broad, now proceed S.E. i E. for 6 miles, pass-

ing close to the beacon off the South point of Muko sim^. There is another

beacon off the S.W. point of Yoko.

The Wusima Channel passes between the islands of Daizo, Hakubo, and

\
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O-sima, having Wu-sima between them. The plan on the chart is tlie best

guide. The tides at springs are so rapid that it is then impossible.

Southern Eoute.—The superiority of this route is evident, the tortuous

passages betweei. islands being only 4 miles in length, whilst that to the

northward runs 24 miles amongst islands, and that of Wu-sima 8 milos

through them.

Cape lyo, the N.W. extreme of Sikok, is a long promontory of undu-

lating hills ; a grassy island half a mile N.W. of it, and with a low reef

which nevei' uncovers, 2 cables outside the island. Kadzitori Poi.-d is a blulf

200 feet high, with rocks half a cable off. E6 sima has a double peak 400

feet hi'
' on its North end. It is well cultivated. Eocks stretch off its

South point towards the shore. Ma sima is 250 feet high ;
there are rocks

awash close off its N.W. end.

O-HHM has many hills 600 to 700 feet in height. Off its South point are

two islets ; the outer one is 20 feet high, with a tree on it. Hiki sima group

is 100 feet high ; the eastern island has two remarkable trees on its summit.

Kudsi is a double flat-topped island, 200 feet high. Moto Island is a double

hill 300 feet high, with a gradual slope to the East. Takaikama, Oki, and

Yeno, form a conspicuous group. Takaikama has a single peak 800 ft. high

;

Oki, three peaks of 540 feet elevation, with a small islet South of it ;
Yeno,

one peak, 200 feet high.

Directions.—After rounding Cape lyo, pass East of Ko sima and West of

Ma sima, on a southerly course ; then keep away to the eastward, and giving

the islets off O-sima a good berth, haul up W.N.W., passing West 1 mile of

Kudsi. This course leads through the Bingo Nada. Until better examined,

when passing between islands in those seas, especially those bearing East

and West of each other, great attention should be paid to the lead.

Tomo is a town on the North shore of the Bingo nada, on the mainland.

It is famous for its sake distilleries. There is a pier harbour here for small

vessels, and anchorage iu 5 fathoms.

A line of islands trends south-eastward across the eastern side of the

Bingo nada from Tomo towards a projecting peninsula, Akenose Misaki, on

the East side, 12 miles distant. The best route through them is to the

southward, between the following islands. To the northward are : Udsi,

which has two peaks S80 feet high. Mutsu sima is 900 feet high, and culti-

vated to its summit. Nezumi sima, a small low, brown island, having shoal

water extending a considerable distance to the East, and a cluster of rocks

near it. Takami is 830 feet high and very bold, and may be passed on the

South at a quarter of a mile. The Conqueror Bank, so named from H.M.S.

Conqueror, one of the allied fleet, grounding on it in 1864, extends from

near Takami Island to within a quarter of a mile of Nezu sima. It has some

knolls of 9 and 12 feet on it.

The route passes to the northward of Awa sima, the North point of which
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reof. <S/z/ xirna is a boautifuUy cultivated island ; a long shoal lies parullol

to, and 7 cables from its North shore.

There is good anchorage in tho northern bay of Awa sima ; also South of

Awa sima and Sizi sima in G to 8 fathoms ; aud anywhere to the N.E. ol'tlio

latter for 7 or 8 miles, as far as Sai sima, in .') to 7 fathoms, gravel. About

60 tons of coal of inferior quality was found stacked East of tho villui^'o on

the South side of Awa sima. il.M.SS. Dove and Leven coaled here.

The St. I'incent Channel, safe, easy, and di'ep, passes to the uortliwanl of

the Conqueror Bank between Nezumi sima and Sayanagi to the North of it.

It cannot be well described without the chart.

Sai sima and Sci sima are low, with shallow water between them. Take

care not to mistake them for the twu dark tree islets olf the town of Miira-

kame on the South shore. North of Sai sima is a cluster of three small

rucky islets, which may be passed on either side.

Odutsi is a fine cone, 900 feet high, and a very prominent object from all

directions.

Oki aiina, sima, and Inaki sima, are high ; at half a mile North of tho

latter is a dangerous reef. There are shoals between these islands. Great

caution should bo used in approaching the fine bay of Takamatsu from any

direction.

HABIMA KADA, the next division of the Inland Sea, lies off" tho N.E.

end of Sikok, and is about 25 miles in diameter. It is separated from tho

easternmost area by Awadsi Island, and has some dangerous shoals in its

northern part.

Sozu Sima, or Shode sima, a large island in the eastern part of the Ila-

rima nada, is 10 miles long, 8 miles broad, and 2,5G0 ft. high. On its South

side the high promontory of Yosino, terminating in a blulf 980 feet high,

stretches to the southwa'-d, forming a conspicuous land-mark throughout

the Harima nado, and the narrow sea to the westward. Ancliorage pro-

bably may be found to the N.W. of Yosino bluff. Sakate Bag, to the N.E.

of Yosino, affords anchorage in 16 fathoms, but it is not by any means a

good anchorage, the water being so deep. N.W. of Otsu no saki, the S.E.

point of Sozu, in the bay between it and Fukube Island, there is deep-water

anchorage in 13 to 20 fathoms.

Hanamura Bay, on the Sikok shore, S.S.W. 5 miles from Yosino bluff, is

not a good anchorage in the neighbourhrod, and a fine harbour. A largo

town stands at its head. On the promontory which forms its West side,

the high rugged Peak of Dotensan, a sacred mountain, is a very conspicuous

object.

Great Shoal—kn. extensive triangular spit of covered rocks, having tlio

East side of Sozu sima for a base, is said to stretch in an E.N.E. direction for

25 miles, to within 10 miles of Akasi Strait, aud o miles of the North end

North Bacific. ^ ^
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of Awndji. A good mark for passing between the banks is the Iliogo

range just open of Yesaki, tho N.W. point of Awasdi.

Skeneni Hank is 7 miles S.W. by W. from t!.e Nortli point of Awudji simn.

Not less than C fathoms has been found on it, but probably there is less

water.

But there is a 1 -fathom patch, called Shika-no-se, at 8 miles W. \ N. from

the North point of Awadji.

AWASJI or Awadsi, tho largest island of the Inland Sea, is 20 miles in

length North and South, and 14 miles across at its southern or broadest

part, which is between tlio projecting promontories of Nipon and Sikok, at

tho eastern entrance of this soa from the Kii Channel, which it divides into

two passages, tho strait of Isumi on tho East, and the Naruto Tassage on tho

West. Awadji is mountainous, but the hills taper away towards Ye saki, its

North cape, which is low and sandy, with batteries on it.

Akasi Strait, between the North point of Awadji and tho coast of Nipon,

is only 2 miles wide, and commanded by forts on both shores. It is free of

danger, and its shores are steep-to, but a 20-feet shoal is said to exist about

a mile South of Mieco. Tho tides hero are very rapid.

Lights.—There is a light on the North point of Awadji ; and another 2J

miles N.N.W. of it, on the Nipon shore. West of Akasi.

The JTasedasinose Bank extends 2 miles ofif its western shore, 3 miles North

of Morotsu, with 3 fathoms on its edge.

Sailing from the Bingo nada into tho Harima nada, keep strictly to the

track marked on the chart, which is a mid-channel course, as the sea is

greatly norrowed here, with many shoals out of the fairway. After round-

ing the high bluflf of Yosino, steer E. i N. until Awadji sima is closed

within 5 miles, when keep along its shore for Ye saki, its North point, into

Akasi Strait, from which an E. ^ N. course leads to Hiogo and Oiisaka.

Anchorage is found in Yei Bay, 12 miles S.W. of Ye saki, in 9 fathoms,

one-third of a mile from the shore, and all along towards that point in 7 to

12 fathoms.

Caution.—Should the tide be found setting to the northward after leaving

Yosino Bluff, keep its outer summit open of Otzuno saki, the S.E. point of

Sozu sima, till well across towards Awadji, to prevent being set on the

Great Shoal. To avoid the Skenesi Bank, do not approach Ye saki on a

N.E. by E. i E. bearing.

H.M.S. Ringdove took a northerly passage through the Harima nada pass-

ing West of Tomo sima, from the North side of which a spit extends 2 miles,

which sho rounded in 8 fathoms ; she passed North of Sozu sima and South

of Matsu sima, an E. i N. course leading into Akasi Strait.

A sand-spit also extends from the North shore of the Isumi nada, 8

miles West of Hiogo, whore a large fishing village is situated. The sound-
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The ISUMI NADA, or Gulf of Oosaka, at Iho N.K. extreme of the In-

land Sea, and 35 milos in extent N.K. and S.W., is bounded to the South

by a promontory of Nipon, and to tho West by tho large mountainous island

of Awadji. Its shores are in general liigh and thickly wooded ; in some

places, however, they are low and sandy. It is singular in having neither

an island nor a danger. On tho East shore of Awadji tlie water is deep,

with no convenient nnchorngps except in small bays close in. The coast of

Nipon, on tho contrary, affords good anchorage along its whole extent, reefs

only extending off it 1 or 2 cables.

OOSAKA.—Tho city of Oosaka, the principal commercial place in Japan,

was opnned as a treaty port to foreign commerce Jan. 1st, 1868. It ij said

to contain a million of inhabitants, and, unlike most Japanese cities, its

houses are of two stories. It stands on the left bank of tho main stream of

the Yodo-ngawa, 3 miles from the sea. This river, which takes its rise in

the great inland lake, Biwa, after flowing on a south-westerly course for 30

miles, enters the Gulf of Oosaka by several channels. At tho lower or

north-western corner of the city the river divides into two branches—tho

Ajikawa, as tho Yodo is here called, continuing directly towards tho sea

;

the other branch, tho Eishungawa, takes a southerly course, and dincharges

itself 3 miles lower down the gulf. Those two branches are navigable by

junks of moderate size, but tho heavier classes are compelled to discharge

their cargoes in the roadstead.

Oosaka is intersected by several canals, which are mostly very shallow, and

only navigable by the flat boats of the country. The castle of the Tycoon is

on the N.E. of the city, overlooking the river.

The foreign cor cession named Misu jima or Kawa nguchi occupies the

angle formed by the Aji and Kishu branches ; its position is indicated by

lofty trees. The right of building is confined to this site, but the right of

residence extends over the contiguous suburb westward. It is 2J miles

above Temposan, the fort at the river's mouth, and 2 miles below the castle.

The Biver Aji is shallow, but may be navigated by ships' boats as far as

the castle ; it has a bar, which at unusually low tides would be nearly dry

;

at exceptionally high tides, 7 feet might be carried over. Tho channel is

marked by large piles, the two outer having triangular vanes to distinguish

them; the shallowest part is just outside these outer beacons, and the best

passage over is at one-third the distance from the North beacon, so as to

avoid a shoal extending south-west from the other. When inside, the deep

water is cloou along the groynes on the South side, which always show.

There is generally 3 feet more water in tho lower part of the river than ou

the bar.

Directions from within the i?rtr.—Keep the S. bank of tlie river, which will

2 K 2
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Vint of Hioco is indifferent.

AvLl. '-If entering Hiogo at night from the West, a course niay b

Bte^r d for Hiogo Point, which, though extremely difficult to see if it be aU

fv is nevertheless bold; otherwise, pass it at a moderate distance and

Ten the sX^g ^^^t. are seen bearing N.N.W. or N.W. steer for them,

:twd tfKol !teer North ; in thi.k or rainy weather having run the

Ifauce with care, haul in for the sliore, as convenient, and anchor in 8 to 6

u ifr -/wr*;--.:
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fathoms. It must be borne in mind tluit tho tido lun-^ uUmg the Hh-.n- imMily

2 kuots ut Bi)rin^s, and its diroctiou ha« not boyu uacortuiuod ;
uour Aki.si

fcjlrait it is uvou strougor.

The coast, as fur as Treo Point, 7 miles eastward of Kobe, is saf.< of ap-

prouch, the shore boiug stoep into 4 fathoms, except tho bay directly Kant of

Kobe, where there is u sand-bunk of less than 2 ialliouis o.vteuding half a

mile off shore.

Two m:h, which show at low water. Ho in the fairway Ixjtwcou Aka^i

.Strait and Iliogo, 3 miles E. i N. of the North point of Awudji
;
there aro

also two sunkun rocks on tho same bearing, at li mile from th.. same point,

over which are depths of 20 or 26 foot ; they liave been accurately laid down

on a late survey (1867) by Japanese Naval OtUcors. Tho North point ot

Awadji, kept WoHt until the end hill of the Uiogo ruuge (bordering ou tho

soa) bears N.E., leads well clear of both.

Tides.-It is high water, full and change, at Iliogo, at 7" If.'". Spring.,

rise 5 feet 8 inches ; neaps, 4 feot 3 inches ;
n, .;- range, 2 feet inclies.

The range of any day seldom e:icoods o foot ut spriu,, or I foot inches ut

neaps.

At OoHuka Concession tho establishment is 8" H". Spring ri.u 30 inches,

ueups G. The Hood stream does not reach tho OoucosMion.

ISUMI STRAIT, botween tho S.E. point of Awudji and Nipon, is divided

into throe chunnols by tho islands Tomang-ui and Diyi. Tom,m,j.(U, the

eastern island, is wooded, with tho oxcepthm of its West hill, cleared appa-

rently for military purposes. There is a fort close to the North of tlio

south-wostern point across a snmll ruvino, and fucing the West
;

Uijt is

wooded, but lower. Tho West or main chuunol is 2 miles wide, but cou-

tructed by a sand-bank, which extends half a Uiile otf tho large fort of Yura,

and by reefs stretching 3 cables off the S.W. part of Tomang-ai. The centre

passage is only 1 cable wide, and full of rocks. Tho eastern channel, called

Ihimz^lti, is a quarter of a mile wide, and said to bo clear and safe, between

the reefs, which extend 1^ cable off both shore and island.

Yura is a town in a curiously sheltered harbour on the S.E. side of

Awadji, on the West side of Isumi Strait. A low island, U mile in length,

of sand and shingle, and covered with scrub, with a bluff hill on its North

point, and a large granite fort on its South, lies like a breakwater fronting a

bay, and forms the harbour, which has narrow entrances North and S..uth.

A u'ttle North of the fort, where the island is stony, it covers ut high wut.^r,

but a boat can scarcely pass over it. A vessel draw^r^g 16 feet co-.ld enter

by the North channel at high-water springs, and U j secure in smooth water

lor repair.

Anchorage may also be obtained in 2 to 5 fathoms jutside tho island on

the sand-bank off it, with tho outer extreme of tho bluff N.W., or uf the
I i
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s a n>or. direct ronto, by taking which (if net bound to Oosaka

:^^) a saving of 35 »ile. is effected, vi.., tke Narnto Passage, West of

"»"«• rr-TJi^e-Lr^ rioct ia

r:rsT:n7eT^:ir—W considered to hea».;*.^^

and H. not withont canse that this dangerous character has been at^bnted

to « for jnnks have foundered in its turbulent waves or been daAed to

,. rocks bv the impetuosity of tlie current, wlulst the families of

those tnns 10.
^^ Aipwreck. Tlus channel

;;:^i::^rr:r^ Pr,ee4 S.W. ^0.0.0. o^ A^a^ ana

hrof Oo«,. sima, caUed ^««^ om^Us only 6* cables wide from p mt to

It- and is further narrowed to rather less than 2 cables by an extensive

r^fof rol fl Koura saH, and some reefs and islands oifMang osak.

MaL aid and Koura saki are low bluffs ;
ToM sina and Naka una rooky

Ss covered with trees ; Nakase is a low rock, which it is said never covers.

td offThTl and Naka sima stretch extensive reefs bounding the passage.

Itked dutgte strength of the tide by seething breakers, -i-^^ break in

markea au g
^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ recommended when

::r^tr h^th'^thltide. keeplg midway between the breakers or

tetween Nakaso and Naka sima. The current was observed to set out b.S.E.

1 V ft little before change of stream.

'
;;;ough this narrow passage the tide runs, or rather falls with a velocity

n,uch exceeding 8 knots at springs, changing regularly and suddenly every

r hourthe-being no slacl water. The junks choose the early and latter

"rts of il e tide, when fair, to pass, but never attempt it when the wind is

iong us to require reduced canvas, for then the sea is said to be .o
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great that vessels are unmanageable ; however, there would be no difficulty

to steam-vessels taking the passage in fair weather, at any time v 'th a

fovourable tide, or within an hour of the change of stream before the

contrary tide has made strong, as the passage is distinctly marked
;
but in

bad weather it would probably break right across, and the passage not be

discernible. The roar of the breakers can be heard several miles on a calm

night.

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Fakura, on the eastern side

of the passage, at 6" H"- ; springs rise 7 feet, neaps (probably) 4i feet. The

north-western stream makes at 2\ hours before high water at Fukura,

changing every six hours nearly. North of the Naruto passage the tides are

anomalous.

H.M. surveying vessel Love passed through the Naruto on the second day

after the moon's change, and at half tide, which is the period of the maxi-

mum velocity of the stream. Several junks passed through the same day

on both tides, either with a light fair wind, or drifted through in a calm.

If wishing to wait for slack water or change of stream, anchorage may be

found on the Awadji shore, at Aiianga ura, on the North side of the Naruto,

and at Fukura on the South, in 4 to 8 fathoms. There is also excellent an-

chorage in Minotoye Bay, 5 miles to the westward.

Sio Saki, the S.W. point of Awadji, has two or three small hills on it

about 200 feet high. Eeefs extend 2 cables off it, also a 3-fathom8 bank 7

cables to the westward.

Noma Sima is formed of some very flat-topped hills from 100 to 200 feet

high, bordered with low cliffs. It has reefs a cabb off its South point;

there is a bay and village on its West side.

Isima Ues in the Kii Channel, at its narrowest part, at 25 miles S.S.E.

from the Naruto Passage. It is smaU, and its southern peak is visible 30

mUes It may be approached to within a mile, except on the West. The

channel to the West of it is 3 miles broad. Extending right across this

channel there appears several detached groups of rocks, some of which are

above water ; but there are channels through them.

Wadasima Harbour.-On the West coast of tho Kii Channel, 14 miles

N W from Isima, lat. 34° 0' N , is a bay affording exceUont anchorage,

especially for smaller classes of vessels, in 5 fathoms, sand, completely land-

lucked ; and sufficient shelter for vessels of heavy draught from all dangerous

winds in 7 fathoms. Its only known danger is the Johmton Rock, which un-

covers 2 feet at low water, and lies N. by E. i E. 1 J mile from Wadadma,

the point of entrance.
_ c i•^ ^\

TL . channel between Isima and Kamoda-mki (the eastern poii..t of feikok)

U 3 miles broad ; in it are several detached groups of roek«, reported by Mr.

J. Oheetham, of the schoor.er Kaffir Chief, which do not cover at h.gh water

and amongst them (according to the description of tho ii^hormcu who acted

-I
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as pilots) are sunken vock., over which not more than 24 feet can be carried

in any of the channels, exerting the westernmost, which the fashermen stated

to be clear of danger and navigable.
. „ .. . ,,

TAKURA 8AKI, the eastern point i.f entrance of Isumi Strait, is a wooded

headland, with a small summer-house on its summit, the extremity of a

mountainous promontory. It is skirted with reefs extending 2 or 3 cables

AVest ard South of it. The coast South of it is low and wooded for o miles,

as far as /oga saki, a rocky point with four small islands off it which are

'^

The eastern coast of the Kii Channel trends irregularly to southward. It

was surveyed by Commander Charles Bullock, E.N., in the Dove.

Hachken Gawa is a small river running through a plain 5 miles S.E. of

Kata Waka Yama, a small isolated wooded hill, is on its left bank H mile

from the entrance; on its summit stands the residence of the Prznce of

Ksiou, conspicuous from the sea. There are only 3 feet water on the bar.

There are forts on both sides of the river.

South of Zoga saki is a bay 4 miles deep, and 3 across its entrance, in

which anchorage may be found in 4 to 10 fathoms.

Osaki Bay is U mile deep, and open to the W.N.W. The village o

Omki stands on the shore of a narrow inlet on its North side, where small

vessels can find good shelter in 5 to 2 fathoms, which they can also obtain

in Smotz ura, the innermost bay on the South side of the inlet. The only

danger is a rocky patch of one fathom 2 cables S.E. of the North entrance

""^Okino sima, W. by S. i S. 2 miles from the entrance of Osaki, has a round

hill -275 feet high. Djino sma, East of it a mile, is 400 feet high, has

high cliffs towards the sea, and is wooded; it may not be passed inside.

A rock awash lies about 2 cables South of it.

Miya Saki, 220 feet high, and 2 miles South of Okino sima, is an abrupt

wooded peninsula at the extremity of a range of small hills. On its North

.ide the AritR, a small stream, disembogues. It is navigable by small junks

for a short distance up. Miya saki may be passed at 3 cables.

Takahara Bay is 5 miles deep and 6 miles across, between Miya saki anu

Sirasai saki, its North and South points of entrance. At its head is the bay

of mrmvataU, with anchorage in 7 to 8 fathoms, well sheltered from all

winds except W. by S. A pier at the South end of the sandy beach at its

head and off a small town, protects small craft in a shallow inner harbour.

Two islands, Kura sima and Taka sima, lie off the southern shore of

Tskahara Bay. Both these islands may be passed at 2 cables, except the

South point of Taka sima, off which at nearly that distance there is a rock

awash. . . -^t i_ -j i-

The Karamo group of small islands with reefs about their North sides, lie

N.N.E. of Taka sima and West of Hirowatali Buy, with a cluster of rocks

iMMIIMM
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E.N.E. of them half way to the shore, the ground about which has not been

examined.

Unless desiring anchorage or working to windward against tide, Tskahara

Bay should not be entered within a line joining its points, as there are two

dangerous rocks lying in the centre and northern parts of the bay. O'oldin

Rock, the other, so named from the largo amount of property lost thero, is

a very small patch, nearly awash at low water, and i > steep that the load

gives but little warning. It lies S. by E. I E. of Miya saki. The Sxmg-nmi,

three-quarters of a mile North of the West point of Karamo, is a sunken

rock with 6 feet over it, and equally steep-to. It is also H mile N. by E. of

Taka sima, and S.E. J E. 2i miles from the point S.E. of Miya saki.

Sirasai Saki or White Rock Point, derives its name from the large masses

of quartz in its cliffs, and which, with the white pinnacle rock 200 feet high,

4 cables E.S.E. of it, show very distinctly from the South. The point is

not high. A large round rock lies one cable N.W. of tlie point. Turtle were

seen here. Fisherman Reef, a small narrow rock 4 feet above high water ami

8teep-to on the outside, lies 4 cables West of Sirasai saki. Oohiki Un; is a

bay between Sirasai saki and Yura no uchi, where a vessel might anchor for

the night with the wind off shore.

Yura No Uchi is a harbour 4 to 7 cables in breadth, and 2 miles deep,

and being sheltered by the sharp peaked island Ali Sima and the extensive

reefs off the South point of entrance, always above water, is only open to

two points, viz. W. by S. and S.W. by W. Winds from these directions

cause some swell inside in a gale, but it is nevertheless a secure anchorage

The smooth round hill, Kamane yama, on its North side, 860 feet high

and surmounted by a clump of trees, ia conspicuous and well marks its

position.

HINO HISAKI, being at the turn of the coast, is the most prominent cape

in the Kii channel. Its terminal hill, Ilino yama, is smooth sloped, 675 fcot

high, ant I the islet off it may be passed at 2 cables. It is steep-to, but the

tide sweeping out of the bay South of it, causes an appearance of broken

water, especially with a North wind. From thenca the coast runs south-

eastward for 19 miles to Tanabe.

At 2i miles E.N.E. of Hino yama, on the East of the range extending

from it, is a high flat-topped saddle of nearly'1,000 feet elevation, and very

conspicuous from the S.E. Along this beach anchorage may be obtained in

4 to 9 fathoms at about half a mile off shore.

The only danger in approaching the anchorage, near the mouth of tlio

smiU river Ilida ka kqwa, is a large flat reef, named Nosima, the inner part

of which is 15 feet above high water. It lies two-thirds of iv mile off tlio

coast, a mile South of the river's mouth.

Ilibe Saki.—The round smooth hill, lurime yama, rises over this prominent

point. The coast to the S.E. of the range has several outlying reefs, the

M
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largest of ^liich extends 4 cables off Arari Point iu detached parts and its

extremity is S.W. by W. i W. H miles from Ilibe-saki. Eastward of Aran

Point is a bay affording good anchorage in 6 to 8 fathoms.

North of Zari Point is a round hill, on the summ.t o wh^ch are thr e

.pike-shaped monuments ; and 3 and 4 miles inland. North and N^E. of th.8,

are two large hill clumps which are very conspicuous from the offing

TANABE' BAY is formed in a bight of the coast, 22 m.les S.W. of Hmo

misaki. its outer parts exposed only to West and N.W When app.^chmg

from the south-eastward, lUiu nisaki, the most project-ng point of the ^ast

.-ill first be made, and beingvory similar to Cape Tanabe. the bay between

them, in thick weather, may be mistaken for that of Tauab^. Itsive m.saki

ia™ oping point with a low terminating cliff, but the hills over U are much

higher than those of Cape Tanabe. and rise to a sharp peak, the outer of a

continuous high range. The summit of Cape Tanab6, wh.ch has a smgle

conspicuous tree on it, is only 539 feet high, and falls abrupt y mknd

Zki Point, North of the cape, is very dangerous, a reef with two slet

on it extending North half a mile from the point, and the Isaki reef ol flat

rocks above water, lying that distance West of it There are sunken

reefs and shoal water between the latter reef and the pomt, and off both

reefs the shoal water extends 2 or 3 cables beyond the outer visible

'Tthe north-western part of entrance of Tanabe Bay are the Saito and

North Bay reefs. 4 cables apart with a deep water channel between them^

These reeft are low and quite flat. At 2 cables distance S.E. and North of

Saito, the southern of them, ore sunken rocks, and off North Bay Eeef is a

Lall rock like a boulder. In bad weather with the wind in. all the known

^Te'LTlt-age is in the south-eastern arm of the bay. South of An-

chorage Island. This island may be recognized by the dark trees dotted

over it, and a tree islet AVest of it from which a long uncovered reef

extends. The end of this reef may be passed at a cable
;
then steer to pass

the same distance of the north-east point of Anchorage Island, between it

and the sunken rocks of Passage Beef in 6 to 10 fathoms, -regular bot-

tom. Having passed along the East side of the island, stand in S.W

i S., anchoring in 10 to 8 fathoms, in a secure and thoroughly sheltered

^'"Se north-eastern part of Tanabe Bay has many shoals. In the centre of

the bay is the Binzli, an extensive reef with several rocks on it, dry and

awash at low water. On the North shore a small river discharges itself,

runnih- close under the white loop-holod wall surrouudiug a remdence of the

1> amio" the im,>erial Prince .f Ksiou. The village of Tanabe stands on the

,hure of the sa.dy bay to the westward of the river, and to the North is a

mountain range, .ue highest purt of which rises to the height of 2,6a0

ja<t>ii I'M'
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Tanabe has proved at times a convenient anchorage, the usual position tor

anchoring being South of the Daimio's residence, but better slielter in

M-esterly winds would be found N.E. of the Binzli lloef. Two sunkon rocks

have lately been discovered in the fairway to the above anchorage ;
one of

22 feet water is S. 4 E. 4.> cables from the islet oil' Maru-yama point; the

other with ir, feet is S.S.E. J E. at the same distance. To anclior, stand in

for the green earthwork East of the wliite wall of tho Daimio's residence,

bearing E.N.E. till Ebisima shuts in with the islet off Maru-yama l*»int J

then keep East and anchor in G to 4 fathoms. The low rock of Binzli always

shows.

SrWO MISAKI.—The shore from Itsive misaki to Siwo misaki, a distance

of 21 miles E.S.E., is very bold and under a high mountainous coast termi-

nating in a promontory of table land, which is the extreme South point of

Nipon. ^aere is a gi-eat r.' .e off Siwo misaki, immediately North of wliich

the tides are felt, though tx.e Japan stream washes the South shore of this

and of 06 sima. After a south-easterly gale the son comes in round this

point in immense rollers, such as are rarely seen on any coast.

Direction8.-rassing through the Kii channel it is recommended to steer

always for Uino misaki. The course from Isumi Strait is South 25 miles,

and from Naruto S.E. by S. 30 miles, which latter course, continued for 25

miles further, passes Itsive misaki at about 3 miles, from which an E.S.E.

course for 25 miles leads on to Siwo misaki.

00 SIMA HARBOUR is formed between 06 sinja and tho East side of the

extreme South point of Nipon (the East point of entrance to the Kii channel)

which is a curious clump of land, 300 feet high, named Siwo misaki, con-

nected to the mainland by a low isthmus. Its vicinity was surveyed by Com-

mander J. Ward, E.N., H.M.S. Actaon, in 18G1. The harbour has two an-

chorages; one in the bay on the S.W. side of 06 sima, completely sheltered,

but the water rather deep ; the other in 4 to 6 fathoms, muddy bottom and

good holding ground, off the village of Ilasikiwi on the mainland in the

northern part of the harbour.

RasiUwi Anchorage is well sheltered except to the N.E., where it is open

from a small arc ; it has also some protection from the remarkable chain of

rocks, from 20 to 75 feet high, extending in a southerly direction half a milo

Irom the shore eastward of the village, but being detached with deep water

between, they do not form a perfect breakwater. I'myama Mock, tlio inner-

most, is in lat. 33° 29' 8" N., long. 1 35^ 48' 55
"
E. The best position is with

Ihin'o sima, the outer rock of the above chain, bearing E.N.E. distant H ca-

ble, and Mioga sima, South, or on with Isumo saki, tho West entry point.

This very eligible harbour is largely resorted to by wiudbound junks, and

it offers every facility for repairs and replenishing supplies. There are three

\i\
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villages, two on the maiuliuul and one on the inland. Water i« easily obtained

from the latter village, it being led down in bamboo pipes to the rock.,

which have deep water alongside them. The large village of IMo on

the isthmus, is well supplied with all the essentials usually reciuirud by the

coasting trade.
, „ . .1

The cargoes of the windbound junks consisted of nee, sugar, tobac.o,

charcoal, salt, sake (spirits), and dried fish. Charcoal of an excellent quahty

lor steaming purposes wus obtained from them. The villagers .upphed h.h

and poultry ; some deer were brought off, also a few buUocke, and a small

ouantity of vegetables.

Approaching Go sima harbour from the westward, a heavy tide race ,» often

met with off Siwo misaki, which is skirted by uneven masses of rock, most

of it showing at low water, with rocks awash 3 or 4 miles from shoro

y;«<//. iioci, lying South a (luarter of a mile from the point, has some foul

jrround H cable outside it; a rocky spit extends about a quarter of a m.lo

off Wedge Head, and there is broken ground at nearly the same distance

off Isumo saki.
^ .

To clear these dangers, the right extreme of Oo sima. the most southern

point seen, must not be brought eastward of E.N.E. until Mioga sima con.es

well open of Isumo saki N.N.W., when it may be steered for, taking care

not to bring it northward of that bearing until within half a mile of .t,

or until the East extreme of Isumo saki bears S.S.W. i W., when stem-

N W i N passing mid-channel between the land and Mioga sima, which

has a small ledge running off its South side; after passing Mioga steer lor

the anchorage of Ilasikiwi. ,,.,*.,
If compelled to work in, the 06 sima shore is the clearest, but take care

to avoid a dangerous rock lying nearly 2 cables westward of the N.W. part of

Tsuya sima, an island liO feet high off the S.W. point of Oii sima. Ihe

SW bay of 06 sima is clear of danger.

KozarGawa is a small but opulent town situated on the East side of the

entrance of a river, 2i miles N.N.E. of the North point of 06 si.ma. The

river has a shifting bar, but a channel is always available for coasting junks.

Generally speaking breakers show the position of the shoals, and what to

avoid when entering. At high water, which is about 7- fuU and change U

feet may be looked for on the bar, probably more, but strangers should adopt

the precaution of sending a boat ahead to sound.

At the North end of the town is an extensive timber yard, in which are

spars of considerable dimensions. Koza-gawa is also the seat of an important

whale fishery.
. w

«

w ,i;

URAKAMI HARBOUR is an inlet running 1.} miles in a W.b.W. ui-

vection into the land at 8 miles N.E. of Oo sima harbour, and, althougli

small affords excellent shelter in 4 to 5 fathoms, over stiff muddy bottoui.

For steamers it offers an admirable haven, but being only a charter of a mile

imHii"
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ticularly entering, ns from the direction of the valley at (ho head of the har-

bour tho wind, which may be free outside, is frequently found inside to be

blowing straight out.

In entering take care to avoid a spit of rocks projecting upwards of half a

mile in a N.E. direction from th<» South point of entrance. On(> of them,

named Jfiir, is Sfi feet high, and some are covered, but show sufficiently to

render them easily to be avoided.

The COAST for 130 miles N.E. of Ura-kami has only been partially ex-

amined, but is delineated from the Japanese manuscript.

Ooza Inlet, in lat. 34° 17' N., long. 136^ 46' E., affords shelter from all but

West winds, but has very uneven rocky bottom, and ledges off all the points.

It is therefore recommended not to anchor farther up than abreast the first

opening on the North, in 5 to 7 fathoms.

CAPE XIMA or Sima is directly S.E. of Goza Inlet. From time to time

rocks have been reported to lie off it, and an examination has proved them to

be of the most dangerous character. Two lo\7 and small islands, called (3si-

ma, with clumps of largo trees on them, stand a mile or two off the const be-

tween Cape Sima and Goza entrance, from which long reefs were seen ex-

tending in all directions, and detached sunken rocks to crop up in various

places. These generally break, owing to the constant swell caused by tho

strong tides off the cape. The outer rock which breaks is S.W. i W. of

Nami-kiri-saki, S.S.E. 4 E. 5 mUes from the woo..od entrance head of

Goza, and 8. by W. 2 miles from the outer Osima. Numerous tide rips

occur outside the reefs.

Matoya Harbour lies 5 miles North of Cape Sima, and is open only to the

East; half a mile within its entrance, anchorage may be obtained in 7 fa-

thom's, but beyond this the harbour has not beer examined. A cluster of

rocks lies in the entrance, North of the South head, on which is a Japanese

lighthouse.

To the northward of this are the extensive inl. ts called Ow.iri Bay and

Mikawa Bay, of which wo have no accounts but thj information given by the

Japanese survey. From Irako-saki, their eastern part, a straight coast trends

to the eastward for 28 miles to Haraana, which was not seen in passing it,

and, therefore, it is presumed to be shaUow. The water about here is

nuich discoloured.

OMAE-SAEI is a dark wooded bluff 160 feet in height, terminating a very

sandy shore with high beaches, backed by wooded hills. It may also bo

recognized by two remarkable white patches, only one of which is visible

from East to West. Two miles E. by S. of its southern point are the Lady

Ttiglk Boch, separated by a fi fathoms channel, reefs extending 2 cables from

—tn^'S,^^'
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!

tho shore. It wns diHcoverod by tlm wrock of tho />«'/// Ingliit, Paptain Tl

.

TwizoU, of Shiolds, in Docembor, 18')9, but its position ia horo accurately

given by Captain Bullock. Tho roof quite covors nt high water, and dnus

not always break. It should have a beacon. In a S.W. gale good shelter

may be obtained under tho loo of Omao-siiki in 7 to 4 fathoms, not closer in.

A vessel may pass inside the reef by giving the shore a berth of a mile. Tho

bottom is everywhere sand, vath sheila and stones. There is a lighthouse on

the South bluff.*

CAUTION.—As the Lady Inglis Eeof, and also tho Portsmouth T5reakor'<,

lie in the direct routo of vessels bound to Simoda and Yodo from tlm

westward, a good look out should bo kept, and more than ordinary

care taken when approaching their locality. It may easily be avoided

by a passing vessel in favourable weather, as parts of it being dry at

low water the reef must nearly always show itself by breakers. Al-

though tho position assigned on the chart to the Portsmouth breakers

has been sailed over by H.M. ships, and in all kinds of weather, nothing

has been seen since first reported, and it seems highly probable they are

either identical with the Lady Inglis Eeef, or that a shoal of fish or a

current overfall caused the disturbance in the water, which gave birth to

the report.

Tho current sets strongly through the various passages between the chain

of islands off the Gulf of Tedo, and this should be remembered, particularly

in bad weather. As before stated, in ihoir vicinity, in fact throughout tho

path of the Japan current from the South end of Formosa to Behring Strait,

constant heavy tide ripsf will be encountered, which, in light winds, fre-

quently render a vessel for a time unmanageable.

GULF of SURUGA (the Tutomi Gulf of former charts), the waters of

-which wash the western shore of the peninsula of Idsu, is 34 miles deep and

23 miles wide at entrance, and, with the exception of the Lady Inglis Eeof,

lying E. by S. 2 miles from Omae-saki, the low sandy West point of

entrance, is free from any imj)ediment to navigation. The water in it is very

deep, no bottom at 250 fathoms being found at mid-entrance, none at 160

fathoms midway across near the head of the gulf, and none at 110 fathoms

at a little more than a mile from the western shore.

• Porttmoutfi Breakers.—Cw^iSiVD. Foote, of the U.S. frigate Portsmouth reports, 30th of

March, 1858, that ho nearly lost his vessel on a reof of rocks, about 35 miles in a south-

westerly direction from Simoda, and 13 miles from the nearest land, but no indication of

such a shoal was found by Captain Bullock, though a remarkable discolouration ofthe water

has been seen.

t These rips have often been mistaken for shoals. See description of Japan stream,

pp. 449, 450.

ill
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FUSIYAMA-SIMIDZU llARnOUR. 633

The eastern side of the gulf, tho shore of tho Idsu peninsula, is gonoriilly

a bolt of cliffs, broken, however, into several deep water havens, whicli,

though small, afford good anchorage, but for sailing vohhoIs with a foul wind

are all difiicult of access, and tho entrances of those harbours that are known,

Tago, Arari, Iloda, and Eno-ura Bays, on the Idsu shore, are too nan-ow to

admit of much manoeuvring.

FUSIYAMA.—At the head of tho gulf is Fusiyama, the highest mountain

in Japan, and although its summit is 1 5 miles inland, it appears in clear

weather to rise nearly abruptly from the beach.

Fusiyama is hold to be sacred by tho Japanese, and is the object of pil-

grimage. The first Europeans who ascended it wore a party of ciglit

Englishmen, at the head of whom was Sir Euthorford Alcock, C.B., tho

British Envoy and Plenipotentiary in Japan. They loft the Consulate at

Knnagawa, September 4th, 18G0. Tho crater on the summit is about 1,000

yards long, 600 yards wide, and 350 yards deep. The height of the odgo of

the crater was found to be 13,977 feet, and the highest peak 14,177 feet, lat.

35° 21' N., long. 138° 42' W.*

The high road between Yedo and Miako and the western province forms

a tangent to the head of the gulf, and it is very probable that the railroad

from Yedo to Osaka, &c., proposed by the Japanese Government, will pass by

the same route.

SIMIDZIT HABBOint, surveyed by H.M.S. Aetaon in 1861, is formed

by a low flat tongue of land of considerable width, stretching out in a

north-easterly direction from the north-western shore of tlie gulf. It is

most commodious, and affords good shelter in 10 to 15 fathoms soft mud,

with an inner anchorage at its head, available for small craft, in which, if

required, they could be beached for repairs. A small river empties itself at

its head.

This tongue of low land is well covered by sugar plantations and villages.

Its extreme North point, of sand and shingle, is steep-to, there being no

bottom at 100 fathoms at a little more than a mile off shore, and vessels

running for the harbour may safely skirt the beach, and rounding the

point at 2 cables, anchor by the load, or as convenient. The town is

situated at the South end of the harbour, and appears to be one of

some little importance. It is the centre of a large and productive sugar

growing district
;
plantations of the cane are to be seen in every direction.

In a timber yard at the North side of the town were some large spars,

pine, and fir (the latter having a very short grain), numerous small rough

• A very interesting account of this ascent of Fusiyama, and of Japanese matters in

gencrid, is given in the Jour. Roy. Geo. Society, 1861, pp. 322—306.
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«par., ana small pieces ot particularly hard oak Thoro woro 'l-ntitios of

H„.ar of a very fair .luality in tho town, also a httlo llour, a few fo.ln, bsh.

and vegotabloH. Watnr was obtained from tho authont.os.

No coal was seen, but a quantity of charcoal. The latter when attamablo

in sufficient quuntitios in admirably adapted for st..amint,' ptirpo.oB.

ENO-TJRA BAY * an exc.llunt harbour, reported by the Japa.ieBO to be a

^uch better harbour than Siu^idza, lies in tho N.E angle at the head o

Buruga Gulf, in lat. Uo^ 3 N. long. 1^8^ 53' E. It .« 9 cables lor.g, North

and South, and cables deep. Ara .i.a, a wooded island aiford.ng sheIte

iVom westerly winds, lie. otV tho South p-.int of entrance, and there .s a

..all monum'ent on the North point. The soundings in the b«y ara^^l

..0 to 30 fathoms, and it is open to the West, but there is good ^^
^ter ^lon

all winds in a small bay in its northern part, where the depth is 13 fathoms

ovJ a bottom of line sand. In steering for this small bay, keep midway

between its western .horo and the clilis on the eastern. A town stands on

the western shore.
, . j r *„;!,

There is a river in Eno-ura Bay, but as water is obtained from it with

difficulty on account of its shallowness, it is best to procure it from he town

^ells. There is abundance of fish and vegetables. The rise and fall of tide

is about 4 feet.
. , , • i, «.

Heda Bay, in lat. 34" 58' 11" N., long. 138" 46' E., is 8 cables in xtent

NW and 8.E., 4 to 9 cables wide, and carries a depth of 8 to 22 fathoms

over a bottom of fine sand. It is a safe and accessible anchorage, and is

sheltered on aU sides by high mountains. There is a village in a vallej

Fish and vegetables are abundant.

The entrance to the bay, a quarter of a milo wide, and open to t e

NW , is to the northward of a low and sandy spit extending hal a mile

in a northerly direction from the southern shore. The rise of tide is oi

^'^Arari Bay, sheltered also from all winds, but only fit for Bmall crafty

is in lat. 34" 50' N.. and long. 138" 40' E. Its extent is 4 cables Noi-th

and South, and 2 to G cables across, and the depths are 6 to 12 fathoms

over fine sand. The shores of the bay are mountainous. Water may

be conveniently obtained from the village on the eastern shore; fish is

^'^The entrance is open to the N.W. ; in entering keep in mid-channel, and

.vhen a small island -opens, steer between it and the sandy point to the

S W
"Tago Bay, in lat. 34" 47' 3" N., long. 138" 44' 54" E., is 4 cables in extent

. The description of Eno-um, Heda, Arari, and Tago Bays, is by Lieut. Elkin. of the

liuasiau frigate Lima, 1863—65.
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VOLCANIC TSLETH. SOUTH-EAST OF JAPAN. n-j:

North and South, and half a mile vide. It in .holtorod fro.n all winds, and

carries « depth of 12 to 20 fathou... soft m,ul button.. TIh.,.. .s a s.i.a 1
town

l„Te, p.nd water can bo obtained from tho wolls. Fish and v.getabl.s can

^'7n steerilgf..r the entrance, which is also open to tho N.W., two islands

(lying half a milo W.N.W. from the South pnint of ontranco) w.ll be seen,

with rocks and breakers extending to tho southward from them, las.

northward of those islands, between them and tho mainland.

These four bays just described will serve as a refuge from S.W. w.nds

which cause a great swell in Suruga Gulf. Their coasts are woodod and

mountainous, attaining the height of l.OOO feet. The entrances n>ust be

approached fearlessly, for the high coast conceals them, and the bajs only

open when within a mile.

VOLCANIC ISLETS, SOTTTn-EAST OF JAPAN.

A very remarkable range of detached islets and rocks extends for nearly

300 miles in a 8.S.E. direction from the entrance of the Gulf of Yodo. The e

ieno portion of the ocean which has been more misrepresented tl^an tks m

our older works, and the great number of supposed d.scovenes rendered the

^hlrt so confused that no adequate idea could be gained of the. number or

t ngem nt. The author endeavoured in 1858 to reconcile these vague

Turm"- and great discrepancies, so as to give a more correct representation

^t:;Cpral^-^^^^^^ ^as ansen no doubt from the unsuspected i.

fluen e of the great Japanese current, which rushes through the group with

exaggerated afd uncertain velocity, and thus affecting the dead -kom»g of

Tny or most of the ships which announced discoveries, most of which are

ZZZZard of the true positions. It wiU be unnecessary to discuss these

y^^^Z^^^ since they are now in a great measure reconciled by exac.

oZvltions; ankthisis of the greatestimportance, seeing thatan increasing

olete b tween China. Japan, and North-Westem America p^^es

Wh these channels. What follows will, therefore, be confined to a brief

Sion of whatis weU ascertained, connected with an identification, when

possible, with what has been but vaguely surmised.

nn-RTIfA or Vries Island, is the northernmost of these islands. It is

.oZZ^ZZL, and, beingan active volcano, Krusenstern applied

Zname of Fries Island to it, to distinguish it from that to the southward.

On vTnstbold'B chart it is called Barne.eM^s Island. Its south-eastern

. See Transactions of the British Association, 1858.

North Pacific.
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^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ Huhtomin.nn l.r.H ut
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"Tberolescv..a villa... on the i.and and a -siderable pop,"^^^^^^^

Tb. eo««t line i. free of all .lan.or, with the exc.,>t..>n of a

J-^
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rockH and baulJors lyiuR dose to it. The prmcnal village is on the North

sll! off wh h a naL; bank of Boundings aib.rds u procanous anchorage

1 :. to 18 fathoms. Another conBiderablo village, hav ng the advanta..; ol

a i ik h rbour. is Hituated at the Bouth-oast point of tl... ..land. landing

Jay bo Ictod at the North village, or in the junk harbour. Tl. in-

rbltants were civil and hospitable, hut averse to strangers v.iting the

^'XTe'/lrolrn Mn,d>, of the old .harts lie to the southward of Oi-sima. They

are now tolerably well ropresentnd on the charts, having been exaniinod by

n M S M'^von in 18(51. They consist of the following.

To 3iina bearing S.S.W. 10 miles from Oo-sima, N.
.J
W. 2 "ulos from

r' nrro'ne mile in diameter, pyramidal shaped, and its summit 1.73fi feet

above the sea. ,!.•.
TJtone' is a conical islet, 6G6 feet high. Detached rocks lie near its

%n' SIMA is about 2i miles S. i W. from TJton6, and U miles N.E. of

BiWne and from its broken outline appears from a distance as severa

fsfand; Its extent is 5 miles, North and South, and its most elevated

ptt 1396 leot above the sea. There is a small low islet a short distance oil

'''^k^a/sHa is low, with a small islet off its North end It is U miles

long N.N.E. and S.8.W., and lies 5 miles N.E. of Kosu sima One of the

lesLs of the American squadron passed between these islands, and saw no

danger ; there is. therefore, reason to believe that the channel is safe.

KOSU SIMA, in lat. 34° 13i' N., long. 139' S' E. (centre: and elevated

2 000 feet abov; the sea, is 3* miles long N.E. and S.W.. and may be recog-

nized by a remarkable snow-white cUff on its western side, and a white patch

ZL summit, to the northward of the cliff. There .s a safe channel 15

xniles wide between Kosu sima and Miaki.

Two small rocky islets (on Japaneee authority) he close together about hal

ami off the centre of '.be eastern shore of Kosu sima. Abou 2 miles

loTthward of the S.W. point of Kosu sima are the Brood M, which

Bhould be given a safe berth, as their jagged appearance would lead to
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Onohara is a small i.Iot W.S.W. 5 miles distant fr.m. Miaki. It is not

known to have boon visited by Europoan,, but Irom a .lintance appears to

maintain tho usual bol.l characteristics of the other i-^lands.

REDFIELD ROCKS, or Sanbon-take. wer.. th.n nam«d by fV.m.nodoro

Terry USN., iu IH.Vl, aftor the well-known motooroloi;ist, an.l he nlio

ascertai.ied their exact position (see Narrative of U.S. Japan Kxpod.f.n,

They are tho most western of tho chain of inlands and rocks South of th«

Oulf of Yodo, and tho most dangerous of the wholo gr....p. Thoy consist ot

two patches of black rocks extending nearly 3 miles N.N.K. and .S.S.W

and have doop water all round thorn. Tho southern rocks, m lat. 3J ..0
1.3'

N long 138^ 48' 31' E., are the highest, about 20 foot nbovo higli water,

while tho northern aro only about half that hoiglU. Nearly midway between

the patches is a IM rork, over which the soa br.aks heavily, and the heads of

two or throe small rocks crop up around it. There is said to be deep water

between tho flat rock and tho northern patch, and the channel is reported

to be clear, but except in a case of sudden emergency it would not bo

prudent to attempt passing through.- The northern group is in lat. .)J

57' 31 'N., long. 138^49 l.r.

Tho hand lead will afford no warning when approaching this dangerous

cluster, and in thick weather tho islands in the vicinity, the nearest being

Kosu sima, N.E. J E. 20 miles distant, would not be seen; in fact, seeing

the islands, the dangers themselves would be visible, and therefore easily

avoided.

A depth of 70 fathoms, gravelly bottom, was obtained about 4 miles

northward of the rocks ; and at 2 miles West of their centre there was no

bottom at 130 fathoms. The current h. their vicinity set on one occasion

about N. by E., and its rate was 2 to 3 knots.

MIAKI, Mitake, or Volcano lBland.-The summit of this island is in lat.

31=6' N long 139^ 31'. It is called Brandten Eyland (burning island) by

De Tries' who places a group of rocks to tho S.W. of it. Broughton says

that there are, in addition, some black rocks at tlie distance of 2 or 3 imles

from the East point of the island. According to him Volcano Island

is large, well cultivated, and covered with verdure to the summit of a

very high mountain which stands on it, and presents a very agreeable

prospect.
. • • 1 J.

Mikura, or Prince Islarul of De Vries, is also high. Its summit is m lat.

. Captain J. E. DonneU passed through this channel on May 6th, 1850. He says that

the whola group 18 very dangerous.
o a 2

yi.,i-jy„<».»iM'gir»''«»t«'-"'''''U-..*t''*^
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33° 52', long. 139" 34' ; Von Siobold marks it as the Ongelukkig Eylui

of De Vries.

BBOTJOHTON ROCK, or Kanawa, in lat. 33' 39' N., long. 139° 17i E.,

a isimall inaccesHible islet about 65 I'eet high, flat topped, and so bold that i

about a third of a milo from its N.E. sido no soundings could be obtaiue

with 180 fathoms line.

The north€>rly current in the neighbourhood of this islet ''.as found to I

particularly strong, running nearly 4 knots an hour.

FATSIZIO ISLAND the most southern of the islands visited by tl

Actmn in 1861, ia ^ miliis long, N.W. by N. and S.E. by 8., and 4 mih

wide at its broadest part. In shape it is nearly an oblong, rounded at tl

N.W. end, while at its S. E. end a slight curve forms a bay, the spot of ol

serration in which, close to some small huts, is in lat. 33" 4' 24' N., lonj

139° 50' 24" E. Anchorage was obtained off this bay in ]6 fathoms, san

and gravel, at liss than a mile from the shore, but quite exposed froi

S.S.W. to N.N.E., and a vessel would always be liable to experience a heav

swell. There wore 30 fathoms, dark sand, at about 2 miles off this shor

but the rest of the coast line appeared to share the bold features and to be i

steep-to as the geuerality of these islands.

This island is a penal settlement of Japan. Its highest part is tl

northern, where a mountain reaches an elevation of 2,846 feet. At the ba:

of this mountain, and creeping up for some distance on its West side,

au extensive settlement, while in several places along both shores, ai

found little hamlets and villages, so that the island would appear to suppo

a considerable population. A tract of low land in the centre of and extern

ing across the island is well cultivated. To the southward of this the lai

again assumes a considerable elevation, but does not reach the altitude

the northern part.

At the S.E. end of Fatsizio are two or three small streams of delicio

water falling down the rocks, and in fine weather and smooth water boi

may readily obtain an abundant supply

Kodsine is a small and nearly oval shaped island, 1,826 feet high,

mile long, and nearly one mile broad, lying westward of the highest part

Fatsizio, and separated from thut island by a channel about 2 miles wi

which has not yet been sounded. Some small rocks, as is also the case

Fatsizio, are found quite close in shore, but no off-lying dangers are at

sent known, and the lead gives no soundings at 53 fathoms, a little more i

a mile from its western shore. A small population is to be found on

lower part of the island.

AOOA, or Onango-sima, or South Island, is a Dutch discovery verified

Colnett. It was also reported as a new island of Captain Drescher, in
|

Hamburg barque Walter, August 18, 1852. It was not visited by H.

Adaon in 1861, but the position of its eastern summit was assumed (I'roJ
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KONING \VTLT.EM III. ISLAND. 620

true bearing of it from Fatsizio, and the differencre of latitude from a

Japanese chart provt/u very nearly correct in most details) to be in lat.

32° 37
i' N., long. 139" 47J' E. The island is 3 miles long, and visible 36

miles off in clear weather. Its coasts are steep, and the only landing place

is on the East side, where there is a rock level with the water at a little dis-

tance from the land. It is inhabited and cultivated on the North and N.W.

sides.

XONINO WILLEM III. ISLAND was seen, if not discovered, by Captain

A. C. Van Braam Houckgeest, in H. Netherlands M. brig Koerier, on

August 24, 1849, determining the position as lat. 31" 52' 48" N., long, by

three chronometers as 139° 58' 46" W. It was named after the King of

Holland. A reef hereabout was seen, according to Mr. Eeyuolds' memoir,

(page 212), in 1825, on the authority of Captain Macy, by Captain Coffin.

If this be correct, it ought to be coi. ed Coffin Inland. Most likely it is the

same as Tihhitt Island ; but, as stated bolow, there is still considerable doubt

as to the positions of this dangerous cluster.

This reef was evidently seen by the Elizaheth K!)uhall, in May, 1863 Her

commander p aces them in 31° o2' N., long. 139° 53'; the current setting

N.E. 2 knots. A shoal was plainly seen, the bottom visible in about 5

fathoms, at 7 miles W.S.W. from the rocks. Strong ripplings will be en-

countered at 8 or 10 miles W.S.W. of their positio;..

Notwithstanding these circumstantial accounts which so nearly accord in

their position of this renf, there is much difficulty in determining whether

there is more than one reef, as will be seen below.

La Bayonnaisc Island is one of these difficulties. It was seen by Captain

Jurien de la Graviere, in the French corvette La Bayonnaise, on May 31,

1850, fixing the position as lat. 32" 0' 41" N., long. 130° 59' 20" W., or eight

miles North of the Koerier'» position of the island above mentioned. But

the descriptioLs of each accord exactly. The French account is that it is a

low, lurking curvilinear reef, under 400 feet in extent, with a few peaked

rocks at its North end. The highest hummock is at the North end, and not

more than 20 foet high. There are throe pinnacles, and when seen from the

South, the North rock seems as a column.

On August 18, 18')2, Captain Drescher, of the Hamburg barque Walter,

saw &a island at noon, which coincides in position with South Island. '\.t 5

p.m. he saw a cluster which resembled those seen in La liuyonncise, lint

which he'places 6^ miles to the N.W. On April 2nd, 1856, tho barque Live

Yanhc passed this neighbourhood. A confused report from the commander,

Captain Grove, states that he saw a cluster of rocks, the highest about 40

feet high, between the latitudes of the rocks seen in the A'oerii-r and In

Bayonnaise. Another island was seen to tht norUuvard, and also South
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This, if correct, would settle the question as to there being t>co

Islaml.

'''lulLh .0 b, Wed that .1..S, rook, .ho.ld be property .u„.yed and

'''S«nH BlwT ft, ..xt .0 the ««l,w.rd, wee reported by Captain

s,!" onJ 7W °;fl Wbampoa to S.n F,a,cU«. It ,ae fl,.t .eej, u,

Smith, ot tno Jieotr,
„ / , . „„j „_ the return voyage, in December,

March, 1846,duringagaleofwmd andontheretur y g

^
^_

1 84 « a boat was sent alongside during a calm, lat. .31 u,iong

iof an elle shape, and probably 300 feet high, but not more than 250

ir n diameter at the base. (This has a suspicious resemblance to St

IMer s Eock.) It is surrounded by smaller peaks beneath the surface, but

""Z^^ZZ^ doubt as to its position, there can be no .^stion

of its Ls^ne for Captain John K. Stickney. of the American barque

1 r/F^ aterseein^^^ Island, saw this rock, wh.h he de-

baran n ainn, ai^^^i t,
i v M W i N 8 or 9 lof.Rues

scribes as resembling a ship under sail, and N.N.W. i N. 8 or

J
.

from the former. At a short distance East of it was a rock, on . hich the

"lIloS «iven by II.M.S. 2yil.n, which passed it January 1^,
1850

• w 81 8 N long 139' 50' E., a high pinnacle-looking rock, about

Le 'uarte sff'a mUe in circumference, with heavy breakers extending

Ipp^nTa ;arterof a mile from it. and a small rock close-to on the

"t::t M.. is probably the same It is merely -ted by^m^ral

Krusenstern and Mr. Eeynolds to be in lat. 31^ 30' N., long. 140 E.. and

I e aggeratod report by the ship mori.a,., Sept 3rd 1 852 refers mos

Ukely tothe same. To,lo. los Santo, and San To.na., ot the old charts, may refer

''^t:^^. was discovered in 1820. by the Eussian .eu.na^of

that name, in lat. 30" 29' N., long. 140^ 6'. He gave the name of Ihree Edl,

or Three IIu»mock Mand, to it.

ST PETER'S or BLACK ROCK, perhaps Lot's Wife-In 1821, Lieut.

Eovalichin. of the Eusdan navy, discovered a rock of the form of a trun-

cated cone in lat. 30^ 31'. Krusenstern thought it to be the same as I ona-

. Beside, the notices above eited, there «ve many others wh.eh .t . almos cer a „ ro u:

to one or other of thcae group., it there be more th«n one. O. t.,e.e the ^^'^^^^
Dobell- Sa. Mateo ManH ot the ,ld charts; the i.land .ecu by (Jai-tau. Moor, CtoA ,

or

Si^/C; the nanus MoH; .een by Captain W. .1. Uogers. l-V. 7, 1861
;

and several

mf.in which r.fid uo furthornoticc.
. „» j

tlt-e is much doubt as to this position, for Adm.ral Krusenstem's t-ck, Hapt 23rd

IS26, passes . lo.o to it. In Mr. Reynolds' memoir two other rocks are reported at - and

72 miles respectively, du'; West of it.

\
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ST. PETER'S OR BLACK ROCK. fiU

tidin discovered, but the descriptions do not agree. In 185.">, Captain A.

Somerby, commanding the American bai le habelita Ilyiic, discovered an

island or rock, of very singular form, in lat. 29° 42', long. 140= 15'. It is

about 200 feet high, and 100 ft et in diameter, with quite perpendicular sides,

lie ran within 3 miles of it, no bottom.' It looks black, having the appearance

(if a bottle. He called it Jilaik Rock, and considered it to be very dangerous,

for if struck by a vessel there is little chance of getting on the rock ;
and, if

gained, not a vestige of vegetation on it. It has a little lean to the West,

bearing North. His observations were good both for chronometer and

latitude. (From the description this must be the same as that discovered by

the Russian officer above mentioned.) It was also seen by the Linda, in

1851, by which it is placed in lat. 29' 42', long. 140" 31' E., and was thonglit

to be like a ship.

It was seen by the ships Macedonia and Vlncemien, of the U.S. North

Pacific Surveying Expedition, and is placed by the former vessel in 29° 47' N.,

lou"-. 140^ 22' 30', which must be tak<Mi as correct Its altitude was calcu-

lated to be 29!) feet, and its base 40 feet.

This very extraordinary ruck, imliko almost every other known isolated

peak, is thus correctly placed on the chart, but it has been, and perhaps still

is, the subject of much doubt.

Captain John Moares, well known in the history of early discoveries in the

North Pacific, passedthis, or a similar rock, when in command of the Felice,

April 9th, 1788. Like most others who first saw it, he took it for a ship—

a fu-st-rate man-of-war, under a crowd of sail. " It obtained the name of

Loth Wife, and is one of the most wonderful objects, taken in all its circum-

stances, which I ever beheld. The waves broke against its rugged front

with a fury proportioned tc the immense distance they had to roU before

they were mterrupted by it. It rose almost perpendicular to the height of

war 350 feet. A small black rock appeared just above the water at about

40 or 50 yards from its western edge. There was a cavern on its S.E. side,

into which the waters roUed with an awful and tremendous noi8e."-(Moares,

p. 97.)

Its position, as stated by Moaros, was 29° 50', long. 142° 2.V, or about 105

miles eastward of that assigned to the St. Peter's Rock. This would cer-

taiiily not be too much to aUcw for the strong easterly drift, unsuspected by

Meares ; but a singular and inexplicable difference is shown in Mcmres's

diart, which places Lot's Wife in long. 150° 0' E., or 15J degrees to the

eastward. This position is not at aU borne out by the text, which describes

liis passing.islands and land, which can hold no relation to it
;
and therefore,

ut present, it must be taken as erroneous.

It may, therefore, be (jonsidcred that this volcanic mass. Lot's Wife, is

idontictti with St. Peter's Island, until it is disproved. It is also the same

mmrmitmm'mmmmMmmmmititt !f>*'»t—* ' *"
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as^the m.,staok of Kru«en.tern, and po«»ibly the Rica de Oro oi the old

""iht continuation of thi« line of volcanic eruptive rocks, through the

Volcano, and Bonin Islands, &.-, will be described hereafter.

THE GULF OF YEDO.

*The GTJLF of YEDO, connected with Yedo Bay by the Uraga channel is

Jl!!!; thf West by the mountainous V^^^^::^,
to the southward in Cape Idnu, the southern point of which is 52 miles ais

anH^l on ^^^^ East by that of Awa. From it the coast rounds in a N^E

Ur tin 26 miles to Futo saki, its general features being high, rocky, and

iTen halg near Simoda a few sandy beaches. Between Smioda and

fI'sSbe coast is bold of approach. Over it, the mountain ^«.,.
.J«

rises to 4.700 feet, and on the north-east ridge is a conspicuous dome-

'''Xti'Fnto saki the coast trends more to the northward, forming a slight

bend" /W«-«r«, where it becomes more broken, but mamtains is bold

fltt: under a lower range, the two highest points of which .e eleva.

2 970 and 2,466 feof, under the latter is a round hiU with a large quarry

?fn?the gulf. Fr^m these hills the long low promontory of Manatsuru,

bJder d by vei.ical cUifs, stretches to the eastward, and off its extreme

pit ia rock 20 feet high. On its West side is the open bay of Fuku-ura^

norvet surveyed. From thence the coast assumes a lower elevation, and

^aluX bending round to the eastward forms the t-hevou. B o

Odawara To the northward of Futo saki are some small islands the

wIsTof which. Ma sima, 120 feet high, is about 3* miles off shore.

AV by N. from this island is the small bay of AJiro. The position o this

bay is more to the northward than that assigned to it on the chart, it may

b7diLg.Ushed by a small white cliif to the northward ;
the water in the

bay is deep, there being no bottom at 20 fathoms at the entrance
;
a natura

brlakwater forms a shelter for small vessels, but the water is deep within

it there being from 13 to 5 fathoms.
, , ,. ,

The Bay of Odawara, from the lowness of the land at its head, has been

(when the charts were in error) mistaken by strangers for the Uraga channel

Ld occasionaUy at night by the more famUiar navigator. W^xen past Vr es

Island, however, the channel will be recognised by 8u .ak^ its Fast point o

entrance, being comparatively high (645 feet), whereas Cape Sagaim. tiic

sothem'pai. of the'peui-ula of that n^e on t^e West .de of en^a^^^^^

ie not more than 70 feet high, Mnth the exception of a smaU hill of 200 feet

Ivatil on the centre of its South part, named Tree Saddle, rom two con^

:;m clumps of large trees on its summit. The fi^d U,M on Nosima

Point will indicate it by night.

mmmmmmmiMttmm'
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The peninsula of Awa. although mountainous, is less so than Idsu, and

possesses inueli larger triiits of arable land, all of which is tarefuUy culti-

vated. Its West coast is more sinuous tlian tho opposite sliore of t)io gulf,

but only ou« of tho bays, Tatiyauia, formed in it, affords fair anchorug<3.

Numerous small off-lying rocks stud tho coast from 8u suki as far north-

ward as Kanaya point, tlio outer of which is tho Ghihu-hi or lihuk

Rock, about 20 feet high, lying N. by W. li miles of Daibo point and a

mile off shore. To the soutli-oast of it are several small rocks which only

uncover at low water. Kaiutya Point bears nearly East of the Tree

Saddle on Sagami Teninsula, and is at the tonuination of the sharp well

defined ridge of the Miogani yama, the fine dome-shaped moimtain, ele-

vated 1,096 foot. With tho exception of some few of these rocks most

of them show 5»bove water, and no danger is at present known to be a

greater distance than a mile off shore.

To the northward of these hills the country (Kadausa) becomes much

lower, and a few miles north-eastward of Futsu saki, the point oil which

runs the Saratoga spit, it becomes an uninteresting dead flat, encircling the

head of Yedo Bay.

CAFE IDSU, or Iro-O Saki, a fine bold rocky headland which cannot be

mistaken, is the southern extremity of the mountainous peninsula of Idsu.

It will be recognized by a conspicuous white cliff, 3i miles to the N.W. of

it, and a conical rocky peak a few miles farther in tlie same direction, form-

ing the south-western extreme of the peninsula. The summit of Cape Idsu is a

hill 250 feet high, which falls into two small ridges to the sea. There is

an islet 50 feet'high a quarter of a mile off the shore, one mile West of the

cape.

ROCK ISLAND Lighthouse.—Rock Island, or Mikomoto, is about 120 feet

high, and a third of a mile in length, with precipitous shores and an uneven

outline, bears E. by S. \ S. about 5 miles from Cape Idsu. A lighthouse

was completed on it in 1870. It shows a bright fixed light (temporary) at

80 feet, visible 14 mUes off. Lat. 34° 34' 20" N., long. 138° 57' 10" E.

Between this rock and the main land are the Ucona and four other rocks,

among which the junks freely pass ; but a vessel should not attempt to run

inside Hock Island at night. The tides also are uncertain, the north-easterly

current, which is not to be relied upon, running sometimes 3 to 4 knots

per hour ; at other times regular tides have been observed, the flood setting

W.S.W., the ebb E.N.E., IJ miles per hour. The channel between Rock

Island and Ucona Rocks carries irregular soundings of 9 and 14 to 30 fathoms.

Ucona Bocks, two in number, though they generally appear as one, bear

N. by W., distant 2 miles from Rock Island ; the largest is about 70 feet

high. Four other rocks occupy a triangular space of a mile from W.S.W.

to N.N.W. of the Ucona. The northern and southern of these are small

ledges nearly awash. A reef also extends 3^ cables towards them from Tu-

1111*1 fiii' II" iBtfilMfrT "'IfT ITTIT "t'-'
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SIMODA HAKBOTJE* is on the eastern side of the peninsula of Ids,,,

6 miles N.E. of the cape. To the northward of the harbour a h,gh ndgo

intersects the peninsula: and South of this, aU the way to the capo, ,t .s

broken by innumerable peaks of less elevation.

VandJia Blu§\ the East point of entrance to the harbour will oo known

by a grove of pine trees on the summit of the bluff and the village of

Imkl which is about a third of the way between it and Cape Diamond.

Cape Diamond, or Sumegi Saki, is IJ miles eastward of the ontranco.

and immodiately off it is a rocky islet, and northward of it the bay of .S.v<-

IL which, as it has several sand beaches, may bo mistaken for bimoda

Z^.:^X on approaching this. Cape Diamond will shut in Cape Idsu

"
Ucona Rocks, and Rock Island to the southward whilst ,n Simoda road

they are visible from all points. The town of Simoda stands on the West

Ire of the harbour, and Kaki.al^i village on the East. There is good land-

ing for boats in Simoda creek, and also at the village.

, „ , ^ ^

Simoda (which means " low field") was the port selected, with Ilakodade

at the South end of Yeso, as the first treaty ports by the American E.ped,

tion; and is, therefore, of much interest to the commercial world The

tra y WPS s/gned, as is well known, on March 31st, 1854 The first vessel

hi took advantage of the treaty was the American schooner C. A. J^oo,

fitted out by Messrs. Reed and Dougherty, who came to Ilakodade on Feb.

13th, 1855, and then took the crew of the Russian frigate i>.m. irom Simoda

to Tetropaulovski-t
, , ,

, -sr

Centre Island, lying nearly in the middle of Sunoda harbour, bears N.
Centre isiana, 'i ^

^

N bv E i E. 31 miles from the
»- E o\ miles from Rock Island, ana in. oy Xi. 4 ^-^. "/

Ucona Rocks. It is high, conical, covered with trees, and a cave passes

entirely through it.
t , i

• u *

Buisaco Islet, a quarter of a mile N.N.E. from Centre Island, is about

40 feet high, and covered with trees and shrubs.

Southampton and Supply Rocks-There are but two hidden dangers m

Simoda Harbour; the first is Southampton Rock, which is in -Ijl-—

'

« bv E i E 2 cables from the South point of Centre Island, and Is
. 4 W.

iron, Vandulia Bluff, about three-fourths of the way between it and Centre

Island • it is about 25 feet in diameter, has 2 fathoms water on it, and has

been marked bv a white spar buoy. The other is the Supply Rock, lymg

. The harbour was surveyed in 1854 by the officers under Commodore Perry. U.S.N.,

and the directions which follow are based upon those drawn up by Lieutenant \Vm. L.

Maury, U.S.N,

t 8ce Commodore Perry's "Narrative," pages 140, ioi, kc.

ii^MK-j^smof.mm-4'^" ttfJtm.-llJii'lU'a^^-^'^^'^'T^-yw^iyfJiig? 'MIVM^ ^gS&^A^afi^^'-^
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South by West a nhort distance from liuisaco or Misana Islet. It is a

sharp rock, with 11 feet of water on it, and has been marked by a red

('par-biioy.

In the outer road, or mouth of the harbour, a disagreeable swell is

sometimes experienced ; but inside Southampton Rock and Centre Island,

vessels are well sheltered, and the water comparatively smooth. Moor with

open hawse to tho S.W.

When this harbour was surveyed in 1853—54, the bottom throughout was

mud ; but a few months subsetiuently tho harbour was scoured out to its

granite foundations by tiio back sweep of throe huge waves whidi in succos-

sion rose over tiio tops of the highest trees, and lett the bay nearly empty.

Ijarge junks were thrown some distance inland, and the Russian frigat'

Diana left all but a total wreck.* It has never since afforded good holding

ground in the event of a storm, but it was always an unsafe and exposed bay

when tho anchorage ground was tolerable, being open to South and S.S.W.,

tho direction from which the heaviest winds blow.

The town was being rebuilt when it was visitod by Captain Sherard Osborn,

R.N., four years after, and his " Cruise in Japanese Waters," p. ;J92, gives

u pleasant account of the place.

It is high water, full and change, in Simoda Harbour, at S*" 0"' ; extreme

rise of tide, 5 ft. 7 in. ; mean rise, 3 ft.

DISECTIONS.—In navigating the south-eastern coast of Japan, after

passing Capo Chichakoff, in Van Diemen Strait, if the weather bo thick,

the vessel's position should be well ascertained before she is hauled to the

E.N.E., as her course is parallel to the high land for about 20 miles from

the pitch of the cape. It should also bo borne in mind that, as far as our

knowledge extends, the current on this coast generally runs to the E.N.E. at

the rate of 40 miles a day ; it may, however, be entirely checked for twenty-

fuur hours by a N.E. wind, when it may be again expected to resume

* The tremendous convulsion here alluded to is one of the most remarkable on record.

Admiral Count Pontiatine has given ii brief statement of its effect on tho Diana. On Dec.

23rd, 1864, at 9^ a.m., without any previous indication, the shock of an earthquake ocaurred,

which lasted two or three minutes, shaking the vessel very much. At lO"" a huge wave

entered tho bay, and, rushing on the shore, washed nearly every building in Simoda away.

A second wave rushed in five minutes afterwards, and at lOj'' a third wave left only sixteen

out of one thousand houses standing. From lO*'' till noon th« water sunk and rose so ex-

traordinarily that the depth varied from 8 feet to 40 feet depth at her moorings, and she

was flung about and turned no loss than 43 times round her anchor in thirty minutes. After

this the agitation diminished, but continued for some hours. Tho Diana was much injured,

and her crow, on January 18th, wore compelled to leave her. .She was taken in tow by 100

junks to carry her into tho bay, but after proceeding a few miles, a small white cloud ap-

penred, on perceiving which the Japanese fled panic stricken, and cast her adrift. In a

very short time a violent storm arose, in which she foundered. Tho waves which were raised

reached the Coast of California a few hours after, and were registered then.

iliritoMMMii^wawMiartiaiitT iiiainitflin iiliit t i n ii! !
yOwwKa**!—i«at.» il l ' MnmmKtitm
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THE GULF OF YEDO.
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Should Vries be obscured by thick woathrr. bof.iro reaching (^apo Diamond*

endeavour to sight Rock island, for there are no conspicuous objects on the

main land by which a stranger can recognize the harbour at a distance, and

the shore appears as one unbroken lino, To the westward of the harbour

there are several sand beaches, and tliree or four sand banks
;
these can be

plainly discornod when within (i or 8 miles, and are good landmarks. Otf

the village of Susaki, at a third of a mile from the shore, is a ledge of rocks

upon which the surf is always breaking. Give thom a berth of 2 cables

in passing.

Approaching Simoda from the south-east pass westward of Kosu Sima,

from which the horbour bears N. by W. i W. distant about 27 miles,

From Cape Diamond the eastern coast of the Idsu Peninsula trends to

N.N.E. for 20 miles, and then recedes slightly to the westward, forming a

bay, at the head of which is Atami, a place passed by Sir Rutherford Alcock,

in his journey from Yedo to Fusiyama. At Atami is a hot sulphur spring.

From a vent, about six times a day, an immense column of steam and hot

water is ejected. These baths are frequented by the Japanese, and there is

a small village of 200 or 300 houses. The head of the great bight is formed

by low land, and called Odawara Bay. Around the head of this bay the

railroad, which is proposed to connect Yedo with Oiisaka, will pass.

ODAWABA BAY.—Care must be observed when steering for the TJraga

Channel not to be drawn into this bay, as a considerable indraught has

always been experienced, and the low land at the head of the bay

contrasted with the high land to the westward of it, looks so distant, that

the bay has often been mistaken for the channel, and the error only dis-

covered when deeply embayed, and probably close to some of the reefs which

skirt tho head and East side of the bay, the most dangerous of which is the

Macedonia Reef.

This indraught considerably increases tl^e difficulties experienced by a

sailing ship in extricating herself from the dangers on the East side of the

bay with a southerly wind, especially should it fall light.

Ino Sima, 220 feet high, is the eastern extreme of the low shore fronting

the plain at the head of Odawara Bay, which is said to be very shallow,

although there are 56 fathoms at 4 miles distance. A large reef, marked by

a peaked rock, 30 feet high, was seen breaking heavily off the beach, 2

miles to the West of Ino sima. Ino sima has bold high cliffs of a light

colour, which makes it very conspicuous, and a flattish summit with a few

large trees. On the S.E. it cannot be approached within three-quarters of

a mile, as an extensive reef skirts that part of the island. The island is

It of entrance to the Kii Chan-
• Commander C. Bvdlock, R.N., observed, October 6th, 1866, iome submarine jets, ap-

parently of uteam, about 10 milee N.E. of Cape Diamond, and 2 miles off the land.
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SU SAKI, on the Kast hkIo of tho entrance of the (iiilfof VcJo, wlioii

seen fnm the southward appears as a block of snuiU hilJN, ratlier coniial in

profile, the highest, Jfazainu, being eloyatttd 0,')() feet. Tho point is low,

with the exception of a small elevation, at tho N.W. corner, on v. 'ich is an

old fort. There is a heavy tide rip olf it, but no dangers ut a greater dis-

tance than half a mile from tho shore, and t\w point may bo safely rounded

at a milo.

NOSIMA POINT and LIGHT.—Tho southern extremity of tho eastern

promontory of Yedo (iulf is Nosima. To tho West of it is Me/a Point, from

which tho dangenms Slrli f.iih/c extends for IJ mile, and beyond tiiis is a

rocky bank, stretching 3 miles further. Over these u heavy sea rolls at

times.
•

The Lighthouse is deserving of espcrial notice, as being one of the first

of its kind erected on Eurojiean principles in Japan, the other being on the

opposite point of Kanon-saki. It is an octagonal white tower, which shows

a brilliant /x«!rf light, from a first-order lens apparatus, elevated 134 ft. above

high water, and visible 20 miles off.

TATIYAMA BAY.—The coast from Su saki doubles back abruptly to

the eastward 4 or 5 miles before taking its northerly trend, forming, with

Daibo saki, tho point next North of 8u saki, tho Bay of Tatiyama, in which

shelter and good holding-ground may be found in southerly and easterly

gales, but it is quite exposed to tho westward.

The best position to anchor is in about 7 fathoms, a quarter of a mile

eastward of Taka sima, the easternmost of the two small but M'ell wooded

islands on the South side of the bay, with tho West extreme of Daibo saki

N.N.W. i \V., and Siro yama, a hill 290 feet high, S.S.E. i E. This hill is

remarkable from having a clump on it, and being the North extreme of some

rising ground in the S.E. corner of tlio bay. This position is well sheltered

from North round East to W. by S., but thould there be any appearance of

the wind veering westward, an early departure is recommended, as a heavy

sea quickly tumbles in.

The Adaon obtained fish and fowls in small quantities. Water was

brought off in boats by the villagers residing at a hamlet situated at the base

of Siro yama.

USAOA CHANNEL, connecting the gulf with the bay of Yedo, appears

remarkably clear of hidden danger. On its West side are the Plymouth

Roch, which are always uncovered and easily seen. There are some sunken

rocks close around them.* A shoal of 2 fathoms water is said to lie at a

* Vraga or Reception Bay, on the western side of the entranoe, within tho Plymouth

K'jcks, is remarkable as the plaee where the American squadron lirst had eummuniea-
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Bay, at 5J miloH N.W. by W. of Kunnn Bttki, huH gDod nneliornp;*) in C to 7

fiithomn, and near it aro two snug rovos in wliidi vo«m>U may ((invenionfly

rtipuir and refit. Amirivan Jnc/mnii/f Ims (IfptliH of H to 10 fathoms, with

Terry Island bearing S.S.E., and Wobstor Island S.W. by 8. Both those

islands are wooded.

Mississippi Bay, at 4 miles northward of American Anrhorago, is well

sheltered from tho prevailing 'vinJs. In anchoring give tlio shore a wido

berth to avoid a shoal which extends half to throo-^uartors of a mile from

it. Between Anioricnn Anchorage and Treaty Point the soundings aro irre-

gular, shoaling suddenly from 12 to ;> fathoms on banks of hard sand.

YOKOHAMA.—Yokohama Bay is situated to tho northward of tiio ridgo

of low hills seen extending into tho bay of Yedo, at lOj miles N.N.W. of

Kanon saki. This ridge terminates at the sea in a line of bluffs, 1} mile in

length, from 100 to 120 foot in height, and quite abrupt to tho sea, of which

the southern, Treaty Point, is of a conspicuous yellow colour, and the

eastern. Mandarin Bluff, has received tho name of Haycock from its shape.

These bluffs, and a bank which fronts them to the distance of three-quarters

of a mile, and which is rather stoep-to, protects tho anchorage from south-

westerly winds, tho only ones which send any sea into tho bay.

The Lightvessel is moored (1870) at tho extremity of the shoal water.

Slie has two masts, with a ball at the foremost head. She shows a fri'd rt'd

light at 36 feet. From the lightvessel Treaty Point bears S.W. i 8., Man-

darin Bluff, S.W. by W., and the Mouth of the Canal W. i N.

An iron hmy, with a cage, has been moored (in 1869) in 4 fathoms on tho

northern extreme of the shallow water to the southward of Yokohama an-

cliorago, with Iklandarin Bluff bearing S. by E. i E. ;
Mouth of tho canal

S.W. by S. i S. ; Centre of the English Hotaba W. by S.

The best anchorage is off tho town in 4 to 6 fathoms, over sandy bottom,

with Mandarin Bluff bearing S.S.E., and tho landing jetties W.S.W.

Vessels of light draught may, if desirable, take a berth nearer the town.

KANAGAWA.—At the head of the bay, and on its North side, stands the

town of Kanagawa, one of the ports opened by treaty to foreigners ; but

this has been changed by general consent to Yokohama on tho South side,

owing to its more eligible position for business and communication ;
the

water also is deeper for anchorage and more convenient for the landing of

boats and merchandise than at Kanagawa, whore it is so shallow that at low

tide the sea retreats a considerable distance from tho shore.

Kanagawa is subject to frequent shocks of earthquakes. It is situated on

the Tokaido or imperial highway to Yedo. British subjeats are freo to go

where they please within the following limits—from Kanugawa, 10 ri (20

miles) in any direction except towards Yedo, the boundary in that direction

Nurth Pacijic. 2X
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being the Biver Logo, which empties into the bay of Yedi between Kawa

Baki and Sinagawa, the southern suburb.

Yokohama is on a plain surrounded by low hills, and is environed by a

canal which entirely isolates it. The only coniraunications are by a bridge

and causeway towards Kanagawa from the rear of the town on the West,

and with the Yokohama Blutfs by another bridge '^iose to the sea. The

residences of the foreign community occupy the Ea' c, and those of the Ja-

panese merchants the West of the town. Two st^/ne piers, the ends of which

are protected by a pallltiade of wooden piles to break the sea, afford excellent

landing.

All supplies, provisions, water, coal, &c., are to be procured in abundance.

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, in Yokohama Bay at 6\ and

springs rise 6J feet, neaps 4| feet. With southerly winds the tide rises

about 2 feet higher.

The streams in this bay are scarcely felt, but they run strong in the middle

of Yedo Bay, and their velocity is much increased off Saratoga Spit, Perry

Island, and Kanon saki, particularly off the latter, round which they sweep

with great rapidity.

TEDO is situated in the north-western corner of Yedo Bay, along the shore

of which it extends, with its suburbs, for 8 miles. Its aspect is not im-

posing, as large stacks of timber and elevated ground conceal by far the

larger part of the city. Five batteries also interpose between the anchorage

and the city. These, with several others on the shore, have green turfed

parapets and escarps faced with stone, and are surrounded by a piling of

timber, which is covered at high water. The suburb of Sinagawa stands

on the South of the city, where are seen the low wooded heights of Goten

yama, 2 miles in extent, along the shore. The landing-place is on the North

side of these, and West of the five forts, close to which is the temple oc-

cupied by the British legation.

This bay is so shoal all along the shore where the rity stands, that at low

water even a ship's boat cannot approach within a mile. The best anchorage

for a large ship is in 5 to 6 fathoms, soft mud, good holding-ground, with

the south-western of the five forts bearing N.W. ; but recollect that on this

bearing the \\ "^er shoals ra*her suddenly from 4 to 2J fathoms. It is better,

therefore, to anchor a smaller vessel on a N.W. by N. bearing of the fort.

II.M.S. Furious, in 1868, anchored in 15 ft. at low water, with the five fortf

bearing from N. J W. to N.W., Beacon-house S. i W., and the peak o^

Fusi yama W. i N.

LIRECTIONS.—Approaching the GuK of Yedo from the southward oJ

westward, in clear weather, the chain of islands running southward from if

are unmistakabl|^andmarks, and Cape Idsu can scarcely be tsistakenj

<.)mae saki, the pd|^t 25 miles westward of the cape, is low, M'hiie the cape

us before stated, isliigh, bold, and rocky. From IJj mile eastward of Eoc(
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Idland a N.E. i E. course will lead 4 miles north-west of Yries Island,

from which position the centre of the entrance of tlie Uraga Channel bears

N.E. by E., distant 22 miles. Care, must, however, bo observed when

approaching Cape Sagami not to be drawn into Odawara Bay by the in-

draught mentioned in page 637. Should Yries Island be visible this danger

is easily guarded against by not bringing that island southward of 3.W.

byS.

Vessels approaching the gulf from the eastward are recommended not to

hug the shore of the South end of Awa too closely, as dangerous shoals are

known to exist in that neighbourhood. By night the fine dioptric light on

No sima will be an efficient guide, but care must be taken of the extremely

dangerous ledge (Mela Ledge), which lies 1 J mile off No sima and Mela

Head, about 5 miles S.E. of Su saki. Extending 3 miles from this ledge in

a S.W. direction is a rocky bank in the form of a tongue, with 30 fathoms

on its outer extreme, gradually shoaling to the ledge. Thesa dangers are

steep-to (40 fathoms) on their South side. Heavy breakers occur in rough

weather, or when a swell rolls home, but in smooth water the rocks are not

seen from a distance ; the water, however, is so clear, that the bottom is

visible in a considerable depth.

To avoid the Mela Ledge, and all other known danger, when rounding

from the eastward, do not bring the east^'-n extreme of land seen to bear

eastward of E.N.E. until the extreme of Su saki bears N. by W. ; and when

rounding from the westward do not bring the extreme of Su sakj westward

of N. by W. until the eastern extreme of land is E.N.E. At night, should

the light not be seen in thick weather, soundings of 40 fathoms may be con-

sidered as indicating close proximity to these dangers.

In steering for the Uraga Channel, the Tree saddle hill on the South end

of Sagami peninsula will be readily recognized ; and on nearing the channel

the two small Plymouth Rocks and a beacon * on them will be plainly seen on

its western side. Give these rocks and the Elmstone Sock a berth of half

a mile in passing, and after rounding Kanon saki at the same distance steer

N.N.W., which will lead between the Saratoga Spit and some broken ground

off the small woody island Sului sima (Perry Island). Continue this course

until abreast Graham Bluff, at the South side of Mississippi Bay. From

this position the elevated ground about Mandarin Bluff, at 1 mile northward

of Treaty Point, showing to seaward in brown cliffs well wooded to the

summit, will be readily recognized, the bluff being the most eastern.

• The ueacon in mado of iron, and sunnounted by a fspherical red painted cage, the top of

which stands ahout 23 feet above high-water level. It lies in 2 foet water at low tide, and

is distant 1 cable from the two Plymouth Rocks that stand above water. Kunon Point

Lighthouse bears from it N. V 46' E. ; the middle of Uki Island, S. 32= 30' E. ; and Ka-

naya Point, S. 60" 30' E.

2x2
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'

Alter course now to North, and nso a careful lead ^^^

^^^f^^.rZ
than 7 fathoms when rounding Treaty Point and Mandann Bluff ne t^^ o

.hich should be approached to a loss distance than a nnle ^uUh^^^^^^^^

of the shoal water is clearly shown by the hght-vessel. The lead will

ll llue a good guide, the depths gradually decreasing as the anchorage

''

A Sfgthip will have to malce short tac.s when working into Yokohama

Baywitha^esterly wind, asNorth of Mandarin Bluff thedeep-watercha^^^^^^^

is narrowed to 1 1 mile ; the lead here, however, as is the case round nearly

the whole shores of Yedo Bay, gives fair warning.
,=11 the house

If proceeding from Yokohama to Yedo, stand out E. by N. 1 11 the house

in the tree clump (of which the roof only is generally seen) of Kawa sala

: Beac! Point bears N.N.E., when haul up N.E. or N.E. i E along bo

shore which is skirted by a shallow shelf a mile broad, and very s e p at 1

edge on which three beacons or large posts will be seen, takmg care not to

deLaso the soundings under 9 fathoms till the tree clump or hoi.se bears

W by N Then haul up N. by E. if in soundings under 8 fathoms or

North if over 8 fathoms, and anchor in 6 fathoms with the southern part of

The wooded heights of Goteny.:.a bearing West, and the southern of the

five forts N.W. ; or steer in upon the latter bearing, and anchor ,- ^^ --n-

rasing 4e Sagauvl, may stand across and tack close to the opposite shore

TtZ are no rocks ax any distanceoff it to the northward of KanayaPoint

and to the southward of the point the dangers show If unable to feteh

thYs point, it would not be prudent to stand into the bay between the pom

tZ U^ ima, a small rocky island 150 feet high to the southward as foul

'

ound exists there. This bay will be readily recognized from a distance,

Z it is the sea-shore of a valley between the Miogam yama and Sveno yama

ranges, and two small hiUs are in the centre of It. ^^

In making the western board, the doubtful shoal Sou h of the Plymouth

Eocks must be remembered (page 639). as . ,11 as the foul ground m Kaneda

b^ The shore of Kadsusa Bay, northward of the Miogam yama range,

may be approached by the lead, tackiny in 5 fathoms,

^f unable to fetch Kanon saki on the starboard board, be careful to ta^l.

sh;rt of the bearing for clearing the Elmstone Eock, page 640. Short tacks

hould be made when to windward of Kanon eaki,

-\f^^^^
*«^f

«
J«^

opposite or Kadsusa shore to less than 9 fathoms, as the South side of the

Saratta Spit has not been sounded. When Perry Island (S"l- -a) be^«

W by S . aLd no further eastward than to bring Kanon sakx to bear South

until Pery Island is S.W- J W., when the spit will have been weathered.

T onl boards may now bo again made, but <\, not shoal on either tack to less

ICn^flls,- off Yokohama Bluff to less than 7 fathoms. There are
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some shoal patches of SJ to 5 fathoms, sand and mud, off the woslorn side of

tho bay between Perry Island and Mississippi Bay, but none are known at

a greater dis.-.nce off than 2 miles, and they may bo avoided by not bringing

I'erry Island eastward of South.

EAST COAST Of NIPON.

Vessels bound from the Gulf of Yodo to the eastern entrance of the ftrait

of Tsugar, will, after passing Su uvki and Cape King (Eratutsi) oxpononco

tho full force of the current setting thorn to the E.N.E. Tho land about

Cape King is high and wooded ; tho coast in its locality should be given a

good berth, as heavy breakers wf -o seen some distance off shore.

Caution is requisite in doubling Capo Blanco, a bold chalky bluff, as tho

American squadron passed over the edge of a reef in 22 iuthoms water

S S E , distant about 5 miles from this capo, and from the heavy overfalls,

in which lishing-boats were anchored, there must bo much less water upou

its shoalost part. As it was near nightfall it was impossible to examine this

reef, but its position is about lat. 35-^ 8' N., long. 140^ 34' E., and Capo

Blanco in lat. 35-^ 13' N., long. 140^ 32i' E.»

From this cape to Tsugar Strait no dangers wore seen., f
nor dul tho

squadron approach the coast sufficiently near to tost the accuracy of the

charts, until arriving off Cape Nambu, the N.E. point of Nipon. From tho

northward and eastward, at the distance of 6 or 8 miles, the outline of this

point resembles the back of a sperm whale, with its head to tho southward,

the Dodo Eocks, off tho point, forming the flukes. On nearing the entrance

of the strait, the water thermometer suddenly fell IS'^ or 20", as the squadron

ran from the north-easterly current into the cold current sotting through tlio

strait. From Capo Nambu a N.W. by W. course made good will lead to

Hakodate Head (page 647).

THE STRAIT OF TSUGAR.

The STRAIT of TSUGAR (or Sanifar), separating Nipon from Yeso

Island, is about 40 miles in length in an E.N.E. and W.S.W. direction and

9i miles wide at its narrowest part. The following description is by John

Richards, Master Commanding H.M.S. Sarac<,t, who surveyed the strait m

1855:—

Those positions are .loubtful, as the unfavourable weather prevented obsorvatious near

them. They are probably G or 8 miles too far eastward

f The Russian frigate vlHWrf reports the existence of a reef m lat. 30 1.. N. lon^.lU

.,. K. ; but this position nmst be eensidered as doubtful, a. the vessel had no observations

for two days previous to seeing the reef. The i//,A/y.- pa.»ed
-Jl"" ;'''''" "' "" ^^

unusually bright .noonlight night, and saw nolhing.-Edwarf H. U.lls, Muster K.N.,

U.MS. Z/<V/A//j/C', 1850-
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CAPE OAMALEY or Yokoiso, nenr the N.W. poi"* of Nipon.—Ap-

proaching the western entrance of Tsugar Strait from the S.W., the Bittern

Kocks, described hereafter, will be seen lying W. by 8. about 16 miles from

Gamaley. The land about this cape is moderately elevated and level. The

coast between it and Oho saki, to the northward, is low and sandy. Be-

tween Sasagota Bay and Oho saki the coast is safe of approach, having

regular soundings, and fair anchorage in N.E. winds.

Oho Saki or Cape Greig, is remarkable from its peculiar forja, and

being the commencement of the high land extending to 2htgupi saki, which

bears from it N.N.W. f W., 8i miles. The bay between these points,

although containing much foul ground, may be useful to a vessel not able to

get through the straight during an easterly gale. The bottom of the bay is

very foul.

TATSTJFI SAKI or Cape Tsugar, the South point of western entrance to

Tsugar Strait, is a bluff, 362 feet high, from whence the land rises to the

height of 2,200 feet, at the distance of 4 miles inland. A large rock, 300 ft.

high, lies 2 cables N.E. of the cape, and is connected to it by a low neck of

sand ii ] 'ar s. On a N.W. and S.E. bearing this rock makes like an

island. '. pe is steep-to, but the strong eddies near it make it prudent

not to appro. .: it nearer than a mile.

Gun Cliff, at 9J miles E. by S. i S. from Tatsupi saki, is steep-to, and

has a battery of six guns on its apex, which is 200 feet high. In the bay

between these points, off the town of Memoyah, about half a mile from the

shore, there is capital anchorage in 8 fathoms, indeed the best in the strait

next to Hakodadi.

From the South point of this coast a steep cliffy shore, with deep water

close to, trends 25 miles to the northward, nearly in a straight line to Toriwi

saki. The cliffs are coloured with the most brilliant and varied tints, and,

like the entire coasts of the strait, are of basaltic formation. Among the

most remarkable are the Red Cliffs, rising to the height of 1,600 feet, at 17

miles southward of Toriwi saki. At 9 miles further to the northward are

two remarkable pointed cliffs, named Double Read. Nearly 2 miles to the

S.W. of this head is a rock 42 feet high ; and North about 3 cables from this

is a rook awash at low water.

TORITI SAKI, the northern point of Nipon, is a low tapering point, off

which, at the distance of a cable, is Low Islet or Omaski sima, 40 feet high.

The ground all around this cape and islet is very foul.* There la a tide

* It was stated that the anchorage (which was recommended) to the N.E. of the cape

wns clear of rorks, but the P. and O. Company's steam-ship Singapore, on her voyage from

Yokohama to Hakodadi, on the 20th September, 1867, struck on a rock, off Toriwi saki.

This rock, named the Sin^apoie Rock, is said to lie N. by E. \ E., distant 2J miles from

Low Island, or 'A milns N. by E. from Toriwi saki.

J
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SIRIYA SAKI or Cape Nambu.—From Low Islot tho coast to tho oast-

ward is foul for about 3 miles, after which it may bo npproacliod without

fear. At lOJ miles from Low Islet is a remarkul.lo red clilf, wl.ich shows

well to the westward ; and at 2 miles westward of this clltl is a \i£\i sharp

bluff, and a high roimd bluff 2 miles to the eastward.

From the latter bluff the coast is low to within 4 miles of Siriya saki, or

C > Nambu, where it rises to 1,265 feet, and dosconds again tcsvards tho

cape in a gentle slope, making at a distance like an island. Thoro in good

anchorngo in the deep bay between this cape and tho red cliff, but the best

is on its western sido, abreast the coast-line where tho high and low land

meet, in 15 fathoms. Off tho cape, at the distance of 3 cables, is a small

white rock 70 feet high. There is also another rock, rather larger, lying a

cable off shore, at 2 miles 8.W. of the cape.

The Rattler Eock.-Comm. J W. Webb, of H.M.S. lialtkr, discovered a

dangerous rock, awash at low water, which lies E. by N., distant three-

quarters of a mile from the white islet or rock North of Siriya saki or Capo

Nambu, the N.E. point of Nipon.

CAPE YESAN or Esarmi, on the South coast of Yeso, is the North point

of eastern entrance to Tsugar Strait, and the East extreme of a bold promon-

tory, with several remarkable dome- shaped mountains in the rear. Tho cape

itself is a steep cliff, about 600 feet high ; the volcano immediately above it

is 1,935 feet high, and frequently capped with a light cloud of steam, but

not otherwise „^li7C.

At 8f miles S.W. by W. of Cape Yesan is Conical Inlet, 200 ft. high, lying

close to the coast. There is a dangerous low point 1 mile to the westward ;

and at 2J miles to the eastward is Foul Point, which is low, and has a dan-

gerous reef extending 2 cables from it.

CAPE SIWOKUBI or Blunt, bears W. } S. 24 miles from Conical Islet,

E. by 8. 12 miles from Hakodadi Head, and N. by E. i E. n miles from

Low Islet, which is the narrowest part of the strait. This cape is steop-to,

and the N.E. current frequently runs with greater strength close to tho

rocks than out in the stream. The summit of the bluff immediately above

the cape is 1,022 feet high ; from thence the high land ranges in towards

the Saddle Mountain. The coast for about 7 miles to the westward is a

level plain of an average elevation of 200 or 300 feet; beyond 7 miles, it

descends to the low beach connecting the high land of Hakodate Head with

the main.

HAKODATE HEAD is the South extreme of a bold peaked promontory,

1 136 ft. high, standing well out from the high land of the main, with which

it is connected by a low sandy isthmus. The head is steep and precipitous,

and safe of approach. At H miles West of the head is Mumll Point, off
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which a reef extends 2 cables, and is steep-to. The coast from thence to

Cape Saraki, at 4i miles to the S.W., is level, but fringed with rocks, and

requires caution in approaching. To the westward of the cape the shore is

low, with a sandy beach safe of approach, and clean ground for anchorage

to within 3 miles of Cape I'siuka.

HAKODATE or HAXODABI HAEBOUR.—The port of Hakodate or

Hakodadi, on the North side of Tsugar Strait, is situated at the foot of the

northern slope of a high peninsula, which is connected with the mainland

of Yeso by a low sandy isthmus. It is an excellent roadstead, •! miles wide

and 6 miles deep, and, for accessibility and safety, is one of the finest in the

world. Its entrance is between Hakodate Head and Mussell Point, which

bear East and West of each other, distant 4| miles. The harbour is in the

south-eastern arm of the bay, and is completely sheltered.

This excellent port is one thrown open to American coinmerce by the treaty

procured by Commodore Perry, U.S.N., March 31, 1354. The town lies on

rhe southern coast of the Island of Yeso, on the western side of a small

peninsula which forms one side of the harbour. The appearance of the

])lace is striking and picturesque, and in its position, general aspect, and

many particulars, resembles Gibraltar.* The town, containing 1,000 houses,

and from 6,000 to 8,000 inhabitants, stretches for about 3 miles along the

base of a lofty promontory, divided into three principal peaks of from 600 to

1,000 feet in height, whose bare summits are often covered with snow. An

excellent road connects it with Matsmai. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged

in commerce and the fisheries, and carry on a large trade with the interior, f

* The town contains over a thousand houses, which mostly stretch along in one main

thoroughfare near the seaside, while the remainder, forming two or three parallel streets,

hang upon the ascent of the hill in the rear. Every one on board the ships who had

visited Gibral!. ? was struck with the resemblance of Hakodadi, from its n'^cition and

general aspect, to that famous fortified town. There was the isolated hill, on the base and

acclivity of which the houses were built, corresponding to the rock of Gibraltar ; there was

the low neck of land reaching to the elevated region beyond, like the neutral ground which

separates the English fortress from the Spanish territory, and a receding country and

capacious bay surrounding Hakodadi, as well as Gibraltar, to strengthen the resemblance

between the two. Moreover, the position of the Japanese town on^e Strait of Tsugar

(S:ingar), with the high land of Nipon and its towns of Say and Mimaga at the South, like

that of Gibraltar, overlooking the narrow channel which connects the Atlantic and Medi-

terranean, and commands the opposite and elevated coast of Africa, with the towns of

Tangier and Ceuta clothing its heights, served to confirm the similarity of features with

which every one whose travelled experience allowed of comparison was greatly impressed.

—{U.S. Japan Expedition, p. 50(3.)

t Hakodate belongs to the Imperial fief of Matsmai, and, with the exception of that

town, is the largest on the island. It is 30 miles East of Mutsttuti, uud thoy are cuuuccicd

by an excellent road.

IiMaiiMn 'i^ii'mmmmmmm
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Iklore than a thousand junks are occasionally seen at one time at anchor in

the harbour.

Supplies.—Water tan be easily obtaiuod from Kumida Creek, which

enters the harbour to the northward and eastward of the town, but the

operation is attended with danger to the boats, which have to bo dragged

over the bar of the river. Tho Japanese supply frosh water in thoir own

boats at a very moderate rate. A supply of wood and water may also be

ordered through tho Custom-house, at tho bazaar, or from tho American

agents residing at Hakodate.

The seine supplied tho Aiuorican squadron in 1854 with fine salmon and

a <iuantity of other fish, and the shores of the bay abound with excellent

elioU-fish. Bcof, potatoes, sweet potatoes, fowls and eggs, and all neces-

saries can be procured. For largo supplies of provisions, masters of ships

sliould have recourse to tho American agents. Vessels, even when seriously

damaged, can undergo rgpairs in tho harbour, there being no scarcity of

materials for this purpose. Timber of any dimensions can bo procured,

though not in great quantity ; its price is very moderate. Expert and in-

telligont Japanese carpenters and efficient blacksmiths are also procurable.

There is no want of coopers, but, owing to the scarcity of iron, they use

bamboo for hoops.

There is a brass and iron foundry, though worked on a limited scale.

No copper sheathing can be obtained ; the native sheet copper is very thin

and small in size. Ships' boats can be repaired or constructed by the Japa-

nese in a very skilful manner from drawings.

Merchant vessels entering the port are subject to the Custom-house regu-

lations. Coal, of very inferior quality, is also procurable.

Pilots.—Vessels entering the bay are boarded by pilots who charge five

Mexican dollars, without any distinction as to the size of the ship. There

are no special harbour regulations.

TIDES.—It is high water, full and change, in this harbour at 6" 0™, and

the extreme rise and fall of tide is 3 feet.

Lightvessel.—Since October, 1865, a lightship has been moored in Hako-

date. The vessel exhibits a/acrf white light. Elevation, 21 feet above the

sea ; and visible 5 miles. She has one mast, carries a red ball during tho

day, and is moored in 6 fathoms water at the extremity of the bank, extend-

ing in a northerly direction from the peninsula of Hakodate.

The approximate position is lat. 41° 47' 30" N., long. 140° 44' 39" E. of

Greenwich.

Approaching from the eastward, after passing Cape Suwo Kubi, named

by the Americans Cape Blunt, which is a conspicuous headland 12 miles

E.S.E. i E. from the town, the junks at anchor in the harbour will be visi-

ble over tho low isthnms.

Hounding the promontory of Hakodate, and giving it a berth of a mile,

J
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to avoid the calms under the high land, steer for the sharp poak of Komaga-

daki, bearing about North, until the East peak of the Saddle, bearing about

N E by N., opens to the westward of the round knob on the side of the

mountain ; then haul up to the northward and eastward, keeping thom «pen

unta the centre of tho sand-hills on the isthmus boars 8.E. by E. J E. (these

may be recognized by the dark knolls upon them.) This w.U clear the spit

which makes out from the western point of the town in a north-northwesterly

direction two-thirds of a mile ; * then bring the sand-hills a point on the ]^rt

bow, and stand in until the western point of the town bears S.W. 4 W.,

when you will have the best berth, with 6* or 6 fathoms water If it .s

desirable to get nearer in, haul up a little to the eastward of South lor he

low rocky peak, which will be just visible over the sloping ndge to tho

southward and eastward of the town. A vessel of moderate draught may

approach within a quarter of a mile of Tsuki Point, where there is a

building-yard for junks. This portion of the harbmir, however, ,s gonorally

crowded with vessels of this description ; and unless the want of repairs, or

some other cause, renders a close berth necessary, it is better to remain

""Tf the peak or saddle is obscured by clouds or fogs, after doubling the

promontory, steer N.N.E., until the sand-hills are brought upon thebeanng

above given, when proceed as there directed.

A short distance from the tail of the spit is a detached sand-bank, with

3i fathoms on it, the outer edge of which is °'-'-^«d,by
"^

''^"Vfr^l
Between this and the spit there is a narrow channel with 4 and 5 fathoms

water. Vessels may pass on either side of the buoy, but it is most prudent

to go to the northward of it.

Should the wind fail before reaching the harbour, there is a good anchor-

age in the outer roads, in from 25 to 10 fathoms.

At night, many captains of vessels are in favour of a northerly course

being steered on entering Hakodate Bay to a depth of 7 fathoms, and keep-

ing fn that depth on an easterly and south-easterly course, by which means

the spit wiU be safely rounded.

. These directions were drawn up, of course, before the lightv„sel, at the North end of

These <*>'*^"°
^ ij ^h, not be on her station, the fo'.l ,w.ng notes

rjrf^trn;!-!^^^^^^^^^^
Ta eri side in 5 fathoms ^ater; and the foot of the hill in hne wUh the -^^e of th«

IdTpoint leads along the northern side of the shoal.-Captain K. 8lewa,t, H.M.8.

^Tf*lhe!!tlding marks should be in the clouds, as they generally are. keep the western

ext^e of tte ^montory of Hakodate bearing South or 8. J W.. which will clear the s^t

Tn^ul to the^tward when the centre of the sand-hills on the isthmus beai-s b.L. by

E J E.-Commodore the Hon. C. EUiot. H.M.S. SyhilU, mo.
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CAPE T8IUKA, at 11 miles 8.S.W. of Tape Saraki, is a high cliffy lK>int,

which mny bo further known by three rocks extonding a quarter of a m.lo

from a point 1 mile north-eastward of . Tho outer rock of tho three is of

a conical f-rm and 70 foot hi^h. The land to the westward for 1 milos ,s

high and cliffy ; about half way between the cape and the end of tho chUs

there are two waterfalls.
.

Vessels can anchor in the bight of the bay, between Capes Ts.uka and

Sirakami ; but as a southerly wind on tho western tide sends in a croHS

swell, it would not be prudent to anchor far in. The position is m 15 to 20

fathoms, with the southern white tlifF bearing West about a mile.

CAPE SIRAKAMI or Nadiejda, tho North point of western entrance to

Tsugar Strait, is a liigh bluff, similar to Cape Siwokubi, but not so safe of

approach. Tho coast, for more than a mile on each side of the cape, is

bordered with numerous rocks, generally above water, some of which run

off nearly 2 cables. As it is not known whether the dangers extend under

water beyond this distance, it will be prudent to give the cape a good berth

in passing. _, .,,«-,
From Cape Sirakami the coast trends W. by N. J N. 5 miles to Capo

Matsumae, which is low, and off it is a conical islet, with a small temple or

building on it. The bay between is very rocky, excepting off the East oud

of the city of Matsumae, where there is good anchorage in 12 fathoms at

half a mile off shore ; but this anchorage would, of course, be unsafe in

southerly winds.
. , xi. c

Currents and Tides.—During the survey of Tsugar Strait by the Saracen,

in June, July, ard August, 1855, a constant N.E. current set through the

middle of the strait, the breadth of which varied considerably according to

the state of the wind and weather. Before and during a N.E. wind its

strength was much diminished ; but with the wind from the opposite direc-

tion, it would expand and fill up two-thirds of the channel against the

strength of the western tide.
, /. n i

The tide in the stream ran about 12 hours each way near the full and

change of the moon, and there were only two regular tides by the shore m
'

24 hours At fuU and change, the flood or eastern stream made at Tatsupi

saki at 6- 30™ a.m., at 7" at Cape Tsiuka, and at 7^ 30» at Toiiwi saki. The

western stream began about 12 hours later. The turn of the stream takes

place li hour later every day nearly.

C. Pemberton Hodgson, Esq., H.M. Consul at Hakodate, who interested

himself to collect information on the subject, writes:-" The tides set with

terrific force from the Pacific and Japan Sea ;
coming from the 5.E. and

E S.E. on the one side, and from the West, S.W., and N.W. on the other,

they meet in the very middle of the strait. From any high land an observer

may see such fearful concussions of the two tides, each running from 3 to 5

miles an hour, and such heavy breaking overfalls, that he may wonder how

I

.IMto.
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a «hip can, ovon with a fair wind, fate them ; an.l with comparative alarm,

how, witli a contrary wind, a vessel can beat against them."

KO SIMA lies W. i 8. 16J miles from Capo 8irukami, the N.W. point of

entrance to the strait of Tsugar. It has a round peak, 971 feet high, and

thore are two roinarkablo sugar-loaf islets or rocks lying off its West end.

It is an excellent mark for Twugar Strait.

U SIMA, or Olmima, 2,800 feet high, bears N.W. by AV. J W. 18 miles

from Ko sima.

0K08IRI ISLAND lies off the S.W. coast of Yeso. The South extreme

is h)w, and detached rocks lie about 2 miles 8. of it. Some of these rocks an.

10 to 15 feet above water, and appuroiitly a reef connects tliem with the

island. The eastern side of tho island is stocp-to. The N.E. point of tho

island appeared from a distance to have a rocky lodge running out a short

distance from it. On tho Yeso side of tho chuimel tho land is high, and the

coast apparently bold-to.

DIRECTIONS.—Sailing vossols approaching Tsugar Strait from the west-

ward during fo -gy weather should guard against being carried by the cur-

rent to the northward past tho entrance. Should the weather be clear when

Bearing Cape Gamaley, it may bo as well to sight it ;
but if doubtful, shape

a course (allowing for tho probable current) direct for Capo Greig. Should

a fog come on suddenly when nearing this capo, recoUect that tho coast is

clear and sandy, and the soundings are regular to the southward, but rocky

with irregular soundings to the northward of it. The capo is steep-to, and,

standing out prominently from the coast-line, forms a good land-mark.

No particular directions are required in passing through this strait to tho

eastward, as there are no hidden dangers, and the north-easterly current

will always be found strongest in the middle of the stream.

Approaching the strait from the eastward, steer for Capo Nambu, and

endeavour to make it on a N.W. bearing. Pass the cape at about a mile

distant, then haul in to avoid the current and to anchor, should it fall calm.

In this case, by keeping this shore close aboard, the vessel may probably bo

drifted up to Low Islet, off Toriwi saki, by the western stream, when the

N.E. ciirrent is running like a mill-stream in mid-channel.

At the anchorage off Low Islet the vessel must wait a favourable oppor-

tunity for crossing the strait. Pass about half a mile from Low Islet, and

in crossing the current, take care not to be set to leeward of Hakodate.

Proceeding from Hakodate to the westward against S.W. winds, keep

well inside Cape Tsiuka, and if unable to round it, anchor with the stream

or kodge about 2 miles to the N.E., weighing again when the next western

tide makes. Should the wind be very light, a vessel may not clear the

strait in one tide ; in this case it will be better to wait a tide to the eaotwaid

of Capo Sirakami, and take the whole of tho following tide to clear tho

strait, than run any risk of being swept into tho strait again by the current.
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Vo«flol8 passing through tlio strait, particularly to tho wostward, should huv.»

tt good kodgn and 150 fathoms of hawser roudy for innuediato use, and must

keep tho land close aboard.

ISLAND OF YESO.

Tliis island, in its timo, has been the object of much googrnphical discv.s-

sion and criticism. Tho Dutch commander Do Vrios, was tho lirst to givo a

distinct notion of its existence and general character to the world. Subm-

quontly tho detailed researches made in tho years 1787 and 17'.»7, by La

Terouse and Captain Broughton, and then the voyage of tho Xadujeda, by

Captain Krusenstorn, in 1805, cleared up all doubts on tho subject, so that,

with the exception of the North coast, its geography is known.

At the time of tho first Japanese establishment in tho island, tho inhabit-

ants, according to Golownin, called themselves Eitm, from which word tho

names Yeso, Jmo, Aim, and Tnm, are derived.

The name of Yeso, or Jesso, has been adopted by most recent authors,

because it is that by which it is most generally known by Europeans, al-

though the name Aino is, beyond doubt, that given to tho original inhabit-

ants of the island.

Our present knowledge of the island is chiefly drawn from the notices of

its original discovery in the Dutch ships CaHh-inim and Itrcskes, under Capt.

I)e Vries, in 1643, from that of Laxraan in 1792, from Captain Broughton

in 1796, and from Captain Eikord, of the llussian navy, in the corvette

Diana. The northern const has not been visited, but is copied from tho Ja-

panese representations. All the western coast, with tho gulfs, bays, and

islands in its neighbourhood, are exhibited from the observations of Capt. Kru-

eenstern in 1 805. The Strait of Tsugar and Hakodate, the port thrown open

to the commercial ports by the American treaty of 1854, have boon surveyed

surveyed by British and American officers, and have just been described.

The Island of Yeso is of a triangular form, the sides of which aro 100,

85 and 73 leagues in length. The throe extremities of this triangle aro

Cape Soya, the North point of tho island, in lat. 45° 31' 15" N., long. 141"

51' E. ; Cape Serakami or Nadi6jeda, the South point, in lat. 41^^ 25' 10" N.,

long. 140° 9' 30" E. ; and Cape Nossyam or Broughton, its eastern extreme,

in lat. 43° 38' 30" N., long. 146° 7' 30" E.

Yeso is separated from the Kurile Islands on the S.E. by a strait, named

by Krusenstern the Strait of Yeso, which is about 8 miles broad in the

narrowest part, that is, opposite the S.W. point of the' islanJ of Kunasin.

This part of the coast has not been yet surveyed. All that is known of it

is that it forms a deep bay, and that the extremity of Kunasiri advances

very far into this bay, so that tho eastern cape of Yeso entirely hides tho

strait which separates the two islands, from which cause those navigators
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Burrounded by rocks and islots.

,.. ,.„,„ u o« *« ...r ... of «-3-;: >«f
-' r:,:!

W.S.W. from its extreme, liaxmun ancnoreu u«i

iniind a Jaimneso establishment.
., i * •*

Til strit separating Yeso from Chikotan is 10 leagues in length but >t

WaUia and Tcbikotan Wand".
. , . , „ ,.„

i„ hTo' 'nf.IA«.,u' »a,ig.u.r .ho ,»i.od thaae p.«., l.» . la.-

'";:W^ina another cap. lyin. .» n.ne, N. 60" W. fro. H, fo™

;;';'X;:..w,.ho™u.ao^^^^^^^^^

;?8;;7^^-ittXUlX Lbout .a., «» .» N.^

"boiL- AttU and Capo nronghton, La,ma« placos aovotal i. near

J and It of .hich i.lfo« .ho oa.ra„c, .o Port A.ki., a-- ^.-th-

11^ b» a root called Rikmu.hm and «".;«*, at 7 imlos N.E. of h»

oZt» T,rtl i>.r» /."»- .2 .110. tohor in tho ^n.o dj«ofoj.

At 4 ^10. S.W. from Capo Bronghton aro two other., named l««l.,n «.d

"^1% .« 0«d Hop., »»>rding to Ja«»«'. chart, lie. to tho SAV. of

A^° n i.U but if. mouthUnarrowod b^hreaker.,
-""^'-yf°^^

, J,l,„ mlranco The funding, throughout yarj from 5 to 16 and

!;"^or n^ectiag point, caUed C.^ S..r.. i. on the right »de

It *fb.y, .u4 '^' '"o entrance of the inner bay. The oaatem pemt of

the bay i. caUed Capt Mattuyhr, iu lat. 43° N.

C*»» or *.«., .ho 8.E. ext^mity of y.», isrery -^^^y^^"^

and placed on the chart.. It may be in tat. 41°W N., long. 142 66 E.

« . " Tn honour of the English niivigator who has, with a

*Li„n)ii .iiimiifw
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VOLCANO BAY. (')A5

VOLCANO BAY is to the northward of Hakodate, on tho eastern sido

of the poninsulrt. It was visited and nanied by llroiighton in Sept., I7lt«,

and it was surveyed by tho IT.S.S. Southampton, one of tho American oxpo-

dition, in May, 1854.—(Soo Narrative, pp. 635—540.) Thoy generally con-

firmed tho description by IJroughton, who thus spoaks of it
:—" 1 have seen

fow Inuds that b:mr a liner aspect than tho n..rtlioru sido of Vokimo IJay.

The eiitninco into this exte/isi-'O bay is funned by the land making tho

harbour, which tho natives call Endormo, and the Houth point, which they

call J-:^urmi. They boar from each otlior N. 17^ W. and 8. 17" E. 1
1
leooruos.

There are no less than three volcanoes in the bay, which induced me to CuU

it by that name.* There are 50 fathoms of water in the centre, and tho

soundings decrease on the approach to either shore. During our stay at tlio

period of the equinoxes, we experienced generally very fine weather, with

gentle land and sea winds from the N.E. and S.E., and no swell to prevent

u ship riding in safety, even in the bay, and the harbour of Eudermo is per-

fectly sheltered from all bad weather.

Endermo Harbotir, on the western sido of the North point, affords good

shelter from all winds, bringing the blutf on the extreme part of the isthmus,

which forms the starboard point in coming in to bear N.W. In this situa-

tion we found 4 or 5 fathoms ; and tho port entry point on the North shore

was on with the bluff. In running for tho harbour, tho island must bo kept

open with tho starboard entry point till within half a mile of a small islet

(which is only so at half tide), end then you must steer in to the S.W., when

the water will be shoaled, and any berth tal<. u you may prefer. The sound-

ings gradually decrease from 10 to 2 fathoms, soft bottom. A few houses

were scattered on the South sido of the harbour : and towards the head the

shores are low and flat, so much so as to prevent boats landing within 100

yards. In all other parts wood and water are procured with the utmost con-

venience. The small island was named liana Olason Island, from one of

Bfoughton's seamen who was buried there. The harbour is formed by the

apparent island, which is an extensive peninsula, of a circular figure. Lat.

of Cape Yetomo at the entrance, 42° 21' N., long. 140» 66' 30" E. High

water, full and change, 5'' 30"" ; rise and fall, 6 feet."

The U.S. expedition found a Japanese settlement in the harbour; the

officials hero received them in a friendly manner, and had carefully preserved

the grave of Broughton's seaman.

The STBAIT of TSUGAE and the treaty port of Hakodate, have been bo-

fore described.

Cape Sirakami or Hadiejda, the S.W. point of Yeso, which has been

before mentioned, was observed with great precision by Capt. Krusenstem

iiivigator who has, with a

st determined the geogra-

roughton."

» These volcanoes, one especially, was in action iu May, 1854.

TS^i«E^5f
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ISLAND OF YESO.

* \.. Jn l«f 41° 25' 10" N., long. 140^ 9' 30' E. It- therefore forms the N.W.

;« oft eLl .0 t..e S.L or Tsugar; .he opposite pom., on Nipoo,

C^C T.ug.r, which is in 1... 41" 16' »«•, long. HO- 14 E., ,. .ha. .h.

Htrait is here 9 miles broad. . „

''MimiAE, or i[f«^.««.-, the capital of the Island of Yeso, lies in a bay

ofThtsame name to the N.W. of Cape Nadiejeda. The two capes formmg

this bay lie N. 70= W. and S. 70^ E. from each other 4 leagues apart. The
this Day lie i^. «v

:„ i„f 4r 25' lone. 140= 7' 20". The city

northernmost, Cape Matsumae, m m lat. 41 25 ,
long, itu

^
of Matsumae is dir..'tlv ,o the East of this cape, 7 miles dis ant that is, in

Lt 41^ ", ong. HOo'h; According to P.^ughton. a small island appa-

.ently .oin^d to'the land by reefs, lies near its N.W. poin. On it he per-

ceived a small building, perhaps a guardhouse. _

Cape Sineko is to the N.W. of Cape MatsuTaae, m lat. 41 39 30 long^

140*4 15" according to Captain Krusensterr's observations. At 40 miles

N.VW C it is la,e Ool M^arou of the 3.panese charts
;
this also was

determined by Ca,tain Krusenstern ; lat. 42° l.' ^0". long. 139 56^ To

the S.E. of it is the Island of Okosiri, --^--^^^'l^V wTs^^
xniles from the coast. It is 11 miles long, in a N.N.E. , E. and S.S.W. |

\~#iBinlat.42°38',long.l39'56'. It lies to the northwar,!

of cTpe Ooto Nizavou, and is remarkable for a high mountain, the position

of which is lat 42° 38' N. and 140° 1' E. Between these tw^ capes is KuUmff

Xmtelen Bay is formed to the South by ^ape Kutusoff, an^ to the l^h

ToZZrZlo.. Volcano Bay on the South side by an isthmus 20 miles

"sCgonoff Bay lies to the northward of Cape Novosilzov. It was thus

nam d by Capt Krusenstern in 1805. and is 12 leagues in depth from N.W

To 3.E., by 14 leagues from Cape Novosilzov to Cape Malasp.na, m lat. 43

40' «il" lone. 141° 28' 30".
^ „, „

To the N E of this latter cape is Peal: or Mount Pallas, in lat. 44= N.,

lonl 142° 4' E This will point out the position of a bay with low shores

!:;LulbLen Capes Malespina .nd ..^^^^^^^ This is lat. 44° 20'.

long. 14r 47'.

.VWH^-/>UI14
'
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Off this latter cape are two small islets, Ti-nrirf and Yu»ikem)->i, lying 12

milos N.W. of the ciape.

CAPE NOSYAB or Bomanzoff is the N.W. extremity of Yeso ; it ^^^ as

thug named by Krusenstern, aud is placed by hini in lat. lo^ 25' 5", long,

lir 41' 2o'. A narrow aud low tongue of lanrl "-tends nearly a mile to the

N.W. from this point. There is a larp"- bay bet«-oen Cape Eomanzoff and

another lying N. 62° E. 14 miles -iistant, called Soya by the inhabitants.

The Nadivjeda, Capt. Krusensteru's ship, anchored in this bay, which also

received the name of Eom'^.azoff, at the entrance of a small bay in the

southern part of the t,reatjr bay, at 2 miles from the learost shore, in 9

fathoms, an excellent bo* com of fne sand and mud.

Near to Cape Romar/;off are tv,'o islands, mentioned on page 578, Jlefunsiri

and liisiri. The firit is the Cape Ouibert, and tlie second the Tic do

Langle, of La Poroi.pa, who thought that botL formed part of Yeso. Tl. e

PicdeLangle, acre ding to Captain Krusen 3tern's oLco'-vationo, is in lat.

4.5° ir N., long. Mr 12' 15" E., and is rrobably the mountain which the

Dutch called UJyde Berg.

Cape Gviocrt, that is, the N.E. point of Eofunsiri, is in lat. 46° 27' 45" N.,

Ion". 141° 0' E. It is high in the centre, and extends 12 miles in a N. by

T^i. and S. by W. direction. A dangerous rock, with only 8 feet water over

it, lies abort 9 or 10 miles northward of Eofunsiri.

The Barrieli Rock is reported to lie 12 miles West of Eefunsiri, lat. 45°

42', long. 140° 42' E.

Cape Soya is the northern point of Yeso, and forms the narrowest part of

La Perouse Strait. A reef, awash, lies 7 or 8 miles E.S.E. of it.

The Strait of La Perouse, which separates Yeso from Saghalin, has been

before noticed.

THE WEST COAST OF NIPON.

The West coast of Nipon is but little known, and should therefore be

navigated with necessary prudence and caution. The only parts at present

surveyed are the islands Sado, Awa sima, and Tabu sima, aud the strait

between Sado and NiiJgata, by H.M. ships Actmon and Bore, in 1859. The

coast from Tsugar Strait (page 645) to Cape Note has been partially ex-

plored by the Bittern and other of H.M. ships, the Eussian gun veBselBJigit,

and H.M. surveying vessel Saracen. The latter vessel has also explored the

coast between Cape Louisa (lat. 34° 40' N.) and the western entrance of the

Inland Sea.

The coast between Sado and Cape Louisa do., not appear ever to have

been sighted by European sliips ; its coast linu has been taken from the

Japanese manuscript, and may, with the excjption of possible dangers off

it, be regarded as accurately delineated.

^'orth Pacific. 2 u
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BITT-.^ R0CK8.-This group of three small rock, two above water

and one awash. wa« discovered by H M.S. BiUern,^ n^
^-J^^

lie close together, within the space of two cables te«H-^^^^^^
,^,,„^

A ^.r,^incr 1 5 and 17 fathoms at the distance of 2 cables, anu uu

^ ulZ^::tn Mile.. Th. f.o. of 4. ,0*. ... »,o«d ...h»*
Whiol,w6re,»ilhdi«c«ltydi.lo<lg«l. j,

and lying W. b, 8. abou. >5 o, .7 »il.. '"»
'^^;«;:;^;;:,:T U^

feet high, and in .i» and aprearance resemble, the hull ol

'"Tabu'sim rOb«r,atory Rock oft the Ea.t extreme of .hich i. in lat.

30m' 53^., tong. 13^ 34 .7- B.). i. in -l-ape -omerta. of a hoveeab^,

Jith a club at iU N.R end. It i. on top .earl, a flat "-^"S
'J

: to 1 feet in height. It, greatest length is M m,l,

^-^-^f^;;^
and its .idest part, the N E. end, is not ,n^ a

J
-- '

Jer Iwd.
oould be obtained, except a few fi.h. Spring, ot excel

The A.»« anchored in .5 fathom.
f^^'^'^^'-X'^^tlZ^l^

<;nnth extreme of the island bearing S.W. by W. 4 w., »

EoTk N NK The Eussian gun-vessel^H anchored in the same bay in

floms'^vfr a coral bottom. It affords shelter from all winds prevaleat m

nwrCthe N.E. e.treme of which is in lat. 38» .0' - N lo^,

1390 16' 7" E., is a narrow strip of land running N.N.E. and SS-^^-' ^°^

ling at it's southern extreme an elevation of 680 feet.

J^^J^^-
len^h and nearly a mUe in breadth, the widest paH being m the centre,

:;t'ontheEaLhore,isa fishing village, ^'^^-^^^^^^^^^'^^ ^1
South end of the other shore, in a small bay protec ed by a --al^b'-^

^ater. The inhabitants were, as well as at Tabu sima. very civil. ^^. .hing

but fish could be obtained.
, „ , . * „+ +«,q;ncr nort

8AD0 ISLAND, lying 25 miles westward of the important trading port

ofZaSmL^ -fy 'IttlsE
par, and il composed of two parallel mountain ranges lying N.W. and S^E^

of elch other, the neck of land joining them being a P^-'
-^ ema^krble

SW sides of which are formed two extensive open bays A remarkable

Zp ronU hill. 700 feet high, stands on a ^^t off the North exte^^^^^^^^

the island, and from a distance looks like an isolated rock. To the north

,ard of this are a few detached rocks close to the shore, and one off I« * .

Ir Wa saki, the north-eastern point of the island, which is lu lat. 38 19 .5

'':^^^2. somewhat abruptly, and gains an e^va^n of^SC.

feet, from which the land, descending slighUy, runs in

^fy^^XlZZ
S S.W. for 10 miles, and terminates in a shaiT mpple of 4.500 feet eleva

tion whence it descends in a gentle uniform slope to the southward The

iMH mum tmmmtmiiiitim^
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West point of the island has a bold, clean bhoro, whence the coast ret-edes

round Sawa-umi Bay to the S.E., and is low. There are numerous fishiug

viUages along the western shores, and a few boat harbours were seen.

Anchorage.-IfNiegata should be opened to European trade, no vessel

except a powerful steamer could, during the autumn or winter months, re-

main at anchor off that port, as gales of wind commencing at b >\ .,
and

veering to N.W. rapidly succeed each other, and send in such a heavy sea

that no ground tackle could be depended upon, and the holdmg ground is

very ind^iferent. Under these circuiP stances, the most prudent course to

adopt would be to anchor under shelter of Sado, and have the cargo trans-

ported from Niiigata in junks or light draught steamers.

The bend in the coast Hue on the N.E. side of the island forms an exten-

Bivebay called Mhiato-mats, which affords anchorage in 12 to 16 fathoms,

sheltered from E. by S. (round South and West) to North. A continuous

rock, 60 feet high, caUed Siza, marks Okawa Point, the South extreme of

this bay, in which no known dangers exist. At the head of the bay is the

town of Jbem or Yebisu.

Another eligible anchorage will be found off Oda village, a quarter of a

mile S.S.W. of Matsu saki, a low projecting tongue of shingle, bearing

S SW 4 W. distant 10.i miles from Okawa Point.

"a few fowls, some fish, and vegetables were obtained by the ^rteon during

her stay at Sado. Firewood may be obtained, but it is supposed not m sufh-

cient quantities for steaming purposes. Neai-ly every little vally b- t,

stream of excellent water flowing down to the beach. Coal is not known

NIEOATA-This was one of the treaty ports to be opened on January 1,

1861 but this has not been hitherto carried out. The city of Niiigata stands

th^le 1 1^^^^^^ for Japan, a rather large river, with 4 fathoms water

"thin the entrance ; but a bar ol the entrance seals it to vessels of greater

r ughUhanT or 8 feet. In f^esh breezes from seaward the sea breaks

c7:sfthe entrance, and at that time not even a boat could cross the bar with-

out risk. The roadstead off the river's mouth .s quite exposed, and the

'tS^t'lJ '::^Bt opulent city on the West coast of Ni,^. It contai^

ab^ut atooO inhabitants, and appears to abs..-. no.H, the whole junk

trade of that side of the island, but it is not adapted i • I oro.,a vessels.

Li^ is situated on an extensive aUuvial plain, int..sec.ed by i.any

rivers which faU near the coast into the main stream the S.nano gawa

:S :^L its rise about 120 miles to the southward. T is low coa

extends for 42 miles, and presents an even appearance, dotted .^ th ties

a^d houses When bearing South or S.S.W.. it is seen clearly
.

ersected

and houses, wnen oe t
directions their mast-

by the river entrance, filled with
J«^^«'J^^°^ .^^^ ^.^^^ ,He

heads are visible over the land, one fleet of them lying j

entrance, and another more to the southward, off the city. T rthe,

tkmimimmtimtKt^'
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the East, on a small elevation, is seeix the town of Aosima yama and high

mountains rise in the interior.

Soundings reach to a considerable distance off the mainland in the vi-

cinity of Niegata; vessels, therefore, vanning between Sado and Nipon at

night, or in a fog, should keep the lead quickly hove. Should soundings

be obtained and decrease gradually, the mainland is being approached. A

ran of very deep water will be found on the Sado side of the channel.

The U.S.S. Shenandoah, Commodore J. E. Gouldsborouph, anchored off

the city in 1867, in 10 fathoms water; mud and fine blue k sandy bottom.

Twelve feet of water was found upon the bar, high water ;
rise and fall,

4 feet.

The bar has two boat channels ; the one to the East is deepest. There is

a sand-bank about half a mile from the land, and about one mile wide

;

inside the bar there are 4 fathoms. The coast is low for some distance, and

presents an oven appearance, dotted with trees and houses.

The left bank of the river from its mouth is sandy, and first turns

S.S.W. and then S.W. up to the city. The right bank is sandy at the

entrance, then marshy, but steep ; it trends S.E. by S., and then runs pa-

rallel to the left bank. The broadest part of the river is 6 cables, opposite

the second bend.

The city, which is of great extent, is intersected by canals crossed by

bridges, their banks shaded by weeping willows. It is surrounded by gar-

dens of the pear tree, peach, and vine ; between the trees are planted turnips,

onions, and mustard. The position of the governor's house is lat. 37° 58' 51

'

N., long. 139° 9' 45" E.

The town of Aosima yama stands near the embouchure of a river, which

also has a bar carrying only 7 feet. It is said to be 6 miles N.E. of Niegata,

but is but half that distance according to the Japanese manuscript.

For the distauce of 4 miles a strong indraught, on the flood tide, is ex-

perienced off the entrance of Niegata, greatly to the inconvenience of sailing

vessels seeking an oflang. The ebb would, of course, assist them off the

land.

At 15 miles S.W. i W. from Niegata the low shore terminates at KaMa.

yama Bead, 4^ miles North of a spur of the fine peaks of Yajiko yama, which

has the appearance of a blunt cone sloping on the West. A mile to the South

the peak of Eauriko yama riso- to a higher elevation.

TOTAMA BAY.—The coast to the S.W. of Yafiko yama is very high,

especially near this bay, where tho three snowy peaks of the Sa-yama moun-

tains appear above tlie clouds. Cape Eoiven or Noto, is the western point of

entrance to this extensive bay, which is broadly open to the North and N.E.

The Djigit passed along its eastern and southern shores, both of which are

very populous, as was evident in the number and extent of the villages seen.

Some rivers flow into the bay, but having bars like that of Niegata they
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are not accessible to ships. All the anchorages off the villages are more

or less exposed to winds from the northward. The liinr Unmu <jawa, on

which the town of Toyama stands, has a bar of 7 foot water completely

across it.
, „ x,. . j •*!,

This bay is in every respect inferior to the roadstead off Nu-gata, and with

strong northerly winds more difficult to quit. The harbour of Unounu on its

western side, was not examined, but according to the Japanese manuscript

it is spacious.

Yutsi Bima, in lat. 37" 50J' N., 136" 65' E., is 40 feet high, about two-

thirds of a mile in diameter, level, and cultivated ; there are a few stunted

trees on it, and a small village on its southern side. With the island bear-

ing N N.W. 5 miles, the depth was 46 fathoms, fine sand.

The Astrolabe Rock, in lat. 37= 35' N., 136° 54' E., 200 feet high, and

about a quarter or a third of a mile in diameter, is the largest and highest of

a group of five rocks, which extend nearly H mUe in a N.E. and 8.W. direc-

tion, and vary from 200 to 70 feet in height.

CAPE NOTO or Roiven, in lat. 37" 28' N., 137° 22' E., is elevated about

700 or 800 feet, the land rising 1,200 to 2,000 feet to the westward of it.

At 12 miles W. by S. from the cape is a remarkable white cliff that shows

weU to the westward ; from this cUff the coast bends in to the southward and

forms Wauima Bay. The opposite point of the bay is about 8 miles distant

and immediately above it is the sharp peak of Wamu yama, elevated 2,000

feet, which is the highest pointiu the neighbourhood, the land bomg generally

level and of an uniform height of about 800 or 1.000 feet. At 10 milesW
by S. from Waisima, or 30 miles W. by S. from Cape Note, the coast at

Isonosu, a prominent projecting hill, 800 feet high, trends away sharply to

the southward, 12 mUes to the entrance of Nanao.

Nanao, or Nanc*., is in lat. 37" 2' N., long. 136" 58' E. The entrance

to this harbour is about half a mile wide; but after passing the project-

ing point which forms the narrow entrance, a wide and capacious bay

"The city of Nanao is situated in the extreme western angle of the bay,

and soundings gradually decrease from 14 fathoms at the entrance untd you

reach the anchorage off the town.

Two smaU islands, 10 feet abo.o water, lay about 2i miles off froni the

town; good water aU round these islands, except about 800 feet W.N.W.

off the western one, where there is a patch of 16 feet. By keeping the

starboard hand aboard, on entering and passing about a quarter of a mile

from the only bluff point on the western side as you enter the harbour, you

will carry 7, 6, 6, and 4 fathoms water, muddy bottom.

The population of Nanao is about 15,000, and its exports very lUle, if

anything-a few dried fish and mats only. A ship-yard is being built to the

eastward of the town.
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Nanao has two entrances, caused by an inlet about 3 miles long, p^allel

^ith the coast and between the northern and southern extreme pom of land

which forms the entrance to this spacious bay. There are no pecuhar fea-

tures of the coast, or landmarks, to denote their entrances as you approach

them from the sea. ^ sunken rock exists about 5 miles from the southern

point, and a reef is 3a:d to exist off the northern point of the South entrance.

The northern entrance is said to be more free from obstructions than the

southern. ttt v a i <a onrl

Bring the middle of the southern entrance to bear W. by S. j ». ana

then run for it. \fter entering thechannel, keep close over to the North

shore, running parallel to a line passing through North Channel bluff and

Matui-Osaki, which will be a course about W. by S. J S.
;
but do not get

inside the bight between the two points, for there is a shoal there with only

3 feet of water on it bearing S. by W. from a little village. In passing

through the channel South of North Channel Bluff, borrow on t^ie northern

side, which may be approached quite closely, and steer in towards the har-

bour S.W. by W. | W. w „;n,

The southern side of the entrance of Nanao is said to be quite .ocky, with

dangerous reefs extending from it in an easterly direction to the distance ot

5 miles. , ..i

From North channel bluff steer S.W. by W. i W., by compass, untd

the North side of square cliff ,Ota) is in line with East end of Mejima;

the steer S.W. J W. until the North end of square cliff is in line with the

centre of Ojima, when steer S. 4 E. until the centre of square cliff bears E.

i N., where a good anchorage will be found in 4J fathoms water. This is

about the centre of the harbour.
_ ,

The danger to be avoided in entering this harbour is a 16-foot spot, which

is 850 yards from Ojima, and in range with that island and the North end

of square cliff.
, - xt •

i +

Mikuni Road8.-This place is about 58 miles southward of Nanao, in lat.

36° 12' N , long. 136° 8' E. The U.S.S. Slienandoah came here in 1867.

The approach to Mikuni roads is bold to within half a mile from the shore,

when the soundings vary from 9 to 6 fathoms.

The best anchorage is tc bring the West end of Amnia Island to bear N.

;

then steering North or South, as the case may be. until the mouth of Mikuni

Eiver (which is easily distinguished) bears E.S.E., when 7 fathoms will be

found ; bottom sand and hard mud ;
good holding ground. The course can

then belaid E.S.E., steering for the entrance, and. as the soundmgs are gra-

dual, suitable water may be found for an anchorage. There is bold water

off the West side of Assinia Islands.
.

The town of Mikuni is said to contain about 10,000 inhabitants, and their

exports silk and dried fish. It is situated on the right bank of the river,

about half a mile from its mouth; the bar has only 6 feet at low water.

gaAtesy--. in
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Else and faU of tide about 9 feot. The anchorage in the outer roads is

exposed from S.W. round West to North, but completely sholtored from

all other winds.

WAKASA BAY, an opening 25 miles wide, commences at 18 miles beyond

Mikuni. At its S.E. angle is Tsuruga Bay, and in the S.W. angle is

Myadsu, both visited by the Shenandoah in 1867.

TSUKUGA BAY, in lat. 35" 39' N., long. 136° 4' E., is a largo inlot, whitli

extends to within 10 miles of the Biwa Lake, and from this possesses some

importance, as the capital of Japan is near the S.W. end of the lake, and it

has been proposed to connect the bay with Oosaka by a railroad.

The American directions follow : -Approaching Tsuruga Bay from the

northward, steer so as to be distant 6 miles from the North end of Tama-

gawa when it is brought in lino with Ibo Point; then steer S.E. i S. until

a triangular white cliff, to the left of the town, is opened, when bring it to

bear S. J E., and then steer for it until the first prominent point on the left

of the bay, going in, is brought to bear E. by N. £ N. ;
then steer S. i W.

to the anchorage.

This harbour is very easy of ingress and egress, and, so far as is known,

free from rocks. No soundings under 13 fathoms until you get well in the

harbour ; the western shore should be avoided.

It is said that durino- autumn and winter a heavy swell sets in when the

wind is from the northward and westward. The land around is high. The

town of Tmruga is at the head of the bay, and contains about 15,000 in-

habitants; exports, dried fish and rice. Good Hme is made in the neighbour-

hood of Tsuruga. Eise and fall of the tide 2 feet.

Myadsu, in lat. 35° 32' N.; long. 135° 15' E., the southernmost of the

Okino Islands, bears N.E. J E., distant about 8 miles from the entrance to

Myadsu, which is an excellent harbour, completely landlocked, with good

holding ground.

With this island on that bearing, steer S.W. ! W. between Whale Point

and Okatashima, then steer S.W. s S. until at the mouth of the harbour,

when steer direct for the battery. The soundings from the mouth of the

liarbour will gradually decrease from 11 to 7 and 6 fathoms to abreast of the

town, with bottom of sticky mud. The best anchorage is on a North line

from'the battery in about 8 fathoms, with mud bottom and good holding-

ground. At the right of the town, and off a red sand-bank about 150 yards,

a sounding of 1 fathom was found.

This is a harbour easy of ingress and egress, free from dangers ;
the shoal-

est water is on the western shore ; a rock exists on the eastern side of the

entrance between the two inner points. Keep mid-channel, and you will

carry good water up to the anchorage.

The town contains about 12,000 inhabitants. Silk is manufactured in the

neighbourhood, and this is a great mart for dried fish. A four-gun battery

u
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is erected in front of the Damio'H resideuce. The rise and fall of the tide is

barely povceptible. ,

OH I8LAND8.-Tho Oki group consist of one large and a group of thren

smaller islands, and a number of islots and rocks. They lie N.I and S.W.

of each other, and occupy an extent of 23 miles in that direction There .s

an open and apparently safe channel between the largo islands and thegroup

of smaller ones.
. i „ .

Okisma,thoti.E..v largest island, about 10 miles m diameter, has a

number of detached higli rocks close to its northern point, which is steep

and cliffy Its S.W. e-vtreme ia remarkable from its terminating in a high

steep bluff ; its S.E. point is comparatively low. The highest part of the

island was estimated at 3,000 feet elevation.

The group of three islands is about a miles in diameter, and probably

good anchorage may be found as there are deeply indented bays. The North

point of Nisi sima, the western of the three, rises to a sharp peak of 1,700

foet elevation. The other two are about half that height. They ap-

pear to be thickly populated, and the hills are cultivated to their summits.

Mino Sima is in lat. 34» 47' N., long. 131° T E., and 20 miles distant

from the northern coast of the province of Nagato, which forms the foot of

Nipon Its highest part, elevated 492 feet, is in the centre of its West side.

Its Bides appear steep and cliffy, except on the N.E., where there is a sandy

bay. A large square rock lies half a cable off its eastern point, and there is

an islet on its N.W. side.
'

HATSTJNGU SAKI, or Square Rock Point, is the northern extremity oi

the western prolongation of the toe of Nipon ; it is 20 miles S.S.W of Mi.K,

sima and 30 miles northward of the western entrance of the Inland Sea. It

appeared to be about 700 feet high, with a nippled outline, bordered by

high cliffs on the North, and slightly tapering towards the sea, where it was

about 500 feet in height. It may be easily known by the markable square

rock or head springing from its base, and which, being entirely detached

from the high land of the point, gives it the appearance of an island. Seen

at the distance of 24 mUes from the N.E., it assumes the appearance of

gently shelving table-land, having three or four large notches, the sharp

cone of Aoumi sima and the distant summit of Kabuto yama showing to the

eastward. This sharp and remarkable cone, of 700 feet elevation, marks

the eastern point of the deep bay of Fukugawa.

CAPE LOUISA, or Takayama. E. by S. i S. 24 miles fi-om Mmo sima,

is a remarkable sharp peak, 1,800 feet in height, on a projecting and very

prominent point of the coast. 34 miles E. by N. J N. from Square Rock

Point. This peak appears quite isolated as seen from the vicinity of Square

Rock Point. .„ , ^^ . x j n
Ai Sima. or Eichard's Island.—Between Square Rock Point and Cape

Louisa ther'e is a large bay, with many islands on it, generally about 200 ft.

-^
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Bnerally about 200 ft.

high, and tlat-tc.ppod, with clitfy inarcessiblo sides. Tlio largost uro Ai muui

and slma. Ji xima, tlio outer, is midway botwoou the abovo capos and

just within the chord of tlie-bay ; it is elevated 400 ft., having a ilat-toppod

hill in its contro. uma, h miles East of Ai siiua, is also -100 ft'ot high,

bjit longor and flatter. Aoimi »ma, 4.i miles in length East and W.-st, is

10 miles East of Square Rock Point, its western point being the sharp tone

before alluded to. On the Japanese cliart there is ropresonted between

this island and the coast, a finely sheltered and capacious harbour called

Misumi,

Between Ai sima and the East part of Aouuii sima the iiaraccn s track

survey represents four doubtful islets, which do not appear on the Japaneso

manuscript.

Igama Bay is an inlet running in 7 miles in any easterly direction on tho

South side of Square Kock Point. The north-western corner would appear

to afford the best anchorage, but no part of it has been explored.

Kado Sima {Double Wedge Island of Richards) is 1 mile off the South

point of entrance to Igama Bay. It is 2* miles long E.N.E. and W.S.W.,

and of very peculiar formation as seen from the North, being divided nearly

equally into two very flat quoins, the points of the wedges being both to the

westward, and their steep tails to the East.

Simonoseki Strait.—From this island the coast trends southward to tho

entrance of Simonoseki Strait (page 603), which is approached by a very

oven and gradually decreasing depth. The shore should be given a berth,

as, where surveyed or seen, it was found to bo very rocky.

WEST COAST OF KIUSIU.

KOTSU SIMA, or Colnett Island, the name by which it is more usually

known Ues in the Korea Strait, nearly midway between the East coast of

Tsu sima and the west'jrn entrance of the Inland Sea. In clear weather it

can be seen from Iki Island, Tsu sima and the coast. It is a mile wide et

its broadest part; its .ides are steep, with a high cliff at the N.E. point,

and rise with slight irregolarities to a central peak 800 ft. high. At a great

distance the slopes appear even. Four notched rocks or islets, 80 feet high,

and visible 12 miles, lie 4 ca jles S.E. by S. of the South point.

Orono Sima {Obree Island), in lat. 33^ 52' N., long. UO" 0' E., and 37

milesW by S of the Siro simas at the entrance of the Inland Sea, is a

double-topped island, the South hill of which, and the higher, is elevated

about 300 feet. It is about a mUe in diameter. There appear to be no

dangers between this island, Colnet, Iki, Tsu sima, and the entrance of the

Inland Sea.
., „. , ,.

Kosime no oo sima, or Wilson Island, lying about 2 miles ofl the northern

c oast of Kiusiu, is remarkable from its prominent position off the entrance ot

»-l»S««3Wf*^"'
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the Inland Son. It is somewhnt fl.it, with a hill 854 loet hiwh rising from

its centre, surmounted by a large rlunip of trees, and is viniblo in clear

weather at .*3() miles.

A flhml extends to the eastward from the 8.E. part of this island, having

3 fathoms on the outer end at a distance of G cables.

OENKAB NADA in the sea comprised between Iki Island, Wilson Island,

and the mainland. The numerous islands within it are generally safe of

approach, and the adjacent waters are singularly free from .lan>^er. Not so

the eastern part of the Oenkar nada, whore lie three very dangerous tidal

and sunken rocks. The soundings appear very even, except in the vicinity

of these rocks ; the bottom is sandy or gravelly.

A steamer taking this route only effects a saving of 8 or 10 miles, but a

sailing vessel proceeding to the southward would bene6t considerably by

keeping inshore in the Genkar nada out of the north-easterly current, and

taking advantage of the tides, which are pretty regular, by dropping a kedge

when unable to make way.

The COAST.—From abreast Wilson Island the hills decrease in elevation

from the double per" '^ over Kanega saki, the West point of the North coast

of Kiusiu towards .ue South, but high mountains are seen in the interior.

Southward of Katsura saki (which has a reef U viile South of it), and off it,

is a small conspicuous tree islet, the coast becoming moderately low and

wooded. Thence a low strip of sand-hills terminates in the North entrance to

Hukosaki Bay.* Ai sima is an island of table land, 200 feet high, on which a

single tree shows very conspicuously. On the S. shore of Hakosaki Bay is a

largo city, called Fukuoka, the capital and fortress of the Prince of Mino, one of

the seven most powerful of the independent Daimios. Siga sima, with rocks to

the W. of it, off the entrance of the bay, is even and wooded, as is also Nakosi

or No-ko-no sima, a mile to the South. Oenkar sima or Seed Island, round-

topped and steep-sided, with a ninepin rock 4 cables N.W. of it, lies off the

projection of the main at the South side of the entrance of the bay. The passage

South of Eeed Island has only 3 fathoms on it. From Eeed Island the face of

a hilly promontory extends S.W. 9 miles, and on it are two bays, probably

affording anchorage. Kusaya, the S.W. point of the promontory, is a bluff,

H mUe W. of which is ffime sima or HiU Island, about 600 feet in height, with

a gravel spit to 6 cables S. of it. South-westward of Kusaya Point is another

deep bay,t with mounUnious shores, which rise to a fine peak upwards of

2,000 feet in height.

YeboBi sima or Com Islet, 128 feet high, 27 miles S.W. by W. J W,^f

• ~«^H.M 8. Centaur, J. H. Lawrence, Master, R.N., anchored, in 1861, in this vicinity in

a bay culled Ino->inm, in 12 fathoms, mud bottom and good holding-ground, and protected

from all northerly winds ; the North point of Reed Island bearing S.W. by W. J W.

t The town or fortress of Karatsu or Karaouo, belonging to the Prince of Satou, is at

the bottom of the southern arm of this bay.
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Wilson IMan.l. and 12 miles H. l.y W. 4 W. of Orono mmu, lies iu th.> contn.

of the southern part of the Gonkar nada, and is a most useful guide to avoid

its dnn>;ers.

Swain Reef, the principal of those dangers, originally placed 3.} miles

westward by Mr. Swain, II.M.S. Jlorbuvk, Um, lies in tho fairway, 10 miles

H.W. by W. of Wilson Island, IG miles E.N.K. of Cone Islet, and li'i miles

E.S.E. of Crono sima. It is nearly 4 cables in extent, and starcoly covered ;

some rocks on its eastern part are nearly always seen, being 5 feet above

low water. There are 10 fathoms near the edge of the reef, deepening to 19

and 20 fathoms, sand and gravel.

Ellis Reef, lying .S.W. 9 miles from Swain Reef, is another danger more

out of the fairway of vessels making a direct course through tiio Genkar

nada. It lies E. i N. 8^ miles from Cone Island, and W. by N. 3J miles

from the rock off Reed Island. It never quite uncovers, but in bad weather

tho heads of the rocks are seen. One mile S.S.E. of the reef is rocky ground,

with soundings of 4 to 10 fathoms.

Dove Reef, on which some small brown rocks were seen, is 3 miles S.W.

' S. of the Ellis. It may be passed at a mile on the outside in 1 9 fathoms,

line sand.

M «(»)«.—Three clusters of rocks and islets (two in a cluster), J 4 to 20

feet above low water, lie eastward of the large island of Iki. Richards

places the eastern 4 miles N.W. i W. of Cone Islet.

IKI, the largest island off the N.W. coast of Kiusiu, is 10 miles long.

North and South, and 9 miles at its widest part. It is of sandstone forma-

tion, chiefly table land, the southern part rising to an elevation of 680 feet,

and its N.E. hill to 470 feet. There are many islands and reefs off its

shores, the deep indentations of which afford anchorage in rather deep water

in sheltered harbours, of which Moro yosi on the East coast, Ilono ura on

the S.W., and Ina minato on the West are the best. Katzmota ura, at the

N.W. part of the island, was a wild-looking anchorage, where the swell was

seen breaking heavily in fine weather. A vessel may also anchor on the

North coast, with the North hill bearing S.E.

A rock, having only 8 feet at low water on it, lies three-quarters of a mile

South of the two outermost low flat rocks, Shimo Idirami and Kami Idzumi,

off the East coast of Iki sima ; the whole of that East coast is much encum-

bered by ledges of rocks, extending some distance from the shore.

Kagara {Christian Island) is the centre and largest of three islands off the

main 8J miles S.E. of Iki. Bunn, the eastern island of the three, is low,

with a clump of trees on its S.E. head, a good object to «teer for in passing

through the channel East of Bunn. There is a rock 4 cables off the South

part of Kagara. Mat sima, lying close off the S.W. part of Kadara, has

rooks off its extremes.

Passage Reef, a largo struggling patch of low flat rugged rocks, lies 1 mile
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E.8.E. of Uunn Inland. The two higlu'st rocks on it, ubout '20 feot high, on

one of whitli thiro iH a Mtono beacon, are tho only parts which hIiow at a

distance.

Yobuko Harbour is a complotely land-lock.d inlot, IJ to 2 cubl.'s broad,

running in li niilo H..utliward of tho inland Kabu sima, which fronts its

entrance, and divides its approach into two channels. Thn junks uho tin.

oawtorn paHsago.

Tho western ontranco is broad, bold and dcop. It can b(^ easily rocog-

nizod by a remarkable stiuaro clump of trees on tho low point {Jfato mh)

forming the western boundary of tho outer bay. In 18(i0 II.M.8. Pwne>-r

anchored in 11 fathoms of Ibiko viUago, at the entrance on tho western

shore.

JTato sahi, the West point of entrance to Yobuko, is low and rocky, with a

remarkable square clump of fir trees on it, which makes like an islet when

first seen from the south-westward. The coast to tho southward is much in-

dented, with long rocky points extending from the shore into deep water.

The great bay of Tmari is unexplored.

Madara Sima, or Covey Mand, lies 7 miles S. by E. of the South point of

Iki, and appears bold on all sides. Its West peak, 630 feet high, falls

steeply to the sea over a cliff-bound shore. Off the West point is a rock.

Futahami, 9* miles W. by N. of Madara, is a saddle- shaped island, 320

foet high, with a rock or islet half a mile to the N.W. of it. The outlying

A'o-futakami Sock is 2 miles further in the same direction.

AtSQBi no Sima, or Harbour Island, 13 miles 8.W. by S. oriki, is irre-

gular in shape, and H miles across from East to West. It is ralher high,

the nonhem and S.E. hills being the two highest. Its coasts are bold, tho

only known danger being a small rock 6 cables off tho middle part of tho

N.W. coast, about H mile N.E. by N. of its south-western point.

Port Zindaa]/, on the South s.ie of the island, is a large bay open to tho

South and too deep for convenient anchorage. Although tho bay is open

and exposed to the South, there is not fetch enough to aUow much sea to

rise. The western poiut of entrance is low and flat.

Do sima, a mile South of Atsusi no sima, has some rounded summits of

moderate elevation, showing smooth bare rocky sides. There is anchorage

on its South side. West of Yoka sima, one of two islets to the S.E.

Ikutski, or Ykitsk Island, 5J miles in length North and South lies close

off the N.W. point of Hirado, separated from it by the Obree Channel. Its

North point, off which is a rock, has an overhanging cliff of considerable

height, facing tho West, but which slopes gently to the East.

Obree Channel, about 4 cables wide, has been ascertained to be quite

clear, with a depth of 15 fathoms in the middle. The Saracen anchored

just inside it off the south-east shore of Ikutski, in 7 fathoms, in a snug

bay, at about a quarter of a mile off a village. Tho vessed passed North
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HIEADO or FIRANDO ISLAND, 1« miles in length N.E. and .S.\\ .,

and, owing ti> its duoply indontod coast lino, of an irregular broadth of I to

.', .ailos, lios adjacent to tho West coast of Kiusiu, from which it is noparatcd

by Apex Strait, llirado is high and hilly, and much woodod, and its coasts,

whorovor ...xplorod, have boon found /ory bold. Tho Sarami passod in docp

water through tho Obroo Channel along its West coast, insido the Aska siiaa

or Sisters, and round.>d tho islets off its S.W. point at a milo. Over Sisiki

saki, tho South point of llirado, there ris-i precipitously a remarkably sharp

peak, and lil miles in a south-westerly direction from tho point is Sail (or

imte) Rock, the position of which has not been very correctly determined.

The PORT of FIRANDO, situate on the West side of the northern point

of nirado, was, previous to 1G23, the chief location of British and other

foreign trade with Japan, which from that period was restricted to tho Dutch

at Nagasaki. It was visited by H.M.S. lloehuch in 1859, and described os a

spncious harbour running East and West, 2 miles deep, and sheltorcd from

all winds. A good guide to recognize its position is a small isluiid lying off

the North point of ontranco.

There are throe islets in tho harbour, and good anchorage in 4 fathoms

between the southern islet and tho shore. The deep arm running to the

South just within the entrance was not examined. Tho large town of

Firando stands on the narrow nock between the head of the harbour and

Spex Strait.

SPEZ STRAIT (also called llirado Strait), between llirado and a pro-

montory of Kiusiu, is about 10 miles in length, and navigable without diffi-

culty by steamers, but as the tides at springs are stated *'- run with great

strength through the narrow channel* at its northern part, where for 2 miles

tlie whole breadth of the strait is only 3 cables, and the navigable channel at

one part only H cable, a sailing vessel cannot be taken through with safety

without a commanding breeze, which, to be relied on, must blow directly

through the strait.

Entering hy the North, the channel becomes suddenly contracted to H cable

West of a rock 10 feet above high water, lying in mid-stream at the entrance,

and 2 cables North of the small wooded head of Furato saki on Kiusiu.

• This is the dangoroui part of tho strait, tho great strength of the tides over tho unovon

bottom, &c., causing sm' 1 whirlpools to bo formed in tho middloof tho channel. It is

indispensabl'o, therefore, •.specially for a large ship, to have good steerage way, which

must be kept even v'la a favouring tide to ensure safety.—Capt. J. Borlaso, II.M.S. Pearl,

and J. 8. Compton, Master Il.N., II.M.S. Renard, 1861. Commander II. A. Ucilly,

H.M.R. Pioneer, 1860, states that the dangers are few, and clearly marked with stono

beacjns.
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Passing within a cable West of this ro< k, a JS. J W. courso sliould bo stoircii

along tlie Kiusiu shore, so as to Hvoid fomc rt>ck^ whioh break, extondiii^;

from tlio Firaudo ehoff as far a«» uiid-ihaunol, aud a'so a 12 -futJiouis patch otf

the island iu frvmt nf the town of Firando.

After passing the I>aimio'8 (^Princi> of Iki) residome, which stands em-

bowered in trees, and oau be rocognizeil by the whifo wall at.>u^ tlu' - i<iri>

which surrounds it, tho lourso btHomes S.E. by S. and S.W. by S. round the

bight opposite the point south-eastward of tlio residence, oil" whiih ]>oiiit,

N.N.E. '2 cables distant, is a rock 4 feet above high water. In rounding

the bend the Kiusvu sliore need not be kept very close aboard.

"When proceeding by this route, it will freiiuentlv bo found lan-ejisary to

anchor for the Light, at which time the citiait car foldom bi>pns.sed. Tlic

pilots have usually anclured II.M. ships in Knicnick or A'aint(su, situated on

the East side vf Hirado. Av.other anchorage is eastward of Kuro ,sima.

Titdf Bay, at tl\o northern part of the strait, is 1 Jf cable iu length aud 1 in

breadth. There is access to the bay by both channels, but there ai«> only 2

fathoms in that South of the island in the front.

Directions from the southcanl will bo given hereafter.

Otate IslaJld aud Bounet Islet, the former a mile N.W. of the latter.

aud 1 miles S.!:>.E. of Hirado, lie directly in the fairway between llirado

and Nagasaki. Oue mile N. \V. by W. i W. of Otate are two islets, aud N.

by Jl 3, E. half a mile, a rock awash ; and again, 3 miles North, a sunken

rock has been refujrted. Those ar»i the only known dangers off the gi-oup

which may be passed on either hai' j.

Tenoi Sima, 600 tVet high, U 4^ miles westwtu^ of Otate, and its eastern

side, which borders on the channel, is bold, but from South round to N.N.W.

of the island ar^j many scattered islets, i .)cks, and reels, which render the

navigatioa betweeu .t and Hira sima, 2J^ miles to tlie westward, extremely

hfxardov.s.

The southern part of these outlying gro\ips is the most dangerous. Two

islet', 130 and 50 feet high. West and 8. S.W. l^' and
1 J mile respeitiyely

fi-om the Fonth point .^a small h:ad) of Venoi sima, are the most noticeable.

The outermost is of W. 3^ miles from the peak of the island.

Hiki Sima is a partially cultivate<' island, apparently 1^ mile long, about

2S0 feet hig.'i, with a remarkable -.ounded hummock (cone-shaped) at its

S.E. extr'=(me, comi-cted with the main body of the island by a ki^g strip

of shore ; reef:* appeared to eit.nd about three-quarters of a mile otT t'ae

North side of the island. The easternmost of the S'umo sima group is fully

IJ mi'o a«'ward of the other two rocks, with a clour deep-water passage

between The ou';er rock of the Sumo sima gioup is a pinnacle rock, with

an aj-^jh through it.

A dangcri<r.< reef ruus pantllel to and distant about 1 mile from the X^nh
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side of the island. A nu k, on which tho woft bruakB, iios i) cableit E. by

8. i 8. from tl»o contro of tho island.

The iirofhm, plated in Int. 32' 49' N., long. 129" 2r>' K,, if existing at all,

whi»'h is somewhat doubtful, nmst be very small or aunkon rocks. Thoy

'i:mi not bii'Ti seon of late, They are, however, placed on tho latest Dutch

iUirvev of liS.VS.

The GOTO ISLANDS.—This mt)untainous chain of many islrnds, lying

liot\*«^teu tho imranul.-i of ;!2' ;57' and ;J3° '20' N, is ;"iO miles in oxlenl in a

N.E. and S.^V' direction, and from 5 to 20 uides in breadth. Several im-

|iortai:' isliMuls iind roiks have boon discovered on tho eastern sidobyOomm.

15rookt-r in II. M.S. Si/lfia, in 18(1!). Tho chain may bo passed through into

tho Kort^a Strait by sis chauneis, all of which, judging from those parts

which h»vo been surveyed and from tho nuturo of tlio coast, probably carry

deep waiter.

Kosal^a Channel, t'.ie northern of these channels through tho group, was

onvered by ii.M. ships J)oi.^ and /.even at dusk, from tho eastward, South of

the small island Jli,t. sini-.i, 1:! fiithoms being tho least water obtained in

the passage, which is about ihvee-quurters of a mile in breadth. UJcu

mmu or Itido is higli, with low land stretching towards its East point.

The I/odi/r' JiiM-k, the only known danger iu this vicinity, is about a mile

North of the outermost of several islets which extend 10 miles West of

Kosaka.

Kuga Channel.—Tlie Sara>'t7i, after leaving Nagasaki, stxiod across to the

Goto Islands, and, entering the Nam Channel East of Kaba sima, worked

to the westward, and anchored in Hardy Harhour, a snug anchorage on the

S.W. side of Nam sima, and in the Kagu Channel. This is a small inlet,

C cableR in length North and South, and 3 to 4 in breadth. There is an

isl.t (Jbservator;, at its entrance, and I mile So slh the larger island Mia

sima, of two parts :io«\netn.ed by a shingle spit, gives protection from that

quarter

Within ObseiTatoi^ lalet the water is deep, decreasing from 16 to 5

fathoms cIopo up to the li4*ad '/ the harbour, but the more convenient depth

of fi to T fatiioms may be obtained by amhoring W.N. W. of the islet and

rutiier nearer to the opposit*^ shore The Kuga Channel was then examined

and fouud to carry cU-ep water, ^ to 3'2 fathoms, with exceedingly bold

sb. nis, and not the Iea*t*indication oi" unseen dangers.

FTJEUYE or Fukai, the chief town of the Goto Islands, and the fortress

of the Daimio, Gotjima Saijemiua no iJjo, is situate on the "horo of an open

roadstead on ^\\e nortb-ea«tem side of Fukuye .sima, the southern and

largest island of the chain, and southward of t.L°, Fukuye Cho'inel, which

separates it Ironi Kuga sima.
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good anchorage m 7 to 8 tatnoms, ^n
mistaken

The oatraaoe to rZ^^'oT mt Nol!? Cap, Goto, and

for a Hiad opoamg 2 cables wide, only i m""

,hich has a roet of took, eiteadiag «!toss its entraace-
wmin nas

l,„bour. which has a varyiag breadth of 3 to 7

The mam lalet of the

''"''?^.

J

^ ^„^j ,„„ «,„

cables, foUows the contoar of the coast Uae lor
, F^

^.by a belt of >»^.;;^>y° ^^Sl'^tlad' "SeV wilhia the

eihorageiacoa.- 3.at.^e*^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^„^

""f'-Ttl a r^wtr"w a ^e ia leagth. East, 3 cables

)ZZCh o^aurllslaad ia the ceatre of this part of the harboar,

from the North oi
^j.^ „(,,, anchorage, open only

Uiere- "-^
J^'^^*^'/t inair part of the blind entrance there

rra« in^r;r.3 fathom., within . cable, of the South .here

of Sima.
^ ^ ^ ^^ at the S.E. part of the

The best anchorage

^l^^^l^^^'^^^ ^he peak of Boshi yama, which

harbour, in 16 fathoms, mid-channei, wun v
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From Tama no ura the coast runs North about 5 miles from Algorme

Bluff falling to a low point, the north-western promontory of Fukuye, which

is fronted by shelving rocks. Eim sima is separated from this point by a

channel a mUe wide, in which was seen a rock awash.

The BAY of NAGASAKI is formed to the northward of a peninsula of

the same name,* between the headlands Nomo saki and Oho saki, which lie

North and South of each other, distant 15 miles apart. The bay is fronted

by a chain of islands and reefs which quite shelter the harbour, which is an

arm or inlet at its head.

DirecUy East of Oho saki, the northern point of the bay, is a large and •

unexplored anchorage named Mikasa, open only to the S.W. At t^K a "ule

S W of Tan saki, the eastern point of this bay, is li'otako sima, and S.W.

half a mUe from Kotako sima is a high sugar-loaf islet, inside which reefs

have been observed breaking.

NAGASAKI LIGHTHOUSE.—A lighthouse has been erected on the end

of a narrow ridge 189 feet above the sea, distant li cable from the extreme

North point of Iwo sima. The light wiU be shown from an iron tower about

34 feet high, hexagonal in shape, painted white, with a gilt baU on the top.

It is not known when the Ught will be exhibited.

Iwo sima and Oki sima appear as one long island, although separated by

a narrow boat-passage. They Ue in a N.W. and S.E. direction, and are of

undulating outline, the eastern summit of Iwo, the outer of the two, being

400 feet in height. Signal Head, the north-western point of this island, is

a good guide for entering the bay. It is bold, and may be rounded at 3

cables distance in 26 fathoms. On its summit, which is cleared of trees,

there is a signal-staff and look-out house, from which the arrival of vessels

is telegraphed to Nagasaki.
. „ -x

Oki of much the same height as Iwo, is more wooded, especially its

southern summit. There is access to the haxbour by the channel East of

Oki, between it and Koyaki.
, , - -v.

Hirase Eock, which covers at high water only, lies 4 cables from the

eastern shore of Iwo, and E. by S. i S., 11 cables from Signal Head, and

although not directly in the fairway, is in the route of vessels beating

in and out. There do not appear to be any other dangers near it. It

covered, the bluff of Papenburg Island, bearing E 4 8., leads 3 cables

North of it.
, « tu «aw

Sotcnohirase Book, also covering at high water, is 9 cables off the S.W.

shore of Iwo, and 8. by W. i W. U mile from Signal Head. It is steep-

Niigiisalii means Lona Capo.

North Pacific.
2 X
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to in 17 fathoTHB on the outside, but thiB depth is

-"^-jf -J;^^^;^^
running one mile N.W. by W. from the rock, .ts outer V'^^^- "^'^^^^

being W.S.W. n mile from Sig-^.l Head, with 37 to 38 fathoms on

'"^tsnose and Kurose Rock..-The Kutsnose, 10 feet above high water,

lies inshore of the Sotouohirase, at H cable from Iwo.

The Kurose is a large straggUng reef, of which the southern aad h^es^

part is 6 feet above high water. North and N^W^ of .t severd reejs d^jn

parts on the foul rocky ground between it and the South end of Okx, from

which it is distant 4 cables.
. .^ •j„„

Taka Sima. at 3 miles S. by W. of Signal Head, has a P'^-P^*;- "'^;'

•about 900 foe; high on its eastern side, and a smaller ndge over the d^ffs -

its western or sea-face. Its shores are very n.gged wxA
^^^Tl o'feeJ

cables off its North and West points. Tloree -«»
-'-'^^^^.7;^^^^^^^ '^

high, Tali .ima to the North, and Futako sma, two islands, on the South, lie

ia'line. North and South of its East face. The latter two are connected

together, and fringed by reefs. There .ire coal mum m operation on the

"^itrrCo Si.a, U and . miles S. by W. and S..W^ resp.

tively from the summit of Taka sima, are smooth-topped islands, about 120

feet in height, with rocky shores, and with reefs

-^-^-^-^^^^a'
cable off their southern points. Nagano sima is 4 cables S.W. of Hi sima,

there being deep water, about 14 or 16 fathoms, in the passage between

*^'^tEU8e Rock., the outermost dangers in the approach to Nagasaki from

the South. Ue 3i miles S.W. of Taka sima. and NW JW 2* - es ^o-

the summit of Cape Nomo. They spread irregularly over an extent of hrif

a mile, the interior rocks of the group covering with the tide On the

northernmost rocks are two pointed islets. 60 feet in height, withoutlymg

patches on the East and West; the south-eastern of the group is a bare

rock about 6 feet above high water. ^ .

CAPE NOMO* or Homo Saki is the south-western extremity of the

peninsula of Nagasaki. At a distance it has the appearance of an island,

and when nearing, it cannot be mistaken for any ottier land m its vicinity.

From the West or S.W. the island Kaba sima will be seen off the low pomt

East of the cape. At 6 .ables North of the cape is Nomoyama Point, which

rises steeply to the wooded summit of a prominent hill, Nomoyama, imme-

. The misteking of this capo for the South point of Kaba sima led to the wreck of the

Sauunu. steamer. A large ninepin «>ck Ues 2 cables off the extremity of the cape, w^ch >b

Burrounded by small low detached rock., most of which cover. Off Kaba suna the rocks arc

compact and shelving, with a single outlying rock awash. There need, therefore, be no

diffictilty as to its identity in the thickest weather.-1867.
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diately beneath which, on a small bare shoulder towards the sea, standn a

look-out house. The coast between is broken and rocky, and skirted with

dangerous reefs, which dry out in patches to a quarter of a mile. At 2

cables off the cape is an inaccessible islet called Nomo Eock.

Nomo-ora Harbour, the entrance of which is on the western side of the

peninsula at 1 mile N.E. of Nomoyama Point, is small and perfectly

sheltered, 6 cables in length and from 1 to 2 in breadth. Within, there is a

depth of 6 fathoms, but it is only accessible to small vessels, having not

more than 9 to 10 feet at high water in the deepest part of its narrow

entrance, which is only 100 yards across.

West Coast of Nagasaki Peninsula.—The coast of the peninsul :
rorthward

from Nomoyama Point is bold, with a few outlying rocks, and may be pasbcd

at 2 or 3 cables, in 10 to 13 fathoms. To the N.E. of Nomo-ura the coast

is low as far as a hilly point 2 miles distant. Off it are several long reefs,

drying out in patches.

The coast for 3 miles N.E. by N. of this hilly point is bold, with sound-

ing:> of 6 to 9 fathoms near the shore. It lies under a succession of hill

ranges, which terminate at a point abreast a group of rocky islets, North of

which point the small bay of Ookomura affords anchorage in 6 to 8 fathoms.

A conspicuous smooth-topped conical islet South of the islet group is very

noticeable close off this coast.

Suziime, a bare rock, about 50 ft. high, is the north-western of this gi-oup

of islets. No sima, the southern, and all the other islets, are wooded and low,

and surrounded by large reefs.

Koyaki is the largest island off Nagasaki, and is situated directly S.W.

of the entrance, wiiich may be gained by the channels both East and West

of it. This islar.d is not high, but very hilly, its two chief elevations being

362 and 403 ft. Numerous reefs and islets border its broken outline.

Hadagane is probably united to Joka sima, as the large reef on which that

islet stands stretches far towards the rock, as it also does towards Mume-

noki. Hadagase may be passed at 4 cables on its West side in 26 fathoms.

On the eastern side of Koyaki there is a mass of reefs in the South channel.

The island of Kagmo ai)pear8 part of Koyaki, p<» it is only separated from

its North point by a narrow boat-passage. The Nagimto or Emgry Hock,

which covers at high water, Ues a cable East of its N.E. point, off which is

a small islet.

Kamino Sima, at 6 cables North of Kageno, is the largest island on tho

northern side of the fairway to Nagasaki. Its North hill is elevated 330

feet, and on its central hill, which is lower, is a signal- staff. On the East

side there is a smaU boat camber ; on the S.W. the smaU flat island of Siro

sima, on which there is a battery, is connected with a work on Kamino sima

by a causeway of masonry.

North-westward of Siro sima are the two small islands Aino sima and

2x2
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MU nma. Aino sixna, at U oablo '^-tance, Ib a flat tabic iHlandon a^^^^^^^^

with a conspicuous rock* close off its South pomt
;
Mats s,ma, at 6 cabh s

I a small Wll 90 feet high. There is deep .ator iu the passage between

Sirn Rima and Aino sinia.

Ba^: outa Eock.-Off Kabuto saki, the S.E. point of ^ammo -a -
which there is a battery, are some small islets.

0°-* Ĵ^^^f««^f^^
Tf the Tree Eock. and W. by N. of the South bluff of Papenburg, is the

iJ :1, a sunk'en rock, which is the only hidden danger in the entrance

and may bo cleared to the southward by keeping the summit of the coas

rauKe (800 foot) over Megami Point open of Papenburg, bearing East. Tho

s^p TU,nJstnick on a rock hereabout, if it was not the Bai^acou^

Eock, on July 23, 1860. It was considered that the position did not agree

with that of the latter, as given on the chart.
^^

Papenburg, or Takahoko, 2 cables S.E. of Kamino sima, is the smafl pre-

eipu'ustw covered with dark foUage, which so well m^ks the entrance

o the harbour. It may be passed at half a cable in 18 fathoms To the

N E of it, and distant one-third of a mile, is the small flat wooded island

^W .i.nA lying off the small bay of Eilat^, East of the large village

of Sbsedo. . . . ___i.i.

The HAEBOTO of NAGASAKI, an arm or inlet runmng in a north-

easterly direction from the head of Nagasaki Bay, is large and commodious,

h roughly sheltered from all winds, and avaUable for ships of all classes

fZI entrance, which is a quarter of a mile wide between 0,a«.. Fornt

!rL West e.^m,am Point on the East, it runs N.E. to the city a dis-

tance of 2 miles, increasing to a breadth
("^^-gV^f^'^hTdtv U

several bays on its shores), of three-quarters of a mile Above the city it

narrows again, taking a northerly direction for another mde to its head

which is exceedingly shallow. The depths decrease gradually from 16

fathoms at the entrance to 3 fathoms off the city.

The only danger at the entrance is a sunken rock, supposed to he about

70 yards South of the East extreme of Ogami Point. A temple stands on

the South extreme of the point.
v.o«^^««

Megam Point is at the foot of a steep ridge, on which are three batteries

one above the other. Within Megami Point H cable (a smaU islet lying

between them) is another point, on the extreme of which, in a battery, is a

remarkable large tyee.
, t, -x- i. r. i„+«

The best anchorage for men-of-war is just above the British Consulate

Bluff, large ships anchoring in 6 to 7 fathoms rather over towards Mtnage

. This rock or islet was the observing place of Sir Edward Belcher, in 1842, from which

several meridian distances were measured to Lu-chu, Quelpart, &c.

tTho observing place of Richards in 1856, from which meridian distances were measured

to Hong Kong, Hakodate, &c.

1
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Point* at this tho broadest part of tho deep water of tho liarbour. :Mor-

chant vessels usually anchor off the foreign settlement in 4 to 6 fathoms, or

even above Desima in 3 fathoms. In the hot weather of July and August,

great reUef may bo experienced from tho closeness of tho ntmosphoro, and

it wiU be beneficial to the health of tho crews, to spring tho ship's broadsido

to tho sea breeze, which, in tine weather, is almost constant from the S.W.

and generally very fresh.
_

The niBhiwo Banh, which fronts the shore from Desima to tho foreign

settlement, is a good and convenient placo for grounding. Its western odgo

is steep, but off Desima, W. by 8. of tho Dutch Consulate flagstaff, tho

bank is very flat. This is the spot recommended, especially for small

vessels.

The harbour has throe approaches. The principal one or fairway is

directly from tho N.W., the entrance of which, 4 miles outside tho harbour,

is between Fakuda saki and Iwo sima, and carries very deep water, 32

fathoms, decreasing to 20 in the passage between Paponburg and Kagono,

and again to 15 and 16 fathoms at the entrance of the harbour.

The second approach is by the Oki Channel, between Oki sima and Ko-

yaki but it is only 3 cables in breadth, and further narrowed by the reefs

which extend into the channel U cable from either shore. There are irre-

gular soundings at 7 to 19 fathoms in it, and the best course through is

midway between the reefs which are seen. Neither this channel nor its

approaches have been yet thoroughly examined.

The third approach is by the South channel, between Koyaki and tho

main and can only be used by steam-vessels. Narrow and intncate

amongst the reefs, with soundings varying from 4 to 15 fathoms, it cannot

be recommended, and can only be taken at the risk of the navigator.

The CITY of NAGASAKI, a treaty port, at present second only in im-

portance to Yokohama, and the only place of trade open to foreigners

between 1623 and 1857, covers a broad valley on the eastern side of tho

harbour, surrounded by lofty hills. Its population is increasing
;
in 1868 it

amounted to nearly 70,000; in 1869, to 100,000. Of this population, on

December 31st, 1868, there were 214 European and American residents

(including 88 British, 35 American, 32 Dutch) and 629 Chinese
;
these last

also were greatly on the increase. Nagasaki is one of the five imperial

cities of Japan, and is under the jurisdiction of a governor holding his ap-

pointment from the Tycoon.
. . . . .1. , .

Desima, the historic site of the Dutch factory, projects mto tho harbour

on the S W. side of the city, to which it is only connected by a stone bridge.

Shaped Uke the border of a fan, it is 250 yards in length and 80 in width.

• Thp rock on the South side of Minage Point, to which vSl U;e meridian dibtances are

referred, is a convenient and quiet spot for ticking observations.

—..:a,i'..:Vi'-r},uw- ai., I
'
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en NAGASAKI.

.„d i, traverKxl by a central .tr»»t. D«.ima c'o-loiM «» «.idence. iwd

wathoLrf the Dutch e„mB>u„i.y, .bo coa.ul.t. boing ..uat«l a. .to

8W Igl'. At the broad step. a. it. Wo., ond » U.0 best place for tod-

"l^l C^tom-bou« (Japanese) i. .i.»a.o dirocti, E... of Ue-ima bu. «

,„r.Lr:.iblo U. bo.., borer, . quartor-flood. Tbo export.

-"^J^^'^
!ilt cod vogetablo wax, B«U nuf, coppo., gold; aim. vanou. art.cl.8 for

he'^nolem^ket, a. dried a.h, eoa .lug., ». wood, pea., bejm., Sc_

tL-port.c„-oJ..^^^^^^^^^

^rraST:::X t: :;tlu to .^e ,.pan..o Oo,era.e„t and

"S::'Ee con.mu.it, c^up, the ^uare .^-lud^l bloc, of hou«. S^K

„f iT-inl conneeted with the shore b, a bridge. The, co,npo« . t,.d.Bg

SfdblteX OUne.^ population i. increaaing rapidly, and now carry on

•r f^::!;"!" ^rial^r aa. south of Be.in.a ha^g a^.
, rlL 710 vatd.- italM ,tretche.uplhoTaUeyon the Owara Creek

^iTsol ^" Mtth Conealato i. n^n the bluff South of thi. ereeh,

:;1 r*i. a good landing-place. There are .1» two
1»°^»«^?>7

J

C of the «>ttlLnt, but only the lower one can be W"-"'^Z* l^"

later. The American, French, and Portugueee Con.ulate. are on the hdl.

"
A Pa:^;'»lit rrl^I^^H th. energy of Me„r. Olover and Co wa.

opl T̂janJlry, .869. It will prove of great advantage to ve.«l. re-

""^fh^'-llr'^vi.ion. are plentiful (mnt^n excepted), cheap and

eaSy^fained, a. .W i. wood and water ; the latter is brought off .n hoato

t!a.e .hipping. Coal i. .bund«.t, at 9 to 1 1 doUars a ton, but ,. of very

i:,lr ^It, for .teaming purpo«.,, »p«ially for high.pre»ure bo,ler.

tZl nierou. mine, in fte vicini.,, one of which ,. u. operahon a.

"rZ. There is a Jap.ne»= Government .team-faaory at Ahunora,

on the West side of the harbour.
, , , . . „ „<•

PUof, either Japanese or European, can always be had at a charge of

30 doUa^s, obtained by requisition through the consul It is saxd that tW

are weU acquainted with their business, and that it xs thexr custom to take

Tntir charge of the navigation of the ship ; but great cautaon shojUd be

W in ^frespect, as sLe of them have only knowledge of particular

Inoalities.* '
'-'

' —

—

—
--T-rrTT7wtoiriRiTH.M.8. Reynard, 1861, remarks, that Bteaining during the

J^!^ rCoi the pilot in the «omi„. wa« .uite ignon>nt of the .h. s

position.
" kno.»ing nothing about the sea or the land.
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DIRECTIONS.
070

T;/>T'-._It is high water, fuU and (.hango, at Nagasaki, a 7 1. ;

„,:. g. rise 9 feet, and neaps about 6 foet, but they are varuiblo. The

Lent in the harbL is always sluggish. A strong southoriy w.nd ,s saul

to"le the level at high water at springs to 10 to 12 feet, or 2 feet above

^'^MSoHS.-The entrance of Nagasaki, although safe of approach, i.

sometimes difficult for a stranger to make out from a cUstanco espocmlly m

le^ weather, when the islands blend with the mainland ;
but on .caror „p

pro" h or in Lughtly hazy weather when the islands'^^^^
uncertainty is removed. It is said that vessels fr<.m the S.W. are very

liable to make the entrance South of Iwosima. ,,.,,, i

men making Nagasaki from S.W. or West, stoor for the hghthonso and

to round Signal Head, the North end of Iwo sima, at a quarter of a nulo

not passing within a N.N.E. bearing of the head on approaclung >t. so as to

avoid'he bank off the dangerous Soto no hirase Eock. After roundn.g the

Tad steer E. * S. for the Tapenburg Bluff, passing it .. dosoly. as con

venient, but taking care to avoid the Barracouta Rock ;
then L.N.L. for the

"Sng in mid-channel between Ogami and Mogami points, a N.E. course

direllr'the Dutch flag on Desima will thou lead up in the best wat.. and

when the factory of Akunora, on the West shore, opens o Mu.age 1 ou.t,

N by W., alarle vessel should haul up N.N.E.. and anchor m lathou.

between it and the British C.usidato or foreign settloniont.

iriroaching from the north-westward, the course m>m H.ke s.ma .s

SE oTsE \E%ecordingasitispassedontheEastorWost Iwo «ma

wiU be made witLut difficulty (appearing end on, and under the moun a^.

Inge Kawara yama, the highest on the Nagasaki pemnsula), and shou d bo

pZd on the North at a mile, when Papenburg wiU be seen over the three

low islands outside Kamino sima.
, . . • u* :f !,«

There is little or no difficulty in getting into Nagasakx at -S^
^J

•.«

weather be fine, unless it be extremely dark, especially xf b.gna Head (ox

rUght if it is established) has been made ; but should a vessel, irom calms

or adverse winds, be unable to enter, every endeavour should be made to ge

ns^epl^nburgifit be the intention to anchor, for outs.de this xs anu

Te watefis inlveniently deep, and it would be preferable to stand off

Indln^ daylight, taking care not to decrease the soundmgs below 30

''^^lorage can. however, be found in 20 to 26 fathoms over a bottom of

thi^tJen oaze Uh fine sand, good holding ground or possibly rock or

imcK groou ucMio
vessel will he hero sheltered

-*-**j^''»7*'='3,^«dtr «U fron. that ,«ar.».

„, r., Solon. banks. W.o. Meg^niWu., *« boUom h»™ „ Mud

'««,(«««"'
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Towards the eastern shore the
080

and the sholtor good except from West.

. bold rteop coMt, bnt thero ar. «.vorBl place, oo it where .
'«""'J'°™

u!^ltt Cap. ioMO b, Wetwtad., -Ul 8nd «.ehcr.ge «.d good d.el..r

"Z^Z. B.,, between Cape Nome an* K.b..lm., the ieUnd . mil™

T.!S^„Mora. anchorage at iUnorth-westem part only open bol.eenS.E.

Tn" SW Ihe «"em pari ..f the bay, where a long sandy beach .. »en

I.M be avoided, there'being a sunken rock (Bay Rod.), on which are 6 ft,

water with 4 and 6 fathoms about it.
. ^ a

Misaki Bay North of Kabasima and East of the low juttmg point and

Jdytadi where stands the large village of Misaki affords anchorage in 7

Tn fathoms. It is gained from the ^^^"^ ^^^ \t iTt erTstp
2 cables distance, the South and 8.E. points of Kabasima. th ^^^^'^^
head from which steer to pass outside a low reef (East Bocks) 1 mile N by

E of that head, which being passed, steer N.W 4 W. ^^to
^^^^/^'j;^

anchor either in 10 fathoms East of the flat rocks, on which are seenal^go

bamboo erection u«ed by the fishermen, whose nets it will require care to

TLfi Bay is 4i miles K. of Misaki. Steer for the -"ago at Us

head, and when Kabasima shuts in behind the southern point of the bay

anchor in 10 fathoms or less, about 2 cables off shore, ^u^ura a sma

bay 2 miles farther N.E.. has anchorage in 9 to 10 fathoms, at 2 cables

off shore.
, i i

Between Sitziwura and Mogi Bays, there are an islet and several large

reefs which extend 2 or 3 cables from the shore.

Mogi, another small bay. is 6* miles N.E. of Tameitsi. Small cra^t can

anchor in 3 to 6 fathoms, sheltered except flrom South to East; and larger

vessels in 9 to 11 fathoms off the entrance.

Aba Bay, 3 miles N.E. of Mogi, and 15 miles from Kabasima. is rectan-

gular in shape. H mile deep, and 1 mile in breadth There is anchojgein

The centre of the bay in 7 fathoms, open only between South and S.E.

There is a boat camber at the village on the western side of the bay.

Maki sima, on the East side of Aba Bay, encloses on the N.E. a harbour

for smaU vessels, having 10 to 12 feet water, accessible by two narrow

passages. . ,

8IMABAEA GULF.-Of this large gulf, which extends 70 miles into the

heart of Kiusiu, little is known. Simabara is a large and broad peninsula,

«o situated as to make this gulf an inland sea. On the eastern shore of the

peninsula there stands a city of the same name. In the centre of the penin-
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There is anchorage in
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side of the bay.

I on the N.E. a harbour

Bessible by two narrow

xtends 70 miles into the

ge and broad peninsula,

the eastern shore of the

L the centre of the penin-

su ft is an active voltano. a not high but extended mountain, over whiuli a

dark cloud of smoko usually rests. This is the focus of a wide volcanic re-

gion, and is associated with some of the severest earthquakes on record, one

of which, in 1793, was felt throughout the whole of Kiusiu, and is said to

have changed the configuration of tho whole coast lino of the adjoining pro-

vince of Higo, and the general form of its territory.

A rock, reported by Captain Stovons, of tho steam-ship Filipino, lies at

tho entrance of the gulf, and uncovers 5 foot at low water. It boars N. 20°

W. from tho East oxtromo of Tsuji-siiua, and N. 64° W. from tho East ox-

trome of Oosima.

AMAKUSA, a large island 23 miles in length, li.-s S.S.W. of the Sima-

bara peninsula; between them is the western ontraiu o to tho gulf, only 2i

miles in width. Two harbours, Tomioka and Kame ura on the western

coast of Amakusa, have been examined by the Dutch.

Tomioka, E. i 8. 14 miles from the South point of Kabasima, is a lagoon-

like harbour on the eastern side of a small peninsula, which forms the N.W.

point of Amakusa. The harbour is formed by a lo^^v tongue of land curving

round to the westward and enclosing it, giving complete shelter, the entrance

being from the S.E. by a channel carrying 5 fathoms water close along the

the SoMth side of tho low tree-covered tongue which forms tho eastern sido

of the harbour. A vessel may anchor in the centre of the harbour, in 6

fathoms.

Kame ura, on the West coast of Amakusa, 13 miles S. by W. of Tomioka,

is an inlet running in 5 miles West. There are three rocks north-

westward of the entrance, the two eastern of which are pinnacles, the

western low.

KOSIKI ISLANDS, consisting of two large and several small islands,

extend in a N.E. and S.W. direction from lat. 31° 37' to 31" 53' N., and

from long. 129" 41' to 130° 0' E. They are not high, but their appearmice

is bold in passing. The Nadiejda Rocks off their West sido are considered

to be about 4 miles from the shore, and 7 miles North of Haya saki, their

westernmost point.

The eastern point of Kamino Kosiki, the northern island, is distant about

13 miles from the coast of* Kiusiu. Extending 2^ miles eastward of it, are

several islets, the outer two of which are called Futako sima, the easternmost

being a pinnacle rock.

Pioneer Rooks.—H.M.S. Pioneer, in 1861, when passing inside the Kosiki

Islands, discovered two rocks lying 2i to 3 miles eastward of the eastern of

the two Futako islets, with Dasima saki bearing S.E. i E. They are close

together, 10 to 12 feet above water, and dangerous from their smallnoss.

The Japanese manuscript chart also represents a rock or islet ;the Kamotue

sima) off the coast to the E.S.E., and a danger of some sore farther out
;
tho

T.ga^>^5iK^.^«e^.*-~-J*t«*--^-'«i'-'^'""^ -'-^'^
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S a. .igh. or in b^ ,^'. -« -r. b. Uo.n of

,r„„p, .re .h. Tak. .im. or Sj«^^ ^Zlo., 4an a cabl. in .x-

r'Trfril^l :w^" ^« ' ^-" »' " ""• ""'^'*"

n.M.S. i!rfriW..», A«gj» 6tb 1858. ""
,j, It,t„„..„,he^..

t:'^r::rn:rrn^- L abo,o *e ... U,o no..„n

ViA «mfc or fly.*,
.'"'"tj^^j ;, ^ milo. to drcumtcroncc, Iho wet-

.ndidet..nrrou.d.ng.tJh.,d.^
.__ „^,j .,„„ ^„„,, .„ .,„

3rorc::tronr.a.ui.to,.3^^^

r::i^r^l°:-=rrA,abo.an,i.«,i.an„.or

'"''''*

.„ .™. oMTff -Tho relative position, of tl,e Meac eima or A.m
MEAC enlA 0«OOT.-The '™ 1 ^ gn g. «„„„„, in 1835.

depth about 81 tatiom.. ^^ ,^,^„.

T^ SI... the

-*-\f-1 ::rof8 ftet above the »a. and i.

:rx.ie:er"thr:p, i^* p-.- *• ---^ «-
*•

"rt>eB.W.i.«.a>.ee..h.b^^^^

100 feet higher and very craggy ;
its remarKao v—rrTItrr^rlaUi-andeandroe., are ,U,t
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The only outlying rockn nuticod oxtond South alu.ut a third of a milo

from the south-west island, and may bo almost considered part of tlio nm.a

group.

PALLAS E0CK8 are throe in number, two of which lie closo together,

and one N.E. U cable from the largest, whi.h is tho H.)Uth-west..rn of tho

KTOup The largest rock does not oxt'ced a third of a cable in .lianu-tcr, an.l

fs abotit 60 feet high ; tho other two are abo,it one half that elevation. Thoy

are «teop-to, and soundings were obtained at tho distance of a m.h, S,.,i^^^i

from then\, in 95 fathoms, sand and shells. The largest rock is m hit. 32

14' 17 "N., long. 128M2' .W E.

DIEECTIONS.-Whon leaving tho Yang-tso kiang for tho Japan Inlands,

if bound to Nagasaki, a course may at once be *teored f.,r Meac sima or Asses

Ears Group, the highest island of which is visible in clear weather upwards

of 30 mUes With the Asses Ears bearing South 8 miles, an E.N.E. c-oxu-se

for 76 miles wiU place a vessel off Signal Head, the North point o Two

sima, at the entrance of Nagasaki, which on near approac-h should not

bo brought to bear northward of N.N.E. For entering Nagasaki, see

page 679.

The direct course from tho Amlierst Rocks to Nagasaki is E oy N. east-

erly 390 miles, and leads midway between the PaUas Rocks and tape Goto ;

but the danger of steering is, that the vessel in some part of her course inus.

pass across that arm of the Japan stream which sets through Korea

Strait into the Japan Sea, and experience a sot which may carry her

to the northward of Cape Goto. The current will generaUy be found be-

tween the meridians of 125° and 127°, or even two degrees broader, its di-

rection N.E. by N., and its velocity ii-om a quarter to ttro-quarters of a

knot per hour. It is evident, therefore, that its effect wiU be dependent on

the speed of the vessel, and also that if no sights can be obtained her posi-

tion will be uncertain within these limits.*

With these consideration, the navigator must act on liis own judgment

there being only difficulty in making the passage, when baffling wmds, and

* Mr J 8. Compton.Ma8terofH.M.8.if.W,
states thathe found the currentbctween

Nag^ii and Sha^gh^i set generally .ith tho ^nd. Mr. ^-^^^-e-. ^^^^
^

1I.M.8. Fearl. records a set of 24 miles. N.E. by N., on June 29. 1802, and ^. by

milos the next day, nearer to Kiusiu.

'>^'.^ ^.«w;fct*.iv^A^«-u^;>^ 'J'-*? inwe;.wjiij4u .mJmts' 7.-n.h'^.,-i^y'^»
u!.Mi'»'

'-3'.^ '*'**" ''' ""
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'
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» «•W^^f.^ '
^ ^^4\„ H„t„a„,e • In.t if hound fron,

„.e,ed from the l«»a to. W.
^^^^ ^_^ ^^^^

^. .^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ _ _^ ^._^___

tMA. rainy and eqnuUj weato a
^_^ ^^^_^ _ ^^^^^ ,^ _^__,

r:r;::!nr,::r;:Ln.^a«oLh,.euto.akethen.int,.

..;ti»e, ™>"»'>'«»'*''''i:":i'turprov«il from Mareh to Jnne,
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Hakodate southward, it is necessary to endeavour to make westing wIk'u

l)08sible, and keep a long offing, for tho coast ofNipm is a loo flhore. After

]nissing Korea Strait as well to windward as possible, the winds W'U bo

found more liable to change \\]ii'u arrived at hit 32" N., long. 125'' E., but

sometimes they continue so steadily betwccni N.W. ui/d W-S-W., as to set a

vess(>I to leeward of the Yang-tse.

NAGASAKI to the INLAND SEA.—In passing tlu-ough tlie archipelago

whitili encircles tlie west(!rn coast of Kiusiu, there* are not more islands than

just sufficient as good marks in tliick weatlier. Their coasts are bcdd ; an-

<.lioroges abound and can be safely run for almost everywhere ; and an offing

may generally be made before niglitfaU, should that or thn approach of

tliick or stonny weather render it desirable. The tides ai-e regular within

the islands. Outside, the north-east stream is almost constant in ih<>

offing.

If proceeding mdaide Hirado, after lea-\dng Nagasaki, steer N.W., unl-^ss

wishing to pass outsid') Hiki sima. A run of IG miles will placo a ship

abreast that island, and a further nu; ox 13 miles on the same course will

load up raid-chamiel between Otate and Yenoi sima, from which position a

N.N.W. course for 1 1 miles will reach tho islets off the S.W. point of Hi-

rado. Pass a mile outside these islets, and also of the Aska sima 3 miles

North of them, unless intending to take the Obree channel (page 668), in

which case pass inside the Aska sima, and steer directly for .'t.

Coasting Hirado and Ikutski on a N.N.E. course, a run of 12^ miles from

Aska sima, will place a vessel off the North point of Ikulski ; then steer

N.E. by E. for 7 miles until past the small rock off the north-western face of

Atausi no Oosiina, which, if not seen, may be cleared by keeping Madara
quite open to tho westward of Atsusi on passing. An E.N.E. courtjo will

now lead direct to Wilson Island distant 52 miles, passing 2 miles north-

westwai-d of Madara, of Yebosi, and of tho Swain Eoef, and when Wilson

Island is well risen, shape tho course to pass to the westward of it.

If at night, it were better to steer from Yebosi such a course as would give

Sv\ain Eeef a wider bertli, being careful lest tho eastern tidal stream hitothe

strait of Simonostki, wliich sets rather strongly through the c) .annels East of

Wilson Island, should saddle the vessel on to that reef.

THBOUOH SPEX SiaAIT.—The inner passage from Nagasaki to the

Inland Sea by Spex or Hirado Strait, is 16 miles less in distance than that

out'iide Hirado, but it is seldom that a vessel is not obliged to cnchor some-

where for the night. From the entrance of Nagasaki, steer N.W., as

before, to pass between the pinnacle rocks of Hiki and Sumo, and round
the western side of all tho groups North of Hiki ; then shape the course

North to N. by E. to pass eastward of Kuro siniu, and four beautifully

cultivated islands to the North of it, lying in the southern entrance to Spex
Strait.
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When abreast of Kuro sima, and distant about half a mile, steer N. by

W. i W. until Table mountain, a remarkable flat-topped moimtain some

distance back from the shore of Kiusiu, bears E. i S. If this course ismade

good, it will carry you clear of Robinet Eock and midway between it and

the Kiusiu shore. Do not bring the northern Kareki Islet to bear to the

southward of S.S.W. i W. till Table mountain boars East. AVhen Table

mountain bears E. ^ S., steer N. by E. J E., till abreast of the anchorage of

Kawatchi, when Red Clifif will be plainly seen, then steer about N.E. by N.

to pass around Red Cliff, keeping will over to the eastern side of the channel.

Keep along the eastern shore, a cable and a half distant, till around Low
Point, and abreast of Kuro-ko sima.

When abreast of Kuro-ko sima, to avoid Vineta Rock steer directly for

Rocky Island or the rocks awash, taking care to keep Rocky Island well

open to the left of the rocks awaah and Low Point to the eastward of S. by

E. i E. When Furasato Saki bears about S.E. i E., steer so as to pass at

least one cable to the eastward of the rocks awash. In going South through

the straits, steer directly for Kuro-ko sima, heading about 8. by W. i W.,

and keeping it to the southward of S.S.W. i W. till Furasato Saki bears

about West, when steer for Low Point and through the rest of the strait the

same as in coming to the northward.

Four-foot rock at the southern end of the strait is easily seen and re-

cognized.

Vineta Rock, so named from H.P.M. ship Vineta striking on it, has 15 feet

water on it at low water. It is the only known danger, and is important

from being directly in the fairway through the strait.

The two dangers, marked E.D., probably do not exist, as the U.S.S. Mono-

cacy^H boats were unable to find them.

Jtvbinet Hod; which is only two-thirds to three-quarters of a mile N. by

E. i E. from the North Kareki, can also be avoided by keeping in mid-

channel between Hirado Sima and the Kareki Islets.

Vineta Rock can also be safely passed to the eastward by keeping well

towards the main land of Kiusiu on a course of N. i E., after passing close

to Low Point, until the North point of Furasato Saki bears S.E. by E.,

when the danger will be passed. But as this channel is narrow, the

other is thought to be preferable.

—

{Lieut.- Commander 8. A. Mv Carty,

U.S.N., 1867.)

When clear of the northern entrance of the strait, the course along the

land is N.E. by E. to Hato saki, distant 17 miles, steering for the clump

beyond it which is on the Ea&t bluff of Ogawa, the eastern of the three

islands North of Hato saki and Yobuko, and passing between the bluff and

the Passage rocks. The same course will lead well outside the Dove and

Ellis Reefs, which are 3 miles off shore, and may both be covered, and out-

side but rather close to the Swain Reef.

raejT'
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Another track may be pursued from Spox Strait, steering from it on n

N.E. i E. course to pass between Madara and Kagara, and rounding the

N.W. point of the latter at a mile ; from this a N.E. by E. J E. course will

lead up close to th« West point of Wilson Island, passing half a mile out-

side Yebosi.

Should the passage have been made by the Korea Strait, after rounding

the North point of Iki, an E. J N. course may be steered for the Siro

simas at the entrance of the Inland Sea, passing well northward of Orono

sima with a clear run of 55 miles. The tidal streams hero are not very well

known.

The JAPANESE CTJEEENT.—In the chapter devoted to the currents this

remarkable stream will be more particularly described in its extent, but a

few words here will form a fitting conclusion to this description of the Japan

Archipelago.

On the Japanese charts the current is noticed as passing eastward off the

S.E. coast of Nipon, and is called Kuro Siwo, or the Black Stream, or Jturo-

segawa, the current of the Black Gulf. It was noticed by all oarV naviga-

tors, and more extended observation has shown its exact analogy with the

Gulf Stream of the Atlantic. The following is from the China Pilot.

The Kuro Siwo, or Japan Stream, is an immense oceanic current, which

from observations appears to have its origin in the groat equatorial current

of the Pacific, from which ocean it is separated by the South end of Formosa.

The larger portion of this current, when it reaches the point just named,

passes off into the China Sea ; while the other part is deflected to the north-

ward along the eastern coast of Formosa until reaching the parallel of 26°

N., when it bears off to the northward and eastward, washing the whole

S.E. coasts of Japan, and increasing in strength us it advances to a limit

which appears to be variable.

Near its origin the stream is contracted, and is usually confined between

Formosa and the Meiaco-sima group, with a width of nearly 100 miles; but

to the northward of the latter it rapidly expauds on its southern limit, and

reaches the Lu-chu and Bonin Islands, attaining a width to the northward

of the latter of about 400 miles. Its average maximum temperature is 86°,

which diffars about 12° from that of the ocean due to the latitude. The north-

western edge of the stream is strongly marked by a sudden thermal change

in the water of from 10° to 20°; but the southern and eastern limit is less

distinctly defined, there being a gradual thermal approximation of the air

and water.

Along the borders of the stream, where it chafes against the counter

currents and torpid waters of the ooean, as also in its midst, where whirls

and eddies are produced by islands and the inequalities in its bed, strong

tide rips are encountered, often resembling heavj' breakers on reefs or .shotils.
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SECTION III.

THE ISLANDS OF THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN.

In the companion volume t, this—that describing the South Pacific Ocean-

allusion has been made to the imperfect notion that is given by inspecting a

map, of the importance and relative size of the innumwable islands which

aro scattered over these oceans. In many instances the minute coral spot,

which makes a considerable feature on the chart, could not be visibly repre-

sented of its proper dimensions ; and this exaggeration is enhanced by the

several names by which it is distinguished, which seem to add to its size and

area. By far the greater number of islets are of this coral formation. A

few of the well known groups are volcanic, lofty, and of considerable dimen-

sions ; but the aggregate area of the dry land of the coral islands is re-

markably small. In most instances it is a mere strip surrounding the central

lagoon, but of surpassing fertility, and supporting an immense population in

proportion to the actual area.

With a large proportion of the groups wo are sufficiently intimate to

affirm that they are tolerably well represented; but in the greatest number

of instances they have not been so accurately surveyed as they ought to be,

and the sameness of their character renders this remark of the more im-

portance, as it is difficult in many instances to distinguish between small

spots which so much resemble each other. In the ensuing lists and descrip-

tions we have stated the authority on which the descriptions and the geogra-

phical position depend.*

As the structure, growth, and foundation of the coral islands is among the

most wonderful of all natural problems, we give here some extracts from the

» In this edition it has not been thought necessary to repeat tho quotations of the autho-

rities which wore giv.n in cxtmso in tho first edition. T- thiit worli we, thcr.foro, refer tiiu

reader who may he interested in the history of ihe hydrography of tho I'uciUc.

mrth Pacific.
*»
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the second gteni class, namely, Barrier Upofs. Those fithor extend in straight linos in front

of tho shores of a conliiinnt or of a large island, or they cnoirclo smaller islamls; in both

cases being separated from the land by a broad and rather deep channel of water, analogous

to the lagoon within an atoll. It is remarkable how little attention has boon paid to encir-

cling barri(!r roof.
,
yet they are truly wonderful structures. In the Island of Bola-Hola tho

whole line of reef has been converted into land; but usually a snow-white lino of groat

breakers, with only hero and there a single low islet crowned with cocna-nut trcoa, diviilos

the dark heaving waters of the ocean from tho light green expanse of the lagoon cbannol.

And tho quiet waters of this channel generally bathe a fringe of low alluvial soil loaded with

tho most beautiful productions of tho tropics, and lying at the foot of the wild, abrupt, con-

tral mountains. Encircling barrier roofs are of all sizes, from 3 milos to no loan than ti

miles in diameter; that which fronts one side, and encircles both ends of Now Culedoni'i

is 400 miles long. Tho depth within tho lagoon channel also varies much : from 10 to i:?

fathoms may be taken as an average; but at Vanikoro there are spaces no loss than 56 fa-

thoms, or 336 feet deep. Internally tho reef either slopes gently into the lagoon channel,

or ends in a perpendicular wall sometimes between 200 or 300 feet under water in height

;

externally the reef rises, like an atoll, with extreme abruptness out of tho profound deptlis

of the ocean. What can bo more singular than these structures ? Wo soc an island, which

may be compared to a castle situated on tho summit of a lofty submarine mountain, pro-

tected by a groat wall of coral rock, always stoop extomally, and sometimes intornnlly, with

a broad level summit, here and there breached by narrow gateways, tlirough which the

largest ship can enter the wide and deep encircling moat.

As far as the actual reef of coral is concerned there is not the smallest difference in general

size and outline, grouping, and even in quite trifling details of structure, in a barrier and an

atoll. The geographer Balbi has well remarked that an encircled island is an atoll, with

high land rising out of its lagoon : remove tho land, and a perfect atoll is left.

But what has caused these reefs to spring up at such great distances from tho shores of

the included islands ? It cannot be that the corals will not grow close to tho land
;
for the

shores within tho lagoon channel, when not surrounded by alluvial soil, are often fringcid

by living reefis ; and we shall presently see that there is a whole class, which I have oallod

Fringing Reefs, from their close attachment to the shores both of continents and of islands.

Again, on what have the reef-building corals, which cannot live at great depths, baaed their

encircling structures P This is a great apparent diflSculty, analogous to that in tho case of

atolls, which has generally been overlooked.

On what are these barrier reefs based ? Are we to suppose that each island is surround(Hl

by a collar-like submarine ledge of rock, or by a groat bank of sediment ending abruptly

where the reef ends ? If the sea had formerly eaten deeply into tho islands before they

were protected by tho reefs, thus having left a shallow ledge round them under water, tho

present shores would have invariably been bounded by great precipices ; but this is very

rarely the case. Moreover, on this notion, it is not possible to explain why th(,' corals

should have sprung up, like a wall, from the extreme outer margin of the ledge, often

leaving a broad space of water within, too deep for the gTDWth of corals. Tho accumulation

of a wide bank of sediment all around these islands, and generally widest where the in-

cluded islands are smallest, is highly improbable, considering their exposed positions in the

central and deepest parts of tho ocean. On what then are these barrier roofs based ? Why,

with their wide and deep moat-like channels, do they stand so far from the included land ?

We shall soon see how these difficulties disappear.

We come now to the third class of fringing reefs, which will require a very short notice.

Whore the land slopes a'jruptly under water, these reefs are only a few yards in width,

2 Y 2
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forming a in«ro ribbon or fringe round the shores ; where the land slopes gently under thn

watm, the reef extends further, sc metimes as much as a mile from the land; b. * in sudi

cases the soundings outside the reef always show that the submarine prolongait>. . jf the

liind is gently inclined. In fact, the reefs extend only to that distance firom the shore at

which a foundation within the requisite depth, from 20 to 30 fathoms, is found. As far an

the actual rriof is ooncemed, there is no essential difference between it and that forming u

barrier or an atoll ; it is, however, generally of a less width, and consequently few islets

liaTO been formed on it. From the corals growing more vigorously on the outside, and

from thn noxious effect of the sediment washed inwards, the outward edge of the reuf is

the highest part, and lictwcon it and the land there is generally a shallow sandy channel

n few fcot in depth. Where 1)ankB of sediment have accumulated near to the surface, as in

parts of the West Itulinn, thoy sometimes become fringed with corals, and hence in some

degree resemblo Inguon islands or atolls ; in the same manner as fringing reefs, surround-

ing gently i^loping islands, in some degree resemble barrier reefs.

No theory on the formation of coral reefs can bo considered satisfactory which does not

include the three great classes. We have seen that we are driven to believe in the sub-

sidence of those vast areas, interspersed with low islands, of which not one rises above the

height to which the wind and waves can throw up matter, and yet constructed by animals

requiring a foundation, and that foundation to lie at no great depth. Let us, then, take an

island surrounded \>y fringing reeft, which offer no diflSculty in their structure, and let this

island with its reef slowly subside. Xow, as the island sinks down, either a few feet at a

time or quite insensibly, wo may safely infer, from what is known of the conditions favour-

able to the growth of coral, that the living masses, bathed by the surf on the margin of

the reef, will soon regain the surface. The water, however, will encroach a little by littln

on the shore, the island becoming lower and smaller, and the space between the inner edge

of the roof and the beach proportionably broader. Coral islets ore supposed to have been

formed on the reef; and a ship is anchored in the lagoon channel. This «hannel will be

more or loss deep, according to tho rate of subsidence, to the amount of sediment accumu-

lated in it, and to the growth of the delicately branch corals which can live there. Wo
can now see why encircling barrier reefs stand so far from the shores which they front.

We can also perceive that a line drawn perpendicularly down from the outer edge of the

new reef to the foundation of solid rock beneath the old fringing reef will exceed, by as

many feet as there have been feet of subsidence, that small limit of depth at which the

effective corals e,an live ; the little architects havo built up their great wall-like mass, as

the whole sank down, upon a basis formed of other corals and their consolidated fragments.

Thus the difficulty on this head, which appeared so groat, disappears.

If instead of an island we had taken the shore of a continent fringed with reefs, and

liavG imagined it to have subsided, a great straight barrier, like that of Australia or Now
Caledonia, separated from the land by a wide and deep channel, would evidently have been

the result.

Let us take our new encircling barrier reef, and let it go on subsiding. As the barrier

reef slowly sinks down, the corals will go on vigorously growing upwards ; but as tho

island sinks, the water will gain inch by inch on the shore, the separate mountaios first

iorming separate islands with one great reef, and finally the last and highest pinnacle dis-

.ippeoring. The instant this takes place a perfect atoll is formed. I have said, remove the

high land from within an encircling barrier reef and an atoll is left, and the land has been

removed. We can now perceive how it comes that atolls, having sprung from encircling

barrier reefs, resemble them in general size, form in the manner in which they are grouped

together, nnd in their arrangement in single or double lines ; for they may be called rude

outline charts of the sunken island over which they stand. We can further see how it
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arises that tho atolls in tho Pacific and Indian Oceans extend in linos parallid to tho pro-

viiiling strike of tho high inland and fjreat coast lines of thoso oconns. I vonturo, thcrul'oro,

to alHrni, that on the theory of tho upward growth of tho corals during the Niiiking of tho

land, all tho lending features in thoso wonderful btructurea, tho lagoon islands or atolk,

which havo so long excitod tho attention of voyagers, aH well ns in tho no Iuhm wonderful

barrier rotfs, whether encircling small islands or stretching for hundreds of milts along tho

shores of a cuntinont, are simply explained.

The arrangement of the following pages is similar to that pursued in tho

volume on tho South Pacific, viz., tho islands and groups ai-e doscribod in

bolts of latitude, each 10° in width, and proceed from tho eastern side to

tho western sido of the ocoan in succession, oommenciug in this work with

tho Equator.

'miA0^^
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CHAPTER XII.

ISLANDS BETWEEN THE EQUATOR AND LAT. 10" N.

Following the plan adopted in the South Pacific Directory, we commence

from the coast of America, and include in this chapter Iho group of islands,

the Gilbert Archipelago, which lie on the Equator, the Marshall Archipe-

lago to the North of it, and the Caroline Archipelago, lying within the

same belt of latitude.

MALPELO ISLAND, in lat. 4" 3' N., long. bl^SG' W., according to Com-

mander Aldham, H.M.S. Swift, July 22, 1851, is a barren, high, perpendi-

cular rock, which may be seen in clear weather at the distance of 20 leagues,

the summit being 1,200 feet above the sea level. A small quantity of green

uioss, and a few dwarf bushes, which grow in its cracks and guUeys, atford

the only verdure that it possesses. It is surrounded with islets, and the

^hole may extend about 9 or 10 miles from North to South. The centre of

this island bears a resemblance, in several points of view, to the crown of a

head, and its being barren accounts naturally enough for the name (bald

head) which the Spaniards have bestowed on it. It is surrounded, as it

were, by a strong current, having much the appearance of breakers, which.

Betting into the gulf, and, being accompanied by light winds, with thick and

hazy weather, Colnett did not think it deserving of any further attention.

The current was found to set N.E. by E. 2^ miles an hour. Another state-

ment is made that they run violently to the southward and westward near it,

a difference possibly owing to the different seasons they have been observed

in. Colnett's was in July, 1793. The rock itself has 40 fathoms alongside

of it, and 110 fathoms at a quarter of a mile distant.

EIVADENEYBA SHOAI.—" Being on board the steamer Peru, abreast

of Puna, October 22, 1842, and hearing that there was a terrible yellow fever

raging It Guayaquil, the steamer put back, and I was placed on board a

small schooner going to Bealejo. On the 28th, in the middle of the day,

the sea calm, we had caught a large turtie, when I observed at a few

fathoms off a blight swell on the sea ; we took the boat and went to it, when

we bounded, and, to our astonishnv-ent, found only 16i leet (French V) of
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found 14, 16, 27, 66 feet, and then no bottom. l»y our very imperfect in-

struments wo made it to bo in lat. 4° l.V N., long. 8-')'' 10' W. of Greenwich
;

but this we considered nearly correct, as wo hastened on to Eealojo."

The existence of this bank has been in some degree oonfirmod by tho

enquiries of Captain Lapolin, in the French corvotto La BrUknte, in isri'i.

lie ascertained that several vessels had struck on it, but did not ^tiin nny

information as to the correctness of tho position assigned. Captain Haryoy,

of n.M.S. Ilavannah, passed within 4 miles of the place in July, 1857, with-

out seeing anything of it.

COCOS ISLAND.—The discovery of this island is involved in obscurity.

It is mentioned as being well known by early navigators, Lionel Wafer,

Dampier, &c. Its more exact position and character appear to have been

first ascertained by the Spanish exploring ships, the Beaeubietta und Alrevida,

in 1701. It was thon visited, and, it is stated, surveyed, by Captain Colnett

in 1793. In 1795 it was visited by Vancouver, who also oxumiued it. There

are some singular discrepancies in the accounts given by these diiieront

visitors, more particularly in those of tho two last named. Vancouver states

it to be 4i;mile8 in length N.E. and S.W., while Colnett states it to bo 12

miles ; and the respective plans given also coincide with the descriptions.

These discrepancies were decided in Vancouver's favour by Sir Edw. Belchtr

in 1838. He places the observatory at the head of Chatham Bay, at the

N.E. part of the island, in lat. 5° 32' 57" N., long. 86° 58' 22' W.

The island, according to Mr. "Whidbey's account, is about 4 leagues in

circuit with several detached rocks and islets scattered around its shores.

Off the S.W. point they extend to the greatest distance, nearly 2 miles, and

would be dangerous if they were not sufficiently high to be seen and

avoided.

The island itself is very high, sufficiently so to be seen at more than 20

leagues distant ; and Vancouver says that he lost sight of it at 46 miles

W.N.W. not from sinking below the horizon, but from being obscured by

haze. The West side is the highest, showing in the form of a round hill,

descending the northern extremity, which appears like a detached islet when

bearing to the eastward. From this quarter the southern part appears to

rise abruptly from the sea, in steep rugged cliffs, to a considerable height.

The northern side is indented into small bays, with rocks and islets lying

near them. The shores are chiefly composed of broken cliffy perpendicular

precipices, beyond which the surface rises unevenly to the summit of the

island the whole composed of one rude connected thicket of small trees, near

the shore • but on the more elevated and interior parts of the island are

many ln.i'-<.' spreading trees, among which are cocoa-nut trees, but not in such

abundt nee as la distinguish the island.

i .w p)yaiLaiW"*mft"'"''
'''"" ''
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\Ve«t point of the bay, 8. 75 W-
,
« ""eF / j„^

Srw'toN. 60-W.; .udthe -7"8 f^\;'.*°,Xt:L.J».e,.
..rea. ..vtying "-"j^r^^^rLt ^t imn.^i..el,. This

of a Mil. distant,
"^t^^"

^
d Mnot.L. that though he found the

:::^r:irrL':tt;.ndWes..hehaditfre,nenU,e.rougrren.

fo„..r, and I mile "•''»'/""
*;,^-^:,r'.'tor boat, beting West of

a .mall rugged barren rock
'"T'*7™ ^^;;; "-^ „» Ea.t and W..t,

rr^tid^irrrfi^o £^^^^^^^

::::t
;=.Srr:i:rba,Lheea.t,ard, although

a mor. oopiou. .tream of water Sew. mt» vt^
.^ ^

The *».<.
°Vf . h„t\rfT'.yI° Oolnett, who .tayed longer,

rrirr:—r^rhea. ram. Me., too, were ,er,

abundant and annoying.
.

j^^,; j^ore. The time of high

^\
''t

^; 2Mr:LT: it^.^r^o: ^l . is reet. The e^b sets

water is about 2 10. r s g ^^.^^ .^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^

lujind ir'glr, but genoraUy .ettiug to the north-eaatward at the rate

of 2 knots, t ^ _——
-7~rTr~Z^a„k an excessive quantity of the milk, which did not in-

•rtrXul^ then? that they .ore unahle to move without ..stance; this

toxicate, but so benum
^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^„.g

continued for four or favc^^^^^^
.^ j^, ,„ «.

j,., i,,g. 1040 W., nothing .

f D0UBTF»;Ii ISLANUS- v»» " ^

'T«::-«n Moui, discovered in 1787. it is -Id. by Captain Duncan, in . .crcLant vc.ei.

- . -.,.^-^. fiiiiil.i il VinrliM 1
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WALKER ISLANDS-CHRISTMAS ISLAND. CDT

WALKER ISLANDS.—A wido extent of ocean intervenes in this belt of

latitude between the positions of the foregoing islands and that of the

isolated cluster which are named as above. From a notice preserved by

Mr. Purdy, they were discovered by Captain Walker, in 1814, and consist of

a group of small, low, and well-wooded islands. Their lat. is 3" 34' N.,

long. 149° 15' W. 0" oome charts they are marked as Low Woody Islands.

JABYIS ISLAND.—Although this island is to the South of the equator,

it is so connected with the groups which are next described, that we give it

a place here. It was discovered by Captain Brown, of the English ship

Eliza Francis, August 2l8t, 1821. At it was surveyed by the Peaeoclc and

Flying-fish of Comm. Wilkes, U.S. Exploring Expedition, December, 1810,

the position then ascertained must bo preferred to others, lat. 0° 22' 33" S.,

long. 159° 54' 11" W. Wilkes describes it as a small coral island, trian-

gular in shape, 1J mile East and West, and a mile North and South. No

reef surrounds it, and it may therefore be safely approached, but it was con-

sidered very dangerous.

It is one of the islands worked by the American Guano Company, and the

description given by Mr. J. D. Hague shows that it is a raised coral island,

the inter jr lagoon having disappeared, and its bed being now 7 or 8 feet

above the sea, with many marks indicating the gradual retreat of the sea.

The guano found on it diflers from that of other islands from this cause
;

much of it contains sulphate of lime (gypsum), which is supposed to arise

from the action of the evaporating salt water on the coral rock. There is

but very little vegetation on it. The vessels which come here for the guano

moor to mooring-buoys in very deep water, in the same manner as at Baker

Island.

It is certai:ily the same as Bmhr Island, and perhaps as no mention is

otherwise made of it, as Brooh Island, placed in 1° 13' S., long. 159" 40' W.

The other authorities generally place Jarvis Island somewhat to the West of

Captain Wilkes's longitude.

CHRISTMAS ISLAND, a coral lagoon island, was discovered by Captain

Cook, in the Resolution and Discovery, on Wednesday, December 24th, 1777.

IIo remained there till January 2nd ensuing, and observed an eclipse of tho

sun, and from the season gave it the name. It is, like aU other islands of

the 'same nature, a belt of low land, enclosing a lagoon, which, however, in

this case is very shallow. It is so low that the land cannot be seen more

than 8 or 10 miles off. The entrance into the lagoon is on the N.W. side,

and was divided into two channels, fit only for boats, by a small island, on

lie 8uy« thu islaud is Hmall and rocky, in lut. 6= N., long. 106» W. Adniirul Kiusonstcni

«ay8 it ib pioLably the sumo i»lajid as L'llc de la I'usBiou, iu 1U° .)!' N., m'W.
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xvhich Cook landed his inBtruments, and planted some cocoa-nuts, yams, and

melon seeds. Here he also left a memorial of his visit.

The low land is covered with stunted bushes, and a few cocoa-nut and

palm trees here and there. From the S.E. to the NW. points o^t^^^ -^-^

Cook says the coast runs N.W. by W. J W. 25J miles, but Captam Hooper

found that the land had much extended, and that the island was much larger

than previously represented. A deep bay, however, runs to the northward

from a point of land about 13* miles from the S.E. point, near which are

two conspicuous cocoa-nut trees, bearing about N.E. by E., ^r., when in

one with the point. Close to the S.W. point are two or ii-ee^o.e.oi

cocoa-nut trees (which from th^ sea appear as one), planted by Capt. Cook

opits discovery. From the S.W. point the land trends N.E.. tn^ 4i miles,

forming a small bay, in the N.E. part of which is anchorage. ^^ or three-

Utefs of a mile from the shore, sand and coral, 9. 8. 7, and 6 fathoms^

No turtle were seen by Capt. Scott, September, 1840, although Cook found

an abui dance. From the N.E. point of this bay the land appeaxo to run

away East into a narrow bight, and then trends to the W.N.W. in a Blip,

terminating in the N.W. point, which bears nearly North 7 miles from the

^'^lidL does no, afford any fresh water. Cook's party dug without

success in several parts of it, consequently it is uninhabited, except by flocks

of sea-birds, who here lay their eggs under the low trees in parts of the

island. They also caught abundance of fish. Though a vessel on its shore

xnay be seen from most parts of it, it was stiU large enough for some o

Cook's sailors to lose themselves on it, and to be recovered only after great

^"in November, 1857, a lumber barque/. C. Fremont ^as wrecked in the

large bay on the East side of the island, and Captain Hooper went to seek

it in the brig John Burdwp and schooner Bolphm, in 1858. He says :-

" On the S W. point of the island is a grove of cocoa-nut trees, numbenng

perhaps six hundred ; on the North side of the bay and lagoon are two or

three clusters, and one towards the S.E. point. The most distant clusters

cannot be seen the one from the other, as they are 25 miles apart and the

island is much larger than it is generally supposed to be. In the large 8.L.

bay, where so many wrecks occur, there is no anchorage ;
the water is very

deep close to the shore, with a strong tide and surf setting on it. The land

is not over 10 ft. above the sea level in any part, and cannot be seen from a

ship's deck more than 8 to 10 miles off. Navigators should, therefore, be

cautious in approaching it. „,.,,,
..A singular circumstance noticed was that the fish, m the large lagoon

near which the camps were erected, were all dead, and in passing over the

water in a boat they could be seen at the bottom ;
also on the lee shore ot

this lake the fish were pUed up in a state of preservation ;
on being broken

"'Tt'!*
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FANNING ISLAND. 699

in two they were as sweet and wholesome as possible. The water of this

lake is extremely salt, and stronger than any pickle ever used in curing fish

or meat."

Captain Scott, E.N., H.M.S. Samarang, 1840, confirms Cook's position of

the island. Cook places the small islet in lat. P 59' N., long. 157° 30' W.

According to Captain Scott, its S.E. point is in lat. T 40' 34" N., long.

157° 13' 63"; S.W. point, lat. 1^ 51' 54 " N., long. 157^ 38' 57" W. ; N.W.

point, lat. r 59' 30", long. 157° 30' 3" W. ; S.E. point, meridian distance

from Resolution Bay, Marquesas, 18° 2' 28" W.*

FANNING ISLAND was discovered by Captain Edmund Fanning, in the

American ship Betsy, in 1798. The next recorded accouut of it was by Capt.

Legoarant de Tromolin, who came here in the French corvette La Bayomaise,

in 1828. But his description does not at all accord with that of the disco-

verer
;
perhaps the coral island had increased in the interval. Prior to 1855

an Englishman, Captain Henry English, had established himself here with

a few natives of Humphries Island and other places, to trade in the produc-

tion of cocoa-nut oil. They placed themselves under British protection, when

Captain W. H. Morshead, E.N., came here in H.M.S. Dido, on October IG,

1855. It was visited by Captain Pearse in H.M.S. Alert, in 1861, and was

accurately surveyed by Captain G. H. Eichards, E.N., the present hydro-

grapher, in H.M.S. Ifecate, in 1863.f

The island belongs to Captain Henry English, as above mentioned, and he,

with his few white companions and about 150 natives, have much extended

the cultivation of the cocoa-nut palm.

Fanning Island is of coral formation, of the lagoon type, and in shape a

rude oval, 9J miles long N.W. and S.E. Towards the centre it is about ^
miles wide, but towards its south-eastern end 6J miles; and its circum-

ference is 27 miles. It is skirted by a small reef extending all round the

island, but only to the distance of half a cable from the i;eaeh, and against

this the ocean swell breaks, but seldom with any violence. Outside the reef

there is no danger of any kind. The belt of land which forms the island has

• Sarah Anna /stawrf, announced in the New York Tribune, March, 1858, as lying in lat.

4° N., long. 164* 22' W., iB doubtful, as Vancouver passed near the position. It may be

the same as Maiden Island on the same meridian, but in 4" 0' South.

t It is not improbable but that this may be the Atneriean Islet, stated by Eotzebuo to

have been discovared by Captain Mather, of the American, m 1814, 28 more to the West,

and also the Weeki Island of whaler report, lat. 3° 47' N., long. 158" 37' W. It is singular

that Captain Hudson, of the U.S. Exploring vessel Peacock, should be satisfied that there is

no other island than Washington Island hereabouts. Ho states that he diligently sought

for eight days the positions whore fivt islands have been reported to exist, but no land

was scon. Ptrhaps the strong and various currLnts hereabouts may have led to some

confusion.

i:r
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greatly broken the-
^^.^^ ^^^ generaUy shallow and

English Harbour.—ine iub"" f
f *i,n aW side of the

vessels over 1"^^
t^^*J^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ 24 to 40 feet, decreasmg to 15 feet

from the flag-staff, the depths vary i

^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^j^^^^^^^^

and less towards the coral reef. The no^hern sx

^^^

and tl^e depth at three-quarters o. a cable from t^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^

exceed 15 feet, but at o-^'^^^:^
'\'''''l^^^l atle^ -^^"^^^^^ ^"^'^

shore the depth is 30 and 32 feet^

^^jf;, /J "^^^^^^^ of coral and

T^hioh affords safe anchorage, in 28 and 30 teet water, u
« ^ , «

^a with the flag-staff on the South side of entrance bearing S.W. i S

Band, w th tbe flag 8t^
^j^.^j^ Captain Morshead saul

i::fl tSL Lsra. *oal Bpo« : beyond *e» Aer. » .ga.„ dec,,

Tttettrance to English Harbour; it is called Whaleman anchora,o or

of the entiance o g
^^^^^j^^tion. The depth of water is .md

,ay. but has no
^^^2,^15^^ at half a mile from the beach. Heie

l;3th:Ta:grst^S"L . times anchored to procure a supply of fresh

Jnd. iLdLIisland is seldom or never the sceneof any boisterous weather.

The months of March and April are generally the worst.

ThTflt-Btaff, on the South side of entrance to English Harbour, is in lat.

,.51 20" N long. 150» 22' W.; Poin' Alert (the East extreme of tho

, . which there is a gap in the continuity of the cocoa-nut forest),

T'^^l'^ t; 'r;^' W ; the North extremity of the island in lat.

3^ 56iN.a;id nearly on the meridian of the flag-staff in English Harbour

;

the South extremity in lat. 3° m' N.

fiiiniiiiinirHr' Tiim
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WASHINGTON AND TALMYRA ISLANDS. 701

The island is very for*='o and produces bananas, pumpkins, iaro, figs,

melons, cabbages, radishes, tomatoes, and numerous other garden vegeta-

bles, introduced by the settlers. Every facility is offered for procuring fire-

wood and water, as well as any fruit and vegetables in season, and tho

visits of whalers for this purpose are not infrequent. Fish is abundant in

the lagoon.

Bound from Honolulu and tho northward make the island on tho East

side, and sail round tho South side. Ships must be careful on entering the

harbour, as the coral reefs project further seaward there than elsewhere

;

but probably a pilot can be procured.

WASHINGTON ISLAND was discovered by Captain Fanning, tho day

after he had discovered the island bearing his name to tho S.E. It has also

been called New York Island on the charts, and is probably the Pronjwct Inland

announced in 1858. According to Captain Wilkes, it is in lat. 4° 41' 35" N.,

long. 160° 15' 37" W., very nearly the position originally assigned. It is 3|

miles long by 1} ^^^^ broad, and is entirely covered with cocoa-nut and

other trees, exhibiting a most luxuriant growth. There is a reef off its

eastern poii*, which extends for half a mile. At the western end a coral

ledge extends 2 miles in a N.W. by W. direction, on which the water ap-

pears much dib, olourod, but the sea was not seen to break upon it, except

close to the point of the island. It is elevated about 10 feet above tho sea.

The surf is very heavy, and the island affords no anchorage.

PALMYRA ISLAND was discovered, November 7, 1802, by an American

vessel of the name, during her passage from Juan Fernandez to Manila.

According to the description of her commander. Captain Sawle, it was unin-

habited, flat, and has a lagoon in its centre 7 miles long, in which tho tide

regidarly ebbs and flows. The island is 14 miles in extent from East to

West, and about half that in breadth. The Palmyra anchored on the N.W.

side of the island in 20 fathoms, at three-quarters of a mile off shore.

Abundance of turtle were found, but no fresh water.

It was taken possession of by Captain Zenas Bent, of Honolulu, for the

Hawaiian Government, in 1262, having been previously claimed for tho

American Guano Company. Captain Bent's description makes it only 10

miles long by 6 miles broad. The eastern end rises about 20 feet ; the land-

ing place is on the West end, and a vessel can be in perfect safety in a depth

of 3 fathoms. Some people were left on it to cure bicho-dc-mer. He places

it in lat. 5° 50' N., long. 161° 53', but Captain Sawle places it 30 miles to tho

westward.

The tide ebbs and flows about 5 feet, and runs in and out of tho lagoon at

a rate of 6 or 7 knots.
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The BAMAaAHG ISLES v^ere discovered by Captain Seott, in H M.S.

THe «»"'^
^,^ n^ay be the same as I'rospect island.

S«««r««^, ^^P**""^ ' '

tt' T' 16 forming a belt round an apparently

lZZ\::,Zl^^:^^^^^^^ «-L. cocoa-nut and pal. trees

tote waterWge. In the centre of the eastern reef is a small dry sand-

bant Ih re fit!elf extends from the eastern islet nearly East about two

Zl over which the sea breaks heavily. Another reef runs out from the

w^Te'ruTBeZaboutaxnileto the westward; what distance they run m tha

r^tbn wJs not ascertained; but at 3 miles from the breakers on the

direction was
.^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ , ^j^^^j^ ^^^^

TeTw breXrs :i^^^^^^ f- the foreyard. By the angles that

were taT^n hey stretch out full 9 or 10 miles to the N.W. from the westorn

Zt the northern edge of the N.W. reef appeared from the mast-head to

tnlZ boutVe. by E. till it Joined theeastern on. Broken wator w^s

Xerved here and there along the wliole line, with evident shoal water be-

tween it and the coral roef before mentioned.

Wth the strong currents experienced by the Samaran, m this neighbour-

hood a more dangerous spot to those navigating these seas -acauain^^d

xHth it. existence, can scarcely exist than this group of coralhne isle s, w^th

vithits «^"t«^'=«'

\ ^t providentially fallen calm during the

:1 tX.:^mu!t inevitabl/have been lost, with the probability

;;tv;rrLln board perishing, as her course would have taken directly on

""Z 'elm breakers are in lat. 4= 56' 15" N.. long^l62» 17' 35« W.
;

and

the West islet is in lat. 4° 55' 9", long. 162° 22' 20" W.*

. DOUBT... ls....^.-MadUon Island, from whaler repoit. lat. 5- 30' N.. Ion. 169»0- W.,

iB probably Palmyras Island.
, ,v t>

•

•J t !.« i„ i«t i' 32' N lonK. 169" 32' W. Captain Stone, of tho bng

lDt.6M0'N.,long. irOMO'W. ,„ ^ ^ ,.

. 1 7 •„ i«t fi» -id- to 6= 39' N., long. 166- 0' to 166» 18 W., has been three

'i:,7:T:touZ^2; ..Uo.,^....^^ many b^ds. among them land birds.

'Ctht'ly bT^dled an island in 8" 40' N. and 168' 0' W. from whalor report, which i«

probably Barber Island, if that exists.

2,„r6*r
/.te«ii8alsoplacedinlat.6»0'N.,long.l77»64'W.

Another island, which may be Barlary Island, is said u.=: whaler report to he m lat.

8= 0' N., long. 177° 20' W. ...,.,.=,
Barbara Isla.d, from a report in ihe New York Tribune, March, 1868. exists m lat. . 54

•aMMMi
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BAKER ISLAND. 708

Kingman or Alice Thorvdike Href, Captain Kingman, of the American ship

Shooting Star, saw this shoal lying to the northward of I'almyra Island. It

is composed of coral and sand, and when the breakers on tho N.E. part boar

East, with a moderate breeze, a few small spots of coral can be seen sbcivo

water. Tho northern part runs E.8.E. and W.N.W. 12 miles. Shoal water

extends several miles to the southward. The position ascertained was 6° 27'

N., long. 162° 12' W.
The ship Alice Thorndike also saw it in 1859, placing it in lat. 6° 24' N.,

long. 162° 22'. Another authority places it in lat. 6° 30' N., long. 162°

30' The probable position is therefore 6» 27i' N., and 162° 21' W.*

Diana Shoal, discovered by Captain Ilonry English, of Fanning Island,

lat. 8° 40' N., long. 157° 20' W. It has only 6 feet water over it. The posi-

tion, it is said, may be relied on, but the Jlerald passed over the site without

seeing anything.

Crane Shoal was announced in 18R3 by Captain Crane, of the schooner

Maria. She ran over a reef, the rocks of which she saw with about 4 fa-

thoms over them ; lat. 5° 53' N., long. 164° 0' W.

Barber Island, in lat. 8° 4' N., long. 170° 0' W., is a doubtful announce-

ment in the China Mail, but there is nothing to disprove its existence.

Barbart Island is another doubtful but not disproved report, lat. 9° 0'

N., long. 178° 0' W. But in the note on page 702 several other positions are

quoted, which must be included among the very doubtful reports.

N.,lon. 159»0'W.,

Stone, of tho brig

:ed that no ialanda

n found in 1858, in

W., has been three

the first position at

g them land birds,

alor report, which is

report to be in lat.

}, exists in lat. 3^ 54

BAXEB ISLAND is a low coral island of similar character to those

around it, but it had a large deposit of guano on it, which has been worked

by the American Guano Company, and, therefore, is better known,

many.

It was seen by Capt. H. Foster, of the barque Jamaica, and has been many

times vaguelyreported, as Phahe Island (see hereafter), or New Nantucket Island.

Seven positions have been assigned, varying slightly from that given by Capt.

J. D. Hague, 0° 13' N., long. 176° 22' W. He describes it as being about 1

mile long and two-thirds of a mile wide, trending East and West. The sur-

face is nearly level, the highest point of which is 22 feet above the level of

the sea, showing some evidences of elevation.

N., long. 173° 0' W., and it has also been placed 90 miles West of this pnsition. (This

seems to be a peculiarly vague designation.)

Four Rocks, from whaler report, in lat. 7° 51' N., long. 176* 6'. Another rock, in lat.

7° 48' N., long. 173° 12' W.
• From whaler reports in the China Mail, a shoal lies in Jat. 6° 36' N. and 160° 0' W.

;

another report says lat. 6' 30' N., long. 163' 30' \V. These probably refer to the Kingman

Reef.

m
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gul de 0^ This marginal ridge is about 100 foot wide ou tUo loo
.^^^

of the island, and is there composed of fine sand ar.u small fragments of

cor^ and Bholls mixed with considerable guano. On the eastern or wmd-

:11 itumuch .ider. and formed of coarser ^^^^^^^^^^
^, iia ^1.ioh in thoir arrangement, present tho appearance of successive

tl fl Itions. Lilled^ this ridge lies the guano deposit, occupymg

rirand the greater part of the island. The surface of th. epo.t >«

nearly even, but the hard coral bottom which forms its bod has a gradual

ZfromVe borders towards the centre, or. perhaps more properly, from

N W to 8 E. giving the guano a variable depth from 6 inches at the edg s

fo'slveral fee; at the deepest part. Noneof the g^ass that grows abundantly

nn the marcin is found on tho guano.

On the West side is a small open bay, in which is a boat entrance
;
i^me-

diately opposite to which is tho temporary hotel, and close to it (to the

nor^ward) s the wharf. In tho centre of the island are the patches of guan

"
^tlmw ys to the largest deposits. Outside of the reef the downward

lend ofTheTsland under water is so abrupt that an anchor w.U not grapple,

but fans aCay towards the bottom of the deep ocean. For this reason it has

bltndTecessary to anchor large buoys outside the veef, to which the

euano ships can moor themselves while receiving their cargoes.

'
Mr Charles Reeves, of the guano ship I^cH-na-^ar, g^ves the foUowing re-

cent account of it.-{Mercantik Marine Magazine, J^^^ ise^")

.r Island is situated in lat. 0° 12*' N., long. 176 22 W.
,

it is ot coral

1 nsing from the sea abruptly to a height of 15 ft., and of nearly

rirciilar form, about 2 miles in circumference.

C wooden houses upon the island, to the number of twelve, can be se n

14 ^ lelTom the mast-head ; but if a ship should be at the buoy there she

an b seen long before the island. On approaching the island, care should

be talen not to be set to leeward by the current, which constantly sets

W SW 2 knots an hour. If a ship once gets to leeward, she may be weeks

;2 tlliela: en'sign willbo hoisted from the signal-staff, if it is fa-

island, tne a
^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^

I"^":iT^° **L'ri.U.d, it 1. a .ign «>.. there U too .uoh
tho time the Uup le

Thoretoto be npopared to haul to the wind

lrth;t:;:p^n»Z a.^ oa^^ a^ l»s«e ..a to hoM ,oa.

'^17'^:1°°X 13 kolstoa, get .P yeu, host Hue, to .u„ .„ ...,•

h„!,
• C sometimos have lino, at the istaJ, but ja,t a, froaueuily a, uo.
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IIOWLAND OR HOLLAND ISLAND :o.-

they hnvo boon carriod away, and thoy have to depend upon yours. Stoer

for whichever cud of the island will give you tho weather gage, for you will

havo to luff round tho loe sido of tho island to tlio buoy. Tlio mooring

master comes on board ab(Mit 2 milos from tho island aiid takn.s charge.

Tho oastorly winds are frot|Uontly interrupted by squalls from tho west-

ward, moro especially from November to March.

As soon as dark clouds are observed gathoriiig up to tho westward, do not

hesitate a moment, but slip at once before tho easterly wind fails. If you are

tempted to hang on, nnd the easterly wind fails, tlie ship swings round, and

no power can save her from destruction. The wrock-strewn island bears

melancholy evidence of this ; tho beach being covered with si.ars that floated

ashore, the only remains of the numerous ships which havo been lost here

;

the hulls slide down the reef into deep water.

It frequently happens during tho winter months that heavy surfs set in all

round the island. It would then be advisable for the ship to go to sea if

there is any wind to slip, for there is no communication with the island ex-

cept by signal, and there is great risk of the ship being lost.

HOWLAND or Holland Island was discovered by Capt. G. E. Notcher,

in the Isabella, of Fairhaven, U.S., September 9th, 1842. It was afterwards

several times reported by whalers in 1851 and 1858, and in the latter year

by Captain Paty, of the schooner Liholiho. On January 16th, 1859, Oapt.

Eldridge, of the American barque Amazon, announced it as a new discovery.

Since that period it has been occupied by the American Guano Company. It

will be needless to quote tho nine positions assigned to it, but it is very nearly

in lat. 0° 50' N., long. 176° 35' W.*
Captain J. D. Hague, who came here in 1860, in search of guano, says :

It is about 1^ miles long by half a mile wide, containing, above the crown

of the beach, an area of some 400 acres. The highest point is 1 7 feet above

tho reef, and 10 or 12 feet above the level of the high tide. It trends N.N.W.
and S.S.E.

The general features of the island resemble those of Baker. Its surface,

at least on the western side, is somewhat depressed, and much of it is covered

by a growth of purslain, grass, and other vegetation, like that on Baker

Island, but considerably more abundant. Near the centre of the island

there are one or two thickets of leafless trees or brushwood, standing 8 or 10

feet high, and occupying an area of several acres. Tho tops of these trees

in which the birds roost, are apparently quite dead ; but the lower parts,

Fagiiin Islands, reported by a whaler as in lat. 46° 0' N., long. 171'59' W., and another

island by tho same autliority, 35 milos to tho southward, must rufor to llowland and Baker

Islands.

North Pacific. 2 z
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near tho roots. bI.ow Bigtm of lifo aft.r ovory rain. Tl.o winav^Hnlsiaoof tl.o

island iB formod by a HncroK«ion ..f ridge« compoHed of coral debr.s with™
Hand and shells, running parallel to tho oastorn beach, each ono of win. h

may, at earlier ntages of tho inland's growth, havo successiyely forined tho

weather shoro. OccasionaMy among theHe ridges a sandy bod is mot with .u

which some little guano is mixed. On tho lee side there is also a sandy n.av-

gin of considerable width. liits of pumico and pieces of dnftwood are stat-

tered all over tho island's surface.
, . , , ,

The main deposit of guano occupies tho middle part of the inland, and

stretches, with some interruptions of intervening sand, nearly from the North

to the South end. Its surface is even, and in many r^^cos covered by a tlu.k

growth of purslain, whose thread-like roots abound in tho guauo where it

grows. The deposit rests on a hard coral bottom, and varies in depth from

6 inches to 4 feet. The fact, as observed at Baker Island, that vegetation

flourishes most where the guano is shallow, is also quito apparent here, and

the consequent characteristic difference between the guano of the deep and

shallow parts is distinctly marked.*

GILBERT ARCHIPELAGO.

In this group there is considerable confusion of names. This arises from

the fact of their disjointed discovery, the name applied to one portion of au

island not being extended to the whole. In the subsequent descriptions we

have endeavoured to reconcile these discrepancies, which will best explain

themselves. t i -i i

The first island discovered was tho easternmost, Byron Island, so named

• DouLTixL Isi,AND8.-The foUowing announcements of discoveries hereabout, either

require confirmation or do not exist:—

New Market Island, according to Mr. Consul Pritchard of Apia, lies in (V> 22 N., long.

174" 40' W This must refer to Baker Island.

A reef, by the same athority. lies in lat. 0^ 21' N., long. 179° 20' W. A doubtful reef .b

placed 40 miles to tho North of it on the charts. Those must also refer to Baker ai>J

Rowland Islands.
,

Starbuck W«»rf,inlat. O-C, long. 178» 30', is perhaps intended for 173» 30 W., and

refers to Henderville Island. „. , .

rMe Island, lat. 0» 20' N., long. 176° 40' W.. cannot be found. Commander Sinclair, ol

the U S ship Vandalia, could not find it ; and Mr. Foster, mate of the Jainaiea (China

mail) who passed its reported position above twenty times between 1842 and 1844, never

could see it. It is therefore probable that it is a transposition of Baker Isknd fix)m West

into East longitude.
, ^ . , ,. j w„

MitcMl Island, from whaler report in lat. 9° 18' N., long. 176° 30 E., ,s bolieved not to

An island, in 10" 0' N., long. 180° 0', and reefs in the same latitude, but in 179' 30' E.

and 179° 16' E., from whaler report, if they exist, probably refer to the same.

'iinvn.1B.'rjL) lr>,»- A'Jl
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from the commander, who «u\v it Junti .')rd, \Hi!'). Tho next wore tlm

northern groups, discovnrod by tho ships Scarhuniuffh and C/,,ir/i>lfi\ com-

manded by Captains Marshall and Gilbert. There is a loose acuoiiut of tliis

discovery given in Governor riiillip'M voyage', in I7KH. Tho next authority

in order is a cliart contained in IJalryniplo's c'ollt'cti(Hi, drawn by Rogor

iSinipson and Georgo Bass, ofTicers of tlio Naiitllun, under Captain Rinhop.

In the Table of Positions, by John Purdy, is an account of some of tlio

islands seen by tho brig /yV/;rfi<'M, about ISO!). In 1821 Captain Duperroy

visited and explored many of them; but by far the most complete account

of them is given in the account of the United States' Exploring Expedition.

The ship Peacock, and her tender Flying Finh, surveyed the greater part of

them.

The name Gilbert Archipelago was given to the group by Admiral Krusen-

storn, after the commander of the Charlott', one of tho first explorers; tho

other commander's name being given to tho group to tho northward. Kru-

soniiiorn separates them into three groups, the Iiingsmill Islandn, consisting of

Bishop or Drummond Island and their subordinates; tho kUh pKon (iroiij),

"NVoodle, Henderville, and Hopper, from tho before-mentioned oJii ers of tho

Nautilm ; and tho Scarh<yrough Range, Marshall, Knoy, Matthfi^ljlands, &c.,

from Captain Gibbon's vessel. All those names seem to bo very uppropriato,

and have been for many years acknowledged ; wo therefore follow them. On

the other hand, in the American vork they are all given under tho collective

';itle of the Kingsmill Islands; the numo being only that of a small portion.

Trom the account of the expedition we derive much of th(j following.

According to the information collected by Captain Hudson and Mr. Hale,

and furnished to Commodore Wilkes, the group consists of fifteen (or more

properly sixteen) islands, ten of which were visited, the rest assumed from

native information. The highest land of the group is not more than 20 feet

above the sea, and they are all of coral formation, having a general resem-

blance to the usual form of those islands. But it was found that, unlike

those, many of the islands of this group afforded anchorage on their lee sido

on sand banks ; and in some of them the lee or western reef is wanting ; this

would form a distinctive character, and affords additional weight to the fact

that the islands are fast wearing away by the action of the sea on them during

westerly gales. The compact coral shelf is found at the depth of 12 ft. be-

neath the surface. Another evidence of their decrease is, that in all cases

where the island is at all exposed, it has become, as would be in such a case,

a string of detached islets.

Their soil, which is but a few inches in depth, is of coral sand and vegeta-

ble mould, below which coral sand is to be found, and to this depth the wells

and taro patches extend. The rain water percolates thus far, and meets

the coral rock. Pieces of pumice are found, supposed to have been

drifted on to it. The cultivation is chiefly cocoa-nut and pandanus, the

2z2
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708 On.BERT ARCHIPELAGO.

chief articles of food. A species of taro (Arum eardifoUum) is also grown

with great ctcf. On Makin or Pitt Island it is said that there is a trench,

10 feet wide and not less than 7 miles long, dug around the lagoon, for the

cultivation of this taro.

The Eov. L. 11. Oulick, M.D., has given an excellent account of this and

the neighbouring groups of Micronesia, which embraces tho four archipela-

goes of tho Gilbert, Marshall, Caroline, and Ladrone Islands, and of thoir

people. We derive many of the ensuing remarks from his lectures.

Since the visit of the United States' Exploring Expedition those islands

have grown into some importance to the civilized world from their produc-

tion of cocoa-nut oil. Very many sailors have at different times resided on

shore—not an island of the group but has been thus thoroughly explored

—

and there are several who seem to have mado their home there, parti-

cularly one respectable trader, of rapidly increasing wealth, named Bandall.

In November, 1857, a mission station was taken on Apaiang, or Charlotte

Island, by the Eev. H. Bingham, Jr., and a Hawaiian associate. In Sept.

1 860, a second station was taken by two Hawaiians on the neighbouring

island of Tarawa. The language has been reduced to writing, and a num-

ber of children are fluent readers.

Nothing is more remarkable at the Gilbert Islands to one who has visited

other parts of Micronesia, than the great number of the people. Elsewhere

the sparseness of the population is painful ; but here the overflowing swarms

are continually surprising one. The smallest of the atolls, Peru, whose di-

ameter is not more than about 2 miles, has a population of from 1,500 to

2,000, and Aranuka has 1,000, while Tapiteuwca has from 7,000 to 8,000.

In almost every other part of Micronesia the houses are scattered, and if

there are what may be termed villages, they are but small collections of

houses, and in no very close proximity to each other ; while here the habit

is to congregate in towns, where the houses are in nearly as close relation to

each other as possible. These villages are—as is almost invariably the case

on the low, annular islands—on the inner or lagoon shore, and as one lays

at anchor within the collections of low, white-roofed houses stretching along

under tho cocoa-nut groves, may be seen every few miles, tho canoe sheds

first, in a row along the beach, and then the dwellings, which are nothing

more than roofs, standing promiscuously just behind, usually with a large

council-house in the midst.

Captain Eandall estimated the population of the group at from 50,000 to

54,000, so that it contains more than half of the population of Micronesia

respectively, there being 20,000 to 25,000 on the Ladrone and Caroline

Islands, and perhaps 10,000 on the Marshall Islands. As the area of the dry

land is not more than 150 square miles, there will be from 300 to 350 per-

sons per square mile, a density scarcely equalled in the world.

In physical appearance this people are darker and coarser as a whole than
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the more western inhabitants of Microneoia. They are also a larger rnce,

some of the chiefish ones being very corpulent, equalling in size the ancient

chiefs of Hawaii. This is also the more remarkable from these islands being

the most barren of the atolls of Micronesia. The cocoa-nut and the panda-

nus, and a few laboriously cultivated tare, are the only vegetable produu-

tions, while the greater number of the low islands of the Marshall and

Caroline Archipelagcss produce taro, bread-fruit, and jack-fruit iu consider-

able abundance.

The usual height is about 5 feet 8 or 9 inches, but re saw many who
were considerably below this standard. Thoro are none of tlioso burly

persons among them which are so common in the Sandwich and Society

Islands, and we did not see one instance of obesity.

—

Mr. Ifak.

The food of these people, besides the plants mentioned, consists of all

kinds of fish, from the whale to the sea-slug. Great numbers of fish are

taken in wears on the coral flats. Turtle aro taken in the season on the

beaches ; and shell-fish, with the sea-slug or bicho-de-mar, are obtained by

diving. AVhales are said to hay? been formerly much more numerous than

now. They then sometimes got aground and were taken. Now a carcase

occasionally drifts on shore.

There is not much to induce general trading vessels to come here ; thoy

possess but little in the way of refreshnent, and there is neither wood nor

water in any quantity. They possess many good harbours, a rare advantage

in low coral islands.

The Climate of these islands is equable, and though ox high temperature,

it is found to be less oppressive than in most tropical countries. T'or the

most part constant breezes prevail, and frequent rain falls, which moderates

the great heat, and at the same time confers fertility on the soil. From Oc-

tober to AprU, the time of the Feacock^s visit, is the winter, and is especially

distinguished by the frequency of rains. "Variable winds from the north-

ward and westward prevail at this season, and they have violent gales from

the S.W. ; these, according to Kirby (who was taken off the islands), aro

typhoon like. The natives plant stakes to prop up their houses, and tie

them down, to prevent them from being blown away. These storms last

three or four days, veering gradually rouna to the North. The leeward

sides of the islands receive most damage, and both land and trees are swept

away. Kirby st od that, during his residence, the lee side of Kuria had

worn away. In these gales, the trunks of large trees are thrown on the

West side of the ialand, together with largo lumps of rosin, similar to

that found on the soil at New Zealand, which the natives use to scent

their oils with. These trees, sometimes 2 feet in diameter, wore thought

to be of the pine species. Many stones are found in tlieir roots, from H to

10 inches in diameter. These are a fine basalt, and the natives u«o Uioiu for

various purposes.

.^^UiJa^j*^v'^'t 'J^!* '
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From May till Soptembor the weather is fine, with clear skies, and only

occasional showers ; and during this time the wind blows constantly from the

eastward. This is the season in which the natives make their voyages
;
they

never venture abroad in the winter months, even from island to island, bemg

well aware of the danger of so doing.

Earthquakes are occasionally experienced in these islands. Kirby stated

that during the three years ho was on Kuria, or Woodle Island, he had felt

ten or twelve, sufficiently sever to shake down a house. The navives exhibit

no fear on account of them. The direction o^ the oscillations seems to bo

from the S.W.

The following account begins with the southernmost of the archipelago,

and proceeds northward.

AEURAI, Arore, or Uurd's Island, is the southernmost of the group.

It was discovered in the Elizabeth, prior to 1810, and was then named Ilope

Island.
" But," says Mr. Purdy, "there being another Hope Island at about

W distant to the northward of the equator, I have substituted Hurd Island

on the chart, from respect to Captain Ilurd, of the navy, hydrographer to

the Admiralty."

The following account of it is given by M. Dutaillis :-It is low and

well wooded. It perhaps may be seen at 10 miles off. Its length is 6 or

7 miles, and its breadth 1 or li miles. It cannot be reached except on the

West. The South point is terminated by a breaker which extends to 3

cables length.
.

The sea breaks heavily on the shore to the East. At the North point of

the island there is a bank of sand, with some rocks interspersed, on which

there are but 3* fathoms. It is all the more dangerous because the sea does

not always break on it. Its extent is about 4 miles, and its direction is de-

termined by the angles comprised between N.N.E. and E.N.E,, of which the

North point is the summit. The West point of this island forms an extensive

bay, where the whalers anchor. Fish, poultry, cocoa-nuts, &c., are easily

procured in exchange for tobacco.

The island has 2,000 to 2,500 inhabitants. They are completely naked.

Their canoes, formed from a vast number of pieces, are cUnker buUt, and are

most graceful in form.

p^uth point, lat. 2° 40' 54" S., long. 177" 1' 13"; North point, lat. 2° 37'

21" S., long. 176° 56' 57" E. Those results are nearly identical with those

assumed by Mr. Purdy.

NUKUNAU, or Byron Island, was discovered by Commodore Byron, July

2 1765. He describes it as a low, flat island, of a most delightful appear-

ance, and full of wood, among which the cocoa-nut was very conspicuous.

He saw, however, to his great regret, much foul ground about it, upon which

the sea broke with a dreadful surf. He sailed along the S.W. side of it, and
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TAMANA ISL.1ND, ETC. 711

estimated it to be 4 leagues in length. It was very populous, but thoy could

find no landing place. The position is given as lat. F 25', long. 176° 40' E.

FEBTJ, or Francis Island, is also called Peroat, Maria, and Uliza Island, on

former charts. It was discovered by Captain Clerk, of tlie ship John Palmer,

in 1827. Its population, according to Captain Bandall, is 1,300. The South

point is in lat. 1° 20' S., long (about) 176^^ 11' E.

ONOATOA, Onutu, or Clerk Island, may be the Roteher Island of former

charts. It is in lat. V 50' S., long. Mb" 39' E. The population is about

4,000.

TAMANA (or Roteher Island, according to Dr. Gulick) is in lat. 2"' 35' S.,

long. 17fi° 7' E. The population is about 3,000.

TAPTJTEOTJEA or Bishop or Lrtmmoud Island.—This extensive island, or

group of islets, had the second of the foregoing names applied to it by Adui.

Krusenstorn, from the commander of the vessel, the Nautilus, who is pre-

sumed to have discovered it. In the chart drawn up from that voyage, the

only island named is Drummond Island ; it is there shown as 26 miles, the

whole length lined with rocks and reefs, outside of which the Nautilus

anchored in 18 fathoms. At 5 miles to the West of this reef is another,

shown separately on the chart under the name of the Nautilus Shoal, near

which the vessel passed. Both of those were examined by Captain

Duperrey, in 1824. But the fullest account is that given in Capt. Wilkes's

Narrative.

I' was made by the U.S. Exploring ships Peacock and Flying Fish, April 3,

1841. They here encountered the regular N.E. trades. It is situated in lat.

1' 20' S., long. 174" 57' E. It is of coral formation, 30 miles long in a N.W.

and S.E. direction, and varies in width from half to three-quarters of a mile.

This, however, only Includes the high portions, or that which is above the

ocean level a few fee;. It is thinly covered with cocoa-nut and pandanus

trees, and not a pat&i of grass is to be soon, or any sort of shrubbery or un-

dergrowth. To the heward, or on its West side, the reefs and sand-banks

extend off some distance, gradually increasing from the N.W. point to the

S.E., where thoy are at' much as 6^ miles in width. This reef is interrupted

in many iilaces, and there is good anchorage off the town of Utiroa, towards

the N.E. end, near a small sand-band, which is usually bare. The whole

shore of the island, as the Peacock approached it, appeared covered with

houses, presenting to the view one continuous village. At intervals of a

mile there were buildings of huge proportions, far exceeding in size any they

had before met with.

The natives of this island are totally different to those on the islands to the

South. They are middle sized, slender, and well proportioned ; their colour

a shade or two darker tlian that of the Tahitians, and they exhibited a greater

variety of face and features, with black glossy hair, finer than in other races.

Their features are small, but high and well marked, their cheek-bones pro-

ug/awi^^J»'^^*w,m^a^lWtJg^'**tl»»^*!^.tw^^i«ill'^!A
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jecting, and are the only natives in the Pacific that have the dofect of do-

caycd teeth. Altogether they were thought to resemble the Malays. The

majority of them go entirely nakeS, except a conical covering for the head of

plaited and bleached pandanus leaf. They exhibited many bodily traces of

their warlike dispositions in their numerous scars and wounds. In order to

guard against the destructive effect of their formidable shark's-teeth swords

and spears, they have invented an effective kind of armour, a aort of cuirass

of plaited cocoa-nut fibres, as solid and compact as a board, and half an inch

thick. This rises, like a high-backed chair, 3 or 4 inches above the head.

Thoy also draw on more flexible coverings for the logs and arms. Their head

dress is still more singular, the skin of a porcupine fish cut open at the mouth

to fit the head. They were extravagantly fond of tobacco ; their chief de-

sire was to obtain it, and in return they always gave something equivalent.

Their canoes were different to the other islanders, averaging 12 or 15 feet

long, 2 to 3 feet deep, and from 15 inches to 2 feet wide; they are well

modelled, built in frames, and have much sheer; they are formed of cocoa-

nut-tree boards, sewn neatly together, and use an outrigger, though much

smaller than usual ; one of the sides is nearly flat, and in this respect resem-

ble the Ladrone proa figured in Anson's voyages.

In Captain Wilkes's narrative, they were much incommoded by the inso-

lence and rudeness of the people, and one of the men having been decoyed

away or murdered, the ship's party made an assault on the town of Utiroa,

which was burnt.

Captain Randall estimates the population at from 7,000 to 8,000, which

will give this small atrip of land as great, if not a greater, number of in-

habitants to the square mile, than any portion of the globe that relies upon

its own resources for subsistence.

Captain Hudson found a bank, on which he anchored, in 15 fathoms

water, at the distance of 4 miles from the island. Opposite to the town

of Utiroa is a long flat, over which, at ebb tide, a boat will not float

:

and as it was at low water when they landed, it became necessary to

walk through the shallow to the bea«h, which was nearly a quarter of a

mile distant.

No land-birds were seen but curlews, golden plovers, turnstones, noddies,

and white terns ; many whales' bones were strewed over the beach. This

was the first place where they had observed the shells of the Tridachna gigaa,

the gigantic cockle ; they were of enormous size ; the natives used them for

troughs for many purposes around their houses.

There is neither W0(>d nor water to be obtained at this island, and no in-

ducement to visit it, except to trade for cocoa-nuts.

Good uhaling ground cxibts in the vicinity, and the American whalemen are

in the habit of cruising in this neighbourhood. Those who visit these

people ought to keep a constant guard against treachery, for their numbers

BBBeiHIIWRWB*" !MWKW».lteaB«?S''
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are largo, and tlioy arc prone to mischief. All intorcourso with tlicm

sliould therefore be conducted with groat^ caution, especially in sliips weakly

manned.

NANOUTI or Sydenham Island is one of the early discoveries in the

group. In tho chart drawn up by Roger Simpson and Geoige Uuss, of tho

ship Nautilus, given in Dalrymple'a Collection, it is or was composed of

Bog Island and five smaller islands, separated by a considerable reof. On
tho original chart above mentioned, tho S.W. of those islets is called 2\vo-

tree Island, and tho West point of Dog Island is called Cape Moral. It was

examined by Captain Diiperrey in his voyage of discovery in 1824. In tho

Table of Positions by Mr. Purdy thoro is an account of the discovery by tlio

hrig I'Jlizabeih of Blcney Island, "long, low, and abundantly supplied with

cocoa-nut ti'oos." \11 these observe dons, however, give place to those of

the United States' Exploring Exp- dition, in which, however, the error is

com nitted of stating it to be the same as the Bishop's Island " of tho

charts."

It lies in lat. 0° 36' S., long. 174° 24' E. It is of coral formation, and a

mere ledge of land like Drummond Island, with a lagoon, reef, and a bank

on its lee or S.W. side. By Captain Hudson's survey it is 19 miles long,

trending N.W. and S.E., and its width, including lagoon and reef, SJ^ miles.

On the S.W. and N.W. portions of it there is a coral bank, from 1 to 1

J

mile beyond the reef, on which there are 10 fathoms water. At the distance

of 4 miles from the N.W. end of the island they found soundings in 265

fathoms.

The island is partially covered with cocoa-nut, pandanus, and other trees

;

and the islets of which it is formed are nearly continuous, connected by the

usual coral reef. They had no communication with the natives of Nanouti.

A daily intercourse is kept up between it and the Drummond islanders. It

was thought there was no difference in their characters. The distance be-

tween them is but 15 miles. The population is estimated at 6,000.*

ABASUKA, Nanonki, or Henderville Island, was discovered by Captains

Marshall and Gilbert, and was also examined by Captain Duperrey, in 1824.

It was surveyed by the United States' Expedition.

It is in lat. 0° 11' N., long. 173° 39' 20" E. This island is 6J miles long,

* From the North point of this island there was a small island in sight, which was at

first supposed to bo Duporroy's Ho du Nord ; but if it bo, instead of being located to tho

northward, as ho has placed it, it boors nearly South of tho North extreme of Nanouti.

Thoy found, on proceeding towards it, that it was a hummock connected by a reef with

Nanouti ; but no Sablo Island could bo seen. Tho tender passed round tho opposite side

of Nanouti, and did not see any island ; and tho office-- :> of both vessels wore fully con-

vinced that no >Sable Island exists.

1
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Ea«t and Wc«t, and 54 miles .ido at the East end. diuunishing to
_2

n^loH

at the West end ; it is of coral formation. There are two towns on the West

^nd and severai on the East and S.E. parts, and it s thxckly mhab.ted^

The natives who came on board the Feacoek said that the two ends of tho

inland were at war with each other. They are very much the same m -

pearance as tho natives of Drummond Island; were naked, and spoke the

same dialect. This island affords neither wood, ^ator. nor refre.aments^

fZ appearances, its inhabitants (about 1.000) must be at t.mes much

^'xum orliw. /« was. with Hopper and Henderville Islands one

of the first discoveries in the group, by Capts. Marshall and Gdbert. It was

surveyed by the United States' Expedition.

Its geographical position is in lat. 0M4' 30' N.. long. 173 27 E. its

greatest ifn^h is 5 miles N.W. and S.E., and its greatest w.dth, which .

tt its S.E. end, is H miles. The remainder is very narrow and almo

Lded towards the centre. The N.W. portion has two sma 1 lagoons. 200

or 300 yards from the beach ; the water in them is not so salt as the ocea^

In one of them, the bottom consists of red mud on one side whde it is white

clay on the other. They are used as fishponds by the chiefs. There is a

reef extending to the N.W. nearly 3 miles.

The island is but partially clothed with trees, consistmg of cocoa-nut. pan-

danus. and a few stunted bread-fruit. It has no outer reef, and may be

upproLhed very closely. It affords neither wood, water, nor refreshments^

Te present population is 1.500, not more than one-third of the estimate of

1841 The Peacock took off an Irishman, John Kirby. a deserter from an

EngUsh whaler, who had not been roasted and eaten on his landing but had

had the chief's daughter given him as his wife, ^e had thus dwelt as on

of them from Februaay 11. 1838. to April 15 1841. He B-d that the

natives, though not professed cannibals, sometimes eat humafl flesh, but

their food is generally fish.
- ,. ,•

i^AMAMA Roger Simpson, or ITopper Island, was one of the discoveries

of Cants Marshall and Gilbert, in the Scarborough and Charlotte, as related

n the voyage of Governor Phillip, 1738. It was not seen by Capt. Duperxey^

The latter commander believed it to be identical with t^« ^-'^^
/*^-f

"^

the brig mizaheth, 1809. It must also be considered to be beyond doubt he

Tame as the Roger Simpson Island, discovered by Captain B.shop in the

Zllus. A survey was made of it in the United States' ship Peacock, m

1841. This is what is said of it :—
. „ , -^ • •

i +

According to the observations then made by Captain Hudson, it is m lat.

0" 27' 21" N long. 173° 67' 30" E. It has heretofore been represented as

two islands"'on the charts, called on one Simpson, and the other, Eopper

and Harboltk ; but there is only one. joined by the same reef

It is about 5 feet above tho surface of the ocean, is 10 miles long N.W.
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M.MAN.V AND TARAWA ISLANDS. \r,

and S.E., and 5 nn'Ios in width North and South. Tho Inxidls continuous on

tlio North and East sides, excepting two small strips of bare roof. There is

anchorage on the West side, in an opening between the reef and tlie N.W.

point of the island, which is about 2 miles wide. Tho soundings vary from

2 to 5 fathoms ; across it, in some places, the bottom is broken coral, in

others coral sand. The entrance to the lagoon, although feasible, should

not be attempted through this passage ; but there is a good passage into it

on the S.E. side of the island, which is a mile wide. It has a large popula-

tion, 5,000, but yields little more than will supply their wants. A small

(quantity of fresh water may be had by digging on tho beaches ; wood and

refreshments are not procurable for shipping.

MAIANA or Hall Inland.—The name of Hall has been applied to this

island both by Duperrey and by the American Expedition, though there is

great reason to believe that it was previously seen by the original discoverers

of the group, and then named Gilbert Island. The name. Hall Island, was

given by the commander of tho brig Elizabeth, in about 1809. If so, it

ought to be called Gilbert Island, and the other name has been dropped

by Admiral Krusenstern, who reasoned from the imperfect data then ia

existence.

Capt. Hudson gives the following account from his survey of it :

—

It is of coral formation ; the N.E. and S.E. parts are a continuous land,

whilst to the S.W. and N.W. it consists of a reef and bank, in some places

awash, with a sand-spit in its lagoon. The western sides of tLo island are,

therefore, very dangerous, and should be approached with caution, as the sea

seldom breaks on them, and the discoloration of the water Is not at all times

to be observed. The population is 4,000. It affords neither refreshment,

wood, nor water. It is 9 miles in length, according to the survey, in a S.E.

and N.W. direction ; it is situated in lat. 0° 56' 45" N., long. 173° 4' 15' E.

On its West side, on some of the banks, there is anchorage in from 10 to 15

fathoms water.

TABAWA or Knoy Island.*—In this island there is very considerable con-

fusion of names, which, from the imperfect observations r( corded, must bo

left in considerable uncertainty. Knoy Island was discovered in the Scar-

borough and Charlotte. A portion (probably) was named Marshall Island.

Captain Duperrey takes no notice of this name, but applies the name of

Gilbert Island to it. In the periodical publications of 1810 there appeared an

account of the situation of the islands seen by tho brig Elizabeth. It was

presumed to be in the year 1809, but our chart says 1804. Tho extracts

have been preserved by Mr. Purdy, in his tables. In that work there is

an account of the discovery of an island, which was named Cook's Isle, the

* Knox Island in tho American work, which is tt perversion. It is Knoy Inlaad in the

original.

t
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accouiit of whicTi agrees perfectly with that of the South sido of Knoy

Island, now under consideration. Thero is no doubt of their identity. It

may bo assumed, then, that Knoy, Cook, and Marshall Island are meant for

tho same. ,. . ^^ • • i n
It was surveyed in 1841 by tho United States' Expedition. It is in length

20 miles, trending N.W. and 8.E. It is in lat. 1° 29' N., long. 173" 6 E..

and is of coral formation. The land is continuous and wooded, with the

exception of four gaps, where tho reef is bare. The South sido is 12 miles

long, and trends nearly East and West. On this part, near the West end,

aro three hummocks (which appear like islands in the distance), and several

small sand-banks, which aro connected by tho samo reef. Tho island has its

lagoon, but it has tho appearance of being an extensive bay, in consequence

of tho roof on the West side being a sunken one, on which is found 5 fa-

thoms of water.

This island is partially wooded, having several groves of cocoa-nut trees

on it, and a dense undergrowth. Several towns were seen on it, and it ap-

peared to be thickly inhabited. It affords no sappUes for vessels. Tho

natives (3,500 in number) aro entirely the same in appearance, m character,

and customs, with the rest ; they go naked, and speak the samo dialect.

MARAKI or Mattheu) hhnd was also one of the original discoveries by

Captains Marshall and Gilbert, in 1788. It is much smaller than either

Charlotte or Knoy Islands, and is situated in lat. 2° 0' N., long. 173° 25 30"

East It is a lagoon island, without entrances, and of coral formation. It

is but 5 miles long, N. by E. and 8. by W., and 2* miles wide at its base,

being of a triangular shape.

It appeared to be densely peopled, for many villages were seen, and after

dark a large number of fires were burning. Captain Randall estimates the

population at 2,000. Their dialect and customs were the same as the rest

of the group.
, x t j

APAIANG, Apia, or Charlotte Island.—Tk& name Charlotte Islands was

appUed to this collection of islets by Admiral Krusenstem, from the idea

that the term, Ths Six Islands, was applied by their discoverer, Captain Mar-

shall in the Charlotte. In tho original charts the names of these six islands

were' giyen as Marshall, Allen, Gillespy, Clerk, Smith, and Scarborough; but

they all Ue in one reof, so must bo taken as one. They were not seen by

subsequent navigators, particularly by Duperrey, who would have cleared

up the discrepancy. The United States' Expedition surveyed it in 1841, and

ffives tho following account of it :—

Apia or Charlotte Island is in lat. 1° 52' N., long. 173° 2' E. It is a

lagoon island, consisting of a string of coral islets, situated within a reef,

which is 6 or 7 feet above the water. The reef has a bluff front, and is

much worn by the sea. There is no coral sand. Its length in a N.E. ami

{$.\y. direction is 16 miles, and its average breadth 5 miloa. On the East
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side of the island the land is covered with cocoa-nut and pandnnus groves,

with some undergrowth. Tho N.W. and West side is a continuous reef, {

or 6 foot above tho water's edge, on which are many islots. About tho

centre of the reef, on tho H.W. side, is a Hliip's channel into tlio lugooii,

which is half a mile wide. Near its entrance is a small islet, wliich stands

alone, and is a good mark for the entrance. There is no island in tho lagoon,

as shown in the French chart of Duperrey. Population 3,000.

MAEIN or Pitt Island and Butaritari or Toxwhing Mand.—Oi the disco-

very of these two islands there appears to be no exact record. They wore

not seen by Marshall and Gilbert, nor by Duperrey ; but thoy were placed

too far to the East on the chart. The name of Touching Island is given to

the westernmost island on Arrowsmith's chart. The following is Captain

Hudson's (of the United States' Exploring ship Peacock) account of them :

—

There are two islands known under this name ; the largest is called by tho

natives Tmritari {Bataritari) {Touching Island), and the smallest Makin {Pitt

Island). The latitude of the southern port of Taritari is 3° 8' N., longitude

172° 48' E. This island is of the figure of a triangle, with its apex to the

South, and its sides are above 14 miles in length. The S.E. is a continuous

grove of cocoa-nut and pandanus, w^'th some undergrowth. On the two

other sides is a reef, which is awash, excepting the N.W. point, in which

there is a small inlet. The population is 1,500.

Makin is of much smaller dimensions, being but 6 miles long ; it varies

in width from half a mile to a mile. Its northern point lies in lat. 3° 20' 43"

North, long. 172° 57' East. The entrance into the lagoon has 4^ fithoms of

water, and is about one-third of a mile in width. This small island is tho

seat of government, and the natives now unito both names under the one of

Makin. When the Peacock approached, it soon became evident that the

island was thickly inhabited ; for, on reaching the lee side, above twenty

canoes came off, with from five to ten natives in each ; but in one of then:

was a white man, Eobert Wood or Grey, who had been left on the island by

an English whaler, at his own request, seven years before. Dr. Gulick

estimates the population at 500.

Banaba, Faanopa, or Ocean Island, lat. 0° 52' South, long, 109° 44' East

(DutailHs), is considered as a part of the Gilbert Islands, but is described

in our South Pacific Directory.

Nawodo, Onavero, or Pleasant Island, is also included in the Gilbert Ar-

chipelago, but it is far to leeward. Captain Cheyne places it in lat. 0° 25' S.

long 167° 5' E. It is also described in the South Pacific Directory.
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In 1792 Captain Hond disiovorpd two of tho Kiilik Islands and in IT'.iT

Captain Dorniott nnnthor.

After Kot/.obue Captain Duporrey dotorminod ono (froiip iu 1821; mni't'

which they have been visited by Captain Ilagomoistor in IH.U ; by Captains

Chramtsciionko and Schan/ of tho IJussian navy, in 182'.», lH;t2, and W.V> ;

by the United States' Exploring Expedition in 18 It) ; Capt. Clipyno in 184.V

Several other visits to tlio dilferpiit islundH are also noticed by Dr. Oulick,

but tho most important event is the establishment of tho mission under I >i'.

Piorson in Kusaie, in IS.')'), which was subsequently removed to lObon, wlieio

it still remains under the charge of the Rev. Mr. Doano.

Two lines or chains of islands, lying nearly parallel to each other, and

running N.W. and 8.E., aro included under the noiuo Marwhall Inlands.

The more eastern is tho Ratak (the Radack of Kotzebue), and tlio western is

the Ralik. Each chain numbers fifteen low coralino islands. Several of

these islands are very small, without lagoons ; but the greater number aro

fully formed atolls, and some of them aro of immense size.

The population of the archipelago does not, probably, number over about

10,000 ; 6,000 perhaps is the Ratak chain, and probably 4,000 in tho Ralik

Islands. And yet almost every ono of their thirty atolls is inhabited ; from

which it may be gathered that the islands are but sparsely populated. Yet

intercourse with a very considerable portion of the inhabitants is secured by

taking a permanent station, for they roam in their proas from island to

island of their respective ranges. There is comparatively little intercourse

between the two principal chains.

Nominally each range is subject to a high chief, or more properly to a

chiefish family. But several of the southern Ralik Islands are now inde-

pendent of their feudal head, who lives on Aurh. So also in the Ralik

chain, the four northern islands are held by a very slight cord of do-

pendance.

The language of the two ranges is substantially the same, though there

are dialectic differences. And though the vocabulary of this language

differs from any spoken in the Caroline Archipelago, its grammatical con-

struction bears the most striking similarity to those westward.

In physical appearance the people are not unlike the Caroline islandero,

as described on Ponapi and Kusaie, save perhaps that they are a little

coarser and more vigorous in their manners, and perhaps also a little darker

eomplexioned. They seem more excitable and merciful than any of the

Caroline islanders we have met ; but this comes in part from their slight

contact as yet with foreign vice and disease.

It is sad to be obliged to report that disease is now being rapidly intm-

duced among the Ralik islanders by whale-ships passing the islands.

The RATAK CHAIN is the westernmost, and contains fifteen islands, in

wsasaga^^MtMBiCJiPi
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To take the best position, attention otight to bo paid to tho rise of thotido.

Its level has great influence on the quality of tho bottom, and it ought not

to be chosen, if possible, but at low water. Tho passage for largo sliips is

between IJarr Inland (pronouncod as if throe r's) and the island of Tukoeoa,

the first to tho East and the other to the West of the entrance.

To reach the anchorage with winds from the oaNtorn quartet, the oniy

point for attention is to take up such a position as will allow you to range as

near as possible to the pitch of tho eastern reof, and rounding tho bank

attached to llarr Island as near as you please ; it is shown by tho whitish

water ; by this means you will avoid a small patch which is to the 8.E., and

over which the flood tide runs with a velocity of \\ knot. This patch is,

until half tide, indicated by very strong ripplings, and becomes nearly awash

at low water.

In general, it is better to enter or leave with the tide, unless indeed the

breeze is fair, and of suiHcient force to overcome the strength of the current.

The less distance you are inside the anchorage, the leas difticulty there

will be in getting out with westerly winds.

There is another passage, but for boats only, between Anil Inland and"

Bouguenim. Bouguenieu is the first islet to the West of Tokoeoa. The dis-

tance between these two passes may be about 1^ mile.

Position of the anchorage, lat. 6° 14' 37" N., long. 171' 56' 6" E.

Captain Wilkes says they are in lat. 5" 59' 15", long. 172° 2' 33' (probably

the S.E. part of the island), but his account will not coincide with that given

above.

HAJURO or Arrotomith (Meduro) Island.—This is a discovery of Capts.

Marshall and Gilbert, though their account and chart of it are not very

definite. Captain Chramtschenko examined it in detail. The length,

W.N.W. and E.S.fi., is 18 miles, the breadth being 11 miles. It is of the

usual corol formation, with a lagoon, and inhabited by about 1,000 people.

The eastern point of the island is broken, and there is a small opening for

canoes, but Captain Brown, of the missionary ship Morning Star, says, that

he found it continuous and unbroken for 24 miles, the reef and chain of

islets being to the North. It is a magnificent island, with elegant forests of

bread-fruit and pandanus. Cocoa-nuts, of course, abound, and bananas

seem to be plentiful.

According to the United Siates' Exploring Expedition, the S.E. point is

in lat. 7° 5' N., long. 171° 2^' 54" E., identical with previous observations.

ASHHO or Daniel Island and Pedder Island.—To the West of the foregoing

the same ships discovered what they supposed to be two groups, to which

these names were applied, calling the broad and open channel separating

North Vavifc. 3 a
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them from Arrowsmith Island Fordyce PoMagt, but Dr. Gulick considers

it as a single land. Captain Chramtschenko did not see them. Captain

Hudson, U.S. Exploring Expedition, passed along the West side of Poddor

Island, and through Fordj'ce Passage. He sf.ys that Pedder and Daniel

Islands are of coral formation, and are inhabitnd. They arc called Arno on

Kot/elme's chart. The population is reckoned at 1,000. The N.E. point

(of Dauitd Island) on Wilkee's chart is in lat. 7^ 30' N., long. ViV 52' E.

The S.W. point (of Pedder Island), by the same authority, isiii 7^ 11' N. and

171° 40' E.

AUIIH (Aur), Ibbefsnn, or Trareney Islands.—On Arrowsmith's chart a

•group, Ibbetson Islands, is marked, which bej'ond doubt aro the same

named by Kotzebuo after the Marquis do Traversey, and by the natives

Aurh.

This group is 13 miles long N.W. and S.E., and 6 miles broad. On the

surrounding reef aro thirty-two islands, the N.W. of which is Pigen. The

population is numerous when compared with the other islands, but scanty for

its size; it is about 1,000. Stohual Island, at the N.E. end, has a very

pleasant aspect. The anchoring place was in lat. 8° 18' 42", long. 17P 12' E.

(by chronometer, 171° 8' 14"). Kotzebuo procured great quantities of cocoa-

nuts here. Aurh is at the S.E. end of the atoll, and, as before mentioned,

IS the residence of the feudal chief of many of the groups.

MALOELAB (Kaven), or Calvert, Bass Reef-tied, or AraUcheeff Islands.—
This group Avas discovered on board the ships Scarborough and Charlotte,

June 29, 1788, and were named Calvert Islands, probably by Captain Gilbert.

The NatiUlus saw some islands, July 5, 1799, which were then named the

Hass Reef-tied Islands, which are identical with the Calvert Islands. Captain

Kotzebuo says their native name is Kaven (or Kawen), and he applies the

name of AraktcheofT (or Araksheef) to them. Dr. Gulick calls them by the

first name.

This group is 30 miles long N.W. and S.E., and llj miles broad. The
whole cluster consists of sixtj'-four islands, and was well surveyed by

Kotzebue. The group and its people fire precisely similar to those of the

Wotje, to the northward. Kaven or Araktcheef, to the N.W., is the largest

island of them. It is 2\ miles long and three-cuarters of a mile broad. It

is in lat. 8° 54' 21" N., long. 170° 49' E. The S.E. island is in lat. 8° 29' 30",

long. 171° ir E. High water, full and change, l"- 52""
; greatest rise, 4 feet.

Kotzebue found very good water in pits on some of the islands, but pro-

visions were not very abundant.

Tjan is a well-cultivated island, and only useful trees, such as the cocoa-

nut, pandanus, and broad-fruit aro suffered there. The anchorage off this

island is in lul. 8- 52' 39' N., long. 171° 1' 31" E. Torua, which is twice us

large as Tjan, is in lat. 8° 43' 10" N., long. 171° 9' 35' E. Thence the atull

trends to the southward, and finally further south-eastward (the islands
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being gonornlly small) to Airik, which is largo (about the same size ns
Toma), and affords a more beautiful prospect tlian any of the other islands.

There is excellent anchorage in 8 fathoms water, about 60 fathoms from tho
island, in lat. %," 31' N., long. 17 1'^

lOi' E. ; riso of tide 4 feet. Tho S.E.
island is in lat. 8- 29' 30" N., long. 171° 11' E. Olot, off which there is an-
chorage in 8 fathoms, coral sand, is in lat. 8^ 46' N., long. 17P 9' 42" E. (by
chron.) Tho population is 1,000.

ESIETJB (Egerup), or Bishop Junction Islands.—Thk is four of two groups,
which together were called the Chatham Islands, from the voyage of tho
Scarborough and Charlotte, probably by Captain Gilbert. Tho otlier group
adjoining, Wotje, appears to have been considered as a portion of it, and
Captain Marshall took them for the £a ^d^)es Islands, marked upon Anson's
chart. They were surveyed by Kotzebue, who states the native name to be
Egerup, and also gives the name of 'fschitschagoff to them.

Erikub or Egerup lies to the southward of Wotje, and is considerably
smaller. Its length is 24 miles, and its breadth is 4 miles. The whole
circle consists of oae reef, and contains but very few islands. The South
point of it is an island, probably named Egerup, tlie only one seen with
cocoa-nut trees and people ; but these, it was said, wore limited to one man
and two old women. Dr. Gulick says that it is now uninhabited. A passage
near this perhaps may bo navigable, but is dangerous from its numerous
turnings. There appears but little inducement for visiting the group. Tho
South point is in lat. 9" 6' N., long. 170' 4' E.

WOTJE (Otdia) or Romanzoff Islands lie to the North of the preceding.

The latter names are applied by Kotzebue, but the remarks relating to their

earlier discovery abo belong to those of the Erikub group, as above stated.

This group was minutely examined by Kotzebue, in January, 1817, and
he has given a larrro and detailed chart of it. It is of an irregular oval
form, 28 miles long in a W.S.W. and E.N.E. direction, by about 10 miles
in breadth. It consists of the usual encircling reef, on which are distributed

sixty-five islands, of various magnitudes. Wotje (Wotye) or Otdia is tlio

easiernmost and largest, about 2 miles long. The anchoring place inoido

the island, which was called Christmas Harbour (or Port Noel), was ascir-

tained to be in lat. 9° 28' 9" N., long. 170» 16' 5' W. ; variation, W 38' 30
East. As vhe low land here has no influence on the atmosphere, the baro-
meter falls and rises as uuiformly as it generally does between tho tropics.

The mean of the tidal observations at Otdia gave for tho time of high
water, full and change, 2'' 30'". The greatest range was 7. foot. Tho people
were very friendly to Kotzobuo, who remained here a considerable time. To
the South of it is an island called by Kotzebue Eymedio, near to the S.E.
iiiigle of tho reef ; to tho South of it i.s a small higli island.

The reef is quite continuous to tho N. W. of Otdia, and on it stands a con-
nocted cliain of small islamls, routhing as far as Ormed Inland, at tho North

3 \'2
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part of the reef, 8 miles from Otdia. The anchorage in this is in lat. 9" 33'

16" long. 170° 10' 58" E. ; variation, 12° 14' E.

From Ormed, the North side of the reef, also quite continuous, runs to

W.S.W. 8 miles to Bird Island, and 9 miles still further to Ooat Island, from

whence to the West end of the reef is 5 miles.

There are several channels through the reef, aU on the lee side. The first

is n mile S.E. of the West point, narrow and impracticable
;
the next is

Rurick Strait, 5 miles further round the reef, by which Kotze'me entered.

From hence the reef continues, without islands, nearly 20 miles, to Schtsch-

mareff Strait, in every way preferable to the Rurick Strait, as a ship can

beat in or out with the usual trade wind. To the East of this again is Lagedtak

Strait, 4 miles from the S.E. point of the group. The population is given

as 300 by Dr. Gulick.
, n *

LIKIEB (Legiep) or Count Heidm Islands.—"^s group, first seen by Lapt.

Kotzebue, Nov. 5, 1817, perfectly resembles the others, though considerably

smaUer. Its greatest extent was 19 miles. There is a passage wide enough

for a ship on the western side. The centre of the group is in lat. 9° 51' 30"

North lon<r. 169° 13' 30" East. The natives of the islands are taU, hand-

some, robust men, advantageously distinguished from the other Radakers.

They Uve chiefly on fish. Dr. Gulick states the population to be 300. In

his second voyage Kotzebue examined the group more closely, and conse-

quently found it was one-half larger than he at first supposed. On the N.W.

of the group are several large islands, well covered with cocoa-nut trees.

There are two broad entrances to the inland sea, which were accurately

examined, and found to be perfectly safe for a ship-of-the-line, since, ac-

cording to their direction, you may saU in or out with the trade-wind. From

this cause, and the appearance of exceUent anchorage, Kotzebue recom-

mends this group to any navigator wishing to put into Radak. The N.W.

point of the group is in lat. 10° 3' 40' N., long. 169° 1' 57".

JEMO (Temo) or SUep-to Island, a small island seen in the Nautilus, to

which the latter name was appUed. Captain Kotzebue says its native name

is Tmo, and is in lat. 9° 58' N., long. 169° 45' E., at the distance of 20 miles

E.N.E. i E. from the Legiep Islands. Population 200,

MEJIT (Miadi) or New Tear Island, was discovered by Kotzebue, Jan. 1,

1817. It is a low, woody island, 3 miles long North and South, and three-

qua^Ldrs of a mile broad. From the North side a very long reef extends.

They could not effect a landing on it. It is clothed with a lovely verdure,

and is inhabited by a similar race to those on the Kutusoff Islands, but they

are not more than fifty in number. The island seems t produce but little

fruit. The position of the middle of the island is lat. 10 8' 27', long. 170°

6V 84" E.

AHUK or Tindal and Watte, or Erusenstern Islands.—Adm. KruBenstem

considers this group to be the eame as that named by Captain Marshall, in
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1 788, Tindal and Watt's Island. Kotzebue supposed it to be a new disco-

very, March 1, 1817, and applied the ntme of the great hydrographer to it.

Its native name is Ailu (or Ailuk). Kotzebue surveyed it.

The group is 16 miles long and 5 miles broad. He entered it by a channel

which was narrow, but deep towards the North part. The eastern side of

the group is formed by a chain of islands, but tho western side consists of a

coral reef. Ailuk or Ailu, which gives its name to the whole, is in the South

part. It is small, scarcely a mile long ; it has a pleasing appearance, and is

distinguished from the rest by its taU palm-trees. Capeniur Inland is the

northernmost of the group. Kotzebue's anchorage was in lat. 10° 17' "^S" N.,

long. 190° 0' 40" W. High water, full and change, 4h 53"- ; rise 8 feet.

XTTIBIK (Udirick) or Kutmoff, or Button Islands.—On a chart inserted in

the voyage of Governor Phillip, two islands are marked as the Button

Islands, from the authority of Captain Marshall, 1788. T^cy were not in-

serted on any other chart, and thus Kotzebue considered them as a fresh

discovery. May 21, 1815, on his passage to Kamtschatka. This group and

the next taken together have almost a North and South direction, and

extend thus for 25J milos. Kutusoff, or Utirik (or Uterick), is the only one

inhabited. The island first seen by Kotzebue had a beautiful grove of

cocoa-nut trees. The people came off and were friendly ; they were of a

black colour, with straight black hair. Present population only 20.

According to Kotzebue, the North point of the reef is in lat. 11° 29' N.,

long. 169° 54' E. Captain Moore, of the Morning Star, makes the centre in

11°20'N., 169° 50' E.

TAKA (Tagai) or Souworoff, like the former group, consists of small

islands, connected by coral reefs, and seem to contain deep water in the

centre. Though it is thickly covered with trees, not a single palm-tree was

to be seen. It is uninhabited. The channel separating the two groups is

3J^ miles in length, free from rocks, and unfathomable depth. The latitude

of the channel is 11° 11' 20", long. 169° 50' 37" E.

BIKAS (Bi'gar) or Dawsor, Island, is the northernmost of the islands

hitherto considered as belonging to the Eatak chain. Its second name is

derived from Captain Marshall's chart. Bigar, from the statement of a

native to Kotzebue, forms a circle, consisting, for the most part, of reefs,

and contains only two small islands ; a third is laid in the middle of the

basin, and all are overgrown with low bushes. There are some boat en-

trances, under the lee of the island, where the natives penetrate to catch

turtle and sea-fowl. The centre is in lat. 11° 48', long; 170° 7'. It is

uninhabited.

Taongi or Smgth, or Gaipar Rico Islands, in lat. 14° 30' N., long. 168° 42'

East, is an uninhabited group included by Dr. Gulick among the Marshall

Islands. But as it is so isolated to the northward, it will be described in the

next chapter.
•
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Captain Moore, of the Morning Star, says :-The two chainB,Ratak.«ja

Ralik (meauing East and West), might be regarded somewhat m the hgU

of alaigetown, with alleys, streets, and avenues runmng through it, h

inhabitants passing and repassing, engaged in like occupations, seeking the

same amusements, and governed by the same laws. A great umformity of

character is observed.
. +,af„>,;«,r

That space of ocean comprehended between the two chains, and stretchmi,

from the Bonham Islands, on the South, to the Rimski-Kor.akoff. on the

North, we will call the "Radak Sea." This sea. 300 mJes long and 100

broad has been, as yet, but partially explored, and in which it is supposed

th re exist dangers of a formidable character. How far this may be true of

the southern portion I am unable to say ; but having made a cautious sur-

vey of the northern ami, I am prepared to believe that navigation is endan-

gered more by conflicting currents than by labyrinthine reefs As may bo

supposed, among so many islands, there is no regularity to the set of the

cuirent.

The EALIK CHAIN (the lialick chain of Kotzebue) runs parallel to the

Rutak chain just described, and extends to the same parallel of latitude-

The character of the separate groups composing it appears to be the same,

and the inhabitants of each ore acquainted with each other. The islands

of this range have not been so well examined (with some exceptions) as the

eastern chain.

There is considerable confusion in the nomenclature, and a difficulty in

reconciling the native names, as at present known, with the earher disco-

veries. Of course, in many cases these identifications may be matters of

opinion, and therefore unimportant ; but with a view to including the eaxher

with the later decisions, the names as formerly connected with each other

will be given where they differ from Dr. Gulick's arrangement, which will

bo followed here.

The fifteen islands or groups which compose the RaHk chain commencing

from the northermnost, are-Bikini, Kongelab, Rongerik, Aihnginae,

Wottlio (or Kabaliala), Ujae, Kwajalein, Name, Lib, Jabwat, Ailmglabelab,

Jaluit, Kili, Namerik. and Ebon.

KONGELAB (Bigini), or Pescadore Islands.—On September 3, 1767, Capt.

AVallis discovered two islands, about 35 mUes apart, which he supposed to

be the Pescadores placed on Anson's chart; but, from some vagueness in his

positions, they could not be woU identified. Capt. Kotzebue, in his second

voyage, has made the matter more clear by the discovery of three groups, of

which the easternmost he supposes to be the group in question, and says its

native name is Bigini ; but Dr. GuUck applies this name to the Eschscholt.

group According to Kot/.cbuo, it is a group of low, thickly-wooded, coral
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islands, fonuing, as usual, a cirelo round a basin. Tho groatost leiigtli,

East and West, is 10 miles. Their aspect is pleasant, but no sign of inha-

bitants ; so that if they bo really tho Toscadoros, tho people must havo long

ago become extinct, as no monument of their existence is now visible. Tho

centre of the group is in lat. IT 19' 21' N., long. 107" 21' 57' E.

Captain Hudson, of tho U.S. ship Feacock, says it is of a triangular shap.',

and has on its reef several islets and some sand-spits ; tho foniior are

covered with a few low bushos, but it has no cocoa-nut or pandauus trofs,

and affords nothing but the pearl-oyster and turtios in tho season. Thoro

are two entrances into the lagoon ; one about the middle of the Nortli sid.',

the other on tho East side. It had no inhabitants ; but Dr. Oulick says tliat

it has 120 inhabitants.

BONOEEIK (Iladokala), or Rimski-Korsakoff Mands, is tho second of tho

three groups discovered by Kotzobuo. Ho named it after his socoiul lioutf-

nant. It is, according to his estimate, 54 milos in extent, in an E.N.E. and

W.S.W. direction ; but it is now known to consist of two soparato groups
;

its East point being in lat. 11" 26' 45", long. 167" 14' 20' E.

Tho U.S. Exploring ship Peacock examined it, but could not dlFcct a land-

ing on account of tho surf. Altliough a few persons wore so.ni on it, yet

there was no appearance of ponuanent iulial>itants. It soeniod to bo without

any vegetable productions capable of sustaining life. Eimski-KorsakolV,

though represented on tho charts as one icland, consists of two, as bofuio

said. The larger island is about 26 milos long, trending N.E. and S.W.

It has an entrance to its lagoon on tho South side. Population 80.

AILINGINAE, tho smaller and south-western of the Rimski-Korsakull

Isles, is about 14 miles long by 9 miles wide. It is uninhabited. Its S.W.

point is in lat. 11" 8' 20" N., long. 166" 26' 30" E.

BIKINI (
Uilia-Milai) or Eschscholtz Mands, is tho westernmost of these

groups. Kotzebue, in October, 1825, named this group after the naturalist

of his expedition. He saw only the western part of the group, which ho

places in let. 11° 40' N., long. 166° 24' 25" E. Captain Chramtschonko also

saw only its western portion. " Next day we came up with an island named

by the charts Eschscholtz Island. At noon, December 19th, 1858, we were

close in-shore, in lat. 1 1" 33' N., long. 165° 37' E. Could soo twelve islands

lying in an East and West direction. We being about the centre, stood for

a channel 3 milos in width between two islands. On getting near wo could

see the bottom stretching across; sent a boat to sound, found 11 fathoms,

and sailed over, seeing very distinctly the various coloured corals comprising

the reef under our keel as we dashed along. After passing this bar found

ourselves in smooth water. Soon after saw laud in the N.W. and also in

theN.E., also a shoal with 10 fathoms water o>er it; of course I was now

convinced that we had entered a spacious lagoou. I counted from aloft four

.
«
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formed us that the name of the group was Jiigim. ^^

^
extrmity at sunset, which is a circular reef. This P-'*

-J^^ ^«!^f
2''

as U tie adjoining islets are small and very low, some of them havmg o^y

Tfew hushe . I noticed one pecuUarity in this group ;
the bars between the

slands afd Lais inside are more sunken than any we have seen heretofore

:!:: several deep channels into the lagoon. They are a
^^^^^^^^^^

people, if those in the canoe were a fair specimen. Dr. Gulick gives

population as 50.
,. j »r

WOrmO or Shanz Islands, a group of thirteen islands, discovered May

30 1835 by Captain Shanz (or Schantz). of the Russian navy, m the impe-

iVs^P^L-vl on her passage from Port Jackson to Kamschatka. Mr.

Co L -entio;s a group, discovered by a Captain Olosly. near this long,

furlutao miles to the southward, which prevents them being consid^r^

as the same. The Shanz Islands extend about 4 leagues from N^. to

SE and are 5 miles broad. Their centre is in lat. 10" 5' N., long, from 8

chronometers. 166M' E. Population 40.

Another announcement near this is KabaMa Island, from whaler report in

lat 10" 5' N., long. 166° 45' E. It is most likely the same as Shanz Island,

but Captain Brown, of the missionary ship Morning Star, reports sailing over

both these localities without seeing anything, but nevertheless there can be

but Utae doubt of their existence.

KWAJAIEIN fAuadeknJ, or Catharine Islands.^The English ship Ocean

discovered, in 1804, three groups of islands, which were named Margaretta

Lyd , ani Catharine. The Islands Kwadelen (or Quadelen), ^a.o«, and

Lileb placed upon Kotzebue's chart, so exactly agree with these three Ocean

21 that th'ere can be no doubt of their identity. The Kwajalem or

cthale Islands, the northernmost, are placed in lat. 9 14' N., and long.

167° 2'.

TJJAE, or Lydia Islands, are the centre of the three groups above men-

tioned, and lie in lat. 9° 4', long. 165° 58'.

The Serpent Group, seen by Captain Hammond, R.N., in H.M.S. S^pent

in lat 9° 14' N., long. 166° 2' E., are apparently the same as Lydia Island,

but there is much confusion in the hydrography of these groups.

Captain Hammond saw a group of islands, surrounded by a reef, x.hich

consisted of a solid waU of coral, with 7 fathoms close to its edge, and 20

fathoms a boat's length off; although on the lee side of it a heavy surf

Tsas breaking all over the reef, through which the boat ooiUd not find a

visage Captain Hammond says he had just come from the Cathann.

Islands and therefore considers this to be a distinct group; and as it wa.
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not found on his chart, he named it the Serpent Group ; the position he gives

is nearly that given to Lydia Island.*

Lae, or Broicn Islands, is a discovery in the missionary ship Morning Star,

December, 1858. Her commander, Captain J. W. Brown, thus describes

it :
— •* Sunday morning, the 19th, was surprised at seeing land very near a-

head, as none is shown in my charts in that place. On coming up with it,

found it to be a group of fourteen islands, encircling three sides of a beauti-

ful lagoon, the western part being protected by a reef, with a small channel.

A canoe came off, having two men on board. I gave them some presents,

asked the name of the group, which is Zai or Jtai, and left this little gem,
the lagoon of which is about 4 miles across, and lies in North lat. 9° 0',

and East long. 166° 26'. The canoe brought off some very fine bread-

fruit and cocoa-nuts." Dr. Gulick states that the population is 500.

NAMO, Margaretta, or Paterson Islands, is the southernmost of the three

groups discoverod by the Ocean. There can be no doubt of the identity of

the Margaretta Island of the ship Onean, in 1804, and the Paterson Islands

oiihehn^ Elizabeth, in 1809. This island, or as it appeared a group of

islands, had a very fertile appearance, being one continuous chain of cocoa-

nut trees. It lies about W.N.W. and E.S.E., low, and well wooded. Lat.

of South extreme, 8° 55' 48', long. 167° 42' E. It may be the Dove Island of

Captain Moore, of the Marning Star.

JABWAT (or Tobut), or Princessa Island.—There is considerable confusion

in the next three groups, arising out of the imperfect descriptions and vague
positions assigned by different discoverers. Dr. Gulick considers this island

to be the Bonham Island, discovered by the Elizabeth in 1809 ; but this cannot

be, the latter is an extensive island. It is most probably the Tebut Island

of Kotzebue's chart, and the Princessa Is 'and of Captain Dennet, of the Bri-

tannia, in lat. 8° 20' S., long. 167' 30' E., which was also seen by Captain

Hagemeister.

It was seen by Captain Dunn, of the barque Dragon, in 1856. He came
within 5 miles of a small sand island with low bushes, 6 miles in circum-

ference, inhabited, and surrounded by a coral reef 1 mile from shore. Lat.

8° 20' S., long. 167° 46' E. Notwithstanding the discrepancy of the size re-

ported, they are probably identical. The mean of the positions given (ex-

cluding Kotzebue's longitude) is lat. 8° 20' S., long. 167° 34' E.

It was also seen by Captain Moore, in the Morning Star. He says :

" Going aloft, I perceived at once that we were approaching a compact, small

coral island, not being more than a mile and a half in circumference. Well,

is this a discovery ? It is not marked down on the latest charts, either Eng-

• A r/roup of islands, from whaler rc|K)rt, in lat. 9"

doubtful.

r N., long. 161' 40' E., is very
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lish or American. Findlay says nothing about it in bis description of the

islands, and I know tbat it would bo an eauy matter for so small an island

to bo passed by and not seen. We landed on thr Vest side There

were twenty-three inhabitants on the island, inducing men, women, and

children. It was covered with a thick growth of pandanus, and a few

low cocoa-nut trees. The position of the island is lat. 8° Id' N., and long.

167° 25' E.

LIB may bo a portion of one of the groups next described. It is stated

by Dr. Qulick to have a population of 50, and ho considers it to be the

PrincesBa Island of Captain Dennet above described. Captain Moore places

it in lat. 8" 16' N., long. 167° 28' E.

AILIHOLABELAB, or Muiquillo Islands.—Tho name Mmquillo Oroup was

given by Captain Bond, who saw them the day after his making the Buring

Islands, December 16, 1792. He ranged along the coasts of above twenty

small islands, lying nearly S. by E. and N. by W. by compass. Thoy ail

appeared connected by reefs and ledges, distant from each other from I

to 6 miles. They are all well covered with trees, and full of inhabitant)^,

which were seen in great numbers on the sandy beach. They are very

low and dangerous, and a ship in thick weather might run on tho reef

without seeing the land.

According to Captain Chiamtschenko, the group is composed of two por-

tions joined by a very narrow isthmus. At a short distance it might be taken

for two groups. The island forming the isthmus lies in lat. 8° 0' N., long.

168° 13'; the northernmost island (Lib), lot. 8° 10', long. 168° 0'; tho

southernmost, lat. 7° 46', long. 168° 23', so that the islands have an extent

of 30 miles in a N.W. and S.E. direction. Their breadth is 11 j miles.

The name of Lambert was given to the northernmost portion, and Ross to

the southern, by Captain Dennet of the Britannia, but the prior name must

be that retained.

HELUT or Elmore Islands.—This group was named by the Eliiaheth, in

her passage from Port Jackson to China. The discoverer saw two small,

round islands, moderately high, but Captain Chramtschenko says that it con-

sists of a large island and nearly twenty smaller ones, connected by coral

reefs, extending 20 miles in length from N.N.W. to S.S.E., and 12|^ miles

in breadth. They are sometimes called the Chramtschenko Islands. The

southernmost island is in lat. 7° 15', long. 168° 46', nearly according with the

positions originally stated. Captain Chramtschenko says that the natives

call this group Odia. On the charts by Kotzebue, and since followed, it is

called Helut. They must be re-examined before any satisfactory designations

can be applied to them.

JALUIT {Kyli) or Bonhaw Islands.—The brig Elizabeth discovered, in 1801),

" a very extensive island, a group of islands joined together by low saiul

(coral ?) banks, which I suppose are covered ut high water. I'rom one of
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those banks came a very handsomely built sninll canoo, with four men in it.

stout and woU made, and apparently friendly. From tho 8.E. point of the

island a very dangerous, low, sandy point, with scarcely a tree or bush on

it, extends to tho eastward and northward, 2 or 3 miles, with a very heavy

surf breaking on it." The island was called G. Bonham's Island. This group

has since been examined by Capt. Duporrey who called the northern por-

tion Coquille Islands, and the southern part A'lizabeth Islands, from the ships

which discovered them. According to Captain Chramtschenko, the group is

30 miles long in a N.W. and 8.E. direction, and 20 miles broad. It is com-

posed of four large islands, nineteen others smaller, and one in tho centre of

tho group, separated from the others. There are three entrances to tho

group, one to the North, another to the West, and the third to the S.E.

Krusenstem considers that the Kyli of Kotzebue's chart cannot be Bonham

Islands, but the names are still repeated together.

It was visited by Captain J. W. Brown, in the missionary ship Morning

Star. He anchored in its lagoon on December 2nd, near the spot whore, 5

years since, a trading schooner was cut off. Captain M'Kenzie and all

hands, save one, were killed. The Bonham Group, or Chelnitt (Jaluit) of

the natives, is full 40 miles North and South. Its South point is in lat.

5°47'N., long. 169" 36' E. In width it will average about 8 miles. Its

form is irregular. The various islands are very beautiful, and abound with

the same fruits as the Mulgrave Group. At our visit, breadfruit was out of

season, and at such times cocoa-nuts and pandanus constitute their only

food. The people number from 300 to 400 only. More shoals were found

in this lagoon than in any we have seen. They are large and numerous ; a

vessel could hardly remain under way in the night without striking on them.

They are composed of very sharp and hard coral, and we narrowly escaped

once in the daytime, though we constantly kept a look-out aloft.

—

fNautical

Magazine, June, 1859, p. 283.^

KILI {Namurech), or Hunter Island.—This island was first seen by Capt.

Dennet. It is stated to be 2 miles in extent from N.W. to S.E. The

position assigned was lat. 6° 46', long. 169° 0'. Its position agrees with

the Namureck of Kotzebue's chart, and was named Hunter Island. It is

uninhabited.

NAMABIK or Baring Islands.—Baring Islands were discovered by Capt.

Bond, in ih.Q Royal Admiral, December 16, 1792. They are two in number,

both very low, and covered with trees, amongst which the cocoa-nut was very

conspicuous. They appeared circular, and of no great extent, seemingly

joined by a reef ; they were named after the chairman of the court of direc-

tors of the East India Company. The position was only inferred as lat. 6°

35' N., long. 168° 13' E.

EBON, Boston or Covell Islands.—From information given by Captain

Duperrey, those islai-Js wore discovered May 25, 1824, by an American

II 11 itiiii t--^'-^
•'
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veMHtil, under Captaiu George Ray, who called them BoBton Islandt. The

name of Covell (or Cowell) group is from an American commander, of the

barque Alliance, who thought them a new discovery in 1831. Oaptain

nagomeister places thom in lat. 4° 39', long. 168° 60'. They are the

southernmost of the Ralik chain. The following is a recent account of

them :

—

The group consists of thirteen low coral islands, covered with cocoa-nut

trees, and connected by coral reefs forming a largo lagoon inbide. The group

is 30 miles in circumference, has a good ship passage leading through the

reef to the lagoon on the West side, and is thickly inhabited by an able-

bodied race of men, who are of a light copper complexion. They have

large canoes, or rather proas, capable of carrying fifty men. When Capt.

visited these islands, in February, 184.5, he was attacked outside

tho reef by three proas carrying 150 men, and the voHsel was nearly taken,

but after a struggle, in which four of his crew were severely wounded, the

vessel was retaken.

Besides the above, the group has many times been announced. They

have been called Linnet Islands by a whalo pliip, and placed in lat. 4° 30' N.,

long. 169° 30' E. It is alno called the Fourteen Island Group.

It is thus shown to be a thickly populated and very narrow strip,

Htretching quite 8 miles along tho entire S.W., South, and S.E. border

of the atoll. All the other islands ore small ; most of them wore patches,

Bo insignificant that Captain Cheyne coimted only thirteen islands.

The group, according to these authorities, is in lat. 4° 35' N., long. 168° 47'

E. Dr. Gulick says that the population is 1,000.

ENIWETOK, or Brown Group, was discovered by Captain Thos. Butler,

in the ship Walpole, December 13, 1794. He named them Brown Range,

after the chief super-cargo at Canton, and also the North Island Arthur's

Island, lat. 11° 43' N. long, 162° 42' E., and the southern, Parry's Island, lat.

11° 19' N., long. 162° 62' E. They were more minutely examined by Capt.

Feam, in the snow Hunter, November 17, 1798. He named two other

islands East and West Danger Islands. He says : Parry's Island is not only

the southernmost of Brown's Range, but the eastern boundary of a most

dangerous and extensive line of keys or shoals, which occupy more than half

a degree of longitude, without a single apparent passage through which a

stranger should attempt to go. Capt. Feam's positions are identical with

Capt. Butler's, but both are 27' too far East.

Dr. Oulick includes them in the Ralik chain of the Marshall Islands,

although so far removed from them, and calls it by the first name. The

few natives, only 30 in number, speak the Marshall Island language.

They were surveyed by Liitke, in November 1827. He ran along the coral

reef forming its North and West sides for two days ; on the reef are thirty
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low islands and reefs, enclosing a lagoon. It is a circular atoll, 20 miles in

diameter from North to South, and 26 miles from East to West. Arthur

island is in lat. 11'' 40' N., long. 162" 15' E., the West extromo of the atoll

in lat. 11° 30' N. and 161° 58' E., and Tarry Island to the S.E. in 11' 21 N.,

and 162'25'£.

UJILONO, Arrecifon, Catvboi, or Providtnce hland».—On the early Spanish

charts two groups, under the names of Arrecifos and Oasobos or Casbobas,

where shown hereabout. But thoir existence was not verified till 1811,

when the ship Providence discovered a group, to which the name of the ship

was applied. Dr. Qulick, who calls the native name Ujilong, says that thoro

is but one reef here, so it must include the two older notices. He says the

population of Ujilong is 1,000.

It was visited in 1864 by Captain James, in the missionary ship Morning

Star. He places it in lat. 9° 62' N., long. 160" 66' E, Other authorities

place it in 9° 31' or 9" 36' and 161° 8' £. Captain James says that it has the

form of an irregular parallelogram, extending E. by S. and "W. by N. 12

miles by 6 miles broad. There are ten islands on the reef, the largest one

on the East end. Two passages lead into the lagoon on the South shore, the

best of which is about 6 miles from the East point. Although to the west-

ward of the Balik Chain, the natives speak the Marshall Islands dialect.

—

{Naut. Mag., 1864, p. 433.)

It was also visited by the Dundonald, Captain Kewley, in 1867. He speaks

of the large quantity of cocoa-nuts, and places the southernmost island in

lat. 9° 47' N., long. 161° 16' 45" E. Captain Richards, of the ship Charlotte

Jane, says (1868), that it is 12 miles long E.S.E. and W.N.W., and perhaps

7 to 10 miles from North to South. There are several islets in the lagoon,

and the reefon the North side runs out 3 or 4 miles beyond the islets. The

position accords with Capt. Kewley, so that the mean position of the centre

of the atoll may be taken as lat. 9° 39' N., long. 161° 8^' E.

In conclusion we may again refer to the unsatisfactory state of the hydro-

graphy of the Marshall Islands, and especially of the Balik chain. It is im-

possible now to reconcile the early longitudes, and the great variations which

are evident in this respect has led to very great confusion. Until a more

complete examination of them is made, the nomenclature of the islands must

remain in this confused condition.
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TluH oxtonsivn range of iHlands wa«, iintil recent times, comparatively un-

known. This ignorance, and the terrible aceountn of tlioir dangerous cha-

racter given by various navigators who had cn.HBed tlio chain, caused tho.n

to bo the subject of tlio greatest dread to all commanders sailing in their

vicinity. All these fears and doubts have, like most others of their kind,

been dispelled by the more exact knowledge which modern science gives

of the actual character of the 8ubj..ct8 it is applied to. It is chiefly to

the voyage of Coptain Duperroy, in the French royal ship la CoquiUe, in

1823, and to the surveys of Hear-Admiral Liitke, of tho Russian corvette

La Shiiavine, that we owe our present geographical knowledge of those

islands.
_ . , j

It has been thought that tho first notice of any portion of those islands was

given by JMeifo de Roche, a Portuguese, in 1525, as tho Sequeim Ides, but it

is probable that his discovery was to the westward of the group. The same

may bo said of the Reye» Inlands, discovered by Alvaro de Saavodra, in

1528. Tho first whose claims have any weight are Villalobos and Figuel

Lopez de Legaspi; the first in 1643, the second in 1565, but neither of

their discoveries can with certainty bo recognised. The celebrated Sir

Francis Drake also discovered a portion of the range, Sept. 30, 1771). Tho

next in order is Lorenzo de Baretto, who, in 1595, saw a large inhabited

island in tho group.

In 1G86 the Spanish admiral, Don Francisco Lazeano, discovered a

largo island, to which he pavo tho name of Carolina, in honour of the

consort of tho reigning king, Charles II., but which island it is not now

known. It gives the name to the archipelago. Tho name of tho New

Philippines has also been applied, but that has long boon in disuse.

Among tho more complete oarly accounts of the Carolinos is that by tlio

Jesuit padre, Juan Antonio Cantova, who visited several of the islands in

1721, and during his second voyage thither, in 1731, was killed at the Island

Mogmog. Several navigators hava visited portions since that time, as is

related in the subsequent particulara ; but, as stated in the first instance, tho

chief sources of information are tUe works of Lutke and Duperroy. Of the

first-named commander it may bo stated, that it was his intention to have

drawn up an account, strictly nautical, of tho portions of tho group visited

by him, but it was omitted for want of leisure in the nautical portion of his

work.

The Caroline Islands, norording to Krusensteni and Liitke, extend from the

Polow Islaiulii on the \\'est, to Ualiin on tho East, and from 2^^ to 12" North
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l»articipate in this distinction.

Tho infonuation colloctod by tho missionaries, and tlio charts drawn up ])y

them from native reports, woro for nearly a century tho oidy guidi«s to navi-

gators. Hut they could neither dotormino thoir relative sizes or positions
;

BO that many islands scarcely visible on tho surfaco of tho ocean, having a

name as well as the larger groujis, were placed as if miles in extent, and

groups of 10 or 15 W(udd occupy tho extent of several degrees ; this made

the (luvrts an inextricable labyi-inth. Then tho commanders who crossed tho

lino of the arcliipolago in dilforent directions, instead of mooting with en-

tiro archipelagoes, woro astonished to find either no indications of land, or

else some small spot to which they woro delighted to apply some favourite

name, which then took their places in tlio chart, without superseding tho

older ones. Tho native names also are frequently repeated, and disfigured

both by tho different pronunciation in various parts of tho group, and by

dilferont systems of orthography. Such a chaos arose from all this, that

any elucidation became a hopeless task. Such was the state of their geo-

graphy before tho Coquille and Seniavine cleared up all doubts, and declared

their real character and number.

Among tho later authors who havo elucidated tho geography of tho archi-

pelago in a more complete manner, may be enumerated Captain Cheyne,

Commander of the Naiad, and the Rev. Dr. L. II. Qulick, of tho Hawaiian

mission, to whom we havo before referred

The Caroline Islands consist of forty-eight groups, forty-three ofwhich aro

coral atolls, and five of them aro basaltic surrounded by fringing coral reefs.

These coral islands aro immensely populous for their area. Capt. Liitke

considered that tho total length of these islands would not exceed 100 miles,

and as most of them do not exceed 200 yards in breadth, tho entire area of

the habitable portion of the atoUs would not be more than 15 square miles.

Dr. Gulick estimates the area of the entire archipelago as 877 square miles,

and the number of people in 1860 as 18,000. They ai-e claimed as a Spanish

possession, but it is merely nominal.

The inhabitants of all these islands arc scions from the same stock. Cha-

misso considers them as tho same as all tho Malay tribes peopling eastern

Polynesia. The works of Chamisso, the notices of Dr. Mortens, on ho peo-

ple, of Capt. Jjiitke, Kot/ebue, and others, may bo consulted with givat in-

terest on these and similar points.

I
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Dr. Qulick says that many different dialects arc spoken on its widely se-

parated islands, though they are evidently dialects of the same mother

tongue, and are strongly allied to the Marshall Island dialect, and even to

the language spoken on the Gilbert Islands.

Climate.—We have no general account of the winds and '..eather of the

whole archipelago, and from the fact that it lies in the beli; of doldrums, or

equatorial calms, there is considdable difflcidty in defining the conditions of

the weather in any particular seasons. Admiral Krusenstem says :—But

WG learn from the relations of several navigators that the N.E. winds are

ti'jl the prevailing winds, which is confirmed by the fact that the inhabit-

ants of several of the western islands having been carried in their canoes

towards the East and N.E., a proof that during a portion of the year the

winds blow from the West. The Pelew Islands are, as is known, in the

limits of the monsoons, which may extend to the meridian of the Mariana

Islands, and even some degrees beyond that, up to the point where they

are arrested by the regular trade winds. This last part seems to be prove«l

by the circumstance that the inhabitants of the Carolines, who perform their

annual voyages from Lamurek to Guahan, situated several degrees to the

East of that island, generally embark, from what M. Chamisso states, iu

April, returning in May or June ; that is, they start towards the termination

of the eastern monsoon, probably that they may not have long to wait for

the return of the westerly monsoon, with which they return in May or June,

when this monsoon is found to be in its greatest strength. M. Chamisso

draws a conclusion from this opposite to that which M. Krusenstern does.

He says that the islanders return in May or June, before the westerly winds

Bet in ; however, it is known that the westerly monsoon never comes later

than the month of May.

The best account of the weather, &c., at Ponapi appeared in t^e American

Journal of Science, from the pen of Dr. Gulick. The following is extracted

from that accoimt :

—

No island of the whole range, not even of Micronesia (which includes the

Gilbert, Marshall, Caroline and Maria'ia Islands), has yet been made a point

for accurate meteorological observations, which will enhance the value of

records on Ponapi.

" The following meteorological averages, deduced by Mrs. Gulick from

her daily observations, extending through a period of three years, 1853

—

1855, will speak for themselves of the more important topics connected with

climate. It la to be regretted that the want of necessary appliances has ren-

dered these observations much less extensive through the whole field of me-

teorology than we would gladly have made them.

"Average for three years : Temperature.—Moan at sunrise, 78°.28 ; mean at

noon, 83°.31 ; mean at sunset, 79°.27 ; maximum, 89°; minimum, 70°; range,

19°; mean, B0°.28.
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" There are few who will not remark the astonishing uniformity of tem-
perature exhibited in the preceding summary. It is to bo questioned whether
there exists a series of observations oxliibiting as gr.at a uniformity in any
part of our globe. The South Seas, generally notorious as they are for
salubnous equability of temperature, have probably not yet presented any-
thing equal to this.

"^

" The mean daily range is about 5°.

" The mean difference of successive days is about T.
''The utmost range of the thermometer, during three years was from 89^

to 70° only 19°.

" The mean temperature of the three years was 80°. 28.
"It should be remarked that tho observations till May, 185.1, wei^ m-ide

inamostpecuharly unfavourable locality, which gi-eatly exaggerated and
distorted the thermometric conditions. The remaining observations were
made from a locality such as would always be sought for a residence, and
will without the sliglitest difficulty bo found in every part of Ponapi. By
these it appears that the yearly mean is about 80°.50; the utmost range
about 12°

;
the mean at 7 a.m. about 78° ; at noon, about 85°, and at 9 p m

about 79°.50.
.

" Facts to be stated in connection with remarks on the winds and weather
will sufficiently account for this singular equabUity, particularly when it is
remembered what an immense expanse of ocean surrounds aU these Micro-
nesian Islands.

Winds—The following Table shows the distribution of the winds in the
different months of 1854 :—

Months.

January
,

February

March , ,

,

April , .

,

May

June , ,

,

p g

""2

a

3

2?

28

23

29

29

22

Months.

I

July ....

August .

.

September

October . ,

,

November,

December

.

I'?

11

7

11

G

16

29

11

24

16

10

16

1

3

14

The predominating winds are the N.E. trades. During the northern
winter, while the sun is in southern declination, and while, consequently
the whole system of aerial cuiTents is drawn to the South, the island

Ifbrth Pacific.
.J B

:l

li

m

i

II

ill

lli
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is fuUv exposed to their aetion. This period usually lasts from December

to May, inclusive; though there is much difference in different seasons.

At times the trades do not set in till January, and again they begm to

blow steadily as early as November, and they eeaso blowing at any pe-

riod from April till June. There are certain seasons when they arr hut

faint even during the dead of winter, as in January and Februaiy, 18ob

;

and, 'again, they may continually intnule themselves during all the smmuer,

as in 1856. , . « , ^ -

CuRUENTB.-Duringthe period when the N.E. trade is freshest, strong

westerly currents are generally experienced. From the middle of August

to the middle of November, when strong westerly winds, with heavy squalls,

may be expected, strong easterly cuiTents prevail.

On the subject of cun-ents, they have been found very violent to the houtli

of the Pelew Islands, bearing to the East, at the rate of 2 or 3 miles au

hour, particularly in the months of June, July, and August, that is, dui-ing

the strength of the S.W. monsoon. In the memoir on the currents, mention

is made of this current, which occupies a zone of 60 or 70 leagues in

breadth, aud extends from the Pelew Islands to the meridian of 148° or If O'^

•E. longitude.

Gales.—It may be remarked that the severer class of gales are cc^ "- ^

tively unknown here. The typhoons of the China Sea, and even of the eea.^

North of the Marianas, about the Bonin Islands, rarely (if ever) extend to

this island. Yet once, during the youth of a few of the very oldest inhabit-

ants now living, a desolating wind swept over the island, so tearing up the

bread-fruit trees—the principal reliance for food—that an awfid famine en-

sued, and large numbers died. It would seem possible that this was a cy-

clone. And it is very interesting that a similar gale produced similar results

at Kusaie, or Strong Island, 5 degrees East of Ponapi, and that, too, in the

memory of the very oldest inhabitants. May not this have been the very

same erratic cyclone that swept Ponapi ?

Weather.—Without being able to give ace. ^te udometric figures, the

observations recorded regarding the gener«i character of the days exhibit the

fact that there is much humidity, though nothing excessive. Situated just

on the southern confines of the N.E. trades, and under the northern edge of

the cloud zone that hovers over the equatorial regions between the two trade

wind zones of the North and South hemispheres, the island is constantly ex-

posed to precipitations from above. Before the trade winds reach the island,

they have made their passage over thousands of miles of ocean, and have

become saturated with moisture ; so that, as soon as they impinge on the

central elevations of the island, some of which are 2,858 feet in height, the

clouds are arrested, and showers full ; and, as the island is but Uttle more

than 15 miles in diameter, thoy readily pass over them and water the lee no

less than the windward *lf»poB. And again, during the euamier, while the
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KUSAIE ISLAND. 7.30

trades liavo recedec' nortliwards, we are, over and anon, shaded by tlie equa-
torial clouds, which jour their contents most bounteously

; yet wo are cou-
stiiutly so near the northern boundary of this zone, that wo do not oxperienco
its severer, its protracted and uni)loasant pouring rains of weeks and months.
The humidity is consequently more equn')]y distributed through the year
thaji in most tropical regions; yet we spiak of the summer as the season
most rainy, if not as the "rainy season." It must bo remarked, liowever,
that the year, 1856, during which the trades wore very faint througli all
their usual montlis, and were quite intrusive tlirougli all tlio montlis during
which they usually absent themselves, w^s the most dry remembered by tho
oldest inhabitants.

Of the electric phenomena, I can only report that thunder is rare and liglit-

ning stiU rarer. Thunder was heard only twenty-eight days in three yeaj-s,

and lightning seen only eight days. So very seldom does lightning proves
destructive, that the natives have never suspected its agency, but attributod
its results to a direct visitation from their Aui or Spirits, the only gods tlmy
reverence.

The ortJwgraphj here adopted is that given by Dr. GuUck, as based upon
the system of Lepius, established by his mission. As may be well un-
derstood, there is much confusion in the early names, each voyager spelling
the difficidt native pronunciation in his own national method.

The description of the archipelago begins with the easternmost, and pro-
ceeds in a westerly direction.

KUSAIE (Ualan), or Strong Island.—This is the easternmost, and one of
the lofty basaltic peaks of the Caroline Islands ; it was discovered, in 1804,
by Captain Crozer, commanding an American ship, who gave it the name
Strong, after the governor of Massachusetts. Captain Duperrey sought for
and foimd it in June, 1824, proving that Captain Crozer's position was very
exact. He passed ten days here, and made a minute survey of it.

" Tlie
Island of Oualan," says Captain Duperrey, " may at 3omo future time be-
come o: great importance. Lying in the track of vessels going from Aus-
i), lia to China, it offers at the same time good ports for careenage, abund-
^'cv. of water, and refreshments of different sorts."* The island was also

V .ilL t by Captain D'Urville and by Captain Lutke, the latter giving the
';. U' .vii!g account of it :—Ualan is 24 miles in circumference. It is of vol-
canic i.nnation. A break between two masses of mountains, which extend
across the island from West to East, divides it into two unequal parts, the
southern portion being more than double the extent of the northern.' On
this northern portion is Mount Buache, so named by Duperrey, which is 1,914

• Voyage de la Coquille; et Observationn sui- I'll., de Oualiin ou .Strong, par M. Lesson
uiedeciii, i-c.

; Journal de Voyages Mai, 18;2.>.
'
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foet accordmg to Duperrey, or 2,160 feet according to Liitke, above the soa

level. From its rounded summit it faUs gradually on all sides. On tho

southern portion, Mount Crozer, 2,152 feet above tho sea, was named aft^-

the discoverer of tho island. Its crest extends from N.W. to S.E.
;
the North

flank is very steep and rugged at its summit. In general this portion o. tho

island has many peaks, both isolated and coupled in the form of asses' ears

One of these peaks, more remarkable for its regularly conical summit, and

by its position in front of CoquiUe harbour, was named tho Mertem' Mom-

went by Liitke, from his lamented naturalist.

The northern part of the island is surrounded by a coral reef, which,

opening before the break between the mountains, forms a fort on each side

of the island; that to the West is what Lutke used; that to the East is

what the islanders caU Ninnolckon, and Captain Duperrey LeU* from the

name of the small island found in it. The southern part is surrounded by

a chain of coral islets, connected by reefs, and forming on the side towards

the island .. shallow lagoon, through which this part of the island may be

traversed. T in is broken towards the southern part of tho island,

forming a sraai w named by the French Part Lottin.

The shore, sheltered by the reef from the violence of the waves, is sur-

rounded by abroad belt of mangroves and other shrubs, forming a thick

waU of verdure, which at first pleases by its singularity, but the monotony of

which soon fatigues the sight. This belt also, hiding the real shore, renders

it difficult to determine the exact limits of the island, and also by its nature

renders it constantly liable to change.

In general the whole island, from the sea to the mountain tops, with the

exception of the highest and most peaked summits of Mount Crozer, is

covered with a thick and almost impassable forest. In the neighbourhood

of the houses, this wood consists of bread-fruit, cocoa-nut, bananas, and

other fruit trees. The break or valley between the two ports is the only

part by which you can pass from one side to the other. The distance is

only 24 miles, but the road is unpleasant from the marshy pools, especiaUy

after rain.
_

Rivulets and water-courses are met with at every stop. Their number,

and the richness of the vegetation, attest the humidity of the climate, un-

usual in these latitudes. It did not, however, appear to be Unhealthy. The

villages are chiefly placed along the beaches, but are not much seen from

seaward, as they are hidden by the coral islets and mangroves. They are

all surrounded with stone walls, sepai-atlng the properties. The number of

inhabitants in the fifty small viUages enumerated by Lutke amounted to 409

men and 301 women. Dr. Gulick gives the same numbers as the total

population. •

" The natives do not pronounce it LeW, but IaWa."—Lutke.
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rORT LELE—MACKAW REEF. 11

Port Lele, or Pane Bay of the natives, is where the chiefs and the major

part of the population reside. It is the most spacious ; but as it is on the

eastern side of the island, and the prevalent winds are from the eastern

quarter, it is not easy to leave it, the more so because there is no sounding

in the entrance. This is the harbour usually resorted to by the American

whalers.

It was '! sited by Captain Hammet in H.M.S. Serpent, in January, 185."?.

The king, who was called King George, but whose proper name was Keru,

must have commenced to reign in 1837 or 1838, and was found there by

Dr. Gulick. Captain Hammet describes some remains of stone architecture,

also alluded to by D'Urville, which was the subject of much speculation.

But Dr. Gulick ascertained that they were not ancient, but were built for

protection, and in some cases as monuments.

The people are saturated with disease, introduced by the whalers, and are

rapidly on the decrease.

Goquille Harbour, where Duperrey's vessel anchored, is on the western

side of the island, which gives it a great advantage over Port Ijole. Tho

sea is hero as calm and tranquil as a mill-pond. The anchorage is excel-

lent, and very tenacious, on a bottom of black mud, near to two small islets

lying in the bottom of the harbour.

The Island of Kusaio or Ualan will serve as an excellent place for refresh-

ment, and particularly for the whalers or vessels proceeding to China by tho

eastern route ; a tranquil harbour, a fine climate, an abundance of fresli

water and fruits, are great advantages, all to be enjoyed here.* An abun-

dance of sea-provisions must not be expected here ; there is no fear of want

for daily consumption.

The position of the N.E. islet in Coquille Hai-bour is lat. 5° 21' 20
", long.

163° r 0" E. Captain Liitke makes the centre of the island in lat. 5° 19' N.,

long. 163° 6' E.

Hackaw Beef.—On October 11, 1856, the 9hip Indiana, Captain Mackaw,

discovered a reef awash in lat. 3° 20' N., long. IGO"^ 18' E. Good observa-

tions are claimed for this position, as tho chronometers wero rated 1 1 days

before at Mitre Island. It was about a quarter of a mile in extent N.E.

and 8.W. The lookout at the masthead also saw broken patches of water

to the eastward ; and another patch of breakers was seen from the fore-

castle to south-westward about 2} to 3 miles distant from the ship. A cast

* A good supply of yams and fowls can bo obtained from the natives. Two vessels wore

cut off some years ago ; but of late tho natives have got the namu of being friendly and

hospitable. Strangers, however, should not allow too many of them on deck ; and have

their boats armed when wooding and watering.—ClyXam Cheyne, 1848.
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(,f the lend wliilo pafising l)etween the two reofs gave no bottom at 12

fathoms, ship going 8 knots*

PINGELAP, Mwgrave, or Mac Ad-ill /./<iw<fo.- According to Arrow-

sniith's chart, Captain Musgrave, in the ship Sugar-cane, discovered some

small islands, in 1793. They wore placed in lat. 6" 12' N., long. 159" 15' E.

According t.i Ilorsburgh, Captain MncAskiU, of the ship Lady Barlow, on

hor passage from Port Jackson to China, discovered, October 29, 1809, two

islands covered with trees, extending about 3 leagues S.E. and N.W. By

good observations the centre was found to be in lat. 6° 12' N., long. 160° 53

East. Admiral Knisenstorn applied the name of Musgrave Islands to the

iirst discovery ; that of MacAskill was given to the second. Notwithstanding

the fHfferenco of longitude (perhaps owing to the effect of currents), it cannot

be doubted that thoy are the same. Captain Duporrey places the southern

one in lat. 6° 13', long. 160° 47' ; the northern in lat. 6° 12' 50", long. 160^

47' 20". Although they are placed on the charts under the name of

ISfacAskill, if it shoidd be proved that there is but one, that of Musgravo has

the claim of priority.

The two islands are called Takay and Fingelap (Pelelep of Duperroy), and

together are not more than 2 J miles in extent. They ai-o covered with cocoa-

nut trees, are of coral formation, and connected by coral reefs, foi-ming a

lagoon inside, with a good ship passage through the reef on the West side

leading into it. The group is about 15 miles in circumference, and is inha-

bited by 300 people, a light-complexioned race, who must not be trusted
;

thoy live chiefly on fish and cocoa-nuts. The reefs produce biche-de-mar,

but not in any quantity.

MOKIL, Buperrey or Wellington Isles, a group of throe coral islands,

very close to each other, were discovered in La Coquille, June 18, 1824, and

named after her commander. The three islands are named Aoura, Ongai,

and Motigoul. The N.E. point of Aoura is in lat. 6° 41' 45" N., loug. 159°

60' E. They occupy an extent of less than 10 miles (Capt. Cheyne says 3

miles), nearly North and South.

Captain Cheyne says they are called the Wellington Isles. They are

covered with cocoa-nut trees, and are connected by coral reefs, forming a

lagoon, with a passage on the N.W. side, leading to the lagoon. The reefs

produce biche-de-mar, and a good supply of cocoa-nuts may be obtained for

trifles.

Captain Hammet, H.M.S. Serpent, found, in Jan. 1853, that an American,

named Lucien Huntington, was living on one of the islands, and that the na-

• Atlantic Island, lat. 1° 10' N., long. 164° 67' E., has been only reported once.

Its existence and position require confirmation.

^ /. _i-.i 1 ;„ ^.,l •1" ')A' XT 1

in 1827.

existence and position require contirmation.

L leef, from whaler report in lat. T 25 N., long. 1S3' 50' E., requires confirmation.
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tivos (now about 80 in number) were quiet and inoffensive, and «iuito undir

Vis control. lie had a flagstaff on which ho hoisted a flag to attract passing

ships. Pigs, fowls, turtle, and taro wore procured from him. The only

water was river water, and the only wood is the cocoa-nut tree.

FONAPI, Ascension, or tho Seniavine Islands.—This group, consisting of

three separate groups, one of which contains tho largest and highest island

of the Carolines, it is very singular should be one of tlio latest discovered.

It was first announced by Captain Liitko, who saw it Jan. 2, 1828, in the

IJussian corvette Seniavine, and was named after tho oflicer whoso name tlio

vessel bore. Btit it is more than probable that it had boon visited before

this.*

The Seniavine Islands lie between lat. 6° 43' and 7° G' N., long. 158' and

158.J° E. In the principal island tho word Ponapi, Bonahi, Bornahi, Pouijni-

pete,^ or PainipHe, was constantly pronounced by tho natives, and may be

undoubtedly recognized as tho Faloupet of Pere Cantova ; Pouloupa, of which

the Ougai islanders spoke to Capt. Duperroy ; and Fanopi:, mentioned by

tho natives of Kadu to Kotz«!bue. By tho name Ponapi, or by tluit of Faou-

noupei, it is known throughout all tho western groups of the Carolines.

It is surrounded by a coral roof, ISJ miles from North to South, 17 miles

from East to West, and about GO miles in circumference. Tho largo island

reported once, in 1827

[uircs confirmation.

• Cap*'"n t-'heyne says : " Near liletalanion Ilarbonr arc some interesting ruins, which

are, however, involved in obscurity ; the oldest inhabitants being ignorant of their origin,

and having no tradition bearing any reference to their history. That a fortified town once

Btood upon this spot, and not built by savages, cannot be doubted; the style of the ruins

giving strong proofs of civilization. Some of the stones measure 8 tolO feet in length, are

Bquarod on six sides, and have evidently been brought thither from some civilized country,

there being no stones on the island similar to them. Streets are formed in several places,

and the whole town appears to have been a succession of fortified houses. Soveral artificial

caves were also discovered within the fortifications.

" This town was, doubtless, at one time, tho stronghold of pirates, and as tho natives can

give no account of it, it seems probable that it was built by Spanish bucaniers, some two or

three centurion ago. This supposition is confirmed by tho fact that, about three or four

years ago, a small brass cannon was found on one of tho mountains, and taken away by

II.M.S. Lame. Several clear places are also to be seen a litUo inland, at difiiirent parts of

tho island, some of which arc many acres in extent, clear of timber, and perfectly level.

I'pon one of these plains, caUed K-par, near Kiti (Roan Kiddi) Harbour (and which T

have frequently visited), is a largo mound, about 20 feet wide, 8 feet high, and a quarter

of a mile in length. This must evidently have been thrown up for defence, or as a bunal-

placc for the dead, after some great battle.

" SimUar ruins arc to bo found at Strong Island, of which the natives can give no

account."

t
" The first syllabic of this word cannot bo exactly rend.rod ;

it has, in the lips of the

natives, a strange and wivage sound, extremely difticull to pronounce, and didagreuablc lo

(he KM.^—Lutke.
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of Ponapi or Asconsion, which gives ita iiamo to the group, occupies tlio

centre, and is 12 miles in diameter from North to South, and Mi miles from

East to West, occupying nearly the whole of the area enclosed by tho

fringing coral reef. Besides the chief island, a dozen basaltic islets and

rock^ surround the island, while on tho coral reef are from fifteen to twenty

coral islands, resembling the ordinary atolls.

Its highest point, Mount Monte-Santo, so named in memory of the naval

victory gained over the Turks by Admiral S^niavine, is 2,868 feet (English)

above the level of the sea.

On its N.W. portion is a spot that is entirely flat, from which the land

rapidly falls towards the N.W. point of the island. Cape Zavalichine, named

from Lvitke's officer. This is remarkable for a rock about 1,000 ft. in height,

nearly perpendicular, and which seems to be of basalt. In other directions

the land slopes gradually from the summit to the shore. On the South side

is an isolated and very distinct mass of basalt, which, seen from East to West,

exactly resembles a lighthouse or a sentry box.

From what could be judged of the principal geological formation of tho

island by what was seen, it is, like all the other high islands of this sea, of

basalt. It is, like those surrounded by a coral reef, on which some islands,

of different sizes, also of coral, are dispersed ; but in Unwelcome Port, and a

little further to the East, there are, even close to the shore, some high

islands. Some of these are thickly wooded and inhabited. The island is

entirely covered with verdure ; but it seems less thickly so than Ualan. To

leeward, that is, on the South and West sides, mangroves and other shrubs

grow in tho water, forming an impenetrable border.

There are but very few habitations seen near the sea-shore ; the greater

part are hidden by the trees, but the smoke rising in numerous points, and

the large clumps of cocoa-nut trees, attest the numerous population. The

number of people is estimated at 5,000.

The whole island is thickly wooded, and produces many varieties of good

timber. The shores are fronted with mangrove trees, growiiig in the salt

water, which form an impenetrable barrier to boats landing, except in the

rivers, and other small canals or channels, formed amongst them by nature.

Many of these are so narrow as scarcely to admit of oars being used ; they

answer every purpose however, as all the houses situated near the shore have

generally one of these channels leading to them.

The Rev. Dr. L. H. Gulick has given an interesting paper on the cliaate

and productions of Ponapi in the American Journal of Science. In a former

page we have made some extracts from this as regards the climate. The

following is a description of the group.

The height of what Liitke named Monte Santo (on the French chart Tolo-

colme), in about lat. 6° 53' N., is 2,861 feet. Several other points approach

it in elevation. A somewhat continuous range of hills extends from Uu, of
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tlio Wiincka district, westward to Paloka, of tlio Jokoits district. Tho ter-

minations of the range are somewhat gradual slopes. The general lino of
tlie range is that of a curve, convex southward. Tho eastern third, or per-

haps half, is narrow and almost equally precipitous on the nortiiem and
southern aspects, presenting in many places, as in Uu, perpondiiular faces

of rock of great height, that show strong columnar tendencies. The middle
third of tho range slopes very gradually on the southern aspect, whore tho
mountains maintain a comparatively regular descent from their summits to

tho ocean shore, a distance of 5 or 6 miles. Several long narrow valleys

run up these slopes, along the sides, and at the heads of which are many
faces of columnar rock, over which leap tho most romantic cascades. Again,
tho western portion of the range is narrow and precipitous.

A nuniboi of detached hills and short ranges still further diversify tho
scene, more particularly the following. Midway between the Metalanien
Harbour and Aru Point, there rises a very high hill, of perhaps 1,000 feet,

which sends westward a low prolongation that connects it with the main
central range. Again, on the North of the island, in the Nut district, there

rises a similar mountain, but barely connected with even the mainland. At
tliis place the most perfect basaltic columns are found. The central ridge of

Nut is but a prismatic mass, and about its base lie scattered columns of great

length, also detached piles of agglutinated columns are found. This must
have been, I think, at least one of the spots whence the materials for the

Metalanien " Huins" were taken.

By the course of the main range and the positions of the subsidiary hills,

two broad and long valleys are formed. One of them may bo called tho

Metalanien, the other the Nut valley. Each of them may be 4 to 5 miles in

width, and 6 to 8 miles in length.

There are several solitary projections of rock in the Matalanien and Kiti

district. One, much resembling a sugar-loaf in shape, in the Metalanien
valley at the head of the harbour of the same name, is called Takain. Its

height may be 400 feet, and its circumference at the base three-quarters of
a mile. Its eastern aspects are perpendicular, its western not so steep but
that by adhering with hands and feet it may be ascended. Adherent to the

base of the main rock, yet separated from it above, is a much smaller rock.

Within a quarter of a mile of Takain rises a dome-shaped hill, of almost the
same elevation, but not so precipitous. At the head of the Panian Harbour
a needle-shaped rock elevates itself from the top of a slight ridge. It may
be 10 or 12 rods at the base, and perhaps 150 feet high above the top of the

ridge. On Liitke's chart it bears the name of Mount Guerite ; on the French
chart Rote. In the West end of the island is another needle rock, much like

Mount Guerite.

A number of very active streams pour through the valleys on the southern
side of the island. The largest is probably that emptying at the base of

^^!^ms-:
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Taknin. On the North of the central rango there arn no streams, save one

ur two draining the Nut valley. Those Rtroami, during the course of ages,

must have offoctod great things. I question whether any bodies of water in

the world are more active than these. During freshets, which occur with

almost every heavy shower, they are deeply perturbed by the black and rod

oarthb with which they are laden. These alluvial substances are deposited

along the shores, forming in many places immense flats, over which the tide

ebbs and flows. It is only on the South side of the ifdand, from the Meta-

lanien Harbour to Point Kittlitz, that these marshes are of any considerable

extent, for on this side alone aro the principal streams, and thesu S.W.

shores are protected from the roughened ocean, acted upon by the N.E.

trades. The island at the mouth of the Nut valley is but one of the alluvial

marshes.

The inHuIatod basaltic points about tlio main island of Ponapi aro very

interesting features of the group. Miitok (or Tenodos, as named by Lutko),

is in reality an island, being only attached to the main land by an extensive

alluvial marsh. It is a sort of double hill, rising very precii)itou8ly on its

eastern aspect 150 or 200 foot. Jehiis Inland is an irregular triangle, oach

side being perhaps a mile and a half. Along tho eastern border, nmniiig

North and South, is a high ridge, 800 or 1,000 feet in height, exceedingly

precipitous- The north-western part of the island is elevated from 150 to

porluips 250 or 300 feet, and along its northern and western shores presents

very precipitous ascents. Tho columnar tendency may bo seen in most of

tho ledges of this island, though perfect prisms are rare. Ltingur and Poitik

aro but points of columnar basalt, 100 feet or so in heiglit, with a lalm

about their bases, their circumference at the water's edge being, x^erhaps,

half a mile. Parum is about 1 J milo in length, and in one place half a

mile in width, with a central ridge that may be at points 300 feet in

height.

The Mantapeti, or Mants, rise very abruptly from the water's edge. The

smaller of the two is a sort of dome, though presenting in many places faces

of perpendicular basalt. About its eastern shore are considerable hillocks

of coarse conglomerate.

The larger Mant is but the crest of a ridge of prismatic rock that along

its whole western aspect presents a very precipitous face, and may be in one

place 300 feet high. Tapak is but a repetition of the same, of less elevation.

Takain rises with much of the usual perpendicularity to the height of perhaps

300 feet. The mass of its hill is of a reddish rock; and in certain spots a

red earth is foimd that makes an admirable paint for native canoes ; a sub-

stance that is also foimd in almost every part of the main island. Mutokaloj

is about 50 feet in height, and is very small. Only on the margins of this

islet have I succeeded in finding anything approaching to cellular lava. Ta-

man Island hat. a general level of about 75 feet, and dcocends quite steeply

I
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to the water on nearly every side. Niuu- it, to the Houth, are several very

small and low basaltic islets.

It ih'cmI wtircoly be remarked that tho general surface of all the basaltic

members of the I'onapi group is very rugged. Rocks and stones are scat-

tered over almost tho entire surface in the greatest profusion ; and but few

plains, even of a few atTes in extent, are to be anywhere seen. The lee-

ward slopes in tho Kiti district present a few spots that may be termed level.

Basaltic specimens may be fo\uul on almost every sc^uaro rod of tho island,

but on certain spots thoy seem to be adventitious rather than native. In such

spots the earth is a reddish clay, under which will usually be found what

seems to be a decomposed rock with frequent seams of rod earth. Beneath

tlie whole we strike upon the substratum of basalt, in compact masses.

SuiTounding the whole body of basaltic elevations is a beautiful (ioral reef,

distant from the coast of the main island the average distance of perhaps 2

miles. There are no loss than seven considerable intervals in the continuity of

this reef, forming as many harbours, several of which are really excellent. Between

tho roof and tho shore of tho island are all the usual coral patches that give

such wondrous variety to tropical waters. Tho height of these patches

varies greatly. A very considerable number of them are from an inch or

two to a foot or more above the «)bb tides at syzygies. On the outer reef are

a number of islets in every respect similar to those on the purely coralline

groups. They are found from the mouth of the Metalanien harbour, along

tho southern line, as far as Toint Kittlitz, but not on the North of Ponapi.

Theso islets have a nearly unifonn elevation of about 2 ft. above high water

mark. I gather from my own observations, and from the reports of the

pilots, that soundings are found outside of the reef, nearly if not quite

round the island, at distances varying from a quarter to half a mile from

the reef.

Of its harbours Captain Liitke has given us no account, as before stated.

Tie sent Lieutenant Zavalichine, January 3, 1828, to examine one, at the

Houth end of the island, in an opening of the reef, and leading towards what

is marked on his charts as Mounts Tenedos (Mutok) and La Guirite (the

sentry box), before alluded to. This entrance is in lat. 6° 45' N., and long.

158° 24' E.

Kiti or Rono Kiti Harbour.—Captain Cheyne first described this har-

btmr in 1848. It is tho one most resorted to by tho American whalers.

A vessel bound to this harbour from the eastward, from December till

April, should endeavour to get into the latitude of the island as soon as pos-

sible, after passing the Duperrey Isles, and continue running to the west-

ward on the same parallel of latitude, until the island is sighted, as strong

westerly currents prevail at times during these months, with much hazy

weather ; and a stranger woidd be liable to get sot past the island, if a proper

allowance were not made for the current. After making the land, con-
i«

i^
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tiimo Htocriin? to tlio wostwurd, until tht) root' is visiMn troiu tho dock .

at wliit h timti, if tlio woutlior bo mixliTiito, it i« prosumofl a pilot will l»o

iilnnfifHide.

Tho harbour forms a snug bamu, whoroa shij) can lie as safo an in a dork.

Tho ontranco, howovor, in vory narrow and intricate ; tho narrowH for about

200 yards, being only 40 fathoms wi<lo. Tho oiiter ontranco is between tho

two small woody islamls named Nalap, and Namaur, a sandy ishft witli

bushes on it, situated on tho roof, tf) tho eastward of tho former. Tho chan-

nol is 4 cibles wide, between Hhaulak or Littlo Nalap and tlu) Bandy islet.

The largest, Nalap Island, is 2i cables in length No th and South, and tlio

inner ono two-thirds of a cable in extent. Tho Sandy Islet, on tho star-

board hand going in, is about throo-quartors of a cable in length. Tho dis-

tance from the entrance to tho narrows is nearly a mile North and Boutli

(true) uiiu channel. In entering, tho olbow of tho barrier roof to tho

soutfiward of tho sandy islet, should have a berth of IJ cables, as a coral

HI)it extends from it some distance. In tho middle of tho outer bight or

harbour, tho depth is 46 fathoms, decreasing gradually towards tho narrows,

whore it ranges from 10 to 15 fathoms. A detached sunken rock, with only

4 ft. on it, lies in tho outer entrance of tho narrows. This must bo left on

the port hand going in. Tho course through the narrows is N.W. i W.

(true). When inside, tho water deepens to 20 and 25 fathoms, and then

gradually shoals to the anchorage at tho head of the basin. The harbour

or basin is 7 cabins in length, N. by E. and 8. by W. (true) ; and between

the narrowest part of the reofs which form it, IJ cables in width. Tho best

anchorage is at its head, in 7 or 8 fathoms, where the iwrt has a diameter

L cables each way, without going under 5 fathoms. Tho reofs wh

foi-m this harbour, dry at low water, spring tides on each side, and at the

head of tho basin.

Kiti or Roan Kiddi River is about a quarter of a milo from the anchorage,

from whence a plentiful supply of good fresh water can always be procured,

and an abundance of firewood can be easily obtained on the low land, at tho

mouth of the river. It is high water at this place on full and change of the

moon at 4'' ; rise and fall, 5i ft. A stranger before attempting to enter this

harbour will require to send a boat in, and place buoys on the rocks and E.

side of the channel.

By having a careful officer at the mast-head, when running in. all dan-

gers can be seen and avoided in a clear day. The best time to enter this

harbour is on the first of the flood ; as, should a vessel unfortunately get

on shore, through a sudden shift of wind, while passing the narrows, she

will stand a much better chano of getting off without injury than at any

other time.

Tho ensuing remarks are from the remark-book of H.M.8. Lame, 1839 :

" After passing an outer bight or bay, formed by tho outer reefs, in which
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tliero is nothing less than 16 fathoms, n N.W. ('((tirHe leads fin* tlie inner

pdssago, whirh, for about 200 yardH, is 80 yards wi<le between a sunken nuk,

with 4 ft. on it on the port liand, ami the line of the inner reef very steep-to

(7 fathoms), which should l)e hugged as closely as posnible. The eourxe

through tho narrows is N.W. by W. : but a fixed courst* or marks are un-

necessary, as a ship would alwayp pass in and out as the Litnii' did by the

deep water, as distinguished l)y tho oyo when conned from the fore-top-

gallant mast-head. Tho ordinary N.E. trade is a leading wind in, wilh

very smooth water, and when through the narrow, it is requisite, if possible,

to shoot to starboard round the touguo of the reef, clewing all up, and an-

clior in 22 fathoms. Then warp to northward tip tho pool to any depth,

from 20 to 7 fatbomB, which it is best to do evening or morning when the

wind drops.

"At tho Larne'D anchorage we found tho lat. 6" 48' N., and long. IS^" 20'

East ; variation, 9^ 45' E. ; high water (full and change*), C*" ; rise and fall,

4J feet."

This anchorage was surveyed by Lieutenant G. 8. Reynolds and Mr. R.

Edwards (nuite), of H.M.S. Lame. It is a perfect pool, with strong clay

holding ground. To the northward a fine stream of fresh M'ater dis-

charges itself, which can onlj' bo entered by boats an hour before and

after high water, with just sufficient breadth to ply tho oars. Tho best

place for filling is about half a mile up the stream, near a hut where tho na-

tives make netii and repair canoes. Just above tliis spot tho clear fresh water

descends in a torrent.

Anotlier port is on tho North side of the island. Captain Liitko says :

—

" Before the N.W. point of tho island, remarkable for the high basaltic rock,

we saw a largo opening in tho reef, and beyond that an extent of water

which promised a good harbour. I determined once more to find a conve-

nient anchorage. Our boats found a passage 2^ cables length in width, and

25 fathoms in depth, and beyond that, to all appearance, an extensive and

safe harbour. But hardly had they passed the entrance channel before they

were met by canoes full of natives, who surrounded them in an instant in a

most turbulent manner. Rather than come to extremities with them, the

boats returned to the corvette. It is possible that these natives had no hos-

tile intentions, but their conduct waa such that the search was given over."

This harbour was called Unwelcome Harbour (Port du Mauyais Aocueil) by

Captain Liitke, from his reception by the inhabita.iits.

Lod Harbour, another small harbour—much used by whalers, on account

of being able to sail in and out with the prevailing N.E. wind—is on the E.

side of the island. The entrance is through a break in the reef, and the

anchorage between that and the mangroves which front the shore.

There is another harbour ot the N.W. part of the island, in front of the

high perpendicular cliff which terminates the island of Jecoits or Joquoits

»t^4UV^^V;W^ ^^a^U^jij;fe,^,igifBK'^J;^i^''!l.<<^i'^V^ '
>J»̂^^
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to the N.W. TIio entrance is through an opening in the barrier, about

two cables wide, but the water inside is very (leep, from 25 to 30 fp.-

thoms. Captain Moore says that Jecoits harbour is diffcult and unsafe to

attempt, and in this he was confirmed by examining it in a boat.

Metalanien Harbour is on the N.E. of the island. The anchorage at

Metalanien harbour is perfectly safe, and sheltered from all win Is. This

harbour has a wide entrance on the North side of the Island of JVar;, and the

only hidden danger to be avoided when running in is a sunken rcok, sonui

distance within the entrance, and which lies nearly in mid-channel. The sou

sometimes breaks on it ; but it can always be avoided by kee^/ing the star-

board side of the channel close aboard The barrier reef at this place ex-

tends a long distance from the main land, and between which are many coral

flats, with deep-water channels amongst them in some places. The harbour

is formed by the main land, and is similar in shape to a horse-shoe, and the

channel through the reefs which leads to it runs nearly in a direct line from

the entrance in the barrier reef to the heads of the harbour.

This harbour may be easily known to vepseis atandinp; lu fr'^m sea, by a

remarkable peaked hill, resembling a spire or sugar-l jaf, which is sl^.o^ted

on the North shore within the harbour. The channe^ leading to this harbour

lies in a 8.W. and N.E. direction. An abundant supply of firewood and

excellent fresh water can always be obtained p.t this place.

Strong N.E. winds prevail from December to April, with much hazy

weather and frequent squalls, attv'^nded with rain. During t^ese mont]'"

strong westerly currents are very frequently experienced. From March to

August the winds are generally light and variable, but chiefly from the east-

ward, with much fine weather.

In September, October, and November, strong westerly winds, with severe

squalls and rain, may be expected ; and strong easterly currents are frequently

found during these months. On the whole, the climaf.e must be considered

very moist, as scarcely a day passes without rain, especially in the winter

months. These continual showers produce rapid vegetation, and keep up a

constant run of fresh water from the mountains in the chasms and rivulets

between the hills.

The officers of H.M.S. Larne make the following observations on this

harbour :—It is highly advisable that no square-rigged vessels of any mag-

nitude should enter this harbour. The passage is narrow, with two rocks

in it at difierent anglen, and as it fronts directly to the N.E., from whence the

trade-wind is perpetually blowing, a h->avy swell rolls in incessantly, and

their being no soundings without the reef, it is d^uigerous in beating out iu

case of the wind dropping, and boats are useless for towing on account of the

heavy swell. It was entirely o\ving to these circumstances that the Falcon,

of London (whaler), was wrecked in her attempt to beat out in July, 183(),

after having been three months wind-buund iu^iide.
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The Ant or Andema Oroup is the second cluster attached to the Ponapi

or Seniavine Islands. They lie to the S.W. of Ponapi, and their nearest

points are about 7 miles distant from each other. This is the same group

that was salu to be discovered by Captain Eraser, of the ship Planter, in

1832, and named by him William the Fourth Cuup, and in some charts,

Fraser hlands. But the discovery in tho deniarine being prior to this, of

course the credit is due to Captain Li'lko. When first approaching it, Jan.

5, 1828, he was nearly being drifted on to them by a calm which overtook

him ; this was caused by the b"gh land of Ponapi interrir ting the trade-

wind, but did not prevent thf heavy swell from rollmg* onwards. This in-

cident may serve as a cautir n. He say<» that the group is composed of a

dozen coral islands of dif.orent sizes, coverecl with a thick verdure. There

was no appeai-ance of ha^ itation, but they were viblt'^d at times, for they "uw

in one part a pile of pVnes raised on a large blu';ki8h rock, '^^f^ roef is of

f, triangular form, ur.l is about 8 miles long rn oach side, the islands occu-

pying that facing the S.E. The South extreme is in lat. 6° 43' 10" N., long.

158° 5' 30" E.

Captain Cheyiie, of the Naiad, calls them Ant Islands, and says they form

a e".oupof four large, low, coral islands, covered with cocoa-nut and bread-

fruit trees, and surrounded by a coral reef, forming a lagoon inside, with a

passage leading in to it, between the two largo islands on the East side of the

group.

These islands belong to the chiefs near Kiti harbour. They have no per-

manent inhabitants, but are resorted to from May till September, for the

hawks-bill turtle fishery. They are also visited at other times for supplies

of cocoa-nut and bread-fruit.

The Fakin or Feguenema Group is the third and westernmost of the

Seniavine Islands. It is composed of five small islands lying in a N.W. and

S.E. direction, and extending about 5 miles in length. The S.E. island is

named Katelina, and its East point is in lat. 7° 2' N.. long. 158° C 30" E.

The next lies li miles to the northward of it, and is called Ta ; the next is

Tagaik, lat. 7° 4' 4" N., long. 157° 58'. Kapenoar or Kapenuare is the western-

most. Its West point is in lat. 7° 4' 40", long. 157° 56' 30" E. This is the

largest island. In the Nautical magazine they are called Pakeen, and the

following is the account of the group :

—

It is composed of five small islands surrounded by a coral reef, forming a

lagoon inside, into which there is no passage through the reef. The western-

most island is inhabited by a Ponapi chief, his famii y and servants, in all

about thirty souls ; and this chief claims sovereign !v over the whole of this

group. The islands are very low, of coral formation, and produce abundance

of cocoa-nuts and bread-fruit, and the lagoon plenty of excellent fish to sup-

ply the wants of the inhabitants, about 50 in number. The group is about

—— -—»—t^ ^Mrw^ (W'HPi'flUW* WT.B*'''
iT.y9»a\Bjfl*aai'c.?tpf<MBi'iy.jTOx?^^ 5w*tv>w*^s^''^^sss«a«fMiM««yj^
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5 miles in length from East to West, and about 3 miles inbreadth fromNorth

*\':rplace is celebrated for its canoe sails, wbich are -nu^-^-^^^^

theleav's of the pandanus tree, and which are eagerly

^^-^^^^''J^l
natives of Ponapi. Poultry are also plentiful m this group. In ^^^^'^^

I Lives frequently visit Ponapi in thoir canoes, for the purpose of obtam-

They were discovered in 1773 by the Spanish navigator. Don Fehpe Tomp on

^ho cIl d them Los Valientes. He made a plan of them, wh.ch was found

TyCt LUtke to be tolerably accurate, but 1° 4' too fax East They w.e

seen i^n 1793, by Captain Musgrave. in the Suoar-cane, who caUed th m the

r°; iiL and i^the year following they were passed by i^. Bntanma

: rnamed the Eaun Islands. Captain Don Joachim I;«ta ^ t en. a^^^^

determined their position in 1802. They were surveyed, m 1828. by Captain

Tiiitke whose account follows :

—

, . „„ .i •

TheNgatikoriVr,.r«agroupisofatriangular form, and .s 22 mdes .„

circumference. We counted eight islands, and not seven as is marked on

T Zon's plan. We found a continuous reef surrounding tbe whole of

the group, without having the leaat passage into the lagoon. It woidd be

curious to know if Tompson was mistaken in marking an opening on tho 8.

rbySo native' passed in their canoes, or whether this openinghas

become Ised in the course of fifty-five years by the .oopbyte ^hitect. On

JZ islands a large quantity of cocoa-nut trees grow. The South side of

^etr heTnmost island is quito covered with a forest of these trees^ Nc^^

litoding this, we saw no traces of inhabitants except on the smaU island

: ttet'rn an'gle. Tompson saw people on the -tern i«let aj^

in the lagoon. We were surprised at the entire absence of the latter. This

"armore strange, as a large quantity of bread-fruit trees, ^^om -hich they

lairtheir canoes, were seen; and besides this, a large quanti^ of dnft-

Wltontheshore. Tho population must be very sHght It was sup-

posed that the thirty men Been together on the westernmost island formed

the entire population.

iniKIIOE (Nougouore) or Monteverde hUnds-Thifi group, which lies

considerably to tho South of the general line of the Caroline Archipelago, was

d r vered by Don J uan Bapt. Monteverde, commanding the Spanish ngato

Upl The first or native name is thatappUedto them by Captain Lutke,

ntyt^s::::; C:;ain E. L. Hunter. December lot, 1840. He

made fhe centre in lat. 3" 52' N., long. 154° 56' E. They form a group of

Tmall. low, coral islands, covered with cocoa-nut and other trees, and con-
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GREENWICH ISLAND, ETC. 763

nected by a reef, forming a lagoon inside. The whole group is only about
12 or 14 miles in circumference. They are well inhabited, by a fine, hand-
some race, who are above the mean stature, and resemble the natives of th«
Navigator Islands in appearance. Their canoes are neat, and capable of
carrying 12 men.

GREENWICH ov Constantin Island —Tins isolated spot was seen in
1825, and then had the first name applied to it. It was again reported in
the Nautical Magazine, 1852, page 226, and was considered as doubtful.
It was then seen on Decen-ber 20th, 1853, by the late Captain Tardy de
Montravel, of the French Marine, who has done great services to hydrogra-
phical science, when proceeding in the French ship Comtantin, to New
Caledonia. He saw a group of low islets, to which he gave the name of his
ship. The group is composed of a dozen low islets covered with stunted
cocoa-nut trees, which would not be visible beyond 10 miles. They are en-
circled by a reef which from the mast-head appeared to enclose a lagoon. The
urgency of the voyage prevented any close examination, or its being ascertained
whether there were any inhabitants. The position of the northernmost islet

was determined astronomically to be in lat. 1° 4' N., long. 154° 47' 55' E.
They were again seen by Captain W. Symington, in tho JVarthJleet, in 1864.

He says
:
It is of the usual form of a coral lagoon in its earliest stage, only

one-third of it being above water, and consisting of twenty-six small islets,

a few feet above water, and covered with cocoa-nut trees. Eeefs extend in
a W.N.W. direction from the extreme N.W. islet to a distance of 5 miles.
It was not inhabited. It was also seen in tho Spanish frigate Berenguela, in
1865, as in 1= 3' N., 154° 54' 50' E.

From a mean of the positions stated it may be placed in lat. 1° 3' N long
154' 41' E.

Deoapolis Reef, seen by tlio vessel of that name. * May, 1869, at half a
mile distance, in lat 0=32' N., long, about 152° oi '

It seemo.l to be
of small extent, and the sea, although smooth at the time, broke uccMJgn-
ally over it.

ORALUK, , ; < AgusUno, or Bordelaiie Island and reef, a small, low, coral
island, 2 miles long and about 60 feet high, with a reef projecting from it

to the S.E. for 15 miles, was perhaps discovered, in 1826, by Captain Saliz,
commanding Le Piruvien of Bordeaux. The reef forms a lagoon inside it!

and from its S.E. part the island cannot be seen. The island is in about
lat. 7° 39' N., long. 156° 6' E.

Several discoveries have been stated to be made in this immediate neigh-
bourhood. Jane Island, by Capt. Johnson, of the ship Ouil/ord, in October
1827, in lat. T> 33' N., long. 155° 3'. His description, which accords ver^
nearly with that of Capt. Saliz, is that of a smaU low island, half . mile in

North Pacific.
3. c

i;:

.,^
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of the latter was IpI. 8' 6' N., long. 151° 20' 30' E. It was again seen by

Captain Webb, 'a the ship MiUhmn, in 1858. He saw two wrecks on it, and

places the Y/est end of it in lat. 8" 8' N., long. 154^ 29' E.

From an announcement in the San Francisoo Herald, a reof, 10 miles

long, lies in lat. T 56' N., long. 154" 20' E. All these announcements

evidently refer to the same reef, and are tolerably accordant. The mean of

the five positions, supposing them to refer to the South end, as they appear

to do, would place it in about lat. 8° 5' N., long. 154° 17' E.

Dnnkin Reef, seen by the person whose name it bears in 1 824, is marked

as an extensive shoal, the South end of which is in lat. 8° 50' N., long. 154"

10' E. It is possible that it may be the same as Wishart Eeef, but as

another announcement, by a whaler, places it nearly in the above latitude,

or 9° 0' N., 55 miles northward of the mean latitude of the former, it must

be considered for the present as a separate danger, of unknown extent and

character, but in about lat. 8° 55' N., long. 154° 5' E.

LOSAF (Louasappe), orV Urville Island.—Thw is a small island discovered

and named by Captain Duperrey, in lat. 7° 3' 40" N., long. 152° 42' 20" E.

In the second volume of Admiral Krusenstern's Memoir (p. 347) it is called

Duperrey Island, but this was before the publication of that commander's

voyage. They are called the Westervelts Islands by the apocryphal Captain

Morrell, who believed them to be a new discovery, February 23, 1830. He

says they seem to be composed of three small low islands, of nearly equal

size, connected by a coral reef. They are well wooded with cocoa-nut and

bread-fruit trees. They were neither of them more than 5 miles in circum-

ference, and had biche-de-mar and pearl-oysters on the reefs. Population

200.*

MOE7L0CK ISLES were discovered November 29, 1793, by Capt. James

Mortlock, commanding the ship Young William. Admiral Krusenstern ap-

plied the name of the discoverer to them, while on other charts the name of

his vessel is given. Mortlock only saw their South side, and consequently

gained a very imperfect notion of them. This is obviated by the examina-

tion made by Captain Liitke. He surveyed the group, and they are con-

sidered as separate islands in Dr. Gulick's list, consisting of Lukunor, Sotoan,

and Utal.

Captain Cheyne says that these islands are well inhabited by an able-

bodied race, of a light complexion, btrrtngers should be very cautious in

holding intercourse with them, as they are not to be trusted, no matter how

• San Rafael Island of Captain Monteverde, 1806, and bo named by Duperrey, is

placed in 7' 18' N., long. 163» 64' E., or 72 miles to the eaatward of Losap or D'Urville

Island. P not enumerated in Dr. Gulick's list, and therefore there is some doubt as to

ita existence. If not, it is possibly the same as the latter island, as the descriptions in

some degree coincide.

802
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Under no consideration should any ot them bo
friendly they may appear.

allowed on deck. ^ ii. i i. «* lio

The following are Lutke's descriptions of them :_Between the at. of 5

17 and 5» 37' N., long.
153o 69' and 153" 37' E., are three low coral groups.

on which may be reckoned ninety islets of various dimensions.

LTJKUNOR {Lougomor, LuiU-Lugunor, Cheyno), the easternmost o

these groups, is of an ov.l form, and 18 miles in circuit. X«W Jstan.^^t

the eastern angle of Ws group, is curved into the fonn of a horse-shoe and

forms an excellent port, .hich was named ^^'"""-' '%^°"°;;
;J ;^:

naturalist who gave to the world the first notions worthy of credit on this

archipelago. The bre.dth of the island is from half a verst (one-third of a

Jue) to 150 paces. Its middle, raised about 7 feet above the water level i«

covered with bread-fruit trees, and on the shores particularly, cocoa-nut and

other trees, the fruit on the top of which frequently hangs down to the

water of the interior lagoon. The southern part of the island is sandy but

towards the North there is much vegetable mould on which are dis ribu ed

the arum plantations, which require a very humid soil, and near to which

are all the habitations of the natives. These plantations are -tersen ed by

narrow channels, which conduct the water to irrigate all parts, and seije a

b ^dary marks. The woods which surround them form a magnificen

panorama, where plants of every species are in infinite variety, giving the

most excellent idea of the productions of these low islands.

The island naturally has no fresh water, but the rain water is collected in

trenches and in a sort of reservoir, which the natives excavate in the trunks

ofThose cocoa-nut trees that were inclined. The water in the trenches was

a ways found to be brackish, and smelt bad. This slight resource suffices

L the inhabitants, inasmuch as they drink but little, and the cocoa-nut sup-

plies the deficiencies by its delicious cont'-nts.
^ ^ ., ,, ,. .

^
The Lukunorians were found by Captain Liitke to be hospitable, kind,

reserved, and of agreeable manners. They are above the middle size
;

they

had apparently had some communication with shipping previously, either

by report or otherwise. Their canoes, in which they pass a considerable

portion of their lives, are constructed with infinite pains, and are very care-

fully preserved, the larger ones on shore; and in their naanagement they

show great skill and judgment in the very long voyages which they -n er-

tkl b^ these means. These islanders are the easternmost of the Caroline

nntives who thus travel.
, •

i j

Lukunor offers no more resources tJian any other of the low coral islands.

The supply of fresh water depends on the abundance or scarcity of the rains.

TbereTno wood. A good sup,ply of cocoa-nuts may be looked for
;
bread-

fruit can only be had in the season. . Some poultry and pigeons were also

p:::^rd. Vort Chamlsso is in lat. 5° 29' 20« N.. long. 1530 58' K Captain

Cheyne places it 8 miles further West. The population is about 200.
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THE 80T0AN GROUP, ETC. ( )/

The SOTOAN OEOUP lies to the 8.W. of Lukunor. It is 17 miles in

length from N.W. to S.E., and 12 miles broad. About sixty islets were

counted on it. In two places openings in the reef wore observed, by means

of which, doubtless, an entrance into the lagoon might be offocted. All the

islets are covered with wood, but it appeared to be less populous than

Lukunor. Only two or three canoes approached the Siniavine, but no com-

munication was held with them.

Capt. Clieyne in the Xaiad visited the islands in Oct. 1814. He found a

good passage through the reef, on the 8.W. part of the group, and anchorage

in the lagoon, near the entrance, but the bottom was very uneven and rocky.

The Naiad anchored in 25 fathoms, about three-quarters of a mile to the

northward of the entrance, inside of a small islet bearing S.W. from her

one-quarter of a mile, and lay there three weeks, during which time they

built a biche-do-mar house on the small island, but could not get the natives

to collect the slug, and consequently were obliged to leave. The present

population is about 500.

Captain Cheyne places the N.W. extreme in lat. 5° 27' N., long. 153° 27'

East, and the South extreme in 5° 10' N., 153° 40' E.

The ETAL GEOUP is the third and northernmost of the Mortlock Isles
;

it is a small group, not more than 12 miles in circumference, and composed

of several low coral islan'ls and islets, thickly wooded, connected by a reef,

forming a lagoon inside. The channel between it and Sotoan is about 5

miles wide, and clear of danger. The centre of the group is in lat. 5° 38' N.,

long. 153° 24' E. (Cheyne). Population 200.

The NAMOLUK ISLANDS lie 35 miles to the N.W. of Lukunor. In

coming from the North the Siniavine passed them, at the distance of less

than 12 miles, which shows how readily these islands may be unnoticed

even within such a distance. They were also probably seen by Captain

Harwood, in the ship Hastings. They are most likely the same as the

Hashmy Islands (called by Dr. Gulick Mokor), announced as being very popu-

lous in the Sydney Herald, March 25, 1833. Captain Cheyne of the Naiad

says they are five in number, the group 15 miles in circumference, of a

circular form, 100 feet high (to the top of the trees ?), and well wooded

with cocoa-nut, bread-fruit, and other trees. The reef may be approached

within 200 yards, as no hidden dangers exist. The natives, he says, though

wearing the mask of friendship, are by no means to be trusted. Popula-

tion 300.

Captain Liitke, the real discoverer, places the N.W. isle in lat, 5° 65' N.,

long. 153° 13i'E.

TEUK or Hogoleu Ishnd».—T\a» group is composed of four or five large

and lofty basaltic islands, surrounded by a barrier reef, on which are a groat

number of coral islands. It is one of the most extensive in the Caroline

Archipelago, and was discovered by Captain Duperrey, June 21, 1824. His

f
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simy, published on a large scale in the atlas of Ins -y;?;';^"';;

M- 45- ; Ton., U.nd. the ^ertetna.«.t, m Ut 7 M
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.ho ..ir-mo., in l.t. r a., long, .a." 59 .
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on each of its projections is a hill, that to tbe o.i<.. ue »

12 miles to the East of it is Euk, 4 miles long and 700 feet high^

r«-, /«/.^ is in lat. r 18' N., long. 151" 49' E. (Cheyne
.

is tbr--quarte«

of a mile in extent, covered with cocoa-nut trees and other wood. It ha^

IZagrto the N.W. of it. and plenty of fresh water can be procured on

^hrtS/—.of captain Cheyne - probahly the S.E. e.t.me of

Ti M He TDassed 7 or 8 miles to the eastward of them m October, 1844,

fjtughftheTa disLt group, as no part of the larger islands was

:irthey are low. of coral, covered with ^^^^^ ^^^^^:^-
They were thickly peopled by a vigorous race. Lat. 6 47 N.. long.

''

Capt Morrell gives a glowing picture of the people, but nnfortunately it is

noUoLTcapt Cheyne. in the brig« and r./Z-oMA. T»^»^. came We

L OcH 1844. to collect biche-de-mar. and were
^^-^^'^''^J 'f''^f'^^

l?d by the apparent friendliness of the natives, who at first ass.ted them

oLil/their'cU houses. As soon as the brig
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

schooner with a force of 2,000 men, and were only repulsed with desper^e

thting, and the loss of six killed a.d five wounded. They also aeized^e

w bolt, which was recovered the same day. and a severe ->'t,ing admi-

nhtered They had a great number of large Spanish kmves. and were

rid with brass-hilted Lasses. The population, according to Dr. Guhck.

"
Hrisland.-In the relation of the voyages of Captain Saliz, in the

French ship Le Piruvien, 1825-27, it is stated that this group was discovered

byTn Engfish commander named HaU. in 1824. and that ^t—^^^ o^J/

X«. «'P«**«^ by achaBuel. which was named after his vessel, Udy

^^C^'^X examined them in detail, and describes them in his nar-

'*The" MOURILEU GEOUP. which lies to the N.E., is composed of nine

islands, the principal of which are Mourileu, Bud, and Namourousse. The

reef which surrounds them is of an irregular form. On the leeward side it

sfL the most part submerged, and cannot be distinguished but by the

greennes. of the water. Should a vessel strike on this by night, there can
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be but very little hope for safety. On the South coast of Buil there is u

passage, even for large ships, which renders it probable tliat anchorage

would be found in the lagoon. The inhabitants only occupy the windward

islands, and do not go to the S.W. angle of the group, except for the pur-

poses of fishing.

The easternmost islet, Mourileu, is in lat. 8° 47' N., long. 152'^ 20" East.

Population 100.

NAM0LIFIA7ANE or Famnou of Liitke, is 10 miles in circumferencu,

and encloses thirteen islands, the principal of which are Ikop, Fanonou, and

Namouine. These islands, as well as those which compose the Mourileu

group, are very small, the largest not being more than two-thirds of a milo

long. The rest of the space is occupied by the reef, which is not less dan-

gerous here than that of Mourileu. The entrance to the lagoon is on the

South side.

Captain Liitke took off a sailor, William Floyd, who had been left here

by a whale ship, and from whom he gathered some particulars of the ar-

chipelago.

Namouine, or Namouyne, the southernmost, is in lut. 8° 30' N., long, l-'il"

421' E. Population 60.

EAST FAIU or Lutke Island.* This little island possesses a name which

was repeated in another to the westward ; hence its prefix by Captain Liitke.

Krusenstem proposes the name of Lutke Inland on this account. It is but a

small islet, not more than a mile long, and about three-quarters of a mile

broad. The Caroline Islanders sometimes touch at this island in their pas-

sages to procure fresh water, which is deposited by the rain in a small basin

on it. It is in lat. 8° 33' 20" N., long. 151° 26' E. Population 50.

NAMONUITO ISLAND.—The S.W. isle of this group was seen by Capt.

Ibargoitia, in the Philippine, ;ln 1801. He called it Anonima, because it did

not appear on the charts. It was named by Morrell Livingston Island, in 1832.

In Captain Duperrey's chart it is called Bunkey^s Island, from the name of a

commander who crossed the group (so it is stated) in 1824.

The Namonuito group, according to Captain Liitke's observations, lies

between lat. 8° 33' and 9° 0' N, ai:d long. 150° 31' and 149° 47' E. Whether

as the commencement or the base of a group of islands, or else of a single

island, w'iich some day will exist here, this place merits particular attention.

It presents all the aspect of the coral formation from its origin. Either from

its later formation or its greater extent, it remains behindhand of the rest of

the group, and does not yet form but the elements of a group. Here is the

bed of the future coral dike, having a depth equal to 20 fathoms, and be-

strewed with banks of little depth. At the windward limit of this dike there

• It may be observed that Admiral Ivrusenstem has applied the name of Lutke to the

largo group to the West, next described in his atlas. This is probably an ovtisight.
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are already some isletH united together by a reef, but ia not yet continuouR

;

on the opposite side there is also an island. The reefn extend from the two

extremities for a short diRtance along the dike, the space between it and

the reefs being occupied by submerged banks, which are still separated by

large intervals. It would be interesting to follow the progress of this in-

cipient coral group, which may tako thousands of years to completely form,

and would then be one of the largest, being 85 miles from East to West.

The south-easternmost of the windward group is Piierarr, or Pi»»erarre (or

PkarM of M. Chamisso), and is in lat. 8" 34' 20" N., long. 160" 32' 30" E.

Peyond this, on the N.E. face, are Ounalik, Amytidtu, Pilipal, and Onooup ,-

nnd N.W. of these again nre two other islets, Maghyr and Maghyrarik.

These three groups are united to each other by a reef, on which the sea

breaks in some parts ; in others only marked by the greenish colour of

the water.

The south-westernmost island, Vlul or Onooun, the Anonima of Ibargoitia,

is in lat. 8° 36' N., long. 149° 47' 30" E. Between it and Maghyr, the reef

consists of a series of submerged shoals. Capt. Liitke did not land on these

islands, but was visited by numerous canoes. Present population 50.

The Mannayeu c 'Iray Feather Bank, which was stated by Chamisso

to be found by Don Luis Torres in lat. 8° 20' N., long. 149°, and had 21

fathoms water on it, was unsuccessfully sought for by Capt. Liitke in thin

position. He sailed on this parallel as far as long. 148° without finding

bottom with 50 fathoms of line. The determination of the position of this

bank is important, as it may be an island or reef in course of formation. It

is said that the discoverer sailed for three entire days on it.

This bank, probably, was again seen by Captain McLaughlin of the ship

Oray Feather, who fell in with discoloured water in 1851, and sounded in 19^

fathoms, coral bottom. From aloft the reef could be distinguished as of a

circular form, 2^ miles in circumference. Lat. 8° 9' North, long. 148° 44'

East. {Ann. Ilyd. YII. p. 18.) This is 11 miles South of the older an-

nouncement, but it is perhaps not too great a discrepancy.

TAMATAM or Loi Martirei Island was seen by Duperrey, who places

Tamatam, the southernmost, in lat. 7° 34' N., long. 149° 29' E. They are

three in number, all small and low, with dangerous reefs jutting out from

them in all directions. Fanadik, the middle island, is 1^ miles N.W. from

Tamatam, and is not more than a quarter of a mile in diameter, but is sur-

rounded by a reef. Olap, the northernmost, is 3^ miles N.N.E. from Fana-

dik. It is the largest of the group, and, like the others, surrounded by

dangerous reefs. They are thinly populated, and appear to be very lightly

wooded. The largest and most abundant are the cocoa-nut trees ; but the

inhabitants are badly supplied with fruits. There is but little inducement

to visit these islands, the less so on account of the reefs and dangers, the
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truachorouB character of tlio natives. Population 200.*

POLOAT, or Enderhy hlamh, a name given to a group by Cnpt. Renneck,

in 1820, in the service of tho well-known noblo mcnhantsof lA>ndon. In

1799, Captain Ibargoitia discovered an island, which he called Kata Inland;

but Frejcinet decided that it was in reality two islands, one of which is

called Pouluuhot {Poloat), and tho other Aid, which is in lat. 7' 19' 25' N.,

long. 149^ 17' E. Population 100.

Enderby Hank, a coral roef with 7 fathoms water, lies 7 miles West of

Alot, and tho Uranie Bank lios 6 miles eastward of Poloat ; it has 22 fathoms.

8UK (Poulousouk, Soonghe), or IharyoUia Inland, wns seen by Captain

Ibargoitia in 1791) and 1801. It was named Poulounouk (Pulo 8uk) by Capt.

Froycinet, and was taken by Ibargoitia, though with no probability, for the

San Partolomi of Quiros, in 1597. Its position is about lat. 6° 40', long. 149°

8' E. Captain Cheyno places it in lat. 6° 35', long. 148° 22'. It is of coral

formation, covered with cocoa-nut trees, and similar in size and appearance

to Poulouhot. It is inhabited by a Hght-complexioned race, 100 in number.

It is called Sooughe on Liitko's chart. At 5 leagues to the East of it is a

bank seen by the vessel La Paz, in 1819.

Captain Cheyne says :—I was told by tlio master of a whaler some years

ago, that a coral bank, with irregular soundings of from 10 to 30 fathoms,

extends from this island to tho N. W., for a considerable distance, and termi-

nates in a dangerous reef. The only idea he could give of the distance, was,

that when abreast of the reef, the trees on Fulo-souk were just visible from

the topsail yard. This danger requires confirmation ; but ships passing

should be on their guard, and keep a good look-out.

Irona Shoal.—A coral shoal was sailed over by Captain D. Irons, of the

lady Elgin, The spot struck in 10 fathoms was in lut. 6° 18' N., long. 149°

28' 30" E. from which a depth of 7^ fathoms was carried for about 1^ mile

to S.S.W. and then to N.N.W., when broken water was seen to North and

clear water to West. {Naut. Mag. 1855, p. 278.) It may be the same as

the La Paz Bank of 1819, which is placed at 25 miles to the northward.

• Blacklock Shoal.—Captain Blacklock, of the ship Cowiemulzie, in 1861, reported a

shoal at 20 miles E. by N. \ N. from the Martires, in lat. 70° 36' N., long. 149° 36' E. He
saw the bottom quite distiuctly under tho ship, and all around her, with casts of 7 fathoms

on one side of the ship, and 15 fathoms on tho other; he believed the water was much

shoaler in some places, as some of the coral heads appeared to him close to the surface. He
sailed for 3 miles on an East course, carrying soundings of from' 7 to 16 fathoms, then

suddenly 30, and no bottom at 100 fathoms. If the position of this shoal is correct, the

Martires must be considerably too far to tho eastward on the charts, and it should be ob-

Horved, that it would be impossible to see them at the distance reported by Captain

Blacklock.
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PIKELOT or CoquilU hlet.—TKis small islet was seen July 3, 1821, by

Captain Duprrey, in lut. 8» 12' N., long. 147" 41' 30' E. It waa nuni.Ml

aftov Duporrey's vossol by Krusenstern ; the diBcoverer named it Jligali ;

Liitke writes it Pigali, or Pyghella. Don Luis Torres, who saw it and tho

adjacent island, names them Pigouelao and Faliao. It is more than 300 yards

in liameter, and nearly level with the water's edge, and surrounded by a

r . . It is covered wi**' a thick undergrowth of bushes, and about tifiy

Mi oa-nut trees. It is uninhabited.

WEST FAITJ ISLET, which lies in lat. 8* 7j' North, long 146° 47' 30'

East, that is, 65 miles exactly West of I'ikelot, is a similar islet to it, both

in size and character ; tho reef forms a small bay on it. There is a high

wood on it. among which broad-fruit trees were seen, but not a single cocoa-

nut tree. It is also uninhabitod. There is another island of the same name

to the eastward, before alluded to, which has been named LUtke Island for

distinction.

The Oraitilipou Bank, seen by Don liuis Torres, lies somewhere between

these two islets. It had but 11 fathoms over it, but was not found by Liitke,

after a careful search.

Pikela or Lydia Hand is marked on Captain Duperrey's chart in lat. 8'

38', long. 147" 10'. Its existence may bo considered as doubtful, but it is

mentioned in Dr. Gulick's list.

8ATAWAL (Setuahal) or Tucker Hand, was seen by Captain Wilson, in

the missionary ship Duff, October 25, 1793. Duperrey places it in lat.
7'"

22' N., long. 147° 6' E. The island is not more than 2 or 3 miles in (circum-

ference, and the articles of subsistence it produces are supposed to be only

fish, roots, coioa-nuts, and, perhaps, bread-fruit. When the />«/ approached,

some canoes of natives (not a stout race) came off, and two men, Tucker and

Connelly, deserted here. Captain Cheyne (1846) says that it may be ap-

proached within one-quarter of a mile, as no hidden danger exists ; that it is

of coral formation, covered with cocv)a-nut trees. It has about 200 in-

habitants.

Swede Islands.—These islands consist of three separate groups, that to

the East being named Lamoirek (Namurrek or Namouttek) ; the western-

most, Elato; and the southernmost, Olimarao or Namoliaour. They are

most likely the islands named Swede and Haweis Islands by Captain Wilson,

of the Duff, 1793, the first on account of a Swedish sailor of his, who as

landed at his own request on one of them. They were examined by Liiiie.

LAMOTBEK (of Dr. Gulick), an atoll of a triangular form, is 6 miles in

extent E.S.E. and W.N.W. Several islets stand on the reef, which encloses

the lagoon, the S.E. of which is in 7° 32' N., long. 146° 30' E. Popula-

tion 200.

ELATO or Haweis is nearly on the same parallel as Lamotrek, in lat. 7°

30 N. long. 146° 15' E. This side of tho group consists of an uncovered

^
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roof, with some islets, on" of which is called Falipi. On the chart of Cmi-

tova, nearly in this spot, is marked Bank nf Falipi, Can this bank havo

become an island in the interval of 100 years 'i There is a port in the Elutu

group, and the vessels sent from i\w Marianas to collect biche-de-mar always

stop here. Captain Lutke could not And tho entrance to the lagoon, which

ho was afterwards told was on the eastern side, contrary to tho usual law of

coral reefs. The natives wore very shy, and would not visit his ship. I'ro-

sent population 300.

lanthe or Nile Shoal.—Two shoals have been announced as existing at

80 and 102 miles rospnctively distant from Ifalik or Wilson Island, in a H.

by E. direction. The first by the ship lant'ic in ISIfi, as in lat. 6" 63' N,,

long. 146° 39' E. {Naut. Mag. 1846, page 265, »nd 1861, page 166) ; and the

sofond by the barque Nile, in 18«0, as in lat. 6° 31' N., long. 1 15° 42' E.,

nearly on tho same meridian, but 22 miles apart.

The lanth passed within one or two ships' lengths of tho eastern edge and

the shoalest part of a ridge of sharp rocks (apparently not moro than 8 or

10 feet under water, tho water of a milky whiteness) in soundings of proba-

bly 6 or 8 fathoms. The shoal appeared to extend S. by E. and N. by W.
about half a mile. The lanthe claims to have obtained on the same day a

good meridian altitude, and estimates the nearest land to have been distant

85 miles. The Nile passed over a reef, with little room to spare, the rocks

being plainly seen on each side of the vessel, and the man aloft reported

breakers on one side ; the barque was before the wind, and only a few

minutes between the rocks. Notwithstanding the great difference in tho

latitude, the two reports refer probably to one and the same reef.

Should they be but one reef, the mean latituue would be 5° 42' N., other-

wise there may be a continuous reef or series of reefs between the above

parallels.

OLIMABAO ISLES, two small islets surrounded by a reef, discovered in

1828 by Capt. Lutke, in lat. 7° 43' 30" N., long. 145° 56' 45" E. The group

is not more than 5 or 6 miles in circuit, and seems to have some timid inha-

bitants, who asked for food, now about 200 in number. /

IFALIK or Wilson Islands.—This is a small group, seen as two isles by

Wilson, in the Duff, in 1793. They were visited by Lutke, April 3, 1828,

and were found to consist not of two, but of four islets ; Ifalik (or Evalouk),

Moai, Ella, and Fararik, Wing, as usual, on the edges of a lagoon about 5

miles in circumference. TV is group is more populous in proportion than tho

others. The Seniavine was soon surrounded by twenty-five canoes, contain-

ing at least a hundred natives, who were distinguished from all the rest of

tho Caroliners by their clamorous disposition ; he had some little trouble

from their stealing propensities. Captain Cheyne says there is a good

boat passage through the reel', on the South side of tho gi-oup. The islets

m

•

.
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are covered with cocoa-nut and brtmd-fruit trees. The N.E. point of the

group is in 7° 15' N., 144'' 30' E. Population 200.

WOLEA or Ulie Islands.—Captain AVilson, in the Duff, 1793, disrovered

a i^roup which he named the Thirteen Inlands ; but when the minute er,-

amination was made by Lieut Zayalichine, Captain Lutke's office' , it waf

louui +o consist of 22 islands, the names of which are very well designated

on Capt. lioycinet's chart and by M. Chamisso. Tiie name, as given on the

chart on a large scale then diawn up, is Oulleay^ in the narrative OuUai, ].y

Dr. Gulick as above.

From the observations mnde in the Seniavine, the southern point of Kaour,

the easternmost of the group, lies in lat. 7" 20' 7" N , long. 143' 53' E.

The charts of this group are a very good example oi what exaggeration

will do to misleafT the navigator. In the old charts this group occupies a

space of two or thrte decrees in longitude. Captain Freycinet reduced it to

teventy miles ; but when the survey was made by Captain Lutke, it was found

not to e.xceed six nautic miles in extent.

The fatiguing uniformity of the coral islands has at least this advantage,

that one description serves for all. But the Woloa group dillurs from the

others in this respect. Its figure is ve™ irregular ; it has two projecting

angiBstothe North, and a deep indentation between them. According to

the I'sual hypothesis of formation, this figure cannot be explained but by

supposing ihat two independent groups were formed at the same time in

this part. The channel of 12 yards, between the islands oi Angaliyarail and

Farailes, seoms to mark their 8eparat)<~A. The reef, which extends thence

to tlio S.E., reunites abreast of Motogozeu to the reef running from Raour

Island, thus completing the eastern group ; at the same time a depth of 4^

fathoms, and the reef extending East and N.E. from Felaiis, marks tha

direction of the prolcnge 1 reef, which would in time reach to Furailes, and

form tha western group.

WoLEA or Ouleai, properly so called, is advantageously distinguished not

only from the rest of the group, but from the generality of coral islands.

Its HOutheiTi side has not the shoal Vvhich renders landing so difficult else-

where ; but the shore rises with a tolerably steep ascent, preseatitig an even,

clean, sandy bottom, on which every grain of sand may be seen through the

transparent water at the depth of sovfral fathoms. The interior of the

island is pleasant ; it is a M'ood intersected in all directions by footpu'^ts,

and dotted with cleared spots, where i<m meet with isolated houses. Unlike

the generality of coral islands, when you advance only g few steps from one

shore, and t*' m reach the opposite, it occupies a largo spaw, on which fine

bread-fruii .<'oes have sufficient room to form a sort of park. It occupies

the N.E. angle of tho group, and is of an irregular triangular form, three-

quaiiQrsof a mile in diameter. Its North extreme h in lat 7 ' 22' 6
" N

long. i43^57' 53' ii.
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Palliou Island extends from its S.E. extremity in a nearly true South direc-

tion, and is nearly connected with Maour Island, the south -eastenimost of

the group, the two togetlier being
1
J mile in length.

On the western side of Eaour, off the North part of which the Seniavine

•iK'hored, are four or five artificial hirbours, such as had not been seen in

any other part of the Carolines. A jetty of large stones ran out for 100

yards into the sea, and at each side of its extremity ouother line of stones,

projecting at an angle of about 60", so that the whole has something the

lorm of an anchor From the South end of Eaour the reef projects nearly

bail a mile ; and between it and TagoUap Hand, 2 miles to the W.N.W., ie

Mo(ogo%eu Met, which is very small, and, like all the rest, surrounded by a

re< t', 80 that the ancliorage ir. tho eastern group has two entrances, one on

each side of Motogozeu.

Felali»»e or Falalis Island, the S.W. of the group, lies 2 miles to the S.W.

of Tagoilap Between it and Motogozeu there are some detached coral

patches. The reef runs to the N."W . three-quarters of a mile from Felalisse,

leaving a navigable opening into the lagoon between it and Falulap or Fa-

luAlap, a small islet, one of a group which extends N.N.W. and N. IJ mile

to OuUmeray, the N.W. island of the group. Thence the chain is continued

through Seliape and some smaller islands to E.S.E. to Farailesse, between

wtiich and Langaligaraik is the very narrow but navigable channel before

alluded to, forming a northern entrance to the lagoon.

Captain Cheyne says •, This group is well inhabited by a light copper-

complexioned race, who, althougii friendly in appearance, should not be

trusted. Their weapons consist of Spanish knivefi, spears, clubs, slings, and

b'ones. Their canoes are similar in .shape to the proa of the Mariana Islands.

They perfomi voyages to Guam, and the other Caroline Islands in them.

Their food consists of cocoa-nutK, bread-fruit, taro, bananas, sugar-cane, and

fish. Ships holding intcieourse with th<»8e natives should not allow any of

them on deck Dr. Gniliek says tine population is 600.

FORAULEP (Farroiiap or Fatt.ilap) was in reality first discovered by

Lutke, Marfih 28, 1828. Such an is*and is stated to have been seen by Don

1 1. Torres, but it had been pl3ced at hazard on all charts previous to its

position boing fixed as lat. 8^^ 36 N., long. 144" 36' E.* It is a .small group,

not more than 4 miles in circuit, and composed of throe islets, with a lagoon

in the middle. The group cannot a-fford much, for resources. Its population

was flbour, sixty able men in 1828. If; ]s ti<j>w uninhabited, according to Dr.

uiUiok, who calls it Gardner Island.

:1

;•!

If

• It i» rather singular that Capt. Wilke» should frtatt this island to be in lat. 10° 45' N.,

lung. 146' 27' E., from the <;bart8. TLe Flying Fish consequently passed over this position

^-ishout seeing any indication of land ; the aam** with Few Island. Nar'-al'v of the United

atmUn' Mttpiontiff Ej/pfdition, vol v. p. 271,
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OBIMES ISLAND.—From a report in the China Mail, Captain Grimes of

the ship Jean discovered, in 1841, a high and well-wooded island, of 6 miles

in circumference, in lat. 9° 16' N., long. 145° 43' E. It was again seen in

1855 by Captain Vice, of the French ship Chili, in lat. 9° 17' N. long. 145°

ir E. ; the descriptions entirely agree, and differ quite from Farroilep. It

has since been announced as High Island, in lat. 9° 11' N., long. 145° 45' E.,

80 that the latter position is probably nearly correct. It is not included in

Dr. Gulick's list.

EAUBIFIK or Eourypyg is a small group, composed of only two islets.

Lutke, who passed along its northern side, had no communication with the

inhabitants who he saw standing on the beach, consequently could gather

no particulars of it. It has a lagoon. Their existence was then established,

though on Arrowsmith's chart two islands are placed nearly in the same

position, stated to have been seen by Captain Hunter in 1791 ; there is no

notice of this given in his narrative. Their position .s lat. 6° 40' N., long.

143° 10' E. Captain Cheyne calls them the Kama Islands, and were visited

by him in September, 1844. The population amounted to about 150 ; now

it is only 60. The islets produce nothing but cocoa-nuts.

SOSOL or Philip Islands, two small islands, both seen by Captain Hunter

in 1791. The easternmost is the largest, and is 5 miles from the other. On

Captain Lutke's chart they are placed in lat. 8° 6' N., long. 140° 52'. Popu-

lation 20.

FAIS or Tromelin Island.—In 1828, Captain Legoarant de Tromelin disco-

vered a small low island in lat. 9° 52' N., long. 140° 42' E., to which Adm.

Krusenstern gave his name. It is said that it is 5 miles long and 2 miles

broad. Captain Lutke examined it in 1828, and places it in lat. 9° 47' N.,

long. 140° 38' E., calling it Feis or Feys. The size he mentions is also very

diflferent from Captain Tromelin. He says:—This island is remarkable,

because it is the only one of the Carolines that has no lagoon ; it is formed

of madreporic rocks, 30 ft. high, against which the sea beats immediately. It

is /o«r versts (2J miles) in circumference. There is no anchorage in any part.

On the South side, where the coast is sandy, there is less surf. Landing

was very difficult here, and the natives were not so good sailors as in any

other island of the archipelago. Bread-fruit trees were rare, but bananas

were in tolerable abundance. Popialation 300.

ULITHI or Mackenzie Islands.—This group was discovered by the Spanish

navigator, Egoi, and was seen in 1823 by Captain Mackenzie, who gave

some notice of it in the Asiatic Journal for June, 1824. It was partially

examined by Capt. Lutke, who states that the native name is Oulu'thy.

It was on one of the group, Mogmog, that the Spanish Jesuit, Padre Can-

tova, was killed on his second visit to the Carolines. This was during the

endeavours to establish Catholic missions throughout the archipelago. When

Captain Lutke passed Falalep, on which the mission was planted, he was
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which is to be regretted, as it would be interesting to learn

the result of the missionaries' devotedness after the lapse of a century.

The Islands Mogmog, Falalep, and others, on which was this Spanish
mission, are at the eastern part of the group. The whole is of great ex-
tent, and consists of low coral islands, covered with cocoa-nut trees, and
connected by coral reefs, forming a large lagoon inside, with many good
passages through the reef leading into it. This group is thickly populated
by a light-complexioned race, whose manners and customs are similar to
those of the other Caroline islanders. These natives, although apparently
mild and friendly to a stranger, are by no means to be trusted, as one or two
Manila vessels were cut off at this group some years ago.

The two smaU islands on the eastern group, Har and Milap or Hielap,
are connected by a reef to each other and to some others beyond them.
These isles are inhabited, and from them a shoal extends for 15 miles to the
S.E. The bottom was distinctly visible on its outer edge from the Seniavint,
but some natives who approached said there was no danger in approaching
these islands, though their notions of such danger might be very different
from ours.

The western group, which is 8 leagues in extent from North to South, is
formed of a great number of small islands (the chief of which are Moffmog or
Moguemogue, Troilem, Falalep, &c.), united to; ather by coral reefs. The
two groups are separated by a channel 8 miles broad, into which Captain
Lutke entered as far as the middle. The United States' schooner, /^/ymy
Fish, entered the lagoon with not less than 7 fathoms on the bar, and pro-
cured some fish and cocoa-nuts from the natives. They are now about 200
in number.

The S.W. point of the eastern group, which may be taken as the centre
of aU the islands, is in lat. 9° 56' N., long. 139° 50' E. ; and the island
Mogmog, the northernmost of the western group, is in lat. 10° 6' N long
139° 45' 30" E. Captain WUkes makes the East extremity of them'in lat
10° 7' 53' N., and long. 139° 54' 58" E.

EAP or Yap has been seen by many navigators, both in early times and
more recently. The Padre Cantova gives it a circumference of 40 leagues,
but it is not nearly so extensive. It is frequenUy made by ships taking the
eastern passage to China, and is also called Unawb by Captain Horsburgh.
At a distance it assumes the appearance of two or three islands, and when

nearer it seems like a group of islands contiguous to each other, the whole
encompassed by a chain of black rocks. This deception probably caused
Captain John Hunter, who passed it in 1791, to place three islands in this
situation.

The island has a pleasing aspect from the sea, being interspersed with
many houses. It is estimated to extend from North to South about 3J

»HnllW(l«l|»lilj, tUI« l|Lt^BltillSHgiMW» ll»'im«» )WHWW IltllUH|ttM<tnii| i
i iii «M iw.iiwW""
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leagues, and the position of the North end has been inferred to He in lat.

9° 40' N. ; of the South end the latitude has been given from the mean of

several observations, 9° 30' 30" N. ; the longitude, also from numerous ob-

servations, from 138° 7' E. to 138° SJ' E. The southernmost land is low,

but rises to the northward into hiUs. This island is not covered with wood,

but many parts appear luxuriant, and abound in cocoa-nut trees. On the

southern and western sides the reef is dangerous, and it extends in a W.8.W.

direction 2 leagues from the S.W. end of the island. It is steep-to, and

some of the black rocks appear just above water near its extremity.

Captain Cheyno says :—The island is surrounded by a coral reef, which

extends from its southern end 2 or 3 miles ; and more in a W.S.W. direction

from the S.W. point. It is possessed of an excellent harbour on the S.E.

side, formed in an angle of the coast, by reefs. The entrance, which is

through the reef, is about 200 yards wide, and can easUy be made out from

the mast-head when standing along the reef. When inside the channel

widens, and trends more to the northward. The anchorage at the head of

the harbour, off the village of Tomal, is perfectly safe, the holding-ground

good, and the depth of water moderate.

The South part of the island is low, but it rises into hills towards the

centre, which is moderately elevated. It is visible 8 or 9 leagues, and makes

in three hummocks, which would lead a stranger passing to mistake it for

three islands. There is very little wood inland. The shore in many places is

Uned with mangroves, and the low lands between the villages are covered

with small wooJ. The cocoa-nut tree is very abundant, particularly on the

Bouthern part. The villages are situated near the shore amorgst groves of

cocoa-nut, bread-fruit, and betel-nut trees. In consequence of the scarcity

of large timber, the natives get their proas built at the Pallou Islands, which

they frequently visit.

The natives are an able-bodied race well formed, and of a light copper

complexion. They are more advanced in civilization than any of the other

Caroline Islanders ; their villages being regularly laid out in streets, which

are neatly paved. They have also well constructed stone wharves and piers.

Each village has a large paved square, where the chiefs assemble for con-

sultation. Captain Cheyne remained here seven weeks in 1843, collecting

biche-de-mar.

Eap, as before stated, is thickly populated by a light-complexioned race :

they are of a treacherous disposition, and have cut off several Manila

vessels which have gone there to collect biche-de-mar. The chiefs con-

fessed to Captain Cheyne, of the Naiad, that they had taken two Spanish

vessels; the last one having a crew of fifty Manila men, who were all

massacred.

The tribe at the harbour had formed a conspiracy to cut them off, but
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they were put on their guard by a neighbouring hostile tribe. No merchant

vessel passing should have any intercourse with these natives, or allow

them on deck, as they are not to be trusted. Dr. Gulick says that thf> present

population is 2,000.

Honter Seef, a narrow coral reef, over which Captain John Hunter

passed in the Waakzamheydt, July 17th, 1791. He had 16 fathoms water

when on it, and saw the bottom very distinctly. It extends nearly North

and South, and is about 7 leagues N. by E. of "Xap. Lat. !)^ 57^' N., long.

138° 13' E.

NOOLI or the Matelotas Islands.—The first notice of these islanJa "vas

given by Villalobos, who discovered them in 1545, but it would appeai that

they had been previously visited, for the inhabitants approached holding up

a cross, and calling Buenas dian Matelotas, from which their name was given.

On Captain Liitke's chart they are called the Western Lamoliaour Group
;

Dr. Gulick says Lamoliorh Islands ; and they have been called the Goulou

Islands. They were seen in 1796 by Admiral Eainior, in the Suffolk, who

gave thom the name of Spencer Keys.

The Ngoli or Matelotas group is composed of three small, low, and wooded

islands, connected by reefs and sand-banks. The two northern ones bear

from each other N.E. \ E. and S.W. | W., and it is dangerous to approach

them in the night, as a coral reef projects 2 leagues to the northward of the

N.E. island, having in some places high breakers. On January 3rd, 1798,

Captain Moring, in the ship Buckingfield Hall, had great difficulty in weather-

ing the group. He says :—" How far the reefs may extend to the westw£,rd

I cannot pretend to say, but they stretched farther than we could see oa a

clear day. The distance from the northernmost to the southernmost island

is about 6 leagues." In 1843 the South island was inhabited, but the popu-

lation did not amount to more than thirty-five souls, who live entirely on

cocoa-nuts and fish. The population of the group is 100.

Captain Cheyne thus describes them :—^The South islet, which has cocoa-

rut trees, and a few inhabitants on it, is in lat. 8° 17' N., long. 137° 33' E.

From this to the N.E. islet, which is in lat. 8° 35' N., long. 137° 40' E., the

reef on the eastern side, is at some distance from th.^ South islet, in de-

tached patches, on which the sea does not break with a westerly wind. The

reef extends 6 miles in a northerly direction from the N.E. islet ; and its

North extreme is in lat. 8° 41' N. The western islet lies in a S.W. by W.

direction from the N.E. one, and is also surrounded by dangerous reefs.

Their extent to the West and N.W. has not been ascertained, but they pro-

bably connect the islets. There is a passage on the N.W. side of the South

islet leading to the lagoon, but the anchorage inside, if any, would be very

unsafe. This is a mo.st dangerous group, and should have a good berth in

passing, particularly in hazy weather, or dark nights, as the islet cannot be

North Pacific. . 3 l>
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Been above 10 or 11 miles in clear daylight, and strong currents often preyail

in their vicinity. The southern islet is safe to approach on the South sido,

as no hidden dangers exist.*

PALAU OE PELEW ISLANDS.

There is no doubt but that these islands are the same as the A.Tecifos

of Villalobos in 1545. According to the Spanish missionaries, Padres Clara

and Cantova, the native name is Paulogue; other authorities call them

Talaos, Palh,, or PaUou. In the charts made by Captain Macluer they

are called Pdhw. But the name by which they were generally known

is PeUw, which, though not exactly correct, has for this reason been

retained.

It is very generally known that we acquired a more particular knowledge

of these isles and their inhabitants, from the wreck of the Antelope packet.

Captain Wilson, which was lost upon the coast in 1783. "The captain,"

says an intelligent writer, " found the natives delicate in their sentiments,

friendly in their disposition, and, in short, a people that do honour to the

human race. The astonishment which those who first discovered the English

manifested on seeing their colour, plainly showed that they had never before

seen a white man. The country is well covered with timber trees, the trunks

of which furnish the natives with canoes, some large enough to carry thirty

men. Yams and cocoa-nuts, being their chief article of subsistence, are at-

tended to with the utmost care. They have also the bread-fruit tree, oranges,

lemons, and other fruits. The men go entirely naked ; the women nearly so.

The conduct of these people towards the English was uniformly courteous

and attentive, accompanied with a politeness which surprised those who were

the objects of it."

Captain Cheyne says—The Pallou natives are quite a distinct race from

the Caroline Islanders. They are of a much darker complexion, less robust

generally, and of smaller stature, but a great deal more intelligent, and

polished in their manners.

Captain Eobertson, in his memoir of 1795, has very justly censured the

officers of the Antelope for not having given, in any part of their narrative,

the smallest information, or " said one single word, whether it was possible

for a ship to anchor amongst, or near, any of these islands ;" and he ob-

serves that the only piece of nautical information he could find is the general

description of their limits, which ho has shown to be grossly erroneous.

Captain Eobertson says that the group "is a distinct range or chain of

• Warmtk Island, a whaler's report, in lat. 4* 24' N., long. ISB" 26' E., requires con-

firmation.
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In the Supplement to the Voyage of the Autelope an account « given of

the visit of the ships Panther and Endeavour, which were sent out there with

the intelligence of Prince Leo Boo's death. In this portion too, .s the

account of Lieutenant Macluer's residence in tUo group. The whole of these

narratives place the natives in a most amiable light. But there is a dark s.d.

to the picture ; whether from the innate evil of the uncultivated savage, or.

^vhat is more p oablo, from the aggressions of foreign ships touching there,

their fame has been sulUed by treachery. The Syren, whaler, Capt. Coffin, was

nearly cut oif here, March 21, 18 PS, on passing the southernmost island. They

came on board, 100 in number, apparently friendly; but watching an oppor-

tunity, they attacked the crew, and were only repulsed after desperate faght-

ing, during which most of the crew, thirty-seven in number, were wounded,

and two officers killed.

Captain Ibargoitia remained under easy sail for five days, in 1801, off the

islands, and gives as good an account of the natives, with whom he had con-

tinual communication, as does Captain Wilson; they most disinterestedly

brought off to him fish, cocoa-nuts, bananas, and various roots. Ho says that

Coror Island is the only one where you can anchor; but he was prevented

doing so by winds and currents.

The group extends for a distance of 40 leagues, in a North and South

direction; its greatest breadth is not more than 5 leagues; but taking into

account the surrounding reefs, this breadth would be doubled. It may be

separated into several minor groups, described as follows;—

Kyangle WeB.—The northern limits of the group consist of four smaU

islands, the largest of which is called Kyangle, having a circumference of 4

mUes, in lat.
8° 8' N., long. 134" 60' E., or perhaps more correctly, 134° 35'

East' It was called Moore Isle by Captain Douglas, in 1788. The three

others are called Arayonmt, Carapellas, and Koraek. The islands are sur-

rounded by a reef, whose diameter is 4* miles North and South. Captain

Douglas, of the Iphigenia, saw two other low or sandy isles at 8 miles West

of Moore (Kyangle) Island, which he calls Good Look-out Islands, portions of

the reef which dry in Macluer's chart.

The Reef to the northward of Kyangle is of a most dangerous character

;

the more so that there is some uncertainty as to its extent. On Dalrymple's

chart it does not exceed the Umits of the Kyangle group; but from the

evident assertion of Captain Douglas, that it extends to lat. 8° 45', and that

from this it extended to the West further than the eye could reach, so that

Admiral Krusenstern has on his chart extended it to long. 134° 20', and

further as but little is known to the southward of this N.W. extreme,

he has 'continued the reef over all the epace to Douglas's Good Look-out

Islands.

KosBoL—At 3 miles South from the Kyangle Islands is a small sandy
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islant
,
named Kossol, separated by a ehannol, probably full of banks and

brep' . / ) miles broad, from tho North end of Hnbolthiiap.

Babelthuap or liauheWwnap (the upper soa, in tho Polew Iniignngo) is tho

largest of tho Polew Islands. It is 9 Icnguos long North and South. A higli

mountain, from tho summit of which Lieutenant Macliior could see tho

whole group, is in its northern part, in lat. 7^ 40'
. Its eastorn extremity,

according to Krusenstorn's, or rather Macluor's, charts, lies in lat. 7° U' N.,

long. 131° 58' E. ; and its northern point in lat. 7° 4!i' N., long. Mt' 52' E.

But according to Captain Cheyne, commander of tho Xaiad, those longitudi<!»

are 18' too far East. He made tho East end of Babelthuap to be in lat. l.M
'

40 E.

It is ;or was) divided into several districts, of which Artingall Emmelagui,

and Ewevings, are the most considerable. Three small islands, Arteck, Kat-
fou, and Oorokoo, lie near the North point of the island ; and an island of

considerable length North and South (with rocky islets along its East side)

lies on the S.E. side of the South point, from which it is separated by a very

narrow channel. The East side of Babelthuap is fronted by a barrier reef,

which commences at the South point of the above island, and about a mile

from the East point of Corror. The long detached reef, which forms New
Harbour, lies outside of this. The barrier trends along the coast in a N.E.
direction to lat. 7» 36' N., whore its distance from the shore is about 5 miles

;

and from that to the northward to the eastern extremity, and in the same
direction, in almost a straight line to Kyangle, where it terminates ; but from
Kossol Island, which is 3 miles to the southward of the Kyangle Isles, it is

merely a sunken barrier, or bank of soundings.

Coror, or Corrora, is separated from Babelthuap, bearing South from it,

by a channel 2 miles broad.

Coror, on which Abba Thulle, the king, resides, is 5 miles in length

E.N.E. and W.8.W. ; and its greatest breadth, which is near the N.E. end,

2J miles. A long, narrow, rocky island lies close to the South side of Coror,

and three others near its "West point. The southeasternmost of the three is

named Malackan. It has a tolerably high peak, by which it can bo distin-

gxiished when outside the reef. Between the rocky island above mentioned,

and the N E. part of Urukthapel, is a good harbour. Thr entrance to it is

through a narrow opening in thereof, or coral flat, which extends from Uruk-
thapel to the South angle of the rocky island. The depth of water in tlio

channel is from 10 to 5 fathoms. A coral patch lies within the passage

;

and one or two others in the outer part of the harbour. The best anchorage
is close to the East side of Malackan, in 15 fathoms, where there is a small
run of excellent fresh water. To the eastward of the bluff East point of

Urukthapel, and fronting the passage to the above harbour, is a space nearly

5 miles in length N.E. and S.AV., where there is no reef, but merely a bank

^;?
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of soundings, oxtculing about '^ miles from the Bhoro. on ^uch there >s good

anchorage A nhip muy anchor in 1 3 fathoms .ith the foll.,wng bear.ngs.

.•here .he will have plenty of room to get un.ler .eigh ..h -y
-"^^^^^

Malackan Teak, N.N.W. i W. ;
the paseago through tlu, re.f 1

admg o

Mulackan harbour, N.W. i N. ; and the East oxtremo of Babelthuup or

islandB which ho near it, N.E. i E. Inshore of this the water deepens to iO

fathoms. This anchorago is in about lut. 7" 20' N.

The channel between the South end of Babolthuap and Corrr is U miles

wide, and is navigable from sea, round the East ""^ North s>de. o Con.,

to the King's village, near its western po.nt, with a depth of from 10 to 2.,

fithomsinit; but on account of there being a reef, which :s 10 m.les m

length N.E. and S.W., lying to the eastward of Coror, front.ng the entrance

and several coral patches within this reef, it is too intricate a passage for a

"ranger to attempt. In Lieut McCluer's plan, 1793 and 1794, inxbhshed by

the Admiralty, from which the islands are delineated on the charts, ^.ere ap-

pears to be good anchorage inside of this large reef, wh.ch he caIs New bar-

bour ; but Malackau harbour is the best, and the only one wh.ch should be

resorted to by trading vessels.

The Island of Coror, although small, is the most important of tlio group,

through its being the seat of government. The king and chiefs are nK>st

friendly and hospitable to foreigners, particularly to the Enghsh, who will

receive every protection while within tb. limits of their jurisdiction. Abba

Thulle, the king, nominally claims bov., >gnty over the whole group
;

but ,t

is only by force of arms that he is able to uphold his supremacy. The in-

habitants of the northern and eastern districts of Babolthuap do not acknow-

ledge his authority, and are often at war with Coror Vessels trading

here should not dispose of fire-arms to any but the Coror people.-

^CheijneJ.

Urnkthapelis to the South of Coror. It is of a very irregular form. Its

greatest extent is 6 miles North and South. It is moderately olejated, very

rocky and barren, but covered with wood. The eastern shore is cliffy. From

itseasternhighbluff patches of reef extend to the southward, with good

passages between, until about a mile to the southward of the North point of

Errakong, where it becomes continuous, and following the same direction

terminates at the passage formed by it and the N.E. -islet above described

There is anchorage within this reef on the East side of Errakong but it

must be difficult to get out of with a N.E. wind. The N.W side of Unik-

thapel forms a bay. the shore of which is lined with small islets, and there

are also several in a bay on its S.E. side. The passage between Uruk-

thapel and Errakong is half a mile wide. The South point of the former

is in about lat. 7" 14' 30' N., long. 131^ 24' E. Urukthapel is not in-

habited.
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Errakong Ilea to the South of IJrukthapoI. Its South point is in lat. 7^

10' N., long. 134" 2.T E. The reef which surrounds the two islands on tho

East side forms to the S.E. of tho first a very excellent port, which has two

entrances, one to the East, the other to the West. The latter is round tho

South end of Urukthapel, between it and Errakong and somo small islets ;

but as it is not more than half a mile broad, and is probably not woU de-

scribed, it cannot be recommended to large ships. But to make tij) for

this, there are to the East of tho island two other passages across the reef,

which may be preferable to it; tho first, in lat. 7' 14i , is threo-quartdrs

of a mile broad; the second, 1^ miles to tho south viird of it, is much
narrowor thii i the former, but Lieut. Maduer passed it in his vessel.

Orolong, a small island, not more than 2 miles in lengtli. lies off tho N.W.
point of Urukthapel. Macluer first anchored near tli s island, and then

steered to the S.E., along tho coast of tho latter island to reach Errakong

harbour. The island is in lat. r 18' N., long, l.il^ 19' E.

Pelelew, a pleasant and fertile island, lies 7i miles South of Errakong.

It is 8 miles long in a N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction. Between its North

extremity and Errakong, and within tho great reef, tli re lio, according to

Macluer's chart, several islands, ono of which, named AkamolcHm, is sepa-

rated by a reef, across which is a passage not more than a quarter of a milo

broad, through which it is thought Macluer passed, as it is stated to bo a

good channel. At the South extremity of Pelelew, or Pililau, the roof

which surrounds the group on the West side commences ; within its limits

are several islands, as Kylo, Kourakonj, and /millis, which appear to be con-

nected with each other by reefs and shoals. The South extremity of Pele-

lew is in lat. 6° 58' N., long. 133° 21' E.

Anganr is the south-westernmost island of the group. It is low, and ex-

tends 3 or 4 miles in a N.E. and S. W. direction. The chaniicl which sepa-

rates it from Pelelew is .5 miles broad. It is safe, but there are no soundings

the two extremities of tho islands being steep-to. Captain Ibargoitia, who

beat through to the westward with a westerly wind, could find no bottom

even at a mile off the shore. He sent off a boat to the South end of this

island to procure water, but it could not approach within 2 cables lengths of

it, on account of the shallowness and the surf. The natives attempted to

serve them, by bringfing some off in their canoes by means of the casks,

which were carried half a mile into the woods ; but they brought but little,

and that not good.

Captain Ibargoitia, who calls this island Niaur, determined the latitude of

its 8.W. point to be in 6° 53' 55" N., long. 134° 31'. Horsburgh observed

its long, as 134° 21' ; the mean may be taken as 134° 26^'. But a recent ac-

count states that by several measurements, by good chronometers, from Ma-

cao and Manila, that it ought to be in 134° 6', so that, as elsewhere noticed,

the whole group has been placed nearly 20 too far East.
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Dirootly to the Went of the 8.W. point of this i»hind. ut the (liHtan.e vi

half a loaguo, Lieutenant Maduer found a bank with 10 fathoms water
;
ami

in 1800 the sarao coniniandor, in the ship Mantjlen, found a roof extondinp:

half a mile from this low sandy point ; but Captain IIorBburgh, who pass..'

close to the point in tho Auua so the same year, did not see it, so it was sup-

posed not to «>xist.

Captain Mc CU-Uuu, when passing around tho South end of Angour, at

about 2 miles distant, saw breakers and a few black rocks show occasionally

for throe-«iuarter8 of a mile olF the South point, and also u few for a good

half a mile farther. Lat. 6" o3' N., long. 134" 8 E.

The archipelagoes to the southward of the Caroline Islands, consisting of

the Salomon Islands, New Ireland, New Britain, the Admiralty Islands, &c.,

are described in our South Pacific Directory ; but as the northern coast of

Now Guinea, although South of tho equator, may be considered as tho

Bouthom limit of the North raciflc, that coast and the islands will be briefly

alluded to hero.

Anaohoretes Island (Anchorites Island) was discovered by Bougainville,

August 7, 1768. It is a flat island, about 3 leagues long, covered with trees,

and separated into several divisions, connected by reefs and sand-banks.

Lat. 0° 54' S., long. 145° 30'. There is a great quantity of cocoa-nut trees

on tho island, and the sea-shore is covered with so great a number of

houses, that it must be extremely populous. The natives were fishing in

canoes off the island, and they appeared to be happy and contented. At

3 leagues to tho West of it another low island was seen from the mast-

head (Commerson Island). It is 6 leagues W. by N. from the northern-

most of the Anachoretes, and in lat. 0° 45' S., long. 145" 17'.—(Bougain-

ville, pp. 290-1).

Los Monjos (the Monks\—Four small low islands, which extend nearly 6

miles in an East and West direction. MauroUe first saw them in 1781, and

determined their position to be in lat. 0° 57' 8., long, (corrected) 145° 41'.

Captain Hunter also saw them.

Boudewte Island was named by Bougainville after his ship, Aug. 9, 1768.

It is low, and in lat 1° 26', long. 144° 34' E.

VEcltiquier (the Chess-Board), so named by Bougainville, consists of a

large collection of islets. D'Entrecasteaux plated upwards of thirty on his

chnrt, but states that it is probable that in the North part of it many were

not seen. They are only a series of low, fiat islets, covered with wood. They
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all appear to be oounectud by roofs. The South point is in lat. 1 lo 3l) ,

long. H4^ 3'.

I,on KremitanoK, or Jffrmitn, were seen by Maurollo at 8 leagucn distant.

They are described by D'Entrocastoaux as being high in tho N.W. part,

and Noemed to leave considerable intervals, but, on a closer approach,

they terminate in low lands, and are enclosed in a very narrow bolt of

sand, within which is a large space of still water. They are inhabited
;

tho natives came off in canoes, and apparently were friendly. Their po-

sition wm per/edli/ determined ; tho N.E. islet is in lat. 1" 28' .'10' S., long.

145° 7' 45".

Matfi/ and Durtmr hlanih.—Two small flat islands, discovered by Carteret,

Septoniber 19th, 1767. According to D'Entrocastoaux the first is in lat.

1" 33' 4()' 8., long. IJ.T 12' 30", and tho second in lat. 1' 46' 0' S., long.

142° 66". Carteret places them in lat. 1" 43' 21', long. 143"^ 2' E.

Tiger Inland is a discovery of Captain Bristow in 1817, and communicated

by him to Mr. I'urdy. It is about 6 or 7 miles in length. East and West,

and inhabited by a ferocious race of savages. liat. V 45' S., long. 142"

20' E.

NORTH COAST OF NEW GUINEA.

It will bo unnecessary to enter into any general description of this extensive

island. Its features, as far as they interest the mariner, will be found in the

ensuing description, which is chiefly derived from Admiral D'Urville. Our

extracts will be brief here, as its navigation has more reference to tho

Oriental Archipelago than this work.

DAMPIER STRAIT separates New Guinea from Now Britain, and is do-

scribed in our South Pacific Directory. Tho best channel through it is on

the Now Guinea side, keeping the beach in sight, 6 or 7 miles distant.

Rochj Island of Dampior's chart, or Lottin Island of D'Urville, is an im-

mense cone of 3,000 or 4,000 feet in height, oovorod with verdure, with an

habitable bolt on the sea-shore, without doubt occupied, as was announced

by several smokes. A largo hollow on its N.E. side still indicates the

situation of an ancient crater.

Long Island is remarkable, as Dampier says, for two very projecting peakp,

one lying on the North and the other to the South of tho island, and which

D'Urville named Reaumur and Ceriiy Peaks. The surface of the first is much

cut up, and very irregular, and appears to have been a volcano. Off its

western point a reef runs out.

Crown Island, also named by Dampier, from its •' towering up with several

heads or tops, something resembling a crown," is about 7 miles to the N.W.

of Long Island. It is about 4 or o miles in circumference, and of a very
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great height (2,000 feet). The land, p.?. it appeared to D'Urville, though very

irregular, did not present those " heads and tops."

CAPE KING WILLIAM, on the 8.W. side of Dampier Strait, Is very

hii^h, ar.d may be soon above 20 loaguo'^ distant. It is iu lat 6" 16' 8., Ion/;.

M7" 40'. Tho coa«t to the westward of it is composed of the imTrvense

Moimtainn of Finiderre, which exton'i nearly to Astrolabe Gulf, 120 miles

further along the North coast. The mountains were roi'^hly mputed

by Captain R. L. Hunter to be 13,000 feet high. The interval has not been

explored.

Adrolahe Gulf, so named after D'Urvillo's vessel, lies betweon Cafes Rigne.

on the East, and Duperri on the N.W., about 24 miles apar., the depth of

the gulf being about 18 or 20 miles. The Finisterre moi ntaius become

lower when near the gulf, which is completely surrounded by a line of

mountains, oven iu the bight of the gulf. On this part a grt at number of

smokes were observed.

Cape 6'm«t7fo*', a well-mai"ked promontory, lies 10 or U miles North of

^ iipo Duperre.

Siir R. EicMs Inland of Dampier lies to the N.E. of those points. It is of

a similar nature to those already loscribed, and resembles more particu'arly

vOrown Island, but is a little larger and not quite so high.

Sampler Island, which is nearer the coast, is certainly not less ihan

5,000 feet high, iu the form of a cone, pointed at the summit, but enlar ;ed

at the base to 36 or 40 miles in circuraferonco. Although it appeared capaSle

of cultivation, there was not any smoke or sign of inhabitants seen from ti e

Adrolahe.

F>anklin Bay is 32 miles N.W. of Astrolabe Gulf, and is limited on the

North by Cape Gourdon, which forms a well-marked promontory, though

slightly elevated. In general, in prt'ceeding to the westward, the coast sen-

tsibly decreases in height.

Vulcan Inland is an immense cone, clothv'^d with the most beautiful vegeta-

tion, and is not more than 12 miles in circumference. It is tolerably well

fixed in position, and nothing can render navigation mor? simple and easy

than these peaks planted on the surface of the ocean, serving as beacons for

ei.ips to steer by in passing along an unknown coast. At 2 miles to tho

N.W. of Vulcan Island is Aris Island, very much smaller, but still very

high.

The Schoutcn Mandu, which lie off this part of the coast, are eight iu

number, extending upwards of a hundred miles to the westward. They ire i

very high and conical, which denote an igneous origin. Their height con-

trasts singularly with the low elevation of the land of New Guinea near them.

They are covered with wood, and the main land, very low near the sea, is]

mountainous within.

At 42 miles West of Bertrand Island, the Mesternmost, is a group o^
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several islands, lying veiy near the coast, Samson, Faragnet, and Diukmune

Idaiuh. The two lirst are low, and covered with largo treos. DudemHine

Island only has a small h'll on its western end, of 100 or 200 feet in heigh',

which may Le di .tinguisbod at a considerable distance an-.ong the surrounrt-

ing low land.

At Ihib part the belt of low land which lines the coast seems to form a

large valley between two chains of very liigh mountains. This configuration

would load to tho presumption that a considerable river would flow throu^'h

this valley. Tho coast of New Guinea, beyond these, offers notliing agree-

able in ita ai^pect. At one part it rises iu atoep cliffs, and breakers seeming

to extend a mile ofT the shore. Far in the interior the summits of vnry high

mountains may be seen. At " leagues in the interior Mount Eyriix rai»*fl its

double peak above tho clouds. Tho Axh-uluhe was drifted within half a

league of the land, and fi-oni tlio calm was obliged to anchor before » /*mall

cove.

While lying near Mount Eyries, fifteen canoes, with outriggers, but in-

elegant, eacii carrying from three to oighi. natives, put off and surrounded

D'Urvilie's .ship. There was not tho slightest doubt of their hostile inten-

tions, and every one should, therefore, be guarded against their treachery,

when off this coast. From this part of the coast the imposing summit of

Mmmt Bougainville becomes visible in the West, raising its head a consider-

able height above the surrounding mountains,

Ilumloldt Ban, thus named by Captain D'Urville, lies to the West of this

mountain, it penetrates deeply into the coast, particidarly to the S.E., and

it was presumed that in it excellent anchorages might be found. Its opening

was about 4 miles in width.

On one side the Cyclops Mountains, and on the other Mount Bougainville,

stand like gigantic sentinels, pointing out the entrance to Humboldt Bay t^

the navigator at the distance of 20 leagues. Tho position of the entrance

was fi.ved as lat. 2" 23' S., long. MO" 44 E. To tho West of Mount Cyclops

the coast descends with a gentle slope to tho beach, and has some landing

spots, with points more or loss projecting.

Matterer Bag, which Mes 14 leagues westward of Humboldt Bay is rather

deeper than any preceding. To the West of this inlet a low point, covered

with trees. Point Brama, projects considerably to the N.W. ; and beyond tho

coast again recedes, forming Walckenaer Bay. In the rear of these is a high

motmtain (Mount BenoistJ, situated in the interior. At 60 miles to tb 3 West

is anothei lofty chain to which D' Urville gave the name of Gauttier Moun-

tains, after the great French hydrographer.

" In froiit of, and at 2 or 3 miles distance from, the low beach in front of

the Gauttier Kange, several small islands followed each other. The largest,

Merat Island, is not more than 3 or 4 miles in <;ircumference. At the dis-

tance wo passed theui, about 3 miles, they appeared to be ijovexed with
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clumps of cocoa-nut and other trees. At 20 miles further are the Arimnu

Islands. They are three small islets. When at 12 miles from them they

appeo.r?fl as a single island, moderately elevated and well wooded. Tho

chain uf the Qauttier Mountains here terminates on the coast. Further to

the West the land of New Guinea is very low, and can hardly bo distin-

guished at the distance of 4 or .') leagues. The great River Amhernoh or Re-

chmsen, debouches here, forming a large delta, and sending a large volume

of turbid water into the sea.

" I consider, then, that it is a positive fact that these waters proceed from

some considerable river, which discharges itself into the sea on this part of

the coast. Bougainville observed the same thing in this part, and from it

drew the same deduction. Precisely in this part of New Guinea the land

forms a low point, Point D'Urville, very far advanced into the sea, and

everything tends to the belief that it is formed by the outlet of a consi-

derable stream."

Point D'Urville is very low and projecting, probably islands ; according

to the observations made in the Astrolabehy M. Jacquinot, it is inlat. 1" 24'

South, long. 137° 47' E. Stephen Islands are placed in lat. 0° 20' S., long.

137° 56' E., a doubtful position.

GEELWINK BAY is the very extensive bay of which Point D'Urville

may be said to be the easternmost point. We shall not describe it here,

but shall terminate our notice of New Guinea with Port Dorei or Dory, or

the N.W. point of tho bay. Off its mouth are some very large islands,

Jobie Inland, Mysory or Schouten Island, and others. The last named is very

i mperfectly known.

Point Geelwink terminates this portion of tho coast, and here, perhaps, the

immense bay of tho same name may be said to commence. West of this is

the extensive island of Jobie, and between its West end aud Point Geelwink

is a smaller one, which nearly closes the passage, and was named by D'Ur-

ville, after one of his officers, Quoy Island.

Quay Island is 8 miles long, and moderately elevated, well wooded, and

pleasing in appearance. A channel of only 3 milos in breadth separates

it from Point Geelwink, formed by a moderately high hill. A channel of

the same breadth separates it from the West end of Jobie, which descends in

a very gentle slope to the sea.

The Traitor^s Islands lie to the North of Jobie, and off the East point of

Mysory, forming the North side of the Strait of Jobie. They are small

and low.

Jobie Island, which lies in the opening of Geelwink Bay, according to

M. D'Urville's chart, is about 90 miles in length, lying nearly East and

West. The Astrolabe only sailed along its northern side. The laud on this

coast is high, steep, and covered with woods, without any openings. Higli

mountains form the central ridge. This aspect is preserved in the most
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a single cove or creek fit to receive a large ship. The mountains of Jobie

decrease in altitude on uearing its western extreme, and its West cape

is separated from Bultig by a channel 6 miles in breadth.

Bultig or Hump Island is hilly, of an irregular form, and 10 or 12 miles

in length, but not more than 4 miles broad. Three rounded islets, called

the Three Sisters, lie near its East point, and before its West point are two

similar islets, named by D'Urville the Brotliers. Long Island is tolerably

large, and the land in general is but little elevated.

Port Dorei or Dory is situated immediately to the South of Cape Mamori,

which forms the westernmost and outer point of the entrance of the great

Bay of Geelwink.

The harbour is entered by a channel 3 miles in length, formed on one side

by the peninsula of Mamori, and on the other by the islands of Mana-Souari

and Masmapi, and two banks, which are awash. The harbour itself is not

more than half a mile deep, and 200 yards in breadth, with a regular depth

of 10 J fathoms, sand and shells. Notwithstanding the confined extent of

this basin, ships of any class may calculate on a safe anchorage, and shel-

tered from the winds and swell from the offing. But as it is surrounded by

deep forests, and at the bottom of the harbour there are many mud-banks,

often dry, a long stay here would doubtless be unhealthy for Europeans,

especially in the rainy season.

All the environs of the harbour, properly so called, are occupied by forests

in a state of nature, standing on a coralline soil, which rises with a very

gentle slope.

The inhabitants of Dorei are distributed in four villages on the borders of

the sea ; two are on the North side of the harbour, and the two others on the

Islands Mana-Souari and Masmapi. The total population of Dorei cannot

exceed 1,500 souls, all of whom recognise the sovereignty of the Sultan of

Tidore.

The result of the observations of M. Jacquinot has placed the observatory

at Dorei in lat 0° 51' 43" S., long. 133° 59' 52" E.

The following islands are but little known, and but vaguely placed on the

charts. The few particulars which are given are derived (unless otherwise

stated) from our "Oriental Navigator," 1809, pp. 634—641.

ST. DAVID ISLANDS, Pedan, Onata, or Freewill Islands.—This gi'oup,

about which there is some confusion in the old charts, was seen in the

Wanvick, East Indiaman, in February, 1861. They are represented as two

distinct islands, but it is probable that one of them is intended for the

Asia Islands. They are very low, are four in number, and with an islet or

ruck between the North and East islets. The smallest in extent seems to be
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, . ,. . A ^^ nf flifim are well covered with cocoa-nut trees, like

*'t'VSl a^ll. I
"
routH mile, long, and nearly eircnlar, ..d

mMl otl» «o.al at""^
,

"

j,^ (^^ ,t. North and South «de.,

ZZZtlt.ZC t : weUlnhaMted. Thooent^i. In ««

lat.O°57'N.,long. 134°21'E.

MSTEBET EEBF wa. passed by Captain Carteret in the Swallow, in

„e" nf^aSween tl reef and S...i., IM to «.e 8.W of * and

"^ itin the «/rf poaition, 2- 64- N., 134- ,2' E. I. .a ro.,ble .hat ,.

may be the same as the next.

HELEN REEF was discovered in the East India Company's M^ Eelen,

HELEN K*-^*
^ 8ay8:-It is a very dangerous shoal lying

;t W "T:^lZLl::Z , the East end appeared a dry sand, hut

oIfhrm!t part there were rocks a very little above water; no ground

with lOrflom of Uae 3i miles due South of a very conspicuous part of i .

rl^^Wrthink thaf the reef stretches a good way to the northwa^

asTsawfrom the masthead the appearance of breakers running from the

;rdto.he^.«^-^^-:-^
Thl'ratcirehr^f it is furnished byC^^^^^^

Cordelia Berian, who came to it in Oct., 185S, to recover the cargo of tea

The reef le «l>»™ ' ^
. „^„ j,, ,„„He^ end. Its interior

"
^^"mA he «1 sweU dashes ^i-h jreat fury. In sailing round tl,e

'^.I^IZ. through iUn.arg.„ or foul ground along it e.«p
reel no »'«»

j^j^^ ^^ gi^^u^^ ^ater extended half a

at jts
«-*^;;^^^^^^^^^^^ ,,,,e there appeared to be a narrow opening

" r tJfo 1 ro k with 2 or 3 fathoms ov.r it, was discovered lying

Cribrrmile^f::^ the wrecks the L.dy -.--^^^^^^ ^^-

three auart., s of a mile from the extreme western part o. the reef.

A no ani'^-rage was found along the reef, the water be.ng ocean deep

elote-to he Corlua Berian remained off it under sail from October 4th to

November nth, her boats bringing tea from the Lady Raglan. Lunng t^n

ITthe weather was generally unsettled, with heavy squalls from the

^.tw theutl. whi!h often placed the vessel in a critical poshion the

\\.N.W., men ,

Bometimes setting at the rate of 2 knots

wrecked.
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westward. The month of October was more favourable than November ;
in

the former the wind was steadier from the 80u*;h-we8tward, and fewer calms

;

in the latter, there were calms and baffling winds, and the squalls were

heavy and the current strong.

The tides ran strong over the reef, the flood to the eastward, the ebb to

the westward. The flood sometimes set with such force that the men could

not keep their footing in one foot of water. The boats were enabled at times

to get across the barrier at the SiS.E. part of the reef when the tide was

high, but great care had to be taken to avoid the sharp heads of coral, having

10 to 20 fathoms water close to them.

In light airs or in baflling winds a wide berth should be given to ITeleu

Reef, for the currents in its vicinity are variable and strong, and have occa-

sioned the loss of many vessels on it, and others have but narrowly escaped

being wrecked.

The N.N.E. extreme is in about 3° 0' N., long. 131° 62' E. ; the S.S.W.

extreme in about lat. 2° 46' N,, long. 131° 42' E.

As before stated, it may be identical with Carteret Eeef.

MABIEBE, or Warren Eastinga Island, was first seen by the East India

Company's ship Carnarvon, Captain Hutchinson, September, 1861. It is

about 2 miles long from North to South, and a mile wide. Like other

atolls, it is low and well covered with cocoa-nut trees, especially in the

northern part, but the middle and southern parts are higher. It is in-

habited by people resembling Malays, who are very poor, and can aff'ord

no refreshments.

Captain A. Mc Clellan passed it in July, 1855, and found a detached rock

off it although it had been supposed to be clear all round. A reef stretches

from both ends of Mariere Island over a mile, with a rock a good mile off,

its N.N.E. side showing in the hollow of the sea as a round black islet, about

the size of a whale. Horsburgh expressly states that there is no danger

near this island. He places this rock in lat. 4° 19' 30" N., and long.

132° 28' 30" E.*

ANNA, or Current Island, was seen by the Carnarvon, Warwick, and

Princess Angmta, the China fleet returning in 1761. It is a very smai.,

low island, not more than half a mile in diameter, covered with trees, and

surrounded by breakers, which run out from its South end for two miles.

Its position may be taken, approximatively as 4° 39' N., long. 132= 4' E. It

is very dangerous in the night, and is inhabited.

• ff^«m-u)A /»to«rf, a whaler report, in lat. 4" 21' N.. long. 136» 20' E., may bo derived

from an old chart, and refers to Mariere.

1**!!:-^^'= -^;,»
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SANSORAL, or St. Andreto Idandn, have been placed 1° too far East

on the charts. Captain Maury says that they are in lat. 5» 20' N., long.

132" 20' E.

They were discovered by PadUla, in 1710, are two in number, and said to

be connected and surrounded by a reef which is steep-to, and extends but a

short distance from either island. Eodo-hopuei, the southernmost and largest,

is from 1 to 2 miles 8.S.W. from Sansoral, the northernmost of the two.

They are smaU, low, flat, and thickly wooded ; and may be seen about 12

or 14 mUes ofif. There are about 200 inhabitants on the islan.Is, and these

occasionally visit the Palau in their caaoei.—{Reynolds.)

TOBI, Lord North, or Neciile Island, was seen by the ship Lord North, in

January, 1781, and was also seen in 1789 by the Raymond, and was called

Neville Island from a man os board. It is li mile long E.S.E. and

W.N.W., with a reef projecting from its East end, but is bold-to in other

directions. It is densely wooded, and has 200 inhabitants, who came ofl'

in their canoes, but they are bold, and not to be trusted. Lat. 3" 8' N., long.

131° 8' E.
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CHAPTER XTII.

ISLANDS BETWEEN LATS. 10= AND 20° N., INCLUDING THE
MAEIANA OB LADEONE ISLANDS.

CLIFPERTON ISLAND was discovered, in 1705, by a companion nf

Dampier's, Captain Clipperton, who separated from him on the coast of

South America, to go to the Indies, in which passage he fell in with this rock

or island. Its position, as given, was not very far from the truth, but its

existence was doubted until recently.

Captain Sir Edward Belcher is the first who made us acquainted with the

exact character of this rock. He made it May 8th, 1839, at the distance of

15 miles, at the dawn of day; and the sun's rays playing on its nearest face,

it had the appearance of a brig close hauled. " The name, Clipperton

Eock, certainly misled us, and had we made the point at night, with a fair

wind, would almost inevitably have severely damaged or destroyed both ves-

sels. I certainly should have steered to pass it to the northward, merely

assuming it to be a solitary rock."

Nothing in this name could lead a seaman to imagine a high rock, placed

on the southern edge of a coral lagoon island, 3 miles long North and South,

by the same East and West.

Its description should stand thus:—A very dangerous, low, lagoon island,

destitute of trees, with a high rock on its southern edge, which may be mis-

taken for a sail.

This rock can be seen 15 miles. In thick weather the low coral belt,

which appears like sand, will not be distinguished until close to it. The

breakers on the oastorn side do not afford sufficient warning for a vessel to

turn or change course. On the northern part of the belt the land is a little

raised, and appears to be clothed with something like grass.

There are two entrances, which at high water may be safe ; but at the

moment we passed, the surf was too heavy, and the reflux showed the rocks

bare. The high rock is situated in lat. 10" 17' N., lung. 109° 10' W., the

North Pacific. 3 E
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dangers from it northerly extending 2 miles easterly, ond the same north-

westerly. On the beach several larg3 trees were observed, and an object,

which was thought to be part of a vessel, near the western opening.

In the centre of the lagoon, as viewed from the mast-head, there is one

hole of blue water, and a se(«nd belt is connected with rock, attaclung it to

the East sido of tl.o iHland. This literally constitutes two islands formed by

its two openings ; both are on the weatlier side of the island.

No living trees were seen, but the whole island was covered with gannet,

boobies, frigate pelican, and several kinds of torn, which had also been no-

ticed in great numl.ors during the previous week, at least 500 miles to the

eastward. From this an .)asterly current may be inferred, as these birds

irfinerally keep in its stream or tail course.*

No bottom was obtained by the Sulphur with 100 fathoms of line, but the

Starllnn had soundings with less than 100 on the northern side.

Sharks, porpoises, and turtle, were observed together. The former an-

noyed us much by biting at our patent logs, for which one was taken

and made an example of. They were very large, and literally swarmed

In all probabiUty they were attracted by a shoal of file (halhtesj, and

other small fish, which had been feeding off our copper since quittmg the

Island of Cocos.

PASSION ISLAND or Rock.—The existence of this has been the subject

of much doubt, arising from the very contradictory statements as to its posi-

tion It is stated to have been discovered in the early part of the last cen-

tury, by Captain Dubocage, in La JDicouverte, of Havre, on a Good Friday,

and from this circumstance it takes its name. This account is alluded to by

Le Barbinaise, who made a voyage to the South Seas in 1714. The position

stated is lat.
4° N., long. 106° W., but on Espinosa's chart it is given as lat.

1G° 54' N long. 109° W. This great incongruity, however, is in some

measure sei at rest by the foUowing, by Lieutenant Woolridge, R.N. com-

manding H.M.S. -Spy'.—
, „r^TTTT !-• 1.

.'On December 2nd, 1847, observed an island bearing W.N.W., which,

thouKh (as laid down) would have been 60' distant, we could only beUeve to

be the Passion Bock. As we passed less than 30' to the West of it in July

last, and did not see it, and now passed 60' to the East of it, it is possible it

may be laid down 30' too far to the West.

« Latitude and longitude, from bearings and supposed distance, 17 11 JN.,

106° 21 W It appeared from aloft high, and peaked in several places."

. It does not follow, therefnre, as a matter of course, as noticed by Bomo writers, that

the appearance of birds denotes land to windward; they are more likely guided by the

tid*.
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REVILLA-OIGEDO ISLANDS.

This is a small group to the southward of the Ciilifornian peninsula, that

was discovered in one of the early Spanish voyages. Fernando do Orijalva,

in 1623, named the principal island Santo Tomns, now called Socorro. The

name of the group is derived from Cnptuiu Colnott, in 17<.)3, who gave the

name of the Spanish Mexican Viceroy to them, in gratitude for the kindiioss

he had received from him during his captivity.—(Colnett, p. 1 10).

It was intended by the Spaniards to form an establishment on thorn, but

their natural character prevented this.

SOCORRO or Santo Tmmi> is about 8 leagues in length N.W. and S.E..

ond about 3 leagues in its greatest breadth. It may be said to consist of one

mountain (about 2,000 feet high), which may bo seen at the distance of 20

leagues, and falls in gradual descent at all points on the South side. It is

in a great measure covered with brushwood, intermixed with low prickly

pear trees (cacti), and occasionally shaded with other trees of a larger

growth. Some few spots of the soil are black and barren, as if fire had

lately issued near it ; and the top of the high land at a distance has the

appearance of there having been formerly a volcano. The surface is of a

whitish colour, like that of the pumice stone, which was found on the shore.

Neither fire nor smoke were, however, seen to issue from the island.

The vegetables found by Cohiett's people were considered as wholesome ;

tliey were beans, and the molie tree, whose leaves make a pleasant and

aromatic decoction. The prickly pear, an exceUent antiscorbutic, grew in

great abundance. Numerous land-birds, and plenty of sea-fowl, also afforded

food. Fish is very abundant, but difficult to take, on account of the nume-

rous sharks. Water is, however, not to be found, though there are many

indications that some must exist, but they have not been discovered.

Captain Colnett considered the safest anchorage, from June to December,

to be between the South and S.W. points {Cornwallis Bay), opposite to two

white coral beaches, which are the first two in succession from the South

point of the island toward the West. It is remarkable from the pinnacle

rocks, which Ue close off the West point of the bay. This bay is preferable

in the bad season, as the wind seldom blows more than two points to the

southward of East. In the good season, however, that is, from the latter

end of December till the beginning of June, the S.E. (or Braithwaite Bay),

is to be preferred ; the anchorage here is better and nearer to the cove, and

is the only good landing-place. It is readily known, being a stony beach

at the first inlet in the shore to the eastward of the South point. All

other parts of the coast on the South side of the island are iron-bound,

which makes it difficult, if not impossible, to land, except in very fine

weather.
3 E -2
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Socorro lias boon covvoctly placed on the f liarta by Captain Sir Edwar.1

IW-khor. 1I« found its hititudo corrott ; but, that it was 52 miles En»i of its

|)ni[ier imsitiou liy former obnervers.

" It is lofty, making in severul peaks, the highest probably 2,000 ft. above

the 8Pa. The eastern coast is very dreary and forbidding.

" liraithvalh'H Han (wbi'^b was supposed to be that so named previously)

has rocky landing, the shores of lava couU';, and nothing like a beach.

Neither wood nor water visible, although, from the constant clouds which

hang over the higli peaks, there must be a supply in some other point.

Lieut. Wood examine<l the western bay, which is 8paci.ms. Goats were ob-

served, but no indications of wo.)d or water visible, though, from the pre-

sence of animals, it is prol)able that they find water.

" It is difli(!ult to penetrate into the interior, even for a few hundred feet,

owing to the abundance of the cadm opuntia (prickly pear), which make

those who attempt it suffer for their curiosity. One of the crew of the

Sulphttr made himself ill from eating a large bean, whicli grow abundantly

;

but it might have been from indulging too freely, because some were cooked

and eaten ^nthout injury." Two of Coluott's people wore affected in the

same way.
^

The landing-place in Braithwaite Bay is in lat. 18° 43' 14" N., long. 110

54' 15" W.

St. Benedioto Iriand is the same which was called Nubktda (cloudy) by

Villalobos, in 1542. Colnett caUs it San Berto. It lies to the N.N.E. of

Socorro, 30 mUes distant. It is about 6 miles in length N.E. and S.W.,

and 2 or 3 in breadth, with a few rocks just appearing above water off

different parts of it. Its surface is uneven, and its appearance romantic, but

barren, with Uttle or no vegetation. At the distance of 9 or 10 miles it

oppears Uke two islands. On the West side is a small bay, bi 't was not

examined. Its North end is in lat. 19° 22' 40", long. 110° 44' W., according

to Colnett's chart.

Booa Partida lies 48 miles E.N.E. of Socorro. It is a dangerous barren

rock, lying N.N.W. and S.S.E. by compass, 50 or 60 fathoms long, and 25

or 30 fathoms broad. Both ends are 15 or 20 fathoms in height. The

N.W. end is forked ; the 8.E. end is Uke a ragged haycock. The two bights

are separated by a ragged saddle, that rises 20 or 30 feet nearly perpendi-

cularly from the sea. There is a depth of 35 fathoms at a boat's length off

all round ; at half a mile distance, 60 fathoms ; and then no bottom with

100 fathoms. It shows itself on every bearing, at all distances, like a sail

under a jury mast. There is a great quantity of fish, but the sharks prevent

them being taken. The only inhabitants of the rock are men-of-war hawks,

as at St. Benedicto. Lat. 19° 4' 30", long, (corrected) 112° 4' 0" W.

Santa Rosa or Clarion Island.—We have no early account of this island,

and its existence was doubted imtil it was seen in 1815, by Lieut. Ponafidin,
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of the Russian Company's ship Souvoroff, who cnUulatod itH poHitlon an lat.

18" 28' N., long. 115^ 6' W. Captain Fitzgerald, of the Alert, hiiw if. in his

piisHago from Cullao to San Bias, and plai-ed it in lut. 18^ 21', long. 1 T .'iV

West. Sir Mward Bolchor phuos Sulphur Jiay on its South side, in lat. IS"

20' 36", long. 114" 40' 19". Captain Fit/gorald doscribos it us boing high in

the West part (1,500 foot according to Sir E. BcKihor), and about (» miles

long in an East and West direction. When it boars to the N.E. it shows iu

throe summits, which give it the appoaranco of a group of islos. Tim South

side is clear and stcep-to, and the sea beats strongly against it, except iu ono

part, towards the middle, whore the shore is sandy, and on which the captain

landed with some dilficulty. At loss than a mile oil' this part the dopth is

11 fathoms.

It has also been seen by an American (Captain Clark, of the ship Pearl),

who has modestly bestowed the name of Clarion on it. It is also callod

Cloud Island on some charts, but this is evidently the name of Nublada Island

to the eastward. It is also probably the same as Bed Inland, and Freshwater

Inland, placed near to Cloud Island.*

Sir E. Belcher speaks thus of it :—Clarion Island diffei-s slightly in its

features from Socorro, excepting that a whitish colmired fresh-water lake

was found at the beach, and birds wore more numerous, viz., the gannct,

frigate pelican, several varieties of boobies, of tern, ducks, and doves. The

plants were more luxuriant, the cactus jtarticidarly so, but not so uncourteous

as at Socorro—it did not entirely stop the way. No streams wore noticed.

Fish were very numerous, and took the bait freely, but they broke the

hooks. Turtle were plentiful ; two were captured.

Sir Edward Belcher was not fortu-xate enough to find wood or whole-

some water in any way to justify a vessel seeking for those necessaries at

those islands. Possibly distress might be relieved, but nothing beyond.

He sought for the several islands reported in the Socorro and Clarion groups,

and passed over the position of Best's Island, which, if it existed within 10

miles, might have been seen ; he soon after sighted Clarion Island, not far

out of its position as given. Birds, principally gannet, together with broad

patches of weed, at times plentiful,f

EooA Coral, Roca Pardero, .Yew Island, Misipi Island, New lialdayo Island,

* The positions assigned to most of these isliinds was also cxaminQd by Lieut Catcsby

Ap R. Jones, U.8.N., and no indication of land discovered. Lieut. Jones was of opinion

that all of them wore erroneous positions of Santa Kosa IsLind, which, from all these

positions was in sight.

t CorFEB Island, a lonely spot, if it exists, requires Torification, although it has been

several times ropoi-tcd. It has been placed, from whaler report, in lat. 20° 26' N., long.

130° 54'. It is also shown as Conpers Island, lat. 20° 6' N., long. i."l° 51' W., and probably

aa Ca^jper'!) IhuwJ, in the same latitude and in similar Jiuil longitude.

l^^g;ĵ ^l^A,t.ffg^!^f%f^.ltJL^il4^,,,mi^
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SMYTH ISLANDS. i-'Jl

the flagstaflf on the larger island; in running for it the flagstaff should be

brought to bear N. by W. i W., though there is nothing to prevent its being

brought on any bearing between North and N.W.

The sea all round the islets is alive with fish of a superior quality ; and

birds are extremely numerous.*

SMYTH ISLANDS (or Gaspar Rico), a small group, are the subject of

some doubt as to their r>r;ginal discovery. Oa the early Spanish charts, an

island, Gmpar Rico, is placed be',ween lat 15" and 16" N., and long. 170" E.

In 1625, the Dutch fleet, called the Nassau fleet, passed near to a low island,

which they believed to be Gaspar Eico. In 1796, Don F. Quintano, in the

Spanish ship Maria, discovered a group of five small islands, connected by

rocky banks, which ho believed to be San Bartolomeo, discovered by Salazar,

in 1536.

Whether these several discoveries refer to the same or difl'erent spots is not

as yet determined ; but on Dec. 22, 1807, H.M.S. Cornumllia passed to the

northward of a group of islets and rocks extending 17 miles from N.N.W.

to S.S.E., the centre of which was in lat. 14° 30' 30
" N., long. 168" 42' 15

" E.,

from the observations of Lieut. William Henry Smyth, a name afterwards

deservedly celebrated as the surveyor of the Mediterranean, &c. The largest

of the islands received the name of Syhilla ; the southernmost Petrel ; the

others FruitfM, Danger, and Rabhit Islands. The northernmost part of the

rocky reef was named the Roehg of Scylla.

Captain Kotzebue siw these islands March 17, 1817, and sailed along

» The following are doubtjul announcements which have been made of discoveries in thin

vicinity :—

mUon Island, lat. 19" 15' N., long. leB" 40' W.

Eaystroua Island, lat. 19° 6' N., long. 163° 33' W., and an Maud a degree further Jf^esl.

Mallom's or Malcone's Island, lat. 19° 24' N., long. 163^ 18' W.

An Island, lat. 16° 30' N., long. 163' 50' W.

A shoal, from whaler's report, in lat. 18° 2C' N., long. 173° 24' W., and another shoal on

the same parallel, and in long. 170° 30'.

Jane Island, lat. 16° 10' N., long. 173° 16' W., does not exist,

The ships of the United States' Exploring Expedition passed over and near to the posi-

tions of many of these islands and shoals in clear weather, and for many hundred miles on

their parallel, without seeing anything.

The following are also unknown :

—

A shoal, from whaler's report, 13° 30' N., 170° 30' W., and island 13° 4' N. 168' 20' W.

;

another island, in 13° 0' N., 165° 40' W. ; an island in 111° N., 163° 65 W., was not seen ly

the Josephine, Capt. Stone.

Gaspar Island, 15° 0' N., 179° 20' E., was passed o\iir by the U.S. E.tploring Expedition.

The same with San Icdro Island, in 11° 17' N., 170" 0' W.
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their West side. His ilescriptiou entirely accords with that given by Lieut.

Smyth and Captain Quintano. His determination of their position is, for

the centre, lat. 14° 42' N., long. 169" 3' 30" ; but he concedes the difference,

21', between his own calculation and that of Lieutenant Smyth, to the latter

authority. They were also seen by the American brig Bolivar, Feb. 9th,

1 833, and then named Farnham Island.

Lieut. Brooke, of the U.S. schoouer Fenmore Cooper, examined the western

side in 1859 ; heavy weather prevented a thorough survey of the reef. The

side consists of a coral wall, with some clumps of rock ecattertd hero and

there. At the northern extremity there are some clumps of rocks partly .

above water and partly awash, and to the southward a couple of sand-banka

a few feet above the water, apparently separated from the northern rocks

by a channel, the whole encircled by breakers which do not run out very

far, and have a boat entrance into the lagoon. The group extends about 9

miles N.N.W. and S.S.E. ; the eastern extent wa9 not ascertained. The

reef to the westward is very low and very bold,—nearly steep-to ;
at the

distance of a mile from the breakers, bottom was just reached at 1,000

fathoms. There appear to be some detached breakers about a mile north-

westward of the N.W. extremity. Lieut. Brooke made the position of tho

main clump of rocks at th- N.W. extremity in lat. 14^^ 41' N., long. 168°

56i' E.

WAKES ISLANB was discovered by tho Prince William Henry in 1796,

and its position, &c., fixed by the U.S. Exploring Expedition in 1840. It

was seen by Captain Ed. Gardner in the whale ship Bellona in 1823. He

describes it as being 20 to 25 miles long, with a reef extending 2 miles from

the East end, with detached rocks to the West. It was well covered with

trees. Captain Sproule saw it in 1858 in the bark Maria.

This danger is described by Lieut. Wakes as a low island of triangular

form, 8 foet above the surface of the sea, covered by shrubs, with a small

reef around it. It has a large lagoon in the centre, filled with a variety of

fish, among which are some fine mullet. No fresh water, no palm nor cocoa-

nut trees. From appearances, the island is at times submerged, or the sea

makes a breach over it. Low water at 1'' on the moon's last quarter. The

reef around is very small. Lat. 19° 10' 54" N., long. 106" 31' 30".

The description of Captain Sproule agrees well with this ; so that there is

no doubt his island is identical with that surveyed by Lieutenant Wilkes.

Captain Sproule passed this locality repeatedly above and below tho parallel

of Wake Island, and gives evidence that all those islands and reefs marked

on the charts, under the names of Wake, Halcyon; and Helsion Islands, are

one and the same. Captain Brown, of the missionary ship Morning Star,

also searched for Halcyon island without finding it.

It is thus very probable that Halcyon hland, said by Kotzebue to hav«

"WMSlio
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been discovered by an American captain, is tho same as Wakes Island,

because Captain Wilkes passed by its assigned position witliout seeing it.

Krusenstem calls Wakes Island by the name of Halcyon, on this suppo-

sition.*

MARIANA OR LADRONE ISLANDS.

The archipelago of the Marianas or Ladrones is composed of a chain of

volcanic islands, which extend in a North anil South direction for a space of

140 leagues. Magalhaon.s, tho first circumnavigator, discovered them ou

March 6th, 1521, but he only saw Tinian, Saypan, and Aguigan. His com-

panions in tho voyage named them the " Islands of the lattoen sails " {him

de las velas latinas), on account of the triangular form of tho sails carried by

their prahus. The Spaniards named them also Ladrones, from tho great

propensity to thieving evinced by tho natives, although Father Gobien, who

wrote a history of tho archipelago, states that thoy hold this vice in detesta-

tion. Antonio Galvaom mentions them under the names of Los Jardines and

Loi Prazeras, or Pleasant Islands.

It was in 1GG8 that thoy received the name of Mauiaxas, in honour of tho

widow of tho King of Spain, Philip IV., Maria Anna of Austria. This

name has been continued to the present day, and has nearly absorbed all

others given previously. In 1564 or 1565, Andreas Miguel Lopez Lcgaspi

came hither, and proclaimed them to be the possession of tho crown of Spain,

bat he stayed here but a very short time.

The advantage which these islands afforded to the Spaniards, by their situa-

tion on the grand track from Acapulco to Manila, and tho facility in pro-

curing fresh provisions and water here, soon induced them to take actual

possession of them. Under the pretext of converting the natives to tho

Christian religion, they founded, in 1668, in the Island of Guahan, a mission

under the direction of Padre de Sanvitores, which soon extended its influence

over the other inhabited islands. The mutual good understanding, however,

• An island in 19° 31' N. and 160^ 3*5' E., ;is aimounccd in the Alia, Ciililbrniii, another

island from whaler roport on the same parallel, being 2" further East, and also a hank in 20°

0' N., 167° 40' E., must refer to Wake Island.

Besides these the following doubtful islands may bo enumerated:

—

San Bartolomco Island; Manuel liodrir/ue: Hccf.—An island was discovered, in 153G, by

Torito Alonzo de Salazar, called S. Bartolomeo, which is placed on Admiral Espinosa's

chart in lut. 15° 10' N., long 103° 13' E., without stating upon what authority. It was not

found on a search of 100 leagues on the parallel assigned to it by Capt. Merlot of tho

French marine, in November, 18.51. In tho memoir of Admiral Espino-^a, tho Jlanuel

Rodriguez Reef is placed in lat. 11" 0' N., loug. 141" 17' W. ; but these indications are so

vague that no dependence can be placed on their accuracy. It is suflicicnl here to mention

thorn.

lie
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did not last long between the missionariGS and the natives, v.ho after some

months had elapsed began to revolt against them. They attacked the fort,

and killed several of the Spaniards, but European discipline and fire-arms

prevailed, and they were obliged to yield. The war of extermination and

the emigration to other islands so destroyed the population, that when

Dampier came hither in 1686, that is, eighteen years after the arrival of

Padre de Sanvitores, there were not more than 100 natives on the island.

Dampier says that the number had been 400, but the Spanish authors mag-

nify them into 40,000 and upwards, a great exaggeration. It was not until

1695 that all resistance was quelled, which proves that up to thi
,
date the

natives had not abandoned the hope of recovering their independence
;
but

an epidemic finished the work of destruction, and when Anson visited the

island of Tinian, in 1742, he found it entirely deserted. This island, which

once had a population of 30,000 men, was now only inhabited by wild hogs

and cattle.

The reports of Sanvitores, also, confirm the estimates of the population.

He says, among other things, that during the first year of his labours he

baptized 13,000 people, and converted 20,000 ; but this must be overrated.

The population of Guahan, according to Malespina, amounted to 4,000

people, but he does not say how many of these were of the primitive race.

According to Kotzebue, there were but a single couple in 1817, at the death

of whom the indigenes would become extinct. This is a sad but true picture

of the mode in which the Spaniards facijud the natives. The last-named

author also tells us that the Americans, who trade in peltry between the

N W coast of America and China, had formed an establishment on the

islands of Saypan and Origan. For this purpo^je they had brought some

%milie8 of Sandwich islanders to cultivate the land and raise live stock
;
but

Is soon as the Spaniards heard of this, they sent thither a detachment of

soldiery to the infant colony, who destroyed the plantations, and carried

with them the Sandwich islanders as prisoners. M. Chamisso, the naturalist

in Kotzebue'8 expedition, has given a detailed account of this enterprise,

undertaken in 1810, by Captain Brown, of the American ship Derhy.

The most complete nautical account and chart of the archipelago was that

drawn up by M. de Freycinet, who surveyed a portion of the southern part

of the group in the French corvettes Z' Urmie and La Physicienne, in 1819.*

• The accounts of the progress of discovery in this group will be found in E,,reia,

decad 3 1 7, ot seq. ; ArgcmU, Conquista de las Molucas, Ub. i.
;
GonzaU» de Onedo,

Hist de'las Indias; Go,mra, Hist. Gen. de las Indias ; Ultimo Viage al Estrecho de Ma-

,alhaens,p.206, &c.; Anson's Voyage Round the World, by Richard Walter, book iii.,

Chan 2- Byron's Voyage, in Hawkesworth's Collection, vo.. .. p. 116, et seq.; Walhss

VoLo' ibid. vol. i. p. 279. et seq. ; Portlock's Voyage, p. 317 ;
Gilbert's Voyage of the CT«.-

loUe \m pp. 60-7 i
Voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay, 1789, p. 256 Olstrva-

i
-
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The most recent account of this remote (and uselnss) Spanish colony, is

that given by Commander Dov. Eugenio Sanchez y Zayas, of the visit of the

Spanish corvette Narvaez, in Dec. 1864 and Jan. 1865. Tliis was published
in the Anudrio de la Direccion Ilidrografia, a translation of which was pub-
lished by the French Depot de la Marine in 1865-6. To this account we are

indebted for many of the subsequent particulars, which are incorporated

with the remarks by Freycinet.

There has been much confusion in the names of the northern islets, and
this has been increased by the addition to the chart of an island which does
not exist. These discrepancies have been rectified by Commander Sanchez

y Zayas, as hereafter explained.

From the statistics gathered by Comm. Sanchez y Zayas there were 4,060
inhabitants in 1800, which number increased to 5,406 in 1818 ; to 8,609 in

1849, and to 9,500 in 1856. But in the last-named year the small-pox broke
out in the archipelago, and in the course of that year carried off half the
people, reducing the numbers to 4,556 souls.

In 1865 the population was reckoned as 5,610. of which 4,824 were on
Guajan, 335 on Rota, 18 on Tinian, and 435 on Saypan; the other islands

being iminhabited.

The indigenous race called Ckamorros very mi'ch resemble the Tagals and
Visayos of the Pi lippines, but are perhaps more indolent,—a fault com-
pensated for by g(. d qualities, of which sobriety and unselfishness may
claim notice. The black residents on Saypan are derived from the Carolines,

and are naturally active and industrious.

The primitive inhabitants of the archipelago have left some memorials of

their talent behind them, like those of the monuments on Easter Island, at

the opposite extreme of the Pacific Islands. In Tinian these structures are

remarkable. They are described in Lord Anson's Voyage, where a view is

given of one, and are mentioned by other and later visitors. Lieutenant

Mortimer says they consisted, in the state he saw them, of two ranges of

columns, either of stone or composition, and of a pyramidal iorm, 5 feet 4

inches broad at the base, and 14 feet high, having large semi-globes, 5 feet

10 inches in diameter, placed on the tops, with their flat surfaces upwards.
These singular structures, which are not all exactly alike, are supposed by
Freycinet to be the supports of a wooden ceiling to which the roofs of the

tions, &c., on a Voyage to Teneriffe, Tinian, &c., in thj brig Mercury, commanded by C. II.

Cox, by Lieut. George Mortimer, 1791, p. 64, ot seq. ; Voyage de L'Astrolabe et Zelee, tomo
V. pp. 202—336 : Freycinet's Voyage, Paris, 1826 ; Navigation et Hydrog., chap. xi. pp.
190—221 ; and the Voyage of the Spanish corvette Narvaez, by her commander D. E.
Sanchez y Zayas, Anuario de la Direccion de Hidrografia, iii. 1865, and a trannlation of
the same by Lieutenant Mac-Dcrmott of the French Navy, in tho Annalcs Ilydrogra-

jihiquts, 1866-7.

; *
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principal houses were affixed. But this opinion is not participated in by

other authors, and a further examination points to the inference that they

are sepulchral monuments of the former inhabitants. There are numm-ous

Birailar remains on the other islands, especially at Asan, near Agana in

Guahan ; but here they are smaller and con?r.i uctod of stone.

CiiMATE.-It rains very heavily at the Marianas, and it may bo airnmed

that there are no dry and rainy seasons-it rains in torrents every day.

The enormous evaporation of the I'acilio is condensed in passmg over the

islands, so that with winds from every quarter rain is abundant at all hours

of the day or night. The Nanaez was here in December and January, the

period of the so-called dry season, but rain was abundant every day, and

the natives wore surp. id at the weather being considered as wot.

The temperature is mild, and much cooler than at the Philippines, but tne

inhabitants declared that the heat in August and September Mas almost

BuiTocating. This must arise from the interruption of the N.E. trade wmd,

which blows throughout the year with the exception of those two months,

during which the effects of the S.W. monsoon apparently reaches to the

Marianas. At this time there is generally a dead culm, for the monsoon

itself has not sufficient force to reach the archipelago. It is therefore the

season of intense heat, rain, and storms, and frequently of terrible hur-

ricanos.
, v.* *

Admiral Krusenstern makes the following observations on this subject :-

The Marianas lie in the region of the North tropic, and consetiuently m

that of the N.E. trade-winds. But this is not the prevalent wind. The

N E and S.W. monsoons, which aro met with in the China Sea, on the eoasts

of China, and near the Philippine Islands, extend as far as the Marianas,

and sometimes even beyond them ; so that the limits between the monsoons

and the trade winds must be found somewhere near this archipelago, as is

explained in a subsequent page, in treating of the winds and currents.

The currents generally following the direction of the winds, it is probable

that it is also the case near the Marianas. But Captain Oolownin met with

a rapid current bearing to the N.E., although the wind blew from that

quarter ; and a Spanish officer affirms that a similar current generally flows

in this part ; but this phenomenon may proceed from some local cause, and

is but an exception, and does not affect the general rule.

Between the islands of Tinian and Aguijan a violent current was remarked

in the Centurion, the direction of which was alternately S.S.E. and N.N.W.

This would prove the existence of regular tides. The flood, which bore to

the N.N.W., was more rapid than the ebb, and lasted longer. Pasco-Thomas

also remarked, that during the syzygies the flood was 2 feet less than at the

quadratures, which is contrary to what usually occurs. The greatest riso

of water was 8 feet ; with S.W. winds the flood ro"« higher than with other

winds.

MtjttlUiHIIIH"""
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Ohm-alinm on tlir Wimh, hj M. ih- rminnrt.—Wo romarkod tliat in April
and Muy tlio wiTid at the Island of Oualuin ahnost nlwnys blow frenJiIy from
E.N.E. to E.S.E. It sprung up at break of day, bocamo very fresh towards
S or 10 o'clock, a.m., and was calm during tlio niglit. The sky was most
generally (iloar

; aomotimos it was overcast with tliick ch)uds, which, driven
with groat rapidity, gnvo place to showers and strong gusts.

When tho liorizon was ovorcnst to the S.W., tho N.W,, nnd "West, witli

a Idack mass, not liigh, tho sea began to broak on the iimor l)ank8 at ilio

Luis Harbour. It also occurred tliat, notwiflistanding the conti?iuance of
tho easterly winds, tlio S.W. and westerly swell render tho narrow passages
between thcso roofs impracticable. During our stay, storms, accompanied
by rain, wovo very freqtiont, but of short duration. Thunder was never
heard.

Tho monsoons are felt at tho Marianna ; that from tho West takes place
from the middle of June to tho middle of October. Tho wind, however, does
not blow violently but for throe months of the year. Hurricanes are rare,

but are not unknown; nor are earthquakes, which, on the contrary, are
tolerably frequent. Of the first-mentioned scourges, there had not been one
for seven years prior to our visit.

According to Don Lu-s de Torres, tho months of July to November are
the season of bad weather, storms, thunder, and rain ; and in December,
January, and February, the weather is variable ; March, April, May, and
Juno, are the finest; the breeze then comes from East and N.E. The
months when the winds blow strongest are August, September, October, and
November

;
they blow at these periods from N.W. to 8.W. by W., some-

times from South and S.E., but in general rather between North and West
than from North itself.

GUAM,* Guajan, or Qnahan, is the southernmost and principal of the
Marianas, inasmuch as it is tho seat of government, and is also the largest

of them. Besides this, it is the only one inhabited to any extent. It is 27
miles in length, in a N.E. i N. and S.W. i 8. direction, and of irregular

breadth, 10 miles where widest, and in some parts not more than 3 miles
broad. It is bordered throughout the greater part of its circuit with a chain
of reefs, which are uncovered at times. Excellent old Dampier thus do-
scribes the island :—" At a distance it appears flat and uneven, but coming
near it, you will find it stands shelving, and the East side, which is much
the highest, is fenced with steep rocks, that oppose the violence of the sea,

which continually rages against it, being driven by the constant trade-wind

• Guam is spelt in the Atlas Historiquo of Freycinet's Voyage, Gwam, tho w being
equivalent to the diphthong ou. Most of tho words usually spelt with this, the Italian « or
English 00, ai'o thus written in the excellent map in question.
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a„<l on that «ule there is no anchoring. The West side i. l^^^^
full of nmall sandy bays, divided with as many rorky points. Tho soil ot tiu

Id Ltlh, dry'a^d indifferently fruitful. The fruits are cluetty nee

pine-apples, water-melons, musk-melons, oranges and hmes. cocoa-nuts, and

a sort of fruit called by us bread-fruit.
^„„t c«.ovos

.. The cocoa-nut trees grow by the sea on the western side in great groves,

3 or 4 miles in lencth and 1 or 2 miles broad."

It trs surveyed by M. Duperrey, under the orders of Captain Freycint.

in 1819 He went round it in a boat; and in the Atla« attached to the

Voyago of V Vranie are some excellent and detailed plans.

PoUit Ajayan is the 8.E. extremity of Guam, m lat. 13 4 N., long

uX E To the West of it is Ajayan (Ahayan) Bay. singularly obstructed

bt reefs and thus cannot be used. The South end of Guam is an uninter-

rupted s^dy beach fronted by reefs, having two or three smal islands on

TcZLn,, formerly called I>an^ono, and near to it BaU ^ ;̂
e^^

off the S.W. point of Guam. It is a mile long, low ard barren, with some

trees among which is a ««,fe cocoa-nut tree, .hich gives its name. It is

rumuld by reefs, which, extending to the northward, fonn between it and

Z7L 8W. point of Guam the small harbour of mr,^o, fit only for

"T"e at this pari of Guam are much afflicted with leprosy and the

towns are fuU of lepers. The town of Merino is about H -1«
-f^ ^"^

ulata Bay, and contains only 22 houses and 146 W -^ ^^'^^^ °^
;

bitants. The church was built in 1779, but was burnt in 8o8 It was

thr ^ "ain in 1861. The only house that is habitable is that of the

nadr. e whole of this part of Guam should be cautiously approached.

TU .-.ta Rosa Shoal lies to the southward of Guam. Admiral Krusen-

Jr!; mentions it with some doubt as to its existence, ^«t of «iis here is no

ouestion Dampier saw it in 1686, on approaching the islaud. They

Sd overaro!ky shoal, on which there was but 4 fathoms water, and

abundance of fish swimming about the rocks." The Spanish galleon, too,

arril from Acapiilco while he lay at Guam ; but avoiding Damper's ships.

eX to the southward, a.d struck on this shoal, and was m great danger

of big lost there, for she struck off her rudder, and could not get clear

mZ three days' hard labour. It must be at a considerable distance off.

or after some hours' sail they sighted Guam, 8 leagues distant. On Can-

; chart it is made 20 leagues in extent. E.N.E^and W-S.W.. and about

half as broad. On Mr. Dalrymple's chart, a bank, discovered in 1740 by

GtlvZ' made to be 10 miles to the S.W. of Guam, in lat. 13°
;
but this

b^ no since been found; an American vessel, among others, passed over

th'X in 1804, without finding bottom. This may be the same as that

ruld by Dampier, but -y^-^^y:-:\:'::^t:f^T'
'^

Cantova. Its position may be about lat. 12° 30 N., lonj
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UMATA BAY. 7!>',»

Umata Bay is 4 miles Nortli of Cocos iHland at the S.W. end of Guam.
It is about 2,000 feet deep in an E.N.E. direction ; its two extreme points

are 1,700 foot apart. The South coast is mountainous from Cape Chalan

Aniti to tJio bottom of the bay, whore the Riier Vmala or Saluiipa outers.

It is the usual watoring-plaeo. The Nortli coast is low, and the town stands

here. The church, built at the foot of the mountain, fronts the eastern part

of the bay ; a small rivulot, the Sabo River, flows between the church and
the governor's house. Behind the town the hills rise in an amphitheatre,

and are neither high nor remarkable. On the South side of the bay, on tho

contrary, the Inago Mount, opjjosito the governor's house, is remarkable ; and
further West is another of 120 or l.'JO foot high, on tlio summit of wliich is

the fort of N. 8. de la Soledad. Between these two hills a rivulet of excel-

lent water flows, called the Chioreto.

Point Tougouene really forms the South extremity of Umata Bay. It is low,

pointed, and guarded by a chain of reefs, which approaches Cape Chalau

Aniti within a cable's length. To tho North of the bay is an isolated and
picturesque rock, on which Fort Sant. Angel is built. It is approached by
steps cut in the rock. About 100 fathoms from it, to tho North, is another,

Fort San Jose. A ruined battery at the bottom of the bay opposite the

church is called N. S. del Carmen. Forts San Jose and N. S. do la Soledad

are plainly discernible by their whiteness. Umata Bay is perfectly shel-

tered from North and South round by East ; but in the season of westerly

winds, or from June to September, it is imprudent, or perhaps impossible, to

remain here, on account of the heavy sea sent in.

The anchorage is with Fort Sant. Angel bearing N.N.E. i E. and Fort

N. S. de Soledad S. by E. i E. In the mouth of the bay is 7 fathoms. Good
water may be got from tho Chioreto rivulet.

Umata was destroyed by an earthquake on Feb. 25th, 1849, as shown by
stone inscriptions on the ruins of the governor's house and tho church ; and
when the Narvaet came here in 1864-5 it was found to be a wretched place,

with about u dozen Indian huts. Although the fortifications still looked

imposing on paper, they have not a single gun.

The coast trends to N.W. J N. 3 miles from Umata Bay to Point Facpi,

in 13° 19' 50" N., long. 144° 37' E., forming several sinuosities in the space,

the deepest of which is Cetti Bag, as large as that of Umata. Point Facpi is

remarkable for being pointed, projecting, and terminating in an isolated

rock, joined to the shore by breakers, uncovered at low water. Thence to

Point Oroti, the West point of the peninsula of the same name, the coast

presents a bay of 6 miles opening and 2 miles deep, in which are several

coves and islets. The town of Agat is at the bottom of this bay. Lauding
is impracticable on the coast here, but the land appears to be very fertile

and pleasant.

Agat is now one of the most important places next to Agaiia. It con-
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tains nr, nntivo lumHos, a poor .Imrch, and u Btono house for tho radro. To

tlio S W of Airat, 2 miles distaut is Ahui>nH or Alutm;, Idand, at tho W.-st

oxtn-n,ilv of a rcof stretching two-third, of a mil. olf Mliauo... Iro,n

A,.t to Orot.'. Point th. distance is :.J
miles to N.W. Th.> S.W. face of tho

Oroto i.oninsula is formed ly a clilf, apparently stecp-to.

Port San Luis D'Apra.-Fron. Poi.t OrM. to tho North and near to

which point is a Hinnll island, the coast trends first E. by b then S.L. by h.

to tho village of Apra ;
thonoe it turns to tho E. and N.. fovmmg a argo

indentation nearly in tho shape of a V, tho opening of which is partjally

covered by a long and narrow island, a mass of coral, Cahrm or Ap.pa Island

and numerous reef«. The bay is very extensive and safe, but has a great

n.any banks, rocks, and islets. The North sido is still further contracted by

the continuation of Apra Island in tho form of a line of reefs, the Lumu^an

ne.A and the Calalan Reefs, which como within tho third o a mile of Oroto

Island, leaving a very deep channel, the usual entrance. The whole of the

northern peninsula is mudreporic, and cannot bo traversed, on account of

the prodigious number of rocks and precipices which cover it. At tho

isthmus connecting it is the village of Apra, with a rude land-S-pl'^<=°; ^"^

the centre of tho basin is a rock level with the water, on which he^..^ 0/

Sta. Cn. is built. It is in lat. 13^ 25' 45-3" N., long. 144° 39' 45" E. The

anchorage usually occupied by ships is to the North of this, and is a basm

Burrounded by coral patches of 2 or 3 ft. beneath the surface. The channels

loading to it are frequently nanw, the last before entering tho basin not

more than 120 yards wide. The banks are very stoep-to, and may be ap-

proached almost to touching. The depth in the anchoring ground is from

4 to 14 fathoms muddy bottom.
_

Tho distance botwoea Apapa Island and Capo Orot6 is 2J miles in a

WSW direction; but a coral bank, which extends off Apapa Island

towards the West, contracts tho passage to one-half tho width, which,

besides this, is made still more difficult by a shoal lying precisely in the

raiddle of tho passage. A vessel, richly freighted from Acapulco, had struck

on it a short time before the arrival of Captain Kotzobue. But as there is

a good passage on either side of this shoal, half a mile in breadth, this

entrance would be scarcely dangerous, if care be taken to mark its two ex-

tremities with buoys or flags. The depth in the passage to the N.E. of the

bank not being more than 5i fathoms, coral bottom. Captain Kotzebuo ad-

yises ships to pass by the channel S.W. of the bank, and t. keep as close as

possible on the Orot6 side, where the depth of water is sufficient for the

largest ships. After passing beyond the bank a basin is entered, where

anchorage may be taken if circumstances demand it, but as the water in it

8 of a very groat depth, and the bottom is bad, it would be better, if the

wind and tides allow, to keep on the course to the inner part of the harbour,

where you may anchor at the distance of a quarter of a mile off the small
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AOANA. HOI

island of Santa Cruz in 15 fathoms. At tho period of Kotzobuc'i^ visit, in

1817, there wan a battery of throe six-poundt^rs on this island.

From the entrance of the p'^rt to the Island of Santa Cruz tho distance is

2 miles; it would perhaps lo dangerous to attempt to beat in or out against

a contrary wind, as Kotzebue did ; it would be more prudent to wait for the

West wind, which springs up every morning at daybreak, and to tow

through the narrowest part of tho passage. A small river falls into the

harbour at J of a mile from Santa Cruz Island, and this is the water-

ing place ; but the boats ought to be sent at high water, because at other

times it would be difficult to reach the mouth of the river. The casks are

filled at low water, and you wait for high water to get off again.

The shores of the Bay of Aprii are now depopulated, and tho villages of

Apra at the head of the bay, cf Ajayan in the South part of the island,

Tarafofo on the East coast, and Ilio near to it, disappeared during the epi-

demic of 1859. There was only one medico in the wholo archipelago, and

the smaUpox ran its course, and in many cases left not a single survivor.

Where Apra stood there is not a hut left to show where it was.

Agatf before mentioned, is at present the place next in imporrnnce to

Agana ; it contains 36 native houses and a poor church. The village stands

at the commencement of the Oroto peninsula, at the head of an open bay 6

miles wide, between Oroto and Facpi Points. There are two or throe rocky

is?ets on the reef in front of the place, so that landing is difficult and water-

ing very inconvenient. Soumaye, on the West side of the beach at Apra

Haiboii , is the place chiefly resorted to by the vessels lying hero. It has

29 dacent houses, and the people are more obliging here than elsewhere. It

is due West of the Fort Sta. Cruz.

Leaving San Luis, the coast runs to the E.N.E., and then North, to Point

Acahi-Fanaki, a perpendicular rock, near to which lies the small island of

Gapan. The reefs from Apra Island reach to the latter. A mile and a half

from Point Acahi-Fanahi is Point Adeloup, better known to the inhabitants

as Ptintt del Diablo, on account of the extreme rapidity of the currents, which

make it very difficult to be doubled. A sandy beach commences imme-

diately after Point del Diablo, which trends to the East and North, forming

the Bay of Agana, in the middle of which is the small town of Agaiia, the

capital of the archipelago. Aloupan or Alutung Island forms the N.E. ex-

tremity of this bay ; it nearly touches Point Apurguan or Apuequan, and

makes apparently a secure anchorage, but it is too shallow except for small

boats.

AOAHA contains the principal part of the inhabitants of the Marianas.

It bears the lofty title of the City of S. Ignacio de Agana, but is a smp.'l town

of 3,500 inhabitants. The greater part of the houses are but poor Indian

cabins, thatched with cocoa-nut leaves, but there are a few stone hout'es for

the better classes. The chief buildings are the governor's house, the artil-

North Pacific. 3 E

I

Wia^
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lory magazine, the church, and the college. The last was founded in 1673,

the first establishment in the archipelago. The streets are wide, clean, and

regular. A small but clear stream traverses the city, and is crossed by two

stone bridges, and the appearance of the place, with its rich vegetation, is

pleasant. But the jopulation is lifeless and apathetic. A large portion of

the half-breed Indians are copper-coloured, with extremely light hair,—

a

feature which has arisen from the intercourse of the American and English

whalers. Prior to the opening of the Japanese ports they frequently came

here. Theii.' visits are now rare.

The town is built on the sea-shore, but in a most inconvenient position.

There is not eyen anchorage before it, for the coral bottom renders a stay

impossible, and to be off and on is attended with much hazard. This is the

only mode of calling here, unless, which is better, the vessel proceeds to San

Luis de Apra.* There is a good road between the two places, the only one

on the island, but the distance, a league, is too far to walk in this climate.

The coast from Apuequan Point to Point Tumun, is of steep rocks, and

all the detached points hence to the northward of the island are absolutely

alike. Two miles and a half to the N.E. of Point de los Amantes is Tumun

Bay. It appears to be filled with reefs, but there are several passages

through it, where boats can reach the shore, and land without difficulty.

Towards the East extremity of tho bay, near its middle, and to the South of

the village of Gnaton, a cross has been erected to the memory of Padre San-

vitores, tho martyr of the Marianas, who was killed on this point by a native

chief, while he was baptizing a child.

From Point de los Amantes to Point Nigo the coast trends N.N.E. ; it is

barren and uninhabited. Above this latter point is the exposed anchorage

of Falcone.

Point Ritidian is the N.W. point of Guam ; it is in lat. 12° 38' 54", long.

144" 61' 58" E. A short distance inland tho perpendicular hills form,

scarcely without interruption, the circuit of the island on the East side.

The coral reefs trend to tho S.E. to Point Tagua, forming the shore. To tho

East of this the land trends East a mile to Point Patay, the N.E. point of

the island.

The eastern coast of the island, as far as Tarafofo Harbour, offers no

shelter to the navigator. It therefore ought to be avoided during the

eastern monsoon. The only openings are Pago Ilarhour, in lat. 24° 30', ac-

cessible only for boats, and lUc Bay, 2 miles to the southward, and equally

unimportant.

• An instance of the dangerous nature of Agana Bay was afforded by tho wreck of the

British ship InvincihU', Jan. /i, ISoG. She came in wiUiout a jtilot, and insisted on leaving

n( xt day. With some assibtiinco slie got out, but was immediately dashed to pieces on the

rocks to West of the entrance ; tho crew were saved with difficulty.

L
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ROTA ISLAND. 803

Port Tarafofo is formed of two small, deep bays, the first of which, Tarn-
fofo, is open to the East, in which direction it is half n milo long, and 300
yards wide. The other is smaller, and is called Pairpouc Core. The Tarafofo
River, the most considerable in Guam, enters the head of the bay. Madre-
poric hills, very steep, descend on both sides of the harbour to tho water.
That of Mahilouc, on the North sid. , is celebrated in the history of tlie

country. Tarafofo is tho only harbour, next to San Luis, which will roceivo
vessels at all seasons of the year. There are no rocks in it, nor is there any
danger. A point at the head of the bay, on the South end of tho sandy
beach, is in lat. 13° 18' 9" N., long. 144° 46' 14".

From Tarafofo to Vlcmnia or Hounlodgna Bay the land is lox, with sandy
beaches and rocky points. The bay is only fit for small beats. Ymrajan
Bay is a quarter of a miJo wide in the opening, and half a mile deep. It is

open from East to South. During westerly winds a vessel would be per-

fectly safe in it, but not with the opposite. The village of Ynarajan is on
its South side. It has 126 inhabitants, a church, and house for the priest.

Point Goal, on the North side of the entrance, is in lat. 13° 16' 30" N., long.
144° 45' 18" E.

Agfayan Bay is three-quarters of a mile from Ynarajan Bay, and is smaller
than that. It may have good anchorage for less than 15 or 20 feet. Its

mouth is to E.N.E. ; at the bottom is a small brook, where boats can readily
procure water.

Ajayan Point, the S.E. point of Guam, is in lat. 13° 14' 0" N., long. 144°
44' 0" E., and has been before mentioned.

ROTA ISLAND {Zurpane or Sarpan) called Luta by tlic present inhabit-

ants, lies N.E. i N. 10 leagues from the North end of Guam. Its dimen-
sions are 12 miles from N.E. by E. to S.W. by W., its broadtli 5J miles. It
is hilly in its East and North portions, particularly so in tho centre, where it

is about 800 feet high, but becomes lower, in tho form of an amphitJioatre,

to the S.W., to a low and sandy isthmus, where the villages of Sosanlago or
Sossan Hagno and Sosanjaya or Sossan Uaya are built. To the S.W. of this

isthmus is the S.W. point, called Taipingon Toint, a hill terminating in a
level and very regular plateau.

The S.E. side of tho island is tolerably high and perpendicular on the sea-

shore, presenting thus a straight wall, and at its angles vertical fissures like

the embrasures of a fort. In other pa- Is the land descends gradually to tlio

sea, terminating in long and low points. Its N.W. coast and the S.E. of
the isthmus are bestrewed wth numerous ' rocks, on which the sea breaks
more or less, according to tho direction of the wind. Tho portion of tho
island not inhabited is so encumbered with bushes (on the North side only
are some cocoa-ni'.t trees) that it is difficult to penetrate. Three wells furnisli

water to the people. Two of them are artificial, and the water is detestable

;

;i I- 2
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a third, which 18 natural, affords better, though it is brackish. On the East

coast, a mile from tho village, there is a riviilet of ver- good water.

Captain Sanchez y Zayas gives the following remarks on Rota :
-

The two villages above mentioned are more properly two streets which,

collectively, are called Rota. They consist of seventy-nine huts of leaves and

bamboos, a small hermitage called a church, a house for the padre, and a

sort of hovel which they call the royal house. The priest is the only

European, and there are 335 inhabitants. There is anchorage opposite to

either village. The streets are built on the sandy isthmus, which is so low

that the sea threatens to break over it in bad weather. The peoj le then take

refuge in a cavern near Sosanjaya. This cavern is exceedingly curious,

abounding in crystals, and of unknown but great extent. It is stated that

there is an extinct crater on the summit of the island, but it must be of great

antiquity, for the trees cover it luxuriantly. On the flanks of the mountain

there are scattered a great number of ancient stone monuments, apparently

sepulchral, and belonging to an age anterior to the Chamorros or last m-

habitants.

The anchorage of Sosanlago to theN.W. of the sandy isthmus is very bad.

There is but a small space for anchorage on the reef, and the bottom is

rocky, besides which the depth is most uneven. The Narvaez was quite

brought up to shoal water, and the anchor dropped in a hole 30 fathoms

deep. The ground all arcund the island is of coral, which will explain

this.

The roadstead of Sosanjat/a, on the opposite side of the isthmus, is as bad

as the other, with this distinction, that here the coast is rocky and there is

no landing. Although the Mrvaez was here protected from the N.E. wind

and swell, yet to land, the boats had to pull around Point Taipingon for 3

miles to get to the village. Captain Sanchez y Zayas thinke that it is the

worst in the Marianas.

The only refreshments to be got here are poultry, bananas, and oranges,

which the people will exchange for useful things, such as cloth, nails, or

utensils, in preference to money. Water is scarce, bad, and difficult to

embark.*

Agnyan Island (or Agrigan Island).—M 42 miles N.N.E. of Rota is the

small island of Aguijan. It is not more than a league in its greatest dia-

meter. In its North part are high, perpendicular, and nearly naked rocks,

but crowned with a thick wood. At a distance this island appears parched

• Kimtall Islatufn.—lrx 1842 Captain KimbaU reported (in the San r'rancisco Herald)

that he had «een a group of small islands in 14= 25' N., long. 149° 10' E., or 200 miles east-

^ard of Rota. Nothing more is known of them, and they may bo placed as very

doubtftil.
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TINIAN ISLiVND. soj

and barren, but this is not so when closer. At about three-quarters of a mile
to the S.W. of Aguijan there are three rocks, small and perpondiculur.
Between them and the island there is a passage for the largest ship. Tlio
island is uninhabited. It is said that the inhabitants „f Tinian formerly
earned some goats to Aguijan

; they may have multiplied greatly, fur it is
but little frequented. The only points fit for landing are on the West and
N.W. sides. They are very small creeks, lined with sandy beaches. Its
centre is in lat. 14° 53' 30", long. 145° 30' 0" E.

TWIAN, or Jiom Vista, is separated from Aguijan by a channel 6 miles
broad. It has been celebrated for its fertility and the prodigious quantity of
cattle. It has now a population of 18 ! It is 9 miles in extent in a North
and South direction, and 4i miles broad. Amon Road, which is (m the western
side of the island, close to its South point, being open, aud the bottom very
bad, It cannot be recommended as an anchorage, particularly between the
•uonths of June and October. Lord Anson anchored here, August 27, 1742,
in 22 fathoms, on a bottom of hoi-d sand and coral ; at this position the two
extremes of the island bore N.W. j N. and 8.E. i E. ; the centre of Aguijan
Island, 8.S.W.

;
the peak of Saypan Island was visible over the Island of

Tinian, in the direction of N.N.E. i E., and a reef of rocks lying between
the vessel and the shore to E.S.E. \ E.

The first account of the Mariana archipelago that deserves the attention of
navigators is that given by Eichard Walter, the chaplain to Commodore
Anson, in his voyage round the world, who came to Tinian as just stated
and remained till the end of October, 1742. Frightful ravages had been
made by scurvy in the ill-fated crew of the Centurion, in a previous part of
her voyage. Their ill fortune had not forsaken them. They arrived here
in their floating hospital, and by means of the refreshments spontaneously
produced they all recovered in a week. Walter draws the picture of Tinian
in the most glowing colours. The healthy and dry soU, the beauty of its
natural meadows, the dive-sified woods and lawns, valleys and hills, abound-
ing with herds of thousai.ds of cattle; guanaf^oes, wild hogs, exceedingly
fierce, but excellent meat; wild fowls, too, in every part; its fruits, guavas,
cocoa-nuts in considerable i. umbers, limes, oranges, and " a kind of fruit
pecuUar to these islands, called by the Indians rhymmj, but by us bread-
fruit," swell into a long list of luxuries to the declining -uarinera. The fish
that were taken proved obnoxious; Walter supposes from the men eating
too much, but Byron afterwards proved that it really was of deleterious
quality. The island had no rivulets or running water, but springs were
everywhere met with, "and in the midst of the island there are two or three
considerable pieces of excellent water." The accounts of Anst.n's stay,
aud what they saw in Tinian, led to very great expectation in the succeed-
ing visitors.

When Byron came hero, twenty-two years after Anson, he found Tiniuu a
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very ailferont place to what it had been described, instead of a paradiac,

it was. in almost all respects, the reverse. The climate was insidTerably hot,

the water scarce and bad, and the plague of fleas intolerable. Walter it is

true, mentions the last drawback; but Byron says they were covered with

them from head to foot, nor could they open their mouths without gettmg

them filled. Addod to this, it was found more unhealthy than almost any

other place that they had visited. The two accounts of 1742 and Byron s

in 1763. could scarcely be more opposite. Wallis, who came here in 767

draws a picture scarcely more flattering than the latter. Captam Gi bert,

^•ho passed it in 1788. says that Captain Wallis's account seemed to bo

nearest to its condition at that time; so that we may suppose that Lord

Byron's picture is somewhat overdrawn, as that of Walter's undoubtedly is.

Lieutenant Mortimer, who came here in 1789. in the Mmuru, got all they

required, but the cattle weve very wild and shy. The well near the an-

chorage, so much praised by Eiohard Walter, and so dispraised by Byron

as being brackish and fuU of worms, was found to be good and sweet;

but this may have been the effect of season. Lieutenant Mortimer was

here in December. Commodore Byron in August ;
Captain Gilbert found it

dry in August, 1788. ^^ -.

On one point aU agree, that is, the badness of the roadstead
;
we therefore

quote Bichard Walter's words:-" But the most important and formidable

exception to the place remains stiU to be told ; this is. the inconvenience of

the road, and the little security there is. in some seasons, for a ship to an-

chor The only proper anchorage place for ships of burthen is at the S.W.

end of the island ; the Peak of Saypan, seen over the northern part of Say-

pan and bearing N.N.E. 4 E.. is a direction for readily finding it; the an-

choring place is then 8 mUas distant. Here the Centurion anchored m 22

fathoms, about H miles off the shore, opposite to a sandy bay. The bottom

of this road is full of sharp pointed coral rocks, which, during four months

of the year, that is, from the middle of June to the middle of October, render

it very unsafe anchorage. This is the season of the western monsoons
;
when

near the full and change of the moon, but more particularly at the change,

the wind is usually variable all round the compass, and seldom fails to blow

with such fury that the stoutest cables are not to be confided in. What adds

to the danger at these times is the excessive rapidity of the tide of flood,

which sets to the S.E., between this island and that of Aguijan, a small islet

near the South extremity of Tinian, which, in the galleon's chart, is repre-

sented only by a dot. This tide runs at first with a vast head and overfall of

water, occasioning such a hollow and overgrown sea as is scarcely to be con-

ceived 80 that we were under the dreadful apprehension of being pooped by

it though we were in a 60-gun ship. In the remaining eight months of the

vear that is, from the middle of October to the middle of June, there is a

constant season of settled weatht. ; when, if the cables are but weU armed,
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there is scarcely any danger of their being ever rubbed ; so that, during all

that interval, it is as secure a road as could bo wished for. I shall only add
that the anchoring bank is very shelving, and stretches along tlio S.W. end
of the island, and is entirely free from shoals, e.xcopt a reef of rocks, which
is visible, and lies about half a mile from the shore, affording a narrow pas-

sago into a small bay, which is the only place where boats can possibly land."

—(Anson's Voyage, book iii., chap. 2.)

Wo have been more discursive on Tinian than its merit n perhaps deserve,

but as it is a point familiar in tho history of navigation, it has more interest

than it would otherwise claim. Wlien Feycinet came lioro, in 1819, he found
not more than twenty inhabitants on it, and Captain Sanchez y Zayas says

that there wore eighteen in 1864. The position of tlio village of Sunharon,

abreast of Anson's Eoad, is lat. 14" 30' 22" N., long. 145^ 36' 20" E.

Captain Sanchez y Zayas says that Tinian is very low, and has no hills of

any kind. But pumice-stone, black sand a id scoria), which aro found every-

where on it, give certain mdications of it? volcanic origin. All tho western

side, exc<pt Sunharon, is perpendicular, and may be passed close-too,

especially at Point Gurgmn, the S.W. end of which he neaily touched in tho

Narracz, but still it would be better to give it a berth of half a mile, as tho

shores are not perfectly known.

In the N.W part there is a reef which runs off a short distance, and off the

oastern side, which is even more perpendicular, and more weather beaten

than the western coast. It is said that a roof extends eastward from Point

Lalo, the South extremity ; but it is much narrower than is shown on the

chart.

The village of Sunharon consisted at tho time of the visit of the Narvaez,

of fifteen huts, inhabited by 15 people, who aro sent here from Agana, and
changed every two years, for the purpose of slaughtering the cattle and dry-

ing the flesh, making what is called tajea or tasajo (jerked beef), which is

sold for the benefit of the Lepers' hospital, and forms one of the small

sources of revenue possessed by the islands. At a short distance from the

village, on the East coast, is the hospital for incurable lepers, of which there

were only three in 1865, creatures condemned without mercy by the Spaniards,

but they are cared for by the Indians. The antiquities which are found on
Tinian have been before alluded to.

Sunharon is tho only point where a vessel can anchor or a boat can land.

The Narvaez anchored hero for five hours in the best spot she could find, and
with eve _ T,ution, but she broke her anchor. This will indicate the worth
of tho anchorage.

SAIPAN or Scjjmn Island, which is distinguished by a lofty peak, is so

close to Tinian that small boats pass from one to the other over the shoal

water. This island is festile, wooded, and was considered the largest of the
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Marianas, being 13i miles in length in a North and South direction, Lut it

is very much smaller than Guam.*

The volcanic cone is of a perfect form, but its elevation has been much

exaggerated. Captain Sanchez y Zayas believes that it is not more than

from 1,000 to 1,200 feot, but it was not measured. It has been given at

double this. At about 2 or 3 miles to the North of this peak there is another

extinct crater, moderately elevated on the mountain.

Formerly the island must have been populous, judging from the numerous

tombs Mhich are met with, and there are still some caves filled with skulls

which were the objects of veneration before the arrival of the Spaniards. At

that period it was eniiroly depopulated, and has remained so nearly to the

present time. In 1810 the Americans founded a colony, or rather a trading

post for the whalers, but they were driven away in 1815. About 1812 some

nativosof theOaroUnes, whose island had been submerged, obtained per-

mission to settle here, and they founded the viUage of Garapan on the East

coast, which at the time of the vi«it of the Narvaez, in January, 1864, had

433 hihabitants, including 9 Char-.orro Indians.

The direction of the western coast of Saipan, beyond the South point, is

first N W., then it turns to the North. It is skirted by coral reefs, extend-

ing from 1 to H mUes from the shore, and has an arm, formerly much ex-

aggerated in size, stretching to the 8.W., and near to the end of which is

Managosa Island.

Managa^alsUndi^xnx^^iy about 2* miles to N.N.W. from the N.W.

point of Saypan, and has no prolongation of the reef.

Garapan is in lat. 16° 12' U" N., and long. 10° 3' 24.7" East of Umata.

It may be recognised from sea at several leagues distance by a large wlute

rock on the shore, resembling a white patch on the dark green of the vege^

tation When this bears between North and East you may steer for it, but

it must on no account be brought to the South of East or between East and

South.

Managasa Island wiU be left to port, guarding against the reef off it, and

you may anchor with the flagstafiF at the village to the North of East, in 10

to 15 fathoms. Care must be taken not to bring the flagstaff to bear East,

because this leads on to the Tortuga Bank, which is extremely dangerous

and nearly awash, the sea but rarely breaking on it. To the North of this

• Captain Sanchez y Zayas found that the charts of Saypan were very defective, and

that many of the names were misplaced. A long reef is shown as running out from the

North part of the island, and terminating about 8 mUes from ite southern point, and on

this reef is placed Managasa and two other small islets. Nothing of this kind exists.

The chait he has improved is not quite correct, but is better than that previously

given.
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bank is a scries of other shoals, separated by small channels, which unites
with those of Managasa Island.

There is anchorage also about a mile outside the reofs in 19 fathoms to 7
or 8 fathoms close to them, bringing the most conspicuous of the houses about
E.N.E., and Managasa Island to North or N. by E. The bottom is generally
rocky and coral, but with some sandy spots. The Narvaez anchored in 14 fa-

thoms rock and sand, with the West point of Managasa N. by E. : the East
point N. 14° E. ; Saypan N.W. point N. 35" E. ; the largest house in Gara-
pan N. 68^ E. ; N.E. point of Tinian S. 14° W. ; N.W. point S. 24° W.
During the period of the N.E. trades this anchorage is safe, but during

the season when the 8.W. monsoon may reach the Marianas, a vessel
would be in great danger here, should she be overtaken with even moder-
ately bad weather.

There is a boat channel across the reefs to the village ; it is wide enough
and is beaconed by the natives with trunks of trees. Tliis channel can be
used by day by attending to these marks, but not by night without a compe-
tent guide, as the channel is very crooked.

Tanapag is a spacious harbour between the N.W. shore of Saypan and
Mapagasa Island. The entrance is difficult, especially for a sailing vessel,

with N.E. winds. It is a narrow channel bestrewed with rocky heads, but
when within there is a well-sheltered and safe anchorage. The Spanish cor-
vette did not remain long enough to make a plan of it, but from what was
learned respecting it, it was concluded that this harbour, and that of San
Luis d'Apra, were the only ones in the Marianas, where a vessel of ny size

could heave down and careen. A whaler of considerable draught had done
80 in Tanapag.

MagioienneBay, so named by Captain N. Vansittart, E.N., C.B., in com-
mand of the steam-frigate of that name, in July, 1858, is on the 8.E. side of
Saypan

;
lat. 15° 8' 30", long. 145° 44'. Captain Sanchez y Zayas says that

it is not better than any other part of the coast where there we regular
soundings. It is probably safe with S.W. winds (August and September), bnt
it would be better to go to Tanapag. During the rest of the year it would 1 e
impossible to remain here on account of the heavy sea. The Magiciennc,
from Hawaii to Hong Kong, being short of fuel, came here to cue wood.
Mr. Harvey, the master of the steam frigate says :—
" This bay cannot be recommended to a sailing vessel, as the water in it

is deep, and the anchorage so close to a coral reef bordering its shore, that
with a southerly wind there would be no room to weigh. The depth is 30
fathoms, over coral with sandy patches, at only a third of a mile from the
bluff at the head of the bay, decreasing rapidly to 3 fathoms close alongside
the coral reef, which nearly dries at low water. The Magicienm anchored in
18 fathoms water, with theS.W. point of the bay bearing S. i E. about 2 J
miles; the S.E. point, which is a blufl, E.S.E.

1 J miles 5 and a wooded bluff
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of tho island has cliangoil considerably, or olso tho plan Im drawn from imagi-

nation ; tho low nock and hummock could not bu rocognisoj ; all appeared

uf tlio same olovation.

Tho governor of tlio Marianas stated that there existed vestiges of aerator

on its summit. It is undoubtedly of volcanic origin, and is completely bare

of vegetation; and not being more than 45 foot high, the sea washes com-

pletely over it in heavy weather. Its centre is in lat. 16" 69' 20' N., long.

141P 0' E.

ANATAXAN or Anatajan Island is 9 leagues N.W. of tho last ; it is

about 5 miles long, East and West. It has two very high and steep peaks

lying on the same parallel. To tho S.W. only thoro is a small point slightly

projecting. The island has every appearance of boing volcanic.

It was seen by tho Narmez 40 miles off, although the weather was not

vory clear. It is very steep-to all around. In tho southern part only is a

sort of crook, in which, however, the water is so deep that n vessel could

not anchor. Three peaks aro seen from tliis part, ono of which, it is said,

is a volcano. Perhaps a closer examination might discover a boat or other

landing, because tho island was inhabited at tho time of tho Spanish dis-

covery. It is covered with troos and bushos, among which the cocoa-nut is

conspicuous. Lat. of the centre, 16° 20' N., long. 145^ 40' E.

SABIGITAN ISLAND, to tho N.N.E. of tho preceding, at 20 miles distant

appears to be merely a high hill, of tho form of on upright cone, with nearly

a circular base, 1^ miles in diameter. Its summit is rounded, and seems to

bo of volcanic origin.

It was formerly inhabited, but is now completely deserted. Froycinet says

that it is almost without vegetation. Sanchez y Zayas says that it is covered

with trees; lat. 16° 41' N., long. 145° 47' E.

FABALLON DE TORB£S or Zealandia Books.—Tho first of these names

is given from a former governor of the Marianas, who gave a note of their

position to all commanders who arrived at Guam. Tho second is that of tho

vessel commanded by Captain J. Foster, who drew attention to their ox-

istonco in 1859. Their previous omission from tho charts led to a series of

vory remarkable errors, as stated in the note below.*

• These rocks were shown as two points to tho S.W. of Gug^an (but without name) on

Espinosa's chart of 1812. They wore passed unnoticed in tho Uranie by Freycinot, in

1819, and that commander, boing possessed of a correct list of tho islands in thoir proper

..idsr, applied tho name Piedras de Torres to the island of Ouguan to tho North of it,

then transposing all tho correct names up to Agrigan, which ho called Asuncion, placed

Pagon at 3 leagues to tho North of the island properly so called, but which ho called Ala-

maguan. This supposed island, which they thought they sjiw impoifectly through tho haze,

has no existanee, and thus this imaginary isjland, coupled with tho omission of tho Piedras do

Torres, well known to the natives to exist to the tsouthof Guguan, has led to the confusion

jiii k lf
i j^wlMiWWW'

l-
'i ' ^'-'

"
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Tho na,u. Farallon i« perhaps scarcely applicable to then. They are not

pinnacled rocks above water, and therefore PieUra. de Torre,, he Jon.

Zh best describes them. It may bo that the heavy sea constantly beafng

fn o'r ha. reduced tho height of these evidently volcan.c peak.

Le thl first announcement. They were not seen by the Narvan, but they

Tee described by the shipwrecked people they had on boaxd, and espec.aUy

rsi a pilot, that they consisted of three rocks awash, each about as

Craboat/occupying^ space about a cable's length,

"-
J -; -

IxtPnt There is no appearance of soundings near them, and infine weather

Caorbiratl^iutorvals. Their position, as stated, accords wUh

to Shanghai, was passing between Guguan and Sanguan on December 1,

ti'sXoling tie channel U> bo ,uito clear and safe, as shown by the

"'!r^t 4 p.mXi'^uan Island bearing 8.S.W.. distant 12 miles; wind light

fromth Itwardfabip steering W.N.W. about 4 knots, ^-aker-veve

rZrted right ahead ; saw two large patches about three-quarters of a mde

3 tie lip ; altered course to pass about half a mile northward of then,

IZi 'g a good look-out from the top-sail yard. At 4.20 p.m. Banguau

tT nllirS bvW i W., distant about 11 orl2 miles, and the breakers

^ n SLfslald^tLnt from the ship about half a mile. The t.o

laZsCre from ea«k other N. by E. a.d 8. by W., about a quarter of a

Ltlp^. with dark water between and aU around them; the sea broke at

'lieZlr.^ threatening, and the day closing, so t^atCa^.^^^^^^^^^^

did not think it prudent to make a closer exammatxon of t^-, but h« eare

ful observations place them in about lat. 16° 51' N.. long. 145 50 K

OUOUAH.-This small island is about 12 leagues from Sanguan. It is

V ,1 n^ i. This error wa. common to aU charta aftor the pubUcation of Duperre/a

rrr^O unti^^ee ^heu CapUin Sanche. y Zayaa' chart was puhUahed by the

Hinh Government from the obaervationa made in the Narvae., m 18 4 and 1866.

Tap'ai! Sanehe. y Zayas devotes several pages to

^^^^^^^^j'XolZ
.ndLi. passage between ^.eisIand^-CSee^n^^^^^^

"r'rJlt1s^"IdSunrraC:r.ri onWan. The recU«.

question m
^"J^ J^J^'g*^ ^'^^^der was complete, but as the origin of tho mistake

"*'°"I:;esTu dl's nl r^ rtZy words to explain it. In the ensuing descriptions of

,8 8omamfe8titaoesnoir«H
j be noticed under their proper names. It

these otherwise ununpo^t^^a.^^^^^^^ Pa^Uon de Torres ; Ala.na„.n

Tg^ Besides this another imaginary group, tho Manga Uct.. were supposed to base

been soon in the £/'«««. but do not cx.»t.

'flssr-
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2 miles from N.N.E. to S.S.W. Its breadth dooa not murh exceed a mile,

and it is of modorato height, mucii resembling the Farnllim do Modinilla.

Its Nortii point is the lowest ; throughotit it has a most barren aspect, in

porpendictilar, and unapproachable on all sides. Freycinet named it after

Major do Torres, at Guam, and gives its correct position, lat. IV 16' 50",

hmg. 145° 50' 15" E.

ALAMAOAN or Alamagnan is almost exactly North of Ougunn, and

6J leagues distant from it. It Ues North and South, 2J miles long, and is

one of the highest in the archipelago. On it are two peaks, as seen from the

West, the northern one may bo 2,000 feet high. The late Spanish survey

makes it 2,300 English feet. To the South and East the slope of the hills is

extremely rapid, and the rock, which descends to the sea, is composed of

lava. At its South end there are, however, some white and red spots, and
to the "West a point covered with trees ; it is the only place where there are

any largo vegetables. The North side is not so steep as tho South. The
l.',?ho8t point on the North side is a vast crater, from whence Freycinet saw
smoke issue, as was also the case with another to the N.W., at two-thirds up
the mountain. Lat. 17° 34' N., long. 14.5° 51' E,

FAOAN (or Pagon) is very nearly on the meridian of Alamagan. It

was imperfectly seen by Freycinet. Captain Sanchez y Zayas says that

it is about 8 miles long N.E. and S.W., and 2J miles broad. At a distance

it makes as two or three islands, because its two ends are mountainous, and
are connected by a deep valley. There are three active volcanoes on it ; one

of which is to the N.E., the others to the S.W. The first is a conical

mountain, from which there issued dense columns of smoke when the Narvaet

passed, on January 5th, 1865. The two others to the S.W. are open craters

on the large hill, in which the island terminates at this end. One of them
is enormous, and flames issued from the other. The valley between tho

hills is covered with black sand and innumerable bushes. The tropical ve-

getation reachos nearly to the summit of the mountains, except the N.E. cone,

which is quite bare.

There is very little water on the island, but pigs and game may be got

in abundance. The Narvaet anchored off the N.W. side about the middle
the spot ma; be known by a large rock, which at 6 or 7 miles off seems to

be like an islet. At 3 or 4 cables off this is bad anchorage in 14 fathoms

bottom of coral rocks. Landing is very difficult here, but about a mile to

the N.E. of this rock there is a low sandy beach, which has probably better

anchorage and easier landing.

This low beach is a very narrow tongue of sand, which separates the sea

from a large and very deep lagoon. The govemorof the Marianas, who was on
board the Narvaez, thought that by cutting through this tongue an excellent
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Lrbour would ho fomod, but muh a harbour wouhHu^u.-lo^. * The vol-

i.ano ot tho N.E. end is in Int. 18' T N., long. 146 -^^ *^-

AORIoIh or origan I.Und i. about 6 nulo« Ion,, on win.), arc «oon tw.

,u.h m^k7«rrarontly a fonnor volcano. Wilk.., by an .n.por oo oh..-

v^'n mirL be 2^300 foot hi«h. To tho 8.W. of tho island thoro .s.

iZlZl rroyc.in:.t was asnurod, a ^rnall plain, in front of wluch thoro

b;lhorago.Laecountofthoviolon..oofthocurro^

and some Sandwich inlanders woro ostabUshod on th.s .land n U.o S.W

Bide but wore forci>.ly romovod by tho governor of Guam as boloro

ta^d Crptain BancL y Zayas thinks that tho abovo olovat.on gwou by

wtos isTory much in oxcoss, as ho cousidorod it not moro than two-thu-ds

"'tlXn from a great distance from the South, assumes the form of

a perfect tapezium with two smaU eminences at tho upper ang es. It .s

LfoaU ouud, and it is very steep. Tho anchorage may be easdy kno
,

bocal it is i^ f^out of the only sandy beach on tho island. Bottom ..1

„o rfold tiU within 4 cablos of tho beach, and then the depth xs regular.

fl 16 tTn fathoms, blacksand. The only anchorage is that takenby U.

Zvaez in 11 fathoms, with the 8.W. point of Agrigan beanng N.N.W..

Id ho South point 8. 64° AV.. about a mile from the landing place and 3

: 4 ables off shore. To the southward was a large l^g^^ -col--^ l^^^

iL shoal water, but there was not less than 6 fathoms water on it To

Wing i« very lad. The beach is of very coarse black sand, very bght. and

"tt^"l^^^^^^ bananas.and tropical roots, as

weU afSge quantity of pigs, goats, and poultry. The present governo

formed a cuing establishment hero, similar to that on Tuuan but for want

i means of communication it was abandoned, and then the i>ra..«.ook^^^^^

1 mTn left there, and let loose the animals whey had collectod. they loft

iTa^dnnpeopl d. The island is evidently volcanic, but there are no

lava st'ls, no appearand of a crater as fomierly stated The sod .s

v:;tZ andtholland is covered from shore to-mm. ^^^^ ^

tion. The S.E. point is in lat. 18" 46' 20" N., long. 145 41 4. E.f

. -TV -.a fitlo (80 frequently told) of treasure being buried on Pngan, about 1820 or

18 2 ZcupS: ifrSiBh Joner ca.e to Agana in order to Hoek for this tr_e.

V h h^harCod here ^hen capt<«n of an EngliBh brig, which had como from som

J. P for ChUi a the time of the war of indopc.'Iance. The inhabitants had placed

': "?
Jos on boafd tCbrig. which sailed off in the night, by tho aid of two

T th^ralrl"«^ The papers which he had apparently Cx.:d the

ri^Cn BttThewhole story is.^ that itmay be fairiy placed among the

Txhel^J-X«.« have been another dimculty in the hydrography of U.o

J
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ASUNCION ISLAND. 81i

A8UHCI0H or Aiinmption Island is r^r, milos N. by W. from Apij^aii.
It is a citiiicul mountain alxmt a mil« in dianicfnr, and with a larpo crater
on tilt) summit. Its eastern nide is of lavn, and tlio st^a waslum up it to a
considoniblo liciK'ht, at least 2(i() foct. or double the heigiit of ll.o muHiM, a
certain indication of tint great depth of tlie sea at its baso. There ih Hcarcely
any vegetation on the vanUmx side. At tho North end of the iwhmd is a
rock through which tlu* sea has worn n paHsago. To tiin North of this

iwint two rocky heads show themselves ; they he about a cable oU" the
[wint.

On tho West side tho slope of tho mountain is loss rapid, and forms a
perfect cone; but like tho other, the const is peq)endicular. Outside the
southern and lowest part of tlie iHland tliere ar<< two or tliroo rocks, Jmt not
moro than half a cable's length off. All tliis side is covered with a vigorous
tropical vegetation. It is not known whether any one has landed on it since
La P6rouso did on Docombor 14th, 1786, when ho carefully ol)8orved its

position on shore.

Asuncion is very lofty, and is consequently from its small baso a romark-
ablo object. La Porouso estimated it at 1.200 feet ; Duporn^y at 1,700 • but
Captain Sanchez y Zayas says these figures are evidently too small, aiul by
two angular moasuremonts ho obtained a moan heiglit of 802.5 metres or
2,600 ft. Tho crater is in lat. 19° 45' N., long. 145^ 30' E.

The URBACAS ISLANDS aro throe in number, tlio largest to tho West,
tho smallest to tho N.E. They ore moderately high, very irrogiUar, and lio

in a circle 2 or 3 milos in diameter. Thoy aro connected by breakers which
complete tho circle around them. Tho outer part of this circle is of a regu-
lar form, but the inner sides aro much cut up. Tlio outer side is of a red-
dish lava, tho inner black and calcined. Tho group appears to have been
the .-ununit or crater of an immense volcano, or tho niins of a former peak,
twin-brother to Asuncion. It is entirely desolate, neither tree, brushwood,'

Marianas. Thoy wore first statod by La P6rouso to boar 28" W. from Assumption (Asun-
cion), but whether to N.N.W. or 8.S.W. wa^ not clear. In tho account of FroycinefH
voyage thoy wore said to have boon soon from tho Uranw'a mast-head, bearing to tho
8.8.W. of AauEoion, and are so placed on Duporroy's chart. But as La Porouso says that
he nevwsawtho Urnicas, they have boon placed to tho N.N. W. of Asuncion on tho French
and Spanish charts of 1862, so that thoy have had two positions on tho charts, and in
addition to this, the Admiralty chart, gives the name to the Urracas.

This mystery was also cleared up by tho Narvaez. Her commander sought zealously for
them in their assigned positions, steaming over their sites, and finding no evidence of their
existence. Tho conclusion that he justly arrived at was, that this extensive reef and islets

wore identical with tho llrrucas, and that La Pi'rouso',; account will perfectly bear out
this, as thoy aro cleariy visible from Asuncion, and nothing else is in sight in that
direction.
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nor rlviilot is to be seen. Its outer side, beyond the encircling rocks,

is evidently very deep, and they drop suddenly into deep water.

It is far from being dangerous ; in fact they form an excellent point of

recognition, as they may be seen at a great distance, and they are entirely

free from danger on ide the circle. Lat. 20° 6' 35" N., and long.

145° 20' E.

OUT ROCK or Farallon de F^jaros is the northernmost of the Marianas.

It was discovered by Douglas, September 12, 1789, and is placed under the

second name in Espinosa's chart. It was first properly described by Capt.

Sanchez y Zayas in 1 865. It is really an island, and not a rock or farallon.

It is about 1,100 or 1,200 feet Ligh, and 1^ mile broad from North to South,

and 2 miles or more East and West. It is a conical moimtain, crowned with

a volcano in activity, for four or five columns of very thick and black smoke

were seen to the S.W. of the summit at a spot which resembled a crater.

On the South, East, and North sides the coast is perpendicular, and the sea

beats heavily upon them. To the S.E. a large rock lies against the coast,

and near this are several others, one of which is very remarkable, resem-

bling a sharp-pointed steeple. To the West the side of the mountain slopes

more gradually, but there are no off-lying dangers on this side. There is

no landing, nor vegetation, nor reason for going ashore. The summit is in

lat. 20° 30' N., long. 146° 8' 40" E.

BBITOMABT SEEF.—In 1869 Captain Bartlett, of the British barque

Britomart, passed close to a reef, level with the water, and from 400 to 500

feet long. It lies 75 leagues westward of Asuncion, in lat. 19° 18' N., long.

141°34'E.

LINDSAT ISLAND.—This island was discovered by Mr. Lindsay, of the

British schooner Amelia, during a calm, on Christmas-day, 1848. It ap-

peared about 50 feet high, and 4 miles in length, very barren, and of a dark

brown colour. Of its position, lat. 19° 20' N., long. 141° 8i' E., its dis-

coverer speaks confidently, having proved the rate of his chronometer only I

two days previously at the Islands of Origan and Asuncion.

But Captain Bartlett, of the Britomart, above mentioned, passed over this I

position in 1869, but it was not visible from the roast-head in fine clear!

daylight.

FLOBENCE SHOAL.—Captain E. Wadsworth, of the Florence, reportsi

as follows :—April 13th, 1862, lat. 18° 6' N., long. 143° 18' E., we passed

over a shoal of 2 miles in extent
;
got a cast of the lead in 10 fathoms, coral,!

but was off the bank before we could sound again. Previous to soundins

we passed over some places much shoaler, probably not more than 5 or

fathoms ; I called it Florence shoal.

L
*;
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DETACHED ISL^VNDS AND SHOALS. 817

Anion Shoal.—On the old charts a shoal is sliown nt 140 miles East of

Luzon, in lat. 17° 35' N. It may have been seen by Captain Ayor, in tho

Earl of Clare, March, 1848 ; buttom of largo wliite shells and dark-

coloured rocks ; water not discoloured ; no soundings. Lat. H'' 50' N.

124^ 40' E.*

long.

The Philippine Islands, which limit tho North Pacific to tho westward,

between the parallels included in this Chapter, are doscribod in our Directory

for the Indian Archipelago, &c., 1869, pages 794—824.

• Besides this shoal several others arc found on tho old charts in tho neighbourhood of

the Marianas, but the positions are so vague, both in latitude and longitude, that nothing

certain can bo said about them. The following is an enumeration of the chief of

them:

—

A ihoal, from Spanish charts, is marked at 6° to the .j. :ward of the Anson shoal above

mentioned.

A reef, in lat. 16" 32' N., long. 143° 22' E., from the Honolulu Friend.

An UlMut, in lat. 17° 0' N., long. 136° 0' E., from whaler report

A reef, in lat. 17° 6' N., long. 159° U' E., from whaler report.

Folger Iiland, in lat. 18° 21' H., long. 165° 19' E., was passed over by the flag-ship of the

U.S. Exploring Expedition.

A doubtful shoal, in lat. 15° 30' N., long. 141° 10' E.

Spanish Islands, in lat. 13° 55' N., long. 142° 10' E.

Anson Islands, repeated, in lat. 13° 0' N. long. 141° 35' E.

Islands from the Spanish charts, in 13° 20' E., 138° 30' E. (The U.S. Exploring Expedi-

tion passed near these last positions.)

Mira-por-vos, in lat. 14" 20', long. 143° 20', may refer to the Sta. Rosa Bank, if it exist h,

or it is otherwise unknown. Oarbanzos, a degree to the southward, may bo tho same, but

cannot be determined.

North 2*acific, 3 u
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CHAPTER XIV.

ISLANDS TO THE NORTHWAKD OF LAT. 20° N., INCLUDING

THE HAWAIIAN OR SANDWICH ISLANDS.

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

These islands were discovered by Captain Cook, in his last and unfortunate

voyage. Proceeding from Tahiti, he made the land of Atooi and Woahoo,

to the North and N.E., on Sunday, January 18, 1 778. They were named by

him the Sandwich Islands, in honour of the Earl of Sandwich, the then first

lord of the Admiralty, under whose administration he had enriched geography

with so many and splendid disooveries.

Although to Cook belongs the honour of thus making them really known

to Europe, there are some proofs that they had been previously seen by the

early Spanish voyagers, the first of whom was Juan Qaetano, in 1642, who

made the first voyage from New Spain to the coast of Asia, though there is

no account that he saw them. On the old Spanish charts there is a group

marked in the same latitude, but much farther to the eastward than the

Sandwich Islands ; the southernmost and largest of these is called Za Mem

(the table) ; to the N.E. of this is Za Detgraeiada (unfistvoured) ; and to the

N.W. is a group of six, collectively called Zo» MonJM (the monks). In the

different charts of Lord Anson, taken with the Manila galleon, and those

noticed by Bumey (vol. v.), they are placed from 10° to 22" farther East than

the Sandwich group. They were unsuccessfully sought for by La P6rouse,

Yanoouver, and others. And as the ancients determined their longitudes

nearly by chance, the conclusion is almost irresistible that this group is in-

tended for those under consideration. In this view, if the islands were seen

at a distantd. La Mesa would answer for the flat-topped Manna Loa in Ha-

waii, and it is here now suggested that La ^esgraoiada would answer to

Manna Kea ; Fleurieu, who was the first to point out this subject, considered

that La Desgraciada might be a separate and undiscovered 'nd. Los

Monjes would represent the western islands of the windward group, Oahu,

-m^
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THE SANDWICH ISLANDS. «1',»

Maui, &c., and thus, without much difficulty, all discrepancies would bo re-

conciled except that of longitude.

Other evidences exist of some prior knowledge of European people. Cook

found in his first interview two pieces of iron, which could only be de-

rived from Europeans, a piece of iron hoop two inches long, and an apparent

point of a broadsword. The feather head-dresses, in the form of European

helmets, and the grotesque heads of the same material, which he procured,

and are now to be seen in the ethnological room of the British Museum, also

indicate a similar origin of ideas. Added to this, tlie adoration paid to Cook,

as the looked-for god, combined with the other traditionary evidence, prove

that some former, though nearly forgotten, intercourse had taken place. Be

that as it may, to Cook undoubtedly belongs the real discovery of the Sand-

wich Islands as now known.

It will be unnecessary to enter into the details of the progress of these

islands in their early days of European intercourse.

After their discovery they were not visited till 1786, when Captains Port-

lock and Dixon anchored at Oahu. La Terouse visited Maui about the same

time. Vancouver spent several months here in 1792 and 1793. He intro-

duced the present breed of cattle, and during his stay the Island of Hawaii

was ceded to the British crown. The first missionaries were landed at Kai-

rua, in Hawaii, February 4, 1820, from Boston, United States. Some from

England soon followed, and their zeal and industry soon effected a wondrous

change in the character of their converts ; and one most prominent circum-

stance arising out of it was the visit of the Xing Liho-Liho and his queen,

with a native suite, to England, in 1822. They unfortunately died soon

after their arrival. H.M.8. Blonds, under the command of Lord Byron, was

commissioned to convey their bodies back to their kingdom, a proceeding

which made a most favourable impression in Hawaii. Matters would have

gone on well but for religious intolerance. The Protestant missionaries both

English and American, had increased ; but in 1827 some Eomish priests

were introduced ; they were expeUed in 1830. In 1836 the Romish propa-

ganda again introduced themselves, but great bigotry on both sides led to

njost serious results. It gave occasion to the French government to act

with very great harshness, and finally to take possession of the islands.

The most prominent circumstance in this affair is that of the Clementine, a

brigantine under the British flag, in 1839, which was forcibly entered, and

made to retain on board two French missionaries brought by her on her late

voyage from California. To adjust this outrage, Captain Sir Edward Bel-

(.her endeavoured to convince the missionaries and the king (Tamehameha

III.) of the impropriety of this step. The French frigate. La Venus, 60 guns,

appeared at this critical moment, and Captain Du Petit Thouars acted with

Sir Edward Belcher in the matter, and the missionaries were for a time

lauded, and an ac^knowledgment given that reparation should be made to th*

3g2
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820 THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

owners of the C/mentim: After this tho govommont and tho Btato of ho-

riety became disorgunisea, and aftor much controvoi.y tho French took pos

session of tho Sandwich Islauds, August 25, 1819.

This interference was Bubsoquently adjusted, and tho powor f fhc Ic'ng

settled on a firm basis. A constitution simple, but stringent, o adapted to

the requirements of tho people, was promulgated in 18G4, and the integrny

of tho kingdom has been guaranteed by a tripartite treaty between England,

Franco, and tho United States. The govemmout is monarchical, and based

largely on that of Great Britain. Tho king governs by a cabinet and a

legislative chamber. Each island has its viceroy, and life, property, and

justice are as secure as in any country in the world. Unfortunately party

polities and intrigues mar at times what might otherwise be the perfect hap-

piness of a simple community.

The natives and their habits have boon too often described to need much

being said here. When Cook first landed, their astonishment was extreme.

They were above the middle size, and well made ; their complexion rather

darker than those of Tahiti, and altogether not so handsome a people. Most

of their foi-mer customs, so much dilated on in the early accounts, have

passed away, and are generally superseded by European habits and manners,

not perhaps altogether advantageous to them.

The estimate of Cook, in 1779, that there were 400,000, is generally be-

lieved to be much too large. Probably 300,000 would be nearer the truth.

One thing is certain, that there must have been a vastly greater population

then than now, as is evidenced by the rich taro land now lying waste on all

the islands ; and in the districts of Kau, Waimea, and Kohalu, on Hawaii,

it wiU be very evident that three or four times the number of people must

have lived to have cultivated it.

The following statistics will show that the decrease has been rapid. Tho

population in 1823 was estimated at 142,050 ; and according to the census of

1832, 130,315 ; and from that of 1836, 108,579. The decrease appears to

have'been in progress almost from the date of their discovery. One cause,

at least, has added to this ; the number of young men who leave the islands

in whalers and other ships, and never return. The number annually afloat

is computed at 4,000. Their wives and children, thus left to want, fall into

vicious habits and destruction. Another cause is the mortality of 1848, the

" year of death," when it is supposed that 10,000 were swept from the islands

by the measles, whooping-cough, and influenza combined.

The last census, taken in 1866, gave the following as the result of the po-

pulation. Besides the islands thus enumerated there are Molokini, Lehm,

Kaula, and mhm, which are uninhabited, barren, and very small. The area

of the'islands given below is a new estimate from the charts, and differs con-

siderably from the official statement.
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^.,., THE SANDWICn ISLANDS.

...nmblo .,f Bupi.lying the whole oi tho cuntrio, on the N.K^ Tarifi. with

thoso necessaries * But tho restrictive duties impose.! nt San Irm.mo

(ftmounting to from 50 to 10«) per cent, .m tho value of tho sugar), has much

interfered with that triulo.

In 1867 there wore Si sugar plantations in operation, comprising about

1 1 000 acres. Tho cost of producing sugar is about 3 cents, or lid. per lb.

Kico was produced to tho extent of 1,000,000 lbs. Wool is also largely

crown ; there wore above 1,000,000 sheep, including largo flocks of merinos,

on the islands. The island of Niihau was purchased of the government by

a Scotch family from Canterbury, New Zealand, for a sheep farm. Cotton

failed somewhat on account of drought and from worms, but was largely

crown. Coffee was also blighted for above 10 years.

Excellent coal from Vancouver Island can be had for about 11 dollars, or

448. per ton, Australian coal for the same price, and the best Welsh steam

coal at about H dollars, or 56s. per ton. „ . u v

Now that the Pacific railway is in operation, and San Francisco has be-

come, as it were, a station on the high road to China and Japan, these

islands seem to be destined as a stopping place for the trans-oceanio steamers,

lying as they do immediately in this route, either from thence or Panama.

The Winds, which are most prevalent on the Ha.vaiian Archipelago, are

those from tho north-eastward. This trade wind, which prevails for a great

portion of the year, is interrupted when the sun is in high South latitude,

or during the northern winter. From tho geographical position of the

islands near to tho tropic, the northern edge of the trade wind recedes to tho

southward of their latitude in this season, and then the anti-trade wind from

the westward, shifting between N.W. and S.W., is frequently heavy and

changeable, being a struggle between tho two systems, and forming the equi-

valent to what are called the " horse latitudes," in the North Atlantic. They

bring abundant rain on to the opposite sides of the islands, which have the

rain during the summer months. These westerly winds set in usually m Ja-

nuary, and continue till the middle of April, or commencement of May, when

the trade wind again sets in.

The CLIMATE of the Sandwich Islands is generally temperate and healthy,

for a sub-tropical region ; it would appear to resemble that of the West In-

dies though more temperate in the higher lands, being not too hot to pre-

• When it is remembered that th« commerce and productions of the volcanic island of

Mauritius in the same latitude South that these islands are North, are at the present day

nearly thi'rty times greater than those of the Sandwich Islands, whilst the latter have

Bevend times greater area and available land, a. well as greater diversity of climate and

resources it will bo readily seen what an opening is present. 1 for future commerce, and

how valuable this trade may become to Great Britain, cspeciuUy if Victoria be preserved

as a free port.-Jfr. Cofisul-Gemntl Sywje, 1865.

^*^
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vent white men working, pven in agricultural pursuits. From the constant

nature of the wind, the towporature and clinuitu gnnorally vary un different

lilies of the islandfl, and from thoir inHiilar cliaractor and thoir great elnva

tion, the clouds are intercepted, and rain is conseiiuently abundant in somn

localities, and drought the characteristic of others. Thus tiio North side of

Kauai is A ' cooler than the South side from thin cause, and it rains 1) months

of the year, and froui this tho country is clothed in perpetual greun. On the

West side of Hawaii, on the othttr hand, rain Noldom fulls on tho coast, and

a rainy day once a year is couHiderod roniarkable. Tlio range of thu Ihor-

mometer on the windward side of thu islands is from 64
' to 86'

; on the len

side it seldom falls so low as the former temperature. The climate w
healthy, none of the intertropical diseases are known, nor do fever, agut\

or cholera occur.

Bishop Staley gives the following as a brief summary of tlu^ climate.

Situated only just within the limit of the northern tropic, and in the region

of the N.E. trades, which blow the greater part of the year, and convey the

ocean vapour, condensed into clouds, over the mountains and table land^,

then to fall in fertilizing showers ; the country enjoys a luxuriant and deli-

cious climate. The average annual temperature is IV Fahr., with only a

few degrees of variation above and below. But the local climates aro varied,

depending on aspect and elevation. At Waimea, on a plateau about 4,000

feet above the sea level, in the North of Hawaii, a fire in your bed-room is

necessary. On the other hand the houses at Honolulu and many other pIuteH

are built without chimneys, no fires being needed at any period of tlio year.

Generally speaking, there is more rain on the windward than the leeward

sides of the island. Hence the rich hues of the eastern slopes of Hawaii,

covered with verdure and cultivation, contrast strongly with the bare and

arid look of the coast on the greater part of the western side.

There is no tropical wet season, in the ordinary sense of the term—that is,

at the summer epoch. On the contrary, the wettest part of the year is when

the sun's vertical is farthest removed from the northern tropic, viz., in De-

cember and January. Then abundant rain falls, storms of great violence,

called Konas, suddenly arise, and the inter-island navigation has to be sus-

pended (1868\

On the West side of Hawaii the land and sea-breezes are very regular
;

there are also strong North winds, but the most severe gales are those from

S.W., which as stated the natives term kona. These last from a few hours

to two or even three days, and are followed by rain ; they are seldom strong

enough to injure the houses.

The TIDES are comparatively inconsiderable, and, with the heavy swell

setting upon the outer reefs, difficult to estimate, but they are very regular,

flowing and ebbing six hours each. The^tM^ comes from the eastward ; and

it is high water, at full and change of the moon, at 3** 45'" apparent time.

(
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Thoir (,'ronfcHt riso h 2 f.H.t 7 inrhrH, ^nd tl.o water in nlwnys c.l.Rorvml to bn

4 iml.08 higher whmi the m..on i8 above the horizon than whim it i»

below.
/. i • 1 i ij

The cunuENTH in tho immediato vicinity of the islands nt first Ris;ht would

BOom to bo very imcortain ; somotimos setting to windwarcl, and at other

times to leeward, without any regularity. They do not oppear to be go-

verned by the winds nor other cause ; they frequently set to windward

against a fresh breeze.
.

But whatever may be the irregularity of the current withm tho influonco

„f the archipelago, a circumstance related by Vancouver incontestably de-

monstrates that, beyond them, they follow, at least at times, some general

law When at .Kaui he saw a noble canoe, 61 J feet long, formed from a

single /).»« tree, which wood does not grow on the islands. Its origin was

moro singular than the canoe itself. It was a tree drifted on to the East

ond of Kaui in a perfecUy sound state, without a shake or a bnuse. This

circumstance of fir timber being drifted on to tho northern sides of the

islands is by no means uncommon, and but little doubt can be entertained

that they had come from the West coast of America. This would prove, as

would at once be supposed, that the usual current in the offing came

from N.E.

Another circumstance also bears with groat weight upon the current drifts

and the direction of the winds. On a former page wo have noticed the

singular circumstance of the wreck of a Japanese junk near Cape Flaf-ery,

in Oregon, in 1833. About the same time, a junk laden with fish, with nine

hands on board, left one of the southern islands of the Japanese archipelago

for Jedo, but encountering a typhoon, was driven to sea. After wandering

about tho ocean for ton or eleven months, they anchored, on the last Sunday

of December, 1832, near the Harbour of Waialea. Oahu. The Hawaiians,

when they saw a strange people, much resembling themselves in person and

in many of their habits, said, " It is plain now we come from Asia." How

far their unwilling course was regulated by current of course cannot bo

exactly ascertained, but it would appear probable that, being blown off to

the northward, a current, relatively similar to tho Oulf Stream of the Atlantic,

may have carried them eastward, and then within range of the south-westerly

current, which drifts pine timber.

Sir Edward Belcher experienced a btrong ciurent to W.N.W. when off

Honolulu, and it frequently runs at tlio rate of U mile per hour. These

considerations must greatly influence «U navigation conducted between the

island?.

Earthquakes are common, especially in Hawaii, where the volcanoes are

still in activity. Of course they are more severe in that island than in the

others, whore the subterraneous lires seem to be extinct.

Several very severe visitations have been recorded since iheir discovery,
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niul in Ronio canes the phciKJiuonu, which havo boon (iirofiilly nbnorvod and

rocordod, afford very iuterostiiiK subjottB for tho phyHJcul j^ooj^raphor. Tlui

(Mirlior eruptions apparently aroHo from Kilauoa, thoHO of tuoro recent timuH

from Mauna Loa.

The tirst recorded is an eruption of Kilauoa in 178i>, but no particularH

worth reciting oro stated in connection with it. The next was un eruption

from tlio same volcano in 1823, when the lava (lowed to tho sea ut 1*2 niili's

from tho equator. The third was in 1H;)'2, aud was nn eruption from Kilauea,

and also from tho summit of Mauna Loa, when lava tlowod for two or three

weeks, and is supposed to have entered Kawaihao Bay. The fourth was on

May 30, 1840, when lava flowed from the side of Kilauoa, and formed a

stream 1 8 or 20 miles long.

Tho ilfth eruption began on Mauna Loa on January 10th, 1812, when a

stream of lava issued from its summit, and, running northward, it divided,

one branch towards Uiio, and a second towards Kawaihao. On Fob. 15th,

1 852, another stream of lava issued from tho sumo crater, and, with some

interruptions, continued for a month, but did not roacli tho sea.

A most alarming eruption from Maima Loa commenced on August Uth,

1855, and the lava continued to flow for thirteen mouths, until it covered

an area estimated at 300 square miles. Again, on Jan. 23rd, 1859, another

great stream of lava burst forth, and flowod for six months, reaching the sea

to the 8.W. of Kawaihae.

The last and greatest eruption on record commenced by somo slight pre-

monitions, in March, 1868, by some earthquakes. Theso shocks became so

numerous that 2,000 were counted in a short space of time. Some of these

were very destructive, and accompanied by the great sea-wave and a mud
eruption which swept away and buried villages, men, cattle, &c., and on tho

7th April, ten days after the first symptoms of the convulsion, a new crater

opened on the flank of Mauna Loa ; a stream of lava flowed into the sea

half-way between Apua and the southern point. ^1i3 mud-flow meanwhile

wending its course to tho North of this direction. One of the fairest parts

of tho island was thus in a singlo day converted into a black-looking, deso-

late tract of cinders and mud. In many places in Kau the ground has

opened, chasms of unknown depth havo formed, whence sulphurous exhala-

tions are emitted ; a fissure, somo miles in length, has extended inland from

the coast, crossing one of the island high roads, and so deflecting it that

what were contrary sides before are, at the point of breakage, now in one

aud the same straight line. The floor of the crater in tho Kilauea volcano

has sunk considerably. At Lahaina, upwards of 100 miles from tho starting

point of the eruption, the column of cloud ascending from it was observed

under an angle of 3° 30', which (allowing for 500 feet of altitude, the position

of the observer) indicated a height of nearly 8 miles. So vast a body of

vapour rushing visibly upwards with Iromendoua rapidity, proved the pre-
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senco of an immonso lieat at its base ; the great rarefaction by heat of tho

air near the new crater would cause a powerful upward draught ; then the

cold uir, charged with the vapours of the surrounding soa, must rush in.

For days after the eruption, the leeward islands were enveloped not only

in a close oppressive atmosphere, but in clouds and heavy rain^. A very

distinct odour of sulphurous acid was perceptible at Honolulu 180 miles dis-

tant, two days after the eruption. The earthquakes were continued at in-

tervals for some months.

The archipelago consists of twelve islands, which were discovered by Cf)ok

in his last voyage ; and to these may be added two small ones to the N.W.,

seen at later periods. Of these six are uninhabited and are barren rocks.

They ^. tU a^^ be described in order, commencing with the S.E.

Throughout the archipelago there is every evidence of their upheaval, and

the dates of these elevations are manifest in the conditions of the difiPerent

islands. Those to the westward are the most ancient, Nihoa and Niihau are

the oldest ; Kaui, Molokai, and Maui follow ; and Hawaii, the largest and

most recent, is still in activity. But although it is asserted that the western

islands are the oldest, it may not be strictly correct, except in the sense that

the evidence of recent volcanic action is least evident there. But everywhere

there are laarks of a gradual or convulsive elevation of the group. On
Molokai, in the middle of the islands, coral is found at 500 feet elevation,

and in Kaui coral beds lie at 4,000 feet above the sea. It is in Hawaii

itself, however, that the grandest evidence of the plutonic origin of the

islands is most evident and active. In the other islands lava streams and

extinct craters are recognisable, but in the great island some of the most

terrible phenomena of volcanic disturbance have been shown in late years,

as will be briefly noticed in the description of that island.

There is very great variation between the orthography used by the eai-ly

voyagers and that subsequently adopted by the missionaries on a more inti-

mate knowledge of the language. The latter mode is, of course, to be con-

sidered as the correet one, and is that placed first in these pages.

HAWAII, the south-eastern, and by much the largest of the group, is

called Owhylm by Cook and othe -p Kotzebue calls it Wahi; Preycinet

and others, Otchyhi. All these words are representations of the same sound.

Hawaii is of a triangular form ; the West side, running generally North

and South, is 100 miles in length ; the N.E. 'side is 84 miles, and the S.E.

side is 64 miles loug: ; so that its whole circumference may be taken as 250

geographical, or 288 British statute, miles.

The mountains of Hawaii do not as(;end in peaks, as do many other vol-

canic islands, such as Eimeo or Teneriffe, but rise gradually and compara-

tively unbroken, ^particularly from the southern shore to the lofty summit oi
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Manna lioa. Its appearunco altogether is loss romantic and picturesque tlwn

Tahiti, but it is more majestic and grand.

There are but few inland settlements on the East and N.W. parts of the

island, but in general tho interior is an uninhabited wilderness. There is a

vast central valley between the three great mountains. This central part is

a groat desert of lava, of every known kind. It is only the northern plain,

the eastern slope, and some portions of the South and West, which are pro-

ductive, and where are to be found sugar estates, and cattle "ranches " and

sheep runs equal to any in the world.

There are three principal mountains in Hawaii, Mauna Kea in the N.E,,

Mauna Hualali in the N.W., and Mauna Loa in the South. As stated on

a former page, they are active outlets of the subterranean fires which have

formed the archipelago.

The general direction of this, parallel to the great mountain chains of

America on the one hand, and nearly that of Kamtschatka, to which quarter

it is directed, seems to indicate some general law in the stiucture of the

earth, or that some fissures in the crust exist in this region of it.

Manna '^ea is less evidently an active volcano than the others. It con-

sists almost entirely of scorise, without any apparent craters. It may bo

characterized as a vast mound, surmounted with nine cones, tho southern-

most of which is the highest. Perhaps these cones mu,y be considered as

craters. Although a sister mountain to Mauna Loa, it is of very different

form and apparent composition. On its summit frosts prevail, and vegetation

continues up to within 1 ,000 feet of its summit, and even higher. The plants

also differ. Their height is singularly equal, not being more than 193 feet

higher than the summit of Mauna Loa, or 13,953 feet, according to the

measurement of Commodore Wilkes in 1841, which is 300 feet higher than

previous estimates (13,645 feet).

Manna Hnahali, or Eiiarari (or Worroray, as it is called by Vancouver),

although not of such gigantic proportions as the other two principal moun-

tains, is yet very conspicuous. On [its summit is a very extensive crater,

which has been instrumental in wonderfully changing the surface of the

surrounding country. Besides the central spiracle, hundreds of cone craters,

or hills of scoriaceous lava, may be seen from its du^imit, like excrescences

on its sides. Its height is given es 7,822 feet.

Manna Loa wan from Cook's first estimate considered to be one of the

highest mountains in the world. Although his calculation was in excess, it

is still to be ranked with the loftiest. Its form is unique, and has been in-

creasing, and is perhaps entirely formed from the overflow of its terminal

crater. Its form is that of an extensive flattened dome, falling very gradu-

ally on its northern and eastern sides. Its summit was ascended, ^nd nu-

moroui' observations made here by the U.S. Exploring Expedition, in 1841.

Tho highest part of the edge of the summit crater was then found to be

I
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13 7G0 foet above the soa. The crater is a most extensive ouo, and possesses

all those wonderful characteristics which have been so frequently described.

This is the principal spiracle of Hawaii, and its recent eruptions have been

among the most violent on record, as described on page 825. This active

volcano and its destructive effects renders this principal island in a great

measure uninhabitable, and discourages any attempt at colonization.

The KUauea or Eiraueah Volcano lies on the side, as it were, and to the

S E of Mauna Loa. It is merely an immense crater, 3* miles long, 2i miles

wide, and over 1,000 feet deep. The bottom in the daytime looks iiko a

heap of smouldering ruins ; what is wonderful in the day becomes ton times

more so at night. The height of this singular volcano above the sea was

found to be 3,970 feet. To the S.E. of it is a line of craters, from some of

which a great eruption occurred May 31, 1840. Having thus descnbed

briefly and imperfectly these, the most wonderful features of the Pacific, we

pass on to the coast, commencing with the S.E.
. , , ^, . .

Kapoho Point is the easternmost projection of tho island. The country is

exceedingly fertile; sugar-cane grows here in abundance coffee succeeds

well, as do indigo and tacca, from which arrow-root is made The co^t to

tho N W. is a precipitous shore, about 15 feet high, on which the sea beats

with violence at all times. It is bestrewed with lava streams, apparently of

old date. At 3 miles from the East point is Puna, where there is a large

church, but no village, as the houses are much sca-.ered. Kanahh, a small

village, is li mile from Puna, and 3 miles further is a spot where an exten-

sive sti^eam of lava enters the sea, called Nanavalie. Prior to the eruption

in 1840 the coast was a continuous la.a cliff; now the site is occupied by

three sand-hills, formed by the lava stream, of very singular formation, the

highest 250 feet. There is no appearance of shoal water opposite, though

such was stated to be the case.

HILO, Waiahca, or Byron^s Bay, is the first, indeed the only place of con-

eoquenc; on this side of the island to the seaman. The bay has been

variously named. Lord Byron calls it Uido, after the village in the bottom

of the bay Lieut. Maiden caUs it after another village, Waiakea
;
and the

third is from the name of the British commander wh) first anchored here,

but is not now thus known among the natives.

nilo. tho second town in population and commercial' importance m he

Hawaiian Islands, is situated on a beautiful bay of the «ame name^on the

windward side of Hawaii. The bay of Hilo was formerly called Waiakea,

and frequently Byron's Bay, but the present native name, bemg to the

c. manor born,-' and more appropriate, has by general consent superseded

the others. It is in North lat. 19° 45' and lOS^ 6' West longitude from

Greenwich. The anchorage is good and the harbour capacious. The cres-

,.oiit shore . opes to the water's edge, where it terminates in a regular sandy

beach. I'he boat landing is excellent.
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The population of Hilo proper at tlio last census, as near as can be ascer-

tained, was 1750. Of this, the active business portion is cotaposed of fo-

reigners. The Americans are more numerous, about 75 in number, and thoro

are many Chinese of the i jttor class.

There are two substantial churclies in TTilo. The Protestant church is

large, indeed sufficiently commodious for the entire population of Hilo. Tho

lloman Catholic church is also commodious, well constructed, and roofed

with slate. It is finely situated, with its wlnto towers and belfries, sur-

mounted by two crosses directly in front of the harbour. Ther? are several

Biiliools, stores, an iron foundry, and all other accessories of civilization.

The harbour of Hilo, with little expense, could be made one of the safest

and most commodious in the Pacific. By com .ructing a breakwater on the

reef, northward from the point beyond Waiakea, the harbour would be per-

fectly safe, land-locked, and sheltered at all times. This could be easily

effected by building a tram railway, and by means of cars, which could

transport the abundant haid, volcanic material near at hand, upon tho

reef. If is but a short distance to immense beds of basaltic, vitreous, and

vesicular lava, which would resist the action of water for ages. Tho convict

labour of the island would be sufficient to accomplish the work in a few

years, and render Hilo a port where all the shipping of the Pacific could

ride secuisly at anchor. It is now more capacious than any other bay

or harbour on the island, and it is not subject to violent gales from any

quarter.

There is a good watering-place up Waterfall Creek, within the mouth of

the Waialuku River, which is generally easy of access, except when the

wind is blowing hard from the north-eastward ; on such occasions the surf is

liigh, and the rocky bar at the entrance then becomes dangerous for boats

to pass. The water is excellent and abundant.

The best landing-place is southward of Cocoa-nut Island, in the S.E.

corner of the bay, but it is easy to land on the beach in proper boats.

Light.—In 1869 a lighthouse was erected on Faukaa Point, at the en-

trance. It shows a fixed white light, elevated 50 feet above tho sea, and in

clear T7eather should be seen from a distance of 10 miles. From the light-

hoi'.je, ti.e outer point of the reef bears S.E. by E., the inner point of t>'0

re
' N b.l',, Leleiwi Point E. by S., and Makahanaloa Point N. \ W.
* >? hn.'^Q no directions in connection with this light, but it will bo very

set^iC'-'.bV-.

The iOiio ing directions are by Lieut. Maiden :

—

H.M.8. Blonde^ as before stated, was the first man-of-war that ever en-

tered this bay, and hence it was called after her commander. The western

side runs nearlj North and South, about 9 miles ; the eastern E.N.E. and

W.S.W., about one-third that distance. The anchorage, in 6 or 7 fathoms,

stiff muddy bottom, js protected from the N.E., to which it is apparently

r<
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open, by a coral reef, Haifa mile in breadth, extending from the eastern

«oint in a W.N.W. direction, two-thirde across the bay, leaving a channel

Siree-quarters of a mile broad between it and the West shore, with 10 and

II fathoms in it. When the wind blows strong, a heavy surf l^'e^'ts "poa

th« reef, but inside it is smooth. It is only exposed between N. to W. by N.,

f,^ which quarter the wind never blows hard in summer, and but very

ra«>lyiathe winter; only one northerly gale had been fo}*J^^ f«/«^";

The surrounding scenery is the most beautiful in the Sandwich Islands but

the cUmate is wet, showers occurring daily. Watering is very readily done

in the S.W. extremity of the bay.
, . „ i

In steering for the anchorage, with the sea-broeze, when about 3 mUes

from the bottom of the bay you wiU be outside the reef, in 25 to 30 fathoms.

The West shore must then be kept close on board. The leading marks for

the channel, to clear the West end of the Blonde Reef, are these :-Keep

the huts on the West side of Waterfall Creek on with the emtern side of a

remarkable green hUl (an extinguished volcano), impossible to )>o "ii^taken

bearing by compass S.S.W. i W.. till the Turret Rock (about 15 feet high)

hears W by S i S.. v / v^ • will be in 7 or 8 fathoms, stiff muddy bottom.

The whole of the West > composed of cliffs, the huts standing upon

the last and most southerly „ible cliff. When upon the West extremity of

the Blonde Reef, the above huts are in one with the western side of the green

hiU, bearing S. 29° W., by compass; and at the same time the centre of the

same hill is on with the left of two very distant hummocks. These are fre-

quently obscured by haze, or they would be the best marks. When at the

North extreme of the reef a deep inlet, called Cocoa-nut Cove, m consequence

of there being a group of these trees at the entrance, is quite open bearing

West by North. As there are no dangers in the channel, and it is more

than three-quarters of a mile wide, there is quite room to beat any vessel

out against the sea-breeze, and which, if it be fresh and steady, is preferable

to rling out at daylight with the land wind. The land wind frequent y

Les you in the lurch, and you are obliged to come to m deep water, to

p'vent being driven upon the rocky cUffs of the West coast. Indeed, in

Lming out of the bay, with a good strong sea-breeze, as soon as you are to

lindward of thereof, she should keep beating to windward m a NE. or

NE by E direction, .ot attempting to weather the North point of the bay

(PoM Blonde) until it can be done with certainty, at the distance of 5 or 6

muITatleast • for, when at 3 or 4 miles to the North of Cocoa-nut Cove,

tZ I no bottom with 50 fathoms, although within half a mile of shore.

^ that, should a vessel in this situation be becalmed, her state would be

^ost d.iigerous. aheavy sweU and current constantiy setting against the

p^ipitoufcliffs. Cocoa, nut Island is in lat. 19° 43' 5r- N., long. (East of

dkakoa) 0" 62' 50". Tide rises about 4 feet, high water at sunset, and

low water at daylight, being inBuenced by the sea and land bree.es.
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Captain Wilkes remerks :—As respects the Bay of Hilo, I cannot but view

it as a safe anchorage. We were detained there about three months, and

never had a gale strong enough to ride our anchors, though these were the

winter months, December, January, and February. At times, however,

there was a considerable swell rolling in, so as to make it uncomfortable on

board ship. The weather was not so rainy as was anticipated, and some
most delightful weather was experienced in February.

The whole settlement forms a pretty cluster ; the paths and roadsides are

planted with ^nue-apples, and the soil covered with a rank vegetation.

Waiakea Point is on the opposite side of the bay from Hilo, at rather more

than a mile off ; the path between leads along a sandy beach, on which the

surf continually breaks, and at times with great violence.

" The scene which the island presents, as viewed from the anchorage in

Hilo Bay, is both novel and splendid ; the shores are studded with extensive

groves of cocoa-nut and bread-fruit trees, interspersed with plantations of

sugar-cane. Through these numerous streams are seen hurrying to th»

ocean ; to this succeeds a belt of some miles in width, free from woods, but

clothed in verdure ; beyond is a wider belt of forest, whose trees, as they

rise high from the sea, change their character from the vegetation of the

tropics to that of the polar regions ; and, above all, tower the snow-capped

summits of the mountains."—(Wilkes, vol. iv. p. 110.)

Hilo, viewed from the harbour, presents much the same tropical appear-

ance as other parts of the islands, and as a panoramic view it is not surpassed

in beauty and g^randeur of scenery by any other spot in the kingdom. There

is a luxuriousness and freshness in the vegetation, a living green in the

verdure and foliage, that combine to present an almost perfect picture. The
crescent sweep of the bay, ending with the cluster of cocoa-nuts on the

island, the towering heights of Mauna Kea behind, the majestic dome of

Mauna Loa, all help to form a landscape scene seldom equalled.

The following remarks are by Mr. H. Thompson, B.N., master of H.M.8.

Talbot, which was here in June, 1845 :

—

After a passage of eight days (from Honolulu) we arrived off Byron Bay,

where we took on board a pilot, about 8 miles off shore. The sea-breeze

gradually fell light as we entered within the limits of the bay, and continued

to blow (but very feebly) just sufficient to give the ship steerage way ; but

the swell assisted the vessel in, when we anchored in 5 fathoms water, and

afterwards moored with 70 fathoms on best bower to X.E., and 40 fathoms

on small bower to S.W., with the following bearings, viz., Cocoa-nut Point

E. by N. i N., the thatched native chapel on with North side of Oreen Hill

S.W., and Red CUff Point N. i W.
The anchorage in Byron Bay is open to all winds from North to E. by N.,

being only sheltered in that direction by an extensive sunken reef (Blonde

Keef), on which the depth of water varies from 9 to 6 fathoms, and which

=1
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sufficiently broaks tho soa to render a ship comparatively safe behind it.

The pilot told mo that during his residence (twenty years) here ho had soon

some very strong gales from the N.E., but had never known any vessel

suffer by them ;
yet I am of opinion that on such occasions a vessel would

find it very heavy riding, and should be provided with good ground tackle.

A ship of any size may anchor here in from 4 to 9 fathoms water.

There is seldom any difficulty experienced in entering this bay, as the sea-

breeze blows right in, and should it be ever so light, with the assistance of

the swell astern, and boats towing if necessary, the anchorage wiU be gained

in safety. But the egress is not so easy ; it is often attended with difficulty,

and sometimes with risk. The channel between the reef and the shore is

narrow, rather too much so to allow a square-rigged vessel to work through,

unless she be a smaU one, and then it should be only with a commanding

breeze.'

To sail out of Byron Bay a vessel should start with the first of tho land-

breeze, which generaUy comes off soon after midnight, so as to get a good

offing before it ceases, othendse, if daylight is waited for, the land wind

will seldom hold long enough to take a vessel sufficiently off shore to leave

her in a safe position ; and should the sea-breeze faU to blow home to tho

coast during the day, which not unfrequently happens, thereby leaving her

exposed, helpless, to a heavy swell setting directly towards the reef, a vessel's

own boats' towing would have but little effect against it. There is a deep-

water anchorage outside the reef, and there is also anchorage in the channel

in 10 to 12 fathoms ; but both these anchorages are unsafe when blowing

fresh.
, . . u

The similarity of the coast and the want of remarkable objects m the

vicinity of this bay, prevents me from describing any conspicuous marks that

would guide a vessel to or from the anchorage. The general rule for ap-

proaching the anchorage is ! > close the land a little to the northward, and

run down along shore rather within the distance of half a nule, which will

lead a vessel a little inside the North extremity of the reef which forms the

channel ; this reef may be seen fi»m a slight elevation above the deck.

There is a long guUey running up the land in a southerly direction from

Cocoa-nut Cove, which forms a good object to steer for when once made out,

as it leads close to the entrance of the channel ; it appears like a dark mark

in the land, and there is nothing in that vicinity that resembles it.

The ooMt to the northward of Hilo is somewhat peculiar ; it is a steep

bluff, rising about 200 feet; this is cut into small breaks, called here

" gulches," within which the villages are generaUy situated, and the natives

grow bananas and tare. These gulches are ravines from 800 to 1,000 feet

deep, which have been apparently worn by water-courses. There is no

landing for boats, for all along the coast the surf beats on the rocks with

great violence.

I
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Thi.s7V.A'. roa^f of nawaii, beyond Hilo Bay, i.s a leo shon, without
shelter c ..nchorage. The coast is firm and comract, terminating generally
in stoep x-ocky cliU's, with a few small indented bny.s, rendered easily accessi-
ble to the native canoes by the sandy beaches that bound tliom. From tlioso

rugged rocky cliffs many .streams of water fall, in cascades or otherwian, into
the ocean.

Laupalm is about C, miles northward of Ililo. It is tho groat pulu depot
for this side of the mountain, and is a ploasant-lookiiig hamlet, situated at
the mouth of a deep ravine.

Captain Sir Edward Belcher approached these islands from the E.S.E.
July 7, ISS?, and passing witliin ;5 or 1 miles of tho breaker line, witnessed
these numerous cascades resulting from tho showers emanating from the
heavy clouds which capped the summits of Maui and Hawaii. " No do-
scription can convey tho idea of tho number and variety of tho silver
threads which they exhibited ; and a sketch, including twenty leaps within
100 or 200 yards, would appear almost a burlesque, yet such was the fact."

The southern portion of this section of tho land has a very dreary aspect

;

Vancouver says it was perfectly uncultivated, and nearly destitute of habita-
tions

;
those which are to be seen are small, and thinly scattered. Advancing

to the N.W., the population and cultivation increase. At about 5 leagues
from ITealakaka Point, which is called by Vancouver the N.E. point, the coast
is composed of a cluster of remarkably high, steep, rugged, and romantic
cliffs, discharging from their naked summits many rapid cataracts into the
ocean. The rushing of these impetuous torrents down the black, barren
surface of the rocky cliffs, contrasted with the enchanting, cultivated, and
populous country to the East and West, and behind this dreary frontier, for
a considerable distance up the sides of the lofty mountains, on approaching
them in the offing present a very beautiful and picturesque appearance"
Nearly in the centre of these cliffs is a tolerably deep, small bay, off the
Waimanu Valley, much resembling in appearance, and most other respects,
the bay in the island of St. Helena ; but it seems too much exposed to thfr

sea and the prevalent wind to be an eligible place for shipping. At 8 miles
to the westward of this bay, off the western extremity of these cliffs, lie some
rocky islets, a little distance from the land.

Westward of these cliffs there are soundings off shore, as Vancouv.er found
7 fathoms at 2 miles off, the North (West) point bearing S. 70° W., 9 miles
distant. The sea breaks with great violence near the shore at this part, and
so continues all the way to the N.W. point of the island. There was a very
heavy, confused, irregular sea, which was suspected to arise from a very
sudden decrease in its depth, and the effects of a strong gale.

Upolu Point is the N.W. point of Hawaii. The land here falls in a
gradual descent from the base of the mountains, and forms an extensive

2^'urth Pitcific. g „
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plain towards the wator side, which seoiued to be iu a hi-h state of cultiva-

tion, and abounds with native houses.

The Kohtla didrid lioa on the North point ot Hawaii, and is divided fron:

that of Waimea by a ranpe of mountuiiis. The soil on tlio lo.'ward shore is

barren from :5 to 5 miles inland. On the windward shore it is of po.,d

quality quite to tho beach. The face of the country is regular, gradually

ascending from the coast to the summit of the high lan.ls. Kohala is tlu^

principal place in the district.

There are soundings off tho const to the southward of Upolu Toint. Van-

couver anchored hero about 7 miles from the point, in 41 fathoms, but drove

off the bank in tho ni-ht with a gust of wind from tho land. On this ac-

count it is objoctional)lo ; it is exposed to the North winds, which, with

those that blow from the N.W., aro tho most violent and dangerous known

in this country.

Kawaihae Bay, Towaihai, Tocaigh (Vancouver), or Toe-yaUjah (King), is

10 miles South of Upolu Point. Captain King says this extensive bay is

bounded to the North by two very conspicuous hills. Towards tho bottom

of the bay there is foul corally ground, tho soundings arfl regular, with

good anchorage in 20 fathoms. Captain Wilkes says of this part :—The

district of Waimea is situated on the N.W. side of the island. So much of

the soil of this district as lies along tho coast, though rich, is badly watered,

and 7 or 8 miles in the interior from Kawaihae Bay, it becomes exceedingly

rocky and barren. The high land to the eastward of Kawaihae causes

almost a perpetual calm. The mountain region is rocky, and has a burnt

appearance, until the eastern side of the mountain is reached, when a dense

forest and a most luxuriant vegetation succeed. The;climate of this district

is, upon the whole, unpleasant, particularly at Waimea, in consequence of

the trade-wind, which is exceedingly strong, bringing with it a mist towards

sunset. This wind rushes furiously down between the mountains which

bound the valley of Waimea, and becomes very dangerous to shipping in

the bay. It is called by the natives •' Mumuku," and is foretold by them

from an illuminated streak that is seen far inland. This is believed to be

caused by the reflection of tho twilight on tho mist that always accompanies

tho Mumuku.

Tho productions of Waimea are the same as those of the other districts,

but it also abounds in timber of good size and quality for building. This

was the famous sandal-wood district, whence Kamehameha (the king) pro-

cured the cargoes ho sold for the Canton market. There are no trees left

now larger than more saplings. Waimea was also the principal place of

export for hides, tallow, and beef. Of those articles only a small amount is

now exported, owing to tli(> tabu on cattle.

Light.—A fired whito light is now exhibited as a guide to tho anchorage

UtMM MIMa
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of Knwailiao, olorntpd about 50 foot above tho sen, and in clear woathor

should bo sopn from a distance of 10 miles.

From the N.E. rorner of tho roof tho lijjlit Itoars N.E. by N. i N. ; witli

tlio light binring E.N.E. there is good anchorage about a quarter of a milo

from tho shore.

Vancouver anchored in this bay February 14, l/OU, and again on Fobrn-

ary 28, 1791, ia 25 fathoms, on a bottom of fine brow.» sand and mud in thi*

first visit, and on a stiff day and good holding-ground on tho second, tho

jiointfl of tho bay bearing N. 30'' W. ond S. iiV W. ; tlio Morai, which is

also conspicuoup in pointing out the station, N. OS'^ E. ; and tho watoring-

l>laco at the distance of about IJ mile, boing tho nearest shore, S. 79' E.

The Morai is a conspicuous object, and a good leading mark into the an-

chorage ; it stands on a barren eminenco to the southward of the village,

and is to be kept on a line M'ith a small saddle hill, on tho eastern land,

descending from the higher parts, over the village of Toeaigh, on the North

side of the bay. Its South point, descending gradually from Ilualalai, and

forming a low point, bore by compass 8. 31" \V. ; within this point, on tho

rising land, are some elevated hummocks ; the third of these, from tho point

forming a kind of saddle hill in a lino with a low, projecting, black, rocky

point, in the middle of the bay, bearing S. 22° W., is a further direction,

and a cross mark for this anchorage. On sounding round the ship, about a

fourth of a mile to the 8.W., a very small patch of coral rocks wa.s found,

where the water was only 10 fathoms in depth, but increased suddenly to 20

fathoms all around it. This was afterwards found to have only 3 fathoms

in ono part. On the opposite side, however, was dear, good anchorage

for about a milo, where many vessels might ride without inconvonienco from

the bottom, thoxigh nevertheless exposed to the violence of tho winds and

sea between the limits above mentioned, comprehending 113" in the western

quarter.

The shoal is a very great inconvenience to tlio roadstead, which is at best

but a very indifferent one, being entirely exposed to the N.W. winds and

the western oceanic swell, which beats with groat violence on tho reefs en-

compassing the shores. The only advantageous (jircunistances are the run

of water, which, however, does not always flow, and the probability of pro-

curing refreshments, from its contiguity to the populous and fertile western

part of the Koarra district, and the plains of Waimea lying bohiud tlio

land constituting the soa-coast.

The watering-placG is in a small sandy bay, where, over a space of 20

yards of rugged rocks and stones, a fine stream ompties itself, whoso water

is easily to be procured by landing the casks on tho saiuly bea(^h, and having

the water brought in smaller vessels to fill them, a service in which the na-

tives would be useful.

Vancouver says :— '" Tooaigh (Kawaihae) is situutcil in a yvove of corua-

;i u 2
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nut trees, jtiflt behind a wantly point. A reof of toral roika, PxtPiulinK tlienco

about three-quarters of n mile into the sea, renderetl it innccoBBible to our

boats in a direct line, but we landed very commodiouBly in a narrow channel

between the reef and the shore, near the Morai, to the 8.E. of the bench.

The village only consistod of straggling houses ; in tho centre of them was a

reservoir tif salt water, from which salt was made."

From tho bottom of the bay the const oxtondH for about 28 miles in an

irregular S.W. direction to tho westernmost point of Hawaii, R'nthiHo Point.

It does not appear to afford any shelter or interest to tho mariner.

The great lava stream which flowed from the summit of Mcuna lioa in

January—July, ISCU, reached the sea about 15 miles to tho S.W. of Kawai-

hae, and considerably alt(^red tho features of the coast.

Tho S.W. side of the island is termed the district of A'ona (or Akona), and

includes Kealakekua and Kairua or Kailau.

The district of Kailau is similar in character to that of Kealakekua, but

the lava is of a more recent formation, the eruptions from jiauna Hualalai

having flowed down and covered nearly the whole northern portion. This

eruption happened in 1809 and 1810. Tho mountain is 7,822 feet high, and

rises abruptly on its West side.

This being tho lee side of the island, as explained in a former passage,

rain very seldom falls here, and this, with tho absence of all dew, does not

allow of much cultivation. There is coarse herbage enough for slight pas-

turage near tho shore, but further inland it becomes better, and the taro

and bread-fruit are abundant. Land and sea breezes are very regular, and

are the prevalent winds.

Kailaa, Kairua, or, as it is called by Vancouver, Tyahtatooa Bay, is in

this district, 9 miles from the West point. In Meares's account of Captain

Douglas's voyage this bay is considered equal or superior to that of Keala-

k'-ikua hut Vancouver's closer examination led him to a different conclusion.

It is but 0. slight bend in the general line of coast, not more than 2 cables'

lengths in depth, according to Captain Duperrey's chart, and scarcely de-

serving the name of a bay. Vancouver anchored with the northernmost

point bearing N. 69° W., by compass; the village, called Ane-oo-rooa, being

the nearest shore, N. 30" E., about half a mile distant, and the point of

Kowrooa (Kolui), S. 22° E. This was as close to the shore as prudence

would allow them to lie, and the bottom in all directions appeared to con-

sist of a mixture of rocks and sand. A considerable swell rolled in from

westward, and by the beaten appearance of the rocks that chiefly compose

the shore, this seemed to be in general the case, and for that reason not a

very eligible place for shipping. It has, however, one superiority over Kea-

lakekua in respect of landing. This convenience is produced by the jutting

out of two points ; between these is a small cove, defended by some rocks

lying before it, which break the violence of the surf, and render communi-

ii ii i ij iiiiimiJitfiw in J.
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fntlon witli tlio shoro v»»ry (timmodions. Tho landinj; is on a sindy bea. h,

before a grovo of imoa nut, liroad-fruif, ami othor tri'os, in the midst of

which the viliago is sit\iati'd. On a point on fho West siiin is tho torn') <>f

King Kiimohanicha, whicih is placod by Dupi-rroy in hit. lO-" .t" 'JO' N., long.

1.16" 1 W. Toward the Houth pavt of tlii« covo is a spring, whicli roso vpry

rapidly from amongst some rocks that nro gnnorally covc^rcd wifli tho sfia

water; but whon this is low, which is sometimes tho <asp, it is fotmd to

produce a stroara of oxcollont frosh water ; by propnr mt-anH thoro is no doubt

but that it might bo rnado available for tlio noi^^hboiirliood and sliip[)in^.

Wilkes says that this pbuo had thriven groatly from tho industry oiiiDuraged

by the native governor of Hawaii.

The noxt district, or rather portion of tho district of Kona, is that of

Kealakekua, or Karakakooa, which lies to tho Houthoni end of the preceding.

Wilkes describes it thus :— " Almost tho wholo coast of this district, extend-

ing 40 miles, is one line of lava. Tliis frecjuently lies in largo masaos for

miles in extont, and is in others partially broken, exhibiting porpendicular

cliffs, against which tho soa dashes with fury. This formation oxtonds half

a mile into the interior, and as tlio distance from tho soa increases, tho soil

becomes richer and more productive. Tho face of tho country, even within

this rocky barrier, is rough, and covered with blocks and bods of lava, more

or less decomposed. Tho land in places reaches tho altitude of 2,000 foot,

and at the distance of 2 miles from tho coast begins to bo well covered with

woods of various kinds of trees, which are almost ronderfd imi)assablo by an

undergrowth of vinos and ferns. In these woods there are many cleared

spots, which have the appearance of having been formerly cultivated, or

having been burnt by tho descending streams of lava. In some places these

strips of wood descend to withm a milo of tho shore, having escaped de-

struction. Those are in no place parallel to the shore, but lie always in the

direction which the streams of lava would take in dosconding from tlio

mountains. Cultivation is carried on, and might be increased, notwith-

standing the great difhcultios. The only staple commodities at present are

sweet potatoes, upland taro, and yams ; the latter almost entirely raised for

ships."

The climato is mild throughout the district, and there are seldom strong

winds. From May to September, the wot or rainy season, there is a good

deal of rain. In December, January, and February, the weather is usually

very dry, and the winds prevail from the North, from which quarter it some-

times blows fresh.

Kealakekua or Karakakooa Bay, derived a sad celebrity from its beiug

the scene of the death of the immortal Cook, the discoverer of the group, and

the father of modern hydrography.

The following is Captain King's description of it ;— " It is about a luilo

in depth, and bounded by two low points of land at tho distance of half a

fti>tJil>»..efU'MMH»-'W*J1
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|..aK«o, n.Hl lM.ar.UK S.H.K. an.l N.N.W. fr...u each oth..r. On tho N..rtli

point, ul.ich i8 Hat an.n.am.n, Htan.ls tl.o villas.) ..f Kowrowm ;
an.l .u tho

huft..m of tho hay, n.-ar a Rrovo of tall cocoa-nut treoH, thero x» another v. -

1„ fmorocnMaorablo hi...-, callo.l Kakoou; between thorn runs a high

rorky clilf, inaccoHsiblo from tho Hoa-shoro. On tho Woutli huKh tlu, coaHt,

for about n n.ilo inland, ha« a ruKgod avpoarnnco ;
boyond wliich tho country

ri808 wi :h u gradual ascent, and is ovorsi.road with cultivated enclosures and

gn.ves of cocott-nut trees, where the luibitations of tho natives are scattered

in great nuuiberi.. The shore all round tho bay is covered with a black coral

rock, which makes the lauding very dangerous in rough we-.tlier
;
except at

tho village of luvkooa, where thero is a lino sandy beach, with a raorai, or

burying-ylace, at one extremity, and a small well of fresh water at tho

other This bay appearing to Captain Cook a proper place to refit tho

8hip> and 'ay in an additional supply of water and provisions, wo moored

on tho North side, about a quarter of a mile from tho shore, Kowrowra

bearing N.W."
, . ,,,,,.

The last words of tho illustrious circumnavigator's journal refer to this

^
'•'At 11 a.m. (Sunday, January 17, 1779) we anchored in tho bay (which

is called by tho natives Karakakooa), in 13 fathoms water, over a sandy bottom

and abonh a quarter of a mile from the N.E. shoro. In this situation tho

South point of the bay bore South by West, and tho North point West i

North. We moored with the stream anchor and cable to the northward, un-

bent the sails, and struck tho yards and topmast. The ships continued to bo

much crowded with natives, and wore surrounded by a multitude of canoes.

I had to where in the course of my voyages seen so numerous a body of people

assembled at one place ; for, besides those who had come off to us in canoes,

all the shoro of the bay was covered with .spectators, and many hundreds

were swimming round the ship like shoals of fish. We could not but bo

struck with tue singularity of this scene; and perhaps there were few on

board who now lamented our having failed in our endeavours to find a

northern passage homeward last summer. To this disappointment we owed

our having it in our power to revisit the Sandwich Islands, and to enrich our

voyage with a discovery which, though the last, seemed iu many respects to

be the most important that had been made by Europeans throughout the ex-

tent of the Pacific Ocean." The subsequent proceedings of the discovery

ships are familiar to all. Captain Cook on his landing was received by the

natives in a most extraordinary nianner. He received unmistakable evi-

dences of adoration addressed to him, and several religious ceremonies oc-

curred, in which he was the principa! rbjoct. Tho most unbounded liberality

was also shown to tho visitors, and all was friendly and respectful. The ships

quitted the bay on the 4th of February, but on springing the foremast they

determined to return, and reached their former anchorage on the Uth fol-
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Iinviii;,'. Tiii'ir roci>i»iic.n wiis tho rovorMo of wliat was until ip.ifi'il, and siiHpi-

lioii and ag^'n'Msidii in Himill nniltors took tho [ilaco u( tlii> roninr piod fcrl-

in^;. ThJM h'd to open outbreak, and on Hundiiy, Kcbruary II, 177'.), Cook

'^imlcd with a bout's orow, in tho miiUt of an iiunu'iisi- and ..rmi'<l crowd. A
iliiot'had boon unfortunatoly shot, and tho nowx arriving', was llio sifjnal for

open warlari', and Cook was stabbed in tho hack in iiticniptiii^' to roach tln>

boat ut tlio water's odgo. Thui difd tho most romarkaliln man at tho Hcotio

of his moKt important discovory. Thostono on which ho landed is MtillNhow.-'.

and tho stoiu of a tioo, near to tlie spot whom ho Itll, is now murkcd with

nn inscription on coppor relating the fact. Tho top of this ti'eo lias boon

brought to England, and deposited at Greenwich hospital.*

The nanio of the bay, Karakakooa, as Cook calls it, or Kealukekua, ac-

cording to the missionary orthograi)liy, signifies "tho patli of tho gods,"

and is so formed from a slide in tho liill, still visible, by which tho natives

believed the gods used to cross tho bay (juickly.

Tho bay is not <>xtonsivo, and opens between two low and barren hills, on

eacli of which stands a town. Kotween them a highperpondicular bluff rises

directly irom tho water, in which aro numerous caves formerly and still

sometimes used as places of burial. Those caves aro nearly inaccessible,

and resorted to by vast flocks of birds.

The district of A'aii occupies tho soutliorn extremity of the island. Tlio

coast, says Captain King, presents a prospect of the most horrid and drt>ary

kind, tho whold country appearing to have undergone a total change from

the eifocts of sumo dreadful convulsion. Tho grtmnd is ever\ whoro covered

with cinders, and iniorsooted in many placee v.ith black streaks, which seem

to mark tho course of a lava which has flown, not many ages back, from tho

mountain Itoa to tho shore. Tho southern promontory looks like the more

dregs of a volcano. Tho projecting headland is composed of broken and

* Tho fato of Cook is a sud ovidenco of an unl'urluniito point in his imrsonal chaniclor.

ilia temper was overbearing and hasty, and lor this his attached friend and coinpaniuii,

(.'aptiiin King, remarks, ho niij^ht havo hcen Justly blamed. No other iia\ ij;ator ever ex-

perienced such a weleomo. He was tho god to them which fr,iditioii led thcni to expect to

return, and Loiio (O-rono), us ho was c.tUed, received divine honours and nnliounded

liberality. Unfortunately they did not meet with due consideration, and he who was con-

tiidercd immoiial was killed. All his remains were not returned at tlio time, but his ribs

and bieast-boue, as also a slodg'i irom tho N.W. coast of America, wro afterwards wor-

shipped by those who believed in his divinity. They wero preHer\ed in a small wicker

basket, covered with red feathers, and deposited in a temiilo dedicated to l^ono, on tho Mast

side of the island. They wore annually carried in procession toother jMrts of tho islnnil.

Their fato has never boon properly ascertained, but it is said that some of them wero

brought to Kngland by Liho-Liho. The remainder have probably been hidden since

idolatry was abolibhcd.
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''i'''gfjy rocks, piled irregularly on one anottiev, and teruiiuating in shai'p

points.

Notwithstanding the dismal aspect of this part of the islaad, it is much

more populous than the verdant mountains of Tuna to the N. V.. ^'or is this

circumstance hard to be accounted for ; the natives prefer such gruuud as

lies more convenient for fishing, or is best suited to the cultivation of yams,

and plantains. Now, amid those ruins there are many patches of rich soil,

wliich are carefully cultivated, and the neighbouring sea abounds with excel-

lent fish. Another inducement for their residence hero is that it 's the fim-

f/uf district, where this vegetable production is collected and dried for the

China market, and is sent to Honolulu for shipment in large bales. Off tliio

part of the coast Captain King could find no grourd at less than a cable's

length off the shore, with IGO fathoms of line, excepting in a bight to the

eastward of the South point, where they had regular soundings of 50 and 58

fathoms Over a bottom of fine sand.

The South Point is in lat. 18" 54', long. 155' 39 , and on it stands a tole-

rably largo village. After Cook's visit it v^as reported that {rood anchorage

and excellent shelter existed close round on the wectern side of th'd Soutn

point, and had been overlc >ked by that navigator ; but Vancouver, to set the

matter at rest, examined it, and found that the shores were nearly straight,

aad exposed to a most tremendous surf, that broke with such furi' as to ren-

der landing, if not impossible, highly dangerous, even to those Lihabitants

who are most expert in the management of their canoes.

The whole of the S.E. side between the South point and Kapoho Point, a

distance of 66 miles, affords not the smallest shelter or anchorage of any de-

scription.

All this part of the island has been much altered by the Llfiicts of the vol-

cano which stands over it.*

MAUI or Mowce of the older navigators, is the next large island to the

• The poutherii extremity of Hawaii suffered most from the great eruption of Mauna

Lon, of 1808, alludod to on page 82.5. It commenced, with but fuw warnings, on March

27th, and from that period to April 10th it was estimated that two thomand shocks were

felt, the heaviest on April 2nd, which was felt in Honolulu, and destroyed every church

and dwelling in the Kaii or Kouthem district of Hawaii. On April 7th, a new crater sud-

denly burst out on tho side of the mountain, ni.'ar a house which was covered with lava,

ten miuufeK afterwards, and from it a river f'f fire, varying from oOO to 1,200 or 1,JOO feet

v/ide, ran southward at the ri.to often miles an hour. This lava sl>-eam reached tho S. point,

and tho Koua jjiickc^t, passing this point at the time, it is said ut three miles distiinru

(probably exaKgerated), saw a conical island, 400 feet high, rise out of the sea midway be-

tween the land and tho vessel, tho mud bespattering her sails. The lava llowed down to

this Lslund, so that it now joins the land. The whole of this Kau distrii't was desolated,

iiml inui i. Jij.sk of life i.nsurd, k> tli;it it i.- in.w dt:si;lli;(i
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N.W. At a distance it appuars like two ialand.s, bul a nearer approach
shows the low isthmus only a few feet above tha sea, and 9 miles acres*.,

uniting the two peninsulas. The whole island, like all the rest of the group
is volcanic, and appear^ to have been produced by the two aJiacint volca-
noes, which have ejected the enormous masses of matter oi which it is com-
posed. The island resembles Tahiti more than Hav.air does, both in form
and appearance. The lofty summits of the souchern peninsula are never
covered with snow, though they are often se ^n above the clouds. The high
land is steep and rugged, showing ut all times the fgneous rature of its
formation, extinct craters and indurated lava streams. Where this has
decomposed, the sides of the mountains are covo.;;: ^vitb shrubs and trees.
The surface of the northern peninsu;-* does not appear to ho of such recent

formation as that of the southern, a'>i although it is of evident vol-anic for-
mation, the marks of recent erupt''ji are seldom seen.

The aspect of the two portion-, rf Maui are very distinci from each other.
East Maui chiefly consists of M'.una Haleakala, which from perpendicular
cliffs near the sea, rises in -jiany parts with one unbroken slope to the sum-
mit. West Maui is. very much intersected by sharp peaks and ridges,
separated by dec:, vaUeys which lorm sloping plains of considerable extent
to ilip northwards and southwards. The highest peak of West Maui is
Mama Vela, 6,130 feet 'jigh, and the greater part of this peninsula is

grazing Ip^d.

En=t Maui, thon-h mountainous, has most cultivated land, and the rich
volcanic soil of the Kula District on the S.W. «ide of the island raises abund-
ant crops of potatoes, which are sent to supply the whalers' and other ships.
Wheat and other grain is also cultivated, and increasing.

Tlie South p. lut of Maui, Cape Kahila, is formed by rugged, craggy
rocks, and the soa breaks at a little distance to the N.W. of it. The
edge of this bank is very steep-to, suddenly shoaling from no bottom
with 80 fathoms to 25 fathoms, and then to 10 fathoms. The South side of
the island terminates very abruptly in the ocean, and, though rugged, is
verdant and fertile.

The North coast of East Maui is a succession of deep ravines, running up
the mountains and down them cascades, several hundred feet in height,
but with little volume of water, are to be seen falling. In this respect it

resembles the windward side of Ha^vaii. This circumstance renders tra-
veUing along the coast impossible. The central mountain is named Maima
Haleakala (" house of the sun"), and somewhat resembles Mauna Kea, on
Ilawaii.

Mauna Ualealala has the largest known crater, or it may hv that it ia
formed of several craters. The mountain is 10,200 feet high, and the crater
irieasures 12 miles around its edges, and is 2 miles across its widest part. The
summit h bare. At the height of 8,000 feet there is u large cayorn. Capt.

.t<^< -.^nMkT««»Hf«wM«w,3^, J
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Wilkos says -" Tho c.a::or of Halo.kala, if so it may be calloa, is a deep

To "o oil ut the North and East, forming aW of elbovv
;
tho bottom oi

ris as ertainod by tho barometer, was 2,783 feet below the summit peak.

1 2 83 tot bolow the wall. Although its sides are steep, yet a descent ,s

ana £,itS'i leuv u ^^ entirely

practicablo at almost any part of it. Tho msido « e

bare of vegetation, and from its bottom arose some large h Is of «<=-"^J
aTd Some of the latter are of an ocUre-red colour at the sumnut, ..tl

laU craters in the centre. All bore the appearance of Wcamc action, but

the natives have no tradition of an eruption."

The isthmus is, as before stated, very low, and consists of sa d constantly

1 f^nrid thrown up into " dunes." It is too dry for cultivation, and is

:b:;i;:f;ryl'Xs:n extent.
Eorninemonthsoftheyearitisatinegra-

zing country, aud feeds largo herds of cattle.
",

, ,

The East end of West Maui is an abrupt precipice, several '"•"'J^«djec^

high on the coast. On the S.E. part of it is a female

----f;^ ^^^

clbrity called fFailuku. It is an extensive range of coral and adobe build-

dgsta flourishing village, and is one of the best organised -tj^blis—

TL Sandwich Islands. Wo x.ave no nautical particulars of the northeiu

"'tllXa iTerou the S.W. side of West Maui. It was for a considerable

timetrie idenceofthe king. After Kamehameha had conquered the group

In 5 he year after Vancouver's visit, he removed the seat of government

n Hondula Oahu ; but his successor found this too troublesome a site from

l";i'l;dassumptio^^ of tUe white residents and white visitors^

Lahaina was therefore selected as the most central posi ion of the aichipe-

ligo The first missionaries were planted hero in May, 1 8-o-

'

The town of Lahaina is built along the beach for a distance of three-

,uartersofa mile; it is principally composed of grass houses, situated as

i'"th beach as possible; it has one principal street, with a lew others

ruing at rLht angles. After the governor's (or king's) palace t^ ort is

Zo^t rlnent'object ; its form is auadrangular. the longest .de ^cmg

the Tea • ft is of Uttle account, however, as a defence, serving chiefly to con-

'ne unruly subjects and sailors in. The area within is about an acre and

rwl are 2^0 feet high. According to the orations of hU„,

States' Exploring Expedition, it is in lat. 20^ 51' 50', long. lo6 410'. The

tideLtisirreglJ^^^^
dependent on tho winds; it runs to

the N W. generally, sixteen hours out of the twenty-four.

The seminary of Lahainrluna is the most remarkable building to be seen

as the bay is approached. It stands on the side of tho mountain behind tho

LnanT2 Jes from it. It was founded in 1831, for instructing school-

T2Z but its system has since then been changed, and itisnot so effective^

Au oxceleut chariuf the Sandwich Inland, was eng.avod on small pieces of
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copper taken from a wreck at this establishment, a singular production for

t]iis remote spot.

Lahaiuii is in some points a preferable place to Honolulu for rofreslunont

;

more order reigns hero than in most places in tho Pucilio ; and the absence

of fctroigners and tlieir attendant grog-shops, causes less temptation to bo

thrown in tho way of crows ashcre. Provisions, especially potatoes, aro

abundant.

Lahaina has been and still i j a favourite recruiting place for tho whalo

ships, and consequently the products of tho other islanas aro brought here,

and everything may be got here except taro. The fruits are excellent. There

aro several European residents and traders. Tho island seems to be rising

as tho beach is extending, having advanced at least 20 ft. since I8.J0.

Light.—A bright fixed light is shown on tho beach, visible 6 miles oil.

l.at. 20^ 5.r N.. long. 106" 35' W.
Notwithstanding that the anchorage on this side of Maui is well sheltered,

Vancouver considered that the bottom was only a slight covering of sand

over a bed of hard coral. The lead does not discover this, but on auclioring

the deceitfulness of the bottom is manifest. The roadstead of Lahaina is

only an open one ; the shores are bounded by a reef, with only one lauding

for boats. The soundings decrease regularly to 5 fttthoms close to tho reef,

extending in general about one-fourth of a mile from the beach. Tho West

extremity of Maui forms, with the West point of the roadstead bearing N.

14° W. and S. 14° E., a league asunder, an excellent little bay. The North

point is formed by a round hill close to the water side.

Tho southern side ofWest Maui has a forbidding aspect ; the shores, how

over, are not so steep and rocky as elsewhere, and have generally a sandy

beach. There is a roadstead here called by Vancouver Pato'i, which is re-

presented as good anchorage, and may be easily found by attending to tho

following description :—The large bay, formed by the two penirsulas and

the sandy isthmus, has its western side formed by high rocky precipices, that

rise perpendicularly from the sea. To the westward of thr precipices tho

coast is chiefly composed of sandy beaches, and the mountx <is, at some dis-

tance from the shore, form two remarkable valleys, separated liom each othw

by a high rugged mountain, seemingly detached from the rest, and appi'< nich-

ing nearer to the beach than those to the right and left of it. Tho anchoragt

at Patoa is abreast ol s,A.e easternmost of those valleys, which appeai'ed fi'uit-

ful and well cultivated.

The western side of this large bay {Kamalaea Bay) is formed by rocky

clilfs and precipices ; its opposite shore is about 4 miles distant ; the sound-

ings on the eastern side are regular, but very rocky. Nearly in the middle

of its western side is a village, called Mackerrey by Vancouver, off which

thcro is anchorage in 7 fatlioms water, a little more than a quarter of a milo

olf shore, bottom of sand and broken coral. Tt is only open to about two
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voints to the S.W., but there is not much wind from that quarter
;
one great

rve^lnce auo^din, the anchoring in any part of this bay is t e v e„t

saualls which blow over the isthmns. These gusts, or rather gales of wmd,

i: oltantly when the trade wind blows fresh at sen, and espec.ally when

it is most from the northern quarter. At these timeo it proven s any com-

^on .ith theshore, and this isthe more serious, as the holdmg ground

'"

nherlV-orin^ place will be found near the S.W. point of East Maui,

alttit tLsouthwa'dofaremarkable round hill on a sandy beach, pro-

eC its rocky base into the sea. From the appearance of .ts— .

"las called Volcano Hill, and lies N. 26' W. about a league from the bouth

lin Maui, and directly opposite the Island of Molokini. The soundxngs

^e regular, from 7 to 15 and 25 fathoms. The beach appears convement

lor landing on, but there is no water.
, . , v i

MOLOKINI (or JUorokini), or .ironotimee, is a barren rock which lies be-

tween Tahaurawe and Maui. It is high, or it would be dangerous to sh.?-

•ng It i« only visited by fishermen, who dry their nets on its barren s«r-

Lo It lies in the strait separating Kahoolawe from East Maui.

KAHTJLAUI {Kahoolawe, TaUurawe, Tahoomva, or KadooUnce) hes oif the

S W point of Maui, and from its shape and appearance seems as if it once

Lmecfa part of that island, and had been detached by some convulsion. It

r V and almost destitute of every kind of verdure or shrub, excepting

a swedes of coarse grass. There are no evidences of active volcanic

"'it is'u miles long and 5 miles wide. It is only inhabited at times by a

few p or fishermen, and was used as a place of exile. It is now chie ly use-

ZZ sheep pasture. The whole South part is covered with a hght soi^

consisting of decomposed lava, and destitute of vegetation On the North

deTre is a better soil, capable in some places of vegetation^ There are one

or two houses on the North end. Off the West point of the island, Cape

lullam, is a detached shoal, seen by Cook in his discovery of the island

FW y 2 .
1779. It lies U miles off the point, and has 9 feet water on it.

Vesslmay pass safely within 2 miles of the point, but it will be much better

lot to arproach within 3 miles. This shoal is remarkable as the only one

hidden from the navigator around the Sandwich Islands.

SaI or Rami lies to the West of West Maui, 20 miles to the N.W. of

Kahoolawe; the spa^e between is ealledtho Amu Channel Lanai is adome-

wl ilnd It is higher tlian KahuUu.i, but is neither so high nor

token as any of the other islands. The greater portion of it is barren, and

the i land in general suffers from the long droughts which frequently pre-

va I Zravines and glens, notwithstanding, are filled with thickets of small

l; which serve useful building purposes, to the natives of Maui^ The

lani like the rest of the group, iB volcanic ;
the soil is hollow, and by no

»•!»&-
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means fertile ; the shores abound with shell-fish, medusm, and cuttle-fish.

The inhabitants are not ramerous, about 400 in number. It is about l^

miles long and 6 miles broad. Tlie country to tho South is high and

craggy ; it appears to have boon frequently rent, largo fissures being appa-

rent on its sides. The other parts of the island Imvo a better aspect.

MOLOKAI or Morotoi lies to tho N.W. of tlie preceding, and is of a

different figure. It is a long, irregular island, apparently formed by a chain

of volcanic mountains, 40 miles in length, an<l not more than 7 to 9 miles

broad. The mountains are nearly equal in elevation to those of Maui, and

are broken by numerous deep ravines and water-courses, tho sides of whicli

are frequently clothed with verdure, and ornamented -with shrubs and trees.

There is but little level land in Molokni, and consequently but few plan-

tations ; several spots, however, are fei'tile, and repay the toils of their cul-

tivators.

One-third of the island to the West is a barren waste, and has but few

inhabitants. Tlio remainder, to the East, is almost one entire mountain

,

rising gradually from the South to the height of 2,500 feet ; while to the

North it is almost perpendicular. On the South side there is a narrow strip

of land, not exceeding one-fourth of a mile wide, the soil of which is very

rich, and which contains th^ greater part of the population. The soil here,

however, is too dry for cultivation, which is carried on in the uplands. The

people are very poor, and ill- provided with necessaries. In I8;52 their num-

ber was G.OOO ; in 1840 only 5,000, and this was reduced to 2,300 in 1800;

at the first named period it was first occupied as a missionary station.

There are several small harbours within the reef on the South side, at

Kalmaha, the missionary station, which are capable of sheltering vessels

of from 60 to 80 tons.

Sir Edward Belcher, E.N., says :—Passing the East end of I^Iaui, and

coming suddenly on Molokai, the view is very singular ; four exactly parallel

outlines of picturesque and lofty cliffs appear almost a visual deception, or

the effect of quadruple refraction ; but on advancing it will prove to be a

reality ; height about 400 feet, and varying but slightly from tho perpen-

dicular. Here, also, as on Maui, several very pretty but loftier cascades

embellish the scenery, which attired in nature's clothing only, is rich in

colours.

The Eapt point of the island is called Ifalawa Point ; and half a league

South of it is a small, barren, rocky islet, called Moduenete ; and from this

point the shores of the island lie S. 53° W. Off the N.W. end of the island

a small bay was observed by Cook ; but it was found by Vancouver that the

space indicated was nearly a straight shore, composed alternately of rugged

rocks and sandy beacV's. He anchored in 19 fathoms, within about a mile

of the breakers, on a fine sandy bottom ; the West point of the island bore

by compass, distant 4 miles, and the N.W. point N. 26° E. about tho

i

1
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same distance. Tins was as doso as safety would allow, l.ut it is entirely ex-

posed to the North and N.W. winds, which frequently blow with great vu-

lonce, and to the very heavy roll of the sea.

OAHU, or Woahoo, the next island in succession, may be looked on as the

principal of the group, as regards maritime affairs, inasmuch as »* contams

the port chiefly frequented by the shipping of the North Pacific. TheM
is 40 miles long by about 20 miles bvoad. Like tho rest of the islands it is

of volcanic fonnation; Captain Cook only saw the North or ,rMn-arlBn\o

and, judging from this alone, i^ appeared to him to be by far the finest island

of the group. Nothing could exceed tho verdure of tho hills, tho variety of

wood and lawn, and rich eultiv.^ted valleys, which the whole face of the

country displayed. A different conclusion was arrived at by Captain Wilkes.

who came first upon the lee side. The appearance of Oahu is by no means

inviting ; it has a greater resemblance to the desert coast of Peru than any

other of tho Polynesian islands we had visited, and has as little appearance

of cultivation. The country, at first sight, would be termed barren and rocky

There could not be a better example of perfectly opposite characters applied

to the same place than this, nor a better evidence of the great variation in

climate which may occur within a very short distance. But whatever mr,

be said of the unpromising appearance of its southern side, there is no doubt

but that it is the garden of the Sandwich Islands.

The East end of tho island is called Cape MaUpm. There are numerous

caves here, situated in a bluff of 300 feet elevation, and the mouths of them

are at about two-thirds the height. They have been, and are still some-

times used as burial-places. They are the effect of volcanic action. At 12

miles from this point is the peninsula of Mokapu, which forms the harbour of

Waialai. The entrance of this has only 9 feet water, a depth only fitting for

the island vessels. Opposite to it inland is Kaneote, the mission station for

the North side of the island, in the district of Pali Kulau. This district con-

tains about 4,500 inhabitants, and the productions are similar to the island

generally. Sugar and coffee are beginning to be raised. There is a belt of

arable land extending along this district, which increases in breadth to tho

westward. This narrow strip of land, varying from half a mile to 2 miles in

width towards the North end, is called ^he Kulauloa district. It is bounded

by the mountain chain of Konohaunul. This belt is only a few feet above

the sea. From its position on the island it receives abundance of rain for

agricultural purposes. There are several small streams, which will drive the

machinery for sugar-miUs. Tho scenery of this part is moat enchanting f..v

beauty, boldness, and variety ; stupendous precipices, rising some 2,000 or

3,000 feet, with numerous small streams gushing down their sides.

'

The district of Waialua stretches from the most westerly Cape of Oahu,

called Kaona, to Waimea, in tho district of Kulauloa, on tho N.E., and to

Waianae, on the S.W., a distance along the coast of above 20 miles. Witli-
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in this district are a few bays for vessels not exceeding 1 SO tons burthen ; tho

bost of these ia Kawailoa. Those to the N.E. are Waimon, Haula, Knkaua,

Moluilui, and Makua. Fart of this district produces abundantly, being cul-

tivated by irrigation. Five considerable streams water it from tho Kona-

haunui range, passing down the fertile valleys.

As just stated, tho sugar-cane has been increasingly cultivated. The fol-

lowing notes were made on a visit to them in 1865 :

—

Passing by the two plantations in Nuuanu Valley, located within sight of

Honolulu, we reached ih.e pali (or cliff) over a good dry road, which hero is

seldom found in winter, and encountering a cool bracing North wind, which

came rubhing through the narrow gap and down the valley as if it had been

caged up an hour or two by the encircling mountains. What a scene opens

here to the traveller, as he commences the descent of the precipice—a plain

25 miles long, intersected with ridges of low hills, and hemmed in on tlio

mauka side by bold palisades, in some places two thousand feet perpen-

dicular.

Once down the pali, the traveller finds himself in Koolau, which embraces

all the windward side of this island, East of the summit ridge, and extending

from Waimanalo at the South to Waimea at the North, a track about fifty

miles in length, and varying from 1 to 5 miles in width. All this district of

Koolau is exposed to frequent showers, and is intersected with numerous

small streams—all which tend to m°ke it valuable for agriculture and pas-

turage.

Between the foot of the pali and the Protestant church at Kaneohe lies the

sugar estate of the Queen Dowager Kalama, where Mr. Eobert Wakoman
has been engaged for sooie years in breaking up the land, planting and cul-

tivating cane. About two hundred acres wore planted, in various stages of

growth.

Just beyond Kaneohe is a tract of three thousand acres, called Ilecia,

where the Catholic church is located, which is probably well calculated for a

sugar plantation ; at least cano grows freely there.

Beyond is the Kaalaea plantation, extending from the sea back to the cen-

tral mountain range. The estate comprises some two thousand acres, eight

hundred acres of it being suitable for cane. About two hundred acres are al-

ready planted.

Three or four miles beyond Kaalaea, we come to the Ktioha estate, now

called the " Oahu Plantation." Including Kaawa, it consists of about four

thousand acres.

Like much of tho land on this side of Oahu, the cano fields here consist of

rich bottom-land, lying just above the level of high tide. So near the sur-

face is the water, that tho roots of the cane find moisture all tho year round,

reducing tho risk of drought very much. Tho soil, like that of Lahaiiiii,
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appearance of a lagoon that has been partially filled up by alluvial deposits.

It afforda abundance of excellent fish. The depth of water in the mouth in

only 15 feet; but after passing this coral bar, which is KM) feet wide, the

dopth of water becomes ample for large ships, and the basin is sufficiently

extensive to accommodate any number. If the bar were partially removed,

which might be effected, it would afford the best and most capacious harbour

in the Pacific. At present there is little necessity for this, as the neighbour-

ing port of Honolulu is ample for all the present requirements.

HOHOHJLU.—This is the capital and principal port of the kingdom of

Hawaii, and indeed of this part of the Pacific Ocean. It is not very many

years since it was first frequented by Europeans, but Vancouver passed it

without much notice, in March, 1793, such is its apparent insignificance from

the entrance. Ho was afterwards informed by Mr. Brown, of tho ship But-

terworth, of its excellence. His tender, the Jaekall, first entered it in

1794. Mr. Brown gave it the name of Fair Haven. Vancouver calls it

Ilonoonoono.

Since the periods above named it has made a wonderful change in circum-

stances, and few places in the world now have such a variety of population

and manners as is to be seen here.

As the whaling fleet became more numerous, wealth was gradually brought

here, as it was the principal resort of the ships that came to refit. The

population gradually increased, and instead of a town of grass huts, with

only one house that had a chimney in 1827, when Captain Boechoy camo

here, it is now a large town of 16,000 inhabitants. The situation being

good it was eventually established as the capital of the Hawaiian kingdom,

the residence of the consuls of foreign courts, and the chief port in the best

channel of intercourse between the eastern coasts of the old, and the western

coasts of the new, world. The central paH of the city now consists of regu-

larly laid out streets, on either side of which siuad houses and warehouses

constructed after the European style, generally painted, and frequently placed

within spacious enclosures with garciens, while its outer portions are still

chiefly composed of grass huts inhabited by the natives. Besides these, there

are the king's palace, a fort, numerous churches and chapels, public offices,

a custom-house and a sailors' home ; also ample wharves, foundries, work-

shops, and ship-yrrds to meet any emergency that may arise, even to making

a steam-ship if ordered. It has a fine capacious harbour, formed by the

coral seef, capable of accommodating 200 vessels at a time, and is perfectly

safe in all weathers.

The aspect of the country around Honolulu, as seen firom the roads, is

barren ; the plain on which the town stands is destitute of verdure. This

plain extends both East and West from the town, while behind it the land

rises gradually towards the Nuuanu valley. Several crater-shaped hills are

North Pacific. ^ ^
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in flight, one of which, called by the foreign residents the Pmrh Rmvl, Htand^

out in bold relief on one side of the valley.

The valley of Nuuanu is formed by a break in the central volcanic ridges

of Oahu ; it ascends gradually from behind the town, and is about 7 miltn

long by half a niilo wide at itw entrance. It contracts until it rdaches thn

northern side of the ridge, when it Huddonly terminates in a deep precipiro

of 1,100 feet, culled the Pali. Here the trade-wind rushes violently through

lietween two high peaks above 1,500 feet in height, while their tops con-

dense the clouds, whoso waters are descending constantly in small silver

rills, tliat leap from rock to rock on all sides, unite in the middlo of the val-

ley, and form a large brook, which is again distributed by the natives to give

fertility and luxuriance to the vale boloM-.

One of the most conspicuous points on the South side of Oahu is the Leah

or Diamond Jlill. It lies about 4J miles to the East of Honolulu, and

forms a very picturesque object from the harbour. It is an extinct vol-

canic crater, the largest coast crater on the island, and has its latter name

from the circumstance of bright crystals being found on its sides resembling

the diamond.

The mouth of the harbour is fi aed by an inlet through a coral reef, pos-

sibly kept open by the fresh-water stream flowing through the town ; this

has been supposed to be filling up the harbour and its entrance with alluvial

deposit, as a considerable diminution in the depth is observed since the ear-

lier explorations. This is more probably owing to an entire upheaving of

the coast, as is evidenced elsewhere in the diminution of water on rooky

shelves off the coast and the marks on the coast itself. It is true that this

might be remedied without great trouble, by deepening the channel or by

doing the same to the more extensive harbour of the pearl lagoons to the

westward. But this is at present premature to speculate on ; it suffices now

for all shipping purposes.

Lights.—In 1869 two lights were established here, which by night will

greatly facilitate the entrance. The following is tho official announcement

and the brief directions in connection therewith.

A light is exhibited from the lighthouse erected on the inner edge of the

western reef, bounding the entrance of the channel into Honolulu harbour.

The light is elevated 26 feet above the sea, visible from between the

bearings East round by North to N.W. by W., and in clear weather should

be seen from a distance of 9 miles. The illuminating apparatus is dioptric

or by lenses, of the fourth order.

From the lighthouse the Spar or Fairway buoy bears S. by W. 6J cables,

Diamond point S.E. by E., Barbers point W. i 8., and the eastern comer of

the Custom-house N- by E. \ E. Near to this comer of the Custom-house,

from a tower, a green light is exhibited, elevated 28 feet above the sea, and

in clear weather should be seen from a distance of 5 miles.
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HONOLULU IIAIIIIOUR. s.-)i

To ontcr tht> harbour by night, Imng the two lijjlita in n lino, nnd koop

thorn so until within n cnblo of tho li^hthouso on tlio roof, fhon wtoor to llio

oastward, to nvoid tho end of tho npit on wliidi tho lij^hllioiiso is )iuiU

towards tlio Kant ond of the now whnrf, nnd wlion linlf-wny bof woon tho

liglit on tlio roof aud tho now wliarf, stoor N.W to tho anoIiiira^;o itisido.

The following directions for the outer nnchora;j;o aro by Mr. II. Tliouip.son,

master of IT.M.S. Tallmt, in January, ISl,'):
— "Just without tho reof, and

at a short distance to tho eastward of tho entrance to tho harbour, thoro is a

space of ground wliich aifords a fair anchorage in from 12 to 150 fathoms

water, during the period that tho N.K. winds blow sfoadily, viz., March to

October, tho remaining months being moro subject to irro;^Milar winds. TIioso

most feared aro from tho southward, which froquontly, during tlio irregiilai

soa«on, blow very strong, nnd at the same time send in a heavy swoU ; there-

fore vessels lying there should put to sea immediately on the appearance of

wind from that quarter.

" The holding-ground is indifloront, consisting of hard sand and coral, and

tho surface very uneven. The marks for the best anchorage are us follows,

viz. : the flagstaff of Fort Honolulu, N. by E. ; the summit of a round-

topped hill just visible over the inner part of the neck of land which con-

nects Diamond Hill with the other part of the island, bearing about £, by N.

This hill is the only one visible in that direction.

The Harbour of Honolulu has a bar, with only 21 feet water upon it ut low

water, and the channel is so narrow and intricate that no stranger should

attempt it. The natives understand the signal for a pilot, and will come off

if the weather is not too boisterous. Captain Beechoy considered tho best

anchorage outside to be in about 16 fathoms water; the Punch Bowl bearing

N.N.E. 4 E., and the highest part of Diamond Point, E. by S. i S. A bell

buoy now marks the place.

Should it be necessary to enter the harbour, the morning is the best time,

as there aro then leading winds through the passage ; but after the trado-

wind has set in it cannot be entered. It is necessary to adopt the precaution

of having boats ready to tow or run out lines to the reefs.

The bar was deepened when there was a prospect of the line of steamers

between Panama and China being established, as then Honolulu was to bo

made a calling place. The same with a line from San Francisco to Yoko-

hama. The wharf was much improved and extended, so that vessels of any

tonnage may lay alongside and coal there. The depth over the bar at low

water was stated to be 21 feet, and at full tide 23 to 24 feet, and that, ex-

cepting in the event of southerly storms, which seldom occur, there can be

no difficulty in heavy ships entering or leaving at any ordinary half-tides.

But it has been officially stated that steamers should not draw more than 1

8

or 1 9 feet water to be sure of entering at all times. Besides tlie cons2)icuous

bfll bmy at the outer anchorage, the channel and bar have been buoyed.

i!
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Tlio paflnnpo tlirnii(^h tlie reef into the harbour, tlioiigli well hiioyflil

oti Ixtth «iil(>*t, ifl daii^eroiiM, and nhould not bu attempted, even if thu

wind be fnir, witliunt a thoro)i(j}i knowledg^e of the port.. From the outHi

nnrhorag;o run along shore in nothing loss than 1 1 fathoms, and the lead

ing marks oyer the bar are tho northernmost block buoy (tho third from

the entrar on tho starboard side of tho channel) in line with tho southom-

mnst red '
'. ly ; when over the tar, stand on in the lino of buoys,—the depth

ill the channel being from 5^ to 6 fathoms. There is always a heavy swell

on the bar with southerly winds, making it dangerous. Any one unused to

tlie port should altrays take a pilot. Tho harbour affords accommodation

for as many as 200 vessels at a time.

Much of the coral banks is exposed at low water. In consequence of tho

sea that rolls over the reef, and breaks in 4 or 5 fathoms water, boats must

follow the same channel as large ships, or in all probability thoy will be run

on the reefs, or be upset.

There are several pilots always ready to conduct vessels into and out of the

linrbour ; ond there are also steam-tugs for towage.

Tides.—It is high water, at full and change, at 4'' ; the rise and fall being

2 feet at springs, and 1 foot to 1 foot 6 inches at neaps ; but tho tides here

are much affected by the winds, gales (whether from North or South) bring-

ing high tidos, and a rise of 3 feet. Sometimes the riso is remarkably low,

and without any apparent cause; it hns been as littlo as 6 inches.

Supplies of every kind may bo obtained here ; ond excellent woter is

carried down from Nuuanu Volley, in iron pipes, to supply tho city and the

shipping.

Tho only place rema.<ning to be noticed as an anchorage is Waikiki, which

is 8 or 10 miles to the eastward of Honolulu. Between these two places

there is a vast collection of salt pits, the produce of which is exported to all

the countries bordering on tho North Pacific. There is anchorage off the

village. Whyteete Bay, as Vancouver calls it, is formed by the land falling

a little bock round the S.E. point of Oahu, and although open above half tho

compass in the southern quarters, was considered by him to be the best an-

choring place in the island, but he did not know of Honolulu.

KAUAI is called Atooi in Cook's voyage, Atowai in Vancouver's, and

Atoui by a third. The name is composed of two words—a Tauai, literally

and Tauai. The meaning of the word tauai is, to light upon, or to dry in

the sun ; and the name, according to the late king, was derived from the

long droughts which sometimes prevailed, or the large pieces of timber

occasionally washed on its shores (Ellis). This island is interesting as being

the first land of the group visited by Cook on their discovery. " On Sunday,

January 18, 1778, at daybreak, an island (Oahu) made its appearance, and

soon after we saw more land bearing North, and entirely detached from tho

former.'' On the 19th he anchored in Waimea Bay, on the South side of
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Kaiiai, and was recoivo<l by tho astoiiishod nativos with profound humility

and reveronco, a circuuistanco which hus since been ari:ount«d for as stated

in our introductory observations.

The island is 28 miles long, and about 20 miles broad. Like the rest of

the archipdago, it is of volcanic formation. On the N.E. and N.W. sides it

is broken and rugged, but to tho South it is more (iven. Tho hills liero riso

with a griulual slope, and at some distunco from to shore ore covered with

wood. This is ono of tlio best cultivated of tho isljinds, uud oven when

first discovorod tho pl«utation8 of the natives wore uiniiugod with industry

and neatness. Tho highest point of the island is culi.d Wailioli, und wus

estimated by Captain Wilkes at 6,000 foot ; it is said that there is a crater

on its summit, and that the natives ascend it to gain a viow of Oahu, lOO

miles distant.

The two extremities of tho eastern end of the island lio N. 11^ E. and S.

14° W. 9 miles from each other, and ore formed by low laud. The former

is ft rounding point, projecting into the ocean from a very romarkublo forked

hiil, that is, in a great measure, detacliod from the rest of the connected

mountains of the island. Tho latter extends from a range of low hills that

stretch along the coast at a small distance from the beach. Tho country

inland here is most enchanting and rich. About a league to tho South of

the southern extremity lies the S.E., or Koloa Point, of tho island, formed by

a bold, bluff, barren, high, rocky headland, falling perpendicularly into tlio

sea. Between this and the low point is a small cove {I'una Cove) accusbibio

to boats only. This portion appears to be well watered. A heavy soa rolls

in ou this part of tho coast. There aro some silk (mulberry) and sugar

piiiu diions belonging to Europeans.

A few miles to the westward of Koloa, and about 6 miles to tho south-

eastward of Wttimea is the celebrated valley of llanapepe, which hus appa-

rently been formed by volcanic action. At its entrance it is about half a mile

wide, and decreases in width as it approaches the mountains. At its head is

a waterfeil.

Tho coast must now bo approached with groat caution, because oppoHite

Kona Peak, on the West side of the entrance to Hanapepo Valley, a conil

reef commences, and here stretches some distance seaward ; thence it trends

along tho S.W. shores of the island as far as Point Mana or Kolo,—the

westernmost point of Kauai.

Waimea Bay, on the Soutli side, 1 1 the best anchoring place on the island,

except in the months of January an.'. February, when the trade-winds are

interrupted, and the wind blows 8>ii)ngly from the S.W., directly on slioio

At about a mile West of Waim^ <t is the spot where Cook's boat iirst lauded

ou the discovery of the Sandwich Islands. Cook says:—The roail, or an-

choring place, which we occupied, is on the S.W. side of the island, about

6 miles from the West end, before a village, which has the name of Wymoa.

I
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As far (IS wo soundod, wo found that thu bank liiis a tine grey sani at th'!

biittoui, and is free from rocks, oxcctpt a little to tho eastward of tho village,

whore there spits out a shoal, on which are some roeks and breakers, but

they are not far from the shore. This road would be entirely sheltered from

the trad"-wind, if tho height of t!ie land over wliich it blows did not alter

its direction, and make it follow that of the coast ; so that it blows at N.E.

on one side of the island, and E.S.E. or S.E. on the o+her, falling obliquely

on tlie shore. Thus the road, though situated on the loe side of the itiland,

is a little exposed to the trade- wind ; but notwithstanding this defect, it is

far from being a bad station, and much superior to those wiiich necessity

obliges shijis daily to use in regions where the winds are more variable and

more boisterous. Captain King adds that in running down to tlie road

from the S.E. point of tho island he saw the appearance of .shoal «ater in

several places at a considerable distance from the land ; and when he was

about 2 miles to the eastwi.-d of the anchoring place, and 2 or 3 miles from

the shore, he got into -1^ fathoms water, although the soundings had been

usually 7 or 8 fathoms. The whole distance between Kolo.*' and Waimea
consists of a series of sunburnt hills and barren pJaine, sloping gradually to

the shore from tho mountains, and now and then intersected by ravines or

gulches. The village takes its name from a river which, after a course of

about lo miles, falls into the soa at the place. Soats may ascead it for

about three-qv arters of a mile, and this is the only water that is not brackish.

At the village '.s a stone fort, executed by a Russian trader from the North,

but he was expelled by the authorities.

The coast to the westward of Waimea consists of a sandy plain, from one-

fourth to a mile wide, and 150 foet above the sec, whence it rises gradually

to the mountains. It has a sunbu-"'t appearance, and is destitute of trees.

On tho low grounds the cocoa-nr.t tree thrives, and tho sea-coast is consi-

dered tho best ground for fishin'^, and the manufacture ol sail might bo ex-

tensively carried on.

Point Mana is the West point of the island ; it is in lat. 22° 4', and oil' it

a reel v^f rocks extends about half a mile from shore. Near this the country

assumes a very diffornnt aspect ; from hence to Ilanalai Buy the coast has

a very rugged and romrntio appearance, rising suddenly to lofty, abrupt

clifFs, that jut out into a v.iriety of steep, rugged, rocky points, apparently

destitute both of soil and verdure, but terminating nearly in unif >nu sum-

mits, on which, as in the vn,lleys, are patches of lively green, producing a

singul.nr jfTect.

Hanaiae Bay lies on the North side of the i^Jimd ; Captain Wilkes callt!

it Ilalekd, signifying tho land or place of rainbows, a name arising from tho

fr-jquent r.aus, which ?\ti\ the countiy in perpetual green. The villngo is

ut tlioJ'Mad of the baj.

llaualao, csides bullocks (uoblc amuials, and uitut as iiue ub in Eng-
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land), and vi .retabh's of the linest quality, furnishos iViiits, poultry, turkov.^,

ui ., ciinap and in abundance. Water can be filled ia the boats, by sending

tliem into the river.—(Belcher, vol. i. p. 61.)

lu Auffu.-^t the anchorage is safe, but when the N.W. gales blow, a very

heavy sea must tumble into the bay. Captain Sir E. Belcher was informed

that a Ruffian store-ship rode out the season in spite of everything. The

anchorage in pretty well covered by a spit, over which there are about 9 ft.
;

but there is not sufficient space in bad weather for more than throe vessels,

although ii\ llu' iiui> season tiie bay is spacious.

The laiidin,^ is within the moutli of a small river, which carries, for a

•(insiderabii" distane up, from one to three-quurters of a futboui, into fresh

water, and is further navigable for boats or canoes (drawing fcot) several

miles.

The scenery is beautiful, and it is surprising that such a favourable spot

should so long have been overlooked. The consul poBsesses a tjact of land,

ou which his tenant (Kellett- an En^iisbman) feeds cattle, makes butter and

cheese, and furms to great advantage. I am certain that our men derived

more nourishment firom the cattle we embarked there than from any pre-

vious diat. and, contrary to the general feeling, preferred it to salt, regretting

its loss. I would therefore strongly advise ships of war to sacrifice much to

secure these advantages.—(Sir Edward Belcher.)

NIIHAJ {Omeoiv or Oneehtow) Lies 16 miles S.W. of Kaui, the channel

between being called the Kaidaka .Passage. The island is about 18 miles

Jong, and 8 miles broad. Tlie eastern nUu^ is rocky and unlit for cultivation,

nor is thei« any anchorag-e on it.

Niihau wiis famous for its yams, fruit, and mats, and was the property of

the kiiisji-, but was purchased by Mr. iSinclair, a New Zealand settlor from

the Canterbury disti'ic^t, who removed iiere with hi.s family, aud uses the

island exelusivoly iis a sheep-walk. In ISO", nearly half n million of lbs.

jf wool were exported, and of hid«8 3<*4,09o in nmnbej' were suut from the

^ri.hipelago.

The natives wore * darker race tkan t; ,oho on Oahu, and remindtid Cajit.

Beeclioy strongly of thoM<- on Bow I-laa. They lived almost cnliroly on

the western shore, and were very poor. J" is eompai'atively low, and witli

tlie exception of fruit trees, which aue carefsilly cultivated, it ir* destitute of

wood. The i^oii is too liry to produce laro. !(ut on that accuiint it is well

adapted to the growtli of yams, &c., wkitih are very excellent, and of an

enormous size.

Yam Bay.—The eastern side of Niihau is rvky, and affords iieinicr

shelter nor .inchorage. On tlie western side a.re mume small '.ly.s cjr road-

steads, in whi(;h vessels may atop with pjvjpor pretwjtiunH \'a,uct)uv'" m-

chored ofl' the Soutli point of the inland m 14 I'arliomn, about three-quarters

of a mile oH' shore, bottom soft, f^andy, r(;?ular, i<nd good, th'* 8.E. [mint
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of tho island bearing 8. 77° E., the Wost point N. 48° W., and Kanla

Island S. 58° W. Ho afterwards anchored in Yam Bay in 18 fathoms, with

tho N.W. point bearing N. 25° W. H mile off, the West point S. 15° E.,

and Kaula 8. 43° W. ; but this position, though the general rendezvous for

ships, was a much worse position than the former one.

Cook anchored westward of the S.W. point during a strong easterly gale,

one anchor in 20, the other in 26 fathoms, the South point bearing E.S.E.,

and the bluff head to the South of the North point of the road N.E. by N.

Admiral Boechey says :—There is but one place in this bay, the same in

which Vancouver anchored, on the western side, where the boat of a man-

of-war can effect a landing with safety when the sea sets into the bay, which

is of very common occurrence ; this is on its northern shore, behind a

small reef of rocks that lies a little way off the beach ; and even here it

is necessary to guard against sunken rocks ; off the western p"int these

breakers extend 1J mile. The soundings in the bay are regular, upon a

sandy bottom, and with the wind from tho eastward good anchorage, if

required, will bo found ; but it would not be advisable to bring up under

any other circumstance.

Lehua or Oreehom Island, off the North end of Niihau, is a rugged, naked,

barren rock, to all appearance destitute of soil, and without any signs of

habitablenoss. It is of very small extent, and is separated from the larger

island by a channel about a mile in breadth, in which the depth appeared to

be very irregular, and is therefore impracticable.

KATJLA or Tahoora lies 4 or 5 leagues from tho S.E. end of Niihau, in a

S. 69° W. direction. It is a small, elevated island, only inhabited by flocks

of birds, for whose eggs it is visited occasionally.*

BIBD ISLAND or Nihoa is also considered as a member of the Hawaiian

archipelago. It lies 39 leagues N. 61° W. from Niihau; was discovered,

April 13, 1789, by Captain Douglas, of the Iphigenia, who gave the name to

it. It had not been previously known to the inhabitants of the Sandwich

Islands, who afterwards called it Modu-manu, which also means Bird Island.

It is merely a barren rock, of volcanic origin ; it is bold all round, and i^

the resort of numerous flocks of sea-birds. Capt. Harvey, B.N., made a

plan of it, on a visit to it in H.M.S. Havana, Dec. 1856. The island was

found to foe about three-quarters of a mile long, by one-third of a mile

broad, and 880 feet high, the North side being a perfect precipice ; but on

the South side there is a little bay where landing has been made in the

summer season. Tho master went as close as the boat could safely approach,

and pulled along the island to observe the practicability of a footing being

* Cook hoard of a small, low, uninhabited island called Tammatapnppa, Modoo-papappa,

Komodoopappa (i.e., flat island), about five hours' sail ffom Tahoora. It was said to bt-

visited for the purpose of catching turtle and sea-fowl, but it bus never been seen.
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obtained in more moderate weather. He found within 600 yards there were

soundings in 15 fathoms ; could only see one spot—a large boulder beach of

about 200 feet in extent—where it appeared possible in the finest weather to

land. The men-of-war birds came round the boat in some numbers, and

were troublesome ; no seals, sea-lions, or animals of any description were

observed, nor any appearance of guano. From the formation of the rock

and the largo amount of heavy rain that falls in its vicinity, it is not possi-

ble that any quantity could accumulate ; nor were birds seen in such quan-

tities as to warrant the expectation. ^^

The surveying schooner Fenimore Cooper passed within a mile of this island,

and established its position by three good sets of sights. It was found to be

half a mile long East and West, by a quarter of a mile in width, with a peak

at each extremity, the eastern one of which was made out to be 534 ft. high.

Captain Patty, of the schooner Maunakawai, thinks landing practicable,

although very difficult, at a small spur of sandy beach on the South side,

where he also found a small drain of fresh water ; and saw a few seal and

plenty of birds. Anchorage is from one-quarter of a mile to 2 miles off the

South side, in from 7 to 17 fathoms water.

This concludes the description of the islands composing the Hawaiian

Archipelago. In the subsequent paragraphs wo shall include all the islands

to the northward of lat. 20", some of which lie to the eastwwd of the Sand-

wich Islands.

DETACHED ISLANDS AND SHOALS TO THE NORTH OF
LAT. 20° N.

The north-eastern part of the North Pacific is singularly free from isolated

reefs or lonely islands, or even of annoxmcements of islands or vigias. On

the contrary, the south-western part abounds with lurking dangers, coral

reefs and islands, and these have been multiplied to a very large extent by

the vague notices derived from older authors, whose positions claim but

little consideration, or from the still more vague accounts given by whalers,

a class of ships whose estimate of position is of the loosest character.

Generally keeping no proper dead reckoning, drifted in all directions by

unheeded currents, very long out of sight of land in pursuit of their prey,

they have no means of giving a correct longitude or evMi latitude, and tho

great similarity which exists among most of the coral reefs and islands,

renders their recognition when uninhabited very difficult. In consequence

of this tho chart is apparently bestrewed with dangers, which it is certain do

not exist in tho numbers specified, but of which wo have no moans of de-

( iding as to their merits.

1
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LOS ALIJOS. or FaraUones Alijos, have been allude<l to on page 14.V

As there stated, they Ue off the southern portion of the Calif.)rnian peninsula.

It is a dangerous reef, composed of four principal rocks, which in ncaruig

them show themselves successively. The two liist, much liigher than the

two latter, then appear alone. The highest is 98 feet, the lowest 56 feet

high They have so much the appearance of ships under sail, that such an

error, easily made at night, would expose a vessel to the greatest dangers.

The name of these rocks, first discovered in 1791 by Captain Marqmwa, in

coming from the Philippines, and not again reported until Admiral Du

Petit Thouars' examination, is expressive of their dangerous -haracter-

- rocks which land a ship's cargo." Latitude 21" 57' 25', long. 115 45

20' W.

GUADALUPE ISLAND lies oil the northern part of the peninsula of

Lower California. It is high, with blutf shores on the North and West

sides, and may be seen from the mast-head, in clear weather, at the distance

of 20 leagues.

It is about 15 miles long by 5 mUes broad, and is very lofty in the interior,

a chain of hills extending through the whole length of the island The

highest of these hills is over 2,000 feet high, and one near the North pomt

of the island is estimated to be even 3,412 feet in elevation The island can

he seen at a distance of about 60 miles, and will appear, when bearmg either

Eafit or West, lower at its southern extremity than at its northern.

Off the South end of the ipland are two rocky islets at some distance froni

the shore, the outermost of which is 500 ft. high. The shores are in genera

bold, but have not been closely examined; although it is said that a smal

cove exists on the S.E. shore, which i; formed by some rocky islets, and

contains the only anchorage in the island, the riding being in 7 fathoms, and

the shelter from all winds except those between S.E. and E.N.E.

From unerring indications, there is no doubt that it has been once volca-

nic • it is very barren on its South end, but in the northern part there are

several fertile valleys, and the mountains contain vegetation. Wood and

water maybe obtained here from a small cove on the N.E. side of the

island, and goats' flesh may be had for the trouble of shooting the animal.

The' shores are free from dangers one-fourth of a mile from the island. The

only anchorage is on the S.E. side, in a small cove, formed by a few rocky

islets which lie off in that direction. Here vessels may anchor in 7 fathoms

water, sheltered from aU winds, excepting from S.E. to E.N.E., which sel-

dom blow here, as before stated.

This island was generaUy made by the Spaniards when bound to the

southward from Monterey, or from their other northern establishments
;
in

which route they paased to the westward, out of sight of those islands that
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REED ROCKS. 8.')9

form tho canal ol Sta. Barbara, for the advantage of continuing in tho

strength of the N.W. winds ; and thus they reached the Island ot Guada-

lupe, from whence they steei-ed a course for Cape San Lucas. The North

point is in lat. 29" 10' 50" N., long. 118° 18' 30' W.*

Andrew. Island, in lat. 24= 30' N., long. 131" 20' W., was seen by tho

barque Drnpn. Her captain describes it an low, but visible 10 miles Oil.

This is all that is known of it, but it seems circumstantial.!

REED ROCKS.-It is stated that Mr. Reed, master of the brig £mtna, on

her route from Tahiti to San Francisco, discovered, October 8 (1850 ?), two

rorks lying N.E. and S.W., one 150 fathoms long and 66 wide, the other

about 100 fathoms long and 38 wide ; 5 fathoms were got on one part and 3

lathoms alongside the rock. It was thought that the sea would break on it

'7^i^Z^^~^^^ir Edward Belcher -y«-"0'^
»-«-^''' J^^f 1 ^l' ten

to Guadalupe, and then explored a degree on tho parallel where an ..land had lately been

plted tof llintothe paraUel of SM.oes, Skel.ocU, .,./.. or 67.,W /,/...; «tee-;

eaLly ^ Cape San Lucas, until I had sufficiently determined its non-exi.tencc withm ao

itTEast or West of its assigned position. The Veuu. also went over the same ground on

nearly the same errand, and with like success."

LegarieRock, said to have been seen by the French commander o that name, m tho

/ilp^m, Sitember. 1868. in lat. 31" 12' 15' N.. long. , 25" OW showing as three

points or peaks, 25 or 30 feet high, is most improbable in this great highway.

+ Henderson Island, marked at 160 miles East of this, is probably intended for the island

in South latitude. In addition to this the following may be noticed here East of Hawaii .-

New Island, lat. 28» 26' N., long. 133" 0' W. from whaler report.

Gaspar Rook, lat. 26° 30' N.. long. 13l» W.. a whaler report, is another disproved dan-

'''Zer^Lnd or Bna^.rs, in lat. 25° 48' N., long. 131° 26' W.. or in 25° aO' N.. lon«.

lasTw. This position was sought over, without succors, by the U.S. E.xplonng Ex-

^^r (whaler report) or Copper Island (China Mail), in lat. 20° 6' N., long. 131° 54' VV.,

J1 i. last longitude, and Copper Island lat. 20° 26' N., long. 130° 54' W., and also in

similar East longitude, may be repetitions of the same report.

Maria La.ara, lat. 27° 47' N., long. 139° 25' W. ; but thin, besides severe' other positions

nelThas bee; placed in longitude 144° 30' W., and 150° W. It is manitest, thcelorc,

that nothing can be determined about it.

barneys Rock, a whaler report, lat. 22° 0' N., long. 142° 0' VV.

/,te«rf, in 21° 0' N., long. 149° 30' W.

miad^lphia Island, a whaler report, lat. 29° 4' N.. long. 165° 46' W. t .s marked .s

Bona Maria Laxara on some old charts; but one of the ships of the U.S. Explonng Expo-

dition passed over the site. Arabia Shoal is near it.

Falr>m R,ef\^ also improbable. It was said to have been seen in the Kingfisher, m lat.

44° 23' N., long. 152° 53' W., hut it is also on the track of the U.S. Explonng Expeaition,

July 7th, 1841.

il

-^g^^.5SS^ST?^a8S5»ss^«^ss&'
r4«es^<5eWspiMr»ws<p'*«'Ws;^'^^^''

ftap>'Sj«3*rw*«sw«w^-'**'^^*^'
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in heavy weather. Lat. 37° 24' N., long. 137° 27' W. They have been

alluded to in a note on page 199.

The U.S. sluop-of-war Falmouth saw rooks in the same position in 1831.

Captain Bedfield, of the whaler Sutan Abigail, in 1R56 discoTored, accordin(r

to observations which he calls excellent, 1 1 miles more to the northward,

some rocks, with about 10 feet of water over them, the largest 50 feet broad

and nearly 150 feet long, and S.S.E. of them one-fourth of a mile distant, a

discoloration of water indicating another and smaller rock. Most probably

these discoveries are one and the same danger, tlie position of which is the

mean of those given to them by the discoverers. The barks What-cheer in

1858 and Yankee in 1863 report to have run over the position without seeing

anything.

Captain Bedfield's position is 37° 35' N., long. 137> 30' W.

NECKER ISLE was discovered by La FSrouse, November 1, 1786. It is

very small, and is only a rock of 500 yards in length, and at most 360 feet

in height. There was not a single tree seen on it, but vegetation was

abundant towards its summit. The bare rock was covered with birds' dung,

and appeared white, contrasting with the different rod spots on which the

grass had not grown. Its shores are as steep-to as a wall, and the sea broke

with fury against it everywhere ; off its S.E. point only are a few rocks.

Its barrenness renders it unimportant to sailors, but its situation is not bo,

and was determined by Captain Stanikowitch as 23° 34' N., long. 164°

47' 20" W.
It was surveyed by Lieut. Brooke, U.S.N., in the schooner Fenimore

Cooper, and its centre is placed in lat. 23° 35' N. (nearly on the tropic), and

long. 164° 40' W.

Lieut. Brooke's examination proves the island to be three-quarters of a

mile long, West by North and East by South, and 340 yards broad, with

two peaks, one at each longitudinal extremity, about 275 feet high, and a

small island about 100 yards to the North, connected with the larger by a

reef. He found from 15 to 18 fathoms water at 2 miles distance. Captain

Fatty, of the Maunahawai, could not find any landing-place for boats, as the

surf broke all around.

It was visited soon after by Captain Brooks in the Gambia. He says :

—

This island is rocky, and about 1} to 2 miles long, surrounded by a bank

making off to the southward about 50 miles, according to Captain Long's

statement. Captain Brooks crossed in lat. 23" 14', and found it to be

about 15 miles across from East to West. The western edge is very abrupt

;

the discolouration of the water may be seen at a distance of 3_miles from the

mast-head. Soundings are from deep sea to 14 fathoms, which deepen to

the eastward gradually to about 35 fathoms. A vessel crossing this reef by

L
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FRENCH FRT0ATE8 SHOAL. 80

1

heaving-to can take any quantity of fish of very fine quality. There is a

ravine makes down from the S.E. end of the rock, where at some seasons

there is water. A boat may land in good water at the foot of this gulch.*

Arabia Shoal.—The ship Arabia sailed over a shoal with a large quantity

of kelp fast to the bottom, and extending 8.S.E. and N.N.W. 2 miles by 1

mile in breadth. Tho load gave 1 1 fathoms in several places. Lat. 29° SO'

North, long. 155° 55' West. This shoal lying in tho route between the

Sandwich Islands and N.W. America deserves a special examination.!

Frost Shoal, a bank with 17 and 20 fathoms water on it, was reported

in 1859 by the ship E. L. Frost. It was of coral bottom, and said to be

upwards of 50 miles in extent North and South. Its position would be

about 23° 46' N., long. 163° 30' W. Nothing more is known about it.—

Naut. Mag. 1859, p. 606.

FBENCH FRIGATES SHOAL {BasM dea Frigate% FVancaisei) lies to the

N.W. of the Sandwich Islands, and was also discovered and named by La
Perouse, November 6, 1786, during his passage from Monterey to Macao.

It is a rocky bank, even with the water's edge. On its N.W. extremity is

an islet, or bare rock, of 100 yards in diameter, and 40 or 50 yards in

height. The space between this rock and the breakers is occupied by three

sand-banks, raised about 4 feet above the surface of the water. The astro-

nomer, M. Dagelet, made the islet in lat. 23° 45' N., long. 165° 50', and the

eastern point of the reef in long. 165° 40'. Capt. Stanikowitch gives it the

same position.

It remained unnoticed for many years, except by some wrecks upon it,

attributed, but in all probability without reason, to its wrong position on the

chart. But when the guano excitement arose it was examined by Lieut.

Brooke in the U.S.S. Fenimore Cooper, in 1859, who reported large deposits

of that substance. He made the islet in the centre to be in lat. 23° 46' N.,

long. 166° 16' 10" W., or 26' westward of Dagelet's position. By the same

authority the East extremity is in 23° 44' N., long. 166° 5' W. ; the S.W.
end of the orescent 23° 41' N., 166° 13' W.

Lieut. Brooke spent four days in an examination of it, sailing all around

and through the inner passages. The guano islet or rock (120 feet high.

* D«ek«rt Itland, a whaler report, in 23' 24' N., 163° & W., and also in the same Ea»t

longitude, prooably refer to this.

t A questionable island, Donna Maria Laxara, before mentioned, has been shown near

this in lat. 29' 0' N., long. 165° 40' W.
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180 foot baHe), with a Bmall rock about 250 yards N.N.W. of it. he found in

the centre of the reef, and five dry sand-spits, the largest three-quarters of

a mile long, from the centre islet bearing N. 76^ E. (true). 4 nules d.stant

the next, 45« E.. 6 miles distant; then a ^^^^ ,«"^'^"/"^;,
^J^\ „ j'

'

n.iles; then one N. 8^ E., 4 J miles, also very small ;
and lastly, one of halt

a mii; diameter, N. 12^ W., 5 miles distant from the

-f^Z-'^-
.

^^J'^^^.

these, heavy breakers were seen. N.W. i N. (tn.), 6 -1-^™-*^; ^
^^

then E. by S. 4 S. 9 miles, S.E. by E. i E., 5 miles, and S.W .V S oj m. s

from the rock. A passage was found nearly in a straight hne from the son^-

ward of the N.W. breakers, close by the central rock (West of t) to tho

S E. extremity of the reof, in from 12 to 17 fathoms. Lieut. Brooke s poB.

tion of the central rock is from the mean of a number of excellent observa-

tions; the variation he made (1859) 9^ 15' E.

It was subsequently visited by Captain N. C. Brooks, in the American

barque Gambia in May, 18.9. and with the Modern Times, for the purpose of

removing the guano, but none could bo found. He says :-

Next visited French Frigate Shoal, situated in lat. 28" 46' N^long. 166^

14' W., or rather this is the position of the principal rock, on which is the

very large and extensive deposit of guano reported to exist there. The reef

islBceft-shaped. about 45 mUes in circumference. The position as given

by Captain Brooke, of the Gambia, differs from Lieut Brooke, of theU^S.

surveying schooner Fenimore Cooper. Captain Brooks is of opinion that his

position fs the correct one. as he has taken observations on bo h voyages to

Ae place He also landed on sixteen small islands or sand-spits which sur-

I'd" he rock. One point of the crescent is to the N.W. and the other

bears S.S-E. The shoal is protected on the N.E. and S.E. by a reef on

whTchthesurfbreaks heavily. The «"-« ^^^ '^V'm'I Ts^f^It
lo feet wide at the base, and rises very abruptly to the height of 125 feet

forming a ridge, at each end of which there is a space of about 12 square It.

This rock is sLated in about the centre of the shoal and can be seen at a

distance of some 8 miles, and closely resembles a fuU-ngged brig^ These

shoals open to the West. There is no danger outside of the hne of breakers

There is good anchorage inside in from 5 to 14 fathoms water. The largest

sand-spit of the group bears about N.E. by E from the ro... about

^J^^-
distant. Inside of this spit there is a good harbour, where a vessel of any

draught of water may enter and lie in safety from the sea with good an-

chorage. Water may be obtained on the largest of these spits at about b

feet below the surface. It is very brackish, and strongly -P-gna ^
with

lime The shoals abound with fish and turtle.-iV««<. Mag. Sept. 1860.

Among the more remarkable wrecks was the Daniel TToorf, a whaler, on

Aoril 14th 1859. The crew Uved on the islets for some time, but were

fesTued The South Seaman was totaUy wrecked on them March 13, 1859,
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OARDNER ISLANP-MARO REEF. ««'^

„„tthecrewof t' at vessel were also saved, 'i^.e Rel^ca was lost by mis-

taking the rock f.' f ship.

Brooks «hoal.-Captain N. C. Brooks, after leaving French Frigates

Brooks nnoai
^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^,^j ^^ ^h.ch he

Shoal and runnmg 30 miles W. oy i^. i

,'..., Although this was

it, pMilion, about l.t. 23- 52' N., long. W.' 10 W.

OAMHHI ISLAND wa, di«o™red by OHpt»i,> M\m, of Ibo ^h*.'
OAMNEB

"""i^„^ 1, „„ ,,„„M „„t lh.t it i. the .»mo » the J/~-

t v^t rdL™-or, it i.».man i.land, about a n.il. ". «rcum-

A<«o,dmg to It. '««""'• ^ .^ g.w. point two large mk.

''T;:;.:*:«w/C Ln^kowitob pl.c.. it m la. 25. . N long.

;r *
VV LltDrooK U.S.N., male, it H' fn-tber We.t, % ...

reliptioa it i. .a inaec^ble "*
J™
« •^^lltrb a^f

COO feet, and a
-"'-^/^^t: , ;^:,Cn'to 20 f..b„.s V .,

rr:rrr«Lt, /i:.^ .-. * »- -* «w, .o. ..»u

8 miles.

^. B-ce... «-•«•
-"-^i.^u'^rrgb. «*-".:!

French Fngates Shoal. ^ P
that he passed over the position of

:il;d'^:r;°." N:
--W.>tbo»f-.g..,U.ing,a..b.^

there was every indication of land in the vicmity.

MiRO REEF was discovered by Captain Allen, in the American whale-

TTis noBition of it is lat. 25° 46' N., long. 171° 49 1..

It wHa^ed by Lieut. Brooke. U.S.N., N.W. end lat. 25° 3. N.. long.

''n ?• ^"
r Brooks says :-We next ran for Maro Shoals, in lat. 25°

,n MT frn'sTw These shoals cover an area of about 35 miles in

30' N. long. 170

\\J-J^ ^.,^ ^^..ters. , They may be seen on a

circumference, -\'
'^l'^""^^'ZZce ; the discoloration of water may be

clear day from ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ /^ ^^^^^^ ^he shoals are enclosed by a line

noticed as soon as the breaKcis are occu
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of detached breakers, and have a sandy bottom, with 1 fathom of water,—

no rock or land above the surface, nor any lagoon inside. I consider thoso

shoals very dangerous, as the breakers aro low and scarcely to be distin-

guished from sea caps.

LATSAH or Holler Island is an American discovery. Captain Staniko-

witch, not knowing that it had been previously seen, gave it the name of his

vessel. It is a small, low island, inhabited, of a circular fomi, with a Kgoon,

and 6 miles in circumference. From his observations it lies in lat. 25° 40

North, long. nV 49' W.

Lieut. Brooke, U.S.N., makes it in lat. 25» 47' 17" N., long. 171° 52' 47"

West, and to be 2 miles long and U mile broad, a low island, covered with

shrubs. This is also stated by Capt. Longbank of the barque Clara.

Captain Brooks says that Laysan Island is in lat. 25° 46' N., long. 171°

49' W., is 3 miles long and 2J broad, and covered with a luxuriant growth

of shrubs. It is surrounded by a reef about half a milo from the land.

Outside of this reef there is a bank 5 miles wide, on which I found from 14

to 19 fathoms water. There is a boat passage inside the reef nearly the

whole way round the island. Good landing can be found anywhere, ex-

cepting on the South and S.E. sides
;
good anchorage anywhere on the

West side ; the best, however, is about half a mile from the 8.W. point, in

from 8 to 12 fathoms water. It can be approached from any point of the

compass, no dangers existing within half a mile ol le reef. On the East

end of the island I found the remains of a wreck, but saw no signs of a

camp.

There is a lagoon on the island about I mile long and half a mile wide,

with 6 fathoms water in the centre, and coral bottom. On the shores of this

lagoon I found salt of good quality.

There are five palm-trees on the island, and I collected twenty-five varie-

ties of plants, some of them splendid flowering shrubs, very fragrant, re-

sembling plants I have seen in gardens in Honolulu. I saw on the beach

trunks of immense trees. The island contains about fifty acres of good soil.

It is covered with a variety of land and sea birds ; some of the land varieties

are small and of beautiful plumage. Birds' eggs were abundant.

There is a very small deposit of guano on this island, but not of sufficient

quantity to warrant any attempts to get it. Dug a well and found very good

water. The reefs here abound in fish and turtle.*

• Bunker Iiland, according to Captain Eotzebue, was discoTered by an American, Jan.

11 1816 in lat. 28° 20' N., long. 172'' 30' W, And there is an island named Philadelphia

in the American list, in lat. 28° 0', long. 173' 30' W. Captain Patty, of the schooner ila-

nuakawai, sought for it without success.
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LISIANSKY ISL.VND. sr.:.

1I8IANSKY ISLAND was di^H.vorod by Cupt. Lisianslcy in the l.'uMi.in

fihi,, ^Wa, Htrikiup on its reef on ( .etobor l."., ISO.'., and wa« n.arly wro.koa.

A.rordin- to :U .liscov.Tor'H doscrii.ti-m, it is a mu.,11, low island, ahuost on

,v lovol with tho son, ox.lusive of a .mall ominonco on the oastorn vart. Its

Hoilconmstsof coral Band, ovorRrown with grass and croq.ing plants, an.l

full of holes. Tboro is not any wat.-r to bo found, and cons.Miu.aitly thoro

are no troos or shrubs. I.isiansky found s.-vral lar^o trunks of trees thrown

on to tho beach. He calls tho siiallow 8.K. part of tho extensive roof, m tin-

nuddlo of which the island stands, tho Ncra Shoal, from his voshoI. llus .s

about l.i mile K.8.E. from the island from his plan.

Oaptaiu N. C. Brooks visited it in tho Gnmbi,, in IH.V.). Ho says -las-

ansky, Lassion, and I'ell are one and tlio same island. On "'-^t charts

„nite a group is laid down, but there is only ore island, s.tuated m lat. 2(r

North, long. 173° 57' West. It is 3 milos long and 2 milos wide, and .s

surrounded by a reef, on which tho sea breaks heavily A bank makes «1

several miles, on which there is 19 fathoms water, shoalmg to 8 fatl.ou.snea

tho reef This reef is about half a mile from the island on the Last and

North sides ; on the West side it extends in a circular form at a distance <.f

'2k miles, the inside forming a lagoon. This island should not be approached

from the South, as a line of detached breakers makes off for many nules, and

ean scarcely be distinguished from sea caps. Upon this hue the JIold.r

JloriUn and Comhassett wore lost. This island sh .uld be approached from

the North and by standing round to the westward, the island bear.ug duo

East. Good anchorage may be found anywhere outside the lagoon, m from

10 to 14 fathoms. In entering the lagoon on a line with the reef, there ai^

two very large breakers about three-quarters of a mile apart, beu.g North

and South of each other. Between these, on the same line, are l.ssor

breakers, through which a vessel may enter in a channel about a quart, .• ot

a mile wide, with 4 fathoms water. Just inside the reef I found 12 lHthon.s.

In-adually shoaling towards the land. A vessel may anchor w.thm half a

tuloof land in 4 fathoms water, with good anchorage There are rocks

under water in this lagoon, which may easily be avoided by keeping a good

look-out at the mast-head. I found about a 2-knot current settuig North

and South; tide rises and falls 24 inches. Good water n>ay be obtained

hero with very little trouble. The shoals abound with fish and turtle.

Landing can be effected anywhere on the island. On the South end, near

the centre, there has been a lagoon, but it is now partially overgrown with

'"on Ae East point, about half-way, is a hill about 40 feet high, with a

look-out pole and cask. On the South end I found a ship s house, wh.eh

had been used to sleep in. On tho North end I saw tlio trunk of a redwood

tree, 12 feet in cireumference. On the West side found a no ..o l^'f' l>y U.e

^V»W. taking possession for parties in San Francsco, dated Apnl 2 ah,

AWUi Paciftc.

1

...^.•mmglhmfO^
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is:.9, T ponsidor tlie lead the safest guide at ninht among these islands, as

thoy are all Hurroumlwl by a bank for some distance off shore. Passed over

the position of Nova Island, but saw no land.

There is a dangorous shoal discovered by Captain Staniknwitnh in 1827.

The eastern oxtronio of this lies S.K. i S. 7j milps from the N.W. part of the

island, and its western extremity at the distance of 4 miles.

The islands called Ltrnkar, Lamn Ry», LaxMiano, Nearait, and Neta* are

doubtless intended for the above, as the positions of most of them have been

pnssed over. It has been also called Sapron hhnd, and Pell Inland by Capt.

I'dl, of the whaling brig Delaware.

Capt. liisiansky places the centre of the island in lat. 26° 2' 48" N., long.

173° 42' 30" W. ; Captain Brooks, as before stated, in longitude 173° 57

West.t

A Bank, reported by Captain Pell, of the brig Delaware (see note below)

in lat. 25'' 50', long. 174° 26', or, according to whaler report, 1° more to the

eastward, apparently lies to the S.W. of Lisiansky Island. Lieut. Brooke.

U.S.N., of the Fenimore Cooper, found bottom at 15. it, 18, 20, 25, and 40

fathoms, between the parallels of 25° 43' N. and 26° 3' N., and the meridians

of 173" 29' W. and 173° 32' W. It appears to be a south-westerly extension

of the bank around Lisiansky, which island the Cooper could not gain on

account of stormy weather.

The FEARL and HEEMES BEEF is an extensive shoal, on which two

British whale-ships, the Pearl and the Jlerttm, were wrecked on the same

night, and within 10 miles of each other, April 26, 1822. They were cast

away on the East side of the island, and were fortunate in having favourable

weather for several days, which enabled them to save a great portion of

• Neva Inland, in 25° 60' N., 172° 20' W., was not soon by Captain Patty, schooner

Manmkaxvai, nor by Capt. Brooks in the Gambia, as above stated.

t Some very doubtful islands have been announced in this neighbourhood.

An island, lat. 28° SV N., long. 171° 42' W. (China MaU).

MaHMhmetts Island, Int. 28° 30', long. 176° 50' W., whaler report. Captain Tatty, of the

scV.ooner Manuakaiiai, ran over the place without seeing it, or Philadelphia Island, lat. 28°

20' N., long. 172° 30' W.

New Island, 26° 24' N., 170° fti E., and Bassiostts Island, 26° 6' N., 173° 27' E., are both

from whaler roport, and are very doubtful. Laysans Ry» and Laskar Reef, sometimes

pl.iccd hereabouts, arc evidently Lisiansky Island, badly spelt, and placed in East instead of

West longitude.

Drakes Island, a whalir report, lat. 2.5" 30' N., long. 174" 0' W., is probably Lieiansky

Island.

An island in 21° 0' N., long. 1 76° 30' W., from whaler report.

Palmer Eepf, accor.ling to Captain Palmer, of thfi Kingfinher, in lat. 20° 54' N., long.

173° 26 NV., hiD l feci water over it.
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fhoir stores, un.l to build n vohh.-I (.f iiboiit .10 f..i.s from th.> wn-ks
;

tliM

tli..y dill in six wohUh, and roa.hod tlif Sandwi.h UUmU in Hiif.'ty.

It was viHJt. d by M-.nvll in Wlh. by StaniUowit. Ii in 18.'7. and a plan ..f

it is given by Captain Di'p.'rroy. Th»To are ...nsid-iabl.. diUVnu-os in tl.o

rospe<!t'vo positions asMi^nt'(l by farh.*

Captain Slanikowitch says it c.nsistR of sovmd small islands, of wlii.li

the two birgost are nntn.-dV.-arl and Horuios, »MuinIed by a roof, tlironxU

which is a passage by which thn l)eUm;u„r passed to an anchorage near tho

largest of th« two islands.

(Jnptain N. (!. Hnx.ks snys tliat tho group consists of twdvo islands, sur-

roundod by a reef 50 miles in circumference, on whi.h tli(» sea breaks lieavily

It is open from tho West. There is a lagoon inside, whore I found from >

to 15 fathoms within '2 nnles of tho land. A vessel nmy ai-proach from any

point. Tho largest island, which bears E. by S. J S. from the entronoe. nmy

be approached within 2 miles safely. There is good anchorage outsi.le, in

from 8 to 12 fathoms, on the N.W. side. Current sots to tho Nortli and

South at the rate of 2 knots. Tide rises 24 inches, the prevailing wind*

being from the E.S.E.

The largest islands are (covered with coarse grass njid trees. T saw the

remains of the two wrecks, the keel, stem, and stern-post, with throe iron

tanks, stiU standing. I brought away a wooden mortar used by the party

on shore. The remains of the camp still exist on the large island. I took

possession of this group. A banl- makes off to the East and North for about

a mile, and to the West for several miles, with from 8 to 1(5 fathoms, and no

dangers outside the breakers. Plenty of fish and turtle.

It was partially examined and the positions established by Captain

Reynolds, in the U.S.8. Lackawanna, in 1807. He says :-I'Pttrland Hermes

reef, like Ocean and Brooks Islands, has a coral wall above water at its

N.W. extreme, which, however, shows more in the shape of detached rocki

than as a continuous parapet, and, soon expending itself beneath the surface,

does not reappear, at least so far as our examination showed ;
this was not

very close, as I had time only to get the outline of the reef.

The N.E. corner includes a sand island. Another showed itself some miles

to the westward in the lagoon. Three others lie along the southern edge of

the reef, which turning to the northwurd and westward, close to the western-

most islLud, soon after ceased to show any signs of breakers. Shoal water,

• Delaware Bank -'i\i6 kmew&nht\« Delaware, H. Hunt, lieuteuant-conuimnJer, dis-

covered a b»uk above the water iu lat. tV 26' N., long. 17r 2.V N., iu 18H, which soon at

Home miles distance, appeared to be 12 or 14 nalen lon^,. It is stated, al.o that there aro

several others in the neighbourhood, many of which are not known. It .hould bo noticed

that this Delaware Bank is above water, and 95 miles to the North uf tliat noticed

ubove.
jj^2

tf?j»A^-«*-ir Mgtwst*sr"«aE*'-^'^
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liowovor, makos out for Romo iiulcs to tin; West, mid tlun troiids in nortli-

eastorly towards the N.VV. rocks. In tliis the wostoin sidci of the rocf re-

oonibk'S French I'^rignte slioiil^.

Wo made tho circuinfi 'onco of tho ri:cf to be 42 miles. Its nhapo is

irregular, its diameter from Noi-tli to South 9}, miles, from Eaf^t to West IG

miles. N.E. jioint of reef, lat. 27^' 60' 80' N., long. 175'^ 40' 0" W. ; S.V.

end, lat. 27" 48 45' N., Ion-. 17(1" 0' .*iO' W. ; S.E. point, lat. 27'' 48' 0" N,,

lo)\g. 175° 47' 30' W.

OCEAN or Ciire Mandis an American discovery, tlm cxistonco of which

was confirmed by Captain Stanikow itch, of the Imperial Russian na^'y, in

1827. It is a umall low, and very dangerous island. It was examined by

(^aptuin W. lieynolds, U.S.N., in the ship L<tckawanna, in 1867, and is thus

deseribod :

—

Ocean Island is almost the facsimile of Brooks Island, as will appear from

an inspection of the chart. It commences also with a coral wall at its N.W.
oxtrc-mo, which continues without a break until it dips un'ler water about the

centre of the Gre-m Island, but does not crop out again. From the end of

the wall vhe line ^i breakers continues to their tonuination about a mile West

ofthoN.W. end of the Sand Island; from tlien^e to the N.W. vcnika the

water is shoai, and affords no entrance into the lagoon, all of which is

shallow wai,oi\

The dfrem Island is identical in appearance from the sea with Middle

Brooks Island, except that some portions of the shrubbery appeared to

have gi-own c few feet higher. There is a small sand spit between it and

the Sand Island, as m the case at Brooks island; but tho Sand Island here

has not more than 10 feet elevation above the level of the sea. The trunk

(and roots) of a large tree was lying high and dry on the S.E. side of this

Said Island, and on the N.E. end of the Green Island we saw a ship's lower

mast, which looked as if it had retiently got ashore.

This reef is H| miles in circumference; no outlying dangers seen from

the masthead, and no other land.

Sand Island is in lat. 28" 24' 45' N., long. 178'^ 27' 45" W. • N.W. point

of Green Island, lat, 28" 24' 50" N., long. 178" 26' 5" W.
Captain Brooks descrilios it as consisting of tlu-ee small islands or rocks

surrounded by a reef 30 niilea in circumference. This is the island on which

Captains King and Molteno were wi-ecked in the Gledstone. The American

whale ship Parker was also lo.st here. A bank maJces off round this reef

at a distance of a mile with 25 to 30 fathoms water. The three islands are

on a lino East and West. Tlie sm-f nmke.y off to the East a quarter of a

mile, and to the N.AV. 12 miles. Tho reef opens to the S.W. for about 3

miles. The best amsliorafe is found by bringing the N.W. point of the

breakers North, in from 7 to 1:? fathoms water, one mile from the reef.

-«»*H»*f»^w4-friMF» •^i*ii!u»"iBWJfc'i^MBW^ti,jpa^2^i$^
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nilOOKS OR MIDWAY ISLANDS. «M

Current sots North and South about 2 knots. Title rises '22 inches. Tlioy

can bo approach od from any point, andean bo scon from the mast-hea<1 H

miles, being abo\it 20 feet high, and covered witli bushes. On flio Nortli

end of the large island, which is 3 J miles long by lA milos wide, th«'re liiix

bee!i a Ijignon, but it is now overgrown. On this inland I I'uuud the niiiains

of wrecks. Good water may be obtained on this island. The second i^hiiul

in size is about 2 miles long and lialf a mile wide, with little veg'tation, few

fowls, and plenty (»f turtle. The third is a mere sand-spit.

It is probably the same as those desfiribcd as Mitxntirhunrfdi hl,i,iih of the

Anieri"ans. and Dnj hlowl, with an attached reef, of Captain Joy.

BROOKS OR MIDWAY ISLANDS.—This atoll is of mwh more intcresk

than its uninhabited and barren condition wmild warrant. It was diwovered

by Captain N. 0. Brooks, in the Gambia, July •'Jth, 185'.>. Ho railed the two

islands Middlehronh Mrnvh, and took possession of thorn for thr* ITnitod

States, leaving a Kamtchatkan as a settlor. On his return he kept its posi-

tion a secret, and his discovery was utilized by the I'uctfic Mail Company,

who intended forming a depot here for their Trans-I*acific steamers, in pre-

ference to IlonoUdu, whi(;h was thought to be under foreign influence, «..s-

tabliishing here a coaling and rofroshmeni station.

With this view it was closely examined in September, 1807, by Captain

Revnolds, II.S.N., in the Larkawanna, and the following is his report, us

publi.'ihed by the U.S. Bureau of NaNigation.

The reef encircling Brooks Island is pear-shaped, with its stem part to

the eastward. It is 18 miles in circumference, as measured by the patent log

in the two idreuits around it, and is without a break, exce]tt <m its western

side. At the N.W. point is a little patch of breakers, a few deta(4ied rocks,

and then commences a compact coral wall of about 5 feet elevation, and, as

far as our observation went, from 6 to 20 feet in width, wliich continues f a-

41 miles to the southward and eastward, when it htses its imiforniity of sm-

faco, and presents a lino of detached rocks, very little more than awash, for

2^ miles to the southward; then?, off the centre of Middle Brooks Island,

tho rocks dip under water, but re-appear 2 miles to the westward, from

whence they again show as a continuous wall for about 4^ miles to the

northward and westward, ending there, and forming tho South side of tho

entrance to Wvlks Harbour.

Tho entrance is about throo-tpmrtors of a mile wide, and from its northern

edge to the N.W. rocKS there is a bed of coral Trom 1 to 10 fathoms, showing

..bovo water in one place, with occasional Ijreakers.

Tho northern, eastern, and southern portions of the reef are steep-to, U>

the rocks. We saw tho bottom in two places only where the soundings are

i'howu on tlio chart.

On the West side sheltered anchorage, during th<: trade winds, can be ha.'.

•'w«f5«WPii*?E«i«3f
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in from 10 to 13 faihoiiis, but on a vory foul bottom. The best outside an-

chorage is in Seward lioads, in 10 to 13 fathoms water.

Middle Brooks Island.—At the eastern extremity of the reef, or in the

Btem of the pear, it, Middle Brooks Island, also poar-sliaped, one and a quarter

miles in length, and lialf a mile wide. Its North point is in lat. 28° 13' 30'

North, long. 177° 18' 20" West, of a nearly imiform elevation, varying from

6 to 15 feet, covered with a growth of small shrubs, coarse grass, and some
vines. The soil is all coral, sand, and shells, except a small portion on the

South side, where there are a few acres of mould 2 feet in depth. No black

earth is to be found on this island. The beach is of a dazzling whiteness.

^y 'ligging 4 to 7 feet, water is reached, which becomes potable after

standing.

A mile and a quarter West of Middle Brooks Island is Lower Brooks Island

(a small spit, intervening a sand heap of irregular shape, IJ miles long,

three-quarters of a mile broad, and 57 feet high at the flagstaff, its greatest

elevation).

Vegetation is just commencing on this island, in the shape of detached
clumps of shrubs around portions of its edge, and an occasional growth of

grass, the greatest abundance being on its S.AV. extremity. No black earth

is to be found on it ; on the contrary, the glar» from the white sand dis-

tresses tlie eye.

Captain Burdett informed mo that he had seen 250 yai-ds of it wash
away, and begin to re-form, during the few weeks he had been ashore. Tho
eand spit up by the N.W. rocks, which was quite conspicuous when we an-

chored near it on the 16th, had almost disappeared by the 27th, when I
landed on it

; but, from the quantity of sand thereabouts, I presume a per-

manent sand island is forming.

On the lower island the agent of the Pacific Mail Company has established
himself, because it borders on the harbour.

Welles Harbour is formed very much like that of Honolulu, is rather
more roomy and as safe, but has not quite the same depth of water on its

bar, having but from 21 to 16 feet ut low water. The anchorage is in lat.

28° 14' N., long. 177° 23' 16" W.
The bar is quite narrow, and has an uneven bottom of coral rock and small

sand holes. Its depth varies from 21 to 16 feet, but changes so often and so

constantly, from Wl to 3 fathoms, as to make it unsafe to count on crossing it

without getting a three-fathoms cast or two. We had 19 feet going in, and
two casts of 18 feet in going out, both times at low water.

Like Honolulu, the entrance to it is from the West, through a narrow
opening in the coral reef 800 feet across where most contracted. It can be
entered as readily as Honolulu at all seasons of the year. Depth of water
for anchoring 5 to 7 fathoms, white sandy bottom.

This hai-bom- is cut off from the lagoon by bhoal water a mile in width
;
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and our survey, carefully made, dots not disclose a paasago anywhere for

ships into the lagoon.

It would be possible for a light-draught vessel to get inl(j the lagoon by

passing to the northward of the "middle ground," and threading her way

in among tho rocks, but no channel proper for ships exists.

The lagoon is 2 miles in length, and one and a half miles wide at its

greatest breadth. There are many coral lumps in it, witli from 1 or 2 fa-

thoms water over them ; otherwise these soundings are reguhiv, t»ver a white

bandy bottom.

Welles Harbour must, therefore, be the resort for ships drawing less

than 18 feet, or, at high water, of a little over that draught. Vessels of

deep draught must lie in Seward Moads, picking out a sandy bottom to let

go in.

The greatest rise and fall of the tide, observed during the neap tides, was

18 inches ; the lowest 15 inches. Ebb runs 6J hours, flood SJ hours. From

the appearance of the beach I suppose the rise of the spring tides is as much

as 3 feet, which would allow a deeper draught to be carried over the bar at

those periods. The bar is well within the entrance, and there is no swell on

it during the trade winds.

The flood sets to the northward, the ebb to the simthward, from 1 knot to

2. At Welles Harbour the current alwaya ran out to the westward, with

very little strength.

The coral shelf which runs from the N.W. end of the reef tc the southern

wall gives very irregular soundings, having deep fissures between the rocks,

and again spaces of sandy bottom. On this shelf, at our aiKihorage of the

2ord of August, we lost one anchor with la fathoms chain, and broke the

flukes oflf another ; could not recover either of them, although we searched

for them with all the boats for five days.

Two circuits of the reef made with the ship, with good look-outs aloft,

disclosed no dangers outlying it ; and, so far as our observation goes. Pearl

and Hermes Eeef to the eastward, and Ocean Island to the W'j.st, are tho

only dangers in tho way of direct approach.

Steamers, in approaching Brooks Island from the ea.stward should make

Middle Brooks Island, and follow the southern wall to the entrance of tho

harbour. If coming from the West, the Lower Island should be made.

Sailing vessels from the eastward, during the trade season, should keep to

northward of the reef, and pass around the N.W. rocks, to retain a fair

wind for Seward Eoadn Square-rigged vessels must warp into the harbour

with easterly winds.

On the N.E. beach of Middle Brooks Island a broken lower mast of a

«hip is lying ; it is 2A feet in diameter, and strengthened with iron bands.

On the East beach and on the blnfl' occasional drift timber is to be met with,

and some lumber, moatly r,pru(e and redwo-.d. On the We;;t uide or lugoon

, «»»>'«« J) i»yfcg<
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hcncli, is a portion of tlio trunk of a redwood troo 5 foot in diameter, and also

tlio skeleton of a calf spemi whale. On the lagoon side of the other island

two lower masts of junks are stranded, and several redwood logs elsewhere,

one of these over 2 feet in diameter.

Tropic birds, men-of-war hawks, and gulls, swaim upon these islands. A
few curlew and jilover are the only land birds mot with. Turtle abound, but

seals wore seen only occasionally. Fish of many varieties in great abund-

ance
; wo hauled the seine frequently, catching enough for all hands ; among

them many fine mullet.

As there is more than ordinary interest in this lonely spot, wo add tho

account given by the naturalist, S. D. Kennedy, Esq., surgeon to the Lac/ca-

wanna.

I have made an examination of the soil, growth, and water upon Brooks

Island, and have to report as follows :

—

These vr-' two long low islands chiefly formed of coral shells and sand.

They lie in lagoon surrounded by a barrier reef, except at one point,

whore a breu in its continuity affords an entrance of three fathoms in

depth.

Tho North island is one mile in length and half a mile in width ; while

South Island is somewnat larger and higher, but has less soil and scantier

vegetation. A beach consisting of white sand, disintegrated shells and
coral, extends from the lagoon to a distance of from 50 to 100 yards all

around the North island. Inside of this space the island gradually sloping

from its two higher points (the north-eastern 15 feet, and north-western 8

feet), is covered with a growth of coarse grass and low s'lnibs. From its

north-eastern point a ledge of coral rock, lying at an angle of five degrees,

extends about 100 yards into the lagoon. From this point a fringing reef of

the same kind of rock, at about the same declination, runs fcr two-thirds of

the extent of the eastern side of the island.

Judging from this peculiarity of coral formation, and the numbers of dead
sheUs, corals, and mollusks found on the highest points, this portion of the

island seems to be emerging.

Over all that part of the island where vegetation is found, there is a
superficial layer of fine, poroiiP, grayish sand ; but generally it is devoid

of vegetable mould. Benoa''). you come at once to coarse sand and
gravel.

On the South side of tho island there is a slight depression, embracing

about five acres, oxiending from N.N.E. to S.S.W. This urea has a super-

ficial stratum of vegetable moidd from 18 inches to 2 feet in depth, mixed
with a small per-centage of guano ; beneath this is a layer of coarse t'and of

the depth of ono foot, and below this anotlior stratum of loose stone, shells,

and corals, closely packed together, extending down to the hard coral. ThiH

foundation of the island, as of tho reef, consists of madrepore, lueaudrina.
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and poritos coral. But little of the red coral can be foutid about the island

or in the lagoon. This embraces the whole extent of anythiv-g like true soil

that I was able to find on tlio island This mould is, I think, of sufficient

richness to raise potatoes, peas, beans, and other vegetables adapted to

liglit soils. There is a small amount of guano mixed with it ; and with cul-

tivation it would doubtless become richer by the addition of decomposed

vegetable matter.

The vegetation of the island consists entirely of shrubs, herbs, and coarse

grasses ; none of the shrubs are over 3 to 5 feet high. Of these, and the

herbs, the principal families are the leguminosfc, loboliacio, portulacca, and

convolviilacea. Some seem to bo now species of the different genera of the

above families.

On both islands several wells have boon dug a'^d water found at depths

of from 4 to 7 feet. I have tested the water taken from these as far as

the materials which I have will admit. When first collected, the specimeus

wore so full of sand and organic impurities in a state of suspension, that it

was necessary to filter them. After filtration, tested by different re-agents,

they were found to be hard, free from organic impurities in solution, to con-

tain carbonic acid, carbonate of lime, and a per-centage of clilorides. The

quantitive analysis of these constituents I have been unable to make for want

of proper materials, but have preserved specimens for further experiments.

It becomes better adapted to drinking after standing some time. Capt.

Burdett, of the Pacific Naval Steam-ship Company, is reported to have

found fresh water; but so far, he has chiefly used it for washing, and

the specimen sent off to me gave the same residts, when tested, as the others.

The water seems to become purer in proportion to the depth ; and there is

every evidence that wells, properly sunk to a good depth, would afford a good

supply of potable water.

Immense numbers of sea birds are constantly hovering over and alighting

upon these islands. The bushes and surface of the ground are thickly

covered with their nests ; while the young birds, unable to fly, are so nu-

merous as to make it difficult to walk any distance without trampling upon

them. The principal varieties are gulls, fern, gannet, men-of-war, and tro-

pic birds. From such vast number there shoidd be a large amount of guano

deposited ; but, except in the five acres I have spoken of, its accumulation is

small, owing to the looseness or porousness of the soil allowing it to bo

washed away or filtered through it.

The lag' v is full of fish, seal, and turtle. The seal is the phoea vituliuii

or common i.air seal, and is not of much coumiercial importuuue. Tlic fish

.jolong princijHilly to tlio mullet, perdi, and mackerel lamilios ; many of them

;n- if iiiojut > illiaiit loluui's, uiul »trm to be Hpccius of the genus cory-

I
lUii \dulphin>). Lavjre 'luantities of thi- lidLuIiiuiaii. l>f..!i( U' nier, e.xist

f
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on the bottom of the sea, both inside and outside the reef, and can b©

gathered without any difficulty.

During the seventeen days that this vessel remained at tlio islands, tlie

lowest point which tlie thermometer reached was I'l", while the highest wa»

Sy. The barometer varied from 29.22 to 30.2 j.

There appears to be enough true soil, of sufficient depth to raise a good

many vegetables upon it at present, and with but little trouble the extent of

this area might be increased.

The water in some of the wells now dug might be used in an emergency,

and doubtless by sinking projjerly constructed wells to a suiHcieut depth,

perfectly potable water may bo found. Owing to tlie nature of the soil,

these may be made with but little trouble, and at a very small expense.

KRUSENSTEBN SOCK was discovered by Lisiansky, October 23, 180.5.

The bank around it appeared to stretch North and South about 2 miles, and

the sea only broke on it in one place. Lat. 22° 16' N., long. 176' 37' W.
It is probably the same as Sounders Island and Pylstaart Island, laid down 16

miles to the N.W. of it.

Fatroeinio, or Byers Island, was discovered in 1799 by Captain Don M.
Zipiani, commanding the Spanish vessel Senhora del Pilar. He states its ex-

tent to be 3 miles from N.N.E. to S.S.W., and is in lat. 28° 9' N., long.

176° 48' E. ; but the U.S. surveying vessel iWcoc/; passed near this spot with-

out seeing it. This renders it more probable that it is identical with

Byers Island of Captain Morrell, of guano celebrity. This he places in

lat. 28° ;52' N., long. 177° 4' E., but this position cannot be depended on.

ratiocinio, or Byers' Island, according to Morrell, July, 1825, is moder-

ately elevated, and has some bushes and spots of v«)getation. It is about 4

miles in circumference, and has good anchorage on the W.S.AV. side, with

15 fathoms water, sand iind coral bottom. There are no dangers around this

inland except on the S.E. side, wlioro there is a coral reef running to the

southward about 2 miles. Sea-birds, soa-elephunts, and green turtles resort

to it, and plenty of fine fish may be caught on its shores with hook and line.

Fresh water may bo had litre from the S.W. side of the island, which is of

volcanic origin. But as siiid above, the positions and even the existance of

the islands, are very tjuestioniible.*

* Morrell hland is another so iiamtd hy Kriisensteni from itH (liHcovorer, l)y whom it is

placed in lat. 29° 57' N., long. 171° ;n E. It is Hiiid lo be h HnuU, low island, luiirU level

with the watfr, 1 niileein circunifort'nco ; it was covered with son-fowl, and it* shores \tvtv

lined with sea-rlephant«
;
green turtles were in abundance (•luly, 1825). Apparently of

volranic origin

On the Wcat side of the island there is a net whah runs oft about 16 mJK , whilt thai
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Sixty-four Fatho.ms ok Mellisii Ijank.—A bank lias beon several times

announced hereabout. The lirat in lat. 36" 2A' N., long. 179° 30' E., from a

notice in the China Mail. It is placed a degree further South, from a re-

port in the Alta California, and an American chart places it a degree still

more South. MellUh Hank is said to be in lat. 31" 25' N., long. 178' 47' E.

These possibly refer to the same, if it exists. At all events it will be de-

sirable to know whothor there are soundings hero. Until the negative is*

determined, it may bo retained, as not being dangerous.

Crehi'o, or liica de I'hita, is said to have been discovered by Capt. Cresp",

in the Spanish galleon AY iiVy Carlos, October 15, 1801, and seeing it 10

miles oflf, says it is not low, and that it is in lat. 32" 46' N., long. 170" 10' E.

It is also placed by whaler report in 33° 56' N., 169° 15' E. Against this it

may be stated that it was neither seen nor heard of by Du Petit Thuuars,

who passed near it.

Admiral Krusensteru says, that as the Japanese believe in the existence

of au island of silver, and one of gold, it is probable that Spaniards have

applied these attractive names during their search for the precious metals in

the South Seas. The navigator would make a loss of time in seeking the

fabulous isles of Bica de Oro and Kica de I'lata, the latter term sometimes

being applied to this island*

ou the S.E. extends about 30 miles in the direction of S.S.E. TIiohu' reefei arc formrd oi

coral, and afford good anchorage on the S.W. side ; but on the East side the water is bold

close to the reef. Another doubtful I's/a'it^ in the same latitude is placed in long. 176" 42'

West, from whaler report.

• To the southwoi'd of this the following doubtful islands may bo nolicud :—
Burrows Island, lat. 22° U' X., long. 168° 27' E., rt'Sts upon a single announcement in the

China Mail.

An island, in 23° 3' N., 162° 57' E., from whaler report.

Deih's Island, 23° 45' N., 163° li' E., probably is the same as Ntcker Ula>,d in West

longitude.

Darker s Island, 22" 24' N., 163° 5' E., is evidently meant for the same.

An islaiul, in lat. 'iV I'J' N., long. 160° 42' E., is from whaler report.

Sebastian Lopez or Lobos hlund, in lat. 25° 0' N., long. 168" 0' E., or 154° 0', i» only

known from the old Spanish chart.s

Tret Columnas or Volunas Island (Spanish charts), in lat. 29° 0' N., long. 160' 0' or 162' 0'

K,, is not otherwise known. The latter position was crossed I'y Capt. Lutke.

A reef, in 26° 0' N., 160° 0' E., has not since been found.

Votcan Island, on old authority, in lat. 22° 35' N., long. 160" 0' E.

La Mira or Laomira, in lat. 20° 25' N., Ion. 164° 15' E. ; Camira (the same nanio mis-spelt),

in lat. 21° 35' N., long. 160° 0' E., have beer, given on the authority of the Spanish chart of

1743, but cannot now be recognized.

Dtt'mt'i Island, in lat. 20' 10' N., long, le.)" 20' E. : aud another Derierla, in lat. 23" 26'

Korth, long. 160" 15' E., are unknown, but are near to VVakia iiland, page 887.

Vtra, in 23" 10' N., 157" 0' E., lu not known
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In all tho space between this and the coasts of Japan and Forinona we

have a great number of shoals and i-slauds marked on tho charts. As tlio

oxistence, or at least the positions, assigned to many or most of those appimr

t(i ho very doubtful, tlun-o la considorable difficulty in determining on tlia

point. They would seem to have been inserted on tho charts from the uncer-

tain reckoning or observation kopt on board whaling vessels, or others of that

class, wliich, froui tho very nature of their pursuits, cannot be entitled to

much conlideuco.

Very many of these supposed discovorios are evidently of the most wortli-

loss nature, and it would soom almost a waste of space even to onmnerato

thcni. In the groat work of Admiral Kruauustom those guesses and mis-

tiikos are most indusfriously collected, and their proper value assigned in

most instances. In tlio later work published by the U.S. Bureau of Navi-

gation, 2ud edition, 1860, similar reports have been incorjiorated with tJio

older notices, and we have followed in many instances that work. It will bo

in the memory of most sailors how the chart of the North Atlantic was dis-

figured with "vigias" and sujiposed islands and shoals. The deep eca

sounding machine has disposed of nearly every one of these terrors to tho

navigator. It wore much to be desired that the same process could be aj)-

plied to the great highways of the North-western Pacific. It is believed thut

in tho ensuing lists only those deserving of any credence are preserved in tho

text. Those which are manifestly spurious are given as foot-notes.

Marons Island has been shown as a doubtful island, in lat. 24° 25' N.,

h)ng. l.vH" 45' E., but several other announcements of islands are found here-

about. Islands, Irom whaler report, in 24° 0' N., long. 153° 40' E. Another

island in 24° 5' N., 154° 10' E. It was seen by Captain Kilton, in the David

Iluadley, in May, 1868. He describes it as a low level sandy island, covered

with troos and bushes, about 2 or 3 miles long East and West. No breakers

were visible, extending any great distance, from either end ; its width was

not ascertained . The position of the West end, by a set of sights, was
24° 24' N., 153' 58' E., or 20 miles northward of Weeks Island, and differs

from it in not having any knoll in the centre. We may therefore infer that

they are distinct islands.

Weeks Island, originally a whaler report, was first properly described by

Oaptain Gelett, in tho Morning Star, the Hawaiian mission ship. It was seen

on December 17th, 1804. it is about 5 miles long, densely covered witlt

trees and slirubbery. with a white sandy beach and a knoll near tho centre,

rising al)out 200 feer.above tiie sea. There were no signs of inhabitants on

it. A reef extends to the North of tho island. Tho position of tliis fortilo

island is impurtaat auu reliable. It lies directly in tho track of whalers

buuud iBoiii Lilt' Curolinra to I'.iv ISck oi Okhotsk. It might be considered
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that it is the samo as Mamut Island, hut tho doacriptions do not coincide.

Captain Golott's posiiion, which must bo taken, is hit. 24" 4' N., and long.

1.54" 2' E.*

MABSHALL ISLANDS (Z'w Jardines y).—T!wo small islands wore dis-

covorod. in 1788, by Captain Mursliall, of tho ship Smrhoroiif/h, whoso nnnio

is given to tho nrollipola^,'o to tho eastward. Thoy liavo boon thought to bo

tlie same as Zos Jlwnon Jardhm of Alvaro do Saavodrn, in 1529. Anothov

group, called Los JardinoR, was nlao discovered by VilhUobos in 1513, but

tho situation of both of those must bo far away from this part, if even they

could be identified. Perhaps it would bo better to nnmo thorn tho Scarho-

rough IdmdH. They are placed in lat. 21" 40'. long. 161" 35' E. I?y another

report they are in lat. 20= 50' N., long. 151° 40' E.

Margaret Islands {MalahrigoK), a group of throe islands, discovered, in

1773, by Captain Magee, in lat. 27° 20', long. 145" 45'. They have been

considered to be the Malahrigos (bad shelter) of Bernard de Toi-ros, in 1543,

but there is no possibility of deciding on the point, but it is possible that

they were tho Volcano Islands.f

Grampus Islands were said to have been discovered by Captain Meares,

April 4, 1788. They consist of two islands close together, and a third to tho

S.W. of them. The position of them is not stated by Meares, but Krusenstern

deduces it from his track as lat. 25° 40', long. 14G° 40' E. Tho position thus

• Tho following are douJ)tful :—

Waku Island, in lat. 31* 14' N., long. 155° 0' E., a whaler's notice
;
and a reef, in 3l» 18'

N., 163» 20' E. An island, in 31" 0' N., 147° 16' E.

Several others, which need not be onumeratod, may be included in tho foregoing. It may

be observed that hereabout the strong currents may have caused very bad reckoning, and

it IB possible that thoy may refer to the reefs and islets far to the West, lying South

of Jodo Gulf. Seo page 626.

Congyes, Island, in lat. 23° 30' N. (on tho tropic), long. 148° 0' E, from whalers

'"Zands, from whaler report, in 25° 10' N., 153° 35' E. A reef, in 25° 28' N.. 162° 40' E.

An island, from whaler report, 26° 6' N., 154° 36' E.

A reef, announced in the China Mail in lat. 31° 30' N., long. 154° C E. Ganges Reef, in

30° 47' N., long. 154° 20' E., and three doubtful shoals in 31* 30' N., 163° 0' E.
:
31° 18' N.,

154° 0' E , are most probably repetitions of the same report.

A reef, in lat. 20° 42' N., long. 155° 0' E. ; and another in 20° 30' N., 163° 10' E., may re-

fer to the same. Nothing more is known.

A reef in lat. 20° 30' N., long. 162° 60', on the charts, has been several times repeated,

and once as a sandy bank, once also in J?ast longitude, which is probably erroneous.

t Mararet Islands, a whaler report, in 27° 30' N., 146° 40' E., arc doubtless intended for

I^largaret Islands, but it adds nothing to their authenticity.
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nfMumed is open to every doubt. But some whaler reports place a group of

islands in lat. 25^ 6' N., long. 14.^ 44' E., or 14;P 44' E.

There are so many reports as to the existence of one or more groups hern-

about, although some of them are manifestly erroneous, that it must be be-

lieved that there is reason for the assertions. There are no means of fully

deciding about them.*

THE ARZOBISPO OR IIONIN ISLANDS.

The Bonin Islands, are the next to the northward. At the time of the

opening of Japan to commerce they were made the subject of some remark

as to whom they belong;;, and therefore a few words respecting this point may

not be irrelevant. There can be but little doubt now that they are the Buna

Sima or Bonin Sima, described by Mr. Klaproth and Abel Remusat, iu

1817, as being discovered by the Japanese, in 1675.

Krusenstern also states that they correspond well with the Ylas del Arzo-

bispo of a work published in Manila many years previously. By right of dis-

oovery, therefore they belong first to Japan, and in the second place, pro-

bably, to Spain ; the third visitor has been the subject of dispute.

Captain Cofliu, of the Tramit, of Bristol, in the employ of Messrs. Fisher,

Kidd, and Fisher, discovered them September 12th, 1824 (not in 1823, as has

been stated iu this controversy). His nationality and flag have been dis-

puted. He was well known to Mr. Arrowsmith, to whom he communicated

his discovery, and other Englisli geographers, who always considered that he

was an Englishman.

Commodore Perry, in his correspondence and report to his government,

and in his paper, read before the New York Geographical Society, speaks

quite dubiously on this pdint. In the latter part of his work he says that

he is an American, but does not allude to the account given by Mr. Reynolds,

the projector (unacknowledged) of the United States' Pacific Exploring

Expedition.

Captain Coffin saw the South group in 1824, as stated above, giving the

name of Fisher Island to the largest, and Kidd Island to the westernmost

;

• FoBPANA, an island siiid by Oalvaom to have been discovered by the ship San Juan, in

1643. There cannot be any doubt of its existence, though the position may be open to

quee'ion. It is said to be 30 leagues E. \ N. of the Volcano Islands. This would give it

lat. 26° 34', long. 143° 0', but it has not boon fouud hero.

Tree Island, lat. 26° 2' N., long. 145° 60' E., is called a group of islandu, by whaler report,

nearly in this position, and Three Islands by another and similar report, and again as a

gr"up of islands, a degree farthrr westward, or long. 143" 44'.
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to two othern he applied the names of Soutli Island and I'iproon Islhnd. ami

trt the harbour ho used he gave his own name. Commodore Perry, U.S.N.,

in 1854, doing what he so severely deprocntos in otliors. has supprsedud some

of these names, giving his own name to South Island, Plymouth to Kidd

Island, and Newport to Coffin harbour. It may be statod that among other

differences, Captain Coffin places the islands 70 miles to the eastword. In

thefollowingyear (1825) Captain Coffin discovered the central group, ami

refreshed in Port Lloyd. Kater Island, " a lump of an island " as he calls

it, was also discovered at the same time. It was taken possospion of for

England by Captain (afterwards Admiral) Beechoy, who surveyed the group

in 1827. They were afterwards visited by Captain (now Admiral) Quin, in

n.M.a. RaUigh, who stayed here 10 days in August 18;57. They have since

been visited by several men-of-wnr, in II.M.S. L(uni\ in I8;}8, Captain (now

Admiral) Collinson, in H.M.S. Fnterprlw, in 1851, and the U.S. Expedition

in 1854.

It was colonised in 1830 under the direction of Mr. Charlton, our consul

at the Sandwich Islands. The white settlers landed here June 26th, 1830,

under Matteo Mazzaro, by birth a Genoese, and Millichamp, an Englishman.*

With them were two Americans and one Dane, besides some natives of Ouhu.

Millichamp returned to England, and Mazzaro, it is said, is dead, so that at

present, of the original settlers, the two Americans and two Pacific Islanders

are all that remain. The population at the period of Captain CoUinson's

visit, amounted to 17 men, 11 women, 2 girls, and 18 runaway sailors,

natives of Oahu; 26 children had been born (21 boys, 5 girls, one half of

whom had died.

We cannot enter here into any speculation as to the sovereignty of these

islands. It is manifest that the Japanese first discovered them, and of

Europeans, the Spaniards have the primary claim. The scandalous outrages

recorded by Captain Collinson to have been inflicted on the helpless seitlers

in 1849 and 1850, by the crews of some American vessels, robbing and

destroying the property of the white men, and stealing their wives, aroused

the strongest indignation.

The Japan Expedition has determined the geological character of the

group to be volcanic ; trappean rocks are the basis of the islands. Streams

of lava yet are traceable, and basaltic columns appear. Earthquakes occur

twice or thrice a year, and Port Lloyd, the principal harbour, appears to

have been the crater of an ancient volcano, its entrance being a fissure in the

cone. The scenery of the island is romantic and beautiful.

• Mazzaro and Millichamp' : n.imos apppar in anoth'r part of the world. They wero

vrrpcked, with Goodridge or Iht < I'./.et Islands, in the Indiiiii Ocean, in Maich, 18'.J1, and

figure in Goodridge's " Robi",3on Cruaoe" account of their solitary residence there.
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Ah hfl8 boon Btatod above, they wore surveyed by Captain Heochoy in 1 827

butthoBOutliern group was moro particularly examined by Lieut. 5.

Ualch, U.8.N., in the Phjmouih, in 1853. From those accounts we give the

following:

—

. n •
i i

The PARRY GROUP is the northernmost cluntor, consmts of small islands

and pointed rocks, and has much broken ground about it, which rendor.

..nation necessnry in approa..lung it. A....ording to tho survey .t .s about .

milos in length N.W. and S.H., and its Nm-th extrouuty is m lat. 27 44 •>,.

North, long. 142'' 7' East.
'

, . „ .,

Kater Wand, North lock in lat. 27" 31' N., long. 142° 12, is 8 miles

Bouthward of the Tarry group. It is a small rocky island, with a conspicuous

islet, the iV*, on its S.W. side. „ . t, , m. i. ,

The BEECHEY GROUP is the principal of tho Bonin Islands. They have

been thus named of the English surveyor. Ho thus describes it :-

The middle cluster consists of three islands, of which Peel Mmd, 4 J miles

in length, is the largest. This group is 9* miles ia length, and is divided

by two channels so narrow that they can only be seen when abreast of them.

Neither of them are navigable for shipping ; the northern on account of rocks

which render it impassable even by boats, and the other on account of rapid

tides and eddies, which, as there is no anchoring ground, would most likely

drift a ship on the rocks. The northern island I named StapMon, and the

centre Buckhnd, in compliment to the professor of geology at Oxford. At

the S W angle of Buckland Island there is a sandy bay, in which ships will

find good anchorage, but they must be careful in bringing up to avoid beirg

carried out of soundings by the current. It is named Walker Bay, after ^'.ae

late) Mr Walker, of the Hydrographical Office. The southern cluster is

evidently that in which the whale-ship, commanded by Mr. Coffin, anchored

in 1823 who was the first to communicate its position to this country, and

who bestowed hiB name upon the port, as has been before mentioned.

As the cluster was, however, left without any distinguishing appellation

I named it after Francis Bailey, Esq., late President of tho Astronomical

^Twas visited by the U.S. Japan Expedition, in June, 1853, and the nar-

rative of Dr. Hawks gives us the best account of the islands. Speaking of

theBeechey group he says -.-The islands of Bonin are high, bold, and

rocky and evidently of volcanic formation. They are green with verdure

and a full growth of tropical vegetation, which crowds up the aochvities of

the hills from the very borders of the shore, which is, here and the/e, edged

with coral reefs. The headlands and detached rocks have been thrown by

former convulsions of nature into various grotesque forms, which assume to

tho eye the shape of castle and tower, and strange animals, of monstrous

size and hideous form. Numerous canal-like passages were observed open-

ing in the sides of tho rocky ulififs, which had almost the appearance of being

mi
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PEEL ISLAND. S81

hewn out with the chisel, but which were evidently formed in the course of

volcanic changes, when the rook flowed with liquid lava, and found issue in

these channels, which the torrents that came down the sides of the mountain

in the rainy season toward the sea have worn rimooth by constant attrition.

Some of these dykes, or canal-like passages, less aff"octod by time and the

washing of the water, still retain their irregular formation, which has so

much the appearance of steps that the observer, as he looks upon them,

might fancy th.Lj had been cut bv the hand of man in the solid rock, for tho

purpose of climbing the mountain. On the southern Head, ns it is called,

within tho harbour of Port Lloyd, there is a very curious natural cave or

tunnel, which passes through tho basaltic rock, from the southern Head to

tlie beach on the other side. Tho enti-ance has a width of about 13 feet, and

a height of 30 feet, but tho roof within soon rises to 40 or 50 feet, where it

has so much the appearance of artificial structure, that it may bo likened to

a builder's arch, in which even tho kej'stone is observable. There is sufficient

water for a boat to pass from one end to the other. There are several other

caves or tunnels, one of which is at least 50 yards in length, and passes

through a headland bounding tho harbour. This is constantly traversed by

tho canoes of the inhabitants.

The geological formation of the island is trappean, with its various con-

figurations and mineralogical peculiarities ; columnar basalt appears, and

hor, blende and chalcedony are found. Tliore are all the indications of past

volcanic action, and the oldest resident of Peel Island stated that two or

three tremblings of the earth, giving evidence of a liability to earthquake,

are experienced annually even now.

Peel Island is the principal of the cluster, and on it are two bays, one

to the S.E., which is clear and deep, except towards the head, where an-

chorage may be had ; but of course it is open to the prevailing winds. Its

head runs nearly up to that of Port Lloyd, which is on the N.W. sido of

the island, and facing the West.

The island is 4i miles long, and tolerably high—the hills rising in some

places by gentle slopes, in others abruptly by steep ascents ; the elevation of

the p(ij)8 near the North end is respectively 879 and 88G feet. Almost every

v&lley has a stream, and the mountains are clothed with trees, among which

the areca oleracea nnd fan palms are conspicuous. The volcanic origin of the

island is clearly manifest from the existence of ancient craters, and basaltic

dykes passing through beds of sand, scoria, and cinders.

Off the S.W. end of Peel Island is Kmrr Island, with several islets and

rocks in its vicinity, and northward of Knorr Island are the conspicuous

Sail Roch, 60 feet high ; 11 mile northward of Sail Rocks is the entrance

to Port Lloyd.

The promontory stretching from the N.W. end of loel Island and forming

tho North and West sides of i'ort Lloyd, is 7ai) foot high towards its coutro,

Nuiih IWifw. '^ ^

m
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and 594 feet towards its southern end. The seaward shores are bohl and

perpendicular. Westward (southerly) of the latter summit a reef extends

out to the distance of 1§ cables from the shore; and rather more than a

cable's length to the northward of this, and at the distance of 2 cables from

the shore, is an outlying rocky patch, having only 6 to 8 feet water on it,

with deep water all round. There is also a ncf of rocks off the N.W. point

of Poel Inland.

Port Lloyd.—This' harbour has its entrance conspicuously marked by a

bold high promontory (southern head 492 feet high) on the soutliern side,

and a tall quoin- shaped rock (square Eock, 200 feet high) on the northern

side. It is nearly surrounded by hills, and it would appear to have been at

one time the crater of an active volcano.

At the upper part of the port there is a small basin, formed by coral reefs,

kept open by streams of water running into it, and which, in consequence

of there beiug ] fathoms water all over it, is named Ten-fathom Hole. It is

conveniently adapted for heaving a ship down, and on the wliole a most

d38irablo place of i-esort for a whale ship.

In most of the small bays in the harbour there are coral reefs and

ledges.

Two cables south-eastward from Squai-e Rock, and 3 cables southward of

the rocky head n the North side of the entrance, are two dangerous sho:'l

patches, steep-to, and awash with a smooth sea; they can be easily seen from

aloft, however, even when there is no swell on. There is also a coral rock

about a cable's length North from the northern point of Southern Head, on

which are 8 feet water, and there are breakers 3 cables southward of the

South side of the same head. Southern Head is an island at high water.

Directions for Entering.—Having ascertained the situation of the port, stet'r

boldly in for the Southern Head, taking care not to bring it to the northwai'd

of N. 47° E., true, or to .'hut it in with two paps on the N.E. side of the

hai'bour, which will be seen nearly in one with it on this bearing. In this

position they are a safe leading maik. To the southward of this line there

is broken ground.

If the wind be from the southward, which is generally the case in the

summer time, round the South bluff at the distance of 200 yards, close to a

sunken rock, which may be distinctly seen in clear weatlior. Keep fresh

waj' upon the ship, in order that she may shoot on end through the eddy

winds, which baffle under the lee of the head ;
* and to prevent her coming

round against the helm, which would be dangerous. The winds will at first

break the ship off, but she will presently come up again ; if she does not,

be ready to go about, as you will be close upon the reefs to the northward,

• Keep the top-gnllftnt clewlines in hand.
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PORT LLOYD. 883

and put the helm down before the South end of the island, off the port

to the westward, comes on with the high square rock at the North of the

entrance.

If she comes up, steer for a high Castle Rock at the E. end of the harbour,

until a pointed rock on the sandy neck to the eastward of the South head-

land comes in one with a high sugar-loaf shaped grassy hill to the south-

ward of it. After which you may bear away for the anchorage, taking caro

not to open the sugar-loaf again to the westward of the pointed rock.* The

best anchorage. Ten-fathom Hole excepted, which it is necessary to warp

into, is at the northern part of the harbour, where the anchor is marked on

the Admiralty jilan.

In bringing up, take care of a spit which extends off the South end of the

small island, near Ten-fathom Hole, and not to shoot so far over to the

western reef as to bring a rock at the outer foot of the South bluff Jn one

with some black rocks, whiih will be seen near you to the south-westward.

The depth of water will be from 18 to 20 fathoms, clay and sand. If the

wind be from the northward, beat between the line of the before-mentioned

Sugar-loaf and Pointed Eock westward, and a North and South line from

the Castle Eock to the eastward. This rock, on the western side, as well

as the bluff to the northM^ard of it, may be shaved, if necessary. The

hand-leads are of very little use in beating in here, as the general depth is

20 or 24 fathoms.

The best watering-place is in Ten-fathom Hole, It is necessary to bo

cautious of the sharks, which are very numerous in this harbour. It is

high water, full and change, at 6'' 8"" ; springs rise 3 foot. The station on

the North side of Ten-fathom Hole is in lat. 27° 5' 35" N., long. 142° 11'

31" E.

Admiral CoUinson, C.B., was here in 1851, and he says, that in making

the island from the southward, he experienced a difficulty in discovering the

remarkable quoin mentioned by Captain Beechcy as the mark for the har-

bour on the South side, being under the shadow of the high land at the back.

No difficulty, however, can be experienced by a stranger making the harbour

from the southward, as the bold bluff on the South side is sufficiently re-

markable, and the two paps which Captain Beechey gives as a leading mark

for clearing the rocks outside of the harbour will sufficiently denote its po-

sition. Besides that, among the detached rocks to the southward, are two

pinnacles, and over the remarkable quoin, on the North side as you enter, is

a triple peak. We shot in close under the bluff, but did not see the shoal off

it (it will not do, therefore, for vessels to trust to the eye to pick this danger

up), and then had baffling winds until we opened South Bay, when we edged

• This rock is white on tlie top with birds' dung, and looks like an iMland.

3 L 2
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away to tho North, and came-to oflf the ontranco to Ten-fathom Hole in 25
fathoms

; a better berth will be found a cable's length closer to the reef on
tho West side.

Fitton limj, at the S.E. angle of Peel Island, enclosed by perpendicular
rocks, is 1 J mile deep, and nearly a mile wide at the entrance. Thoro is

anchorage at tho upper end in 17 fathoms, sand, at tho distance of 2 cables
ft-om the shore, secure from all winds except those from S.E. On the North
side of tho entrance there is a largo and conspicuous islet, connected to tho
North bluff of the bay by a reef on which are several small rocks Outsido
the harbour there are also some sunken rocks to tho southward of tho en-
trance, on which account ships should not close the land in that diroction, so
as to shut in the two paps (at the N.E. angle of Port Lloyd) with the South
bluff of the bay ; with these objects open there is no danger. At the upper
end of the bay, on the West side, there is a srnall and narrow cove, with 6
fathoms water at the entrance.

Fitton Bay is frequently visited by whalers for wood and water.

From a point on the East side of Peel Island a reef of rocks stretches to
the northward, terminating at a small islet in lat. 27° 5^' N. ; one-third of a
mile to the north-westward of the islet is a detached patch and rock. Tho
channel between Peel Island and Buckland Island, to the northward, is un-
safe. Nearly fronting this channel, one mile westward of the "West entrance,
is Goat Island, in lat. 27° 7' N., about 300 feet high, in the vicinity of which
are several rocks and small islets ; one-third of a mile to the southward of
Goat Island there is also a small group of very low islets.

Buckland Island, to tho North of Peel Island, and the central one of
Pcochey groT'p, is 3i miles long N.W. and S.E. At the S.W. angle of tho
island, close to the opening of the channel between it and Peel Island, is a
small sandy bight named JFalhr Bay, in which ships will find good anchor-
ago

;
but tlioy must be careful in bringing up, to avoid being carried out of

sounfling.^ by the current. The islet on tho West side of this bay is con-
nected to tlie main l.y the reef Westward of the West point of Pucklan^
Island, and fivo-eightlisof a mile north-westward of the islet just mentioned,
is Little Goat Inland, which is also connected to the main by a reef. The
channel between Goat Island and Little Goat Island is over half a mile wide,
and safe by not borrowing too much towards either shore.

Stapleton Island, the northernmost of th« Beechey group, is, like tho
others, of volcanic origin. It has a varied suiface of plain, hill, and valley,
with large tracks of fertile lands. There is a small bay on the western eido
with apparently deep water, and sunounded by rocks and mountains,
varying from 800 to 1,500 feet in height, which protect it frqm the S.E.
typhoons.

BAILEY GROUP, the southernmost of the Benin Islands, was thus named
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BAILEY GROUP—FISHER ISLAND. 88»

by Bocchey. The respective islands of tho cluster w <re named by their

discoverer, Capt iJoffin, as hereafter stated. •' With tho proverbial modesty

and justice of . . . surveyors, Commodore Perry replaced the original

names by his own for the southernmost, and of his officers to the others."

Fisher Island was named by Coffin in 1823, after one of his employers.

It is called IlilUborough Island by Commodore Perry, A survey was mado
by Lieut. Or. B. Balch, U.S.N., in 1853. He of course uses the new names
applied by the surveyors. In taking his descriptions we have restored the

original names, adding tho recent ones in parentheses.

Fisher Island, the largest of tho Coffin group, is 7i miles in length, by
about \\ in breadth, and 1,471 foot high. The greater portion of it is rocky

and hilly, and unsuited for agricultural purposes. That portion of it which

could be cultivated is a black loam, and produces sweet potatoes, yams, taro,

and Indian corn, bananas, pine-apples, water melons, and limes. Sweot

potatoes form the staple support of the few inhabitants of tho island. Hump-
back whales resort to these islands from November till May, during which

time they are calving. Turtles are found in abundance in season, and aro

salted down by the inhabitants in lieu of beef,

Clo«e to the northernmost point of Fisher Island is Devil Rock, from

which a reef stretches nearly a mile to the north-westward. At the distance

of ti -ee-quartera of a mile south-westward of the rock, is the N.W. point

of the sland, off which is Sugar-loaf Rock, with dangerous rocks and roofs

stretching some distance seaward. On the West side of the island, midway
between its extreme points, are two small indentations in the coast-line, off

vhich are two small islets. Half a mile to the southward of the southern

indentation is Pyramid Rock, close to the shore ; nearly a mile south-west-

ward from the Pyramid is Painted Rock, three-quarters of a mile from the

coast, the intervening area being encumbered by rocks (one of which is

arched) and by reefs ; those form part of the northern boundary of Coffin

Harbour (New-port), an open bay on the West side of Fisher Island, near

its South end.

Stretching to the south-westward from the south-west point of Fisher

Island is a continuous line of reefs and islets, terminating in a long but

narrow island. The outermost extreme of this islind with its outlying reefs,

is 2J miles from the S.W. point of Fisher Island ; thence a rocky patch

to the north-westward, in the direction towards Mid-channel Rock, which rock

is also surrounded by rocky patches ; half a mile to the northward of Mid-
channel rock is Kidd (Plymouth) Island, which is a mile long, N.N.E. and
S.S.W., and half a mile wide. Kidd Island fronts and partially sholtoia

New-port ; the channel between it and the main island (Fisher) on the North
is deep and 1 J mile wide ; that to the South, between Kidd Island and
Mid-chunnol Rock, is loss than half a mile in width, but safe (having 10

fathoms) by not borrowing too much towards the rock. Whether tho chan-

m

!

I
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nol between Mid-cbannel Rock and the island to the south-eastward is ac-

cessible is uncertain, it appears by the chart to be considerably encumbered

with rocky patches which narrow the passage.

To the S.S.E. of Fisher Island, nt the distance of 3 miles, is Kelly Island,

1 mile long East and West, and half a mile wide. To the north-eastward of

Kelly Island, at the distance uf half a mile, is another small island, with a

reef off its East extremity. Several islets and a reef of rocks also stretch

some distance northward from the N.W. point of Kelly Island to the centre

of the easternmost island, making the channel between the two impassable.

Oflf the West end of Kelly Island there is a small rock, and the depth is

25 fathoms.

West of Kellj island, at the distance of 2 miles, 's South (Perry) Island

1 J milb - ng N.E. and S.W., and about half a mile wide. The channel be-

tween South Island and the island to the North is a mile wide ; the islets

{Needles) in the channel near the North side of South Island liave rocky

patches around them ; there is also a rocky patch three-quarters of a mile

south-eastward from South Island, opposite two rocks near the shore.

Coffin Harbour.—With the exception of this and a small cove just to tho

northward of it, there is no place on the shores of any of the islands suitable

for a coal depot ; nor can either be recommended as places suitable for

such a purpose. They are both open from S.W. to N.W., and the hold-

ing ground is not good, being sand and rocks. Vessels could, however,

always get to sea ou the approach of a gale, as there are two safe passages,

which are very plain.

In the centre of the harbour, there appears to be no bottom with 24

fathoms.

It is high watei in Coffin Uarbour, at full and change, at 11'' 32"", and

the rise of tide is 3^ feet.

VOLCANO ISLANDS.

This remarkable group of three islands lies to the touthward of the Benin

Islands, at from 95 to 150 miles distance, and forms a continuation of that

line of volcanic fires which show themselves at intervals from Kamtohatka

southward, through the eastern part of Japan, and the range of islets to the

8.E. of Nipon, and then in the Benin Islands.

These three islands were discovered in 1543 by Bernardo do Torres, and

received their name from the volcano on the central one. There can be no

doubt of their being the same as the Sulphur Islands of Captain King, in

1779. They were also seen by Captain Krusenstern, in the Nadiejeda, in

1805. On the Spanish charts the northern island is called San Alessandro;

the centre, Sulphur Island ; and the SGUtLcr^, Sail Auf/uslino. Espinosa saya
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llint tho Houthernmost was seen in 1801, by tho Spiiiiish (;orviUo La Cumcp-

cioH, and named San Dionisiu, a nauio by which, aii-onling to liim, it has

always boon distinguished by tlie Spunish navigatuis.

San Augustino (or San Dioninin), tlio southornniost, is a singlo mountain

of a square form, flat at the top, iind ODfl foot high. Admiral Krusenstorn's

observation H, and ho wan near it for two days, plnco it in lat. 2\ 14',

long. l'Jl° 20', which is 7' 30" South of that given by Captain King; so

that unless a fourth island lies in that latitudo, a thing most improbable, wo

must suppose that the error arose from the distanto at which it was seen

in 1779.

Sulphur Island is tho central one. Tt is about T) miles long in a N.N.E.

and 8.8.W. direction. Tho South point is a liij:^li, barren hill, flattish at tho

top, and when seen from tho W/^.W. presonts nii evident volcanic crater;

tho soil of which its surface is composed exhibited vaiioua colours, a consi-

derable iinrt of which was conjectured to be sulpliur, both from its appear-

ance and tlie strong sulphureous smell perceived as tlu«'{»oint was approached.

Some on board tho J)iiiCovcn/ thought they saw steam rising from tho top of

the hill. A low, narrow n'>ek of laud connects this hill with the South end

of the island, which spreads out into a circumference of 3 or 4 leagues, and

is of moderate height. The part near tho isthmus has some bushes on it,

and has a green appearance, but that to tho N.K. is veiy barren and full of

large detached rocks, many of which wore o.\( oedingly white. Very diiu-

gerous breakers extend 2,i miles to the East and 2 miles to thoAVost, oil' tho

middle part of tho island, on which tho sea breaks with great violence. Tho

iwsition of Sulphur Island, according to Captain King, identical with that of

Admiral Krusenstern, is lat. 21^ 48', long. 141" 13'.

San 'Alessandro, or the North island, is also a single mountain of

considerable height, like the southern one. It is peaked, and of a conical

shape, lat. 25^ 14', long. 141" 11'.*

From these islands tho volcanic energies appear to diverge into several

directions to the S.S.E. towards the Mariana Islands, well known as a range

of volcanic summits, the intervening space being uunked with two or three

small reefs, whose position, however, are open to some doubt.

It also appears to continue to tho S., towards tho I'elow Isles, for on Dec.

25, 1848, Mr. Lindsay, of the HiAioower Ahielia, discovered an apparently vol-

canic island or rock, in lat. 19" 20' N., long. 141" U}/ E. To tho S.W. tlx

• To the south wiircl of tho Volcano Islands are tho following doubtful !,nnouncomciiti:—
A letf, from whaler roport, is twice announced as in mean lat. '22" C N., long. MT 27' K,

rem, rmece, or Tlirec IsIkik/s, in Int. 21" 20' N., long. lir-JO'E, nuiy bo Euphiosyii.3

lidck.

i'lklla Jiuj; lilt. 21 0' N., long. 1 i:r U' K, ib not known.

'.i
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Hi'o ovidciifosof a eubmariiio volcanic action in the rock " liko asail," soon by
tho Liout. commanding tho A'i,p/iro»!/>ie, May 2, 1851, and by tlio cominaudor
of tho f.indd also in 1851 ; lat. 21° 43', long. l.'JH^ 30' E. Beyond this wo
liave tho dangerous Vola, Pareco Vela, or Duiiglas or liishops Hock—two
elioals often announced as frosh discoveries, and a rock discovorod by Moares
of fur-doaling notoriety. A singular phenomenon was exporioncod by Liout.

Jones, commanding tho U.S. sloop of war St. Slary's, in January, 1850,
when in lat. 20" 5G' N., long. 134° 45' E., the wind suddenly died awa; , tho
eoa benarao troubled, tho air heated, and a sulphureous smell became very
apparent. This lasted about twonty-fivo minutes, and then tho wind camo
out as before.

These last are further alluded to presently.

DISAPPOINTMENT or Eosario Island lies to tho westward of tho Bo-
nin Islands. It was seen and named in the Nautilm in 1801, and again on
September 25, 1813, in the Spanish corvette. La Fidelidad. It was also soon
by Captain M. Quin in H.M.S. Raleigh, August 11, 1837, in lat. 27° 13' N.,
long. 140° 46' E. Commodore Perry, U.S. Japan Expedition, places it in
27° 15' N. and 140° 56' 30' E., or mean 27° 14' N., 140° 52' 15' E.

The island is about three-quarters of a mile long (N.E. by N. and S.W.
by 8.), and tho highest point, near the centre, 148 feet. Around it are
several detached rocks, two of which are a short distance off its extreme
points

; and a reef extends one-eighth of a mile to tho soutliM'ard of tho
southernmost one. It is of volcanic formation, bold, broken, rugged, gene-
rally barren, and apparently unsusceptible of cultivation, but there nro sonio

ill patches of green about the top. The surf breaks lieavily all around
and landing is impracticable. From a distance of 10 miles it appears as

two islands.

LINDA or EUPHROSYNE ROCK is a remarkable pinnacle seen by tho
Lhida and the Eiiphrosyne in 1851. It was on each occasion said to look
like a ship under sail. Tho moan lat. is 21° 431' N., long. 140° 50' E.

Meares Reef is said to lie in lat. 21° 0' N., long. 136° 45' E.

DOUGLAS REEF, or Parece Vela. -Douglas Reef was discovered on
September the 15th, 1789, by Captain Douglas, and is 5 miles in extent
in a W.N.W. and E.S.E. direction, in lat. 20° 37' N., long. 136° 10'. Tliese
rocks, and those seen by Cuptain Bishop in the Nautilus, in 1796, in lat.

20° 15', long. 136° 54', are probably the same as those named Purece Yola
and Vela, by the older Spanish navigators. The rocks seen by the Nautilm,
like all bare rocks, appeared like a vessel under sail, and thus might have
been called Vela (a sail), or Parece Vela (a sail in sight !). On Anson's chart
these hold the sumo relative position as the Douglas and Nautilus Reefs, and
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DOUGLAS KEEF. Hsa

tlicrcforo tho name of I'arcco Vela has Itooii addod to (ho discovery of Capl.

DoughiH, and Vela to tiiat of C'apt. IJishop.

An AmoriLiui diiscovcry has been anuouncod as lying half a degree to tlui

North of D(juglas Roof ; but its true character and posit ion have boon well

ascortiiined. C'apt. B. Sproulo, of tho Maria, examined it in his boat, ManJi

18, 1817. Ho saya :—1 found it to consist of a narrow perpondioilar wall

of ((n-al, onch)siiigau oblong lagoon ofdeep water. I rowod along its wholo

length, which I should say was 2 miles by three-quarters of a mile wido at

ono-ihird from the eastern point. Sharp heads of pointed rock appeared

frequently through tho surf; and one isolated rock of about 12 feet high

and 15 feet broad rose from tho smooth water of tho lagoon, near its western

extreme, witli tho rock bearing E.N.E. I put tho boat through tho narrow

channel in tho reef of not more than 3 feet ;—this was tho only oj^oning I

saw, and had it not boon very still under tho lee, this woxild Uv ver have

shown. High breakers wore rolling over tho northern and north-eastern

parts. "When tho boat aniis on tho wall I had 3 ft. water ; by packing two

lengths, 1 7 fathoms ; two lengths more, no bottom with a whole lino. Tho

South side is nearly straiglit, in an E. by S. i S. and \V. by N. J N. direc-

tion. Tho rock when seen from the ship, 3 miles off, appeared exactly liko

a boat's tanned lug. Its position is lat. 20° 31' N., long. 136'' 6' E. Nothing

can be move dangei-ous than this reef, from its extent; its neighbourhood

ought to bo approached with tho greatest caution in dark and blowing

Avoathor ; and in tho months of November, December, January, and part of

February, it blows vory hard, with thick weather; but in fact, all tho

passage from tho Sandwich islands to tho coast of China requires tho

greatest cauticjn. Innumerable sperm whale were playing about tho reef,

and the sea was perfectly alive with fisli of many descriptions. Sharks were

also vory numerous.

It was also soon by Captain Steele, of tho Sebastian Cahot, in 1867, as a

reef extending in a W.N.W. and E.8.E. direction for 5 miles. There are

two isolated rocks near its western end ; the westernmost about 20 ft., and

the other about 15 ft. above water, distant from each other about a quarter

of a mile. It is a very dangerous reef in stormy or cloudy weather, as it

can bo seen but a very short distance ; tho position of tho westernmost rock

is about lat. 20= 28' N., long. 136' 17' E.

Captain Ludwig Saabyo, of the Benjamin Howard, saw it and tho breakers

plainly from the deck, distant about 6 miles. Ho considered it very dan-

gerous. Lat. 20° 26' N., long. 136° 2' E., from good observations.

The probably correct position will therefore be about lat. 20° 30' N., long.

136° 10' E.*

Bishop, iiautilus, or Vela Rocks, were discovered by Captain Bishop,

* At about 80 miles W. by N. from tliin tbo Bubnmiinc volcmic uvidcnccs noticed on
page 888 woro felt in 18jy.

!
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in tho Nnulilux, in 17i)0. Tliey do not appear to luivo boon soon sinoo.
Lat. 25° 20', lonf?. VM 15'.

Kendriok Island wn« Hoon by an English captain of that nanio. It ia

low, and abont G miles long; hit. 24" 35', long, l.jr 0' E. A small, low
ibland was mm. by tho brig Ifitiiwih C/tmrr, in W 33' long. l;J2" 40', abont
midway betwoon tlio forogoing and l{ana island. It may rofor to oit'hor, or
it is jwssiblo that tlioro may bo bnt ono island.

RASA ISLAND is a small, low island, covorod with bnshos, and siir-
ronnded witli rocks, 4 or 6 miles long in a N.W. and S.E. direction. It was
called liasa (flat) on board tho Spanish frigate MageUun, in 1815, but it liad
boon soon in 1807 by the French frigate La Vanmniire. Tho hit. given
was 24^ 20' 40', and the moan of tJio.two longitudes 130° 40' E. It has
boon also soon by several u Jiors. Of tlioso may be noticed Mr. Symington,
in iho Lmcmhire Witch, in 1850, who places it 24" 20' N., long. 131^ 5^ e!
Captain Dixon, of the Joneph Sprott, says timt it is 3.i milos long S.S.W. and
N.N.E., generally low, tho highest part about 220 ft. high, covered with
very short brushwood, and having very deep water all along its wostoru
Hi.lo

;
lat. 24° 30' N., long, i;n° 11' 45" E. besides those accordant state-

ments may bo added tho report of Capt. Norville, of tho brig Arffi/le, who
says it is a milo long, with a roof projecting from its nortliorn side nearly a
milo, and a rock to tho East near tho slioro, lat. 24° 23' N., long. L-JI-^ o' E.
The barque Aurora says it is 6 milos long North and South, lat. 24° 29' N.,
long. 131° 12' E. Tho moan of these positions nuiy bo taken as '>4° 27' N

'

long. 131° 1' 50".
'

BORODINO ISLES wore discoyorcd by Lieutenant Tonafidin, in 1820.
lie places thom in lat. 25° 56', long. 131° 15'.

They have boon surveyed by Commodore I'orry, of the U.S. Japan Expe-
dition. They were made on the 22nd of Juno, 1854, directly ahead, and
were found to be two in number, situated 5 milos apart, and lying in a
N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction. They appeared to be of coral formation, but
of great autiquity, as trees of considerable size crowned the uplands,' tho
most elevated part of which may have been 40 ft. above the level of the
sea. The navigation in the immediate neighbourhood seemed free of dan-
ger, but no indentations were seen in the surrounding shore which might
afford safe anchoring placcfj. No signs of people wore discovered, and it is
presumed that the islands aro uninhabited. The position of tho extremity
at the South of the southern island was estimated to be in Lit 25° 47' and
long. 131° 19' E.* .

'

• Tho following will condiule the list of doubtful islands.

SuKl/i JioiniH hl<,ml, a whaler report, in Lit. a?" 1' li., Ion-. 130' 50' E., is doubllo
tended for Kusurio Islund to the uiistwiird.

^Wg.PEH.1ilj!<
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ISLANDS SOUTH-WEST OF JAPAN.

OnpngoiJ'.)8 wo have given descriptions of tho south-wostorn coasts of

Kiusiu and of Cupo Cliiiluikolf. Tho islaiuls southward of it liuvo bt'cii

p'xrtiuUy examined by Frouth ollicers, aud adapteil to tho Jupuiieso charts

and names.

TANEGA SIMA the largest island to tlio S.E. off this capo, is 20 miles

long ; but littlo is known of it. It is said to bo level and covered with trees.

It appears to extend from lat. 30' 22' to 30° 43', and from long. 130' .'J4' to

131' 5' E. Tho northern part is low, with smooth, rounded, undulating hills.

There is tho outline of a good harbour on its western side.

YAKUNO SIMA, is 11 miles W.S.W. of Tanoga. Its highest peak, Muutil.

JIuloini, is 5,848 ft. high, in lat. 30'^2rN., long. 130°2'J'E., and shows double

from tho eastward. Tho island is about 12i miles long North and South,

but it has not been examined.

Yerabu Sima. {Julie Inland) has an active volcano, 2,007 ft, above tho sea.

Its highest peak is in lat. 30' 27' N., long. 130" 1 1
''. Tlio island is about

miles long, E.S.E. and W.N.W., and its groatest breadth 3 miles.

Seriphos or Omuru Eock is marked as under wutor, in lat. 30° 44' N., long.

130° 45' E.

Take Sima {Apolloa Inland) is comparatively low, and about 2 miles in

clrcumforenco ; its col trc is in lat. 30° 48' N., long. 130° 24' E. A rocky

spit extends about a quarter of a mile from tlie East point of Take Sima

Iwoga Sima {Volcano Inland) is an active volcano ; its highest peak, 2,315

ft. above tho sea, is in lut. 30° 42' N., long. 130° 17' E. Some reefs extend

about three-quarters of a mile from the oastorn points of Iwoga Sima.

Powhattan Reef.—This dangerous reef, in lat. 30' 41' N., long. 130° 19'

East, was discovered by tho U.S. frigate Powhattan, in January, 1860.

From tho centre rock, about 18 ft. above the sea, the S.W. point of Iwoga

Sima bore N.W., tho East point N. i \V., and tho East point of Take Sima

N.E. i N.

Eosa Island, a whaler report, in lut. 24° 25' N., long. 138" 56' E., is not known; it muy

be an error for long. 130" 56' E., and so refer to Jiaza Island, which is probable.

Dolores Island, lat. 23° 50' N., long. 134° 12' E., is not known.

A reef, in bit. 23° 20', long. 131" 15' E.

A/^iii See/ or Shoal, reported by Captain Akin, of tho ship Winthrop, to b-j a mile long

N.E. and S.W., with but few breakers on it in fine weather. Lat. 20° 37' N., long. 132"

2' E. It should bo observed that several well-known ships hu'-: passed over its position.

A shoal, in 26° 68' N., 131° 36' E., was not found by Capt. Marsh, of tho Viseount Sandon

in 1851.

Abrc-ojo, hit 22" 0' N., long. 120= 15', from tho old .Spiinish char!,, has not boon found.

Amtvidam Jitaiid, 25 26' N., 131' 0' E., may be Dorodinu I.'slii-.id.
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Other rocks wore soon awash, or a few feet ubovo water, stretching out
about three-quarters of a mile from the centre rock.

Trio Mocks are three distinct islets of about an equal height ; the centre
islet, 223 foet above the sea, is in lat, 30' 45' N., long. 130° 5' E.
KUEO SIMA or Sta. Clara rises to the height of 2,132 feet; its centre is

in lat. 30" ,"^0' N., long. 129° 55' E.*
The Ingtrsoll, Morrison, or Lame Rocks, eight in number, extend N.E. and

S.AV. about 5J miles
:
the highest, 446 ft. above the sea, is in lat. 30-51' N.,

long. 129° 26' E., and visible in clear weather at 25 miles.

THE LINSCHOTEN ISLANDS.

A lino of volcanic islands extends 120 miles S.W. of Yakimo Sima. They
were entirely omitted on modern charts, but they are clearly shown in the illus-
tration to the third book of the " Voyage ofte Schipvaert van Jan Huygon
van Linschoten" (of Eukhuyson), published at Amsterdam in 1595-6.
Several particulars of the adjacent islands are given in this work, but there
was some difficulty in applying them. In August, 1845, Sir Edw. Belcher,
II.M.S. Samarang, first brought them to notice again. On August 13th, ho
landed on one of these terrm incognita, the same on the 14th, and mot with a
disaster. The islands were (nearly) all named and placed on his diarts.

Contre-Amiral Cecille examined them in the French corvette, La Saline,
and he gave them a second sot of names, calling the range the Cecille Arehi-
pelago. The native names have been ascertained, and thus they possess three
distinct sets of designations, which, for distinction sake, we must repeat
here. The first the native, second the English, third the French.
Blake Reef (Lapelin Eocks) consists of several distinct islets and rocks,

extending about 3 miles in a N.E. and S.W. direction ; the highest islet, 90
ft. above the sea, is in lat. 30° 5' N., long. 130' 3' E.

Kutsino Sima (Jerabout or Alcmene), is 2,116 ft. above the sea ; highest
part is in lat. 29° 59' N., long. 129° 55' E.

Kohehi Sima (For.,-ade Eock), 984 ft. above the sea, is in lat. 29° 53' N
long. 129' 36' E.

''

Hebi Sima {Dundas or St. Xavier) rises to tho heiglit of 1,820 ft Tho
peak is in lat. 29° 55' N., long. 129^ 32' E. There is a small islet'off its
N.W. face.

• This small and lofty island was ono of the marks used by tho " Portingalos " in sailing
from Macao to " Langasaquo or Nagasaki in oarly days. It is frequently mentioned l.y
Linschoten (anno. 1596), and marks arc given to distinguish it from Meac-simu (As Ecte
Irmaas), the other landfall.
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NAXA SIMA {Pinnacle or Pccifique) is 3,287 ft. above the sea ; its peak

is in lat. 29° 63' N., long. 129" 50' E.

Fira Sima {Disaster or Victorieuse), lying W.N.W. of Suwa Sima, is 870

ft. high, and in lat. 29' 41' N., long. 129' 31' E.

SUWA SIMA {Volcano or ArchimMo), is an active volcano, 2,805 feet

high, in lat. 29° 38' N., long. 129° 42' E.

Akuisi Sima (S(7?«rtr(/«(7 or Acoucheki), 2,184 ft. above the sea, is in lat.

20'' 27' N,, long. 129' 35' E. ; a small islet lies off its N.W. face.

The SimagO (
Cooper or Sabine group) are four small islets, the highest of

which, 738 ft. above the sea, is in lat. 29° 13' N., long. 129° 19' E. The

easternmost islet bears from it about E. ^ N. 3 miles.

TOKARA SIMA {Fennel! or Toukarn), 885 ft. above the sea, is in lat.

29° 8' N., long. 129° 11' E.

YOKO SIMA
(
0</le or Cloopratro), rising to the height of 1 ,623 ft. above

the son, is an extinct volcano, the highest part of which is in lat. 28' 49' N.,

long. 128° 59' E. ; there is a small islet, Kaminone (Royalist), about a milo

northward of it.

THE LU-CHU OR LOO-CHOO ISLANDS.

A group of very irregularly formed islands succeeds the Linschoton group

to the southward. The principal islands were well known, but it may be

observed that Oho-sima (Harbour or Bungalow Island) has been generally

omitted from the charts, and this has led to much confusion.

Sandon Rocks were discovered by the ship Viscount Sandon, 8th December,

1850, on her passage from Singapore to Shanghai. The highest rock is

about 20 ft. above the sea, with two low detached rocks to the veestward,

and a reef between them. At a quarter of a cable's length from their N.W.

side were 12 fathoms water, and at half a mile to the N.W. 15 to 22 fathoms

with overfalls over an uneven coral bottom. No othei* dangers were visible.

Their position is given as lat. 28° 44' N., long. 129° 38' E.

OHO SIMA, or ITarbour or Bungalow Island, is the largest of the chain of

islands lying between Great Lu-chu and Japan. It is about 30 miles in

length, N.E. and S.W., is high, well cultivated, and, from the number of

villages seen along the coast, must contain a large population. There

are two peaks on its South en*', 1,674 and 1,420 feet respectively above

the sea.

TV's island was partially surveyed by the American squadron in 1856.

The outline of its coasts appears much broken, and deeply indented with

numovous bights, most of which are very bold. Wood and water are guod

and plentiful; but refreshments scaico. The inhabitants are timid and

1
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hnrmless. The North end is high, and being connected with the main part
of the island by a narrow, low isthmus, it has the appearance, on some
bearings, of being isolated. Foul ground appears to extend about 2J miles
N.E. by E. from the North end, and two rocks to rise from it, the northern
of which is about 80 feet high. North extreme of the island, lat. 28° 31'

40" N., long. 129° 40' 12' E. ; South extreme, lat. 28° 6' 30" N., long.
129° 22' E.

The South end of the island is separated from Katona Sima by a narrow
channel, in some places not more than half a mile wide. At its western
entrance is Vincennes Bay, a small bay formed at the North end of Katona
Sima.

By three days' observations in Vincennes Bay, it was high water, full and
change, at T*" 30"", and the rise and fall 5j feet.

Kikai Sima, lying about 15 miles S.E. of the North end of Oho Sima,
is moderately high, about 7 miles in length, N.N.E. and S.S.W , and
inhabited. The summit (867 feet high), is in lat. 28° 18' N., long 129°

57rE.

Germantown Reef.—The U.S. ship Germantoum, 23rd March, 1859, when
beating along the S.E. side of Oho Sima, struck on a coral reef said to lie

in lat. 28° 16' N., long. 129° 58' E. From the shoalest spot found, 6 feot,

tlie highest terrace on Kikai Sima bore N.E. J E. 6 or 7 miles. Tlio
reef is about a mile long in a N.N.E. and S.S.W. direction, and half a
mile wide.

Another shoal spot was found lying North 2 miles from the centre of this

reef, with apparently a clear passage between. Reefs were also seen from
aloft, extending from 1 to 2 miles from the S.W. and S.E. points of Kikai
Sima.

TOK SIMA of Siebold, or Crown Island of Broughion, in 1797, highest
or southern peak, lat. 27° 44' N., long. 128° 59' E. ; height, 2,461 feet.

This island is 14 miles long North and South, and 7 miles East and West.
Its northern peak is 2,034 feet above the sea. A village is built on its

N.W. face.

Iwo Sima, or Sulphur Island, in lat, 27° 61' N., long. 128° 14' E. (128°
19' E. by CoUinson), height 541 feet, is a volcanic mountain, still in
action.

Yeirabu Sima of Siebold, or Wuhdo of Basil Hall, South peak, lat. 27°

• In the American chnrt (7«r»((7»<oi<-« ilfc/" is placed 2i milrs S. by W. ? W. from the
R.W. extreme of Kikai Simn, or in lat. 28» Hf N., long. 129" 53' E. ; a„d there is anothor
danger, named A>)«// Itecf, IJ mile southward of it.
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THE LU-CnU ISLANDS—OKINA-NVA SIMA. 805

21' N., long. 128° 31' 34" E. ; hoiglit 889 ft. (lat. 27^ 14' N., long. 128° 33'

by Collinson in 1845).

Yori Sima, or Julo of Basil Hall in 181 G, centre, lat. 27^ 2' N., long. 128°

25' 24" E.

The Lu-chu or Liu-kiu islands, t(j the N.E. of the Moiaco-sima group,

consist of one large island, Okinawa Sima, surrounded by smaller ones.

Tho charts are der'ved from the Japanese chart, published by P. Yon

Siobold, in 1852, and therefore must not be implio.Jy depended on. Tlicy

liave been frequently visited and described, especially by Captain Basil

Hall, who gives a long account of them ; by Captain Beechey (voyage of

tho Blossom, vol. ii, chap, xvii.) ; Sir Edward Belcher, voyage of the Sama-

ra»(f, vol. ii.)

KERAMA ISLANDS.—To tho westward of tlie South end of Okinawa sima

are the Kerama islands, the Amakirrima of Basil Hall in 1816, and Kera

Sima of Siobold. The group consists of four islands, Znmami, Accar, or

Yakai of Siebold, Ghiruma and Twkasclii, of which all but the last are very

small.

Captain Mathison, of H.M.S. Mariner, in 1849, states, "that in th^ chart

of the Kerama islands there arc six islands marked with apparently clonr

passages between them ; whereas, as well as could be judged, there must bo

a greater number, and all the spaces between them appear filled will roofs

and breakers. There is a shoal lying between the East Kerama island and

the S.E. end of Okinawa sima, the breakers on which wore clearly visible.

Eeefs also extend eastward about 5 or 6 mi'ies from tlie N.E. point of Kume

sima, the island lying to the W.N.W., on one of which the ship Elkahe h

and Uenry was lost."

The small coral islands lying off Napha-kiang road are called Tzeo (Koi of

Siebold), and Eeef islands by Captain Basil Hall.

OKINAWA SIMA, or Great Lu-chu Island, is about 56 miles long N.E.

and S.W.
,
preserves a tolerably uniform breadth of about 10 or 12 miles,

and is wtU inhabited. The North end is high and bold, with wood on the

top of the hills. The N.E. coast is also abrupt but quite barren, and the

N.W. sidt rugged and bare. The S.E. side is low, with very little appear-

ances of cultivation. The South, S.W., and western coasts, particularly tho

two former, are of modf rate height, and present a scene of great fertility

and high cultivation, ai d here the maoS of the population reside.

NAPHA-KIANO R' AD.—Napba, on the S.W. side of Okinawa, is the

principal sea-port of the island, and perhaps tho only one possessing the

privileges of a port of entry. The inner, or Junk harbour, carries a (?epth

of 2 to 3 fathoms, and though small, is sufficiently, large to accommodate

with ease the fifteen or twenty moderate sized junks which are usually found

moored in it. The outer harbour, or Napha-kiang road, is protected to the

eastwarr". and southward by the main land, Avhilst in other directions it is
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surroundod by merely a chain of coral Tf % which answer as a tolerable

breakwater against a swell from the northward or westward, but afford,

of course, no shelter from the wind. The holding ground is so good,

however, that a well-found tossoI could hero rido out almost any galo in

safety.

Abbei/ Point, the South extremity of the road, may be known by its

ragged outline, and by a small wooded eminence, called IFood Jlill, about
1

J

milo South of it. The main land here falls back and forms a bay, which is

sheltered by coral reefs extending northward from Abbey Point ; they are
however, disconnected, and between them and the point there is a channel
Bufliciently deep for the largest ship.

Nearly in the centre of this channel, outside withal, there is a coral bank
named Blossom Reef, with a good passage on either side. The South channel,

between it and Abbey Point, should be adopted with southerly winds and
flood-tides, and the Oar Channel, between Blossom and Oar Eeefs, with
the reverse. A reef extends from Abbey Point to the S.W., and also to the
northward. When ofif Abbey Point, Kumi Head, a rocky headland, will be
seen about li miles North of the town ; and upon the ridge of high land
beyond it are three hummocks to the loft of a cluster of trees. In the dis-

tance, a little to the left of these, is Mount Onnodake, in lat. 26° 27' N.
A remarkable rock, which from its form has been named Capstan Head,
will next appear ; and then to the northward of the town a rocky head,
with a house upon its summit, called False Capstan Head. At the back of
Capstan Head is Shcudi mil, upon which tho upper town, the capital of Lu-
chu, is built.

An abundance of water can always be obtained at the fountains in Junk
Eiver, where there is excellent landing for boats. There is a good spring
near the tombs at Kumi Blulf; but unless the water is quite smooth, the
landing-place is impracticable.

A black spar buoy is moored on Blossom Eeef halfway between its eastern
C-id western extreme ; a red spar buoy on the point of reef W.N.W. of
Abbey Point

; and a tvhite spar buoy on the S.E. extreme of Oar Reef.
Flags of corresponding colours are attached to all these buoys, and they
afford good guides for the South and Oar Channels. There are two large
stakes on the reefs eastward and westward of the North channel, planted
there by the natives, this being the channel mostly used by junks trading to
the northward. The spar buoys may be displaced, or entirely removed by
the heave of the sea, and should therefore not be reliod on.

It is high water, full and change, in Napha-kiang Road, at C" 30"", and
the rise is from 5 to 7 J ft. ; but this was very irrugular during the Blossom's
stay at this anchorage.

As may be readily understood, it is difficult to give intelligible directions
for this complicated harbour without the chart.

mA
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There are three passages loading into Naplm-kiang Road, named the

North, the Oar, and the South Channel. To sail by the South Channel, be-

tween Blossom and Abbey Reefs, having well opened Capstan Head, haul

towards Abbey Reef, and bring the right-hand hummock about half a point

eastward of Kumi Head ; this mark will lead through the South Channel,

in about 7 fathoms, over the tail of Blossom Reef. A vessel may now round

Abbey Roof tolerably close, and steer for tho anchorage in 7 fathoms, about

half a mile N.N.W. of False Capstan Head. Care must be taken to avoid

tlie Ingersoll Patches, on which there is only a fathom water. Shoidd the

wind veer to tho eastward in the South Channel, with the above mark on,

do not stand to the northward, unless the outer cluster of trees near the

extremity of Wood Hill is in line with, or open westward of Table Hill, a

square rocky headland to the southward of it. This mark clears also the

tongue of Oar Reef

The best anchorage is in Bampool, at the N.E. part of the road, in 7

fathoms, here a vessel ma- ride with great security. The outer anchorage

would be dangerous with t rong westerly gales.

The following directions for the South Channel are by Lieutenant S. Bent,

of the U.S. Japan American Expedition, 1853. He foimd two patches of

only 2i and H fathoms water; the former named Lexington Reef, lying

W. i S., H mile from Abbey Point ; and the latter of U fathom, W.S.W.

1* mile from the point :

—

The clearest approach to Napha-kiang Road from the westward is by

passing northward of the Kerama Islands and sighting Agenhu Island,

which will be recognized by its wedge-shaped appearance ; from thenco

steer a S.E. course for the road, passing on either side of tho Reef Islands

;

being careful, however, not to approach them too near on the western and

southera sides, as the reefs below water in these directions are said to be

more extensive than is shown on the chart.

After clearing the Reef Islands, steer for Wood Hill on a S.S.E. bearing

until getting upon the line of bearing for the South Channel. This will

lead well clear of Blossom Reef, yet not so far off but that tho white tomb

and clump of trees or bushes southward of Kumi Head can be easily distin-

guished. An E. by N. J N. course now until Abbey Point is in one with

outer trees will clear S.W. rock, when haul up for Kumi Head, and select

a berth about half a mile northward and westward of False Capstan Head.

This channel, being quite straight, is better for a stranger entering the har-

bour than the Oar Channel, which, though wider, has the disadvantage of

its being necessary for a vessel to alter course some four or five points, just

when she is in the midst of reefs which are nearly all covered.

3f the wind bo to tho north-eastward it will be advisable to beat through

the Oar Channel, in preference to tho South Channel.

A good mark to run through this channel is to bring tho centre of the

North racitic. 3 m
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5!

island in Junk Harbour (known by the deep verdure of its vegetation) to

fill the gap between the forts at the entrance of that harbour, and steer a

8.E. i E. course, until Capstan Head boars East, when haiil up E.N.E., and

anchor as before directed.

The North Channel is much contracted by a range of detached rocks ex-

tending from the reef on the West side, and should not, under ordinary

circumstances, bo attempted by a stranger, as at high water the reefs are

almost entirely covered.

Sailing from Napha during the N.E. monsoon, it will be better to pass

round the South end of Oreat Lu-chu, in order to avoid beating tlirough the

Montgon: ory group, of which there is no reliable survey ; they are said to

consist of five islands, surrounded by reefs. But with a southerly wind and

fine weather it will be to the advantage of a vessel bound to the Bonin

Islands to pass round the North end of Great Lu-chu, whore she wiU feel

the influence of the current, which wdl assist her to the eastward.

Deep Bay—at the head of which is the observatory spot of the IT.S. ship

Vandalia, 1854, in la>. 26° 35' 35" N., long. 127° 59' 42" E.—is formed on

the western side of Great Lu-chu, and although open to the West and S.W.

affords good anchorage off the town of Naguh, about half a milo from its

head ; for winds from these quarters rarely blow home, and if they do they

never raise a sea, as the latter is broken by the great depth of the bay.

Suco or Setei Island, lying about a quarter of a mile from the N.W. coast

of Great Lu-chu, to the northward of Deep Bay, has excellent anchorage

between its eastern side and the coast, protected from all winds, and wood,

water, and fresh provisions can be easily procured.

Port Onting, or Mehille, is on the N.W. part of Great Lu-chu, and its

entrance is between the eastern side of Kui or Herbert Island and the western

side of the reef fronting the peninsula, and which projects 5 or 6 miles to

the westward, having a small islet near its extremity. lye sima or Sugar-

loaf island, lying about 12 miles westward of the entrance, is a good guide

for it, the island being low and flat, with the exception of a sharp conical

peak rising 5G1 feet above the sea, at its eastern end. Good water can be

obtained at the village of Onting. In Port Onting it is high water, fuU and

change, at &^ 35"", and the rise is about 8 feet.

In entering, steer for the western shore of Kui Island imtil Hele Bock

is in line with Double-topped mountain (a distant double-topped hill, the

second highest of the range), bearing 8.E. J 8. Steer in on this mark,

until Chimney Bock bears S. i E. ; then for Chimney Bock until Bankin

point bears S.W. J W. ; then for that point until the port is entered, when

anchor, giving the vessel room to swing clear of the reef extending north-

ward of Bankin point, and she will be as snug as if lying in dock, with

good holding ground, completely land-locked, and sheltered almost entirely

from every wind.

"li
^'J^isnnm,
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Shah Bay, about 8 miles E.8.E. of Port Onting, is a beautiful land-locked

sheet of water, but the reef fronting the entrance prevents its being accessi-

ble to vessels of larger size than the j^inks which frequent it ; within the

entrance the water deepens to 12 and 8 fathoms, the bottom being soft mud.

On the southern shore of the bay was found iron ore, mineral coal, and sul-

phur. The coal appeared of poor quality and mixed with earth, but good

coal might perhaps be found by digging.

Barrow Bay is a deep inlet, bounded by shoals, near the middle of the

eastern coast of Great Lu-ohu. The following description is by Lieutenant

G. B. Balch, of the U.S. ship Plymouth, 1854.

A reef, of coral formation and bold to approach, commences 5 miles from

the South point of Great Lu-chu, and extends in an unbroken chain, outsido

all the small islands, as far as the N.E. point of Ichey Island, with the ex-

ception of a narrow channel between the islet oflF the N.E. end of Kyoko or

Kudaka Island, and the island of Taking. Ichey Island forms the south-

eastern point of Barrow Bay, which is useless for all purposes of navigation,

being exposed to the East winds and ocean swell. There is, however, secure

anchorage in about 16 fathoms water on the western sides of Ichey, and of

Hanadi, the next islet to the southward ; this anchorage is the only place

of shelter on the eastern coast of Great Lu-chu.

MEIACO-SIMA ISLANDS.

This group forms the westernmost portion of a chain of islands extending

in an easterly and north-easterly direction from Formosa to the southern

extremity of Japan, and is divided into two divisions, Pa-chung-san and

Ta'i-pin-san. The Pa-chung-san or western division, consists of ten distinct

islands, of which five only are at all mountainous ; the remainder are flat,

like the coral islands in the Pacific, and similarly belted with reefs, which

connect them into a distinct group. Besides these there is Chung-chi Island,

a high uninhabited mass of rooks; and to the WN.W. of it Kumi Island,

conspicuous by the peculiar sharpness of its loftj peak, 770 ft. high, and

table base.

KUMI ISLAND is composed of coralline limestone, all its ranges are

capped with trees and brushwood, but excepting the pine fir, which contains

a great portion of resin, none attain any size. There are four villages on tho

island, one on the West, and two on the North side, one of which is inland,

in a basin-shaped valley. The principal town and port is on the North side.

Temporary anchorage, in fine weather, may be found on a sandy ledge

northward of the town.

A dangerous shoal, 3 miles in extent. East by North and West by South, is

reported as lying N.W. by W., distant about 10 miles from Kumi.

3 m2
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JJreaker* have also been seen apparently on n dangerous shoal, extending

East by South and West by North, and bearing from Kami, S.W. by W.
3^ leagues distant.

KXJ-KIEN-SAN and PA-CHTJNO-SAN ISLANDS afford several commo-
dious harbours, and are, with good charts, quite safe of approach. Port

Haddington, on the West side of the latter island, would shelter a largo

fleet, but it abounds with coral patches, rising suddenly from 10 or 15 fa-

thoms almost to the surface ; in clear weather all those having as little as 5

fathoms are clearly discernible, and therefore easily avoided. Except on tlie

northern side of Ku-kien-san and the latter port, watering would bo found

very diiHcult, as reefs extend a great distance from the mouths of the streams.

Seymour Hay, at the S.W. angle of Ku-kien-san, must also be excepted, fov

there a fine stream enters the sea in deep water, and a vessel might be

moored sufficiently close to lead the hoses from Hearle's pumps into her,

without the intervention of boats and casks.

With respect to the various harbours of Ku-kien-san, there are two or

three adapted for shelter for small vessels, or even those drawing 1 8 feet,

where a refit might be accomplished in still water in any monsoon, or where
steam vessels might lie safely for the purpose of obtaining wood ; and there

are two other open bays, well sheltered in the N.E, monsoon, admirably

adapted for watering ; but there is not any other inducement to visit this

island. All the dangers ajro well marked by the coral fringe which extends

about a cable's length from the outline.

Of the dangers on the northern side of this group, it would not be prudent

that any vessel sliould run the risk of being hampered by the shoals, and
therefore should not come farther eastward, when beating up for Chusan

than to sight Chung chi Island. The currents as these islands are approached

press more southerly and easterly than those that are experienced on the

coast of Formosa, and stronger breezes prevail as a vessel advances easterly

Indeed it blows incessantly at this western group.

Tlie i.slands composing the Tai-pin-san (or Ty-ping-san) or eastern divi-

Rioii, are Tai-pin-san, Yer-ra-bu, Ku-ri-mah, Comma, and Hummock Island.

The two islets, Mitsuna and Tarara, between Tai'-pin-san and Pa-chung-san

are said to be a continuation of the reefs which extend to the N.E. N.
and N.W. of Tai-pin-san, and on which H.M.8. Providence was lost in 1797.

Captain (Sir Edward) Belcher looked in vain for Ykima Island.

TAI-PIN-SAN ISLAND is surrounded by an extensive chain of coral

reefH, upon which the islands of Ku-ri-mah, Yer-ra-bu, Coruma, and Eiim-

mock respectively are situated to the West, N.W., North, and N.E. The
reefs do not project far westward from Ku-ri-mah, unless in patches un-

ooonected with the main belt. Off Yer-ra-bu they extend 3 or 4 miles

but close towards its north-western angle, where a deep water channel

admits vessels within the belt up to Hummock Island and into the main har-
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bour of Tai-pin-san. The reofs again spit out on tho S.W, angle of Toru-

u;uh, and sweep northerly, n» far as tho oyo ciin roach (from 100 foot clova-

tion), round to East in continuous linos of broakors, odging in tt.wiirds tho

south-east extremity of Hummock. A high patch of rocks lioa on tho

N.E. angle of this outer belt, probably 10 milos from tho northern point

of Tai-pin-san.

Safe anchorage during tho S.W. monsoon might be found insido tho roofs

of Hummock Island, and also safe in tho other monsoon ; but tho puMsugo in

or out at that season would bo attended with risk, as siuldon sciualls, gules,

and numerous patches beset the whole eastern sido of Tui-pin-san. Tho

southern coast lino, from the south-east breaker pat;h to the soutli-wost

anchorage, does not oflfor many dangers if a tolorablo look-out bo observed.

The reofa do not extend more than half a cable from tlio shore, and gono-

rally less.

There can be no inducements for any vessel to visit Tai-pin-sau ;
neither

wood, water, nor any other necessaries could be procured.

Capt. (Sir Edward) Belcher, H.M.S. Samarang, Deceuibor 1814, says:—

Great caution is requisite in approaching tho Meiaco-sima group from the

N.E. East, or South, particularly with fresh breezes, and in the absence of

the sun, by the aid of which reefs below water can be detected. Tlioy are,

from their greenish hue, being covered by seaweed, less distinct than at other

places, and therefore, where they are not marked on the chart, it must not

be presumed that the space is free from danger ; the lead will not aflford

timely warning.

Approaching the group from the 8.W., the island of Ku-kien-san from its

great height will be first distinguished, presenting a roiu.d-backed summit

closely clad with trees ; knolls occur, elevated 2,000 ft. above the sea, but as

they seldom present the same appearance, owing to those nearer the coast

eclipsing them, their accurate measurement could not be obtained
;
Adam

Peak, which may be noticed on the south-eastern outline, was determined to

be 1,200 ft. As the island is neared, the high rocky basaltic island of Chung-

chi will show out when the western limit of Ku-kien-san bears N.E. by N.,

and working for this islet no danger can be feared, and should night be-

fal, all the space on the north-west of Ku-kien-san up to the island of

Kumi is safe.

The Samarang entered the group from the westward, passing within two

mUesof the southern reefs or breakers off Hasyokan or Sandy Island, and

standing on close hauled to the eastward, intending to make Ykima, and

beat up from it to Tai-pin-san. On the morning following, not seeing Ykima

(which is supposed not to exist), and the weather very boisterous, she stood

on to the westward to get under the lee of Pa-chung-san. and endeavour to

reach some place of shelter. On neurmg the latter island she ran down the

-g;.ajite»^-s«wg
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eastern and southern side, reaching the Bouth-western extremity of its reef

about 4 p.m.

Here was a barrier of breakers as far as the eye could reach from the mast-

head, and apparently connecting Hasyokan Island with the group of larger

islands. An opening, however, was found into the reef, and after due ex-

amination the vessol was shot up into 13 fathoms, into Broughton Bay,

and warped into a snug position, where she was moored with just suffi-

cient room to swing, the depths up to the coral ledges varying from 13

to 7 fathoms.

Broughton Bay.—The only directions which will assist the seaman in

finding this snug little anchorage (safe only, however, during the N.E. mon-

soon) are as follows :

—

Approaching from the westward, as Chungchi is neared, Hasyokan or

Sandy Island will soon be seen, and avoiding tho space included northerly of

a line between Chimgchi aud it, a vessel may safely stand on, passing within

one mile of the southern limit of Hasyokan, and work for the 8.W. angle of

Pa-chung-san, avoiding the reefs, which extend from it in a direct line N.E.

and S.W. to Hasyokan. A high rock, named South Rock, will point out the

outer roefs of Pa-chung-san. The dangers between it and Pa-chung-san

must bo avoided by eye, the shoals being visible in 5 or 6 fathoms, and

breaking upon those of 2 and 3 fathoms. The opening of the reef is in the

heart of a deep indentation, just northward of the low S.W. point of the

island, and it has apparently a centre bar. The right-hand opening is tho

proper one.

From the eastward there are no dangers which are not dearly visible.

After making the land edge along the southern and eastern breakers until

the abrupt turn of the breaker line is seen, at which moment the extreme

S.W. point of the bay will open. The breakers have regular soundings off

them, but tho course in will probably lead in 7, 8, or 9 fathoms, deepening

to 14 or 15 off the inlet. As the breeze generally blows out, it will be advi-

sable to send a boat to find clear ground off the opening, and shoot up and

anchor. The vessel may then be warped in. But ifmerely intending a cur-

sory visit, the outer anchorage appears good.

At Broughton Bay, neither wood nor water can conveniently be pro-

cured ; and the only reason for noticing it is, that a port of refuge with

still water, in case of disaster, may be found on this side of the island

;

when a disabled vessel could not beat round to the more secure harbour of

Port Haddington.

There is a passage from Port Haddington into Broughton Bay, which

was used by H.M.8. Lily and Contest, in 1852, but it abounds with coral

reefs.

—

Commander J. W. Spencer, H.M. sloop Contest.

Port Haddington.—No safe anchorage is to be met with between Broughton

Bay and Port Haddington, whicli is on tho West side of Pa-chung-san

;
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although during tho S.W. monsoon thoro aro soverul good bays on tho

uortliem side of tho island, whore anchorage might bo found, but certainly

nut adapted for refit.

When rounding the north-eastern extremity of Pa-chung-Hun tho two low

coral islets of Mitsuna and Tarara ought to bo avoidud at night, but tho

dangers by day aro clearly denoted by broakors. To tho northward of

these islets the ground is foul, and the Samarang was compoUod to tuck to

the westward in 7 fathoms, at least 10 miles North of them.

Proceeding from Broughton Bay to Port Haddington, after rounding tho

N.E. end of the Pa-chung-san breakers, and running to tho westward the

length of the island, haul close round the N.W. angle, and edge along

southerly within about a mile of the breakers. The port will then open

out, into which, with the prevailing breeze of tlio N.E. monsoon, it will bo

necessary to boat. Off Hamilton Point, the North point of the port, will be

seen a remarkable little rocky hummock upon which was left a large pile of

stones. The bottom, for more than a mile off the point, is rocky and dan-

gerous ; but as all the dangers off this port aro visible from aloft, there is

no risk with a proper look-out. There is abundance of excellent anchorage

without, and where the vessel will be land-locked. The Saimrang an-

chored about a mile or less within Hamilton Point, in 10 fathoms, clear

bottom.

This is a most convenient port during the N.E. monsoon. It is land-

looked, it is true, but there is a long fetch for the sea with a south-west

gale, and in that season typhoons are said to bo very violent about this

region.

A convenient watering-place was established by sinking a cask and sus-

pending the suction hose of Hearlo's pump over it, so as to prevent the sand

from being sucked in. Here wood is abundant, and the position is farther

preferable by being so far from the villages as to prevent the authoritiea

from feeling alarmed.

Sir Edward Belcher strongly suspects that extensive banks or ledges of

coral connect these islets (northerly) with Tai-pin-san ; and a good reason

ior this offers in the fact of their being included by the natives in the

Tai-pin-san group, when they are much closer, by half the distance, to

Pa-ohung-san.

The observatory at the S.W. angle of Tai-pin-san (at the most convenient

landing-place within the reefs, and the last rocky point towards the long sandy

bay) is in lat. 24° 43' 35" N., long. 125° 17' 49" E.

To the north-westward of the Meiaco-sima group, and north-eastward of

Formosa, are several islets and rocks, apparently volcanic, which have been

only properly known of late years, and even to the present time their cor-

rect number and positions are not absolutely determined. The principal aro

thoue to the westward, Uoa-piu-su and Pinnacle, and the Ti-a-usu Islands

'^TTi^T;r^,^>r.fT^^5r;r!v^T J1..-J.; -^^^^^^ '>l--'^i^^^^ST-
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which are about 15 miles apart, in a N.E. and S.W. direction. Within this

spftce aro several reefs, and altlioupfh n safe channel exists between Hoa-
pin-su and the Pinnacle Islands, which are two miles apart, it ought not (on

account of the strength of the tides destroying the steerage) to be attempted

by sailing vessels if it can be avoided.

HOA-FIH-SU is tht sotith-westemmost, and is about 95 miles E.N.E.
from Kelung Harbour, at the North end of Formosa. The extreme height

of Hoa-pin-su is 1,181 ft., the island apparently being cut away vertically

at this elevation, on the southern side, in aW.N.W. direction ; the remaining

portion sloping to the eastward, where the inclination furnished copious

rills of excellent water. The North face of the island is in lat. 26" 47' 7"

N., long. 123° 30J' E. There are no traces of inhabitants, indeed the soil is

insufficient for the maintenance of half a dozen persons.

The Finnaole Oroap, which is connected by a reef and bank of soundings

with Hoa-pin-su, allowing a channel of about 12 fathoms water between it

and the Channel Hock, presents the appearance of an upheaved and subse-

quently ruptured mass of compact gray columnar basalt, rising suddenly

into needle-shaped pinnacles, which are apparently ready for disintegration

by the first disturbing cause, either gales of wind or earthquake. On
the summits of some of the flat rooks long grass was found, but no
shrubs or trees. The rocks were everywhere whitened by the dung of

marine birds.

Ti-a-nsn, bearing N.E. northerly 15 miles from Hoa-pin-su, appears to be
composed of huge boulders of a greenish porphyritic stone. The capping
of this island, from about 60 feet to its summit, which is about 600 feet

above the sea level, is covered with a loose brushwood, but no trees of any
•ize.

RALEIOH ROCK.—The existence of this rock was considered doubtful
before July, 1837, when it was seen by H.M.S. Raleigh, bearing 8. J W.,
distant 12 or 14 miles. Its position by her reckoning was about latitude
25° 57 N., long. 124* 2' E., bat later authorities place it 9' farther eastward.
It rises abruptly from a reef to a height of 90 ft. above the sea, is perpen-
dicular on all sides, covers an area of probably 60 ft. in diameter, and appears
in the distance as a junk under sail. Sir Edward Belcher states that the
weather would not allow him to fix its position, but that as he found it lying
upon the computed bearing, as given in the charts, from Ti-a-usu, its position

cannot be much, if at all, in error.

RECRUIT ISLAND.~At about 30 miles eastward of the Raleigh Rock,
another lofty island was apparently first seen on March 11, 1861, by Captain
J. Lyall, in the Recruit. It ap' pared, at a distance of 10 miles, to be 600 ft.

in height, the same size and height as Ti-a-usu.
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It wn!) ngnin neon in 1863 and IHOI by Captain K. Tutcholl, in tlio bii^

Speedi/, and ho says tluit when it boars West at 1 lea>;ii(>8 (Imtuuc*', it huH the

nppearnnco of two rucks. Captain Crowdaco, in tho hIiij) h'ini/ Liar, describcH

it as onl}' 90 foot hi|^h, rising very abrupt; niid when boaiiiig Wont, northerly,

a small rock standing erect, like a pillar in ruiiiH, was seuu detached from

tho North Hide.

Tho four obHt'vvntions for its powition cnincido very nearly, and givo a

mean of lat. 25" 57' 40' N., long. 121^ l.'J' E.

This will conclude our descriptions of the islands of tho North Pacific

Ocean. Tho reader has boen brought around its shores from Equatorial

America along the Boa boards of its American and Asiatic bouiidarios, past

countries of most widely opposite characteristics and interest. Tho islands

which lie between those coasts have also been enumerated and described,

and in these varied subjects wo feel how groat has been tho increase in our

knowledge and in their importance in the interval uf 20 years, since tho first

edition of this book was issued.

The continuation of its western limits is included in the companion

volume, the Directory for the Indian Arcliii)olago, China, and Japan. The

various archipelagoes, tho Philippine Islands, and the eastern groups of that

great insular world which bound the Pacific to the westward, are there

fully described.

^^..rsi,s!smmii!-&x •.^s^'^^.'ii^iJ^ <i,Aum-ii
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SECTION IV.

THE PHENOMENA OF, AND DIBECTIONS FOE THE

NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN.

The Dreceding pages having been devoted to directionB, more or leee ex-

Softhe^eLes oil coast, and islands of the Norti. Paofic, an

indudig. incidentally, many notices of the pecuUarities of the
f«f^^^'^^

meteorofogy of each region, there remains to be given a general new of th

meteorolo^ of the ocean in a broader sense. But in a few words it may b.

^^hatZ arrangement of thephenomena in the North Pacific « so sxmph

Zi these are so e^Uy appUed to the service of navigation Aat the ensmn,

remarks need not be enlarged upon, further than is needful to gxve a con

nected view of the subject.
, xu a *• *^a

What follows will be a brief account of the N.E. trades and the AnU-tarad

winds as experienced in the open ocean, and then a few remarks additions

to what have been before given on the various sections of the coast. T

tfxese will be added an account of its currents, tides, ""^^ "lagnetism, an

the concluding chapter will be devoted to ^e -PP^^-*^- °^

f^
phenomena to the best mode of making successful passages between th

various ports.
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CHAPTER XIV.

1. THE WINDS OP THE NOETH PACIFIC OCEAN.

There is a general analogy between the meteorology of each of the great

oceans, aspeoially of the Atlantic and Pacific. This has been dilated on in

each of the series of Directories, of which this forms a part, and therefore

does not require much discussion here. In our North Atlantic Memoir es-

pecially, Section III, pp. 177—216, the arraugement of the wind-zones and

the causes which lead to this arrangement are fully described. In the volume

on the Indian Ocean, Chapter I, pp. 1—76, the peculiarities of that ocean

are shown, differing as it does from t^ie other great water areas in having

the great continent of Asia at its ncichem boundary, on the division between

the wind and current systems of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.

To this physical peculiarity the phenomena of the changing monsoons is

owing.

The North Faeific more resembles the North Atlantic than the other oceans

in its meteorology, but differing from that ocean in not having any connexion

with the Arctic area, for the passage of Behring Strait is too shallow and to

narrow to affect the general question. Further than this, the great area of

the Pacific seems to exercise a deadening effect on the motive forces of the

atmospheric and ocean currents which pass over it, both being of a more

moderate character than in the Atlantic.

There are very considerable variations from the normal condition of the

winds when near the land, where the effect of heat and season so greatly

modify the aerial currents as to produce real monsoons on either side of the

ocean. Many of these exceptional cases have been noticed in the preceding

pages ; others will be alluded to presently.

The general anemologioal arrangement of the North Pacific is thus :

—

To the northward of about lat. 30° (a parallel varying with the season) are

found the S.W. anti-trade winds; between that paralial and lat. 7° or 10° N.

(also varying with tho sun's decliuation) is found tho N.E. trade wind, and
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between the last-named parallel and the northern point of the S.E. trade

wind is a narrow belt of calms or variable winds, to which the name of

*' Doldrums" has been applied ; it is a well-known belt of dilliculty to the

sailor.

Captain Maury says : " It has a mean average breadth (around the globe)

of about six degrees of latitude. In this region the air which is brought to

the Equator by the N.E. and S.E. traders ascends. This belt of calms

always separates these two trade wind zones, and travels up and down with

them. If we liken this belt of equatorial calms to an immense atmospherical

trough, extending as it does entirely round the earth ; and if we liken the

N.E. and S.E. trade winds to two streams discharging themselves into it, we

shall see that we have two currents perpetually running in at the bottom,

and that, therefore, we must have as much air as the two currents bring in

at the bottom to flow out of the top. What flows out of the top is carried

back North and South by these upper currents, which are thus proved to

exist and to flow counter to the trade winds."

The belt of calms follows the sun in his annual course, though the limits do

not range so much in latitude as the sun does iu declination, and generally

they pass from one extreme of latitude to the other in about three months.

The whole system of wind and calm belts move northward from the latter

part of May till some time in August ; they then remain almost stationary

till the approach of winter, when they commence to go southward, and pro-

coed in that direction from December till February or March.

Owing to the unequal distribution of land and water in the two hemi-

spheres, the relative proportions being in the northern hemisphere 100 land

to 160 water ; and in the southern 100 land to 628 water ; and, owing to the

great influence that the presence of land has on the aerial currents, the

division of the two wind systems is always to the North of the Equator,

that is, the mathematical and meteorological equators do not coincide.

The extent of the trade winds in latitude is usually considered to be from

30° S. to 30° N., but these limits are subject to so many variations, that

such a statement must be received with great limitations. We have not the

means of drawing such a close approximation to a true mean as can be done

in the Atlantic Ocean, from the fewer recorded observations, but the follow-

ing table is given by the late excellent Ch. Ph. de Kerhallet, of the French

Marino, as the result of 92 vessels which have crossed the line between the

longitudes of 106° and 147° West.
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Table of tfie limits of the N.E. and S.E. Trades, and the breadth of the interval

between them in each month.

Jiinuary

February

JIarch . .

,

April . . . .

,

May

Juno

July

August . .

,

September

October ,

November

,

December .
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Owing to the land influences before alluded to, the northern Umit of this

\ !,« „,«an in lat 8^ N., and its mean southern edge is on 3" N.

•"BuutleC11 'u. *. t,o ..de wiad, »ee. e». .. ^^.-ou.

TheAorW*«*j^J
influences modify or reverse its

H nf the eastern part of the ocean. Towards its western part, that is,

f /.Id abott^h! Marianas, it is less certain, and here the vanishmg

?TofThe SW a^d N W. monsoons are sometimes felt. But in this part

It Lean o^"knowledge is somewhat deficient, a subject of less regret,

' :Zl rcomparattoly but little traversed. The illustrative diagram

T!fftd le beTrsight into its area and limits in the various seasons.

oltlt: Xe Uof the Hawaiian group, which in alternate seasons

• •ks^ ?« pffects or in the belt of tropical variables.

"
tTs r. ISrl or Passage Win^, .hich occupy all the northern^art

ofTe11 wiU require still fewer words. It has all the general charac-

.^ f^^r^i wind in the Atlantic, and perhaps is more persistent

tenstios of the "^"^^^^^ ^^, ^ere it is very much affected by the

Ifr^anfrpalr: and reaching the ocean as a very dry and

T^ T/it has a correspondingly severe effect on the cUmates of the

l«ts of Ja^an, SaghallL; the Sea of Okhotsk, &c.. which are

northern parte oi jap
,

J
, ^od of the year completely ice-

bound. O-'^r"^, J, to the north.w»tw«rf, c«m7mg witk ' I"

»Mraer water »i r
^^^^^ ^ condensed

*•T"."^X A 1J» ..d .eU.known region ie fonnd in

i„„ dmoet
J^'^3 Newtadland, but he« tb,«, fog. extend fcr

"'^:^:STi":;;:itr«,«iHng -»-» ".u^idit, „d .,» ..
Dissolving r

- ., ._ „roBres8 to the eastward and north-

o,o..ed te^pe-a ure .n ^u f^e P^
^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^,_

'fT.1:^te1r abltlt meietu^ on the eoaaU and idande o* an>t

which deposits Its anunu ^^^ jj^.^

•'trtl'r*3:rtSre:o,BHtUhCo.un.bU. the eH„a.

r:::d'tinCd -::e|uent>, of iU wanne. n.oi«ure, the dimate U
„U.lrtd. WM,

„, ,i, 8„c,t countries m the world,

« tare spoken olsewhere, A few words wiU foUow.
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As before said, the action of the land on these different aerial currents is

very great, and can only be understood by a special description of each dis-

trict. The following selection is given to afford this insight.

Centkal Amkhica.—On pages 4 and S are given some general remarks on

the climate of the western coast of the great American peninsula. The

following is by the late Lieut.-Gomm. Jas. W )od, R.N., who surveyed por-

tions of the coast in H.M.8. Pandora. The first part of these observations

refers to the coast to the southward of Panama, but will be useful to sailing

vessels making this difficult port.

Guayaquil River to Guascames Point.

The Intertropical.—Along the whole of the coast from the Rivor Guayaquil,

in 3° S., to Guascames Point, in 2° N., the wind is mostly from South to

West all the year round ; the exceptions are few, and generally occur in the

fine season. Both in beating up this coast to the southward, and in running

down it, the former in the months of May and June, the latter in those of

October, November, and January, we had the wind from S.SE. to West

(by the South), with a constant current to the north-eastward, the only dif-

ference being that the winds were lighter, and the weather finer in May and

June as we got to the southward ; whilst the contrary took place in October

and November ; and in January the weather was generally fine with mode-

rate breezes.

Choco Bay.—After entering the Bay of Choco, of which point Guascames

forms the southern horn, the winds become more variable ; but during tlio

time we were in the bay (from the end of January to the middle of March)

it never blew very fresh, though the weather was often unsettled, and heavy

rains frequent. The prevailing wind was from 8.W., but north-westerly

winds were not uncommon.

Ghirambiha Point to the Guif of San Miguel.—When past Chiram-

bira Point (the northern horn of Choco Bay) we had the wind more from

the northward, and in the latter end of March had to beat up to Panama

Bay against north-westerly and north-easterly breezes, blowing a fresh

breeze at times, especially as we approached the bay.

In surveying this last-named part in January, 1848, we found the winds

more variable, heavy rains almost always accompanying a change to S.W.,

from which quarter we once or twice had a stiff breeze.

Gulf of San Miguel to the Gulf of Dulce, including the

Bay of Panama'.

Firtt, or Intertropical 7Fi»<fo.—Between the southern point of the Gulf of

San Miguel and the Gulf of Dulce, including Panama Bay and the coast of

»es^;if?Crt.^5^<3tSaaft«eW« .S^?^^'-' rT;=f,:^SllSN'^^SatP»;*S5i"'JtJKe^*t-/i^*?^V-.B->_^ ''-•' '-^
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Voragua, tl»o winds aro rc-ulated by tho soasons. Towards the end of

December the northers begin to blow. Those are fine, dry broo/es, which

generally come on in tho aftornoon, and blow very JVohIi from N.N.E. to

N.N.W till near midnight, with a perfectly (ilear and cloudless sky, and tho

nir so dry and rarifiod that objects on a level with tho horizon are distorted

and flattened, and tho same effects are caused as aro soon during n»i

easterly breeze olf our own coast. Though generally a double-reefed topsail

broeze, they occafiionnlly blow much harder, especially off the coast of

Verngua, where, in the months of January and February, even a close-roefed

topsail breeze is not uncommon. During even the strongest of these, a

dead calm often prevails )0 or 15 miles off the land, tho only evidence of the

gale that is blowing within a few hundred yards of you being the agitation

of the water, which is raised into short hollow waves, which break on board

and tumble you about awfully.

Towards the end of March up to tho middle of April, the northers begin

to cease, and aro succeeded by calms and light sea and land-breezes, with

occasional squalls from the south-westward. As April advances the squalls

get stronger and more frequent, and by the oarly part of May the rainy

Booson generally sets in, during the greater part of which South and south-

westerly winds prevail. These are not very violent within the Bay of Pa-

nama ; but from Punta Mala westward, gales from the above quarters aro

frequent, and sometimes severe, bringing a very heavy sea with them.

Gulf of Dclce to tub Gulf of Fonseca.

From the Gulf of Dulce, proceeding westward along the shores of Costa

Pica Guatemala, and Mexico, we find the winds still follow the changes of

the seasons, modified, however, by locality. For instance, whenever tho

northers prevail, we find them blowing off tho shore at nearly right angles

to tlie run of tho coast ; thus, as soon as the coast of Nicaragua is approached

(which takes a more northerly direction than that before mentioned) we find

during the fine season the northers exchanged for breezes called Papagayos.

These blow from N.N.E. to E.N.E. or East, and are accompanied by the

Bame clear fine weather as the northers; the prevailing wind, however,

during this season (from January to April) is from S.E. to N.E. From May

to November, which is the rainy season, the weather is mostly bad, gales

from the West and S.W., with thunder, lightning, &c., being frequent, and

at times violent.

Gulf of Fonseca to the Gulf oi Tkhuantepec.

After passiu'' the Gulf of Fonseca, where the land again trends nearly

due West, the northerly winds are lost, till on reaching the Gulf of Tehuau-

tepec we meet them onco more, but under a different name, and assuming

i 'iWPWf-UJliHM-"!'."
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n more violcjit oliarartor. Along thia portion wlioro tho mountains approach,

and (ivon in some places f(irm the coa«t lino, tiio winds during tho fine

soason aro tho usual tropiisal land and Boa-breozos ; tho former from N.W.,

the latter from South to W.S.W. and West. Tho remaining months aro

marked by ovon worse woathor from the same quarters as is found on tho

Nicaragua coast.

FnoM THE Oi:i.F of Teiiuantot'Ec to Texupan Point.

First, or Tutortropical Winds.—Tho heavy blasts which blow over tho

isthmus of Tehuaiitopoc dorivo tlieir source from tho country thoy cntss.

Thoy soom to bo caused by tho northers in tho Gulf of Mexico, which hero

find a vont through tho opening formcul between tho Mexican ami Ouatema-

lian mountains. Thoy blow with groat force from North to N.N.E., and

raise a very high short soa ; thoir forco is felt for several liundrod miles olf

tho coast. Duriiif? tho season when thoy prevail (Docorabor to April) every

preparation should bo made to moot and carry sail through thom ; if this

can bo dono they are soon crossed, and 200 to 250 miles of westing (or

easting) mnd(^ ; otherwise, if you aro obliged to heave-to, 30 to 1 1 8 hours of

heavy woatlior may bo expoctod, exposed all tho while to a very high and

short sea. In tho rainy season those cease ; but tho weather here, as along

the whole coast of Mexico, is then very bad, gali>s and strong breezes from

S.E. to S.W. constantly occur, whilst squalls, accompanied by thunder and

lightning, witli heavy and almost incessant rain, characterizo tho season

throughout. Theso gales are at times very severe, rendering the navigation

of such a coast very unpleasant, as, with one exception, there is scarcely

any shelter from them to be found. During the fine season, however,

nothing can be more regular or quiet than tlie weather on tho Mexican coast.

A regular soa-breeze sots in about noon, beginning from S.S.W. to W.S.W.,

and getting more westerly as the sun goes down, decreasing with it, and

gradually sinking into a calm as tho night closes in. This is succeeded by

the land-wind off the shore, which is more irregular in its direction and

force ; but these winds, and the method of making a passage to the west-

ward along the coast, have been so well and so truly described by Dampier

and Basil Hall, that nothing remains but to add my testimony to tho correct-

ness of the accounts they give as far as their phenomena fell under my own

observation.

As soon as tho coast begins to trend northerly again, which it does about

Texupan Point, wo meet tho northerly winds which blow down the Gulf of

California, and which are found pretty steady during tho fine. season a few

miles off tho coast ; by taking advantage of these, and the daily variations

caused by the land and sea breezes, th'^ passage is made from this point to

Sun lilas and Mazatlan ; but it is always a tedious beat, owing to a contrary

currunt and frequent calms. '

JVoH/i ratijic. 8 N

-jjiwtSMSitgyigf=»TOgf'gcgga*ftaB?^<?^ i*WEeF^'w.4»*L^5r-j
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West Coast ok Mexico.

On pages H(, to 82 some remarks will be found from the pen of Commoaoro

v.. B. llainiUon, 1841), doHcribinK the winds and weather exp.rionced on

board II.M.H. Frolw. To these may bo added here some observations taken

from Cuptain Basil Ilall's well-known work.

On the S.W. coast of Mexico, the fair season, or what is called tho

summer, though the latitude be North, is from December to May inclusive.

During this intorvaljalone it is advisable to navigate the coast
;

for, m tho

winter, from June to November inclusive, every part of it is liable to hord

gales, tornadoes, or heavy squalls, to calms, to c mstant deluges of ram, and

the most dangerous lightning; added to which, almost all parts of the coas

ure at this time so unhealthy as to be abandoned by the inhabitants. At

the eastern end of this range of coast, about Panama, the winter sets lu

earlier than at San Bias, which lies at the western end^ llains and sickness

are looked for early in March at Panama ; but at San Bias rain seldom falls

before the 15th of Juno ; sometimes, however, it begins on the 1st of Juno,

as we experienced. Of the intermediate coast I have no exact mform^t.on,

except that December, January, and February are fine months everywhere ;

and that, with respect to the range between Acapulco and lanama, ho

months of March, April, and half of May, are also fine ;
at other times the

coast navigation may be generally described as dangerous, and on every

account to be avoided.

From December to May inclusive, tho prevalent winds between Panama

and Cape Blanco (Gulf of Nicoya) are N.W. and northerly. Thence to

Keoleio and Sonsonate, N.E. and easterly. At this season, off the gulfs of

Pupagayo and Tehuantepec there blow hard gales, the first being generally

N E and the latter North. These, if not too strong, as they sometimes

are. greatly accelerate the passage to the westward ;
they last for severa

days Together, with a clear sky overhead, and a dense red l^a- near the

hoLn We experienced both in the Co«.«y in February, 1822. The first,

lich was off the gulf of Papagayo on the 12th. carried us 230 miles to the

W NW • but the gale we luet in crossing the gulf of Tehuantepec on the

24;h,' 25t;, and 26th. v a. so hard that we could show no sail, and were

drifted off to the S.S.W. 'uore than 100 miles. A ship ought 1» be well

prepared on these occasions, for the gale is not only severe, but the sea,

which rises quickly, is uncommonly high and short, so as to strain a ship

- ''Frotltpulco to San Bias, what are called land and sea breezes blow ;

but, as far as my experience goes, during the whole of M-h, they scarcely

deserve that name. They are described as blowing from N.W^ and We

during the day, and from N.E. at night ; whence it might be mferrea, tha

a shift of wind, amounting to eight points, takes place between the day ami
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HlnH, togothcr with about 100 mil(v>( East of Afupulco, which vo worked

along, hank for hank, wo never found, or very rnroly, tliat a groutor shift

could be reckoned on than four points. With thin, however, and tlio greatest

diligence, a daily progross of from 30 to ."iO miles may bo made,

LowEii Califoknia.

There is no good account of the meteorology of this portion of the western

coast of Amurica. But in some measure this is of less importance, inasunu.li

as it has few ports, and those but very little frequented by coramerco. On

p. 123 some remarks by Mr. Jeffery, R.N., are given. Tho following are by

Commander James Wood, and are in continuation of those given on pago

1113 ante.

San Lucas to San Dieoo.

From Caj)« San Luca» to San Diego, or from 23'' to 32^ N., the general

direction of tho wind is from West to North, but during tho winter months,

or from November to April, this coast is subject to violent gales from tho

S.E., which, as most of the bays and anchorages are open towards that

quarter, are much dreaded. This is especially the case along the northern

portion of this division, as towards Cape St. Lucas they are loss frequent ;

however, thoy always give ample warning of their approach. Tho only way,

therefore, of making a passage up this coast is by standing off upon the

starboard tack ; as you get out the wind draws to tho eastward, till either

the variables are reached, or you can fetch your port on the other tack. In

the summer season the only alteration is that the wind is more westerly in

the mornings, and draws round with tho sun as the day advances.

From San Diego to San Francisco the wind prevails from the north-west-

ward nearly all the year round.* This coast is subject to the same south-

easterly gales as the coast of Lower California, but they are more frequent

here, and blow with greater force. All its bays and roadsteads are similarly

exposed, with the exception of the above-named ports, which are perfectly

secure, and defended from all winds. During the winter, therefore, vessels

always anchor in a convenient berth for slipping, with springs and buoys on

their cables, so that on the first appearance of heavy clouds approaching

from the S.E., with a swell rolling up from the same quarter (the invariable

signs of the coming gale), they may be able to slip and go to sea without

• In the Gulf of California two winds prevail during the year—f,he N.W. irora October

to Ma}', and tho S.E. from May until Oclobor. During the former seaKon fresh hreozes

and fine weather will prevail ; when the latter brings heavy raina^ oppreasive hent, and

sultry weather. This information was copied by 5Ir. Jeffery, R.N., from an old Spanish

manuscript, and in bis visit here in 1831 he proved its correctnt^sa.

8n2

*
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loss of time. These gales last from twolvo hours to two days, and are ac-

companied by heavy rain, which lasts till the wind changes, which it often

does very suddenly, and blows as hard for a few hours from the N.W., when

tho clouds clear off and fine weather again succeeds. Off Concepcii a Point

gales and strong breezes are so frequent as to obtain for it the ap' ollation of

the Capo Horn of California. They are mostly from North "Lo West, and

frequently blow with great force, especially in the winter, when they some-

times last for three days together, without a cloud to bo seen, till they begin

to moderate. But here one of tho moat remarkable features of this coast

frst shows itself, viz., tho frequent and dense fogs, which, during more than

half the year, render tho navigation from San Diego northward most un-

pleasant. In making tho land, tlio only way to deal with thorn is to feel

;, our way into the coast with tho lead during tho daytime, as it frequently

happens that a thick fog prevails a^ sea, while at tho samo time, within a

mile or two of the land, a clear, bright sky, and open horizon are to be

found ; if disappointed in this you have but to wear, haul off again, and

heave-to till tho desired change does take place.

California.

A general account of tho winds on the western coast of the United States,

as given in tho excellent hydrogi'aphical memoir by Mr. Davidson, U.S.N.,

will bo found on pages 154-5. Tho U.S. Government zealously collected

materials for meteorological discussion uloug the whole of the coast, during

the survey of 1855, and these have brought out the following general

results :

—

1

.

The great prevalence of westerly winds, representing a flow of tho air

at tho surface from the ocean in upon the land.

2. Tho general absence of easterly winds, showing tho absence of a return

current at tho surface.

The proportion of westerly to easterly winds is as 8 to 1

.

3. Tlio increase of westerly winds in the summer, and their decrease in

the winter.

4. That whon easterly winds olow at all, it ia as a rule during winter.

'j. The N., N.E., and E. winds blow more frequently in the morning than

iu the afternoon hours.

6. The S.E., S., and S.W. winds are in general pretty equally distributed

over the morning and evening hours.

7. Tho N.W. is the prevailing direction of the ordinary sea breeze at

Astoria and San Diego, and the W. at San Francisco.

Sometimes tho West wind has that character at tho first-named stations,

and sometim . the S.W. wind at the last named.

As some of the details connected with these observations will be of service

to our readers, they are here furnished.
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San Drancisco.—At San Francisco the great current of air flowing from tlio

soa to the land comes generally from the W. or S.W., rarely from the N.W.
In the period from November to March, inclusive, the West is the pro-

vailing wind, exceeding in quantity both the others, tho S.W. wind exceed-

ing in quantity the N.W. In the period from April to October tho W. and

S.W. winds are nearly equal, and each exceeds the N.W.
The West wind has, in general, tho features attributed to the sea broozo,

beginning after the rising of the sun, increasing until after the hottest part

of the day, and dying out or much diminishing at nightfall.

Tho West and S.W. winds are prominent features at San Francisco.

The S.W. is the prevailing wind in June and July ; S.W. and West winds

blowing nearly tho whole of these months, not succeeded by iin easterly land

breeze—but rising and falling. May and August resemble each other, the

N.W. and S.W. winds being nearly equal in quantity, and each loss than

tho AVost wind. In April and September the N.W. wind has nearly died

out. The West wind diminishes in quantity through March and February,

and through October, November, and December, to January. Tlie N.W.

wind increases again from April towards December, but is very small in

October and November. The S.W. wind disappears m October, renppoaring

in November and Decem''cr, and increasing towards January. The West

wind has a maximum in April and May, and another in Soptombor and

October, tho minima being July and January.

The North wind in December, January, and February, reaching a maxi-

mum in January, is tho only other point to bo noticed for San Francisco,

partaking with the other places in tho general absence of easterly winds,

although thoso show themselves slightly in winter. There is also but littlo

South wind.

Astoria and Sun Diego.—In general, tho winds at thoso two places resem-

ble each other more than those at San Francisco do cither. April, May,

June, July, and August have the same general character.

The N.W. wind is tlie summer wind, and has tho characteristics of the sea

breeze, but thero is no roturn land breeze. The N.W. wind roaches a

maximum in July and a minimum in December. It is the groat prevailing

wind of the year ;it San JJiego. As it dec< oases it is generally replaced by

West and S.W. winds of less quantity. In December the quantities of the

three winds are nearly equal.

The resemblance of these winds at San Diego and Astoria is remarkable,

tho remarJiS just made applying generally to both places. There is, how-

c'er, much less N.W. wind at Astoria than at San Diego. Except in June,

Jul^, and August, there is some South wind each montli at Astoria, and

especially from September through October, November, December, and

February. At San Diego this is less marked, the two agreeing most nearly

in quantity in March, April, and May.

^

-^fc WWtt*tft^H- •r^^v II iw ,li I L
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The S.E. wind is a distinct feature in both places in Februai^ and March,

and at San Diogo in April and Juno
.-nnarv February, and March,

The East wind is prominent at Astoria in January, February,

and the N.E. from October to January inclusive^
^^^

Astoria has the most easterly wind, the N.E. begmning i

windiest months of the year.

Vancouver Island, Alaska, &c.

Captain G. H. Eichards, E.N., in the excellent Pilot for the southern

poS:? British Columbia, has given the

--^JJ-^^^^^^^^
315, and these with other authorities mentioned m that part

will amply suffice for this portion of the subject.

„„ch mo.e H»U^, to.

f''fjXfrlL'td'Xu.nt.a region,

r* : «; s": ^itdtr: *,ow*. o. curate,

*"' " .<"''' ,„„ ,, aitta the one great feature being clearly shov -

":::;:::r;:Z^^^^ or fogg^y days per annum is .0 .n.a ..

^"Xugh of old date, we give here the oWatio.
f^^^^^^

^usenstern.

^hich embody the experience gained up to the date ot gr

hydrographer's labours.
^^^ ^^^ ^f

Humboldt supposes that between Uenring o^
,>,„.« f/^sav from

North latitude there prevaU North and South n.on«on. ^^ » ^7;^'^-

the month ot May to that of October w,„d, t"- ^S^' '"^ ^-^ ^^ „„,
•^u • A A.nm November to April those from North ana JN.ri. ai """

" ' T.Z byI oyages of Cook, Vancouver, and other navigators

Beem, however by the voy^g

eoast of An arica, that these winds succeed

""••
. 'rlar.r^-nrnildb; bad weather, by fog, and rain

,
and,

"
::*:»::; .r;r:L i. accUnied ,, ^, «.ther, .na oft.aeat

'"'^"Le e.an.p,e., taken fro. the Journal, of the .oje *-

bid na.ig«.o.e ,hc have visited the N,W. coa,.. ol Amcr.ca, to .how

t ^fiMi
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that the winds have hero too little regularity in th«ir direction, to give them,

83 Humboldt does, the name of monsoons.

Cook, while on t^« coast of America in the month of March, in lat. 44\

had constant and very fresh breezes from N.W., which accompanied him

during his navigation towards the North until the beginning of summer

;

he met with, it is true, from time to time, gales from the S.E., but they wore

but sudden shifts, and did not commonly last more than six hours, af(.-r

which the wind reverted with great forcf to the N.W., and it was only by

means of these short breezes from the S.E. th;;t Cook could work his way

to the North. It is seen equally by the voyages of P6rouse, and Portlock,

and Dixon, that southerly winds do not predominate during the summer

months.

Although Vancouver, when surveying the coast of Amorica in the middle

of April, 1792, that is, towards the end of the northerly monsoon, expe-

rienced violent gales from S.E. and E.S.E., with continued rains, and,

altdough up to 50^ of lat. the winds blew continually from the southern

quarter, yet when ho came on to the coast in the ensuing year, following it

upon the same parallel and in the same season, that is, mid-April, he met

with fresh northerly winds as far as his arrival in Nootka Sound. It r, true

that in the month of September, in the same year, he met with souio breezes

from S.E. to S.W., but he also had them from N.W. In the month of De-

cember, 1792, on the contrary, being under the parallel of Port San Diego,

in lat 32° 42' N., the winds blew constantly from tlie South. These accom-

panied them to the parallel of 30°, although they ought to have blown from

the North if these winds change regularly. Thus it is winds from the north-

ward, and particularly from the N.W., which blow the most frequently, and

occasion, as Vancouver says, a great hindrance to any advance to the north-

ward ; the Spaniards, consequently, in general keep a long way otf the coast,

running much to the northward of the parallel of their intended destination,

to arrive at it more readily. Vancouver believes that they push this precau-

tion too far ; he is of opinion that, by the aid of the land-bree/es from East

and S.E., the duration of which is longer, and which have also greater force

than ihe sea-breezes, any port may be attained. This opinion of Vancouver

: . correct, at least for the navigation from the Bay of San Francisc
,
in lat.

W- to Concepcion Point, in 34J°, and even farther Nortli.

^oar to the Bav of Kenay (or Cook's Inlet). Kodiack Island, and Prince

T ill^m^'s Sound," Vancouver found, in March and April, most frequently

winds from N.W. and North. In May, June, July, and August, 1794, the

winds often blew from S.E. and East, with great force, but not less fre-

cuently i'.au from N.W. and S.W. Although Captain Meares had a very

strong wind from S.W. under the paraUel of 50", and that during the

months of June and July the winds come more fre-piently fnm South than

from North, he says, nevertheless, page 234 of his Voyage, that during the
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summer months westerly winds prevail as far as 30» of latitude, with as
much regularity as easterly winds prevail from 30" to the equator.

I am indebted to Captain Hagemeister, of our marine, for some notice on
the predominant winds and currents in this part of the globe, and which he
had collected during a navigation of several years on the N.W. coast of
America. These notices merit the greatest confidence, being the result of a
great number of observations made with the most scrupulous exactness,
particularly at New Archangel in Norfolk Bay. and at Port lioss (Port
Bodega), on the coast of New California ; both lie within the limits which I
have given to the first zone. It results from these observations, as well as
from those already cited, that northerly winds are not the exclusive attribute
of winter, as thope of the South are not of summer, but the contrary fro-
quently takes place.

By the observations made at New Archangel in lat. 57" 2' N it seems
thatitiseaRtorly winds, accompanied with rain and snow, that are predo-mmant in w;, r ' t the beginning of December there are frequent squalls
and tempests, lo not occur in summer, and towards the end of this
month the Aurore. ..oreales are very strong. About Capo Chirikotf, in lat.
66 9 ,

the currents have a constant North direction, and often with a velocity
of 2 miles an hour. The direction of the current along this coast is in
general towards the North; near to Port St. Francis it takes a West direc-
tion, toward Prince William's Sound and the entrance to Cook's Inlet, after
whzch It turns toward the South, along the coasts of Kodiak. The remains
of vessels shipwrecked on the American coast are often found about the
eouthorn part of the Island of Kodiak; among them those of Japanese
vessels, which are recognised by tho camphor-wood of which they are built.

BEiiiiiNo Sea.

There is no complete account of the climate or winds of this inclement
region, and te derive it from the individual experience of the various navi-ga ore who have recorded their knowledge would but give a fallacious view
of the subject, as the features of its different shores vary greatly from each
other Among .he northern islands it is as humid and disagreeable as
possible. Spring does not begin till May. Dense fogs prevail throughout
he summer; snow falls in October, and in December the North winds bring
the ice, which remains frequently till May. Further South at Behring and
Copper Islands, the climate is not so rigorous, as explained on page 549.

Kamoiiatka.

Easterly winds prevail in summer, varying between N.E. and S.E., while
wester y winds are constant from September till May, and are frequently
very stermy Westerly winds in summer biing bright fine weather^ while
easterly winds bring snow or rain.

j^^^gaag'.j-Bmyygy
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The winds in tho Gulf of Tartary, to the South of this, are described

on page 580.

Japan.

During the stay of the American squadron in the Gulf of Yedo, from

February . July, 1854, the weather was generally fine, but occasionally in-

terrupted by strong winds and heavy rain. Northerly winds were prevalent

iu February, March, and April, south-westerly winds in May and July, and

variable winds in June. Tlio gales como on suddenly from the S.W. with a

low barometer, and continuing for a short time, huuled round to the north-

ward and westward and moderated. There were no easterly gales ; in fact,

the wind was rarely from that quarter, except when veering round from tho

northward (as it invariably did) by the East, to tho southward and westward.

In Yedo Bay the mean temperature for the month of February was 46"

Fahr., and tho apricot and camolia japonica were in full bloom. There were

but few fogs; they commenced at Hakodadi about tho 1st June, but did not

extend as far southward as Simoda.

In the months of August and September, 1858—tho period II.M.S. Fu-

rious romamoCi in Yedo Bay—heavy gales from tho E.N.E , shifting round

to the S.W., and increasing in force, wore frequent. Winds from West,

round northerly, to E.N.E. generally brought fine weather, and rain when
between S.E. and S.W.

In 18C1, from tho middle of June to the middle of September, there was

no gale in the Yedo Gulf, but much calm weather. Tho latter part of Sep-

tember was unsettled, with a moderate gale from S.S.W. A gale occurred

off the South coast, beginning with a light easterly wind and veering by

South, blowing hardest at S.W., and falling at a sudden shift to N.N.W.
October in the Kii channel was fine, northerly winds rather predominating,

and much calm weather.

From information obtained at Yedo, it appears the prevailing winds

throughout the year are to the northward of East and West, and that those

to the southward generally bring bad weather ; always, however, causing

the barometer to fall in sufficient time to enable a vessel to obtain a 60 or 80

miles offing, should she be near tho coast.

Oflf Yedo, iu February 18G3, H.M.S. Swallow experienced a sharp, short

galo of ten hours duration, with little or no warning. The sky waa very

clear, with steadily fulling barometer, and in two hours the ship was reduced

to close-reefod main topsail, &c. Singularly clear weather is often a prog-

nostic of a coming gale, but the barometer is the unfailing sign.

Strong winds from the S.E. are generally accompanied with thick weather

and rain. At such a period it is recommended that a vessel bound to the

westward from Yedo should run through tho chain of islands to the

southward of Van Diomon Strait, instead of passing through tho strait

;

)fc^M"l ' liwti r»tafe.

»
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for by taking tliis latter route, and not making sufficient allowance for tlie

north-easterly current, she would in all probability find herself embayed on

a lee shore to the northward of Cupo Chichakoflf and possibly ofCape D'An-

ville (Toyi misaki).

During H.M.8. Saracen's surrey of the Stiait of Tsugar, May, June, July,

and August, 1855, the prevailing winds were from the South, with much

fine clear weather. The wind was less frequent from the N.W. than any

other quarter. Dense fogs prevailed in May and June ; after that period

they were comparatively rare.

The wind in shifting usually followed the course of the sun. After a

few days of light southerly wind and fine weather it freshened, and veered

to the westward, accompanied by fine clear and cold weather. At N.W. it

usually died away, or flew round suddenly to the eastward ; in the latter

case it was always followed by a dense fog or a gale ; the weather getting

fine again as the wind veered to the southward.

On the West coasts of Japan, including the Japan sea, Korea strait, and

the northern part of the Eastern sea, the weather is as follows:—In the

spring from about lilarch to June and sometimes in July, the winds are

almost constantly from the eastward, veering between N.E. and S.E.
;

moderate in force, with mist and rain and gloomy skies. It frequently

freshens up to a strong breeze, with squally weather generally from N.E.

Calms and light westerly winds occur in small proportion and bring beautiful

weather.

There are occasional strong gales, sometimes of five days' duration, tho

wind freshening up from the East (generally commencing from S.E.), with

falling barometer, and blowing with variable force for three or four days,

then chopping round suddenly to South, or veering to North and N.W..

according to the quarter of the passing storm, when the gale attains its

maximum force, and blows itself out in a few hours or in one or two days,

according to the season. The barometer gives good warning. The gale al-

ways attains its height after the mercury has commenced to rise, and usually

blows with the greatest violence from the N.W. Small cyclones of short

duration are also known in Juno ; they travel northwards, but later in the

year between N.E. and East.

In summer, in the western part of the Japan sea, light easterly winds are

still predominant, with much fine weather and thick fogs, but much more

variable than in the spring, and subject to short, sharp breezes, veering

with the sun. Towards the end of August they altermate with westerly

breezes.

About the autumnal equinox, the weather breaks up between the parallels

of 41° and 46° N. In the middle of September 1859, a heavy cyclone was

experienced (exceeding 500 miles in diameter and progressing to the N.E.)

*aiftiBfwiwflfA !i itiagsiite3Mirtw-'* ^.'i'i>^BWfyjB'aigyi=-%r' iuUjjm1T|UlBi.<i;- iwiT n . II i i I
• i ir I
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a' St. Vladimir Bay and Hakodadi at the same time, and was the heaviest

storm known at the former place for 40 years. Tiiero occurred between

this and the middle of November twelve other gales, ten of which were

cyclones and two "blue north-westers," their force from 7 to 10, their

duration 2 to 4 days, with intervals seldom of more than two or three

days' fine weather between them ; the normal direction of tho wind was

from S.W. to N.W., with fresh and strong breezes.

Southward of »6° North, November was fine with light N.E and N.W.

winds. The N.W. winds became prevalent towards the end of the month.

At Hakodadi, they blow for four months. In 1869, during the first eighteen

days of December, the wind remained between N.W. and W.S.W. almost

constantly, only veering occasionally as far as S.W. and North. The weather

was fine when the wind was moderate, but very fresh breezes brought

rain or snow. The duration of the north-west winds in the South is un-

certain.

The Islands.

The various archipelagoes and detached islands of tlio North Pacific are

nearly all within the limits of tho North-East Trade wind, and therefore the

peculiarities of their meteorology are very simply explained. But as some

of the chief of these groups, as the Hawaiian, the Marianas, and the Caro-

lines, lie on the northern, western, and southern limits respectively, it has

been argued, perhaps fallaciously, that all the islands have a marked effect

on the direction of the general wind. But when it is considered that the area

of these islands, mostly coralline atolls, is so infinitesimally small compared

with the area which surrounds thera, it cannot be conceded that these minuto

specks on the surface of the great ocean can exercise much influence on the

great belt of the trade wind which blows over it.

Taking the Sandwich islands as an example, it is shown in the description

of that archipelago, pages 822, 823, that lying as they do just within the

northern tropic, the N.E. trade blows without much intermission for nine

months in the year, and that from December to January, that is when the

sun is in the highest southern latitude, they are interrupted, and that the

islands then are in the horse latitudes of the tropic of Cancer.

The Ladrone islands are also exceptionally placed. For hereabout is tho

division of the monsoon region and that of the N.E. trades. The S.W. mon-

soon evidently reaches the archipelago between the middle pf June and the

middle of October, but is only violent and changeable for a few weeks in the

beginning or end of its season. During the middle, as in August and Sep-

tember, the air is calm and the heat almost unendurable. This subject is

further elucidated on pages 796-7.

The Carolina islands lie ou the aouthorn verge of tho N.E. trades, and are

J
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subject to all the vicissitudes of the change of seasons. Mrs. Gulick, ono

of a family to whom wo owe much of our knowledge of the islands of the

North Pacific, being the wife of a most zealous member of tlio Ilnwniian

mission, kept a meteorological register for three years, 1853—5, at Ascen-

sion, and from the results tabulated on page 737, it will be seen that N.E.

trades are only interrupted between July and November, at the time when

this southern margin, following the sun in its course, passeii to the north-

ward, leaving the archipelago in the belt of calms or "doldrums,'' but

which have not the cliaractoristic usually attributed to this zone, as the

number of calm days is generally fewer than is found to be the case in the

zones either North or South of them.

In the descriptions of the other group of islands will be found many notices

of tho climate and winds, which will bo sulliuiout to g'i -o an idea of this

simple subject.

Tho MoNSc 3 of the Western Pacific are incidentally described in our

Directory for the Indian Ocean, pages 29— 6fi, and in that for the Indian

Anihipelngo, pages 1 to 25. To those works, which are connected with the

present volume, the reader is referred for a concise account of their origin

and effect.

nUERICANES arc but little felt in tlvo open ocean in tho Nortli Pacific,

and do not differ in their phenomena from those experienced in other oceans.

It will be therefore needless to swell the bulk of this volume, already too

large, with a description of their well known features.

2. TIDES.

Except on the surrounding shores, where they exhibit similar plionomona

and magnitude to other parts of the world, tho tides of the Pacific are insig-

nificant, and almost unnoticeable to the mariner. The tables which are

given hereafter contain the elements of the tides necessary to navigation
;

that is, the hour of high water, and the rise and fall of the tide, on the

coasts of America, Asia, &c. But in the vast space between these two

boundaries the tidal wave is scarcely appreciable, except by refined ob-

servation, and can form but a small portion of the actuating consideration in

navigation.

Under these circumstances we deem it imnecessary to enter inio the general

laws of tho tides as founded by the illustrious Newton, or the interesting

features elicited 1/y tho discussion of the late liov. I'rolossor WhewoU and

vrrr'-*'vy!itvx.'m-r«
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Sir John Lubbock. The present consideration, therefore, will bo confined

to the general viow of the I'nciiic tides, as set forth by tho late Dr. Whowell

to whom the main features of the tidal laws, as they aro now known, is

mainly owing.

The Rev. W. WiiEWEMi on the Tides of the Pacific.

I shall not attempt to dctorniino tho general course of tho tides in tho

Pacific, but will remark that the view now given of the distribution of tho

tides in an ocean explains several of tho features of the Pacific tides,

which wore before very perplexing. If we suppose an ocean tido, from

the borders of which proceed tides having their progress marked by cotidal

lines, we can easily draw tho linos so as to include the following facts and

observations :

—

1. Tho easterly motion of the tide wave around Capo Horn, which is

established by Captain King's observations, and which is difficult to reconcile

with the supposition of a tido revolving from WoHt to Eiist round tho South

pole. This is explained by its being a tido proceeding from an oceanic

tide.

2. The tide being at nearly the same hour along a large portion of tho

coast of South America, namely, from the Strait of Magalliaons for 20°

or 30° northward. This shows that the cotidal line is nearly parallel with

the shore.

3. Tho very small tides, or no tides, at tho islands in tho centre of the

Pacific, Tahiti, and the Sandwich islands. These belong to a central

portion of the ocean, where the rise and fall of the surface nearly vanishes.

There are two sources of inaccuracy in tide observations, namely, tho

want of a clear understanding as to the thing to be observed, and the irre-

gularity and complexity of the facts themselves. With regard to the former

point, I hope that several misapprehensions, formerly prevalent among na-

vigators, are now no longer common ; such as confounding the time of high

water with the time of the turn of the tide stream. But there is probably

still some unnecessary difficulty produced by regarding, as a cardinal point

in observation, the " establishment," as vulgarly understood, namely, the

hour of high water on tho day of new or full moon ; for, in fact, the hour of

liigh water on this day is of no more importance than the hour of high water

on any other day, except in so far as it gives the means of Ifnowiug the hour

on other days. And it does not aflbrd the means of doing this any more

than the hour of high water for any other given age of the moon does. For

just as much inaccuracy as, from whatever cause, there is in deducing the

time of high water at all ages of tho uioon from the time at a given age, just

I'

J
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88 much inaccuracy is thoro, from the same causes, in deducing the time of

high water for dl ages of the moon, from the time for full or new moon.

And if the time at which tlie tide follows the moon on two or three successive

occasions be greatly and irregularly different, the observations are equally of

little value, whether any of the observed tides fall on the day of the new or

full moon, or do not. If the tides are regular, and the observations good,

the common " establishment " may be obtained from the observations of any

one day; although, to give much value to this deduction, the tides should be

observed for a fortnight. And if such observations be made for a number of

very distant places, the common "establishment" does not represent a cor-

responding fact at different places. In some places it means the time of

high water one day after the highest tide ; in some, the tide two days after

the highest tide ; in some three days ; for the •• age of the tide " is different

at different places, and the tide which corresponds to the new or full moon

comes after the new or full moon by one, two, or three days. Hence, iu

order that we might compare the tides of distant places by means of a fact

which had the same meaning in all of them, I proposed, in a former essay,

instead of taking this common establishment, to take what I then called the

corrected estahUskment, namely, the mean of all the lunitidal intervals, that is,

of the intervals by which the tide follows the moon's transit. In general,

the corrected establishment is about thirty minutes less than the common es-

tablishment. It has been used by Admiral Lutke, in his discussion of the

tides of the Pacific. As the common establishment is still the one familiar

to navigators, and as no material error will result from the use of it, I shall

make it the basis of my remarks on the tides of the Pacific. It may be use-

ful to bear in mind what I have said, that this establishment may be de-

duced from observations not made at the new or full moon.*

I shall now proceed to give the tide hours for the coasts of the Pacific, ac-

cording to the best accounts which I find, judging them in the manner I have

described. After noticing the course of the tide near Cape Horn, I shall

follow it along the whole western coast of America, till, in the North, we

reach the Aleutian islands ; and then, following this chain of islands, to

the shores of Kamtschatka. I shall then consider the islands in the central

parts of the Pacific, and proceed from them westward, according to my

materials. , -

• I have here said that in cases where the tides follow the common laws we may deduce

the time of high water on one day from the time on another. I might have said the same

thing of the heights.
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West Coast of North Ameuica.

y'i7

Panama

Panama Uny

It

Nicoija

Island 8. IjUCus ,

,

Ucalojo

Acapulco

»» •

Magdalena Bay .

.

)i • •

San Bias

II

„ ••••••••

Mazatlan

Monterey

II

San Francisco ....

II ....

n • • • •

Port Bodega

Columbia River....

II ....

Straits ofJuan deFuca

Nootka Sound ....

>t ••••

F. Nicolaefsky (Cook's

Inlet)

Ijit.

North.

8 67

9

12 28

IG fiO

24 38

21 32

23

36 36

37 48

38 19

46 16

• • • •

48

49 36

60 15

liOnK.

West.

II. M.

• • • •

5 18

/) 42

6 48

6 39

7 28

• I • •

7 1

7 10

8 6

8 9

8 11

8 16

9 2

10 6

Timo
II. W.

H. M.

3 20

1

3 36

3

3

41

5

8 30

37

6

9 41

9 flO

9 42

9 52

12 30

10 52

10 3S

11 41

1

I 30

12 30

10 40

12 33

3 49

(Iroenw,

Tiino.

II. M.

8 54

8

8 42

8 48

9 20

9 44

3 5

3 6

3

4 42

5

5 48

6 42

7 62

9 16

9 36

1 55

Kiso.

KBIT.

13

15

6

6

1

2

6

8

12

12

28

Authority.

Lloyd, Phil. Trans.,

1830.

Kullutt.

Sir E. Bolchur.

FitzKoy.

Sir E. Uolchcr.

Sir E. Uulcher. OriMit

irroijiulitrities.

Sir E. Bolchor.

Du Petit Thouars.

Sir E. BoU'hnr. Very
nnomalouH.

Du Petit Thouars.

Mem. on S. America.

FitzRoy.

Boechoj-.

Hnerhoy.

Beochoy.

Du Petit Thouars.

iSirE.
Bolchor. Very

anomalous.
Diurnal inequality,

H.W.&L.\V. largo

in ht. and times.

Beechey & Malaspina.

Russian nav. (Lutke's

notice).

Russian navigators.

SirE. Belcher.

Vancouver.

Kellett.

Sir E. Bflcher. Great
diurnal inequilities.

Lutke.

Wrangell.

From this point the coast turns westward, and the stations are arranged

according to longitude, without regurd to their latitude.

J
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Amtriean Coa»t.

F. Nicoliirfsky (CookV

Inlet)

llnrboiir of St. riiul

(Kiuliiick I'liind) ..

lliirbour 3 Ilit'-nirq. ..

Noiicliiiguk liuy ....

Aleutian hkf.

Rt. IV.I Island

Aikliii iHlanil

Attuu Ittlund

North.

Kamtirhatka.

rutropaulovski ..

(10 1')

57 1(1
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Sound, Cook's observatory, which give I'i'' 30"' (whence (Jroenwich IX nf'arl,v\

are confirmed by Captaia Kellett's observations in tho Btraits of Do Fuia,

South of Vancouver's island. The next point is the ItuHnian sottlemont,

Nflw Archangel, in tho island of Sitka, whore tho tides exhibit very curious

features, as I have already stated from the observations of Admiral Liitko,

and, as I find, further confirmed by the observations of Sir Edward IJolchor.

The lino belonging to Sitka appears to be 12}.

From this point we depend upon liussiau observations, whiiili are given

by Admiral Liitke in his "Notice." Those enable us to see that the cotidal

lines bond, as usual, deep into tho head of the bay in which is Cook's Kivcr

(Inlet), in lat. GO". The coast hero trends to tho West, and tho wave follows

it, and pursues its course along tho chain of the Aluutian i.>iland«4, wiiere it

is traced by Admiral liiitke and tho navigators of the liusso-Aniorican Com-

pany. It appears that tho lines of 11, 12, 1, 2, fall near this chain, and that

the line of 5 is near the coast of Kamchatka. It is not. diificult to arrange

the cotidal lines so as to conform to these data.

Admiral Liitke has observed the ' ides at other places on tho Asiatic coast,

as far North as 65°, but I shall not attempt to arrange thum.

Our next attempt must be to arrange the tides of tho oceanic isles of the

North Pacific.

IhLE.S of TllK NoHTII 1'acii'k;.

Lat.

North.

Sandwich hiea.

Honolulu

Caroline lalei.

Ualan

Ladroiie Jules.

Gnahan
lionin Isles

Loo-Choo Islos
!

Wiiud Isle, Baiuboauga

Ba»he» Group.

ISatan Island

(Joroan ArcLipolago .

.

Piitchusan .

,

Hong Kong

Amoy Harbour.
Siintubon

21 18

6 1.5

13 32

26 62

26 "30

6 (.;

22
34 17

26 20

22 12

24 16

1 48

Li)ni?.

Wust.
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Tlioao observations appear to imply a general motion westward of the tidal

wave ; but I conceive that they are much too far and too nnconnccted to

justify mo in drawing cotidal linos; besides wliich. the smallness of (he

tides in the central parts of tho ocean makes the observations more than

usually doubtful, and is accompanied by some circumstances inconsistent

with the notion of a simple progressive wave as the representation of tho

tidal phenomena of those seas. I will considor those circumstances for a

moment.

Tides of the Central Pacific.

Tho tides over a groat portion of the central part of the Pacific are so small

that we may consider the lunar tide as almost vanishing. Thus, at Ban

Island, it is stated as only 1 foot ; at Tahiti it is hardly more ;
at the Sand-

wicli islands it is 2 feet ; and even at New Ireland, where we are no longer

in the central space, bnt among ^he larger islands to tho West of it, the tide

is only about 2 feet. ]3ut moreo>'er, at some at least of these places, the

tide, small as it is, is not the liniar tide following the usu-ii laws. 'Vt Tahiti

for instance, tht time of high water appears never to doviate from noon l.y

more than a certain difference, although Sir Edward Felcher has shown that

it varies from about 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. At Bau island there appeaiE reason

to believe that the hmits are much the same j and perhaps at Carteret's

harbour, in Now Ireland. Now it will be easily seen thut such a result as

this would follow if we wero to suppobe the tidal influence of luc »"" "v.l

of the moon to be equal. On this supposition it is plain that the lAgh water

would always occur halfway between the sun's transit and tho moon's

transit. Hence at new moon the high water would be at noon ; as the moon

went away to the eastward of the sun, the tide would be later and smaller

;

till, when the moon was six hours' distance from the sun, the tide would be

at 3'-, but would in fact vanish. After this point the tide would re-appear

at 9 a.m., or a little later, the inferior transit of the moon now taking the

place of the superior one in determining the tide ; and from this time the

tide would be gradually later and larger till at full moon it would be again

at noon ; and so on. This appears to agree pretty well with the phenomena

of the tides at Tahiti, as determined by Sir E. Belcher.

A more minute examination of the tides in these regions will enable us to

pronounce more decidedly whether the law of the phenomena is that which

has been just stated. And if it appears that the phenomena do follow this

law, we shall have further to consider how such a motion of tha sea in those

parts is to be combined with the very different movements which occur in

oiher places, and what is the general movement of the ocean which they in-

dicate ; whether, for instance, they are best explained by looking upon the

lunar and solar parts of tho tide, as produced by two separate waves, which

may increase and diminish separately, and may start from diflerent epochs

'" ^**^^!??fflHfti(W?^-'"^^wwe?^r'Mr BflSKWRX^*^.^
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in their motions. I shall not now pursue this point further; nor shall I fur-

ther examine how far the phenomena approach to the cases of fluid motion

already describp-!, In which there is a marked wave at tlie outskirts of the

mass, and an approximate quiescence of the swfice m the central parts

;

namely, the case of a stationary undulatiou, :.nd of a revolving undulation,

or rather a revolving cotidal line. I may remark, however, tliat the latter

supposition, that of a revolving undulation, by which the tide is carried from

California northwards along the A'iierican shore, and to the coMt of Kam-
chatka, while the cotidal liner converf^e to some centnl point in the

North Pacific, would explain '.he smalhiess of the tides at the Sandwici;

islands.

The foregoing is that po-. '.ion of Professor WheweU's impoit::'^^ soi^r.atic

contribution which referj .o the North Pacific. Although some minor details

may be modified by nc/e recent observations, stili, as the arguments are

based on correct data, the conclusions remain unimpeachable. We have,

therefore, deemed it right to repeat them in the present edition.

The following Tih Table is derived from the Admiralty lists, drawn up
by Cojimander Bvrdwood, E.N., and give all that is necessary for the

navigator.

TIDE TABLE.

Place.
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Place.

lli-h

Wiitor,

Full and
Change.

Kisn.

SpringH

CerroH Island

Sta. Barbiini IhIuikI .

.

San l>iego Hiiy

San Juan Anchorage .

.

San Pedro Anchoiauo
San Miguel (Ouylir Har-

bour)

San Rosa IslaTid

Santa Catalina Island ..

Santa Cruz Island

San Lri8 Obispo

Jlonteroy
Sonlh Farallon

San Francisco, North

Beach
Drakes Bay
Bodega Port
Humboldt Bay
Port Orford

Columbia Itiver entrance

Astoria

Nee-ah Harbour
I'ort Townshend
Fort Steilacoom

H.



High
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3. CURRENTS OF THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN.

We have in many places in the other volumes of this series described the

general system of ocean currents, and the causes which set them in motion,

as far as is known, that but little need be said here on the subject. The

North Pacific is the most simple in the arrangement of its currents. It is a

basin of circulation, around a central area, lying along tlio tro; ic, analogous

to the Sargasso Sea in the North Atlantic, and having the same feature of a

broad equatorial stream setting westward, with more or less constancy, be-

tween 8° or 10° North and the tropic, a reverting and strongly marked cur-

rent, the Japanese current similar to the Gulf Stream, and a broad extra-

tropical belt setting generally eastward, but subject to much fluctuation.

But the North Pacific diflfers from the North Atlantic in not encountering

any arctic influences. Behring Strait is too narrow and shallow to allow

either the waters of the Pacific to flow into the Arctic basin, as is the case

with the warmer waters along the western coast of Europe, or to permit the

ice bearing streams from the polar basin to flow down to the Pacific, as

does the Labrador current. These varied changes are almost inappreciable

here.

There is some evidence of this in comparing the specific gravity of each

ocean (which comparison however cannot be said to be definitive, as the

North Atlantic has had much more extended observation bestowed on it*),

the mean specific gravity of the North Atlantic being 1 .02664, while the

North Pacific, retaining its own vapours, so to speak, is 1.02548.

As has been stated in a former page (906), the area of the Pacific is so

great that the forces which act upon the waters of the smaller oceans, the

Atlantic and Indian Oceans, exert a much more marked efloct on them than

they do on the currents of the Pacific. It is the same with the winds, and

thus its meteorology exhibits but few of those grander features which

may be found elsewhere, and pre-eminently characterise it as the " Pacific
"

Ocean.

On this account the ocean currents are of less importance to the navigator

except in a few regions, such as near the Gulf of Panama, the coast of

Mexico, or the southward of ^apan. Elsewhere they seem to exert no

• There ia another element of fallacy in these obBervations for specifio gravity. They

are frequently, perhiips generally, taken near the surface, or in that film of ocean water most

liable to fluctuation from evaporation or deposition. If a uniform series of observations

were taken, at a depth of say 60 fathoms, bolow all local disturbance, it may be predicted

that there will be found the greatest uniformity in the constitution of ocean wuttr all over

the globe.
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THE NORTH EQUATOllTAli CUIIUHNT. '.lUJ

very definite iufluence on a ship's couiso. Wliiit followa is chiully from our

first edition.

THE NORTH EaUATORIAL CURRENT.

The Northern Equatorial Current extending to tho n\oun lafitudo of 2 r

North, is subject to the variations oxporioucod in tho southern portion of tliis

extensive drift.

In its eastern portion there is no well-marked origin, as is tho cnso in tho

Peraviun current flowing to the N.W. and westward at the Oalapin^ort

islands. On the contrary, as is elsewhere remarked, tlio Moxiwm (ionst cur-

rents are comparatively weak and undecided, so that tlioro is some bouvlo

from whence the westward tendency of the ocean is derived, beyond tho ap-

parent e£fects of tho trade-wind and the action of the suns' boat.

Whether it is the effect of heat, or from tho continued action of tho trudo

winds, one fact seems to bo tolerably well dotorminod, and that is, in tho

circulation of tho oceanic waters around their rospoutive basins, tho greatest

velocity or force of the currents is at their outer limits ; tliis force gradually

diminishes within the area, and leaves a space not acted on by the circula-

tory movement, and which area, by analogy, wo should expect to find of u

higher temperature than might be calculated on if the polar streams should

not add their lowering influence. Following this theory wo must expect to

find them in greater force nearer the eqiiator, a fact apparently established.

And in the central portion of the North Pacific there does not appear to

be any regularity of the set of the waters, and tiie limit before assigned may

even be too high, as the Sandwich islands, in lat. 20", do not appear to bo

surrounded by any permaner.l, current.

The following remarks by Captain Wilkes is confirmatory of this ;- -After

passing the parallel of 10^ N. wo began to feel the effects of the current tliat

is ascribed to the influence ol the trade winds, and this continued witliout

much diminution of strength until we lost the trades in lat. 19' N. Tiio

drift of this current was 271 m.'les in a direction S. IV W."—Vol. v.,

p. 476.

Captain Wilkes continnos:—" At tho Sandwich islands I am not disposed

to think, from any observations I had an opportunity of making, that there

are any regular currents, or any set of the waters, except what is caused by

the winds. There is, in fact, rarely any difiiculty in beating to windward

;

the time of passing between the islands is about the same at all seasons of

the year ; and I found none in beating up to my port in any rea8onal>lo tiuio

after falling to leeward of it. Their position is assimilated to St. llolona.

The temperature of the waters around these islands is about the same as that

which prevails in the ocean in tho neighbourhood, a fact which I consider to

bo a proof that no polar current roaches them." Tho circumstance of pino
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,.W W„« a..eaonto tho E„. .. ^^^::^Z7:^.
.ould aln,o«t prove, beyond a

f;^;
;;^^;* ^^^^^^^^^^^

to the south-east from the coast of ^'"°"7; 3; j,^ ^„ ite di-

came from ; but another circumstance, e.iually conclusive PP

Ihe Wert, that he could not recover hi» position.

Ike cn^nt. .t th. M»Hana. ar. aUo .nbi»t
^ .-;'-1^;-.,^:S

Oo,„.nin n,et with . rapid

p;«;„^'"i °I™ .tit!:!, cnrrent

blew from that qnarlor, and a Pp»m.h »«'«'™™
,

generall, flow, at thi. part. It .. ?">'"'', *°; *°7
the middle of

'hich i. felt at the V .ana., from the "'""
"'J™;,^^ *\^, „,^

Ctelober, «ico,ding to Frejcinet, may cau.e a ro.er..on

Tpt'ain Marchana, in Z. «W., when . the ....ward of Tini^n in lo...

ur ?4', to U.' 3., calenlated that h.

';»^f
» ^'^ ^.^J^Xge ef

wurdin48 hours; tlua was on Nov. 2-4, UJi-
^

Marchand, vol ii, p. 420.)
„„rtliward and

The American Expedition found the currents strong to the northward

westward, to the N.E. of the Mariana islands.-(Vol. v. p. 2f 8.)

The parallel of 30° N. is a favourite one with the whalers as Captain

Thoparaueio
hereabout that we might look for

"^^T:^^^^--- the easterly and northWerly

.ft ofthe ocean waters, occasioned by the trade winds. According to

r 11 Wlkesgrelt .ua'ntities of Janthina. the soft moUusc of which serves

f!nd for he whale, were found on the verge of the trade, m lat. 26 N..

: let wte trade having failed a degree to the southward. Agam
long. 168° W., the traae I a &

vast quantities of

when the Expedition was in about lat 30 N-. long.
1^^

. q

anatifa, another mollusc, were found to he in a W.S.W. and *..«.

''^^^K.ll^.^X^^ locality would certainly appear to indicate some

1^ LSience of current. The temperature of the adjacent water is not

thtard ud solward of this line of zoophytes. We have not ..aterials

::!:' «Hue t^s subject further; nor have we any distinct notion o

;: t of theL-reuts. if any, to the westward of the Ma-as. B^t it is

certain that the equatoiial current reappears m the fonu ot a ^^alm iN
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THE EQUATOIIIAL COUNTER CUKUENT. 'Ml

current to the South of the Japanese Archipelago, the progress of which will

be presently traced.

THE EQUATORIAL COUNTER CURRENT.

In our general remarks on the winds ou page 1)08, it is said that in the

uorial systems of the Pacific, as elsewhere, there was a space between the

two great belts called the N.E. and S.E. trade winds, in wh=cU the wind was

variable and light, and in which calms and rains prevailed. Tliis zone of

variable winds, as they are known, is affected, in their breadth and latitude,

by the annual progress of the sun in the ecliptic.

In the current systems we have a precisely analogous phenomenon—-that

of a body of water moving with more or less regularity to the eastward,

bouaded to the North and South by currents moving in the opposite direc-

tion. This counter current has been traced, with considerable certainty,

nearly across the entire breadth of the Pacific : and the ensuing extracts

will explain its character. The first is the observation made by Captain

Liitke, in his traverse in the Scniavine.

After crossing the parallel of 30°, in long. 81°, we had for forty-eight hours,

and during light winds and calms, a weak current between N. and N.W. ;

and then for a fortnight, from lat. 28° 8., and long 116", that is for a space

of 2,400 Italian miles, we scarcely felt any current at all. In lat. 26° we

had a S.E. wind, which passed insensibly to the condition of a true trade-

wind, and which oven sometimes blew freshly, but all this did not produce

any current ; during two or three different days we had a weak current to

the West, following the wind, and for as many days returning against the

wind. In the course of this fortnight the difference between this estimated

longitude and that by the chronometer did not exceed 20', and there was none

in latitude. <

Between lat. 10° and 2° S., there was for four days, during which the

trade wind, without blowing strongly, was constant and equal, a tolerably

strong westerly current, the mean velocity of which to the West by North

was 1.7 miles in 24 hours.

In lat. 2° South, the trade wind left us, and the current shifted also

to the East, then to N.E., and again to S.E., but more to this last quarter

as far as 8° or 10° North latitude, where the N.E. trade stopped it. The

mean effect of this current was East 6° South, 12^ miles in twenty-four

hours.

For the sixteen days that the current just spoken of lasted, there were but

two which showed any exception, but to compensate they were very

striking; this was between lat. 1° and 4° N., whore the currents drifted

us, in forty-eight hours, 75 miles directly to the N.W., in extremely light

airs between East and S.E., and sometimes during almost an entire calm.
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yet posHoss a sutHciontly largo number of facts from whith to deduco a gene-

ral view of tho subjects.

To the North of this eaHtern current, within tho limits of tho easterly

winds, we also found a constant ourront to the Went, inclining in somn parts

towards tho North, in others to the South. Dutwoen the paraUols of 7" and

9", whero wo passed at diiferent times more than a month, the current.'* con-

stantly boro away between W.8.W. and W. by 8. In the months of Feb-

ruary and March, between lung. 152" and l-IG", their mean force was, in 1

1

days, of 15 miles in twenty-four hours, to 8. 83" W. ; between long. 117"

and 144°, in the same interval of time, of H miles to S. 71" W. In Novem-

ber and December, between long. 156*^ and MU", in sixteen days, of 14*4

milos in twenty-four hours, to 8. 79" W. Farther on, towards the West, in

our routo to the China Sea, wo experienced nearly the same currents,

thoir direction and forco being in general 16 milos in twenty-four hour«,

to 8. 70" W.
To the North of lat. 9" the currents inclined more to tho West of North.

In the eastern half of the Tacilic (between long. 130° and 146°, from lat.

1U° to 30"^ we found their general direction to bo N. 86° W., and their force

11*7 miles in twenty-four hours. In the western half, on our routo to tho

island of Guahan, their general direction, in tho interval of four days, was

found to be N. 75° W., 22 miles in twenty-four hours ; and on our return

from the Caroline Archipelago, under the same apparent circumstances, and

in the same interval, 8. 49" W., 22 miles in twenty-four hours. In loaving

the Carolines in April, as far as lat. 22°, where the trade winds left ua (frum

long. 143° to 139° E.), we had constant westerly currents, the general action

of which, in ten days, was N. 52° W., 18-3 milos in 24 hours; and in re-

turning from the North to this archipelago in November, we had thoso

N.W. currents for the greater part of the time, up to *' loriod of our

meeting with the trade winds, in lat. 26° (long. 199° to 204°) ; and wo found

their mean rate in nine days to be 14*7 milos in twenty-four hours, to N. 69°

W. On the meridian of the island of Ualan, on the contrary, as far as the

parallel of 28°, also in November, the general direction of the current was

8. 43° W., 18 miles in twenty-four hours.

We did not observe that the direction or strength of the trade winds deter-

mined the direction of the current to the North or South of West. Theao

different inclinations occurred with winds perfectly the same; we must,

therefore, rather seek *j .e reason in some local circumstances if they should

not proceed from some eneral and permanent cause, and are not an acci-

dental phenomenon, cl i Jiffiag without order.

A correspondent oi'the " Nautical Magazine" also speaks of this reverse

current :—In Juiy, 1833, on the eqnator, in long. 175° E., a current ofabout

2 or 3 knots an hour ran to the eastward for fourteen or ilftceu days, al-

thou;^h tho wind was thou fresh from the oubtwuid ; and it was thought that
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such changes have generally occurred onoe a year, probably inducr^d by a

strong S.W. or westerly monsoon in North latitude, reaohing i-t this time

near the line. They aro fitful changes, and not to bo depended on, nor

can their extent to the eastward be stated.—(Nautical Magazine, January,

ie43, p.5.)

Captain Wilkes says :—" On our route to the northward we cossed a

stream setting to the westward, which extends as far westward as the

Kingsmill group, between lat. 2'' S. and 3° N., after which we encountered

another, setting with equal velocity to the East, between lat. 4" and 9" N.

This last tropical counter current was traced by us between the same parallel

nearly across the Pacific, from the long, of 170' E. to the long, of 138" W.
We had no opportunity of ascertaining ourselves whethoi- it exists to the

westward of the Blulgrave islands. But Ilorsburgh, and several othov

authorities, inenticx the prevalence of an easterly current as far to the

West as the Sea of Ceiobes, and particularly in lat. 4"^ N."—(Vol. v., p.

476.)

At the Gilbert Archipelago, during violent gales from S.W., which pre-

vail from October to April, trunks of large trees are thrown upon the West

sides of the islands, together with large lumps of rosin, siuiilai' to that found

in the soil of New Zealand.

Cap':ain Bristow found the current strong from West to East at the Purdy

Islets, :v February and March, 1817.

The following remarks are by Admiral Kriisenstern :

—

•' This current, bearing from West to East, forms to the North of the

equator a zone which extends to the 6tb. degree of latitude, and the velocity

of which is frequently 20 leagues in the twenty-four hours. Ships returning

from China in the opposite season, that Is, during (,ue S.W. cionsoon, and

proceeding by the I'acii" Ocean towards the Strait of Ganom, do not gene-

rally go farther towaros the East than the Pelew Isles ; but if they do not

pay groat attention to this current, they will usually be cai-ried several de-

grees towardla the East. The best means of avoiding this stream of cur-

rent is to attempt to cross it as quickly as possible from North to South,

because Soutb. of the equator the S.E. trade is met with, acconipunied by

a current bearing to the West, the rate of wliich, near tho coast of New
Guinea, is from 15 to 40 miles in tho t,' city-four hours, in a West and

W.N.W. durections."

Sir Edward Belchei inferred the esiaterae of this easterly current on ap-

proaching Clipperton island, as noticed on page 78§ imtt. The island is in

lilt. 10' 17' N., h "';/. 109" 10' W. Ho says:—"No living troes were seen,

but the whole ' \.aa was coverel with gannot, boubiea, frigate pelican, and

oij/'U'al kinds of frn, which had aliso been uuticod in great numbers during

the pr .vious wook, at least 500 miles to the eac ' ward. Iioiu this an easterly
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nirront may be inferred, as thoae birds generally keep in its stream or tail

cdurse."

\"ancouver found a strong current (2^ knots), sotting to the eastward and

N . E. when off Cocos island, as mentioned hereafter.

These obsorvations will demonstrate that between lat. 4^ and 10^ N.,

whi h limits may be subject to some fluctuation, there is a current nm-
ning to the emtward, or agaiuBt the usual course of the intor-tiopical winds

and tho drift of the ocean on either side of ii, and extending from the

western extremity of trio racitic as far as long. 1 15° W., and perhaps beyond

this, if the Peruvian cold current shoiiid not extend beyond that latitude in

thiH meridian.

THE JiPANESE CUREENT.

The movements of the wnters, as well as of tho atmosphere, soeui to be

on a mon limited scale, and less decidedly marked, in the northern Pacific

than they are in the southern ^'emisphere. This is probably owing to its

comparatively enclosod character. From this cause it deserves, in some de-

gree, the title of Piidfic, and its navigation is not attended with any dif-

ficulty, as any ordinary ship may, with perseverance, work to windward in

its central portion.

Bat toward its western side the movement of the ocean becomes manifest,

and we find a }rreat analogy in tliis respect to that of the North Atlantic,

and •ceordingly, a very distinctly characterized current in the Pacific fol-

lows a parallel course to that of the Gulf Stream, well known in the

.\tlantic.

From the different configuration of the land, however, the absence of any

wostern barrier, such as the Mexican coast presents to the western progress

of the Atlantic waters, and th»e contraction of its chanufl by the Bahama
Islands, tiiis Pa'ific Gull' Stream has no* siioli. a distinct character pa is seen

in tho Gulf '>f Florida. Stiil tL-is warm ocean river may be traced in its

course by observation and atialo^- around tho northern side of the North

Pacific.

This current, in the earlier part of its course, has been noticed by several

navigators, especially Captains King, Krusenstern, and Broughton, whose

remarks will be given presently.

The first point which may be noticed in it is the authority cf the Japanese

charis. On all of them, as shown by Von feiobold and Krusenstern, between

Fat»izio and the Mokiera Islands, that is, off tho S.E. j :irt of Nipun, South

of Jedo, the capital, a current to the eadtct/rd is marked, call' the Kuro

S'»wo Stream, or as Krusenstern calls it, KouroKegawa, or the Current of the.

Black Gulf. The latter adds this remark :
—" This curre;it is 20 matsi (five-

ninths of a Japanese ri, that is, about fliree-quarters of a luilo) lo miles

^'^i^csm' "m^.
rsW^^
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broad. For 10 matsi it has a very rapid course. In winter and spring it is

very difficult to navigate, but in summer and autumn vessels can pass it.

Caplain Gore, after the deaths of Captains Coolc and Clerke. returned

from the northward in the EeMion, making the coast of Japan m the be-

pruning of November, 1779. Captain King states that n th.s passage.

ZnLy approached the S.E. part of Japan, they were dn ted by a s rong

current fJom the S.W., and that when they reached the l^^tude of 35 4

in eight hours, instead of making a course of 9 leagues to th« S•^;^*;y

L been carried 8 leagues from the position they had left m a diame^ aUy

opposite direction, giving a velocity and direction to the curxe. of at^east

fll miles an hour to the N.E. by N., the longitude being 141 16 Capt

K ng makes the following comments on this :-As the strong -rents wh.eh

sot along the eastern coast of Japan -^^ b-^^.^-Serous consequence to

the navigator who is not aware of their extraordmary rapidity, I shall tale

leave of'his island with a summary account of ''^^^^

'^^^^^'^''^''^Zil
observed from the 1st to the 8th of November. On the 1st at which

tt we were about 18 leagues to the eastward of White Point, the current

set N E by N., at the rate of 3 miles an hour ; on the 2nd, as we approached

he sho^e, we found it continuing in the same direction, but increased in its

ap^ty ^SmUes an hour; as we left the shore it agam became more

moderate and inclined to the eastward ; on the 3rd, at the distance of 60

Ce'^t "t to the E.N.E.. 3 miles an hour ; on the 4th and 5th, it turned

to the southward, and at 120 leagues from the l^^^^^^ f-^'^tj^!/"*
ff/'

and its rate not more than U mile an hour; on the 6th and .th it again

hifted rid to the N.E. ; its force gradually diminishing till the 8th, when

t could - 1-g- P--^^« ^"y ^* ^- "^'^ calculation would make it

about 250 miles broad ofiE this part of the Japanese coast.

The next authority we shaU quote for it is Admiral Krusenstem, who

passed to the eastward of the islands, September 1804. From the intro-

ductory portion of his great work we extract the following :-

The'cLnts constantly run to the N.E. From the Strait of Sangax as

far as the parallel of 36^, we had daily a current, which carried us N.E. i

E slatth! rate of 10 miles in the twenty-four hours. ^~-/^J
^^^^^^^

of 36° to 35i°, being about 70 leagues from land, it bore towards the E.N.E.,

Jith a :Xcit; of 'miles an hour. From the parallel of 35^ to 34*^ the

.V .L-NV iN U mile an hour ; we wore then 60 leagues from

LT T^e^ing^ht ^ial lying to the South of the Gulf of Jedo. we

elt a current bearing to S.W.. with a velocity of nearly a mile an hour ;

but after having passed these islands some degrees to the West, we agam

met with the former current bearing to the N.E.
„ , . , , o a

When we discovered the coast of Japan upon the parallel of 31 ,
and

^particularly the southern part of the Isle Sikokf, the current carried us to

the N E Si miles an hour. Captain Broughtou ranged near the eastern

I
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coast of Japan during the months of November and July. Wo sea by his

journal that ho constantly felt a current which carried him to the N.E., at

2 miles an hour, with this difference, nevertheless, that during tho month of

November the current bore more toward the North, and in July more to the

East, but always between these two directions. We can conclude from the

foregoing, that the currents upon the eastern coast of Japan are subjected

to fixed laws, at least during the months of July, September, and October,

and that their strength and force depend on the distance where they are

met with from the coast.

It would be easy to multiply evidence of its character, but wo take tho

description given of it in Commodore Perry's account of his mission to

Japan, by Captain Silas Bent, as derived from the investigations by the

U.S. officers in 1854 (pp. GOl—3).

It is an immense oceanic current on tho East coast of Asia, which will be

found on the adjoining chart as delineated from the observations made by

tlio Expedition, and bears a striking analogy, in every essential point, to the

Gulf Stream of tho Atlantic.

The results of these observations show quite conclusively that the stream

has its origin in tho great equatorial current of the Pacific, from which it is

separated by the South end of Formosa, about the latitude of 22° N., long.

122° E., whence it is deflected to the northward along the East coast of For-

mosa, until reaching the parallel of 60° North, when it bears ofiF to the

northward and eastward, washing the whole S.E. coast of Japan as far as

the Straits of Sangar.

Near its origin the stream is contracted, and is usually confined between

tho islands of Formosa and Majico-sima, with a width of 100 miles, but to

the northward of the latter it rapidly expands on its southern limit, and

reaches the Lew Chew and Benin groups, attaining a width to the northward

of the latter of 500 miles.

The north-western edge of the stream is strongly marked by a sudden

thermal change in the water, of from 10° to 20°, but the southern and eastern

limit is less distinctly defined, there being a gradual thermal approximation

of the air and water.

Along the borders of the stream where it chafes against the counter

currents and torpid waters of the ocean ; as also in its midst, where whirls

and eddies are produced by islands and the inequalities in its bed, strong

tide rips are encountered, often resembling heavy breakers on reefs or shoals.

Its average velocity, between the South end of Formosa aud the Straits of

Sangar, was found to be from 35 to 40 miles per twenty-four hours. Yet,

upon one occasion, off the Gulf of Yedo, its maximum strength is recorded

as high as 80 miles per day.

To tho northward of the parallel of 40° N. in long. 143° E. there is a cold

counter current intervening between it and tho South coast of Yosao, as

.a^..Hy;ui!i4!ji!^
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shown by a sudden thermal change in the water, of from 16^ to 20° which,

it is believed, sets to the westward, through the Straits of Sangar, but the

limited stay of the squadron in that vicinity, ."d the harassing prevalence

of fogs, prevented such observations being made as to satisfactorily deter-

mine whether or not there was a predominant current flowing m either

direction, or whether it was merely the ebb and flow of the tides through

the straits. To the westward, however, of a line connecting the North end

of Formosa, and the south-western extremity of Japan, a cold counter cur-

rent was again found, which sets to the southward through the Formosa

channel into the China Sea, and it does not. therefore, seom unreasonable to

believe that a hyperborean current will be found in the Japan Sea, setting

to the southward between the Japanese Islands and the mam coast of Asia,

fed by that on the South coast of Yesso, and supplying that one setting

through the Formosa channel.

tI Japanese are well aware of the existence of the Great Stream which

washes the south-eastern shore of their empire, and have given it the namn

of Kuro-Siwo, or Black Stream, from its deep blue colour when compared

with the neighbouring waters of the ocean.

It was also noticed by Captains Cook, Krusenstern. and other explorers,

tut no systematic series of observations, it is believed, has ever before been

"teT^rage maximum temperature of the Kuro-Siwo is 86^ and the

difference between its temperature and that of Uie ocean due to the la^tuae

is about 12°. There ^ no counter current intervening between the Kuro-

Siwo and the coast of Japan, to the southward of the Straits of Sangar, and

nothing was found to manifest the existence of such a current as under^

running that stream, and although the observations indicate strata of cool

water lying in the longitudinal direction of the Kuro-Siwo, yet their tem-

;r2re vLd but a few degrees from the main body of the stxeam, and

L almost invariably superior to that of the atmosphere above them. The

War position of Japan, and the separation of the cold counter current

from the Kuro-Siwo, allowing the latter to hug close along the Bouth-eastern

shores of the islands, have a modifying influence upon the climate of the

empire, making it milder and more equable than in corresponding latitudes

oX East coL of the United States. There- ^ floating sea-weed found

in the Kuro-Siwo, similar in appearance to the Fuous natans of the Gulf

TThe passage of the Mmissippi from Simoda to the Sandwich Islands

the thermometer showed a cold aqueous space between the meridians of

55° E auT 170° W. and the parallels of 30° and 35° N. which bears a

general correspondence in the Pacific to the position of the Sargasso Sea m

the Atlantic.
.

Thus far the definition of the Japanese current rests on positive evidence
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of unexceptionable cliaracter, as far as regards the seasons in which thoy

were made. But its effects may be traced to the northward and westward.

It reaches the coast of Kamchatka. The mildness of the climate about

Awatska Bay is attributed to the warm (Japanese) current coming from the

south-westward, and thus ameliorates the severity of the winter. The com-

parative freedom from ice of the bays and inlets is also another ovidenre of

its influence. The universal fogs which prevail, too, in the vicinity of the

islands in the western portion of the Sea of Behring, arising, as is most

probable, from the difference of temperature between the air and water, also

indicates the same fact, and is perhaps analogous to the same phenorae:on

on the banks of Newfoundland, arising from the Gulf Stream.

The destruction of a Japanese junk occurred nour the South end of the

Kamchatkan Peninsula in July, 1729. It was proceeding to the Port of

Ohosaka in the South of Japan, and was drifted away by a violent storm to

the N.E., and at last reached the place alluded to. This is also corrobo-

rative.

Another and similar circumstance of a Japanese junk which had drifted

from its destination, and anchored, in Decomb3r, 1832, at Oahu, Sandwich

Islands. Although the currrents in the vicinity of this group do not seem to

be very well defined in their character, and wo shall adduce one of an oppo-

site nature, this circumstance must also be considered as an evidence of the

easterly drift from Japan.

But we may look still further to the East. A Japanese junk was wrecked

near Cape Flattery, in Oregon, in 1833. This last is detailed by Washing-

ton Irving, in his " Astoria." These singular occurrences at once attest

the tendency of the currf nts, and open a wide field for discussion on the

migration of the inhabitants of eastern Asia and the peopling of tho western

world.

As an intermediate point where we may look for indirect evidence of the

progress of this stream, the South extremity of Kodiak Island may be ad-

duced. Here the remains of Japanese wrecks, recognised by the camphor-

wood used in them, and other Japanese articles are fourd. We have no

direct experiments recorded of the force or prevalence of the current to the

South of the Aleutian Islands, but it may be supposed, from what has been

said, to trend to the eastward towards the coast of N.W. America, and then

assume a more southerly direction. This theory is confirmed by tho ensu-

ing remarks of Commander Wilkes, of the United States' Exploring Expe-

dition:—Our passage from the Hawaiian group to the N.W. coast gave

interesting results in relation to the currents. They were irregular until we

reached the latitude of 27° N., after which we wero strongly affected by

a south-east current, whose influence continued until we reached the coast

of Oregon. At this time it ran at the rate of 50 miles in twenty-four

hours ; but when the Peacock traversed this same space, ninety days later,

N^orth Pacific. 3 p

tmi^*
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the velocity had not only diminished, but what -"-t
-^^^^^^^^^^

was^^-ly

in an opposite direction. In relation to the extent of this 8 E. curre"* m

the Jnths of March and April. I have no precise information, nor can I

BuppTy it from others, since those who had previously visaed h.s part of the

Zn'had not paid snfficient attention to this subject to f«7»;
J^

P^;^

data. All, however, agree in the fact, t^^*^^1"/^ fr f 35" N
current, often reaching the longitude of 130^ W. and the latitude of 35 N.

We may conclude our remarks on this part of the ocean with the observa-

tions orAdmiral Lutke, whose scientific character and ample means com-

mand all confidence ;—
, ,. .^ e ^^,

In the same way that the constant West current within the lunit of the

N.E 'rr^nds is'explained by the -tant ^teriyWs
^

Wo^^^^

limit we met with such currents as the prevalent wind would afford an ex-

Inati n We met with but one exception to this rule. In the thro

Sver es to tie South of Kamchatka and back again, between lat 30» and

rri" and long. 162° and 146», we found, even with easterly winds,m t'o the East' In our route from the Bonin-sima l^^^^^^^^^;

chatka in May, 1828. we felt the first effect of this current, in lat. 33 42 .

whte in two d ys it carried us 74 miles to the N.E., in calms and extre„.ely

ttexcfptrouB alw^^^^ currents to the East, although during all this time

L rd'w s be ween S.E. and N.E., a.d that they blew somet mes very

X The mean action in this interval was 15 ^^^^
^^^fl-'Z^l^:

to N 47° E. The current after that bore even more to S.E.
.

but then

' ^ 'A f,^,v, N W In the route from Kamchatka to Ualan.

?:ttr nr;irer'w:.un^^ the first S.E. current in lat. 33° during

8 E windB ; the currents towards the East quarter kept up for e.gh days,

^fsZge t occurred this time too in about lat. 34°, when we were drifted

^tWy four hours, 35 miles N. 5° E.. the wind nearly calm. Its mean

•nn in these eight days was 8-6 miles in twenty-four hours, to the E.S.E.

Cfo^ndiUnle same manner, and a year later, in lat- 40, during a

; nTs E wind or S.E. current. It was not then so marked, but as far as

1731Wri direction was towards the N.E. quarter, and afterwards, in

m we again found the S.E. current, two consecutive days, of 10 miles

!: twIutv-lXurs. with the weather nearly calm, or extremely light East

''^tt Beechey found the same during three days in about lat. 35° N. long.

166°t: ; tie currents then from 40 miles to ihe S.E. to 6 miles to the South,

and 19 miles to S.E. by S.

These currents have a remarkable analogy with those which have been

ob^r^ed in the same latitude on the coast of Japan, where strong E. and

NE currents predominate. In comparing these phenomena with each

mmtUitmtmmHm*
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other, the conviction cannot be avoided that some connexion exists between

them.

This is the only current in the northern part of the Pacific Ocean in which

any sort of constancy has been observed independent of the prevalent winds,

with the exception of this, we usually found that the currents followed the

prevailing wind. To the North of this parallel of 42°, in the western part

of the sea, we chanced to have the wind almost always from the East, and

with it currents to the West, which, during fresh breezes, were sometimes

of 20 miles per day, and when it fell calm they ceased entirely. In some

cases, on the contrary, when the winds passed to N.W., the current then

turned to S.E. ; the immediate influence of the wind was here evident. The

same may be affirmed for the space comprised between the parallels of 30°

and 32° and the limits of the N.E. trade-wind, although wo have met with

some exceptions. In our route from the Caroline archipelago to the Bonin-

sima Islands we lost the trade-wind in lat. 22°, and thence to lat. 27° we had

constantly currents to the North, which corresponded more with the direction

of the wind than with its strength, they being sometimes very strong with

very light airs. Their mean action in the interval of six days was 153 miles

in twenty-four hours, to N. 9° E. To the North of the Bonin-sima Islands

until we got into the N.E. current above described, we had westerly cur-

rents of the moan rate of 12 miles in twenty-four hours, with the winds fresli

from East. Further to the eastward, on the corresponding parallels, the

currents were also to S.W., with westerly winds.

In the eastern part of the ocean, on our route to the N.W. part of

America, the easterly winds accompanied us from lat. 30° to lat. 45°, with

such constancy that we could not observe any change from the trade to tho

variable winds. Further on, until we reached within sight of the land, tho

East winds still continued, but they were neither so fresh nor so steady as

before. During the whole of this time the current was sometimes N.W.,

at others S.W., varying in strength from 5 to 15 miles, its mean velocity in

the space of fifteen days being 8-6 miles per day to S. 87° W.

On leaving the N.W. coast of America we likewise experienced a S.W.

current, but then it was more decided. In the first four days, up to lat. 54°,

long. 142°, it carried us to S.S.W. at the rate of 10 miles per day, even with

winds from tho West ; it was only arrested once by a very strong wind from

S.W. Further on, on our route to Ounalashka, during which contrary

winds obliged us to bear to the South, as far as lat. 48J°, we did not have,

in the course of eleven days, up to lat. 52°, long. 160°, any sort of current

;

thence to Ounalashka there was a weak current between N.W and S.W.

Its mean drift in twenty-four hours was, in four days, miles S. 76° W.

The currents experienced by us do not at all correspond with those

observed by the Russian colonial marine, who found the motion of the water,

driven by the almost continual West and S.W. winds, in general follows the

'VJtMmm.'i^aisSiirli'illl'eM^fl^i'i^ '̂̂ !^'*''^''^-*^'^'
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direction of the coa«t«, in running to the North an far as Cook's Inlet or

Lnaiskoi Bay. and from thouco to the S.W. Between the N W. coast of

W a and t'h^ -eridian of Kodiak the latitude ob.e-ved is always greater

«r that by the reckoning, and quite the contrary further towards Ouna-

aTka Articles that have been dropped or been thrown overboard from

vetel atToo miles to the S.W. of Sitka have been found m Pnnce W.l

ra:tsld, or Tchougatsko. Bay ; this shows also that the cu^^^^^^^^^^^^

the North orN.E.. and from this arises the grout ^-"/'^^ °^
^^^^^'^Jj^J.

description thrown on shore in the neighbourhood of this bay .he cur

iZ fiW and S S W. along the Strait of Chelekhoff and the South

Ta t of M^^^^^^^
-11 as to the South coast of Kodiak. is confirmed by the

nTal ta^ o'^^^^ i^^-d. who search for and always find the wounded

whl that have been abandoned, in the direction olOn^.arno^.W.r^i

Ihe e thev are carried by the drift of the current. The strength of the

Ileriy cCnt at 150 n^iles to the South of Kodiak has been sometimes

ound be 60 m les in twenty-four hours. This souther y current is sum -

Tes let with at 3° to the East of the meridian of Kodiak. and extends to

hTparages between the Aleutian Islands, in which there are a so peno^

currents to the North, stronger than the opposing -"-*« ^«

*^;.f°"^J^

ms remarked, in general, that in spring and ^T;ZZrZZZl
Btrong and constant than in the other seasons; this perhaps explains why

Z did not find them in the order described.-(Voyage du SSma.ne

In addition to the foregoing there will be found, on pages 6S -8 ante

some further remarks on the great ^^P- ^tre-, which indude ^he brief

notes on its progress into the Japan Sea by Capt. Chas. Bullock, R.N.

SEA OF JAPAN.

There exists at present but little information regarding the navigation of

thfsea of Japan. The winds there appear very available, and the currents,

depending on'special causes, are at times insignificant, whilst at othe. they

run with great strength. The only thing known with certainty is that the

Ja^al Stream, as a rule (although with many variations of veloci^. direc-

tion and breadth, and much influenced by the wind), holds its way north-

eastW from K^rea Strait, and enters the Pacific by the Strait of Tsugar ;

irthat a stream is usually found in the autumn months setting to the

E S.E. through La P^rouse Strait; ^nd in the summer along the coast of

"err" be^o regularity in the currents along the westeni coast of

this sea- they are in general very feeble, increasing only off the abrupt

pltTof' he coast. Broug^ton, who in October, 1797 passed close a ong

Ms coast, notices a current setting to the S.S.W. at the rate of 1
mile un

Lol Tile French frigate Vir,inie, in July. 1856, found weak currents

setting to the northward at a mean rate of 10 miles in twenty-four hours.

MM
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HEA OP OKHOTSK.

The direction of tho currents in this soa is uncertain ; they are found to

increase in strength as the laud is approached.

Near Ciipo Elizabeth, and on approaching the Gulf of Amur, heavy over-

falls and ripples occur, which appear to be produced by shiillow surface

currents, and they often render a vessel quite unnuintigeablo. On some

occasions, in a steady 5-knot breeze, vessels have been for liours with their

head in tho wrong direction, unable to answer the helm or trim of sails.

A strong surface current here may naturally bo expected, as the immense

body of water from the Amur, meeting with the obstruction caused by

Saghalin Island, effects its escape by the largest outlet, rushing over the

shallow banks at the mouth of the river, and continuing its course, following

the line of coast round Cape Elizabeth, causes, especially with East and

S.E. winds, a dangerous race, extending off shore 3 or 4 miles, and setting

strong to the southward along the eastern coast of Saghalin, where, for some

distance, the sea is discoloured by it.

SEA OF BEHEINO.

A portion of the Japanese current and the general drift induced by the

prevailing S.W. winds enters the Sea of Behring from the 8.S.W., and

exerts considerably influence on the climates of the respective shores. But

in a nautical sense they are unimportant, and may be dismissed with the

following extract from Mr. Simpson's remarks, drawn up while in H.M.S.

Plover in 1852 :

—

In the absence of actual observations for determining the currents in these

seas, the proofs of the existence of such a one as that described are collected

from other circumstances, the chief of which are as follow :

—

In the beginning of summer the eastern side. South of the strait, is free

from ice, and Norton Bay itself is usually cleared as early as April. After

the middle of June not a particle of ice is to be seen between Point Spencer

and King Island, whilst the comparatively still water North of St. Lawrence

Island is hampered with large floes until late in July. Tliis can be satis-

factorily accounted for by the existence of a northerly current of warmer

water, partly driving and partly thawing the ice from the American shores.

There is scarcely a particle of driftwood to be had on the Asiatic coast

from Kamchatka to East Cape, whilst abundance is to be found in Port

Clarence and Kotzebue Sound, as well as along the whole of the American

shore from Norton Bay to Point Barrow. Although it has been found that

pine trees sixty inches in girth grow here, on the banks of American rivers,

within the 67th parallel of latitude, yet from the frequently larger size

of the trunks and their great abundance, it is evident these northern

•
,^.9LU»^mui ' *i. '9Bii^
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re^rions including Norton Bay. cannot suprly the quantity; and moro

TuZ; rive.. Ither Asiatic or American, or both, -t
^; ^

^^^

the immense multitude of wate.-worn ntemB and
-°*«;*"^«^;J;^;;* ^ j^'/i.

Ihere along the beach. Their aouthem origin would also seem to be md

Ta'^by the presence in many of them of the remains of the '--^^ -;-;

w^h could hardly retain life throughout the rigour of e.ght or ">- mom^^

fro every year. Capt. Wellesley mentions having picked up on the North

de of"hi eLnce to Port Clarence, a buoy which had been previously lost

from the anchor of the IXedalu, off the Island of St. Lawrence.

N.W. COAST OF AMERICA.

The great extra tropical drift has been traced in its -«tern progress

from the imperfect data at our command, in the previous page Along

:r nit of Alaska we have but few observations to guide us to a con-

Lr^Lt anlgy it may be certainly inferred t^a^ou^rnset

is „.ore or less constant, and. like the currents on the coast of Europe the

warmer waters are driven on to this coast, and so cause all the pecuhanties

7w2 and land climates alluded to on page 447. The sea abounds wxth

alimal li?e 1 an enormous extent. It is the greatest fishery m the world

"hUe the 8.W. winds blowing on to the . .t over the water warmer than

Tste to the latitude of the coasts, deposits on the land thejc-^^^^^^^^^

evaporation, and causes the climate of Alaska to be among the wettest m

the world.

COAST OF CALIFORNIA.

The drift we have been tracing, in a reverse direction to the geographical

Jatgement of this work, assumes a more decided character
^^^^^^^^^

of California, and is here much colder than the correspondmg latitude

J«
hatthe harbours, such as San Francisco, are ^-^-"^^TT d^in the

It follows the general trend of the coast, and may be 300 miks broad n h

niore marked portions of its course, but this is ^^^y
^^^'^^'^^J^^^^^ '^^^

shelter of its projecting headlands, and frequentiy close m-shore, there are

:o:nrculnts! and 'reversed tides, by which small vessels can advantage-

oiislv work their way against its general influence.
. , ., , e°

Sr;^«,aching the'southern parts of California and in the latitudes of

the peninsula it assumes a more westerly course, and is gradually merged m

the great equatorial drift first described.

WEST COAST OF MEXICO.

The currents on this debateable ground are very aifficult ofJefinitu.-

The navigation of sailing vessels is frequently very difficult and tedious,
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owing to the o,Hl...rra«Hmontof .al.nH a.ul varying driltH, but, there is no

doubt they Ibictuato with tho shifting monnoons wbich provu.l hero. (
apo

O.rrientos in lat. 20° 25', that is f.irly within the tropic, and w uch i. sub-

joct to tho varying streams which give it tlio namo, i^ probably tho northern

limit of these shifting streams, and betwonn that and Cocos Island, an.und

which the streams nro vory devious, it may bo considorod that tlu, gonora

Bet will bo to tho southward in the winter months, and northward tlio rest

of the year, but, as before stated, nothing very doQnito can bo hud down.

The central portion of the North Tacific appears to bo devoid of any

currents dopendont on any primary cau.o ; and around this space tho cur-

rents circulate in the order which has boen described.

In the I'hysikalischer Atlas, by Vrofessor liorghans. a space m thooastorn

part of this area in the North I'acific is called FleunWs M Mpod, as it .

Translated iu the British edition of that work. This vortex .s ---^ f-"'

he reasoning by Fleuriou on the voyage of La Solid, by ^^-^^^
^'^;^^^^;^

But independent of the not very satisfactory conclusion, arrived at by the

geographer, in the appendix to tho second volume of that work i may very

fair^ be questioned whether the reckoning of the vessel is ent. led to such

dependence as to found any characteristic of the currents as is attempted m

tho chart alluded to. It was stated in tho outsot that tho estimation of

urenr.as no easy problem, and that ^any causes concurred in the e^^^^^

of a ship's reckoning which have been unjustly attributed to the «"-ts "^

currents This argument will probably apply with some weight to the

Th?ro"canTo nTdoubt but this so-called vortex is but the eastern extremity

of that central area of quiescent waters around which the eustern and western

drifts of the Pacific basin circulate. There is one most remarkable evidence

0^ his in the growth and abundance of animal life, aih-ial and marine, which

everywhere is found. Sea-fowl of many species hover constantly over it

;

hwlters are alive in some parts with mollusca and the fish which feed on

hem, and for many years it was one of the favourite whahng grounds of

he Pacific fleet, their prey being attracted here by the abundance of fo..d^

in this respect it is precisely a repetition of the well-known Sargasso Soa m

the Atlantic.

We have thus briefly and imperfectly drawn attention to the more marked

features of tho movements of the Pacific waters. They are, as has been

said before, difficult to define, and so are of less nautical importance.

The notes by Commander Trollope, R.N., given in the Appendix to the

Voyage of H.M.8. Eerald, will be of great interest, as showing tho uncertain

nature of the currents in the S.B. part of the North Pacific.

_-J
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5—PASSAGES.

From what has been said of the meteorology of the- North Pacific it will

be manifest that its navigation is simple and easy in every part, with the

important exceptions of those places lying in the belt of calms, &c., espe-

cially the Bay of Panama. A voyage across the Pacific is carried on without

difficulty, going eastward in the extra-tropical portion influenced by the

anti-trade wind, and to the westward within the area of the N.E. trade-

wind. This applies to the eastern portion of the ocean, and whatever

variations from a direct course on the western side may be necessary, are

due to the shifting monsoons of the China and other Asiatic coasts. These

monsoons and their influences on navigation are described in our directory

for the Indian Ocean, 1870, pp. 29 to 76, and in that lor the Indian Archi-

pelago, &c., pp. 1 to 32 , and, as the countries most affected by them are

described in those works, although they form the western boundary of the

Pacific, the reader is referred to them for the necessary information.

One subject relating to over-sea navigation in such extensive oceans u j

the Pacific, great circle sailing, is very important, as it is under these circum-

stances that the greatest saving of distance is effected, by the choice of such

routes or those approximating to the shortest distance in angular measure-

ment. It will not be necessary further to allude to the subject here, as it

has been dilated on in our volume on the South Pacific and in other works

specially devoted to mathematical geography. Some of the great circle

tracks are shown on the adjoining diagram, and these must suffice.

The following notes on the general tracks across the North Pacific are

derived from various sources as quoted, and commence with those &om the

Atlantic around Cape Horn.

Cape Horn to Cvlifornia and British Columbia.

As in the Atlantic Ocean, the route from South to North, or vice versA, in

the Pacific, by crossing the different belts of winds and jalms, requires much

consideration as to the best points for crossing the various parallels of lati-

tude and the equator. The entering or leaving one aone at the most advan-

tageous point has a very great influence on the speed and safety of the ship

through the rest. Therefore this meridional voyage must be considered with

reference to the countries beyond the scope of this work. What has been

previously said on the winds and currents will be necessary to understand

she requirements of this section.

To Captain Maury, and also to the Dutch Meteorological Institute, under

Captains Jaosen and Van Gough, we owe very much for their lucid discus-

sions and long series of exanijiiles from which a corvotl decision may bo arrived

lanwin'itrtif^'vwr-'
•'^"
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CAPE HORN TO CALIFORNIA, ETC. 955

vember. His course, after crossing 20° N., is necessarily to the northward

and westward, until he loses the N.E. trades. He should aim to reach tho

latitude of his port without going to the W. of 130° W., if he can help it,

or without approaching nearer than 260 or 300 miles to the land, until ho

passes out of the belt of the N.E. trades, and gets into tho variables, tho

prevailing direction of which is westerly.

" Where shall we take the 8.E. and lose the N.E. trades on the passage

to California ? " is an important question for a navigator to have answered,

who is striving for a 'short passage on tho West coast of South America.

From the parallel of Cape Horn up to the belt of light winds and calms,

through which you generally pass before getting into the S.E. trades, tho

prevailing winds are westerly winds, having northing more frequently than

southing in them.

Between the N.W. coast and the meridian of 130° W., from 30° to 40° N.,

the prevailing direction of the wind in summer and fall is from the north-

ward and westward, whereas, to the West of 130°, and between the same

parallels, the N.E. trades are the prevailing winds of these two seasons.

There is a marked difference in the direction of the winds on the opposite

sides of the meridian of 130° W. in the North Pacific. The cause of this

difference has been completely unmasked by the researches connected with

these charts. The agent which produces it has its seat in the arid plains of

New Mexico, Northern Texas, and the regions round about. At this season

of the year the prevailing winds in the western part of the Gulf of Mexico

are from the southward and eastward ; that is, towards the great centre of

rarefaction. At this season of the year, too, the prevailing winds in the

Pacific, off the coasts of Central America, are from the southward, and also

towards the same centre of heated plains and ascending columns of air ; and

we have seen that off the coasts of CaUfomia, between the parallels of 35°

and 40° N., the prevailing winds of this season are from the northward and

westward ; also towards this great inland " blow hole." In it is seated a

monsoon agent, whose influence is felt for more than a thousand miles out

to sea, drawing back the N.E. trades of the Pacific, and converting them

mto a southwardly moiuaoon for half a year ; deflecting the N.E. trades

of the Gulf of Mexico, and converting them into a south-easterly monsoon

during the same season, and so influencing the prevailing S.W. winds off

our N.W. Pacific coast that they, too, are almost made to blow a north-

westerly monsoon.

Therefore vessels boimd to San Francisco should not unless forced by

adverse winds, go any further beyond the meridian of 138° W. than they

can help. Supposing that vessels generally will be able to reach 30° N.

without crossing the meridian of 130° W., the distance per great circle

from Cape Horn to its point of intersection with that parallel is about

6,000 miles.

im;».iiHI||I|I|||1IIIHIII|H1
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And supposing, moroovor, thut C.ililurnia bound vessels will gcmorally,

ttftor doubling Cape Horn, bo able to cross tlio purallol of 50" 8., botwoon

tho meridians of 80° and 100» W., tlioir shortoist distance in niilos thence to

30» N., at its intersection with tho meridian of 130'^ W. wonld be to cross

40» S in about 100" W. ; 30° S. in about 104= ;
20° S. in about 109°; the

equator in about 117° AV. ; and 30° N. in about 130° W. (120° if you can).

]Jy crossing the line 10° furtlicr to the Eas^t, or 10° further to the Went of

117°, the great circle distance from Cape Horn to the intersection of 30° N.

with 130° W., will bo increnaed only about 150 miles.

Navigators appear to think that the turning point on a California voyage

is the place of crossing the equator in tho Pacific. But tho crossing which

may give the shortest run thence to California may not be the crossing which

it is most easy to make from the United States or Europe ;
and it is my wish

to give in these saiUng directions the routes which, on tho average, will

afford the shortest passage to vessels that have doubled Cape Horn
;
and

then, by comparing tho two, we may be able to lay down the best route from

Cape Horn to California.

There are 87 crossings between 115° and 120° W., which have been

analysed. They give the shortest average time to Ban Francisco; their

average, however, is only IG hours (0-6 day) less than the average Irom the

crossing between 110° and 115°, and the average to tho latter crossing fi-om

50° S. is 8 hours (0-3 day) shorter than the average to the former crossing.

Hence we conclude from a total of 441 passages from the line, of 448 to the

line that the average passage from 50° S. to Sau Francisco is 53-5 days vi4

the 'crossing between 115° and 120° W., and 53-8 days ^.'^& the crossing

between 110° and 115°. Thus, in the long run, the crossing betw i
115°

and 120° gives the best average, but is not so much frequented as that be-

tween 110° and 115°, tho numbers being respectively 103 and 220.

A long series of tables derived from the voyages quoted is given by Capt.

Maury in elucidation of the subject, which are very interesting. Wo give

some of his concluding remarks on the discussion of these tables.

The shortest monthly means are 104 and 116 days, and these are for the

vessels that crossed tho equator in the Pacific during the months of Januai-y

and December. And to this crossing they had an average run of 96 and 98

days. Vessels that sail from the United States to California in all of Sep-

tember and October are the vessels which, upon an average, should have tho

fairest winds and make the best passages.

It is of some consequence, in deciding as to the best crossing place on the

equator, that the navigator should have an idea as to the paraUels near

which he may expect to lose tho S.E. trades ; for the equatorial limits of

these winds change with tho season.

In March you will occasionally carry them several degrees over into tho

northern hemisphere. But in this month they are generally near the verge

l&Imi: a^Blil i
-U^lWi l
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CAPE HORN TO CALIFORNIA. KIC 9:.7

of their extreme declination towards tlio South. When you loso tlioni and

get the N.E. trades, keep away with a good rap full, never aiming to cross

the parallel of 20" North to tho East of long. 125" West. Unless tho winds

force you off, aiiu to bo in shore of the meridian of 130" W. when you loso

the N.E. trades.

When you do loso them, if then you have to fight tho calms and baffling

winds of tho horso latitudes, nuike tho best of your way o« a duo North

course, till you cross this bolt of calms, or catch a good wind, ov get iuto tho

variables boyond. I shall have more to say upon this subject at some oth(<r

time.

In April you will carry these trades a little further North, and so on

further and further until October, when the northern edge of thom becomes

stationary and commences to return Soutli. It reaches its furthest parallel

of southern declination in March or April.

It appears from the summing up that tho avorngo passage to California for

all classes of ships that used tho charts and crossed tho equator between

105° and 120° is, tho year round, 130 days. When those investigations com-

menced, the average passage the year roimd of all classes of ships, from tho

Atlantic ports of the United States to California was 180 days.

Indeed, it may now be considered as reduced to 128 days, for that is tho

average of the 87 vessels that crossed between tho meridians of 115" and 120"

West, which these investigations have shown to be the best crossing place.

Indeed, the average of the 220 vessels that have crossed between 110" and

115° W., taken with the 87 that have crossed between 115" and 120°, makes

the average rather loss than 129 days.

The average passage of upwards of 300 vessels that have crossed between

110^ and 120° is 1289 days. There is no reason why all vessels should not

cross the equator between these two meridians, and hence we may consider

it as an established fact, that the average length of the sailing voyage from

Europe or the Atlantic ports of the United States is less than 130 days.

The vessels that sail in tho spring have, in the aggregate, an average

passage ten days longer than those which sail at other seasons, the spring

average being 137 against 127 days for the rest of the year.

The average crossing place of 50° S. on tho Pacific is about 82° West.

Winds are sometimes, though not often, fair for making westing on the

polar side of 50° S. When they are so, the skilful navigator will not fail to

take advantage of them to gain a still more westerly crossing of this

parallel.

In urging upon California boimd vessels the importancQ of making westing

about the parallel of 50° S., I do not moan that they should expose them-

selves to heavy n f ather, or contend against adverse circumstances. I simply

mean that if a vessel, iifter doubling tho Cape, can steer a W.N.W. course

as well as a N.'.V., or a N.W. as well as a N.N.W., or a N.N.W. as well as

'n

,,m.0<At'
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BETWEEN CALIFORNIA AND AUSTRALIA. 959

The attempt to boat up in-shore amounts to perfect folly, if it does not
floserve a worse name, a strong current accompanying the wind ; and the
latter must be taken into consideration, when running in for your port with
westerly winds.

Should a vessel be bound to California direct, I would cross the equator
in the Pacific Ocean in about long. 100° W. ; cross the N.E. trade with a
topmast studding-sp". » it, and thus pass into the limit of the westerly winds,
about 300 miles to windw ard of the Sandwich Islands ; and once on them,
take good care to keep to the northward of my port, for, as you approach
the shore, the wind will draw round North, and the current to the southward
increase.

These remarks, and the illustrative map of the passages will serve to
elucidate these routes.

I

BETWEEN CALIFORNIA AND AUSTRALIA, ETC.

Captam Maury says :—The great circle distance from South Australia to
California is about 7,000 miles, and vessels in the direct trade between
Australia and the Pacific coasts may have the choice of routes going as well
as coming

;
going, the distance to be sailed, on account of detour for the

sake of - inds, is about 7,500 miles ; returning, that is, coming this way by
the eastern route, the distance is eight or nine hundred miles greater. With
the exception of the N.E. trades on the passage from New South Wales or
Victoria to California, the winds are fair, or may conveniently be made fair
both ways. A good N.E. course can be made through the S.E. trades, and
a N.N.W. course, on the average, through the N.E. trades. But these
courses wiU not give easting enough for the California bound trader, and it

therefore becomes a question for him to decide whether he will make up liis

easting in the variables South of S.E. trades, or in the variables North of
the N.E. trades, for in both of those systems of variables westerly winds
prevail.

If you pass through Cook's Straits, then stick her close to the eastward,
and take the eastern passage. On this passage you should run down your
easting pretty well before you get far enough to be bothered by the baffling

winds of the horso latitudes South. If these come as low down as 30° or 40°

8., stand N. the moment you feel them till you get the S.E. trades ; then
cross these and the N.E. trades, both as obliquely to the eastward as they
will pennit, with fore-topmast studding sail set.

On this passage you will have finally to run down your easting when you
get into the variables beyond the N.E. trade, and of course you will aim to
reach the parallel of 38° or 40° N., or oven a higher one North, to do this.

How far you will go North depends somewhat on the distance, you may be
West of California when you lose the N.E. trades. If you be only a degree
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certain, than are their congeners of the northern heniisphere—at least, such

is tlie rule. The distance by this route to Bass Straits will be aboiit 7,-500

miles
; and an increase upon this of tlni averngo distance to bo sailed on the

passage going, togotlier with the distance returning, will not amount, as

before stated, to more than six or eight hundred miles.

Aim to cross 30° S., on the passage from California to Australia, in the

neighbourhood of 170° E.

Thence the course is between Australia and New Zealand, direct for your
port.

The passage between Australia and California should bo made ordinarily

in from 45 to 50 days ; the passage to the East being rather the shorter, of

course clipper ships will occasionally make the passage in 37 days.

Panama to California.

Captain Maury, to whom we are still indebted, referring to the daLa he

had collected, says :
—

After carefully studying this description of the wind, derived, it is true,

from -no great abundance of materials, I have to suggest the following

routes for the consideration of navigators bound N.W. from Panama.
From the Bay of Panama make the best of your way South until you get

between 6° N. ana the equator.

Being between these two parallels, it will be for the navigator to decide

whether he will shape his course West, and keep between them until he

crosses the meridian of 25° West, or whether he will cross the equator, and
make his westing in South latitude, with the S.E. trades oji his quarter.

The winds that he finds between 5° and the line should decide this question

for him. If he can get West here with a good breeze he should crack on,

and when his good wind leaves him, steer South again.

If the passage from Panama be attempted in January, February, March,

April, May, or June, time will probably be saved by going South of the

equator ; for, at this half of the year, the N.E. trades and the equatorial

doldrums are often found between the equator and 5° N. Between the me-
ridians of 80° ttiid 85° Wsst, in this part of the ocean, these winds and calms

are found even in the months of July and August. Therefore, in coming
out of Panama, and after crossing 5° N., in any season, make a S.W. course

if the winds will allow. If the wind be S.W., braca up on the starboard

tack ; but if it be S.S.W., stand West, if it be a good working breeze. But
if it be light and baffling, with rain, know that you are in the doldrums,

and the quickest way to clear them is by making all you can on a due South

course.

Suppose tliat after cross'ug 5" N. you have got to the West of 86° without

North Pdcific. 3 q
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having crossed the equator. Now, if the time of the year be in that half

^- h embraces July and I>oco,nber, the prevailing winds ydl bo between

8 E anrSouth. inclusive, and the course is West as long as there ,s abree.e.

As oon as the freeze dies away, and you begin to fight the bnfll.ng a.rs, on-

cludeThlt you are in the vicinity of the doldrums that are often found here

t^ler beteen the N.E. and «.E. trade, or between one of these trades and

I system of southwardly monsoons that blew North of the hue, and be-

tween the coast and the meridian of 95° W.
, , ,

These belts of doldrums lie East and West, and the shortest war n cross

themTs by a due North and South Une ; therefore let it be a -«,-'---

t navigator finds himself in one of these calm belts, to make all the latitude

Dossible, for by that means he will soonest clear It
, „ , i

HavV^g crossed the meridian of 95^ stand away to the nortnward and

westward with a free wind.
r =0 „„^ in° N the

West of longitude 100°, and between the parallels of 5 and 10 N the

.vinds in the months of November and December, are variable between N.b..

Td olth, by"ay of East. In January, February, and March, they are

quHe steady as N^. trades. In April they are variable. The doMrums

Tgonerally found between those parallels in this month^ During the rest

of the year the winds are all the time between 8.E. and S.W.

It wfu be well to cross the parallel of 10^ N. at least as far West a3 ^ho

meridians of 103° or 110° W. Here, between the parallels 5° and 10 N ,

I wirs in November are steady from S.S.E. and South ;
December, Apnl,

and May, are the months for the doldrums in this part of the ocean.

Having crossed the parallel of 10° N., between 105° and 110°. the navi-

eator is then in the fair way to California.
^, , , .„

In making the West coasts of Mexico and the United States, the kelp is

said to form an exceUent landmark. This weed is very long and grows on

the rocks at the bottom. When, therefore, in approaching the coast you

come across lines or swarths of tangled kelp, its being tangled or matted s

a sign that it is adrift. Tt is ailoat in deep water, and you may sad boldly

through it without fear. But when you come across it tailmg out straight,

it is then fast to the rocks at the bottom, and it is dangerous to get

^"vL^sels out of San Francisco intending to touch at Panama or any of the

ports South should stand out well from the Mexican coast. Information as

to the best route for these passages is wanting. But I should, with such in-

formation as I at present have with regard to this navigation, feel disposed,

were I bound from San Francisco to Panama, to steer straight for the line

somewhere about 104° W, and stand on South until I could, with the S.E.

trades run in on the starboard tack for the land.

In addition to this may be quoted a letter to Captain Maury from Captain

Bhomfield, a gentleman of twenty-five years' experience on that coast:-
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"Your own experience will have shown you that from I)eco...bor to April
are the summer months or dry season ; tlie nortlierly wind prevailing more
or less during the major part of the tinjo, it beinj the strongest about Janu-
ary and February, gradually taking off until about the middle ofApril, when
the winter months are supposed to commence, from May to August, when
rains, thunder, and lightning, with nearly daily thunder squalls intervene,
causing the winds to be as changeable during the twenty-four liours as often
as there are hours in tlie day.

" From August to December the weathei- becomes somewhat settled, and
commencing lightly with a southerly wind, in October and November, I have
seen it blow a moderate gale home to Panama anchorage, inasmuch as to

cause the merchant vessels to have two anchors down. The sea also becomes
somewhat rough, requiring more than ordinary care in landing in boats. It
is accompanied sometimes with squalls and intermissions, but, generally
speaking, with cloudy but dry weather. I have at times experienced some
very clear niglits and days during this season.

" In leaving Panama it is easy to be done in either the summer, or when
the northerly winds prevail, or from August to December, when you generally

have a southerly wind, which will enable either to sail or work out of
the bay.

" The star oard or western in-shore should be kept in board by a sailing

vessel on leavi ;^, and the eastern side inside the Pearl islands on entering,

except you are entering about the months of September, October, and No-
vember, when in all probability you would bring a strong southerly wind

;

but during the prevalence of tlie northerly and light winds, the eastern pas-

sage is beyond doubt to be preferred.

" If bound South, in passing Point Mala within three or four miles, the

greatest object is to get to the westward in 81° or 81° 30', in order to avoid

the strong current, rains, and light winds which prevail nearly all the sea-

sons of the year to the eastward of it, about the environs of Buena Ventura.

In passing Point Mala, either with a northerly or southerly wind, make
your westing as soon as you can ; and by getting into the longitude above

named, it will enable you to reach the southerly winds sooner, either to en-

able you to make your westing up, if bound to the northward, to long. 110°

to 114°W., or to work to the southward, taking advantage of every change,

until the latitude of Plata is reached, when the shore can bo approached to

take advantage of the land windsj if taking the in-shore passage, or it \yill

enable you to stand to the S.W. if taking the off-shore passage.

" In working to the southward, after leaving Point Mala with a southerly

wind, do not be tempted, when on the starboard tack, to stand to the S.E.

and S. S.E. too long, as the current about 140 miles to the South of Point

Mala runs constantly to the ea^twai'd. On some occasions I have known it

3 q2
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e.t-infact,Il.avebeen Bet-35 milos in 24 hours, aflcertainod by go.ul

cl.ronoinetor, and confirmed by making the land. Therefore it is always ad-

visable to hold on your westinf?. even if you should make nortlung in do.ng

80 and comnarativoly Uttlo d-l'lionlty will bo attended in ronc-hing tho south-

erly winds, which ranges to different latitudes during tho 12 months
;
as a

rule

—

o-kT ii

<' From April, to V North ; from May, to T North ;
from June, to 3 North

;

from July, to 5° North ; from August, to f.'^ North ;
from September, to 7

•50' North; from October, to Panama anchorngo; from Novembor, to 7

North ; from -Jecomber, to 5° North ; from January, to 3° North
;

from

February, to 2° No'-h ; from March, to 1° North.

.< Therefore, aftor reaching the outer verge of tho southerly wind, tho nex*

object, more particularly if bound to tho westward, is to be certain that you

outered it far enough, so as to reap the whole benefit of its strength which

you will find to be equally different in its position as tho southerly wind

is reaching its northern limit ; but, generally speaking, when the northerly

winds do not prevail from off Point Mala to its (southerly wmd) limits, it

prevails from S.W. to N.W.

Mr. Hull, R.N., of n.M.S. ITavamah, says :—

'< Lieutenant Maury truly says, ' that the passage under canvas from Pa-

nama to California, as at present made, is one of tho most tedious, uncertain

and vexatious that is known to navigators.'

" The best way to avoid these difficulties seems to be by making southing

on leaving Panama ; do not care about making westing, but push South
;
at

this time of the year (July and August) you will probably meet the S.E.

trade ^vell over tho line in 4° or 5° North ; then run to the westward till you

reach the meridian of 110^ W. ;
you may then crossover to the N.E. trade

;

keep well free. Ships generally make the best passages that have gone to

the westward of 114" On running in for the land, make Punta de los

Eeyes.

"These remarks are written partly from Lieutenant Maury, and partly

from my own experience in these seas. In H.M.S. Jlerald, 1 made three

passages, two from Panama and one from Port Burica, which is about 200

miles to the West; the first took us 32, the second 42, and the third 28

days- to get clear of the variables in the passages we pushed to the west-

ward', keeping in about lat. 10° N. H.M.S. Brisk was b4 days from this

port to San Francisco, and in 1849 and 1850 ships were commonly 80

days. 3 A

«0n the other hand, H.M. brig Swift, by going to the southward, made

the passage to Honolulu in 47 days, and one ship only made 45 days to Ca-

lifornia by adopting this plan.

"Again, the weather in the doldrums is most harassing-heavy rain, with
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squalls, tliundor. and lightuiug; whoroas by guiu- South you have the line
S.E. trades."

In a future paragraph some further remarks ou the difficult
the Oulf of Panama will be given.

navii^ation of

California, etc., to Peiiu.

Mi<8t vessels on this voyage make a mistake, especially in summer and
fall, in tlio passage across tho bolt of N.E. trades. Being anxious to got
to tho East, thoy edge along, aiming to lose thoso winds in 90- or 100-, as the
case may bo. There thoy encounter tho southwardly nionsoous in tho Pacific
offtho American coast as they are along tho African coast in the Atlantic.
Tho vessels taking that course, and being s., baffled, havo now to make a
sharj, elbow and run off 8' or 10°, or oven more dogroes to the westward be-
fore they clear this belt of calms and monsoons and got tho S.E. trades. Of
course the voyage is greatly prolonged by this.

The route which, as at present advised, I would recommend, is, that na-
vigators steer the same course from California that thoy would if bound to
the United States, until they pass through the S.E. trades, and clear the
calms of Capricorn. Therefore I say to the Chincha-bound trader, when you
got your offing from the heads, steer South, aiming to cross the line not to
the East of 11 5*^, for the rule is, tho further East tlie harder it is to cross tiie

equatorial doldrums in the Pacific as well as it is iu tho Atlantic.

When you get the S.E. trades crack on with topmast studding-sail set
until you get the brave West winds on the polar side of the calms of Capri-
corn. Now turn sharp off from the route around Cape Horn, and run west
until you bring your port to bear to tho northward of N.E., when you may
stick her away. Now, by this rule the Chincha-bound navigator may some-
times, before ho gets thoso westerly winds, find himself as far South as 40°
or 45°, an 1 as far East as 120° or 125'. Let him not fear, but stand on un-
til he gets the winds that will enable him to steer East, or until he intercepts
the route from Australia to Callao, when he may, without fear of not fetch-
ing, take that.

In the summer and fall of tho northern hemisphere (Juno to November)
tho cidm belt of Capricorn will bo cleared gouerally on tho equatorial side of
the parallel of 30° South ; at the other seasons you will have frequently to eo
6» or 8° further.

"

Centual America, Mexico, Etc.

Our information as to the best means of makiug a passage along those
coasts is still but scanty. The following observations, therefore, by Liout.-
Commander James Wood, of H.M.S. Pandom, become exceedingly valuable.

,6ll
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In « former page wo huvo pivou the ubH.rvationH of the prevalent winan in

tliiH reKion from the same oilicer.

FrI tke Soulf,uar<l to Panama 7y«y.-From what has been ea.d respe t ng

the winds which prevail within tlie first division, it will bo seen that the

l: e LmtheL.hward to raoamaBay is easily made during the g.e^er

part of the year; but in the fine season, when withm the .nfluenco of the

no hers, the following plan should be adopted. Make short tacks msho

as there s generally a set to the northward found withm a few mdes of the

laxul. and where that is interrupted, a reguU. tide is exchanged for a con

tan ly contrary current further off. Between Chiramb.ra pomt and Cape

Sntesthelandislow and faced with shoals, caused by the mouths o

the numerous rivers which have their outlets on this part of the coast, bu

afterT-ingCapeCorrientes. it may bo approached pretty closely, except

ff Francisco SoLo point, where some ^^oal rocky patches e.tend to s^^^^^

ward, as the coast is in general bold-to. Care, however, «bould be take„

not ti run into the calms caused by the high lands, as it xs difficult to get off

into the breeze again, and the swell sets in-shore where it frequently happens

that no anchorage is to be found till close to the rocks.

Tberngup'the Bay of Panama in the fine season, the eastern passage

or that between the Islas del Hey and the main, is to be preferred, as. with

one exception, it is free from dangers. The water is smooth, and a reg«l r

tide enables you to make more northing than it would be possible to do, m

nineTse, out of ten, against the strong current, and short high sea

,,hicl ^ season prevail in the centre or on the western side. Dunng

The r .ason, a straight course up the bay is preferable to entangling

yourself with the islands, the current generally following the direction of

'^7r^!panama Bay to the ««u<Wd.-But the great difficulty at all times

consists in getting either to the southward or
-^^r^''^.^^;:";,/,",

passage to the souUiward is made in two ways,-either by beatmg up the

coast against a constantly foul wind and contrary current, or by standing off

to sea till sufficient southing is made to allow you to fetch your port on the

l2ol tafk. Both plans are very tedious, as it frequently takes twenty

days to beat up to Guayaquil, whUst six or seven days are an average pas-

''C P««««« Bay to tke West.ard.-inonnA to the westward during the

northers, a great deal of time may be saved by keeping close m-shore. and

thultakngTdvantageof them; they will carry you as far as the Gulfo

Nicoya When pasfthe Morro Hermosa, " Papagayos" may be be looked

fo and wlh them a course should be steered for the Gulf of Tehuantepec.

It:- wm depend on the port you are bound to whether, after «.
"

e gulf by the aid of one of its gales, you should keep in or off-shore. K

b indorAcapulcckeepinand beat up; but if bound to the westward,
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you cannot do hotter than make a W,.,st courno, „.s uoarly as tho winds will
allow you.

Tho passage to tho westward from I'anan.a .l,„inf. tho rainy season is a
most tedious affair, calmn, s,,»ulls, contrary winds and currents, accompaniod
by a heavy swoU and extr.nao heat, as well as au atn.osphero loadnd with
mo.sturo and rain, aro tho daily acompaniuionts. It often occurs that •'()

nules of westing nro not nuulo in a week, and it is only by tho industrious
use of every squall and slant of wind that the pussngo can bo made ut all.*
(pinions aro divided amongst tho coastors as to tho propriety of working to
the southward and trying to get rid of tho bad weather, or beating up within
a moderate distance of the land. My experience would load me to prefer
the tttter, as the strong winds and frequent squalls which so often occur near
the land sometimes aUow a good long leg to bo made to tho north-west-
ward, while, further off, this advantage is sacrihcod for only a shade finer
weather.

From the Galapagos Islands to Cape St. Lucas.-l havo already alluded to
the difficulty of getting to tho westward from tho Bay of l>anama. Tho
trade-wind seems to possess no steady influence to the eastward of a line
(bawn from Cape St. Lucas, in 22" N. to the Galapagos islands on the
equator. Amongst thobo islands tho south-eastern trade wind is steady
during nine or ten months of the year, and it is only in January and Febru-
ary, and sometimes March, that they aro interrupted by long calms and
occasional breezes North and N.W., but these aro never of any great
strength. To the northward of them, tho eastern limit of the trade seems to
depend upon the time of year. In the early part of April I have found it
between the parallels of 8^ and \'6'^ N., 900 to 1,000 miles further to tho oast-
ward than at tho end of June

; and in the intermediate months, either moro
or less to the eastward as it was earlier or later in the season, but in no case
that I have met with has a steady or regular trade boon experienced till tho
above line has been reached. It is this circumstance, and tho provalouce in
the intermediate space of westerly winds, calms, and contrary currents, that
makes the passage from Panama to the westward, as far as tliis line, so
tedious. I have been forty days beating from the entrance of the bay in 80°

• Of the tedious nature of this navigation, the following sad account will be a good ox-
ampl9:_The barque Emily, from London, sailed from Panama for San Francisco on tho
-tLot March (1852), and after being out NINETY-FIVE days put into San Bias, with nine
teen of the passengers dead. The passengers were then transferred to tho Archibald Grade
H.id they wore sixty-five days on tho passage to San Fiai.cisco, during which time eighteen
more of tho p.ssongors died. Tho sufTorings endured by tho unfortunate passengers is al-
>nost beyond description. For the lust thirteen days of the piissago they were on iin allow-
ante ol a pint of water per day, and totally without provisions.

if!
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W., to tho oa«toru o.lge of tlie tm-le in 1 1
1-' W., a distance of le«8 thun 2,0U..

mil(.8, or on nn avorngo about 10 miles por day.

From the Meridian of Cat. Si. Lucas tFrstward—m^^n once M.tlnn the

influono of tlio trndo, a paKsago is easily made either to tho Kouthward,

westward, or northward; but it nuist bo borno in mind that tho eastern

verge of thi« 8oemH. in those partH, to bo inlhieneod by the Hoasons. Tluu<,

in June and July, I found it fresh from N.N.W., and even at timos N.W.,

as far out as the n^eridian of 125° W., whereas in March and Apnl i wa.

liKht from N.N.E. to E. and E.S.E., from our first moetirg it in 98 W., tiU

past the meridian of Cape St. Lucas in 110^ W., where I picked up a good

steady broezo from N.N.E.

As a general rule tho wind is f-und to haul more to the eastward as you

cet farther off the land, and I did not find this ndo affected by the latitude,

as although, as I have stated, tho wind hangs to the northward, and even

at times to the westward of North, near the eastern limit of the trade, from

the tropic of Cancer to the variables near tho equator, I found it about tho

meridian of the Sandwich islands as far to the eastward on and near the line

fts it was in 35= N., in which latitude tho westerly winds are m general

met with.

The following remarks on tho passage from South America to Central

America, are by Captain Do Lapelin, who was sent in the French corvette

La Brilhnte to make a reconnaissance of the hydrography of the coast of

Central America in 1852.
, , ,, , ,

Whatever may be tho point of departure, the first track should take nearly

on the meridian of the islands of St. Ambrose and Felix, in order to gain the

8 E trades After that stern so as to pass some leagues to the West of

Point Ajuja, to gain the fine South and S.S.W. breezes which blow through-

out tho year, and will carry you up with Cape Blanco (Gulf of Guayaquil),

which should be made to correct the reckoning. Thence cross the hno in

about 83" or 84" W., keeping 50 leagues at least from the Galapagos. From

tho equator the destination will regulate the route. If bound to tho Gulf of

Uulce or any point East of Pt. Herradura, in the Gulf of Mexico, always

endeavour to make Point Burrica. If bound for the Gulf of Nicoya make

for Cape Blanco, and if for Eealejo, make for the Volcano el Viejo, from

whence you can easUy fetch any point to the West of the GuK of

Papagayos.
'

But if bound for Acajutla or San Jose do Guatemala, a direct route Irom

tho line passes near to Cocos island, which being well laid down will make a

good point of departure, and then tho volcanoes of Central America form ex-

cellent landmaiks for the ports, as described in the directions. But from

May to November, a period when these landmarks are seldom visible, the

high lands there being almost always hidden by haze, vessels from the South
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sliould mak.. for Capo HIam„, „nd th.>n follow tho connt ut a distance of 1"
to 15 miles, which ;,„ 1,0 dono without danger. Somo think that it is always
best for a vessel from tho N..uth to nmko Capo Blanco of Guayaquil, and
then Capo Blanco of Nicoya, and then by following tho coast that tlioy will
find tho breezes stronger ami tho current always favourable.

Coast of Califohnia.

Tho following brief instructions aro derived from tho Eopoi-t of the United
States Surveyors :

—

Sailing vessels bounc: to tho northward from Monterey, or any more
northern port during tho summer season, should stand well off-shore, not too
dose hauled, until about 200 miles from tho land, whontlu.y will be bey.md
tho inlluence of tho southerly current, and in a situation to take advantage
of a slant of wind which frequently occurs from tho W.N.W. Tliey would
'•-o well not to approach tlie land, unless favoured by the winds so as to
enable them to lay their course, or nearly so, until up with u.o latitude of the
destined port.

Steamers should follow tho coast from point to point as nearly as possible,
always keeping within 15 miles of the land. Thoy will by this means
shorten the distance, and frequently avoid tho strong N.W. wind, as thoy
will often iind it quite calm cbso in with tho shore, when there is a wind to
seaward.

Vessels bound to tho northward in the winter season sliould keep as close
along tho land as practicable, and take every advantage of all southerly
winds to make latitude. They should always endeavour to make tho
land at least 20 or SO miles to the southward of the destined harbour.
If bound to tho southward keep tho coast in sight, and take advantage of

either tack upon which the most latitude may be made, always making tho
land to the northward of the port in summer, and to the southward in tho
winter season.

Bound to San Francisco or Monterey, use every opportunity to observe for
latitude or longitude, so as to know the vessel's position up to the latest mo-
ment, as fogs and haze, preventing observations, prevail near the land
AUow generally for a southerly set of half a mile per hour, until within
about 50 miles of the land; after which, at times, it is not appreciable.
With these precautions vessels may steer boldly on, shaping a course for
the South Farallon, an islet about 250 feet high and a mile long, having
14 fathoms water and good holding ground on the S.E. side.
On approaching soundings the water becomes of a pale green colour

Soundings may be had in 60 to 40 fathoms, soft ooze, if approaching point
Reyes. Below 40 fathoms is near the land, and tho surf should bo hoard
if haze prevents the land from being seen. If the soundings arc JO fathoms
or under, and the sea smooth, anchor with a kedge until the land becomes

"5BS-».SSS^iS!S!SW^T«1fS?.5SSB»,B^,-5^^
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„„M8 of foB, anchor at tU. FaraUm and .a.t .11 dajUgM,

mai-ka rocks under water.

San Francisco.

,. -n -1 TTSN in his excellent directions for the western coast of

Mr. Davidson, U.b.N., m ms
,..,•._ _f the voyages made to and

the United States, gives the fol^^"!^;*"'"*";.
^^^^ Jch year seeing some

..om San Francisco, which will he mte.^^g, ut^;;^^^ _J ,_
imnrovoment in the sailmg powers of our s^^'F' "^

ZZ^ voyage. WOMO "-?^f"^^^^^^t™ New Yo* d«™g

::;.;/;:;! IaTl>r:l;ar. 3,a a.riv,d .o. Bo..«. aod*eave..ge

was 187 days. . j ^ than 100 days-tho

In 1851 only two chppers made the passage

100 from Boston.
j^ Sweepstakes in 94 from

In 1856 the ^»<«/oi?« ma^o it m 97 aays, anu

Now York.
. , ^ the G'/efl* Republic in 92

/„cvl-..» in 99 days from Now York.
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In 1859 no vosscl luado tliu passage in 100 days. The Andrew Jadsoii

luado the Hliortost trip in 102 days from Now York.

In 18G0 the ship Sierra Nevada niado the pasHago from Boston in 97)
days, and the Andrew Jaekson from Now York in 90J days.

The shortest passage niado from Now York to San Francisco by steam-
ship, via the Isthmus of rar.uma, was by tho Moses Taylor, on the eastern
side, and the GoMen Age on the western, their actual running timo 19 days
23 hours

; total timo from dock to wharf 21 days, 2 liours, 13 minutes, arriv-

ing at San Francisco February 20, 1858.

Tho clipper Northern Light, of Boston, is reported to have made tho run
from San Frencisco to New York, in ballast, in 75 i days, and tlio Trade
Wind, with cargo, in 84 days. The average timo of passage is about 100
days.

Tho average length of passages from other promiuout ports is given for

the years 1857, 1858, and 1859.

From C/ima 32 vessels arrived in 1857, averaging 59 days, the quickest
trip from Shanghai being 34 days, by tho tern Spray, and from Hong Kong
in 35 days, by the schooner Giulietta.

In 1858 28 vessels arrived, averaging 53 days, and in 1859 28 vessels,

averaging 54 J days.

From Honolulu 19 vessels arrived in 1851, averaging 19^ days, the shortest

trip beinfj made by tho barque Yankee, in 13 days.

In 1858 25 vessels arrived, averaging 15 days, tho shortest trip being
made by the barque Yankee, in 11 days. In 1859, 20 vessels arrived, aver-
aging 20 days, the shortest passage being by the barque Onward, in 10
days.

For a period of five years ending August 1, 1859, a record was kept of
427 passages between San Francisco and Honolulu. Tho average timo of
224 passages from San Francisco to Honolulu was 16 J days, four being made
In 9J days each. The average time of 203 passages from Honolulu to San
Francisco was 23 days, three being made in 1 1 days each.

From Valparaiso 17 vessels arrived in 1857, averaging 54 days, the shortest

passage being made by the Danish ship Velox, in 37 days. In 1858 16 ves-
sels arrived, averaging 73 days.

i^rowi ^lM»^ra//a 13 vessels arrived in 1857, averaging 81^ days out the
sliortost passage by the topsail schooner I'aquero, in 57 days. In 1858 14

vessels arrived, averaging 80 days, tho shortest passage being nmde by tho
Vaqucro in 54 '' lys. In 1859, 27 vessels arrived, averaging 7G days.
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Bet^'een Califouxia aku China.

„,„.. o.cU,.ivoly govc-ned V '««'« ;'^ ^^^ „,„ j,,,,.„.

»„, „„. -t*;;^,-
";,;^:?: ^arla.. and in l.,in, „ .vac. *«K

I„ BCttmg beyond the wrge o.
aWancM botwo... the obove

en,b™«, » many
'''l^™J^^^f̂ J^M .ho .ho,.c,. a. well a. «.o be..

»-'":•"TT^ta" "loro described in .ho p..»ugo bCwcjen

r::di?ar.ho IZ.. V^ »« A.«erica, .ho groat c«e c„»,e bo-

frrrniteCiirrniu ::.o ...g. .» .. .o he.

destinatior.
„nd tlie probably best trackleads

But tbo return voyage i. anotb^r - ^
;

-^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^,^„ ^,,„.

into very different r-agionsm.^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ .^ ^,^^,

uel between Formosa and tbe ri^^l^W'^"^;^^"
.4, runs fkot N. 46^

E. 9^ N ; but tbe gr«at circle course ^ "^ f^^^T^^ ;„,,' j^i.^as, inside or

E., so tbat it toucbes tbe eastern part ot

^^^^^^oIe. cape of Nippon,

to tbe West of tbe Loocboo islands and *-"
^^^^^'^J^.,.,^,^ ,,,.^y^ ,,d

Eartber eastward it attai^ns tbe laU^ ^^^^ ,, ,,.t San Eran-
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and the ports on the opposite side of the Patifio, it will be manifest that a
vi-ry great range of ocean is left open to the navigator.

Beween the Isi-ands, Etc.

SaniJirich Islamh to Tahiti.—Ihoro is great difRculty in making this passage
nta-oss the trades. The whalers and all others speak wil'i great doubt of
f(!tching Tahiti from the Sandwich islands. Captain Bruco says that a ves-
.-^ol should keep to the northward until she gets a start of wind before bear-
ing for her destination. In his passage between them in November 1837,
he had no variables near the line in coming South, and never could
make easting on either tack, though he endeavoured by every means in
his power to do so.

The /Mo^e»neft Xarakakooa Bay, October 17, 1837; and, reaching the
South point of the island after twenty-five hours' sail, bore away on aS.S.E.
course with a fiery trade at E.N.E. ; this failed on the 22nd; the ship was
tacked to a southerly breeze, which lasted till the 25th, when a fresh S. by
E. trade sprang up. Between the 2l8t and 25th an easterly current set for
30 to 35 miles a day

;
after that a westerly current of 16 to 40 miles per

day was found. Every opportunity was seized to gain easting, and to get to
windward of the meridian of Tahiti, but without success. The equator was
crossed on October 28th, in long. 154= 40', wind East by South, having been
on a bow lino ever since leaving Hawaii. Passed Bellingshausen island on
November 5th

; and, as the ship drew to the southward, the %vind gradually
.amotoEast, E.N.E., and N.E., always bringing the port directly in the
wind's eye. November 8th, passed Rimitara ; on the 9th, squalls, with most
terrific rain

; on the 1 0th, the wind veered to N.W., and finally 8.8.W. •

on the 1 1th, saw Eurutu. The wind now favoured the ship, and for the
first time since having Hawaii she laid her course, and continued to do
80. Bearing W. X.W. 7 or 8 leagues, made Taliiti on the 13th, and an-
chored the same day at Papiete. Thus, had not a favourable change in
the wind occurred in the latter portion of the passage, she would have been
to leeward.

In the passage from Tahiti to Hawaii, Captain Beechey says :—From the
time we passed Maiav^a we endeavoured to get to the eastward, and to cross
the equator in about 150° West longitude, so that, when we met the N.E.
trade wind, we might be well to windward. There is, otherwise, some diffi.

culty in rounding Owhyheo, which should be done about 40 miles to the
eastward to ensure the breeze. The passage between the Society and Sand-
wich islands routes differs from a navigation between the same parallels in
the Atlantic, in the former being e.\empt from tho long calms which same-
times prevail about the equator, and in the S.E. trade being more easterly.
Tlie westerly current is much the same in both ; and if not attended to in tho

P«IO^K«9W4W|ti . '•.'.'iSffS^ beS -
'^'.

'.Tr'gl. tJy 'J^SJ^^J-aiW* J
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time by hugging the wind too close, but also the strong current, which sets
to the westward from 20 to 40 miles a day, is pretty sure to drift you thatmuch to leeward

;
and even were this not the case, so difficult, tedious, and

dangerous IP the navigation amongst the archipelago of low coral islands
which ho to tho eastward, that, unless you can weather tlio Marquesas nl-
.)gether, it is better oven to bear up, than to entangle yourself in s.ich a la-
byrintli. After passing the Society islands stand on to the southward tillm or about tlie 30th parallel, wlien tlie westerly winds will be found. These
wil carry you into the coast; care being taken, as on the northern coast
not to bear up when within the influence of the southerly winds, till near
enough to the land to ensure keeping them down to your port.

The foregoing wi' ^e all that is necc sary to elucidate the navigation of the
North Pacific Ocean, which is very siL pie when away from the land influ-
ences which cause the embarrassing winds, calms, and currents, which have
been aUuded to. The illustrative charts of the Winds, Currents and Pas
sages, will enable the navigator to choose tliobest route and readiest means
of shortening a passage not specifically described.

In closing this book, which may bo taken as the concluding volume of tho
series of six which describe the great oceans of the world, the author as
much gratification in mentaUy reviewing his past labours, and the pleasures
It has given him to coUect the funds of varied information they contain.
The coasts of the whole world have been described in them. The ports open
to its commerce, the dangers which are to be avoided by its mariners tho
innumerable features of interest and wonder which distinguish its shores
are more or less minutely described or alluded to. The marvels of the
oceans themselves, their depth, and the mighty circulatory systems which
give but one uniform characteristic to the world of waters, the effects of the
winds which blow over them, the meteorological influences which affect the
sailors' avocation in every quarter of tho globe, are all, it is trusted, faith-
fully r £, .dented in them.

In fuU confidence oftheir utility as thus collected, the especial thanks of the
author are now accorded to all who have added to that rich mine of hydro-
graphical literature, from which he has been able to draw the materials for
those books.

In the preface to this, as in those to his other works, these obligations are

ii i
;
^tMWninifcw«i)WMt>in i.iwn inm ii>»p>< •

^r'MrMttr-tOM.^iin^ aJ^atmm'MXiuin
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more Gspecially particiilariROtl, and it ia earnestly hoped that no Ponrce of

information has been overlooked, or tliat there is any omission of acknow-

ledgement to those who have furnished the materials for them.
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Aamak Island, 518
Aba Bay, 680
Abatanok Island, 507
Abboy Hill, 197
Abbev Point, 896
Abbey Reef, 897
Abolocheff Bay, 639
Abre-ogo, 891
Abreqjos Poinl, 145-6
Apahi-Fanahi Point, 801
Acaj,jlco, 79, 90, 92,94,914
Acajutla, 3, 63, 68, 70
Achachinskoi and Hay, 502
Acland Islands, 303
Acoucheki Islatid, 893
Active Cove, 280
Active Pass, 287, 291, 304-5
Adair Bay, 132
Adakh Island, 514
Adam Peak, 901
Adams, Point, 231, 234-5
Addenbrooke Point, 420
Addington, Cape, 468
Adeloup Point, 801
Admiral Island, 294, 298.

302, 306
Admiralty Inlet and Head,

257-8
Admiralty Island, 469, 404
Adr^anoff Islands, 506
Aektok Island, 507
Affleck Canal, 467
Afognac Island, 493, 496
Afiiora,l9, 20
Afiiera, Silva de, 23
Afiilfa Morro, 128
Agamemnon Channel, 403
Agiina, 799, 801
Agat, 799, 801
Agattou Island, 510
Ageach Island, 502
Agenhu Island, 897
Agfayan Bay, 803
Agrigan Island, 804, 814
Agougak River, 620
Agua, Volcan do, 3, 73, 74
Aguatulco, Port of, 90
Aguijan Island, 804
Ahayan Point and Bay, 798
Ahmen Creek, 211

North IWiJic.

Aian, Port, 671
Ailinginae Island, 727
Ailingliibelab Islands, 730
Ailuk Island, 724-6
Aino Sima, 675
Airik IsUnd, 722
Ai Sima, 602, 607, 664, 660
Ajayan and Point, 798, 801,

803
Aji River, 611
Ajikawa River, 611
Ajiro Bay, 632
Ajiija, Rio, 34
Akamokum Island, 775
Akasi Strait, 609, 610
Akenose Misaki, 608
Akin Reef, 891
Akona District, 836
Akoun Island, 607
Akoutan Island and Strait,

607, 608, 611
Akounskoi Strait, 607
Akunora, 678
Akiiisi Sima, 893
Alaid Inland, 662
Alamagan Island, 813
Alan Poin*^ and Island, 265

208
Alarm Rock, 300, 301
Alaska, 918
Alaska Coast, 443
Alaska Territorj', 435
Alava Point, 460
Albemi Inlet, 328, 331, 337
Albert Head, 319
Albert Peninsula, 689
Albion River, 204
Alcas Rock, 548
Alcatraz Island, 92, 185.

187, 191

Alcmcno Island, 892
Allien Bank, 276-7, 280, 289
Alert Buy, 418
Alert, Port, 700
Alet Island, 761
Aleutian Islands, 498, 504
Alexander Point, 404, 455
Alexander, Port, 420, 421
Alexandroflsk, Fort, 489,

521
'

Aloxandrovsky, 582
Aloxinoy Island, 502
Al^^o^ino BliilT, 673
Aliaska, 501, 504, 518
Alice Thomdyko Roof, 703
Alijos, I/os, 858
Alijos Rocks, 145
Ali Sima, 617
Alitok Bay, 496
Alki, 200
Allen Bank, 259, 261
Allen Island, 716
Allen's Isknds, 134
Almagro Island, 1 29
Almejas Bay, 141
Aloupan UhmX, 800
Alpha Island, 325
Alseya River, 2-'"

Altar, 130
Aitas, Sierras, 175
Altata and River, 124
Althorp, Port, 409
Altona Gulf, 470
Alutung Island, 800
.\magi-yama Mount, 032
Ar.;aku8a Island, 681
Amantes, Point de los.
802

Amapala, Galf of, 66, 58
Amapala M( untain, 69
Amatignak Island, 516
Amatitlan Li ke, 73
Ambemoh liivor, 780
Ameca Bay, 104
Amelias Pot.it, 457
America Bay, 689
American Anohorage, 641
.\merican Islands, 099
Americano, Estoro, 200
Amherst Rocks, 683
Amlia Island, 612
Amphitrite Channel, 564
AmphJtrite Point, 340
Amsterdam Island, 89

1

Amtschitka, Cape, 608
Amtschitka Island, 504, 615
Amortajada Bay, 137
Amoughta Island and Chan-

nel, 611
Amur Bay, 688

3b
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Amur Rivor, Cfi7, 573
Amur. Oulfof, .OSO, rtSt

AmytiJfu IhIiiiiJ, 7fiO

Aimc.ipfi lsliin<l, Ifil, 10)9

Annchorrtos Islnnd, 776
Annilyrsk, fi4(i

Anndyr, Ciulf of, 611
Anruiyr Uiver, 616
Anniijffi-ura, (il.l

Anatnjiin IhImikI, 811
AniitiixftTi I(«lan(l, 811

Anchornno TsIhikI, 3fiO, 618
Anchoiitrs iHland, 776
Anrhor T'oint, lOO

A noon, f'orro, 11, 13

\n(hi.rivcl, Tho, 73
Avdenift Islands, 7')1

An<Icrfion iNland, 263, .")31

Andreanoff [slands, All, 514
Andiows Island, 859
Andrews, Port, 488
Angaligarail Island, 764
Angaur Isliind, 775
Angel do la Ouardia Island,

133
Angol Island, 189
AngoloH Hay, 131, 134
Angeloi Island, 133
Angeles, T-os, 160
Anfjelos, Port, 91

Angelos Point and Port,
264-6

Anian, Strait of, 257
Anil Island, 721
Animak Island, 503
Anita Rock, 188
Aniwa, Capo and Bay, 573,

577
Anmor Point, 462
Anna Island, 783
Annf'tto Creek, 304
Anonima Island, 759
Ano Nnevo Point, 177, 180
Anson Road, 806
Anson Shoal, 817
Ant Islands, 761
Anvil Island, 399
Anvil Peak, 385
Aoga Island, 628
Aobinia yama, 669
Aoumi Sima, 664-5

Ao\na Island, 742
Apaiang Island, 708, 716
Apaniana Island, 714
Apapa Island, 800
Apex Strait, 669
Aphoon River, 524
Apia Island, 716
Apollos Island, 891

Applo-tree Cove, 269

Apra Island, 800
Apua, 825
Apurguan Point, 801

Arabia Shoal, 869, 861

Arachne Reef, 296

Arago, Cape, 224
AragouEet Islands, 772

A rakamtchetchen Id., 539

Araktchecff Islands, 722

Aranjupz River, 37
Aranuka Island, 708, 713
Arari Ray, 62.3-4

Arari Point, 618
Ara Sima, 624
Araiica Barba Point, 42
Arholofa, 126

\rl)ntu« Island, 297
Ardiangp] Oabriol Rav, 546
Anhangi'l, New, 473, 920
Aichinirdo Island, 893
Arch Rork, 188
Arilcn Point, 462
Ardilla Island, 129
Arena Point, 203
Arenas, Puntas, 4
Arenas, Punta, 37
Aronitas, Punta, 31

Arguello Point, 1 72
Argun Hiver, 684-5
Arhno Island, 721
Arimoa Islands, 780
Aiispe, 123
Arita h'ivor, 016
Arizona, 131

Armoura Rivor, 642
Armstrong, Port, 468
Arno Islands, 722
AnioM's I'oint, 132
Aniold Rock, 357
Arore Island, 710
Arran Rapids, 410
Arrccil'os Islands, 733
Arnnan, Islands, Las, 133

Arrowsmith Island, 721
Arrowsmith, Mount, 393
Arteek Island, 773
Arlhur'8 Island, 732
Artingale District, 773
Aru Point, 745
Aiu Rock, 648
Ariirai Island, 710
Arvata, 208
Arzobispo Islands, 878
Asan Island, 796.

Ascension Islands, 743
Aseradores Island, 50, 62
Asia, p]ast Cape of, 629
Asia Islands, 781
Asina Bay, 638
Aska Sima, 669, 685
Aspinwall, 12

Assatchinskoi Volcano, 551
Assos Ears, 10

Asses Ears Group, 682
Assinia-Islands, 662
Assumption Island, 816
Astley, Point, 462
Astoria, 238-9, 446, 916
Astor Point, 238-9
Astrolabe Gulf, 778
Astrolabe Rock, 661
Atami, 637
Atcha Island, 612
AthoB, Mount, 540
Atitlan Volcano, 73, 74
Atkins Reef, 306
Asuncion Island, 146, 815
Atkha Island, 612

AtkinKon Point, 384-4, 3!)0

Atkis, Port, 664

Atlantic Island, "42

Atooi Island, 818, 852
AtnsCrtek, 178

Atowai Island, 852
Atsusi-no O sima, 668
Altchoun. Cape, 643
Attou Island, 606, 516
Auau Channel, 844

Audrinoia, Punta ilo 'a, 98

Augu.>ita, Point, 468
Augusta, Port, 394-.

i

Aurh Island, 710, 722
Ai'stro, Capo, 52

Avatcha Volcano and Bav,
551. 555, 658

Av( s Islands, 37

Avinotf, Cape, 522
Avos Rock, 504
Awadji, 610
Awadsi Island, 609
Awa Peninsulii, 633
Awn Simii, 608 657-8
Awiitelia Road, 665
Avak Island, 527
Ayan, Port, 671

Ayougadagh Island, 616
Ayuca, Morro, 85

Ayuta de Santiago de Ysta-

pa, 86

Azada Island, 117
Aziak Island, 627

Bebelthuap Island, 773
Baboushka Island, 666
Baboushka Rock, 668
Bacon Hill, 323
Bache, Mount, 179
Bagona Hills and River, 112

Bahia Honda, 19
Bahia Ona, 160

Baikul Lake, 584
liailty Islands, 884
Bainbridgo Island, 260
Bainbridge Port, 486
Baja, Punta, 127

Bajo Point, 364
Bajo Rajado, 26

Bajo Reef, 360, 351
Bajo Reef, Inner, 354
Baker's Bay, 232, 238, 241

Baker Island, 703
Baker Mount, 267
Baker Pass, 405
Baker Point, 456
Baliiclava Island, 421
Balbi Point, 687
Balch Passage, 263
Bald Head, 626
Bald Pate Mount, 181

Bali Island, 789
Ballast Point, 166

Ball Cape, 439, 443
Ballenas Bay, 145

Bnllena, Rock I^, 34
BaUeba Port, 137

Ballenas and Bay, 104-6

Ballenita Hocks, La, 34



ii illinac Isluiia and Cluin
nol, 391-2

H illouzek Capo, 591

, ll'jsa, PiintiKl,,!,,, ISO
JJiilsho Uiiala, liiku, 481
Italtasar lioad, 18
Uambii Bay, 85
BamHeld CVoi.k, 329
Hanaba iHlanil, "17
Wanco, I'Htita U.l, 31, 32
lUaka Islaud, 430, 432
ilauks, Port, 470
Uaraco, 27
Maraiica Uiver, 37
Uaranoff iKlaiid, 4C7-8
IJarbacoas, 12
liarl)adi)C8 Islands, 723
Uarbary Island, 703
Harbor Island, 703
I*';«;cKv Hound, 312, 328

332, 337 '

Baro Island, 288, 292. 295
298, 342, 3G9 '

'

Bare Point, 299
Barflrur Pass, 400
Baring Islands, 730-1
Barlow Cove, 463
Barnabas, Uape, 496
Barnott, Capo, 458
Barnes Island, 276
Bamoveld's Island, 625
Barney's Uock, 859
Barnpool, 897
Banacouta Harbour and
Bay, 580, 681

Banacouta Uock, 676
'

Barra del Espiritu Santo, 65
Barra Falsa, 52
Barron Island, 495
Birr Island, 721
B irrick Uock, 657
Barrio Point, 456
Barrier Group, 359, 362
Barrier Island, 672
Barrow Bay, 899
Barter Cove, 362
Bartholomew Island, 7
Bartlett Island, 343
Base Flat, 394
Base I'oint, 346
Bass Reef-tiod Islands 722
Uassiosus Island, 866
Bat Islands, 41.
Battery Point, 212, 260, 699
IJattlo Bay, 363, 364
Battle Kock, 221
Baubelthouap Island, 773
Ban Island, 930
Baiigno I'oint, 800 I

Bawdon Bav, 347 '

B 1x0 Trista" Island, 754
isitynes Channel, 325
Baynos Sound, 391-393
"ayoneta Island, 7
Itayonnaiso Isl lud, La, 029
Bay Kock, 68J
Bazan Port, 458
H.izil Point, 487
Buauon Hill, 323

391,

INDEX.

Beacon Point, 640
B.'arun Rock, 389
iti«ik Point, 394
jieale, Cajx-, 329, 331, 333
Bi ar Creek, 200
Biaton Island, 452
Bcauclorc, Port, 457
Beaufort Mountains.
395

'

Beaver Cove, 4, 417
Boaver Harbour, 419
Beaver Point, 302
Beaver Rock, 413
BechorUay, 317 ,Uechor Mount, 395
Belo Point, 489
B.idford Islands, 317
Bedwell Harbour, 291
Bedwell Irdet, 369
BcdwuU Sound, 344
Beechey Head, 317
Beoehoy Group, The, 880
i'ee Islands, 407
Bogg Rock, 168
Behin Canal, 450
Behring Ray, 476, 477
Behring Cape, 644
Bohring Island, 648
Behring Sea, 517,498, 920
Bohnng Strait, 529
Bohriug Vessel Ruy, 546
Bolhoula, 428
Belle Rock, 274-5
Bell Island, 451
Bolitre Point, 23
Bulla Coola River, 428
Bellingham Ray, 268, 274
«e ingshausen. Cape, 5/6
Bello, Porto, 10
Belmont I'oint, 355
Benado Islan.ls, 16, 24, 27
'Jouoist Mount, 779
Bontinck Arms, 427
Beuiinck Island, 318-19
Beutinck Point, 483
Btrner Ray, 466
Bemizet Peak, 673
Berry Point, 387
Bfrirand Island, 778
Resborough Island, 525-26
Best Island, 789
Btitchevinskaia Bay, 555
Bierka Island, 473
Bigali Island, 762
Bigar or Bikar Island, 725
Bight Cove, 354
Bikini (or Bigini) Islands,

Bingham Point, 470
Bingo Nada, 601, 600, 610
Binzli Reef, 618
Biorka Island, 475
Birch Bay, 269
Bird Island, 295, 724, 810,

Bird Reef, 299
Bird Rock, 188, 103, 271,

275
Bird's Cajie, 515

970

I'-iid's-oyo Cove, 299
Birds Islands, 337
Hirnin Island. 433, 449
Biro Sima, 672
Birthday Channel, 357
Bishop Island, 707, 711
Bishop Junction Islands,

723
'

Bishop Rock, 106, SSS-u
Bittern Rocks, 040, 058
Bitumen Springs 160

I

Biwa, Lake, 011,003

I

B ack and White Rock, 007
Black Cape, 509

j

Black Head, 98
.

Black Islands, 283
I

Black Mountain, 180
Black Point, 187
Black Rock, 3L8, 338, 030,

hod
Blacklock Shoal, 701
Blagnioro Point, 454
Blake Island, 201
Blake Reef, 892
Blakely Harbour, 260
Blanco, Cape, 35, 39, 222

645, 914
Blanco, Fort, 185
Blancos Islands, 98
Bhmey Island, 713
Bligan, Cape, 5(i9

Bligh Island, 352, 353, 484
Blijni Islands, 605, 510
Blind Bay, 286
Blind Creek, 405-6
Blind Reef, 356
Blinkinsop Bay, 415
Blonde Reef and Point, 830
Blossom Reef, 896-7
Blossom Rock (removed).

115,188,193
'

Blue Mount, 197
Bluff, Capo, 238
Bluff, Fort, 100
Blunden Island, 290, 291,

Blunden Point, 391
Blunt, Cape, 647
Blunt Ishind, 207, 320
Blunt's Rucks, •iOii-J
Blyde Berg, 057
Blying Sound, 48S
Boat River, 308
Boatswain Bank, 297
Bobrovaia Bay, 608
Bobrovi Island, 534
Boca Barra, 83
Boca Brava, 24
Boca-del- Infemo, 352
Buca San Pedro, 28
Bod.ga Head and Bav, 200
Bodega, Port, 920 '

Bodisko Peninsula, 687
Bolano Island, 27
Bolcherelsk, 561, 668
Bolchoiroka River, 668
Bold Bluff, 298, 308, 370
Bolshaya River, 508
Bonuisiri Island, 578
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lUmillii roint, 251, 314, 320

lUmin iHliinds, 687, 87H

l»(innc.t Isliiixl, 670

l»oot Covo, 290

llordcliiiso Island, 763-4

Borodino iBlands, 890

BorroH^ih Buy, 451

BoHhi Yamii, 672

Bosphoriis, EtiBtcm, 680

Boston Islands, 731

Bottle llock, 620

Boudouse Island, 776

BougainTillc Mount, 779

Boughoy Bay, 416

Bougiicnieu, 721

Bouldor, 299

Boulder Point, 409, 416

Bouldyr Island, 616

Boundary Bay, 269

Boungo Channel, 606, 600

Bourdicu Bay, 490

Boussolo Channrl, 662

Bowen Island, 386, 399, 400

Bowyer Island, 399

Boyarin Bay, 689

Boyle Islands, 423

Brace Point, 261

Brackenridge Bluff, 247

Bradflold Canal, 464

Braithwaite Bay, 7»7

Brama Point, 779

Brancas Piedra*. 92

Brandtcn Eyland, 627

Brat Chimoet Island, 666

Brava I>'land, 27, 28

Brava Point, 9, 17

Bridget Point, 466

Bright li-land, 306, 424

Brincanco Island, 22

Bristol Bay, 446, 520, 621

British Columbia, 375, 42i»

Brito, 46
Britomart Reef, 816

Broken Channel, 342

Broken Group, 336

Broken Head, 590

Broken Island*, 334-6, 416,

626
Broken Point, 285

Brood Rocks, 626

Brooke Island, 697

Brooks Bay, 366, 367

Brooks Island, 869

Brooks Peninsula, 365

Brooks Shoal, 863

Broom Tree, 239

B others Island, 823

Brotheis Islands, 781

Brotchv Ledge, 320, 322

Brothers Point, 102

Brothers Rock, 668

Brothers Rocks, 671

Broughton Bay, 902

Brougbton, Capo, 654
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Broughton Island, 605

Bioughton Htrait, 417, 418

Broughton Rock, 628

Brown Channol, 500

Brown Island, 278, 284

Brown Islands, 729, 732

Brown Pass, 432

Brown Point, 240

Browning Ciiannol, 423

Browning Creek, 370

Browning Harbour, 290

Browning Pass, 345, 421

Browning Uock, 410

Bmico, Port, 688

Bruja Island, 130

Bruja Rock, La, 25

Bruja Point, 15, 93

Bryant Point, 487

Brydone Island, 691

Buacho Mount., 739

Bucaroli, Port, 458

Buchan, Monte de, 173

Buckknd I^luDd, 880, 884

Buck Point, 438, 441

Bucksport, 208

Budds Harhour, 256

Budds Iiiltt, 262

Buona Point, 41

Buenaventura River, 9

Buenaventura, San, 161

Buey Bank,
Biiey Point, 12

Buey Rock, 20
Bufadero, 90

Buisaco Island, 634

Bull Harbour, 420, 422

Bull Pass, 402

Bull Rook, 335, 371

Bullock Bay, 592

Bullock Bluff, 406

Bultig Island, 781

Bune Sima, 878

Bungalow Island, 893

Bimker Island, 69, 864

Bunkey's Island, 759

Bunn, 667

Bunsby Island, 363

Buonaparte River, 376

Buoy Rocks, 687

Burdwood Bay, 408

Burdwood Point, 361

Burgess Island, 342, 347

Burgoyne Bay, 298

Burial Island, 298

Burica, 31

Burica or Burrica Pt., 28, 29

Burke Canal, 427, 428

Burnt Hill, 369

Burnt Island, 611, 514

Burrard Inlet, 378, 3«4-5

Burrows Island, 268, 876

Bunruca, Rio, 34

Bush Point, 268

Bushy Island, 456

Bute Inlet, 406, 409

Butaritari Island, 717

Button Islands, 726

Bycrs Island, 874

Byki, Capo, 682

Byron's Bay, 828

Byron Island, 706, 710

Caamano, I'ape, 462

Caballo, 21

Caba'.los, Puerto, 50

Cttbrn, Cerro de, 16

Cal ras Island, 8<)()

Cabni Hpit, 15

Cabra, Totas do, 128

Cacique Point, 40-1

Cactus Island, 202

Cadboro Buy, 324

Cadboro Point, 289, 32o

Cadink Island, 493

Ciigavcs Island, 37

Cahoos RiviT, 225

Calalan Reefs, 800

Calandaro Point, 117

CaliU;rai>, 3, 36

Calder, Mount., 460

Caledonia Bay, 6

Ciilifomia, 152
.

California, Gulf and Penin-

sula, 119,121,123

Callam Bay, 264

Call Creek, 416

Calm Channel, 409

Culver, Cape, 319

Calvert Island, 426, 722

Calville, 131

Camden, Port, 460

Camira Island, 876

Cammas Plains, 217

Campania, Isla do la, 4dO

Cau:|>boll Point, 492

Campbell Rtef, 754

Camp Bay, 291

Carop Cove, 286

Camp Island, 407, 409

Camp Point, ***>
*''J„

Campcche, Gulf of, 82

Camuta Rios, 97

Canal Island, 19

Canas Island, 8

Canaveral, Port, 432

Candadillo Point, 64

Canoe Island, 282, 309

Canoo Reef, 346

Canoo Rocks, 296

C«no Island, 33, 35

Canon, Grand, 132

Caoba, 72
Capalita River, 89

Capeniur Island, 725

Capero, Sierra, 15

Capper Island, 859

Capper's I^land, 789

Capricieuse Bay, 587

Capstan Island, 337

Capstan Head, 896, 897

Captain Bay, 507

Captain Pass, 303, 307

Caracolito Island, 61

Carapellas Islands, 772

Cardon Chan. & Id., 50, 62

Cardon, False, 65

Careen Creek, 282

Caroy Island, 26
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Ciiriboo, ,175

C'.trmid buy nud Point, 175,

170
Cannon, iHliind dol, 135,

130
Carolina Clmntiul, 310
Ciiroliuo Arcliipi.'laito, 091,

734
Ciirolino Ueof, 325
Cirr IJiink, 'SI

C.rringtoa Lay, 400, 407,
409

( 'ixtt'h Inlot, 202
Cirtor Bay, 429
Ciirterot Hoof, 782
C!artwright Sound, 438, 441

Casarei, 47
(Jasaya iNlaml, 7

Cnscado Bay, 280
Ca.itado Canal, 4 28
Cnaoado Alouutain!!, 217,

200, 370
Case's Inlot, 262
Casohos Islands, 733
Cnssini Island, 687
(!astanon Bliiir, 62
('astanon InlandM, 60
Citstilloa, La Villa do los,

113
Custlo Point, 424, 590
Castricum, Capo, SCO
Ca-strifS Bay and I'oint, 680,

582
Casy, Cape, 687
Catala Island, 366
Catalana Island, 136
Catalina Point, 40
Cat-faco Mountains, 343,

347
Catharine, Capo, 680
Cathcnno Islands, 728
Cattlo Islands, 420
Cattlo Point, 277, 320
Caution, Capo, 426
Caution Point, 279
Carallos, Punta delos, 189

Cayado Hills and Capo, 23,

24
Cebaco Island, 17, 18

Cocillo Archipelago, 892
Cecil Rock, 297
Codros Islanu, 147
Cnletae Kivor, 228
Celia Ruof, 296
Ccniza Fair, 04
Cenizas Head, 160
Central America, 1

Centre Island, 407, 422, 634
Centre Keef, 292, 309, 340
Centre Rock, 326, 406
Corraibo Island, 138
Cerisy Peak, 777
Cerro Morro, 83
Ccrros Island, 147
Chacala, 104
Chackfool'i Bay, 624
Chacon, Cape dc, 463
Chapamil Mountain, 510
Chagrus, 12

Chain Islands, 321, 1103

Chain Island, 335
(-'haktolimout Bay, 624
(^hiilaltenan^o, 03
Chalin Anita, Cape, 799
Chalmers, Port, 487
Clmhjuo islan I, 441
Chamo Buy and Point, 15

Chnmola, 103

Chamotlu Hills and iitvur,

112
Chamis Bay, 301
C'hamisHo, I'ort, 75C
Chancellor Channel, 415
(;hanu;arnii, 14

Channel Island, 341, 403
Cliaiinel Islets, :.02

Channel Point, 325
Channtd Reof, 334, 337, 357,

307
Chapenv Island, 7

Chapjn, C^itjo, 541
Charco Azui, 28
Charles Island and Ruck,

281, 304, 306, 307
CharlottH Island, 710
ChasintzofT, 463
Cliat Chan Point, 360
Chatham Bay, 096
Chatham Channel, 416
Chatham Islan.iR, 325, 723
Chatham Strait, 459, 404-5,

407
ChathamPoint, 411, 413
Chatham, Port, 489
Chatham Sound, 431-2

Chehalis River, 246-7
Cheli^hoff, or Chtlekhoff

Strait, 496, 497, 520
Chelnitt Islands, 731

Chemainos Bay, 299, 300
Chopillo Island, 10
Chepo River, 10

Cherry Point. 297
Chestakoff Island, 619
Chess Board Islands, 776
Chot-ko River, 219
Chiboko, 631

Chica, Boca, 28
Chichagoff Island, 467
Chichaitoflf, Cape, 698, 635,

922
Chicaylis River, 217
(/hichaldinskoi and Volcano,
606

Chicapa River, 83
Chicareno Point, 59, 62
Chichkoff, Cape, 606
Chief Rock, 363
Ctiigah Island, 654
Chikotan Island, 664
Cbilhat, 466
Chimaltenango, 3

Chiman and River, 9
Chimmo Bay, 28
Chi nncy Rock, 898
Chimsain Peninsula, 434
Chinche Island, 20
Chinchc Buy, 20

Chinrndrir.n, Old, 46
Chilli ilskiiy Hay, 494
ChiiKiis Kiier, 247
Chiniiiik Point, 2tl
Chioroto River, 790
Chipre Island, 7

('lii(iiiiriii Bay, 62
('hiraml)ira Point, 911
Chiriii-ltofaii Island, 664
Cliirlkoir, Cape, 920
Chiriioef Islam!, 665
Chiri(|ue Laj^oon, 3
Chiri(|ui Bay, 24
Cliii'i((ui Coast, 28
('hiriqiiin Point, 59
Chirnoi Brothers Island, 665
(^hirnoi Island, 665
Chismuyo Bay, 60
Chiiwoll Islands, 488
Choeo Bav, 91

1

Chofu, Iliini, 604
Chohnondeley Sound, 453
Choluteca River, 3

Chome Island, 586
Choncha Pclona, 33
Chonga, Cerro dol, 87
Choukotskoi, Capo, 630
Choutales, 48
Chranitschenko Islands, 730
Christian Island, 067
Chrihtie Pass, 421
Christian Sound, 469, 464
Christmas Harbour, 723
Christmas Island, 697
Chuohcgal, 20
Chuchican, Enscnnda do, 20
Chuguchnik Bay, 490
Chung-chi Island, 899, 901
Church, Cape, 317, 318
Ciervo Island, 116
Cinaloa, 123
Claasit, 216
Clallums, 266
Clam Bay, 299, 306, 309
Clan-ninick Harbour, 369,

362
Clara Island, 363
Clara, Santa, 60
Clarence Island, 131
Clarence, Port, 627
Clarence Strait, 452
Clarence Strait, Duke of,

452
Clarion Island, 788
Clark Island, 276, 280
Claro, Rio, 29
Classet, Cape, 252
Clatsop and Beach, 235
Clatsop Channel, 238
Clayoquot Sound, 341, 340,

347
Clements Rcpf, 2S0-1, 28S
Cleopatre Island, 893
Clorke Island, 631
Gierke Reefs, 306
Clerk Island, 711, 716
Cleopha, 105
Cliff Island, 284
Climate, Alaska, 448
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Cloud Ixliind, 7**0

Clovnr roiiit, M.i

V„n\ Hiiy, 4m>, 4ltO

(Jimlounmn, Uio, 1)7

Coiil lliirbour, ;t(2, 'Ui-i

Colli iMliiiid, '^'Jo

CohI I'oint, a2l, 297

Coimtor Cimiiml, 'A'Mi

Cobro, Arroyo dol, 21

Cochore, I'iS

Cooliruiio roint. 485

Cocino Ibliind, 103

Cockbuvn, Ctpo, 40i

Cocoft-nut Cove uud Islnnd,

830
Cocoa-nut Island, 829

Cocoa Bay, 40
_ _

Cocos Wand, 62, 60o, (08

Cocos I'oint, 8

Coffin Inland. 299. 371, 629

(.'offin Harbour, 879, 88j,

886
Coil.a Island, 17, 19 .

Coiiitopoqup, 68

Coko I'oint, 462

Collma, 99

Colima Volcano, 79, 9S, 100

CollinRWOod Cliannel, 3'JJ

Colntitl, Capo. loO

Coliiott Iblanil, Cr.fi

Colombia, Islaa dc, 6

Colon, 12

Colorado and Inland, 102.

t03
C.donido, Punta, 136

Colorado, Uio, 121-2, 130-1

Colpoys I'oint, 4')o

Columbia Iviver, 'U2,

232, 236, 241

Column Peak, 10

Colunas Island, 875

Colvillo, Cape, 274

Colvos Past-ago, 261

Colvos Hocks, 264

Colwood Farm, 322

Colwood lalot, 3J6

Comayngua, 3

Commander Islanils, i54»

Commerell, Cape, 421, 424

(Jommcncement Bayj^ 2' 1

Commereon Islaml, 776

Con.pany's Island, 565

Compass, Variation ol the,

952
Comptroller Bav, 482

Conito Heidcn Bay, ol9

Conccpcion do Caborca, hio

do la, 130

Conecpeion I'oint, 134, •-—,

916

217,

Conrepcion, Hiurra, ic Point,

102-3

Concession, Tlio. 613

Concbasua Bay, ^

Concha«ua. (iiilfol. 06. OZ

Conchaguita Ixland, 06

Conclusion I»lanil. l-)6

Conduxiim. I'oit, 467

Conconi Keel', 291

Concordia, 45, 63, 66

Cone Inland, 347. 6(J6

Conejo Island. 23

Congo, Curro, 8

Congress Island, 877

Conical Is'aiid, 617

Conunui P«ak, 351. 3o3

Couo Island, 20

Conqueror Bank. 608

Constance B ink, 326

Constance Cove, 319, 321

Constance, Blount, 26.J

Constantino, Cape, 520

Constantino Harbour. 484

Constantin Islanil. 753

Constitution Moimtuin, 270,

285, 379
Contadora Island and Chun

nel, 7 ,. , •

Contra Costa Mountams,

183
Controras Islands, 22

_

Coiiverden, Pi>i"t, 465, 468

Conversion I'oint, 161

Cook, (.'apo, 327, 364, 3fl.>

Cook Inltt, 446, 489, 919

Cook Hiver Inlet, 476

Cook 8 Island, 716

Cook Strait, 622

Cooper Inlet, 316

Cooper Ihlets, b93

Cooper's Island, 789, 859

Cooper Ueef, 297

Copalis Kiver, 246-7

Coiialux liiver, 244

Copper Island, 330, 517, 649,

789, 859
Coquille Island, 762

Coquillo Islands, 731

Co(iuille Harbour, 741

Cociuille River, 223

Coral Islands, 690

Corcovado Kock, 33

Cordilleras, 79

Cordonazo de San Francis-

co, 80, 111

Cordova Bay and P' rt, 4.)8

Cordova Channel, 2S7, 289,

295
Cordova, Port, 484

Corra Strait, 597

Cormorant Bay, 289

Cormorant Island, 418

Cormorant Uyck, 420

Cornwallis Tiy, 787_

Cornwallis Islam, s, 790

Cornwallis Point, 459

Corvetana Uock, l<a, 104

Coronudos Islamls, 1)1

Coronudos Island, 13j

Coronati<m Island, 457

Coroi- lilaiiii, 772-3

Corral Tieria, Punta dc,

180

Corricntes, Capo, 103

Corrora Islaml, 773

I'orso, Cape, 144

Cortes Island, 406-7

Cortes, S«a of, 122

(Jorles Shoal, 164

tJortez, 56

Comma Island, 900

Corvi Bay, 612

Cosala, 123

Cosegiiina, 3, 49, 55

Coseguina I'oint, 58

Costa del Balsamo, 68

Costa Uica, 1. 29

Costa Tasca, 47

Costello Ueef, 764

Coto, Uio, 31, 32

Cottani Houf, 392

Coiilgiak Island, 491

Countess Point, 486

Count Heiden Islands, "24

Courtenay Uivor, 394, 395

Covell Islands, 731

Covoy Island, 668

Cowitchon Head and Har-

bour, 2H8, 298

Cowlitz Bay, 289,291

CowlitisUiver, 217, 241

Coxcomb Hill, '2-I0

Cox, Point, 341-2

Cox Island, 425

Coyuca, Paps of, 94, 90

Cracroft Island, 417

Craig Point, 465

Crane Island, 284

Crane Islamls, 423

Crane Shoal, 703

Creasy, Capo, 580

Crescent Bay, 252

Crescent City and Bay, 211

Crescent Point, 301

Creseiunto Island, 141

1

Crespo Island, 875
I Creston Island, 112

Ciillon, Capo, 577, 579

CriUon Mount, 471

Crispin Uock, 290

CroisillcB, Cape, 778

Croozo Island, 467

Cross Sound, 467, 469,

471 ... „
Crown Island, 283, 7i(-».

894
Crown Princess, Wreck, 189

Crozor Mount, 739

Cuacaul I'oint, 92 _

Cuchllla Grande, 19o

Cnlebra, 13

Culebra, Port, 40, 41

i Culiacan, 123

Culiacan River, 123

I
CulroHS I'oint, 48.J

i Cumbradolas Auras, It'l

Cumniing Point. 430

Cuinshcwas Harbour, 4o>

470.
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700

824

• North PHciflp. 034
' Handwich iHlands,

Vancouver Island,
313

Ciistodioa, Capo, hm, 104
Ciistodios Pivcr, 104
Cuttle Group, 363
t 'iiylor's Harhour. 170-1

Cyelopi Mountaint>, 770
Cypress Bay, 343
Cypress Cone and Id., 2S4
Cypress Island and Ueef,

208
t .-Dress Point, 175

P.'ednliis Pass. 420
Daiho Hnki, 630
J);iii!o Island, 607
Dalco Point, 261
Dallas Mountain, 203
I'alrymple, Ciipe, 576
I lamas Bay, 18
Dimes, P..rt do, 18

Hampier Island, 778
Dainpier fStri.it, 777
I>anaido Itocks, 13

Daiieoiio Island, 708
Diin^ereuse Rock, La, 578
I>anser Island, 701

U.inffer Islands, E. and Vf.,

732
Hanger Fecf, 200, 301, 310
Hanger Rock, 280, 294, 334,

337, 355, 582
Danger Rocks, 300
Danger Shoal, 202
Dmiel Island, 721
DAnvillo, Cape, 922
DAnvillo Gulf, 587
Darliy Cape, 526
D.iicv Island, 288, 205
D.iik" Island, 344
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Pirk Cove, (Ot

DarKcrs Uland. M75
D.isiiim saki, (iHI

David Town, 16, 27
Daviil Hay, 25
Daviil Channel, 339
David River, 28
Davidson Rock, 274
Davis Bay, 275
Dawson Island, 725
D.iwydolf Island, 616
Day Point, 420
Diad-treo Point, 438
Dean Canal, 428
Deans Dnndas, Port, 5S0
Decapolis Reef, 763
Decatur Island, 275, 282
Deception Channid, 313
Deception Pass, 267, 345
Dociorta Islaml, 875
Decision, Capo, 457, 450,

461
Dicker's Island, 8fil

Do (,'ourcy Island, 310
Deep Bay, 304, 808
Deep Cove, 297, 208, 399
Deep Inlet, 360
Deep Pass, 343-4
Deep-water Bay, 413
Doer Harbour, 284 -5

Deer Ishind, 27, 410
Deer Islands, 329, 333
Deor Lagoon, 269
Doflanee Point, 262
Do Fuca's Pillar, 252
De Fuca Strait, 261, 274,

320
Deik's Island, 875
Delaroft' Islands, 514
Dolarovskoi, 603
Ddaware Bank, 807
Del^;ada Point, 142

Dolisle, Capo, 575
Departure Bav, 389
Den'iigh; Cape, 524
Denman Island, 391, 393
Dent, Cape, 582
Derliinskoi Strait, 606
Derby, 384
Dnseartes Point, 42
Desi^rted I Jay, 404
Deserted Creek, 353
Desgrneiada, La, 818
Dosima, 677
Dosolado, Cape, 40, 47
Desolation Sound, 405
Despi^nsa Island, 42
Destitution, Capo, 582
Destruction Island, 224, 249
Devil's RMro, 453
Do Vries, Capo, 666
Deziina Island, 593
Diablo Point, 187
Diablo, Punta del, 801

Diamante Point, 93—96
Diamond Capo, 634
Diamoml Hill, 850
Diamond I'oint, 280

Diana Island, 330

988

Diana Shonl, 703
Diina Strait, 505
Diekiniiiii I'oint, 118

Dick. .Mount, 402
Dick Port, 48H
Ditrges Sound or Bav, 478
Dillon I'oint and Ro'ck, 420,

421
Dinner Point, 29

1

Diomede Islanils, 529, 530
Dionysius Mountain, 642
Direction Bluff, 558
Direction Mountain, 687
Disappointment, Cape, 231,

235, 680, 592
Disappointment Island, 888
Disaster Island, 80.t

Discovery Island, 287, 304
Discovery Islands, 326
Discovery Passage, 411, 413
Discovery, Port, 256
Disney I'oint, 280, 204
Dixie Cove. W\
Dixon Channel, 436
Diyi Island, 613
Djaiire, Cape, 686
Djino Sima, 616
Dockyard Island, 270
Dodd" Narrows, 287, 200,

306, 300, 300
Dodger Cove, 333-4
Dodo Rooks, 646
Dog Island, 713
Diilorca, Isla do, 249
Dolores Island, 891
Dolphin Point, 261
Dominical I'oint, 34
Donegal Head, 418
Dongandsha Bay, 673
Dorei, Port, 781
Dory, Port, 781
Do Sima, 668
Dotensan, Peak of, 609
Douangoa, Capo, 672
Double Bluff, 258
Double Head, 646
Doiiblo Island, 340, 344, 367
Double-topped Mountain,

808
Double-wedgo Island, 665
Douglas, Capo, 490, 497
Douglas Channel, 277, 279
Douglas Harbour, 442
Douglas Island, 450, 463
Douglas Blount, 289
Douglas Rock, 888
Dove Island, 729
Dove Reef, 667, 686
Downs Point, 676
Doyle Island, 421, 423
Drag(-n Rocks, 213, 219
Drakes Island, 866
Drayton Harbour, 27C
Drew Harbour, 406, 408,
409

Drovianaia Cove, 509
Drummond Island, 707, 711,

713
Drew Rock, 291

i^
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Dry Island, 809
Uuck Island, 672
Dudomaino Island, 779
Duko of Clarence Strait, 457
Duke of York Archipclni^o,

461
Dulce, Oulfof, 30, 32, 911

Dulce River, 92
Diimo Point, 160

Duncan Buy, 112
Duncan Canal, 456
Duncan Island, 421
Duncan Rock, 253
Dundaa Island, 432, 711,

892
Dundas, Foint, 469
Dungencss Uay, Now, 265
Diingoness, falne, 255
Dunkin Roof, 765
Duntzo Mead, 320
Duntzo Rock, 263
Duperr6, 778
Duporroy Island, 766
Duperrey Islnmls, 742
Du Polit Thounrs Skoal,

142
Durour Island, 777
D'Urvillo Island, 765
D'Urvillo, Point, 780
Duval Point, 420
Duwamish Bay, 260
Diixbury Point and Reof,

191, 194, 200
Dyko Point, 320
Dzinozetti Channel, 613

Eaglo Harbour, 200
Eiigle Islsnd, 263
Ear Island, 767
Earl Ledge, 415
Ears Rock, The, 880
East Capo of Asia, 535
East Faiu Island, 7.69

East Sound, 286
Easy Creek, 361
Eauripik Islands, 766
Ebisima, 619
Ebon Island, 719, 731

Ecola Creek, 231
Eddystone Rock, New, 450
Edensnw's Village, 440
Edgeciimbo, Capo and

Mountain, 467, 472, 471
Ediz Hook, 266
Edmund Point, 127
Edward, Cape, 471
Edward Point, 428
Eel Reef, 418
Eel River, 207
Eel River Valley, 223
Effingham Inlet, 337
Egerup Islands, 723
Egg Island, 625
Egg Isliinds, 508
Egmcdio Island, 723
Egorkovskoi, 609
Egvokinot Bay, 646
Ekarma Islanil, 561

INDEX.

EUto liiland, 762
Elbow Island and Rocks,

336
El Coxo, 1C4
Eld iHland, 246
Eld's Inlet, 262
Eleanor Cove, 478
Elena, Cape and Baj', 41-2

Elizitbeth, Cape, 488, 574
Elizabeth Islands, 731
Eliza Dome, 358
Eliza Island, 711

Eliza, Port, 356, 357
El Juco Point, 24

Elk Bay, 413
Elk Rivor, 208, 221

Ella Island, 763
Ellon Bay, 303
Ellice Point, 238
i:ilis Point, 241,469
Ellis Reef, 667, 686
Elmore Islands, 730
El Moro, 159
El Moro Rock, 171
El Morro, '.(4

Elmstone Rock, 640, 643
El Muclle Rock, 6i)

El Osteonal Rocks, 42
Eloti River, 123
El Pozo, 26
Elpynghyn Mountain, 540
Elrington Point, 4K6
El Viojo, 60
Klwha River, 264
Emma Harbour, 643
Emmelagui District, 773
Kmmelian, Cape, 643
Endnrby Islands and Bank,

761
Endermo Harbour, 666
Engano, Cabo del, 472
Engaoughin Bay, 646
Eiiglefield Bay, 411
I'lnglish Buy, 386
English Harbour, 700
Eniwetok Isliinds, 732
Eno-ura Bay, 623-1
Ensiliada Miind, 25
Enterprise Channel, 323
Enterprize Reefs, 291, 301
Entrada Point, 112, 144
Entrance Bank, 412
Entrance Head, 603
Entrance Island, 334, 369,

387
Entrance Rock, 301
Entrance Shoal, 283
Epiphuny Bay and Port,

496
Equatorial Current, North,

936
Equipalito Rocks, 136
Eratatsi, Cape, 645
Eremitinos, Los, 777
Erie Mountain, 278
Erikub Islands, 723
Eroen, Cupo, 664
Eroro Islands, (!54

Errakong Island, 775

Esnrmi, Capo, 647
Escalanto Point, 351, 348
Escape Point, 162
Escape Roof, 300, 116
Escape Reefs, 299
Eschovan Island, 86
Kschscholtz Islands, 727
Esclavos Pazas, Rios dos, 72
Kscondido, Puerto, 130, 130

Kscudo de Vorogua Hivur, 1

Kscuiatla, 76
I'Isermi Hwbour, 665
Espartvl Ivlar^d, 21
Esporanza Inlet, 366—367
Espineza Arm, 357
Espiritu Santo Island, 137,

138
Espuela Island, 20-1

Esquimalt Harbour, 297,

318, 320
Es(iuinaB, Rio do las, 32
Essington, Port, 431
Estapa, 97
Estoro, Tho, 37
Kstero Bay, 174
Estero del Arsenal, 109

Estero Dona Paula, 50
Estero Real, 49, 61

Esteros, Los, 174
Estevan Point, 347, 306
Esther Island, 485
Estiva Island, 15

Etal Islands, 756, 767
Etches, Port, 483
Etelkouium Bay, 546
Etoline, Cape, 621
Etoline Harbour, 461
Eug6nie Archipolagu, 689
Euphrosyno Rock, 888
Eureka, 203
Kurj'alus Uock, 600
Evalouk Islands, 763
Evans Bay, 108
Evdokeeff Islands, 601
Evening Island, 782
Evosn, Cape, 651
Ewu District and River, 848
Ewing Harbour, 221
Ewing Island, 281
Ewing Peak, 238
Expedition Bay, 687
Eyries Mount, 779

Facpi Point, 709, 801
Fain Island, West, 702
Fairfax I'oint, 297
Faiu Haven, 819
Fair Harbour, 361
Fair of La Paz, 63
Fairway Channel, 387-8
Fairway Rock, 530
Fairweather Mountain and

Capo, 166, 471, 476
Fais Island, 766
Fakuda Saki, 677
l''alalep Island, 760
Falcon, Cape, 231
Falcone Anchorage, 802
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mimalt Uarbour, 297,
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lington, Port, 431

lapa, 97

toro, Tho, 37

teroBny, 174

tero del Awcnal, 109

tero Dona Paula, 50

tero Real, 49, 61

teros, Los, 174

tevan Point, 347, 365

ithor Island, 485

itiva Island, 16

tal Islands, 755, 757

tchcs. Port, 483

tolkouium Bay, 646

toline. Cape, 521

itoline Harbour, 454

;ug6nie Archipelago, 589

luphrosyno Rock, 888

luroka, 208
'.urj'alus Kock, 600

ivalouk Islands, 763

5vans Bay, 408

iivdokeeff Islands, 601

Svening Island, 782

Evosn, Capo, 654

Ewa District and River, 848

Kwing Harbour, 221

Kwing Island, 281

Kwing Peak, 238

Rxpedition Bay, 687

Eyries Mount, 779

Facpi Point, 709, 801

Fain Island, Wost, 762

Fairfax Point, 297

Faiu Haven, 849

Fair Harbour, 361

Fair of La Paz, 63

Fairway Cliannid, 387-8

Fairway Rock, 630

Fairweathor Mountain and

Capo, 466, 471, 476

Fais Island, 766

Fakuda Saki, 677

Falalop Island, 766

Falcon, Cape, 231

Falcone Anchorage, 802

Falfan Hivcr, 14

Faliao Island, 762

Falipi Island and Bank, 763

I also Bay, 150, 158, 283,

398
Faisp Capstnn Head, 806

False Channel, 367

False Creek, 385

False Island, 300

False Narrows, 310, 390

Fuluullap Island, 76")

Fanadik Island, 760

Fananou Islinid, 759

Fane Islam 1, 291

Fanning Isluiid, 699

Fanny Bay, 393-4

Fiinope Island, 743

Fanshaw Capo, 460-1

Faoutioupoi Island, 743

Faraguet Island, 779

Farailos Island, 764

Farailesse Island, 765

Farallono Point, 101

Farallonos, Tho, 197

Farallonos Alijos, 858

Fardlon Island, S., 191

Farallon Ingles, 9

Farallon de Medinilla, 810

Fanllon do Pajaros, 816

Farallon de Prosper, 22

Farallon do Torres, 811
Faraiik Island, 763

Farnham Island, 792
Farrallonos Rocks, 145

Farroilap Island, 765

Farugelma Island, 587
Fatsizio Island, 628
Fattoilap Island, 765

Fauntleroy's Rock, 206, 212

Favida Island, 401

Fawn Island, 285

Fearless Rock, 226
Foarnoy Point, 403
Feis Island, 766
Foklistoff Island, 672
Folalisse Island, 765

Felipe, Point, 162

Fermin Point, 169

Fern Cove, 261
Ferrer Point, 354

Foys Island, 766
Fiddle Reef, 324

Fidalgo Island, 267, 278
Fidal.;o, Port, 484
Finisierro Mountains, 77 S

Finlayson Island, 433
Finlaysou Mountain, 277,

293
Fin Itock, 222
Firando, 693, 069
Fira Sima, 893
Finnin Point, 167

Firmiu, San, 133

Fisgard Island and Light,

3iH, 320
Fish Rivor, 581

Fisher Canal, 428
Fi^luir Islami, 885
I'i luiiniiii Cove, 130

JS'ortIi I'acijic.

INDEX.

Fisherman Reff, 617
Fisherman Rock, 604-5

Fist:- / Rocks, 208
Fitton Bay, 884

Fitz Island, 35.')

Fit/irihhon Point, 451

Fit/.hugh .Sound, 426
Fivo-fatiiom Shoal, 325

Five-linger Island, 390

Five Hummocks Point, 149

Flamenco Ishind, 1

3

Flami-nco Point, 14

Flat Bav, 576
Flat Hill, 239
Flat Islind, 398, 602

Flat Islands, 401

Fliit Point, 282
Flat-top Island, 279

Flat-top Islands, 311, 345

Flat-top, Mount, 369

Flat-top I'oint, 102

Flattery, Capo, 218, 248,

252
Flattery, Capo, and Light,

316
Flattery Rocks, 250

Flints, Point of. 172

Flora's Creek, 223

Florence Sh'al, 816

Floros Islan<l, 345-6

Flower Island, 357

Foggy Cape, 449
Fog Rock, 330
Folgcr Island, 817
Fonsoca, 64
Fonseca, Gulf of, 49, 56, 912
Fontc Bank, 326
Foraulep Island, 765

Forbes Island, 340

Foigado Rock, 892
Fordyco I'ass, 722
Foreland, N., 492
Forfana Island, 878
Formosa, 687
Formosa, Coast of, 900

Forrester Island, 458
B'orsyih Point, 437

F<ut Point, 185

Forttinas, Cape, 206

Fortune Channel, 344
Forward Bay, 416

I orward Inlet, 388-9

Forwood Channel, 387
Foster Point, 286
Foul Bay, 323
Foul Point, 647
Foulwoather Bluff, 258-9

Foulweathor, Cape, 228-9

Four-fatlioms Bank, 186

Fo\»r-t'oot Rock, 686

I'our Mountains Islauds,

olO
Fiiurtoeii Island Group, 732

Kox, (.'ape, 4 19

Fox Isliiiid, 202, 689

Fox Islands, 505
Fniiles, Los, 16

Fraih's Rocks, 101-2
_

Franeiiis, Buie des, 471
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Francis Island, 711

Francis INiint, 2ii!), 103

Franklin Bay, 778
Fr:i/.er I-iland, 317
Fra/.er I 'lands, 751

Frazer River, 257, 269, 376,

380
Frederick Point, 408, 440
Fri'derick, Port, 469
Freeman Point, 581

Freomantle Point, 485

Freewill Islands, "81

Frenidi Frigato's Slioal,

8il
Freshwater Bay, 254
Fre>hwator Island, 789

Friday Harbour, 278
Friiti'lly Cove, 351

Frio Rivor, 48
Frost Island, 282-3

Frost Shoal, 801
Fruitful Islanil, 791

Fucr. Strait, Juan do, 251,

316
Fuego Volcano, 3, 73-4

Fuerte, Rio del, and Town,
123, 125, 126

Fugur Rivor, 572
Fukai, 671

Fukioka, 666
Fukube Island, 609
Fukura, 615
Fuku-ura, 603, 632
Fukuvj, 671
Fulfo"d Harbour, 297, 302
Fulford Reef, 325
Furasato Saki, ()86

Furato >Saki, 669
Fureek, Port, 654
Fusiyama Mountain, 623,

(i36

Futikami, 668
Futako Sima, 674, 681

Futo Saki, 632
Futsu Salu, 640

Gabihin, 14

Gabriola Pads and Reefs,

306,311
Gabriola Roufa and Island,

386, 387
Galaino Island, 306

Galera Island, 6, 8

Oaleta, La, 15

Galiano IsLuid, 301, 004,

421
Galley Rock, 339
Gallina Island, 137

Gallo Island, 137

Gallows Point, 388

traiii;ilc V, ( ii|)e, 646, 05S

GambieT Island, 400

Gamliier, I'oint, 462
Giimlile, Port, 264

Gami, Isla, 27
Gamma, (Jape, 587
Gamova Point, 588

tJunges Uarbour, 302-3
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fliiiiffes Reof, 877

(Siiliim Isliind, 801

Giiriichino I'oint, 6

Ctavapnn, 808

GttilMinzos, 817

Onrdon Island, 484

Uiirdm-r Cnnnl, 430

Gardner iKlnnd, 76.), 8<'J

Oimlner, Mount, 38o

Gardner Point, 459, 404

Oanlnpr, I'ort, 266

(iiirishkn, 527

(iiirns Toint, 459

Garova Island, o6

Garry Po'ntt 381

Gaspar Wand, 791

Gaspar Bico Islands, 7^&,

791
Gaston Bay, 269

Ga\atier MountainB, , 7»

Gavareah, Capo, 566, abi

Gaviota Pass, l^^

Geolwink Bay and Point,

780
Genlcar Nada, 666

Genkar Sima, 666

Grnsiu-gftwa River, 660

Gooffrcy, Mount, 393

George, Point, 239

Oooriia Strait, 274, 305,

308, 377, 391, 397

Georgia, Gulf of, 267

Genild Island, 392

Oermantown Reef, 894

Ghiltu-isi Rock, 633

(iigaiita. El Corrc de la, Uo
Gig Harbour, 261

Gihon's Bluff, 210

Cil Island, 430

(;ila River, 131-2

Gilbert Island, 715

Gilbert Archipelago,

706, 940
Gilbert River, 590

GillPH Bay, 401

GiUcspy Island, 716

Gimiilisco, 64

Givrj- Island, 7')8

Gliisenapp Road, 640

Glazenap, Cape, 518

Glonthome Creek, iOi

Glimpse Beefs, 323

Gloubokaia Bay, 513

Obmbokaia Covo, 509

Gnaton, 802

Goat Island, 724, 884

Cioazacoalcos River, 82, 84

Oobomaaor Isbind, 1

7

Gold Bluff, 210

Gold Harbour, 441

Golden Gate, The, I..., 184

Guldtin Horn Bay, 689

Golden Rock 617

Golenichtchefr Ci^V^'J^\-^.

Goletas Channel, 420, 421,

422, 425

Golflto, Kl, 32

694,

Golfo Dulco. 29

Givlovateheffor Golovachef,

Capo, 674, 6fe4

GolovninoBay, 526

Golownin Strait, o(>4

Goly Iriand, 607

Gomez Island, 117

Gongo Sima, 606

Gonzales, 8

Gonzales Point, 324

Gooch Island 297

Good Hope, Bay of, 6P4

Good I^ok-out Islands, 772

Good News Bay, 522

Goose Island, 278

Goose Spit, 396

Gorbun Roek, 494

Gorda Point, 9, 21, 40-1

(Jorda, Punta, 30, 139, 206

Gordon Group, 421

Gordon Head, 289

Gordon Islands, 423

Gordon Point, 418

Gordon River, 316

Gore Island, 131

Gore Island, and Capo, 6J1,

633
Goro Point, 488

Gorcli Island, 611

Ooreloy Island, 614

Gorge Harbour, 407

Gossip Island, 306

Goton Yama, 642

Gotenvama HiUs, 644

Goto Cape, 672

Goto Islands, 671

Goulding Harbour, 471

Gonlon Islands, 769

Governor Rock, 307

Govenskoi, Capo, 647

Gow<r Point, 399, 400

Gowlland Harbour

Island, 411

Gowlland Rocks, 341

Goza Inlet, 621

Grace, Point, 486

Graham Bluff, 643

Graham, Cape, 99, 100

Graham Harbour, 489

Graham Island, 437, 440

Grajoro Point, ]60

Grampus Islands, 877

Granada, 43

Granada, liake of, 47

Granado River, 34

Grande, River, 14

Grande, Rio, 29, 204

Granite Island, 363

Granite Point, 413

{{raritloy Harlwur, 528

Grappler Creek, 329

Grappler Reef, ?01, 308

Gravel Spit, 283

Grave Point, 299

Graves, Port, 399, 400

Gravina Island, 450, 452

Gravina, Port, 484

Gray Feather Bank, <60

Gray's Bay, 235

and

Gray's Harbour, 245-6

GreKt Bank, 338

Groat Lu-chu Island, 895

Green Bank, 2S6

Green Cove, 331

Green Hill, 831

Green Island, 486, 488, 8G8

Green Point, 241, 292

Groenwie'' Island, 70rf

Orogorv', C.'»pc, 224, 2'20

Greig Cape, 520, 640

Grenvillo Canal, 430

GrenviUo Cape, 231

Grenville Point, 242, 248

Greville Capo, 490

Grey Point, 380, 385

Grey Rock, 392, 423

Griffin Bay, 278

Grief Point, 405

Orifo Island, 92, 93

Grifo Point, 94

Griganlsland, 794, 814

Grimes Island, 766

Grindall Point, 453

Gioltes, Pointo d<». 81«

Guadalupe I-land, 858

Guadalupa.Bayade,472
Guahan Island, 794, 797

Guajan Island, 797

Guam Island, 797

Guanacaste, 29, 43

Guanavano, 28

ftuapilon Point, 34

Ouaquina Arm, 3o3

Guairida Point, 20. 21

Guascames Point, 911

Guatemala, 2

Guatemala, Coast of, 76

Guatemala, Mountain of, -4

Guatemala, Republic of, 72

Guatemala, Volciino of, (>7

Guatlan, 104

Guatulco, 86, 88,89

Guaymas, 80, 82, 111, 126

Guaymas River, \M
Guaymas, Port, 122

Guayaquil River, 911

Gueguensi Island, 68

Guemes Island, f^'
Gucrete Mountain, 745

Guerin Gulf, 588

Guguan Island, Hi^

Guibert, Capo, 657
_

Guichieovi Mountains, 84

Guide Islands, 407

Guinea. North Coast

New 777

Guioncs, Capo, 39, 40

Guin.nas, Punta do, l.>6

Gun Clitf, 646

Gunner Harbour, 345

Gurguan Point, 807

Guyainas River, lH
Guy Rock, 816

Hach Gawa River, 616

Hadagase, 675

Haddington If«"''• '''^

g^^
lladdinijton, Port, 900, Jv^

of,
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nas Kiver, 138
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iw, 777
ncs, Capo, 39, 40
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Cliff, 646

n.ir Harbour. 345

^uan Point, 807

ninas River, 172

Rock, 816

Y^ Gawa River, 616

lagaso, 675

Idington If«"''• ''^

,j„2
Ldinaton, Tort, 900, Ju^

ITadshi Bay, 581
ll.'iiJa Point, 286
ILigomoisti'T Island, 521
Hahainish Harbour, 265
Jlakodadi or Hakodato Har-

bour, 634,648, CI!)

Hakodato Head, 01-5, 647
Hiikosaki Bay, 666
Hakubo Island, 607
Halawa Point, 845
Halcyon iHland, 792
Haluloa Bay, 854
Haluzof, Cii])c, 584
Half Moon Buy, 180
Half Tide Itock, 278, 283,

343
Halgan, Ciipn, 543
Halibut Channel, 362
Halibut Islitnd and Iload,
503

Hall Island, 307, 309, 715,
758

HallowoB Island, 672
Hamana, 621
Hamilton Point, 903
llammorsloy's Inlet, 262
Hamo Bay, 603
Hammond Uocks, 316
Hamond, Cape, 482
Hanadi Island, 899
ILtnalae Bay, 854
Hanamura Bay, 009
Hanapepe Valley, 863
Hand Island, 339
Hankin Point, 286
Hankin Rock, 344
H ins Olasen Harbour, 655
Hanson Island, 417
Hanson Point, 245
Harbour Island, 331, 357,

358, 589, 668, 893
Harbour Point, 100
Harbour Rock, 278, 286
llarbottlo Island, 714
Hardy Bay, 420
Hardy Island, 367, 404
Hardy Harbour, 671
llardwioko Island, 414, 415
Harida nada, 601
Harima nada, 609, 610
Harney Channel, 286
Ilaro Archipelago, 251, 272,
273

llaro, Cape, 127
Haro Strait, Directions, 288
Uaro Strait, 279, 287, 294,

325, 326, 377
Harriet Point, 491
Harrington Point, 456
Harris Point, 459
Harrison River, 376, 383
Harry Point, 297
Harvey, Port, 416, 416
Harwond Island, 405
Hascdasinoso Bank, 610
Hashmy Islands, 757
Hasikiwi, 620
Masikiwi Anchorage, 019
Uu Siiiia, 632

INDEX.

Hasvokan Island, 901
Hatch Point, 297
Hat Island, 364
Hato saki, 668, 686
Haula Bay, 847
Haumilulu, 86
Havannah Channel, 416
Haven's Anchorage, 203
Hawaii Island, 819, 826
Hawcia Island, 762
Hawkesburv Island, 429
Hawkins Island, 304, 484
Haya saki, 681
Haycock Bluff, 641
Haycock Islands, 425
Haystack llock, 6.V2

Haystacks, The, 364
Haystrous Island, 791
Ilaxaina Mountain, 039
Hazel Point, 265
Ha7,y Islands, 464
Head Bay, 353
Healakalia Point, 833
HoaMsburgh, 202
Hebi Sima, 892
Hecate Channel, 367
Hecato Cove, 371
Hecate Pass, and Bay, 325,

334, 343, 347
Hecato Itock, 424
Ilcceta B ink, 227
Hocota's Inlet, 216
Hoda Bay, 023-24
Hocia, 847
Ilekgnsidi, 605
Helby Island, 329, 330, 333
Hilen Point, 291, 304
Helen Itcof, 782
Hole Rock, U93
H.liaghyn Bay, 638
Uelmoken Island, 414, 416,

417
Hclsion Island, 792
Holut Islands, 730
Helvetia, New, 153
Homming Bay, 487
Homslung Cove, 440
Henderson's Inlet, 262
Henderson Island, 859
Henderville Islajid, 707,

713
Henrv Bay, 393-4

Henry, Cape, 442
Henry Island, 288, 293, 441
Henry Islands, 293
Herbert Arm, 347
Herbert Island, 398
Hernando Island, 405-6
Hormanos Islands, 110
Hormanos Itocks, 14
Hermits Islands, 777
Hcrmoso, Morro, 39, 147
HermoBilla, 123

Ilermosa Point and Bay,
17

Hernando Island, 409
Horradura Island and Port,

35

Iltrron Island, 24
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Ilosqiiiat Harbour & Blulf
317-8

Hoy Point, 4S2
Hicarita Island, 19
Hicaron, 17, 19
Hida ka kawa Rivor, 617
Hiolap Island, 767
Higt;ins Point, 452
Highest Island, 359
Hii{h Island, 766
Hightlold Point, 45

1

Hi'^hwater Rock, 2S6
lliku Simu, 602, 608, 070,

fl.S5

Hill Island, 329, 330, 33),

338, 408, 471, 666
Hill Rock Shoal, 17

Hilo, 825, 829
Hill) and Bay, 828
Hillsborough Isliml, 8S.>

Himu Sima, 600, (i6(i, Vui
Hinchinbrook Island, IH4

HinoMisaki, 617,619
Hino yama, 617
Hiogo. P'C
Hiogo Mountains, 010
Hiogo, Port, 612
Uippa Island, 410
Hirado Id., 668, 669, 070
Hirase Rock, 673
Hira Sima, 670
Hirowatali Bay, 616
Hishiwo Bank, 677
Hi Sima, 674
Hitaugo Sima, 673
Hitsou, Cape, 505
Hive Rock, 621
Hoa-pin-su Island, 904
Hobart, Point, 461
Hobbs Island, 342, 317
Hodge Rock, 671
Hogan Island, 471
Hogolen Islands, 757
Ho-ho.ie Island, 360
Holdaworth, Mount, 417
Hole- in-tho-Wall, 348
Holkham Bay, 462
Holland Island, 705
Holland Point, 322
Holy Cross Buy, 511, 511
Homalko River, 40<J, 4 1

U

Hume Island, 400
Hono-ura, 667
Hondobin Bay, 519
Honduras, 56
Honolulu, 847, 849
Honoonoono, 849
Hooch River, 249
Hood Bay, 464
Hood's Canal, 218, 258
Hood's Canal and Head,

264
Hood, Mount, 242
Hood Point, 399
Hope, Town of, 380, 381
Hope Island, 422, 710
Hope Point, 401
Hopkins Point, 4 .'10

Hopper Island, 707, 714

i
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HnqmnmtR Rivpr, 247

lldiino-iitfi-murn Utiy. '••'»

Hornby IhIuikI, 391, 39i»

Horner, ('upi', •''"I

Horner Peiik, MM
Hornet Hiiy, i"i8l>

Horso-shoo Bay, 299

H<)8l<vn Inlet, 408

Hou-hton, Port, 461

Hounlodgna Buy, 803

Houston Inland, 283

Houston Tubs, 301, 307

Houston Stewart Channel,

43G
Howe, Toint, 455

Howe Sound, 385, 398, 400

Howliin.l iHl.md, 705

Himliilui, 835

Huarari. Mount, 827

Huazoatlun, 84

Hudson I;4iind, 300

Hudson Point, 267

Huenemt: Point, 161

Hugh, Point, 462

Hugon, < ape, 5S7

Huko Simii, 671

Hulah Eocks, 275

Hull Island, 416

Ilumi oldt Bay, 207, 779

Hummock I-land, 900

Hump Island, 781

Humtolape River, 247

Hungry Uock, 67«

Hunter Island, 731

Hunter Uoof, 769

Hunt Point, 431

Huvd's IJand, 710

Hurst Island, 423

Hui-tttdo Point, 406

Hyaeintho Bay, 408

Hyakfukung, 607

lanthy Shoal, 763

Ibargoitia Island, 761

Ibesso, 639

Ibbctson Islands, 722

Ibbetsoii, C.ipe, 431, 443

Icacos Point, 62

lehey Island, 899

Ichiokashinden, 612

ley Bay, ^"^^

ley • 'ccnn, 499

l.l'ol Isliiiid, 301

Idragne River, 34

Lisa, Cap.;, 033, 636

Idsu Penmsula, ot)4, biZ

632
Ifalik Islands, 763

Igama Bay, 666

Iguana I.-land, 16

Igatskoy Bay, 495

Ighakehi Bay, 49o

luna-look Island, 630

Iguana Point, 9

Ikatok Island, 604

Ikatun Island, 604

Iki I.4and, 006, 6(.7

Ik.ip Island, 7")»

Ikulski Ibla'ud, 068

\

INDEX.

Ilonao, 13

Iiianiinsk Peak, 491

llil,o Saki, 617, 618

Ilic, 801

Hie Bav, 802

Illak Island, 515

Illinois River, 212

lUuluk Bay and Port, 508

Ilpinsk, Cape, 550

Ilpinskoi, Cape, 647, 652

Imak Island, 518

ImariBay, 668

Imillis Island, 776

Imoshiri Island, 654

Imperial, Port, 681

Impericuse Bluff, 639

Inago Mountain, 709

Inaki Sima, 609

Ina Miuato, 667

Indian Island, 208, 309,

345, 422

Indian Point, 286

Ingakoadak Bay, 509

IngersoU Patches, 897

Ingersoll Bocks, 892

Inglese, Morro, 128

Inglis Rocks, Lady, 621

Ingoda River, 584

Ino Sima Mountain, 637

In Sima, 607

Inskip Channel, 441

Inskip Islands, 320

Inskip Rocks, 320

Intrusa Island, 24

Intrusa Rock, 23

Invincible Point, 133, 439

Irako-saki, 621

Irons Shoal, 761

Iro-o Saki, 633

Isabel Island, 112

Isabel, Mount, 142

Isabella Reef, 754

I Isaki, 604

Isaki Point, 618

Isdlco Volcano, 3, 70-1

Isauotskoy, Strait of, 504,

518
Isima, 615
Island, The, 157

Island Cove, 345

Island Harbour, 336-6

Islands, Bay of, 467

Islet Point, 589

Islotes Group, 32

Ismenai and Bay, 556, 668

Isonusu, 661

Issannakh Mountaine, 506

Istapa, 3, 30, 69, 72-3

Istmo, Islas del, 6

Isumi Strait, 610, 613, 616,

610
Isumi nada, 601, 610

Isumo saki, 619, 620

Itobasco, 65

Itopango Lake, 66

Itsha River, 568

Itfihinsk, 569

lt«ino Siuia, 019

llsive Mib.iki, 018, 619

Tttigran Island, 539, 540

Iturbidc, 2

Iturup Island, 502, 606

Iwama Sima, 605

Iwogo Sima, 891

Iwo Sima, 673, 677, 679,

804

lyo. Capo, 608

lyonuda, 601,606

Imnbek and Bay, 518

Iztapan, 73

.Tabali, Cape, 20

Jabwat Island, 729

Jackson PoinS 528

Jacobi Island, J67

Jalnit Islands, 730, 731

James Bay, 304

James, Cape, 4'22

James L-land, 275, 294-5

James Point, 298

Jane Island, 753, 791
' Japan (Winds), 921

Japan, Climate, &c., 694

Japan, Inland Sea of, 001

Japan, 8.E. Coast, 635

Japanese Archipelago, 093,

687
Japanese Cnrrcnt, 687

Jardines, Los, 793

Jarvis Island, 697

Joannette TsLiud, 630

Jecoils or Jekoils Island,

746, 749
Jefferson Point, 259

Jemmy Jones Islet, 326

Jumo Island, 724

Jenkins Island, 401

Jennis Point, 278, 281

Jequepa Point, 96

Jerabout Island, 892

Jervis Inlet, 402, 404, 409

Jesse Island, 562, 663

Jesso Island and Strait, 667

Jiboa River, 66

Jijiginsk, Fort, 669

Jiquilisco, 64

Joann Bogosloff Island, 610

Jobie Island, 780

John Begg Rock, 168

John, Port, 428

John's Island, 291

John's River, 246

Johnstone Strait, 413, 414

Johnstone Reef, 289

Johnston Islands, 790

Johnston Rock, 615

Joka Sima, 638, 676

Jonas Island, 572

Jones Island, 279, 295

Jonquiore Bay, 574, o8i

Joquoits Island, 749

Jordan River, 317

Jorvaco River, 125

JoruUo Volcun de, 97

Joupanoff Volcano, ooi

Juan de Fuca Stra.t, 2S1,

315,310
JuauilUi Island, 12

m.^.
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Fort, 669

,64
gosloff Island, 610

nd, 780
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pt, 428
land, 291

ver, 246

3 Str,iit, 413, 414

a Reef, 289

Islands, 790

Rock, 615

la, 638, 676

and, 672

and, 279, 295

B Bay, 674, 589

Island, 749

livor, 317

Hivor, 125

^olcan de, 97

Bf Volcano, 554

Fuca Stra.t, 251,

Ui
laliind, 12

Jtwn Rodriguez Islandj 170,
171

Juchitan, 83
Juco Point, 25
Judus, Capo, 142
Julia Inland, 306
Julie Island, 891
Julo Island, 895
Junction Passage, 335
Junction Point, 406
Junk Harbour, 898

Kaalaea, 847
Kaljahala Island, 728
Kaba Sima, 668, 671, 674
Kabasima Bay, 680
Kabuto yania, 664
Kadoolawo, 844
Kado Siina, 666
Kadsusa Bay, 644
Kadzitori I'oint, 606, 608
Kaegalak, 531
Kaona, Ciipo, 846

'

Kaona Point, 848
Kagai Island, 502

^

Kagara, 667
Kageno, 675
IvHgosima and Gulf, 599
Kagu Cliannel, 671
Kaliiki, Cape, 841
Kah-la-wat-set liivor, 227
Kahoolawe or Kahulaui,

844
Kaigan Harbour, 458
Kailau and District, 836
Kakaua Bay, 847
Kakhvalga I-slaud, 615
Kakisaki, 634
Kakooa, 838
Kulakhtyrka River, 656
Kaleghta, Cape and Bay,
508-7

Kalishka, 627
Kaluaaha, 846
Kalulak River, 521
Kama Islands, 766
Kamalaea Bay, 843
Kainunnaia Pristan, 627
Kamenuoi, Cape, 626
Kaine ura Harbour, 681
Kauiida Crook, 649
Kami Idzumi, 667
Kaininoi, 569
Kaiiiinoue Islet, 893
Kamino Kosiko, 681
Kaminosoki, 606
Kainitio Sima, 676
Kamoda-saki, 615
K.iinomo Sima, 081
Kamchatka, 561, 920
Kamchatka Peninsula, 547.
_o60

Kamchatka River, 651,
3'')3

Kiiiiicliatka, Sea of, 5IS
Kiiimfh.ilskoi, Capo, 553
Kiii.uga Island, 514

INDEX.

Kanngawa, 641
Kanakiki, 828
Kanawa Hock, 628
Kanaya Point, 633, 644
Kanoila Bay, 640
Kanpga saki, 666
Kaneohe, 847
Kan-iote, 846
Kanghynin Bay, 545
Kaiion saki, 039, 640, 641,

642
Kansano yama, 617
Kanziu Island, 604
Kaouai River, 230
Kapaho I'oint, 828
Kapenoar Island, 751
Kapenuaro Island, 751
Kapoho Point, 840
Karaga River, 552
Karaghinskaia Bay, 652
Karaghiiisky Island, 551
Karakakooa District & Bay.

837
Karnmo Islands, 6H
Karasuka Island, 599
Kartki Island, 686
Karlouk, 496
Kasato Island, 606
Kassatotchy Island, 513
Kata, 614
Rata Inland, 761
Katalaniet Mountains, 240
Katelina Island, 751
Kilter Inland, 879, 880
Katona Sima, 894
Katsura saki, 666
Kattou Island, 773
Katzmota ura, 667
Kauai or Kaui Island, 823,

824
Kau District, 826, 839
Kaula Irland, 856
Kaulaka Passage, 855
Kawaihae and Bay, 826,
834

Kawailoa Bay, 847
Kawa Saki, 642
Kawatch, 670
Kawatchi, 686
Kaye Island, 482
Kealaikahiki Shoal, 844
Koalakekua District &, Bay,

836
Keats Island, 400
KoUott Bluff, 288, 293
Kollott Island and Lodge,

275
Kelly Island, 886
Kelp Bar, 395
Kelp Bay, 329
Kelp Isbind, 340
Kelp Reefs, 287-8
Kuiiay Bay, 919
Kenay Peninsula, 489
Kundrick Arm, 351
Kondri(rk Island, 890
Kt'nnedy Inl.md, 441
Kfppi-'!, Cipu, 298

980

Keraghinsky Island, Little,
547

Kerama Islands, 895, 897
Kotcht'chnoi, 509
Keloy Island, 505
Key hole. The, 184
Kliabaroff, Capo, 573
Khalnetkin, Capo, 638
Kharamukotan Island, 564
Khilap Island, 707
Kliing-khan Mountains, 684
Kliitroff, Capo, 548
Khramtschenko Bay, 521
Kibatsu Bay, 676
Kibune Point, 603
Kidd Island, 879
Kild or Plymouth Id., 885
Kigal»;a Island, 606
Kikai Sima, 894
Kiku Strait, 459
Kilauea, Mount, 825, 828
Kili Island, 731
Killiliak Bay, 508
Kiloudunskov Bay, 496
Kiluden Bay, 496
Kiludenskoy Bay, 496
King, Cape, 546, 646
King George Archipelago,

409
King George's Sound, 348
Kiughom Island, 406
King Island, 329, 333, 427.

428, 627
King Islands, 290
Kingman Reef, 703
Kingsmill Islands, 707
Kingsmill Point, 459
King William, Cape, 778
Kio Sima, 607
Kiraueah Volcano, 828
Kirilovskaia Bay, 516
Kirime yama, 617
Kishu Ngawa River, 612
Kishungawa River, 611
Kisi Posi, 686
Kiska Island, 504, 616
Kitagotagh Island, 503
Kitenamagau Island, 504
Kithouk, Cape, 605
Kiti District, 745
Kiti River, 748
Kittlitz Point, 746
Kiuniutanany Island, 602
Kiusiu Islaiid, 597
Kiusiu Strait, 606
Klaholoh Rock, 254
Klamath River, 211
Klaproth Point, 587
Klaskino Inlet, 3G5
Klaskish Inlet, 365
Ivliavakhan, 458
Kliuchivsk, 654
Klokacheva Snund, 469
Klokatcheff, Cape, 575
Kluo({ueh Rock, 223
Klostcr-camp, 582
Klutohovskoi Volcano, 512,

551, 553, 554

if>
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Klutchi, 664

Kiiapp Isl«n«. 29a

Knight Inlet. *\« .„-.

Knight Island, 478, 480

Knocker Uockf, 13

Know Island, 881

Knox Bay, 414

Knoy Wand, 707 715

Ko-adjiro Bay, 63»

Koarra DiBtrict, 835

Koa»8off Island, 672

Kobe Bay and Point, 612

Kodiak, 446, 496

Kodiak Archipelago, 493,

404
Kodiak Island, 919

Koilo-kopuei Island, 7»4

Kodi)ttt-yama, 660

Kodsine Island, 628

Ko-futakami Ko<k 668

Kohala and District, 834

Kohebi Sima, 892

Koikla Point, 263

Koko Sima, 602

Kok-shittle Arm, 361

Kokura and Letlge, 60d

Koloa Point, 863

Kolo Point, 853

Koloschensk Archipelago,

449
Kolui Point, 836

Komandorski Islands, 648

Komox District, 393

Konabuso Bock, 604

Kona District, 836

Kona Peak, 863

Kongelab Islands, 72tJ

Kongotes, 428

Kougouan, Ciipe, 54U

KbningWillem III. Island,

Konninga Island, 614

KonohaTmui Mountains,

846
Koolau, 847

Koosilvac Biver, 623

KoosEiver, Bay, and Head

224-6
Koprino Harbour, 370-1

Korack Islands, 772

Korai Strait, 697

Koiea "l.ait. 666, 684

Korovinskaia, Cape & Bay,

KOTolinskaia Harbour, 613

Korovinskoi Volcano, 512

Korsakov Wands, 688

Kosaka Channel, 671

Ko8edo,67«
Kosiki Wands, 681

Ko-sirna, 608, 662, 666

Kosime no oo sima, 6fa&

Kuasol Island, 773

Ko8ii,606
Kosu Sima, 626

Kotaka Island, 607

Kotako Sima, 673

Kolovy Islands, ois

Kotsi lulot, 601

Kotsu Sima, 665

Kotzbomura, 638

Kou Island, 456

Kougalga Island, 606-0

Kougounan, Capo, 06\>

Kouivaem River, 543

Kourakong Islund, 776

Kouro Saki, 614

Kouskoquim Biver, ozi

Koutchougoumut, 620

Koutouzoff, Capo, 619

Koutznou, 464

Kouzmichtcheff, Cape, 662

Kowrooa Point, 836

Kowrowra, 838

Koyaki Island, 673, 676,

677
Koza-gnwa, 620

Krachonninikoff, Cape, 662

Krafto River, 673

Krenitzin Bay, 604

Krenitzen, Cape, 564

Krenitzin Islands, 50t)

Krenitzin Point, 518

Kritskoi Island, 518, 61»

Krleougoun, Cape, 636

Kronotskoi, Cape, 664

Kronotskoi Volcano, 654

KruBonstem Cove, 545

Kruscnstem Island, OdO

Krusenstern Islands, 7^4

Krusenstom Rock, 874

Kruzoflf Island, 467, 472

Kryci Wands, 606, 616

Kii Channel. 601, 610, 614

Kuchtui River, 670

Kudaka Island, 899

Kudsi Wand, 608

Kuegdogh Island^^ oO,S

Kiiga Channel, O'l

Knhushan Point, 397

Kui Island, 898

Ku-kien-san Islands, 900

Kula District, 841

Kulauloa District, 840

Kumi Head, 897

Kumi Island, 899

Kuminasi sima, 606

Kuna Siri Island, 567

Kunashiri Wand, 662, 667

Kuper Wand, 300, 301, 306,

309
Kupor, Ptvt, 441

Kuprianoff Island, 4o6

Kura Sima, 616

Kuria Wand, 710, 714

Kurilo Archipelago, 660,

eat)

Ku-ri-mah Island, 900

Kuro-ko Sima, 686

Korose Rocks, 674

Kurosegawa, 687

Kuro Sima, 670, 892

Kuro Siwo Current, 697,

Kusaie Wand, 719, 739, 741

Kusa-kaki, 682

Kusaya, 666

Kusbnou, 404

Kusimoto, 620

Kusi Siiki, 604

Kuskowimo River, cm
Kutsnoso Rock, 674

KuUinoSima, 892

Kutusoflf Capo and Uaj

,

656
, ,,,,

Kutusoflf Islands, 7i6

Kvichak River, 621

Kwadclen Islands, 7-'»

Kwaialein Islands, < '.a

Kwich-pak River, .>23

Kyangle Islands 77^

KvKhynin, Cupe, 640

Kyli Wands, 730

Kylo Island, 77f>

Kynkai Island, 541

Kyuquot Sound & Cbanntl,

359, 362

Kyoko Island, 899

Kysi Lake, 682

Lachsforellen Bay, 577

Ladrono Islands, 28, 70!»,

LaSno Islands, Cnimate,

Lrtdrone Islands, WindH,

Lady Blackwood Pass., 753

Lae Wands, 729

Lagediak Strait, 724

Laguna Grande, Punta del,

87

LaKuna Grande, Monro do la

86
liaguna Point, 161

Lahaina, 825, 842

Lajas River, 46

La Libortad, 130

Lalo Point, 807

Lambert Channel, 391, 393,

396
Lambert Islands, 730

Lambert, Point, 431

Lamoliaour Wands, West,

769
Lamoliork Islands, 769

Lamotrek Island, 763

Lampa River, 66

Lanai Island, 84

1

Lane Cane Mouiitam, 36

1

Langnligaraile Wiind, (05

Lnngford, Port, 36o

Langloy, 381

Langley, New, 384

Lanz Island, 425

Laomira Wand, 876

La Paz Bank, 761

La Paz and Bay, 137

La Paz Bay, 80

Lapelin Bocks, 8 j2

LaPlaya, 157 . ,

La Playeta de Chiguinn, G,

Larkins Reef, 754

Imme Rocks, 892

Lisan Rys Island, 866

Laskar Island and U*;ti,

86U
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River, 621

ock, 674

na, 892

]apo and Day,

jlands, 726

,iver, 621

Islands, 728

Islands, 7 '1.8

t Uivcr, 523

glands 772

, Ciipe, 610

ids, 7:10

nd, 776
dand, 641

Sound & Cbanntl,

i

land, 899

0,682

illen Bay, 677

Islands, 28, 708,

13

Islands, Climate,

Islands, Winds,

ackwood Pass., 753

nds, 729

k Strait, 724

Grande, I'unta del,

Grande, Monro do la

.Toint, 161

i, 826, 842

liver, 46

urtad, 130

oint, 807

rt Channel, 391, 393,

rt Islands, 730

,rt. Point, 431

iaour Islands, West,

iiork Islands, 769

trek Island, 71*2

a River, 65

Island, 844

Cane Mountain, J">

(iligaraile I>litnd, 765

ford, Port, 365

ley, 381

ley, New, 384

Island, 425

lira Island, 875

'az Bank, 761

>az and Bay, 137

'azBay, 80

4in Rocks, 8J2

?laya, 167 . . . -„

Playeta de Chiguinn, 0-

kins Reef, 764

ne Rocks, 892

an Rys Island, 866

kHr Island and Uecl,

00

Lasquct! Island, 391, 401
Lassiano Island, RGO
LuNsiuu Island, 866
Latouche Island, 48G
I^atouche Point, 478
Latsop River, 247
Lnupahoi, 833
Laura Point, 306
Lauretanoo, Mar, 122
LauRon Point, 168
Lavandora Rock, 26
Lavonia, Rio, 21

I-a Vontoza, Morro of, 84
Lavinia Point, 469
I*iwn Point, 367
Iinwrence Islands, 343
Lawrence Point, 276, 286
Luwson Bluff, R81
Lawson Rock, 283
Ijaxa Rock, 116

Laxtnan Bay, 664
Iiiiysan Island, 864
I^azarcf, Cape, 680, 684, 686
Ijaztiro, Ciipe, 144
Lazo, Cape, 391, 396
Leadbetter Point, 242
Leading Bluff, 330, 333,
336

Leading Cone, 366
Lenlu Hill, 860
Leading-in-Cliff, 241
Lending Island, 360, 362
Leading Mountain, 357
Leading Point, 326, 341
Lcbedevski Islands, 533
L'Kchiquier Islands, 776
liedgo Point, 417, 418
fiodianaya River, 643
Loech Island, 3C9
Lee Rock, 324
Lees, Point, 461
Lcgamo Bay, 20
Legarde Rock, 869
Legiep Islands, 724
Lchua Island, 856
Lele, Port, 741
Leleiwi Point, 829
Lemon Mountain, 421
Lemon Point, 8
Lempa River, 3, 63, 65, 66
Lonartes Islands, 28
Lcngua Point, 142
licon, 43
Leonard Island, 342
Leon Lake, 3, 48, 49
Leones Island, 17

Lcontovitch, Cape, 518
Leskoff, Cape, 618
Lcsscps, Cape, 582
Lewis Channel, 406
liowis Reef, 324
Lexington Reef, 897
Lialiuskigh, 503
Lilieria, 29
Liljeriad, Port, 2, 3, 63, 64,
C6

Lib Island, 730
Liddel Point, 302, 304-5
Likiob Islands, 724

Lileb Island, 728
Lilovet Lakes, 404
Limantour Estero do, 196,

199
Limestone Island, 371, 413
Lime Point Bluff, 187, 189
Limestone Point, 333
Linda Rock, 888
Lindsay Island, 816
Lindsay, Port, 668
Linekinskoy, Cape, 573
Linglingai Mountain, 545
Linnuz Islands, 732
Linschoten Islands, 892
Lisiansky Island, 865
Little Goat Island, 884
Little Group, The, 295
Little Hat Rock, 134
Livingston Island, 759
Lizard Point, 37, 98
Llorona Pta., 33
Lloretto, 136
Lloyd, Port, 879, 882
Lubos Island, 134, 875
Lobos Point, 126, 175, 186
Lod Harbour, 749
Loffzoff Cape, 667
Logo River, 641
Log Point, 370
Loma, Point, 161, 156, 157
Lone Cone, 343, 347
Long Bay, 341
Long Harbour, 303
Long Island, 245, 281, 777,

781
Longounor Island, 756
Loo-choo Islands, 893
Lookout Cape, 218, 229, 231
Lookout Island, 362-3
Lopatka, Cape, 551, 561, 568
Lopez Island, 267, 273, 274,

281
Lopez Island and Sound,

282
Lord Island, 355
Lord North Island, 782, 784
Lorenzo Point, 6
Loreto, 136, 153
Loreto, Gulf or Sea of, 122
Losap Island, 755
Los Martiros Island, 760
Los Remedios, 24
Lottin Island, 777
Lottin, Port, 740
Lot's Wife Rock, 630
Louasappe Island, 765
Louisa, Cape, 657, 664
Louiscoon, 443
Louis, Port, 587-8
Lowenorn, Cape, 677
Lciwenstem, Cape, 675
Low, Cape, 681
Low Island, 284, 288, 295,

646
Low Peninsula, 342
Low Point, 242
Low Table Point, 690
lx)w Woody Islands, 697
Lucan Point, 469

Ln-chu, Great, 898
Lu-(!hu Inlands, 687, 893
Ludlow, Port, 264
Lugrun, 638
liuis Harbour, 797
Luke Point, 592
Lukunor Csland, 765
Luminan Reefs, 800
Lummi Island, 269, 276
Lungar Point, 740
Luta Island, 803
Liitke, Cape, 606
Littke Itiland, 769
Lyall Harbour, 290
Lyall Point, 339
Lydia Island, 762
Lydia Islands, 728
Lynn Canal, 461, 466
Lyons River, 589
Lyre River, 254
Ly Hon, City of, 381

Macapule River, 124
Macarius Island, 631
Macartney I'oint, 400
MacAskill Islands, 742
Macauley Point, 322
IMacedonia Reef, 637-8
Machaguista, 85
Mackuw Reef, 741
Mackenzie iKland;;, 766
Mackenzie Point, 492
Mackerrey, 843
MacLaughlin Point, 322
Macnamara Point, 46j
Macroon Ilill, 439
Madan Point, 454
Mad River, 209
Madarn 8ima, 668
Madeira Volcano, 46
Madeia, 48
Madison, Port, 259
Madre Sierra, 71, 83
Magdulena, 105
Magdalena Bay and Gulf,

141

Mngdalena Islands, 143
Maghyr.lMland, 700
Maghyrarik Island, 760
Mrtgicienno Bay, 8, 809
Maglares Point, 1 35
Magnetic Island, 22, 24
Maonbtig Vahiatiok, 952
Mahilone Hill, 803
Maiana Island, 715
Uajaguar Island, 9
Ma uro Island, 721
Makahanaloa Point, 820
Makanruru Island, 565
Makapua Ciipe, 846
Makin Island, 708, 717
Makouchinskoy Bay, 608
Makua Bay, 847
Miilabrigos Islands, 877
Mala, Cipe, 6, 16
Malaekan Isl-ind, Peak, and

Harbour, 773-4
Mulu do los Indios, Pta, 34
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INDEX.

Mnla Toint, 34, 41

MhIh, Punta, 912

Miiliisvina Cape, 666

MalnspinH, Strait and Inlot,

391, 401, 402, 406

Malay, Cape, 16

Mitlcolm Island, 417, 418

Malcono's Island, 791

Maiden Island, 699

Malksope Inlet, 303

Mnlloon's Island, 791

Malmonbury, Port, 469

Mnloelab Islandii, 722

Mulpelo Island, 694

Malte Briin Point, 687

Mamori, Cape, 781

Miinagasa Island, 808

Managua, Lako, 3, 48

Mannita Kocks, 003, 606

Mana Point, 863-4

Mana-«o<iari Island, 781

Manati, Cape, 648

Manatsnru Promontory, ^ii

Manby Point, 479

Manchuria, Coast of, 680,

686
Mandarin Bluif, 641

Mangles Koad and Point,

136

Mang Oosaki, 614

Mangrove Blwil', 97

Mangrove Island, 142

Mnnguo Island, 9

Manguera Island, 67

ManjHS Islands, 814

Mimnaijeu Bank, 760

Mau-of-War Rock, 863

Miintapeii Rocks, 746

Mants Rocks, 746

Manuel Antonio Island, 34

Manuel Rodriguez Reef, 793

Manzana Island, 66

Munzanilla and Bay, »», »»,

100 , , ,

ManznniUa, White Island

of, 101

Manziu Island, 604

Maple i5ay, 299

Maple Point, 393

Maquinna Point, 351

Marabios Mountains, 49

Maroki Island, 716

Mararet Islands, 877

Marcus Island, 876

Margaret Islands, 877

Mnrgaretta Islands, 729

Margarita Islands, 143

Maria, Cape, 674

Maria do Aome River, 126

Maria Island, 7U
Maria Laxai-a Islana, »5J

Maria Madro Island, lOo

Mariane Islands, 736, 7oo,

793
Marias, Tres, 104, 107

Mariato Point, 17

Maricro Island, 783

Marietas Isl'inds, T<as, 104

Maiitiusk Poet, ob&

Maritcb River, 639

Mark Hill, 366

Mark Mand, 329, 334, 3J8

Maro Rfiof, 803

Mar, Piodm de, 106

Marqups Port, 93, 96

Marrowstono Point, 2o7

Marsden, Point, 464

Marsdon, Port, 468

Marshall Archipelago, 094,

708,718,733,877
Marshalllsland, 707, 7'6

Marshall Point, 402, 406

Marsh Reef, 894

Martin Island, 403

Maru-yama Point, 619

Marvinas Bay, 351-2

Mary Basin, 366

Mary Island, 407, 409

Masachapa, 47

Masapa, 47

Ma-sima, 608

Maskleyne Point, 432, 434

Masjnapi, 781

Massacre Bay, 286, 516

Massachusetts Island, 866

Masset Harbour, 439

Masui Bima, 602

Matanchol, 104

Matapalo Point, 30, 31, a
Mataua Island, 664

Matelotas Islands, 769

Matia Island, 277, 281

Matilda Cove, 346

Matoya Harbour, 621

Matsmai, 648, 666

Mats Sima, 676

Matsu Island, 607

Matsumae, 666

Matsutnae, Cape, 651

Matsu Saki, 659

Matsuyker, Cape, 654

MattererBay, 779

Matthew Island, 707, 716

Mattole River, 206

Matty Island, 777

Matui-osaki, 662

Miitvoi Island, 631

Maud Island, 412

Maude Island, 391

Maui Island, 819, 840

Manna Hualali, 827

Manna Haloakala, 841

Mauna Kea Mountain, 827

Manna Loa Mountain, 826,

827
Mauna o Eekn, 841

Maury Passage, 282, 283

May. Port, 589

Mayor Channel, 324

Mayo, Rio del, 126

Mayne Bay, 339

Mayne Island, 290, 302

Mazntlan, 81, 112, 138

McDonald's Creek, 206

McKavc llnrbtmr, 281

McKay Reef, 342

MtLoud Harbour, 487

McLoujihliu, Fort, 429

McNeil Bay, 323

McNoil Island 263

McNmll, Po Ai
Mtabum !• d, 764

Meiie Simii Group, 682

Jlcaros, Cape, 230

Mtares Island, 3t3

Muares, Port, 468

MoaroB Reef, 888

Modidor Island, 20, 21

Modny Island, 549

M« dure Island, 721

Moetchkon, Capt , 544

Mcgami Point, 676

Meiaco-sima, 687, 899

Meiggsville, 205

Meinghyngai Mountain, 040

Mejiina, 662

Meiit Island, 724

Mela Ledge, 643

Mela Point and Ledge, 639

MoUish Bank, 875

Melones Island, 15

Melville, Port, 898

Mmoyah, 646

Menchikoff, Cape, 520

Mendocino Bay, City, and

Cap, 204-206
Mendocino, Cape, 152, 17u

Menshikof, Cape, 684

Menzies Bay, 412

Menzies Point, 427

Merat Island, 779

Mercenaries Bay, 135

Merizo Harbour, 798

Mortens, Capo, 639, 540

Mortens Monument, 739

Mesa de Roldan, 66

Mesa, La, 818

Mesas do Juan do Gomez,

Mesas de Narvaea, Las, Hi
Mo Sima, 682

Mesurier Point, 463, 482

Metalanien Harbour, 743

Metatchingui Mountain, o4f>

Metchigm, 638 .„ „,,
Mexico, West Coast, 78, 914

Miadi Island, 724

Miaki Island, 626, 627, 671

Michael Leymour Point, 690

Michaelovski Fort, 524

Michatoyat cr Michitoya

River, 73
Micronesia, 708

Middlebrook Islands, 869

Middle Channel, Rosano

Strait, 277

Middle Reef, 366

Midway Islands, 869

Mieco, 610

Miya Point, 40, 41

Mihara, 607

MiUasa, 673
Mikawa Bay, 621

Mikotnoto Island, 633

Mikumi, and Roads, 602

Mikiiia Island, 027

Milbuuk Sound, 428
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Mile ]!ock Breaker, 364
Mili<.s Cone, 421
Mili Island, 720
Millo Islands, 720
Minago Point, 676, 679
Minusi, 606
Minatitlan, 84
Minato Itlountaini), 669
Mine Chimney, 389
Miners Bay, 306
Miners ('hannol, 295
Mingan Uock, 587
Mino 8imn, 664
Minotye Bay, 615
Minto Brcnkers, 754
Minx Reof, 290
Mioga, 620
Mio<{a 8ima, 619
9Iioi;ani-yama Mountain,

633. 044
Mira Island, La, 875
Miramontos Point, 180, ISl

5Iim-por-vos, 81"

Misaki, and Bay, 080
Misama Nada, 601, GOO
Mississippi Bay, 041
Misana Island, 035
Itlisipi Island, 789
Mistaken Island, 303
iMisiimi Harbour, 005
Mitake Island, 627
Mitiilnnien Harbour, 750
Mita Point, 104
Mitirai, 607
Mitazidi, 606
Mitchell Bay, 418
Mitchell Harbour, 4 J

1

Mitchell Island, 706
Mitchell, Point, 465
Mitchigmensk Bay, 536, 538
Mitkoff, Cape, 618
Mitsuna Island, 900
Mittlonatch Island, 397, 398,
409

Mitzuse Rocks, 674
Miya Saki, 616
Moai Island, 763
Modoo-papappa Island, 856
Modnenete Rock, 845
Modu-manu, 866
Moffet, Cape, 618
Moffat Rock, 419
Mogate, 47
Mogi Bay, 680
Mogmng Island, 766
Moira Sound, 463
Mokapu Peninsula, 846
Moke-tas Island, 361
Mikil Islands, 742
Mokor Islands, 767
Moleje Bay, 135
Molej6 River, 134
Molexe, 127
MoUer Bay, 619
Holler Island, 864
Molokai Island, 826, 845
Molokini Rock, 844
Moluilui Bay, 847

North I'acijic.

INDEX.

Momobacho, 46
Momobacho Volcano, 47
iMomotombita, 50
Momotombo, 49
Mona Island, 26
Monarch Head, 290
Monday Hhoal, 370
Mongs Islands, 814
Monita Bay, 21
MonitA Island, 26
Monjes, IjOs, 818
Monjos Islands, Los, 776
M(mk'8 Gate, 1

3

Monks Islands, 776
Monkonrushy Island, 502
Monncron Island, 579
Montague Channel, 399
Montague Harbour, 306
Montague Island, 131

Montagu Island, 483, 487
Monterey and Bay, 176, 1.S2

Monte Santo Mountain, 744
Montovordo Islands, "jV2

Montgomery (iroup, 898
Monitas Islands, 26
Monti jo Bay, 17
Jlontseir.-xtP, 136
Montuusii, 28
Jloody, Port, 384-3S6
Moore Channel, 442
Moore Island, 772
Morrii, Capo, 713
Mordvinoff, Capo, 506
Mordwinotf Bay, 577
Moresby Island, 296, 436
Moresby Passage, 296
Moresby Passage & Islands,

289
Morjovi Island, 531, 532,

634
Murjovskoi, 518
Moroisi Reef, 638
MoTokini Rock, 844
Morotoi Island, 845
Morotzu, Cape, 602
More Yosi Harbour, 667
Morrell Island, 874
Morrison Rocks, 892
Morro Point, 83
Morrotinneo Rock, 844
Morse Island, 292, 294, 531
Morses Island, 634
Mortlock Islands, 765, 757
Mosi Saki, 6ii4

Mosquito Harbour, 344
Mosquito River, 690
Mosquito Passage, 293-4
Moto Island, 608
Motogozeu Island, 764
Moto Yama, 606
Mouatt Reef, 323
Mouatt Point, 304
Mougoul Island, 742
Moule Bay, 587
Mourileu Islands, 758-9
Moweo Island, 840
Muchalet Arm, 353
Mudge, Cape, 391, 397, 408,

411

00.1

Mudgo Island, 310
Mui'ia Nliind, 21

Mucrlos Isbind, 27
Miign Point, 100, 101

Miikn Sima, <)07

Miilgrave Islands, 720, 731,

742
Mulgravo, Port, 477
Mullins Island, 336
Muloflsky, Capo, 576
.Multnomah Rivor, 230
Mumcnoki, 076
Murukame, 009
Miiraviuf Armursky Pro-
montory, 5S9

Muri'iulagos Island.s, 41

Miirniv, Ciipc, 443
Mumjif Rock, 587
Muniuillo Islands, 730
MiKssfl Canal, 42!t

Miissd Point, 647
Jliisspl Hook, 343
Mutinc Point, 331

Mutiny Bay, 258
Mutok Island, 740
Mutokaloj Uock, 740
IMiitsu Siina, 008
Muzon, Capo, 458
Myadsu, 603
Mysory Island, 7S0
Mystery Rock, 405

Naa Island, 750
Nacaome River, 56
Nacascolo, Port, 40
Kadoegsda Island, 566
Kailcn Sound, 440
Nadeshda Bay, 574
Nadiojeda Bay, 574
Nadiejda, Cape, 651, 666
Nadiejda Rocks, 681
Nadiejda Strait, 564
Nagano Sima, 674
Nagasaki, 670, 673, 079, 083,

686
Nagasaki, and Harbour, 670,

677
Nagasaki Peninsula, East

Coast, 680
Nagasaki Peninsula, West

Coast, 676
Nagato Province, 664
Nagay Island, 602
Naginato Rock, 676
Naguiscola, Port, 46
Naguh, 898
Nahmint Bay, 332
Nahwitti Bar, 420, 422
Naiad Islands, 761
Najassee Bay and River,

583
Nakase Rock, 614
Nnka Sima, 614, 893
Nakko Head, 579
Naknok River, 520
Nakosi, 666
Naku Harbour, 599
Nalan Island, 741

Nalap Island, 748
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Nnnmrik ImUuuIh, 731

Nambu. Capp. M^, 647, 682

Nami-kiri-wiki. «2l

Namol»lan.lK,7'2i)

Nnmoliftour I»li»nil, 7b^

Namolipiifano I»lun<>. 76«

Namoluk iHlnndK. 767

Namouino Isliiiirt, 76"

Namonuito Island, 769

Namou iHlan.l, 728

NamouiousBO Islanrt, 70»

Nftmoiitt4'k THliind, 76i

Nunmrcck Isliind, 731

NamuxTHk Island, 70'2

Nanuk Uiver, 520

Niinimnk Island, OOJ

Nanaiino, 299, 300

Nimaimo and Harliour, J»H

Nnnaimw) Vm», 378

Nunao, 6(51

NiinavHlio, 828

Nanooz<! Harbour and lliU,

391
Nanouantoughat liake, 497,

620
Nanouki Iblund, 713

Nanouti, 713

Nanow, 601

Kapha, 898

Nupba Kiang Eoad, 896,

897
Napoleon Oulf, 689

Niipoli on lioiid, 687

NaianJBS Inland, 17

Naranjos Iclunda, 34

Naranjo Point, 34

Nnn-owKut Creek, 300

Narrow Island, 307

Norrow Islands, 362 _

Narrows, The, 332, 38o

Naru Channel, 071

Naruto Passage, 610, 614

NaruBi Rock, 603, 605

Naru Sims, 671

Na 8aki Island, 682

Nasiil River, 246

Nash Bank, 396

Na Sima, 667

Nasparti Inlot, 364

Nans Bay, 434

Nans River, 434

Natrt, 10

Nnt-a-hat8 Lagoon,

Nathan, Cape, 43

Natividad, 147

Native Point, 308

Natsungu Saki, 664

Nautilus Rock, 889

Nautilus Shoal, 711

Navarin, Cape, 646

Navidad Bay and Head,

100-1, 104

Navidad Rock, 101

Navy Channel, 291

Nawoda Island, 717

Neavas Island, 866

Nct'usne River, 229
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,230

Ni'ckor Inland, HOO

N.Hk Point, 28

»

}J,,,<.niiincho Uiver, 240

Nc(Vs Uoc.ks, 217

Nec-uh Bay, 224. 249, 262

Neitllo Mountain, 6.)4

Needle Rock, 360

Neogtchan, CuiHi, 639, 640

Nogada Point, 17

Ncgvilo lUufl", 22

Negritos Inlands, 37, CO

Nehaleni River, 230

Nokas River, 229

Nelson Island, 403-4

Nelson Point, 460

Nenioro, Port, 654

Nepean Point, 400

N« pean Sound, 430

Neprop Ittland, 473

Nisbitt Point, 466

Nestuggah River, 229

Nettle Island, 330

Niuskiih'l, 247

Nova I'liiumel, 467

Neva Uiver, 676

Nova Shoal and Island, 8l><),

806
Novarro River, 204

Nt!villo Island, 784

Neville, Port, 415

Now Aberdeen, 428

New Albion, 163

New Archangel, 416

Now Baldayo Island, 789

Now Bank, 370

Newcastle Island, 312, 389

New Channel, 423

Now Cornwall, 376

Newenham, Capo, 520-1

New Granada, Coast ol, o

New Hanover, 376

New Harbour, 773

New Island, 789, 8o9, 806

Newmarket, 262

New Market Island, 700

New Nantucket Island, 703

New Point, 247

New Westminster, 38z-d

New Year Island, 724

Now York Island, 701

Nezumi Sima, 608

Nezu Sima, 608

Ngarvk Islands, 762

Ngatik Islands, 752

Ngoli Islands, 769

Niaur Island, 776

Nicaragua, and Lake, i, 4d,

Nito'ya Gulf, 29, 35, 37

INiegata, 669

Nieleo Creek, 230

Nigo Point, 802

99 I
Nihoa Island, 856

Nil Sima, 626

Niihau Island, 822, 855

Nikla, Cape, 672

Nikolaevsk, 586

Nikolskoi, 613

NilP Rock, 403

Nile Sbonl, 7«.l

Nimpkish Bank, 418

Nimpkish River, 417

Ninepin Rwk, 588

Ninirlioun. Cape, 643, 614

Ninmokhou Reef, 740

Nipon Islau'l. 696, Of.

Nipoii, Kast Coast, 646

Nipon, West Coast, 067

Nipple HiU, 148

Nisi Sima, 664

Nimpially, 218, 262, 203

Nitinat Lake, 328

Nizumi Sima, 676

Nob Point, 281, 330, M<U

Nodalts Canal, 413

Noel, Port, 723

Nogowino Sima. t>""

Noisak, Cape, 600

Nokona, 600

No-ko-no Sima, 600

Noma Sima, 616

Nomi, 600

Nomo. Capo, 680

Nonio Uock, 676

Nomo Saki, 673-4

Nomo Ura Harbour, bu
Nomoyama Point, 674

Noo-nnrbook Island, 630

Noonday Rock, 199

N(X)tka Wand, 354

Nootka Sound, 216, 316, 348,

350, 919

No Point, 269

Norfolk Bay, 920

Norfolk Sound, 472

Norman Point, 396

Norris Rock, 396

North Bay, 247, 278

North Bay Reef, 618

NorthBay, Saghalin, 5,4

North Channel, 345

North Island, 490

North Reef, 308

Northumberland, tape, 40-

' Northumberland Channel,

310, 390

Norton Sound, 623

Nose Peak, 368

No Sima, 643. 675

Nosima Reef, 617

Nosima Point, 632, 639

Nosovskoi Volcano, 606

Nossyam, Capo, 654

Nossyab, Cape, 679, 66,

Notched Hill, 391

Notch Island, 602

Noto, Cajpo, 660, 661

Notoro, Cape, 577

Notsky, Port, 664

Nouchanak River, 521

Nougouore Islands, 7o^

Noumagmo, t!ap«' ^^^.,
Nouneangan Island, 841

Nouniagmo and Cape, OJ"

Noushagak River, 521

Nova Chista, 125

Novik Bay, 589

Novogorod Harbour, 68, -»
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Ndvv IsliinilM, rtltU

NdWfll I'oint, 480
N()yt»n River, 201
Nulilada Inland, 787
Niiolintlit/. Iiili't, ;i>VI

Niinhatlit/ U.iof, Il.'i.i

N'liinak iHlind, 602
Niikunaii lilaiid, 710

Niikuor InlitiidH, 762
Niilato, 62;i

Niimukamis llnv, 329
Niiiiiwak I -land, 622
Nut Distritt, 746
Niiiianu Valli'V, 847
Nvgtchyguii, Caiw, H'M

Nyu Rock, 424

(lahu Island, 819, filO

(lahu Plantation, KI7
( »ak Hay, 268, 324
Oak Point, 217
( >ar Channel and Rout", 897
Oaxaca, 81

Oliispo Rock, 96
(.Ibreo Channel, 068
( tbreo iHlnnd, 666
Observation Cove, 102

(lliHorvation Itock, 21

Observatory Island, 343,

370, 682, 672
Observatory Island and In-

let, 332, 432, 434
ObHorvatory Peak, 149

Observatory I'oint, 254

Oliservatory Rock 658
Observatory Rocks, 310

Obstruction Island, 34()

ObHtruction iHland and Pas-

sages, 276, 283, 286
Oeean Islan I, 717, 808
Oiean Islands, 728
(J.lawara Bay, 032, 037, 038,

643
( )<tia Islands, 730
Odutsi Mountain, 609
Ogami Point, 070
O^'awa Bluff, 086
(->gawa River, 003
Ogden Point, 322
Oule Island, 893
U^'ludak Island, 614
t>heslak^M3, 417
Uhiak Bay, 496
Oho Saki, 646, 673
Ohoaima, 626, 052, 893
Ojiina, 662
Ojo I'oint, 24
Ok.imura, 607
Okatnshima, 663
tlkawa Point, 669
Okebets, Cape, 666
Okhotsk, 670
Okhotak, Sea of, 667
Olii Island, 608
Oki Trtlands, 664
Okinawa Sima, 895
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Okiiio l-l.inds, (163

Oki Sinia, 673
Okino Sinui, Mount, 600,

616
Oko Island, 699

Okosiri Isbind, 652, 6.) i

Okii-.lesKO Kiver, 673
Okuno, 607
OInp Islnnil, 760
Old Port Mav, 609
( (lijn Bay, 690
Oliiuarno Inlands, 763
Olioutor Kivr, 550
Olot iHhmd, 723
Ulutorskoi, Cnpo and OiiU',

517
Olyinpia, 263
Olympus Mountain, 218

Olympus Mountains, 218

Omae-saki, 021, 03(1, 6)2

Omnski Sima, 016
Ommaney, Cape, 459, 407

Oiuotepo Isbind, 48

Oiuotepeu or Oinotepeiiuo

Vidciino, 46, 49
Omuru Rock, 891

Oimngo-siina, 628
Ouata Islands, 7H1

Onavero Isbind, 717
O'Neal Island, 279
t)ueehcow Island, 855

One-milo Rocks, 185

One Tree Island, 422
Oiigai Islaml, 742
Ongeliikkig Eyland, 628
Onnokotan Island, 564

Onnodake Mountain, 8'.)6

Onon River, 584

Unoatoa Island, 711
Ouohara, 627
Onooun Island, 760
Onooup Island, 760
Onslow Point, 453, 465

Onting, Port, 898
Onutii Island, 771
Oobiki Uura, 617
Oo-ghe-e-ak Island, 530

Ookomura Bay, 675
OonuUa Island, 608

Uonge Sima, 614
Oorokoo Island, 773
Oosaka, and Oulf, 610-11

OoSaka, Gnlf of, 601

Oosaka Roads, 612
Oosiraa, 681

Oo-sima Island, 626

Oo-sima Harbour, 619

Goto Nizavoo, Cape, 656

Ooujak Bay, 496

Open Bay, 293, 372, 408

(Jpolu Point, 833
Opooroah, 848
Oiaitlilipu Bank, 762

Oraliik Island, 763

Orange Point, 412

Orcas Island, 273, 275, 277,

279, 281, 284-5, 379

Oic4i3 Nob, 278

Orchard, Port, 259

Oreehoua Island, 856
Oregon City, 212
t iregon, t 'oast of, 215

Orfonl Bav, 410

Orford, Ciipe, 213

Orfoid Rouf and Cape,

222
Orford, Port, 220-1

Ornied Island, 723
(Irolong Island, 775
( (rono Sima, 665, 687
Orosi, I'LNik of, 42

Orosi Vidcano, 45

Orotc'^ Point, 800
( ti-oti Point, 799

Osaki and May, 016
Osakiuyo Island, 607
Osliorn Bay, 299
OseSaki, (i72

( >-siini., 607—609, 665
Osima Islands, 621

< )-simi. 656
Ostrovki Islmds, 633
Otukara I'oint, 672
Otatu Island, 670
Otdia Islands, 723

Otmoloi, Capo, 676
Olo(|ue Isbind, 16

Otra Island, 876

Otsisi, Capo, 683
Olsu-no-saki, 609
Otter Bay, 301

Otter Cove, 413
Otter Point, 317
titters. Bay of, 607-8

Otters, Inland of, 614
Otzuno Saki, 010
Oualan Mnnd, 739
Ouchouganat Island, 490
Oudagagh Channel, 608

Ouda, Fort and River,

672
Oudskoi, Fort, 672
Oiiektok Island, 606
Oiigagouk River, 497, 501

Ougalgin Island, 608
(luganiok Island, 606
Ougatchik River, 520
Oiigniigak, 503
Oukamok Island, 502
Oiikiiiskoi, Cape, 652
Onkivok Island, 627
Oideai Islands, 764
Oulernoray Island, 765
Oaliakhpon, Capo, 642-3

Oidiago Mountain, 610
Ouluthy Island, 766
Ouniniik Island, 609
Oumaknagh Island, 608

Uumnak Strait and Island,

609
Ounalga Inland, 608, 615

Oiinalga Strait, 611
tJunalashka Island, 607
Ouiialik Island, 760
Ounatchogh, 603
Ounga Island, 602
< lunimak. Cape, 620
Ouuimak Island, 604-5
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Oiiniriirtk Hlruil miil IhIihuIh.

«)„.ou-kinHh Inlet, 369, 303

() W'lihi. N2li

Owiiri lliiy, 6'il

i)won IhIiiuJ, 310

Owliyhi l»'"n<l' S'^"

Owhyhiti iHlttiul, 820

OvhKt Hiiv, 307

(»yiit«i' lliirliour, '20l>

DyhttT iMlnnil, «H2

O/cnioi, Vi\\)f, li'yi

Ozzarii, Mount, 340

rmmopa Uknd, 717

I'liLHVo Volcnno, 74

riiehiita Channel, 7

I'lichpcu IMand, 7

I'liohena Bay, 328

I'li-chunK-Han iBlandii, 000

J'acific City, 241

racilique Inland, 803

Pacora Island, 20

Vadilla Bay, 208-9

i'adrnii, 135

I'Hfia, Capo, 140

I'upin iMand, 813

PaKheliiin, Citpo, 640

I'ligo Harbour, 802

I'imon Island, 813

r»Koobnov Strait, 407

I'aicpouc Cove, 803

rajaro, Babia dol, 21

Viiiaro, Itiodcl, 21, 178

PajaroB Id., 7, 22, 05, 114

PaJHtos, Islas do los, 113

Pajuros Uock8, 9, 126

Pakonhain Point, 485

l»akoon Islands, 751

Piikin Islands, 761

Pula Point, 117

Palaos Islands, 770

I'alt nquo Island, 25, 27

Palau Islantls, 770

Pali, The, 850

P ili Kiilau District, 840

PuUada Koad, 687

PiiUou Islands, 708

Palliis Mountain or Piak,

C50
Pallas Rocks, 682-3

Palliou Island, 765, 770

I'alnia, Cape, 140

Palmer Point, 337

r„h.icr Reef, 859, 860

PaliuLrston, Cape, 373

Pi.liiiyrtt Island, 701

Piilux River, 244

Pamplona Rock, 480

Panaloya River, 48

Panama, 10

Panama Bay, 6, 911

Panama, Isthmus and Rail

road, 1

Panama Reef, 208

Pan de Azucur, 37

Pander Island, 414

Pandora Peak, 316

INDEX.

Punf Bay, 741

I'nnim lliirliour, 74'

I'lioUKViKumiit, 520

Piipa«iiyo, 52

Piipi()j(ayo, Bi«ht of, 40

I'apeiiburn BluH', 070

PapenburK Island, 673

I'arcce Vula, 888

Parida, 28

Paridas Islands, 27

ParitJi Bay, 16

Paikor Islhiid, 306

Park, r. Point, 404

Parker Reef, 281

Parker Hboal, 690

Park Hill, 278

Parry Bay, 319

I'lirry Channel. 436, 440

Parry Group, The, 880

I'aiTy's Island, 732

Purtridne Point, 257, 206

Parum Rock, 740

Pa-'cato Bay, 620

Pasley Island, 400

Pasquiel, 48

Passage Canal, 48P, 402

Passage Island, 386, 480

PasBai^o Reof, 067

Tumxga Rock, 9, 286, 342,

400
Passage RockB, 686

Passage Reof, 618

Passages, 953—976
Cape Horn to California

and British Columbia, 953

—959; British California

and Australia, 969; Pa-

nama to California, 961

;

California, &c., to Peru,

965 ; Central America,

Mi'xiro, &c., 905 ; South-

ward and Panama, OOti
;

Panama Westward, 9G6
;

Ualapagos Islands to Capo

San Lucas, 967; South

America to Central Ame-
rica, 968 ; Coast of Cali-

1 fomia, 969 ; San Francis-
' CO, 970 ; Between Califor-

nia and China, 972 ; Be-

tween the Islands, &c.,

973 ; Across the Equator,

974 ; &;.ndwich Islands,

to the Northward and

Ea:,twar<'i, 974

Passareri Island, 102

Passion inland or Rock, 780

Pastolik, 624

Patay Point, 802

Paterson Islands, 729

Patey Rock, 297

Patience, Cape, and Bay,

676
Patino Point, 6

PatoaRoad, 843

Putoi Islands, 378, 280-1,

288
Patos, Do lo8, 130

Patrociuio Island, 874

Paukau Point, 829

Paiil'igui' Islands, 770

i'avlovskaia Bay, 618

I'avo Island, 23

l'a/,a( a Rivi r, 63

Paz Harbour, La, 136

I'nzas River, 72

Paza, Rio, 63

I'cacock Channel, 339

I'.uccck Hpit, 241

IVarce Point, 431

Peapods, The, 276

PoHtl Archipelago, 6

Piarl and Hermes Reef, 806

Pearl lagoon. The, 848

P.arl River Harbour, 818

Pearl Rocks, 426

P.inrse Islands, 418

Ptarson Island, 403

Ptdan Islands, 781

Pedtier Bay, 319

Redder Island, 721

Pedro-nales, 172

Pwlemalcs Point, 172

Peel Island, 419, 880, 881

I'eguenema Islands, 761

Peile Point, 303, 306

Peiaros I'oint, 21

Pelade Islet, 10

Pelees Islands, 588

P.lelep Island, 742

Pelelow Island, 776

Pelow Islands, 734, 770

PeltcanBay, 213, 219

Peligrosa, El Canal, 130

Poll Island, 866

Pclldw, Point, 486

Pender Harbour, 403

Pender Island, 2U0-1

Ptnjiim River, 669

Penjinsk Hiy, 547

Peukeicnoi Bay, 539-40

PcnneVl Ixland, 893

Ponn Islands, 409

Pcnn's Cove, 26'!

Pequena Bay, 142, 144

Percy, Point, 453

Per.loim Rock, 23

Peiico Island, 13

IVrigne Hock, 15

Porlas Islands, 6

Ptriiicious Strait, 407

Poroat Islind, 711

Perouso Strait, La, 578

Perpetua, Cape, 228

Perry Bay, 8

Perry Island, 641, 886

P.rrv Rock, 290

Peru Island, 708, 710

Perula Bay, 102

Fescado Blanco Bay, 147

Pescadore Islands, 726

Pestchanoi Point, 688

Petaluma Creek, 201

Petaplan Hill, 90

Petatlan, Morro de, 90

Peter the Great Bay, 580

Potillo Point, 12

PoUclIeland, 791
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dn, 770
Iky, AlH

H3
La, 136
VI

ml, sao
in
431

276
ilago, 6
rines Rorf, 8G(l

The, 818

inrbour, 818
426
8,418
id, 403
,781
319
d, 721
172

'oint, 172

419, 880, 881

hlandH, 751

303, 306
t, 21

10
il8, 688
nd, 742
nd, 776
d», 734, 770
,213,219
;i Ciinol, 130

806
ut, 486
Lour, 403
rid, 290 -1

•or, TibO

11 V, 547
IJiiv, 539-10

iitid, 893
iH, 409
0, 20 1 >

IV, 142, 144

it, 453
Dc'k, 23
nd, 13
ick, 16
nd8, 6
Strait, 4C7
nd, 711

rait, La, 578
Dupe, 228

,8
id, 641, 886
k, 290
d, 708, 710

r, 102
lanco Bay, 147

IslnndB, 726
Point, 588
Jreek, 201
lill, 90
ilorro de, 96

ircHt Bay, 589
int, 12

nd, 791

rolr<i|>aiilu\.'-ki, iVi.), .J57,

6(;()

I'utropiiuloviiki lliirboiir,

567
I'hfebti Isliind, 703
l'hiladil|>)iia Id., 859, 804,

806
Philin Inland, 7Pfl

I'hillimore I'oinf. 306
riiiUipinn InlandH, 817
Phippa, ('iipc, 470-7
Pliipui Point, 484
PinhilJKiio, 80
Pichilinvuo Bay, 137
Pin-do- I^iiinglo Mountain,

678, 657
Pico Chunnol, 607
Pio Inland, 488
Piudra iilanca, 00-99
Pludraii Itlancas, 174
PiiiH Island, 296-7
Pigali iNlaml, 762
Pi^L'n iN'.and, 722
Pifjeon Inland, 879
Pigeon Uivur, 210
PiKot Poini, 486
Pi^ouolao Island, 762
Pikula Inland. 762
Pikolot Inland, 702
Pi las, Lns, 3
Pilier Kook, tiS7

Pililau Inland. 775
Pilipal Inland, 760
Pillatciton, Arroya do lui«,

181

Pillar Hill Tree, 238
Pillar Point, 180, 254
Pillur Kock, 180
PiUev Shoal, 370
Pilot Knob, 221
Pini'da, 45
Pinn, C.ipo, 495
Pino Island, 245, 424
Pingclap Inlandn, 742
Pinnaco Channel, 301

Pinnace liock, 336
Pinnacle Island, 369, 532,

893, 904
Pinnaclo Point, 303, 659
Piiinacli^ Itock, 204, 253
Pinoii Point, and Li^iit,

176
Pioneer Roukn, 081
Pipt.-nt<!ra Inlot, 339
Pique Bay, 592
Pisayama Rock, 619
Pisuador River, 180
Pise Island, 768
Pig'jrarr Inland, 700
Pitt Archipelago, 430
Pitt Inland, 467, 708, 717
Pitt River, 384
Pivay Bay, 21
Pizaraa Island, 760
I'latanal Point, 30, 31

Playa BravaSand, 21

Flaya de Ciiicarene, 62
Playa Grande, 16
Pluyu Ucrmoso, 46

I'liiyi M'uia Hay, lis

Pliixa (iinnilc, 20
Pliasnnt iHlimd, 717
I'li'iinant iHlandN, 793
Plover Div, 542
Plover Point, 314
Plover Hot-,, 312
Pliiiii|ier It.v, 321, 113

Phimpor ('.)V(>, 400
PiiiMiper llarlioiir, 352-3

Plumper Island, 370
Plumper IVm. 287. 325
Plumper Hoef and 8oiiud,

280, 288-9

Plunder Panii, 407
Plymouth Island, 879
Plvmouth or Kidd Inland,

885
Plymouth Rocks, 039. 613
Pnaougoun, Cane, 636
I'odsopotchnni I'eak, 513
Poett Nook, 329
PoRobi, C.ipe. 580
Ponrommoi Vidcano, 606
1'ointorn Reef, 433
Pointon Rock, 449
Poinon Cove, 429
Poitik Point, 740
Pole, Cape, 457
Polland Inland, 803
Pollard Kock, 863
Pollv River. 454
Pol. .at Islandn. 701
i'olovinchaty Rock, 548
PonaHdin Island, 030
Ponalo Bay, 497, 501
Ponapi Island, 736
Ponapi Islands, 743
Ponenle Point, 61

Porcnda Island, 23
Poromushir Island, 502
Poritoise Rock, 102, 481
Poiticr, 308
Portior Pass, 287, 306, iS*.

387
Portland, 242
Portland Canal, 432, 434,

445, 449
Portland Inland, 290
Portland Point, 341
Portlock Harbour, 471
Portlock Point. 304
Portsmouth Breakers, 622
Posiotte Bay, 587
Possession Point, 317, 492
Possession Sound, 259, 266
Postels, Cape, 641
Potainikoff, Capo, 512
Poulouhot Island, 761
Pouloupa Inland, 743
Poulousouk Island, 761
Powhattan Bay, 640
Powbattan Reef, 891
Preedy Harbour, 299, 301
Presidio Shoal, 188
Prevost Harboui', 291
Prevost Inland, 291, 303,

306, 436
Prevost Passage, 296

I'rivosf P. il;, 50'.

I'libuil'itr Isl.inds, .');i;i

Piicl.aux Point, .'J? I

Piiilr.ssa Isliind, 7-9
Print'i'HS Liiiiisa Inlrl. ID I

Princess lioyul NIaiids, US
Piincenn lioyal li'uacb, 4UI
Prince Island. 027
Prince Ernist Sound, 453—
455

Prince Frederick Suiind,

459
Prince William Sound. 487,

489. 019
Prince of Wales Arehipe-

la^o, 452
I'rince of Wales, Cape. 529
Prince of Wales Iliiich,

404
Principe, Canal de, 432
Prisoners Harbour, 170
Proobe Islanil, 494
ProkodeH' Island. 672
Pronjje, Cape. 685
Prospect Island, 701
Prosner Rock. 424
Protection Inland, 260, 330,

388
Prott'ction, Port, 468
Providence Cove, 310
Providence Islands, 733
Providence, Port, 512
Pueblo de los Anjjulus, 100
Pueblo Niievo, 22
Piiercos Point, 17
Piieril. 21

Piioril Island. 20
Puttrlenitos. 130
Puerto Falsa, 158
Puffin Idiot, 277
Pii^jet, Cape, 480
PufJtet Sound, 217, 241, 258,

262, 378
Piilly Point, 261
Pulo-souk, 761
Pulpito do San Juan, 135
Puna, 828
Puna Cove, 853
Puna Mountains, 840
Punch Bowl, The, 850
Punttt Oorda, 174
Purissimn River and Point,

172
Pustaresk, 669
Puzzle Island, 330
Pyhus Point, 460-1
Pvghella Inland, 762
Pyko Point, 486
Pylades Channel, 310
Pylstaart Island, 874
Pym Island, 296
Pyramid Rock, 134, 577

Quadra, Boca de, 450
liuadra Hill, 307
Uuadra Inland, 271
Qualicum River and Bavt

393

.
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(hmrtonnaster Harbour,
262

Qimthiasky Covo, 411
(limtnino Narrows, 371
(limtHino Sound, 367, 372
Qiiocn Cliarlotte Channul,

399
Uuccn Charlotte's Island,

215
Quoon Charlotto Islands,

435
Quoon Charlotto Sound,

417, 419
(iuoen's Covo, 357-8
(iuoon's Itcach, 404
(^locn Rock, 138

Qiielr.ina IV 'er, 07
Que-ni-utl Itivor, 248
Qiicpos Islandrt, 34
Qiicpos Point, Las, 34
Ciuibi's, 19

(Jiiiho Island, 17
(iuicksanii Bay, 231
(liiisi^uina, 58

Uuittihak liivcr, 521
Quoin Hill, 579
Quoin Point, 682
Quoy Island, 780

Uttbbit Island, 791
Uiiccoon Straits, 189
Kaco Island, 317
]{jtce Islands, 251-2

li:ico Isliiuds and Pa'^sago,

318
lliico Narrows, 344
Unco Pass, 415, 418
Itico Point, 308
liaduck Islands, 719
Itiilak Sea, Tho, 720
Uadokala Islands, 727
Ual'.ol Point, 340
Uit't Covo, 373

Uii},'Kod Island, 300, 310,

334, 337
Ray:^od Islands, 405
Uaggod Point, 372
Kai Islands, 729
Uiikoko Island, 504
liiiinitT Mountain, 201, 207
luikovya and Shoal, 559
Itikovya Day & Iliirbour,

555, 557
Kakovya Ilarbour & Bank,

5)6
KaloiKh Rook. 904
Wi.lik Chain, The. 726
liilik Islands, V19
lianisdcn Point, 4:i4

Uaiiai Island, 814
lUncheria, 19

Rankin Point, 898
Raour Island, 704
Rasa Island, 458, 890
Ras(>als, Villaj-o ", 428
Rashau Island, 604
Raspberry Island, 431

Ratak Islands, 718
Ratcho- Island. 711
liat Islands, 505, 515-6
Ualmanoff, Cape, 575
Ratinanotf Island, 530
UatnianolT, Port, 540
Rattlor Rock, 647
Raukoko Island, 604
Raven Islands, 722, 752
Razor Point, 290
R(!ad Island, 408
Road Islands, 406
Roalejo, 3, 38, 49, 52
Rcaumor Peak, 777
Rolwcca Spit, 408
Rebuiilsirilioi Island, 505
Recruit Island, 904
Rod Hlutr, 207
Rod Cliff, 680
Rod Cliff Islan.l, 588
Rod Cliffs, 646
Rod Island, 305
Rod Islan.l Point, 304
Rod Cliff Point, tV,n

Rod Stripe Mountain, 306
Rodding's Rock, 2 1

1

Rudfcrn Island, 424
Redfleld Rocks, 627
Redonda, 335
Rodondo, Capo, 142
Rodondo Rock, 15

Reed Island, 666
Rood Rocks, 859
Reef Island, 284-5, 329
Roef Islands, 897
Reef Point, 310, 368, 369

4(i7

Rofugo Cove, 32, 340
Refunsiri Island, 578
Rohusa Channel, 141

Roid Harbour, 291
Roid Rock, 279
Rdindoor Island, 503
Riynoff, Capo, 511!

Romudios, 64
Romodios Point, 69, 70
Romolina, Punta, 50
Ronnoll Sound. 4 (

1

Rosiri Island, 578
Resolution Cove, 353
Restoration Cove, 427
Restoration Point, 260
Resurr )ction Gulf, 488
Retreat x oint, 403, 40

;

Retribution Rocks, 0S2
Ilovilla Oigedo, 450
Rorilla Gigedo Canal, 452
Revilla Oigedo Islands, 787
Reyes Islands, 734
Rey, Islaa del, 6, 8, 249,

196

Reyes, Puntiv de Ids, 191
Rica do Oro, 032
Rica do Plata, 875
Richard's Island, 064
Richard Rock, 339
Rich's Island, Sir R., 778
Richmond Rocks, 103
Rcchusscn River, 780

Rodonda Island, 406
Riunc, Capo, 778
Rikard, Capo, 666
Rikiinushiri Island, 654
Riinnik, Ca|" . 576
Rimski-kiirsakoff Iiilands,

718, 726-7
Riiicoii, Rio, 31-2
Riou Point, 479
Ripple Point O'^'i Shoal,

414, 417
Ritchie Bay, 344
Ritidian Point. 802
Rivadont'yra Snoal. 694
Rivas Point, 102, 420
Roan Kiddi River, 748
Kobbru Island, 570
Robbers Island, 330, 335
Robbers Nob, 415
Ri)boit Point, 344
Roberts Bank, 380
R()b(!rts Point, 269, 276,

379, 397
Robinet Rock, 686
Roblo, Punta, 21

Rol)son Island, 369
Roca Coral Island, 789
Roca Pardero, 789
Roca Partida, 788
Roche Ilarbour, 289, 293
Roikhpak River, 522
Rock Island, 033, 636
Rock Islet, 208
Rocky Bay, 279
Rocky Capo, 520
Rocky Island, 686, 777
Rocky Pass. 346
Rocky Point, 387
Rodd Point, 321
Rodney, Point, 527
Roa Mountain, 839
Rongorik Islands, 727
Roger Simpson l8lan<l, 711
Rogue's River and Reef,

21i)

Roic Mountain, 746
Roiven, Cape, 660-1
Rojnoff, Cape, 519
Rojo, Mar, 121
Rokiiren Island, 602
Rollin, Cape, 505
Rolling Roadstead, 357
Romanzoff, Cape, 622, 057
Romanzoff, Islands, 723
Romanzov Hay, 679
Rono Kiti Harbour, 747
Roqueta Island, 92, 93, 95
Rosa Island, 891
Ro&ario, 123
Rosario Bay, 86
Rosario, Bahia del, 21, 88
Rosario, Rio Del, 112
Rosario If land, 888
Rdsariu Point, 21
Rosario Strait, 267, 271,

2-8, 377
Rosc'lalo R'>ck, 318
Rose Ilarbour, 438
Rose J^int, 439
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S Cnjio, 778
[•(1, Ciipo, 566
tiushiri Island, 664

lik, Oii|" . •>76

ki-kor.,iikoff lalanda,

i, 726-7

>ti, Kio, 31-2

Point, 479
lo Point "i Shoal,

4, 417
lio Hay, 3'44

lian i'oiiit. 802
(Icniiyia Snoal, 694

8 Point, 102, 426

\ Kiddi Uivor, 748

X'n Island, 576

l)ors Isliind, 330, 335

1kt8 Nob, 415
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inot Kock, 686

lo, Pnnta, 21

son Inland, 369

a Coral IslHiid, 789

a Pardero, 789

a Pavtida, 788

he Harbour, 289, 203

khpak Hiver, 622

k Island, 633, 636

ik Islot, 268

iky Bay, 279

;ky Cape, 626

;ky Island, 686, 777

ky Pass. 346

ky Point, 387

id Point, 321

ilney, Point, 627

a Mountain, 839

ngorik iNlands, 727

<;or 8impson lBlttn<l, 711

fjtio's liiver and Ucuf,

iia

lie Jlountain, 746

livtn, Cape, 660-1

ijnoff, Cape, 619

)jo. Mar, 121

)karon Island, 602

)lUn, Capo, 665

dling Uoadstead, 357

jinunzoff. Cape, 522, 657

Dmanzoff, Islands, 723

onmnzov Hay, 679

ono Kiti Harbour, 747

oquota Island, 92, 93, 95

osa Island, 891

osario, 123

osario Bay, 86

osiirio, Bahia del, 21, 88

:osario, Kio Del, 112

;osnrio I>laiid, 888

:..aario Point, 21

[osario Strait, 267, 274

278, 377

Josclalo U"ck, 318

tosi) Harbour, 438

iose I'oint, 439

Roso Spit, 436
Uoshnotl', Cape, 518
Uoss Bay, 323
Ross, Fort, 2('l

Kosg Isliinds, 730
Koss Mountain, 155, 194,

202
Koss, Poi-t, 920
Itota Islaiui, 803
Kothsay Point, 454
ItoughUay, 418
Kound Island, 245, 309,

338, 371, 419,521, 50i
lioumiantsotr. Capo, 522
Howe Hiver, 321
lioyal Bay or Koads, 320
Koyalist .(slands, 758
Uoyalist Islet, H93
Kuii Islam!, 758
Ku.ldor Ueet; 392
Kudlin Bay, 325
Rugged I'oin*, 359, 360
Ruk Island, 758
Rupert Arm, 307, 371
Rupert, Fort, 419
Rurick Strait, 506, 724
Russell, Cape, 373
Russell luland, 297
Russian River, 201-2
Rycho Poneio Group, 082
Ryghynin, Cape, 540

Siuinieh, 295
Situnich Inlet, 297
Saba Sima, 606
Sabine Channel, 391, 401
Sabine Group, 893
Sable Island, 713
Sabo River, 799
Saboga Island, 7

Sacate Islands, 34
Sacate Grande, 56, 57
Sacate Poin', 42
Saeatula River, 97
Sachino Strait, 457
Sacrificios Island, 91
Saddle Hill, 247
Saddle Mountain, 647
Sudi laiaud, 657-8
Safety Cove, or Port, 426
Sagami, Capo, 632, 638,

643
Sagami Hills, 638
Sagami Peninsula, 633
Saghalin, Island of, 573
Saghalin Peninsula, 668
Saga sima, 672
Sailing DiiufCTioMs, see
Passages

Sailor Point, 322
Sail Rock, 180, 334, 338,

669, 881
Saino Island, 26
Sainton Island, 779
St. A1)raham Island, 531
— )<'.ian» Point, 457
— Andrew Ihlamis, "8t
— Antony's Peak, 567

INDEX.

St. Augustine Alountain,
490

— Beiiodicfo Island, 787— Croix, Gulf of, 5U, 544— David Islands, 781— Klena, Ciipo, 41-2— Elias, Mount, 445, 479,
480

~ Elmo Bay, 8
— Francis, Port, 920
— Goorgo Island, 105
— George's Island, 533
— George Point, 213, 219
— Helens Mountain, 237,

242
— Hilario Island, 150
— James, Cape, 437— Jolrn I'oint, 396, 398— Jonas Island, 572— I/awrenco Bay, 536
— Lawrence Island, 530— Lazarus Islands, 143
— Lazaro Peak, 821— Lucas, Cape, I'JI, 915— Marcian Islaml, 515— Mary, Cape,, 275
— Blary Point, 460
— Matthew Island, 531
— Michael's Island, 524— Paul, Harbour of, 494— I'aul's Island, 633— Pedro Nolasco Island,

129— Peter's Rock, 630— Sebastian, 124— Soronto, 130
— Stephen Island, 502, 616,

531
— ThaJdeus, Cape, 646— Theodore Island, 631
— Vladimir Bay, 589, 591,

923
— Vincent Channel, 609
— Xavicr Island, 892
Saipan Island, 807
Sai Sima, 609
Seito Reef, 618
Sajouliucktusigh IsLind,

502
Sakai River, 612
Sakate Bay, 609
Sttkura Island, 599
Salina Cruz Bay, 84
Sulina del Marques, 84
Salisbury, Point, 463
Salinas, 85
Salinas Bay and Isliuid, 42
Sidinas River, 178
Salinas, Morro de las, 86
Salinas Plains, 179
Salinas Bay, 29
Salmon Bank, 277
Salmon Bay, 415,577
Salmon Creek, 202
Salmon Covo, 434
Salmon River, 211
Salmon Trout Bay, 577
Siloupa River, 799
Sal Point, 172

D!)!)

Sal si ruodes, 33
Sal si Puedos, Cerro dc,

30
Saltehidak Island, 490
Salt Pit Bay, 98
Salt Pits, 97
Salt Point, 203
Saiiiahi River, 77
Samarang Island, 893
Samurang Islands, 702
Sauiganoocla Bay, 50s
Samgar, Strait oi, ()45

Samuel Island, 290
Samuel, Point, 464
Sana, 566
Sandan River, 673
Sanbon-tako, (i27

Sancelito Point, 189
Sand Island, 238, 868
Sandon Rocks, 893
Sindslono Rocks, 301
Sandwich Islands, The,
818

Sandy Island, 391, 71S, i)(U

Saudy Point, 276, 291, 5h,S

Sangater Ishind, 398, 401
Sannagh Island, 603
Sannak Island, 503
Sanson Island, 442
Sansond Islands, 784
Sansum Narrows, 298
jant Angel, Fort, 799
Santiago, 72
Santiago Bay, 98
Santiiigo River, 22
San Augustiuo Islaiul,

753
Alossandro Island, 387
Andres, 46
Andres Point, 47
Antonio River, 1 78
Augustino Island,

887
Balardo, Rio de, 172
Bartolom, Cape, 458
Bartolome Bay, 146
Bartolome Island, 761
Bartolomeo Islands,

791, 793

Benito Islands, 147,
148

Berto Island, 787
Bias, 79, 81, 106, 914
Bruno Cove, 136
Bruno Mounfatins, 182
Carlos, 59, 95
Carlos Island, 458
Clomente Island, 165,

166
Dfego, 149, 915
Diego Bay, 155-6
Diego Castle, 94
Diego, New, 157

—— Diogo, Port and Bay,
150

Dionisio Island, 887
Kngonio Point, 147
Kstevan, 1 30
Kstcvan Lsland, 430

i
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San Folipc, 11

Felipo dc Jos)i8, 133

FranciKO, 182, 190,

91S
. Francisco Bay, 149,

152
Fmneisco Island, 137

Gabriel Bay, 137

Gemldo, 172
Goroniino Island, 149

. Grogorio Uiver, 180

. Ignncio, 140
. Ignacio Point, Island,

& Bay, 125
. Inez, Sierra, 163

. Jacinto Mountain, 472

. Jose, 3, 72
Jose Bank & Id., 0, 8, 9

. . Joso, Ciipe, 32

. Joso del Cabo, 136

Jose del Cabo Bay,

139
. Joso do Guatemala, 75

Jose Fort, 799

Jose Inland, 329

. Joso Islands, 26, 333

. Joso Point, 187

J use, Port, 73

Joso Rock, 13

JosefBav, 36», 373

. Josef Inland, 137

Juan Capistrano, 168

Juan del Sur, 43-4

Juan Island, 273, 291,

293
Juan Jfcpomuccno,

137
Juan, Kio, 18

Juan River, 45

. Juan Rock, 17

Juan, Port, 314, 316

Juanito, 105

. Lazaro, 142
. Lazaro, Cape, 147

Lazaro Peak, 139

. Lorenzo, 66, 96

I Lorenzo Point, 137

Lorenzo, Port, 215,

349
liorenzo, Rio, 123

. Lorenzo, Puerto do,

26
—— Lucas Island, 37

Lucaa Bay and Cape,

140
Lucas, Capo, 869, 915

Lucas Islands, 170

. Luis D"Apra, Port, 800,

801
Luis Obispo, 172, 176

Luis Point, 173

Luis Roy, 158

Marcial, 126— Marcos Island, 134

Mai-li'., Cape, 176

MatvO Bay, 331

Vngucl, 8, 61, 63— Jliguel Bay, 6

Miguel Chimalapa, 84

INDEX.

San Miguel Gulf, 9, 911

Miguel Inland, 171

Miguel River, 65

Miguel Point, 150

Miguel Volcano, 63

Miguel, Volcan de, 66

Nicolas Island, 165,

168
Podro Bay and Hill,

159
, „ ^

Pedro, Capo, and Fort,

33
Pedro Island, 28, 103,

791
Pedro Martyr Falls,

73
Pedro Nolasco, 172

Pedro Point, 182

Podro River, 112

Quentin, Port, and

Cape, 149

Ramon Bay, 150

Roque Island, 146

Roque, Rio de, 233

Salvador, 2, 03, 160

Suhador, City of, and

Volcano, 67

Siilvador, Coast of, 64,

68
Sebastian River, 20v!

Sebastian Vizcaino

Bav, 147
Simeon Bay, 174

. • Vicente. 63

Santa Ana, 11

Anna Rivor, 160

. Barbara Town and

Light, 162
. Barbara and Channel,

154, 169, 161

Barbara Channel and
Islands, 164, 168

Catalina, 158

Catalina Island, 1C5,

166
Sta. Ciara, 892

Santa Clara and River, 161

. Clara, Rio de, 130

Cruz, 90
Cruz and Fort, 800-1

Cruz Island, 169

Cruz Island & Point,

28
Cruz de Mayo, 126

Cruz Point and Har
hour, 177, 179

Inez, 172
. Ine-, Island, 130

. Lucia Bny, 94

Lucia, Sierra de, 176

M:.:^^"*a, Cape, 216

Margarita Island, 140,

141-2
. Maria Bay, 144

Maria Point, 148

. Marina Point, 141

Rosa Bank, 817

Rosa Island, 170, 788

Rosa Shoal, 798

Santa Sabina Bay, 130

Teresa, Barra do, 83

Teresa Point, 135

Santo Domingo Point, 145

Siinto Tomas Island, 787

Sapron Island, 866

Sarah Anna Island, 099

Sarah Point, 4C6

Saranac Island, 344

Saiw.maia Cove, 513

Saratoga Spit, 633, 640, 612

Sarcophagus Island, 642

Sardines, Bay of, 174

Sariguan Island, 811

Sarpan Island, 803

SarytschefiF, Cape, 605-6

Sarytschefl' Peak, 564

Sasagota Bay, 646

Satanna, Cape, 516

Satano Misaki, 598
Satnwal Island, 762

Satchet Hoad, 25!)

Satellite Channel. 295. 207

Satellite Pass, 329, 331

Satellite Reef, 389

Saturna Island, 280, 2SS.

290, 377, 387

Savary Island, 405, 409

Sawyer Bank, 62
Saynnagi, 609

Saypan Island, 794, 805, 807

Scarborough Hill, 241-2

Scarborough Island, 710 _

Scartiorough Islands, 707,

877
Schischkoff, Cape, 666

Schischmarefif Strait, 724

Schischmaroff Inlet, 629

Schooner Pass, 424

Schouten Island, 780

Schoiiten Islands, 778

Schumngin Islands, 499, 502

Scotch Fir Point, 402

Scott, Cape, 326, 372, 373

Scott Cape, Channel, iiiul

Islands, 424

Scott Island, 301

Scroggs Rocks, 319, 320

Scylla, Rocks of; 791

I

Seabock Island, 265

Sea Egg Rocks, 401

I Sea Lion Island, 634

,Sea' "-ns Island, 521

Sea Lion Rock, 618

Seal Rock, 147, 264

S.;al Rocks, 186, 398

Sea Mew Islands, 611

Sea Otter Cove, 373

Sea Otter Island, 634

Sea Otter Rock, 342

Sea Otter Sound, 458

Seattle, 260

Sebastian Lopez Isliind, 8. j

Secas Islands, 26

Secretarj* Island, 308, 317

Seduction Point, 465

Seechelt Arm, 401, 404

Sc'gouam Islands, 611

Si-i Sima, 609



la Bay, 130

I, Barra do, 83

I Point, 135

ngo Point, 145

LS Island, 787

nd, 866
I Wand, 099

k, 4t5
itnd, 344
>ve, 513
)it, 633, 640, 012

is Island, 542

lay of, 174
iland,811
ind, 803

, Cape, 605-6
• Peak, 504

ay, 646
ape, 516
mki, 698
land, 762
-ad, 25!)

hannel. 295. 207

ans, 329, 331

ecf, 389
island, 280, 2S8,

,387
and, 405, 409

ink, 62
609
laud, 794, 805, 807

gh Hill, 241-2

gh Island, 716

gh Islands, 707,

iff. Cape, 666

waff Strait, 724

aroff Inlot, 629

Pass, 424
Island, 780
Islands, 778

in Islands, 499, 502

ir Point, 402

pe, 326, 372, 373

ipe, Channel, iiud

!, 424
ind, 301
Rocks, 319, 320

locks of; 791

Island, 266
Bocks, 401

I Island, 534

18 Island, 621

I Rock, 618

k, 147, 264

•ks, 186, 398

r Islands, 611

ir Cove, 373

ir Island, 534

)r Rock, 342

Br Sound, 468

260 .^
in Ijopcz Isliind, 8. j

ilands, 26
ry-Islaud, 308, 317

on Point, 465

t Arm, 401, 404

irj Islands, 511

la, 609

Scliapo Islnml, 7fi'")

SemenofT, Ciipi', 652
Semiaiiiiioo Bay, 269, 378,

380
Seinisopochnoi Island, 515
Somitsch I^land, 604, 516
Scuiaune, Cape, 619, 570
Kuniavino Islands, 713
Seniaviiic Strait, 539
Senoia, I'ruvinco of, 123
iJonora and Sonorita lelands,

9
Sentirielu Island, 20
Sentinel Island, 292
iSupaiation Point, 283, 298
Sequalehin River, 223
Suqueira Islands, 734
Soraki, Cape, 051
Sorgheietl' Isthmus, 513
Sordze Kiimen, Cape, 499
Serdze Kameu Mountain,

515
Serieuse Shoal, 94
Seriphof. liock, 891
Surpent Islands, 728
Si'sga loint, 41
Seshart Channel, 337
iiii'tei Island, 898
Soto Uchi, 590, 601, 014
Sotuahal Island, 702
Seven Islands, 762
Seven Mcmtains, Island of,

615
Sevemaia Guba, 674
Severny Islands, 533
Sevilla, Isla, 28
Seward Roads, 870
Seymour Bay, 900
Seymour Canal, 462
Seymour Narrows, 411-12
Shadwell Passage, 420-22
Shag Rock, 9, 188, 338
Shah Bay, 899
Shakoff Point, 660
Shalers Island, 859
Shangoi Islands, 437, 443
Shantar Islands, 667, 572
Shantarski Islands, 672
Shanz Islands, 728
Shark Pass, 334
Shaik Reef, 282
Sha;.l£ ReefK, 342. 347
81" .-' Tuint, 341, 346, 389,

?^i .i. Liand, 280, 279, 282,
.•S.i. -Ih

•

!J^'-..U I?' i.d, 420
Shci. t \nn, 346
Shelter B,.^ , 591
Shelter Cove, 206
Shelter Island, 305
Shelter Islands, 340
Shelter Point, 'i"'?

Sholvocks Island i^r), 869
Shepherd Mountain, 397,

^
401

Sherringham Point, 316
Shiashkotan Island, 564

J{orth racific.

INDEX.

Shilka River, 584
Shilo River, 588
Shika-no-se, 010
Hhiino Iilziimi, 007
Shiinoiiosaki, UU3
Shingle Point, 300, 421
Shingle Spit, 396
Ship Channol, 340
Ship Island, 329, 333, 034,

337
Ship Passage, 332
Shin Point, 394
Ship Rock, 131, 306, 610
Shipunskoi, Cape, 554, 550
Shirinky Island, 602
Shishaldin Moimtain, 600
Shoal Bav, 282
Shoal Channel, 400
Shoal Isknds, 299
Shoal Point, 676
Shoalwater Bay, 235
Shoalwater Bay and Cape,

242
Shode Sima, 609
Shovel Island, 869
Slmshartie Bay, 421
Sliute Piissago, 295
Shuto Reef, 297
Siau Wuhu Bay, 589
Siclata Point, 93
Sidney Channel and Island,

287, 294
Sidney Island, 288, 289, 296
Sierpe, Boca, 34
Sierra Madre Mountains, 43
Sigak, Cape, 609
Siga Sima, 666
S. Ignacio de Agana, City

of, 801

Signal Head, 673
Sihuantanejo, Port, 97
Sikhs River, 223
Sikine, 626
Sikok. 600, 615
Sikok Island, 596
Sikolan loland, 566
Sikok Strait, 697
Silla Island, 26
Simabara Gulf, 680
Sima, Capo, 021

Siniago I-lands, 893
Simidin Island, 602
Simidzu Harbour, 623
Sinioda, 594, 632, 636
Simoda Harbour, 634
Simonanba Point, 606
Simonoseki Channel, 697

Simonoseki Strait, 601, 602,

605, 065
Simpson Fort, 449
Simpson Islands, 707
Simpson, Port, 433
Simpson River and Fort,

433-4
Simusir Island, 665
Sinagawa, 642
Sinanomis River, 265

Sinaloa, Province of, 123

Sinaloa, Rio do, 125

1001

Sinclair Island, 208
Sineko, oapo, 650
Sintalapa River, 1,

"0

Sio Saki, 615
Siquan'.anejo, 97
Sirahama, 034
Sirakami, Capo, 651, 055
Siriisai Saki, 016,617
Sirotoko, Ciipo, 577, 654
Sir Francis Drake's Bay,

190
Siriva Saki, 047
Siro Sima, 002, 075, 687
Sisiki Saki, 009
Sislers, The, 0G9
Sisters, Islands, The, 276,

339, 398
Sisters Rocks, 99, 296
Sisuro Point, 587
Sitka, 416, 448
Sitka Archipelago, 466
Sitka Islands, 449
Sitka Sound, 472
Silkhin Island, 514
Siikhin, West, 516
Sitziwura Bay, 080
Sivoutchi Island, 534
Sivoutchy Rock, 518
Siwokubi, Cape, 647, 051

Siwo Misaki, 619
Siwu Sima, 893
Sixty-four fathoms Bank,

876
Six Islands, The, 716
Sizikuts, Cape, 603
Sizi Sima, 609
Skenesi Bank, 610
Skidegate Channel, 441

Skidegate Channel and Har-
bour, 437-8

Skina River, 433
Skipjack Island, 280
Skiton Harbour, 442
Slate Island, 450
Slavianaka River, 155, ItU,

202
Slavianski Bay, 688
Sledge Island, 527
Slimpson Reef, 416
SUp Point, 254
Small Island, 366
Smith Inlet, 426
Smith Island, 274, 320, <i;i t,

710, 720, 725, 791

Smith's Island, 131

Smith's River, 213
Smoky Bay, 497
Smotz ura Bay, 616
Snag Point, 241

Snares, The, 664
Snettisham, Port, 402
Snug Basin, 331

Snug Corner Bay, 481
Snug Cove, 399
Snug Creek, 298
Sooonusuo District, 72
SoconuBCO Province, 77
t-ocorra Island, 787
Socorro, Puerto del, 269

k(
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Hoimonoff, Cnpe, ^76

Holmider Island, 306

Holontinamo, 48

Solony Ifrlnnd, 613

Hombrerito Hill, 134

Sombrero Point, 31

t^onibrio River, 317
_

Somosliiri Island, 634

Sonnte Island, 48

Sonora, 114

Sansonato, 3

Sosonate Roads, C8

Sooke Inlet, 317

S()oii(!;he Island, 7Cl

Sophia Point, 469

Horiwi Kaki, 661

Sorol Islands, 766

Sosanjaya, 803

Sosanlago, 803

Sossan Hagno, 803

Sossan Ilnya, 803

Sotoan Island, 756

Hotoan Islands, 767

Sotonohirasn Rock, 673,

679
j

Solima River, 620

Soumaye, 801

Saundoi's Islaiul, 874

Southampton Kuck, 634

(South Bay, 246

Southey Point, 301, 308

Southgate River, 410

South Ifllnnd, 628, 879

South or Porrv Island, 880

South Rook, 902

South Rowan Island, 890

Southworth Point, 261

Souvoroffaii'l Cape, 620

Sonworofif Islands, 726

Soya, Cape, 679

Soya Inland, 667

Sozu Sima, 609-10

Spanberg, Cape, 643, 662,

664
Spanberg Island, 666

Spanberg Mountain, 676

Spuiiish Bank, 386

Spanish Islands, 817

Speaker Rock, 415

Sjieck Reef, 66

Kp< ncer, Cape, 469-70

Spencer Keys, 769
Spencer Ledge, 326

Spineer Point, 628

Spex Strait, 669, 686

Sphinx Island, 306

Spieden Chan., Directions,

292
Spieden Island, 279

Spieden Island and Channel,

292
Spirkin Islands, 608

Spring Passage, 279

Sproat Bay, 330

S(nmre Rock Point, 0G4

Stpiawmisht River, 398

Squirrel Cove, 406

Srednoy Island, 665

Stttihiuski Inlet, 465

I^'I)EX.

StrjR Hay, 406

Stamp llarbimr, 331-2

Stanhope Point, 465

Staniforth Point, 430

Staniski Point, 668

Stanovoi Mountains, 537

Stapleton Island, 880, 884

Starbuck Island, 706

Staritchkoff Reef, 613

Starlight Reefs, 340

Station Peak, 149

Steamer Bay, 455

Steamer Cove, 346

Steamer Pass, 331

Steams Bluff, 247

Steep Cape, 496

Sleep Island, 412

Steep Point, 284

Steop-to Island, 724

Stnilncoom, 262

Stephen Islands, 780

Siephens, Capo, 524

Stephens Islands, 431

Stevens Passage, 401, 459,

4('iO, 401, 462
^ti ile Island, 494

art Bay, 341

irt, Port, 451, 889

ino River, 461

sukino River and Fort, 464

Stobual Island, 722

Stockdale Harbour, 487

Stockade Point and Bay,

286
Stolbovoi, Cape, 553

Stobovskaia River, 653

Stol6tie, Cape, 642

Stone Mole Rocks, 627

Stopper Islands, 339, 340

Storm Island, 334, 338, 424

Strawberry Bay, 268

Siriped Peak, 264

StrogonofT Bay, 666

Strogonoff, Cape, 619

Strong Island, 739

Strong Tide Island, 326

Stuart Channel, 299, 307

Stuart Island, 280, 288, 291,

409, 624
Stuart Island and Channel,

287
Stubbs Island, 342

Sturgeon Bank, 378, 386

Styleman Point, 462

Suart Island, 279

Suchiltepeques Province, 77

Svicia Island, 277, 280

Suckling, Cape, 481

Suco Island, 898

Suemez Island, 468

Suffrein Bay and Cape, 681

Sugarloaf Cfape, 632

Sugarloaf Island, 207, 898

Sui-tun River, 688

Sukhtelen Bay, 656

Suk Island, 761

Sulivan Reefs, 363

Sullivan Point, 459

Sulphur Bay, 789

Sulphur Beds, lOH

Sulphur Island, 887, 894

Sulphur Peak, 156

Sulphur Rocks, 13

Sului Sima. 613

Sumnss River, 332

Sninogi Lake, 634

Siimshu Island, 562

Sunday Rock, 348

Sung-ami, 617

Sungari River, 586

Sunharon, 807

Supply Rock, 634

S\iguamish Harbour, 265

Surf Islands, 368

Surge Islands, 365

Sur Point, 176

Suruca, Gulf of, 622, 63t.

Susaki, 601, 632, 634, G.Sy,

643, 646
Susa Maria, 146

Susan, Port, 265

Susquehanna Bay, 640

Sutil Channel, 406, 408-9

Sutil Mountain, 307

Suwo Kubi, Cape, 649

Suwo Nada, 605

Suzume Rock, 675

Svono Yama Mountains, (>44

SvetchnikoflF Harbour, 612

Swaya Point, 602

Swaine, Cape, 428

Swain Reef, 667

Swale Bock, 337

Swans, Bay of, 672

Swanson Channel, 287, 296,

301, 304, 306

Swars, Cape, 654

Swede Islands, 762

Swiss Boy Island, 334-5

Sybilla Island, 791

Sybillo Bay, 691

Sydenham Island, 713

Sydney Inlet, 346-6

Sydney Islands, 404

Sykes, Point, 460

Symplegades Islands, 082

Taba Sima, 606

Table Bluff, 208

Table Hill, 897

Table Island, 362

Table Mountain, 195, 680

Table Point, 690

Tables Mountains, 160

Taboga,ll
Taboga and Island, 14

Taboga Rocks, 13

Tabognilla, 14

Tabor Island, 16

Tabu Sima, 657

Taco and Aim, 462

Tagai Islands, 726

Tagaik Island, 761

Tagh Kiniagh Island, 502

Tagleokou Mountain, 639

Tago Bay, 623-4

Tagoilap Island, 765

Tiigua Point, 802
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a, 067
Aim, 402

mds, 726

land, 761

liagh Island, 502

n Mountain, 639

, 623-4

Island, 765

liut, 802

Tiihiihiiroo Buy, 016
'i'lilmuriiwo, ,si4

Tiihooni Isliiiid, 856
Tiih-sis Cuiml, 361
Tah-siHh Arm, 3*61

Ta Lslund, 751
Taipionofskoi, Capo, .)69

Taipingon Point, 8(13

Taitchnoi, Capo, 513
Tai-pin-san Islumls, 899
Tajamulco Volt >, 71
Tiikuboko, 076
Taka iKlancIs, 718, 725
Takaikania Island, OOS
Taknin Hock, 745, 746
Takainatsu, 609
Takaini, 608
Takanaba Island, 000
Tiika Sima, 616, 071, 682
Taka Sima iKlandu, ';o2

Takayama, Capo, 004
Takay Island, 742
Tako Sima, 891
Taking Island, 899
Tako Kiver, 463
Takuni Saki, 014, 616
Tala I'oint, 204
Talawa, Lake, 214
Talon Island, 20
Tamagawa, 663
Tamana Island, 711
Taman Island, 740
Tama no Ura, 072
Taniarimla, 47
Tamary Aniwn, 677
Tamasula Hill, 124
Taniatani Island, 700
Tamatlan, 104
Tameitsi Hay, 680
Tammatapappa Island, 856
Taiiabo, 617
Tanabo, Hay and Cape, 018
Tanaga Island, 51

1

Taiiapag Harbour, 809
Tanega Sima, 891
Tangliinakh iHlainl, 609
Tangolatangola I.-^laml, 88
Tannadagh Island, 610
Tano Bank, 004
Tano-iira, 6(14

Tan Saki, 673
Taongi Islands, 725
Tapak Rock, 746
Tapiteuwea Island, 708
Taputeouca Island, 711
Tarafofo, 801
Tarafofo Harbour, Port, and

Kiver, 802
Tarakai, 673
Tarara Island, 900
Tarawa Island, 708, 715
Tarcoli's Bay, 30
Taicinaki Harljoiir, .>.j7,

660
Tartary, Gulf of, 580
Tasku "Bay, 070
'I'lsnian Bay, 6i)0

TasMj Harlioiir, I 12

'i'al.uionii iiiy, (iU7

INDEX.

Tatthik Bay, 620
Tat-ihu Point, 35S, ;)C,;i

Tatiyania Bay, 0:t3, 639
Tatnall H.ofs, 42;t

Taloueh Island, 252
Tatoosh Island, 262
Tatsupi Saki, 046, 051
Tavala Ilivor, (Jroal, 123
Tavano, Port, 560
Tavasora. Hio, 22
Ta-wu-hu Bay, 590
Tohagvan Bay, 522
Tcliaitchi Islands, 5 1

1

Tchaplin, Cape, 5 1

1

Tchastio Islands, 614
Tchotchekouioun., 541
Tchiarloun Strait, 540
Tohing-an, Capo, 543
Tchiiikitanay IJiiy, 472
Tcbirikdff, Capi-, 541
Tchoukotskoi, Capo, 541,514
Tchuktchis, The, 535
Toanapan, Boca do, 112
Tcbakh, Capo, 685
T( bcnkoff CovH, 524
Tobut Island, 729
Te-cheh-(|nut, 223
Tocusitnn, 104
Ti'biiantDpoc, Town of, 84
Tohuantepoc, Gulf of, 79,

82, 912
Tojupan Bluff, 98
Tcjupan, Point and Paps of,

110

Tdograph Harbour, 299,
301, 309

Tolegraph Hill, 187
Tolica Volcano, 50, 56
Temo Island, 724
Toniplar Channel, 342, 345
Tomplar Kocks, 323
Temposan, Fort, 012
Tt.nacatita Bay, 102
Tunodos Island, 746
Tcnnessoe (wrock). 193
Tonola, Barra do, 83
Tent Island, 300, 301, 308
Tepoc, 106, 109
Tdcpiopa Point, 90
Terapa Island, 15
Tesico, Cape, 566
Tossaii Shoal, 112
Tuurire Island, 657
Toxhada Island, 391, 397,

398,401, 409
Toxupan Point, 913
Thames Shoal, 324
Thatehor Passage, 282, 283
Thotis Cottage, 320
Thetis Cove, 442
Thetis Island, 299, 306, 307,

309
Thirteen Islands, 764
Thomas Point, 419
Thompson Point, 286
Thompson River, 375
Thormanhy Islands, 401 -!
Thoniliorough (Ihaimi 1, 4I» •

Thorn Rock, 442

1003

'I'hroo Hill Island, 630
Three Hummock Island, 630
I hroe Islands, 878
Three Sisters Islands, 781
Thumb Peak, 10
Thuflow Island, 413, 411,

417
Tiara Mountain, 575
Ti-a-usu Island, 903
Tibbett Island, 029
Tihuron Island, 130
Tieheiier's Rock, 220
Tide Islaiiil, 407
Tides, 924-933; Tides in

general, 924
; Rev Dr.

Whewell on the Tides of
tho Pacific, 925 ; Tides on
West Coast of Norih
America, 927-8; Islands,
929 ; Central Pacific, 930.

TidkTaiilb —
Central America, 5Iexici>,

A:c., 931 : British t;u-
Imnbia, &c.,932: Alas-
ka, &c., 932: Tartary,
Japan, and the Islands,
933

Tiilea, Active Pass, 305
British Colimibia, 378
Broughton Strait, 417
Calm and Bute Chan-

nels, 411
Georgia, Sti-aitof, 391
Oolotas Channel, 420
Haro Strait, 289- Honolulu, 852
Jervis Inlet, 404- Johnstone Strait, 414
Nagasaki, 679
Nanaiino Harbour, 390—- Nootka Sound, 351
Central Paeitic, 930
North Prtcilic, 923
Panama, 13
Punta Arenas, 38
Queen Charlotlo's

Islands, 443
Rosario Strait, 270
Sandwich Islatids, S23
San Francisco, lyo
Seymour Narrows, ii

Trineoinalie Cliaiinel,
309

Vancouver Island,
326

Tide Table, 931
Tiorra, Piedra da, 106
Tiurra, Silva do, 23
Tigalda Island, 606
TigaUii Islanil, 5t)6

Ti-rr Ishind, 777
Tigil i;,ier, M6
Tigilsk, 569
Tigro, Island of, 58
Tijjre, Rio del, 32
Tigrito Point, 31
Jilapa, 76
Tilema, 83
Tilcma Lake, S3
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TiUnmook Buy and Head,

230, '2a 1 -„,
Tillamook, Fnlso, 231

Timber Covo, 203
,

Tindal and Watts Islani,

724
Tinginak Island, 609

Tininn Inland, 794, 805

Tinto, Arroya, 24

Tipitapa lliver, 48

Tisingal Ool(l Mint s, i

Titiguapa, Rio, 65

Tian Island, 722

Tlovuk Strait, 458

Tlupana Arm, 350, 36J

Toba Inlot, 4C6

Tobi iBland, 784

Tobi Sima, 614, 674

Todd Rock, 324, 330

TodoB loB Santos, 141, lo"

Todos Santos, 173

Toeai^h and Bay, 834

Too-yab-yah Hay, 834

Tofino Inlet, 345

Tobadgi Point, 634

Tokara Sima, 893

Toke Point, 242

Tokoeoa, 721

Tok Sima, 894

Toledo, 223

Tol Island, 758 ^
Tolocolme Mountain, <M

Tolstoi, Cape, 613

Tomales Point and Bay,

196, 199

Toma8Bay,42
Tomanp-ai Island, bii

Tomo, 608

Tomoika Harbour, 681

Tom Point, 297

Tomo Sima, 610

Tongas8,449
Tongue Point, 142, 308

Tongue Point and Channel,

240
Tonin, Capp, 677

_

Tonkoy, Cape, 49o

Tonock Bay, ^58

Top-knot Point, 3(2

Topoikoir Island, 548, 000

Towrkowa Isl .nd, 4^14

Toquart Harbour, 3.ih-9

Tordillo, Ceno, 128

Tordla, Kio, 65

Toriwi saki, 646

Torres Island, 758

Torres Rocks, 812

Tortolas, Rio de los, 209

Tortuga W""!^-
8f,„ ,3^

Tortuga Island, loO, 1^*

Tortugas Rock, 116

Torua Island, 722

Tosco, Cape, 141

Tosima Island, 600, 620

Totomosiri Island, 07 J

Totten's Inlet, 262

Touching Islan'l. '.,7

Tougouciio Point, i.iJ

Toukara Island, 893

Toulikskoi & Volcano, 609

Towaihai Bay, 834

Towor Bay, 95

Townsond Point, 460

Townsbend, r 't, 257

Toyaina and 15av, Oh"

Toyimisaki and Point, 000

Tkade-Wini-S see Winds.

Trading Bay, 492

Trail Bay and Islands,

Traitor's Covo, 457

Traitor's Bay, 567

Traitor's IhIi.ikIs, 780

Traversoy Islundfi, 7-2

Tranquil CnM'k, 345

TransHguration Iiay, 04d

Trap Bluff, 302

Trapiche PenitiHiila, »

Treaty Point, 641

Tree Island, 301, 878

Tree Point, 612

Tree R'ck, 676

Tree Saddle, 632

Tree Saddle Hill, 643

Trcmeton, Mount, 401

Tres Columnas Island, 87o

Tros Ojitos, Los, 130

Trevan Rock, 437

Trial Island, 320

Trial Islands, 323

Triangle Island, 425

Tril,uneBay,393,390
Trincomalio Channel, ioi,

291, 306, 307

Trinidad, 127

Trinidad Hoad and Bay,

209
Trinidad River. 9

Trinity Cape and Islamls,

490
Trinity River, 21

1

Trio Rocks, 892

Triumfo Silver ^Inios, 121

Triunfo do los Libros, 64

Trollope Point, 450

TroUopo Rock, 6

Tromelin Island, 7(>i>

Trucba, 21

Trueba Island, 20

Truk Islands, 757
.

Tschatcbanobury Mountain,

Tscbcgoula Islani, 510

Tscbegoula Islands', o'"

Tschiganok ^lo'^nl"*'"'
'^\Vp

Tschikotan Island, 562, oto

Tscboka River, 673

Tscbipunski, Capo, 554

Tschirikoff Bay, 502

TscbitschagofFBuy, nl7

Tscbitcbagoff, Cape, 020

Tscbitscbagoff Islands, 72J

Tsobongatscbouk Bay, 490

TshirinkntHU Island, oh I

Tsisia Rock, 579

Tsis Island, 758

TsiuiiH, Cwpo, 4ol,047

Tskahara Bay, 6lt'>

Tsugar, Capo, 646

Ts.i«ar, Strait of, 645, 60-,

655
Tsuii-Sima. 681

Tsukarase Rooks, mz
Tsuruga and Bay, 003

Tsu Sima, 665

Tsutara Siina, 6(2

Tsuya Sima, 620

Tua'm, Mount, 294

Tiukor Bay, 401-2

Tucker Island. 702

Tuft Island, 601

Tugidak Island, 496

Tugursk Bay, 573

Tugur^k Bay an.l Kivcr,

572
Tujugiak River, 521

Tiill" Island, 581

Tumnn River, 086

Tiimbo Island, 288

Tumitas River, 180

Tumun Point and Bay,

802
^ ^^,

Tumagain Arm, 4»o

Tumagain Island and Ann.

492
Tumlmll R^ef, 296

Turner Point and lapr,

Turn Island, 278, 329, 331,

Turn Island, and Rock,

TnmPoint, 288, 291, 406,

422
Turret Rock, 830

Turtle Back, 285

Turtle Bay, 146

Turtles Rocks, 210

Tusuliro Rivir, 3o

Tutomi Cnlf. 622

T\vonty-f<'et Rock, "M
Twin island, 306

Twins Islands, 347
^

Two Bi others Ucil, 8(.3

Two-bea'lod Point, 49i>

Two Trio Islind, 713

Tyahtiitooa Bay, S3G

T'ye Sima, 898

Ty-pinL?-san Island, 9»t)

Typso River, 247

TzaartODS Island, ii^, •">'

Uakkoun, Capo, o43

Unlan Island, 73!)

Ualan Islands, 734

Uaro Sima, 1*06

Ul.ita Point, :H

ITchucklesit lliirlionr, 331

Ucluelet Ann, 340

Ucona Rocks, 033 _

U<lia-Milai Miinds, i^<

Udirick Islands, 72o

Udsi Island, 603

TTJsi Sima, 682

XI.ru<;ouk Hivcr, o20

Uglv Channel, 310

Ujac Islands, 728
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10, 64f.

tiit of, 645, 6o2,

,681
Rooks, 082

,d nay, 003

865
na, 672

A, 620

int, 294

y, 401-2

and. 702

d, 605

aland, 496

Jay. 573

Bay and luvor,

Rivor, 521

nd, 581

iver, oS6

(land, 288

River, ISO

Point and Bay,

n Arm, 485

in Ifland and Arm,

I Rpcf, 296

Point and Capo,

land, 278, 329, 331,

Bland, and KocU,

Bint, 288, 29V, 406,

Rock, 830

Back, 285

Bay, 146

I
u;.ckM. 210

o Uivor, 35

i (Jiilf. 022

y-i'cet Hock, ;56<1

island, 300

Islaiulfi, 347

(lothors Keel', 8()3

n.aaod Pointy 496

L'rio IMiind, 713

iitooa Hay, S30

lima, 898

n-.8an Island, 900

) River, 247

toos Island, 323, 33)

onn, Capp, 543

n Island, 739

II Islamls, 734

Sima, 006

^ Point, :<4

icklcsit lliirlionr, .Wl

elct Arm, 340

la Rocks, 033 _

i-Milai I4iinds, I'ii

ick Isliinds, 725

i Island, 603

i Sima, 682

};ouk Hivcr, 520

V Channel, 310

s Islands, 72b

U)ilon« r>-l«nd. 733
IT'kinr't P„iv. 552
VV. t.ma, '644

Uk .1 Sima, 071

Uiak Island, .')15

Ulie Islands, 764
Ulithi Islanil, 706

Ulomnia Uay, «03

Ulul Island, 76U
ITmata, 808
UmatH Bay and River, 798,

799
Umpquah River, 226
ITnalachloet, 525
Unalaklik, 525

Unawb Island, 767
Union Island, 360

Union, La, 3, 66, 59

Union Telograph C'omp., W.
500, 546

Uniontown, 208

Unit Rock, 288

Unoiira Harbour, 661

Unwelconio IlHrlioiir, 749

Unwelcomo, Port, 744
Upolu Point, 834

Upright, Cnpe, 532
Upright Channel, 286

Upright Channel and Hill,

282
Upright Cliflf, 301

ITpwood Point, 402-3

Uraga Channel, 632, 637,

639, 643-4

Urago Channel, 632

Urii-kami Harl/our, 620
Uninie Bunk, 761

TJra-no-utsi, 601

Urava Poak, 14

Urricns Islands, 815
UrI.itsh, 566
Urukthapel Island, 773-4

Uriip Island, 565, 506
Useless Bay, 259

Useless Inlet, 335

Ushishir IslantI, 565
U Sima, 652
Usonri Bay, 589

Usubre River, 35

Usiiri River, 585

Utholotskoi, Capo, 569

Utirik Islands, 718, 725

Utiroa, 7H
Uton6, 626
Uu, 744
Uwa Sima, 605

Vagares Islands, 42

Vakhilskaia Rivor, 555

Vallo de Bamleras, 104

Valdes Island, 306, 406,

408
Viddes, Puprto do, 485
Vali, Cerro, 8

Valiontes Islands, 762
Valliidolifl llock, 15

Vallnnar Point, 452

VHncouver Bay, 404
Vancouver, Capo, 522

Vanrouvor Island, 251, 271,

311, 326, 018
Vandalia Bluft', 634

Vandoput Point, 461

Van der Lind, Capo, 566

Van Dieman Strait, 598,

635, 921
Vansittart Island. 422
Vargas Cone and Island, 341

Vargas Island, 347

Variation of the Compass,
952

Vasilova Rock, 473
Vashon Isl.ind, 259

Vashon Point and Island,

261
Veevidovskaia Islands and

Cove, 509
Vopviilovskni Volcano, 509

Vela Rocks, 889

Velas, Cape. 39

Velasquei! Island, 57
Vonado Island, 16. 114

Venados, Islas de los, 113

Ventana Island, 26
Ventana Point, 21

Vontosa Bav, 83

Venus Shoal, La, 142
VeragUB, 3

Veragua, Coast of, 912
Veraguas ^lountains, 1

1

Vcragufls, Province r>f, 16

Verkhotoursky Island, 547,

552
Vermilion Soa, 112, 122

Vernon Bav, 337

Vesuvius Bay, 301

Vioonto Point, 159

Victoria Harbour, 297, 319,

322
Victoria, I^, 167

Victorieuso Island. 893
Victoria, Mount, 404

Viejo, Vclcan de, 52, 53
Vigia Ormde, 99

Vigia Hill, \m, 162

Vigilant Point, 412
Village Island, 336, 362
Village Pass, 339

Village Point, 394
Village Rocke, 336
Villenchinski Jlountnin, 5')7

Villeucliinski V(dcano, 554

Viner Point, 408

Vineta Rock, 686

Violin, Pta., 34

Vique Cove, 1

6

Viradores Islands, 40
Virago Rock, 308

Viiago Sound, 439, 440
Virgenas Paps, Lis. 140

Virginio Mountain, 588
Virgin Rocks, 426

Viuda, 26
Viuda Rock, 25

Viv<-ro8 I-land, 7

Vnnshnei, (^npi-, '571

Voovoda B ly, .'jf^O

Volano Island, 27

Volcano Bay, 65R

V(dc:in Islimd, 876
Volcano Hill, 844
V(doano Island, 627, 880,

891, 893
Von Donop Creek, 407
Vouten Uiver, 542
Vries Island, 625, 643

Vulcan Island, 778

Wadasima Harbour, 615
Waddinirton Harbour, 410
Wafer Buy, 696
Waiakea Ilay, 828
Wainkeii Point, 831

Waiiilai Hiirbour, 846
Waikiki Anchorage, 8.'i2

Wailioli Moiintain, 8('»3

Waialua District, 846

Waisluku River, 829
Waimanalo, 847
Wsimanolo Point, 848

Wniinanu Valley, 833

Wuimoa Bay, 847-8, 853
Waimoa District, 834
Waisima Bay, 661
Wakasa Bay, 663
Wskayama, 614, 616
Wakennenish Island, 342
Wakes Island, 792, 877
Walalla River, 203
Walckenanr Bay, 779
Waldron Island, 279, 294
Wains Island, 449
Wiil.'s Point, 434
Walker Buy, 880, 884
Wiilkor Cove, 461
Walker Hook and Rock,

307
Walker Islands, 423, 697
Walker Point, 427
Wiilmoiith Hill, 274
Walpole Point, 461

Walvis Bay and Island?,

567
Waneka Dishict, 745
Wappatoo Island, 230
Wardo Point, 454
Warn Bay, 344
Warn Island, 346
Warren Hastings Island,

783
W linen Island, 457
Wa saki, 658
Washington Harbour, 255
Wsshington Island, 435,

701
Washington, Mount, 395
Washington Territory, 242,

269, 379
Wasisu yama, 661

Wasp Islands, 279, 284
Wa>»ili.UBay, 501

Wat4lu^ki, Cape, 591

Waterfall Creek, 829
Water-i Point, 4 SO

Waxell, Capo, 518
Webster Island, 041

Wedge Head, 620

I
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Wedgo Island, 101, 370,

453
Wedge-shaped Cape, 605

Weeks Island, 876
Weewodhki Harbour, 460

WpllinKton Iglandg, 742

WoBsiloffsky, Ci»po, 507

Westcott Creek, 203
WeBtervclts Islands, 755

WoBtniiiistcr, New, 272, 382

WoBt Point, 260

West Rocks, 360

West Sound, 285

Woynton Pnssntse, 417,418

Whalo Buy, 476

Whale Clmnncl, 132

Whalo Creek, 231

Whalo Fishery, 501

Whaleman Anchorage, 700

Whale Rock, 320, 321

Whalo Rocks, 277
Whaler Island, West, 347

Whaley Point, 461, 663

W hidbey Islands, 251, 269,

265-6
Whiffin Island, 317
Whil-apah River, 244

White and Black Rocks,

276
White Bench Bay, -^86

White Cliir, 282
White Cliff Bay, 688

White Cliff Head, 360, 362

White Cliff Point, 399

Whitehorn Point, 269, 276,

377
White Island, 99, 401, 405

White Pino Cove, 347

White Rock, The, 279, 299,

300, 424, 669

White Rock Point, 617

White Rocks, 174
Whitcstono Point, 371

White Sjiit, 309, 394

Whitshed Bnv, 604

Whvmea Bay, 843

Vli idow Rock, 25

Wilder Bay, £89

Wilfred Point, 412
Willamette River, 241

WilifS I»land, 422

Willes Harbour, 869-70

William Head, 319

William Point, 26S

Williiim the Fourth Islands,

751
Willow Point, 411, 412

Wilson Isliind, 601, 663,

791
Wilson Islands, 763

Wilson Point, 257
Wimbluilon I'oir.t, 4(i9

WinclHlsoa I-land, 31)2

Winchester Bay, 227

Winchosicr Mountain, 688

Windham Point, 462

Winds of the North Pacific,

<J.p7—924; T'lo Glii' nil

Arrangement, C07, Limits

INDEX.

of the Tradn-winds, 909
;

Calm Belt, 909; N.E.
Trade-wind, 910; S.W.
Anti-Trade or Passage

Winds, 910; Central Ame-
rica, 911 ; Guavacjuil

River to Guascames Point,

911; Choco Bay, 911;

Chirambira Point to Gulf

of San Mi«uil, 911; Pa-

nama, 912; Gulf of

Diilce to Gulf of Fonseca,

912; Gulf of Fonseca to

Gulf of Tehuai.tep«>c, 912 ;

Gulf of Tehuantepec 1o

Texupan Point, 913; W.
Const of Mexico, 914

;

Lower California, 916 ;

Capo San Lucas to San
Diego, 915; Califoniia,

916 ; San Francisco, 917 ;

Vancouver Island, Alas-

ka, &c., 918; Behrinu's

Sea, 920 ; Kamchatka,
920 ; Japan, 921 ; The
Islands. 923

Califomiit, 164
. Caroline Archipela-

go, 737
Central America, 4

Gulf of Tartary,

680—— Hawaiian Archipe-

lago, 822
Ladrono Islands,

797
North Pacific, 907

San Francisco, 1 93

VancuuviT Island,

314
Wingham Island, 482

Winter Cove, 290

Winter Harbour, 370

Wise Island, 30'i

Wishaii Reef, 754

Witshed, Cape, 483

Woahoo,818
Woahoa Island, 846

Wodehouse Point, 473

Wolea Islands, 764
Wolf Island, 317

Wolf Rock, 458

Wooden Rock, 464, 467

Wood Hill, 897

Wood Islands, 344

Woodlo Island, 707, 714

Woolridao Island, 400

Woody Island, 496

Woody Point, 327, 365

Worlconibo Island, 400

Works Canal, 433
Woronzow Point, 492

Worroray Mountain, 827

Wo Sima, 682
Wotje Islands, 722-3

Wot'tho Islands, 728

Wrangol Island, 454

Wreck Bav, 341

Wukido Island, 894

Wurst, Cape, 676
Wu-sima, 008
Wu-sinia Channel, 607

Wyadda Island, 253

Xicalnpa, 77
Xima, Capo, 621

Ximotepe, 47
Xipanga, 693

Yablonoi Krobit Mountains,

584
Yafiko yama, OfiO

Yakima Pass, 260

Yakuail or Yuiiuot Sound,

349
Yukuno Sima, 891

Yale, 376, 381

Yama Kama and Harbour,

699
Yam Bay, 855
Yang-tse-kiang, 683

Yaniakinon, 539

Yaniskossery Island, 667

Yap Island, 767

Yaqui, 129

Yaqui, Rio, 126, 138

Yaqninnah River, 228-9

Ya saki, 668
Ya sima, 606

Yaska Island, 460

Yebisu, 659
Yebosi sima, 666

Yedo, 636
Yedo Bay, 640, 642

Yedo Bay and Gulf, 921

Y.do, Gulf of, 622, 632,

642
Yei Bay, 610
Yi irabu Sima, 894

Yellow Bluff, 418

Yellow Island, 284, 297,

393
Yellow Point, 300

Yeno, 608
Yenoi Sima, 670

Yeo Island, 392

Yerabu Sima, 891

Yerba Buena, Cove of, 183

Yerba Buena Island, 189

Yerghin Shoal, 340
Yer-ni-bu, 900

Ye saki, 610

Yosan, Cupc, 647

Yeso, 634
Yeso Island, 645, 653
Yetoino, Cape, 655

Ycterop Island, 506

Yew Point, 321

Yezo Island, 578, 596

Ykima Islan>l, 900

Ykitsk Island, 668

Ykolik, Cape, 49G

Ynarnjaii Bay, 803

Ynps, Punla, 134

Yobuko, 6!-6

Yobuko Harl our, 668



Jiipc, 675
I, 608
H Channel, 607

, laland, '^43

',77
Jiipo, 6i21

je, 47
1,693

)i KroLit Mountuinn,

ynmn, 6fi0

,
Pll8R, 200

I or ifu(iuot Sound,

> Simn, 891

rO, 381

Kiima and Harbour,

ay, 855
se-kiang, 083

inon, 639
D88ery Island, 667

liind, 767
129
liio, 126, 138

iiiah River, 228-9

i, 068
H, 606
Island, 460

, 659
sinia, 666
536

3iiy, 640, 642
Jay and Gulf, 921

Gulf of, 622, 032,

ly, 610
lu Siina, 894

I Bluff, 418
, Island, 284, 297,

f Point, 300
608
Sima, 670
sland, 392
u Sima, 891
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